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PARTVIII.-THE SEASONS AND THEIR ENGAGEMENTS.

SECTION I.

AUTUMN.

This season, which is placed in the third department of the calendar, is justly considered

the first of the agricultural year, the gathering in of the crops being its conclusion. It

might be supposed that when the harvest is completed, and the hopes of the husbandman

have been crowned with success, an opportunity of leisure would occur, in which he

might indulge himself in a relaxation from the more severe employments of the farm.

This would be taking an erroneous view of the case ; for if there is any period of the

agricultural year in which foresight, vigilance, and activity are required in the manage-

ment of the farm, it is that brief period of uncertain weather and shortening days in

which sometimes a single day may determine the success or otherwise of an operation,

according to the way in which it has been employed. In no industrial employment so

much as in agriculture is it necessary to bear in mind the adage of Franklin :
" Drive

your business, and let not that drive you." In none does success so much and so con-

stantly depend on seizing with a prophet's foresight, an eagle's glance, and a giant's

VOL II. B



2 AGRICULTURE, ANCIENT AND MODERN.

liandj the critical opportunity (wliich may not occur again) of performing an important

operation. We feel persuaded tliat most of the failures amongst farmers have been

occasioned by their allowing their business to ''drive" them, and thus^ from the

beginning of the year to the end of it, being behindhand in their work.

At no period of the year, either, is the employment of the farm more diversified tlian

in the autumn. But wheat sowing is the great event of the season, and should engage

the husbandman's first attention. Breaking np and cleaning the stubbles before winter

are necessary to ensure the succeeding crops, wliether of roots or spring corn. The pre-

paration for a winter campaign with the cattle requires special attention. This includes

the housing of the mangolds, swedes, and other roots—all necessary to be performed in

dry weather ; the arrangement of the cattle byres and yards ; the repairing of binns and

troughs, &c., &c. The thresliing machine or the fiail, also, has to be kept at work ; for

few farmers have capital enough to begin the new season without having recourse to the

products of the previous one for a supply. In this respect the threshing machine is a

blessing to them, enabling them to place themselves in funds at a few days' notice,

without much interference with their other operations. A vast variety of employment

will, from time to time, arise, forcibly reminding the husbandman of the necessity of

" taking time by the forelock," so as to have leisure for everything, provided that the

seasonal vicissitudes do not interfere to prevent it.

In the old husbandry, in preparing strong clay-land for wheat, it has been usual to

tlu'ow it into stetches or ridges, wider or narrower, according to the judgment-of the

farmer, the custom of the country, or the degree of retentiveness of the soil. And while

it was considered iiseless to attempt to thorough-drain such soils—worse still, to

tamper with the subsoil—the narrow stetches were an essential element in tillage, in

order to carry off the rains of winter by the furrows, assisted by open drains, so as to

leave the growing crops high and dry. But wherever the land is subsoiled and thorough

-

drained, these narrow ridges are unnecessary ; and it is now not an uncommon practice

to lay the furrow-slices all one way by the turnwrist or the steam-plough, so as to have

no furrows at all. This is the practice on the farms of the late Prince Consort, at

"Windsor, on which Mr. Fowler's plough has been employed ; and many large farmers

of clay-land farms are beginning to adopt tlie same plan, by which from one-sixth to

one-eighth of the land is saved. This is one of the advantages of the new husbandry,

and it must materially increase the produce of a farm on which it is practised. Where

the steam-plough is not used, the turnwrist plough may be emjjloyed for the purpose,

and much time is saved in turning at the headlands by tlius simply re-turning and laying

the furrow-slices all the same way.

Whilst, however, the largest portion of the arable land of England is still nndraincd,

and the farmers are contented to leave the subsoil untouched, and to plough the surface

only to the depth of 5 or G inches, there is no other way of getting rid of the surface-

water from strong land than by high and narrow ridges, with a double open furrow, at

every sixth, eighth, or tenth turn of the plough, besides 0])en drains across at intervals.

The loss of land (in furrows) is not the only injury sustained by this practice. Tlie

impervious character of the subsoil, rendered more so by the sole of the plough constantly

from time to time going over and pressing it down, excludes the access of air, heat, and

moisture, all of which, as we have already shown, assist materially in promoting the

fertility of the soil. The copious dews of summer, which, in a drained and subsoiled
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land, penetrate to tlic bottom of tlic roots of plants, only moisten the surface, and

pass off in evaporation wlicn the sun rises. For although a clay soil absorbs and

retains moisture to a greater extent than a free soil, its artificial condensation, by tlic

action of the plough upon the immediate subsoil, renders it impossible for moisture to

penetrate in any reasonable time, and it is therefore necessary to get rid of it by the

practice of high-ridging, which, at the same time, deprives the land of the benefits it

would otherwise derive from the atmosphere. "Unless," says a modern writer, "land

can absorb the whole rain which falls upon it, its full range of fertility cannot be

developed ; for the same showers which aggravate the coldness and sterility of imper-

vious and already saturated soils, carry down with them, and impart to those that are

pervious, ever fresh supplies of genial influence.* Instead, then, of this perennial source

of fertility being encouraged to run off by surface channels, or to stagnate in the soil,

and become its bane, let provision be made for its free percolation through an open stratum

several feet iu thickness, and then for its escape by drains of such depth and frequency

as each particular case requires. When this is attained, a flat surface will generally be

preserved, as alike conducive to the welfare of the crops, and to the successful employ-

ment of machinery for sowing, weeding, and reaping them."t

"Wheat is sown either on the bare fallow or land tilled from the previous harvest ; or

on a bastard fallow or summer-till—that is, a one or two years' clover-ley broken up

after the first crop of grass of the season has been taken off—or on the flag of the

same, upon the first ploughing.

There is still in some parts of the country a considerable breadth of land, in open

field, subject to the ancient conditions of such land being common to the cattle and

sheep of the whole parish from the time the crop is housed to that of its being ready for

sowing again. Such land can only be farmed on the principle of the ancient husbandry,

it being impossible to grow upon it either green or root crops. Two or three corn

crops and a bare fallow is therefore the system pursued ; and as it involves none of

the laboiir required by the turnip husbandry, to interfere with the preparation of the

land for autumnal sowing, the wheat or rye may be deposited in the soil early, as was

formerly the case, except on the cold lands.

It is the general practice to adapt the species of wheat to the nature of the soil. For

a veiy stiff clay, the Colne or Rivets wheat, or the Egyptian wheat, is best suited. This

is of less importance when the land has been drained and subsoiled, because the chief

obstacles to the cultivation of the finer species are removed by letting off the stagnant

Avater and opening the soil to the influences of the atmosphere. But the proportion of

land thus improved is very small, and it is therefore necessary to pay attention to this

adaptation of the species to the soil. Under any circumstances, however, the coarser

wheats are more productive on strong lands than the finer sorts; but, on the other

hand, the price at market is several shillings per quarter less, which probably makes it

less profitable to cultivate them on drained land than the best types.

Instead of a summer fallow, it is customary with some to grow a crop of beans on the

clay soils, giving the land a moderate dressing of manure for the beans, instead of reserving

it for the wheat. Whilst the beans do not exhaust the soil, the hoeings necessary to them

* It is the opinion of some of the first chemists of the present day, that the heaviest rain upon drained land never

carries off the elements of fertility it hrings down from the atmosphere, they being retained in the soil by the chemical

action it exercises over or upon them.

t " Encyclopedia Britannica," 8th ed., vol. ii. p. 280.

B 3
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keep the land cleau^ and open it to tlie air ; and tbe wheat afterwards is found to be

quite as good a crop, if not better, than if the land had been fallowed. Arthur Young

made an experiment^ at the request of the Duke of Grafton, by growing beans and

wheat alternately on the same laud for eight years, giving it a moderate coat of manure

every third year. lie does not give the particulars of the experiment, but he says that

the produce of wheat varied from an average of 28 bushels on poor, to 33 bushels on the

good land; and he found at tlie end of the eight years the soil was not at all im-

poverished, but rather improved, it being more free from weeds tliau tliat wliicli was

fallowed.

For light and friable soils, the Golden Drop, Nursery, Spaldings, Talavera, Lammas,

and other hner sorts of wheat, are adapted. The Talavera is a spring wheat, but all

the other sorts succeed as winter wheats. Every farmer, however, will know how to

adapt the species of seed to the soil, by observing what is the general practice of the

country.

On enclosed farms, the bare fallow—that is, a fallow after a white crop—is almost

abandoned on free-soil lands, unless it be on first entering upon an occupation, and

finding the land very foul and poor, in which case a fallow may be desirable to bring it

into a good state. The turnip and green crop husbandry, and the adoption of a regular

course of cropping, render the fallow unneeessar}^ ; indeed, the root crops are fully equal

to it in tlie benefit they confer upon the land, by tlie hoeings and thorough tillage it

receives. There are, however, some strong clay-soil farms still undrained, and only

tilled to the depth of 5 or 6 inches, which are not supposed to he capable of profitable

cultivation except a bare fallow is given them at certain intervals. This was the

case in the Carses of Gowrie and Stirling, in Scotland, where the old red sand-

stone formation prevails ; also, in part of East Lothian and in Berwickshire, and otlier

tracts bordering on and dividing the mountain ranges bearing south-west of the

German ocean. Tliese tracts were considered incapable of growing root crops ;

but, since the possibility of effectually draining and subsoiliug the clay soils has been

demonstrated, the lands have gradually been brought under that system of fallow

cropping which has effected such an important change on the light and mixed soils of

England.

There are, however, still cousiderable tracts in the latter country in which a bare

fallow is still given to the laud every fourth or fifth year. Such are the yellow clay of

Cambridgeshire, the blue lias of Gloucestershire, and the strong plastic clays of London

and Essex, so retentive of moisture, and so dithcult to cultivate. On most of these

the bare fallow system is practised; but here, again, experiment has proved that the

most stubborn soils are not beyond the reach of improvement, without such a sacrifice

as the entire loss of a crop once in four years. The introduction of the mangold-wurzel,

which is better adapted to a clay soil than the turnip, is fast taking the place of the

fallow, with profit to the husbandman and advantage to the soil. Tlie example, too, of

Mr. Meehi, who has wholly dispensed with the bare fallow on his indurate clay farm at

Tiptree Hall, has not been lost upon his neighbours, however they may ridicule and

abuse his practice in other respects.

The method of fallowing varies in different parts of the country. In Cambridge and

Huntingdon shires, according to Mr. Morton, the ancient system is adhered to witliout

much improvement. The stubble is ploughed up as soon after harvest as possible, to
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the depth of 5 or 6 inches, and left rongh for the frost and downfall—whetlier rain or

snow—to act upon it. If this stubble ploughing cannot be given in the autumn, it is

seldom that the land can be worked imtil late in the spring. Generally, however, a

part of the fallow is appropriated to winter tares, which are sown in October or

November ; and when these ai'e disposed of' in the spring or early summer, the land on

which they grew receives a " bastard" summer-tillage similar to that of a clover-ley in

prepai'ation for wlieat. The course or rotation of crops is as follows :— First, the bare

fallow ; second, barley or oats, or sometimes wheat ; third, clover or beans ; and, fourth,

wheat. The arrangement given by INIorton for cropping 100 acres is as follows :

—

!.„„„,. (Bare fallow 19

'

1st year
. . . | Winter tares 6

2ud „ ... Barley, oats, or wlieat 25

„ , j
Clover aud rye-grass 12J
Beans 12j

4lh \Yheat 25

100

In May or June the fallow is ploughed back to its original farrow and left until

August, when it is cross or thwart ploughed ; and if it is intended for wheat, the manure

is spread over the surface soon after, say the end of September ; and in Octol)cr the land

receives its last ploughing, being again ridged and the seed sown or drilled at the latter

end of October. But little trouble is taken to extirpate weeds, the summer fallowing

being supposed to be quite sufficient to destroy them. The harrow, too, is very little

used, it being considered more advantageous that the soil should be left rough to

receive the action of the sun and air, which more effectually pulverises it than any imple-

ment can do. And, besides this, if the land were levelled by the harrows, and reduced

to a fine state before seed time, a heavy shower of rain, siicceeded by dry weather, would

first cause it to run into a semi-fluid state, like mortar, to be afterwards baked into one

uniform hard mass, impenetrable to the plough. The harrow, therefore, should only be

used in ease of the land being foul with twitch ; or at " the eleventh hour," before sowing

or drilling.

In Essex, the fallow is given to the strong soils once in six years, the rotation

being, first, fallow ; second, oats or barley ; third, clover or beans ; fourth, wheat : fifth,

beans; sixth, wheat. x\. good deal of the clay lands of Essex have a mixture of granules

of chalk in their texture, which adds greatly to their fertility when well cultivated. This

is the ease in some of the land round Saffron Walden ; but the agriculture of that dis-

trict is not all so good as it might be. TMien fallowed, this land is thrown into four-

furrow ridges, which makes them 3 or Si feet wide. These are first set out by a

first-rate ploughman, who—the land being first levelled with the harrow, or scarifier

—sets out the distances w'ith stakes. He then ploughs one bout, or possibly one furrow,

which forms the base of the ridge. If he ploughs a bout, the furrow slices are thrown

oif from each other. Tlie other ploughs then go two bouts to make up each ridge.

Three or four of these tilths or ploughings are given at intervals of a month during the

summer ; three and a half or twice four-furrowed, and three times struck or sized, con-

stituting what is called a clean summer fallow. Tlic land lies in this state either on the

round ridge, with four fun-ows gathered up, or on the flat ridge, with two furrows thrown

out, until the following spring, when, in Jlarcb, it is sown with barlev either broadcast
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or drilled^ the latter being preferred. Mr. Morton gives the following as the exjacnse

of this fallow crop :

—

S, s. d.

Three whole tilths or ploughings, and one strike or sizings .... 194
Scariljing 2 9

Harrowing 008
Seed—3 bushels of barley at 3i 9

DriUing 036
Per acre 2 4 3

and he gives the average produce at 5 quarters per acre.*

When the pure plastic clay receives a fallow in this county it is attended with much

more expense^ receiving from six to eight ploughings with three or four horses each time,

and scarified between the ploughings. Water furrows, also, have to be made with the

plough and cleared out with the spade, the expense altogether, including seed and drilling,

amounting to £Q 8s. lO^d., independent of rent, tithe, taxes, and harvesting and thresh-

ing the crop. If oats or barley are sown, they are not expected to pay these expenses,

which include the operations of two years, the average crop of oats being 7 quarters

per acre ; but it is sometimes much greater, as last year (1862) when some of the farms

grew 10, and even 11, quarters per acre. It is, however, to the four following crops of

the rotation that the farmer looks for his profit, or to meet the expense of the whole

course, covering the whole cost of the farm.

In Scotland the rotation varies with the nature of the soil. On the strong clays of

the Carse of Gowrie, a seven years' shift is general, namely—a fallow—wheat—beans

—wheat—barley—clover and rye grass—oats. On the clay loams, where cultivation is

more free, an eight shift is practised, as—fallow—wheat—beans—wheat—turnips

—

barley—clover—oats. The introduction of the turnip is not for actual profit on the

crop, as the farmers seldom get more than from 10 to 12 tons of bulbs on the strong

yellow clays. But it lengthens out the rotation, and also supplies the cattle with food

during the winter, and converts the straw into manure of a better quality than if it were

merely trodden down into dry litter.

In the Carse of Gowrie the wheat on the fallow is sown as near to the 20tli of

September as possible. If earlier, it gets too forward ; and if much later, it docs not

get sufficient hold of the ground before winter to enable it to withstand the rigour of the

season and the alternations of frost and thaw. The seed furrow is turned about the end

of August, the land having been previously levelled with the harrows or the scarifier,

and mixed with the manure which has lain from the former ploughing. Sometimes the

dung is ploughed in with the seed furrow. The ridges are then to be set out, and the

seed sown either broadcast at the rote of 10 pecks per acre, or drilled with 6 or 7

pecks. On the mountainous slopes the drill cannot be safely used on account of the

boulder stones, mostly loose, but in some cases fixed in the soil, against which even

the common plough cannot stand, much less the drill. This is the principal cause

that the drill husbandry has made much less way in Scotland than in England, where

it is now almost universal. Even the wheat crop after a fallow does not appear always

to pay the expenses. According to Mr. Morton, the total expense of working the fallow,

including 2 bushels of seed and sowing, is £7 10s. 7d., to which must be added two

years' rent^ £-L 10s., and interest on capital (ii8) employed per acre for two years at 7i

* Mortou's "Cyclopmdia of AgricuUurc," vol. ii. p. 778,
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per cent., or £1 is., making a tolal of £\3 Is. 7d. The return is 3G bushels of wheat

at 5s. per bushel, and 45 cwt. of straw at Is. 6d., making iu all, £\2 7s. , which leaves a

deficiency of 17s. Id. This result, however, depends upou the price of wheat, but the

account proves the heavy expense of the bare fallow, and the desirableness of getting rid

of it wherever practicable. This may be promoted by mixing with the clay soil another

of a lighter textui-e, and by opening up the subsoil to the influence of the atmosphere.

Mr. Morton is not an advocate for the abandonment in toto of the naked fallow on

clay soils. He considers it the best and most effectual means of cleaning, loosening,

and sweetening the soil ; and although in itself unprofitable at a less price of wheat than

6s. per bushel, it creates such an improvement in the texture of the soil, that the after

crops of the rotation may be cultivated at little expense. But it adds nothing extra to

the soil, and is stationary iu regard to improvement, admitting of no expansion. It is also

an exhausting system, because whatever vegetable matter there may be iu the soil, the

frequent ploughings and stirrings cause it to escape by evaporatiou under the influence

of the summer's sun. This waste of organic matter Mr. Morton considers a serious evil,

and so it would be if it were really the case that the evaporation of vegetable organisms

does take place. This idea, however, is opposed to the experience and practice both of

ancient and modern husbandry, especially the latter. The ancients had no other mode

of restoring an exhausted soil to fertility but the naked fallow ; the moderns, with more

extended means and more enlarged ideas, find that, without the fallow, the more the soil

is opened to the influence of light, heat, and moisture, the more is its fertility promoted.

In Norfolk, wheat is usually sown on the second year's clover ley, but sometimes on

the first year's. In the former case the flag is broken up as soon as the first flush of

grass has been fed off, and the laud receives a bastard summer-till in order to clean it

and destroy the twitch grass. After the crop has been fed ofi" by the bullocks or sheep,

the land is rice-balked, a particular kind of ploughing, in Avhich the furrow-slice is turned

over on to the unplouyhed ground, the edge of the coulter returning close to the edge of

the last-turned flag. The summer-ley remains iu this state till August, when it is

harrowed to tear the flag in pieces and get out the twitch, if there is any. The land is

then ploughed across the former furrows, to the full depth of the soil. After this the

manure is laid on, harrowed, and theu ploughed in with a light furrow, in the direction

of the first ploughing, by which the soil is well pulverised and mixed with the manure,

and the weeds destroyed which the first ploughings may have left alive. The land is then

left until seed time, when it is laid into balks or ridges varying in width from six to ten

furrows of not more than 7 or 8 inches each, so that a six-furrow ridge does not

measui-e more than 3^ or 4 feet in width.

Wheat sown on the first year's ley is generally either dibbled or drilled upon the up-

tm'ued flag. In some instances this also receives a haslard summer-tilling, being ploughed

as soon as the first grass has been fed off. But where sheep are kept, the summer feed is too

valuable to be sacrificed ; and in other cases a second crop of clover is frequently taken.

It is found, too, that the wheat on land where the clover has been mown, is better or

more productive, and less liable to disease and injury from insects, than that which has

been fed down by sheep or young stock. This singular circumstance, which is un-

doubtedly true, is accounted for by the droppings of the sheep and cattle attracting the

various tribes of insects that infest the wheat-plant, especially the wire-worm, which is

one of the most destructive to it in its first stages of existence.
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Dibbling is the most general mode of putting in wheat in Norfolk ; and on the light

sandy and gravelly soilsj where consolidation is so much required, it has been found to

succeed better than any other method. We question whether the summer tillage is not

more favourable to the crop, owing to the benefit the soil receives from being exposed to

the atmosphere. A crop of peas is frequently taken before wheat, in which case they

are dibbled in upon the ploughed-up clover ley in the spring ; and after the crop is

housed, which is usually at the first of the harvest, the land is ploughed, and at seed time

the manure is spread ; and if the seed is sown broadcast it is ploughed in with the

manure in the usual narrow ridges. If drilled, the land is ridged up first in balks

double the width of the drill, so that it is completed in one bout of the machine.

It is now the practice with many farmers to manure for the clover rather than for the

wheat—at least, so to expend the farm-yard manure that can be spared from the root-

crops. . By this plan a much greater yield of clover is obtained, all weeds are smothered,

and the following crop of wheat is less liable to "run to straw and go down." If the

wheat shows symptoms of weakness in the spring, a top-dressing of guano, bone-dust, or

any other condensed manure, restores it to vigour and health. There is another advan-

tage, too, in manuring for the clover instead of the wheat. When the latter is manured

with farm -yard manure immediately before the seed is put in, it interferes with the drill,

and causes the seed to be deposited irregularly, and, consequently, the plant is irregular

in its growth and ripening. A few days' delay in the appearance of the plants above

ground may be of greater importance to the future croj) than so slight a circumstance

would be supposed to involve.

In manuring for wheat the great danger arises from the preponderance of the straw

over the grain. If the after season proves wet, this is sure to be the case, and in-

stead of the proportion of seven of corn to ten of straw, which has been found to

be the most productive, the quantity of straw is greatly increased, whilst the grain is

proportionally lighter, becomes mildewed, and probably is lodged as soon as—if not

before—the ear is developed. The grand object, indeed, in wheat culture, if the land is

in a good state of fertility, is to keep it perfectly clear of weeds, and to open the soil to

the atmosphere as much as possible during the spring and early summer.

The experiments of Mr. Lawes, the agricultural chemist, at Rothamstead, in Hert-

fordshire, present a singular contrast with the Lois Weedon wheat husbandry practised

by the Rev. S. Smith. Mr. Lawes' soil is a heavy loam lying upon the chalk, which, of

course, affords a natural drainage. On this land he took ten crops of wheat consecu-

tively without any manure. The seed was drilled in rows 8 inches asunder at the rate

of 2 bushels per acre, hand-hocd twice in the spring, and kept free from weeds. The

uniform average of produce was 16 bushels of grain, and 100 lbs. of straw to the bushel,

per acre, varying, according to the season, from 14 to 20 bushels. The conclusion drawn

by Mr. Lawes from these results was, that, provided the land is kept free from weeds,

it is impossible to exhaust the soil below the power of producing an average of 16 bushels

of wheat per acre.

Alongside of this experiment, Mr. Lalves tried the effect of different kinds of manure,

and the results led to the conclusion that, by a proper application of these, the crop may
be doubled. Assuming that 5 lbs. of ammonia will commonly produce 1 bushel of

wheat, and that 1 cwt. of Peruvian guano contains 20 lbs. of ammonia, he considers that

the application of 1 cwt. of guano will raise the produce from 16 to 32 bushels per acre.
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It is a singular fact that this is about the average produce obtained by Mr. Smithy of

Lois Weedon^ by sowing only half the land, without manure, and on soils ranging from

a sandy to a strong clay, and the result is obtained by persevering in deep culture and

continual tillage during the growth of the plant. One striking fact may be deduced

from those and other similar experiments—that, provided the soil be kept clean and

open, a change of crops is not essential to the maintenance of fertility.* So much
publicity has been given to facts illustrative of this conclusion, that it is impossil)le any

longer to maintain the hitherto undisputed notion, that the laud requires a change of

crops in order to sustain its productive power. We are aware tliat in America large

tracts of land have been exhausted by the continuous cultivation of wlieat for a series of

years ; but there is reason to believe that this exhaustion arises rather from imperfect

cultivation or tillage, than from tlie land being " tired of wheat," as is alleged. The

proportion of hands employed in agriculture is only 1§ man to every 200 acres of

cultivated land ; and any practical farmer will understand that land cannot be properly

tilled with such a complement of labour.

From the accounts we have seen of the routines of cultivation by Mr. Lawes and

Mr. Smith, the dififereuce in the result must be occasioned by that in the quantity of

seed and of tillage. Mr. Smith sows 2 pecks on the half acre, or 1 bushel per acre;

and annually he brings up to the surface a portion of the subsoil, until he attains the

depth of 2 feet or more. He digs between the rows of plants, afterwards using the

scarifier or the horse-hoe repeatedly, as occasion may require, to subdue the weeds. He
gets in the seed, if possible, in August, in order that the process of tillering may be gone

through before the winter, considering that spring-tillering renders the wheat liable to

the mildew. His produce on the half acre has been in twelve years an average of nearly

34 bushels per acre, without any manure whatever.

Mr. Lawes' plan is to go over the land, after the harvest, witli the seuffler (Bentall's),

remove all weeds, plough it once, and then drill in 2 bushels of seed per acre. Two
hand-hoeings, but no digging or subsoiling, are given, and the result is what we have

stated— 16 bushels per acre. This is eight times the seed to Mr. Smith's sixty-eight

times; the diiference is so great that it can only be accounted for by that of treatment.

A distinction was formerly made between soils as adapted to certain crops; and a

soil proper for wheat was generally supposed to be -a clayey loam, whilst a gravel or

light sandy one was considered incapable of producing any better grain than rye. In

the present day all soils are made to yield good crops of wheat by superior culture. "We

have known crops of 6 quarters per acre grown on a sheer gravel, where a liundred years

ago it would have been considered madness to attempt its cultivation. Nor is there

any portion of the climate of Britain of such an average temperature as to preclude

wheat culture, if there is a soil under it suitable to it. This has been proved by the

agriculture of Scotland, where wheat has of late years been successfully cultivated to the

* The practice of the late Mr. Piper, an Essex miller and farmer, and the originator of the variety of wheat called

Piper's thick-set wheat, is still more remarkable than either that at Lois Weedon or Ruthamstead. For twenty- five

consecutive years Mr. Piper grew wheat on a piece of land at the back of his mill. The seeding was IJ peck per acre.

The laud was never ploughed during the whole twenty-five years, the surface being only scuflled over with the hoe, and

the only manure applied was a dressing of soot. The produce was invariably 1 quarter per acre more than that

obtained by the neighbouring farmers, and one season amounted to 7 quarters per acre. These circumstances are

well known by the Essex farmers and millers, to the principal of whom Mr. Piper was accustomed to send an annual

printed Kccoant of the residts.
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extreme north. We do not dispute tlic iuHuencc—good or bad—of climate, and that

some seasons are more favourable to it than others. But this does not prove that any

portion of the United Kingdom possesses an average degree of temperature too severe for

the successful eidtivation of wheat. Tlie only conditions on all soils are, that the land

should be maintained in a proper state of fertility, that it should be thorough drained and

deeply tilled, and that over-seeding and late sowing should be carefully avoided.

Wc have before recommended sowing old or over-year wheat in autumn in preference

to that of the preceding crop. Although new wheat will germinate quicker than old, it

is more liable to be affected by the Aveather and the attacks of the insect tribes ; nor is old

v.'heat so likely to get winter-proud if the season prove mild ; and whilst the straw will

be shorter and stifler, the ear will be longer and the grain more valuable and less liable

to the mildew. The seed, however, should not be more than one year old, as it begins

to lose its vitality after the second season. It should also be kept in the stra\v and only

threshed when wanted to sow.

Wheat is frequently sown after potatoes, in which case it requires very little tillage,

the raising of the potatoes being far better than a ploughing, whilst the treatment of

that root during its growth effectually destroys all v,'eeds. In Ireland they act literally

upon this presumption, and do not plough the land at all. The plan is, to sow the seed

upon the lazy-bed after the potatoes are raised, and cover it with mould taken from the

trenches between the beds. We have known as much as 30 barrels, or 400 stone (93

bushels of 60 lbs. each) per Irish acre,* produced by this sy.stem, in the neighbourhood

of Dublin. There is no doubt that by this plan a deeper staple is obtained, as the lazy-

bed system accumulates the soil by throwing on the beds a portion from the trenches or

intervals, which are sometimes as wide as the beds themselves. The wheat, therefore,

has nearly a double soil in which to strike its roots and seek its nourishment. Wheat

is generally sown immediately after the potatoes are raised, in order to save time ; but

it is more desirable to let the soil consolidate itself in some measure before the seed is

put in ; and then one ploughing is sufficient.

When the soil is rich a dry season is favourable to the wheat crop ; but a light and

poor soil requires moisture to render it productive. In the former case, a wet season

renders the wheat rank and too great in the straw ; on the other hand, in a dry season

like the present one (1863) theAvheat on the thin soils is checked, and yields little straw.

On such lands we have recently seen wheat just ready to shoot the ear, whilst it is not

more than 3 feet in height, although not unhealthy in other respects.

In some seasons a considerable breadth of wheat is sown after turnips. Tliis v,as

the case in 18G1, in order to make up for the deficient sowing in the previous year. It

was also done to a much larger extent in 1854, there being an extraordinary deficiency

in the quantity sown in the autumn of 1853 and 1853, in consequence of the great fall

of rain in those years, which rendered it impossible to get the usual quantity of seed into

the ground. It is not often that turnips can be taken off the ground early enough in

the autumn to sow the land with wheat ; and it is usually left to be sown with spring

wheat iu April. If the turnips can be taken off and stored, the land may then be jjrc-

pared for wheat, and one ploughing in that case is sufficient, as the laud is, or ought to

be, free from all weeds after a turnip crop. One advantage ari.siug from the practice is,

* The Irisli acre contains 7,S40 yards, or 3,000 yards more Uiau the English. The iiroducc was, therefore, equal to

about 57J- bushels per English acre.
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that no mauure is necessary, that applied to the turnips being unexhausted, whether it is

.

farm-yard manure, superphosphate, guano, or any other kind. The two latter contain

a large quantity of phosphoric acid and ammonia, of which the turnips require very little
;

consequently the excess is left for the after-crop, whether wheat or barley, both of

which, but especially the wheat, take up considerable quantities.

If, therefore, the land is in healthy condition, and has been amply manured for the

previous crop, it is not only unnecessary but injurious to manure for wheat, unless tlic

plant should exhibit weakness in the spring, when a top-dressing for a light soil, of

1 cwt. of nitrate of soda, 1 cwt. of Peruvian guano, and 2 cwt. of common salt, may be

applied. On a clay soil a dressing in spring also may be given of 2 cwt. of guano, and

2 cwt. of common salt per acre. ' The salt in both cases will act as a check upon a too

florid development of the stem, whilst it will not afl'cct that of tlie grain. Any intelli-

gent fai'mer who understands his business will be able to judge of the necessity or pro-

pi-iety of applying these manures to the wheat.

With respect to the quantity of seed-wheat to put in the ground, we have already, in a

previous section, anticipated the subject in some measure in describing the Lois Weedou

system, and that of ^Ir. Hallett, of Brighton. There is, however, a great difference

of opinion upon it, and most farmers, especially those in Scotland, are decidedly

opposed to thin seeding. At the same time, the dibbling and drilling systems have made

a material reduction in the quantity of wheat and other grain sown per acre, with

a manifest advantage to the crop ; and there is a disposition amongst reflecting

agriculturists still further to reduce the quantity. It is impossible, indeed, for any one

to deny the facts whicli the Lois Weedon system has made public, even whilst tlie

opponents or doubters shrink from adopting it, or any portion of it ; for it is very easy

to sow thin without sowing half the ground, as iu the Lois Weedon practice. j\Ir.

Hewett Davis, who farmed 2,000 acres of land for many years, found that he could grow

finer and heavier crops of wheat from 1 bushel of seed per acre than from a larger

quantity; and he considered that all above it, was worse than thrown away. Mr.

Algernon Clarke, of Long Sutton, sowed 3 pecks per half acre, upon the Lois AVeedon

system, of whicli he is an advocate upon an extended scale, having tried it for three

years, and would have continued it but that the covenants of his lease forbade the

cultivation of two white crops consecutively. Mr. Hallett uses from 1 peck to 1

bushel of seed per acre according to the time of sowing ; the late sowing, of course,

requiring more seed than the early. ]\Ir. Scott Burn is an advocate for thin seeding, and

even for transplanting wheat, having tried both, and found the latter answer better than

dibbling one seed in the hole. Mv. Alderman Mechi considers that under favourable

circumstances of soil and season, one seed iu a hole, and 9 inches apart, would be

ample seeding ; but " we have rooks, French partridges, birds, mice, and wire-worm to

contend with." We could mention many more names of eminent agriculturists who,

although they have not gone to the extreme point of thin seeding, have come to the

conclusion that a very large proportion of seed has beeu, and still is, wasted. The drill

husbandry, by regulating the position of the seed as well as the delivery, has reduced the

quantity to the extent of 1 to 1^ bushel per acre, and affords the farmer the opportunity

of a much greater reduction if he wishes it.

There is likewise a great difference of opinion respecting the comparative merits of

the thi-ee modes of sowing—namely, broadcast, drilliug, and dibbling. The first has now
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very few advocates in England ; bnt in Scotland, vrliere the land is in many parts

sprinkled -with boulder stones, loose and fixed, drilling is out of tlie question, as the

machine would not stand a day's work without breaking. Dibbling, too, could not, in

many parts, be practised with advantage, from the same cause. The Scottish husband-

men, thei'efore, are to a great extent shut up to broadcast sowing, and have adopted a

machine which has already been described, and which remedies one of the great evils of

this mode—the irregularity with which the seed is deposited by hand-sowing. The

worst evil, howevei', of the practice still remains, which is the different depths at which

the seed is buried, whilst a greater or less quantity is not buried at all, but remains on

the surface, unless it is ploughed in. This mode of sowing, therefore, requires a greater

quantity of seed than either of the others, it being necessary to make allowance for what

is left on the surface, as well as what is so slightly buried, which is sure to be devoured

by vermin.

Drilling has the advantage of regularity in the depositing of the seed. If the coulters

are properly set, there can be no difference in the delivery as to depth and quantity of

grain to which the cups are set. We are, however, advocates for dibbling wheat, having

practised it for many years, and seen it practised on light land farms, against the drill.

We are therefore disposed to adopt the following opinion of Mr. Scott Burn, given in a

work recently published by him :
—" We have grown wheat in all the three methods, and so

far as produce both of straw and grain is concerned, that of dibbling we have found to he

the best. But not only is increase of produce a marked feature of the dibbling method,

the strength of the straw is another. And this is of the greatest importance, especially

in districts where heavy rains and strong winds are frequently sustained ; for the diljbled

grain is rarely laid, oi", at all events, it will resist 'laying' influences to a much gieater

extent than 'broadcasted' or ' drilled' grain. While we write, we have some grain that

was sown ' drill' fashion lying prostrate on the ground, while some which was dibbled

is standing beautifully erect. Not only is this of immense importance in preserving the

quality of the grain, but it facilitates to an amazing degree the operation of reaping,

especially where that is carried out by machine."*

The plan of transplanting wheat we have already spoken of; but however beneficial

it may be, we do not expect to see it adopted upon an extended scale. The following

extract from the Agricultural Gazelle gives an account of an experiment of this kind at

the model farm at Glasnevin, near Dublin, then, we believe, under the management of

Mr. Skirving, who afterwards accepted the superintendence of the Galway Agricultural

College :
" A few years ago an experiment was tried at the model farm at Glasnevin,

near Dublin (suggested by the one recorded by the celebrated gardenci-. Miller), of

transplanting wheat in the spring, parting the roots so as to make cacli plant into ten

or more. The crop was as good as from a field sown in the usual way. It may be worth

considering whether this plan might not be advantageously tried if we are to have

another wet season ; for the very weather which is utterly unfit for sowing is the best

for planting, according to the well-known proverbial maxim— ' Set wet, and sow dry.'

Some persons, not well acquainted with country affairs, might suppose the process to be

much more tedious and more costly than it is. They will, perhaps, be sur])riscd to hear of

tlie payment made by many nursery gardeners in England to the women and children

employed in transplanting small forest ti'ces (about a finger long) from the sced-bcd.

"Outlines of Modern Farming," vol. i. p. 85.
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They pay 2d. per thousaud, and many women and children are glad to earn in this way

from 4c?. to 6cl. per day. It is even found to answer in some parts of England to sow

wheat in the way that is called 'setting' or 'dibbling/ dropping the grains by hand

into holes made for the purpose—as, indeed, is always done with beans. It would not

take much more time and labour to lay the little oflsets of the wheat in a shallow

furrow, and then slightly cover them over. And as some set-off against the expense of

labour, is to be reckoned the saving of the seed-wheat. But, however, the alternative

is not between sowing or planting a field of wheat (the former being in such a season as

this impossible), but between the planting and the leaving of the field absolutely waste

for a whole season."

Every farmer of any standing will recollect the season of 1852-53, when so large a

breadth of land could not be sown with wheat either in the autumn of the first or the

spring of the second date, but wlien planting might have been performed with safety,

and undoubtedly, owing to the high price of wheat, with a large profit.

7?(/e.— This plant is now very seldom cultivated in England for tlie sake of the grain,

altiiough it is the common food of a large portion of the Continental populations. It is

a wholesome and nutritive article of food j and although the colour of the bread made

from it is dark, it is sweet and solid, and retains its moisture longer than wlieaten bread

or that of any other grain. When rye flour is mixed in the proportion of one-third with

two-thirds of wheaten flour, it makes a very agreeable varietj' of bread, which is more

esteemed by those who eat it, being richer and sweeter, than that made wholly from

wheaten flour. It is, however, a less profitable grain, and the light sandy soils on which

it Avas formerly cultivated being, by modem husbandry, rendered capable of growing

wheat, the culture of rye as a grain-crop has been almost wholly abandoned in England.

It was consumed in Scotland generally much longer than with us ; but it has for many
years almost wholly ceased to be eidtivated, although Sir George Sinclair recommended

the Scottish farmers to sow it on their thin light soils.

Rye is chiefly grown for green food in the spring or summer, with or without winter

tares. If alone, it is sown early, with the same treatment in regard to tillage as wheat.

If required, it may be fed down by sheep in the autumn, which will not prevent its

getting forward in the spring. When mixed with winter tares it is generally sown in

September, on the wheat stubl^les. From a half to one bushel of rye to two bushels of

tares is a fair proportion of seed, and it should be drilled in rows from 9 to 13 inches

apart. The rye, by its strong stems, helps to support the tares, and keeps them ofl'

the ground. The combined crops aflbrd an abundance of forage in the early summer,

and being taken ofl" by the middle of June, leave the land in a healthy state for a root

crop. Rye is sometimes cultivated for the sake of its straw, which is strong, tough, and

adapted for plaiting for the manufacture of straw bonnets. Be careful, in selecting the

seed of winter tares, not to purchase the spring species. The winter tares are rather smaller

and more regular in size than those of spring. They are also rather darker coloured.

"Winter beans will require to be sown at the latest in October. The rows, whether

drilled or dibbled, should be at least from 12 to 15 inches apart. Some plant them in

double rows 12 inches apart with intervals of 2 feet between each double row. Experi-

ments have proved that even much greater distances have produced the heaviest crop.

Scott Burn says that the drills should be at great distances ; but the plants in the drills,

thick set. "Give, in fact," he says, "plenty of light and air between the drills; but
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sow thick in the drills." If the rows are close the plants will attain a great height of

stem with but few pods. On the contrary, if thej' arc wide apart, and have plenty of

air, they will flower from the bottom to the top. The great use of the bean crop is

the cleaning of the land by hoeing, for which it is considered as good as a fallow for

a succeeding crop of wheat.

Beans are usually sown on a wheat stubble, which is ploughed for them immediately

aftei', if not during, the harvest. The land must be first well cleaned with the scuffler

and harrows, and the rubbish burnt or taken oflF. A coat of manure is then spread

over it and ploughed. The seed should be put in to the depth of from 2 to 3 inches.

They are sometimes sown upon the first year's clover ley, manured and once ploughed.

From 12 to 15 two-horse loads of farm-yard dung is a good dressing ; but an addition

of lime will be of great service ; and a top-dressing of guano and other chemical or con-

densed manures will not be thrown away.

Beaus are sown either broadcast, drilled, or dibbled, the latter being the most

common method. But there is another mode practised in some parts, which is as

follows :—The land having been prepared, the ploughs—generally three—arc set to work,

and the seed beans are sown in every third furrow, making the distance between

the rows 27 inches. This gives plenty of room for the horse-hoe, which should be

resorted to as soon as the weeds begin to appear in the spring. A strong clay or sandy

loam are the best soils for beans ; but they will grow on almost any soil with a proper

dressing of manure and calcareous matters.

The variety of bean usually sown in autumn is that called the Heligoland, no other

of the horse-bean kind being able to bear the severity of the winter. The seed is now

usually deposited with a bean-barrow worked by hand, and delivering either one or two

rows, as is desired. The quantity of seed used is from 6 to 8 pecks an acre. It must be

kept clean throughout its growth. It blossoms early in the spring, and is generally har-

vested in July, before the other grain is ripe, and in good seasons yields from 4 to 5

quarters per acre. It is remarkable for being much less subject to the aphis termed the

Black Dolphin than any other species of bean. This is probably owing to its being

matured before that pest of the bean crop makes its appearance. Its immunity from

frost depends in a great measm-e on the land having been thorough drained. Mr.

Stephens questions whether the Heligoland bean will stand the severe climate of Scot-

land ; but Mr. INIorton says that it may be sown in the southern parts of that country,

in October, with every prospect of success ; and that it has been introduced into the

county Kildare, in Ireland, where it succeeded so well that its cultivation is likely to

be extended to other counties.

Barley is sometimes sown after beans, for a winter crop, in which case the four or

six rowed barley is the only species adapted to bear the severity of the frost. The

tillage for this is the same as for wheat, and it is sown either broadcast or drilled, and

is also dibbled. After the beans are harvested the land should be at once gathered

up, and the seed sown. The grain of winter barley is usually heavier than the spring

barley, and the produce is larger. Barley is sometimes sown as a forage plant, for which

purpose the Siberian barley [Hordewn cceliste) is considered the most proper kind. It

should be sown, if possible, in August, but certainly not later than September ; and it

will then be ready for cutting early in the spring. It requires a rich and well-cultivated

soil, when it tillers strongly and covers the ground thickly. The straw is strong, and the
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car longer and more prolific tliau tlic common barley. Tlic grain^ when ripcnedj is con-

sideren as valuable as rye, both as bread-corn and for distillation. Instances are recorded

in which this species has weighed G6 lbs. per bushel and produced 40 lbs. of flour equal

to London seconds, 20 lbs. of a coarser kind, and G lbs. of bran. Winter barley may be

cut in the spring for forage, and then alloAved to stand for a grain ci'op if required.

Peas are sown in autumn in England, generally on a wheat or an oat stubble. Eight

or ten cart-loads of manure may be given, and the land ploughed once as for beans. The

seed may be deposited by the bean drill in every third furrow, the same as the bean. But

in Norfolk, peas are almost always dibbled in upon the first earth after it has been levelled

with the roller, in which case they are sown much thicker. The variety generally so«u

is the common maple-grey pea, which is not so liable to be taken oft" l)y the slugs as the

white pea. Another variety, called the " winter^ficld pea,^' has seeds of a dark colour,

rather smaller than the maple. This kind will bear the severest degree of frost without

injury, and is much cultivated in France and Germany, where it is usually sown in

October, and ripens sooner than anj^ of the spring varieties.

Peas arc sometimes sown broadcast, but it is a bad plan; for although when the

crop is grown, it is dense enough to smother the weeds, it will not destroy them ; and as

the hoe cannot be used upon them, the land exhibits a very ugly appearance when the

peas are ripened, and after they are harvested. If drilled in the ordinary way, the rows

should be set 27 inches apart, which admits the seufiler or the horse-hoe between them.

The planting of potatoes in autumn for an early produce is becoming a very general

practice in England, in the neighbourhood of London and other large cities and towns.

An idea also pre^ails that by this method they will escape the disease which has prevailed

since 184G. That there is something feasible in this idea, we cannot but think, having

for many years observed that the general prevalence of the disease does not occur before

the middle of July. There may have been exceptions to this, but, as a rule, we believe

we shall be borne out in the fact by the experience of the growers. It is, indeed, the

conclusion that prevails throughout the kingdom, that the earlier the potatoe is planted

the better, and the later the ivorse.

Jlr. Stephens relates a remarkable instance in which diseased potatoes were planted

by T\Ir. Smith, of Wokingham, in Berkshire, the produce of which was perfectly sound,

whilst sound sets of the same species (the ash-leafed kidney) and others produced tubers

very much diseased. He infers from this that diseased sets are better for planting than

sound ones. This is strange doctrine, and is against all rule and analogy, and we can

scarcely admit the truth of it as a principle j and yet Professor Lindley accounts for it in

the following manner :—" It is possible that the morbid matter which causes disease may
disappear in the general decay of the tuber in the one case, and may remain in the other

unchanged, and prepared to seize upon the haulm as soon as it is ready to receive its

influence. At least, no better explanation of this curious fact presents itself to us at

liresentj but the fact itself is certainly in practice very valuable."

In preparing a stubble for planting Avinter potatoes, the land is to be ploughed

across the ridges; then harrow it well, collect the weeds, and either carry them ofi' the

land or burn them. The latter is the best plan, because many of them at this season

liave matui-ed their seed sufficiently to ripen, if laid on a heap, to be again carted on to

the land, and produce a fresh crop ; whereas, by burning them, you get rid of the seeds,

as Avell as the twitch-grass, altogether. When the rubbish is disposed of, the land may
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be goue over with the grubber both ways^ in order to level the soil aud to finish the

inequalities the plough may have left. It will be au advantnge if the grubber takes a

deeper pitch than the plough has done, aud stirs a portion of the subsoil. When this

implement has done its work, lay on a coat of farm-yard manure at the rate of from

15 to 20 two-horse loads per acre, if the potatoes are to be planted on the flat. Then

l)lougli the land, aud put the sets into every third furrow at the distance of 13 inches

from each other in the rows. It is best not to dung more of the land than the plough

will cover in the day, that the sets may have the full benefit of it in its freshness.

But the best and most practised mode of planting this root is by throwing the laud

into two-furrow ridges, on the Northumberland plan. The manure is then thrown into

the furrows—the sets placed upon it at tlie distance stated above—and the ridges are

then to be split with a double-breasted plough. Women are usually employed in distri-

buting the dung and planting the sets. In the first operation they should carefully

break all the lumps, aud lay the manure regularly in the drills, which will place the sets

about 30 inches asunder from row to row. By this plan the sets get a double portion of

the foil, and have the full benefit of the manure, whilst the after operations of hoeing,

weeding, and earthing up, are facilitated. Care should be taken not to spread more

dung than the plough will cover in the day's work, that its strengtii may not be

diminished by evaporation.

With regard to the question whether it is best to plant whole potatoes or cuttings,

Avith one or more eyes, there is a great difference, both in opinion and practice, on this

point. It has been found by experiment that there is a considerable loss of substance

from cuttings, which must lessen their power of nourishing the young plants; and

whatever saving there may be in seed, it is doubtful whether it is not more than counter-

balanced by the loss in the crop. At any rate, it is safer to plant whole tubers, even if

they are small.

The lazy-bed system is much practised in Ireland, and when the land is undrained

and wet, it is necessary, in order to give the sets a chance; but if the land is

thorough drained, it is totally unnecessary. It is, however, recommended by JNIorton in

the case of breaking up waste ground containing a large quantity of vegetable matter,

which is the natural food of the potato. The breaking down of the Con-acre system in

Ireland by the famine—also, by changing the ownership of the land—has introduced a

more beneficial system of culture ; aud it is only on those comparatively few small

holdings in that country still occupied by the old tenantry that this barbarous system of

culture is practised. Mr. Morton, however, thinks that if the system had been judi-

ciously managed in Ireland, the whole of the soil would have been tilled to the depth of

2 feet. The practice of the Irish cottier farmers is to make the beds and the trenches,

year after year, in the same position, and even after the beds were once formed, the

potato sets were planted without digging them over the second year; but just raising

the soil with the spade, drop the set in at the back. By shifting the bed and the

furrow 2 feet each year, the whole of the land would, iu a short time, have been deeply

tilled, and rendered far more productive.

Oats are frequently sown with winter tares for the spring feeding, and they make an

excellent species of fodder. A very singular case of transformation was related a few

mouths since in the Mark Lane Express. A large farmer in Norfolk (Mr. Moore, of

Warham), a tenant of the Earl of Leicester, had taken a crop of oats iu the season of 1802
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on a piece of new broken-up land, -wliich liad been a plantation. The procluce was so

dead-ripe at the time of its being ent that a regular seeding to the extent of 2 or 3

bushels per acre was spread over the whole field. Seeing this, Mr. ^Moore resolved to

avail himself of it, and accordingly sowed winter tares on the oat stubble, and ploughed

the whole in. Both the oats and the tares came up well and strong , but this season

(1863), to his great astonishment, every plant of what ought to have been oats pro-

duced rye, there not being a single plant of oats in the whole field. This is another

instance of that transmutation of species of which we have related several cases in a

former part of this work ; and it is upon so large a scale, and so entirely uulooked for or

unsought, as to be the more striking and conclusive.

The mischief done by rooks, crows, and other birds in the autumn, after the seed is

deposited, and when it appears above ground, is very great, and they require constant

watching to prevent it. There is no question but that rooks and small birds are the best

friends the farmers have, and we deprecate as strongly as any one the practice of destroy-

ing their breeds, as the establishment of sparrow clubs has in view. Wherever this has

been carried out to the utmost, especially on the Continent, the farmers have been made

bitterly to repent of their rashness. In some cases the enormous increase of the insect

tribes destructive of the crops has led them to offer premiums for the encouragement of

the breeding of the very birds which in their wisdom they had been paying for, dead,

at so much per dozen. Notwithstanding this, both rooks and small birds must be

well looked after, and kept down as to numbers. When the young plants, whether of

wheat or any other product, are appearing above ground, unless a sharp look-out is kept,

the field will soon present a sorry appearance with its broken ranks of corn.

Not only do the small birds devour insects at a great rate, but some of them eat more

of the seeds of weeds than of grain. Thus the goldfinch and chaffinch seek for such

food, and are far more useful than injurious to the farmer. The bunting also prefers seeds

to grain, but will attack the oats for want of something more to its mind. The sparrow,

on the contrary, is a constant depredator of the corn-field before the harvest, and requires

to be well watched both then and at seed time. But, on the other hand, the number of

caterpillars and other insects they destroy, to feed their young ones, is incredible, if it

were not authenticated by the close observations of naturalists. Of all the small tribes

of birds perhaps the corn bunting is the most destructive. It feeds entirely on grain,

and in spring pesters, the newly-sown fields with its constant presence. Oats, barley,

beans, peas, wheat—nothing comes amiss to it in the sliape of cereal food. The com
bunting will attack a rick and pull out the straws of the roof with the most systematic

regularity. A modern writer remarks :
—" It could hardly be supposed that this bird, not

larger than a lark, is capable of doing serious injury
;

yet I this morning witnessed a

rick of barley, standing in a detached field, entirely stripped of its thatching, which

this bunting effected by seizing the end of the straw, and deliberately drawing it out, to

search for any grain that the ear might yet contain, the base of the rick being entirely

surrounded by the stra-w, one end resting on the ground, and the other against the snow, as

it slid down from the summit, and regularly placed as if by hand; and so completely was

the thatching pulled off, that the immediate removal of the corn became necessary.

The sparrow and other birds burrow into the stack and pilfer corn ; but the deliberate

operation of uni'oofiug the edifice appears to be the habit of the bunting alone."

The rooks, however, will perform the same operation of stripping off' the thatcli of a

VOL. II. C
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corn stack quite as effectually and more expeditiously than tlie bunting, especially in

severe weather, when the ground is covered with snow. All these birds, whilst they are

absolutely necessary for keeping down the insect tribes—which, if left alone, would destroy

all vegetation—require themselves to be watched, and to be kept from so increasing in

numbers as to become a nuisance on the farm. A single pair of sparrows will destroy

hundreds of caterpillars in a day to feed their young ones ; but they are equally assiduous

in leading them into the corn-fields, and teaching them to help themselves with the best

of the grain, when they have reared them.

As to pheasants, partridges, hares, and rabbits, the only plan we would recommend

to a young farmer, for escaping injury from them, is to avoid taking a farm belonging to

a game preserver, if it lies near the preserves ; for sooner or later, whatever may be the

precautions he takes to prevent their depredations, he is sure to come into collision with

those respectable scoundrels, the keepers, and by their means with his landlord ; and

then all confidence—if any existed pre\'iously—is at once at an end. Game on such

farms is a constant source of vexation and loss, and however valuable a farm may be in

other respects, no advantages can make amends foj* the absence of that security which is

essential to a quiet life. To see your growing rows of wheat or other grain regularly

eaten down, your seed wheat as regularly scratched, or picked up, your turnips with the

bark picked off, as the vermin look out for one to please their palate, by which, for that

one, perhaps twenty or thirty are thus barked and exposed to the access of frost and

rain, which rots them : let the young farmer well consider the certainty of these draw-

backs before he takes a " game farm." No vigilance, consistent with the system of his

landlord, will enable the farmer to prevent the depredations of game. Hares and rabbits

eat in the night and sleep in the day, if liable to be disturbed. Pheasants are very

early risers ; and to rise as early would bring the farmer under the ban of the keepers.

In fact, no line of conduct consistent with his own welfare will prevent that want of

confidence which is the bane of one's life ; and unless he is willing to be a slave, and to

see his crops destroyed without murmuring, let him avoid taking a farm of a game-

preserver as he would a pestilence.

The lifting or harvesting of the potato crop is generally performed about the latter

end of October or the beginning of November. Dry weather is an essential condition

for commencing this work, which, moreover, requires to be done before the frost sets in,

which it sometimes does for a few days in November. When the haulm shows symptoms

of decay, it is a sign that the tubers are ripe, as they continue growing as long as the

stems are green. At any rate, the operation should be attended to as soon as the general

harvest is concluded, if the weather is favourable. Tliey are sometimes raised with the

common plough, and at others with a graip or fork with three flat prongs. Recently,

however, a plough has been invented for the purpose, which will doubtless come into

use wherever potatoes are cultivated on a large scale. This implement consists of a

frame similar to the common plough. The share is arrow-pointed, and raised in the

centre with a curve. To the sole arc attached a series of iron bars on each side of the

plough—close to each other at the lower end, and branching out in a slanting direction,

so as to lift the potatoes from the soil which runs between the bars. The tubers are

thus thrown on the surface quite clean. The women who gather them follow the plough

Avith their baskets. Sometimes a similar series of bars arc attached to the right side of

the common plough, but in that case only half the drill can be raised by the first turn
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of the implementj and it requires a second turn to take up the other half, which is all

performed at once by the new potato plough. This latter, which is an American inven-

tion, introduced by Messrs. Child and Owen, is a very effective implement, and lifts the

tubers without any injury or bruising, going to the very bottom of the drills, and

eftcctually pulverising the soil at the same time. A pair of horses is sufficient for this

work, and 2 acres per day may with ease be completed.

On a smaller scale of culture, potatoes are usually raised by hand-labour, in which

case the graip or three-tined fork is used. As the tiibers are generally linked together

by the iilaments or rootlets, an expert hand at the work can turn them out from the

soil perfectly clean and altogether, so that very little trouble devolves upon the gatherers,

of whom there are usually two to every graip. An experienced hand will seldom have

occasion to put the tool in a second time to the same plant. One man can in this way

take up a quarter of au acre per day, which, with a fair crop, will yield from 3 to 2^

tons ; but it is severe work both for him and the gatherers.

If the weather is perfectly dry, the tubers should be put into sacks at once, and by

no means be left on the ground. If they are for immediate sale, it is necessarjr to sift

them before sacking, to divest them of the mould ; but if for storing, this is unnecessary,

as they will keep better in the mould than if sifted, which is apt to injure the skins.

Mr. Stephens estimates the ustaal crop of potatoes in Scotland at from 6 to 8 tons.

Sii' R. Kane gives that of land in Ireland at from 11 to 13 tons. This is a wide diflerence,

but may be accounted for by the moister climate of the latter country, the deeper culture

the land receives when the spade is used, and the greater proportion of soil given to the

plant under the lazy-bed system. Potatoes are generally a profitable crop, if they even

only partially escape the disease, as the price is generally regulated by the yield. Before

the murrain made its appearance the price was very low in Ireland, being ia some

seasons not more than 2d. per stone of 16 lbs. They will probably never be so cheap

again. At that period a great quantity of starch was made from them, and mixed with

the wheaten flour that was shipped to the Loudon and Liverpool markets. As it

possessed no gluten, it deteriorated the quality of the flour, although the colour was

fine. It is, however, well knoT>'n that Irish wheat possesses a greater proportion of starch

and less of gluten than English wheats, and that the flour is proportionally weaker.

In storing potatoes, the farmer must exercise his judgment as to the mode of doing

it. If the laud is perfectly dry, and not subject to be afi'ected by land springs in winter,

the pit may be sunk 1 or even 2 feet, as we have recommended in writing ou the plant.

But if the soil is naturally wet, they should be placed in the levelled earth and built up

so as to form a ridge at the height of 2i or 3 feet, the breadth at the base being about

7 feet. It should then be trenched round, for the purpose of carrying off the water ; the

earth from the trenches thrown over the sides of the heap and flattened down with the

spade, and the whole thatched with a good covering of straw. The pits should be placed

north and south, so as to allow both sides to receive the benefit of the sun.

Many schemes have been tried to prevent the disease from destroying the potato in

the pit, but all in turn have failed. The only plan we have kno\7n to succeed is that of

parboiling, or kilu-drying them over a fierce fire—in fact, half roasting. A friend of

the writer's in Ireland, who was a large grower, treated all that he required for his own

table in this way, and never had any diseased amongst them. His regular crop he

always disposed of at the first part of the season.
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The clanger appears to arise from the tubers heating in the pits^ especially when

these have been made large and high. There isj however, no difference between the

mode of pitting now and that before the disease appeared ; and why the tubers should

heat more now than twenty years ago it is difficult to imagine. In fact, the whole

progress of the disease is shrouded in a mystery that probably will never be unravelled.

One thing is certain, that wet, heavy land and rich soils are more liable to the attacks

than light and poor ones, in the proportion oi 237 to 44, and that a peaty soil is less

liable to them than any other—we presume, on account of its antiseptic properties. A
heavy dressing of rank farm-yard manure is unfavourable, whilst a dressing of guano

saves two crops out of three of the autumnal and early spring planting, but proves

injurious to the late planted.

In raising potatoes, if there are symptoms that the disease has attacked them, the

best plan is to pick out all that are touched by it, and dispose of the rest immediately, so

that they may go into consumption at once. To store them is to risk ten to one against

their remaining sound in the pits.

Immediately after the crop of potatoes is raised, if the land is to be sown with wheat,

the haulm should be cleared off", the surface levelled and cleaned with the harrows, and the

ploughs set to work. The raising of the crop has been better than a ploughing, so that

no further preparation is necessary than to lay the laud into such form as is intended,

and to sow or drill in the seed at once.

Although many farmers omit or neglect to plough their stubbles before the spring,

there are few who deny the importance of doing it the first opportunity after the wheat-

sowing is completed. To lay open the soil to the action of the frost and snow, and even

to the atmosphere, independent of these fertilising agents, is of the first consequence to

the future crops, whatever they may be. In ploughing iip the stubbles, begin with those

on which the first crop is to be provided for, whether it be beans, potatoes, oats, or

spring tares. The mangolds will be next, and the turnips last in the list. If the land

is.a strong clay, and is thrown into narrow ridges, these should be thrown down by the

plough into broad-work, without a gore or a mould furrow. This operation must be

performed in dry weather ; and when the whole is ploughed, open drains or grips shordd

be dug, or made with the plough, from all the low parts where the water would other-

wise settle, and the water led into the ditch at the lowest part of the field. The rougher

the land is left by the plough, the greater hold will the frost take upon it ; and the more

clear it is kept of surface-water in the winter, the better will it be for the next crop.

Light lands are generally sown on the flat, but sometimes also in narrow ridges. In

the latter case they should be split down with the plough the same as the clays ; but

when they lie on the fiat, they should be " over-thwarted " (as it is termed in Norfolk)

in the first instance, and left for the winter. The crown and furrow mode is generally

practised iu laying the light land on the flat for sowing; and in ploughing up the

stubbles it is commonly turned back again, the furrow-slices next the farrow forming the

crown of the ridge. If the laud is level, this plan may be pursued ; otherwise, in order

to bring it into a better state, the thwart ploughing should be resorted to.

Where wheat is reaped with the sickle or reaping-hook, and the stubble is wanted,

whether for litter or for covering cattle-sheds, or building temporaiy walls or fences, to

all which purposes it is applied on some farms, it should be mown, collected, and taken

off immediately after harvest to the spot where it will be wanted. The reaping machine,
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however, cuts so close, that no stubble long enough to be of service is left by it. Many-

farmers, also, use the scythe in cutting the wheat, which cuts equally close as the

reaper. Both are advantageous to the farmer, who thereby obtains one-sixth more of good

straw instead of the same proportion of a material which, unless wanted for the purposes

specified above, is seldom considered worth collecting and cartage, the expense of which

is saved by the scythe or the machine. On the other hand, wheat mown by these

machines costs more to cart, stack, and thresh, than the haidm, but the value of the

straw is quite enough to cover the expense.

The cost of ploughing stubble land, if by the common plough, is from 5*. 4d. to 8i>:

per acre, according to the soil and the condition of the land. By the steam plough the

expense is much less, being executed more eflcctually at about 4s. 6d. per acre, and still

less if the cultivator is used instead of the plough, which is becoming very general. If

the land is subsoiled, the expense will be greater, ranging from about 13*. for light,

17*. for mixed soil, and about 20s. or 22s. for stiff clays. Two men and four horses are

requii-ed for the two last, and two men and three horses for the first. Here, again,

steam effects a great saving of expense, and the work is performed much better than by

animal power. When the stubbles are foul with weeds or twitch-grass, the grubber is a

much more efficient implement than the plough, and it will be desirable to go over the

field twice with it, in different directions, collecting the rubbish afterwards with the light

harrows. We have seen stubbles broken up thus by the steam cultivator in a very

complete manner, bringing every kind of weeds, even the most strongly and deeply

rooted, to the surface. For this purpose the land should be moderately moist, but not

so wet or satui-ated as to give way to the horses' feet. Dry weather, also, is essential to

the operation, for it is in vain to bring weeds to the surface if the weather is wet. They

will in that case take root again instantly if not removed ; and the harrows cannot

be iised with effect in wet weather. It is a still better plan to give the land one

ploughing, and afterwards to ci'oss the furrows with the cultivator or the grubber, which

will then be less liable to choke if the land is very foul.

In ploughing land to be laid up for the winter, the headlands should not be left

unploughed, which is too frequently the case. These are of as much importance as the

body of the field, it being impossible properly to lay in the grips or open drains for

carrying off the winter rains unless the headlands are finished off. The method ot

performing this operation depends on the way in which the land has been previously

ploughed. If the crown and furrow is the way in which the headland has been ploughed,

like the rest of the field, it must be reversed by turning the furrow-slice towards the

fence and towards the ends of the ploughed ridges of the field. This will leave a furrow

where the top of the ridge existed before. Stephen recommends, if the field has been

previously ploughed on the crown and furrow plan, to leave the half-ridge on each side

of the field until the headland is ploughed, and then to take a furrow all round the

field, laying the furrow-slices towards the ends of the ridges, which, by turning all the

soil from the ditches to the ridges, leaves a furrow only along the side of the fence.

The root crops will now demand the attention of the husbandman, and a rather

important question is connected with the mangold-wurzel, on which, as well as many

other practical subjects in agriculture, there is a great difference of opinion. We refer to

the practice of taking off the leaves of the plants whilst growing, which, some affirm,

adds to the weight of the bulbs. This stripping off the leaves is generally commenced
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in September, aud is sometimes repeated on the same plants. It has, however, been

condemned by Professor Buckland, who caused some interesting experiments to be

conducted under his own inspection. The plots were 2^ yards square, and the seed

drilled in rows. In each plot twenty-four plants were ultimately left. On the 11th of

September half of each plot was stripped, taking from three to four outer leaves from

each plant, varying the direction of the stripped plants as under :

—

Stripped.

Intact.

lutact.

Stripped.

Stripped.
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This accouut shows an increase of nearly 7 lbs. in favour of the transplanted speci-

mens where the leaves were left on the plants^ but only a difference of 3 oz. on those

that were stripped. Both experiments were very decidedly unfavourable to the practice

of stripping-. A small experiment made by Mr. Scott Biu-n in 1862* exhibits an equally

unfavourable result as regards stripping :

—

Names of Roots.

Long red

Long yellow

Globe j'ellow

Globe red

Without
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;vitli this difference iu raising them, that a proportion of them, varying from one-third to

two-thirds, or even tlie whole crop, should he left, according to its goodness. Before the

turnip drill came into use there could be no regularity observed in the proportion left for

feeding off with sheep, and the usual plan was to draw the large bulbs for the bullocks,

and leave the small ones for the sheep ; and as the small turnips are generally the

sweetest and most nutritious, the sheep would not object to that arrangement. The drill

has altered the system, and it is now the custom to leave a certain proportion of the

rows, as we have stated, from one-third to two-thirds, managing in such a way as to have

a clear space for the horse and cart to come between the rows left without treading on

or passing over them.

The pulled turnips should be at once cleared of their tops, tails, and the mould

adhering to them, and laid in the furrows between the rows left. In storing they should

be treated the same as the mangolds, but having a tougher skin and constitution, they

are less liable to injury. Varlo recommends a layer of straw to be placed between every

layer of turnips ; but this involves a larger consumption of straw than most farmers

would feel disposed to devote to it ; and after all it is unnecessary, as the bidbs will keep

just as well without it, provided they are preserved from the frost and rain or snow.

On the Continent the beet-roots are generally preserved in houses erected on purpose.

They consist of long sheds, built so as to admit a current of air to pass through the

mass of bulbs without exposure to the frost. As they are used almost exclusively for

manufacturing sugar, or distillation, it is an object with those who purchase them of

the farmers to preserve them from all danger of deterioration by frost or otherwise, which

would lessen the proportion of saccharine matter.

The tops of Ijoth turnips and mangolds are in general given to the lean stock, but in

so slovenly a manner that two-thirds of them are wasted. In fact, Stephens deprecates

their being given to young stock at all, unless it be in very small quantities with straw.

There is no doubt that they will scour them if given in a wet state or heated, and it

is therefore more prudent to use them as litter than to run the risk of injuring the

stock. Stephens found that the scouring occasioned by them threw the young stock

back so much that it required nearly the whole winter to bring them to as good condi-

tion as they previously were in ; whilst those who eat none of them, but lived on the

bulbs, did not go back at all, or cease to grow and improve in condition.

On the Continent, however, they have a different method of managing them, and

economise them with almost as much care as the bulbs. Their plan is as follows :

—

A trench should be dug in a dry situation, 5 feet wide and 1 foot deep, the length

being in proportion to the quantity of leaves or tops to be stored. These should be

perfectly dry, and, being collected, a quantity to cover the bottom, 6 or 9 inches, should

be regularly laid in and gently pressed down. Then sprinkle salt over them in the

proportion of about a pound to every square yard. Another layer of tops should then

be added, and more salt sprinkled over it, increasing the quantity as the heap rises.

They should thus be brought to a ridge at the top, being pressed down as you

proceed. Wlieu the whole is finished, put on a thin covering of straw, and then a

coating of earth over the whole, beating it down hard in order to shoot oft' the rain.

This completes it for the present ; but the ridge must be examined from time to time, as

the mass will sink as the tops waste. The earth must then be kept smooth, and all

cracks filled up. In about two months the preservation of the tops will be complete.
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and tliey will be fit to give to the cattle. They will be brown, the colour of dead leaves,

but are not less nourishing or palatable to the cattle, who eat them with eagerness.

They are commonly given to milch cows in Belgium, as the milk, from their feeding on

them, is very rich. In France they are universally thus stored, and are found very
'

useful in the spring.

The practice of storing turnips is more general than formerly, and is only limited by

the want of time at the season of the year when it can be done to advantage. Not only

will it save the necessity of carting them off the land at times when it is injurious to

the soil to do so, on account of the rain or snow, but it prevents the injury the turnips

would receive from frost. For, although it is found that both turnips and beet-roots

will yield more saccharine matter in a frozen than in an unfrozen state, as soon as the

frost is out of them the saccharine is partially destroyed, and the root never recovers its

original saccharific power. The earlier in the season, therefore, the storing takes place,

the more valuable the root is. With regard to mangold-wurzel, it requires no argument

to urge the necessity of securing the bulbs before any frost occurs ; for so tender is their

nature, and so exposed are they above the ground in their growth, that a very moderate

degree of severity in the temperature will injure their quality; and if caught in the field

by a hard frost, which not unfrequently takes place in November, they become almost

valueless for fattening purposes. Such was the case in the autumn of 1859, when

thousands of acres of mangolds were destroyed by a few nights of severe frost. The

bulbs, whether turnips or mangolds, should be stored on a piece of pasture or clover ley,

with a base for them of at least 10 feet in width, and piled to the height of 4 feet. The

length, of course, will be regulated by the quantity of the bulbs. The stores do not

require regular thatching, as the rain will not injure them ; but it is necessary to keep out

the frost, and a good covering of straw, 4 or 5 inches thick, is sufficient for that purpose.

This should be kept from being blown off by the winds with straw ropes, drawn diago-

nally across and over their outside, and fastened to the ground with strong pegs, driven

into the ground in a slanting position. It will also strengthen and secure the work if

the straw bands were tied or fastened at the angles of the squares formed by their

crossing each other. A shallow drain should be dug on each side of the store to carry

off the water, and the heap should stand with the ends north and south, as less likely to

be injured by frost. Yarlo mentions having once, for want of time to make a regular

store, had the turnips thrown by women into a dry ditch in the field where they grew,

and covered them with straw. When wanted in the spring, they were found to have kept

perfectly well, and were as fresh as when first pulled. The bulbs should never be allowed

to lie longer exposed in the field than is necessary to dry the outside skin, as the more

the moisture of the inside is preserved, the more valuable the bulb is for fattening

purposes. If mangold-wurzels are left in the field after being pulled, and the weather is

likely to be frosty, they should be covered over, as a very slight frost will injure them.

The tops will answer the purpose of protection, if they are cut off previously.

The storing of carrots and parsnips is effected in much the same way as turnips,

except that, being a more valuable root, they are more frequently stored in outhouses.

The common carrot, growing partially out of the ground, is liable to be injured by the

frost, and therefore the sooner it is housed the better ; but the Belgian white carrot,

which is wholly covered by the soil at the crown, stands the winter without injury.

Carrots are usually raised with a three-tined fork. The tops are twisted off with the
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handj and are more useful by being ploughed in than as cattle food, although the lean

stock will eat them. The leaves of parsnips, on the contrary, are useful food for cows

if taken off before they begin to decay, and they are given to the cows dry. They will

render the milk richer, and impart a good flavour to the butter. The parsnip is not so

readily injured by frost as the carrot or mangold. It acquires greater sweetness as the

season advances, and possesses greater saccharine and fattening properties than any other

root except the sugar beet.

It will be seen that the operations we have been describing require a large amount

of straw to carry them into effect. Some farmers make a point of reserving a sufficiency

of straw of the former crop of corn for these purposes ; but this cannot always be done,

and in that case it is necessary to thresh out a sufficient quai.tity of grain, whether

wheat or any other kind, to meet the demand for straw. The farmer himself will be the

best judge as to whether the market price of grain is remunerative, so as to induce him,

irrespective of the convenience in other respects, to sell what is thus threshed out. If he

determines to reserve it for a better price, by laying it on a granary, he will find that in

two months it will have increased in measure from 3 to -!• per cent. The cause of this

is, that wheat is always smooth skinned when first threshed, but acquires a roughness by

being laid on a granary floor, which makes it measure faster. But the sample will not

handle so well, nor weigh so heavy, as when first threshed, and the miller, if he is a good

judge, will not give so much for it. It will therefore be better to keep it in sacks, which

will prevent the deterioration of quality, although there will be no increase in measure.

Perhaps the best plan, after all, is to sell it at once, taking advantage of the first flush of

new wheat, which is usually purchased with great readiness by the millers, who are all

desirous of having the first new corn that appears at market. A three-fold advantage is

obtained by this plan. The farmer ascertains the amount of the yield, so as to judge of

the probabilities as to future prices ; he obtains the requisite quantity of straw ; and he

places himself in funds, which, in the first season of the agricultural year, is a matter of

considerable importance to many of them. If this first threshing is done during the

busy time of wheat-sowing and root-raising, a hired threshing machine is usually

employed, by which no time is lost to the more important operations of the farm. Many

farmers consider that the machine breaks the straw too much, and renders it unfit for

thatching, and on that account use the flail, which is less injurious. There is, however,

a great improvement in the more recently constructed threshing machines in this

respect, many of them doing but little injury to the straw, if carefully fed.

The storing of turnips is of much more importance than upon a first view of the practice

is apparent, and especially if the fields lie near a plantation where game is preserved. The

Swedish turnip is particularly liable to the depredations of hares and rabbits; and

pheasants are as fond of them, and do as much damage by breaking the skin, almost as

the vermin. We know farmers in Norfolk whose crops of turnips would be wholly

destroyed but for storing them. Nor do the game wait for them to arrive at maturity,

but attack them as soon as the bulbs are half-grown.

There is a considerable difference in the fattening properties of the difierent kinds of

turnips. The varieties are very numerous, and all of them have their advocates, we

suppose according to the soil to which they are adapted. Lawson describes forty- si.x

varieties, namely, eleven Swedes, seventeen yellow, and eighteen white. These come

forward at different seasons, and the white being first ready for consumption, are used
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up to the end of the year ; then the yellow for two months—say, till the beginning of

March ; and lastly the Swedes, which will continue good until the grass is high enough

for the cattle. Stephens recommends storing the Swedes, as well as other kinds, only a

certain time before they are required for use. But this leaves them exposed to the evils

we have enumerated, namely, frost and game. Now, the frost, if it does not absolutely

destroy, will certainly injure the quality of the root, if it be at all severe, and none can

ensure that it wiU not be so ; and especially will this be the case to such as are bitten

by hares or rabbits, which are certain to be destroyed if a sharp frost occurs. It there-

fore appeal's desirable to store the turnips as soon as time and opportunity will allow,

in order to avoid the probable evils that so often destroy them when left in the ground.

Of the white turnips, the luhite-loaf or Norfolk turnip is considered the best. It

arrives early at maturity, is full of a sacchariferous juice, and is of a medium size. If

the seed is good this turnip is as nearly round as possible, has a fine neek and top, and a

clean tap root without fibres. The internal part is remarkably sound and firm, and

enclosed in a thin bright rind. Sheep are excessively fond of this turnip, and will eat

it down to the tap root as it stands in the ground. We consider it, next to the Swede,

to be the most fattening of all our winter roots, and especially the most acceptable to

sheep, which thrive fast upon it before the frost has deteriorated its quality. This

variety contains from 72 to 80 grains of nutritive matter, according to the size, the

small containing the most.

The Aberdeen yellow bullock turnip is the best type of that class, and is a great

favourite in Scotland. It is considered to have originated in Aberdeenshire, from a cross

between the white-loaf and the purple-top Swede, as it partakes of the qualities of both

;

the inside being firm and crisp, and the rind smooth and free from fibres, in which it

resembles the first, whilst its colour and less juiciness assimilates it to the second. It

is harder than the white-loaf. The neck is fine, and the foliage branches gracefully

from it, the leaves being about a foot long.

The purple-top Swede is the chief favourite of this species of root. It is rather

oblong in form, with flesh of a deep yellow, whilst that part of the rind that is above

the ground is a dull purple coloiu-. It is a firm heavy root, the neck forming a conical

crown from which the leaves spring upright, and about a foot long. It produces a

heavier crop and more nutriment than any other species of turnip, and will keep its

valuable properties longer, if stored, than either of the species we have described. The

following are the comparative properties of the three kinds :

—

Turnips.
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the ground ; and if not, at any rate the roots are not subject to those casualties, which

we have specified, to injure or destroy them. The yield per acre may be stated as

follows :

—

The white-loaf from 30 to 40 tons.

The Aberdeen yellow „ 25 to 30 „

The purple-top Swede „ 20 to 35 „

These proportions are regulated according to the degree of culture the crops receive.

In fact a much larger produce may be obtained by high farming and heavy manuring,

but we question whether anything would thereby be gained in the amount of real

nutritive matter.* The proportion of top in the Swede is much smaller than in any

other kind of turnip. The nutritive matter contained in a crop of turnips of 20 tons,

or 45,000 lbs., is given by Stephens as follows :

—

lbs.

Woody fibre 900

Starch, sugar, and gum 4,000

Gluten 670

Fatty matters 130

Saliue matters 300

The remainder water 39,000

45,000

It is not difficult to make calculation of the number of heads of stock a crop of

turnips will support for a given time. Weigh first the produce of a given extent of

ground, taking the average of the field. Multiply then tlie number of such spaces by

the weight of the turnips, and you obtain that of the whole crop. Then taking for the

basis of your estimate the following rates of consumption, it will be easy to obtain the

desired result.

" A Leicester hogget will consume 23 lbs., and an older one 34 lbs. of turnips per

day during the winter half-year, or 180 days. A young black-faced sheep 18 lbs., and

an older one 28 lbs. per day, in the same time.

" An ox will eat about a ton of turnips every week. A two-year-old short-horn ox

will consume 26 tons, and a three-year-old short-horn 30 tons, of turnips, in 180 days.

The smaller breeds consume less." f

An acre of turnips, therefore, of 30 tons will support for 180 days 16 young

Leicester sheep, or 10 old Leicesters ; 20 young black-faced sheep, or 13 old black-

faced ; and one of the short-horn breed of oxen of three years old, and rather more than

support a younger one. These calculations are as simple as possible, and at the same

time are quite correct enough, if properly conducted, to guide a farmer in setting his

number of winter stock. The quantity per day consumed will of course be reduced if

hay and artificial food is given to the stock. If fed alone on turnips, 30 acres, of 30

tons per acre, will support 20 three-year-old short-horns and 160 Leicester hoggets for

six mouths.

The cultivation of the cabbage for the purpose of grazing is not so much practised as

* ^A'c have already stated that in France it is the object to grow a large quantity of small beet-roots instead of a

smaller number of large ones, it beiug found that a given weight of small contains more saccharine than the same weight

of large roots. Stephens, on the authority of Siuclair, alHrms that tliis is not the case with the Swedish turnip, but (bat

the larger the size of the root, the greater the quantity (proportion ?) of nutriment it contains. This is contrary to all

analogy, and requires further confirmatioD,

t Stephens' " Book of the Farm."
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perhaps it ought to be, considering the large amount of nutritive matter it contains.

For dairy cows it is the best food than can be given them, if care is taken not to give

them leaves that are decayed, which impart a disagreeable taste to the butter. For

ewes and lambs also they are excellent food ; and bullocks fatten on them quite as fast

as on turnips. The kinds usually grown on the farm are the drum-head and the kohl-

rabi, or turnip-rooted cabbage. Many of the dairymen round London and other large

towns make a point of growing these kinds of cabbage, finding that the milk of the

cows that feed on them is freer from an unpleasant flavour than if fed on turnips. AYe

do not suppose that these vegetables will ever take the place of the turnip and raangold-

wurzel, but it would be well for any farmer to grow a portion of them for the cows

and ewes in the spring. Cabbages may be kept by hanging them up by the stalks to

the rafters of out-houses, or by "turning them in by the heels" close together in

the ground. Drum-headed cabbages attain a very large size ; we have seen them as

heavy as 70 lbs., and 30 or 40 lbs. is no uncommon weight, when they are well

manured for. Professor Johnston states that the cauliflower when dried contains as

much as 64 per cent, of nutritive matter, which is more than any other cultivated

vegetable. Cabbages stand frost well, and the principal advantage in storing them is

to avoid going on the land in wet weather when they are wanted. This, in fact, is

one of the advantages (and not the least considerable) in storing all kinds of forage

plants, which are required at a season of the year when we can never ensure fine weather

for drawing them ofl' the land. To have them ready at hand, therefore, and in prime

condition when they are wanted, must be good husbandry, and worthy of an eftbrt to

accomplish as soon after the crop is matured as is convenient.

Amongst the forage crops required for spring feeding, and which must therefore

occupy the attention of the farmer in the autumn, we must not omit the rape, which, on

peaty soils, affords a very seasonable supply of food to sheep, and especially ewes and

lambs, before the grass is ready for them. The sowing should take place in August, and

in October the plants are ready for transplanting. For this purpose a piece of ground

should be carefully tilled and cleaned, and a good coat of manure applied. A wheat

stubble may be prepared thus ; and as the rape, if well managed, will be all consumed

by the middle of May, the land may be again sown with either turnips or spring corn,

though it would be rather late for the latter. Some farmers sow the rape on a fallow,

broadcast, and take no further trouble about it, but feed it off in the spring, trusting to

the after tillage for cleaning the laud and destroying the weeds. The plants will, how-

ever, pay well for better usage and transplanting, which may be done by laying them in

every second furrow, which will give them 18 inches between the rows, whilst the

distance from plant to plant need not be more than from 4 to 6 inches, according to the

condition of the land. In the fens of Norfolk and Cambridgeshire the rape forms a

part of the regular course of cropping both for autumn and spring feed, or for the seed.

The kind sown for winter is the brassica rapus.

The planting of hops from the seed-bed is usually done in November, but if from

cuttings, they are not taken from the old plants before March. lu raising them from

seed, the seed-bed should be deeply tilled and enriched with manure. The intended hop

garden should be similarly treated, and, for planting, thrown into small hillocks at a

distance of 6 or 7 feet from each other. On these the plants are set, either in squares

or triangles, according to the fancy of the proprietor. The hillocks are thus formed :

—
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Holes are dug at the required distance, 3 feet square, and 15 inches deep. These

are filled either with farm-yard dung or a ricli compost, aud then covered with the

soil. The plants are set near the centre, and, in June, poles from 6 to 8 feet long are

placed in the centre of each hillock, near each plant, and the young shoots are led and

tied to them, and thus require no further care in this respect, as, like all climbing plants,

thej' will of themselves wind round the poles as they grow. The transplanted hops will

produce a crop of from 3 to 4 cwt. the first season. A deep rich dry loam is the best

soil for a hop garden. The finest hops in England are grown at Farnham, in Surrey,

in the soil of which the Bagshot sand, Loudon clay, gault, chalk, firestone, and green

sandstone formations all meet—a combination nowhere else to be found. This mixture

and the dry chalk which they overlie are peciiliarly suited to the hop plant, and the

produce is unrivalled in the whole woi'ld.

The hop harvest, or picking, generally follows, or comes on towards the close of the

grain harvest— say, about the beginning of September, and sometimes continues into the

following montli. It is a beautiful and exhilarating sight to witness a hop garden at

this period, with the pickers in full work, enlivening the light toil with songs and their

homely badinage and repartee ; while the perfume of the rich ripe flowers adds greatly

to the effect upon the spirits. The number of hands employed is much greater in

proportion to the extent of the ground, on account of the importance of securing the

ripe produce whilst the weather is favourable, and also to prevent deterioration of quality

by their hanging too long on the vines. The way in which the process is conducted is

as follows :—Wooden frames are fixed at intervals between the rows of hops ; against

these the poles with the vines attached are placed, the plants having been cut, aud the

poles broken off close to the ground. The hop-pickers then proceed carefully to pull the

flowers, which tliey drop iipon a large clotli suspended near, or into large baskets.

These are taken to the kiln, where they are dried on a hair-cloth, with a slow fire at

first, but the heat is gradually increased. They are laid about 1 foot deep on the cloth,

and remain from eight to ten hours, after which they are taken to another building to

cool before they are bagged. Into these bags or pockets they are pressed hard, and are

then ready for market. The poles, being divested of the hop vines, are carefully set

aside in bundles under cover, where they are preserved from the weather till again wanted

for the next season.

There is no crop so uncertain as that of hops; and so notorious is this, that they

form a subject of desperate gambling during the summer and autumn, the ostensible

object being the amount of the duty, which fluctuates widely sometimes, from day to

day. How the gamblers will manage the play under a repeal of the duty remains to be

seen. The yield of liops varies from 20 cwt. to nil per acre ; notwithstanding which,

hop growing is a profitable species of cultivation, taking the average of years. It is a

common saying that " three good years will ruin any hop grower." This means, tliat

by such success in the culture, the price is reduced so low that, when the duty is paid, it

leaves little or nothing for the grower. The average produce for twenty-eight years,

from 1807 to 1835, of the cntii-e crop, was 5^ cwt. per acre after drying. So variable,

however, is the produce, that the same land which in 182G yielded 9 cwt, 105 lbs., in

1835 gave only 108^ lbs. per acre; and another farmer at the same period grew respec-

tively 18 cwt. in 1820, aud only 41 cwt. in 1825.

In drying the hops, sulphur is used in considerable quantities, ostensibly to regulate
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the lieat, but really to improve the colour or serai-bleach. It is a most objectionable

practice, and tlie -n'ouder is, that the large brewers, who are the greatest consumers,

should not put a stop to the practice by refusing to purchase hops so dried. We have

known barley and oats that were stained by the rain in harvest, when put on the kiln to

be dried, bleached at the same time with sulphur ; but such grain will never fetch its

real value in the market, much less a factitious price, in consequence of the supposed

improvement in colour. The dulness of its appearance is sure to betray the means by

which the stain has been removed.

Stephens recommends drying hops by hot water instead of by fire, and gives a

section of a building and apparatus for the purpose. There is no doubt but that this

plan is perfectly practicable, but as it would preclude the use of sulphur, and con-

sequently the improvement of the colour of the hops, it is not likely that it should be

adopted.

The hop is not indigenous in Britain, being first introduced there in the year 1524,

in the reign of Henry VIII., upon the return of his expedition against Tournay, in the

Netherlands. According to an ancient couplet, the hop was not the only acquisition in

natural history obtained on that occasion ; it says

—

" Carp, hops, pickerel, and deer,

Came into England all in one year."

And it is remarkable that in the first half of the seventeenth century petitions were

presented to pai-liament against the introduction or use of two nuisances, namely, New-

castle coals, on account of the stench they created, and hops, which spoiled the flavour

of drink, and were injurious to the health of the people. An act of parliament was

actually passed, prohibiting the use of hops, in the reign of James I., but there was

not much more attention paid to this act than to the king's " Counterblast against

Tobacco." It is also worthy of observation that in the reign of Queen Anne an act was

passed prohibiting the use of any other bitter than hops in beer, by the brewers, under

a penalty of j£20 ; and that both these acts of parliament stand unrepealed in face of

each othei', the latter being certainly rational as well on account of the duty as of the

wholesomeness of the hop as a stomachic. At present the produce of hops in the

United Kingdom, upon an average of a number of years, is about 15,000 tons, l)ut is

sometimes double that quantity, and sometimes much less. Large quantities are both

exported and imported annually. The respective quantities for the years 1861 and 1862

were as follows :

—
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The preparations for the winter campaign in feeding and fattening of cattle will

occupy the attention of the farmer in the first section of the agricultural year. It is of

no small importance to regulate the nutaber of animals to be kept during the season by

the means possessed for maintaining them in good condition. We have given concise

directions for ascertaining the amount of the turuip crop, and the number of animals,

large and small, it will support. As very few farmers, however, in the present day

fatten them with turnips alone, the rule laid down is not to be considered absolute. At

the same time, as we have grievously felt in days gone by, it is a fatal error to set a

heavier stock of either bullocks or sheep than the means of the farm will justify. We
know the temptation a young farmer lies under, at a fair or market, if he sees a lot of

either Ivind he thinks remarkably cheap, to purchase them if he has the money at com-

mand, irrespective of the amount of food he may have to support them through the

season. In such a case, unless he can purchase roots at a reasonable rate, which is

seldom to be done, he may find himself under the necessity of selling his fattening

cattle or sheep before they are fit for market, when they always fetch an inferior price

;

or he must dispose of his lean stock also at a disadvantage. It is true, he can always

purchase artificial food, and thus keep them on ; but the question then becomes a severe

one of profit or loss, with a strong probability of the latter. Corn and cake are both

excellent as assistant fatteners ; but it would be to produce meat and juanure at too

high a price, to run the risk of having to keep the cattle entirely on them and hay,

because we have set a heavier stock than the amount of the root crop would justify.

Turnips or mangold may certainly in some cases be purchased ; but as they must even

in that ease be fed off the ground, the purchaser both pays dear for them, and loses the

manure, both of which will trench upon the profits of the extra purchase.

We are aware that without over-stocking himself, the farmer sometimes loses his

crop of roots by decay, in consequence of severe frost or otherwise. This, however, is a

rare case, and is also an additional reason for storing roots of all kinds, which is a

certain preventive of such a contingency ; and besides, this is a very diflerent thing from

laying in a heavier stock than the produce of the farm justifies. It is far better to have

too few than too many animals, because towards the close of the season there are

generally plenty of purchasers of roots at reasonable rates if they are required ; and if

not, it will be better, if there is a surplus of turnips on the ground, to chop them up and

plough them in as manure, than either to consume them at a loss or sell them off the

farm. As manure, experience proves that they will pay their full value in the increase

of the succeeding corn crop.

The feeding of sheep in the turnip-field involves the use of hurdles or lifts ; and

these should be attended and repaired, if they require it, or new ones purchased. The

hurdle is formed of underwood wattled, and if j)roperly made are a very strong and

compact kind of fence. The stakes by which they are fastened are of stout underwood.

The hurdle, the upright pieces of which arc sharpened at the lower ends, is held by the

shepherd by both hands at the middle, and struck firmly into the ground. A hole is

then made with an iron crow-bar near the end of the hurdle outside the fold. Into this

the stake is driven firmly, and it is fastened to the tops of two hurdles by a loop of tarred

line, which holds them tightly together. This kind of hurdle is in general use in

Norfolk, where there are plenty of copses and plantations of brushwood for making

them.
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The lifts, which arc also called hurdles iu those parts of the coiuitry where the

wattled ones cannot be obtaiucd^ are made iu the form of a rough gate. The four

ledges are morticed into the ends, and fastened with -wooden pins. One other upright

in the centre, and two cross pieces meeting at its top, complete the lift. The ends arc

prolonged below about 18 inches, and sharpened, to be driven, like the stake of the

hurdle, into holes made for them. A wooden mallet or beetle is used for this purpose,

and the heads of every two are fastened together by a peg passing through them above

and below. In some cases a stay is fixed to the head of the lift, and fastened to a short

stake driven into the ground about 4 feet from the lift. The wattled hui'dles will last

two, and, with great care, three years. The lifts are more durable, but they also

require care, and to be kept from the wet, and, above all, to be repaired before being

laid up after the season, on the principle that a " stitch iu time saves nine."

Islets, made of strong twine, are also used for the purpose of folding sheep on turnips.

The meshes should not be less than 4 or more than 6 inches in length when set, and

there must be a rope ran through them at top and bottom. Good straight ashen

saplings, about 3 inches diameter, and 4 feet 9 inches in length, should be driven

9 inches into the ground at intervals of '8 or 9 feet. To these the net is fastened by

giving the upper and lower ropes one twist rouud them, and drawing them tight. The

bottom rope must be fastened at 3 inches above the lower, and the top one 3 inches

below the upper end of the stake, and care must be taken to draw the ropes tight, in

order to make the net secure from getting loose. If it is necessary to add to the uet, it

must be done by lacing the meshes of the two ends together, and tying the ends of the

ropes. These nets are very complete guards for sheep, but they have two inconveniences.

In -wet weather they will very sensibly contract, and, if not well looked to, the ropes

will snap, as will also the nets, when they get old ; and if put up at all wet or damp,

they will infallibly rot and become worthless. It therefore requires more carefulness

than the generality of farm servants exercise to prevent this from happening, unless the

eye of the master is likewise engaged in it.

Wire, or rather iron-rod hurdles, running on wheels, are now coming into use, and

are the most durable of any ; and although more expensive at first, will be the cheapest

in the end. Iron is, indeed, now much used for fences ; and it is not improbable that,

with the advancement of steam culture and thorough drainage, a new arrangement of

the fields will be necessary, and live fences, with bank and ditch, be done away with.

The object in this case will be to save the land occupied by them, and substitute for them

either I'od-iron fences, or a live fence of white-thorn, holly, or beech, kept close clipped,

so as to occupy the smallest extent of ground. "With thorough drainage the present

ditch is totally unnecessary, except as the boundary of a farm or an estate, in which

case some permanent work is requisite to mark distinctly the division of two properties.

The time for putting the sheep upon turnips is regulated by the duration of the

pastures. These, however, should be reserved for the breeding ewes, which should

remain upon them as long as they aSbrd grass sufficient for their subsistence. The

hoggets, and those ewes intended for fatteidng, should be the first to be put upon

turnips. A rack of hay should always be placed in the pen, as the turnip tops are apt to

scour them at first. If hay is scarce and dear, oat-straw may be substituted for it.

This is especially necessary in severe w-eather, when the turnips are frozen, and the sheep

have difficidty in feeding freely upon them. The more modern way of feeding sheep

VOL. II. D
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on turnips is to have a turnip-slicer in the field, with a sufficiency of long troughs for

the sheep. A woman goes down the rows of the turnips left, and reduces them with the

slicer into small fragments, which she puts into the troughs as she goes on. The sheep

can either feed on these prepared to their teeth, or on those still standing in the rows,

but they appear generally to approve of the plan, as they can fill themselves without

trouble.

The wether hoggets and shearlings should be kept by themselves. They are expected

to be ready for the butcher by March or April, although some farmers prefer giving them

a month's grass, and so taking their coats before selling out. They will fatten very

quickly on turnips, but are subject to apoplexy, and we have seen them drop dead while

feeding, apparently in perfect health. It is generally the best and fattest of the sheep

that thus die, and it is mostly in frosty weather that it happens. The best remedy is to

bleed them in the eye if they exhibit symptoms of sluggislmess, and to let them at all

times have a supply of salt. This is especially necessary when at turnips, to act as an

alterative. All animals are very fond of salt, and sheep will almost break through a

fence to get at it if they know where it is. There is every reason to believe that it

preserves them, as well as human beings, from febrile diseases, by purifying the system,

and some affirm that it prevents the rot.

Too much turnip-ground should not be set out at once, as the sheep will run over it

and take the tops first ; thus a portion of every bulb will be eaten. If the consumption of

more than four or five days is taken, a good deal of the bulbs will probably be destroyed by

the sheep continually " filing them with their feet," as it is termed in Norfolk, and in that

state they will not eat them unless absolutely pressed with hunger, which would be an

unprofitable state to drive them to. When the turnips are tolerably well scooped out,

the shepherd and his assistant—generally a lad of twelve or fourteen years old—pull

them up with a " cromo," a tool with two jpoints about 3 inches apart, and bent in the

form of a double hook. The points of this are struck under the bulb, and are easily

pulled from the ground. The handle of the crome is about 3 feet 6 inches long. Another

kind of tool is now used, made like a mattock, only the fluke or grubber is short, and

spreads out with a terminating blade, wide and sharp enough to cut the bulb from the

root, which then comes up clean. It is said that the root itself has an acrid taste and

quality injurious to the sheep that eat it.

In setting out a portion of a field of turnips, it should be continued on the same side

of the field, in order that as soon as a slip is finished from headland to headland the

plough may be set to work to turn in the sheep droppings before the sun has dispersed

its valuable properties. In ploughing it, many pieces of turnips, and probably some

whole ones that were covered with the soil, will be turned out, and should cither be

picked off and thrown into the pen, or the sheep be allowed to run over the ground

again and take this " back-feed," as it is called, to prevent its being spoiled.

It is the practice with some of the more enterprising farmers—amongst whom are

reckoned Sir 11. Simeon, Bart., of the Isle of AVight, and Messrs. Iluxtable, and Alder-

man Mechi—to keep their fatting sheep in stalls or sheds. The two latter adopt stalls

with sparred floors, which admit the droppings of the animals through the interstices

into the dung-pit below. Sir R. Simeon has built sheds in which each sheep has a

small stall and is tied vip, as is done in the case of bullocks. The floor is of tiles or

bricks, and the manure is removed at stated intervals, so that they are kept perfectly clean.
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Not only do the sheep thrive rapidly under either of these systems, but the dung

is of double and treble value, and when well rotted, may be drilled under the seed

with great efl'cct. The sheds or stalls should be properly ventilated to keep the animals

iu health. In other respeets the system is a decided sueccss, but is perhaps too expen-

sive to admit of its adoption by the general body of agrieulturists. Rough sheds, how-

ever, well thatched to keep out the rain, and open half way down from the eaves for venti-

lation, but defended by lucuras from the rain, and into which the sheep may be driven

Avhcu the nights arc wet and stormy, will prove of groat service in protecting them

from the foot-rot, which arises from being constantly wet and cold. All animals love

warmth, and there is no comparison between the appearance, in point of comfort, of a

bullock iu an open yard in wet weather on a cold day, with his back curved and his

coat standing out from his sides, and another tied up at the same time iu his stall warm

and dry, and deliberately taking his food with all the appearance of au independent

gentlemau enjoying the " Otium cum dignitate " to his heart's content. And it is the

same with sheep, pigs, and all domestic animals. We have, in fact, introduced them

to habits of civilisation, in the form, at least, of artificial life ; and having done so, it is

at our own peril, as well as theirs, if we suffer them still to remain subject to the miseries

of their former wild state.

The sheep-sheds shoidd be erected near the centre of the land of the farm, so that

they may be easily accessible. They should front the south, and be in size or extent

proportionate to the flock that is kept. It matters not how roughly they arc built, the

object being to protect the sheep from the inclemency of the weather, rather than to

have au ornamental building on the farm. They are particularly needed in hilly and

mountainous districts at the period when the ewes are lambing. Great losses are

fi'equently sustained at that season, from the prevalence and severity of the storms of

snow, hail, and rain ; iu the former of which whole flocks are sometimes buried by the

drifting of the snow. Stephens objects to sheep-cotes, on account of the danger from

the high temperature raised by huddling a whole flock of sheep into a confined space

;

and he is more an advocate for the erection of "stells," which are spaces enclosed with

brick or stone-walls, high enough to protect the sheep from the blasting wind, but open

above to the elements. Iu some cases these enclosures are further defended by planta-

tions of firs, in which case the wall needs be only so high as to prevent the sheep from

jumping over it. Some of these " stells " in Scotland are capable of containing from

200 to 300 sheep, and so far as the cold wind is concerned they form a safe and efi'ectual

protection. But the flock is still exposed to the downfall, whether of snow or rain, either

of which, in fact, are more to be dreaded in lambing time than the wind. Frequently have

we seen a flock of lambs, from a week old and upwards, during a dry piercing north-

easter, fresh from the German ocean (and we know the full meaning of that in Norfolk),

chasing each other in circles round the pen in all the hilarity of liealth and spirits,

apparently for the express purpose of keeping themselves warm. Such would not be the

case if the wind is accompanied with either snow or rain, and it is therefore these that

are to be chiefly guarded against. During parturition, however, the ewes should

certainly be under cover, whether dry or wet, if the weather is severe, as the lamb may
get a chill upon its first appearance which all the care of the shepherd afterwards may
not be able to remove.

Either the " stell" or the sheep-cote should be well supplied with both moist and

D 2
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dry food near at liaud, good racks filled with Lay and a tuniip-storc outside requiring

no cartage, and iuvolviug no otlicr labour than tliat of two or more women, according to

the number of the flock, to fetch the roots, and others to slice tliem with the machine if

desired. On the Cotswold hills, sheejj-cotes are an ancient institution of the country,

and are erected in a peculiar form, which we have already described in the account of

the Cotswold sheep. Means should be provided for washing the turnips if they are

brought in a dirty state from the field, which is more frequently the case when, not

being stored, they are brought in fresh. If there is not a run of water near the sheep-

cote, a pit should be sunk to hold a reservoir, and where neither of these exist, a water-

cart must supply the want. Of the desirableness of always washing roots for cattle there

can be but one opinion, and the only objection to the practice is the trouble it

occasions. This, however, is less than at first A'iew of it appears, and it might be urged

against any improvement in agriculture at all out of the common routine, and in which

the profit does not immediately appear.

In the Journal of the Agricultural Society of Enyland, vol. vi. p. 242, is an account

of the system pursued by the Rev. Mr. Huxtable, of Sutton-Waldron, Dorsetshire. Sheds

are erected 50 feet in length and 15 feet width, and thatched with straw to within 3 feet

of the ground in front and back, and having a turf wall reaching to the thatch. Eacli

shed contains fifty sheep, and they cost, without the straw, 41s. each. The floor within is

sunk 9 inches, and is made firm by puddling, and on it is laid a coating 6 inches thick

of saw-dust, burnt clay, and dry mould. Over the excavation is laid a flooring of

movable boards for the sheep to lie on, and the manure they drop is swept into the

compost under the boards twice a day. The floor cost \s. Ad. per head of sheep. After

being swept, the boards are sprinkled with a solution of sulphate of iron, which com-

pletely deodorises the shed of every unpleasant smell, whether ammonia or sulphuretted

hydrogen. In these sheds the sheep are fed, and a court-yard is attached to each shed,

paved with asphalte. Here the sheep withdraw while the floors are being swept. Their

food is turnips ad libitum, half a pint of oats or peas per day, with straw chaff sprinkled

with a solution of ground linseed in boiling water. Thus treated, the sheep realised a

profit of 13s. each in twelve weeks.

This was the palpable profit, and is possibly not a great deal more than would have

been realised by feeding them abroad. But in addition to this there is a saving in the

consumption of food, as was proved by Mr. Childers, who found by experiment tliat

while twenty hoggets fed in sheds gained nearly 20 stones more than the same number

in the field, being upwards of one-tliird, they actually consumed one-fifth less food in

the three months from 1st January to 1st April, at the end of which they sold at 3s. per

head more than those fed in the field. To these sources of profit we may add the

increased growth of wool, and its improved quality, and the increased value of the

manure, which, instead of being scattered irregularly about the field, is collected in the

sheds, and can be applied in a more regular and useful form than is possible with field-

fed animals.

Stephens relates an experiment of a gentleman whose steward fed two lots of sheep.

One lot was tied up, each sheep to its own stall, while the other lot were allowed to run

loose in the same shed. Both were, in other respects, treated exactly alike ; but it was

soon evident that those tied up made a more rapid progress than the others that were

loose. He was quite luiable to account for this until one evening, on opening the door
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of the slied, he found the loose sheep all upon the move and restless?, and tlici;- food

uneaten, whilst those tied up were reposing themselves beside their empty troughs. This

suflieiently aceounted for the difference in the progress of the two lots.

Other agriculturists have found a different result from yard or shed feeding, amongst

whom is Mr. Pawlelt, a Bedfordshire farmer, who, from his own experience, states that

the increase of value does not balance the trouble and expense attending it ; and lie is

equally against washing the turnips for them or for bullocks, having found that with

unwashed roots (carrots and Swedes) they gained nearly one-third more weight than

with them washed.

Perhaps, after hearing both sides, the most safe and rational conclusion to draw from

the facts is, that while shelter should certainly be provided for sheep during bad weather,

and especially for ewes before and during the lambing season, the extra profit attached

to stall or shed feeding of fattening sheep will not pay for the extra trouble and expense

attending it ; but that the collateral advantages in the preservation and increased rich-

ness of the manure, and the saving of food, add considerably to the profits where this

system is properly carried out.

In high and cold situations, where the sheep are exposed in winter to the severest

weather, sheds may be used with success for shelter, and in which they can feed without

interruption or exposure to the snow-storms, by which so many sheep arc destroyed at

times in the Highlands. A good deal of manure can also be raised in this way by littering

the yard attached to the sheds with straw ; and less food is consumed or wasted than

when fed in the open field. But in the low lands, where the climate is mild and the

land dry, there will be no advantage derived from keeping sheep in sheds, equal to the

additional expense and trouble attending it. The late Mr. Piteey, indeed, although an

advocate for shed-feeding of sheep, admitted that in an experiment with ten down lambs,

fed each way, those fed out of doors gained more in weight than those in the shed.

A singular experiment, in regard to its results, was made by Mr. Pawlett, in feeding

sheep. He selected two lots of lambs, one of which he fed with Swedes and carrots as

they came from the field, untvashed. The same food for the other lot was carefully

washed clean every day. They were respectively fed thus for a month ; and at the

end of that time, on being weighed, those fed on the unwashed roots had gained 7i lbs.

each, whilst those on the washed had gained only 4| lbs. And thus, not only was the

trouble of washing the roots thrown away, but an actual loss of one-third of the gain in

weight was sustained by it. Mr. Pawiett justly remarks that all animals are fond of

licking the earth, and there is no doubt that it is necessary to assist digestion, or is in

some other way conducive to health, or they would not be led to take it.* Mr. Pawlett

is decidedly of opinion that no adequate advantage is gained by feeding sheep in

confinement, to compensate for the extra trouble and expense attending it.

Of the advantage arising from mixing artificial food, such as linseed and other

oleaginous cake, meal, &c., with the food of sheep, as well as of cattle, there can be no

doubt. In the various experiments that have been made, the increased weight produced

by the practice was most decisive and clear. Several such experiments are recorded by

Stephens ("Book of the Farm"), in which the increase in weight of the cake and

turnip-fed sheep over those fed on turnips alone was as three to one, and even four

to one, independent of the saving in turnips. The average quantity of cake required

• St.e Journal of Ike Jffrkii/liiral Society of England, Tol. vi p. 368.
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to produce 1 lb. of mutton was 5 lbs. 10 oz. We presume that tlic profit of this practice

accrues chiefly from the saving of turnips^ which, according to the kind and quantity of

artificial food, ranged from 23i to 49j per cent., in one case referred to by ^Mr.

Stephens.*

In very severe weatlier, irlien the snow drifts are heavy and the winds piercing,

Bheep I'cquire shelter. In such cases, furze or whin faggots placed agaiust tlie hurdles

on the windward side of the pen or fold, will he found of great benefit. Their hay-

racks should be well supplied at such times, and placed near the sheltering hurdles.

When the land is sodden with heavy rain, it will be better to remove the sheep to a

piece of pasture land for a few days, until the turnip land has become dry and solid

;

otherwise they are very liable to the foot-rot, which will effectually prevent them from

thriving. Land that is well thorough-drained will soon recover itself after a heavy rain.

But an adhesive, iindrained clay soil is seldom in a state in the winter for sheep to be

fed upon it.

The number of sheep to be allotted to a shepherd in summer ranges from about 600

breeding ewes to 800 shearlings. In winter, one man cannot manage more than 400,

and even then he must have another to help him to remove hurdles, and a boy to assist'

in pulling the turnip bottoms that have been eaten down. If the turnips are to be cut

for the sheep, it will wholly employ the second man. If artificial food is given to the

sheep, it will also add to the work and the expense of attendance. The wages of the

shepherd vary considerably, from 12^. per week in Gloucestershire, to 16s. in the Eastern

Counties ; and the labour of men and boys in proportion. It is estimated that the cost

of keeping sheep, or shepherding, in the latter, is about 2s. per 100 in summer, and from

6s. to 7*. in winter.

In Scotland and other mountainous countries extensive sheep-farms prevail, con-

sisting of thousands of acres of wild pasturage, without any natural shelter, except what

is afforded by the gorse, and the brakes, or ferns, and plantations of fir and other close-

growing trees. Turf or stone walls are frequently erected for the purpose, which, if

properly constructed, are a seasonable relief in case of bad weather. Most of the

Scottish sheep-farmers have a quantity of arable land on which to raise roots and hay

for the sheep, and provisions for the labourers. The proportion usually maintained is

about 100 acres to every 1,000 sheep, or rather ewes, farmed on the four-shift course,

namely, 25 acres of roots, 25 acres of aa'tificial grasses, and 50 acres of white crops.

The horses and cattle kept on this land in winter will tread the straw into manure.

Many of the sheep-farms in the Highlands comprise from 6,000 to 10,000 acres, and the

number of sheep kept on them is in proportion. They are mostly thorough-drained,

and many that were formerly no better than morasses are now sound pastures, covered

with sweet grasses, and capable of bearing cattle at all seasons of the year.

Notwithstanding all the care and attention paid to the flocks in the Highlands in

winter, the losses by snow-storms and excessive rains are sometimes very great. But it

is tliose who make the most ample provision for the well-being of the sheep who escape

with the least loss. A judicious arrangement in the distribution of the food, so as to

give the breeding ewes the largest supply of roots and hay, will best save the lambs as

well as the dams. The Black-faced, or Mountain sheep, are usually kept, as the most

hardy, while the Cheviots are preferred by the Lowland farmers. The South-downs and

* " Book of the rarm," vol. i. p. 220.
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Leicesters have been introduced into the Highlands, but if was fo\ind that they coukl

not stand the severity of the winter, and have been given np in consequenee.

"Wlien sheep are first put npou turnips in the autumn, and espeeially if the tops

cxliibit a florid appearanee, they arc very subject to scour, or purging. If a dry pasture is

at liberty, it will be best to remove them to it as soon as the disorder makes its

appearance, and let turnips be thrown to them without the tops. In order to prevent

the scouring, hay should be given them, and tlie tops, or, at least, the greater part of

them, taken off the bulbs and removed from the field. If the disorder is not attended

to in time, it may seriously affect the health, and even the life, of the animals, should it

increase to diarrhoea, as it probably M'oidd do, if neglected. There arc various other

disorders to which sheep are subject on being first put upon turnip diet. These Avill be

treated of when wc come to the veterinary portion of the work.

SECTION II.

AUTUMN CONTINUED.—CATTLE ACCOMMODATION FOR WINTER.

Formerly, the principal place for the fattening cattle was the " par-yard," or straw-

yard, at the back of the barn. Enclosed by a stone wall, an open shed was erected for

shelter the whole length of the yard, and covered with straw or stubble. Turnip-bins

and hay-racks were placed about the yard, and the cattle were loose, and had the full

range of the place, to the injury and annoyance of the weaker ones, which were sure to

make slow progress while their persecutors remained in the yard. Turnips were given

to them, whole, except the tops and tails ; and a considerable amount of waste would

have taken place, but for the pigs which were put iu as the scavengers of the yard, to

devour the offal. The unquiet nature of most cattle under such circumstances was

enough to retard the pi-ogress of their preparation for the butcher, although, in other

respects, the system was conducive to the preservation of health, if the yard was properly

drained. The vicinity of the barn was convenient for distributing the straw, and the

sheds were always well supplied with a warm bed for the cattle.

In tlie present day, on most farms where there are any pretensions to progressive

agriculture, the fatting cattle are confined iu sheds or stables, tied up singly, each to its

own rack and manger ; and this fakes place as soon as the grass in the pastures is con-

sumed, and the turnips or maugold-wurzels are forward enough to give to them. The

barn-yard is now devoted to the calves and year-old cattle, which formerly Avere kept

during the winter frequently in rough pastures, a few turnips, and sometimes hay or

barley straw being supplied to them when the grass became scanty. In severe Aveather

they were usually provided with the shelter of a yard, with or without a shed, as the

case might be. The change, therefore, to the barn-yard is a great improvement in their

condition.

In all modern-built homesteads, provision is made for the accommodation of an

adequate number of two or three year old cattle, to fatten on the stabulation system.

The stalls in this ease should not be less than 5 feet wide, and 16 to 18 feet in length
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or deptlij from the manger, whicli slioulcl be 2 feet wide. The drain should be 8 or 9

feet from the manger, -which will leave plenty of room for the attendants to pass

backward and forward with straw, hay, &c. The turnips will be supplied to the cattle

from the back of the manger. The stalls should be formed of timber 4 or 5 feet high at

the head, to prevent the cattle fro7ii interfering with each other, and sloping down to

3 feet at the back of the stall. The partitions between the stalls should be close

boarded, at least 3 or 4 feet at the npper end. The floor of the stall should have a fall

of 6 inches to the back, to allow the wnne to drain ofi'. Whether these stalls or byres

are intended for milch cows or fatting cattle, the dimensions and other arrangements

may be the same. Some farmers have double stalls for their cows ; but this is attended

with inconvenience if the cows are not good-tempered, which is sometimes the case ; and

especially to the milk-maid, who is in danger of having the pail overturned, and herself

into the bargain, if the cows are quarrelsome or fastidious. Fatting cattle are equally

liable to be fractious when tied up, and quite as much require to be in single stalls.

The progress they make is much greater than when kept at freedom in a yard.

Stephens recommends the floor of the byre to be formed of india-rubber mixed

with sand, a new composition for that purpose. It is laid upon a concrete bed, made of

I bushel of lime, to 2^ bushels of sharp sand, and 4 bushels of gravel, mixed with water,

enough to make it into a paste. This is spread upon a basis of stones 1 foot deep, and

well beaten in, leaving space enough for the 2 inches of concrete, and the thickness of

the india-rubber on the top. The concrete must be allowed to harden before the india-

rubber is laid on. This is from half an inch to 1 inch in thickness, and is in slabs of

7 feet iu length, by 18 inches in width. These being cut to the required size, are

cemented with a solution of caoutchouc in naphtha spread on the edges. When the

naphtha has evaporated, the cement becomes as firm as the rest of the floor, and will

not separate again. This is a very expensive floor, but Mr. Stephens says that at any

price he wovrld fit up every byre he had with it. In fact, the almost indestructible

nature of india-rubber renders it a cheap pavement, whilst its yielding property makes

it peculiarly grateful and innoxious to the feet of the cattle, which, on stone or brick

floors, are sure to be injured.

At the back of the byres a shed should be erected for holding turnips, and openings

should be made in the wall to supply the cattle without going round. In this shed the

food is prepared—the roots by cutting, and the chaff and oil-cake, or meal, bj' mixing.

In front of the byres is a courtyard furnished with a water-trough, and a liquid manure

drain. The cattle are fastened to an upright bar by a yoke and chain, with a ring at

the end \o slide up and down on the bai", the chain being long enough to allow the

animal full liberty to feed. It is usual for the byres or stalls to be double, for pairs of

oxen, the feeding-trough oulj' being divided by a small partition, to prevent them from

quarrelling about their food.

Box-feeding was first practised by Mr. Warnc, of Trimmingham, near Cromer, iu

Norfolk ; and as under it the cattle preserve their health better than by stall-feeding,

being less confined, it begins to prevail in many of the modern homesteads. In tliis case

they are placed loose in an enclosed box, from 8 to 10 feet square. The crib is fastened

loosely to posts, so as to rise as the litter in the box accumulates. A passage runs iu

front of the boxes, for the convenience of supplying the animals with food. The expense

of erecting them, being of rough timber, is very small. At Trimmingham, Mr. Warnc
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paid only about .€1 IQs. each, but timber is clieap in that county. The floor is sunk

2 feet into the ground. Mr. Steplicns seems to be of opinion that the superiority of the

box over tlic ])yrc arose rather, in Mr. Warne's case, fi»m his feeding liis cattle witli

bruised linseed, or linseed mealj mixed with barley meal, and pea straw chafl', all boiled

together. Chopped turnip-tops are also added. All this is no doubt conducive to the

fatting of the catttle ; and the superiority of the box has no chance of being demon-

strated by it. Mr. Wavne found it desirable to modify his plan of feeding several times,

and can therefore scarcely be quoted as a model feeder, especially when the expense of

the system is not accurately defined. Tliat bruised or ground linseed, which contains all

. its oleaginous portion, should be more nourishing than linseed cake, which has the

greater part of the oil expressed out of it, is clear cnongli ; but the question of economy

rests upon the increase in the production of meat compared with tliat of the value

of the oil thus appropriated, and whether it would not be found that the extra fatting

produced by the linseed meal is purchased at a much dearer rate than by using the

linseed cake.

The great advantage arising from giving meal, whether of barlej^, beans, or linseed,

is, that the cattle eat much less of roots, and, at the same time, thrive faster. It has

been ascertained that a bullock of 50 stone (14 lbs. to the stone) will consume from 200

to 220 lbs. of Swedes per day, besides oat straw ad libitum, and 5 lbs. of linseed cake.

This is Avhen they are first put to turnips, and are allowed as many as they will eat.

After they have been " fed oft'," they are found to thrive fast on 100 lbs. of Swedes, 2 lbs.

of cake, and 2 lbs. of ground grain, whether of beans or barley—the cake and meal

mixed with 10 lbs. of cut cliaft'—the whole given at two rations, morning and evening.

The plan of boiling the cattle food is gaining ground in many parts of the country

;

and it is asserted that they thrive much better than on raw food. Some persons boil

the meal and cake with the cut chaff to a mucilage, and give the food thus cooked to

the cattle warm. Others merely pour boiling water over the dry materials, and allow

them to stand until well incorporated together. For twenty-four head of cattle,

Mr. Warne takes 48 lbs. of oil-cake, 48 lbs. of bean meal, 96 lbs. of cut straw, and

30 oz. of salt. These ingredients are well mixed together in a trough, and 36 gallons of

boiling water are added. The whole mass is then well incorporated together, and

pressed down, and in two hours it is ready to give to the cattle. The troughs for this

quantity are 6 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 2 4 feet deep.

The practice of slicing, chopping, and pulping turnips and other root food for cattle,

is becoming very general, as is evinced by the numberless implements invented fur tlic

purpose. There can, we think, be no doubt of the advantage of slicing the roots, and

the practice has been followed for many years, the tools used formerly being sometimes

a bill-hook, and at others a cutter with four blades, radiating from the centre, and fixed

to a handle about 4 feet long, witli a cross head like that of some spades. Others used

a chopper with two knives fixed to tines, like those of a fork, and fastened also to a

handle as the foregoing one. The blades are parallel to each other, and separated about

an inch and a half, cutting the root into three parts. The different forms in which

machines and implements for this purpose are now made by difl'ercnt machinists arc

very numei'ous, and it would be difficult, with any degree of propriety, to recommend

one more than another. That cattle will fill themselves faster, and probably with less

danger of choking, when the roots are cut small for them, is certain and consequently that
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they will fatten faster when eating is made less laborious to them^ and they can satisfy their

hunger in less time and with less tronhle than when they have to break up the turnip

v.'ith their teeth. For sheep the system of cutting the roots into small jneces, and even

pulping them, is a A'cry decided improvement in the system of feeding. It is impossible,

in fact, to feed crones on turnips without chopping them very fine, and the labour and

expense of doing it by hand is too great to make it answer. It is, however, less the

custom now than formerly to keep the ewes long enough for them to lose their teeth to

the extent to incapacitate them from breaking a turnip. They are generally fattened as

soon as their teeth begin to decay, which is after the fourth shearing.

Cattle byres should, in all eases, whether for cows or fattening bullocks, be well

ventilated, in order to preserve the animals in health. Stephens recommends a large

square frame fixed in the roof, with Venetian blinds on the four sides, which at the same

time allow the escape of the heated air and effluvia, and keep out the rain and snow.

They can also be closed to shut out the north or east winds, which are injurious to cattle

confined in a building. One of these ventilators, 6 feet square, 3 feet high in front, and

3 feet above the roof ridge, INIr. Stephens considers sufficient for every six, either hoi'ses

or cattle, to maintain a eomjilete ventilation, fresh air being at the same time admitted

below to cause the ascent of that which is foul and heated.

Cleanliness in the person of a human being is generally considered next to godliness,

and we seldom see them separated. It is an indispensable requisite in the attendant

upon cattle, of whatever species, tliat he should be impressed with the imjjortance of

jjcrfect cleanliness in everything connected with them, whether their food, their persons,

or their lairs. The tools necessary for the purpose— as, the wheel-barrow, the hoe, the

shovel, the broom, &c.—should always be kept in order, which requires but little trouble

or foresight. The stalls should be cleansed, and the channels swept out, after the

animals have had their rations, although some herdsmen do it before they are fed. This

is of little consequence, so far as the cattle are concerned, if the practice, either one way

or the other, is uniform. But if the cleaning process is sometimes performed before and

sometimes after feeding them, they will be restless under the uncertainty, and their food

will be less beneficial to them. Regularity in all the processes in the management of

animals, of whatever kind, is an indispensable requisite for their well-being, as it is in

everything else in whicli it can be practised. The poet's axiom, that " Order is Heaven's

first law," is universal in its application, for without it no one can attain to excellence

in any branch of art, science, or industry.* In the afternoon, after the second feeding,

the stalls should be again cleaned from all dung and dirty litter, and fresh straw be laid

for the animals to repose on after they have finished their rations, and this should be

repeated when the third feeding is over.

When cattle are constantly confined to the stall, whether cows or bullocks, they

* Stephens relates a remarkable instance ot the different effects of onler and irregularity in feeding cattle. " Au old,

staid labourer," he says, " was appointed to take charge of the cattle, and was quite able and willing to undertake tlie

charge, lie got his own way at first, as I had observed many labouring men display great ingenuity in arranging their

work. Lowings were soon heard from the stock iu all quarters, both in-doois and out-doors, which indicated want of

regularity iu the cattle man ; whilst the poor creature himself was in a constant stale of bustle and uneasiness. To put an

end to this disorderly state of things, I apportioned his entire day's work by his own watch ; and on implicitly following

the plan, he not only soon satisfied the wants of every animal committed to his chiirge, but had abundant leisure to lend

a hand at anything that required his temporary assistance. His old heart overflowed with gratitude when he found the

way of making all his creatures happy, and his kindness to them was so nndeviating, they would have done whatever he

liked. A man belter suited by temper and genius for the occupation, I never saw."

—

Sook of the Fi<rm,vo\. i. p. 2C3.
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require to be " groomed" the same as a liorse. This is generally performed with a wisp

of straw, but some employ a curry-comb for the purpose, and there is no doubt that tiie

practice either way is beneficial to them, but it should be performed after they have had

their rations, and by no means cither before or during the time tliey are feeding. If

tliey are turned daily into the courtyard, then it is not required at all, they being

sociable enough to clean one another by licking. Eut a cow or bullock cannot reaeli

any great part of their own bodies, to cleanse it Avith their tongues, which is their (and a

very effectual) way of performing it. When at rest after feeding, the operation of

grooming is grateful to them rather than otherwise, and it will tend to keep tlicm in

health. Fat cattle particularly require to be thus attended to, as their skins arc apt to

get foul from perspiration.

The washing of turnips is the subject of controversy, many farmei's thinking that the

cattle require a portion of earthy matter with their food to assist digestion, the same as

fowls require stones for that purpose. When turnips have been taken from tlic field in

very wet weather, and have consequently a large portion of earth attached to them,

there can be no question about the propriety of washing them. There are now machines

made for tliis purpose, which, when water is plentiful, perform the operation very

speedily and effectually. But a large tub will answer the purpose in the absence of a

machine, and the turnips or mangolds should be washed as they are brought from the

field, otherwise it will be doubly difficult to get the mould off if it be allowed to dry

on. The turnips being shot down from the cart near the shed where they arc to be

placed, a man or woman takes them one by one and dashes them about in the tub of

water, using a small turnip fork, and then places them in a barrow, in which tiiey are

wheeled away, to be either laid up in the shed or cut and given to the cattle at

once. If turnips are frozen when taken up from the field, they should be thawed by

being put into cold water, which will very soon draw the frost out. of them. This, how-

ever, is one of the penalties nature inflicts upon those wlio neglect to store their turnii^s,

and a second is the injury sustained in the quality of the turnips from being frozen and

then thawed. It is true that a frozen root, whether a turnip or beet-root, contains more

saccharine than one not frozen ; bat one that has been frozen and thaioed, loses its

saccharine properties, and is less nutritive and valuable than one that has never

been frozen.

Straw and hay cutting for cattle is now one of the indispensable institutions of mixed

husbandry ; and there are as many different machines invented for the purpose almost as

there are machinists. Like all kinds of machines, there is now amongst these but little

difference in the extent of work they will perform with a given amount of labour,

whether by hand, horse, or steam power, however different may be the construction,

The laws of mechanics and of dynamics are much more studied, and therefore better

understood, now than formerly by mechanicians, and it is consequently difficult for one

to produce a machine that has such a preponderance of excellence over those of others,

as give it superior claims to patronage. Patents are multiplied ad infinitum, but they

are no criterion of superiority, and, beyond a doubt, will soon come to be regarded by

the public with indifference, when it is found that in most instances it refers rather to a

technical alteration in the construction of a machine than to a real improvement ia

its working.

In most modern farming establishments, a boiler for cooking the food of cattle, and
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especially of cows after calving^ is considered an indispensable adjnnct ; and where a

steam-engine is kept, a portion of the steam is employed for the same purpose when the

engine is at work. In other respects, where a dairy of cows is kept, a boiler is equally

necessary for the purposes of the dairy in winter. Some dairymen think it necessary, in

severe weather, to cook the food for the cows in calf, cold and raw turnips being apt,

they say, to injure both the co^Y and calf, especially if the turnips are frozen. It is,

however, perhaps better to give them dry food before giving them the raw turnips, rather

than to accustom them to cooked food before calving. The general practice is to half

fill a large boiler with turnips or mangolds, topped and tailed; to sprinkle over them a

few handfuls of salt, and then fill up the boiler with cut hay. Lastly, pour in as much

water as it will fairly hold, and kindle the fire. The hay must be kept down with the

lid, otherwise it would all rise to the top of the water. The turnips will soon boil soft,

and the hay be stewed, and the whole sufficiently cooked to be put into the cooler, placing

the hay at bottom and the roots above it, pouring the liqviid over the Avhole ; letting it

remain imtil it is cool, which should be so managed as always to have it ready by the

time the cows are to be fed. Before giving it, the turnips should he mashed and mixed

with the hay and water, and a small quantity of ground oil-cake or bean-meal may be

added. This ration should be given twice a day, taking care never to give it too warm,

but rather to pour some cold water npon it to reduce it to its proper temperature. This

precaution is necessary to be observed in all cases when cooked food is given to animals,

whether cows, bullocks, or pigs. The writer once lost several valuable pigs through the

carelessness of the attendant in giving them boiled maize in too hot a state, although

repeatedly cautioned against it.

The practice of giving to fatting cattle a proportion of artificial food, such as linseed

cake, ground linseed, bean or barley meal, either separately or all mixed together, with

cut hay, is now almost universal, and the high price of meat justifies the additional

outlay. Oil-cake itself contains valuable fattening properties, as the following analysis

by Professor Johnstone will show :
—

-

Water
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ill two years the sirii of £1,826,489 sterling for an article wliicli he coukl produce at

home at a much less cost ;* and, with so low a price for com as we are likely to have in

future, it is a question whether linseed would not be grown at a much greater profit

than wheat, especially as it coidd be consumed upon the farm to advantage, with the present

high price of animal produce. Another advantage in fattening with oil-cake is the rich

quality of the manure made by the cattle fed on it—a large proportion of the phosphates

contained in it not being appropriated by the animals, passes away in the excreta, and

so to the dunghill. This is an important consideration, and accounts for the extra-

ordinary fertilising properties of Peruvian guano. Being the excreta of birds that feed

on fish, those chemical substances in the food not assimilated by them, pass off in the

dung, in which they are retained, there being no rain in those latitudes to dissolve and

wash them away. '

Linseed oil has sometimes been used in fattening. The father of the writer, during

a scarcity of other food, purchased a pipe of linseed oil, and gave it to the fatting

bullocks, mixed with cut liay ; but the progress they made did not answer liis expecta-

tions, and he did not repeat the experiment. This was nearly sixty years ago, but

more recent instances have been more successful, as is alleged.

A new species of cake, derived from the seed of the cotton plant, has, within these

few years, been introduced into the United Kingdom from the Southern States of

America; but some of it came hither so infamously adulterated with poisonous iugre-

dieuts, that it soon became unsaleable ; and this, with the exterminating war that is

raging in that country, which has put a stop to all commerce, has prevented any cake from

being imported. Yet the analysis of Professor Johnstone sliowed that decorticated cotton

cake contained matters equally valuable with linseed cake for fattening; but with tlie

husk of the seed remaining in it, it was only useful for manure. "Whether it will ever

again become an object of attention Vi'ith the agriculturists of this country, depends on

the course events will take in the progress of the war ; and, above all, upon the good

faith of the American crushers in not adulterating it with poisonous or worthless ingre-

dients, which they have found already to be " bad policy."

A large quantity of Indian corn (maize) is imported into this country, and finds its

way—at least, some of it—into the homesteads of the graziers. It is extensively used

in Italy and the south of France, as well in feeding horses and cattle as in making bread

and other preparations for the table. It is very nourishing food, and all animals v/ill

fatten very fast when fed upon it ; but the flesh is not solid—at least, this is the case with

that of pigs. The writer has fed many hundreds of these animals on maize, and found that

although they gained flesh faster than on any other food, it was of a looser nature, and

the fat wasted very much in boiling or roasting. We believe that this is the cause that

the American pork has the same defect. The pigs there are fed wholly on Indian corn,

which is usually thrown down to them by cart-loads, in the husk or cob, and they help

themselves to it. We have known pork from thence to waste nearly 50 per cent, in

boiling. If, therefore, Indian corn is used in fattening, whether cattle or pigs, we would

* Good linseed weighs about 53 lbs. per busbel, so that 5 quarters aad ouc-third weish a ton. The jiricc beiug

6ij. per qaarler, a ton of pure linseed, with all the oil iu it, will cost about £17 \s. The quantity of oil yielded is from

11 to 12 gallons per quarter, and the price Us. per cnt. of l2i gallons. I'ive and one-third quarters, or 1 ton, tlierefora,

produces from .59 to G-t gallons of oil, of the value of about £11 is., the price given on board for foreign linseed cake

being £S lOj , whilst English cake is worth from £10 to £12 per ton ! Messrs. the Crushers are therefore reapiag a

noble profit.
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recommend it to be mixed with bean-meal^ which will correct this defect in proportion

to the quantity of other food that is given with it. The following analysis by Payen

will show the cause of the defect :

—

Composition op Indian Corn, Dried.

Husk 59
Gluten, &c 13'3

Starch 71-3

Sugar and gum 0'4

Fatty matter 9-0

Saline matter or ash 1'2

1000

Here we find that whilst the flesh-making matters are 12 per cent., those forming fat

constitute 80"6 per cent, of the whole. It can, therefore, only be used to advantage in

small proportions if the production of solid meat is the object. The following is an

average analysis, derived from one by Fromberg and another by Letellier, of the ash of

Indian corn, which constitutes only I '2 of its bulk :

—

•

ft'' ]32-48
Soda )

Lime 1'44

Magnesia IG'22

Oxide ot iron 030
Phosphoric acid 44'87

Sulphuric acid 2'77

Chlorine O'lS

SOica 1-44

9970

The question whether food in tlie raw state, or food prepared by boiling, is the most

profitable method of feeding cattle for the butcher, is a subject of controversy, and each

system has its advocates. From experiments, however, that have been instituted on

cattle of difl'erent kinds, at the instigation of the Highland and Agricultural Society of

Scotland, it has been proved that the cooking system does not pay for the expense

attending it, although the cattle increased in live weight faster than those which were

fed on raw food. The fact^ however, that the proportion of tallow was greater in the

latter than in the former, gave it an additional advantage; and the experimenter,

Mr. Walker, of East Lothian, concludes his report as follows :
—" Upon the whole, we

freely give it as our opinion, that steaming food for cattle will never be attended with

beneficial results under any circumstances whatever ; because it I'cquires a moi-e watchful

and vigilant superintendence during the whole process than can be delegated to the

common run of servants, to bring the cattle on steamed food even upon a footing of

equalitj', far less of superiority, to those fed on raw food." * Similar conclusions have

been arrived at by other eminent agriculturists in Scotland and elsewhere. Mr. Howden,

of Lawhead, East Lothian, and Mv. Boswell, of Kingcausie, Kincardineshire, have found

that whatever advantage there may be in the progress of fattening or the saving of food,

it is more than counterbalanced by the additional expense of fuel and attendance, to say

nothing of the trouble of superintendence, which takes ofl' the attention of the master

from other departments of the farm-work.

Potatoes are a favourite food with cattle, and are very nourishing, whether in the

* "Prize Essays of the Highland and Agricultural Society," vol. x. p. 256.
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raw or the cooked state. Since tlie year 1810, wlicu tlic disease attacked potatoes,

the price has almost constantly been too high to employ them in feeding- cattle.

The only objection to them is the tendency to produce flatulency in the animals which

eat them; but this may be, in some measure at least, counteracted by mixing cut' hay

or straw with the potatoes, which obliges the animal to masticate fully every mouthful

it takes. This was Mr. Curweu's plan in feeding horses -with them, and he found it

effectually prevented the evil. But he also steamed the potatoes ; and he found that he

could feed his horses with them at the expense of Is. 4d. per day. But potatoes at that

time were worth only 2s. per cwt., and we have known them at Is. M. per cwt. previous

to the famine in Ireland. If, in the absence of the disease, they should ever again come

down to that price, they will probably be the cheapest food that can be given to cattle.

There is, however, a great difference in the nutritive properties of the various kinds

of potatoes that are cultivated. It would appear that those kinds -which are unfit for

human food are the best suited to cattle, and are 'also the most productive. Thus, the

Irish " lumper," which is a hard tuber, difficult to boil, and never mealy, contains more

of flesh-formiug materials and less stai'cli than any other kind. They are a good deal

cultivated in some parts of Ireland, chiefly for fattening pigs, but bear a much inferior

value than the more mealy kinds. Sir R. Kane estimates the average produce of potatoes

in Ireland at 11 tons per acre (or 24,640 lbs.); the distribution, therefore, of nutritive

matter contained in that quantity is as follows :

—

Lbs.

Husk, or woody fibre 990

Starch, sugar, gum, &c 9,400

Gluteu 495

Oil or fat S-U

Saline substances ........ 220

Total ll,187i

This leaves a balance of 13,452^ lbs. to be accounted for, which is to be found in water.

This ranges from 65 to 82 per cent., according to the state of maturity in which they

are tested.

In feeding cattle with potatoes, it is always desirable to mix them with other

food, and certainly with cut hay or straw, as absolutely necessaiy to assist in chewing

the cud, and thus promoting digestion.

A good deal has been said of late respecting the use of malt in fattening cattle ; and

it has been one of the arguments urged in favour of a repeal of the malt tax, that a

much larger consumption of barley would result, as the farmers would then use malt in

feeding their cattle, instead of oil-cake, barley, and bean-meal, &c. On a recent inter-

view of some eminbnt agriculturists with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, it was alleged

by those who had thus employed malt by way of experiment, that they found it to be

superior to any other kind of dry food ; and that if the duty were taken off, there was

no doubt it would be extensively used in that w^ay. Mr. Curtis, a farmer at West

Rudham, near Fakenham, in Norfolk, has for many years fed his bullocks with green

malt, made by steeping the barley eight-and-forty hours in soft water ; then letting off

the water, he throws the barley into a conical heap till it heats and begins to sprout.

He then spreads it out, and turns it over repeatedly as it grows, taking care not to break

off the shoots, which would injure the nutritive quality of the malt. We take it for

granted that the excisemen in that county, like the Laputians, go about with one eye
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turned upwards aud tlic other imoards. At any rate^ we marvel that some officious

Dogberry amougst them has not taken the case into consideration on behalf of the

revenue, although it is not probable that, under the circumstances, any hue would be

inflicted. If, however, the pi'actice were to become general, it might lead to ii-regularity

with men of less scrupulous integrity than Mr. Curtis, who would scorn to take advan-

tage by using the malt thus made for other purposes than fattening cattle.*

With regard to the merits of linseed cake as food for cattle, Mr. R. Stephenson, of

East Lothian, considers it as unprofitable, and prefers beans to any other dry food.

But he is of opinion, that the farmer who "fattens his cattle on turnips alone will have

no reason, on the score of profit, to regret his not having employed more expeusive

auxiliaries to hasten the fattening process. This opinion has not been rashly adopted,

but has been confirmed by a more extended and varied experience in the feeding of

cattle than has fallen to the lot of most men."t

It is estimated that an ox that will fatten up to 60 or 70 stone (imperial weight) by

the end of the season will consume 15 cwt. of turnips per week, or rather more than

3 cwt. (17 stone 2 lbs.) per day, which amounts iu twenty-six weeks to 19^ tons. A
yearling will consume 8 stone, and a two-year-old 12 stone per day. This is

Mr. Stephens' estimate from comparative data, aud certainly is not exaggerated. Witli

artificial and cooked food, half, or nearly half, the quantity of turnips is saved ; and this

on a farm on which but few are grown, but it is desirable to keep much stock, is an

important consideration. Mr. Stephens appears in favour of Mr. Warne's compound of

bruised linseed, with barley or bean-meal, of the advantageous application of which

Mr. "Warne gives some striking examples. The most remarkable of these was the case

of three small bullocks, Avorth respectively £4, £3 3s., and £4. 10s. They were fed on

the above compound, and killed at eighteen months old, when they weighed respectively

46 stone 7 lbs., 41 stone 2 lbs., and 35 stone (imperial weight), making an aggregate

of 123 stone 9 lbs., which sold at 7s. per stone, or £43 18s. Gd., leaving a gross profit of

£31 5s. 6d., which, considering the age and little value of the animals when put up, and

the sliort time (about twelve mouths) they were kept, was an extraordinary result. The

* Towards the close of the last century, after a wet harvest, the farmers in Norfolk were accustomed to dry the barley

that had sprouted in the fields in an oven, aud brew their table beer from it. On one occasion, iu 1796, an eicisemau at

Keepham lodged an information against a farmer, before General Miles Branthwaite, of Taverhara, for this breach of the

excise law, as he alleged, iu using malt that had uot paid duty. When the case came on for a hearing, the General asked

how the barley was malted. The farmer stated the case as it stood, which was admitted by the officer to be correct.

Upon which the magistrate said he did not see how any breach of the excise law had been committed by the farmer. If any

one had broken the law, it was Providence, in sending a wet harvest. At any rate, he would uot convict the defendant

without having the opiuion of the Board of Excise, and he requested the officer to draw np a ease, which he did ; but (he

magistrate objected to it, that he had not stated fairly how the barley became malted. Finally, he drew up a case himself,

which, the officer having put his name to it, was sent off to the Board of Excise for their ojiinion. Wlieu the answer

arrived, the farmer and the officer were summoned. The magistrate then read to them the opinion of the Board, which

was, " that as the barley was only sprouted in the field, no breach of the law had been committed, the farmer having

a right to use his corn damaged in that way, in any manner he pleased." "And now," said the worthy magistrate to the

officer, " you have come a long way, and have had a deal of trouble for nothing ; if you will step into my kitchen, the

servant will gire you something to eat, and as much of mi/ barley beer as you please; for I don't mind telling you now,

that we have been brewing in the same way for a long time." After this decision, it was usual for the Norfolk farmers

to leave a quantity of barley in the field, to he malted by the raiu, from which tiny brewed their table beer, and that

given to their labourers.

* " Prize Essays." Mr. Thompson, one of the cxperinnnters, says :—" Oiie of tlic main causes of the rapid progress of

cattle when fed on prepared food, is, I conceive, the perfect state of health the animals enjoy. Linseed oil is a mild

purgative, and when combined with meal, especially beaji meal, the bowels and skin are kept uniforinly in a state of

health, which, I think, cannot be surpassed, aud which I never before saw equalled."
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compound consumed by them ^yas regularly cooked^ and not more than liaif the usual

quantity of turnips was given them.

That linseed will go further in feeding cattle than linseed cake, must be evident to

cverjf person who reflects that oil is one of the essential articles of nutrition, and that

the seed contains 23 per cent., whilst the dried and pressed cake contains only 11 or 1:1

per cent. The following is the method employed by Mr. Warue for preparing his

corapouud :

—

" The compound for sheep.—Let a quantity of linseed be 'reduced to fine meal, a,nd

barley to the thickness of a wafer, by a crushing machine with smooth cylinders. Put

1G8 lbs. of water into an iron copper {boiler), and as soon as it Ijoils—not before—stir in

21 lbs. of linseed meal j coutiuue to stir it for about five minutes, then let 63 lbs. of the

crushed barley be sprinkled by the hand of one person upon the boiling mucilage, whilst

another rapidly stirs and crams it in. After the whole has been carefully incorporated,

which will not occupy more than five or ten minutes, cover it down, and throw open ths

furnace door. Should there be much fire, put it out. The mass will continue to simmer

from the heat of the caldron till the barley has absorbed the mucilage, when the kernels

will have resumed their original shape, and may justly be compared to little oil-cakes,

which, when cold, will be devoured with avidity.

" For bullocks.—The same process may be observed ; but tlie barley must be ground

to tlie finest meal by millstones, and the quantity of vrater reduced to about 150 lbs.

There is this difference also : in the former case the fire need not be extinguished, but

iu the latter it must, or, at least, be damped. The reason is obvious ; for flattened

barley requires heat to carry on absorption, while meal is sufficiently cooked by

immersion."*

Some farmers formed the compound into bricks or lumps, by using a frame without a

bottom, like those for bricks, pressing it firmly into the mould with a trowel. In this

state it is dried, and when cold may be cut like bread and given to the cattle.

Mr. "Warne, however, does not recommend this plan, it being troublesome, expensive,

and unnecessary. He remarks that pigs will fatten ui:)0u the excrement of bullocks fed

with oil-cake ; but that if the cake be made into a compound, the bullocks will then receive

and appropriate all the benefit of it. This is a fact worth knowing ; for if pigs derive

sustenance from the exci'ement, the bullocks must lose in proportion to the gain of the

pigs. No such loss can occur in using the pure linseed, and a smaller quantity than of

cake will possess equal fattening properties, on account of the larger proportion of oil it

contains.

After all that is alleged for and against the use of artificial and prepared food for cattle,

there is no question that a great deal of money and of food has been thrown away by the

injudicious manner of feeding them. The subject is not generally understood, and few

graziers take into account the relative condition as to age, advance in flesh, constitution,

and other circumstances, of the cattle to be fattened. Nor are they generally eared for

with that attention they require to hasten their progress towards maturity. Wherever

these things are attended to, and the welfare of the animals made an object of daily and

hourly study, the profits on fattening them will be proportionably large ; whilst neglect

will certainly entail a loss. The farmer no longer can plead ignorance of the principles

on which this branch of husbandry should be conducted, the chemist having stepped

» " On the Cultivalioii of riax," &c., by Jolm Warjic, Esq., p. 13i.

VOL. II. ^ E
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in to show him what constituents of food are required to promote the growth of the

several portions of the animal frame, and what is necessary to keep the wliole in liealtli.

Books abound by which he can acquire knowledge on this as well as ou every other subject

connected witli his calling; and it is to his own neglect and indifference that he must

ascribe his deficiencies in this respect.

SECTION 111.

AUTUiMN CONTINUED.—THE PIGGERY.

This is an important and profitable branch of rural economy, and will well remunerate

the farmer for whatever trouble and expense he incurs in its prosecution. Tlie ill repute

to which the pig is amenable, as a dirty and greedy animal, owes much of its correctness

to the way in which it is treated. An animal that is shut up in a small sty, and not

properly attended to, must needs be dirty ; but this neglect, while it reflects disgrace on

the keeper, also inflicts upon him a loss, or less of profit, while it is not satisfactory to the

animals themselves. A pig loves a clean as well as a warm bed; and even in the most

confined sty will reserve a resting-place free from the filth which want of regular

attendance inflicts upon him in other respects. " Pigs," they say, " will wallow in mud
with the greatest delight;" and this is true, but tlie reason is not given. They arc

subject to cutaneous disorders—again the consequence of want of proper attention in

the sty—and they will wallow in the mire to relieve themselves of the uncomfortable

irritation it occasions. Clean dry straw, and a moderately warm sty, with food given at

regular times, will keep them in health, and free from those disorders which lead them

to resort to a mud-pit in preference to a clear brook.

In proof of this extenuation of the pig's dirty habits, Richardson remarks :
—" It is

more than probable that the repulsive habits of the hog, as displayed by him in a domes-

ticated state, are attributable in no small degree to his domesticators, the human race

;

nay, we have every reason to imagine such to be altogether the case. The Avild boar,

the admitted original of the domestic hog, does not present the same' disgusting habits

or gross sensuality of disposition as does his reclaimed descendant."'* "A hog," says

an old author, "is the cleanest of all animals, and will never dung or stale in his sty if

he can get forth." "The hog," says another (Hartlieb), "tliough he tumble in the

dirt in summer, is not a filthy animal. lie docth it partiie to cool himself, partlie to

kill his lice ; for when the dirt is drie, he rubbeth it oft", and thcrebie destroyeth them."

It is therefore the neglect of his keeper that makes the pig that dirty, disgusting

animal which is his domesticated character.

There is, however, no dispute as to the merits of the hog as a profitable member of

the family of the homestead. Prolific to an extraordinary degree, a stock is very soon

raised of any given breed. The period of gestation is generally four lunar months,

or sixteen weeks. Tessier, a French writer, states it to range from 109 to 143 day?, this

* " The Pig," by Richardson, [i. 10.
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latter l)eing thirty days beyond the period commonly observed. The fecundity of the

sow is very great. From eight to thirteen arc common nnmbcrs ; bnt liichardson

mentions a sow belonging to jMr. Tilueyj of Writtle, in Essex, ivhich, in thirteen litters,

prodnced 301 pigs, or an average of twenty-three per litter ; and tliat she actually

reared 177, or rather more than an average of thirteen each time ! It is not, however,

desirable for a sow to have more young ones at a litter than she has teats to support

them, which is twelve. If tliey have more, tlie weakest generally fare l)adly, having to

wait f<u' their portion of milk until the stronger ones have satisfied themselves. Ten or

twelve, therefore, is the most desirable number to secure a level growth and promote

harmony in the family, whieh latter is a difficult afl'air. Pigs are very pugnacious, and

Tve have seen them, at two days old, seize each otlicr like tigers, by the ears, for supposed

encroachments iipon their rights. "When a sow has more than twelve in a litter, it will

be advisable to take away the supcruumcraries—selecting the weakest—and rear them by

hand, if they are worth the trouble ; or even to destroy them, rather than alloAV them to

remain with the sow to retard the progress and interrupt the harmony of the family.

As a general rule, the piggery should be managed so that there should not be any

litters of pigs so late as October, as they will probably cost more to preserve them during

the cold mouths than they will make a return for, unless they are intended to be sold

for roasting, as sucking-pigs. In that case the scarcity of the article gevierally ensures

a high price in towns and cities, where there are wealthy persons who do not look at the

expense of a dish. In general, therefore, the farmer's attention in the first season, as

regards the piggery, is directed to those swine which are " at shack " in the fields after

the com is housed. At that season most farmers have a larger stock of these animals

than at any other time of the year ; and, as we have sometimes experienced, they do

not always pay for the five or six weeks' keeping, and their consequent improvement in

size and condition. Pigs are generally bought in very dear on the eve of harvest, and

sold out very cheap after the " shack " is done, or when the weather is getting too cold

for them to remain in the fields. The pig is a tender animal, and sufibrs more than any

other from exposure to the cold of early winter. As soon, therefore, as the scattered

"grain in the fields begins to be scarce, if the weather is cold, it will be prudent to make

provision for the herd at the homestead, as they are certain to lose at least a part of

their improvement in condition if kept out longer.

As a rule, also, it will be advisable not to sell any of the pigs on taking them from

the fields, if the farmer has plenty of accommodation for them at the homestead. In

three seasons out of four they will pay well for keeping, at the price they would fetch

at market, unless corn is dear, which is an important element in the question. So great

is the difference the price of corn will make in the value of this kind of stock, that in a

dear year we have purchased pigs three months old at 3i\ Qd. each ; and on the other

hand, in a cheap corn yeai', have given 15*. for pigs oft' the sow, or seven or eight weeks

old; and we have even known the latter to sell at a guinea a head. These, however,

were extreme cases; nevertheless, if corn—by which we mean barlcj', peas, and beans

—

is at a reasonable price after harvest, the holder of a herd of swine will do well to keep

them until fit for the butcher—not as bacon hogs, but as porkers and forward stores, in

either of which condition they will almost always find a ready market about Christmas.

The straw-yard where the cattle are confined is the best place for the store pigs. If

not too mimerous, they will support tliemsclves and gain flesh, as well as grow, with the

E 2
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refuse rootSj and what grain tliey can pick np from amongst tlie straw. Aa tlic tliresliiug

macliine leaves but little of the latter^ and it is dct;iral)lc to get the pigs into a saleable

condition for the batcher, they must have corn given them once or twice a day. The

sheds round the yards are sufficient shelter for them in all weather. When it is mild

they will from clioiee make their beds in the open yard.

The yery young pigs, the last litters of the season, are usually farrowed on the eve,

or during the progress, of the harvest, and must receive a more special attention. At a

month or five weeks old they may be allowed to run in the cleared corn-fields with the

sow, in tlie daytime, for a few hours, but must be housed again before the temperature

is much lov/ered. This exercise will tend to harden them, and prepare them better to

bear the cold of winter. These should, of course, have a sty and a yard to themselves

;

and if there are several sows, it will be better for each to have a separate one to itself,

T/hicli can be easily efiected by dividing the shed and yard into compartments with

hurdles. Cleanliness in these courts and sheds is of tiie first importance; they should

therefore be cleaned out every day, all dung and wet straw being removed from the

sheds.

When weaned, pigs will require equal attention. At first they should have milk given

tlicm, with a little meal in it ; and a trough with turnips, carrots, or parsnips, cut small,

placed in the yard. After a while the refuse wash of the dairy, after being put into the

" swill-tub," is good food for them. Boiled cabbage is an excellent food to mix with the

" swill," and will get the pigs forward very fast. A trough with clean water should

always be placed for them; and, to prevent them from getting into it and dirtying it

with their feet, bars of wood or hoop iron should be nailed across it, at intervals wide

enough to allow tlie pigs to drink, and no wider. These youngest jiigs will require more

attention and better accommodation when the weather grows cold than the larger

stores. If properly managed, and liberally supplied with succulent and nutritive food,

they will soon be ready, as dairy-fed porkers, for the butcher, and usually fetch a high

price at market. They will pay better at this stage than either by selling them before

or keeping them longer.

The larger stores should be so managed as to get them into a condition for making

pickled pork, in the yard, without putting them up expressly to fatten. AI)out 6 stone

of 14 lbs. each is the size preferred by the pork-butchers, and not over fat at that weiglit;

as they attain that size and condition they should be drafted out and disposed of. 'j'o

keep them longer will necessitate their being regularly fattened to a large weight, as they

will be too large for pickled pork, and must be converted into bacon hogs, which scldoiu

pay so well, or, we may say, will not generally pay at all. They must feed themselves

in the open yard to be most profitable. But in that state they must have warm and

clean beds, and regular and plentiful food, or they will not make a profitable progress.

In keeping a herd of pigs for profit much depends on the breed ; yet these are so

numerous now that it is diftieult to make a selection. Nor is it, in fact, an easy matter

to determine what breed a lot of pigs belong to, so much have they been crossed, almost

every breeder having a type of his own to which he gives a name. And these crosses are

frequently so like either of the jjarents from which tlicy sprung as to be scarcely dis-

cerned from them. It would probably be difficult now to procure a true Berkshire or

Essex pig; but, at the same time, those called the "Improved" ])igs of those counties,

which are no other than crosses of the old breeds with the Chinese or the Neapolitan,
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are far superior in every respect. If, as the old proverb affirms, " a e;ood liorsc is never

of a bad colour," it is equally true that a fjood pig cannot be of a bad breed. When
Tve say a fiood one we include in the term all the points which indicate a tendency to

early matui-ity, and to lay on flesh in the most valuable parts. Richardson gives the

following as the points to be observed in selecting pigs for breeding and feeding :—

•

" To begin with the points of the small breed. It may be observed that in all animals

there is more sympathy between the sliin and general physiological tendencies than any

other part of the belly : it is nature's envelope, and she never fails to indicate the

quality of the substance she covers. Hence, in the small breed, the hair should be soft,

delicate, and straggled over the body ; short, light, and silky in its texture ; and, to

show its thorough deliverance from the original wild breed, and its entire submission to

domestication, there should be no indication of bristles, nor any incrca'ied thickness of

hair on the top of the neck. The skin should be soft and pliable,—not thin and papery,

nor light and flabby; but white, feeling soft and elastic in the hand, and, to the touch of

the fingers, still possessing substance. The cuticle also requires considerable attention.

It must be thin and almost transparent. A thick cuticle is an almost invariable symptom

of hardness, and of difficulty in fattening. The body must resemble a rectangle in its

side view ; the back long, and departing very slightly from a straight line, from the rising

behind the ears to the setting on of the tail, with only a slight rising over the shoulder and

ham, to the loin or even above it ; but this must be so slight as not to present a slack

back. Some parties imagine that this is a mere whim of judges ; but it is not so; when

the back is so elevated as to rise as high, or nearly as high, as the shoulder-blade and

hip bones, it is a strong indication that there is room for the active and full play of the

vital viscera. The rising behind the ears is, perhaps, the strongest indication, as regards

form-, of the power of the animal to secrete fat. It is a part unsnited generally to the

accumulation of that deposit, and when it shows a tendency to accumulate there, it is no

bad sign that the animal will deposit it elsewhere with facility. So with the shoulders

and hams ; they are the best of the animal. Like the breast and wing of a fowl, they

are the most valuable and delicate parts—nay, more, perhaps the most delicate part of

the ham is that nearest the elbow. Hence they should have depth, and this gives the

two ends of the rectangle, which is the desideratum in a well-formed pig. The same

remark applies to the throat; it is not naturally fat. Hence, if it pokes down so as to

fill that corner of the rectangle, it is also indicative of the thriving propensity. The chest

should be deep and long, and as the belly carries with it a deposit of internal fat, and

this must have space, and will have development in well-kept animals, it may be expected

to fill that corner also of the rectangle.

" Nor must the rectangular shape be confined to the side view of the animal. Viewed

behind and before, he should have the same peculiarity. The back, broad and flat, will

give the top; the sides, full and deep, will give the sides; while the overhanging hams

and shoulders will fill up the angles and form the base of the rectangle. Nor are these

proportions merely fanciful. Breadth is as necessary to the full and active energies of

the organs of respiration and digestion as length ; and, therefore, capacity for the full

action of these is essential to a well-formed animal. Besides these criteria, the head

must be fine and small, while the chaps and upper part of the face must ha\'e a full

development of muscle and fat, not onlj' because the snout is useless and the chaps

valuable, but because the smallness of the former is as characteristic of a fine qualitj'' in
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tlie pig, as it is of blood in the racer ; while the latter is expressive of au animal economy

calculated for feeding. The neck should be short and deep, and a loose and flabby

appearance there is the characteristic of a coarse animal and gross feeder. The cars

should be small and pricked up-.vards ; so certain a mark is this of the small well-bred

pig, that they are often denominated the prick-eared breed. They should also be thin

and fine, and either destitute of hair altogether or very slightly sprinkled with fine soft

hairs. The bones should be small, the legs short and fine, and the tail small and curled,

as being indicative of a strong back. The eyes should be bright and mild in their

appearance, and all the extremities of the animal should be as small, light, and fine as

possible." *

The large breed of ings, although it ought to exhibit points in many respects similar

to the above in its conformation or outline, differs in respect to its physiological charac-

teristics. Being destined to fatten up to a large size, and consequently to continue longer

in the growing state, it should have larger bone, stronger and more hair, thicker ears, and

a coarser, or at least thicker, skin. In the growing state of the large pig, however well

kept, it will lay on muscle or flesh, instead of, or with, fat, which gives the desired

character of "streaked " to tlie bacon. Being a stronger animal in constitution than

the small breed, it is better able to withstand the cold and wet. The breed is, therefore,

much cherished in exposed districts, where the alternation of mountain and valley occa-

sion sudden and violent changes of temperature. Although it is not desirable (because

it would be expensive) to keep this breed of pigs fat whilst in a growing state, they

ought to be fed liberally, to promote the development of muscle and bone. Formerly

they Vi-ere never put up to fatten until they were from twelve to eighteen mouths old,

and it was considered a waste of food to give them corn in tlie growing state. They

were allowed in summer to shift for themselves in the pastures near the homestead, and

on the corn thrown out Ijy the taskers with the straw. The wash of the dairy was

added, including the skim-milk, in districts where there was no sale for it; the

butter-milk and whey also going into the " swill-tub." Under the improved system,

a much earlier maturity is attained, and many are now fattened at six and eight months,

and at twelve or fourteen reach the weight of 30 score. What, however, is gained in

precocity is lost in the quality of the bacon, and it is seldom that the fine " streaked "

Hitch can be met with at the shops, the rapid accumulation of fat allowing no time for

the growth of muscle.

The colour of pigs we consider a matter of taste with the buyer or breeder, and some

keep both the black and the white. The Neapolitan and the Chinese strains have 'been so

much introduced into all the British types, by crossing and recrossing, that the originals

of the latter are rarely, if ever, to be met with ; at the same time the improved breeds are

so numerous and so near perfection, that a buyer, whether for the purpose of breeding

or feeding, can have no difliculty in suiting himself. Of the small breeds the Leicester

and the Essex are the most esteemed; and of the large, the Yorkshire and Berksliire.

In most of the old liomesteads occupied by tenant farmer^;, the accommodation for

keeping pigs upon the modern system is very scanty and inadequate. But in the

modern farming establishments this department is usually made an oliject of consider-

able importance. This lias arisen from the attention paid to the subject by some of

the most eminent charactcr.-s in the kingdom, amongst whom was foremost His Koyal

' " Tlic I'ig," p. 70,
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Iligliuess tlie late Prince Consort, who, by the eucourageraeut he gave to agriculture iu

every department, and especially iu that of rearing and feeding of stock, set a praise-

worthy example to the nobility and men of wealth. His homesteads at the farms at

Windsor were models of order and neatness ; and the piggery was not the least con-

spicuously so, and might, with great pi'oprictj', be taken for a model.

In erecting a piggery provision should be made for three classes of swine :

—

(1) the breeding soiv, with her litter of pigs; (2) the weaned pigs; and (3) the fatting

pigs. The store or growing pigs are gcnci-ally allowed the run of the barn-yard, while

the bullocks arc fed there, and the fresh straw is daily given to thcni. But when the

cattle are sold or turned out to graze after the turnips and other roots are consumed, the

stores must be fed with tares or clover, and corn, or also have a pasture to run in, where

they can help themselves iu the daytime ; and be confined in the yard at night. They

are, however, the most troublesome portion of the live stock of a farm at this season

of the year, and require much patient management to make them pay for their keeping.

Every breeding sow should have an establishment of her own, consisting of a covered

sty for herself and progeny to sleep in, and a small court-yard for feeding. Each of

these should be 6 feet square, a feeding trough being placed in the court-yard. The

house should be well littered with fresh straw daily, and all dung removed. The water

from the roof should be conveyed away by troughs, and the floor of the court-yard sloped

so as to carry off the rain, which falls into a drain at the lower end. Flag-stones are

the best pavement for the yard, to prevent the pigs from rooting up the floor if not rung.

In some cases the court-yards are covered in, as well as the sleei^ing apartment, and the

pigs are said to thrive faster on account of the greater warmth. The sties should in all

cases face the south.

The young weaned pigs sliould have a sty to themselves, facing the south, and con-

sisting of a shed partly enclosed, with a large court-yard, the whole enclosing a space of

from 25 to 30 feet square, and furnished with troughs for feeding in pi'oportion to the

number of pigs to be confined. These will require more attention than the larger pigs,

and should have plenty of nourishing food. If the yard is paved with pebble stones the

pigs must be rung upon being put into it, or the floor will infallibly be rooted up. They

will remain in this sty until they are strong enough to join those in the straw-yard, or to

fill up the number as the latter are drafted oft' for sale.

The fatting pigs also require a sleeping and a feeding apartment, of a size according

to the number to be confined in it. For want of room we have fed as many as eight and

ten pigs, of from 12 to 15 imperial stone each, in one &iy ; but where there is accom-

modation, or a new series of sties are building, it is advisable to arrange so tliat not more

than four, or even two, pigs of 20 stone are placed together. " The more the merrier"

may hold good of bipeds, but the converse of the proverb (" the I'ev/cr the better cheer ")

is more adapted to swine, who are too apt to quarrel over their food, and decidedly to

snub the weakest member of the party. On this latter account, too, it is advisable, in

selecting them, to match the sizes and strength of those placed together as much as

possible, and by no means place a weak pig with strong ones, as there is no generosity

shown by them at the feeding trough, and he must infallibly wait till the dons are

satisfied before he can take a share,—sometimes small enough. A sty for two large

pigs need not be more than 6 feet square. Mr. Stephens says 4 feet square, but he

must have forgotten the Berkshire hog, mentioned by C'ulley, which was more than 3
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yards in Iciigtlij and of proportionate tliickuess.* This, it is true, was au exceptional

case ; but we do not see liow two pigs of 20 stone eacli could comfortably lie in a sty

4 feet square. AVhen more than two are placed together more accommodation must be

provided. The troughs must be formed so as to prevent the pigs from getting into them.

Thej'' should also be so divided as to allow only one snout to intrude into each com-

partment, vi'liich will prevent quarrelling. ]Many excellent models of troughs in cast-iron

are now to be purchased, far preferable to any wooden ones, which are sure to be gnawed

in pieces, if the edges arc not protected by thin iron hooping. The best we have seen is

a circular one, with eight compartments radiating from the centre. It is 30 inches in

diameter from side to side, and 9 inches in depth. The partitions rise in a curve towards

the I'im, to prevent the food from being tossed out of one compartment into another. It

is to be set in the middle of the court-yard; and, not being large enough for a pig of any

size to stand in with any degree of comfort, it is well adapted to allow each to take his

share of the food it contains.

Whatever may be the case with regard to cattle, there is no question of the supe-

riority of cooked food to raw in feeding swine. An iron boiler, therefore, of a size

proportioned to the number of pigs kept, is an indispensable utensil of the piggery.

Some farmers employ a steaming apparatus for the purpose, but this is more expensive

and takes more time. The liquid, too, in which the food is boiled is of nearly equal

value with the solid portion, and materially assists digestion.

The choice of food for fattening pigs is, to a great extent, a matter of fancy. If they

are intended for the use of the farmer's family, Richardson recommends that they shoidd

be allowed to run at large in a field or a wood where they can procure wild food, giving

them, morning and evening, their stomachs' full of corn or boiled roots, with the wash

of the dairy. The meat of pigs thus ti-eated is far superior to that of tliose fattened in

a sty. Feeding them always at home will save the trouble of sending any one to fetch

them back at night, as they will be sure to present themselves, to a pig, at the feeding

hour. Pork raised in this way is more economical than sty-fed, the proportion of lean

being much greater, and consequently there is less waste in cooking.

But in feeding pigs for sale, and therefore for profit, it is necessary to confine them,

that they may not run their fat oft" in search of food. They then divide their time

between eating and sleeping—^both conducive to the accumulation of fat. A bed of hay

is better than straw, and coarse hay, fit for little else than litter, may generally be found

on a farm. Pigs sh.ut up should have a supply of earth or of small coals, of which they

will, from time to time, take small quantities, by way of an alterative. If not furnished

with either, they v/ill root up the paven.cnt of their court-yard to get at the earth

underneath, which is a great annoyance.

With regard to the kind of food proper for the purpose of fattening, there is scarcely

any grain or root that will not fatten a pig, in proportion to its value, although some kinds

will push theui forward faster than others. Barley and pea-meal are excellent food.

Beans arc apt to make the ilcsh hard. Indian corn, on the contrary, though fattening

them fast, makes the fat loose and oily. We have fed many hundreds upon it, and

always found this to be the case. Rice is an excellent food, and wlieu it can be

purchased at a low price, is perhaps the best that can be employed.t Youatt mentions

'* Sec vol. i. p. 419.

t Wheat is an excellent food for faltcniiig pigs, but it is seldom low enough in price for the purpose. In llie year
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the case of a gcutlomau who purchased a hivge quantity of damaged rice at a government

sale, and fed hogs with it as follows :—He put 40 gallons of water into a copper, and as

soon as it hoiled he raked out the fire ; and putting in two pails full of rice, covered it

down till the next morning. It was then so thick a jelly that he had to dig it out witli

a spade. In this state he gave it to the pigs, who thrived fast upon it, and it paid better

than any other food. Amongst roots, potatoes are decidedly the most nourishing, hut

of late years they have been too dear to use for fattening purposes. Mangold-wurzel

probably comes nearly iipon a par with potatoes in the possession of the needful ele-

ments, as the following analysis of Professor Johnston shows :

—

Protein Compound. Other Nutritive Matters.

The dried potato 8 per cent 82

„ yellow turnip 9i » 80

,, mangold-wurzel 15i „ 75

The protein is considered to supply the animal frame with muscle, and therefore the man-

gold, which contains nearly double of what the potato does, must be superior to tliat root.*

"We repeat, that in feeding pigs with cooked food care must be taken not to give it

to them too warm. The eye of the master is required to see to this; for tlie attendants

are sometimes in too mnch haste to get the work over to wait for its cooling. During the

absence of tlie writer, the person who had the management of about 300 pigs gave them

their food as it came from the boiler, and the consequence was that many of the young

ones died. The large ones were seriously aftected, but most of them eventually recovered.

It appeared to affect the lungs, and brought on a wheezing at first, which ended, appo/-

rently, in inflammation, and soon despatched them if not subdued.

Sour food is more nourishing to pigs than fresh. In remote districts, where the

butter-milk and skim-milk cannot be disposed of to better advantage, it is generally,

with the whey, kept in cisterns, where it soon undergoes the acetous change. The

skimmings of the boilers in which meat, &c., has been cooked, with refuse vegetables, are

added, and assist in the decomposition or fermentation, and the pigs prefer it to fresh

food. Arthur Young recommends that " two or three cisterns should be kept fermenting

in succession," with a mixture of 5 bushels of barley or pea meal to 100 gallons of water.

" The difference in profit," he says, " between feeding in this manner and giving the

grain whole, or only ground, is so great that whoever tries it once will not be apt to

change it for the common method."

1822, however, the crop was so abundant, and the value so small (4s. per bushel), that many farmers in Norfolk fed both

horses and pigs with wheaten meal. The writer had a pig sent to him from a friend in that county, with a message that

it "was fed with the finest of the wheat."

* Professor Johnston gives the following table of the comparative elements of nutrition of dift'ereut kinds of food :
—

Heat producing— Flesli and Bone ,, . „,,,,i„„inr._
Staud., Sugar, producing-Gluten, Fatn-m.t'efrGum, &(,-. ^Ubmncn, &c.

iattj mat.eu.

Wheat 33 ] 5 .3 per cent.

Barley 00 U 2

Oats GO 10 4

Kye CO 13 3

Indian corn 70 12 7 „

Rice 73 17 07 „
Beans 40 2?) 3

Peas 50 24 21 „

Potatoes 18 2 03
Turnips 9 1-5 03 „

Carrots 10 13 4 „

Mangold-wnrzel 11 2 — ,,
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Since the Chinese and tlic Neapolitan breeds of pigs were introduced into tlie United

Kingdom the entire race lias undergone a change in tlie outward form. Scai'cely ever

do we now see tlie long snout, the large drooping ears, the lantern jaw, tlie long, coarse

legs, the thick, long hair and bristles, &e., &c., of the old English hog. The breed has

been so nnieh altered by repeated crossings with the foreigners, that it may be said to

be wholly exterminated—certainly, it camiot uow be identified, nor is it desirable that

it should, the new races being in every respect superior, and consvuning their food to

greater advantage, as well to the farmer as to the public at large.

We have referred slightly to the fecundity of the sow, which is no small matter in a

national point of view. In a season when feeding for them is scarce and dear, the

breeding and fattening of pigs almost ceases. In .such seasons we have known numbers

of young ones destroyed, there being no sale for them, and the cost of keeping them

greater than any possible future value. On the other hand, the sows arc then fattened

and sold to the butcher, so that it almost appears as if the pig was a proscribed animal

on the farm. Not so, however j for the reaction which takes place in the corn trade,

and lowers the price, brings out the prolific powers of the sow, and the consequent

readiness with which a new stock can be raised. The first season after a dear corn

year it is probable that young pigs of six weeks old will sell at from 15s. to .21s. each;

but in a few months more the numbers (all young) taken to market are astonishing.

Morton, in his " Cyclopaedia of Agriculture," makes the following observations on this

subject :

—

" There is no class of animals equally prolific that are of any great value to man. Let

it be supposed that a sow has her first litter when she is twelve months old ; that she

has a litter every six months ; that she has an average of six pigs every litter ; that she

is kept in a breeding state till three years old, and then fattened oft" to average 4 cwt.

when killed; and all the male pigs to be fattened ofl' when they arc twelve months old,

and to average 2 cwt. when killed; and it is a mere matter of calculation to sliow thit

there would be, at the end of six years, of l)reeding pig.s

—

012 2! years old.

1,386 2 years old.

3,150 IJ year old.

7,155 1 year old.

16,281 A year old.

36,936 SHckiug pigs

05,529 sow pigs

;

besides the sale of 37,508 cwt. of bacon, and besides 16,281 hogs half-year old, and

o('),936 sucking pigs; in all, 118,710. This is, of course, a ludicrously extravagant

calculation, but it shows how very rapidly i)igs can be made, under careful management,

to propagate their species. They may not come up to tlie estimate above, Init tliey may

approach to it." October is the mouth when the boar should be put to the sow-s, iu

order to have the litters early in the spring.

The consumption of pork in every possible way iu the United Kingdom is very large,

and it increases every year. Few persons in the country, who can make room for it, are

without a pig ; and it constitutes the essential part of every farm, however small or large,

to have a piggery proportioned in extent to that of the occupation. Tlic importation of

live pigs is not great; nor is it likely that either that of ])igs or any other living animals
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of the farm will increase to sucli an extent as to afl'cct tlic price of meat iu the English

market. ]Many farmers prefer buying their store pigs to breeding them, on account of

the trouble. In these cases they watch the nir.rkets and fairs, and lay in their stock

Avlicu there is either a glut or the sale is dull. They consider that taking the risk of

breeding their ovru stock, with the necessity of constant vigilance on the part of the

master, and the injury arising from neglect on that of the servant, make it more

advantageous to pru'chase than to breed their stock of swine. When, however, they can

depend upon their superintendent's skill and attention, there is no question of the profit-

ableness of breeding over purchasing, taking one time with another. The greatest source

of advantage in keeping pigs on a farm arises from their consuming and thriving upon

such refuse as would otherwise be wholly wasted, because no other animal would eat it.

They thus furnish a large supply of food out of what would otherwise be entirely lost

;

and this applies as well to the cottager as to the former. There are few labourers iu

England that have not a garden, a part of the produce of which would be thrown away

but for the pig, which forms a part of his establishment.

The excess in obesity to which some farmers bring their pigs before sending them

to the butcher is a growing evil, which cannot be too much or too often insisted upon.

It arises, in a great measure, from the precocity to which the breeders of pigs, as well as

other stock, have brought them. They are now fattened almost from the time they are

weaned, consequently no time is allowed for them to attain the requisite proportion of

m^xselc; and at six or nine months old they are masses of fat, with scarcely any lean

upon any part. Very few are now kept as store pigs till they are more than eight or

nine mouths old, and the majority are killed by the time they arrive at that age. The
pigs exhibited at the Smithfield Club Cattle Show are, in most cases, disgustingly fat, and

are far from producing any desire for a "rasher" off their sides. The public, however,

especially iu large cities and towns, have acquired a taste for these precocious swine, and

the trade in them is constantly on the increase.

!Many pigs are fattened upon animal matters, such as greaves from the tallow-chand-

lers', refuse from the butchers' slaughter-houses, and horseflesh from the knackers' yards.

These objectionable practices ought to be known, but it would be a diflBcult matter to put

a stop to them, it being impossible to tell by the look of the pork how the pig was

fattened. Certainly, pork of pigs fed upon the flesh of diseased horses cannot be whole-

some ; and therefore the practice comes under the operation of the sanitary law, if the

magistrate chooses to put it in force. No pork should be produced from animal matter,

for however omnivorous a pig may be, when fed upon any other than vegetable food the

flesh is apt to produce disease in the human frame.

Pigs are always high in price when corn is cheap ; but the dearness of the lean st(jre

is seldom in proportion to the advantage of feeding them in such a season. Commonlv,
Is. a week of its age is considered a fair price ; thus a pig of a quarter of a year old, at

I3s. or lis., would not be thought above the average. ]5ut in a cheap corn year such a

pig would sell at from 18s. to 24s. ; and if kept until twelve or eighteen months old on

corn, it would reach from 16 to 2-1 imperial stone, or perhaps even more if highly fed,

which the low price of corn will render most profitable. In such a case the original

price will be but an infinitesimal part of the ultimate value.

When fattening, pigs should be fed regularly three times a day, and tiieir troughs,

as well as the sties, cleaned out every day. If the food is varied to suit their palate, so
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mucli the better^ adding salt to give it a relish, all animals being fond of that condiment

;

whilst it promotes their health. Nothing retards the fattening of these animals more

than irregularity in feeding them. The irritation it occasions interferes with their

digestive powers, and consequently the food, when thej' obtain it, does not do them half

so much good. The sties should be well ventilated as well as warm. Those at the

royal Windsor farms have roofs hung on hinges, so that in very warm weather they

can be lifted up like the lid of a corn-lnu.

When first put up to fatten, hogs should be fed cautiously, they being very apt to sur-

feit themselves if much food is given to them. jSIowbray mentions a case in which, having

purchased a pig for Mr. Tattersall, he received a note from him a few days afterwards, to

tell him that the pig was very ))ad and dying. On inspection he found it sleepy and

torpid, and occasionally throwing up the contents of its stomach, consisting of half-

digested food. " I immediately perceived the cause of the patient's malady. The feeder,

determined to lose no time, had been assiduously filling the trough witli food. The hog

being empty, after a long journey, voraciously devoured it until its stomach was filled,

and its digestive faculties totally overpowered. My prescriptions were, abstinence from

corn, a moderate quantity of sweet grain, thin wash, sulphur witli it ; and in a fev/

hours the hog was perfectly recovered. In the sequel, the feeder held up his hands witli

astonishment at the possibility of a hog being gorged with food."

It is wonderful what weight some pigs will reach when carefully attended to.

Hichardson mentions a Sufiblk pig of two years old which weighed 70 stone, of 1 1 lljs.

to the stone ; and a Shi'opshire hog that fattened np to 1,400 lbs. when killed and

dressed. One great point iu fatting is, keeping the animals clean, not only the sties,

but their skins. It occasions some trouble to do this effectually, but experience has

shovi'n that it is amply remunerative by the rapid improvement they make iu gaining

flesh, and by the healtli and vigour they exhil)it. Some amateurs go so far as to use

soap for the purpose ; but clean soft water and a brush are quite sufficient, and will

occup3' but little time in using. Youatt recommends having a bath of clear water

witliiu their reach, that they may perform their ablutions whenever they feel inclined.

A comb and brush are generally employed for perfecting the toilet. Clean straw or hay

Ibr their l)edding is indispensable.

SECTION IV.

AUTUJIN CONTJNUEn—THE FI,OCK OF SHEEP.

About old Michaelmas time, or the 11th of October, the tups .'should be put to tlic ewes,

which will be expected to lamb about the llth of March following, their period of gesta-

tion extending to five calendar months, or about 151 days. To ascertain whether the

tups are prepared to serve them, the shepherd should examine tlic slun on their flanks,

by turning them np ; and if they appear red, it is a certain indication that they arc ready

to fulfil their functions to the ewes. The number of ewes put to one tup varies with the
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age. A shearling tup will serve sixty cwes^ and ouglit not to liavc more ; au aged one

uot more than forty.* These nuniljers are enough to have tlie progeny strong. It

is a great evil to have the tup too fat, as it makes them lazy and incapable of

exertion. We mentioned a case at vol. i. p. 397, of a Leicester tup, wliich we believe is by

no ine;ins au isolated one. We have beard many complaints of a similar kind, of tups

that have been purcliascd of celebrated breeders, and Avhich have disajipoiuted the pur-

chasers in this respect. j5y rubbing the brisket of tlic ram with ruddle you can discover

which of the ewes have been served. This should be repeated daily, as it v.ill mark the

rump of the ewe if fresh, but soon wears off from the tup if not renewed. The tup

should uot remain longer than three weeks or a mouth with the ewes ; but if any of

those tuppod show after-symptoms of an access of desire in season (about a fortnight)

she should be tupped again. If she returns a third time it is a proof that she is barren.

The shearling ewes are mure restless than the older ones, and should not be put alone

with the tup, but mixed with the older cues. On the stock farms of Scotland the ram

is not put to the ewes geuerally before about the 10th of November, a little earlier or

later, according to the season. This is on account of the later period at which the grass

becomes forward enough in spring to give the ewes a supply when they have lambed. To

the shearling ewes (gimmers) the ram is admitted still later, they being but indifferent

mothers under a scanty sujiply of food. The improvement of the hill pastures by

draimng has materially modified the treatment of sheep, by bringing forward the grass

at au earlier period.

The selection of the ram is the most important part in breeding sheep. He should

be superior to the ewes in symmetry aS much as possible. But however perfect the ewes

maybe, it will be bad policy to put an infei'ior tup to them, as the pi-oduce is, in that case

sure to be deteriorated. If a farmer have a very perfect ewe or ewes, it will be worth

while to seud them to be tupped by a ram well known for his excellent breeding, for

the purpose of producing a ram for his own flock. The price a celebrated breeder

would charge would be unimportant, compared with the advantage of having a first-

rate ram for the flock. In the selection of a ram the same pi'ineiple is observed as in

choosing a boar or a bull in respect to the squareness of form, fineness of bone, &e.,

regard being also had to strength of constitutio)i and goodness of condition. If he shows

any feebleness before all the ev.es are served, it will be advisable to replace him with

another, rather than risk the ewes being neglected bv him.

The ewes should be put into good pasture for three weeks before the tup is admitted

to them, and if the season is dry and the grass short, turnips should be thrown to them.

They may remain there until the end of November, wdien it is usual for them to be

penned on turnips, over which the fattening sheep have first run. The bi-eeding ewes

should never be kept high, so as to fatten them, it being injurious to them in tlic

lambing season, if thej'' are in too higii a condition. A rack for hay or barley-straw

should stand in the fold, especially if the weather is wet, or otherwise severe. If the

rain is heavy and continuous, the ewes will be better off in a pasture, having a few

turnips brought to them, than in the fold where the soil is trodden to mire. The

shepherd will of course see to this j but if neglected, the foot-rot will be apt to get

amongst them.

* We recollect an instance in which a tup broke into a pasture in wliich was a flock of ewes intended for fattening.

He was Ukcn away the next moiaiug, but 100 of the ewes proved with lamb.
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In many districts tlie breeding ewes are kept on t!ie pasture lands the wliolc winter^,

giving tliem a few turnips and coarse hay when the weather is severe. In these cases,

however, care is taken not to overstock the pasture ; and the fields are generally small

enclosures, or are divided with hurdles, so as to change them occasionally, tf) allow those

fed off to get fresh again. Where this is practised, attention should be paid to the

quality of the grass, in which particular sheep are rather fastidious, and wiil refuse to

eat certain grasses, until hunger compels them, whilst other species they will cat close

to the ground. The common Avhite-loaf turnip should be consumed first, leaving the

Swedes and the mangolds for the latter part of the season.

The shearling wethers should be put to turnips as soon as the grass becomes short

or the weather severe. It being an object of importance to have these ready for the

butcher early in the spring, they should be kept high. For this purpose, racks for Lay,

and bins for a portion of meal and cut hay or straw, are placed in the pens. Salt, also,

as an alterative and stimulant, will preserve them from various diseases to which thej''

are very liable when highly fed. ^Vpoplexy is not an unusual disorder when the sheep

are fat. We have seen them drop down when feeding, apparently in perfect health,

and found them dead by the time we could reach them. Salt, if not a specific against,

will at least tend to check, t!iis disease, and will keep the animals in health in other

respects.

The question of housing sheep during the winter has been already discussed. When
the flocks are kept on the mountainous or hilly districts, exposed to the cold winds and

snows of winter, provision should be made to shelter them—if not in a steading, at

least by sheds closed to the north and east, but open to the south. A rack and manger

should be fixed the whole length of the shed, for them to feed at in bad weather. When
if is dry above head they will feed on the turnips in the field, without the trouble of

having to remove them. Breeding cvics should not be kept too high after taking the

ram ; but the wethers and fatting theaves (or giramers) should Ije pushed forward as

fast as possible, to prepare them for sale early in the season, the price of mutton being

generally higher then than wdien the weather becomes warm.

The question of what kind of root is best for sheep is the subject of much contro-

versy. Some consider the mangold-wurzel more succulent and nutritive than the

turnip, whilst others give the preference to the tiu'nip. A writer in the Farmer's

Magazine (II. S. Thompson) states, that after trying the mangold for four successive

years, he came to the conclusion that cows fed on it gave quite as much milk, but much

less butter and cream., than when fed on turnips or carrots ; and, also, that when ewes

were fed on mangold-wurzel the lambs throve remarkably ill, " which I attributed to the

same poverty of the milk which had been proved in the case of cows. The kind was the

Orange Globe ; the roots, large and perfectly sound, were not used till after Ciiristmas.

They were grown on land of rather weak staple, but what is termed hereabouts ' good

sand land .'

"

By a reference to the analysis in the note at page 57, it will be seen that no "fatty

matters" were detected in the mangold-wurzel by Professor Johnston, which cori'csponds

with Mr. Thompson's results, and establishes the superiority of the turnip— at least, for

breeding ewes ; whilst for fatting sheep the large amount of flesh-producing substances

in the mangold gives them an equal superiority over the turnip. It is a question, how-

ever, whether this deficiency in the mangold might not l)e made up by giving the ewes.
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after lambiny, a portion of bruised linseed or cake with tlicir other food; wliicli would

supply the oleaginous matters, and render the milk richer in quality.

Stephens is of opinion that if oil-cake were freely given to sheep in a wet season it

would prevent them from taking the rot. This disease prevails most on soils that retain

moisture in their natural state, and on those that have been irrigated. On the latter

sheep should never be allowed to pasture after the summer grass is taken and the land

has been flooded. On other lands, draining and subsoiling arc the specific remedy for

this insidious disease, as, to a great extent, it removes the cause ; and although in a very

wet season heavy-land pastures will still be dangerous for sheep in the autumn, yet, on

the average of years, those which have been laid drj' by those operations are safe from

the disease. Sudden changes of temperature, after a heavy fall of snow, are sufficient to

superinduce the rot, to which, also, the breeding flock is more liable than the wethers.

The losses in some seasons amongst a flock of ewes are very great. Salt is considered

a preventive, and we would recommend its use in feeding both cattle and sheep, at all

times, as highly conducive to the preservation of health, if not as a specific against

the rot.

Dressing sheep with a preparation of tobacco water, spirit of tar, soft soap, and

sulphur, is necessary before putting them to fatten on turnips, in order to destroy the

sheep-tick, which is sometimes very troublesome, and, if not eradicated, greatly interferes

Avith their progress. These pests of the flock multiply very fast, and cause the sheep to

rub themselves against the bushes, hurdles, or anything that can give them momentary

relief, to the great injury of the fleece as Avell as the skin of the animal. The following

is the way of preparing the wash for the purpose :—

•

Into a boiler filled with water put tobacco in proportion of 1 lb. to every quart of

water ; boil it gently for several hours ; then wring the tobacco, and take the liquor out

of the boiler. Put in the tobacco again, with 1 pint of water to each pound, and boil

them as long as any colouring matter is obtained from the tobacco, ivhich is then again

wrung out, and thrown away. Boil down the liquid to the original quantity of quarts,

but not below that, as it would otherwise be dangerously strong.* The liquor should

be put into a tub, and 1 lb. of soft soap to every quart intimately mixed with it, which

is easily done. Add also 2 ounces of flour of sulphur to each pound of soap. One
quart of tins mixture is sufficient to dress from fifteen to twenty sheej) if judiciously

applied.

The method of doing this is as follows :—A bath-stool is prepared in the form of a

fiddle, with cross staves to support the body of the sheep, whilst its legs, passing between

the bars, hang pbwerless without touching the ground. The man sits at the head of

the stool, and, with both hands, opens the wool along the back of the sheep. A woman
then, with a tin can made in the form of an ordinary coffeepot, with a curved handle

and a long spout, and holding a quart of the liquor, pours it on the opening in the wool,

from the head to the tail. Half a wine-glassfull of spirit of tar is sometimes added to

the quart of liquid in the can, and powerfully increases its curative properties. A very

small quantity of the liquid, applied thus to different parts of the body, is sufficient to

destroy the ticks, which flee to the outer part of the fleece, but not in time to save their

lives. These vermin increase rapidly when the sheep are put upon turnips, which makes

it the more important to dress them previously. The ewes should not be bathed until

* Stephens. The writer once killed a fat sheep by making the decoction of tobacco too strong,
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after tliey have been with the ram, who would otlierwise be disgusted with tlic smell of

the tobacco and spirit of tar. The sooner after, however, the better, to prevent them

from slipping their lambs, which might occur if it were delayed too long.

Some flock-masters use a solution of corrosive sublimate, or arsenic, in which they

dip their sheep bodily ; but these, in the hands of an ignorant person, are dangerous,

especially the arsenical preparation. A composition prepared by Mr. Bigg is very much

in use. It is sold in casks of 100 lbs., which is sufficient for 500 sheep, and costs

£2, 10s., or about l\d. per sheep. Lambs or hoggets that are purchased from heath

sheep-walks or mountain farms are generally much infested with the tick, and require

dressing- before they are put into good keeping.

Autumn is also the time for dressing or salving the sheep on cold, high sheep farms.

\Ve have already referred to and described this process, which we only now mention to

remind the farmer ofthe season for doing it. It is a question, however, whether the practice

is not more injurious to the quality of the wool than beneficial to the sheep. It is well

known that the woolstaplers will not give nearly the price for the wool of sheep thus

smeared as for that which is free from the ointment. It is also a doubtful matter whether

the practice is really of any benefit in preserving the sheep from the efi'ects of inclement

weather. Stephens, although he gives several recipes for salving, cautions his readers

against the hope of deriving any advantage from it, except that of killing the vermin which

sheep in hill farms are so liable to. The bathing, however, will do this better than

salving, and without any injury to the wool or the skin. The arsenic used in most of

the salving preparations Mr. Stephens particularly objects to, as calculated to do the

sheep irreparable injury ; and he recommends, if they must salve them, to use a simple

ointment of oil and tallow in equal proportions, and well mixed, with a small quantity,

also, of tar. Mr. Stewart, of Fifeshire, from whom he quotes, has long used it, and

found it efficacious for all the purposes for which salving is practised ; and he is

" convinced that if the sheep farmers of Scotland would use that salve alone, they would

find their advantage, in obtaining a third more money for the wool on account of its

superior quality, improved partly by the better condition of the sheep."*

The practice of folding sheep is not so common on farms of mixed husbandry as it

formerly was, being looked upon as the robbing of one field to enrich another. Where,

however, there are extensive sheep-walks of inferior pasture, over which the sheep range

at will during the day, it is still usual to confine them to the fold at night upon the

arable land. The size of the fold should be upon a scale of about 2 square yards to each

sheep, or 7 square rods per 100 sheep. Marshall, in his " Rural Economy of Norfolk,"

gives the following account of a comparative experiment of folding and other kinds of

manuring :
—

" Last autumn made an accurate experiment on a large scale with different manures

for wheat, on a sandy loam, summer fallowed. Part of an eighteen-acre piece was

manured with fifteen or sixteen loads per acre of tolerably good farm-yard dung, and

part with 3 chaldrons of lime per acre ; the rest folded upon with sheep twice ;
the

first time at the rate of 600 sheep to the quarter of an acre ; the second time, thinner.

In winter and spring the dung kept the lead ; and now, at harvest, it has produced the

greatest quantity of straw. The sheep-fold kept a steady pace from seed-time till

harvest, and is now evidently the best corned and tlie cleanest crop. The lime in wmtcr

* Sleplitus's " Book of the Fanii," vol. ii, )>. 31)1.
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and spring made a poor appcaraiicOj but after some sliowcrs iu summer it flourished

much, aud is uow a tolerable erop, not less, I apprehend, than threc-cjuarters au acre.

From these data the value of a sheep-fold iu this case nmy be calculated. It appears,

from the first miinite, that 100 sheep manured 7 square rods dailj' ; but the second

folding Avas thinner ; suppose 9 rods, this is, on a par with the two foldings, 8 rods

a day each folding. The dung could not be v.ortli less than 2s. 6d. per load, and the

carriage and spreading Ulv. an acre—together, t'l lO*-. an ao'C; which quantity of laud

the hundred sheep teathcd twice in forty days. Supposing them to be folded the year

round, they would at this rate fold 9 acres annually ; which, at ,€3 10*. an acre, is

.£22 10*. a hundred, or -is. 6d. a head. In some parts of the island the same quantity

of dang would be worth .to an acre, which Mould raise the value of the teathc to 9s. a

head, which, at 2(/. a head per week, is more than the whole year's keep of the sheep.

It does not follow, however, that all lands would have received equal benefit with the

piece iu consideration, which perhaps had not been folded upon for many years, perhaps

never before ; and sheep-folds, like other manures, may become less elficacious the longer

they are tised on a given piece of land."*

The great objection, however, to folding is the injury it docs to the sheep by the

nightly confinement, especially the heavier descriptions, as the Leicesters, Cotswolds, &c.

Nor has the driving of the sheep backwards and forwards, night aud morning, to aud

from the fold, a less injurious effect upon them than the folding itself. Parkinson states,

as the result of his experience, that " were the pasture sheep of Lincolnshire to be got

into a fold once a week, aud only caught one by one and put out again immediately, it

Avould prevent them fattening." Arthur Young affirms that the same laud will maintain

one-fourth more stock when the animals are allow'cd to depasture at liberty, than when

confined during the night in folds. jMucli of the feed, in fact, is trampled on and

destroyed in driving the flock to aud fro over it. The evidence, in fact, against the

practice is quite sufficient to deter the flock-masters, at least from continuing it with the

wethers, whatever they may do with the breeding ewes iu summer.

In drafting oft' the ewes intended for fattening during the winter it is desirable that

the turnips with which they are fed should be sliced, if not pulped. A sheep at four or

five years old, if it has been fed upon rough or hard pasture, will begin to crone, or have

her teeth loosened, so as not to be able to break the turnips properly. Indeed, it is a

question whether all sheep will not thrive faster for having the turnips sliced for them
;

aud many fai'mers now practise it in feeding all their sheep, (ihilst others confine it to

the food for the hoggets and crones. The late IMr. Pusey gave it as his opinion, founded

on experiment, that hoggets fed on sliced tiu'uips were worth 8s. a head more, in a

given time, than those that were left to break the turnip themselves. The cause for

this is plain enough. At the beginning of the winter their first set of teeth loosen

preparatory to their being replaced iu tlie summer, j Consequently, all the time that the

turnips are at the best in point of quality, they are unable properly to break them, aud

commonly fall off" in flesh, '\^'e have always found that this was the case, and that at

the latter end of the season, when they had obtained their new teeth, they throve doubly

faster than iu the winter when the turnips were most nutritive.

Parkinson mentions a singular trial iu feeding sheep, in which he competed with some

* ilarsliall's " Rural EcoDomy of Norfolk," vol. li. p. 20.

T Sheep rcBcw Ihuir teeth at foartecn months old—sny, in May or Juuc.

Vol. II. I'
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other farmers. The folloTving is his account of the affair :
—" During the time I lived in

Ireland four of us had^ I may say, a trial of skill in the management of turnips, of which,

as it -will convey much information on a subject that in many parts of the kingdom

requires elucidation, I shall here, without further apology, state the result. My being an

author, and from England, caused great emulation among the neighbouring gentlemen

farmers, and, although turnips are very little grown in that country, three capital sheep

graziers determined to raise them. One of these gentlemen was a nephew of Mr. Coke,

of Norfolk, and had long resided in that county ; some part of the breed of his sheep

was immediately from Mr. Coke's new Leicesters, some from Lord Talbot's, and a portion

from Mr. Astley's. Another was a grazier and breeder of great repute of rams of the best

Irish breed, with some crosses from England. The other of ray rivals was a grazier, who

bought his sheep at Ballinasloe fair, of the best two-year-old fat wethers. The crops of

turnips all proved very good ; but their method of fastening sheep on this crop differed

greatly from miue. Hay being much used as the winter food of sheep in Ireland, all

gave it but me ; and, as in that country they have not the smallest idea of the cause of

the rot in sheep, it was the general opinion that mine would all die of that disease, as

they supposed it to be occasioned by dirt in grass and other food. It was even rumoured,

all over the country, that my sheep were dying in numbers daily of that disorder. The

gentleman, nephew to Mr. Coke, folded his new Leicesters in small folds, fresh two or

three times a week, which he fancied the best mode of proceeding. The ram breeder had

some remarkably fine fat wethers, which he put on an eddish, with a haystack to run to,

carting the turnips to them. The grazier, with his fine fat wethers bought at Ballinasloe

fair, carted his turnips and then washed them
;
giving them hay, potatoes, bran, and

corn. The result was, with all their apparent advantages over me—my sheep being only

half a year old when they were put up to fatten, and the ewes I had bred them from

the culls or drapes of the Irish flocks, the rams nearly the same, it being as late as

November when I entered Ireland—that, there being a general show at Navan, the last

week in April, for prizes, I took six of my year-old sheep ; not quite the prime, as I had

before sold forty of them at £3 each, twelve of which the butcher had to kill. Mr. Coke's

nephew took sis ram-hogs of the fine new Leicesters ; the ram breeder, six of his famous

fat wethers, which were completely fiit when put to turnips ; the other grazier, six of his

well-chosen, pampered wethers ; and after all this, as they thought, better management

than mine, my sheep were so superior as to excite the astonishment of the bystanders,

who thought it very surprising that they should so much excel the others, especially those

belonging to the grazier, which had been fed, in addition to the washed turni])s, with

corn, bran, potatoes, and hay; while my sheep had nothing but turnips, and them, as they

had seen, and thought very wrong, in the dirt."*

This account is quite at variance with the practice of agriculturists of the present

day, and the results appear to be contrary to reason as well as experience. There is,

however, much yet to learn of the principles of nutrition, both in plants and animals, and

every one Avill be guided by his own views on the subject. ]5ut if simply feeding on

turnips alone, without dry food of any kind, Avill fatten sheep faster than Aiith the

addition of hay, corn, bran, and potatoes, it is plain that much money is thrown away to

no other purpose than, perhaps, improving the quality of the manure. The two systems

arc of so much importance to the graziers of sheep that it is desirable the question should

* "Treatise on Live Stock," vol. i. p. 399.
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be determined, if possible, by a series of experiments on an extended scale. The priee

at -whieli Mr. Parkiusou sold the forty hoggets (.€3 a head) was high even at that time

(1810), and they must have been unusually -well grown, and fattened to a liigh degree of

excellence, to fetch that price in Ireland at an inland town.

SECTION V.

AUTUMN CONTINUED.—MISCELLANEOUS WORK.

This is the season to cxauiiue and clean out the drains and repair tlic outlets of the

under drains, removing all obstructions that may have arisen from the treading of cattle

or sheep. The ditches also should be scoured out, and free course made for the M'ater.

The fences should be looked to : where they are old and broken, and the whitethorn has

died out for want of attention, it is best to renew them at once. But as it is necessary

that the earth of an old fence shoxild have what may bo called a fallow, it must be thrown

down and levelled, and left till the spring, by which the earth will have gained sufficient

solidity to ensure the growth of the young plants that are to form the ncv/ live fence.

For the mode of raising this we refer to the paper in vol. i. p. G83 on fencing in general.

Where pasture land requires draining, this season, if dry, is the most proper time to

do it, whether the drains are to be open ones or covered. The latter will be both the

most effectual and the most economical mode, on account of its involving no waste of

land. Nor will the stock be endangered by it, as they sometimes are by open drains,

especially sheep, which are liable to be east into them, and, if not relieved, are frequently

lost. There is no difficulty in ascertaining whether a piece of laud, arable or pasture,

requires draining, the natural plants growing on it being quite sufficient to direct the

judgment; rushes aud coarse gi-asses on pastures; coltsfoot, water-grass, crowsfoot, &e.,

on arable. The first of these strike their roots veiy deep, aud nothing but under

draining will eradicate them.

Lime dressing of pasture lands should be done in the autumn, after the grass has

been fed off by the cattle or sheep. The benefit in the quality as well as quantity of

the grass is very great from a dressing of lime. If enough is laid on, it will destroy the

coarse vegetation entirely, and bring up a mixture of fine sweet grasses and Dutch clover.

This work should never be done either in summer or in winter. In the former season the

grass will be burnt up by it, and in the latter the frost is apt to neutralise the effect.

The first agricultural season, therefore, should be made availaljh; for the purpose. The

quantity of lime used varies from 150 to 1,500 bushels the imperial acre, but the average is

about 200 bushels. If the pastures are very rough, and have any heather or other plants of

that coarse description, a much larger amount of lime will be necessary. On heaths and

moorlands from 500 to 1,500 bushels are frequently laid, which converts them into excellent

pastures. On such soils the lime destroys the coarse vegetation, and dissolves all animal

and vegetable remains, converting them into nutrition for plants. It also kills the

grubs, ants, and other insects which infest the pasture grounds, and thus renders them

V 2
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healthy, aucl covers them with a rich verdure. Lime shoukl ahvaj-s be ap|iliecl in the

caustic state, being the more i)0\yerful the fresher it is put ou ; and by applying it in the

dry autumnal weather, the subsequent rains will wash it into the roots of the plants, and

give it its full efficiency. The action of lime is to render humus soluble in water, and

thus fit it to become the food of plants. It is therefore more efficacious on rich soils

containing a large portion of animal aud vegetable debris, tlian on poor soils destitute of

such matters. Lime also acts mechanically as well as chemically, by improving the

texture aud ameliorating the harshness and tenacity of the soil. It is therefore peculiarly

useful on stiff clays and loams. In applying this manure, some persons mix it with

earth, and leave it in heaps, to be slaked by the air and tlie contact of tlic earth ; after

which it is spread over the land.

This is also the season for marling aud claying those lands which require it. 13y

doing this now in dry weatlier,—and it never ought to be performed when the land is

in a wet state,—it will receive the benefit of tlie rain and frost alternateh', and tlius

become comminuted, so as to mix intimately with the soil. All marls imbibe moisture

freely, which, when frost succeeds the rains of autiimn and early winter, causes tliem to

expand and burst into fine fragments. It has also the same action on clay, which tlicu

mixes freely with the light sandy and gravelly soils, giving them a more solid and tena-

cious texture. Burnt clay has been found very efficacious as a manure, applied at the

rate of from thirty to fifty cart-loads per acre. A comparative experiment was made

in Galloway, in which part of a field was manured with stable dung, and the rest with

clay ashes ; and the whole was theu ploughed, and sown with turnips. The plants ou

the latter came up earlier, continued more vigorous, and when matured were double tlie

size of those on the land manured with dung.* It has also been a2)plied with excellent

effect upon pasture laiul in the autumn, causing the grass to spring much earlier than on

other land. Marl and clay should always be left on the surface until the spring, in

order to receive the influence of the atmosphere, without which they will remain in their

crude state, if ploughed in as soon as they are laid on the land.

The irrigation of the water-meadows should be attended to as soon as the grass has

been eaten off by the cattle. This will be about the beginning or towards the close of

November, according to the openness of the season. The process of letting on the

water has ah'eady been described, and it is rmuecessary to repeat it. "Where, however,

the second crop has been mown in October, the meadow should be at once flooded,

letting the water run over it for three or four weeks, accordi)ig to the staple of the soil.

If good, it will not rc(|uire more than three weeks, to be repeated in February. Hooding

the land thus will not only destroy the coarser grasses and plants, but it will eradicate

whins aud other woody shrubs, wliich frequently gi'ow spontaneously on old pastures

that have been neglected, and are very difficult otherwise to overcome.

Where there are lo\r marshy pieces of meadow, that are too wet to grow profitable

grasses, they may be planted with oziers, for which there is a constant demand. This

is not the season for planting them, Ijut it is desirable to prepare the ground now, by

throwing it into beds of 8 or 9 feet each, with a narrow draiu between them to carry ott"

tlie water. The spade is the best tool for forming the beds, and the mould from the

drains should be thrown over the beds, both as the readiest way to dispose of it, and to

deepen the soil for the sets. The best time for planting is about the middle of February,

* " £nc}-clo]iicdia Jletropolilanu," vol. vi. p. i'd.
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niul tliey may be put in from tlicnce until Intc in the spring. The sets shonkl be cut

about L') inches long, from two or three year old wood, and planted 9 or 10 inches into

the ground. There are several kinds of ozicr fit for the purpose, as, the common, the

basket, the red, the velvet, the golden, the long-leaved, &c. The expense of preparing

the beds and planting will be from €8 to £9 per acre, and the sets should be planted iu

rows 28 inches apart, and 18 inches between the sets iu the rows.

"Where horses have been running in pasture during the summer it is necessary to make

preparation for them in the stables about Michaelmas time. After harvest, too, the work

of the farm requires that they should be well fed and kept in condition. They may still,

in fine weather, run in the pasture in the daytime, when not at work, to eat up the after-

math ; but at this season the nights get too chilly for them to lie out. There is no animal

more susceptible of cold than the horse, or that more enjoys the warmth of the stable.

lie is essentially a domestic animal in every cold country; nor do we know of any part

of the world, except those parts bordering on the Tropics, where the horse runs wild and

exposed to the weather at all seasons. Even in Arabia the natives house their horses,

and treat them with as much tenderness as they do their children. In our variable

climate, therefore, there are seasons even in the height of summer when it is dangerous

to the health of a horse to let him lie in the pasture at night ; much more so in the

autumn, when the sun begins to decline in power, and the lengthening nights frequently

indicate a temperature below the freezing point; and to suffer him to lie out for the

sake of consuming the grass, or of avoiding the trouble of providing for him in the

stable, is both imprudent and cruel. Parkinson did not allow his working horses to

remain out later than the first week in iVugust, having observed that after that time

the grass becomes soft, and makes the horses sweat very much. In this case he soiled

them in the yard or stable with tares or cut grass. The same writer, who was also a

practical farmer, disapproved of grinding oats and beans for horses, to be given to them

with cut straw. He found that, although he gave them a liberal allowance of the

mixture, they lost flesh ; and when he endeavoured to remedy this by grinding the corn

to a fine meal, it made the effect still worse. He accounts for it bj^ the food not being

properly masticated, which prevents its being digested. If ground corn is given, it

ought not to be more than broken, and the straw or hay not cut shorter than an inch

and half, and the corn should be well incorporated with the chaff, by wetting the latter,

which makes the corn adhere to it, and compels the animals to masticate the two

together. " I am convinced," says Parkinson, "that ground corn is not proper to be

given to working horses. If a horse stand in the stable, he will fatten on bran, which

will not support him if he have common exercise, as his carcass will soon show. A horse

will fatten on good grass in a pasture sooner than in a stable on the best corn ; but iu

the latter he acquires a firm, hard flesh, that will bear work; and in the former, only a

washy, soft flesh, which diminishes with trifling exercise. In short, a horse that stands

in the stable to be made up will fatten with almost anything; . . . but the great deside-

ratum is to keep working horses well and cheap ; and, in thirty years' experience, I

never yet have found anything equal to chopped straw with corn." *

AYhen a horse is taken into the stable from grass it will be advisable to give him a

dose of aperient medicine to cleanse his stomach from the impurities it may have acquired,

and to prepare him for the change of diet and of his mode of life. Food should be given in

"Treatise on Live Stock," vol. ii. p. 175.
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small quantities at a time ; for if the manger is always kept full, tlie liorse \vill soon

become disgusted, and will blow over his food instead of eating it, and will soon show

the ill efiect by not thriving. A perfectly clean manger is of great importance to the

welfare of the horse ; and he should have his food given in such a proportion that none

is left when he has satisfied his hunger. A careful and intelligent horse-keeper Avill

very soon be able to ascertain the quantity each of the animals he attends Avill require

at a meal ; and none should be left over.

The health of a horse depends much upon the construction of the stable in ^vhich he

is kept. If it is narrow, and the space allowed to each horse is small, or the ventilation

is not good, the chances are against his preserving his health and working condition.

Many of the stables belonging to old homesteads arc low, and having the hay-loft over

them, it is impossible that a sufficient supply of fresh air can be given without the doors

and windows being constantly open, which renders the inmates liable to take cold. No
stable ought to be less than 18 feet wide from wall to wall, of which the horse takes

up 8, the manger 2, and the channel for the urine 1, leaving 7 feet in the rear for the

harness to hang on the pins in the Avail, and for the horse-keepers to pass to and fro.

The width of each standing should not be less than 6 feet. In all cases the stable

should have no loft over it, but be open to the tiles of the roof, in which also ventilators

should be placed, to avoid the necessity of having the doors and windows open. The

hay-house should be a separate building adjoining the stable, and sufficiently large to

contain enough hay for the stud for several days. The corn-bin can also stand in this

building, above which should be a hopper for containing the supi^ly of corn.

Whilst the stress of field labour incident to this season continues, the horses should

be kept liberally, but the horse-keeper must be limited to a certain quantity daily.

Many of them, if not sharply looked after, will greatly exceed the requisite allowance, in

order to have their horses in better condition than those of their fellows. We have known

instances in which tlie men have begun thus to steal corn for their horses, and finding

it an easy matter, have gone on to do so on their own account, to fatten pigs and fowls.

It is not, in fact, looked upon as a crime to steal corn for the master's horses, but it is

injurious to the moral character of the man who practises it, becaiise, being obliged to

conceal it, the habit of deception, as well as of dishonesty—for it is such—becomes

familiar to him. In this respect it is on a par with poaching, which, when a man once

gives his mind to it, invariably leads to greater crime and ends in misery and ruin.

As the days shorten, it is usual in Norfolk and the adjoining counties to go only one

"journey" a day; that is, the ploughmen do not go home at noon or un-yoko tlicir

horses, but make a halt then for half an hour, to take lunch or dinner, and feed the

horses at the same time from a nose-bag, under the shelter of the hedge. They then

work again till four o'clock, when they leave the field for the day. Some persons

object to this plan, on the supposition that so long a day in the field without im-yoking

is injurious to the horses. We never knew any injury to the animals to result from

the practice, the halt at noon, M'ith the accompanying " bait," being found quite suffi-

cient to sustain their health against the short period of labour after it. Were the

ploughman to go home at that hour for the usual summer respite from labour, it woidd

scarcely be worth his while to go back to the field, especially if, as is frequently tlie

case, it is at any considerable distance from the homestead. There are times, however,

if the autumnal or early winter work is forward, when it will not be necessary to have
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them perform more tliau tlic morning journey at plough, and this is the most desirable

state for the work of tlie farm to be iu ; but it requires more energy aud foresight than

the generality of farmers possess, aud it is, unfortunately, more common for them to have

half the autumnal ploughing to do in the spring, than for their horses to have a half-

lioliday for want of vrork to do.

Horses, however, should never be kept standing long iu the stable, for it neither suits

their health nor their inclinatiou. During wet weather they should never be out ; we

speak not of a passing shower, but of a rainy day, when no kind of work out of doors

can be done to advantage. In fine weather, the farmer, however forward his work may

be, can always find employment for men and horses—in threshing out corn ; taking it

to the miller or merchant ; fetching mould from borders or the sides of roads, for

forming bottoms of duug-heaps, storing the root-crops, &c. &c. None of these opera-

tions can he performed to advantage iu wet weather ; whilst to have the horses out iu

a soaking aud continuous rain is enough to engender disease in variovis forms, whatever

care may be taken of them when they return to the stable at night. When a horse

has unavoidably been exposed during the day to wet, cold weather, he should be well

attended to when his day's work is done, and his coat rubbed dry with straw or coarse

hay. The heels should be particularly attended to, especially if the horse is in good con-

dition, as he is then more liable to the grease, which, when it sets in, is very troublesome

to get rid of. To avoid it the horse should never go a day without exercise, or without

having his heels kept perfectly clean and dry on returning to the stable. When no

out-door work can be done, there are plenty of jobs to employ the men—in attending

to their harness, looking after the implements, cleaning out the various departments

of the homestead, &e.

We are writing for the present system of farm-management ; but we look forward

to a time—and that not very far distant—when the steam-horse will almost, if not

quite, banish animal power from the farm ; and when its untu-iug endurance and mathe-

matical exactness will so facilitate the labours of husbandry, that the intermission of

wet weather will be compensated for by extra labour when the rain ceases, aud by

the perfection with which its operations will be performed. At present, however, the

requirements of the homestead, as well as those of the land, are subject to interruptions,

which call for the exercise of the farmer's ingenuity and experience to find employment

of a profitable kind for men and horses when the regular labours of the farm arc

interrupted.

SECTION VI.

AUTUMN CONTINUED.—ON TAKING A FARM.

In England the usual time of entering upon the tenancy of a farm is Old Michaelmas

day, or the 11th of October; whilst in Scotland it is Whitsuntide and ilartlnmas.

Leaving, for the present, the time of taking it, we shall first inquire into the respective

merits and advantages of the various terms on which land is held iu England by tenancy.

There is no question with rational men, that a leasehold tenancy of a farm is, as a
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rule, more advantageous to tlie laiullord^ as well as the occupier^ tliau a tenancy from

year to year j or that a long lease is preferable for both to a short one. The idea of

retaining power over a tenant, by letting land only from year to year, argues a disposition

to aet the tyrant when the opportunity occurs for taking advantage of the helpless

position of the tenant. We see flagrant instances of this injustice and oppression con-

tinually ; and even where it does not break out in acts of positive dishonesty, we see

that it engenders suspicion on both sides very injurious to the welfare of either party,

and destructive of good husbandry. No tenant from year to year, unless, as in the fens

of Lincolnshire, he has a tenant-right to protect him, can safely adopt a liberal system

of farming, subject as he is to the caprices of his landlord (especially if a game-preserver),

and to be turned out at six months' notice. No under-draining, no erection of necessary

buildings for cattle, no permanent improvements of any kind, can be effected under such

tenancy. All that an occupier of such farms has to look to is, to secure as good a return

for the annual outlay as the year's holding of the land will justify him in providing for.

It is dangerous for him to expend money to be repaid even by a second year's return,

for he knows not that his landlord will not take ofl'ence at some trifling matter, or, worse

than all, avail himself of his tenant's outlay to obtain a higher price for his laud. Such

instances of dishonourable and dishonest dealing we have repeatedly seen and heard of

—

for there are fraudulent landlords as well as tenants ; and nothing but a lease or a tenant-

right can restrain them from taking advantage of their position to deprive the tenant of

his property invested in the land. When we look at the flourishing condition of the

estates of such noblemen as the Duke of Bedford, at Woburn, the Earl of Leicester, at

Holkham, and a few other great landowners, and at the miserable state of many pro-

perties whose owners are afraid to trust their tenants with leases, we see good and

sufiicient reason why a large part of the land of England is only half cultivated, and,

consequently, half productive ; why some of the finest land in the kingdom produces not

more than 3^ or 4 quarters of wheat per acre, whilst the sands and gravels of Norfolk

yield 5 and 6 quarters. " Live, and let live," was a standing toast at the Holkham sheep-

shearings, and the principle has been carried out by the noble chieftain of that property,

and his representatives, to the present day, in its full meaning ; and they see and feel

the benefit of it in the splendid condition of the property and the flourishing state of

the tenantry.

Before, therefore, a farmer treats for a farm, let him learn the character of the land-

lord, which he can soon do by inquiring of the neighbouring farmers—not on the same

estate, for obvious reasons. If he finds that he is a litigious, suspicions, or tricking

man, let him abandon the idea of taking the farm on any terms without a lease, to the

covenants of which he must also look. On the other hand, a landlord has as just a

right to investigate the character of a farmer oftering himself as a tenant ; for there are

many men who would be glad to get hold of a farm in high condition, in order to work

it down to poverty.

If the character of the landlord is satisfactory, the next thing is to ascertain the

quality of the land; the condition in which it has been left by the out-going tenant;

whether drained or not; the distance from markets (though, now that railways are

established in and to every part of the kingdom, this is of less importance than formerly) ;

the climate, and the rent. This latter depends, in its amount, on the quality of the land
;

and it is as much to the landlord's interest as to tliat of the tenant that both the rent and
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tlic couditious of lease, if one is granted, sliould be on so liberal basis as to enable the

tenant to do justice both to himself, the laud, and the landlord. Tlic man who comes

forward with capital and skill, and ofters to expend both npon another person's property,

is entitled to something more than eonrtesy. A mutual interest ought to form a bond

of nnion between them of the most liberal and confidential nature, extending to every-

thing connected with the contract between them. As a rule, we should say that a good

landlord will have good tenants, because it is the interest of the latter to be so. Wo
shall leave others to work out the converse of this—only remarking, that yon may tell,

by looking over the hedges as you ride along the road, what the character of tlic laud-

lord is, by the condition of tlic fields.

There are many landed estates the leases of which are stereotyped or printed, and

the same conditions insisted upon from all tenants, irrespective of the nature and quality

of the land. On many of the ancient properties the covenants are antiquated and

absurd, and no more calculated for, or adapted to, the present condition of husbandry,

than the laws once regulating our commerce are to its present state. As well might

the government legislate again for the number of sheep to be kept on a farm, as

in the seventeenth century, as a landlord stipulate with a tenant what crops he shall

or shall not cultivate. It is the former's interest on taking a farm on lease, to bring

it into, and, during his term, keep it in, as high a state of productiveness as pos-

sible, and very fev>' are the tenants who will not do so. Forsyth remarks on this

subject:—"With regard to restrictions in the management of the soil, it is a good

general rule, that a man of sufficient capital, who engages in the cultivation of an arable

farm, ought to submit to none, excepting perhaps during the last years of his lease.

Landlords have frequently attempted to substitute their own skill in place of that of the

farmer, and, by restrictive clauses in the lease, to tic him down to a mf)de of cultivation

which they thought most profitable for himself and advantageous to the land. In this

way, however, the progress of improvement is arrested. By superior skill being rendered

of no value to the tenant, he endeavours not to acquire it. A slovenly husbandry in-

fallibly takes place, accompanied, in all probability, with bad temper on the part both of

the landlord and tenant—the one endeavouring to euforCe, and the other to evade, the

stipulations of the contract. The temptation is, indeed, so great to exhaust a soil

during the last years of a lease, that it becomes necessary, in the interest of the public

and the landlord, that the mode of cropping should be regulated during these last years.

Beyond this point, however, a man of spirit engaging in agriculture ought not to sufler

himself to be fettered, but ought to secure to himself an opportunity of making use of

whatever additional improvements his art may receive, either from the enterprises of

others or from his own increasing skill and experience." *

We are quite willing to admit that, in most cases, the evils to which we have alluded

arise from ignorance on the part of the landlord, on the one hand, and from too exalted

an opinion of his rights, on the other. The misfortune, too, in many cases is, that the

landlord leaves the arrangements between hiiu and his tenant to his attorney, or his

land agent, who dictate the covenants of the leases, whilst they have themselves but little

acquaintance with the natixre of farming, and are only anxious to please their employer.

This they think can be best done by binding down the tenant with such covenants as they

consider most adapted to keep him in a state of entire dependence, and thus establish

* "Principles and Practice of Agricultnre," vol. i. p. 217.
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the laudlord's power over him. Let^ therefore, the farmer who is treating for a farm look

well to the covenauts of the lease, if one is granted ; and, if lie is at all acquainted with

modern husbandry, he will be aljle to judge how far they are favourable, or otlierwisc,

to a profitable and rational system of cropping.

Another important particular in treating for a farm is the arrangement, adaptation,

and condition of the farm buildings. INIany old homesteads are very deficient in accom-

modation for cattle and other animals, which now, more than ever, constitute the most

valuable portion of the farmer's property. In England it is the landlord's part to build

and keep in repair all the homestead, npon a tenant hiring the farm. Afterwards, if the

latter wants further accommodation, it is nsual for the landlord to find the materials and

tlie tenant to pay for the labour, unless a special agreement is inserted that the farmer

should bear the wliole expense. It is now also common for the landlord to under drain

tlic land, charging the tenant an extra rent, sufficient to cover interest and principal

during the lease. This is a point that should never be left undecided by a tenant in

taking a farm, because upon it depends in a great measure liis success.

The importance of drainage is now so well understood, both Ijy the farmer and the

landowners, that it becomes a matter of course that the latter should undertake to get

it done ; at least, this is the case on many estates ; and the benefit the proprietors them-

selves derive from it will doubtless influence others.

With respect to the length of a lease, twenty-one years is the shortest term that a

tenant can insist upon, as capable of securing justice to himself or the land. All the

plans of a good farmer on entering upon a farm ought to be prospective in regard to the

profit, which is not possible with a short lease. Some landlords will grant leases only

for three years, renewable or otherwise, at the expiration of the term, at the pleasure of

cither party, upon six months' notice. But the very terms of such a holding imply that

suspicion on either side which will effectually prevent the tenant from farming the

land to the best advantage. Many of the most essential operations of good husbandry

require a longer time than three years to bring them to a bearing, so as to reap the full

advantage of them, or to obtain even a return of the outlaj'. The consequence is, that

with only a three years' lease, the land must necessarily be farmed in a slovenly and

superficial manner, unsatisfactory to the landlord and profitless to the tenant ; who thus

farms at the " point of the bayonet," wedged in between a suspicious landlord, who is

watching, by his land agent, all his proceedings, and the land, which requires aii outlay

that common prudence forbids him to incur.

A tenancy at Avill or from year to year is, if anything, still worse, because even a

common dressing of farm-yard manure is not exhausted in one season, and one of

mineral manure will not begin to repay the farmer before the second or third season.

It would, therefore, be madness for him to incur the expense of such operations, under

the possibility of having a six months' notice to quit from the landlord's agent, in order

tliat his employer and the next tenant may share the benefit together ;—the one by an

increase of rent in conseqiience of the improvement of the land, the other by tlic profit

accruing from his predecessor's outlay.

We do not deny that many English estates are managed, without leases, on liberjil

principles, and that on such properties there is a mutual understanding existing between

the landlord and tenant, that gives the latter a moral security in the permanence of his

possession. On such estates, families have resided as tenants at will for successive
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generations, with perfect confidence ou both sides. But even in these cases acts of

oppression are sometimes eommittedj as in tliat of Mr. Wetherall, referred to at vol. i.

page 15 of this work, which alone is suthcient to give a tenant at Avill warning that he is

never secure in the occupation of his farm, however strictly lie may have adhered to the

covenants he entered into, and however advantageously for the estate he may have

farmed the land.

The necessity for a tenant-right in England, similar to that which has long existed

by custom in some parts of Lincolnshire, is seriously felt by those who hold land from

year to year ; and it would be as much to the advantage of the owners of land and the

public at large as to that of the tenant. A yearly tenant is at present precluded by

common prudence from expending money in permanent improvements, which, if under-

taken, would greatly increase the value of the estate as Avell as the profit of the tenant.

And although it would not Ijc advisable to give a tenant farmer a right to lay out what-

ever money he chose in permanent improvements without the consent of his landlord, and

to charge the estate with the outlay upon his leaving the farm, yet for such improvements

as are necessary for the profitable cultivation and management of the land, the landlord

ought to be amenable to the outgoing, or the relatives of a deceased, tenant to the full

extent of their remaining value. " When a tenant leaves a farm in a better state than

lie got it, the landlord will receive a higher rent for it from a new tenant. Whether

the outgoing tenant has a claim for compensation, in such a case, depends upon circum-

stances. If the tenant paid as much rent for the land as it was fully worth at the com-

mencement of his lease, and no rise of prices had taken place during it, I should say

that the landlord is obligated to him, and should make him some compensation for his

liberality to the land; but if he got the farm at a low rent, according to the terms of

an improving lease, and prices had risen in the interval, then I say he has no claim for

compensation. He has enjoyed the possession at a rent less than the rack-rent, and

the rise in price, which would of itself have raised the rent during his entire lease.

When the tenant has voluntarily undertaken buildings, fencing, and draining, even with

liis landlord's consent, that landlord would be unreasonable who would refuse him all

compensation ; but all these matters ought to have been settled in the lease, and it is

only within the covenants of that document that the ' right ' of the tenant should be

found. The claim of ' right ' is specially put forth for the tenant at will, in order to

induce him to improve his farm ; but such an expedient is but a poor substitute for the

security conferred by a lease. TIte strugyle should be, therefore) for the lease, and not

for the ' tenant-r'ujht.' " *

On some estates a corn-rent is paid by the tenant, and, upon a. prima facie view, this

appears to be the most advantageous to the tenant. But if we look further into it we

shall find that the question has two sides to it, like most others. A good crop of wheat

—which is usually the grain that determines the rent—involves a low price, and

con.sequently a low rent, according to the principle of a corn-rent. But a low price of

wheat does not always indicate a bad year to the farmer. On the contrary, the excess

of production sometimes far more than compensates for the lowness of the price, and

thus the farmer is benefited both ways. On the other hand, with a deficient crop, high

prices generally intervene, and consequently a high rent ; but in many cases a high price

is but a very inadequate amends for a deficient crop, and the farmer is thus made to pay

* .Stepneas's " Book of the Farm," vol, ii. p. 511,
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in rent for what is absolutely of no pecuniary benefit whatever to him. In some parts

of the country the corn-rent is settled according to the imited prices of wheat, barley,

and oatSj and the value of these per quarter forms the standard upon which to deter-

mine the amount of the rent. Still, however, the same objection to the principle

remains, although there is not always the same relative value between the three descrip-

tions of grain.

Stephens, who is, to a certain extent, favourable to a corn-rent, thinks that all

difficulties may be adjusted by a compromise, under which half the rent shall be fixed

and paid in cash, and the rest in produce, or the value of produce ; and he gives the

following specimen :
—" Supposing the rent of the farm had been estimated at £1,000 a

vear, and that the average prices of grain at the time w^ere, for wheat iOs., barley 22s.,

and oats IGs. per quartei'j so that about 128 quarters of each sort of grain at those

prices respectively would make up half the rent, thus :

—

The rent
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rule of cuuvcrsiou, and not the price of the year for wliieli the rent is payabU'. lu the

hitter case the rent woukl be iu the inverse ratio of the tenant's ability to pay it."

^Vhilst, however^ the competition for farms is so great—and it is more likely to

iucrcasc than diminish—rents will eontiuue to advance,* whether they be money or corn

rents; and means must and will be found to increase the produce iu order the better to

meet it. The changes that arc takiug place in husbandry through the employment of

steam iu cultivation, and the extension of thorough draining and subsoiliug, will produce

a revolution, beneficial alike to the landlord, the tenant, and the agricultural labourer.

"With regard to the restrictions upon the tenant farmer in the covenants of a lease, as

we have already said, they ought to be confined to the last live years of the term,

because to prevent a good farmer from making the most he can of the land is both

unfair and opposed to all improvement. Whilst a lease is in full operation the farmer

knows his own interest too well to pursue a system of husbandry that will reduce his

produce, and consequently his profits for the remainder of the term. Towards its close

it may be necessary to confine him to a certain course of cropping, // it is uncertain

whether he Avill remain on the property after the expiration of the term. 13ut even

then restrictions may be rendered unnecessary if the plan pursued on the Ilolkham and

AYoburn estates be adopted, namely, entering into a fresh agreement for a new lease five

years before the expiration of the old one, by which such security is given to the tenant,

tiiat he has no interest in scourging the laud by over-cropping, but every inducement to go

on upon the best and most beneficial system, both for himself and the land. Restrictions

ill such a case will be a "dead letter." But as not every farmer has so managed the

laud he held as to induce the landlord to grant a fresh lease, restrictions may be

necessary to restrain the bad farmer from over-cropping the land the last five years of

his term, which, with the certainty that he would not obtain a renewal, it is most

probable he would otherwise do. It is impossible, however, bj^ any restrictions to con-

vert a bad, slovenly, or fraudulent farmer into a good one, and the best mode of dealing

with such an one is for the landlord to get rid of him as soon as possible.

SECTION VII.

AUTDJiN CONTINUED.—COURSE OF CROPPING.

Although upon first entering on a farm it is almost impossible for a farmer to deter-.

mine what system of husbandry it will be proper to pursue, until he has ascertained the

quality and condition of the soil, and its various descriptions—for there are some farms

on which all varieties of soil are to be found—a really practical man will be able to foiin

u general opinion of the routine he intends to pursue. At the same time there may be

circumstances in the condition of the land that will make him widely deviate from the

course he would othenvise follow. "We recently conversed with an intelligent farmer

* An instance has just occurred in ScotlaiiiJ, A (irst-rate tenant of a large farm in the East Lothians whose lease is

abont to espire, offered a considerable advance of rent. But a vouug mar. opjilied for it and oiTcred 3 linUuh ofichf.'l

per acre more for it—in all, 17 bushels, which, at the present low price of wheat—sny, 5*. per bushel, is £4 5i, jur .-.crc!

Vhcre will this stop ?
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who bad entered upon a farm the previous Miohaehiias. On asking liiin what system of

cropping he intended to pursuCj he replied that he should give the whole a bare fallow,

as the several fields came in rotation. The reason he gave for so antiquated a system

was, that the out-going tenant had left the land in so foul a condition that the fallow

would be the only effectual mode of getting it into oi'dcr; but that when once cleaned,

he would farm it upon a different system. We do not say whether the plan adopted by

this farmer was the most beneficial that could have been pursued, but we mention it to

show that circumstances may compel a tenant, on taking a farm, to go out of his regular

plan of cropping to get the land into a sound and healthy state.

Although it is impossible and useless to lay down precise rules for the cropping of

land, because there is so vast a difference in the quality and condition of soilsj that

whilst one will bear almost any amount of ill-treatment without sigus of exhaustion^ others

require constant renovation by fallow crops—such as the light lands of Norfolk—yet it

is for the interest of the tenant-farmer, in all cases, so to manage his land on a system as

to keep its fertility at the highest pitch. He should not, because a field is in excellent

'' heart," steal a crop of grain extra of his course, and thus reduce it to the level of the rest

of the farm. A proper arrangement of the laud is one of the first objects that ought

to engage the attention and solicitude of the farmer on entering i^pon a new occupation;

and this requires both skill and judgment, and knowledge of the quality and condition

of the soil. This knowledge he can acquire, in the first place, by analysing the soil of

different parts of the farm, as the quality varies, and by inquiring amongst those who

have been accustomed to work upon the laud, forming at the same time his own opinions,

strengthened by observation. If the course of cropping is dictated by the lease, as is

'sometimes the case, there is no room for hesitation or inquiry in the matter.

Before the middle of the last century farming was conducted in the most loose and

desultory manner, without any system calculated to raise the amount of produce, or to

improve the quality of the soil. The bare fallow, and then two, three, or four white

crops, according as the land would bear it, was the ]'ule ; whilst root crops or clover

intermediate, were the exception practised by veiy few. Arthur Young was one of the

first writers who threw light upon the subject ; and we have seen, in the high condition

of the poor lands of Norfolk and other counties, the wonderful effect of his instructions.

The course of cropping in that county is chiefly the four-shift, namely, turnips, barley,

clover, wheat. Sometimes the clover is allowed to remain till the second summer, when

a "bastard summer-tilling " is given to the land in preparation for wheat. This system

is very little deviated from unless it be occasionally to give the clover land a coat of

manure the second spring, and dibble it with peas, which take the place of the summer-

tillage, the wheat being then sown or dil)blcd upon the once-ploughed pea-stubble.

Some of the light-land farmers, if their covenants do not forbid it, will take a crop

of spring wheat after turnips, instead of barley ; in many cases they are baffled by the

failure of the clover, which will not bear too much or too early a repetition, and they find

it necessary to vary the green crop by sowing altcriiatcly red clover and ray grass, trefoil

and ray grass, &c., mixing a proportion of white or Dutch clover with either, to thicken

the " bottom." On very light sandy soils the clover aud ray grass are allowed to stand

three years in order to give them solidity for the wheat crop. Both peas and beans arc a

good preparation for wheat, as they do not exhaust the soil of tliose constituents that the

latter requires. In many parts of the country, where the land is strong and rich, beans
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and wheat arc alternately cultivated for many consecutive years witliont exhausting the

soil. It is well to vary the course on the light and mixed soil lands hy substituting

for the turnip, mangold-wurzel, or carrot, or cabbages, so as to avoid having the turnip

too frequently. The difl'erent kinds of turnips also, as the Swede, or the Yellow Globe,

Avhcn alternated with the "White Loaf, will have an equally beneficial effect in preventing

failure.

The rotation on clay lands is less definite than on the gravels and sands. On some

farms the bare fallow is still maintained, and the coiirse then is as follows :—Fallow,

wheat with manure, beans, wheat with manure, clover, oats or wheat. For a clayey

loam :—Fallow, wheat with manure, clover and ray grass, oats, beans, wheat. These

crops are now, however, varied with mangold-wurzel and turnips, on tlie drained

clay lands. There is much less reason for the farmer, now than formerly, to be

restricted to a certain course of cropping, since the introduction of condensed artificial

manures, and the improvement in the condition of the land by drainage and subsoiling.

Experiments on an extended scale have proved that it is almost impossible to '•sicken"

the land of any given crop sown consecutively year after year, when these essential

improvements have been efi'ected ; and although the mixed husbandry will continue to

be practised, for the obvious reason that animal produce is as much in demand as vege-

table, the growth of two or three white crops in succession, where plenty of artificial

manure is employed, is not now considered so injurious to the land as it once was.

The conditions, however, on which these deviations from the established custom arc

rendered admissible are, draining and subsoiling, as already stated, high manuring, and

the free use of the hoe for the extirpation of all weeds. When, therefore, with these

preliminaries observed, it is desirable to obtain a second or a third crop of grain in

succession, there can be no objection to its being done, provided the covenants of the

lease do not interfere to prevent it.

The folly and injustice of such restrictive covenants become more and more apparent,

as high farming prevails. One of the first farmers in the kingdom stated to the writei-,

short time since, that he would at once adopt the Lois Weedonsystem of wheat culture

on part of his laud, were it not that the covenants of his farm prevented him. The mis-

fortune was, that his farm belonged to a great public institution, the laws of which were

as unmitigable as those of the Medes and Persians, and were enacted for all time ; and

thus a body of enterprising tenants arc tied down to a set of restrictions which were

imposed when agriculture Avas, at it were, "running about with the shell on its head,"

like the young lapwing j and nothing but an act of parliament can set them aside.

AYe are no advocates for unrestricted liberty to a tenant ; but we are enemies to absurd,

imjust, and impolitic covenants, which have no other effect than to keep Ijoth the land

and the tenant in poverty. Rational restrictions, subject to revisal as the system of

husbandry requii'cs it, no one can object to, except those on whose account they are

needed. " Laws," says an old An-iter, " were never made for men of honour : they

want no bond but the rectitude of their own sentiments ; and laws were only made to

bind the Adllains of society."

The late Lord Kames remarks on this subject as follows :
—" In a lease of this kind,

what chiefly ought to be kept in vieiv is to restrain a tenant from impoverishing the

land, and yet leave him at liberty to improve it; resembling a British monarch, who

has rmbounded power to do good, find none to do mischief. In this variable climate.
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the tciiaut must not be tied down to invariable rules of cropping ; an unusual season

—

hot, eold, drj', or wet—will necessitate him, for a j'ear at leasts to abandon the best plan

of cropping that can be coutrived beforehand. This observation is not intended tc

banish rules altogether. Some tenants^ like some kingSj may be trusted with unlimited

powers ; but such powers would be no less destructive to the generality of tenants

tliemselves than to their landlords. Tenants, therefore, like kings, must be fettered

;

but in what manner is a question no less difficult than useful. They ought not to be so

fettered as to bar improvements ; nor left at liberty to do mischief." *

It is highly to the honour of a large land proprietor to be surrounded with a

tenantry whose ancestors have lived for many generations upon the estate, and can

confidently look up to him as a friend they can trust, as well as a landlord to whom they

are amenable. Such tenants can feel an interest in the land, because they know

that whilst they conduct themselves well and do justice to it, they are secure in the

occupation, and that their children after them, if they have any, will be pi'efcrred to

strangers, f Such landlords have no need to put their vacated farms up to public auction

to find OTit their extreme value, or to offer them for competition to the highest bidder.

The argument that "a thing is worth just what it will fetch" may hold good where

there is little competition ; but in the case of land, where there are perhaps a hundred

competitors eager to obtain it, we question wliether the landlord's interest is consulted

iu exciting an undue emulation, for the purpose of obtaining the highest possible rent.

Tills system has been pursued in Scotland by some landowners, and the consequence

is that rents have risen there to double Avhat they are in England. The Scottish farmers

are the best judges whether the profits of farming are sulticiently high to justify the

very high rents they pay j but we very much doubt whether the tenant finds anything

to fall back upon to make up his rent after such a season as that of 186'2.

The rationale of a rotation of crops is well explained by Sir Humphrey Davy. It

rests upon the now well-known fact, that different plants contain difi'erent constituents,

and that whilst one will feed upon or assimilate some ingredients of the soil or manure,

others will take up those which have been left, and thus a crop is produced without any

exhaustion of the soil. Liebig also follows in the same course of reasoning. " Where

two species of plants are cultivated on a field of the same nature throughout, that

species which generates the greatest quantity of the organic constituents of the blood

(compounds containing nitrogen and sulphur) will remove from the soil the greatest

amount of inorganic constituents (phosphates). The one plant will exhaust the soil of

* The " Gentleman rarmcr," p. .llS.

t The writer could uame many of the Ilolkham teiiaalry whose ancestors have held the same farms fur nearly eighty

years hack. At the begiuaing of the preseut century, ouc of the teuauts was ou his dtath-beJ, though comparatively a youuf;

man. His kind landlord went to see him, and finding him very much depressed, asked if he had anything on his mind.

The dying man pointed to his weeping wife and family of fourteen, children as the sullicient eanse of his distress. " Jlake

yourself easy about your children," said Jlr. Coke. "If Ihcy conduct themselves properly, \ Tvill find farms for all the

sons as they become capable of managing them ; and if the girls marry respectable farmers, I will do the same for their

husbands." And he kept his word; for many of the family are still tenants on the estate; and the farm on which Ihc

father died is still in the hands of the son of the oldest at the time of the father's death. Another instance came under

the writer's notice:—A tenant who held a valuable lease on very advantageous terms applied to Mr. Coke for leave to

dispose of it. " Certainly," ho replied, " if you wish it ; but what do you want to leave for ?" The tenant referred to

some heavy losses he bad sustained by the failure of some merchants, which had not left bim capital enough to carry on

the business to advantage. " I don't want to lose yon," replied Mr. Coke, " and perhaps we can manage to prevent Iho

necessity for it. How much capital do you recpiire to go on?" He named a large sum, and Mr. Coke direcled him to

call on his agent, to whom he would give directions to advance to him the sum he had slated.
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these iiigredieutSj but it ni;iy still reiiKiiu in ii good condition lor n second kind of plant

requiring a smaller quantity of phosphates, and may even be fertile for a third kind.

" Hence it happens that the greater development of certain parts of plants, such as

the seeds, which contain much more of the organic constituents of the blood than any of

the otlier parts, exhaust and remove from the soil a much greater amount of phosphates

than would be done by the culture of herbaceous plants, tubers, and roots, these being

jiroportioiially much poorer in the above ingredients. It is further evident, that two

plants growing together on the same soil will share its ingredients between them, if

they both require in equal periods equal quantities of the same constituents. The ingre-

dients taken up into the organism of one of the plants cannot be used by the other." *

The learned chemist shows that the cultivation of two or more grain crops in sucees-

sioii has the same result as sowing double the quantity of seed in the same space of

ground. In the latter case, if the space only contains a sufficient quantity of inorganic

materials for ten plants, and twenty arc crowded into it, they could only attain half

their proper maturity. But in the former case, the deficiency, if it exists after the first

crop, may be supplied by bringing ui) the subsoil, or a portion of it, to the surface,

Avhich furnishes a fresh supply of mineral elements, and thus renews the fertility of the

field. It is on this princij)le that the Lois AYeedon system of wheat-culture is founded.

\Vithout subsoiling, neither Jctliro TuU in the beginning of the eighteenth century, nor

!Mr. Lawes in the present, could raise a produce of more than IG bushels per acre;

and the latter gentleman came to the conclusion that it was not possible, with proper

culture, to exhaust the soil below the capability of producing that quantity of wheat.

But the Rev. Mr. Smith has, by bringing up the subsoil, obtained Si bushels of wheat

on an average of thirteen consecutive years, without manure.

Liebig divides agricultural plants into three sections—namely, potash plants, or

those the ashes of which contain more than half their weight of soluble alkaline salts;

Ume plants, those in which that mineral predominates; and silica plants, those which

contain the largest proi)ortion of silica. The potash plants cultivated on the farm arc

the beet, mangold-wurzel, turnip, and maize. The lime plants include clover, beans,

peas, and tobacco. The silica plants comprehend wheat, • oat.s, rye, and barley. The

following are the constituents of these plants : f

Silica

PlanU.

Lime
Plants.

Potash

Plants.'

Oat straw with seeds

Wheat straw

Barley straw with seeds . . . .

Kye straw

Tobacco (Havannah)
Do. (Dutclij

Do. (grown iu an artilicial soil)

Pea straw

Potato haulm
Meadow clover

Maize straw

Turnips

Beet-root

Potatoes (tubers)

Ileliauthui tuberosus

Ralls of

Potash and
Soda.

3-1'

22

19

18
21'

23

2'J'

27-

4-

3;r

?r
81-

88-

85-

81

00
00
00
05

3-1

07
00
82
20

20

00
60

00
81

30

Salts of Liiuc
and

3Iagncsia.

4-00

7-20

2,V70
10-52

C7--I1

02-23

5'J-OO

03-74

59-40

50-00
0-50

18-40

12-00

14-11)

15-70

02 00
01-05

55-03

03-S'J

8-30

15-25

12-00

7-81

30-40

4 90

lS-00

' I.icbig's " Chemistry of Agriculture," p. 150.

VOL. II.

+ Ibid., p. 156.
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This general classification, as tlie autlior calls it, sufficiently explains the propriety of

varying the succession of crops on the farm, although in some cases they submit to

exchanges and modifications -which, to a certain extent, alter the proportions or even the

elements. Thus, there are some plants in -(vhich the alkalies may be replaced by lime

and magnesia. On the other hand, the haulm of the potato belongs to the lime plants,

-whilst the tubers are classed -with the potasli plants. The practical application of this

classification is obvious. '•' WJien we take into consideration the quantity of ashes and

their known composition, we are enabled to calculate with ease, not only the particular

ingredients removed from a soil, but also the degree to -which it is exhausted of these hy

a certain species of plants, belonging to the potash, lime, or silicious plants."* This is

clearly set forth by Liebig in the following examples :—A soil, consisting of 4 Hessian

acres, has removed from it by a crop of

Whuat,

Peas.

Rve.

( la straw

i In coru

C In straw

(, la coru

f lu straw

' la corn

Beet-root witliout leaves

Helianthus tubevosus .

•Salt of Potasli

and Soda.

lbs.

95-31 ^

35-20 )

154-40)

4403 Ji

40 73 >

4205 j

lbs.

130-51

19842

82-78

361-00
556-00

Salts of Lime.
Magnesia, and

Peroxide of Iron.

34-75 >

33-80 j
54-80 "(

16-66)
36-50)
21-32)

lljs.

67-55

371-46

57-82

37-84

104-00

Silica.

lbs.

200-05

46-60

139-77

The same surface is deprived by the.^e crops of the following quantity of phosphates ;

Peas.

117
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6tli. Such ])laiits as eminently exhaust the soil, as the grains and oil plants, should

only he sown when the land is in good heart.

7th. In proportion as a soil is found to exhaust itself hy successive crops, plants that

are least exhausting ought to he cultivated.

The correctness of these deductions is, after all, only conditional ; for experience has

proved, in the case of the Lois AVcedon and other husbandry, that crops of the same

grain may he cultivated with success year aftei' year, for an indefinite period, without

manure, but icith effectual pulverisation of the soil, so as to admit the air. There is no

reason can be assigned why a piece of laud that has grown a crop of wheat, or any other

grain, this year, should not be able, under certain conditions, to grow the same plant

next year, and the next, and the next still, and so on. It only requires' that it should

have restored to it those elements of fertility of wliich the first and succeeding crop has

deprived it, to enable it to sustain the i-epetition. " Why should it not ? Its condition

and capahilities are the same. To ascribe choice and discrimination to land is to trifle

with our understandings. Why, then, has experience shown the superioritj^ of changing

the kind of grain over that of continuing to ci'op the same land with the same kind ?

To this it may be answered, that whilst the business of agriculture was conducted

independently of principle, there was no other, and certainly no better, guide than

experience. Hence the failure of crops, when repeated too often in succession, suggested

the expediency of change. And a change being found to succeed, it became a maxim

to guide the farmer, who has continued to respect it to the present hour."*

There is no reason, however, to think or to apprehend that the system or practice of

hushandry in Britain will ever undergo any such change as to involve the general

consecutive cultivation of any particular plant, although it may not be contrai'y to the

nature of the plant, or injurious to the soil. The mixed husbandry of grain, roots, and

green crops is now a necessity of the country, not only on account of the manure that is

thereby raised, and the cleaning of the soil that it involves, but because the demand for

animal food of all kinds renders the production and fattening of cattle a profitable

branch of the profession. Nor is it likely that the landed proprietors would admit of a

departure from the present mode of cultivation that would be so liable to abuse by

reckless tenants. At the same time, the covenants of a lease ought to be reduced to the

most liberal scale and construction, so as to allow a tenant to vary the succession as the

condition of the land and the circumstances of the farm may require.

It is a question, too, which ought to be decided by experiment, whether the TuUian

husbandry and its improved type, that of Lois AVeedou, in either of which no manure is

employed, would not produce much greater crops if the land were manured. No
practical man can doubt that white crops and others exhaust the soil of those ingre^

dients, especially the inorganic, which enter into their composition ; or that after a

crop, there remains less of those materials than before ; or further, that certain

manures are calculated to restore them to the soil : so that while the atmosphere

undoubtedly will supply the organic constituents of plants in sufficient quantity at all

times to meet the wants of a crop, the mineral elements of fertility admit of no natural

increase from without, and are therefore liable, unless they arc artificially restored to the

soil from the crops taken, or otherwise, to be in time exhausted. How long a process it

will require to eficct this exhaustion depends upon the nature and composition of the soil,

* Grisenthwaitt's " \ew Theory of AgiicuKure," p. 124.

g2
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some being mucli richer iu those uuueral elements than others. AA c daily see and hear

of instauees in which sucli deteriorations take placCj and of soils that require the applica-

tion of mineral manures^ such as lime, niarl^ &c., to qualify thcni for growing certain

crops. And certainly the restoi'atiou of the ingredients taken from the soil by the straw

and grain, as well as other crops, when converted into inanure, must add to the stock of

those materials remaining in the soil. We cannot, therefore, but think that both Tail

and the llev. IMr. S. Smith, of Lois Weedou, have erred in supposing that manure is an

useless addition to wheat cidture, and that it is impossible to exhaust a soil of the mineral

elements.

The following table, by Boussingault, shows the amount of the mineral elements of

fertility taken from the soil by five crops grown iu succession on the same field :

—

Iligrcdicuta uf llie Suil.

lbs.

1

.

A year's crop of poUtoes (tubtrs ouly) 246'8

2. ,, wheat, straw, and corn 3710

3. „ clover C2(J

4. ,, wheat, 488 0, and turuips, lOS'S 5yG 8

5. ,, oats, corn, and straw 21D0

Iu addition ,, beet-root (without leaves) 3'J9Ti

„ ,, peas, with straw 6180

rye 2S4 G

„ „ llelianthus tuberosus GCO

Thus, the five crops removed from the soil in five year.-? 2j04'96 lbs. of its inorganic con-

stitueiitSj and from no known natural source (except the subsoil or the application of

mineral manures) can these be supplied but by returning the whole or a part of the

produce when converted into manure. Every other method of restoring fertility has its

limits; and it appears probable to us that the Lois Weedon system of cultivation, when

the subsoil as well as the upper soil is exhausted of its mineral constituents by repeated

cropping, will fall back to the normal condition ascribed by Mr. Lawes to the soil at

Uothampstead, in which the average produce is 16 bushels per acre. The following

experiments of AViegmann aiul Polstorf show the necessity of supplying the constituents

of plants where they are deficient :—
In a white sand treated with aqua-reyia, and freed from the acid by washing, they

planted barley, oats, vetches, and tobacco. The barley and oats, being watered with

water free from ammonia, grew to the height of li foot, and blossomed, but proceeded

no further, and withered. The tares reached 10 inches, and also blossomed and formed

pods, but produced no seeds. The tobacco only reached 5 inches in leaves without any

stem. The analysis of the sand showed its composition to l)e

—

Silica, in 1,OUO parts 'J7'J 00

I'otash 3-20

Alumina 8'7U

Peroxide of iron 315

; Lime 4 84

ilagnesia O'J

Loss oac

1,00000

With the same sand they mixed an artificial composition of difl'crcnt suits, prepared in

the laboratory. In this they sowed the same seeds, which all llourished iu the most

lu.\.uriaiit manner, and yielded perfect seeds fully rijicncd.
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'While, tlicreibro, tlierc arc general priiiciplcL^ wliicli point to a rotation of crops as

one of the means of sustaining the fertility of the soil, the farmer who enters upon a new

tract of land has to make himself acquainted not onh^ with its physical condition, natural

and artificial, but also the climate as favourable to the cidtivation of certain plants

nioi-e than of others. Thus, the rotation that is adapted to Ireland and the western

counties of England and Scotland, where the climate is generally moist and warm^ under

the influence of the Atlantic and the Gulf Stream, would be luisuitable to the eastern and

northern parts of the kingdom, where the atniosjdiere is dry and cold, feeling the

influence of the German Ocean and the North Sea. Nor is there less difference between

a strong clay and a light gravel or sand, each of which requires a rotation of crops suited

to its nature. It is quite true that modern improvements in cultivation have enabled the

agriculturist not only to modify the influence of climate, but, to a certain extent, actually

to alter it, so as to render it capable of admitting the growth of plants that were formerly

unsuitcd to it.

Latitude is au important element in the agricultural capabilities of a soil, and

therefore in the course of cropping to bo observed. This, again, is modified by the

geographical position of the country. The decrease of temperature as wc ascend to a

higher latitude is varied by the relative situation of the place in respect to the prevalence

of sea or land in its vicinity. Thus, the central countries of Europe are always hotter in

summer and colder in winter than those parts bordering on the western coasts, in the

same latitude. The situation of Cork, in the south of Ireland, is 10' below the latitude

of Chiswick, on the banks of the Thames, but the mean temperature is nearly 2" higher

at the former than in the latter place ; and the range of the thermometer, between the

seasons, is considerably less. Thus, in Cornwall the range is 1G'86°, whilst in Middlesex

it is 2-l'63". It will, therefore, be easily conceived that plants which would not flourish

in the latter will be perfectly at home in the former place, which will consequently require

a difl"ereut course of cropping.

The farmer, therefore, in determining a course of husbandry has many things to take

into consideration, as well as the actual state of the land as left by the neglect or other-

wise of his predecessor. In writing on this subject M. Boussingault has made the

following important observations :

—" That there is no absolute necessity for an

alteration of crops, when dung and labour can be easily procured, is undeniable.

Nevertheless, there are certain plants which cannot be reproduced upon the same soil

advantageously, except at intervals more or less remote. The cause of this exigence on

the part of certain plants is still obscure, and the hypotheses propounded for clearing

it up, far from satisfactory. One of the marked advantages of alternate culture is the

periodical cultivation of plants which improve the soil. In this way a sort of compen-

sation is made for exhaustion. TJie main thing to be secured, in the rotation of crops,

is such a system as shall enable the husbandman to obtain the greatest amount of

vegetable produce with the least manure, and in the shortest possible time. This

system can be alone realised by employing, in the course of rotation, tliose plants loMch

draw laryehj from the atmosphere. The best plan of rotation, in theory, is that in which

the quantity of organic matter obtained most exceeds the quantity of organic matter

introduced into the soil in the shape of manure. But this does not hold good in

practice. It is less the surplus amount of organic matter over that contained in the

manure, than the value of this same matter, which concerns the agriculturist. The
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excess required^ and tlie form in wliicli it should be produced^ must vary widely according

to locality, commercial demand, and tlie habits of the people—considerations wholly

apart from theoretical provisions. One point in theory that should agree with practice

is this— that in no case is it possible to expect more organic matter, and particularly

more azotised organic matter, than the excess of the same matter contained in the

manure, which is consumed in the course of the rotation. By acting upon another

presumption, the productiveness of the soil would be infallibly lessened. Hence it may

be inferred how closely the study of rotations is connected with that of the exhaustion

of the soil." *

The practical application of the above observations is given by M. Boussinganlt in

the following analyses of the crops of a five years' rotation, showing the quantity of

mineral matters taken up by thenij and the excess of those matters conveyed by the

manure, t

Potatoes, 1st year

Turuips, half crop, 1st year . .

Wheat, 2ud and 4th years . . .

Wheat straw

Clover, 3rd year

Oats, 5th year

Oat straw

Slim of mineral substances . .

Mineral substances in manure

Excess of mineral matter ia manure

Mineral
Substances
in the Crops

lbs.

113
50
50

358
281
39
00

954
7,583

6,628

Phos-
phoric
Acid.

lbs.

13

3

24
11

18

G

It

76f
90

13^

Sulphuric
Acid.

26*
304

277^

chlorine.

lbs.

3

1

16

32

16

liime.

lbs.

2

5

1

30
70
1

5

114
533

419

Magnesia.

lbs.

6

2

8

18

18

3

U
56*

136

79^

Potash
and Sihca.

Soda.

lbs.

58

19

15

34

77
5

17

6

3

242
15

20
24

225 310
339 5,049

114 4,739

The excess in the manure of mineral matters is to be accounted for by the dung of

the cattle and horses by which the hay-crop and other fodder is consumed, and by the

earths mixed with the compost; and explains how the fertility of a soil may be sustained.

The excess of organic matters is equally important, and is quite independent of that

supplied by the atmosphere, which of itself is sufficient to support vegetation (as is

proved by the Lois Weedon system). But the regular supply of mineral matters

depends, in the first place, on the supply contained in the soil itself; and secondly, on

that imparted to it by the manure.

One of the most important objects in establishing a regular rotation or succession of

crops on a farm is the regularity with which each work of the season presents itself to

the mind and attention of the husbandman, whether the master or the labourer. Tiic

first has the rotation always present with him, and his orders are given without the

hesitancy attending the management when the course of cropping is indeterminate.

On the other hand, the labourers are equally conversant with the work they have to

perform, and with the routine of their labours. They have before them the work of

each season, each month, almost each day, so far as the weather will allow ; and the

regularity with which each process presents itself for execution is unbroken. It is to

this regularity and order in the processes of agriculture that we may ascribe the high

position it has attained amongst the industrial institutions of the country, and the large

* Boussiugault's

t Ibid. p. 497.

' Rnral Economy," pp. 459, 4G1.
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amount of produce obtained from tlie soil^ as compai'cd with tliat of otlicr lands. In

no country is tlie soil so uuremittiugly drawn upoHj but tlie ample compensation made by

the large amount of forage crops, not merely sustains, but increases, its fertility ; whilst

the improved systems of tillage, and especially the introduction of steam cidtivationj

open a prospect of future success, to which no man can assign a limit.

SECTION VIII.

AUTUMN CONTINUED.—THE FARM SERVANTS.

I.\ forming au establishment on a newly-taken farm, there is one important obligation

devolving npou the agriculturist, which is frequently too little attended to, but on which,

in a great measure, depends not only the pleasure and enjoyment with which this inte-

resting business is conducted, but, to a greater or less e.xtent, its successful resiUt. We
refer to the condition and treatment of the farm labourers and servants, to whose care

and assiduity the farmer will have to look for the proper performance of every operation

in husbandry. We have already spoken on this subject; but we feel it to be of such

importance, and one that is so much ignored in the present day, that we trust we shall

not be deemed impertinent if we still further insist iipon it—especially in treating of

that season of the year when the near approach of winter renders inattention to the

welfare of the labourer, on the part of his master, not simply a blunder, but a crime.

The health of the working man and his family depends in a great measure upon the

condition in whicli he lives, in regard to house-room. If his cottage is not wind or

water-tight ; if every shower that falls, or every wind that blows, penetrates tlirongh the

)-oof or through the doors or walls ; if the drainage is bad, or the presence of nuisances

is permitted in the immediate vicinity of the cottage, or the rooms for sleeping are so

lew and small that there is no separation of the sexes ; if all or any of these evils exist,

and are not remedied, it is impossible that either the health or the morals of the inmates

of such dwellings can be preserved. Nor will the working man, after his day's work is

done, sit down contented in such a cottage, but will betake himself to the public-house

or the beer-shop, in eithei' of which lie is not only sure to receive a hearty welcome from

the landlord, and a seat at a comfortable fire, but he will meet with companions who, like

himself, are driven by the discomforts of their homes to spend their evenings, and the

money that belongs to their families, in imbibing intoxicating liquors, to the further injury

of their health, and the destruction of their natural feeling for their wives and children.

Nor does the enl stop here. It is a well-known fact, that both in town and country

nine-tenths of the crimes which bring the perpetrators before the magistrates, are occa-

sioned by drink ; and that the beer-shop and the public-house are the greatest of curses

to the families of the agricultural labourers, as well as to the woi'king classes in towns.

Sixty millions sterling are spent annually in the United Kingdom for intoxicating

liquors ; and we have no hesitation in saying that if, instead of being spent thus, the

whole sum were thrown into the sea, it would be a benefit to soci'ety. IIow much more so,

then, if it were appropriated to the physical and intellectual improvement of the labourer
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and Lis family ? Tliere are a few—and we trust tlie number is increasing—who abstain

from these dens of crime and drunkenness : who husband their resources, to expend them

upon their families ; who entrust their wives w itli the disposal of them, and find that they

are faithfully accounted for and judiciously laid out. Compare these men and their

families with those whose earnings are spent at the beer-shop, and it requires no vciy

gi'cat judgment to say which is in the most desirable condition.

It is therefore for the interest of the farmer that he sees to the condition of the

cottages of his labourers ; and if he himself has no power to improve them, to urge iipou

his landlord the task of doing it. The latter is as much interested in the case as him-

self; for nothing can be more disgraceful to the owner of a large estate than to have

upon it a drunken, immoral peasantry, driven thereto by his neglect of their physical

comfort. Such men are unworthy of the property they thus abuse.

Especially should the farmer avoid setting an example to his labourers by frequenting

the public-house himself Many have been thus misled, and have acquired drinking

habits from those of their masters; and we have even known the latter so sunken him-

self as to sit at the public-house fire with his men, and get intoxicated with them. Sucli

cases, however, arc not common ; but it has been a practice with some farmers to pay

their men at those houses, where they arc enticed to leave a part, at least, of their wages

with the landlord.

At best, the life of the agricultural labourer is dull and cheerless. To rise early
;

work hard and continuously ; eat literally the bread of carefulness; compelled to look

at ever^' j)enny of his meagre pittance of wages, barely sufficient, where there is a family,

to keep body and soul together, with the dreary and bitter prospect of the workhouse

before him in case of sickness or old age, but without the me:ms of warding off the evil

day,—there is surely enough to excite the sympathy of an upright and feeling employer,

and a desire, as far as possible, to improve his condition. The first step in that direction

is the improvement of his cottage, so as to render it a healthy and comfortable home for

h.im after his day's labour. If tlie e.cecution of this devolves upon the landlord, it is the

duty of the farmer to see that it is attended to. The steward of an estate is, or ought

to be, at all times ready to hear any suggestions on this head, which is of as much

importance to the interest of the proprietor as any branch of rural economy. "We believe

there is a growing conviction of this truth amongst the landed interest, and that +hey

begin generally to feel the importance of promoting the moral and physical improvement

of the peasantry dependent upon them as residing upon their estates. As for those who

think that the best way of settling this question is to pull down the houses inhabited by

the labourers, without giving themselves the trouble to build others, and tlius drive them

out of the parish or oft' the estate, and get rid of them altogether, we have nothing to

say to such men, except that they are their oivn enemies, and are neither to be envied or

imitated. Destitute of a conscience, and ignorant of the obligations attached to the

possession of property, their object is to lessen the poor-rates by compelling the labourers

who work for them to reside in other and distant parishes. In this they have the law

on their side negatively, because they cannot be compelled to build cottages or prevented

from pulling them down. But morally their conduct is fraudulent and base. Any one

of them would prosecute to the utmost a labourer who killed a rabl)it or a partridge,

M-hich are no man's property, whilst they themselves set examples of dishonesty a

thousandfold wo;>e, because there is no warttm the case to create a temptation.
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Next in iniportar.ce, iu the jn'oiuotiou of the welfare of the labonrer, is to provide for

the improvement of liis mind, by a course of education suited to his condition. The

employment of machinery will render this a necessity, because it will be the interest of

the farmer that men on the spot should be qualified to work the machines, and thereby

avoid the expense of professional engiuecrs, who arc at present employed. It is, there-

fore, quite time for the agriculturists to take this subject into consideration, and make

provision for the education and training of the youthful peasantry in those branches of

knowledge that will qualify them for taking tlieir part in the wonderful changes in

agriculture that are now inevitably approaching. ]\Iany employers have alrcadj' seen

tiie importance of this, and have established institutions on their properties that must

work a moral as well as physical and intellectual revolution amongst their peasantry.

As an example of this, we may allege the conduct of Mr. Holland, tlie proprietor of the

Dnmbleton estate, in the Ijcautifnl vale of J'^vesham, in AVorccstcrshire. This gentleman

has pulled down the only public-house on the j)ro])erty, and, in lieu of it; erected schools

and reading rooms ; whilst new and comfortable cottages have been built to supersede

the miserable hovels that existed, previous to his accession to the estate. The conse-

quence is, that upon selling the property to the Due dMumale, he leaves a contented

and happy jicasantry, with the certainty that, if the same course is pursued l)y his

successor, the next generation will be far more enlightened and intelligent than tlieir

predecessors.

These are tlic most important points as regards his workmen to which an agricul-

turist on taking a new farm should direct his attention. Whatever may be the pressure

of other business to occupy his time and attention, lie may rest assured that his future

comfort and welfare are bound up in that of the mc'i iu his employment, and that in

proportion as he consults their interest and happiness, he will promote his own. Other

questions— as that of wages

—

will regulate themselves according to the custom or iisage

of the country, and the price of the necessaries of life. But the moral, intellectual, and

physical irapi'ovement of the peasantrv' must originate with the owner and occupier of

the soil, and it is at their own peril that they neglect it.*

SECTION IX.

WINTER—THE SEnONB AGRKri.TrHAL SEASON.

This second season may be said to commence at the time when the operations of

autumnal tillage and culture are mainly concluded ; the root-crops taken up and housed
;

the live stock provided for in the homestead or in the fold ; and every preparation made

for tiie campaign between the closing of the " lohecil-seel" and the preparation for

• We are glad to be able to bring forward an exaniijle, on a large scale, of the ra])ability of the agricultural peasantry

to qnalify themselyes for executing the most elaborate works of machinery. At the large establishment for the manu-

facture of machines, of the most eipensive description, belonging to Messrs. Garrett and Sons, at Leiston, in Suffolk,

800 hands are employed, the greater part of whom were born and brought up in the parish and its vicinity. Much to the

credit of the spirited proprietors, and the benefit of the parishes around, they always employ and train natives in

preference to strangers.
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depositing the spring corn. From this period the domestic animals of the farm must be

supplied uitli food to a great extent by the hand of man, and being thus brought of

necessity under his more immediate notice, they constitute, in the absence or the few-

ness of other occupations, a constant source of interest and anxious solicitude. Humanity

and kindly feeling towards the brute creation are called into exercise at this season by their

very helplessness to procure for themselves the food necessary to sustain life ; and the same

instinct which leads them to look to their owners for their daily rations ought to estab-

lish a tacit sympathy and attachment towards them on the part of the latter, that will

cause them to treat with kindness the beings tlms dependent aipon them. Nor is this

merely a duty ; for the interest of the farmer is as much involved in a sedulous atten-

tion to the welfare of the live stock, as the claims of humanity ; and whilst a want

of system in their management indicates a deficiency also of the knowledge essential to

the proper conducting of that branch of rural economy, it equally stifles those feelings

of humanity that lead to their good treatment in other respects.

Whilst the season is open and the frost keeps off, the plough should be kept at work

in breaking up the stubble lands that were not ploughed in the previoiis season. It is

of more importance to do this than most farmers are aware of. The decay of the stubble

of a stout crop of wheat, when turned into the earth, is almost equal to a coat of manure,

whilst it is wholly lost if allowed, by the neglect of ploughing, to waste itself on the

surface during the winter. This is independent of the large benefit the soil will receive

from exposure to the atmospheric influences of which we have already spoken. The

satisfaction of having this operation performed before the ground is frozen, can only be

appreciated by those who understand the beneficial effect.

When the frost sets in, and the ground becomes hard enough to bear hca\'3' loads,

the horses and tumbrils should be set to work in carting out dung from the stable and

the cattle yards. It is usually laid in heaps in the field on which it is afterwards to be

spread, but sometimes outside the field and near the gate, if there is room for it. This

is done in order that the dung may be carted at any time without waiting for frost—in

that case, to avoid cutting up the land with the cart-wheels. It is, however, more

convenient to have the dung-heaps in the field, and in such a position as to cause the

least labour and carting in spreading, when expedition is of the greatest importance in

agricultural work. The manure first taken out should be laid ixpon the field that will

receive the first sowing or planting, whether potatoes and oth.er roots, Swedes, mangold,

the white-loaf turnip, &c. This is of importance, because the dung requires to lie until

it is well rotted Ijcfore it is applied.

The spade must be kept at work in cutting new or cleaning out old open drains,

where this work has not been attended to in the previous season. Open weather is the

best for this work, especially before snow falls. It is much more difficult to perform in

a hard frost; and it is especially required to carry oft' the heavy rains and the melting

snows, in which the excess of moisture will be injurious instead of beneficial to the laud.

At such times the most efficient under-drains, and the best pulverised soil and subsoil,

are insufficient to carry off the water fast enough to prevent it from chilling the soil and

injuring the vegetation. These open drains, however, should not be confined to the

wheat field or other lands under crop. The stubble lauds, after being ploughed, will

receive e(|ual benefit from them, in being thus laid dry at an early period, so as to come

forward for another ploughing early iu the spring.
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Under driiiiiing-,. strictly speaking-, is not usually winter work. But ifj on taking a

new farm, tlic tenant finds that any part of the land intended for an early erop—say,

spring wheat, for instanec—is so saturated with water as to retard the proeess of prepa-

ration for the sowing, it will be desirable to lay iu the drains at once. If this is the

landlord's work, there is no doubt thatj upon a proper representation of the case, he will

direct it to be done.

If the mangolds and turnips have not yet been stored for want of time, the farmer

should avail himself of whatever dry open weather still remains, to complete this most

essential work. The first sharp frost that comes deprives these roots of their foliage, and

thus gives a fair warning that the next will attack the bulbs when without their covering,

which will assuredly destroy the mangolds, and deteriorate the white loaf turnip. If,

however, the latter are to be left remaining in the field until wanted for the cattle, it

will, at any rate, be advisable to have a good stock laid in during dry weathei-, to avoid

cai'tiug them whilst the land is sodden with water, as is frequently the case in early

winter. Every precaution ought to be taken to avoid carting over the land at such

times, it being very injurious to the succeeding crop.

Formerly, when the flail was the only iaipleraeut for threshing out the corn, that

operation was a tedious one, and occupied the entire time of one or more labourers,

according to the size of the farm, or the quantity of arable land. The tasker was then a

standing institution, and, in most eases, the same men were employed at the work during

their whole lifetime, whilst any of it remained to do. In the winter this was especially

necessary, in order to supply the cattle with straw ; and the number of " taskers " was

never increased, except at those times when it was desirable to prepare an extra quantity

of corn for market, in anticipation of a falling price. At ordinary times the work was

so regulated that the cattle always had their straw fresh from the flail, in which state it

is more valuable, either for litter, or for feeding the cattle with. The threshing machine

has changed all this, and one day's work with it will thresh out as much corn as ten or

twelve men with the flail. When, therefore, a stack of wheat is threshed out, which is now

regulated by the market price, or by the pecuniary arrangements of tiie farmer, the straw

is stacked in the same yard, or it is lodged in a straw-barn, which is generally situated

near the cattle sheds or byres. If stacked, it ought to be thatched, in order to keep out

the rain, which, if the fall is heavy, will materially injure the quality. If it has to

remain long, it will amply repay for thatching.

In wet weather there are various employments to occupy the labourers under shelter,

such as chaff cutting, breaking beans, and other grain, with the hand-mill ; overlooking

the horse-gear and repairing it, if only slightly out of order, which most teamsters can

accomplish; cleaning out the sheds and outhouses, &c. There are times, however,

especially during a protracted frost, when the farmer finds it difficidt to employ all his

men, and is yet loth to turn off those who, in such cases, are supernumeraries. Where

firewood is plentiful, some men may be occupied in breaking it up for fuel ; and in a

large establishment, the saw, and the beetle and wedges, will keep many hands from

standing idle.* The delivery of grain, and the fetching of manure, when it can be

purchased at a reasonable price, will occupy the teams at such seasons. The employ-

ment of condensed manures renders the acquisition of stable dung from towns of less

* Wood, however, is much dearer fuel than coal, even if the butt-cuds of trees can be had for nothin", oa account of

the labour of "riving" them. It is only for want of other employment that a labourer should be so engaged.
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consequence ; and it is only wlicn t!ie teams cannot be employed on other work that a

iiiodern farmer Trill fetch it from the distance his predecessors were wont to do. We
liave known a lifflit-land Norfolk farmer send a wa£;o;on and four horses six davs in the

week throughout tlie year to Norwich, a distance of six miles, for a load of dung. This

was done at the expense of at least £500 a year. He would probably now, if living, lay

out as much in guano and bone-dust, with much greater effect and with much less of

cartage. It is usual still, when taking a load of produce to a town to bring back a load

of manure, whether stable dung or night soil.

This is the season for cutting the underwood in copses for making the wattled

hurdles. The copse or coppice is usually natural, consisting of various kinds of brush-

wood mixed with dwarf timber trees, and sometimes a few straggling full-grown ones

that have had strength of constitution enough to overcome the disadvantages of a poor

soil, and the crowded neighbourhood of the inferior vegetation. Such coppices are

generally found on the borders of gentlemen's parks and woods, as a protection to the

game, and they mainl}' consist of a mixture of oak, ash, hazel, and willow. Other

kinds of dwarf trees, however, are mixed with these, and the whole are used for

different purposes—such as hop and other poles, hoops, hurdles, rakes, handles for

spades and other implements, spokes of wheels, firewood, &e. A considerable quantity

is made into charcoal in some of the large forests. Some of the oak coppices are allowed

to grow for twenty years and upwards, when they pay the proprietor a rental of from

20*. to 2i>s. or 30s. per acre per annum. These, however, are generally not felled until

the spring, on account of the bark, and it is the same with the birch. Hazel and ash

are principally employed in making hurdles, hoops for brewers' casks, aiul shafts for

rakes and spades, crates, &c., and they are allowed to grow from two to six or seven years,

according to the purpose for which they are designed. The willow- is of various kinds,

as the Saliv vi.minak's (or common osier), SciILv rubra, SalLr forhhuia, Salix stipniaris,

Avith many other species. These also are used in making hoops, hurdles, crates, poles,

scythe and rake handles, for which purpose they are cut about every five years. The first

is chiefly used by the basket-makers. The Salix caprea, or goat sallow, will sometimes

make shoots 8 or 10 feet high the first season after cutting. For purposes that require

larger wood, the Salix alba and the Salix riissellian.a are the best adapted. Those kinds

that are cut annually for basket-making will require to be renewed every nine or ten

year.s, as they become weak from exhaustion.

The coppice that was cut the previous year or two should now be looked over,

and all the weak or superfluous shoots removed, to give room for the better growth

of tliose that remain. The oak should not be thinned until nine or ten years old,

as the bark will then be valuable. If new coppices are required, the ground should be

trenched previously, and the sets or cuttings put in at distances according to their size

when grown, the larger kinds, as the oak and chestnut, at 5 or G feet apart, wliilst the

osier and other basket willow need not to have more than 2 feet. Open drains should

be cut, to carry off the superfluous water ; and special care should be taken to protect

the coppice from the depredations or inroads of cattle, as nothing suffers more injury

from them tlian the young wood. Coppices arc very profitable if properly managed,

and they afford occupation to the agricultural labourer at a season of tlic year wlicn

other work is difficult to be obtained.

Plantations of forest trees that require thinning, should now be attended to. 'I'hr.se
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that liiuc bc'cu planted iVoin twelve to twenty years Mill liavc attained a height and .size

that render them valuable for agricultural i3urposes, and there is always a ready t^ale

for them. AVherc timber is plentiful their value on the spot, as they are usually sold, is

not great ; nevci'tlieless, where the plantations arc extensive they bring in a considerable

sum.* Frequently the butt ends of tlie oak, heech, chestnut, &e., that are thus cut

down are allowed to renniiu in the wood for the purpose of producing coppice M'ood to

form a shelter for the game. The timber trees left, having got the start, do not apjicar

to sutler from this plan, although their progress can scarcely be so rapid as if they had

the sole occupation of the ground.

When uew plantations of forest trees arc required now is the time for commencing.

As a preliminary the ground should be trenched, and open drains cut at intervals to

carry ofl' tlic water. These, liowever, will not be wanted after the trees are grown to any

size, as it is found that they absorb all the moisture that falls. Trees are propagated in

several ways, as, by seeds, by cuttings, by layers, and by suckers or ottshoots.

In raising oaks from seed the acorns from older trees, though small, are preferable to

those from young ours. At any rate the seed should be perfectly sound. It should first

be made to germinate in moist earth; then cut oft' the radicle or tap root, and plant or

sow it in the seed-bed. If this plan is not pursued the young plant, when at five or six

years old it is taken up to be planted, has a tap root, four or five feet long, with a stem

of not more than one foot higli ; and if the tap root is then cut oft' it seldom lives. I5nt,

by cutting oft" the radicle in its first growth, the seed pushes out horizontal roots, which

I'cndcr it easy and safe afterwards both to take up and to plant. The seeds of all trees

should be gathered in the autumn, or early winter, before the snow falls, and kept in a

dry place until they are wanted for sowing in the spring, which is the safest time,

although they are sometimes sown in the same season in Avliich they are gathered.

The time for planting fruit trees extends froni the autumn to the spring, when the

buds begin to swell, or rather at any part of that interval when the weather is open and

the ground dry—certainly not in very wet or severe frosty weather. " October," says

Miller, " is the best season for planting trees that lose their leaves in ivinter, provided

tiie soil be dry. In a moist soil it is better to defer planting till the end of February or

beginning of !March, and tender plants still later."

lu transplanting trees from the nursery they cannot be planted too thick, provided

they are thinned out in time, as they shelter each other from the wind and cold. At the

height of 8 or 9 feet they require thinning, to prevent them from rubbing against

each other by the wind. Shorten the branches of the weakest trees, to give room to

those that are to stand ; and, a year or two aftci', cut them down entirely. If they wei'-i

cut down in the first instance the remaining trees would throw out branches horizontally

instead of shooting upwards. AVlieu the trees have risen 18 or 20 feet, aud have

become well rooted, they should be thinned so as not to be nearer each other than

their own length. If closer they prevent the free circulation of the air, and become

unhealthy. This may be seeu in many plantations of firs where they have been left too

thick. In that case they are without branches, except at the top, whilst the trunks or

stems make little nicrease in size. Thinnings of the size stated are always in good

* When Mr. Coke siiccteJed to the Hulkham estate he iilauteil large quautities of be;cb, fir, and oak. Tliuit were

thinned out annually, aud brouglit in £2,000 a jear. A bceck or lir pole uf U inelits diameter near tbe butt was sold at

from \s to 1*. SiL on the spot, and made cseelleut hurdles.
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demand. A Mritev in the Edhihuryh Journal of Agriculture gives a statement of tlie

produee of 750 acres of tliinnings, with the expenses, ivhich Litter, however, eau hardly

be eharged against the trees sohl, as tliey belonged to the whole range of plantation,

over 1,000 aeres. The following is the statement :

—
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The uiau theu sprinkles tlic loose mould over it, tlie boy sliaking the plant from time to

time during the operation, to ensure the roots being all in contact -vvitli the soil ; the

earth should theu be pressed down with the foot round the stem, which stands upright,

and rather deeper in the soil than it stood in the seed-bed. Tlic pit should only be

filled up to within 3 or 4 inches round the plant, in order that moisture may be

retained. This is the more ncccssaiy where the laud slopes on hill-sides, and especially

ou gravelly soils. For such plantations a rainy season after their formation will greatly

accelerate their growth.

Frequently the ground is prepared previously by trenching, which, however expen-

sive it may be, will amply repay the outlay, by the greater certainty and more rapid

progress of the trees. Kot only will the plants take more rapidly to the soil, but their

roots will at once strike into the loosened sub-soil, whilst a corresponding growth will

be seen in the stem. In this mode of planting, the ground must be kept quite clear

from weeds ; and it is no unusual plan to take a crop of potatoes or other produce that

requires hoeiug, in order to ensvu'c cleanness and pulverisation of the soil, both of

which promote the growth of the trees, w'liicli is generally nearly double that of trees

planted without preparing the gromul.

When a plantation is to be formed on ground that has been previously covered with

timber, it is absolutely necessary to trench it, both in order to get rid of the old roots

and to give the soil the advantage of a fallow, without whieh the new plantation would

scarcely succeed. On such laud the soil is hard and dry, whilst the old roots intersect

it in every direction, and form an obstacle to tliose of the young trees. The same kind

should never be chosen for this purpose. Tims, where firs have previously stood, a

luixtiu-e of diiferent kinds of forest trees— as ash, birch, beech, oak, &c.—would be

advisable, that those which thrive best may be retained when the time for thinning

them arrives. We have known manure pat in with young plants with very good eflect,

the progress made by them being far more rapid than in the ordinary mofle of planting.

It is seldom, however, that manure can be obtained in sufficient quantities to practise

this mode. A less desirable method is that of forming the new plantations whilst the

old trees are still standing. Unless the latter are very thinly scattered over the ground,

there is not much chance of a healthy growth for the young ones, which require every

advantage of soil to promote their progress under the circumstances.

In forming an oak plantation it is usual to plant the ground previously with pines

for shelter, leaving spaces bare where the oaks are to be placed. When these nurses

have had two or three years' growth, the pits may be formed for the oaks, which being

planted at the usual time of year have a far better chance of success than if put iu

alone, or simultaneously with the other trees. Beech, on the contrary, shoidd always

be planted alone; for as it is a tree that domineers by its rapid growth over other kinds,

if mixed with them, it would throw out horizontal branches instead of shooting upwards.

But if planted thickly alone, it will push up a tall clean stem, free from branches, until

it attains a good height, when, being thinned out at the proper time, which is when it

is about 20 feet high, they will form straight and valuable timber.

Lord Karnes recommends that in forming new plantations with a view to an early

profit, it should be begun by planting birch in rows with intervals of 6 feet, stirring the

ground about them the first two years. In the intervals sow acorns, chestnuts, or beech-

mast. In a few years the birch will form a thick wood, destroy the weeds, and shade
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the young plants below tlicni. The birclics must be cut out when they begin to injure

the trees under them, and will then aftbrd a profit, and leave the ground well stored with

more valuable trees.* If, in planting, the young trees have too much head, shorten the

large branches, leaving the small ones for carrying leaves, it being by these that the

perspiration is performed. The leading shoot should be carefully preserved, for if that

is injured or cut off, the tree will spread its branches widely, but will not attain any'

further height of timber, and will, in fact, become a pollard. The deeper a tree is

planted in the ground, the firmer it will stand against the wind when it is a timber, and

the less liable it will be to throw out useless suckers. This applies, however, only to

the larger kiuds of timber trees, and even these, where the subsoil is bad or very wet,

will be best planted near the surface. In the latter case the ground would pay for thorough

draining.

The high winds of autumn and winter are apt to displace the young trees, and some-

times to uproot them ; after such gales, therefore, the forester should go over the

ground and replace those whicli have been uprooted, at once, and set stakes p.gaiust

those that are bent over, and bring them again into an upright position, 'i'his work

should be repeated after every high wind while the trees are young, and until they have

got a firm hold of the ground, and are able to stand against the gales. Lord Kames says

that plautations sliould be thus visited after every high wind the first seven years of

their being formed ; and where the soil is only disturbed, it should be regulated with

the spade, and pressed firmly down with the foot, and that the neglect of this precau-

tion has caused great injury to many plantations. He also recommends that the

thinning should commence at the end of seven years, in order to give the trees that arc

to stand plenty of air to breathe.f In some of the moorlands of Scotland, so rapid has

been the growth of the larch and other fir plantations after thinning, that at thirty years

of age they have realised a profit to the owners of fi'om £'S0 to .£{)() per imperial acre

after every expense is deducted, varying in amount according to the distance from a

market for the wood.

The laveh is considered the most durable and valuable of the fir tribes {Conifcra),

being a closer grained wood, and when jilaced iu the ground is much longer before it

decays, although it grows rapidly and attains a large size. For paling it is double the

value of the Scotch pine, and is reckoned equal to any kind of hard wood of similar size.

A plantation of thcsd trees thinned out to about 250 to the aci'c, will, at the age of forty

years, be worth £100 per acre; and, if then further reduced to 120 to the acre, they not

only increase rapidly in size, so as to form valuable timber in ten or fifteen more seasons,

but a fine close sward comes up amongst them, affording pasturage of considerable value

for sheep and young cattle.

This tree was introduced into Scotland from England about the beginning of tlie

eighteenth century, and excited such a jiassion for planting in that country, that there

were soon very few estates that had not a larch plantation on them. The Duke of Atliole

was one of the first and largest, as well as most successful, speculators, and stimulated

others to follow his example. Thousands of acres of land, which previously did not bring

tiie proprietors a shilling an acre annually, were then covered with ])lantations that ha\c

since enriched their owners, and aflbrded employment to a considerable number of hands.

AVhei-e these larch plantations have been carefully attended to they have grown so

* The 'Gentluinaii Farm i,' ji. ^50. t ^M.,
i<.

iUO.
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rapidly that, at forty years old, they have reached 60 feet in height, and have sold at 20*.,

whilst the previous tliiniiiiigs have paid a much better rent than the land ever bore

before.

The most valuable of the hard wood timber trees are the oak, ash, and elm, all of

which grow to a large size. When they have reached 30 feet in height they should stand

at about 7 or 8 yards apart ; and ten years after every other tree should be removed, so

as to leave a space of from 14. to 16 yards between those left, or at the rate of from 300

to 350 trees to the acre. This will aflbrd them ample room to develop their branches,

whilst the free admission of air will stimulate their growth upwards. When the super-

numeraries are cut down, if the butt-ends are not removed they will throw out shoots,

which, if allowed to grow, will in time form timber trees. The strongest of these only

should be retained ; and they will be coming forward when the older t^ees are ready to

be cut down for timber. This faculty of the hard wood trees, to reproduce from their

stumps fresh timber trees, renders them very profitable, the jilantation being renewed

without any expense, and the growth of the young trees being more rapid and less liable

to interruption than that of newly-planted trees from the mu'sery.

Some of the poplars and tree willows are very durable under favourable circumstances.

The white-back willow, or aspen tree [Pupulus tremula, of Linnaeus), is a soft wood, and

yet in some situations is enduring. Some years ago, in pulling down a house that had

stood for several centuries, the workmen found two beams or rafters, one of oak, the other

of white-back. The oak was in a state of complete decay, whilst the white-back was as

sound as ever. On the latter was found cawed the following couplet :

—

" Heart of oak be he ever so stout,

Keep me dry, and I'll wear him out."

The wood, however, of the aspen, being more valuable for converting into domestic

utensils by the wood-turners, is seldom used for building purposes.

The beech tree grows to a very large size, and, when intended for timber, should be

planted by itself. It is fond of a chalky soil, and in such will grow rapidly. It will

bear to be planted and left near others, and will then rise with a straight stem GO or

70 feet, with few or no lower bi-anches. The soil of Gloucestershire appears peculiarly

adapted to this tree, and some hav* been known to attain the height of 60 feet with

scarcely a considerable branch, and 40 feet beyond that with the boughs. The beech is

used for making gun-stocks, and also extensively by upholsterers for making bedsteads.

There is no mode of occupying infei'ior lands so certainly profitable as by covering

them with plantations, suiting the kind of plant to the nature of the soil. We have

before spoken of the Holkham Woods, planted by the late Earl of Leicester, when

T. W. Coke, Esq., and which have been a constant source of profit to the owner. We
might add to this the plantations of the Marquis of Lothian, in the same county, where

a tract of the worst land in it (being a black gravel), has been converted into flourishing

plantations. Some of these were formed 50 years ago, when the property belonged to

the Earl of Buckenham, and they now consist o-f valuable oaks and other timber trees

of large dimensions. In a dry county like Norfolk the formation of woods is a public

benefit, because they attract and condense the moisture of the atmosphere ; and the

principal cause of England being a drier and warmer country than formerly is that

the forests have disappeared. It is a well-established fact that the famines which so

VOL. II. H
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frequently occur in Indiaj have been mainly occasioned Ly the destruction of the ancient

forests. This has been the cause of the recurrence of those severe periodical droughts

that prevail in that country,, producing a total or partial failure of the rice and other

agricultural crops. Many of the water-courses^ which were once considerable streams^

are now quite dried up a great part of the year. Even the valleys of the Jumna, the

Ganges, and the Indus, including 100,000 square miles, suffer from such droughts, except

during the rainy season, when they are flooded for several weeks.

That the presence of forests causes moisture, and their destruction drought, has been

demonstrated by Humboldt, Boussingault, and other naturalists who have made the

subject their study. The rationale of it is simple enough. The forest protects the earth

from the sun's rays in proportion to its height and denseness, whilst its foliage is con-

sidered to increase the accumulation of clouds and the downfall of rain. When the

forest is cut down, not only does this attractive influence cease, but the admission of the

sun's vertical rays to the bared surface of the earth, more especially in such a climate

as that of India, heats the ground to a degree and depth that dries up the moisture it

contains ; and thus the supply of water is cut ofi', both from the atmosphere above and

from the earth beneath.*

We shall close this subject by showing the actual increase of trees in twenty-one

yearSj in a plantation belonging to the Marquis of Lansdowne, six acres in extent. The

trees were put in in the year 1765, and the measurement taken in July, 1786. Tiie

soil was partly a swamj^y meadow on a gravelly subsoil. The plants were five feet in

height when put in, and tlie measure is reckoned from that height. The plantation liad

been thinned out.

Height in Feet.

Lombardy Poplar 60 to 80 . . .

Arbele 50 „ 70 . . .

Plane 50 „ 60 . . .

Acacia 50 „ 60 . . .

Elm 40 „ 60 . . .

Chestnut 30 „ 50 . . .

Weymouth pines 30 „ 50 . . .

Cluster pines 30 „ 50 . . .

Scotch fir 30 „ 50 . . .

Spruce fir 30 „ 50 . . .

Larch 50 „ 60 . . .

Ciicumference.
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SECTION X.

THE SECOND SEASON CONTINUED. -WINTER: ITS ENJOYMENTS AND OBLIGATIONS.

As night is the period of repose for animated nature, and that in which man, as the

superintendent of the works of God, enjoj's a brief respite from the arduous duties

]iis position, as such, involves, so winter is the season of repose for the vegetable

creation. Bound up by a low and ungenial temperature, the soil ceases—at least so

far as an outward development is concerned—to perform its functions in the progressive

reproduction of the fruits of the earth. Vegetable life is, in a manner, suspended, and

awaits in mute inactivity the return of a more genial season, when lengthened days

and a more powerful sun shall set it free from the icy fetters by which it has been

bound.

Having completed the important preparations for a future harvest which the first

season involves, and made arrangements for the comfort and subsistence of the dumb

animals dependent upon his care and foresight, using every necessary precaution to

soften or neutralise the effects of the severity of the winter's frost upon them, the

husbandman also finds a period of leisure, in which he may claim relaxation from his

excessive toil, and look around him to consider both the sources of enjoyment the

winter affords in rural life, and the obligations the season imposes upon him.

One of the most elevating and delightful pleasures afforded by the winter months

is the time and opportunity it gives for the cultivation of a literary taste. The long

evenings in which no out-door work or occupation intervenes, may be thus profitably

spent in the acquisition of knowledge that may be turned to good account in the

management of the farm. This is far more easy now than in the writer's early days,

when books were comparatively few and dear, and readers amongst the agricultural

class still fewer. Yet he has reason to consider it the greatest source of happiness in

life, that he Avas led to cultivate such a taste, of which he is now, at an advanced period,

reaping the benefit. But there is no excuse in the present day for a farmer to remain

in ignorance, when books on agriculture, and the sciences connected with it, abound,

and are accessible at a trifling outlay. Nor is a course of study of the sciences connected

with agriculture recommended as a mere source of amusement. It has become a

necessity, that a farmer of any pretensions to intelligence in his profession, and using

a series of modern machines and implements, many of which are of complicated

construction, shoidd know something of the j)rinciples on which they perform the work,

and what is necessary in order to economise the power to the best advantage. A degree

of such knowledge will be soon required of the common agricultural labourer, and it

will not do for the employer to be behind him in that respect.

Nor need the farmer to confine himself exclusively to the mere utilitarian branch of

study in his leisure hours. Books of history, geography, travels by sea and land, &c.,

abound, and yield a never-failing fund, both of instrviction and amusement, whilst they

enlarge the mind, and extend the knowledge of men and things. Every quarter of the

globe, and even its most remote and isolated portions, have been explored, and through

the press have become familiar to the public. By such works he will gain a knowledge

also of the different systems of husbandry in the various countries to which his studies

h3
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are directed, and will find, that however advanced the agriculture of his native land may
be beyond that of others, there is in all something to learn that will be useful to him in

his calling.

Still, perhaps there is no branch of study that will be so interesting or useful as that

of natural history, and especially that department which relates more immediately to

the cultivation of the earth and its fruits. This will open to him a fund of amusement

of the purest kind and of the most varied character. It will bring him at once into

direct contact with many of the physical sciences of which we have spoken already, and

will tend more than anything to enlarge his mind, and direct it to the contemplation of

that great Being by whose wisdom, power, and goodness the subjects of his studies were

created. To watch the process by which a grain or seed when thrown into the soil

becomes instinct with life, and commences the exercise of its functions by striking a

root downward and a stem or plumule upward ; with the one to select and assimilate to

itself the elements contained in the soil, the other, those of the atmosphere, necessary

for its growth and maturation is deeply interesting. An intelligent acquaintance with the

principles of nature will serve to guide the husbandman in the processes of his calling,

and can never, if studied with a due regard to the fulfilment of other duties, have any

tendency but to give an additional zest to the pleasures of rural life and its occupations.

It is an important circumstance, that the flood of useful knowledge spread over the

land should be accompanied by a multitude of periodical and other publications of a

sensational kind, calculated to attract the attention and pervert the taste of the young

student, especially one who by his secluded life and consequent little acquaintance with

the world, is not likely to be aware of their evil effect on the mind. Such works have too

often a licentious bearing, and not only weaken the mind and unfit it for a more robust

and useful course of reading, but they poison it, by confounding the principles of vice and

virtue in such a manner and in such language as to make the former appear at worst an

amiable weakness, whilst the latter is by exaggeration rendered ridiculous. Such

works are a pest to society, and have done more harm amongst young persons of the

present age than the writings of avowed infidels, because they sap the foundations of

truth and virtue in a guise that conceals their malignity, while they familiarise the mind

to the idea that vice, in youth at least, is venial. Let the young farmer, therefore,

avoid reading such publications, and employ his leisure hours in the perusal of works

which, while they convey valuable information, brace the mind, chasten the taste, and

fit him better to perform all the duties of his station.

The temperature of winter has not for many years been so low as to render it

oppressive, nor has the continuance of frost been so protracted as materially to affect

the agricultural and other industrial employments of the country. The only severe

and continuous frost of the present century was that of 1813-14', which commenced on

Christmas Day, 1813, and never broke up till the latter end of April, 1814, lasting

fourteen weeks, with scarcely a day's intermission. A fair was held on the Thames

above bridge for several weeks, and most of the rivers in England were completely

blocked with ice, so that all inland navigation was stopped, and but few water-mills

could be kept at work. Such was the case also in 1788, when the Thames was frozen

below the old bridge, and booths were built on the ice. .In 1795 also the frost was

severe, and continued to a late period in the spring, the snow and ice in ditches to the

north not being melted until June. It is probable that the extensive drainage of the
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couutiy, and the disappearance of the forests^ morasses, and waste lands, has had a

material effect iu modifying tlie climate and mitigating its extreme severity as

exhibited in former years. During last winter (1862-63) there were not more than two

or three days' frost of any severity the Avhole season.

Frost being merely the absence of heat and moisture, must have its origin in the

atmosphere. Its presence does not depend absolutely on the decreased power of the sun's

raySj otherwise it would be always continuous in its duration, and its severity would be

regulated by the increased action of the sun as the year advances. Instead of this, we

frequently have a mild temperature iu December and January, and severe in February and

ilareh. Experience proves that winds are the cause of frost, and the shifting character of

these agents produces that variable state of tlie weather we so often have in winter, as

well as in other seasons of the year. Frost generally makes its appearance in England

about the end of October, but is seldom very severe until the latter end of December,

when its continuance and severity depend in a great measure on the prevalence of the

north, north-east, or east winds.

Frost has seldom been known to penetrate more than ten or twelve inches into the

ground in England ; and when the surface is covered with a thick coating of snow, it is

seldom frozen at all. Heat is communicated to the earth by contact, not by radiation,

and is longer both iu being imbibed and expelled. If the snow falls at the commence-

ment of a frost, the earth has not time to expel the caloric it has received, and the snow

theu eftectually prevents it from escaping. In this ease vegetation continues to

progress, being assisted, rather tlian retarded, by the covering of snow. But when

frost suddenly appears after heavy rain and without snow, and especially upon undrained

land, the eSeet is sometimes very injurious. In this ease, the vessels of plants and the

fibres of the roots, being swelled with moisture, are apt to burst with the frost by the

expansion of the organic structure, and the plant dies. This, however, seldom extends

to the roots of wheat, whieli therefore suffers less than most other annual plants, the

foliage alone being destroyed. In a very severe frost the forests sometimes are much

shattered by the expansion of the vessels of the trees, which splits them from the top to

the ground, and materially injures, if it does not destroy them.

The beneficial effects of frost on the soil are well known, and its cause understood.

"When the land has undergone an autumnal tillage, and is left in a rough state or in

ridges, the frost takes hold of it, and, however hard or adhesive it may be, breaks it

down, and reduces it to a fine mellow condition. If the land is free from weeds, and it

is intended for spring sowing, it will require no other tillage than that of a scuffler as

soon as the frost is gone and the soil is dry. A strong tenacious soil would be rather

injured than otherwise by ploughing .after a hard frost, which would bring up a portion

of fresh earth that would still require to be acted upon by the atmosphere to reduce

it to a pulverulent condition. Frost effeets this by the expansion of the water contained

in it and its ultimate evaporation, leaving the soil dry, light, and I'cduced to fine particles.

This expansion, however, of the water is nothing more than the separation of its parts

in crystallising, by which they assume a new and different arrangement. This is proved

by the small cavities found at all times in ice, and which render it lighter than water, so

that, whilst the frost continues, it swims at the surface.

" Frost," says Forsyth, " may be considered as a plough superior to any that is

made, or can be made, by the hand of man. Its action reaches the minutest particles,
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aiidj by dividing and separating them, it renders the soil loose and friable. This opera-

tion is tlie most remarkable in tilled land, which gives free access to the frost. "With

respect to clay soil in particular, there is no rule in husbandry more essential than to

open it before winter, in hopes of frost. It is even advisable in a clay soil to leave the

stubble rank, which, when ploughed in before winter, keeps the clay loose, and admits

the frost into every cranny."*

The farmer must therefore look upon the severity of winter, which arrests the labours

of tillage, as conferring the largest benefits upon liim in the amelioration of the soil.

Nor is this inclement season without its enjoyments and pleasures, if he feels disposed

to avail himself of them. From some of these, it is true, the generality of tenant farmers

arc excluded by the game laws of the landlords (not of the legislature), and the only

acquaintance they have with sporting is confined to the privilege of feeding the game at

their own expense for the benefit and pleasure of the landlord. When the liberality of

the latter allows of the tenant shooting over his farm, it relieves the monotony of the

season to engage in that healthful and invigorating exercise, which can be done without

entrenching upon the time required for more serious and important considerations.

The advent of Christmas forms a delightful episode in the routine of the

seasons. Formerly this festival was coianected with absurd and superstitious observances

and customs, instituted at a period when the public mind was under the bondage of a

religious system which had borrowed largely from the heathen mythology both in

its traditions and its cistoms. We may add that with these observances was coupled a

degree of license in feasting but little in keeping with the solemnity of the origin of the

festival ; and however we may admire the open-hearted hospitality of ancient times,

f

our admiration is mingled with regret at the reflection that it usually was accompanied

with an indulgence to excess in drinking disgraceful to the Christian character.

We live under more favourable auspices ; and whilst the hospitality of the ancient

times is still kept up, and the season is one of delightful social and family intercourse,

the superstitious observances are suppressed, and those excesses by which tliey were

accompanied are no longer (at least, in respectable houses) indulged in. We cannot

imagine a more gratifying scene than is exhibited on Christmas Day at an old manor-

house in a rural district, when the whole family—perhaps a numerous one—is assembled,

and with them all the labourers and dependants, with their wives and children, invited

to partake of the owner's hospitality. The writer can recall many such occasions in his

early days when spending the Christmas holidays in such a home ; and he feels convinced

that the kindly influence of a liberal dispensation of the bounties of Providence amongst

the labouring class during the year, is greatly increased and rendered more valuable by

making the Christmas festival a sort of climax, at which " the rich and poor meet

together"—the one to dispense, the other to receive and enjoy, a portion of the blessings

conferred by Ilim who is " the Maker of them all." Especially should it be Ijorne in

* "Practice of Agricall urc," vol. i. p. 492.

t The boisterous hospitalily ot tlie rural gentlemen iu the time of Queen Ellzabetli is grnpliically Jepieted in the

words of the old ballad :

—

" Witli a gooJ old custom when Christmas is come,

To call iu all the neighbours with bagjiipe auj drum
;

With good cheer enough to furuish every room,

And old liquor able to make a cat speak and a nir.i dumb,

liike an old courtier of the queen,

Or the queen's old courtier.

"
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mind t'.iat this festival is the celebration of an event which conferred upon us an infinitely

more valuable and " unspeakable gift," the thought of which ought to chasten and refine

tlie feelings so as to prevent the abuse by intemperance of the blessings enjoyed.

There is a beautiful example of the kind of feeling and sympathy that ought to exist

between the husbandman and his labourers in the sacred Scriptures. When Boaz visited

his reapers iu harvest-time, his salutation was, "The Lord be with you;" and the

reply of the men was, " The Lord bless you." * Nor were these merely idle or common-

place words without meaning or intention. The sequel of the story shows that both the

employer and the employed spoke and acted on principle, and that, in accordance with the

manners of the patriarchal times, a liberal distribution of the gifts of harvest was an

indispensable duty, and an acknowledgment of the Hand from which they were received.

It would be well if such feelings and such principles still existed, and were more generally

acted upon in rural life. We believe that there is a growing sympathy springing up amongst

the agricultural classes, and that there is a greater disposition now than formerly in the

rich to mingle with the poor, and to promote both their moral and physical prosperity.

Such an intercourse and such eflforts will do far more than game laws and other legis-

lative enactments, to humanise and reform the deteriorated character of the labouring

classes in the rural districts.

" The poor you have always with you," was the reminder of Him who is the object

of the festival of Christmas ; and there is no period of the year in which an observance

of the admonition implied in it is more obligatory than in the depth of winter. In too

many of the dwellings of the agi-icultural labourers the comforts of life are always absent
;

and in some even the necessaries of life are possessed in so scanty a measure that the

wants of nature can scarcely be said to be ever satisfied. That man must have a hard

heart, indeed, who, when sitting at his cheerful and comfortable fireside, on a cold

v.'inter's evening, with everything around him to contribute to his enjoyment, never

bestows a moment's thought upon the condition of his poor neighbours, many of whom,

witli large families, can scarcely afford to keep a fire in the grate at all. " It is more

blessed to give than to receive ; " and there is a luxury in doing good that is worth ten

times the amount that it costs. Nor can we believe that the conscience of the man who

ignores this truth, and who acts on the principle that he has a right to " do as he likes

with his own," is always so completely at ease as to allow him to shut out the fact that

lie is responsible to a higher Power for the use he makes of the wealth that Power has

bestowed upon him.

When we consider the privations to which the rural peasantry are, under the most

favourable circumstances, we may say, born-—as their 07ily inheritance—we shall see

enough to excite our sympathy aiul desire to ameliorate, so far as lies in our power,

their hard lot. Speaking on this subject, a modern writer has the following remarks :—

-

" What a dull and cheerless life is that of an agricultural labourer ! Poets have praised

its peacefulness ; but death and the grave have been praised for this. The realities of life

on eight shillings a week have not been experienced by those who pretend such praise.

The dr-eariest blank for retrospect, no anticipation of a better temporal future, and a

constant present of half-satisfied wants, make up the history of many a labouring man.

He has cause enough for fear. The period of his employ is as fickle as the weather.

His health may fail, and then the Vi'orkhouse awaits him. What is there, on the other

* Ruth ii. 4.
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hand, to awaken his hope? The praise and satisfaction of his master may excite him to

good ; but how often is the expression of it exhibited merely in connection with the

society which gives its sovereign and parchment certificate to the old man, rather

than in the friendliness that is needed by the young man, for his help and encourage-

ment. It is in this friendliness on the part of masters, when exerted in a rational manner,

that the most hopeful aspect of the future life of the labourer is seen. If a master fear

to acquire any further knowledge of his men than the neighbouring magistrate, or the

list of their depredations, can furnish,—if he look on with the disgust which all this will

naturally inspire, and do no more than threaten to discharge the next offender, his men
will pilfer still, and live in ignorance still. But let a master get acquainted with his

men, or, what will be far more to the purpose, allow his men to get acquainted with

him : let them see him in other lights than merely the strict paymaster of their services—
in his efforts for their improvement; in the grant of the allotment field; in the

encouragement of schools for themselves and their children ; in his payment of wages

by the piece ; in his assistance of the more trustworthy and aspiring among them ; his

\iltimate establishment of the village reading-room ; his advocacy among them of the

savings' bank, the friendly society, and the temperance club ; and in the thousand

other ways in which a benevolent man may befriend his servants,—such efforts will soon

put a diflferent face upon the class among whom he lives and whom he employs." *

Nothing can be more true or striking than the above description of the lot of the

labourers—nothing more correct than the remedy proposed for the evils arising from the

general want of sympathy on the part of the master towards them. The majority of

employers, we fear, think they have performed all that the case requires when they have

paid their men's wages at the end of the week, and that they are in no respect account-

able for the manner in which those wages are spent, or in what way the labourers

spend their time when the day's work is done. With Cain, the first murdei-er, they

will reply to those who would urge them to a proper regard for the moral welfare of

their servants, "Am I my brother's keeper?" In neither case will the plea avail to

shake off the responsibility a more fortunate lot and a better education lies us under.

Yes ; we are our " brother's keeper " so far as to be I'equired, not only to set him

a good example, but to strive by overt acts, to the utmost of our ability, to ameliorate

his physical condition, and also to improve his mind by the dissemination of useful

knowledge.

Perhaps one of the most effectual methods of improving the condition of the agri-

cultural classes is the establishment of evening schools, for adults as well as for children,

in which the more useful branches of knofllcdge may be taught in such a way as to

enlarge the mind and impart correct ideas of history, geography, and other practical

subjects. At present these are a perfect mystery to them, and they hardly know the

meaning of the terms. Yet, it is to an intelligent acquaintance with the history of their

own country and otliers that we must look for the preparation of this and other classes

for that admission into the privileges of free citizens, and the exeixise of the elective

franchise, which will soon become inevitable. At present the agricultural labourer is

unfitted either by habit or education to appreciate the value of these rights; and to

bestow them upon him in his present state of knowledge would only be putting more

power into the hands of those under whose influence he necessarily lives.

' Morton's " Cydoinedia of Agriculture " —article, Labouber.
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A modern writer says—"The British labourer is the best livinff toolin the world

;

but here all his kiunvledge and intelligence ends. Beyond his field or his workshop he

generally knows nothing. There is no amount of ignorance or error of which he is not

capable. Art^ science, literature, the progressive history, and the accumulated discoveries

of centuries upon centuries, are for him as if they had never been. He knows nothing

of the face of the globe—nothing of the history or the constitution of his country

—

nothing of its poets, its philosophers, and its divines. The enthusiastic young clergyman

who enters on the care of an agricultural parish, fresh from the studies and honours of

the university, finds as great a gulf between him and the minds of his flock as if they

were the newly-converted natives of New Zealand. Shakspeare, Milton, Pope, Gray,

and even the sweet and simple Goldsmith, Addison, and Johnson—in fact, all other

national names, are as utterly unknown to the mass of the people as they are to the

population of China. The Bible and Prayer Book, the hymn-book, the spelling-book,

and arithmetic, with some theological and devotional tracts, constitute the whole of

the village literature ; and it is far from our purpose to dispute their value when they

are studied with sincerity and zeal. But, as we have said, all other literature, all other

history, all other science, the rustic knows nothing of. If he is old enough to remember

George IV., he may possibly be shrewd enough to conclude that there was a George I.,

but beyond that he knows nothing; ai^d, in general, if he were informed that

George I. was established in this kingdom by C»sar, or Alexander, or Abraham, he

would swallow it without the least hesitation, just as he would any other absurdity in

histoiy or science. In truth, so far as regards all these things, he is an utter barbarian.

Now, we must and will call this a deplorable fact. We never could get over it. If

literature, science, and other kinds of secular knowledge are allowable, useful, and

necessary for the higher and middle classes, why not also, in some degree, for the lower ?

Surely they want humanising as well as their betters. If they have fewer amusements,

and fewer means of occupying their leisure, that cannot diminish their want of mental

recreation and improvement. It can neither be expected nor desired that they should

become literary students, or take up science with an absorbing interest, seeing that their

labour unfortunately indisposes them for hard mental exertion, and work of the head

is apt to be incompatible with bodily toil. But we are asking somethlny ; as it is, there

is nothing."

The winter evenings are peculiarly adapted for the instruction of the rural peasantry,

whether the youthful portion or the adults. Generally they have nothing to do after

dusk, and either retire to their comfortless homes, and go early to bed, there to enjoy,

at any rate, a season of forgetfulness of their privations, or, as is too frequently the

case, repair to the public-house or the beer-shop, there to drown their grievances in

intoxication with bad liquor. It has, however, been found that wherever an efibrt has been

seriously and judiciously made to improve their moral and intellectual condition, they

have thankfully responded to the attempt, and have thrown themselves into the move-

ment with the strongest desire to reap the advantages it is calculated to bestow. Nor

is there any reason why this should not be the case. It is education alone that consti-

tutes the difierence between the rural class of peasantry and those above them, and, on

the average, the former are quite as capable of receiving instruction, and of benefiting

mentally by it, as the latter. The neglect of centuries may in some degree have blunted

their faculties, and rendered them less aware of the benefits of education ; but it requires
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only kiud and earnest endeavours to awaken tlie latent desire for instruction^ and when

once the attention is fixed, the chief obstacle is overcome.

Above allj the agricultural labourer, as well as every other class, should be early

taught that it is by his own exertions alone his futurfe lot will be determined; that

honesty, sobriety, and punctuality will always command and ensure respect ; and that a

contrary course is as certain to end in misery and ruin. A spirit of self-dependence

should be early instilled into his mind, as one of the leading principles of life, without

which nothing good or great can be expected from him, but which, if cherished and

kept in view, will tend to economy of time and money, and of eflbrts of all kinds to

improve his condition, that will save him from many of the evils otherwise attendant on

his station in life.

Many farmers are afraid to have their labourers and their children instructed, lest

they should become unfitted for their station in life. We believe this to be a great

mistake, and can aver, from our own experience, that we have always found the most

intelligent and instructed labourers to be the best and most efficient at any kind of work

to which they have been accustomed, and the quickest to comprehend anything that is

new. If any one doubts this to be the case let him turn, for illustrations of its truth, to

Australia, or New Zealand, or any other of our colonies. He will find there that the

most successful men are the well educated, who, finding themselves deprived, by casualties

and want of elbow-room, of the means of rising at home, have emigrated with the deter-

mination to begin with the lowest scale of employment, and depend on their own unaided

efforts to obtain a standing—and they have succeeded beyond expectation. We know

many such who, though occupying a superior station as educated men at home, accepted

situations as shepherds, or cattle keepers, in the colony. By their superior intelligence,

sobriety, and strict integrity, their rise was as rapid and as easy as in England it would

have been slow and difficult, if not impossible ; and they are now in possession of wealth

and all its comforts. And, although the English labourer cannot expect to reap so large

a benefit from education and good conduct, his employer will fiud that, generally

speaking, the Ijest instructed servant will be the best workman, and the least trouble to

him in regard to his comprehension of the orders given for the performance of any new

and important operation.

SECTION XI.

THE SECOND SEASON CONTINUED.—WINTER. -THE POULTRY V.VRD.

"VA INTER is the season for fattening poultry of all kinds for the market, as well as for

the farmer's table. We have already shown tliat this branch of rm'al economy has not

received that attention from the English farmer its importance would entitle it to, as

the most profitable part of the homestead, when the small capital it absorbs and the

comparatively quick and large return it yields ai'e considered. The poultry yard of

the English farmer is usually the perquisite of the females of the family, or is transferred
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to tlie wife with the dairy, on condition that its proceeds shouUl prevent the husband

from having to pay the grocer's or draper's bills. Even in this case it is considered by

him a grievance if the lady keeps too large a stock, so as to require an extra supply of

corn for hev profegees. When corn is dear this may be so, but upon the average of years

poultry will pay well both for rearing and fattening, whether for the farmer's own table

or for the market.

The demand for turkeys and geese iu Avintcr, and especially about Christmas time,

in Loudon and all. the large towns and cities, is very great. The former are especially

sent out in vast unmbers as presents by merchants. We have known in some instances

as many as five hundred turkeys sent as presents by one manufacturer at Norwich to

his customers in London and other places. Many tons weight of these birds and geese

are sent from Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Cambridgeshire a day or two before Christmas

;

and if the weather proves warm, serious losses ai'C sometimes sustained by their heating

and turning putrid. This was the case especially with those brought from the Continent

in sailing-vessels, which were sometimes detained by bad weather; but in general they

are now brought over Ijy the steamers, and being only a few hours on the passage,

escape such accidents.

In fattening fowls of all kinds, the most liberal supply of the best food is the most

profitable. Even if they are intended only for the farmer's own table, it is bad policy

to keep them in a half-fattened condition. Turkeys of the previous spring hatching

arc generally fattened to from 10 to 14' lbs. weight, though they sometimes attain to 18

or 20 lbs. These are the first hatched, the late birds seldom reaching more than from

8 to JO lbs. These latter, however, if well fattened, are exceedingly tender and delicate

eating, but have less flavour than the earlier ones. The stag-turkey is an over-year cock

bird, and these are sometimes fattened up to 35 or 40 lbs. They require to be hung up

in the larder a few days before cooking, otherwise they are apt to be rather hard fleshed.

It is commonly the practice, after the "shack" of the corn stubbles is cleared ofl",

to feed fowls twice a day in the farm-yard with the off-corn or light grain, whilst they

continue growing, and to "put them up" to fatten towards Christmas if they are

intended for the market. Boiled potatoes mixed with barley-meal or Indian corn

ground will fatten them very quickly, as will boiled rice, which, if the price is low

enough, is the best food that can be given to any fovifl. Stephens recommends boiled

potatoes, warm and light wheat for chickens, boiled potatoes and oatmeal porridge, both

warm, for turkeys, boiled potatoes and oats for geese, and boiled potatoes and boiled

barley, both warm, for ducks. The potatoes in all cases should be crumbled down and

mixed, in the mealy state, with the other food. Indian corn we know to be inferior to no

kind of grain for the purpose, but it must be ground, as it is too large to be given to fowls

whole. Whatever food is used it must be given regularly, at stated hours, and thrice a day

;

and there must be no stint of clear water. The houses or coops must be kept perfectly

clean, and not two kinds of birds fattened together. The fowl-houses should be airy,

and at the same time not over light ; and those appropriated to the turkeys and chickens

must have poles or laths fixed for them to roost on. When ducks and geese are

confined, a small pool should be sunk in the court-yard, into which a stream of water

from a pump can be conveyed by troughs or a gutter, for them to wash themselves.

The water should be constantly renewed for this purpose, by having the trough or

opening by which it enters the pool at the bottom, so that the dirty water may be forced
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upwards and nwaj tlirough the open cliaunel. ^Ye Mill add, that for the farmer's own

table a good stubble turkey or goose is far preferable to those fattened at home in tlie

coop or fowl-house ; and next to them are those that fatten themselves in the yard.

There are but few fowls hatched or even eggs laid in winter time, but, if required,

they may be forced, by keeping young hens of the previous early spring high, and

housing them warm. They should be furnished with clean straw for nests, and as each

will select her own spot, an egg should be placed in them, which will soon receive an

addition daily. Warm food should be given them twice a day, before they are let out

in the morning, and on their return in the afternoon ; and chalk and gravel should be

placed within their reach, as they always take both in small quantities, when at liberty

:

the gravel assists digestion, and the lime helps to form the egg-shell. It is seldom that

any fowls can be reared to advantage in the winter, as the trouble of attending them is

more than their value when reared, besides the hazard of losing them by a severe frost,

or by vermin, which always infest the farm premises in winter more than in summer.

Pigeons seldom hatch in winter
;

yet, where dovecotes exist, which is the case in

most of the old manor-houses, there are generally a few very late and very early hatches.

Farmers, however, are not generally favourable to this kind of birds, on account of their

voracity in the corn-fields. Of late years the increase of wood pigeons in Scotland—the

consequence of the extensive plantations of the last and present centuries, which are now

forming woods and forests—has compelled the farmers to form an association which

offers prizes for their destruction. One thousand oats were found in the crop of one of

these birds, and 510 seeds of barley in that of another. Taking these as the basis of a

calculation. Professor M'Gillivray says—" Supposing there were 5,000 wild pigeons in

Shetland or in Forfar which feed on grain for six months in the yeai", and fill their crops

once a day, half of them with barley and half with oats, the number of seeds picked up

by them would be 229,500,000 grains of barley, and 450,000,000 grains of oats—

a

quantity that would gladden many poor families in a season of scarcity. I am unable

to estimate the number of bushels, and must leave the task to the curious." Stephens

undertook to show that it amounted to 422 bushels of barley, and 780 bushels of oats

—

in all, 151 quarters of grain. Well may the Scotch farmers combine to destroy the

flocks of these birds which of late years have infested their country. The number of

these birds destroyed in the winter of 18G2, by the members of the East Lothian Club,

was 4,160.

There is always a good demand for the young pigeons of the dovecote, and the late

and early hatches bring high prices ; as much as 18s. per dozen is sometimes obtained

for them early in December and the latter end of March. In fact, the full-grown birds

of tlie previous summer are excellent eating, if the flock is too numerous, and the young

birds can be selected, Mliich is not diflHcult to those who are accustomed to tlieir habits.

Many farmers who rent manor-farms are compelled, much against their wishes, to

maintain a dovecote and a certain number of pigeons for the use of the lord of the manor,

which is quite equal in atrocity to kcc])ing a head of game on the farm. Unfortunately,

the tenant has too often to support both.

Decoys, for the purpose of catching wild fowl, are sometimes attached to farms in

which a low, marshy piece of ground witli a small stream of water running through it

exists. Winter is the season for working the decoy, if the weather is open enough for

the stream not to be frozen over. Artificial means are necessary to prepare both the
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stream and tlic shore for the purpose. The former shouhl be carried in p, winding

course to a narrow termination covered with reeds, rushes, and network ; and at the

idtimate end is a cage of network which shuts them completely in. On the banks which

slope gently upwards from the water are fences of reeds to conceal the decoy-man, except

at intervals where he shows himself to urge the wild fowl towards the cage. A dog of the

fox breed is employed also for this purpose; and when a sullicient number of the fowl

are assembled on the grassy bank, the dog shows himself, which causes them to rush

into the water. Decoy-ducks are mixed with the wild ones, and these swim naturally

towards the trap where they are always fed. The others follow unsuspiciously, and are

led to the extreme end, which, by being closed, seals their fate. Sometimes as many as

ten or twelve dozen are taken at one haul. As wild fowl, as well as all other birds, always

rise with their heads to the wind, in order the better to fill their wings with air, the

decoy can be best worked when the wind blows from the head of the decoy, otherwise

they would be apt to fly down towards the wide part of the stream, and thus escape.

Some decoys have several traps lying in dififerent directions, so that the dog and decoy-

man, who, in fact, are equally well up to their work, will manage so as to direct the fowl

to the one in which they will head the wind. There are much fewer decoys now than

formerly, the waste lands on which they stood being drained, enclosed, and cultivated,

and thus rendered more profitable to the owners. The same cause has led the wild fowl

to abandon many parts of the country where they formerly abounded, and their visits

are chiefly confined to the estuaries and such marshy forests as are still left in the

country. There are still some remaining in the Essex marshes, which, we believe, are

farmed by the neighbouring tenant farmers as appendages to their occupations.

In severe weather vast numbers of wild fowl come over from northern climates, and

frequent the estuaries around the coast. The fishermen at such seasons go out with a

long swivel gun of large bore fixed at the head of their boat. When they get near

enough within range they alarm the flock, and, taking aim just as they rise on the wing

from the water, sometimes kill six or seven dozen at one discharge. Both geese and wild

swans or hoopers are frequently mixed with the wild ducks and widgeons, but the hoopers

in much smaller numbers.

Formerly the profits of some of the decoys were at times very large. In 1795, which

was a severe winter, the Tellingham decoy in Essex, then in the occupation of Mr.

Mascall, netted, after paying every expense, .£800 sterling, the only birds taken being

ducks and mallards. And in 1799, another severe season, ten thousand heads of widgeons,

teal, and wild ducks, were taken in a decoy belonging to the Rev. Bate Dudley, in the

same county. The price at which they were then sold in the London market was 18*.

per dozen for ducks and mallards, and the same price for the double dozen of widgeons

and other small fowl ; but they fetch a higher price now. The season for catching them

lasts from the 1st October to the end of February. An Act of the 10th George II.

forbids taking wild fowl in a decoy from the 1st June to the 1st October, under a penalty

of 5s. for every bird destroyed within that time. The Lincolnshire decoys formerly

supplied the greater number for the London market. They were rented of the pro-

prietors at from £5 to £25 each, and in some seasons proved very lucrative. The

draining of the fens and marshes in Lincolnshire and other parts of the country has

banished the wild fowl, and there are comparatively very few decoys now in England.

Where large quantities of fowls are reared and fattened for the Loudon and other
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markets^ the featliers form an important item in the produce and profit. As the value

of these varies with the kind of fowl to vphich they belong, they should be kept separate.

Thus, the feathers of cocks and hens are very inferior to those of ducks and geese for the

filling of beds and pillows. In plucking fowls of any description, the diflerent kinds of

feathers should also be kejjt separate, the harsher and stronger feathers of the wings and

some other parts being unfit for the purpose. These should be afterwards stripped from

the quill part, and may then be mixed with the softer feathers. The best receptacles for

them are paper bags, which, when filled, must be jilaced in the oven ; if of brick, the

day after it has been used for baking bread, as it will then have retained warmth enough,

and not too much, to dry them properly. Care must be taken in picking the feathers

over that no pieces of skin or dirt get amongst them, which would give them a taint

from which it would be difficult, if not impossible, wholly to divest them. Some liouse-

wives who reside in large, old-fashioned farm-houses, where there are wide ojien fire-places,

hang the bags of feathers on nails in the sides of the openings, where they dry regularly

and completely without any further care.

When feathers have become tainted, through negligence or otherwise, they will

require boiling, or rather to be submitted to boiling water in the following manner. The

paper bags containing them should be emptied into a canvas, or a thin calico, bag. This

is then placed in a copper of boiling water, in which a portion of chloride of lime has

been mixed. The bag must be kept under the water with sticks, and poked about in

all directions, in order that the water may penetrate to every part of the feathers. The

hot water will draw out the off'ensivc smell, and the chloride will further help more

efiectually to deodorise them. They should be kept in the copper from five to ten

minutes ; then taken out and liung in the air to drain and dry, w^hieh requires several

fine days. Whilst thus hanging up they must be occasionally handled and turned, and the

feathers separated and shaken. When tliey have resumed their lightuess, which will

take at least a fortnight to efi'ect, they will be found perfectly sweet, and may be used at

once. Where a steaming apparatus is at hand it will purify them quite as efficaciously

as boiling, but, perhaps, this latter method is more direct and less troublesome.

In the fens of Lincolnshire, and other parts where large flocks of geese are bred, it

is the custom to pluck all tlieir soft feathers off once a year— a practice so crticl that it

cannot be too much deprecated. To say, as the owners do, that this does not hurt them, is

to trifle with the common sense of the objector, and, perhaps, would be best confuted by

taking a good strong pull at the hair of the defender of the practice. The fact is, 2>i'ofit

will always raise advocates for the worst acts of cruelty to dumb animals; and we look

upon the one in question as only second to skinning cats alive, or the practice of

vivisection. Perhaps the latter, barbarous as it is, is less cruel, because the animals ai-e

sooner out of their misery.
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SECTION XII.

THE SECOND SEASON CONTINUED.—THE EARLY SPRING.

Spri.vg is the period of the revival of nature after the disappearance of winter's frost,

which had bound the earth in its icy fetters, holding life, as it were, in suspension, and

laying dormant the powers and faculties of the vegetable world. Winter is the temporary

death of nature ; and the fields may be imagined to mourn, in a garment of snow, the

departure of the old year, and with it the apparent prospect of future progress. An

universal gloom, a death-like stillness, j-eigus over the fields, which are deserted by all

living creatures, except the wild tribes of animals that have no home, and that trust to

the care of a bountiful Providence to supply their wants from day to day. The plough-

man no longer " plods his weary way " homeward after the day's toil, for the stubborn

glebe resists the sharp action of the share. The " lowing herds " have left the lea, and

are safely housed at the homestead, under the immediate care of those whose interest it

is to supply their wants with no niggard hand ; for on tlie measure of their bounty

depends that of their future profit. The fields display either the rugged stubble left of

the previous harvest, or the more sombre brown of the upturned soil, receiving the

ameliorating influences of the frost and snow. Patches of green, where the young wheat

makes its appearance, give a monotonous variety to the scene, and afford a certain

prospect of a future revival.

" Then, welcome cold, welcome ye suowy uiglils !

Heaven mijst your rage shall miugle pure ilelij:Ut9,

And coniidence of hope the soul sustain,

While devastation sweeps along the plain.

Nor shall the child of poverty despair.

But bless the power that rules the changing year

;

Assured—though horrors round his cottage reign

—

That spring will come, and Nature smile agaiu."*

Yes ; Resurgam, " I shall rise again," is written in indelible characters upon the

whole face of nature, and is rendered for ever certain, by the Divine declaration, that

"seed-time and harvest, day and uiglit, summer and winter, shall not cease." Upon tlie

faith of this, the husbandman ploughs and sows in hope, and endures the " horrors "

of winter under the certainty that spring, with its renovating influence, will soon make

ample amends for the inertness and the discomforts of winter.

The early spring commences in February, about the middle of which the birds begin to

select their mates, and some of them, if the weather is open, to build their nests ; but this

is rare, and they have too frequently reason to repent of their rash precipitancy. The

rookery, however, is invariably a busy scene during the latter part of this month, these birds

then making preparations for rearing their future progeny ; and their cheerful cawing is

one of the first symptoms of the return of the season when they again assemble for this

important affair. Nothing can be more delightful or exhilarating thau to sally forth at

the dawn of a fine spring morning to l)reathe the healthful air, purified from all baneful

influences ; and, amidst the stillness of the elements, to listen to the song of the lark

* Bloomfield's " Farmet's Boy."
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high poised ia mid-air, or to that of the hlackbird or thrush, balanced upon some slender

spray, and greeting the rising sun with their melodious warbling. Those who, in the

country, spend the hours of the morning in bed, only half enjoy life; and for a farmer to

do this, is to risk the success of the operations in hand, besides setting an example to

his workmen that many of them will only be too glad to avail themselves of. The old

proverb, " He that lies long in bed, his estate pays for it," is peculiarly applicable to the

husbandman. Two hours lost of the early morning is equal to one long day's work in

the week, or one-sixth of our time, and no extra diligence in the rest of the day can

possibly make amends for it. Both body and mind feel the bracing influence of the

morning air, and both also are enervated by spending the fii'st hours of the daylight in

bed. The late llev. Robert Robinson, of Cambridge, who occupied a farm near that

town, gives the following account of one day's work in a letter to a friend, who had

begged of him to write a whole sheet :

—

" You like I should write folios. That depends upon circumstances ; and if the

thunderstorm lasts, it will be so. What a sad thing it is to be forced to write when one

has nothing to say ! Well, you shall have an apology for not writing—that is, a diary

of one day :

—

" Rose at three o'clock ; crawled into the library, and met One who said, ' Yet a

little while is the light with you ; walk while ye have the light ; the night cometh when

no man can work:' 'My Father worketh hitherto, and I work.' Rang the great bell,

and set the girls to milking—went up to the farm—roused the horse-keeper—fed the

horses while he was getting up—called the boy to suckle the calves and clean out the

cow-house—lighted the pipe, and walked round the garden to see what was wanting

there—went up the paddock to see if the weanling calves were well—went down to the

ferry to see whether the boy had scooped and cleaned the boat ;—returned to the farm

—

examined the shoulders, heels, traces, chaff, and corn of eight horses going to plough

—

mended the acre-staff—cut some thongs—whipcorded the boys' jilough-whips—pumped

the troughs full—saw the hogs fed—examined the swill-tubs, and then the cellar

—

ordered a quarter of malt ; for the hogs want grains, and the men want beer—filled the

pipe again, and returned to the river—bought a lighter of turfs for dairy fires, and

another of sedge for ovens—hunted up the wheel-barrows, and set them a trundling

—

returned to the farm—called the men to breakfast, and cut the boys' bread and cheese,

and saw the wooden bottles filled—sent one plough to the three roods, another to the

three half-acres, and so on—shut the gates, and the clock struck five.

" Breakfasted—set two men to ditch the five roods ; two more to chop sods and

spread about the land; two more to throw up muck in the yard; and three men and

six women to weed wheat—set on the carpenters to repair the cow-cribs and set them

up till winter—the wheeler to mend up the old carts, cart-ladders, rakes, &c., pre-

paratory to hay -time and harvest—walked to the six-acres—found hogs in the grass

—went back, and sent a man to hedge and thorn—sold the butcher a fat calf, and the

suckler a lean one. TJie clock strikes nine

:

—Walked into the barley field—barleys fine

;

picked off a few tiles and stones, and cut a few thistles—the peas fine, but foul; the

charlock must be topped—the tares doubtful ; tlic fly seems to have taken them—prayed

for rain, but could not sec a cloud—came round to the wheat field—wheats rather thin,

but the finest colour in the world—sent four women on to the shortest wheats—ordered

one man to weed the ridges of the long wheats, and two women to keep rank and file
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with liim in tlic furrows ; tliistlcs many ; l)luc-bottlcs no end ;—traversed all the wheat

field—came to the fallow field ; the ditches have run eroohed, set them straight; tlic

flag sods ent too much, rush sods too little, strength wasted ; showed tlie men how to

tlirce-corner them;—laid out more work for the ditchers—went to the ploughs, set the

foot a little higher, cut a wedge, set the coulter deeper —must go and get a new monld-

board against to-morrow ;—went to the other plough—picked up some wool, and tied

over tlie traces—mended a horse-tree—tied a thong to the plough-hammer ;—went to see

which lands wanted ploughing 'first ;—sat down under a bush, and wondered how any

man eould be so silly as call mc reverend—rose iip—whistled—the dogs wagged their

tails, and on we went—got liorae—-dinner ready—-filled the pipe—drank some milk, and

fell asleep—woke by the carpenter for some slats which the sawyer must cut. 'J'he

Reverend Messrs. A, in a coat, 15, in a gown of l)laek, and C, in one of purple, came to

drink tea, and settle whether Gomer was the father of the Celts, and Ganls, and Britons,

or only the uncle," &c

The above letter is perhaps one of the most perfect models of industry, foresight,

and vigilance, in the common business of life, on record; and may serve well for a

pattern to a young man on entering life as a farmer. " The eye of the master is worth

two of those of a servant " was the principle on which the writer acted, and, without

any extra effort, every miuutire of the farm was attended to, and kept in perfect order

and harmony, and every contingency, present and future, provided against. Foresight,

in fact, is one of the most important faculties of the liusbandman, without the exercise

of which the work of tlie farm is for ever in disorder and in arrears.

Employment will now begin to multiply on the hands of the farmer, and it will

require much tliought and management, as well as practical knowledge, to keep every-

thing in regular order. The fatting stock will now be advancing towards the condition

for the butcher, and some of the more forward of them will be ready to be drafted off for

sale. The cows will be about calving; the ewes approaching to the lambing time ; the

mares forward in foal; the poultry begin laying; the sows will be forward in pig; and

all these several classes will require the increased attention of their keepers. On the

other hand, the operations on the arable land will, when the weather is open, require all

the strength of the farm-horses and their drivers.

In January, if the frost is sufficiently hard, the manure carts should be kept at work,

and the threshing machine employed regularly, both to prepare the grain for market

and to supply the cattle with straw, which, in tliis month—the coldest generally of the

year—will be especially needed. At this period, too, the market price of corn has

usually become regulated by the amount of the acr-eable produce, which, by the autumnal

thresliing, has been sufficiently ascertained; although, under the new commercial

arrangements, this point has less influence upon prices than formerly. It may as well,

perhaps, be stated here that, under the present system, whatever may have been the

ease formerly, the farmer is not likely to gain anything by withholding his corn from

market; and that, in the long run, he will find it advantageous to sell regularly at the

market price. The experience of the last season (18G2) shows that with a deficiency of

one-third of an average crop—which in former years would have caused a large advance

in price—the importations can be so increased as to more than fill up the deficiency, and

keep down the price to what it would be with a full average crop. As a general rule,

therefore, the farmer is not likely to gain anything by keeping his corn over the year,

VOL. H. I
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which at best is a speculation, to the success of which there are mauy iuevitable draw-

backs besides interest of money (even if it cannot be better employed), which, if counted

up, will rarely leave much profit.

If the weather is open in January, the ploughing that has been left over should be

completed at once, to catch the benefit of what frost may still come. The carting of

marl and clay on to the fields, and of stones and other rubbish off it, should now be

done. Mould should be carted, whether for forming the bottoms of dunghills or for

spreading on the grass and other lands. If it is intended to form compound manures

for top-dressing this is the best time, if tlic weather is either too frosty or too wet for

out-door w^ork, to set about it. The raw materials, as we may call them, should now be

collected—such as hones, salt, lime, wood and coal ashes, sawdust, burnt clay, peat,

tanners' refuse, and a hundred other matters that contain more or less of the elements

of fertility, and which, though formerly neglected, can now' be made into an excellent

compost, whether for grass or arable land. The dressing for the former should now he

applied, and be gone over with the bush-harrow to spread it equally and bring it iiito

contact with the roots of the grass. When the young wheats, also, are thin and weakly,

it will be judicious to apply a top-dressing of bone maimre this month, well harrowed in.

The beneficial effect will be seen as soon as the weather in spring becomes warm enough

for the plants to vegetate. When sea-sand can be obtained at low water on the flats

that are overflowed by the tides, it will be found a cheap and admirable top-dressing for

wheat, being usually mixed with a considerable proportion of organic matters—such as

sea-shell, decayed sea-weed, &e., besides the salts deposited by the sea-water. It is only

near the coast that this is accessible, on accouut of the expense of cartage. Eut where

it can be loaded into boats on the spot at low water, floated oft' with the returning tide,

and conveyed at once up a river or a canal, it is a cheap and valuable manure with

twenty or thirty miles of water carriage.

The Flemish small farmers collect every kind of material capable of being turned

into manure or compost, for which purpose the junior and female portions of their own

hovisehold are employed. It is a question whether it will pay an English farmer who

has to employ labourers thus to devote the time and the money to this purpose. Unless

mixed with other manure the compost will be of little value. Stephens considers that it

requires from 50 to 100 loads to do any material good to the land, and that 12 loads of

good muck arc equal to 50 loads of what was considered an excellent compost, and he

consequently found that the expense of collecting and carting the materials was, taking

it from first to last, more than tiie value as shown in the increased produce; and tiiat a

moderate dressing of guano, which a horse and cart and one man could manage to fctcli

and apply, Avould be more beneficial as a manin-c. The most palpable benefit, perhaps,

of compost is the improvement of the texture of the land when large quantities arc

applied. In this way, if judiciously used, it may prove of material benefit; but still tlie

expense of carting and manual labour is the grainl objection to its use, and it can only

be profitable where the materials are near at hand.

Salt and lime, well incorporated together, is an excellent top-dressing for wheat, and

is sometimes mixed with sea-sand for that purpose on strong lands. Two bushels of lime

to half a bushel of salt, aiul 2 bushels of sand, is a good proportion, sown broadcast, at tlic

rate of from 30 to 50 bushels per acre. The materials should be mixed under cover, tlic

lime being previously slaked, and it is sown with a wooden or tin seuppct by hand. If.
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sown tliis moiitli, the rains of early spriii;^- will wash it down to the roots of the plants,

which will receive the full henefit of it. The late sown wheats will especially require it;

au'.l if they are too thick on the ground, which is freijuently the case when 3 bushels per

acre are sown, the land sliould be well harrowed after tlie compost is sown, taking the

harrows across tlic rows of wheat. Where the land has not been under-drained and

subsoiied, the open drains across the ridges must" be cleaned out after the harrows have

passed over tlieai.

The benefits of high farming, w hieh include the operations of thorough-draining and

subsoiling, were never more apparent than during the present year (18G3), and in its

results. We have heard of many authenticated instances of a produce of 9 quarters of

wheat per statute acre being reaped—a yield never before reaped to so large an extent,

and in only a few isolated instances at long intervals ; and it show's that when the land is

properly cultivated there is no assignable limit to the amount of production. It is

probable that, owing, it is true, partly to the fineness of the season, but, in the main, to

the improved system of cultivation, the average of this season of the yield of Avheat is

fully double that of wliat would have been considered a fair crop fifty years since. The

season most analogous to the late one was that of 182.3, when the highest amount of

yield we heard of was 8 quarters per acre, and that only in a single instance, which was

considered almost a prodigy. We look forward to the time when such a yield will be

the rule instead of the exception, arid when, by a cheaper and better system of tillage

with steam, wheat will be grown in England in quantities and at prices that will exclude

the foreigners fronr this market, except in seasons when the vicissitudes of the climate

shall have caused a partial failure of the crop.

The threshing of barley should be carried on without intermission, the season for its

demand being limited, and it being seldom of any benefit to the farmer to keep it over

the year. The straw, too, is wanted for fodder for the cattle. Many farmers thresh the

bulk of their barley before Christmas in preference to their wheat ; but by this plan the

straw is to a certain extent less valuable as food, and as litter it is fir iuferioi- to wheaten

or oaten straw. There is even an idea amongst farmers (or, at least, it existed formerly)

that cattle and pigs littered with barley straw are subject to lice. Whether or no this

is the case, it is seldom used in that way in the stable or cattle shed, and is, in fact,

more valuable as fodder for young cattle, and for mixing, when cut, with the food of the

fattening cattle. We believe that it is of too soft and hot a nature for litter, and that

the cattle or horses would not be so likely to retain their health w 1th it for a bed as

with wheaten straw, which is more open and cool.

Barley threshed by a machine requires to be hiimmelled or cleared of its awns, which

the threshing machine does not effect so well as the flail. A hummeller has been

invented for the pui'pose ; and some of the machines have a hummeller attached to them

which is a recent invention. It is thought by many farmers of ths old school that barley

threshed by the machine does not malt so well as that by the flail. This, however, is a

mistaken idea, and the maltsters, we believe, now make no diff'erence, nor even ask the

question how it was threshed, when a sample is offered to them. The many advantages to

the farmer in using the machine over the flail give it a preponderance that is fast

overcoming whatever prejudices formerly existed against it. Whether threshed by

machine or the flail, it should be all ready for market by the end of jNIarch or beginning

of April, as the malting season ends w ith the first warm weather.

T ^
1 .V
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The riddling of grain^ \Yljctlicr wheat, barley, or other kinds, is an important opera-

tiou, and there are many machines of recent invention for the pur))ose. We have before

stated that the most efficient one we have seen is that of Messrs. Child and Owen, whicli,

by four operations performed at the same time, delivers the grain in a perfectly clean

condition, and such as we have never witnessed from any other machine,* being cleared

not only from dust, chaff, and extraneous seeds, but also from all light grains of corn,

and such as are broken by the machine, of which there is sometimes, with some machines,

a considerable proportion.

The treatment of the fattening cattle that are approaching to perfection should be

sedulously overlooked by the master. They should be liberally—but not profusely—and

regularly supplied twice a day with the best food ; such quantities being given them at

once as will just suffice to satisfy their appetites, and no more. The man attending them

will very soon be able to ascertain this point, and it should be impressed upon him to

keep it constantly in view. If more than enough is given them they will blow over it;

and, if the next feed is mixed with it, it is ten to one they will be disgusted with it.

The crib, or manger, should be fierfectly clean before the food is put into it, and the

cattle will then always eat it with a zest. When they are getting f;it they will cat less

food, and be more dainty. This should be attended to, and the feed of food varied to

suit their palates. A skilful man, who has been in the habit of attending cattle, will be

able to manage this part of his duty so as always to stimulate their appetites without

cloying them with excess.

The cows that arc expected to calve in [March should also be fed with a generous diet.

Good hay aiul mangold-wurzel, or Swedish turnips, as the most nutritious food, should

be given them ; but over fattening shoi\ld he avoided. They will require constant and

tender attention as they approach the time of parturition ; and, if kept in the house,

should be lightly littered to save them as much exertion as possible. Some dairymen and

graziers desire to have the cows, or at least a portion of them, calve early in the year;

the first, to have a regular supply of milk ; the second, to have their calves as early as

possible, that they may be fit to be turned out as soon as the grass is ready for them.

But, with the majority, the months of February, March, and April are those in which

the cows " come in," and their condition previous to calving, especially the last few

weeks, requires constant and considerate attention. In cold weather they should always

be tied up in the house at night. In the daytime they must be kept quiet ; and, if near

calving, are better tied up than suffered to be with others in the court, or yard, as they

are apt to ride each other, which endangers their safety, and renders them liable to slip

their calves. The time, however, of a cow's calving is, or at least ought to be, known to

the farmer; for those who keep any systematic accounts will have registered the time

when every cow was served by the bull. Not to do this, and trusting to memory, will

probal)ly lead to much misapprehension, if not mischief to the cows, by forgetfulness and

mistaking the period of parturition. A cow should never be milked longer than within

from eight to twelve w-ccks of her calving, and when "drying up" her milk her food

should be innutritions for a short time.

Planting of fruit, timber, and other trees, should l)c continued, and, if possil)le,

finished during the months of January and February, in order that they may have the

benefit of the rains of the latter month, which will settle the earth round the roots. In

• JJcssrs. CliilJ anil Owen's office h at No. 401, New Ojford Street, London.
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orchards the ground should always be trenched before planting; and if some good rotten

stable dung is dug into the soil in which the fruit trees arc to be planted, it would give

them greater vigour of growth the first two or three years, and bring them sooner into a

bearing condition. It is better, liowever, not to allow them to bear the first two or

three years after planting, as it Avill tend to hinder their growth and weaken their

constitution. The work of planting should be all finished in the second season of the

agricultural year, otherwise, if the following spring and summer should prove drj^, a

j'car's growth of the young trees will be lost, if they are not stunted for life by being put

in too late iu the spring. On the other hand, -we have seen trees that were planted

between October and January, and that had the advantage of a wet after-season, throw

out shoots of from four to six feet tlie first year, and keep the lead for ever after.

Spring wheat may be sown iu February, if the weather is open and drj- and the laud

clean and in good order. Any of the species, except the Talavera and the bearded

spring wheat {Triticum jEstivum), may be used. These ought not to be put in before

April. The cleared turnip land is now freqtiently appropriated to this purpose. Beans

aho should be sown in February, iu preparation for which the land ought to be manured

with stable dung, having previously been loosened by a light ploughing or with the

scuftler or cultivator. It is tlie practice sometimes to throw the land into drills, on the

Northumberlaud plan, placing the manure in the drills, and then splitting the ridges

with a double-breasted plough. The seed beans are then 2)lanted or drilled in the ridges

thus formed over the manure. In other cases, the manure is ploughed in, and the

beans planted in every second or third furrow. In Suftblk and Essex a bean drill is

used, which puts iu the seed in rows from 18 to 24 inches apart, according to the

condition of the land or the notions of the husbandman. The use of the horse-hoe

should not be lost sight of in solving beans, being by far the best and most economical

mode of cleaning the ground, besides the advantage it aftbrds for stirring it deeper.

Peas are sown on the light lands in February, and are drilled in rows from 12 to 18

inches apart, the laud being previously cleared of weeds and well pulverised by the

plough and harrow, this plant loving a deep and fine soil. It is the more necessary tliat

the land iutended for peas should be as perfectly clean as possible because, from their

tendency to lie on the ground as they advance in growth, it is impossible, except in their

earliest stage, to use either the hand or the horse hoe. They are, iu fact, frequently

sown broadcast, which of itself precludes the use of the hoe. But in this respect the

drill has no great advantage, except in the saving of seed, which is considerable.

Sometimes peas are planted with beans, which serve for their support. The common
grey pea is used for this purpose, on accoimt of its ripening late, as well as the bean, so

that they come in together. "When the crop is threshed the peas are easily separated,

being so much smaller than the beans that they pass through the sieve, leaving the

beans upon it.

Lands sown in J anuary and February should be water-furrowed, in order to prevent

the continuance of the rain-water upon thcni. This is best performed by the double-

breasted plough, or, when the farmer has not one, by the common one-horse plou"-h.

The former is the best for the purpose, as the furrow-slice is divided by it, and forms

less of an obstruction to the water. It w ill be an advantage for a man with a spade to

follow the plough, in order to throw out the loose mould that may have fidlen in after

the plough. The furrows should be kept open during the spring, but will seldom be
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required in sumnicrj except tlic season proves very wet, in which case tliej' will prevent

the water from lodgiiiij, and, probabl}', the wheat from growing too rank and being

lodged.

Where a nursery of young trees is maintained, those seeds wliich were not put in the

ground in autumn must be sown without farther delay in February; and the seedlings

of the previous year taken up and planted in fresh ground in rows. Whitethorn, larch,

spruce, birch, ash, oak, &c., must thus be removed and allowed room to develop

tliemselves. Oak and other forest trees tliat strike a tap-root downward, should have

it cut off before being transplanted, wliich will cause them to strike out stronger in a

lateral direction. These plantations must be kept free from weeds. Planting, pruning,

and thinning forest trees should be completed by the end of February, and the fences

made good, to prevent tlie ingress and depredations of cattle, which are apt otherwise to

make havoc with many of the young trees.

The poultry will begin laying, at least some of them, in January, and in February

their numbers will have increased. Those eggs which are intended for domestic use or

for sale should be packed either in old butter tubs or earthen jars, with sand, or turf or

wood ashes between the layers. Some persons immerse them in strong lime-water, or

in salt and water strong enough for the eggs to swim in it. Wc believe the ashes will

be quite as effectual for their preservation. The turkeys and geese will begin to lay

now ; and as their eggs are exclusively destined for hatching, they must be carefully

laid aside for the purpose. Some of the geese will sit this month ; and as it is desirable

to have the broods early, no time should be lost as soon as they show a disposition to do

so. By this method you are certain of having a second brood in good time, and possibly

a third towards the close of the agricultural year; which, however, will require

considerable attention during the autumn and winter. All poultry now, that manifest

a desire to sit, should be encouraged to do so by having a sufticient number of eggs put

under them. All also should be kept well, and should be sheltered in bad and stormy

weather. Ducks and guinea-fowls are apt to lay away from the homestead, and should

be watched. The latter will make its nest in a copse or in the middle of a corn-field, to

be freed from the intrusion of man. Never forget that it is of great iiupoi'tancc to have

broods of fowls of all kinds early, both that the first birds may come to hand early,

whether for home use or for sale, and to give the old birds the opportunity of rearing

other broods in good time for them to get strong before the cold weather sets in.

The water-meadows that were flooded in November will now have a considerable

growth of grass upon them, and will be found of great service for the early lambs. If,

however, the month of February is wet or frosty, it would be dangerous to put the sheep

into the water-meadows. When they are dry pud the weather is not sevci'e, the ewes

may safely be turned in, and will soon show the good cft'ects of the change of food. If

the flooding has been still earlier effected, the grass ought to afford a still safer and more

plentiful supply. But, of all things, avoid turning sheep into the meadows ivhen they

arc in a wet state, whether from rain or from the flooding not being long enough turned

off'. The beautiful freshness of the verdure of these meadows at this early season of the

year especially, will surprise those who see them for tlie first time, and of itself proves

the value of tlie system.

In our climate, February is proverbially a wet month in general ; but sliU wc have

frequent intervals of dry weather, of winch the most vigilant advantage should be taken
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to perform those operations of tillage and other branches of husbandry tliat the season

calls foi'j but which cannot be done \vhcu the weather is wet. Always to l)e at least on a

level with, if not in advance of, the required labours of the season, is sucli a satisfaction to

the mind of the farmer—as well as of other classes—rthat if once he has felt the practical

benefit, one would think he would never allow the work of the farm to run in arrears,

except in cases not luidcr his control. Yet we continually find, for want of a little

foresight and a larger amount of resolute energy, the labours of one season thrown into

the next, all the year through, and the blame of failure thrown upon the season, or the

soil, or on anything except the real cause. Procrastination is inimical to success in any

business, but peculiarly so in husbandry, in which everything depends upon the work

being done in its season, taking soil, climate^ and other local circumstances into con-

sideration. Every hour of the months of spring is as precious to the husbandman as

gold ; and tlie neglect of favourable opportunities for performing an operation is almost

a crime as well as a blunder.

SECTION Xlll.

THE THIRD AGRICULTURAL SEASON; OR, Sl'RING AND EARLY SUMMER.

Tins season incbules the months of March, April, and Maj', and from its commenee-

nient the labours of the husbandman become numerous and pressing. The sun has

now attained a considerable height, and the temperature has risen from three to four

degrees, whilst the dryness of the atmosphere contrasts favourably with that of Eeb-

ruary for the performance of field labour. The "March winds," cold as they are, and

bleak as they come from the German Ocean and sweep over the wheat fields, bring a

blessing with them. " A peck of IMarcli dust is worth a king's ransom," says an old

proverb, and the saying is true. The cold north-easter dries up the moisture, assists in

clearing the land from weeds, and enables the ploughman to perform his task with ease

and pleasure. It checks the luxuriance of the w'hcat-plant, which, with a wet March

would beeofne too florid in the blade, to the detriment of the crop of grain ; it helps

to pulverise the soil, rendering it light and friable under the plough and harrow, and

admirably prepares it for the reception of the seed of spring-corn, and roots. The

fattening cattle acquire a fresh appetite for food, and accumulate flesh faster than in the

winter months. All animated nature partakes of the exciting influence of the spring

of the year; and man especially, with his foreknowledge of the change, and an intel-

iigent prescience of the joyous transformation about to take place, feels the efl'ect in

both body and mind. "With a thoughtfid apprehension of the multifarious duties that

will now crowd upon him, the husbandman braces himself up for the task, and feels

strengthened for it by the eff'ort. On a well-regulated farm, where every one knows

the work he has to perform, this powerful infiuence of the advent of spring animates

the whole staff, if it is exhibited also in the conduct of the master. The example must

originate with him; and must be communicated to the various classes of dependants, by
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a firm but clieerful alacrity in giving liis orders^ and a vigilant supervision in seeing

them carried out.

The final preparation of the land for the reception of the spring-corn is one of the

most important operations of the arable farm. A large portion of the turnip land has

been cleared of its produce and ploughed the first time. The fallows also of tlie last

season's grain crops, ^yhich are in course either for another cereal crop or one of roots,

may be supposed to have received their autumnal or winter tillage, and by the jNIarch

winds are now rendered dry enough to have the spear grass and other weeds collected

and burned, or carried off' the land to augment the compost heap. If, however, there

is much spear grass [Triticum repens), the quickest and safest way of disposing of it is

by fire, whicli leaves no doubt of the extinction of vitality in the roots, every joint of

which, if suffered to remain alive, will, in the next season produce—especially on a light

soil—vards of its troublesome progeny. We have heard that this plant, if cleaned and

dried, would make excellent paper ; if it could be thus turned to account, it would be a

great boon to the farmer, and repay him for tlie wearisome and expensive labour of

eradicating it when it has, by neglect, got a strong footing in the soil.

The bleak north or north-east winds of March frequently bring snow-storms, that

are exceedingly troublesome to the farmer, by stopping his field operations; and more

so to the flock-master, whose ewes ai'e now beginning to yean. These will requii'e more

than ordinary attention and care, as well to prepare them against, as to shelter them

during, its continuance. Suddenly as these storms come sometimes, the experienced

farmer can frequently foresee their approach in the signs of the heavens. The writer

recollects a remarkable instance of such a storm when he was a farmer, in Norfolk, near

the coast. The previous evening he was taking his usual roimd with his bailiff" or

foreman. A perfect and rather unusual calm prevailed, and the sunset was brilliant.

A canopy of fleecy clouds tinged with the last rays of that luminary, spread over the

whole arc above, and the atmosphere was peculiarly clear. Some indications he observed

in the sky led him to remark to his companion, " If ever there was such a thing as a

weather-breeder we have one in this sky." Little, however, did he suspect how soon

and how fatally his prediction would be verified. The calm continued when lie retired

for the night. At two o'clock in the morning he was roused from sleep by a person on

horseback who happened to be passing the farm at the time, announcing that tlie barn-

doors were blown open. On getting into the air he found that the wind, which in the

evening was south-west, and the temperature nnusnally mild, had suddenly chopped

round to tlie north-east, bringing a severe frost and snow-storm, so that in crossing a

meadow to call the man who had been with liim tlie previous evening, he found the snow

knee-deep ; and, unable to see his way, he fell into a ditch so full of snow as not to be

distinguished from the level ground. The wind had burst the locks of the barn-door,

which was again secured with ropes. The next morning, on riding to the sliorc, he

found that a large American ship and five other vessels were wrecked within the

distance of two miles, and most of the hands lost. Tliose who were saved declared that,

so intense was the frost, the sleet that fell froze so fast on the ropes as to render them

perfectly useless ; and the change was so sudden and awful, that there was no warning

to lead them to take in sail previously.

Such snow-storms are not unfrequent in the Scottish hills, and frcquentlj'' occur

quite as suddenly as the one related. Stephens gives an account of one very similar iu
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character to it in every rcspcctj except that it continued for several days, whereas that

described above was over the next day, altliougli the weather was still cold. Such

storms arc very destructive on the sheep-farms when the flocks of breeding ewes are

dropping their lambs, and -unless they have shelter, the shepherd has but little chance

of saving the lambs. " It is a serious affliction," says Stephens, " to the ewes about to

lamb, when a spring storm of snow occurs. The snow seldom disappears, even in the

, low country, until April, when the lambing season should terminate, and it remains

much longer among the hills, where food being comparatively scanty at any time in

winter, but especially in spring, the lambs are brought forth when the w'inter provender

is about all consumed, and the grass, that should support the mothers, is still buried

under the snow. The loss then suffered by the flock is fearful, and irremediable for

some seasons to come."*

The farmer who has "taken time by the forelock" now feels the advantage and

satisfaction of it. So many important operations press \ipon his attention, that to have

to perform those of the previous seasons, is tantamount to an entire or partial failure in

some departments of husbandry. A farmer has seldom more strength of manual or

animal labour at his command than the routine of the farm work ordinarily requires.

Consequently, if his winter's work has to be performed in spring, he cannot fetch it up

w'ithout neglecting or postponing that of spring; and thus he is always a month in

arrear— a serious matter at the end of the year, when the shortening of the days begins

to be sensibly felt, and the late harvest is still further thereby protracted. We have

before referred to this subject, and we reiterate it here because we believe that, in many

instances, the want of success in farming may be traced to neglect or inattention in

keeping up the work of the farm, so that it should be iu advance of the seasons, where

it can be so without detriment, rather than behind.

In March, the farmer who has made a point of keeping his ploughs, or such part of

them as there are horses and men to spare from other labours, at work dui'ing the dry

and fine weather of the first and second agricultural seasons, feels the benefit of it. The

cultivator will now do the work of two or three ploughs, and quite as effectually, where

the laud has previously been tilled, and the weeds are more easily eradicated by it. No
time of dry weather should be lost in performing this necessary work, and March is the

only month that can on an average of years be depended on for it. The cultivator will

bring every kind of weed to the surface, where they can as easily be collected by women

or boys with forks or rakes, or with the light harrows. Some undrained clay lands are

so constantly wet in winter that they cannot be ploughed to any advantage ; and on

such farms the work is necessarily in arrear and badly cultivated. The winter fallows

of such lands may be in some measure ameliorated in this respect by keeping the open

drains and furrows clear to carry off the surplus water. This, however, is a very

inadequate substitute for thorough draining, as the subsoil must still be retentive, and,

cousequently, cold, and little prepared to receive warmth from the atmosphere above it

for the promotion of vegetation.

When the sowing of spring wheat is intended, whether on turnip land or on such as

was designed for winter wheat, which an unfavourable season or other circumstances pre-

vented, the land should now be got ready, and the seed deposited. Any of the kinds of

f priug wheat may be put in except the " April wheat "— a peculiar kind—and the Talavera,

* "Book of the Farm," vol. i. p. 496.
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uliicli also ought not to l)c sown before April. It is a singular fact that, in Scotland,

winter wheat succeeds, if sown in IMarch, ivhere spring wheat fails, and that it requires

a certain condition of soil and of the weather for a Scotch farmer to sow it nt all.

Under any conditions, it is never sown after the first week in March, except the new

variety of " April wheat," recently introduced there.*

Spring wheat sown upon turnip land requires only one ploughing, if it l)e as clean

as all such land ought to l:)e. The mode of ploughing depends in a great measure

upon the condition of the land, whether liable to be wet or dry, from the state of tlic

subsoil. If wet, it should lie gathered in ridges with open or gore-furrows, as for winter

wheat ; but if the soil has a dry subsoil, and is in every other respect suitable, the gore-

furrows may be omitted, and the ground ploughed and sown " upon the flat." Nothing

should stop the plough and the drill but unfavourable weather. If this should con-

tinue for many days together, it will be necessary to stop the sowing until the laud has

been again stirred either with the plough or the cultivator. The drill should immedi-

ately follow the plough. The seed wheat should be dressed or " piokled," as is elsewhere

recommended for winter wheat.

The wheats sown in autumn will now require to be hoed, either by hand or by the

horse-hoe. Those sown broadcast can only be hoed with the former implement. The

drilled wheats, if sov.'u wide enough, will be best gone over with the horse-hoe, Avhicii

is more expeditious and stirs the ground deeper than the hand-hoe. This latter is an

important point, it being desirable that after the frosts and rains of winter, the soil

should be loosened as deeply as possible in order to admit the atmosphere to the roots;

and also that the young plants should have the fresh mould turned up against their stems,

which will strengthen them to resist the gales of wind as they advance to maturity.

It is one of the advantages of thin sowing on the TuUian plan, that the width of the

rows admits of the use of the one-horse plough, which turns up the mould against the

stems. It is seldom that after such an operation they are lodged.

All the turnip land intended for barley, and that is cleared of its crop of roots,

should now be prepared for sowing; and if not perfectly clean, the weeds must be

collected and burned. Barley i-equircs a fine tilth and a diy subsoil. It is considered

a more exhausthig crop than even wheat, because the produce in grain is greater, whilst

the weight of straw to be returned to the soil in manure is much less. As soon as the

land is prepared, if the weather is dry, tlie seed should be put in as quickly as ;)ossiblc

after the last ploughing ; and the grass or clover seeds should be also sown immediately

after the barley. If they arc put in with the drill, so much the better, as they will

then be spread over the ground with perfect regularity. The farmer will now feel the

advantage of having stoi'cd his turnips in the autumn, so far as the other work of the

farm would admit. The land thus cleared in part, and subsequently had the remainder fed

ofi", is ready for sowing ; whilst on that wliere tlie turnips have all Ijcen left, they have

* In tlic last century, and at the boginiiing of the present, it was tlie general practice iu Scotland, aeconllug to Sir John

Sinclair, to sow winter wheat in spring, which always succeeded, whilst the spring wheat ulniost as invariably failed. In

a letter received by Sir John from Mr. George Cnlley, that eminent farmer informs him that he and his brother had

practised it on a large scale for many years, sometimes to the extent of 500 acres anuually, and that it never failed except

iu common with the autnmn-snwn wheats of his neighbours. The species he sowed was obtained from Unnvell, in Cam-

bridgeshire. They tiled the Siberian spring wheat, but it was never equal in either yield or qn.alily of grain to the winter

wheat. Mr. Cidley's farm was at Feuton, iu Northumberland, the soil and climate of wliith was similar to that of Scot-

laud. The time of sowing was the beginning of iMarch.
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begun to throw out their fioweruig stems and exhaust the soil, to tlie injury of tlic

succeeding crop. Wc Iiave frequently seen wliolc fiekls of this root in fhiwcr, M'ifhoiit

any intention of lotting it stand for seed. Tiie tops arc certainly of use to feed the ewes

with lambs by their side, but it is payin.g full dear for the food, to allow theiu to grow

to the injury of tlic barley or oat crop. Where there is a surplus of roots on a farm,

beyorid what tlic cattle can consume, it is dithcult to dispose of them to the best advan-

tage, as few persons will paj^ anytliing to be allowed to feed them on the ground. It is

better in that case to chop them up and bury them with the plough^ as we have recom-

mended in a former part of the viork.

Tlic demand for malting barley has so much increased of late years in consequence

of the Large demand for malt liquor in the colonies, that the price api^roaches more

nearly to that of wheat by the quarter than was ever before known. The usual proportion

was formerly two-thirds, that is, when wheat was at—say, .62 8s., barley would be

about £1 12s. per quarter. At the present time, with an equally abundant crop, the

averagc«f wheat is £2 Qs. -id., and that of barley £1 14*. per quarter. Last year tlie rela-

tive prices in the same week were, wheat £2 8s. lid., and barley £1 lis. 5d. And if

the relative weight of the two kinds of grain is taken into the account, it will bring

them still nearer in value. Thus the weight of the best wheat this season is not less

than 6G lbs. per bushel, and that of barley is 56 lbs. per bushel ; the former is quoted at

£2 8s., and the latter at £1 18*. per quarter. The same weight of barley, therefore

(66 lbs. per bushel), gives the value of £2 -Is. Q^d., coming thus within 3s. Id. of that

of the best wheat.* In many parts of the country the farmers are giving ground wheat

to their cattle instead of other grain or oil-cake, as being the best and cheapest food at

the present prices. The relative prices of meat and wheat may justify this ; but we

confess we regret to see what is almost the exclusive food of the agricultural classes

thus appropriated for the purpose of raising the price, and so robbing the labourer of

the benefits of a plentiful harvest, which he has so largely contributed to produce. It

may be said that this is of less consequence now than during the existence of the corn

laws, because we can import from abroad whatever is wanted to make up the regular

consumption of the country ; and that the same argument used against feeding cattle

with wheat may be urged against its being exported ; but the cases are not similar. In

feeding cattle with it we conves-t it from the food of the labourer into that of a superior

class in point of circumstances, and the grain is lost as an article of food jwr sc. But

in exporting wheat we do not destroy it as such, but rather lend it to those countries

where it is wanted, to be returned to us when the tide of production and commerce sets

iu in the opposite direction.

If, indeed, the plan were to become general it would certainly raise the price, by

producing a comparative scarcitv, to be remedied by foreign importations, which it is

not the British farmer's interest to encourage. On the contrary, his object ouglit to be

to endeavour to grow wheat at so low a price and in such quantities as to shut out the

foreign grown—not by prohibitive laws, but by a legitimate and vigorous competition.

That this maybe done to a very large extent is certain, and the agriculturists begin to be

awake to its possibility. The crops of the present year (1863) show what may be eflectcd

by carrying out the permanent improvements of the land, such as thorough draining,

* This is llie best white wheat ; but the best red niieat is only £2 3s. per cjtiarler j so that, taking weight for weight,

barley will be Is. 9rf. per quarter dearer than the wbc.it.
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subsoiliiig, and steam culture^ especially coupled with a favourable season. On the

lands thus treated, the produce this year \yas such as was never before heard of, except

in isolated instances, -which were an exception and not a rule. The crops of wheat this

year (1863) will, in all probability, be from 50 to 60 per cent, above the average of

years, which is reckoned at 4 quarters per acre.

We cannot, however, depend upon ahvcujs having so favourable a season as the last,

and, under the best system of management, and in spite of every improvement, deficient

crops will occur from time to time ; and it is well, in such cases, to have a stock of old

wheat on hand, and not to be entirely dependent upon the foreign growers. Wheat is

always a fair subject for speculation at extreme low prices, such as are produced by a

superabundant harvest like the late one; and the farmer who has capital enough to enable

him to do it, will consult his own interest better, on such occasions, by keeping it in the

stack for a year or two than in giving it to his bullocks, however low the price may be.*

Where land intended for oats has not previously been sown, no time should be lost

in getting in the seed when the weather is fine and the land dry on the surface. If it

has been ploughed for some time, and in a wet state, the harrows must be passed over it

to fill up the interstices between the fuiy:ow-slices ; for if the seed falls into them, it is

a great chance indeed if it vegetates, as oats will not grow when buried to the depth of

more than three or four inches. This equally applies to drilling and broadcast sowing,

as in either ease, if the spaces remain open, the seed is sure to fall into them, as well

from the drill as from the hand. In Scotland oats arc almost always sown broadcast,

whether by hand or from a machine, which we have described elsewhere. Experienced

sowers will distribute the seed with great exactness and regularity, but in general the

machine is the best and most certain mode of doing it, and the most easy for the man.

A first-rate seedsman will sow fi'oni sixteen to twenty acres per day of ten hours, at the

rate of six bushels per acre, which is the usual quantity, in Scotland, sown broadcast.

The harrows should immediately follow the sower, to cover in the seed ; and when

they have gone over the ground lengthways, they should cross the furrows, and then

again in the direction of the ridges, which will complete the disintegration of the soil

and the burying of the seed. When this is accomplished, water furrows should be cut

in the open furrows, the roller having previously been passed over the land to level it;

but the surface must be perfectly dry before the latter operation. If the land is wet,

the rolling must be postponed, as the soil will in that case stick to the roller and make

the land more rough instead of levelling it. Rolling of both barley and oats is frequently

postponed until after the plants are above ground, to cover the grass and clover seeds

which are then sown.

Oats are much less cultivated in England than in either Scotland or Ireland, tlic

climate generally being too dry for them. They require more moisture and a lower

temperature than either barley or wheat, and the two latter countries, from their

answering to these conditions, are peculiarly adapted for the culture of this plant.

The quantity of rainfall in Ireland is not, in the aggregate, greater than that in

iMigland, but it is spread over a much greater number of days. On the other hand, tlie

temperature is more equalised, being higher in winter and lower in summer, on the

* The writer has seen many seasons of great abunJaace, and he has never known Ihe wlieat made aica;/ with Ijy

feeding cattle, but that tlie owners might, in a short tiaie, have obtaiaeJ a price for it that would have paid them much

more money than by so disposing of it in that way.
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average, than that of Eng;laiid. The oat, therefore, is tlic only cereal that ean he

cultivated in general, to advantage, although in sonic parts of the conntr}' large crops of

wheat are produced. But even in this case, so damp is the atmosphere that it is seldom

it can be harvested in a condition to be ground or shipped without being first kiln-dried.

The cause of the greater moisture of the climate of Ireland, Scotland, and the West of

England is the influence of the Atlantic, as well as the westerly breezes which prevail, and

the large extent of hilly or mountainous country which attracts and retains the clouds

that arise from the ocean. The most favourable part of England for the production of

the oat plant is the fenny district of Lincolnshire and some of the adjoining low level

country rescued from the German Ocean. There the natural moisture of the soil

counteracts the dryness of the climate, and supplies the plant with a sufficiency without

the constant intervention of rainfall. The bogs of Ireland require to be laid dry before

the farmer ean cultivate the oat upon them, and large crops are then produced. The

greater part of England is too dry and warm to grow it to advantage, except in particular

years when these objections arc for the time suspended.

The consumption of oats, too, in Scotland and Ireland is much greater, as an article

of human subsistence. In England its use is principally confined to feeding of horses,

if we except its conversion into that useful but despised (by Englishmen) article of

invalid dietary, water-gruel—the panacea for colds and such-like disorders of the minor

kind. In Ireland the proportion of land under oats is greater than that of all other

cereals, and in Scotland it comprises two-thirds of the land devoted to cereals. In both

countries they are chiefly consumed as human food, with the exception of what are

shipped to England. The Scottish peasantry are very fond of all kinds of preparations

of the oat, and its nourishing properties fully justify their predilection. The proportions

of fatty matters and of flesh-producing substances are larger in the best oats than in

either wheat, barley, rye, or Indian corn. We maj', therefore, account for the athletic

and active condition of the natives of the Scottish Highlands, with whom oat parrilch is

the principal diet, as the potato and oat are in Ireland.

The sowing of barley is one of the principal operations of spring husbandry on a

light or mixed soil land. For this purpose the land should be got into as finely

pulverised a state as possible, whether it is sown by the drill or by hand broadcast, the

former being now universally in use in England. It is usual, when sown broadcast, to

plough in the seed with the one-horse plough, with which implement a Norfolk

ploughman will go over from two to three acres a day of ten hours. Light horses are

employed generally in this work, and they walk at the rate of three to three and a half

miles an hour. The quantity of seed sown is, as in the case of wheat, still a subject of

dispute, some contending for a heavy seeding of from three to four bushels, whilst others

will drill in from one and a half to two bushels, per statute acre. That the latter

quantity is, in ordinary seasons, sufficient, there can be no doubt when we consider that

barley, like all other cereal plants, tillers to a great extent where room is given it to do

so. There are, however, seasons so dry in the first stages of the growth of barley that

tillering is arrested ; and as the plant continues to grow, as soon as rain does fall, it

begins to throw out tillers, which, as they do not arrive at maturity when the parent

stem is ripe, must either be cut with it in a green state, or, if allowed to stand until

mature, the first ripe is sacrificed. This forms an excellent argument fin' the earlj'

sowing of barley, by which it is able to obtain a firm hold of the soil, and may bid
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(iefiaiice to the drought of the :iftcr months. Many practical farmers advocate sowing

enough seed barley to produce a crop independent of tillering. Bnt the danger then is,

that if the season proves wet, the foliage will he so rank, and the plants so weak, that

the whole will be lodged, and the produce in grain be of little worth.

Dry weather is required for barley-sowing, especially on licavy land. If put in

when the ground is wet, it will either not vegetate at all or will come up spindling and

weak. Barley on any lands wants no rain until it shows its ranks fnlly made up, and it

lias been rolled, when a shower will give it a start, that it will probably maintain

through the season. Above all things, the soil shoidd be thoroughly and deeply

juilverised for the reception of this grain, and stirred with the light plough immediately

l)cfore sowing. The gi-ass seeds, sown either by hand or with the machine, should be

harrowed in with the light harrows, and the land then immediately rolled, if dry. But

siiould rain fall, the rolling must be left until the surface is again dry. AVe have

fre(|uently been obliged to postpone it until the barley has nearly covered the ground.

The rolling is necessary to level the ground and pi'cvent obstructions to the scythe at

harvest time.

Sometimes the land is not cleared of the turnips until late in the season, in which

ease more seed is required, because the growth of the barley will be more rapid and

there will be less time for it to tiller. It is not, however, often that late-sowu barley

produces a good crop, because it usually runs up quick and with a weak stem, and the

grain is thin. Stephens mentions a case in which the sowing had been postponed, in

consequence of heavy rain, until the last week in May. It was after turnips, and the

land had been ploughed early, but became again consolidated by the continued rainfall.

On ploughing it again it was found to come up in large waxy clods unfit for a seed-bed.

The owner of the laud consulted Mr. Stephens, and ho advised him to "rib" the land

that had just been ploughed with the small plough, while the remainder of the field,

about two acres, the old ploughed land, was ploughed in the ordinary way. "His

men," he says, "never having seen land ribbed, I showed them tlie way, and saw the

ground sown and harrowed with one double tine along. The sowing took jilacc as late

as the 29tli ]May, and the ribbed land produced ten bushels the acre more barley than

that ploughed with the common plough. So essential is it to have mellowed soil for

the reception of the barley seed."*

, There is, in fact, no plant that depends for success in cultivation so much on the

pulverisation of the soil, and for which it is more important that the ground should be

stirred immediately before the seed is deposited, as well as ploughed deeply as soon as

the previous crop is removed. The more and the longci', during the winter, the soil is

exposed to the action of the atmosphere and the frost the greater the chance of an

abundant crop. The great object with a crop of barley is to have it all ripe at once, and

this is best secured by having tlie land in a fine condition, and by drilling, by which the

seed is deposited all at an equal depth. Forsyth r(-coinmcnds steeping the seed in the

sacks in clean water for twenty-four hours at least, and if the ground is dry, thirty-six

hours. Then sow it immediately, giving one-third more bulk of seed, to allow for its

increase by swelling. This will cause it to vegetate at once, and it will appear above

ground some days sooner than if not steeped, and more regularly.

t

" The last spring," says a correspondent of the Hath Society, " being remarkably dry,

* " Jiouk of the Fnrm," vol. i. p. rj;i3. f " Praclice of AgriculUire," vol. i, p. 501.
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I soalvcd my seed Ijaiicy in the black water taken from a reservoir wliieli constantly

receives the draining of my dung-heap and stable. As tl'.e light corn floated on the top,

I skimmed it oft', and let the rest stand twenty-four hours. On taking it from the Avatcr,

I mixed the seed grain with a sufficient (fuantity of sifted wood-ashes to make it spread

regularly, and sowed three fields -nitli it. I began sowing on the 10th and finished on

tlie 23rd of AjU'il. The produce was GO bushels per. acre of good clean barley, without

any smaU or r/rceii corn, or weeds, at harvest. No person in this county had better

grain. I sowed also several other fields with the same seed dry and without any

preparation, but the crop, like those of my neighbours, was very poor—not more than

twenty bushels per acre, and much mixed i/reeti. corn and weeds at harvest. I also

sowed some of the dry seed on one ridge of each of my former fields, but the produce

was very poor iu comparison with the other parts of the fields."

Barley may be sown at any time in the months of March and April, when the

weather is fine and the soil dry. It should not be put off later than April except by

unavoidable-circnmstauees. A slight degree of wetness is of less consequence in a light,

saiuly, or gravelly, or mixed soil, than iu a clay; but even with them it i.s better to wait

a day or two, if dry weather is expected, than to stir a mixed soil while iu an adhesive state

from moisture. With a clay soil there is, however, no room for hesitation, for, to sow

such in a. wet state is to ensure a failure ; and it is better to put oft" sowing to the latest

period, or even altogether, than to plough and sow while the land i.^ wet. In that case,

its adhesive properties unite it into a hard mass, which prevents the barley from

vegetating.

Fallow land intended for barley, and that was ridged during the winter, should have

the ridges split in ^Nlareh and the laud as well levelled as possible by clapping on the

harrows immediately, both to collect what weeds may be found in it and to break the

clods and make the soil fine and friable. If dry and clean, give it a third ploughing

after a few days, and sow it at once, as it cannot be in a better state to receive the seed.

It is of great consequence to a maltster to have the samples of barley lie purchases

free from (/reen corn, or such as has not ripened properly iu the field. AVheu put to

steep it vegetates unequally, the green more slowly than the ripe, and the malt from it

is never good. There is much less of this from drilled than from broadcast-sown corn,

the seed being all buried at the same depth and coming up at the same time. Another

advantage in drilling is, that the seed being equally distributed over the field, and all at

the same depth and distance between the rows, half the seed used broadcast is sufficient,

and will produce a better crop. The common method in Norfolk formerly was, to sow

four bushels of bai-ley per acre at two sowings, the first harrowed iu once, the second

twice. Now the drill is universally used, and not more than ,2 or \h bushels j)er

acre sown, and in poor land not so much. Barley will tiller quite as much as wheat

or cats if it lias room, and the ears will be all equally fine. It is ixsual iu

Norfolk to roll the land when the barley has been up three weeks or a month, with a

heavy roller, " to keep out the drought," make the surface smooth, and, they say, to

promote the tillering. This latter effect is produced by breaking down the first stem or

stalk which causes the plant immediately to throw out fresh shoots iu abundance, and, if

the ground is thinly planted, it soon fills it up. We question, however, whether this

would not take place without breaking down the original stem, or, indeed, whether the

stem is broken at all by the second rolling. That it bends it down to the earth we admit.
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but our own observation leads to tbe conviction that it rises again in a few days, altliougli

checked in its growth, and that the better tillering arises from the closing of the soil of

the light land, which retains the moisture thereby. Barley is never manured for, after

turnips or wheat.

Peas, if not sown in February, should be sown in March, or at latest by the second

week in April. The common field peas arc the grey partridge, of which there are two

kinds, one of which rij)ens before the other, and is termed Jwt seed. The other ripens

more slowly, and is called cold seed. It is the latter that ought to be sown in

February, if the land can be got ready for it; but it must not be sown if the soil is wet,

which is ordinarily the case in that month. The land intended for the hot seed having

been ploughed in the autumn, should be again ploughed deeply in March or April,

immediately before sowing; but if it is foul with weeds, they should be cleared off before

the seed is put in. For depositing the seed the drill is usually employed, the coulters

being set so as to bury it 6 inches deep in a light, and '!• in a clay soil. Sometimes

they are sown i\nder furrow with a hand-drill driven by a man or boy. Peas will

vegetate even if buried 12 inches, but a dry soil and a dry season from the sowing to

the harvesting, suit this grain.

Grass seeds are generally sown on barley land, at any time after the latter is sown

and when the weather is dry. The usual kinds sown are, the red and white, or Dutch

clover {Trifolium jjralense and TrifoUum repem), yellow clover, or trefoil {Medicago

hipnlind), and rye grass [Lolium perenne). The three first, however, are the most

usually sown. Complaints have been made of late years that the red clover fails, which

has been ascribed to the land becoming tired of it. We do not believe this allegation,

because it is contrary to all analogy, and we are more disposed to ascribe the failure to

the scandalous manner in which some seed-merchants doctor their old seed, in order the

better to be able to mix it with new without detection. The Dutch clover seed is first

wetted and then dried with the fumes of sulphur ; the red clover by shaking it in a

sack with indigo. And when this latter mode was detected, logwood, fixed -with copperas

or verdigris, was substituted, by which what little vegetative power the seed might

possess, was wholly destroyed, or rendered so small as to ensure its failure when sown.

Mr. Babbage, in his work on the "Economy of Machinery and IManufactures," states that,

"supposing no injury had resulted to good seed so prepared, it was proved, from the

improved appearanca, its market price would be enhanced from 5s. to .€1 5s. per cwt.

But the greatest evil arose from the circumstance of these processes rendering old and

worthless seed in appearance equal to the be.>t. One witness tried some doctored seed,

and found that not above 1 in 100 grains grew, and that tliose that did veyetale died

away aftenvards, whilst about 80 or 90 per cent, of good seed usually grows. The seed

so treated was sold to retail dealers in the country, who, of course, endeavoured to

purchase at the lowest price, and from them it got into the hands of the farmers

;

neither of these classes being at all capable of distinguishing the fraiulnlent from the

genuine seed. ]\Iany cultivators in consequence diminished their consumption of the

article, and others were obliged to pay a higher price to those who had skill to

distinguish the mixed seed, and who had character and integrity to prevent them from

dealing in it."*

Here we probably have the true reason why the land has "got tired of clover," and

* Balljagc on the " Economy of Maoliinevy anil MaTiufacturcs," p. 102.
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the agiicultuval body arc under great obligations to IMr. Babbage for tlie pains he has

taken in detecting and exposing the infamous deception. The farmers are now on their

guard, and should never purchase a sample of seed of a retail dealer without first testuig

its vegetative powers—not in a liot-bed^ wiiicli will almost cause dead seed to spring, but

in a tea-saucer of mould in a room without a fire. Let them calculate not only the

proportion of seeds that grow, but also the time they lie in the mould before they make
their appearance. Good seed will be the first to show itself above the mould, and will

exhibit its strength. The old and bad will either not vegetate at all, or will come up

slowly and weakly; and the proportion of these will determine the value of the seed.

Best of all, however, let the farmer go to a seedsman of established reputation for

judgment and integrity, and pay whatever price he may reasonably demand. The
ijuantlty of seed sown per acre is small, and the difference in price is no object whatever

compared with the satisfaction of having a full crop of clover.

This adulteration is not confined to clover seed, but is practised upon turnip and

other seeds as well. We were present on one occasion when a wholesale seedsman in

London oflered to a country dealer turnip seed mixed with dead rape seed in any

proportion he required, from 5 to 50 per cent., the price, of course, to be according.

The " dead seed " was highly kiln dried, to destroy its vegetative properties, which

prevented detection by the consumer. Our friend, who did not do business on that

principle, instantly left the warehouse without making any purchase.

Another enemy to the clover crop and plant has of late years spread great ravages

upon it, and is not so easily got rid of or counteracted in its effects. We speak of the

dodder plant, to which we have before referred^ and which still continues to harass the

farmer with its destructive presence. It is believed that this plant was imported with

foreign lucerne seed from Afghanistan, where it is well known and detested amongst

the agriculturists. It is a difficult matter to know how to deal with this subtle enemy

so as to prevent its growth. The seed is so exceedingly small that it escapes detection,

and it is therefore almost impossible to discern whether the clover seed purchased is or

is not free from it. Washing it in clear spring water appears to be the only method of

cleansing it, and this, of coui'se, must be applied to all the seed sown, it not being

possible to tell, upon a jjrima facie view, whether it is affected or not. The seed must

afterwards be treated with sifted wood-ashes, and dried before being sown. Ashes are

preferable to liuie, which, if caustic, would probably destroy the vital principle of the

clover seed.

As to the appearance of the dodder on the plant in the field, we have before shown

that the only effectual way of destroying it and preventing its seeding the ground is to

burn the whole crop standing, before the dodder seed is ripe. This is an expensive and

desperate remedy, but the disease is equally so. The object of the farmer must be to

eradicate it at once whenever it appears ; but to allow it to stand for seed will be to

perpetuate its hateful presence whenever the field is in clover. Morton recommends

sifting the clover seed before sowing, and thinks that this will separate it. Washing,

we believe, will do it more effectually, if properly done. The effect of this plant is thus

described by Sir James McAdam, as quoted in Morton's " Cycloptedia of Agriculture,"

vol. i. p. 596 :—
" In a field of clover called Seven Acres, at Tendon End, near Thaxted, in Essex, it

commenced in small patches all over the field, and gradually extended itself in circles of

VOL. II. K
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from 5, to 7 feet in diameter^ destroying iu its progress all vegetation, clover, weeds,

and everything. It tlien appeared to die off, leaving the whole area black, as if a

fire had existed on the spot. Nearly one-fourth part of the crop of clover was destroyed

at the time of the commmiication being made, and the evil still continued. The weed

had the appearance of a large mass of yellow horse-hair shooting up upon the clover, on

an average of 9 inches deep, and twining itself round every stalk of it."

The seeds of the clover-dodder are of the shape of the quarter of an orange, of a pale

grey colour, and not more than a line in diameter; that of lucerne and clover is two lines

;

therefore a No. 17 sieve will allow the dodder to pass through, retaining the other seeds.

There are several species or varieties of the dodder, but probably they all originate in the

same stock, and are modified by the plant to which they attach themselves. We have

frequently found it on furze bushes of a light red hue, covering the bush like a bunch of

tangled silk. It is a parasitic plant, although in the first instance it receives its

nourishment by a root from the soil. It afterwards strikes out roots at every joint

where it can take hold of the plant which it embraces, and soon hugs it to death.

Grass seeds are now almost univerally sown with a machine drawn by one horse,

which walks in the open furrow, and the man follows in the same. It distributes the

seed in a far more equal and perfect manner than can be done by the hand of the most

perfect sower, who has no control over the rye-grass after it has left his hand. The

machine running near the ground, the seed escapes the power of the wind, at least so

much so as to be little affected by it. The -ridges, of coarse, are so set out as that the

machine ^vill sow the two halves on either side the furrow throughout the field. Where

the land has been thorough-drained and subsoiled, and afterwards "sown upon the flat,"

there being no furrows, the land must be set out by lines, along which the horse and

the driver will walk. The use of the steam-plough Avill cause this mode of ploughing to

become common, by which a considerable quanity of land will be saved. About thirty

acres of land per day may be sown easily with this machine, including the stoppages at

the headlands, where the machine will be put out of gear.

The seeds must be harrowed in with the light seed-harrows, both to prevent them

from being buried too deep and also the disturbance of the grain below. Where the

farmer has not had a pair of light harrows v.-e have known a bush-harrow used with

equally good efiect, as the seeds only need to be slightly covered with soil to enable them

to vegetate. The iron-web harrow, invented by Mr. Smith of Deanstown, is a very

useful and effective implement for this purpose, as it does not disturb more than the

surface of the ground, while it covers the seed, or rather mixes it with the earth, quite

as efficiently. In dry weather the land may be rolled immediately after the seeds are

harrowed in. In some cases it is rolled both before and aftei', if the soil is rough ; the

first in order to break the clods, and afterwards to level the land and close the earth

about the seeds. This double rolling is unnecessary on light friable land.

Clover is never sown with winter crops, as the frost would destroy it. March is the

earliest month in which it will be safe to sow it. By the time it has appeared above

ground all danger from frost will be over. Some farmers do not harrow in the grass

seeds at all, but consider that the roller will be quite as effectual in burying the seeds. At

one period tliis was almost the imiversal practice : but even if a good plant and crop can

be thus obtained, it is safer not to trust to the chapter of accidents. Larks, linnets, and

other small birds, are fond of clover seeds, and Avill commit depredations on the fields
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where tlicy arc sown, if they arc not well covered iu, which rolling alone will not

effect.

When permanent pastnres are reqnired, this is the season for making them. The

"rasses may be sown with or without corn, but it will save a year's crop to sow them

with corn, and the growth of weeds will be less encouraged. The land, of course, must

be treated iu the same way as for clover and other artificial grasses ; and the kinds of

seeds, according to the soil or the description of pasture required, will be found at those

sections on the subject of Grasses. "Where old pastures have become mossy, and the

grasses deteriorated by the dying out of the good and the substitution of bad kiuds, the

land should be well harrowed backward and forward and across, and the rubbish

gathered off and burnt. If quicklime is spread over the whole it will kill both the coarse

grass and the moss. The fresh seeds may then be sown, and will be mingled with white

clover, which the lime will promote the growth of.

The arguments against sowing grass seeds with corn are plausible enough. It is

alleged that every corn crop that is allowed to mature its seeds robs the soil of a great

portion of its fertilising powers, and that therefore what is gained by the corn is, to a

certain extent, lost in the crop of grass. There is no doubt that where the laud is in a

high state of cultivation and full of manure, the corn will be so rank as to smother the

grasses, especially if sown broadcast. But where the corn is drilled at G or 8 inches

between the rows, there will be room for the grasses to obtain air. Certainly, the wider

the barley or other grain is sown, the better it will be for the seeds. The general practice

in England is to sow the two crops together, and whether this has anything to do with

the failure of the clover under high-farm management, is a question yet to be determined

bv practical men.

Where a crop of grass sown with corn has failed, the grain crop should be harvested

as early as possible, and the land ploughed and cleaned, and fresh seeds sown

immediately. This must not be done later than August, otherwise the young plants

will not be forward enough iu the Avinter to endure the frost. We shall, however, refer

to this again in the next and last season of the year.

It is the practice of many farmers to sow the grass seeds collected on the haylofts

without any other dressing than sifting out the bits of hay. This is poor economy, for

with the grass seeds there is always an abundance of seeds of weeds, which are sure to

spring up and draw away the nourishment from Ijoth grass and corn. And as they will,

many of them at least, mature their seeds as soon as the corn, a fresh crop will be sown,

and the whole field will be foul with them, to contend with the legitimate crop of grass

for the nourishment of the soil. Now, it has been ascertained that the best sample of

grass seeds to be purchased contains a greater or less proportion of the seeds of weeds,

and it requires great attention on the part of a seedsman to separate them so as to

deliver a pure sample to the consumer. What, then, must be the consequence of the

slovenly practice of taking the sweepings of the hayloft and sowing them without any

separation of the grasses from the weeds ? The hay produced from such seeding must

of necessity be very inferior in quality, and only fit for young cattle, for horses will only

eat it when hunger compels them. And besides this, the land is thereby filled with

rubbish which will require a great amount of labour to get rid of when it is again under

tillage for a crop of wheat.

The quantity of grass seeds to he sown per acre is given iu the section on the

k3
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Artificial Grasses, in vol. i. of tliis worlc. Of course it will vary with the nature of the

soil ; but we may observe, that it is no economy to sow scantily of clover, whether Avhite,

red, or yellow. Forsyth says it cannot be sown too thick, and recommends, when red

clover is to be cut green, not to sow less than 24 lbs. per acre. The clover will grow

large if sown thin, but the produce will not be more than half as large, nor will the cattle

eat it so readily; the smaller the stem the more acceptable it is to them. In a thin

plant the stems will be woody and unpalatable. Barley is decidedly the best grain to

grow with grass seeds, as it requires just the fine pulverised seed-bed that suits them.

Oats will grow best on a rough soil, and, besides, they are generally sown so early that

there is danger of the clover being injured or destroyed by frost. The only way in which

seeds can be put in with oats safely is to wait until March, when the oats are some inches

high. But in that ease, although the oats will protect the seeds from frost, they will get

so forward as to be in danger of smothering the young clovers as soon as they appear

above ground. The clovers are also subject to the dej)redations of the fly, which some-

times commit great havoc upon them. The barley forms a protection to them.

Clover fields intended for seed should now be got as clean as possible from weeds, so

as to have the seed clean. It will be best to feed it off with sheep until the middle of

May, when it should be shut up ; and the seed will ripen early. It is the general

practice to take a crop of hay ; but this will drive the second crop to too late a period for

the seed to ripen well. To have it perfectly clean from weeds it should be gone over

several times in March and April, and all noxious and extraneous plants taken out by

hand.

The cultivation of lucerne is not so much attended to in England as its value for fodder

would justify. In France and other parts of the Continent it forms an important item

amongst the forage plants, and there are few farms without some hectares of it. It is

generally sown broadcast in March and April, but is sometimes raised in a seed-bed, and

transplanted in September if rain falls in that month; if not, in October, in which case

it is planted in rows at 9 inches between the plants, and 12 or 15 inches between the

rows. The broadcast, however, is the most common plan in France and Italy, and it is

never hoed; l)ut when the natural grasses have sprung up and taken the lead, it is

considered more profitable to plough it np at once, than either to let it stand or to weed

it. In England it is universally drilled in, and regularly weeded with the haud-lioe.

Like other seeds, it is sown with a crop of barley or oats, the land having previously

been well cleaned bj' the cultivation of a crop of turnips or cabbage, which ensures

repeated hoeing. The soil ought to l)e in a high state of fertility and pulverisation, in

which case the seed will vegetate readily, and take a deep hold. Lucerne is a plant that

strikes a tap-root deeply into the ground if the subsoil is loose ; and on this depends, in

a great measure, the success of its culture. It will require repeated weeding tlie

following spring, after which it will yield an abundance of fodder. We have known it cut

four times during the second season, where the soil has been rich. A calcareous subsoil

is the best for lucerne, provided the nj)per soil is of a good and fertile quality ; and, if

drilled, about 10 lbs. per acre of seed will be sufficient ; but if broadcast, it will require

double that quantity. It is a perennial plant, and is never sown except as a permanent

crop.

The ne.Kt hoeing of winter wheat, which should be given in IMay, or the latter end

of April, must be done with the hand-hoe, or hook, as the wheat will be too high for the
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liorsc to be aduiittcd into it. It is only the Tulliau or Lois-Weedoii system of Imsbandry,

that will allow the horse-hoc to be used Trhcn tlie wheats arc so advanced. Dry weather

is essential for this opcivition ; for, if rain falls before the plants hoed up arc dead, they

will strike their roots again, and the hoe will be required as much as ever. The weeds

between the plants must, in all cases, whether the horse or hand-hoe is used, be pulled

up bj' hand, as the horse-hoe will nat touch them, and it is difficult for the hand-hoes to

cut them out, without disturbing the wheat also. The weeding-hook is the only tool which

can be used with effect, and even this, in unskilful hands, is apt to pull up the wheat as

well as the weed if they stand very near. In the case of corn of any kind sown broadcast,

the hook is the only implement that can be used at all, and it is universally employed.

The most prevalent weeds infesting wheat are the corn-cockle [Agrostemma glthago),

and the poppy [Papaver argemona), the latter being chiefly found on dry sandy soils. It

is a difficult weed to eradicate, especially from land that has been for any length of

time in the hands of a slovenly farmer. The great object is to prevent it from nurturing

the seed, which it will do before the wheat is ripe, if allowed to remain. It should, there-

fore, be resolutely encountered at whatever stage of the crop, and pulled up by hand if the

wheat has attained any height. The seed of the poppy is very small, and if not shed

before the wheat is harvested, it is easily got rid of by sifting ; but the siftings in that

case ought not to be thrown where they are likely to get amongst the dung, as, in that

case, the poppies are sure to make their appearance in the field again. All weeds are

propagated in this way to a much greater extent than many farmers are aware of. The

siftings are thrown out in the barn-yard ; and if the poultry and the small birds find

them, and have time allowed, they will devour the seeds. But this is frequently prevented

by covering them over with straw, and thus they go out with the dung. The poppy

seed is very tenacious of its vitality, and will be in the ground an indefinite period

without injury. The cockle must be pulled by hand from amongst the corn, being of

too tough and woody a nature to be cut by the hoe or weeding-hook. The seeds of this

plant are black outside, but white and farinaceous within, so that if they are ground with

the wheat, they will not injure the colour; but the quality, and probably the flavour, is

deteriorated ; and the seed being nearly as heavy and as large as the wheat, it is difficult

to get it out of a samjjle by screening. Like the stem, too, it is very hard, and takes no

injury upon the dunghill, either from heat or decay.

There are many other weeds that appear amongst the wheat, and draw away the

nourishment from the soil, as the Persicaria, the ass-mart, the brouse grass, the sow thistle,

the gromwell, &c., all having large seeds, and consequently exhausting to the soil when

they abound. Many of the small-seed grasses also spring up, and present a slovenly

appearance in the eroj), but they are less injurious, their hold of the ground being

slight, and the seeds are easily taken from the grain with the sieve, or dressing-machine,

"Where top-dressing the winter wheat is intended, it should be done during IMarch

or the beginning of April, but certainly not later than the end of that month. About

\\ or 2 ewt., of Peruvian guano will be a good quantity. Many farmers mix with it

1 cwt. of nitrate of soda, which pushes forward the young plants very fast, on which

account it should not be applied until the danger of frost is over, otherwise the fast

growth would render them liable to injury. "Whatever manure is used, it should be

applied in wet weather, in order that it may be washed down to the roots of the wheat.

"NA'hen slugs appear, wliich they will do, if at all, as soon as the weather becomes
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raildj pulverised quicklime will efFectually destroy them if sifted over tlic wlic;it in the

morning, whilst the dew is on the blade. Salt will also kill them, but it is a dangerous

remedy in a growing crop, as it will destroy the vegetation also, if it falls in any

quantity upon it. The slug has appeared in great force upon the wheat-fields the last

few years, and iu some cases has committed great havoc on the plants. No insect,

however, is more easily got rid of, if the right means are used, as above, as soon as they

make their appearance, and from time to time afterwards.

The wire-worm is a more insidious enemy, because it works almost exclusively under

ground, and eats off the wheat plant just below the surface. It is the larva of a small

beetle [Cataphagus Ihnatus), and measures, when full grown, about seven-twelfths of an

inch in length, and about one line in breadth. It has a tough skin, and is very tenacious

of life. We know, iu fact, of no chemical application that will destroy or affect it, but in the

hop-grounds, where it sometimes prevails, the farmers bxiry pieces of potato in the ground

round the hillocks, and examine them daily. The wire-worm will leave the hop to get

at the potato, and thus many of them ai'e trapped and destroyed. It would be an

endless, if not an impossible, task to do this amongst the wheat. Treading with sheep

and cattle, by consolidating the ground, is supposed to destroy both the beetle and the

larvae; rolling the soil with a heavy roller in the spring; top-dressing with a mixture

of soot and lime, or either singly, gas refuse, salt, nitrate of soda, and lastly, hand-

picking where turnips are drawn. By this last and most tedious method, multitudes

may be destroyed ; but " their name is legion " in some seasons, and a specific is still a

desideratum for their destruction. Fortunately nature itself has provided a remedj' for

this evil, in the numerous foes it raises it up against it. Nearly all the large and small

birds that frequent the fields devour it with great zest. The mole also feeds upon it,

and the ichneumon flj' [Pvoctotrapes viator) seeks out the larva, deposits its eggs in

the body to consume the muscles, and tluis destroys it. Several others of the beetle

tribe are equally its enemies, and thus a compensating power is provided, whereby the

evils to which we are liable are balanced or counteracted by means that only require the

common industry of man to render them efficient. By frequent tillage and opening the

soil, the larvpe become exposed, and arc dcstroj^ed by its various enemies. It is not

merely for the sake of company that the rook follows the ploughman or the boy with the

harrows ; nor is it merely or even chiefly to pick up the corn that lies on the surface

that the man with the drill finds the same regular attendant at his heels. If the choice

of a rook lay between a grain of corn and a wire-worm, he would assuredly choose tlie

latter as the most savoury morsel ; and the same may be said of the small birds, who in

summer destroy innumerable quantities of the insect tribes, which, if allowed to continue

breeding, would soon leave the country a desert. Frequent and effectual tillage, then,

is the most likely means of ridding the land of wire-worm and other destructive insects,

by exposing them to the depredations of their enemies.

The wheat-stem fly {Cklorops pumilionis) lays its eggs iu the ground, and the larva

attacks the stem of the plant, which it eats in the centre, destroying the cmln-yo car,

and the Avhole foliage dies. The root, however, still throws out its fresh shoots, which

are, in turn, attacked ; those which survive being weak and short. This fly generally

makes its appearance just as the wheat begins to grow freely after the cold spring

weather ; and its presence may be known by the wheat turning yellow in the blade. If

examined then^ the worm or larva will be found in the centre of the stem. It is more
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difficult to know liow to deal Avitli this insect than with the wire-woriU; because it is

impossible to get at itj except by mowing, or feeding off the whole field, wliich method,

if the disease is extensively spread, will perhaps be the best that can be adopted. Whole

fields are sometimes attacked, and the crop greatly injured by this fly.

When wheat has become " winter-proud," it will be necessary to feed it off with sheep.

This should be done in March, or, at latest, the first week in April. If it be very rank

it will be better to mow- it, taking care uot to cut it too low, so as to destroy the future

car. The plant, however, will tiller again, and will very soon exhibit as strong an

appearance as ever, but will not be so liable to be lodged. We should, iu an ordinary

case, prefer feeding to mowing, having seen the beiaefieial effect of it.

SECTION XIV.

THE THIRD SEASON CONTINUED.—SPRING AND EAKLY SUMMER.

\A'hi:n the planting of the potato crop has been delayed, the land should be prepared

early in i\Iarch for the reception of the seed. Potatoes are generally cultivated after a crop

of grain, and we may therefore assume that the land has been ploughed deeply in the

autumn or the early winter, in order to receive the benefit of the frost and snow. On
the first appearance of dry weather in the spring, the land should be again ploughed,

and, if sufficiently di-y, cleared of weeds. This ploughing should be across the former,

the harrow following the plough, to bring to the surface all the weeds, to be afterwards

collected by the light harrows, or the three-tined fork by hand. If the land is clean,

the cultivator will do the work quite as well as the plough, and be more expeditious,

which, at this season, is of considerable importance; and it will also bring up all weeds

that may be still in the soil, to be collected and burned. When these operations are

noncluded, the land .should be set out into single-bout ridges, either with the double-

breasted plough, or with the common plough, by turning one furrow-slice against

another, leaving an open furrow or trench between each bout, as we described in a

former part of this work. This planting may be considered as the principal crop of the

potato, and its completion should not be delayed beyond the latter end of April at the

furthest, and as soon before that period as the other pressing work of the farm will

admit.

Potatoes are planted either whole or cut into sets, having one or two eyes to each

set. Small whole potatoes are equally good for seed, and will produce as large a crop

as cut sets. If the tubers have sprouted, the sprouts must be broken off; l)ut if only

budded, they may remain. The best, however, are those that have neither sprouted nor

budded. A middle size is preferable to a large one for cutting ; and no imsound tuber

should be employed. In cutting, the root end should never be used for seed, but the

rest should be cut so as to have two ei/es or sets to each piece. The cutting of the

tubers is a formidable undertaking where a large breadth of the potatoes is to be planted.
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It will require from 20 to 2-1 bushels of sets to plant an acre ; wliere, tlierefore, 2o acres

or more are to be planted, it is no small undertaking to cut the sets ; and it requires an

experienced liand to do the work in a proper manner, so as to have two eyes to each

set. Whatever quantity of land is to be planted, the sets should all be prepared before

the work commences, as the whole strength of the farm will be required when the

planting is in progress..

The dung-heap, which, of course, stands in the field, should be turned a fortnight

before it is wanted to be spread, in order that it may acquire fresh heat by fermentation,

which will greatly promote the sprouting of the sets when planted. In distributing the

dung, it is shot from the carts in heaps at regular distances, and then spread into the

drills by women with dung-forks, each woman having three drills to supply, tlie dang

being thrown from the cart into tlie centre one of the three. The sets arc laid upon

the dung in the drills by other women, who carry them in baskets, or in coarse aprons,

as the case may be. It will require double the number of hands to deposit the sets that

it does to spread the manure. Immediately that one of the triple row has been planted,

the ploughman comes and splits the ridge either with the double-breasted, or the single

plough. This last work should be completed on all the planted land the same day,

before the ploughman leaves the field, both to preserve the sets from the depredations

of crows and rooks, and other thieves, and to cover the dung from the action of the sun

and air. The sooner the sets are covered, the more will the manure be mixed with the

soil, which it would not be effectually, if it were allowed to get dry by exposure to the

atmosphere. It requires a considerable amount of system and good management to

conduct these various operations so as to harmonise and chime in with each other in

their proper order and time; and unless this is effected, much confusion and delay

will ensue, which the master's supervision should prevent, bj' being constantly, oi-, at

least, as much as possible, on the spot.

The action of the plough in setting out the drills ought to leave at least 30 inches

between ridge and ridge, and if 6 inches more are allowed, the additional space will not

be wasted. The sets should be laid at the distance of from 9 to 12, or even 15 inches

apart in the drills. Sometimes the sets are deposited before the dung is spread, which

is then put over them. This is considered a greater protection from the rooks and

crows, which arc sure to find them out if they lie near the surface. Tlie most cfi'ectual

way to prevent this is to keep a vigilant watch with a gun. When the sets have sprouted,

and before they have appeared on the surface, the land should be well harrowed to break

the crust that has formed by the rain falling upon it, and thus to facilitate the progress

of the young plants, which, in a few days after, will make their appearance.

When the shoots have grown 3 or 4 inches, the hoe should be applied to cut out the

weeds round them, and loosen the soil around the stems. The grabber may be used between

the drills to eradicate the weeds that have come up. Another hand hoeing should be

given when fresh weeds appear, and those that stand close to the plants should be pulled

out with the hand. At this hoeing the ground must be well stirred round the plants,

and as much as possible drawn towards them. This latter operation is best efl'ccted by

the double-breasted plough, which throws the earth up on each side ; but the ploughman

must be careful not to let the share go deeper than the dung was deposited, which would

lay the young tubers too bare, and injure the quality of the produce. Sometimes a

top-dressing of guano is applied, when the laud is in a noor condition, or the dressing of
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farm manure lias not been sulHcicutly large. It should be distributed by baud, at the

rate of about .2 cwt. per acre, and after the plants have been earthed up.

In. t\iQ Edinburgh Qiiarterhj Journal of AyrlcuUure, is an account of au experiment

in cultiv;i.ti)ig potatoes, by Mr. INIackcnzie, of Plcan, near Stirling. "On uell-

di'ained land," he says, " three modes of cultivating the potato were tried ; the dung

used being what is called ' well-made farm-yard manure.' The first was similar to the

plan usually adopted, namely, earthing up the crop until the interval between the rows

was 2 or 3 inches deeper than the roots and dung. The second plan differed from the

first only in being less earthed, or what may be called by some, ' a half setting-np.'

Tlie third mode had none of the earth drawn to the stems of the plants, and the earth

was only hoed between the rows. The dunging of the crop and the distance between the

rows were equal in all. When the potatoes were dug, the advantage of the second mode of

cidture over the first, was fully equal to more than one-third part of the increase, and better

in qualitv ; for the potatoes grown by the first plan would not bring the same price in the

market that the second did. The produce of the third plan was nearly as much in bulk as

the second, but rather inferior in quality, many of the potatoes having their sides greened

by being exposed to light. "When growing, the second and third lots had a much more

healtliy appearance than the first; and when dug, what remained of the dung that was

used was well mixed with the soil; while the dung of the first lot was dry and little

decomposed, clinging in clusters to the roots of the potato plants when they were dug."

The number of hands required in planting potatoes on the plan described is as

follows.* Two ploughmen, one to form the drills, the other to cover the seed and dung.

One carter, with two one-horse carts, for carting the dung; one woman to separate

the heaps of dung into three parts, and three others to spread it evenly in the drills ; si.x

women to plant the sets. A boy or girl is also employed in leading the horse in the dung-

cart along the drills. A third cart is always standing at the dunghill with a man to load

it. It will require great vigilance in the overseer or the master to keep this gang of

labourers up to the mark, each in his or her own department of the work, so as to avoid

loss of time in waiting for each other, ^yhen this can be done, it proceeds pleasantly

enough. If the ploughman, who covers the drills after planting the sets, is unable to cover

them in the day, the other who forms the drills will be able to assist him towards the

close, so as to have all the dung and sets covered before leaving work. It is of great

importance to have this part of the work performed at once, so that none of the drills are

left open after the hours of labour.

Other methods of planting potatoes are employed, such as depositing the sets in the

furrow after the common plough, the dung having been previously spread on the surface.

Every third furrow is planted in this case, and the labour is inueh less ; but the first

method is by far the best and most certain. The Lazij-bed planting is peculiar to Ireland,

and is found adapted to the habits of the cottier farmers, w ho have not strength of hands

sufficient to pursue any other course. We have described tlie Lazj'-bed system in the first

volume of this work, as well as other plans of planting. The kinds of potatoes planted

for the general crop are the late varieties selected according to the conditions of soil and

climate ; and there are plenty of these from which to choose. According to Lawson, there

are upwards of one hundred kinds of this root adapted to field-culture. It would, there-

fore, be a mere " iiap-hazard," a work of supererogation, to dictate what kinds w ill suit

* Stephens's " Book of the Fai'iii," vol. i. p. 6.32,
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the soil aud climate of a particular part of tlic country. We sliall, therefore, leave it to

the judgment of the reader to select that which is best adapted, and, above all, for which

the readiest sale aud the best price can be obtained at the nearest or best market. The

consnniptiou is so great in all large towns, that there is no danger of not being able, at

one or other part of the season, to obtain a market for them at remunerating prices, if

the qualitj' is good, and the tubers sound. In the London market, the varieties of late

potatoes most in request are the Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and Scotch Regents, the

American Earlies, the Hen's Nest, &c., &c.

The value of a potato is determined by the quantity or proportion of starch it yields,

but it is not always that the best flavoured tuber contains the most of that material. It

is well known that light land produces a better flavoured potato than a clay soil, but

the produce of the latter may, nevertheless, be the most valuable as an article of com-

merce, if the object be the production of starch. The former, however, as an article

of food, will bring the best price at mai'ket.

Stephens mentions a remarkable experiment by Mr. Howden, of Lawhead, on the

effect of cutting the root into sets, iipon the quantity of starch they contained. " On
the 28th of June," says Mr. Howden, "I selected from a store which had been repeatedly

turned and kept for family use, seventy potatoes of the old rough black varietj% I

divided this number into five lots, sizing them, so that each lot of fourteen i^'otatoes

weighed exactly 4 lbs. I made, on that day, one lot into starch, and obtained 9 oz. On

the same day I put fourteen potatoes whole, and fourteen cut into fifty-six sets, into a

deep box filled with dry mould. The remaining fourteen whole and fourteen cut, I put

into another box filled with moist earth, and which was watered from time to time. At

the end of three weeks, witii the exception of five sets, all the plants, made their appear-

ance. All this time the dry box had been kept from moisture. On the 21st July,

however, I allowed it to be moistened with heavy rain, and on the 28th July I took them

np and extracted starch from the whole. Before doing so, however, I weighed the

several lots, and what seemed curious to me was, that each lot of the u^liole potatoes had

(jained 8 oz., while each lot of the cut. ones had lost 6 oz. of its weight, and of their

number two did not vegetate. The sprouts from the whole potatoes weighed 4 oz., and

those from the cut only 2 oz.; yet the starch from the twenty-eight cut potatoes was only

2 oz., and that from the twenty-eight whole potatoes 9 oz., being exactly the produce in

starch of half that number, namely, fom'tcen, which was made into starch at the

commencement of the experiment."

]\Ir. Stephens makes no observations upon this experiment, but it appears to us to

convey valuable hints on the subject, and on the effect of planting cut sets. It appears

that thei'e being an equal quantity of starch, namely, 18 oz. in each portion before

planting, the proportions accounted for when taken up and analysed, were as follows :

—

Siirout?. Sliuxh. ToliU. Loss.

M'hole tubers 4 oii 9 oz 13 oz 5 oz.

Cut sets 2 „ .... 2
, 4 14 „

Thus the twenty-eight whole tubers were only 5 oz. of starch deficient, while the same

number cut into sets had lost 14 oz. It would appear from this, that in cutting the

potato into sets a large portion of the starch is lost, by which the constitution must be

Bcnsibly weakened. Stephens mentions a circumstance in his own practice that goes

to confirm this view of the case. " One season," he says, " happening to have fewer
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sets cut than would plant the ground tlic dunghill allotted to the potato land manured

sor.;e of tlic small potatoes -ffliich had heen picked out for the pigs when the sets were

cut, were planted to finish the land with potatoes, and they actually ijiclded a h<-ttei-

crop than the re.tf of the field."*

The loss of starch tliat ensues from cutting the potato may be easily demonstrated by

laying the cutting aside on a plate as soon as it is separated. A considerable quantity of

moisture will ooze out of it which, when dried, will exhibit the starch plainly enough

both ou the plate and on the cut surface of the divided tuber. There is, therefore, less

i\utriment for the young shoots ; and this is proved by the result of Mr. Ilowdcn's

experiment : for although there were in the twenty-eight tubers cut into 11.2 sets, only

2 oz. of sprouts, those of the twenty-eight whole ones weighed 4 oz. The loss of starch,

tlierefore, must arise from the cutting both before and after planting ; and the constitu-

tion of the future plant must as certainly be injured by the cutting. Mr. Howdeu appears"

to confine the drift of his experiment to the cftect of the moist and dry soils respectively

upon the sprouting of the potato. We do not see how this can be deduced from it

because both boxes, the moist and the dry earth, contained an equal number of both

whole tubers and cut sets, so that in all respects they were treated alike. The gist of the

experiment lies in the loss of starch, and this is an important consideration with the

growers of the potato.

SECTION XV.

THE THIRD SE.\SON CONTINUED.—SPRING .\ND EARLY SU.MMER.

l.v March the land intended for raangold-wurzel, carrot, and Swedish turnips should

receive a cross ploughing, and the harrows afterwards be vigorously applied to collect

the weeds. If the land is very foul the grubber or cultivator w ill be the most efficient

implement to bring them to the surface, to be afterwards collected either by the light

harrows, or by women and boys with rakes and forks. This of course must be done in

dry weather ; and as March is generally dry and April wet, it ought not to be postponed

till the latter mouth if possible. In all respects the land may be treated as for the potato

described in the last section, so far as to have it set out in drills and the manure placed

in them. From 16 to 20 tons of good farm-yard manure is usually given per acre for

these roots ; and sometimes 2 or 3 cwt. of guano is mixed with the dung with extra-

ordiuaiy effect.

As it is difficult to find a machine that will deliver the rough seed of the mangold

with readiness and regularity,t the most direct plan Avill be, after the manure is

deposited and covered in the drills, to pass a light roller over the ridges ; then let women

* " Book of tlie farm," vol. i. p. C30.

T Perhaps one of (he best machines of the kind is that iavented by Jlcssrs. Iloinsby aud Sons, of Grantham, nljich

deposits the manure deeply, and covers it up before drilling in the seed. The manure must be well rotted, or it will not
deliver itself; but bene dust or other artificial manure is the best to use will', the drill
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witli a small hand-hoe open a drill about 2 or 2i inches in depth along the centre, and

another de])osit the seed at the proper distance of 18 inches. Two or three seeds are

quite sufficient to drop into each liole. It is the practice with many farmers to steep

the seed some hours before sowing it, and then mi.x. it with sand to absorb the moisture

and separate the seeds. It is, hoTever, a question whether this does not injure or destroy

the vital pi-inciple which some have found to be the case.

The month of April is the proper time to sow this plant, and it ought not to be

delayed beyond it. The land should be subsoilcd as well as miderdraincd, for the deeper

the tillage the larger the crop. A friend of the writer's drained and trenched a piece of land,

and sowed it with mangold. The extent was only half an acre, but he sold from it 40 tons

at the rate of from 20*. to 25s. per ton, they being very dear that season in conseqiicuce

of the general failure of the crop. This shows what may be done by good management.

And although trenching with the spade two spits deep is expensive, the cost is not to

be compared with the increase of produce, which will be permanent for many years after.

In the case cited, both the draining and trenching were paid for many times over by

this single crop.

When the plants are well up they must be singled out by hand, which should be

done hy careful women accustomed to such work. The finest plants shoidd be left ; and

where any have failed they should be replaced from those drawn out, by which means

the crop may be made good and without any blanks in the rows. As soon as weeds

begin to appear, the horse-hoe must be sot at work, and the soil well stirred between the

plants with the hand-hoe, which will admit the air and nourish the young plants. The

crop will be quite ready for these operations before the end of jMay, and by their execution

during that month the plants will have had a good start, and taken so firm and deep a

hold of the ground as to be less injured by any drought that may afterwards take place.

In Scotland the mangold is not generally sown until about the first or second week

in May, on account of the late frosts which would destroy the yo^nig plants. They ai'c

thinned out the second or third week in June, when the vacancies are filled iip, and the

surface pared with the scuffler. They are hoed and even thinned with tliG common

turnip hand-hoe. The latter operation, however, requires very skilful hands and great

caution to select and separate the finest plants with that implement, and we should

rather recommend separating them by hand, which allows a better opportunity for

extracting the supernumerary plants. The danger of sowing so late as the second or

third week in May is, that the dry weather of June will set in before they have got a

sufficient hold of the ground to withstand it. They are generally fit for the first hoeing

the sixth or seventh week after sowing. The quantity of seed sown is about 7 lbs. per

acre ; the distance between the rows 30 inches, and between the plants 18 inches.

It is the practice of some farmers to sow mangold-wurzel and Swedish or other turnips

in the same field in alternate rows or stetches. The object of this is to maintain the

condition of the soil by having the turnips consumed by sheep after the mangolds are

drawn and stored. This is an excellent plan and fully answers the ptn-pose designed; the

mangolds being removed early in the season, the turnips can be fed ofi:' at leisure wiieu

they are required. On other farms the mangolds are sown or drilled " upon the flat,"

in which case the manure is spread in the ordinary way and ploughed in, and the seed

drilled at the usual distance between the rows and plants. This plan, however, is going

out of practice, and tlie Northumberland drill ploughing is all but the universal method.
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Dibbling is practised to a considerable extent in depositing tlie seed, wliicli is dropped in

by hand the same as wheat and other graiu^ unless Sigma's Dibblcr is used, whirli

deposits the seed at the time the hole is made.

One great object to be kept in view iu sowing mangolds is to have them above

gromid as soon as the frosts of spring are over, so as to get them well rooted before the

dry weather sets iu; and also to have them matured early in the autumn tliat they may

be read}' to be raised and stored in good time before tlic autumnal frosts. By sowing the

seed the second or third week in April both these objects will be aceomplishcd. Tlie

youug plants will make tlieir appearance about the middle of May, and be ready to single

out by the latter end of that month or the beginning of June, and the blanks may be

filled up by transplantiug the supernumeraries at the same time. The mangold, like tlie

turnip, is liable from its first appearance to the attacks of several of the insect tribes.

The larva of a beetle {Silpha opaca) fixes itself upon the leaves and devours the soft part

imder the skin. The plant, however, recovers as soon as the larva drops off, and forms

new leaves. The larva of the CEgrostis segetum, or dart-moth, is far more dangerous aiid

destructive, for it eats through the root just below the crown and utterly destroys it.

Tlie tuinip beetle also sometimes punctures the leaves, but it does little harm to the

mangold compared with its ravages on the turnip, as the plants recover after the fly has

disappeared. The grub of the erane-ily [Tipula olearacea) is equally destructive as the

CEgrostis, segetum for it attacks the root below the crown, and thus destroys it. There

appears to be no cure or preventive for these evils except by the excessive labour of

searching for and destroying by hand the causes; and it is seldom that the important

operations of the season, when they appear, will admit of hands being spared for the

purpose. No means, however, consistent with the progress of the other branches of

husbandry, should be left untried to save so valuable and indispensable a crop.

The carrot, like the mangold, requires a great depth of soil. The stubble on which

it is intended to sow it should have been ploughed deeply in autumn by causing a second

plough to follow the first, and thus go to the depth of 12 or 14 inches. Or the subsoil

plough will stir and disintegrate the subsoil without turning it over or bringing it to the

surface. It is not every soil that will suit the carrot. It delights in a sandy loam, varying

from that to a sand or gi'avel, jirovided these latter are highly manured ; and the higher

state of pulveruleuce it is reduced to, the better for the crop. The land should have

been cross-ploughed in February ; and in IMarch the harrows passed over it repeatedly

to collect the weeds. If the land has beeu under turnips they should be cleared off by

February, and the land ploughed as it should be iu autumn tillage, to the depth of

14 inches. It is seldom, however, that a farmer will have two root crops in succession,

except when there is a large town near, at which a good sale for the produce can be obtained.

Nor is it often that a large breadth of this root is cultivated for feeding purposes ; it

has not, in fact, received so much attention as it deserves, for it is one of the mo.st

valuable roots that the land produces. All animals of the herbivorous kind are

excessively fond of it ; and, perhaps, the strongest objection that can be raised against it

is that hares, rabbits, and pheasants, prey upon it continually while it is iu the ground

;

and the rats attack it when stored. The chief reason, however, of the small extent of

its cultivation in England for feediug purposes is the extra trouble it involves at a time

when other important operations press upon the husbandman. This objection might be

overcome by foresight in the arrangements of the work.
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If the laud has been cleaucil, and the weeds got ofl' iu the autumn, the uiauure sliould

be laid ou immediately and ploughed iu before the bad weather sets iu to prevent. If

manured at the time of sowing, the roots will in all probability be fibrous and divided.

From 20 to 25 tons per acre will be a sufficient dressing, laid iu drills the same as for

mano'old and Swede turnips. It should then be covered in with the double-breasted

plough, and left until April, when if the weeds appear, the grubber should be applied to

the drills, taking care not to disturb the manure. If necessary, the double-breasted

plough should again be run through the drills, to restore the ridges that had been

disturbed by the grubbers or harrows. Ou some farms the manure is spread on the flat'

and the land ploughed the same. If the season before winter is too wet to admit of the

land being cleaned, it should be attended to the first fine dry v.eather iu January or

February, by going over it with the grubber and collecting the weeds. The manure

should then be immediately distributed, and the land receive a deep ploughing whether

on the flat, or thrown into ridges.

The weeds being destroyed in April by the harrows or the grubbers, or both, the

seed should be prepared by steeping it; the usual method being, to place the bag that

contains it, and is three-fourths full, iu a tub of water,"where it shoidd remain from 36 to

48 hours, according to the temperature of the air. The object of steeping the seed is, of

course, to hasten the process of vegetation. After steeping, it should be placed on a floor

about a foot thick and left to germinate. As soon as this process has taken place it should

be mixed with dry sand or sifted ashes, in the proportion of about 4 pecks of sand to 5 or

C lbs. of seed, which is sufficient for 1 acre. It is then sown either broadcast or with tlic

turnip drill, or dropped by hand into holes made in the ridges with a hoe or otherwise.

If old or doubtful seed is employed the quantity should be increased according to the

proportion that is found to germinate. This may be ascertained by weighing half an

ounce after steeping and then counting the grains, laying aside those that have not

germinated. The number of these as compared with the rest, will give the proportion of

bad seed, which must be made up bj-- au additional quantity. If one-fifth is bad, one-

fourth more must be taken to allow for the bad seed in the additional quantity.

Carrots are generally sown in drills from 12 to 18 inches apart. They will appear

above ground in about three weeks, from which time the hoe should be kept at work

upon them, first between the drills, and afterwards to single out the plants and destroy

the weeds between them. The plants should stand from 8 to 12 inches apart, according

to the nature and condition of the soil. As with turnips and mangold, the strongest

phants should be selected for standing. The hoeing of carrots sown broadcast is very

difficult, the plants standing so near that there is danger of injuring the root unless the

hoc has a very short blade, which, however, renders the process much more tedious and

expensive. Guano is sometimes used for manure instead of farm-yard dung, but if care

is not exercised to prevent the seed from coming in contact with it, the strength of the

ammonia is apt to destroy it. After the seed is deposited, a light roller should be passed

over the ground.

In Scotland, iu districts near the coasts, sea-weed is employed as manure with

excellent effect for carrots upon light sandy soils. The land is first trenched 2 feet deep

after a grain crop in autvimn. As they proceed the trenches arc half filled with sea-weed,

and thus the whole of the space intended to be sown is manured with it. The roots

thus raised are excellent in quality and well formed. The plan, however, cannot be v.cll
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practised except upon ;i snuxU sciilc^ the trenchiug of the hind being tedious aud expen-

sive, and only admissibk; on small occupations, where, as in Ireland, the farmer and his

family are the labourers.

Y\'licn it is intended to use the horse-hoc, the intervals between the rows should be

equal to those of mangold-wurzel, or from 30 to 36 inches ; and this, whether the seed

is sown in drills or on the flat. The carrot is an excellent plant to grow on land

planted with young trees of wdiatever kind ; and if well manured for will pay tlie

expense of trenching or subsoiling the ground, which should always be done for young

plantations. The plan in that case is to trench the land two spits deep with the spade

in October, if there is time, and let it lie till the young trees are planted in March or

April, when it should again be stirred with the hoe or the rough harrows, and the seed

sown. The manure should be dug in in the trenchiug. If time cannot be spared in

the autumn, the land may be trenched in March, when the planting takes place, and the

seed sown after the digging.

The parsnip requires a ditFerent treatment aud a diti'erent soil from the carrot. A
deep rich loam suits it, and on such a soil it requires but little manure. As it is a hardy

plant and not likely to be affected by frost, it is sometimes sown in October, after a deep

pulverisation of the soil. But the most common time to sow it is in IMarch or the

beginning of April. Neither a strong clay uor a gravelly soil suits it, but it will grow on

a sandy loam if in good condition. It is also usually sown in drills at from 18 inches to

2 feet distance, to admit of the horse-hoe being used. The parsnip is sometimes trans-

planted, in which case it should be raised in autumn on a seed-bed, and taken from

thence and transplanted in April or early in May. The soil must be well pulverised with

the harro^vs and roll. A furrow is then opened 6 or 8 inches deep with the plough, and

the young plant laid carefully in by a man so that it shall stand upright when the earth

is closed round it. This should be done by another hand following the planter with a

hoe. Another furrow should then be formed at the required distance, and so on

throughout the field. Care should be taken in raising the young plants not to break off

or injure the tap-root. As soon as the weeds appear the horse or hand hoe should be

set to work, after which the plants may be earthed up, care being taken not to cover the

leaves, which would be injurious to the plant. The hoeiug should be repeated as soon

and as often as the weeds appear. Those who have cultivated this root for feeding

either horses or any other of the animals of the farm, consider it the most valuable of

any for the purpose.

The Swedish turnip has taken its place as an acknowledged puoduct of the modern

farm, coming between the common white loaf and other turnips of the more watery kinds,

and the niangold-wurzel, in feeding cattle. It is hardier than any other of the globose or

bulbous rooted plants, and also retains its valuable qualities longer, even after it has shot

up its flowering stem. It is, therefore, generally reserved till the other turnips arc

consumed, which will generally be in February, and they will continue succulent until

at least the middle of May. The late Dr. Anderson states that he took up a bulb of

Swedish turnip on the 15th June, the seed-stalk of which was firm and woody, the

pods full and formed, and in some of them the seeds were nearly ripe, yet the root was

as soft and succulent as at any former period of its growth, nor was the skin hard or

woody, as he expected. It was cooked and brought to table, and was considered as good,

if not better, than before its stem had begun to shoot. This is an invaluable property
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of this plant, and has doubtless recommeuded it to the attention of the British agricul-

turist, and brought it into general cultivation.

The Swedisli turnip may be sown upon almost any land, from a sand to a stiff clay, if

the latter lias been drained and subsoiled ; but the soil most grateful to it is a deep, rich,

sandy loam. Tlicland sliould have been deeply ploughed in the autumn, after the grain

crop was housed; and in other respects treated exactly as for mangold-wurz.^1. The

almost universal practice now is to sow on the Northumberland plan, iu drills from 18 to

27 inches distant, and from 12 to 14 inches from plant to plant. The time for sowing i-

the first and following weeks in May. In Scotland tlie second week iu May is the usual

time to begin, the climate not admitting of the seed being sown so early as in England.

One advantage in sowing it early is that it is less liable to be affected by the fly than if

it were put off till the weather is warmer. The quantity of seed usually sown is 3 lbs.

per acre, and the turnip drill is employed to deposit it. This implement takes two rows

or drills, and rolls the land in a circular form, the coulters following the rollers. Tlie

young plants will appear above ground in about ten days, if the wcatlier is favoui-able ; we

have known them come up in a week when the weather has been warm, and a shower has

fallen after the sowing.

Both bone-dust and guano are now commonly used for manuring turnips ; and some-

times these are mixed. They are usually deposited at the same time and with the same

maciiine as the seed, only deeper, so that the seed may not come into itumediate contact

with them. Many special manures also have been compounded for the turnip crops, a

few of which—that, for instance, compounded by Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert—are well

adapted for the purpose. The majority of them, however, are of little use, except to put

money into the pockets of the manufacturers, if they can dispose of them. But the

farmers are now so much alive to the impositions that have been practised upon them by

empirics, that they take care to purchase of men of established reputation ; and many

of them analyse the sample of manui'e offered to them before they venture to order a

bulk of it. It is difficult to deposit guano alone with the maehiue on account of its

clammy nature, which prevents its separating so as to be taken up by the cups. When
ivell mixed with fine boue-dust tliis property is neutralised, and it readily delivers.

When sown alone it is generally done by hand.

Bone-dust alone is a valuable manure for turnips, and a considerable saving is effected

by depositing it with the seed with the drop machine. This amounts to at least one-

third of the quantity sow^n continuously, and is no mean object on a large farm. This

machine deposits the bone-dust or other manure at tlie intervals that ought to exist

between the turnips when set out witli the hoe. And as the plants imraediatch^ over the

manure will necessarily be the forwardest, the hocr-up will have no difficulty in .selecting

the plants, but will cut up all those between the manure deposits, leaving also the strongest

of those upon the heaps. There are many machines now offered to the public for thus

depositing the manure with the seed, and the farmer will make himself acquainted by

personal observations with their respective merits before purchasing.

As soon as the rough leaf of the Swede appears the hoe should be set at a\ oik, and

the first selection of plants made, so far as to separate them at the distance they ouglit

eventually to stand, whether they are single or otherwise. They arc too young at

present to Ijc separated if they stand close to each other, except by hand, which Avould be

too tedious and interrupting a process for the lioer. The horse-hoc, however, settles this
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point ; for, taking ouly the ground between tlic drills, the space from plant to plant, and

the singling or setting out of the plants is afterwards done by women, or men, as the case

may be, who nsc both hoe and hand for the latter process, if needful. The hoe should

not he more than 7 inches long in the plate, and 3 feet long iu the shaft, although in

Norfolk the latter is usually from 4 to 5 feet. The cliicf advantage in the short handle

is that it brings the eye of the lioer nearer to his work, and gives him greater power

ever it in the selection of the plants ; but it increases the severity of the operation.

The horse-hoe is a gi-eat boon to the farmer in the cultivation of the turnip. Before

its introduction, and when the hand-hoe was the only implement used for the purpose,

many a good crop of turnips has been ruined by the haste with which the hoers have

hurried over the ground, neither exercising discrimination in selecting the strongest

plants nor iu setting at the proper distance those that were left. Of a gang of a dozen

men, perhaps three or four might have a quick eye, hand, and judgment to do the work

properly ; the rest would moi'c or less mangle the crop in such a manner as to reduce it

to half a one on their work, however full a plant it may originally have been. Being paid

by the acre for two or three hoeings, their object was to go over the ground as quick as

possible, without any regard to the interest of their employer. It was a common saying

that a farmer should never look at his men while hoeing, and that it was only by tlie

previous day's work he was able to judge of the way iu which it was executed. This was

true enough ; because while the work was in immediate progress, and the hoed-up plants

still fresh, it was impossible to tell which was set out, and it was only when they had

withered that the character of the work could be discerned. We have stood looking at a

gang of ten hoers until the flesh absolutely crept on our bones, to see them slashing away

apparently regardless of everything except getting as much as possible done in the day's

work. A good hoer even at that rate executed it properly ; but as the bad ones made

a point of keeping up with him, the mischief done to the crop was great and irreparable.

T'uder the present system we should prefer women hoers to men, in setting out the

turnips in drills. They work by the day, and although given generally to gossiping,

they are more careful ; and after a little teaching and practice will exercise more dis-

crimination than men usually do. Still it requires constant supervision to have the

work done properly.

In hoeing Swedes all blanks should be filled up by transplanting those into the

blanks, that have been hoed up. Unlike the common turnip, they are of a hardy

nature and will bear removal as readily as a cabbage-plant, which no other kind will do.

Some of the Scottish farmers transplant their crop of Swedes by raising the plants on a

seed-bed, and, when readj', setting them out on ridges over T,he manure ; but the trans-

planted never attain so large a size as the sown Swedes, and, therefore, require to be set

closer, both from row to row and from plant to plant. The method too is expensive, as

two men cannot do more than a rood in the day, so that it is not likely to get into

general practice. When this root, however, was first cultivated in England, it was always

thus raised on a seed-bed and transplanted. Sowing Swedes over again, when the first

sowing has failed, is of little use, as the bulbs never get any size. For filling up the

blanks, whether of the Swedes or the common turnip, the transplanting of Swedes is

exceedingly useful ; a showery time being selected for the work is essential to perfect

success. It is better to wait any reasonable time for rain, rather than transplant in

dry weather.

VOL. n, I,
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The quantity of ground a female lioer will go over in hoeing the drills is from one-

third to one-half of an imperial acre in the day of ten hours. Stephens mentions an

instance in which he superintended sixteen field-workers, " and they singled," he says,

" ahout 90 imperial acres in eight days of ten hours each, which was equal to 2 roods

33 perches a dny to each worker. This is above the average rate of woric, but the

weather was exceedingly fine all the time, the land mellow and dry, the plants of a

proper age, whether of Swedes or of white globes, and the women were all experienced

hands. I set one of them, a steady hand, to lead the band, whom she carried on like

clock-work. She herself preferred to work with a hoe only 33 inches in length, which

allowed her to bow down to her work, which she performed, in consequence, in the most

perfect manner. The hoes of the rest were 36 inches in length. A rest of twenty

minutes was given to them at each mid-yoking. If the time occupied in resting be

deducted from the 8 days, the work done was exactly 3 roods to each worker every day.

To save fatigue in walking home at the end of the mid-day yoking, they brought their

dinners to the field, consisting of barley and pease bread, and a bottle of milk. I took

my bottle of milk and loaf of home-made bread to the field, and enjoyed the repast at

the hedge-root with genuine relish, in as light-hearted a company as ever undei'took

laborious work."*

After the plants have been set out and the ground horse-hoed between the rows, the

drill-grubber should be passed over it, to prevent the plants hoed up from again striking

root, which they would do if partially covered with earth, and especially in wet weather,

and where they have been left in clumps. It is the practice of some farmers to mould

up the turnips, or, as it is called in Scotland, setting up the drills, by meaiAi of the

double-brea'sted plough. Stephens condemns this practice, because he has observed that

it cuts off the fine fibres thrown out by the plants, and thus retards their progress ; and

he is of opinion that the setting up ought to be performed, if at all, before the plants

have thrown out their rootlets, or abandoned altogether. In fact, where the land is dry

and well drained, he thinks the process entirely unnecessary, unless the summer or early

autumn proves wet, when it may be of service to open the drills for the cscauc of the

water.

Most of the turnip-drilling machines have small rollers following the coulters that

deposit the seed, for flattening the surface in order to keep out the drought; but many

of the farmers have left ofl' using them, considering that if rain falls immediately after

using them, the tops of the drills become too much consolidated, so that the young

plants can scarcely penetrate through if the soil is at all a stiff one. There is some truth

in thisj for the turnip in its' infant state requires the soil to be as light and friable as

possible ; and although the rollers in question are not very heavy, they are sufficiently

so to effect the purpose of pressing and levelling the ground, which is the very process

that does the mischief. If a roller is used at all, we should prefer to have it precede

instead of following the deposition of the seed, which would equally level the surface,

Avhilst the seed-coulter would again loosen it when the seed was sown.

Many experiments have been made of late years of the value of special manures, as

compared with each other and with farm-yard manure. For the purpose of determining

this question the Highland and Agricultural Society and the Mid-Lothian Agricultural

Association directed such experiments to be instituted, and the following results were

* " Book of the Farm," vol. i. p. 09.
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obtaiuecl, the first statement being that of the Highland Society, and the second of the

Mid-Lothian Association :

—

Produce of Turnips from various Manures.
Tons. C\vt, Lbs.

20 tons of farm-jarJ manure 18 IC 1

20 „ „ with 6^ stones of M'Doiignl's pcwdii, viiluu Ss 11) li) 1

4 cwt. Peruvian guano aud 4 cwt. sul])huretteil carbon, £4 20 10

20 „ Sulphuretted earbou, £6 IOj U G 3

5 „ Peruvian guano. So Ss 20132
8 „ „ and 2 cwt. M'Dougal's powder, i:6 8s 10 10 3

10 „ Peruvian guano, £G loj •
. . 19 18

8 „ Concentrated manure, it 4s 18 7

2 „ Peruvian guano and 4 c«t. superjjhospliate, £3 19s. \0d 17 4 4

Cost of 1 Ton of Tuk.vips produced by Different Manures.

6 cwt. Bolivian guano, superphosphates, aud nitrates, the two first equal the third ) „ fjl
one-third less j

6 cwt. Half Peruvian, half Bolivian guano 2 Hi
C „ Nitrates S ol

C „ Bolivian guano 3 fig

6 ,, Pernvlan guano . . • 3 lOi

8 ,1 » 5 2

Tlicre are several remarkable conclusions to be drawn from the above statement.

Prom the first it appears that farm-yard manure, at the rate of 20 tons per acre, will not

bear a comparison with the small amount of the special manures (with the exception of

two cases) in the results produced; whilst in actual cost it must be dearer than any of

them, when all circumstances are taken into account, from the cost of the straw to the

carting, spreading, and ploughing in of the manure. To this we must add the employ-

ment of the men and horses at various times when they might advantageous!)^ be

employed upon other work of the farm, necessary to be done, but delayed on account of

the carting, &c., of manure. It is impossible to give an exact estimate of the cost of

farm-yard manure or of its intrinsic value. If, indeed, we take the straw as the basis of

value we find that 1 ton of manure is equal in fertilising properties to 2^ tons of straw,

which may be taken at three guineas. On the other hand, the after expenses of carting

from the yard, turning, and again carting, spreading, and ploughing in, cannot be taken

at less thau 3s. per ton, which brings the cost to about 6s. per ton. And with respect

to the intrinsic value, it varies with the conditions of the animals whose dung is mixed

with it, in regard to their species, age, state of fatness, and the quality aud kind of

food given to them, rendering it impossible to give a definite value. We may, however,

come to the conclusion, that farm-yard manure is quite as dear to the farmer as any of

the condensed manures, aud that if he were at liberty to sell his straw, convert the dung

of fattening animals into liquid, or condensed, solid manure, and purchase artificial

manures to make up his quantity, he would be a gainer by it botli in actual cost, in

beneficial results, aud iu the saving of time in the general routine of the farm.

According to the first statement, the co.st of the ton of turnips raised from farm-yard

manure is 6.f. id., if our estimate of the cost of the manure is correct.*

* What is meant is, that the farmer cannot se/ecl his quality of manure, but must take it as it comes ; aud the only

thing he can do is to equalise it by mixing the different kinds together. This, however, while it has its advantages, has

also a disadvantage. Some kinds of farm-yard manure—that is, the dung of some animals—is proper for certain plants,

whilst others suit other plants, and the utmost we can do in mising them, is to give to each crop a portion only of vvliat

will suit it.

L 2
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Another remarkable circumstance in the second statement is, that ^vith 6 cwt. of

guano per acre, the ton of turnips cost 1*. Sl^d. less than with 8 cwt. per acre. This

experiment, however, must not be considered absolutely final, for in another, instituted

by the Highland Society, out of thirteen cases of the same kind, seven of G cwt. per

acre produced more in weight of turnips than 8 cwt., whilst in the other six cases the

result was reversed. The experiments, however, are both interesting as displaying the

value of the special manures over the farm-yard manure.

The cultivation of the common turnip docs not differ from that of the Swede except

in the time of sowing, which is usually from the beginning of June to the end of that

month. One point must be attended to, namely, that the ground must be ploughed

immediately before the seed is deposited, the manure having been previously spread, if

farm-yard manure is used. If the land is still at all foul with weeds, these must be

cleared off before the manure is spread. The grubber will be the best implement for

the purpose, if the land has been deeply ploughed in the spring. We shall go furtlun-

into the subject when treating of the fourth season of the agricultural year, to which it

properly belongs.

SECTION XVI.

THE THIRD SEASON CONTINUED.—SPRING AND EARLY SUMMER.

The live stock of the farm will reqxiire increasing attention this season, which is the

most important part of the year. The fattening cattle will be getting forward, and

many of them may from time to time be drafted off in March and April for the market.

If it is desirable to push the more backward ones on, a more liberal supply of artificial

food, such as corn-meal, oil-cake, &c., should be given to them. The Swede turnip and

mangold-wurzel will be at their best state in regard to quality, if stored, and will take

the place of the common turnip, which will probably have been consumed. The best of

the hay should be given to the fattening cattle, and their appetites watched, that no

disgust be created by an over-feed of any kind of food. As a bullock approaches to a

condition for the butcher, his appetite becomes less voracious and more dainty, and this

should be attended to by the overlooker, who should tempt him by a change of food, in

order to " finish " him as soon as possible. The health also of these cattle should be

carefully watched. The change which takes place on the advent of spring is attended

with important changes in. the sanitary condition of all animals. The blood circulates

more freely, and is seci'eted more abundantly, which, in a confined state, renders them

liable to diseases of various kinds at this period, requiring the use of alteratives, whether

in the shape of food or medicine. More especially is this the case when an ox is turned

from the stall into a rich pasture after a moist April, when the grass is succulent and

has had a rapid growth. In such cases it will be far better to give the stalled cattle

grass in the house with hay and other food of a binding character than to run the risk

of their being attacked with diarrhoea or red-water wliicli diseases will reduce them in
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flesli more in a few clays tliau they will recover in a mouth. A close attention, therefore,

to their condition will enaiile the farmer to counteract the access of such and otlicr

diseases by a change of diet, or, if necessary, the application of medicine, before they

arrive at any height.

In ^Nlareh and April the greater number of tiie cows will be coming in with calves,

and will require much attention. Nourishing food should be given them for some time

previous to calving, and, generally speaking, they will get through the process of

pai-turitiou with only nature's assi-itance. But when, as is now too often the case,

breeding-stock are kept in high condition, they should have attention when near their

" time," to see whether assistance is not required at the last moment. Frequently, too,

a heifer with her first calf will want help to assist, but not to force, nature. The

uneasiness and inexperience of the young animal renders it sometimes dangerous to

leave her alone at such a time, and a little assistance may save the life of the calf. A
drink of water with only the chill taken off and a little oatmeal sprinkled in it, or a mash

cither of bran or barley meal or linseed cake, should be given night and morning for a

day or two, especially if the weather is cold. Some dairymen object to giving anything

warm at this time, alleging that the nature of a cow is against and does not require it. *

But it should be borne in mind that a cow in a domestic state is different from one that

has lived all the year in the open air, and, like man, has her constitution modified by

confinement through the winter, and is ill prepared, at the most critical periods of her

life, to fall back upon the mode of living of the wild species.

Of the treatment of the calf and the mode of rearing it we have already spoken

(vol. i. p. 756), and it is unnecessary to enter upon it again here. The question of the

expediency of rearing, fattening for the butcher, or selling it in the first instance, must

be determined by the relative prices of butter and cheese, as compared with those of

veal and young stock, and also by the desire to rear a particular breed of stock. These

considerations will occur to and be judged of by the farmer himself, according to his

local position in regard to a market for his produce. The question, however, has been

greatly simplified by the establishment of the railway system, by whicli even the most

remote districts of the country are placed within a few hours' journey of the metropolis

itself, to say nothing of other large cities within still easier reach, but which formerly

were only accessible to produce at a heavy expense. Loudon was formerly supplied

with veal by the " suckling farmers," as they were called, in the Essex marshes, who kept

dairies of cows for the purpose of fattening calves. They purchased them at a fortnight

or three weeks' old at the markets of Romford, Chelmsford, Maldon, Braintree, and

Colchester, to which they were brought by jobbers from the London and SuflTolk dairies.

Tliey fed them for twelve or fourteen weeks, and then either sold them to the local

butchers, who killed and sent the carcases to London, or to the London biitchers at

once. This is still the practice ; but London now obtains an additional supply of veal,

whether dead or alive, from all parts of the country. Such, indeed, has been the

increase of the population of the metropolis that the ancient sources of supply would be

very inadequate, as is proved by the fact that the large increase has neither reduced nor

prevented a great advance iu the price of every kind of animal food. Nor is it at all

* John Howard, the philanthropist, once saw his cowherd about to give a cow a warm mash just after pariuritioD.

He ordered him lo throw it away, and to turn the cow into the yard and let her drink at the pond. The man thought

his master a brute ; bat aa the cow took no harm, he supposed it might be right after all.
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probable that any alteration to the prejudice of the grazier or dairyman will take place

to bring down tlic prices of their produce, either in Loudon or the country, the foreign

supply being very much in arrear of the increased and increasing demand.

The making of butter and cheese are the in-door occupations of this season. When

there is a jjlentiful supply of tares or other green food before the grass in the pastures

is forward enough for the stock to be turned into it, the butter will be finer flavoured

than when fed with turnips alone; but nothing can equal the grass butter of the month

of May, when the cows have an abundance of sweet young grass of the fir.st growth after

the winter's fro.st and the spring rain. The only danger is, tliat if the rains of April

have been heavy and continuous, the grass should be too rich for the butter to keep well

Avlien firkined, which we have known to be the case in a wet season. It will then require

more care in the making, to extract the butter-milk from it, and a larger quantity of

salt, to make it keep throu[i;h the summer.

When the dairy has been reduced, by drafting off the old cattle for fattening, it

should be replenished by new stock, if it is intended to keep up the number. The choice

of a cow must be determined by the purchaser's own judgment ; and we have given

general rules in the section of the Dairy, which if followed will guide him to a correct

choice. The species or breed is another question which must be regulated by the

purpose for which the produce is designed. If milk sold in the raw state, or the rearing

of calves, is the object, the largest milkers will be the most profitable to keep. If the

making of butter and cheese is intended to be followed, then the breed that produces the

richest milk will be preferred. The dairy farmer ought to make this subject his study,

for on it depends, in a considerable measure, the profit of his stock.

About the end of Maj^, or the middle of the month, if the previous season has been

fine and warm, the weaned calves should be turned into the pastures, giving them,

however, one meal of milk a day for a few days, then mixing it with water, and thus

gradually bringing them to shift entirely for themselves. Attention should be dailj'

given to the sanitary condition of the calves, for on first being turned to grass they are

apt to scour, if the weather is, or has been, wet. In such a case they should be at once

taken into the house again, and, in the first instance^ a mild purgative dose given to them,

and afterwards astringents. No green food should be allowed, but sweet liay and gruel

made of wheaten or pea meal. Many medicinal recipes are given by different farmers,

who each one has, usually, a nostrum of his own. We shall refer to these when

treating of the veterinary department of our work. We have mentioned the subject of

this disorder here because it is one of the first that a young calf is liable to on being fed

with grass in the pasture.

The flocks of sheep will now require a large share of the farmer's attention. Not

only are the fattening sheep getting fast ready for sale, but the breeding ewes are about

to produce their lambs, and accommodation should be provided for them. This should

be, if possible, by appropriating or erecting temporary sheds near the homestead, where

the ewe and lamb may be sheltered from inclement weather. In the more temperate

parts of the country, however, a shed erected at the corner of a field is all that is

necessary. If the ewe and lamb arc sheltered the first day or two, unless the weather is

more severe than usual, they will take no harm in the open air. Any one who has

Watched a shcepfold or a field in which ewes and lambs are kept at this season, has seen

the young creatures of a few days old full of life and chasing each otlier round tlio
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iuclosure, regardless of tlic frost. It is well to have a supply of tares at this time to

give to the ewesj or, if a field of wheat is too rank, the ewes and lambs will do it no

harm if they are allowed to feed npon it. The most early lambs may, with their dams,

be placed on the pastures, and supplied with turnips or mangolds. Cabbage or rape

would be better than roots, but they arc not so generally cultivated.

A skilful and attentive shepherd is absolutely required for the safety of the flock

;

but especially should he possess the first qualification. Attention, in fact, in a shepherd

is worse than carelessness, if it is not accompanied with skill. Tlie "cruel kindness" of

an unskilful shepherd has been the cause of great loss in a flock, fi'om an over-

offieiousness to assist nature when she required no help. It is not often, indeed, that

nature requires assistance, if the shepherd himself is judicious in his previous management

of the flock, and in protecting them from being unnecessarily disturbed or hunted by the

dog. The Leicester sheep are peculiarly liable to be injured in this way, on account ef

their heavy carcases and generally high condition. With a valuable flock of ewes, the

shepherd should have a temporary shed erected on the spot, so as to be with them night

and day during the lambing season, in order to be ready to assist any of the ewes that

may require it; and high-bred sheep are more likely to do so than ordinary ones. .

In the high lands of the north and west of England and of Scotland, where large

flocks of breeding ewes are kept, the storms of wind and snow in the spring are sometimes

very destructive to the young lambs, unless securely sheltered from their fury. In the

latter country belts of trees have been planted on many of the sheep-walks, to shelter

the flocks and herds during the winter and spring; but the cold is frequently so severe,

and the snow so drifted by the wind, that whole flocks of sheep arc buried by it, and

it is necessary to dig them out in order to save them. In such eases most of the lambs

perish, if any have been dropped previously.

By the middle or towards the end of April the lambing season will generally be over,

and the grass forward enough on the early pastures to furnish the ewes with food. By
this time those lambs dropped early will feed on the grass, and make a more rapid

progress than when the ewes were feeding on turnips. Attention should still be paid to

them, to see whether either the ewes or lambs seoui', which is not Tinusual upon first going

out to grass. Pieces of chalk and lumps of rock-salt should be placed in the field, where

both may have access to them, as they will seek them as medicine that will relieve the

disorder. If it should continue, it must not be neglected. The food must be changed,

and medicine administered.^ It may be necessary to take the lamb from its mother,

substituting boiled cow's milk for that of the ewe. If, however, it goes no further than

mere purging, it will be beneficial to the health of the sheep rather than otherwise, and

ought not at once to be stopped. It is only when it continues and increases in violence

that it is necessary to apply a remedy. In giving the lambs cow's milk boiled for this

disorder, it will be well to mix in every pint a quarter of an ounce of prepared chalk,

repeating the dose until the disorder is abated.

It is a common practice to shear the fat sheep that are drafted off' for sale at this

season before sending them to the market. Many hoggets (lambs of the previous year)

are now fattened at a year or fifteen months old. These, of course, are also shorn before

being sold ; but the general sheep-shearing does not take place until June, although the

sheep are mostly washed at the end of ]May, after which they are put into a clean, fresh

pasture, where they will get rid of the water and have no opportunity of dirtying their
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fleeces again befoi-e being sliorn, which is usually a few days after washing, if the weather

is fine and warm.

In some seasons the grass is very backward even till the latter end of May, whether

from continued cold or a protracted drought. The flockmaster ought to be provided

against such a contingency by having ready a crop of rye and tares, or rye alone. This

should be given in small quantities with dry and more astringent food, for if given alone

it will be apt to bring on diarrhoea. In moderation it will materially assist in increasing

the milk of the ewes, while it will keep them in health. Some farmers fold the sheep

on the rye as they do on turnips, but it will be better to give it either in racks or in

bunches ou the ground of tlie pasture. If folded on the rye, they should be removed

daily for a few hours to a dry pasture, not expressly for feeding but for a change, to

allow their digestive organs to fulfil their functions, which a continued feeding ou

artificial grasses is apt to disarrange.*

Italian rye-grass is an excellent food for ewes and lambs, and less apt to give them

the scour than the grass of a rich, moist pasture land. It will be well, at the same time,

whatever green food is given to them, to mix with it a portion of good hay, wliich will

materially modify the effect, and prevent the disorder. Where there are water-meadows

the sheep may be turned on them when the weather is dry, for a few hours in the middle

of the day, but the grass will be of too laxative a nature to have them left long upon it.

At the end of May these meadows must be closed from the stock, and again flooded,

to produce a crop of hay, which will be ready for the scythe in two months.

The farrowing of sows ought to commence at the beginning of March. If sooner,

the young pigs will be liable to suff'er in their constitution from the cold. Even in this

month the weather is too severe for them to be exposed to it, and they requii'e a warm

and clean sty with a moderate quantity of litter ; for if this is abundant the sow will be

likely to overlie some of her progeny. If the straw is cut it will be better. The sows

should be well watched when they are about to farrow, for they sometimes stray away

to produce their young in some secret spot, where they are not liable to any molestation.

The best way is to shut them up as soon as they show symptoms of approaching

pai-turition. As an account of their time is usually (or at least ought to be) taken, the

farmer cannot much err in shutting them up previously to the precise day on which

he calculates ; in which case a moderate quantity of food should be given theui and

their condition watched.

It is not often that anything wrong occurs in the farrowing of a sow, but it does

sometimes happen that the pigs present their hinder parts foremost, in which case the

hind legs are liable to get doubled up, and require assistance to set them right. Sows

in high condition are more liable to accidents of this kind than others. They arc also

not imfrequently injured by boys hunting them out of a corn or grass field where they

have no right to lie. When everything goes on right, the young strangers will soon find

the way to the food nature has provided for them, in which they will have every

assistance from their dams. The usual litter of a sow ranges from eight to fourteen,

but they sometimes have more. It is not desirable that tlicy should have a greater

number than they have teats to suckle them, which is twelve, and even then the smaller

ones are scarcely worth the trouble of bringing up. As sows are apt to eat their pigs if

they die, they should be immediately removed as soon as tliey arc found dead, in order

* Martia " Ou the Sheep," ji. 02.
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to prevent it. The after-birth also ought to be taken from her foi' tlic same reason.

If a sow is allowed to indulge this liorrid propensity she will ever after feed on young

ducks, chickens, and other small animals, when she has the opportunity of getting

at them.

At six weeks old the pigs should be castrated, which operation is usually performed

by a regular practitioner, called in homely phrase " a sow gelder." Both males and

females are subjected to it, reserving only those intended for breeding. If they are

intended for sale as sucking-pigs for the table, they are not castrated.

After farrowing the sow should be fed with an abundance of nourishing diet, warm

in the first instance, consisting of oatmeal gruel rather thin, and afterwards boiled

potatoes, with the refuse milk of the dairy. Barley-meal may be mixed with this, and

the whole warm if the weather is cold, but not otherwise, although it ought to be cooked

rather than raw. The troughs should always be cleaned out after feeding, and what food

is left given to store pigs, but never oftcred to the sow again. At two months old the

young pigs may be weaned. This should be a gradual process, but it presents no

difficulty, as they very soon learn to eat out of the trough with their dam ; and if they

are taken fi-om her a few hours every day, increasing the absence daily, they will very

soon be independent of her, by reducing the number of times they are allowed access to

her for the purpose of sucking. While this process is going on the young pigs should

have a plentiful supply of nourishing food given them three times a day. On the other

hand, the food of the sow should be diminished in quantity and reduced in quality, so

as to lessen her milk, which will then gradually dry up by the time the young ones are

able to shift for themselves.

When the pigs are weaned, the sow should be kept well, to promote her season for

taking the boar again as soon as possible. AYliere many sows of valuable breeds are

kept, and it is desirable to have first-rate stock, it is usual to keep a boar also of the

required breed; in which case there is no difficulty in bringing them together.

Otherwise the sow should be conveyed in a cart to the boar, and left a day or two to

ensure her pregnancy. A sow should never be allowed to lose her season by not being

sent to the boar, it being of importance that she should farrow as early in spring

and autumn as possible, iu order that the latter litter may get strong before the

winter sets in.

When properly managed, pigs are the most profitable stock a farmer can keep, and

might be soon made numerous enough to consume all the produce raised upon a farm

for the purpose of feeding animals. There is no kind of food comes amiss to them, and

the stores would eat the root cropSj whilst the fattening ])igs would consume the inferior

grain. Arthur Young considered the breeding and rearing of swine the most remune-

rative part of the farmer's business. " The farmer," he says, "who would make a consider-

able profit by bogs, must determine to keep a proper number of sows, in order to breed

many pigs ; but this resolution ought to be preceded by the most careful determination

to prepare crops proper for supporting this stock. The proper ones for that purpose are

barley, buckwheat, beans, peas, clover, potatoes, or carrots. In the common manage-

ment, the farmer keeps only a sow or two, because his dairy will do no more ; but in

the system of planting crops proper for service, a different conduct must necessarily be

pursued. Potatoes, carrots, Swede turnips, and cabbages must be provided for the sows

and stores from October till the end of May, by which time clover, chicory; or luceru
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slioiikl be ready to receive them, which will cai-ry them till the stubbles are cleared, so

that the whole year is filled up with these plants, and the common offal of the barn-

door and the corn-fields. When the sows pig, meal must be provided to make a wash

by mixing it -with water. Tliis in summer will be good enough for their support, and in

winter it must be mixed with boiled roots, oats, and pea-soup, for the young pigs. If

cows are kept, then the dairy wash must be mixed with it. Upon this system, a farmer

may apportion his swine to his crops, or his crops to his swine ; and he will find that,

for the whole year, he should have about an equal quantity of roots and grass, and half

as much corn as potatoes. For carrying the profit to the greatest advantage, the sows

should pig hut twice a year—that is, in April and August ; by which means there will

never be a long and expensive season for rearing pigs before they are put to the staple

food of clover or potatoes, &c. ; but this circumstance is much removed by the provision

of crops raised expressly for the swine."

Potatoes are out of the question as food for swine at the present average prices; but

there are plenty of other kinds of food equally nourishing and economical. That

Young was wisest in his appreciation of this description of stock will be admitted by

those who, like the writer, have reared and fattened pigs upon an extensive scale. At

the same time, it is a species of stock that is apt to fluctuate in value with the price of

grain ; but it is sure to be followed by a season in which their value will be increased in

pi'oportion to the previous depression.

In the vicinity of large towns, it is common to breed pigs expressly to be sold as

sucking-pigs, in which ease the Chinese sows are the best to breed them from. They

are generally sold at three weeks old, and are then the most delicate dish that can be

brought to table. They should be stuck in the breast with a small knife, and the blood

drained entirely from them ; then scalded and scraped lightly, so as not to break the

skin, the bowels, &c., taken out, and the inside sponged dry and clean. They arc

always roasted whole, and stuffed with forcemeat, as the hare. " Of all the delicacies

of the whole niundus edibilis," says the witty epicure, Chaiies Lamb, "I will maintain

this to be the most delicate."

The pigs that have been fattening are now being drafted off for sale, or for being

killed and salted for pork or bacon, according to their size and condition. This work

ought not to be delayed beyond March or the beginning of April at farthest, and would

be better executed in the winter months. If, however, the weather is cold, as it usually

is in March, the meat will take the salt as well as at an earlier period ; but it is

dangerous to kill fat pigs in warm weather, for the reason that decomposition begins as

soon as they are slaughtered, and the tissues become flaccid, and the vessels soft and

incapable of imbibing the salt ; consequently the meat will not keep when put down

in the brine.

Those stores that have had the run of the barn-yard or the bullock-yard dui'ing the

winter, will, many of them at least, be forward enough to put up to fatten, whether for

porkers to be sold at the close of the season, or for making bacon hogs the next winter.

If the former, it is usual for farmers to sell them at home to jobbers, who will generally

gi\e a better price for them than the owner would make by taking them to market

liimself. The reason of this is, that if a farmer goes to market with them, the butchers

know that he must sell before he leaves; and, unless the demand is very brisk, and the

supply limited, the buyers will luanago to piu'chasc at their own prices. A jobber, on
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the contrary, will take a lot home rather than sell them at a loss, or below the real

value, which, hy his constant attendance at the market lie is able to judge of. This, at

least, is the experience of the writer, who for many years sold his flxt pigs thus to

regular dealers, and obtained from them fair prices when they came to know that he

was tolerably acquainted with the weight, and value per stone. Those stores that are

intended to be kept for fattening the next winter, or for sale during the summer, will be

kept chiefly in the grass-tield. which will be ready for thcra by the third or fourth week

in j\Iay. They should be rung before they are turned out, to prevent them from

rooting. It is common to give them food i:i the morning, before they are driven to

field, and again on tluir return at night, by which means they will give much less

trouble in assembling at the liomcstead after the day's grazing. It is a bad system to

keep store pigs all the summer in the house or yard ; they never do so well as when

they have their liberty, nor is their flesh so high-flavoured or solid. A good supply of

clear, fresh water is essential both to their health and growth.

The poultry yard will now be at its most productive state, all kinds of fowls coming

in with their broods, and the number of eggs produced being at its height. The eggs

should be collected every day, and laid carefully by ; those for domestic use or sale, if

not disposed of otherwise at once, to be kept as we have before recommended. When
the hens show a disposition to sit, which they generally do after laying twenty or two

dozen eggs, they should be allowed to choose their own spot for making their nests,

which, however, will sometimes be in the midst of a bunch of nettles or long grass, at a

little distance from the lien-house. In general they will select a place where there is a

supply of straw, and will not be readily driven from it. If the liens are thoroughly

domesticated and tame, they will allow the person who attends to them to form a nest

for them, which they will take to at once, and continue to lay their eggs in it until their

number is completed, and they wish to sit. If this is not desired, the eggs should be

taken from the nest daily, leaving only one in it. As this, however, will not prevent

them from sitting, it will be necessary to resort to other means, the most efiectual and

least cruel of which is to shut them up in a box or basket, in a dark room, for two or

three days and nights, letting them have food and air during their confinement. The

number of hens allowed to sit must depend upon the judgment of tlieir tender, under

the direction of the master or mistress.

To keep eggs in a fresh state, the shell must be protected from the admission of air

by being greased with lard or butter, and turning them once a day, to prevent the yolk

from adhering to one side. The only other way to avoid this trouble is to sell them to

the hucksters who go round the country to collect them, giving generally a fixed price,

regulated by the season. If they are kept for a long time, they must be packed in

casks, the small end downward, with salt between every layer, the eggs having been

previously greased to prevent the salt from affecting the yolk, which it would otherwise

do. They will keep fresh in this way until the winter, when the greater scarcity will

ensure a better price. Notwithstanding the enormous and increasing number of eggs

imported from the Continent,* the demand more than keeps pace with it; and fresh

English eggs still bear a high price in winter and spring, both in London and in the

country. When a cask is filled with eggs in the manner described, its position should

be altered daily, to prevent the yolk from adhering to the side of the shell. Air should

* The Dumber imported J8G1 and 18G2 was respectively, 203,313,300 and 235,230,260.
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be perfectly excluded from tlicm, to preserve tliem fresli. Eggs in a state of decom-

position are poisonous, and sliould on no account be eaten or sold. They are equally

unwholesome if put into a piudding. Smelling of the shell will generally be sufficient to

ascertain whether or not the egg is fresh.

Turkeys' eggs are too valuable for hatching to be eaten in common with those of the

hen or duck ; and the same may be said of those of the goose. The guinea-fowl's eggs

arc great delicacies, when they can be found; but there is no fowl so jealous of inter-

ference with her reproductive movements as these. They must be well watched and

followed to find out their uests. Not being a profitable fowl, on this account, they are

seldom kept to any great extent, and rather as fancy birds than as a source of profit.

The turkey-poults will require much care and attention, from the time of their

leaving tlie shell. It is usual to put a peppercorn down the throat of each, and the

imiversality of the practice would almost warrant for its utility, although no positive

reason can or has been given for it. Stephens accounts for it from the propensity of the

turkey to scrape up the ant-hills for her young ones, who devour both the ant and its

eggs, which contain a very acrid acid ; and that, as pepper contains also an acrid volatile

oil, it is not improbable that it may have the same effect upon the turkey-poult as the

formic acid of the ant. But, however analogous these pungent substances may be, the

practice existed hundreds of years before chemistry had discovered either the nature of

the liquid discharged by the irascible ant, or the chemical composition of pepper.

Be this as it will, it is probable that the peppercorn, like the " chip in the porridge,"

does neither good nor harm ; but we much question whether the good mother-turkey

would recommend it to her offspring if left to her discretiou

Hard-boiled eggs are good food for the young poidts the first fortnight, mixed witli

oatmeal, the latter in small quantities. The boiled egg should be continued initil the

Aving and tail feathers have begun to appear, when it should be gradually withdi'awn, and

stiff' oatmeal porridge, with a little milk, substituted. "With this they should be fed at

least four times a day, which will bring them forward very fast, until they are strong

enough for the mother to be let out of the coop to procure insects for them, when these

feeding times may be reduced to tlu'ice a day. They must always, while young, be

protected at night, both from the chill night air, and from rats, weasels, and other

vermin of prey, which arc sure to fiiul them out and devour them, if not protected.

Geese begin to lay about the first week in ]\Iarch, but sometimes sooner. A goose

lays from twelve to fifteen or eighteen eggs, and a nest should be made for her as soon as

she shows a disposition to lay. The eggs should be taken from the nest as they are laid,

aud kept in a I)askct, turning them every day, until she has fiuished laying and shows

a desire to sit, when the whole number sliould be placed in the nest, if not more than

twelve, and she will take to it witiiout much dilficulty. The goose is a close sitter, and

will divest herself of the down on the breast and back to make the ucst warmer than the

straw would admit of Clean water and a few oats should be set within her reach, and

though she cats but little while sitting, she will seldom leave the nest. She should

never, however, be prevented doing so when she is inclined, which she requires for the

purpose of washing herself at the pond. The oil on the feathers will prevent them from

retaining the water, aud the refreshment will be grateful to her, and she will sit the

closer.

The goose sits about thirty days, which will bring the young birds from the shell
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from about tlic middle to tlie cud of April, although, when the season has been mild,

they are sometimes hatched the last week in IMai'ch ; but this is rare and not desirable,

as they arc liable to be affected by severe weather, and will consequently require more

care, although the goose, on the whole, is less trouble to rear than any other fowls.

When hatched they may be let out on a green or a piece of pasture daily when the

weather is fine, and a frosty air will not hurt them if they are housed again at night.

A pond should be at hand for both mother and progenj' to resort to, it being their

natural element. On these occasions they arc usuallj^ accompanied and guarded by the

gander, who takes great pride in thus protecting his consort and their ofi'spring. If the

weather is very severe they must be kept in the house and water supplied to them, witii

green food, as cabbage leaves, turnip tops, tares, &c. Dry litter is requisite to preserve thcni

from cramp, and as soon as the goslings are able to eat corn, either Indian corn or oats

may be given to them. A good large sod of grass should be placed in the outhouse when

they are confined. After they have begun to eat corn they should be fed plentifully

with it, in order to get them as forward as possible by the time the corn-fields are clear

for them to feed in, and to be ready against Michaelmas, which is the canonical time for

commencing to cat them. Rice is an excellent food for fattening them, if the price is

not too high ; and, it being desirable to have them ready early, they should be fed with

it when they come from the stubble at night and before they leave the homestead in

the morning.

Although ducks begin to lay as early as hens—sometimes in January— it is not

usual to allow them to sit before the latter end of March, unless it is wished to have

the brood very early and the trouble is no object. The April hatches are safe enough,

and it is seldom they are allowed to begin sooner. Ducks will not adopt a nest made

for them ; and as they are apt to lay away in some quiet, obscure nook, the eggs are

generally placed under a hen to be hatched ; and this is especially the case when it is

wished to have an early brood, as the hen bears confinement better than the duck.

When hatched they are put with the mother, whether a duck or a hen, into a coop in

a warm gravel yard, where the young ones can run upon a grass-plot. They should for

a day or two be kept from the water, and soft food, such as boiled oatmeal, given them

until they are fledged, feeding them three or four times a day, which will bring them

forward very fast. Ducks are bred and I'eared in great numbers in the districts round

London, especially in the Vale of Aylesbury, where a peculiar breed of a large size is

kept. It is said that the London poulterers pay £30,000 a year to the breeders of ducks

in that district alone.

In China it is the practice to hatch fowls of different kinds by artificial heat, and

regular establishments are formed for the purpose, at which thousands of chickens and

ducklings are hatched throughout the year. In Egypt also the art is carried to a high

degree of perfection. The buildings appropriated to this purpose consist of two stories,

connected with each other and divided into several apartments. At the corner of the

building is a brick oven sunk some depth in the earth, and it is heated daily three to four

hours for ten days consecutively, with the usual fuel of the country—cow and camels' dung.

The heat is regulated by the judgment of the superintendent, the temperature required

being that of a warm bath. When the heat is too great, ventilators are opened to admit

the cold, or rather to allow of the escape of the hot, air. The floors of the different

apartments are covered with mats, on which is a layer of straw, for the depositing of the
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eggs so as not to touch each other. They are turned twice in the day and once or twice

in the night, and in about eight days are all examined -with a lamp, to ascertain whicli

are fecundated, the unfruitful ones being thrown away. The rest are removed on the

fourteenth day to the upper story. About the twentieth day the chickens make their

appearance, and as they emerge from the shell ai'c delivered to the owners, for in

general there are public establishments, kept up for hire, the proprietor taking one-third

of tlie eggs and their produce for the trouble. The inhabitants of a village called Berme,

in the Delta, are the persons who chiefly carry on this art throughout the country. In

China the eggs are hatched in boxes of sand placed on heated iron plates.*

A few years ago a man was travelling throughout England and Ireland with the view

of extending the practice of hatching fowls by artificial heat. He certainly succeeded in

hatching the chickens, but it was alleged that when hatched it was found difficult to rear

them. Why this should be the case in these islands more than in Egypt or China it is

difficult to imagine. Be this as it may, the thing died out, and we have heai-d nothing

of it for the last ten years. The projector was, we believe, an American, and the medium

for imparting the heat was water warmed to the temperature of the body of a sitting

fowl. Notwithstanding the failure of this movement, we believe that the system might,

with all our scientific knowledge and appliances, be carried to as great a perfection and

be made to answer the purpose, in point of profit, as well here as in Egypt or India. In

fact, the English farmers are far behind those of other countries in the rearing of fowls

and rabbits, and the production of eggs.

As the field work will be at its full progress in this season thi'oughout, the horses

will be kept at constant employment daily from six to six o'clock, with an interval at

noon of two hours. They should, therefore, have an extra allowance of oats, with as

much good hay as they can eat. Either carrots or Swede turnips, in moderate quantity,

will tend to keep their bowels in a proper state, and so preserve their health. Particular

attention should be paid to their heels, which are apt to contract the grease, if they liave

had to stand in the stable on account of wet weather in February, or the hoisekeeper

has neglected to rub their heels dry after washing them in the horse-pond. Root or

green food acts upon them as medicine in such cases, and is at all times indispensable

at this season of the year, before the grass of the pastures is ready for them.

In April or May the mares will be expected to foal, and those accustomed to breeding

their own horses will recognise the usual symptoms of the approaching event. Until

these appear the mare may be worked moderately, but as soon as the Jiiuile is found to

be certainly at hand she should be placed in a loose box by herself and watched night

and day, to see whether she requires assistance in tlie act of parturition. It is seldom

anything goes wrong ; but as it is impossible to say whether she will want assistance

or not, it is best to keep on the safe side by keeping watch over her. When the foal

iaborn, and the placenta or after-birth has come away, the marc will soon begin to eat,

lifter acknowledging her ofi'spring. A drink of warm, thin water-gruel should be given

to her for a day or two, after whicli she should be put into the pasture, if the grass is

ready, to increase the quantity of her milk, as well as improve its quality. If the grass

is not forward enough to support her flow of milk, her food should be made up with

l)()i!cd turnips or carrots and bran mashes at night.

l^he first month after foaling ought to be a holiday from work ; but sometimes, when

* "The Popular Encycloprediu," art., Incubation.
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business is pressing, and every hour of aiiimiil liibour is of importance, tlic marc is

worked one journey a day at tlic end of the fii'st fortnight after foaling. Tlie foal is

frequently allowed to accompany its dam to the field, and it is probable that the latter

will work with more pleasure and be less restless than when it is left at home. This

uneasiness, however, will not continue many days wlicii she finds that licr foal is always

ready to receive her when she returns to the stable or pasture. If a mare exhibits

symptoms of weakness or illness, she must at once cease from work and be attended to.

This is seldom the case unless she is over-worked ; but in general a mare in good

health docs not suffer from taking her ordinary share of work while nursing a foal.

Of course, a full allowance of corn should be given to her, whether at work or in tlic

pasture.

The foal is a very weak animal on its lirst entrance into life. Its long legs cannot

steady the body to reach the mother for the purpose of sucking. But when it has once

reached the teat, and filled itself, it will lie down and sleep, after which it will soon gain

strength to run by her side and help itself, which is the only help it requires. If the

marc gives a full quantity of milk, and is in health herself, the foal will seldom ail

anything, and is more liable to accident than to disease.

As the mare's period of gestation is eleven months, and it is desirable to have early

foals, she should be allowed to take the horse on the first symptoms of her being in

season, which will be at the end of the first month after foaling. Horse-keepers are

well acquainted with the indications of this event, and should at once acquaint the

master with it, if he has not himself already perceived it. Much caution is necessary

in bringing the stallion to the mare, to prevent her striking him with her heels, if she

should not be forward enough to receive him kindly. At any rate no force should be

used to compel her to submit to his embrace, as it is ten to one that she would not hold

under such cii'cumstances. If a mare docs not hold, she will be in season in about

three weeks after the covering, and should be again put to the horse, and means used

for securing success on a fresh attempt. A bucket of water throviii over her rump as

soon as the horse leaves her, or opening a vein in her neck while in the act of coition,

or retaining the horse all night, and allowing her a fresh cover in the morning, will, any

of them, be effectual if the marc is not past bearing. If she does not retain the second

time, it will be best not to persevere, as the foal would otherwise be a late one, which is

not at all desirable.

There is no certain period at which a mare ceases to breed ; for, whilst some become

barren at ten years of age, others will bring forth foals at twenty years. It is probable

that the question of fruitfulness in the mare depends in a great measure upon the way
in which she has been treated, and that overwork on the one hand, and too high feeding

on the other, may produce barrenness. A mare, however, may and ought to be kept at

moderate work during the time of pregnancy, and almost up to that of parturition.

When nearly half the time has elapsed, she should have better food, allowing her two

feeds of corn per day, to prevent her from slipping her foal, which sometimes takes

place at this period of her time ; and when this lias once occurred, she will be liable to

it ever after. The best preventive is liberal diet and moderate exercise. These, with a

strict attention to her general 'health, will, in ordinary cases, prevent the danger.

Nothing is gained by stinting a mare and foal in the first instance, whether the former

is kept at work or not ; and if the pasture is still scanty of grass, winter tares, or turnips.
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ATith corn, if the tares are not ready, should be given lier. The more liberally sne is fed,

the better and stronger will be the foal.

It is a general observation amongst dealers and others interested in the breeding of

horses, that whilst the breeds of racers and carriage horses maintain their full character

for efficiency and excellence, those of hunters and hacks have greatly declined from what

they were some years back. The cause of this is, probably, the want of attention to the

state of the horse or mare in regard to health or the use of its bodily faculties.

Frequently, for instance, a blind or spavined or broken-winded or foundered, or

otherwise diseased mare, who may possibly not be considered fit for anything else, is

still kept for breeding, and if her fijure is good, she is expected to produce a good foal.

The probability, however, is, that as these diseases arc hereditary, the foal will inherit

whatever one the mother may be subject to. A foal intended for a stallion, at any rate,

should be the offspring of a perfectly sound mare, otherwise, although he may not

himself exhibit symptoms of the disease of his dam, it is very likely to reappear in his

offspring. The principle on which Bakewell set out in his reforms in the breeding of

cattle and sheep, that " like produces like," is quite as applicable to the horse as to any

other animal. Mr. Parkinson says, that "if horse breeders possessed of good judgment

would pay the same attention to breed and shape as Mr. Bakewell did with sheep, they

would probably attain their wishes in an equal degree, and greatly to their advantage,

whether for the collar or the road, for racing or hunting." *

This, however, as it regards hunters and hacks is very little attended to. The regular

breeders purchase any kind of broken-down, defective mares to breed from, if they

posses? a few prominent points, knowing well that the offspring will not exhibit the

defects of tlie dam while in their possession, and earing little about what may or may

not happen afterwards. We cannot, therefore, wonder that the breed of hunters and

roadsters should have deteriorated. No mare should be employed for breeding whose

constitution has been worn out by hard service either on the road or in the chase. The

foal, it is true, may be perfect in shape, but it will assuredly inherit the weakened

constitution of the dam, superinduced by hard work and ill-usage. With regard to the

stallion, he should be compact, and free from those defects we have named. The

goodness of the foal, however, depends more upon the mare than on the horse ; at the

same time, a judicious breeder will look for the best qualities in the latter. As a general

rule, we would recommend the farmer always, if possible, to breed his own horses, whether

for the road or for farm-work, and he can then, by judicious selection, depend ou having

useful and sound workers.

* Piirkinson, " On the Breeding and Management of Live Stock," vol. ii. p. 59.
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SECTION XVII.

THE FOURTH SEASON—INCLUDING JUNE, JULY, AND AUGUST.

This is tlic crowning season of tlie year, and compreliends the execution of most of the

operations, on the successful termination of which depends the profit of the farm. It is

also the most agreeable period, when the cold winds of spring have retired, and a genial

warmth has generally succeeded, grateful to all nature, whicli exhibits its influence both

in the animal and vegetable kingdoms. The sun reaches and passes its highest point in

the meridian, pushing forward to maturity the various fruits of the soil, and affording

tlie opportunity for gathering them in. It is true we have occasionally had in England

ungenial summers, in which the cold of March has intruded into the precincts of June,

and the rains of April damaged the fruits of August
;

yet upon an average of years the

fourth season of England's agricultural year is one of joyful fulfilment of the Divine

promise, that " harvest," as well as " seed-time," shall never cease. Nor are we by any

means assured that the failui-es we behold iu the ingathering of the crops can, in the

majority of instances, be ascribed absolutely to the untowardness of the season. We
entertain a strong opinion that a greater alacrity in putting in the seed at an early

period, so as to have it ripe also early, would, in the average of years, enable the farmer

to secure his crops in a much better state than is now done.

In an early season, the wheat begins to shoot the ear the first or second week in

June, and continues to do so until the end of that mouth. Some of the later sown,

however, do not ear until July, which, as we reckon six weeks more of fine warm weather

to ripen the grains, carries the time for reaping to the middle of August. This is a late

period, because the days shorten very fast in that and the following months, contracting

the working day two or three hours. It is not often that the general harvest has begun

before the first or second week in August; and this can only be remedied by sowing

earlier, so that the wlieat may tiller before the winter.

Turnip sowing is one of the first operations of this season, and should be finished by

the third, or at least the fourth, week in June, otherwise the roots cannot be expected to

get a good-sized bulb, if it is delayed much later. The same plan must be pursued with

the white loaf and other common turnips, in regard to cultivation, as with the Swedes.

They are now almost universally sown with the drill, whether on the flat or on ridges

;

but the latter is the favourite mode, and will require no further explanation here. If

the weather is fiiue, with showers at intervals, the young plants will show themselves in

the rows in a week or ten days ; and at three weeks old both they and the weeds will

give indications of requiring the hoes to go over the ground between the drills ; but the

singling out may be better left for a week or a fortnight longer, to let the young plants

get strong, that those which are to remain may not be pulled up with the weeds and

supernumeraries.

The hoers must be kept at work throughout the month of J une upon the Swedes,

mangold-wurzels, and potatoes, and also upon those cereal crops which still show the

weeds amongst the corn. Nothing looks worse, or more disgraceful to the farmer, than

a field of barley or wheat yellow with charlock or red with poppies. A friend of the

writer's, who had taken a new farm, after twice weeding his barley, found it still, when

VOT.. u. M
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very forward, full of the former weed. It was impossible to eradicate it without

treading down the crop ; and, on the other hand, if allowed to seed, it would make the

case still worse. He therefore turned a gang of women into it, with strict orders not to

leave a single charlock that could be seen, doing as little damage to the barley as

possible. Of course, the crop was greatly inj ured ; but he never repented of it ; for the

cure was complete, and he was never much troubled with charlocks again.

The horse-hoe is now generally used iu hoeing root crops, both because it saves time

and expense, and does the work more effectually between the rows. The singling and

weeding in the rows are best done by women, who soon become expert at the work, and

are generally more deliberate in selecting the plants than men, who dash at it with their

broad hoes, taking the first plant that " catches the eye," whether a large or a small

one ; the object being to get over as much ground in the day as possible, as they are

paid by the acre, whilst the women are paid by the day.

When guano or other phosphoric manures are used for turnips, care must be taken

that the seed does not come in direct contact with them, as they would infallibly destroy

its vitality. If sown, therefore, in the drills, they must be put in some inches lower

than the seed, which will then vegetate, and the roots will seek the manure without

being endangered. This, in fact, applies to all manures, which will, more or less, injure

the seed if it is put in direct contact with them. Turnip seed need not be buried more

than ^ or J of an inch deep; and the manure is seldom put in less than 6 or 7 inches,

which leaves plenty of room for the seed to vegetate and attain strength before the roots

reach it, which are then prepared to receive all the benefit from its fertilising power.

The second hoeing of turnips should be performed about three weeks after the first;

or if rain fall soon after, and the weeds have again struck root, it will be necessary to

go over them again immediately, to lU'event greater trouble. Dry weather must be

waited for, however, it being of no use to cut up the weeds while the ground is sodden

with wet.

The turnip-fly, as it is called, but which in fact is a small beetle {Haltica nemorum),

is at its height of activity in June, and in some seasons comes out in such numbers as

to take oW the entire sowing of a turnip field, which should, in such a case be at once

gone over with the plough or cultivator, and re-sown. No time should be lost in doing

this, as every succeeding day will generally have an influence on the crop. The turnip-

beetle is only one-eighth of an inch in length, and of a shining black colour, except the •

wings, which have a slight tinge of green. It is a coleojiterous or hard-shelled insect,

of active habits, and, for its size, most destructive powers. It is found to breed from

April to September ; but it is in the hottest part of the season tliat its increase, and,

consequently, its ravages, are the greatest. In a warm season, therefore, myriads of

these insects are prepared, as soon as the young turnip appears above ground with its

cotyledonous leaves, to devour it ; and unless means are employed to destroy or banish

them, they will very soon leave not a vestige of a plant. We arc indebted to the

Entomological Society of London for a minute account of this insect, whose history was

furnished to the Society by Mr. H. Le Keux, and was published in its Transactions

(Vol. ii. p. 24) :
—" The sexes pair from April to September, during which period the

eggs are deposited on the under side of the rough leaves of the turnip (or other plants).

The female insect docs not apparently lay above one egg daily ; iu a week ten pairs were

found to lay only forty-three eggs. Those eggs are very minute, smooth, and partaking
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of the colour of the leaf. They are hatched in ten days, and the may:gots, an eighth of

au inch long, are pale, fleshy, and cylindrical, with six pectoral feet, the eyes dark, and

a dark patch on the first and last sennicnts of the body. They immediately eat through

the lower skin or cuticle of the leaf, and form winding burrows among the pulp, on

which they feed. The thickness of the leaf is sufficient to afford them ample scope for

this ; and they may be seen at work in their galleries, by holding the leaf up to the

light. These maggots or larvae are full fed in sixteen days, when they bury themselves

in the earth, not quite 2 inches below the surface, selecting a spot near the bulb, where

the turnip-leaves protect them from drought and wet. They enter into their chrysalid

state in the earth, and the beetles emerge in about a fortnight. About thirty days

carry the insect through all its stages ; and of these ten are passed in the egg state,

six as a maggot, and fourteen in the chrysalis. There appear to be five or six broods

in the season."

It being in the first stage of the vegetation of the turnip plant that this insect

commits its most destructive ravages, it is of the first importance that the young plant

should have a rapid growth, and that means should be employed to check the progress

of the beetle the first few days after the appearance of the turnip above ground.

Sulphur has been recommended to be sown with the seed, those who have used it having

foimd it an effectual preventive. We have, in an earlier portion of this work (vol, i.

p. 238), mentioned a machine invented by R. Paul, Esq., of Starston, Norfolk, for taking

the fly off the plants ; and we again recommend it to the notice of the reader, having

been witness to the beneficial effect produced by its use. The inventor never lost a crop

of turnips by the fly after he began to use it. It was exhibited at the Ilolkham sheep-

shearing, and was approved of by Mr. Coke. Several of the farmers purchased it ; and

why it was not introduced into general use, it is impossible to say. Like many other

useful inventions, " it bides its time ;" and it is not improbable that at some future

period a machinist may bring out a modification of " Paul's fly-catcher," which, being

patronised by some eminent agriculturist, will get into general use.

The "black canker" is a far more formidable enemy to the turnip, inasmuch as it

attacks the plants after they have been hoed, and nearly cover the ground. We have

described this insect, which is the product of the saw-fly (Athalia spinarum), its

depredations, and the means employed for its destruction. It is generally believed in

Norfolk that the fly is an exotic, immense flights of them having been observed alighting

on the coast of that county that had evidently undergone a long and wearisome flight.

Naturalists, however, assert that they are always to be found in this country, and are

therefore indigenes, although the account of their flight across the ocean in greater

numbers is strictly correct. They might easily be destroyed if discovered on first

landing, as they then appear completely prostrated from exhaustion and could make no

resistance. They have sometimes been found in that state in heaps several inches in

thickness.

It is easier to apply a remedy for this caterpillar to drilled than to broadcast sown

turnips. Quicklime is recommended to be spriukled or sifted over the leaves whilst the

dew is on them ; but it appears to us that a good army of young ducks will more

effectually destroy them, and with less trouble and expense, than any other application.

Whatever is done, however, should be done quickly, for when they are numerous they

will devour every leaf in a turnip-field in the course of two or three days-. As the flies

.M 2
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from wliicli the lar\se proceed spread themselves over a whole field, and deposit their

eggs on the under side of the plant, so that almost every plant is stocked with them,

they appear in all parts of a field simultaneously, to the astonishment and dismay of the

farmer, who is, in a manner, paralysed at beholding the. destructive and multitudinous

army he has to contend witii. It is probable that drawing a pole by a rope at each end

over the stetches or drills in the first instance, so as to shake the caterpillars to the

ground, would check them, until other means ai-e employed to destroy them, which cau

more easily be done when they are on the ground than on the foliage. Such is their

voracity, that when in force, they will strip a field so completely bare that scarcely a

part of a single leaf can be found except the fibrous stems. Their numbers may be

accounted for when we state, that each fly will produce from 300 to 350 caterpillars.

This, too, will account for the speed with which a field is cleared by them.

There are several other insects that attack the turnip in the different stages of its

growth, as the turnip weevil, the aphides, of which latter there are several species, the

lady bird, &c. The weevil associates with the turnip beetle, but will not attack the

turnip plant while it can find wild mustard and other weeds, which it prefers ; so that,

on the whole, it is rather beneficial than injurious. The aphis is another and more

destructive insect. It attacks the Swedish turnip at an early stage of its growth, and

from its numbers and prolific power is a most formidable enemy. Its reproductive

powers are incredible were they not well authenticated. Reaumur " proved," says

Mr. Curtis, " that in five generations one aphis may be the progenitor of 5,904',000,000

descendants, and it is supposed that in a year there may be twenty generations, some

say thirty." There is always one species peculiar to every j)lant ; and were it not that

they have enemies amongst the insect tribes, as well as the small birds, they would soon

destroy all vegetation. The lady-bird appears to frequent the turnip rather to destroy

or feed upon the aphis than to devour the plant. No method has hitherto been employed

to destroy the aphides, and such is their number and the closeness with which they

adhere to the backs of the leaves, that it seems an impossibility that any hostile

application should be effective. The ichneumon fly is busy amongst the turnip and

other plants to prey upon the aphides, whilst sparrows, chaffinches, and other small

birds destroy myriads of them for feeding their young ones.

Turnips are subject to diseases which when very prevalent destroy the crop, the most

common of which are the anbury and the "fingers and toes." The anbury shows itself

as an excrescence below the bulb, and is frequently larger than the bulb itself. It has

been ascribed to an insect because a grub is always found in it when it is cut open.

But it is well known that insects always attack diseased plants ; and in this case the

presence of the grub is probably an effect, and not a cause, of the disease. The cause

has been investigated, and it is almost demonstrated that the disease arises from want

of thorough drainage and imperfect cultivation, the latter particularly. The resistance

the roots of the young plants meet with in a half-tilled soil, coupled with the coldness of

a subsoil saturated with moisture, chills them and produces those malformations called

the anbury. When these take place, the roots become hard and stringy, and the

circulation is stopped. The excrescence then rots, and at once becomes the abode and the

food of various insects, attracted by the putrid smell the disease emits. These lay their

eggs, which produce maggots and other larvae ; and the whole plant is destroyed.

The disease called " Jlnrjers and toes" probably proceeds from the same cause as the
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anljuiy. Land newly broken up is more productive of it than that which has long been

under tillage; and undraincd and half-cultivated lands, than dry and well pulverised

soils. It has appeared to a very considerable extent in some parts of Scotland ; and

the Highland and Agricultural Society has instituted an inquiry into its origin, and

offered a premium for the best essay on the subject. It is not, however, so ])revalent in

that country as it formerly was, which is justly ascribed to the draining and better

tillage of the land, accompanied with the liberal application of lime and other manures.

An unfavourable and cold season, while the turnip is at its most rapid growth, will

produce this disease, as well as bad management. A very dry season, on the other

hand, is quite as productive of it on light land, as cold and a superabundance of wet are

on strong and loamy soils. It seldom or ever spreads over a whole field at once, but

appears to disseminate itself by contagion. Like the fairy rings in old pasture land, it

begins with a single root, and spreads in a circle, generally on the highest and driest

knolls. This disease, like the anbury, which it very much resembles in its nature, is

ascribed by some natm-alists to an insect ; but close observation by practical men has

demonstrated that the turnip is only attacked hy the insects after the disease has

considerably advanced, and is evidently then present from being attracted by the state

of the bulb.

In a prize essay drawn up by J. B. Bird, Esq., of Renston Barns, Grants House, at

the desire of the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, and inserted in their

proceedings, the " finger and toe " disease is ascribed to certain states of the weather

while the turnip is braii-ding ; to too much manure being applied ; to the sod being too

much roaded or trodden on ; from seed of diseased turnips ; or from the seed of sound

turnips grown on land which produced the disease. The writer of the essay discards

altogether the theory of an insect as the parent of it, for many reasons, the most

forcible of which is, that in many turnips he examined that were diseased, there was no

appearance of an insect at all. He therefore concludes that the presence of an insect is

an eflPect, and not a cause : and, moreover, those causes he has alleged as secondary

;

and that the primary one is an abnormal condition in the mechanical combination of

the soil—some as yet undiscovered virus, or, at least, something obnoxious in it to the

healthy growth of turnips, and aL'^o in a weakened constitution of the turnip itself.*

The remedy generally recommended for this disease is the application of lime,

applied a year or a year and a half before cropping unth turnips, so that it may become

thoroughly incorporated with the soil. The writer above quoted states that, whenever

he has applied lime at the time of sowing, it has invariably failed to produce the effect

;

but when previously applied as directed, it as invariably succeeded. He also recommends

common salt, sown broadcast, at the rate of 2 cwt. per imperial aci-e, immediately

before the seed is put. When he used this, the land was cured of the disease, not only

for the single crop, but with succeeding ones. It is probable that a mixture of lime

and salt, applied the year previous to sowing the turnips, would have a still greater effect.

In Cornwall the farmers manure for turnips with the refuse salt from the pilchard

fishery. The following account of experiments with this manure is related in Forsyth's

work on agriculture:—"At Michaelmas, 1790, Mr. Seckler entered on an estate so

impoverished by the former tenant as scarcely to return the seed. In 1791, in the

spring, he prepared 2 acres for turnips that had borne seven crops of oats in

' " Tranaaclions of the Highland ni:J Agriraltural Society of England," 1857-59.
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succession. The last crop did not produce 9 bushels per acre. In the first week in

Aprilj the earth from two ditches was carried into the field and laid in four heaps ; each

heap received three cart-loads of sea-shell sand, and 5 bushels of salt. The earth from

another ditchj cliiefiy consisting of decayed soil which had been taken off the ground in

former tillage, was placed in tliree more heaps ; and each of these received also three

cart-loads of sand, but no salt, on account of the apparent richness of the earth. Half

the field was manured with the four first piles ; but, the three last not being sufficient

for the other half, what remained was sown with salt, at the rate of 10 bushels to an acre.

" The part of the field where salt had been used, either mixed with earth or alone,

produced about half a crop of turnips ; but the crop totally failed where there was no

salt. In the spi-iug following, white oats were sown, and produced a crop of 45 bushels

to an acre.

"1792.—3 acres, which the previous year had borne a crop of wheat not exceeding

12 bushels to the acre, were ploughed before Christmas, and brought into fine tilth by

Midsummer following. On each acre were sown 20 bushels of salt, excepting that two

ridges toward the middle of the field were purposely left without any manure. On these

two ridges the turnips totally failed, but the remainder of the field produced a plentiful

crop. 1793.—4 acres of land, completely worn out by successive tillages, were ploughed

before Christmas. 3 acres were sown with salt at the rate of 25 bushels an acre, and the

remaining acre with 18 bushels, -without any other manure. The crop was in general

a good one, but visibly best where the greatest quantity of salt had been used. Crops

of turnips have been raised, with equal success, by the use of salt, since that time

;

and in the severe winter of 1794-95, it was observed that these turnips were much

less injured by the frost than others similarly situated, and cultivated in the common

way. When salt is used in the quantity of 20 or 25 bushels to an acre, the turnips

should not be sown till at least three weeks after the salt. Clover sown with barley,

after turnips raised by the use of salt, has never failed to produce an abundant crop of

hay the year following. It is added, that salt that has been least used is universally

preferred, and found to be most effectual."

At the period when the foregoing experiments were made, the rationale of the use of

salt as a manure was no more understood by the farmers generally than it was by the

ancients, who used it largely in agriculture : for science had scarcely begun to be

introduced upon the farm, and chemistry itself was in its infancy so far as agriculture

was concerned. The constituents of plants were known only by a few scientific men j and

the rude reception they had met with from the practical farmers, who eschewed " book

farming," made them shy of offering their services to enlighten them on such subjects.

When, therefore, such experiments as the above were attempted, it was, generally

speaking, in entire ignorance of the way in which the salt operated to produce the

benefit upon the crops.

By the application of science in the analyses of plants, we now know that salt not

only itself enters largely, as an inorganic substance, into the composition of plants, but

that, by its attractive faculty, it fixes and unites with ammonia and other soluble salts in

the soil and the atmosphere, and presents them to plants in an assimilable form. Salt,

therefore, when committed to the earth as a manure, is no longer a simple substance,

but becomes, in a short time, sal amnioniac, one of the most powerful and valuable;

substances that can be applied in the cultivation of plants. This transformation may be
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proved in a very simple way, and one wliich we have already mentioned. By placing a

saucerful of salt in a stable, it will be found that tlie ammonia which is thrown off from

the excreta of the horses, will be attracted and fixed by the salt, which will be proved

by an effervescence that will continue until the salt becomes supersaturated, when it will

cease ; tlie salt, having combined chemicalhj with the ammonia, is the sal ammoniac of

the chemists. The following tables, taken, by permission, from a prize essay by Robert

Falk, Esq., of the salt works, Runcorn, show the proportions of salt in the ashes of

various kinds of produce, and the quantity of salt proper to be applied :

—

No. 1.

Per Cwt.
of Ash.

lio
100
4.-20

45
2-80

2o0
2-7

680

3-80

4 64

81
6-25

265
556

2.39

892

1 51
5-49

368
51
3-70

4 54

454
521

900
21 -94

7-28

3-45

376
2-98

1500
259
314

7-87

865
773
6-45

7 51
6-37

868
2-97

240
407
1-54

1-22

Bv whom Aualrsed. Species of Plants.

Way and Ogstoa

Herepath . .

Way aud Ogstou

Will and Fresenius

Way and Ogston

Ernil Woief

Way and Ogston

))

Levi ....
Way and Ogstou

})

Levi ....
Way and Ogston

Ramraelsberg .

F. Zedeier . .

Way aud Ogstou

Dr. H. Gronven

T. A. Porter

T. C. Walz .

Way and Ogstou

Dr. Witting

Wheat (lliipelowa kinJ), in grain . . . .

„ white, in graiu

„ „ straw

„ cliaff

„ in grain

Barley (Clievalier), in grain

„ (Moldavian), „

„ „ straw

Rye, grain

„ straw

Oats (Polish), graiu

„ straw

„ the green plant, 12th June

„ ripe, 18th August

Beans (common field), graiu

„ „ straw

„ (Hessian) grain

Peas (white), grain

„ straw

Tares, in graiu

Lactiles „

Indian corn (forty days' maize), in graiu . .

„ leaves aud stalks

Linseed, in grain

„ coarse straw

„ fine „

Rape seed, green

„ in seed

,, straw

Rice (American), in graiu

Hops, flowers

„ leaves

,, bines

Potatoes, at liloom, tubers

,, after „

„ when mature, tubers

„ haulm, after bloom

„ sound tubers f chloride')....
„ unsound „ i.

only j . . . .

,, spirit refuse after distillation . . .

„ early red

„ hard yellow

„ long red

,, Spanish

Clover, red, upon sand

„ white, upon clay

Meadow hay

i

Annual rye grass

Perennial „

Soft meadow grass

Rib wort or rib grass , . . . .

Long fescue ,,

-a . f Shave grass, horsetail (i'jttwe/ ^aAfla/)

i= -3 S J Field fescue

3 -= g
I

Bulrushes {Phragmut communus)

'n "'
L Wool grass {Esiphoram vayiiiatum) .

Per Cwt.
of Salt

in Ash.

4-73

3-82

2-47

1-79

0-71

4-56

5 54
8-33

4-45

1946
5 27
6-20

28-11

111
0-54

14-31

11-95

8 23
3-62

11-56

12-78

1-74

229
2-05

0-53

12-89

11-02

0-11

39-75

258
0-74

3-12

2-03

0-29

088
7 79

12-06

2 09
1-13

8-47

1025
7-61

3-64

13-39

6-92

8-73

9-19

5-98

7-25

6-66

8-80

9-48

112
0-84

1-70

2-40
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Per Cwt.
of Ash.

to
]U

7-30

11 30

900
1610
11-33

1400
7J0

17-9

6-30

1750
544

10-95

8-9

1854
1000
1000

AGRICULTURE, ANCIENT AND MODERN.

No, 1— {coniimied).

By whom Analysed.

Forchammer

Way and Ogstou

Dr. H. Jaeckcl

Battinger

Pelzold . .

Species of Plants.

Fescue serratus

„ nodosus

,3 digitatus

,, ves(;icuIosus

Turnips (Skirviiig'a Swedes), bulbs

„ „ tops ....
„ {Dale's hi/brid), bulbs

,, ., tops

Mangold (yellow globe), bulbs

tops

„ (long red), bulbs

„ „ leaves

Carrots (white Belgian), root

„ „ top

„ (red), root

., top

Kohl-Rabi, bulbs

„ leaves

Cow cabbage, head

„ stalks

Peat ashes

Pine-wood ashes

Larch „
The famous black earlh of Russia, grass land

„ „ arable laud

Per Cwt.
of Salt

in Ash.

31-37

20-00

2409
24-44

14-76

17 09

21 01
22-70

4302
49-87

52 64
37-40

25-lS
27-88

12-11

8-47

14-74
6-66

2-43

6-13

780
16-47

8-19

1-75

2-01

No. 2.

Directions as to the Quantities op Salt, and the Time to be applied to different kinds

OF Grain, Kooxs, and other Crops.

Description of Crops.

Wheat
Rye
Barley

Oats

Beans aud peas

Rape seed

Linseed

Hops
Potatoes

Turnips, mangolds, beet, and carrots

Gardens

Fruit trees.—In trenches ou each "^

side of the tree, 4 lbs. . . )

Fallows

Clover and other artificial grasses .

Meadow- aud natural grasses

Cwta. per Cheshii-e Acre.

light
Sandy
SoU.

9 to 10
10 „ 12

12 „ 15

13 „ 15

12 „ 13

12 „ 15

8 „ 10

12 „ 13

12 „ 14
10 „ 12
15 „ 20

18 „ 20

13 ,,15

13 „ 15

Mixed
Loam.

14

to 9

„ 10

„ 12

,.13

„ 10

„ 12

„ 8

„ 12

„ 10

„10
„ 18

16 „ 18

12 „ 13

10 „ 12

Heavy
Drained
Clay.

6 to 8

6 „ 8

8 „ 10

9 „ 10

7 „ S

8 „ 10

5 „ 6

6 „ 10

6 „ 7

7 „ 8

12 „ 13

15

8 „ 10

Best time for

Application.

a

May also be applied with
advantage.

[ September to

I

December.

Breaking up.

^ Month before

) seed-time.

I

Not later than

J November.

Top dressing in spring, either

alone or mixed with guano

and nitrate of potash.

Top dressing in May or be-

ginning of Juue in diy

seasons.

I

Top dressing in dry seasons

(. after the jilants nre fairly

up—alone or with gu.-ino.

I Sprinkling with a strong .solu-

( tion when there is mildivv.

Top dressing in dry seasons

;

in May or Juue.

Remarks on No. 2.—These quantities are calculated for soils in which there is an iusiifRciency of the

element of salt ; but in such, where an analysis would already show considerable quantities of soda and chloride,

or muriates in various forms, smaller quantities than the annexed should be used ; as also in the cases where

salt has already beeu used in compost aud with stable dung, or where cattle are provided regularly with salt."

We may add to these, also, lands on the coast, which are generally supplied with sutlicient quantities of salt

from the atmosphere. Also, that where seaweed or sea-shell sand can be procured for mauiu-e, the use of salt

may be dispensed with.

We have given the foregoing tables in exlenso on acconnt of the importance attnchrd

to them as showing the value of salt, particularly in its application to root crops. By
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referring to Table No. 2, the reader will see that all plants contain most salt when in

the green state, and in the straw when ripe, generally speaking. Thus, oats in the green

state contain in their ashes 28'11 per cent, of salt, but when ripe only I'll. Beans in

the grain contain 054, and in the straw 14'31 per cent. Rape seed in the green state

contained 11-2; and ripe only O'll, and the straw 39'75. But it is in the bulbous-

rooted plants that salt predominates most, especially in the mangold. In the yellow

globe, the proportion of ash in the bulb is 11-32 per cent., and of this 43G2 per cent, is

salt ; so that to every 100 lbs. of root there is about 5 lbs. of salt, and in the tops quite

that quantity. The long red shows a still larger proportion ; the ash of the bulb, which

is "'lO per cent., having 52-Gl'; and the top, having 17'9 of ash, contains 37'40 per

cent, of salt, or 6 lbs. 5 oz. to every 100 lbs. of top. The turnip analysis shows a

smaller proportion, but quite large enough to account for the fattening properties of

that root, notwithstanding the watery character of the bulb, as well as of that of

the mangold-wurzel. The following passage, from the same pamphlet from which we

obtained the tables, will further explain the action of salt on the soil :

—

" But the direct nourishment salt thus affords to plants and roots is only a very

small part of the good it performs in the economy of our cereal plants and roots. By

far the most important part, and the one little known of generally even now, and never

dreamt of twenty years ago, is Us indirect action on the chief agents of vegetable life in

the soil. By a beautiful law of Providence, we find there is a power in nearly all soils,

and particularly in those containing loam and clay, to absorb from either the air of the

atmosphere, the rain-water, or any manure we may put into the earth, the most valuable

elements for the nourishment of plants, such as ammonia, potash, phosphoric acid, and

silicic acid, and to keep such fixed in the soil till wanted for the use of the plants.

Thus, neither the simple nor carbonic acid water of even the heaviest continuing rains

carry off any considerable portion of such ingredients. It is also to be remarked, that the

better tilled the soil, the more drained the land, giving free access to both air and water,

by having a greater surface exposed to the action of this law, the greater will be the

power of absorption of the soil. Having stated this now well-established law, it will be

asked, "What has salt to do with this ? To this we shall come presently, showing the

action of another chemical law upon which the great efficiency of salt depends in the

culture of cereals, roots, and grasses, namely, ivken common salt, through the medium of

rain-tvater or otherwise, comes in contact with the earthy bases of ammonia, phosphoric

acid, silicic acid, potash, magnesia, S^x., either originally in the soil, or carried into it by

the rain-water or manure, it sets the said ammonia, phosphoric and silicic acids, potash, S^c,

free, and makes them at once available for the nourishment of the growing plants." We
find, from well-authenticated experiments, the effect even of a weak solution of common

salt in solving earthy phosphates, &c., in the soils, to be twenty times that of rain-

water ; and neither carbonic acid, water, nor any other solvent, bears a comparison

with it. Hence the great importance of bringing salt into the soil, to solve or bring into

action the dormant fertilishig powers of soil and manures ; for larger crops ivill inevitably

folloiv its proper application.

A very remarkable change has taken place in the character of the turnip in Ireland

and some parts of Scotland within the last three or four years, which has been the

occasion, not only of much perplexity, but, in some instances, of heavy losses to the

seed merchants. This is what appears to be the resumption by this plant of its original
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character of rape, either wholly destitute of bulb, or with so small and imperfect a oue

as to be of uo more value, for feeding purposes, than the common cole-seed. The cases

which have come under our own observation, or, rather, knowledge, are totally

unaccountable, except on the general principle of the transmutation of plants, instances

of which we meet with every day in a variety of the cultivated species. Oue seedsman

with whom we are acquainted, and who transacts a large amount of business in turnip

seed in Ireland, was compelled to pay heavy sums, amounting, in all, to a thousand

pounds, in order to avoid actions at law, although he could prove that, in other cases,

the same seed had produced excellent crops of turnips. Another seedsman, in Dublin,

having sold some seed to a farmer, with a guarantee of its quality, was cast iu an action

at law this year (1863), which cost him .€700. In two other cases, however, the juries

took a more just and rational view of the matter, and refused to support the claim of the

farmer. In one of them, a clergyman gave evidence to the effect that he sowed the

very same seed in two of his fields, and that one field produced an excellent crop, whilst

in the other the crop was nothing better than rape.

Various causes have been assigned for this failure, but none of them have satisfactorily

explained it. It is supposed by some that the turnip has had its day ; that the land has

grown tired of the plant, or the plant of the land, and other absurd notions. We believe

that the soil and mode of cultivation have moi'e to do with it than anything else, although

in some cases bad seed has been sold. But in others we know that where the seed has

been carefully grown and saved under the immediate inspection of the seedsman himseltj

the result has been equally disastrous. The annoyance, indeed, is so great, that some

of the largest and most respectable dealers, feeling themselves at the mercy of fraudulent

husbandmen, partial jurors, and judges ignorant of vegetable physiology, have it in

contemplation to abandon the turnip seed trade iu Ireland altogether. On a recent

occasion of a trial, a seedsman of the first character gave evidence in favour of the

defendant, but the judge had the boldness to tell him beforehand that " as he considered

him to be indirectly an interested party, he should pay no attention to his evidence !

"

A more unjust and gratuitous insult was never offered from the bench of justice. The

jury, however, found a verdict for the defendant, which put a stop to several other

actions that would have been at once commenced had the verdict been for the plaintiff.

The hoers must be kept constantly at work during the summer on the Swedes,

mangolds, beans, peas, carrots, &c., for this is the period when many of the weeds will push

forward their stems to maturity amongst the grain crops if not checked. The common

turnips will not be ready for the hoe before the beginning of July, or about a month or

five weeks after they are sown ; but the sooner they are set out when ready, the better.

The work is mtich more speedily performed, and at much less expense, by the horse-hoe,

than by hand alone. When, however, the seed is sown broadcast, the hand-hoe is still

necessarily used ; and in Scotland this is the general method. If the land has been

well tilled in the spring, it ought to be so clear from weeds that two hoeings will be

sufficient under ordinary circumstances ; but in a very wet season the weeds frequently

strike root again, and become very troublesome, rendering a third hoeing necessary.

It sometimes occurs that the summer is so wet that no attention can prevent the weeds

from taking root again, except raking them off after the hoe has cut them up ; and

this, though a troublesome and expensive operation, is rendered practicable and easy

by sowing in drills, whilst it is almost impossible uuder the broadcast system. In
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hoeing, care should be takeu to loosen the ivhole of the surface with the hoe, whether

there are any weeds or not; one main object of the operation being to break up the

surface, and bring the mould to the roots of the plant, as well as to extirpate the weeds.

If there are many blanks in the rows, occasioned by the fly or any other circumstance,

it will be well to drop in seeds in those places ; for, although it is not probable that

thev will produce bulbs equal in size to the first sown, it will be better than having the

crop deficient. A better plan, however, will be to have a reserve stock of Swedish

turnip plants to transplant into the blank places, as they will take root as well as a

cabbage, and will be as forward as the other portions of the field. The common white

loaf will not transplant under any circumstances. After the hoeing has been performed,

women should be employed to go over the rows and draw out by hand the supernumerary

plants where the hoe has left them double. This should be done a day or two after the

hoer has done his work, and not immediately, as it would be impossible, whilst the

plants are fresh, to tell which are cut up and which are not. The women should have a

short hoe, to bring tlie mould round the plant in a more regular manner than the

hoer can do.

The treatment of mangold-wurzel is similar to that of the turnip in respect to

hoeing and singling out. This plant has a great tendency to run to seed after being

hoed out, if the weather proves very dry. Such plants should be removed at once, as

the bulbs will be worthless if they are allowed to stand. The white beet {Beta vulgaris

campestris alba) is not so much cultivated in England as it ought to be. The nutritive

properties of this species are far before those of either the turnip or the mangold-wurzel;

and if the produce is smaller, these render it more valuable for fattening purposes. It

is supposed by Von Thaer that the mangold-wui'zel is a hybrid between the red garden

and the white Silesian, or sugar beet.

Maize has been very little cultivated in this country, but in France, and in a rather

high latitude iu America, it is made a standard article of produce. In the latter

country, indeed, the quantity grown is immense, the amount being measured by

hundreds of millions of bushels.* Some years ago the celebrated William Cobbett

made great efforts to introduce it into English cultivation ; and it appears he did not

succeed chiefly because he selected a wrong type of the plant for his experiments. The

great difficulty arises from the danger of frost, so that it cannot be sown earlier than the

.ast week in May, or the beginning of June, which scarcely allows time for it to mature

its seed before the autumnal frosts make their appearance, which will destroy it as

effectually as those of spring. The most safe method, perhaps, would be to raise the

plants on a seed-bed, where they could be protected from frost until the danger is over,

and then transplanted out in the field. Whether sown or transplanted, the Northumber-

land drill system is the best. The manure should be deposited in the trenches the same

as for turnips, and the ridges split with the double-breasted plough, the concave turnip-

roller applied, and the seed, or the plant, dibbled in at the distance of three inches if

seed, or nine inches to a foot if plants, apart. The seed plants may be expected to

show themselves above ground in seven or eight days, and it will be well to go over the

ground with the horse-hoe as soon as the weeds begin to appear ; and when the plants

are 4 inches high, they should be thinned to the distance of from 9 to 12 inches. If

' Iq the year 1855 the quantity of Indian corn raised in the States was estimated at 1,000,000,000 bushels. We believe

it has been nearly doubled since.
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the intention is to use the plant as a green crop for fodder, it will require no singling;

but if to produce a crop of grain, the sooner the singling is effected the better.

The hoe must be kept diligently at work upon the intervals of the rows ; for as no

cereal plants grow so fast as the maize when it has once taken good hold of the soil,

it will soon get too forward to admit of the horse-hoe, or even the hand-hoe. The young

shoots of the plants should also be removed, and only the main stalk left. The shoots

are excellent food for either cows or pigs, and all animals of the farm arc excessively

fond of them. It is said, however, that although when given to cows they enrich the

milk, they at the same time decrease it in quantity. As fodder for cattle, therefore, it

is recommended to exclude its use from the dairy cattle. If transplanting is practised,

the plants should be allowed to grow on the seed-bed until they are 8 or 9 inches high,

and then set out on drills, as before stated, at 12 inches from plant to plant. The seed

having been deposited at the beginning of May, the young plants will be ready for

removal about the second week in June, when they may be set out in the field without

any danger from frost.

The male flower of the maize grows at the top of the stem ; the female springs from

the seeds yet in the sheath and in embryo. The flower issues from the sheath, and hangs

like a graceful feather, until it has been impregnated by the male, and the cob has shot

from the sheath ; after which it dies and drops off. As soon as this has taken place, the

head of the plant with the male flower should be cut off to within an inch of the first joint

above the cob. This should be done with a sharp knife, to avoid jagging or breaking the

stem more than necessary. After tliis operation, the double mould-board plough should

be employed to throw the soil up to the plants again, from which the former hoeing has

drawn it away. The tops that ai'c cut off are dried and laid by for winter fodder for

cattle. When well earthed up, the wind will ordinai'ily have but little power over the

plants of maize, it is more frequently cultivated as a garden plant than in the field

in England. The green seeds are quite equal to green peas in flavour when boiled, and

are much used in that way in America. It is cultivated in Canada at as high a latitude

as 50° north, which is about the same as tliat of the south of England ; and on the

European continent, on the plains of Brandenburg, in latitude 52° 30', but is only used

there as fodder, of which it yields an abundance.

A tract was published in this country a few years since by a j\Ir. Kccne, who

occupied a farm in the Pyrenees, recommending the cultivation of maize in the United

Kingdom as a substitr\te for the potato, which at that period (1849) was under ban.

He cultivates himself the forty-days' maize, so called because the flower-stalk begins to

shoot from the sheath about the fortieth day from the time of sowing ; and it ripens

in 120 days, which, estimating from the 20th of ]\ray as the seed-time, makes it ripen

towards the end of September. There is no doubt that this species might be cultivated

in England with success with proper management. Mr. Keene asserts that maize is

a less exhausting crop than wheat, which we should not have supposed, from the size

and strength of its stem, and the largeness of the grain. He gives the mode of

cultivation as we have stated above, and reckons the average crop at G quarters per

acre, and the value of the thinnings of green offsets and tlie dry leaves as fodder, at

j£4 per acre.
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SECTION XVIII.

THE FOURTH SEASON CONTINUED.

The operation of slieep-sliearing usually takes place about the first or second week in

June, the sheep having been washed the last week in May. It should, however, be

previously ascertained whether the yolk that had been washed out has been again

supplied, which is the criterion for commencing the work. The sheep should be

perfectly dry when shorn, otherwise the wool would rot wlien stored. They should,

therefore, never be clipped with the dew on their coats, or if the rain has fallen upon

them. The shepherd generally puts a number of dry sheep over night, sufficient to

employ the shearers the next day, into a barn or other building convenient ; and, in all

cases, the place for shearing should be under cover, although in fine, hot weather, we

have known the shearers prefer a grass plot shaded with trees. Most clever agricultural

labourers understand this work, and if not necessarily employed about other important

business, are generally pressed into the service, which is always an agreeable one for

them, being a social and cheerful occasion.

There is an art in shearing sheep which, however, is easily acquired by any intelligent

person. At this period the wool has taken a new growth, and the art consists in

clipping the old fleece just below it, and without also cutting the new wool, which is

very short. By adhering to this rule the shearer avoids cutting the skin, which is not

an unusual occurrence with young beginners, or clumsy old practitioners. There is

generally a friendly sort of rivalry amongst the shearers, as to who should get through

the most work. Some danger attaches to this, lest tlie work should be done imperfectly
;

but it is extraordinary how quickly an experienced aud clever hand will divest a sheep

of his coat.

Some experiments were made by an eminent agricultural nobleman. Lord Weston,

on the British Merino breed of sheep, of allowing the wool to grow three years before

shearing it. The plan was successful so far as the wool was concerned, for it produced

a long and very fine fibre, much superior to the annually-shorn wool; but whatever

advantage might be gained in the fleece, was more than lost in keeping the sheep so

long, when mutton is the primary object of the flock-master. Whether the system

would pay in the case of breeding ewes is a question which has not, we believe, been

considered separately; and, as no other breed of sheep but the Merino would retain

the fleece over the first year, the plan has not been followed up, as the Merino breed

of sheep is not generally esteemed in England, and the number of flocks kept of them

is very few. It is a question that much more concerns the flock-masters of Australia,

where the Merino sheep prevail, and the fleece is the most important object, the carcase

being very difficult to dispose of; so thi^t it is frequently boiled down for the sake of the

tallow, which yields a profit of 15s. each, being more than the average value the whole

sheep ahve will often fetch. Labour too, is very expensive, and it is frequently difficult

to obtain competent shearers, in sufficient numbers to shear the enormously numerous

flocks kept by some of the settlers. To save, therefore, the expense of two shearings

out of three, would be almost equal to the value of one year's wool, while the increased

value of the fleece from the greater length and fineuess of the fibre, would form an
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additional item in favour of the plan. It isj therefore, a question worthy of the

consideration of the Australian flock-masters, as well as those of California, where also

immense flocks are reared, and many of the sheep breed twice a year.

In clipping sheep, the object of the shearer should be to separate the ivhole of the

old fleece, and to leave as little of a ridge as possible. There are very few shearers,

however, who can do this to perfection, so as to leave a perfectly level skin without

showing the direction of the shears. A good shearer will clip from twenty to twenty-

five, and even thirty sheep, in the day of ten or twelve hours; but where tho flock is

large, and the number of workmen inadequate, they do not always stand to regular hours,

and only limit themselves by the daylight. In such cases the most liberal allowance of

food should be given by the master.

The practice of clipping fat sheep early in the spring, when about to be sent to

market, is a barbarous, cruel, and unprofitable pi'oceeding. The loss of the wool is

always taken into account by the purchasers, and also the loss of health in the sheep

;

for if the weather is cold, as it usually is in March and April, the animal suffers as much

as the master would do if he were turned out without his usual covering. Youatt has

lifted up his voice in a spirited protest against the practice, but it is at present unheeded.

" What shall be said," he observes, " of a drove of naked sheep going to market in the

early part of March, the east wind cutting like ice, and their eyes and noses nearly

closed with mucous ! This is done for the sake of the little additional profit obtained

from the wool. Is that profit really derived? Has not the unfeeling owner miscalculated

the matter? Let him, or let any thinking or humane man, compare two pens of sheep

close by each other. In the one the animals retain their natural covering, and they

are full of health and vigour ; the inhabitants of the other hang their heads with cold

and disease, an unpleasant stream is discharged from their nostrils, and the eye of the

sheep that never deceives when the question of health is to be decided, tells tales far

too intelligibly of pulmonary diseases, and of constitution undermined, and of everything

to disgust rather than attract. Has not the unfeeling owner miscalculated the matter?

He will say, perhaps, that the sheep will not travel well on their fleeces. In the heat

of summer they will not ; but when the winds blow chilly, no system can so surely

promote the health of the animal as that which secures to him the feeling of comfort."*

As soon as the sheep is shorn, the fleece should be laid upon a table, which is

usually improvised by placing a large door of the stable or outhouse upon tressels,

just high enough to enable a woman to have full power over the fleece in rolling it up.

Care must be taken, in 2)crforming this part of the ])usincss, to keep the fleece perfectly

clean, to prevent fault being found with it by the purchaser. The women entrusted

with this work should be either experienced hands, or work under the immediate

surveillance of such a hand, with full authorit}' to enforce the instructions given. Tlie

condition of the wool, even to a single fleece, is of moi'c importance to the owner than

it may appear to be ; for should a stapler about to purchase a lot of wool, open a fleece

and find it dirty, he will avail himself of it, and reduce his oft'er for the whole, as it

would be impossible for him to open all of them, and he judges of them by what he

sees. And thus a single fleece put pp in a slovenly manner may occasion the loss of

many pounds sterling in the sale of the whole clip.

As the fleeces arc rolled up by the women, they arc taken to a chamber ai)[)roi)riatcd

* VdhUI, "On Slici'ii," |i. 5IS.
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to them, wliere they are piled iip closely, near, but not toiiching, the wall. This room

should be previously washed clean, and the walls and ceilings swept from cobwebs and

dirt. The wool of the hoggets should be kept separate from that of the ewes, and all

should be covered closely with cloths, to preserve the fleeces from dust, which would

otherwise soon accumulate upon tliem. The air, also, should be as much as possible

excluded, which would otherwise reduce the weight, and injure the appearance of the

wool by the evaporation or drying up of the yolk, and the destroying of its lustrous

quality. The room should be perfectly dry, but not too much exposed to the sun's

rays. Damp will cause the wool to mould and even rot, if it lies long, while a hot

room will injure the quality in other ways. If the room is damp or the wool dirty, it

attracts and breeds the wool moth {Tinea sarcik'lla) which, if the wool lies long, and is

not closely looked to, will cause much injury to it.

"Wool, if perfectly dry when laid up, gains in weight for some time, until it has lost

its natural moisture, after which, if the room is dry, it rapidly declines in weight. It

is best kept packed in cloths or wool-bags, as it is then free from dirt and insects. It is

probably the interest of the farmer to sell his wool from season to season, and not to

run the hazard of the damage it is liable to if neglected, or to avoid the trouble of

having to look after it for a whole season, either of whicli are more than equal to what

can usually be gained by any advance in price. Unless, therefore, he has capital to

speculate, and carry the speculation out to the utmost, he consults his own interest in

selling at the usual fairs, or consigning it to agents at those towns where it is in request,

by being the seat, or in the vicinity, of the woollen manufactures.

The wool trade of the United Kingdom has increased to a marvellous extent during

the last thirty years, and is still continuing to increase. Since the year 1833, the

weight of wool imported has been more than sextupled, while the home growth of that

article has also largely increased. By a reference to the returns of the Board of Trade,

we find that in the years 1833 and 1834, the quantities of wool imported were respec-

tively 28,128,973 and 38,475,243 lbs. In the years 1861 and 1862 they had risen

respectively to 147,172,841 and 171,960,972 lbs., the latter being more than six times

that of the first weight (1833); and notwithstanding this enormous increase in the

quantity imported, the price is advancing and the demand increasing, the export of

manufactm-ed woollen goods having largely increased. The quantity grown in the

United Kingdom in 1850 was estimated by Macqueen at 246,700,000 lbs., of which

148,000,000 lbs. was long, and 98,700,000 lbs. short wool. Supposing, then, in 1862 the

quantity was equal, if we add to it the imported wool, we have the mcredible amount of

418,660,972 lbs. of wool of all kinds grown, or passing into, the United Kingdom.

On the other hand, the exports of woollen goods manufactured, which, previous to the

duty being remitted, never rose above five or six millions sterling, amounted last year

to £'124,137,812 sterling ! There is no reason to suppose that the wool trade of England

will ever decline whilst peace is maintained on the European continent. The principles

of free trade, in which England took the initiative, are daily being adopted by the other

nations of Europe, and present fresh openings, both for the raw and manufactured

article, while the large extent and increasing prosperity and populousness of the British

colonies, with the opening of the Chinese ports to our commerce, offer fresh channels

for trade continually. Even the loss of the American trade, which reduced our exports

to the States to the extent of from £15,000,000 to £20,000,000 sterling, owing chiefly
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to tlie proliibitory tariff imposed by the legislature of tlie United States^ and in part to

the internal war now (1S64) in progress, has not caused our exports to decline iu value

or amount; nor lias the loss of the cotton supply from the Southern States affected

seriously the general trade of the United Kingdom to the extent we might have

looked for. The effect, indeed, is chiefly confined to the manufacturing districts, and

tlie most important and permanent consequence likely to ensue from it is, that the

cultivation of cotton in India, Egypt, China, Australia, and the West India Islands will,

in a very few years, render us independent of the slave-grown cotton of the Southern

States of America.

There has been a good deal of controversy of late 3 ears on the question whether we

are indebted to Spain or Spain to us, for the breed of fine woolled sheep ; and the

historical evidence, incidental though it be, appears to be in favour of the latter propo-

sition. Whilst Spain can produce no positive data to show the period when she began to

possess the Merino breed, there are distinct and undoubted historical proofs that on

several occasions fine woolled sheep were, bi/ permission, allowed to be sent from England

into Spain, at an early period of our annals. Thus, according to Southey, when Cathe-

rine, the daughter of John of Gaunt, was married to Henriquez III., of Spain, her dowry

was given in English sheep ; this was about the year 1390. The same authority states,

that in a dispute between two Spaniards concerning rank, in the presence of Juan II.,

in 1437, one of them taunted the other with the fact, that he was descended from "a,

judge of shepherds," that is, from a Merino. He replied that the office had always been

held by Hidalgos of great honour, and that King D. Alphonso had first conferred it on

Inigo Lopez de Mendoza,. ivhen the English sheep were first brought over to Spain, which

Southey supposes to have had reference to Alfonso the Wise, King of Leon and Castile,

who reigned from 1253 to 1284. On the other hand, Stowe relates iu his "Chronicles"

that in 1464, King Edward IV. gave a licence to pass over (or export) certain Cotteswolde

sheep into Spain; and the same fact is mentioned by Baker in his "Chronicles," stating

that King Edward IV. entered into a league with John, King of Arragon, to whom he

sent " a score of Castal ewes, and four rams—a small present in show, but great in the

event ; for it proved of more benefit to Spain, and more detrimental to England than

would at first have been imagined." If such, however, was the case, Spain has had

" a Roland for her Oliver," for the introduction of the Merino breed of sheep into

England in the last century led to its being sent to Australia, where it has been so

completely acclimatised and prosperous that the product has almost wholly superseded

the use of Spanish Merino wool in the United Kingdom. If the fine woolled sheep of

Spain are really the descendants of the Cotteswold breed, the climate and pasturage of

Spain must have greatly modified their characteristics, for the two breeds as at present

found, are no more alike either iu outward form or in texture of wool, than the South-

down and the Lincolnshire. We know, however, from experience, that the wool of the

Merino degenerates iu quality when the sheep are put into rich pastures in England.

There is, therefore, no physical difficulty intervening to make us hesitate in accepting as

a fact the indebtedness of Spain to England for that remarkable breed of sheep, whicli

for so many years constituted the source of so nmcli wealth to tlie landowners, but

Avhieh is now so largely shared, not only by the nations of Europe but by others, which

at a recent period had no commercial or even social existence.

In shearing the sheep the shearers should notice if there are any wounds or sores in
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the skin ; in which case a little tar or other uugueut should be applied to it, to heal it

and prevent the flies from tormenting the animals, which they would do if some precau-

tion is not employed. These insects are exceedingly troublesome to the sheep in hot

weather, before their fleeces are taken from tliem, and the sheplierd must exercise great

vigilance in detecting those that arc aft'ectcd by them. The flies lay their eggs in the

wool, generally at the hinder part, near the rump, and the maggots soon make their

appearance, aud burrow into the skin and flesh in a very short time. Tiiere is no diffi-

culty in detecting a sheep that is thus affected, for it separates from tlie rest of the flock,

and lies dowu in a restless condition in a corner of the field, exhibiting great uneasiness

and distress. If not immediately attended to and relieved, its suff'erings will be very

great, and if wholly overlooked, it will soon be destroyed. A sliepherd who thus neglects

a sheep can have no excuse to plead from want of knowledge, because the animal itself

will, by isolation from the rest of the flock, make known its condition as soon as it is

afl"ected. Every one who has possessed a flock of sheep is acquainted with the symptoms

we have described.

About the end of June the lambs require to be weaned from their dams. Many
of them are not able to recognise their mothers after they are clipped, and consequently

wean themselves. When the "couples" have been living in a pasture with scanty feed

the process of weaning is easy, as the milk is partially dried up, and the lambs have

been obliged to feed themselves. It is seldom that in such cases the ewes suff'er much
from the flow of milk, as the quantity has already declined. Nevertheless the shepherd

should watch them closely ; aud if they show any signs of distress, should catch them

and take from them a quantity of the milk. In all cases they should be kept on scanty

pasturage until their milk is dried up. The milking of ewes, although still practised in

some parts of Scotland and, we believe, in Wales, is never so in England, except it is by

small farmers in remote districts of the country. The sooner it is abandoned every-

where, the better it will be for the owners, being injurious to the condition and consti-

tution of the animals, aud frequently prevents them from breeding.

Lambs should be kept on good pasture after weaning, and away from and out of

hearing of the ewes, whose bleating will disturb and render them restless, if they do not

actually break out of the field, which they will endeavour to do if an opening occurs.

After a fortnight, however, there will be no danger in allowing them to be with the

ewes, who will not longer let them suck, and both will settle better. They should be

kept in good condition—the ewes to prepare them for breeding the next season, and the

lambs to get them forward either for sale at Michaelmas, or for fattening on turnips the

following spring.

House-lamb for the table will be still in season iu June, and those intended for that

purpose should, with their dams, be put into rich pastures, or soiled on clover or tares

in the field. As, however, the season will now soon be over and lamb will degenerate

into young mutton, which it is almost a sin to kill, such as are for sale should be disposed

of as soon as possible. As the ewes belonging to them will be kept in full milk till the

last, it will be necessary, when the lambs are taken from them to draw off a part of the

milk for some days, in order to relieve them from the pain a continually distended udder

will occasion them. The Dorset breed of sheep are chiefly employed for rearing early

lamb for the London market, but a great number of both Southdown and Leicester

lambs are also fattened out of the regular flocks for the same purpose at a later period.

VOL. II. N
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The Dorset ewes will take the ram as early as May or June, by which means " Christ-

mas lamb " is produced, which fetches a very high price. We have known it sell at one

guinea per qviarter at that early season. A large number of Dorset ewes, "in lamb,"

are sold at Wrexhill and other fairs in October, and are purchased by farmers near

Loudon, who rear the lambs for the London market, reserving a portion of the ewe-

lambs for breeding. Many of the farmers in Hampshire, Berkshire, &c., fatten all, both

of ewes and lambs, and purchase fresh stocks every year.

The process of hay-makiug is an important part of the work of this season, and

requires more knowledge than the generality of farmers possess to conduct it to the best

advantage, and so as to secure a good and serviceable quality. There are two descrip-

tions of grass to be made into hay—the natural and the artificial grasses ; and as these

are somewhat different in their natures and in the modes of preserving them, we shall

treat them separately, taking the natural grasses first. These are of a softer nature

than the artificial, in some respects on account of their growing more closely together,

and also from their finer stem and herbage.

There are four principal things to be considered in hay-making, namely, the proper

time for cutting ; the mode of treatment in the field ; the state in which it should be

stacked ; and the manner of stacking it.

The proper season for cutting the natural pastures is when the great bulk of the

grass is just come into full bloom, that being the period when it possesses the largest

proportion of those salts which constitute the most valuable and nutritive property

of bay. Analysis has clearly shown the chemical difi"erence between grasses before

and after the seed is ripened. Saccharine also, being a principal ingredient in hay,

and by allowing the grass to mature its seed, the sugar it contained is transferred

to the seed ; and this is usually shed out in the field or on the stack, and becomes use-

less so far as feeding cattle is concerned ; whilst the hay itself is dry and stalky, being

divested of its most nutritious properties. The hay farmers round the metropolis cut

their hay as soon as the flower has become full formed, never allowing the seed to

proceed beyond the embryo state. The jn'incipal species is the sweet-scented vernal

grass [Anthox anthum odoratum), and as this flowers generally at the beginning of June,

or perhaps towards the middle of that month, this circumstance points out the proper

time for cutting it. Every day, let it be observed, that the grass is allowed to stand

beyond this, detracts from the nutritive properties of the hay, and consequently from its

intrinsic value to the farmer.

The implement for cutting grass has hitherto been the scythe; but the recently-

invented mowing machine will very soon, we expect, completely supersede that ancient

and venerable implement—if age and efficiency can render it venerable. In using the

scythe there is a vast difference observable in the method of diff'erent workmen. We
have known men in advanced life who were never able either to j)ut an edge on the

scythe that would hold more than a dozen strokes, or cut the swath without leaving a

high ridge at the toe and heel of the work. This is an acquired ill habit ; for it is as

easy for a lad to learn the right as the wrong method of performing an operation ; and

there is nothing worse in the education of an agricultural labourer than to have an

ignorant or careless and easy master or overlooker. Nothing is more ugly than a

meadow or pasture which, after the hay is carted, exhibits here and there, in regular

order as the mowers have proceeded, a succession of high ridges of stubble, to say
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nothing of the loss it entails iu the quantity of hay wasted by it. The price paid for

cutting hay, if by the acre, varies according to the stoutness of the crop ; but some

men will earn more with a low price at mowing than others will at a high one.

The mowing machine is a great boon to the farmer, as it makes him independent of bad

mowers and exacting labourers, who take advantage of a busy time to exact more than

the work is really worth. Any person, however uninitiated in agricultural operations,

who compares a piece of mowing performed by the scythe with another executed with

a machine, will be able at a glance to appreciate the diiference. Besides this, the despatch

with which a field can he mown with the machine, with the help of two men and two

or three horses, is a most important consideration at a period when there are so many

other kinds of work to employ the staff of labourers on a farm. From 20 to 25 acres a

day are cut by some of the machines, in a thoroughly workman-lilie manner, which-

with scythes would employ the same number of men as acres, if the crop is an average

one. The cutting-blade of the machine may be set so as to cut the grass at any height

required, so that the complaint that the machine cuts up dirt and rubbish with the

grass is scarcely a fair objection. One thing to be observed is, that grass should never

be cut when sodden with wet or while it is raining.

As soon as possible after the grass is cut it should be tedded or spread over the field.

This also has hitherto been performed by women and boys ; and it is an agreeable sight

to see a field of hay-makers, full of life and noisy jests, their

" Iiaiigb, and talk, and merry tale,

Echoing through the cheerful vale."

Yes, we confess it with sorrow that the poetry of rural life is departed ; that the rail has

driven it off the road, and, with its long lines of iron, invaded the privacy and simplicity

alike of the village, hamlet, and of the nobleman's seat ; the power-loom and the spinning

machines have deprived tlie female peasantry of a profitable employment, which, whilst it

helped to support the family, kept the good women from spending their time in gossiping

;

and, lastly, a machine has invaded the hitherto invulnerable farm, although it stood out

manfully against the stern usurjiev of the labour market, and is fast banishing the race

of Phyllises and Corydons, and driving the Naiads and Dryads into the depths of what

few forests civilisation and the plough have left us. In this very operation of which wc

are now treating, simple as the matter is, machinery is superseding hand labour. Instead

of a dozen or more women with forks tossing the hay about in all directions in the

morning, and raking it together again at night, a horse is yoked to the " tedding

machine," which performs the work of twenty women in a much more eflectual manner

;

and at night the horse-rake will as speedily collect it together again in small wind-

rows to be made into cocks, and again to be spread the next day. The more the hay is

thus tossed about (until it is made), and the less the burning rays of the sun are allowed

to settle upon it, the better will be the quality. It should never be crisped and scorched,

but soft-dried, with enough of the sap left in it to ensui-e its heating to a certain extent

on the stack. If the weather is dry and sunny, the hay will be ready to stack the second

day after it is cut ; but for this work the dew must be off the cocks ; and if rain has fallen

the hay must not be put together or touched until the ground is dry ; and then it must

be spread again and perfectly dried before it is carted. A wet hay-seel is an anxious

time for tb.c fanner, so much depends, in regard to the future condition of the live stock

N 2
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of the {avm, on tlie quality of tlie liay.* The rake, whether the liorse or the hand drag-

rake, or the common hay-rake worked by women, should be employed as soon as the hay

is on the cock and the ground clear.

Hay is generally stacked in a rick-yard near the homestead, and most modern

farmers have rick-cloths fixed in the form of a marquee, the roof or cloth being movable,

so that it can be raised by pulleys as the work proceeds, the length of the stack being

limited to that of the rick-cloth. A foundation of straw or coarse grass, or faggots of

brushwood, is usually laid at the bottom of a haystack to preserve the hay from the

damp of the ground. It is an excellent plan to sprinkle salt over the layers of bay

;

and if the season is wet, and it is impossible to stack it in a perfectly dry state, salt is

absolutely necessary to give it quality. The proportion of salt usually sprinkled on hay

in stacking is from 10 lbs to 20 lbs. per ton, as near as can be guessed.f This will

prevent it from heating too much, and will render even bad hay palatable to the cattle.

The fact is, according to Dr. Thomson, that every 100 lbs. of hay contains about 28^

parts of matters soluble in hot water, and 8^ parts soluble in cold water. If, therefore,

hay has been exposed to much rain, a considerable portion of these soluble matters are

washed out of it, and these are to a certain extent replaced by the salt. Care must be

taken in building a stack to leave a well-hole or two, according to the length, to let out

the heat. These holes can be formed by setting a coulder-skep, or long basket, at the

time of commencing, and drawing it upwards as the worn proceeds. This is specially

necessary if the hay is damp when carted, but the salt, if liberally used, will also prevent

it from heating too much.

" The great aim in making hay," says Lord Kames, " is to preserve as much of

the sap as possible. All agree in this, and yet differ widely in the means of making that

aim effectual. To describe all the different means might be profitable to the bookseller

;

but the reader would lose patience and gather no instruction." His lordship gives no

directions for the making of meadow or j)crmanent pasture hay, because in a well-

conducted farm there ought to be no meadow hay. This, however, cannot apply to

farms in the neighbourhood of large towns in which a constant demand for upland and

meadow hay exists. Low meadows, which generally produce a rough, coarse quality of

grass, intermixed with other species of a better quality, will in general pay best by being

fed off with dairy cattle and young stock. But the upland pastures will, if properly

treated, yield a crop of the most valuable haj', and it depends upon the farmer's

convenience and requirements whether he takes a crop or not.

Hay made from artificial grasses is treated much in the same way as we have

described ; but being of a more leafy nature, and possessing a stronger stem with much

sap, it requires a longer time to make. And instead of being tossed about with the

tedding machine, the swaths should be turned over only, iniless much rain falls, in

which case the swaths should be opened if the crop is heavy, to allow the hay to dry.

A crop of rye-grass, and either red or yellow (trefoil) clover should be turned the day

after it is mown, and the next day gathered into loind-roivs. These should be turned

once or twice, and then made into little cocks about 3 feet high. If rain falls, these

* The value of hay, however, depends more upon the time at which the grass is cut than upon the quantity of rain

that falls upon it. If it is allowed to mature the seed, the quality is irretrievably injured, and no after treat?ncnt can

restore it. If the time is wet when, or immediately after, it is cut, it must not be tedded, but should be in the swarih

until the weather is fiue.

t Or, from one-eighth to a quarter of a cwt. per load at stacking.
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cocks must remain until quite dry, and then be made into larger cocks b_y putting two or

more togetlier, in which they will acquire a gentle heat ; but this must not be allowed

at this stage to go too far. The advantage in thus keeping the hay in cocks from the

first two days after cutting is, that it prevents the foliage of the clover from becoming

crisp if the weather is hot and dry, and from dropping off if exposed to rain when on

the swath. The great point to be observed is, that the clover is perfectly dry when put

together ; for if wet, whether from dew or rain, it will mould on the cocks. Should

rain fall immediately after cutting, and wet weather continue, the hay must remain

on the swath until it is dry, when it should be spread out, and the next morning

gathered into wind-rows, and cocked in the afternoon. If the red clover greatly

preponderates, the cocks will require to be opened, and probably turned when the

weather is dry, and formed into new cocks, placing those parts of the old ones that were

at top at the bottom of the new ones, thus giving each part the benefit of equal exposure

to, as well as exclusion from, the air. This plan of cocking and opening the cocks in

dry weather, and lea^dug the cocks untouched during rain, will promote fermentation,

the proofs of which are the sweet, honey-like aroma proceeding from them. If on

opening the cocks after this sign the hay should smoke, it should at once be spread

over the field. It will quickly dry in the sun, and in the afternoon will be in a fit

state to be stacked. What is not carted before night should be thrown into wind-rows,

if there is no appearance of rain, or made into cocks if the weather is threatening. In

stacking, the same precaution of making a well-hole and sprinkling salt over the layers

of the hay should be observed. When the weather is fine and dry, clover-hay will

reqvdre not more than four or five days to get it ready for stacking ; and being then of

a brown coloui-, with an agreeable smell, it is peculiarly acceptable to cattle, especially

milch cows, who devour it greedily, and it produces exceedingly rich milk in large

quantities. The time for cutting the mixture of clover and rye-grass is when they arc

in full bloom. The heads of the clover will show its own condition; and the rye-grass,

if the sun shines bright, will send forth a perfect cloud of pollen from the anthers of

the flowers. Every day, every hour, that the crop remains after these signs are given,

deteriorates the quality of the hay by lessening the proportion of nutritive matters in

the foliage, to throw them into the seed.

As soon as a stack of hay is topped up it should be thatched, unless the weather is

wet, when, if the rick-cloth can be spared, the covering-in may be left until a dry day

returns. If, however, the hay has been carted in a damp condition, it will be better to

let it remain unthatched for a few days, in order that the great heat may subside. A
moderate heat is essential to the goodness of the hay, which undergoes a chemical

change by the vinous fermentation, converting the acids into saccharine, exactly on the

same principle that in malting, the acids convert part of the starch of the barley into

sugar. Before the seeds of the grasses are formed the saccharine juice remains in the

stems, and the process of fermentation converts it into sugar. If a stack of hay is found

to heat too much, it may be necessary to cut a portion of it out from the middle to let

out the heat, otherwise it would probably take fire. In a damp time, therefore, the

stacks should be well watched to see that the fermentation does not proceed too far. *

* Lord Karnes objects to allowing hay to heat on the stack, and considers that it injures the quality. The principles

of chemistry, and the changes that are naturally produced in vegetable substances, were not understood when he wrote

(aboDt the year 1775). We now know that the process ot fermentation produces the effect described above, although, if

allowed to proceed too far, it is injurious, if not destructive.
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In Ireland the grass is almost universally allowed to stand until the seed is ripe

before it is cut ; and when cut^ the sticky hay is quickly made into cocks about 5 or 6

feet high, and left in the field without any further care, frequently until after harvest

before they are stacked. We have seen these cocks in the field as late as December,

when there had been plenty of fine weather to have carted them home. It is very

seldom that hay is thatched by the small Irish farmers, and we can say that we never

saw a really good load of hay in Ireland ; but we have found an abundance of excellent

matured hay-seed in the loft after the hay was consumed.

Good ordinary hay holds a high position in the scale of nutritive vegetation, as the

following table of analyses made by Dr. L. Playfair will show :

—

COMPAKATIVE NUTKITIVE VALUE 01' DiFPERENT KiNDS OF FEEDING VEGETABLES.

Species of Vegetables.
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is stacked for the future feediug of tlie lean stocky but there is very little nourishment

left in it, the saccharine, &c., being transferred to the seed.

If it is intended that a second crop of clover should be allowed to stand for seed, it

should be either fed close off by the beginning of June, and then shut up ; or the hay

should be cut and taken away as early in that month as its state of forwardness will

permit, or even if it is not fully in flower ; the object being to have the seed ready as

eai'ly as possible in the season, so important is it to have the seed harvested before the

autumnal frost catches it. Of course for this purpose the clover is sown alone, without

either rye-grass or Dutch clover, and the second crop after mowing is much better than

a first crop or after feeding, because the whole of the seed will be ripe at the same time,

which is not the case either with that of the first crop, or when this has been fed off.

No foreign seed should be sown, it being seldom that it produces a good second crop,

the reason for which has never, that we have heard, been given. If the first crop is fed

off by sheep by the end of May, and at once shut up, the seed will then, in all

probability, ripen in August or September, and be housed before the frost makes its

appearance. Seed clover is mown with the scythe, there being no danger of the seed

shedding itself. On the contrary, it is difficult to thresh, unless it has been heated on

the stack or the cock. It is usually stacked near the barns, the men being too busy with

harvest-work at the time it is ready to attend to it at once.

A good deal of sainfoin {Onobrychus sativa) is cultivated on the chalk formations" of

Oxfordshire, Berkshire, and other parts of the southern districts of England. It is

the earliest of the clovers, and a field of it in bloom presents a very beautiful object in

the landscape. It is, we believe, always sown alone, or, without other grass, and being

a perennial plant, it is sometimes allowed to stand for several years on poor thin land.

When intended for a permanent crop, it is sown with barley after a crop of turnips.

About 4 or 5 bushels of rough seed per acre are usually sown, with a few pounds of

biennial clover, to fill up the crop of the first year. In other cases it is drilled across

the rows of wheat after turnips, a crop of rape being sown and fed off early with sheep.

The seed should not be biu-ied deeper than an inch, otherwise it will not vegetate. The

plant remains on the ground until it is worn out. It is either fed by sheep, or made

into hay by the same process as red clover. If used for soiling, it will yield two crops

in the season, and both are ready at the most necessitous time of the summer, when

other green crops are either consumed or not ready. It is commonly allowed to stand

four or five years.

It is also sometimes sown in a four or five course of cropping, in which case it lies

one or two years only, and gives place to wheat.* It is chiefly on drained land in good

condition, and of a mixed soil, that it is thus cultivated. The same quantity (4 bushels)

of seed is used, with barley after turnips ; if the land is clean, it is drilled across the

rows of corn, whether barley or wheat, but either after turnips. It comes early in the

* Forsyth deprecates this plan, and says that sainfoin does not come to its fall strength under several years, and that

the plants increase in size every year. Its tap-root is very large, and strikes to a great depth into the soil to seek its

nourishment in the suhsoil. He recommends drilling it thickly in rows of 10 inches distance from each other. The

intervals to be hand-hoed, and the plants singled out as they are to stand. Let it remain thus two years, and then take

out one-fourth of the rows in pairs, which will leave beds of 50 inches, with six rows in each, and intervals of 30 inches,

which may be ploughed. The third year take out the two middle rows, which will leave double rows of 10 inches between

them, and intervals of 30, which is the final arrangement, as the plants will spread outwardly. The length of the tap-

root peculiarly adapts it to the dry chalky and sandy soils, on which plants that strike their roots laterally are frequently

dried up in hot weather.—See " Practice of Agriculture," vol. ii. p. 91.
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spring of the year next after it is sown, and is found very useful for slieep and other

stock, all herbivorous animals being fond of it.

"When required to produce a crop of seed, the land is rolled and stone-picked in the

spring, and at once shut up. If the season is favourable, the seed will be ripe by the

beginning of July. It should then be cut, if the weather is dry, and the swaths allowed

to lie two or three days. It is best to cut it while the dew is on it, as the heads are

liable to snap oS" if they are dry. The morning and evening, therefore, are the best

times of the day to mow it. After lying the time specified, it should be turned the

same as corn; and in three or four days more, if the weather is fine, it will be ready

for carting. If the weather is showery, the swaths will require turning to the wind.

In preparing for carting, it must be gathered into wind-rows, witli spaces between wide

enough to admit a cart or waggon. This operation should be commenced early,

discontinued in the middle of the day, and renewed when the sun has lost its greatest

power, the seed-heads being very brittle under its influence. Sometimes it is threshed

in the fields, when the same process as in the case of rye-grass is pursued ; but the

seeds should at once be taken home and laid thinly on a dry floor, and turned twice a

day to prevent their heating. Tull, who cidtivated this plant largely, both for seed

and for feeding purposes, recommends laying it thinly between layers of straw, which

will absorb whatever moisture the seed contains, and thus prevent its heating. If,

however, it is put in a barn or stacked, and laid up till the spring, it will then dry

itself without any further trouble. If stacked, it should be thatched both at the roof

and sides.

A new vai'iety, called the Giant sainfoin, has been some years since introduced by

Mr. Hart, of Ashwell, near Baldock, Herts ; and it would appear that the superiority

it possessed over the common kind was in a great measure owing to the diff'erent mode

of cultivation he adopted with it, by dibbling in single seeds 3 to 4 inches apart. It is

a well-known principle in vegetable physiology, that the thinner any kind of plant

is sown, the larger will be the product. This is proved in many cases, and particularly

in that of Hallett's pedigree wheat, which, by thin sowing or planting, produces grains

nearly double the size of the original nixrsery wheat ; and these maintain their superiority

even when afterwards sown thicker. It is true, Mr. Hallett coupled thin sowing with

careful selection of seed, and thus obtained a two-fold advantage j but it is a question

whethei', if he had continued to sow 3 bushels of seed per acre, as his neighbours do,

be would either have produced so large a crop, or so large a kernel, as he now does.

By pursuing this plan, in the first instance, Mr. Hine obtained a large species in regard

to the plant itself, but the produce of hay, he afterwards found, was not so great with a

seeding of 1^ bushel as with double the quantity. The greatest weight of hay produced

was about 2 tons per acre the first cut ; but as it will yield three crops in the season,

or one crop of hay and one of seed, which last produced 20 bushels of seed per acre, and

sold at from 50s. to 80s. per bushel, the grower had no reason to complain of the result.

The original seed was foreign, but whether it was superior to the common sainfoin does

not appear from Mr. Hine's account, nor could the same species ever afterwards be

obtained from abroad. We may therefore conclude it was an accidental variety, produced

as we have stated.* It is a singular peculiarity of this plant that the first crop of the

season produces less seed than the second, although the largest quantity of hay. On

The accuuut of it by Mr. Hine, of Baldock, was inserted in Bell's Weekl'j Messenger in February, 1847.
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tills account it is seUloni allow cd to go to seed the first crop. The peculiarity of the

giant species is, that the head is larger and the foliage more abundant than those of the

coraraon species.

Tull considers that to have sainfoin hay in perfection it ought to be cut before it

blossoms, in which state it possesses far greater fattening properties than if cut when in

full bloom. He states the proper time for the first cutting for hay to be the month of

Mav, and the third, or last, in October, the three cuttings producing 7 or 8 tons per acre

of prime hay. Cattle and sheep are fond of it, and its adaptation to poor, thin, chalky

soils is a special recommendation of it to the farmers of such land.

The crimson c\ovcr {Trifolhim incarnatum) is an excellent forage plant, although only

recently introduced into field-culture, having been previously used only as an ornamental

garden flower. It is usually sown in autumn on a wheat or barley stubble, and gi-ows

so rapidly that it is more forward in the spring following than any other forage plant.

It has long been cultivated in Italy, where it is indigenous, but was first brought to the

notice of the British agriculturists by Sir John Sinclair in 1821, when, by his recom-

mendation, it was cultivated in Berwickshire. In 1824 it was introduced into England

by Mr. Ellman, of Southover, near Leeds; since which time it has extended itself over

most of the counties, especially the southern districts, which appear to be better adapted

to it than the northern, as more analogous in climate to its native country. It affords an

abundant produce of excellent quality throughout the summer either for grazing, soiling,

or for hay. Its treatment in the latter case is analogous to that of the red clover; and

although sown five or six months after the red or yellow clovers, the crop will be taken

and housed in June, allowing time for the g'round to be broken up again and sown either

with turnips or buck-wheat. It will not produce a profitable second crop alone, but if

rye-grass is mixed with it a good crop may be obtained from the second growth. The

crimson clover is a smothermy plant, on which account it is seldom, if ever, sown in the

spring, like other clovers, with barley.

White clover (Trifolium repens) when intended for seed, is always sown alone, and

ripens in July or August if the first crop is saved for seed ; otherwise it is fed off by

sheep or mown for hay at an early part of the season. The treatment of it, whether as

hay or for seed, is similar to that for red clover. It is a perennial plant, and throws out

runners as the strawberry and the crows-foot. These take root at the joints, and form new

plants, the old stems dying after forming the seed. Its runners provide a certain

renewal, so that the plant is never exterminated except by the plough.
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SECTION XIX.

THE FOURTH SEASON CONTINUED.

During tlie month of June the horses will be in full work, at the plough for turnip-

sowing, and in the cart in the hay-field. They will, therefore, require a full allowance of

nourishing food. It is common to let them run in a pasture in the intervals of work;

but this plan is giving way to soiling, which is become the general practice on all large

farms, where it is of the first importance to have their horses in proper condition. Lord

Karnes has some sensible remarks on this subject in his " Gentleman Farmer." " The

manner of feeding horses," he says, " during summer, is, and has been, various throughout

Scotland : none of them good. Some time ago horses were fed on baulks between

ridges of corn, which required the attendance of men, and wasted much time. In many

parts horses are reduced to thistles, the time of the men being consumed in pulling, and

of the horses in eating them. In some places a part of the common pasture is reserved

them, termed hained grass. The man appointed to attend them falls asleep, and suffers

the horses to trespass on the corn. Dogs are employed to chase them from it : they run

about, and their fatigue is little less than when at work. To prevent this, the horses

are sometimes tethered on the hained grass : the half is lost, being trodden imder foot
j

besides they often break loose and destroy the standing corn. The least exceptionable

is a grass enclosure, and yet far from deserviiig approbation. In the first place, where

the grass is so rank as to afford plenty of food to the horses in the intervals of work, a

fourth part at least is trodden imder foot ; the horses besides are pestered in hot weather

with flies, and cannot feed with ease. In the next place, they have no time for resting,

and much time is lost in laying hold of them for the yoke. Lastly, few enclosures in

the hands of a tenant are in so good order as to keep in horses when they see corn ; and

if once they break out, it is in vain to think of imprisoning them after. The approved

method, to prevent every inconvenience, is to feed the horses with cut grass under cover.

In the intervals between the work of the forenoon and afternoon, they can fill the belly

in an hour, and have time to rest another hour ; nor is a moment lost in yoking." *

There is no green food for horses in summer equal to clover and rye-grass. A
mixture of red and white clover is perhaps the most palatable, but it is the red that

affords the largest amount of nutriment in proportion to its bulk. It should be begun

cutting before flowering, in order that it may be finished before the stalk gets hard, and

also that the second cut may be ready by the time the first is over. It will then, with a

favourable season, bear a third crop. Besides this, the rye-grass, if it remains until the

clover is in full flower, being a more forward plant, wUl have shed its seed before the

first cutting is over, and be of little value for food. There is now no question of the

economic superiority of soiling horses in summer over every other plan. By it a large

amount of food is saved ; the horses have more rest, ease, and food ; and no time of the

men is lost. As an additional advantage, the droppings of dung and urine are saved for

the manure heap instead of being deposited in lumps on the pasture, employing boys to

spread them, by which most of their virtue as manure is dissipated ; or they are left to

* " Gentleman Farmer," p. 193.
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disfigure the pasture witli an overgrowth of grass in spots M'hich the cattle will not eat.

One acre of clover will afibrd horses more nourishing food than 10 acves of pasture grass.

Clover for soiling should be cut while the dew is upon it, being more acceptable

to the horses than when quite dry. When lucerne is cultivated for the purpose, it

should be begun upou early, otherwise it grows hard and sticky, and tlie horses will only

eat it from hunger and the want of other food. A mixture of trefoil (yellow clover) and

rye-grass is equally good foi' liorses with red clover, and it has this advantage, that it

comes a mouth earlier into flower, so that it may be begun in May, as soon as the winter

food is discontinued. Tares also will be ready the beginning of June, and when clover

is reserved for hay, will be found useful, but not equal in nutritive properties to either

the red or the yellow clover. With green food it will be necessary to give the horses

corn twice a day when in full work, there being no economy in stinting them. They are

not likely to stand idle between the hay-time and harvest. The bare fallows, or the

bastard summer-tillage, with the accompanying harrowing, and the carting out of

dung, &c., will keep them at work reqiiiring good feeding. There are not many English

farmers who resort to such expedients for feeding horses as Lord Karnes describes, and

the Scotch farmers have learned better methods ; but there are still men who think it

economic to practise frugality with them and keep them on spare diet. But, as the old

song says, "There is no jesting with the belly;" and no animal speaks of his keeping

more plainly than the horse. Stephens gives several recipes for feeding farm horses,

ranging in cost from 6hd. to Hid. per diem. The first, which contains no corn, he says,

"is said to succeed remarkably well," the chief ingredient being 28 lbs. of turnips, and

the other only 10 lbs. of straw chaff. Under this diet the horses are said to have kept

their condition, although they sweated powerfully when at work. Sweated, indeed

!

What heart can there possibly be for a horse in turnips and straw, day after day, without

hay or corn, or any solid nourishing food? Mr. Stephens adds, "I agree with

Mr. Stewart when he observes, ' What the owner might call W07'k is not known. In

this country grass alone will not produce workable hoi'ses,^ and the same may be said of

turnips and straw. 'If food is not given,' continues J\lr. Stewart, 'work cannot be taken.

Every man who has a horse has it in his power to starve the animal ; but that, I should

think, can afibrd little matter of exultation,' " We are told of a man who reduced the

food of his horse vmtil he got to 07ie straiv a day ; and that if the animal had not died,

he would have lived a pattern of economic horsc-fcediug. The south of England

farmers, who found the Q>\d. system so admirably economic, appear to have had similar

notions of the efieet of habit. Green food and cut straw at any season of the year will

undoubtedly keep a horse alive ; but it will not support his stamina for work unless

corn is added in proportion to its severity. This is proved by their " sweating consider-

ably," which must reduce and weaken them still more. Turnips, as an alterative, are

useful in a small proportion, and cut straw with corn possesses a portion of nutriment to

add to the corn.

The climate of England is so changeable that no one can calculate upon four-and-

twenty hours continued warm weather. There is no doubt that if this were not the ease,

and the farmer could safely depend upon a continuance of mild temperature, the farm

horses would be more in their element in the pasture in the nights of summer—say after

the first week in June—than in the stable or hammel. But such is not the case ; and,

rendered tender by being within all winter and spring, there is considerable danger, in
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tuvniu'' tliem out at niglit, of their taking cold should a sudden change of temperature

take place. When the press of summer work is on^ they should never be turned out at

the noon-tide interval, -whatever they are at night ; and in wet weather the stable is

the proper place for them both night and day.

Stephens states it is estimated tliat the advantages of soiling over grazing are as

three to one—that is, 1 acre of cut food would go as far as 3 acres pastured ; but his

own estimate reduces it to two to one, which is still a considerable difl'erence. It is true,

on large farms, the lands of which lie scattered at a distance from the homestead,

and where a large number of horses are kept, it will require a regular staff of men to

provide food for soiling them night and day. Stephens himself came to the conclusion

that soiling on grass on a large scale was impracticable without an early growth, a late

after-math, and an abundance of straw.

The dairy will be in full work and profit from the beginning of June, the early calves

being disposed of or weaned, the late ones reduced in the quantity of milk given to them,

and the cows at the height of production. The making of butter and cheese is there-

fore in full operation, the pasturage being at its greatest point of productiveness. We
have already described the processes as well as the requirements of the dairy. One

main object in dairy work in the height of summer is to keep the place cool, for which

purpose Venetian blinds, that will exclude the sun and yet admit the air, should be

placed outside the windows, if they face the south. An abundance of spring water, too,

is an essential adjunct to every dairy, as nothing is so essential to the production of

good butter in summer as coolness and cleanliness in the utensils as well as the

building itself.

Butter is made both from the cream separated or from the milk as it comes

from the cow. In the latter case the milk is allowed to become sour before

churning. The butter produced by this process is considered more uniform in its

quality than that from cream alone ; but the plan is much more laborious and trouble-

some, and in a large dairy is impracticable without horse or steam power to work the

churn. It is now even the general practice in Ireland, as we have already stated. The

strongest butter is produced there, and that which alone will stand unharmed the voyage

to the East or West Indies. Near towns the butter- milk is easily disposed of by sale to

advantage, but in the coimtry districts it is usually given to the breeding sows with their

progeny, or made into cheese. The usual mode of churning milk is to keep that of

Sunday and Monday iintil the Thursday morning; that of Tuesday, and Wednesday,

and Thursday morning, until Saturday ; and that of Thursday evening, Friday and

Saturday, till the Monday morning. The butter-milk from cream is richer than that

from milk, and is usually consumed in part by the family or workpeople, and the

remainder given to the young pigs.

Cows should have the best and richest pastures if fed out of doors ; but it is very

usual now to keep them in the cow-house or byre during summer as well as winter. It

is becoming common to give them a portion of linseed cake daily, which adds greatly to

the richness of the milk without at all injuring the flavour of the butter. It is usually

mixed with cut hay, and they eat it with avidity. The richer the food the better and

more abundant is the butter.

Where butter is to be salted for keepinf^, it should be well washed and divested of the

butter-milk, otherwise it will very soon become rancid. An efficient utensil has been
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receutly iuveuted by Messrs. Hancock, of Staffordshire, for perfectly extracting it, and we

believe it is coming into general use. The quantity of salt employed is half an ounce to the

pound, although many of the Irish dairymen put in double tliat quantity. The method of

applying it is to spread the butter, after weighing it, on a board or in the butter-keeler,

and having also weighed the salt in the above proportion, it is sprinkled over the butter,

which is then rolled up and rubbed with the palm of the Land, and fresh portions of the

salt added and worked into it until it becomes uniformly incorporated. It is the practice

of some to put only half the salt in the first day, and let it stand until the following day,

and then having poured oft' the brine and butter-milk that may have exuded from it, rub

in the rest of the salt. The next day they pour oft' the rest of the bi'ine and put the

butter into the firkins, if for sale, or into jars if for future family use. Great care

should be exercised in making the tubs or jars perfectly cleau and sweet by both hot

and cold water.

In putting the butter into the firkins, it should be pressed down as hard and as

closely as the hand of the operator can do it, especially at the sides of the firkin, in order

to exclude the air from the interstices or cells. This is of the first imjiortance, for the

admission or retention of air will infallibly cause it to become rancid. If there is not

butter enough at the first churning to fill the firkin, a piece of linen cloth should be laid

Qi'er the smoothed surface and a little salt sprinkled on it. When the firkin is filled

within an inch of the top it should be made perfectly smooth, a piece of wet cloth placed

over it, and a little salt sprinkled upon it. The firkin may then be set aside in a cool

place, the top being placed over it, but not then fastened down, as the butter will require

to be looked at from time to time. Remember that the more compactly and solidly the

firkin is filled, the more certain is it that the butter will keep.

Table churns have recently been invented by which butter may be made daily by any

housekeeper for the family use. These, of course, are fancy articles, and are only found

in the houses of the wealthy, who, as they say, prefer knowing what they eat. There is,

in fact, a great deal of adulteration practised in butter, especially iu the foreign article.

Lard and oatmeal gruel are the principal ingredients used, and the proof of it is the

tastelessness of the article thus abused. So accustomed, however, are the consumers in

London to the flavour—or, rather, waut of flavour—of this mixture, that really good

butter finds no favour in their estimation. To be able to make one's own butter for

breakfast is an agreeable idea, but having to purchase the cream renders it expensive.

"Where, however, a cow is kept, the plan is unobjectionable. The churns are made of

different sizes and capacity, to hold from a half to 4 gallons. The outside is formed of

zinc, within which is the churn made of Wedgwood ware. A wooden covei', in which is

inserted a brass socket, is fastened over it. Through the socket is passed an iron spindle,

to the lower part of which are attached three vanes. At the top of the spindle is fixed

a bevel wheel, which is worked by a larger one fixed on a spindle above it, with a handle

or winch to turn it j the spindle being supported by two standards fixed below to the

cover of the churn. The vanes inside the churn are worked backwards and forwards by

reversing the movement of the winch. The butter is very soon produced iu this churn.

Cheese-making is also in full progress ; but as we have already (vol. i. p. 749)

described the principal methods in the cheese districts, it is unnecessary to repeat it.

The eheese-room should be carefully examined daily, and the cheeses turned and wiped.

Flies will be apt to deposit their eggs in any cracks or flaws that they can find in the
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surface. These should, therefore, be examined from time to time, ;uul all extraueous

substances rubbed off.

The employment of pigments, such as annatto and other substances, to colour cheese,

is universally practised in Cheshire and Gloucestershire, but is both useless and objection-

able. Cheese of the natural colour eats and keeps as well as when stained with this

colouring matter, which is a precipitate of the seeds of the Bixa orellana of Linnceus,

and reaches us from Cayenne and Brazil in rolls and cakes. It would be better to allow

the cheese to retain its original colour, as in the case of Stilton and Derby cheese,

which certainly are not the worse for the deficiency. The American cheeses have

hitherto been free from such tinting. Their cheeses are, perhaps, the richest that come

to the London market, and require no addition ; but we believe some of the American

dairymen have begun the practice, which is to be regretted. Some of the best American

cheeses are quite equal to our best Stilton, and, like them, need no improvement in

colour to recommend them.

About the end of June the early calves may be put into the same pasture with the

year-old stock, as they are quite able to shift for themselves. The grass, however, ought

to be good and plentiful enough to keep them in condition, as much of their future

growth depends upon the way in which they are kept at the first stage after weaning.

The late male calves, if not castrated before, should be attended to at the beginning of

June, so as to recover from it before being deprived of their mothers. The female

calves are now seldom spayed, being fattened generally at two years old, if not kept for

breeding and the dairy.

The fat sheep will be ready for the butcher in June, if they have had liberal pasture

during the previous month, and the ewes and lambs will run over the ground they have

vacated after the lambs have been weaned. A dry summer is the most difiicult period

in the year for keeping sheep in good condition ; and it is advisable to have a reserve,

if possible, of artificial grass not required for hay, but to be so appropriated if there is

not plenty of other food. The ewes will not require high feeding until a few Avecks before

thev are put with the ram ; but the lambs ought to be kept up iu good condition,

especially if they are to be sold at the Michaelmas fairs. The difference generally made

in the value of a lot of lambs, by that of their condition, is far more than the value of

the difterence in keeping ; and the high price that lambs have brought at the fiiirs the

last few years is a sufficient inducement for the breeders to treat them liberally,

independent of the disgrace of having a parcel of half-starved animals at a fair, for every

purchaser to run down in value.

There are, however, seasons when the grass is so burnt up that it is impossible to keep

the flock alive without intrenching upon the supply of liay intended for winter

consumption. Such cases will admit of no other alternative, however disastrous it may
be, unless the owner of a flock iu such circumstances determine to sell them. J3ut the

same cause that induces him to take such a step, so much reduces the value of stock of

every description, that it is but a choice of evils whether to sacrifice the winter's provision

of hay, or to dispose of his stock at half its value. There are now, however, so many
artificial means of feeding stock in winter, independent of hay, that no flock-master will

hesitate which course to take.

The fallows intended to be sown with wheat will now receive their most effectual

cleaning from weeds. The "ollands," or two years' lays, must be broken up as scon as
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the first flush of grass has been fed off. Sometimes, however, these are allowed to

remain, if not foul Avith weeds, aud receive only one ploughing, the wheat being dibbled

in " upon the flag," as in the case of a one year's lay. But the most common practice

is to give them a " thorough summer tillage," first by a shallow furrow, or by " ribbing,"

or half-ploughing, by turning the furrow slice over the unploughed land, and a few

weeks after ploughing it across the furrows, or as the Norfolk ploughmen call it, " over

thwart." The drag harrows are then put upon it to bring the weeds to the surface, to

be collected by the light harrows or by hand-rakes. The latter are the most effective

if the weather is dry. The best plan is to trot the horses with the light harrows once

over the field along aud once across, to separate the weeds from the clods, and then set

on the women with the rakes and forks to collect and burn, or cart them avi'ay.

As soon as the land is well cleared of weeds, the manure should be laid on and

ploughed in, and the field left till the time comes for sowing the wheat. About a month

before the seed is put in is the time for sowing salt upon the land, in the proportion

given in the tables at vol. ii. p. 167, according to the nature of the soil, namely, on light,

sandy soils, 41 to 5 cwts. per statute acre ; on mixed soils 4 to 4i cwts. ; and on heavy

loam or clay, 3 to 4 cwts. It is necessary to ascertain first whether the soil contains

salt in any considerable quantity, in which case it would not be prudent to put on more.

This is certainly the case with lands within from three to six miles from the coast, on

which it would be injurious to sow salt. One of the benefits arising from the application

of salt is, that while it assists in the formation of the seed, it checks the luxuriance

and strengthens the stem of the plant, and renders it less liable to be lodged.

The " bare fallow," as it was called, was a necessary process before the introduction

of green and root crops, in order to restore the fertility of the soil after two or three or

more crops of grain. The practice was handed down from the most remote ages of

antiquity, although different conditions were observed in its regulation. Thus the

Hebrew law made it imperative that the land should have rest every seventh year, that

being a typical number. On the other hand, the Romans gave their land a fallow every

third or fourth year, and from them the practice was extended to their colonies, Britain

amongst the rest. The state of open fields, diAaded into many properties, aud common

to all at certain seasons of the year, left the owners or occupiers no other resource than

to cultivate grain crops alone, and to fallow the laud every third or fourth year. Even

to the present day there is a considerable extent of land still open, and subject to the

half-year system, rendering it impossible for the occupiers to cultivate root crops ; and,

on the other hand, the bare fallow is likewise practised on many clay land farms, on

which it is difficult to obtain a crop of turnips. Where, however, such lands are drained,

this difficulty is in a great measure removed, and large root crops of all descriptions are

raised. The bare fallow, therefore, is in a fair way of becoming an obsolete system, as

the strong lands of the United Kingdom are drained. In Scotland it is still practised

in the Carse of Gowrie and Stirling, in Berwickshire and part of East Lothian, and in

the valleys of the granitic and trap mountains bordering on the German Ocean ; but in

these the turnip husbandry is yearly being extended, and banishing the ancient system.

Extensive tracts of the cold, wet, clay lands of England, in the absence of draining,

are also fallowed. Such is the case on the strong lands of Essex, Kent, Sussex, Cam-

bridgeshu-e, Huntingdonshire, &c., on many of which no attempts have been made to

cultivate root crops. But even on these it has been proved by the practice of the more
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euterprising cultivators, not only that root crops may be grown, but that under proper

management the largest produce may be obtained on such lands.

The greatest objections to a turnip crop on wet clay lauds, are the difficulty of

drawing them off the land without injuring it by treading it with the horses, and the

impossibility of feeding off the produce in winter. Undoubtedly there are soils of so

stubborn and intractable a nature in summer, and so wet and adhesive in winter, as to

render a turnip crop, if not absolutely unattainable, at least unprofitable ; and in such

cases, the bare fallow appears indispensable, except at so great an outlay, to alter the

texture and condition of the land, as few tenant farmers are able or Milling to incur.

Alderman Mechi has overcome the difficulties of such a soil on his farm of Tiptree

Hall, as is well known, but there are few farmers who would incur the expense that he

has bestowed on his land, however profitable it may ultimately be. The fact is, the leases

granted are in general too short far a farmer of heavy laud to cultivate it to the best

advantage, and the uncertainty of obtaining a renewal at the expiration of the old lease,

and the probability that the landlord will avail himself of the tenant's outlay to obtain a

much higher rent from a new one, is a bar to all such permanent improvements as the

major part of the heavy land farms of the country require.

The spring tillage leaves the bare fallow on "the flat," after three or four ploughings.

In the middle of June it is again ploughed, harrowed, rolled, and, if necessary, gone

over with the grubber. The next month it is thrown into one-bout ridges, and again

pulled in pieces with the harrows, roller, and grubber, and thrown once more into

ridges. Towards the end of July the manure is deposited in the ridges, which are then

split with the double-breasted plough to cover it, and it is then left until the end of

August, when the ridges are harrowed down, and the seed furrow given to it. In

September the seed is sown—in Scotland generally broadcast, in England drilled. In

the former it is ploughed in with a light furrow, or covered only with the harrow. The

drill system, however, is fast gaining ground in Scotland, where the laud is free from

boulders of stone, either sunken or on the surface.

The expense of tilling a bare fallow on the strongest lands in Essex is very heavy.

From six to eight ploughings, and six scarifyings with four horses, with harrowings,

water-furrowing, &c., bring the outlay up to something like £G 10s. per acre. And

when rent, taxes, tithes, poor's and county rates, with the farmer's necessary personal

and family expenses are added, it would be difficult to make out a profit, whether it is

sown with wheat or oats. It is heavy land only that is now placed under the " bare

summer fallow," and there is not only no reason why on such land the fallow should not

give place to a root crop under certain conditions, but there is abundant evidence that

where those conditions are fulfilled, the clay soils produce the largest crops of both

mangolds and Swedes. Those conditions arc thorough draining and deep tillage; to

which we add an application of lime or burnt clay to loosen the texture of the soil. These

operations, where duly carried out, will not only ameliorate the land, but will materially

lessen the after-expenses of cultivation, by reducing the amount of tillage required for

the bare fallow. Thousands of acres have been thus, in a manner, reclaimed from a

primitive style of husbandry, to the more enlightened modern one, by which, while the

expenses are reduced, one most important crop is added to the course. Wc will admit

tliat tliere arc soils and circumstances wliich render fallowing a work of necessity.

Annual tenancy or tenancy at will, for instance, arc insuperable bars to the proper
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cultivatiou of the laud. Also where the tenant canuot raise enough manure on the

farm, and is too much restricted in capital to purchase artificial manui'c, it is impossible

for him to cultivate green crops upon his strong lands to advantage.

Where a flock of sheep is kept, the practice of folding and soiling on the fallows is

common. Here the sheep are fed with tares or other green food, brought to the field,

and it is considered equal to a coat of farmyard manure. Sometimes^ if the land is

clean, a crop of buckwheat or other plant is sown in the spring, and when from 8 to

1.3 inches in height, it is ploughed iu, and left until it is decayed before the plough is

again set to work upon it. The more, too, a fallow is opened to the influence of the

sun and air, the greater arc the chances of a crop. The absorption of ammonia and

phosphates from the atmosphere is promoted by it, and tlie pulverisation of the soil is

more complete and facile.

Stephens mentions a case in which a Mr. Scott substituted trenching with the spade

for the ploughings necessary in fallowing, and found that while the expense was rather

less (2^. 3d. per acre) , the produce of wheat was 8 bushels per acre more on the trenched

than on the ploughed land, and the profit in proportion. He also made a further

experiment by trenching a field with the spade, as soon as the crop was removed, and

sowing it with wheat as soon as it was ready, without any fallowing. The result was

that a crop of 34 bushels per acre was reaped, and a profit gained of £o 8s. per acre,

being £5 greater than that obtained by a bare fallowing with the loss of a crop. These

experiments, however, did not prove anything in regard to the capability of substituting

a root crop for the fallow, which has, in so many cases, been successfully adopted ;*

and the sapient landlords of the property in Scotland put an effectual bar to all such

experiments by a direct prohibition.

SECTION XX.

THE FOURTH SEASON CONTINUED.—THE HARVEST.

The approach of harvest, when the husbandman expects to reap the fruit of his arduous

toil, however joyous in anticipation, is not without its alloy. The weather, both before

and in the midst of harvest, is the subject of continual and anxious speculation, and

every change in the atmosphere is watched with feverish suspicion and doubt, lest at

the last, when the agricultural year is about winding up its operations, an unfavourable

* The writer occupied some laad ia Ireland, near Dnblin, which, on leaving the country, was taken by his son. The

whole was drained 4 feet deep, and trenched with the spade to the full depth of 20 inches. A small stream ran on one

side of the property, into which the excreta of several privies and the scourings of several manufactories were thrown.

This river being cleaned out, the sediment was thrown on the bank next the land in question. After lying a twelvemonth,

the tenant laid it upon a corner of the field, half an acre in extent, to the amount of about 40 loads per acre. It was

dug in with the spade, and the land sown with mangold-wurzel, the produce of which was 40 tons, or at the rate of 80

tons per acre. The subsoil was an adhesive clay ; and there could not be any mistake about the crop, as every ton was

weighed and sold to the cow-keepers of Dublin at from 20s. to 25s. per ton. The writer and his son held the same land

eigtiteen years.
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time may mar the prospect, destroy or damage the entire crops, and frustrate all his

labours. Many such a result has the writer witnessed, teaching a lesson to tlie

cultivator that, after all his efforts to secure a profit, he is helplessly dependent upon

that Power which commands all the elements of nature, and which can, by a blast of a

hurricane, or a continuous downfall of rain, blight his fondest prospects, and dash his

hopes to the ground even at the last moment of expected fruition.

Tlie lesson of acquiescence in the dispensations of Providence in this case is a difficult

one to learn, but it is necessary both for the present comfort and the future guidance of

the husbandman. " Hope springs eternal in the human breast," and the man who, upon

the first or second, or any member of strokes of calamity, gives up in despair, acts against

nature and that principle of reaction which is implanted in the human breast for the most

beneficent jDurpose. Whilst exjjerience tells us that we have no right to expect an

uninterrupted series of prosperity, we are equally commanded to " plough and sow in

hope;" in other words, to cast ourselves upon Providence after having used our own

efforts to the utmost to secure a good result. Nor have we any right to arraign the

power that blights our prospects, but rather search how far we ourselves, by our neglect

or dilatoriness, or want of judgment, may not have contributed to tlic unfavourable result.

This will be a much wiser plan than continually harping upon the unkindness of that

Great Being who is "too wise to err, too good to be unkind," who never acts without a

plan and a design, and who causes His sun to shine and His rain to descend on all alike.

Notwithstanding these drawbacks, harvest is always a joyous time, and those to whom

rural life in all its forms is familiar, will know how to appreciate its apjnoach. In an

early season its advent is generally unexpected, or at least the ripening of the corn is

more rapid than usual, and the farmer finds the work crowding in upon him before he is

ready for it. Thus, if, as in the present year (1863), the corn is ready for the sickle or

the scythe at the end of July, the late hay, the turnip hoeing, and the reaping, must be

attended to at once, for none of these operations will admit of delay. It is a great

advantage to the farmer to be able to use the reaping and the mowing machines, by

which so many hands are set at liberty from the performance of those onerous operations

with the sickle and the scythe, to be employed in other necessary work. The wheat

should be cut at least one week before it is ripe ; and, if a storm of wind, or a heavy fall of

rain, has caused it to go down at an earlier period, when the grain is still " in the milk,"

or soft, it will be better to cut it at once and shock it up with a hood over the sheaves.

This is done by tying the sheaves near the butt-end and parting them, placing them over

the shocked sheaves, Avith the heads downward. No rain will then injure the grain, which

will ripen much better than if it was allowed to lie prostrate as the storm had left it.

The hooding is essential to the filling of the grain, by preventing the sun from having

direct access to the cars. It is much practised in France, where it bears the name of

moyette, and has been found effectually to preserve the grain from the effects of rain.

The reaping machine has proved so great a boon to the farmer, and has so largely

shortened the period of harvest, that we hoped to have seen it brought into universal

use ; but an obstacle of a most remarkable nature, and quite unexpected by the

agriculturists, has presented itself, which we feel bound, in the interests not only of

husbandry but of the country at large, to notice and denounce as a most unwarrantable

and scandalous attempt to revive the worst features of the feudal system. A small number
of lanilowucrs in the Midland Counties have sent written notices to all their tenants, that
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iu future they will uot allow them to cut their wheat with any other iraplemeut thau the

reaping-hook, in order that the stubble may be left as a ]iarl)our for game. Some of them

have added an injunction forbidding the farmer to plough nearer than within G feet of

the hedge. Such are the effects of yearly tenancies, or tenancies at will, of which we have

already showu the dangerous nature to the tenant ; but we confess wc were not prepared

to hear that such insane tyranny as these orders indicate could have been enacted in the

present enlightened age. If this system should gain grouud—which, however, we do not

believe to be possible—it will at once put a stop to all improvements in agriculture, most

of which are absolutely dependent upon the reaping and mowing machines, and the

facility they afford for shortening the period of harvest. One of these machines will cut

from 25 to 30 acres of corn per day, with the help of two men and three horses. This

is equal to the labour of fifty men witli the sickle, and thirty with the scythe; and it

needs no argument to prove that, by its employment, the period of harvest is curtailed in

au equal proportion, or that the entire autumnal labour of the farm is in the same degree

promoted and forwarded.

But the promulgers of this tyrannical edict are not likely to stop here. The

ploughing u\f of the stubbles is one of the most important operations of autumnal

husbandry, on which the success of the following crop of roots materially depends. Do
they intend to prohibit ploughing up the stubbles in the autumn and winter ? because

this will equally, and even more effectually, destroy the harbour of the game. We do,

therefore, look to see the first edict followed up by another commanding their tenants to

postpone in future the ploughing of the wheat stubbles until after the 1st of February,

when the shooting season ends. Nor will this be enough to secure to them the complete

enjoyment of the sport of shooting. The turnip and mangold wurzel fields are the

harbour of the partridges and pheasants by day as the stubbles are by night. To draw

these, therefore, and sjore them, is even more damaging to the landlord's sport than

cutting the wheat with the reaper, and therefore we shall probably hear that the orders will

extend to the prohibition of these most essential operations. In short, unless the tyranny

is resisted in its infanc}^, tliere is no knowing where it will stop, for the passion for pre-

serving game admits of no bounds when once it has taken possession of a man ; and

no consideration of the welfare of the tenants is allowed to weigh one feather in the scale

against his selfish indulgence. It is in vain to hope that the tenants will resist these

mandates, and challenge their landlords to enforce them or give them notices to quit.

There are too many persons wanting farms, and who would take them on the most abject

terms, to expect that any body of farmers will evince spirit enough to act in opposition to

their lords. The only hope we have is that the strong opinion of the public press may

shame the latter into the abandonment of the edict, leaving the tenant at liberty to

conduct his business to the best advantage, whilst he maintains the covenants on which

he has accepted the farm.

"Wherever, therefore, the reaper and mower are employed, it affords ample time for

the farmer to conduct simultaneously the other work of the farm, because so few hands

are required to conduct it. Two for the machine and a competent number of field

Avorkers to bind the sheaves and set them up in shocks, leaves the largest proportion of

the harvestmen at liberty to perform any other work requiring to be done. In binding

sheaves the single bond is best if the weather is likely to be fickle, on account of its

drying sooner; but if the glass is at "set fair" this is of less consequence, as the wheat

o 3
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will then remain, in the field until it is thoroughly weathered. About one-third of the

sheaf should be below the bondj and it should be set up singly if the weather is fine, and

shocked the last thing at night. It has, we regret to say, become a common practice

to run the drag or horse-rake over the wheat-field after the sheaves are tied—a practice

we utterly denouuce, as depriving the poor cottagers of the small benefit they derive

from gleaning, a custom which has existed from the earliest periods of history. The'

simple story of Boaz and Ruth* in the Scriptures, and the instructions of Boaz to his

liarvestmen, ought to serve as a model to husbandmen in all ages :
—" Let her glean

even among the sheaves, and reproach her not ; and let fall also some of the handfuls

on purpose for her; and leave them, that she may glean them, and rebuke her not." We
believe that this instance was recorded for the example and instruction of after genera-

tions, that in the midst of the "joy of harvest," the poor and desolate should not be

forgotten. The antiquity and universality of the practice give them a moral vested

right, which none df the sophistry of selfishness can abrogate, or deny, or evade.

The carting of wheat should be determined by the state of the straw rather than that

of the corn. If, on breaking a knot in the stem, it is found to be still full of sap, it will

be dangerous to stack it or take it into the barn, as it will probably heat. Wheat always

dies from the ground upwardsjt and so long as sap remains in the straw, it will continue

to rise to the grain, if not exposed to the burning sun. It is this simple law of nature

in the vegetation of cereal plants that renders it proper to cut them before they are

ripe, which prevents the shedding of the grain, the natural consequence of allowing it to

stand until it is dead ripe. The loss thus sustained in the various cereal crops tliroughout

the country is enormous, and would scarcely be credited, if it could be estimated, by the

generality of those who are advocates for letting it stand until it is in that state. The

reason they allege in favour of the practice is, that the grain being more rough, fills the

bushel faster ; and this is true, because wheat that is cut early has a glossy skin, which

causes it to lie closer in the bushel. But the loss by shedding far more than counter-

balances it , and besides, the miller will always give more for the early than for the late

cut wheat, because it weighs heavier, and has a thinner skin. There is, therefore, less

danger of loss in the latter than in the former practice.

Although there is little danger of incendiary fires in the present day, it is best in

stacking wheat to make the stacks not over large, nor very near each other. If the

stack is to be made on the ground, a good foundation of straw should be laid, and a

commencement made by setting a lot of sheaves upright in the centre, and building

round this in a sloping direction, until at the circumference the sheaves lie prostrate,

with their heads on the butt ends of the preceding course. From that time the courses

should begin at the circumference, with the heads inward, and each course laid about

half over the preceding one. If the centre should get too low, sheaves should be thrown

in to level it. Each outer course should project a little over the preceding one, in order

to avoid the drip from the thatch. When the walls of the stack are sufficiently high,

* Ruth ii. 15.

t This is denied by C. W. Johnson in his "Encyclopedia of Agriculture" (p. 817, sec. 5,042), but observatiou

enables us to state that wheat always dies at the root first, except it is broken down, in which case the root frequently

throws out fresh tillers and the first stems wither. He also states that the ear receives no nourishment from the stem

after the root is dead. This is an error; for after the root is dead, whether the stem is left standing or is cut, the sap io

the straw continues to rise to the ear; and if cut and shocked closely, the grain will still receive the benefit of the sap

remaining in the straw.
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the mode of setting the courses must be reversed, and every succeeding one placed with

the butt about one-sixth of a sheaf within the previous circle. This, of course, will in

a short time bring the roof to a point, at which a sheaf being placed across a strong

hurdle stake, is thrust through it into the centre, leaving a portion of it out. The heads

of the sheaves being smaller and heavier than the butt ends, the process described will

bring them almost upright, with the heads downwards, unless care is taken to level them
by throwing in a few sheaves in each course. It is best, however, to have the heads

always lowest and pressing inward on the roof, as it keeps the stack steady, and prevents

it bulging out. It is usually the task of the farm-bailiff to build the outward courses of

a stack of any kind of grain, and in the case of wheat he is usually armed with a spade,

or shovel, to beat the butt ends of the sheaves, and thus keep the outside as smooth and

level as possible.

As soon as the stack is finished building, it should at once be thatched, for which

purpose every pro^adent farmer will have the straw in store. Nothing but wheat-straw

should be used for this operation ; and if there is none reserved from the previous crop,

it is necessary to thresh out some wheat for the purpose. It is a common plan to

reserve a stack of wheat till the end of the season expressly for thatching ; and as the

demand for the grain is also generally brisk about this time, the farmer does not lose by

keeping it, as he has no difficulty in disposing of it. Stacks built on the ground should

be cut all round towards the bottom for at least 3 feet from it, with a hay-knife, and the

cut ends of the sheaves also beaten with the spade. By this operation, if properly

performed, the sheaves lie so close, smooth, and hard, that no rat, or even a mouse, will

be able to enter the stack. If a stack leans to one side, it is usual to prop it up with a

stout piece of timber or a short ladder. But this serves as a bridge for the rats or mice to

take possession of it, which they will not fail to do the very first night, if there are any

in the vicinity. The prop should therefore be anointed near the ground for 2 or 3 feet

with gas tar, which will effectually prevent these vermin from making the attempt whilst

it is in a wet state. If it dries before the stack has settled, it must be renewed.

It is a remarkable fact, but one generally admitted, that rats and mice are never

found together on the same stack. It is supposed, what is very probable, that rats will

destroy mice ; but this does not account for the presence of innumerable mice in a stack

to which rats also have access, but in which not one is found. We recollect a remarkable

instance of this, in the case of a wheat-stack belonging to the late Sir Jacob Astley, of

Melton, in Norfolk. The Borough Hall Farm had been in Sir Jacob's own occupation

for some years, and the stack in question had been held on speculation for three or

four years. It was suspected that the mice had taken possession of it, but the workmen

were not prepared to witness the extent of the mischief. ' The price of wheat rose high

(it was about the year 1808, and during the war), and Sir Jacob gave his steward orders

to have the wheat threshed and sold. The labourer who first mounted the stack to

throw off the thatch literally fell through it up to his neck, the inside of the stack being

eaten to chaff by the multitude of mice. As to their numbers, we can only answer with

old David Gam, the Welshman, at the battle of Agincourt, who after reconnoitering the

French army, reported to the king that " there were enough to kill, enough to take

prisoners, and enough to run away ! " In this battle of the mice, the dead were reckoned,

not by hundreds, but by bushels. Of course, no prisoners were taken, but the numbers

that ran away in spite of every precaution, stocked the whole homestead. It is needless
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to add, that scarcely one quai'ter of wheat was in a fit state for sale, being almost wholly

champed up into chaff. What is further noticeable in this case is, that not a single rat

10as found in the stack.

Most farmers now build their wheat stacks upon stathels, or frames, of an octagonal

shape, with cross-bars corresponding with the outward form, to receive the sheaves, the

outer circumference being supported by pillars of stone about 18 inches above the ground,

and fixed firmly in it. A similar pillar stands in the centre to receive the joists, which

radiate from it to the circumference. Each pillar is surmounted with a stone coping,

wide enough, and so inclined towards the edges, as to prevent rats or mice from getting

into the stack by their means. Care must also, in this case, be taken not to leave ladders

or props standing against the sheaves, unless guarded as above recommended. After

every precaution, however, mice are frequently carted with the sheaves from the field to

the stack, and if not then discovered, will take possession and stock it with their progeny.

For this there is no remedy.

Wheat should never be taken into the barn from the field unless it is prefectly dry,

as it will certainly heat if it retains any moisture. On a stack there is less danger ; but

in a wet time the stacks should be made small, so that a greater surface may be exposed

.to the action of the air. It is, however, far better to hood the stooks in case of rain, and

let them remain till a dry day or two occur, and then, setting the sheaves out in the

morning, cart and stack them towards the afternoon. Corn of any kind should never be

carted whilst the night dew is upon it ; but sometimes before rain the night is free from

dew, and, in that case, if the wheat is ready, the work of carting cannot be commenced

too soon, or continued too late; but rain is almost always sure to follow such nights

within twenty-four hours. We leave the meteorologists to account for this phenomenon,

but observation for many years has convinced us of its truth. No regular hours can be

observed in harvest- time, nor will any gang of harvestmen ever object to be called upon

to work day and night to secure the crop, as, being paid in general so much harvest

wages, the sooner it is over the better for them as well as for their employer.

Oats require to be cut before they are all dead ripe, being as liable as wheat to shed

their grain. Formerly oats were visually mown with the scythe, and allowed to weather

on the swath; but it is now much the practice to sheaf and shock them whether cut with

the scythe, sickle, or the mowing-machine, if the crop is heavy. The same rules respecting

the carting and stacking are observed in the case of this grain as with wheat, except that

the sheaves are larger, the shocks longer, and each shock is capped, by laying two

sheaves lengthwise, and butt to butt, on the top. Oats are less liable to heat than

barley ; but if the joints still retain sap they will cause fermentation, which will destroy

the straw as fodder, and maEe the grain distasteful to the horses, or when made into

meal. Thej' should, therefore, be well weathered before being stacked, even at the risk

of losing a part of the crop by shedding in the field, as the fowls and pigs will reap the

benefit of it.

Barley requires a different treatment from any other grain in harvesting, being

generally full of clover and rye-grass, which requires much weathering before it is ready

to be carted ; nor should it be cut before it is quite ripe. The straw itself is of a softer

nature than either wheat or oat sti'aw, and if not perfectly dry will heat as soon and as

much as meadow hay. If the clover is very thick, it will be advisable to cut the barley

above it, by which means the grain will be much sooner ready to cart, and the clover
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can be fed ofl' oi* mown at leisure after harvest. If the whole is cut close the swaths

must lie till it is completely weathered, as it will certainly heat if put together in a

damp condition, wliich will spoil the sample for malting. Barley, therefore, from the

necessitj' for its long continuance in the field after being mown, is more liable to

casualties than any other grain. It soon changes colour and sprouts, either of which

will unfit it for the maltster. "Black barley," however, if not sprouted, will serve for

seed, as avcU as bright, but in that case it will be advisable to give it a turn on the kiln

before sowing, to ensure its being perfectly dry. We have seen this practised, and it

was found to answer the purpose exceedingly well, the kiln-dried seed being above

ground some days before that which was sown without drying.

In stacking barley, the same precaution should be used as in stacking hay—by making

ivelts in the stack with a "coulder skep," drawing it up as the work advances. If a

stack is found to heat notwithstanding, the best plan will be to put it under the threshing-

machine at once, the action of which, by exposing both grain and straw to the air, will

tend to dry up what moisture the heating has brought out. We once had a stack of

wheat in such a predicament, and as soon as it was perceived we ordered it to be re-

stacked, which let in the air and stopped the heating. In a few days after it was

threshed and the grain put upon a kiln, after which it was sold at the highest price of

the market.

Barley is seldom cut in England with any other implement than the scythe or the

mowing-machine. This latter is used wherever it is possessed. In Scotland, on the

contrary, the sickle is frequently used, and the crop is then thrown into sheaves, like

those of wheat or oats. It is longer in drying in this state ; and if there is much grass

or clover, it is almost impossible for it to dry properly in any reasonable time. Whilst

lying on the swath it should be turned repeatedly when the dew is ofi', leaving it as

lightly on the stubble as possible. When sufficiently weathered, and the day is fine, it

should be gathered into ivind-roivs an hour or two before the waggons or carts come

into the field. This is done either by women with common hay-rakes or with a

gathering-fork, namely, a fork with threo long tines and curves turned up next the

handle, which is about three and a half feet long, with a cross piece at the end to hold

it by. The workman puts the ends of the tines into the swath, and then pushes them

forward until they are filled with the barley. They are then drawn out and inserted

afresh, and so on throughout the field. This is a much more speedy way of gathering

the crop than with the rake, and is universally used in Norfolk, and, we believe, in other

barley districts.

Mr. Marshall considered barley the most difiicult grain to cultivate, and says, " Much
depends on the nature of the soil, much on the preparation, much on the season of

sowing, and much on harvesting. On the whole, it may be deemed of corn crops the

most difiicult to be cultivated with certainty." This is quite true, and in Norfolk,

where the soil is so well adapted to that grain, and its culture understood, the quality

grown is superior to that of any other part of the United Kingdom, and the Norfolk

barley will always bring the highest price the market will aff'ord. That sown on a wheat-

stubble is reckoned the best for the maltster.

Peas are usually the first crop that is ripe, and ought not to be left until all in the

field have become hard. When in bloom a field ol peas is the most beautiful, and when

ripe the most ugly, sight on a farm. It is also the most liable of any to receive injury,
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both in the green and the ripe state. The worst enemies in the former are the aphides,

which when they have once taken hold of the plant multiply so prodigiously as to

destroy the crop in a very short period. And when I'ipe, if wet weather ensues after

cutting them, a large portion is lost by shedding. The only resource in this case is to

turn the pigs into the field as soon as the peas or even part of them are carted, and they

will soon gather np what are thus lost. Peas are usually cut with an implement called

a "pea-make," which consists of a curved blade about a foot long, fastened to a handle

from 4 to 5 feet. The peas are laid in small wads or bunches, which are easily turned

over with a fork to dry, if the workman has not left any uncut, which is not an unusual

fault. In carting, great care is required of the loaders, to prevent as much as possible

knocking the peas out of the cods or husks.

As soon as the crop is cleared the land is ready to be ploughed and sown with wheat,

if the men can be spared for it. Peas are considered a good preparative for wheat, both

because it is a " smothering crop," and destroys all weeds, and by covering the ground

keeps it in a moist and friable, or mellow condition, whilst it does not assimilate or

exhaust the soil of those elements of nutrition required by the wheat. One ploughing

is quite enough; and if the weather is fickle and the carting of the peas is delayed, it is

best to throw the wads into rows with wide intervals, and put in the ploughs before the

crop is removed. Sometimes the early peas are ripe by the latter end of June, and it is

not unusual in that case, after the field is cleared, to sow the land with turnips of a late

sort, for which the condition of the soil is well adapted.

As peas ai'e the first, so beans are generally the last crop that is ripe, and as they

take little harm from standing after they are matured, they are commonly left until all

the other crops are housed. If not checked beans will continue growing long after the

seeds have attained their full size ; it is, therefore, a common practice whilst, or after,

they are in bloom to cut off the tops witJi a reaping-hook. The crop is never the better

for attaining a great height, which it will do in a wet season and on a wet soil. A dry

season and a moderately moist soil are the best conditions for obtaining a large crop.

Beans should never be cut until the bulk of the pods are turned black ; and if they

are topped as soon as they are off the bloom, they will ripen nearly all at once, but if

allowed to grow they will continue to throw out small pods, that will be green while the

first formed are black, and seldom produce any other than small beans, while tlioy injure

the crop in other respects. Beans should be reaped with the sickle or reaping-hook,

and cut as close to the ground as possible. They should be tied up in large sheaves if

not fully ripe, and set two or three together, and the sun and air will soon ripen them.

If quite ripe when cut, a very few days will suffice to weather them. Baggiug beans

when ripe will occasion great loss, the pods being very brittle when they ai'e dry. They

should be stacked, like wheat, on a round stack, and thatched without any delay, as, if

rain falls, it will penetrate to the bottom of the stack. Evei-y farmer should be provided

with rick-cloths to cover the stacks whilst building, and before they are thatched. The

stacks should be small.

Bean straw is useful to lay at the bottom of other corn stacks, and should be reserved

for that purpose after the beans are threshed out. It is usually stacked again and

thatched, to preserve it until wanted. Winter beans, in a favourable season, sometimes

ripen early enough for the land to be sown with turnips or rape, which, being fed off

early, still allows of the laud being prepared in time for sowing wheat, for which both
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tlic boans and tlic root, or green crop, are a good preparation. Beans are a profitable

crop, but they require a strong soil with manure and plenty of hoeing. They are,

however, liable to the attacks of insects, especially the aphis, which multiplies so

enormously, that the progeny will soon injure, if not destroy, the crop. A friend of the

writer's invented a machine by which he collected from one small field of beans 11

bushels of aphides, which he gave to his pigs, who devoured them with great gusto.

A good deal of controversy has been employed on the question whether waggons or

one-horse carts arc the best to be employed in carting home the hay and corn harvests,

and for other work of the farm. In Scotland and Ireland carts have been long in use

almost universally for all kinds of farm-work, and during a nine years' residence in the

latter country, the writer scarcely ever saw a waggon. In towns a carriage called a

Flote is used, which is a kind of waggon-body on a pair of wheels, the axle of which is

within about 9 inches of the ground. On this the body rests ; and the ends of the axle

rise at a right angle at the two sides of the body, and receive the wheels at about the

upper edge. The flote is used for all kinds of work in towns, and may be also for some

purposes on the farm, but the general vehicle is the one-horse cart.

In England, until of late years, and especially in the eastern counties, waggons

drawn generally by four horses are employed in all kinds of hay and corn carting, and

in sending out corn to the mill or merchant. Tumbrils are used for carting dung and

mould, and a lighter kind of cart for fetching turnips from the field. Many of the

large farmers have, however, begun to use one-horse carts in harvest-work, and in

carting hay, finding them more convenient, and requiring a smaller expenditure of

power in proportion. A horse in the shafts of a cart bears a portion of the weight of

the load, which, without distressing, steadies him, and renders his footing more firm.

A boy may be entrusted with the care of a horse and cart, but it requires an experienced

carter to take the management of a waggon and three or four horses of dillerent tempers

and powers. A cart, too, may be used in situations in which a waggon would be an

obstruction, or incapable of being employed. It can also be used in light work, in which

a waggon would involve an unnecessary expenditure of power. We may add to this, the

greater facility the cart pi'esents both for loading and unloading, in consequence of the

sides being considerably lower than those of the waggon, which are necessarily high on

account of the height of the hind wheels. By this arrangement, the man who loads a

cart finds his labour one-fourth less than in loading a waggon, whilst in unloading, less

time is employed in proportion with carts than with waggons.

It appears to us, however, that in carting corn and hay to market, the waggon, witli

three or four horses, must be the most eligible mode. One teamster manages the

foul', and unloads the waggon. In going down a hill, no part of the load presses upon

the shaft horse, the pressure being all borne by the fore wheels, whilst in going up-

hill the weight is thrown more upon the hind wheels, which, being higher, afford greater

assistance to the draught. On this account a three-wheeled cart or tumbril was invented

some years ago called a Sermaphrodite, being between a cart and a waggon. The third

wheel being placed in front, took the ^veight off the back of the horse, which in going

down-hill was a great advantage ; but, on the other hand, the fore-wheel being a low

one, added so much to the draught, that the use of it never extended beyond the districts

in which it originated, and was not long continued even there ; for we believe few if

any, of those who purchased them had others made when the first were worn out.
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The waggon continues to be used for liarvest-work, and for carrying out threshed corn,

in the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk ; but many of the farmers now purchase one-horse

cartSj which they use for light work, and occasionally in the harvest field. It will

probably get more into use in a few years, there being lately a great improvement in

their construction, as well as that of the waggon, which is made much lighter and stronger

than formerly. The usual load of a waggon is 15 quarters of wheat, or rather more than

3 tons, requiring four horses to draw it. The one-horse cart is calculated to carry 4

quarters, or a little above a ton.

The crop of early potatoes will ripen in June or July ; and at that time they will

obtain the highest price at market. It is, tlierefoi'e, desirable that no time should be

lost in raising them as soon as they are sufficiently matured ; and as they are always

taken into immediate consumption, they do not require that degree of ripeness necessary

to make them keep for winter stock. We have already stated that a plough has been

introduced by an American machinist for the purpose of raising this root, which will

bring them to the surface clear of mould and without injury. It goes below the plant

and the tubers, and by its action riddles the mould from them with the iron rods affixed

to it in an inclined position, delivering them on the surface perfectly clean and exposed

to view, for the gatherers to take and place them in their baskets. So efficient is the

action of this plough, that it is impossible, without great carelessness on the part of the

ploughman, that any tubers should be left in the ground.

The ash-leaved kidney is the most early, as well as the most delicate variety, and

will bring the highest price in the market ; but it is a small tuber, and the crop is

generally small, and it is seldom planted in the field by the market gardeners, and is

never stored, except it be for seed. Other varieties of early potatoes are far more

prolific, and although the quality is not so good, they are on that account preferred by

the growers, who look to the profit upon their produce rather than quality alone. If

disease should make its appearance amongst the early potatoes before they are ripe, do

not let them remain a day longer than necessity compels you. Better make a sacrifice

in the size and price of the tubers, than run the risk of losing the whole crop by letting

them remain to ripen. The most usual time for the appearance of the disease is after

the 10th or 12th July ; seldom before that date. In raising them where the disease has

begun to attack them, be careful in picking out all that are affected, otherwise they

reduce greatly the value of the bulk. The best way of disposing of the diseased tubers

is by making starch from them, v;hich is easily separated from the tuber by mechanical

means, that will be described in treating of agricultural manufactures. The starch from

diseased potatoes is quite as good as that from sound ones, though not so abundant,

accordiug to the stage of the decay.

In fens and peaty soils where the cvdtivation of rape or cole-seed is substituted for that

of the turnip, the usual time for sowing for the general crop is the month of June or July.

For this purpose the land is thrown into ridges with intervals of 25 inches, the farm-yard

manure being, as in turnip culture, laid in the trenches and covered with the double-

breasted plough. The seed is then drilled in on the top of the ridges at the rate of from

2 to 4 lbs. per acre, if the land is rich, and a larger quantity if it is poor. The plants must

be singled and left thinly in the drills, otherwise they grow weakly, and throw out but

little foliage, which becomes mildewed. Horse-hoeing and harrowing should be repeated

frequeutly, v.hich causes them to grow vigorously, and run up to a considerable height.
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Sheep are particularly partial to the rape plant, preferring the juicy stalk to the leaves,

if they have had a rapid growth. One good acre of coles will sustain twenty sheep for

the same number of weeks, and the usual time for beginning to consume them is about

three months after sowing. Tlie sheep should be narrowly watched, as this rich food is

apt to cause inflammatory diseases. Salt should be plentifully allowed them, and if " red

water" or other disorders appear, diuretic and aperient medicines should be administered.

Many farmers drill the rape " upon the flat " on the light soils, setting the coulters

from 13 to 16 inches apart. In this case, the hand-hoe only can be emidoyed in cleaning

the crop after the first time, and the plants never attain the size or goodness of those

sown in ridges. Bone-dust is the best manure next to farmyard dung for this plant,

which partakes of the nature of the turnip, the latter being an improved or exaggerated

type of the rape. In fact, on the peaty soil of Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire, the

turnip, when sown upon it, commonly degenerates down to something of its original

character ; being, says Mr. J. A. Clarke, " close, rindy, hard, and stunted, owing to the

plants running to fangs instead of bulbs. On such land, therefore," he adds, " rape

excels the turnip both in quantity and quality, experience proving that here the one

finds every condition favourable to its growth, whilst the other meets with influences

which check or deteriorate it."*

Rape is cultivated in the Fens and in other parts of England for the seed, but not to

the extent that it is practised in Belgium and Flanders. Nor is it now grown for that

purpose in the Fens so largely as it formerly was, when a heavy duty was imposed upon

its importation. At the beginning of the present century, when the war was at its

height, and the Continent was closed against our commerce, a large proportion of the

Bedford Level was devoted to this culture, and cole-seed was considered a profitable crop,

the return being fi-om 3 to 4 quarters per acre. The cultivation is much the same as

for turnip-seed, except that it is seldom transplanted, on account both of the expense,

and the crop receiving little or no benefit from it beyond what the sown crop produces.

One good hoeing in spring is sufficient, the rape itself being so close as to smother all

weeds in the summer. The crop will rij)en in July, and being reaped with the sickle,

is laid in bunohes convenient for turning—once only, if the weather is fine; for the less

it is handled the better, on account of its tendency to shed its seed. When sufficiently

weathered, it is threshed in the field, a floor being made for the purpose in the following

manner :—A square space in the middle of the field is cleared, and the surface raked

very clean and fine, and then watered until it is a puddle. The square is then covered

a foot thick with haulm or short straw, which lieing burnt to ashes, a heavy roller is

passed over it backwards and forwards and across. The space is then swept clean, and

the floor is ready. On light soils this plan cannot be practised.

The quantity of rape-seed, or colza, imported into the United Kingdom in the five

years from 1858, is as follows :

—

Quarters.

1858 225,168

1859 425,918

1860 278,418

1861 249,635

1862 189,307

],.368,446

* Report of the Farminj of Lincolnshire, hy John Algernon Clarke, of Long Sutton.
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Rape is a useful plant in the spring of the year for the ewes and lambs, but must be

given to them cautiously, on account of its tendency to give them the " scour," which

is frequently fatal.

The hop grounds will require much attention in the summer to keep them clear

of weeds. The horse-hoe must be at work in the intervals between the rows, whilst

around the plants, which the hoe cannot approach, should be dug over with the spade,

and the whole surface made as fine as possible. At the beginning of July the plants

shoidd be earthed up, after which operation nothing further will be necessary than to

keep down the weeds, which will spring up the faster for the pulverisation of the soil

;

and this must be kept in a loose and friable state for the better growth of the plants.

The enemies from which the hop is liable to attacks are very numerous, and frequently

very destructive. Sparrows are the best friends the hop-growers liave, for they lay siege

to the plants as soon as the aphides and other insects make their appearance, and carry

immense numbers off as savoury morsels for their young ones. Too frequently, however,

in a dry season, the insects prove too numerous for the sparrows, and devour the crop.

To prevent mould, it is recommended to mix blood with wood ashes, and apjily it liberally

to the roots.

When it is intended to grow cabbages for the stock the following summer, the seed

should be sown in June or July, on a piece of groixnd prepared for the purpose. The

Drumhead is the most useful kind, but Wheeler's Imperial is an earlier sort, and will

precede the Drumhead in the spring. They will either be ready for transplanting in

Octobei', though they are sometimes left in the seed-bed till March, and are considered

less likely to run to seed. Some dairymen sow savoys, which they find cause the cows

to give more milk than the larger kinds. It is better to have different kinds, in order

to secure a succession. The land intended for planting cabbages should be well tilled

and cleaned during the summer : if subsoiled, so much the better. Tlie more the soil is

pulverised the greater the prospect of a crop, and four or five deep ploughings during

the summer will not be too much for it. The manui-e should be laid on at the last

ploughing, at the rate of from 15 to 25 tons per aci'c. The Drumhead should not be

planted less than from 30 to 36 inches apart between the drills, and 2 fee^ from plant to

plant in the rows. The savoys and York cabbages will bear to be set nearer by 6 inches

either way. If the plants when ready to be set out exhibit a very florid appearance, it

will be beneficial to let them lie a day or two out of the ground to weather before

planting them, which will check their luxuriance, and tend to the formation of a larger

head. This is a common practice with market gardeners, to prevent the cabbage from

running to seed. A well-cultivated field of Drumhead cabbage ought to produce from

35 to 40 tons of heads per acre, of the average weight of 12 lbs. each. They, however,

sometimes attain a much larger size, from 20 to 30 lbs., and even more, being by no

means uncommon, when the land is in high condition.

In June or the beginning of July the grass in the water-meadows that were shut up

the last day of April will be ready for the scythe. Being of a more succulent nature

than the common meadow-grass, it will require more than ordinary cai-e and attention

in making, being liable to heat if not thoroughly made. In other respects there is no

difference in the treatment, except that it should be longer, and l)e more tossed about

in the field, in order to get rid of the moisture. As soon as the hay is cleared off, the

water should be admitted, allowing it to run as slowly as possible for two or three days.
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but not longer, especially in warm weather, as it is liable to raise a slimy scum injurious

to the grass. As soon as the water is turned off, shut up the meadow, and iu September

and October there will be an abundance of rich feed for horses or cattle—avoiding

turning the sheep iu, on account of the almost certainty that it would produce the " rot."

The water-meadows will afford feed for cattle till the middle of November, when the

water should be asrain admitted.

SECTION XXI.

THE FOURTH SE.1S0N CONTINUED.

The litters of swine that were weaned iu April and May will require the richest food, it

benig the best economy to keep them in a thriving, if not in a high, state of progress.

In June, after giving them a feed from the swill-tub in the morning, they may be

turned into a clover or grass-field, taking the previous precaution of ringing their snouts,

to prevent them from rooting up the ground. A lad should be placed iu charge of them

to prevent their straying from the field into the ueiglibouring coru-fields, which they

would otherwise be sure to do. Early in the afternoon they should be taken home for

the night, and receive another feeding when shut up. This alternate freedom and

confinement is not at all irksome to these animals, which love rest when they have filled

themselves ; and a few days of this routine will so accustom them to regular hours, that

they will soon require no compulsion to get them backwards and forwards to and from

the field. The last weaned in May will not be ready to go with the herd, but may be

allowed to accompany the sows into a grass-field during the day for a few hours. The

plan of shutting them up in the yard all the summer is objectionable, both as regards

the quality of their flesh, and their health, which cannot be so well sustained in confine-

ment as when at freedom in the field.

At three months old the pigs should have a portion of corn, whether peas or barley,

to get them forward either for the shacking of the cleared corn-fields, or for sale, if the

farmer has more than he requires. The eve of harvest is an excellent time to dispose of

store pigs, and those in good healthy condition will be more saleable than the half-fatted

ones, which would be liable to fall away when turned into the stubbles. If intended to be

sold for dairy-fed pork, a demand for which always exists in London and other large cities,

they should be kept better than common, up to the weight of from 4 to 5 stones, at

which weight they will bring the best price. These are best sold at home to jobbers, who

know better how and where to dispose of them tlian the farmer. If the latter takes them

to market himself, the buyers well know that he must sell them before he leaves, and

will take advantage accordingly. If there is a large number at the market, the jobbers

wiU probably combine to run down the value, and thus purchase them at their own

prices. Even at home this game is sometimes played; and we have had three jobbers

call in one day, each of the two last bidding less for a lot of stores, when we knew that

they frequently purchased in partnership ; and consequently sold to neither of them.
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Pigs are thirsty animals, and, whether in the sty or in the field, should always have a

good supply of clear water. Nothing will make them break bounds sooner than being

deprived of drink. If there is not a pond in the field, troughs should be set in it, and

the swine-herd should fetch it for them from the nearest pit. No boy can manage a

herd of pigs if destitute of water, especially in dry hot weather. Care should also be

• taken to give them salt with their food morning and evening, which will tend to keep

them in health, and prevent those cutaneous disorders to which swine are generally

subject.

Some of the sows that farrowed early in the spring will have another litter in

August. These will require the same treatment as the former, except that when a

month old, they may go with the sow into a stubble-field, if one is near at hand, or into

a grass-field or meadow, for a few hours in the day. The sow must be fed three times a

day, as in the spring, with rich succulent food, especially if the pigs are intended to be

sold as sucklers ; which at this season is commonly the case, as well on account of the

high price they usually bring, as to avoid having to rear them through the winter. No
litters should be produced after August at any rate ; and if a sow has her first litter

later than April, it will be better to fatten her at once than to give her the boar at so

late a period.

The poultiy-yard will require attention at this season, the latter hatches coming in

till the end of August, after which month no hens or ducks should be allowed to sit. If

not well looked after in the summer months, hens are apt to stray into the corn-fields or

coppices, and make their nests and hatch their broods where they are liable to be

destroyed by weasels, polecats, and birds of prey. The late hatches will, of course, come

in for winter use, either in the farmer's own family, or for sale, in which case they will

be sure to fetch a high price. Eggs should be collected and preserved as is recommended

in the spring. The care of the poultry being usually imposed upon the females of the

family, the person thus delegated should know every one of her protegees ; and when a

hen shows a disposition to lay, a nest should be provided in a retired place to which it

is not difficult to direct her ; and if she once takes to it, she will not readily abandon it.

Still the hen prefers to select her own spot for a nest, and this is frequently on a straw

stack, or in a barn or hay-loft, or near the corner of a crib in the stable. We knew

an instance of the latter kind which was attended with a curious result. It was known

that the hen laid her eggs in the manger, but they always disappeared after the horses

returned from the field. It was suspected that the horse-keeper took them, but this he

constantly denied, and said he believed the horse ate tliem. To test this, the farmer held

an egg in his hand to the horse, who, to his surprise, instantly seized it with his lips,

and devoured it apparently with much relish. We have even known a horse seize young

ducks and chickens in the same manner, and eat them.

The turkeys and geese will be laying again in June and July; but the former should

not be allowed to hatch a second brood, as they would require more attention in the

ensuing winter than they will be worth for sale, the second brood never reaching any

size. The first hatch will require to be well fed and protected ; and when the corn-fields

are cleared they should be driven, with the geese, into tlicm, after being fed in the

tnoruing. They should be collected again some time before sunset, and driven home

;

and if a little corn is given to them on their return they will do so the more readily,

having an inducement. If kept in the field too late, they will be apt to fly up the trees
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to roost, and will cause much trouble to get them down again. Geese may be allowed

to rear a second brood, as they generally bring off the first at an earlier period than the

turkey, and ai'e moreover hardier birds and better able to bear the cold of winter. But

even these will require some attention and protection if the season should prove very

severe. The early broods of geese should be well fed, in oi'der to get them ready for

sale at Michaelmas, which is a canonical time for beginning to eat them, but they arc

generally in tlie market before that period.* They fetch a high price at first, but a

few days, even, make a considerable diOFerence in their market value.

Ducks seldom lay later in the year than July. The late broods, therefore, come off

in July or August, and they thrive very fast if properly tended and fed, but will require

protection in very severe weather. They come in then with green peas in the spring,

and are sure to bring a high price at that time. Ducks lay away at the latter part of

the season, dropping their eggs promiscuously : they should therefore be well looked after,

and if found ready to lay when about to be let out in the morning, should be detained

until after they have deposited their eggs, otherwise the chances are in favour of their

being lost, or destroyed by pigs or dogs. Many of these latter will suck an egg whenever

no one is present to see them. Ducks' eggs rank second for the table to those of the

hen, and many prefer them. They are rather stronger flavoured, but not nearly so

much so as the goose's egg, which is seldom eaten. The turkey's egg has the finest flavour

of any kind, but they are too valuable for hatching to be used in common.

Where a dove-cote is established on a farm, the young pigeons should be examined

and the mature ones drawn off' every few days. The young birds grow very fast, and are

ready for flight before one is aware of it if neglected for a short time. Keep a good look-

out for the starlings, which, if they once get a footing in the cote, will make great havoc

with the young pigeons as well as with the eggs. Pigeons Avill continue to breed till

October if well fed. Indeed, at this season tliey have too good opportunities of feeding

themselves, and if not well watched will commit great depredations in the corn-fields,

especially the pea-field. The near vicinity of a numerously tenanted dove-cote is a

terrible nuisance to the farmers to whom they do not belong ; and we can scarcely blame

them if they use the gun very freely on their own ground to prevent the mischief they

occasion. It is impossible for the owner of the birds to keep thenr on his own premises,

if he were so disposed, they being in every respect free rangers, understanding nothing of

the doctrine of meum and tuuni; and it is astonishing the quantity of corn a large flight

of pigeons will devour in a short time. Wood-pigeons, being larger birds, and not

regularly fed as house pigeons are, are very destructive where there are many plantations.

They are very shy birds, and it is exceedingly difficult to get a shot at them either in

the field or the wood. The best way of keeping down their numbers is to find out and

destroy their eggs, shooting the old birds on every favourable opportunity.

Fowls of every description should be allowed the range of the stubbles and the stack-

yard in and after harvest. They will thrive far better, and their flesh will be more
savoury than of those shut up to fatten. They should always have food given them both

morning and evening, and they will then be fit for market at the close of the season

without any other fattening or confinement. The shack of the fields must be all extra,

and not depended on alone for preparing the poultry for market.

* A friend of the writer's once invited a eentleman to ine with him on Michaelmas Day on a fut gooae. "Oh," he
replied, " that's no novelty to me, for we have hcgiin to eat muslard with them at home !

"
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The dung of all fowls is very valuable, but requires to be mixed witli aslies or earth

to reduce its strength, being too powerful to apply alone. Pigeons' dung is the most

valuable of any, and in order to have it properly mixed, the floor of the dove-cote

should be covered once a week with dry sand and sawdust, not from fir, but elm or ash. In

the centre should be placed a large lump of clay, into which has been well kneaded 2 lbs.

of salt and 1 lb. of carraway seeds. This will prevent the pigeons from straying to other

dove-cotes where similar baits are placed to entice them. One hundred couples of pigeons

will thus produce annually manure equal in value and efficiency to a ton of the best

Peruvian guano, and the young birds will be worth at least ^20 more, as they will breed

four times in the year. The dung should not be removed more than once or twice a

year, and then used as sparingly as guano.

All hay crops, whether of natural or artificial grass, should be safe in the stack by

the end of August at the very latest if possible; but in a wet season it is sometimes difficult

to do this. As the days begin then to shorten, and the nights to be subject to heavy

dews, the hay should be laid in small peaks or locks that are easily spread or turned to

the sun. In stacking the late crop, a liberal quantity of salt will add much to the value of

the hay, and prevent its wasting too much. Wells, too, should always be made in the stack,

as a precaution, especially if the weather be damp. If a farmer keeps much stock there

will not be much grass for second crops ; but even in that case it will be better for the

following crop of wheat if the clover is cut and given to the cattle or sheep in a yard or

on a pasture than to feed it off upon the ground, it being found that the dung of animals,

whether sheep or cattle, attracts the wire-worm and other insects injurious to the wheat

plant. If there are many thistles or docks or other large weeds in the meadow hay, they

should be picked out by womeu and children, and thrown in a heap to be mixed with

other materials for manure.

The best method of improving a rough meadow is to stack the first crop in the

centre, fenced round with hurdles ; then turn in as many cattle as it will support during

the summer mouths ; and when the grass begins to get short, dole out the hay to them,

placing it in small locks on the ground, changing the place every day until the whole has

been gone over, and then beginning again at the same place as before. This should be

practised all winter, a shed being provided for the cattle to lie in at night. Thus the

whole meadow will be well trodden over and the coarse grasses eradicated. In March

take the cattle out ; harrow it over well, backwards, forwards, and across ; then throw

in seeds of grasses recommended in the sections on grasses for such lands ; bush-harrow

thera in, and shut the meadow up. You will then have an improved herbage, especially

if the operation is accompanied with thorough drainage.
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SECTION XXII.

HARVEST HOME.

" Now ere sweet summ»,r bids its lonj adieu,

And winds blow keen where late the blossom grew,

The bustling day and jovial night must come—
The long-accustomed feast of Harvest Home.

No blood-stained victory in story bright

Can give the philosophic mind delight;

No triumph please while rage and death destroy;

Reflection sickens at the monstrous joy.

And where the joy, if rightly understood.

Like cheerful praise for universal good ?

The soul nor check nor doubtful anguish knows.

But free and pure the giateful current flows.

Behold the sound oak table's massive frame

Bestride the kitchen floor I The careful dame

And generous host invite their friends around
;

For all that cleared the field, or tilled the ground,

Are guests by right of custom ; old and young.

And many a neighbouring yeoman, join the throng.

With artizans that lent their dextrous aid

When o'er each field the flaming sunbeams played.

Here once a year distinction lowers its crest—

•

The master, servant, and the merry guest

Are equal all, and round the happy ring

The reaper's eyes exulting glances fling:

And, warmed with gratitude, he quits his place

;

With sun-burnt hands, and ale-enlivened face.

He fills the jug his honoured host to tend.

And serve at once the master and the friend

;

Proud thus to meet his smiles, to share his ale.

His nuts, his conversation, and his tale." *

Harvest Home may be considered the last act of tlie fourth and crowning season of

the year. It is one of the most ancieut of our English customs, and whatever may be

the objections urged against its observance as conducted on many farms, we still consider

it one that ought by no means to be given up, on account of the kindly feeling it assists

in fostering and strengthening between the family of the labouring man and that of his

employer. Many farmers, having become tired and disgusted with the intemperance too

frequently indulged in on such occasions, have discontinued the practice, without making

any attempt to reform and modify it ; and in lieu thereof give each of their harvestmen a

small gratuity in money. This is, however, far more objectionable, in a moral point of

view, than holding the harvest home at their own houses ; because the intention is, to

enable the men to provide their own feast at a public house ; and if it were confined to a

rational entertainment, no objection could be made to the plan. But, when once there,

every inducement is held out to the poor men to drink to excess, and the affair ends in

a disgraceful debauch, if nothing worse; for instances are not wanting iu which auarrels

have ensued, leading to outrages and murder, perpetrated by persons wiio in their sober

senses would have shrunk from even striking their companions in anger.

* Bloomfield's Puems.

VOL. IL V
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Some benevolent and wealthy pei'sons, unwilling to deprive tlie poor labourers of one

of the most ancient and valued of their rural institutions, have, of late years, adopted a

mode of keeping harvest home which, while it has given the most entire satisfaction to

the peasantry themselves, and especially to their wives and families, divests the festival

of its objectionable features, and converts it into an occasion of grateful acknowledge-

ment of the goodness of Providence, by whose benevolent arrangements " seed-time and

harvest " never cease. The following is a description of one of these occasions, and we

insert it with the hope that it may serve as a model for other employers, as completely

obviating all the objectionable practices usually attending the ancient harvest home,

whilst it not only promotes a good feeling between the employer and the employed, but

is one of the greatest boons to the families of the latter, the benefit of which is felt

throughout the year.

"THORNEY HARVEST FESTIVAL.

" On Tuesday* the tenantry of his Grace the Duke of Bedford on the Thorney

estate, gave their united harvest festival. The first festival, which was held two years

ago, was considered a great success by all parties. The labourers, into whose minds

many doubts had crept as to the amount of enjoyment they should receive by this new

mode of celebrating the harvest home, in excess of the old way, were agreeably surprised,

and expressed in unmistakable terms their appreciation of the scheme, which appeals at

once to their intellectual and moral capacities, to the prejudice of their mere animal

enjoyments—which afforded a day's relaxation instead of a night of drunken riot—when

near 700 men partook of a substantial dinner, provided and waited on by their employers.

Dinner over, the majority quickly found their way to the race-course, to witness the

pony and donkey races, flat and hurdle, with other amusements. Some retired to the

smoking tents to enjoy their tobacco and quart of ale, until tea, at which they were

joined by their wives and more than a thousand visitors, who took tea at tables provided,

decorated, and presided over by the ladies of the parish. Any amount of praise could

not be esteemed flattery lavished on the Ladies' Committee, who so ably and skilfully

carried out that part of the programme. The tents at tea were an imposing sight, such

an one as will long remain impressed on the minds of those visitors who, on Tuesday,

first attended the Thorney harvest festival. The farmers, too—somewhat diffident

as to whether they should co-operate with their worthy pastor at that time, doubting his

zeal and ability to carry out the project—were not less gratified. Encouraged by former

success, and the expressed desire of many of both classes, W. Whetting, Esq., and the

Rev. J. Cantley, convened a meeting of the tenantry, at which committees were formed

to take the management of an united harvest festival. To say the tenantry were

unanimous would be wrong : a small minority here, as elsewhere, ever ready to clog the

wheel of the car of intellectual progress, complied, though j)erchance with an ill gi'ace,

to an overwhelming majoritj', who wished to improve the condition of their labourers

—

who desired to create a better feeling between the employer and the employed.

" The day was kept as a close holiday. The village was completely en fete. From
early morn this neat and quiet little town presented the most lively appearance ; all

were busily engaged; everything seemed to indicate to a stranger tliat something

unusual was to take place that day. In a field about a quarter of a mile off might be

* September 15, 1863.
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seeu several large teuts, two of wliich were capable of seatiug 1,800 or 2,000 persons,

decorated with flags and evergreens, and designs in flowers, corn, and sickles. Arrange-

ments for dinner were made. A quarter before 11 a.m. waggons tastefully decorated,

loaded with laboui'ers, began to arrive. Proccediugs commenced at 11 o'clock with an

appropriate service and sermon, preached by the Kev. — Daymond, in the abbey, from

the 65th Psalm, vers. 5 and 11 :
—

' Thou crownest the year with Tliy goodness, and Thy

paths drop fatness.^ From the abbey a procession formed, and, headed by the band,

repaired to the tents. After a concert by the abbey choir, Mr. Meiu, the Duke of

Bedford's steward, rose and asked for three cheers for our Queen and the Prince of

Wales, which was right loyally responded to. Then followed 'the visitors,' 'the

farmers,' and then (on which he laid particular emphasis) ' the labourers,' ' and long

may we live to have such reunions as we have had this day.' Each in succession was

lustily cheered. The Rev. Mr. Cantley, in the name of the committee, thanked the

company for their attendance, and the labourers for the orderly manner in which they

had conducted themselves. He contrasted this with the old way of giving harvest

suppers. After enumerating the advantages derived by thus appealing to the moral and

intellectual faculties of the men, rather than to their mere animal propensities, to the

farmers he said, ' this was the way to cause a better feeling between them and their

men.' It was a mistake to say that the labourer would not appreciate this ; those

happy faces that he saw around him were ample evidence of the truth of that

assertion. He urged the farmers to bear in mind that good masters make good

servants, and that thus uniting with them, and giving them to vinderstand that they

cared for their welfare and enjoyment, was the best way of cementing that good

feeling that should exist. Nothing tended more than these social gatherings to do

all that was required in that respect, and prevent those irregularities and excesses

that had been urged in some parts as a serious drawback to aflairs of this kind.

He hoped the labourers would continue to act with propriety to the end of the

festivities; and then return to their homes, happy and grateful not only to their

employers for the good things they had provided, but thankful to God for the many
blessings He had conferred, and the bountiful harvest, the safe in-gathering of which

they had that day been celebrating. He could not retire without expressing his sincere

thanks to one, without whose assistance they could not have met here this evening.

Although not one of the committee, he worked with them. Had he not rendered the

material assistance he did, this festival could not have taken place. That gentleman

was Mr. Mein, than whom they had not a more able assistant or sincere friend.

" Mr. Mein said—This was a gathering which afibrded him great pleasure, as he

knew it must every one present who wished well to the farm labourer. He could not

speak too higlily of it. It was a proper way of celebrating the harvest home. To

the labourers he wished to say just a word. At the conclusion of a former festival he

went through the village at a late hour, and did not observe one intoxicated person.

Now, he hoped to be able to say the same after this evening. He thanked them for

the attention they had given, and should ask his friends to give three cheers—three

such hearty cheers as he would lead them with—for ' the labourers,' ay, and one

more cheer for their ' bonnie bairns.'

"During the hearty response this met with, the speaker took his seat. Three cheers

were then given for Mr. ]\Iein, and the coinpany i-etircd to witness a display of fireworks

p 2
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Those over, led by tlie baud, the company, who were estimated at more than 3,000,

made their way to the village. The road was illuminated with Chinese lanterns, hu)jg

amongst the branches of the stately elms which meet over the centre of this favourite

walk. The band performed the National Anthem on the green, which concluded the

pleasures of a day that will long be remembered by the inhabitants of Thorney, and

worthy of imitation by all who desire, morally and intellectually, to improve the

condition of the labourer, and in a rational manner return thanks to the Great Giver

of all good for the successful in-gathering of the harvest."*

About the commencement of the present century, when the social condition of the

farmers was in the transition state, and the land had to a considerable extent become

occupied by a more wealthy and educated class, the custom of " harvest home " in the

houses of the farmers began to be discontinued, and cither a " frolic " was provided for

them at the parish ale-house^ or money was given to each harvestman to spend in any

way he chose to employ it. Few were the instances in either case where the expenditure

was confined to the sums thus awarded ; and the feasts degenerated into scenes of

drunkenness, strife, and disorder, to the disgrace of the men and the injury of their

families. Not only was this the case, but the men were too keen not to perceive that

the motive for thus changing the character of an ancient festival was virtually to mark

the difference in the station of master and servant, and to widen the gulf already existing

between them ; and that the former had no feelings in common with the latter, and

thought it beneath them to associate with them, even on the common ground of an

ostensible occasion of thanksgiving. The same poet whom we have already quoted from

lamented this change, and expressed himself in the following words :

—

" Whmce comes this change, ungracious, irksome, cold?

Whence the new grandeur that mine eyes behold?

The widening distance that I daily see.

Has wealth done this? then we'iUh's a fo9 to me

—

Foe to our rights, that leaves a powerful few

The path of emulation to pursue
;

For emulation stoops to us no more

;

The hope of humble industry is o'er

;

The blameless hope, the cheering sweet presage.

Of future comforts for declining age."t

The poet was right, and it is wealth and education that have caused the change.

Formerly the English yeoman was not so much raised above the labourer in education or

intellectual attainments or habits as to make a wide gap between them, and they could

associate together without derogating from the new character of the master, or feelings

of inferiority on the part of the servant. But now, the former yeoman, who farmed a

small number of acres of his own land, and took his turn at the plough with his labourers,

has been converted into the tenant farmer holding hundreds of acres. He conducts this

on scientific principles, the result of an education which raises him as much above the

labourer as he himself was formerly below the man of science. On the other hand, the

labourer remains the same in regard to a deficiency of education. With wages always

reduced to the barest means of animal existence, he cannot educate his children, and

has not a chance of improving his condition of eilhcr body or mind. His future is

helpless and hopeless; and, in addition, a gulf is now created by "wealth" between

Mark Lane Express, St^iemher i\,\m. f Bloorafidd's Poems— " Summer."
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liim and his employer, which is every day widening by tlie increasing refinement of the

one, and the helpless normal ignorance of the other, destructive of all sympathy, and

productive of an antagonism, the consequences of which cannot but be injurious.

The remedy for this state of things is as palpable as the disease, and the more liberal

and enlightened of the agriculturists begin to perceive it. Educate the peasantry, and

instil into their minds moral and intellectual knowledge, and you raise them, not only

in the scale of social life, but they acquire greater confidence in their own powers, and a

better appreciation of the duties of life. The consciousness of ignorance in the presence

of knowledge is, perhaps, the most depressing and degrading a man can feel. Wealth

and poverty may shake hands upon equal terms, because, after all, " the mind alone is

the standard of the man," and that which gives him a real superiority, whatever maj'' be

his condition in life. It is related of the Earl of Ross—the inventor and manufacturer

of the " monster telescope," with a 6-foot speculum, which he erected at his seat at

Parsonstown, county Tipperary—that he once called upon an eminent engineer in

London, to whom he was a stranger, and announcing himself by the family name of

Parsons, entered into a long and interesting conversation with him on the most abstruse

subjects connected with engineering. At the close of the conference, deceived by his

lordship's quiet demeanour and simple habit, the engineer said, " I don't know, sir,

who is youi' employer, and I do not wish to entice you away from his service, but if at

any time you feel inclined to make a change, I will engage to give you three hundred

a-year for your services." His lordship smiled, and handed him his card, stopped his

attempt at an apology, and declared that he considered the offer the highest compliment

he had ever had paid to him.

The example given by the festival at Thorney is worthy of the high character of the

noble owner of the estate, who is ever ready to improve the condition of the tenantry,

whether farmer or labourer ; and it is satisfactory to find that others are taking pattern

from it, and have adopted a similar mode of celebrating harvest home. We believe it

originated on the estate of— Thompson, Esq., of Brooke Hall, East Norfolk ; and we

trust the success and acceptance it has obtained will cause it to become universal, and

be the means, not only of producing a better feeling between the employer and the

employed, but that, by showing a contrast between the new and the old mode of keeping

harvest home, it will reclaim the labourers from those excesses in intemperance to which

many of them are so much addicted.



PART IX.-VARIOUS SUBJECTS IN CONNECTION WITH
AGRICULTURE.

SECTION I.

AUXILIARY PLANTS.

1. Millet {Milium).—This plant requires a warm, light soil, with a large mixture of

sand, and should be well manured for, as it is an exhausting crop. There are two kinds,

the Black and the White, but it is the latter that is chiefly cultivated in England. The

time of sowing is the month of April, and as it braaches greatly, it should be sown

thinly. It must be kept quite clear from weeds at first, but it soon covers the ground

and smothers every other kind of vegetation. When ripe, which will be in August if

the season is favourable, the birds must be kept from it, or they will destroy the crop.

It is far more cultivated abroad than in the United Kingdom, where it is chiefly confined

to gardens, and used for feeding fowls or singing-birds. The imported seed, however, is

used in families for making puddings and cakes. In warm climates it forms a principal

part of the food of the common people.

2. Madder [Rubia tinctorum).—There are several sorts of this plant, differing greatly

in their appearance and value. That imported from Turkey is reckoned the best, and

produces more seed than the common kinds. The foliage is of a dark green, and it

throws out many vigorous runners, the stems of which differ from the common sorts in

being solid, the others being hollow. It is the woody root that pi'oduces the best

coloui'ing matter, for which the plant is cultivated. Like the millet, it requires a deep,

light, dry soil, and it is propagated by separating shoots from the old plants, with as

much of the root attached as possible. These should be put in with a dibble in April or

May, in rows 18 inches apart, and the plants in the rows 12 inches from each other.

These two rows being thus set, the third row should be five feet from the second ; the

fourth, 18 inches from the third; and thus an interval of 5 feet should be left between

every two rows, taking care that the plants that stand in the two rows form angles of

45 degrees with each othei', or opposite the space between plant and plant. If the

weather is dry during the operation, the sets must be watered.

While growing it must be kept free from weeds. In November of the first year they

cover the beds with a layer of earth taken from the furrows, to the depth of 2 or 3 inches

over the plants, which then require no other care than weeding the following years. It

is generally allowed to stand tliree summers, but is sometimes dug up the second year.

It is used for dyeing, and yields a brilliant red colour which is easily fixed. It is much
cultivated in Zealand and Belgium ; and in Miller's "Gardeners' Dictionary" is given a

very ample description of its treatment, Avith engravings of tlie plant, and plans of the

kilns for drying, and houses and machinery for pounding and curing it. The loss it
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sustains in drying is estimated by Gasparin at 7 or 8 per cent. Tliis, liowevcr, only

applies to tlie loss of weight on tlie kiln, tlie entire decrease, including the air-dryino-,

being 75 per cent, on the yellow or light red, and 85 per cent, on the dark red kind, the

latter being by far the most valuable. Chemists have divided the colouring matters

into xanthine and aUzanne, the latter being the most valuable. But they have also

discovered that tlie xanthine, if longer time is allowed it before it is taken from the

ground, slowly merges or changes into alizarine. And it is because the root is allowed

to remain longer in the grouud in Smyrna and the islands of the Levant, that the madder

from thence is so much more valuable than the French or Dutch root. The culture of this

plant is very expensive, owing in part to the long time it has to remain in the ground,

and the careful hoeing it requires. It is estimated to cost about ^£31 per acre in France

(Yaucluse), and from j£24 to .£25 per acre in Zealand, the average produce in Vaucluse

being 25 ewts. of dried roots, or 20 cwts. of powdered madder, which sells at from 36s.

to 44*. per cwt. In Zealand the yield is 21 cwts. of powdered madder, and 1| cwt. of

an inferior powder. The average annual export of French madder (in powdei-) is esti-

mated at 26,000,000 lbs., and 4,000,000 lbs. oi garance, or unpowdered. That of Zealand

madder is about 11,000,000 lbs. We should add, that the foliage of this plant is mown
and used as fodder for cattle, which reduces the expense of its cultivation by adding to

the produce. It is cut as soon as it comes into flower. The sale oi garance, or the dried

root, is inci-easing both in France and Holland (Zealand), instead of first reducing it to

powder, which has hitherto been the practice.

Naturalists are of opinion that madder may be successfully and profitably cultivated

in the United Kingdom, the soil and climate being in many parts of the country as

favourable to its growth as those of France and Zealand. And as the foliage is con-

sidered by some farmers equal to lucern, the length of time it remains in the ground

before the root is available for profit will be of less importance. The following are the

constituents of dried madder :

—

Oleaginous matters I'O

Resin 30
Colouring matters 20'0

ExtractiTe matters 5'0

Gum and cellular fibre 43'5

Tartiate of potash and lime 8'0

Sulphate of potash aod chloride of potassium ... 2'0

Phosphate of hme aud magnesia 7"5

Silicic aeid 1'5

Oxide of iron 0'5

Water 80

1000

3. Canary Seed [Phalaris canariensis)

.

—This plant is cultivated to a considerable extent

on the strong clays of Essex and other counties, and is considered a profitable crop. The

land should be ploughed for it in the autumn in moist weather ; and in the first dry

weather of the late winter or early spring, when the frost has pulverised the soil and left

it, the scarifier should be passed over it about 2 or 3 inches deep, and after it the

harrows, working it along aiid across, imtil the surface is in a fine pulverulent condition for

a seed-bed, whilst a firm bottom is retained in the subsoil. As soon as these operations are

concluded, the seed should be drilled in at the rate of 2 peeks per acre, for which purpose

the coulters and cups of the machine should be set about 10 inches apart, and so as to
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deposit the seed about li incli deep. The hand-hoe alone can be used, with the plants so

near, and this is considered the best method of cleaning the crop. But when the horse-

hoe is used, the rows are set at double the distance, to admit of the use of that implement.

In its early stages of growth, canary is so much like the cereal plants, that a stranger to

its culture would be deceived by it, and suppose he saw a field of oats or wheat. But

when in car it presents quite a different appearance. It does not rise higher than from

3 to 4 feet, but it branches or tillers freely, and the ears, which are close and thick,

contain about a hundred seeds each, the produce being from 30 to 40 bushels per acre.

The straw is of no use as fodder, being hard and woody, almost too much so to be used

even as litter or bedding for cattle, the husk of the ear alone being available for fodder.

As canary is sown early, and in its first stage of growth has a very slender blade, it

is liable to get foul with weeds, and consequently requires much and repeated hoeing, it

being of the fii'st importance to keep it clean. It is late before it ripens, and generally

this process takes place very irregulai'ly, some of the heads being ripe whilst others are

yet green. It is necessary, however, to cut it in this state in order to save the first ripe

seeds, which are usually the finest. It is mostly mown in swathes with the cradle scythe,

and should remain on the ground until all the ears are bi'owned. When this is the case, it

is tied in sheaves, if the weather is suitable, and stacked immediately. In Essex it is

usually reaped with the sickle and bound in sheaves at once, like wheat, and it is sown

in place of barley after turnips. It should remain stacked until the following summer,

as it will then be threshed more easily than at first. This process is the most expensive

part of the preparation of the crop, and generally costs, with the flail, about double that

of wheat. Beware of mice both in the stack and on the granary. These animals are

excessively fond of canary seed, and will commit great depredations on it if not prevented by

being destroyed. The worst feature in the commercial account of this grain is the extreme

variation in its value, which ranges from 30*. to 100s., and even more, per quarter ; so that,

unless the grower can bide his time, and keep it for perhaps two or more years, he will

scarcely, at intervals, cover the expenses of cultivation by its sale. As, however, it is an

exceptional crop, and its cultivation vei-y limited, a low price usually causes a temporary

cessation of its culture, and consequently a revulsion in value is sure to follow. At

harvest, when cut green, it is apt to heat in the sheaves if these are made large. This

should be guarded against by making them small, and weathering them completely

before they are carted and stacked. If green when cut, the canary is sometimes left in

the field till December ; for' so firmly does the seed adhere to the husk, that it would be

impossible to separate it unless it is exposed a long time to the weather.

4. Mustard (Sinapis) is oftwo kinds—the White {Sinapis Alba), and the Brown (Sinapis

nigra). The white mustard is of largest consumption, and is most largely cultivated;

and although its introduction as a field plant is only comparatively recent in this

country, its cultivation has become greatly extended of late years, and the seed has

established itself a standing on the principal corn markets of the United Kingdom.

It will grow on almost any soil, but whatever this may be, whether light or heavy, it

must be brought into a perfectly pulverulent state to receive the seed. This should be

sown in May, broadcast, at tlie rate of one peck per acre. The land should be harrowed

immediately before and after the seed is deposited. It comes up in a very short time,

will soon cover the ground, and in six or seven weeks the seed will ripen. Kent and

Essex are the principal seats of its cultivation, but they difi'er in the mode :
the Kentish
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farmers sow in drills 12 inches apart, in IVIarch, and cut it in September. It is

found, however, that if sown two months later it will ripen nearly as soon, and he less

liable to injury from frost. In Essex it is not sown until all danger from frost is over.

It is weeded once, and then requires no more attention mitil harvest, except to keep

the birds ft-om it. The usual produce is from 30 to 40 bushels per acre; the price

varies fi-om 7s. to 605. per bushel. An instance is recorded of an Essex farmer having

received ,€500 for one waggon-load (about 30 quarters) thi^t he took to market. It is a

precarious crop in respect to the harvest, as the slightest rainfall changes the colour,

and a continuance of rain for a day or two will cause the seed to vegetate. The seed

of the white mustard never lies long in the soil, and therefore is never troublesome

like the rape or the brown mustard. This latter requires a deep, rich soil, and is a very

exhausting crop. The principal seat of its cultivation is the neighbourhood of Durham,

at which city it was formerly manufactured into an article of great repute, the makers

having discovered a method of separating the husk from the flour, which is much more

pungent than that of the white mustard, and cannot be used at table unmixed. The

makers, therefore, whilst having a standard price for the mustard, were in the habit of

allowing from 5 to 60 per cent, discount upon it, according to the extent of the

adulteration and the mode of payment.* Its cultivation has been to a great extent

superseded by that of the white mustai'd, and its use is now chiefly confined to medicinal

purposes. It is still partially cultivated in some parts of Essex, in the West Riding

of Yorkshire, in the fens of Cambridgeshire, Lincolnshire, and Norfolk. The seed will

lie long in the ground if buried deep, and is therefore troublesome to get rid of. It

is frequently sown year after year for five or six consecutive seasons without any

diminution of the produce. An oil is extracted from the refuse or husk by means of a

moist heat. Oil is also extracted from the bruised seed by means of the hydraulic press.

It is very acrid, and is used in salads and for medicinal purposes. The green plant also

is extensively used as salad, and is esteemed an excellent purifier of the blood.

[). Poppy.—Of this plant there are several varieties, the chief of which are— 1st, the

Opium poppy {Papaver somniferum) ; 2nd, the Oriental, or Eastern poppy (P. orientale)

;

3rd, the Corn poppy (P. Rhceas and P. Dubeum) ; and 4th, Spratting poppy {Cucubalus

Behen).

The Opium poppy is extensively cultivated in the neighbourhoods round London

;

not, however, generally for the purpose of extracting the opium, but to supply the

chemists with the dried heads, which are used by infusion for embrocation and other

medicinal applications.

1st. The Opium poppy requires a rich, deep soil, the object being to produce a large

head. The seed should be sown in April, in drills at about 12 or 15 inches distant, and

6 to 8 inches from plant to plant in the rows. The writer cultivated this plant several

seasons in Ireland, and found it a profitable speculation, although the price obtained

was much inferior in Dublin to that given for the heads in London. The soil should

be well tilled and manured, and it requires to be kept perfectly free from weeds. Opium
may be extracted from the heads when they have arrived at their full size, by making

incisions in them over night or early in the morning. The milky juice exudes from

them, which becomes viscous by the heat of the sun, and is then scraped off with a knife

or spoon, and made into lumps. A market-gardener at Enfield cultivated five acres

* The writer has known 50 per cent, allowed as discount for cash.
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some years ago. The weather proved unfavourablcj and the crop was much injured

;

notwithstanding which he extracted from it 21 lbs. of opium of first-rate quality.

The seeds of this poppy contain no opiumj and are generally taken out by the growers

and sold as maw-seed to bird-fanciers and other persons. Linnets and goldfinches are

fond of the seed, and will injure the heads when they are ripe, by breaking the shell and

letting in the rain, if not well watched. As soon as the seeds are matured the plant

should be cut and tied in bundles. They will soon be weathered, and the heads should

then be cut off and laid upon a boarded floor to get perfectly dry, after which the seed

will be found quite loose, and, a hole being made at the crown, may be shaken out with

ease.

2nd. The Oriental poppy is chiefly cultivated in gardens. It is a perennial plant, and

is propagated either by seed or by offsets from the roots. No use is made of the heads

in this country, but in Turkey they are eaten as a delicacy when green, although very

acrid and pungent.

3rd. The Corn poppies both grow wild in our fields, and are too well known by the light

land farmers, who have great trouble in keeping them under. Nevertheless, sheep, goats,

and swine are excessively fond of them ; and if turned into a field of corn in which they

abound, will, in preference, devour them before they will touch the green corn. In Norfolk

and some other counties, they go uuder the name of red-weed. In Berkshire the farmers

economise them by gathering, and giving them to the breeding sows, of which they are

said so much to increase the milk, that they are enabled to bring up their litters of

sucking pigs for the market with but little other assistance in the way of food. The

flowers of the P. Rhoeas are useful in medicine ; and in France an oil is extracted from

the seeds, which is eaten in salads and in other ways. The seeds retain the vital

principle when buried deep in the earth for any number of years ; and if the plants are

not eradicated from the corn-fields before they are matui-ed, they will prove very

troublesome in futiu'c crops. Their appearance in force in a corn-field is a sti'ong

symptom of slovenly farming, and illustrates the truth of the old adage

—

" One year's good weeding

Will prevent seeding; •

Bat one year's seeding

Makes seven years' weeding."

4th. The Spratting poppy is also an indigenous plant, the leaves of which have the

flavour of green peas. It is said, that when in the Island of Minorca the locusts had

destroyed every other kind of vegetable, and the harvest failed in consequence, this

plant, which is a perennial, survived, and again springing up, proved a great relief to

the inhabitants.

6. Saffron.—Of this plant there are three species; 1st, the True safi'ron {Croats saiivus);

2nd, Bastard saffron [Carthamus tindorius) ; 3rd, Turkey saffi-on [Colchicmn variagatum).

1st. The True saffron requires a dry and rather light soil, that has been fallowed

after barley. It should be ploughed deeply immediately after harvest, then left till the

spring, when a good dressing of farm-yard dung should be laid on before the second

ploughing, which should be given it in April or May. A third ploughing at the latter

end of June prepares the soil for planting, which is done with the oft'scts from the roots,

the quantity required being 16 quarters per acre. They should be placed 3 inches apart
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in the rows, and the rows about 6 inches from each other, so as to admit a narrow and

sharp hoe between them. When cut up, the weeds must be raked into the furrows, it

being necessary to keep the land scrupulously clean, as well from dead as live weeds.

This should be done befoi'c the plants appear above the ground. The planting should

be done the first fine weather after the third ploughing.

When the flowers have fully emerged from the sheath, whether they are full blown

or not, they should be gathered into baskets ; and being spread upon a table, the

chives are picked out, with a good part of the sti/le ; the rest of the flower, being useless,

is thrown away. The gathering should take place early in the morning, before sunrise.

The chives are kiln-dried ; and being made into square cakes, are ready for the market.

The principal place of the cultivation of saffron is the neighbourhood of Saffron-Walden,

in Essex, which takes its name from the drug, and where it has formed a staple article

of production and commerce time out of mind, and during the time of its collection,

which occupies about a month in autumn, employs all the women and girls in that part

of the country. The price at which it is sold in the London market is £2 per ounce

;

but it takes a considerable bulk to make up a pound, and the gathering and picking of

the flowers is attended with considerable expense.

The saffron plant (or Crocus) is subject to a disease which is also common to other

root plants. It is the production of a mycelium, or fungus, which spi'eads itself in the

soil, and is known to naturalists by the name of Rhizoctonia violacea. It is of a violet

or lilac colour, and propagates itself rapidly, but no one has hitherto been able to detect

any perfect fruit or sporo-phores. As soon as it comes in contact in the soil with any

root, corm, or tuber, it wraps itself around it in a close web of minute fibres, which,

although they do not appear to derive any nourishment from the substance it thus

invests, shuts it out effectually from all access of the air and the elements of nutrition

in the soil, and the plant soon withers and dies. Like many other of the mycelia—the

" fairy rings," for instance—the Rhizoctonia commences at a point, and radiates from it as

its centre ; and the only method of arresting its ravages is by digging a deep trench

outside the ring, throwing the mould towards the centre. By this means the communi-

cation with the rest of the field is cut oS", and the " plague is stayed." This is practised

successfully by the growers of other plants, as well as the safi'ron.

The corms of this plant are taken up at Michaelmas, and every one examined, to see

whether the Rhizoctonia adheres to it, in which case it is carefully removed, as the

smallest portion left on it will propagate when again planted, which should take place

early in the spring, or even in the winter if the weather is suitable. Sometimes,

however, the mycelia exist in the soil, whence no precaution can eradicate it, except by

applying quick-lime. Safiron is also subject to a decay of the corm, which shows itself

in brown spots. Such roots should by no means be planted again, as they will not only

prove rotten themselves, but will communicate the disease to others.

2nd. The Bastard saffron requires the same culture and treatment in every respect as

the True. It is grown in large quantities in Egypt, and the produce is exported to Europe

under the name of Saffranon ; but the method of curing it there is very different from

that practised on the Continent, and is as follows :—The flowers are gathered, and while

fresh, are pressed between two stones to extract the crude juice, which is thrown away.

After being pressed, the flowers are washed several times in water, which is brackish in

Egypt. By this the remaining acrid juice is washed away. They are then taken out by
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handfuls, and tlie water pressed from them, so as to leave the impression of the fingers.

They are then taken to the flat roofs of houses, and laid on mats, being now of a yellow

colour. In the day-time they are covered with rushes or straw, lest they should dry too

fast and too much by the heat of the sun ; but at night they are uncovered and exposed

to the air and dew. This changes them into a deep yellow. They are dried by the

moderate heat of the night, during which they are constantly turned. This Saffranon is

used both for dyeing and painting.

3rd. The Turkey saffron is cultivated in that country in the same manner as the

True saffron with us, both from seed and offsets. It is supposed to be the Hermodactyl

of the druggists' shops.

7. Tobacco {Nicotiana)—Thereareseveralspeciesof this plant, as the Mcoiiawa tabaaim;

N. rustica, or green flowering English tobacco ; the N. Persica or Alata, or Persian

tobacco, &c. The first of these {N. tabacum) is the most generally cultivated, being

acclimated in every part of the known world, but it arrives at the greatest perfection in

those countries where the seed ripens the most speedily. It is a tall annual, covered with

gliitinous hairs, with large, oblong, lanceolate leaves, tapered to a point, and panicles of

large flowers, having a funnel-shaped, pallid tube, and a bright rose-coloured erect

border, with acute segments.* It is supposed to be a native of South America;

but all the researches of botanists and historians have failed to produce any facts that

throw a certain light upon the subject. This is the more remarkable, when we consider

the extraordinary career of the plant after its first introduction into Europe, a short

account of which may not be unacceptable to the reader. Before, however, we do this,

we may remark, that in order to grow this plant in perfection, it requires, according to

Boussingault, in the hot climates, 150 days before it is ready for stripping of its leaves
^

that even in South America it takes seven months and a half to bring it forward ; and,

therefore, that in so cold and variable a climate as that of the United Kingdom, where

there are never more than four months of sufficiently warm weather, it is impossible to

cultivate tobacco to advantage, so as to produce it of a quality at all equal to that grown

in Virginia and the Danubian principalities. It has frequently been attempted to

cultivate it in Ireland, and the farmers in that country have made it one of the national

grievances that they were not allowed to cultivate it free of duty ; but from the certain

information we have received on the subject, the produce when cultivated, was of so rank

and disagreeable a flavour, and contained so large a proportion of nicotine, that no sale

could be obtained for it, and it could only be used for the fumigation of greenhouses

and garden plants, to clear them from insects.

We owe the practice of smoking tobacco, and the existence of the weed itself in

Europe, to the North American Indians, who were found practising the art on the

discovery of their country. Notwithstanding this, it is doubtful whether the plant

itself is a native of the northern or the southern jcontineut ; and it is equally uncertain to

whom we were indebted for the introduction of smoking into the United Kingdom. By

some it is ascribed to Sir W. Raleigh, who certainly, after his first voyage to that

country, became inveterately addicted to the practice. It had, however, been brought

into Spain, and from thence into Prance, and received the patronage of Catherine of

Medicis. From thence it soon travelled into Germany and Italy; then into Greece and

Turkey, and every other eastern country. Nor could the efforts of various sovereigns to

* Moreton'a " Cyclopicdia of Agriculture"—art. Nicotiana.
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stop its progress prove of any avail; for iu less than forty years^ such is the tendency to

imitation in the human mind, the practice of smoking had spread into every country of

the known world, although the most severe penalties were inflicted upon its votaries. In

Turkey and Persia it was made death to smoke tobacco ; but iu the latter country the

people fled into the woods to live, rather than relinquish the indulgence. In Transylvania

the penalty for growing tobacco was the total confiscation of property, and for smoking

it a tine of from 200 to 300 florins was inflicted. In Russia, tobacco smokers had their

noses cut oft'. In 1624 Pope Urban VIII. excommunicated all those who took suuft' in

churches, though he himself was a suuff"-taker. The Council of the Canton of Berne in

Switzerland in 1661 placed it, under their police regulations, which were governed by the

ten commandments, on the same footing or scale in delinquency as adultery, and

punished the transgressor accordingly. Iu England and France the governments took a

more rational com-se in the matter. King James I. certainly fulminated against smoking

iu a pamphlet, in which, in the inflated and dogmatic style peculiar to him, and in the

quaint and coarse language common to that age, he denounced the use of tobacco in no

measured terms. His counterblast against tobacco contains tlie following passage :

—

" Have you not reason, then, to be ashamed, and forbear this filthy novelty, so basely

grounded, so foolishly received, and so grossly mistaken in the right use thereof? Iu

vour abuse thereof, sinning against God, harming yourselves both in your persons and

goods, and fixing also thereby the marks and notes of vanity upon you ; by the custom

thereof making yourselves to be wondered at by all foi-eign civil nations, and by all

strangers that come amongst you, to be scorned and contemned. A custom loathsome

to the eye, hateful to the nose, harmful to the brain, dangerous to the lungs ; and in the

black stinking fume thereof, mostly resembling the horrible Stygian smoke of the pit that

is bottomless."

The king's fulmination being of no avail, he turned the practice to a better account

by inflicting a heavy duty upon the importation of tobacco, whilst its cultivation was

strictly prohibited. France took the same coui'se, and both countries have ever since

raised a large revenue from the indulgence of this strange, and, to anti-smokers at

least, disgustiug practice of smoking. The following table, taken from the accounts of

the Board of Trade, will show the increase in the consumption in the United Kingdom,

and the revenue, at 3*. per lb. duty, it brings in to the state :

—

Quantity ot Tobacco on which Dutv was Paid in the Years stated.

Weight. Duty.
lbs. £

185] . . . 28.062,841 at 3i. per lb. 4,209,426

1856 . . . 33,802,500 „ „ 5,070,375

1861 . . . 34,976,433 „ „ 5,246,663

1862 . . . 35,514,985 „ „ 5,327,247

Thus it appears that since 1851 the consumption of tobacco has increased in the United

Kingdom to the extent of more than 5,500,000 lbs., or 500,000 lbs. annually, besides

what is smuggled into the country, which is estimated by the Commissioners of Customs

to be equal to one-third of the consumption. Independent of this, too, it is well known

that in the manufacture of cigars a vast amount of other vegetable sulistances are used,

and some makers use cabbage leaves steeped in a decoction of tobacco, with still more

objectionable matters to give the compound a flavour. Snufi", also, is mixed with various

vegetable fibrous substances, which still further increases the amount of the consumed
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articles. "With regard to its cultivation in the United Kingdom, if it were desirablcj

there is no prohibition against it, but it would at once bring the grower and his premises

under the surveillance of the excise ; and such is the nature of the plant, the processes

it has to undergo in curing, the extent of sunny weather required to bring it to perfec-

tion and prepare it for sale, that it amounts of itself to a prohibition without any further

legislative enactments, otherwise there is no doubt of its being a profitable cultivation as to

the immediate returns. But, on the other hand, it is a plant, as we have already stated,

that requires large quantities of manure, whilst it returns nothing whatever to the land,

the leaves being used for manufacturing the tobacco, and the stems ground down for

snuff. Thus it would materially interfere with the system of farrhing in England, whilst

it would at best produce only an inferior and scarcely useable article, on account of its

pungent quality ; with the extreme probability that even this could not, in one season

out of three, be saved and cured so as to be fit for manufactm-ing. The following state-

ment will show the difficulties the grower will have to contend against :

—

Tobacco requires a light loamy soil, rendered friable by extreme culture, and rich

with abundance of manure. The plants are raised in America on a hot-bed about the

beginning of March, and in May are transplanted singly, allowing 3 square yards to each

plant, so that there are 1,613 plants on one acre. Care should be taken in transplanting

to avoid breaking the fibres of the roots, which would injure the growth of the plant,

which, when full grown, will extend over the whole space allotted to it. Its progress

must be well watched, to destroy the caterpillars and other insects that are sure to attack

it. When it has thrown out twelve leaves it must be topped, to check further growth

upwards, and all flower buds subsequently removed to give greater development to the

leaves. About the beginning of September the crop will be fit for harvesting.

Thus far the process, though troublesome, requires only diligence and attention ; but

now the difficulties begin. The leaves are gathered and hung in covered sheds for six

or seven weeks until perfectly dry. Some growers lay them in heaps to sweat them

before hanging them up, which facilitates the drying and improves the flavour of the

tobacco. When dried, they are again thi'own in heaps on a floor, and covered with

mats to produce fermentation, which gives the fragrance to the " weed." If the weather

is damp the process will be completed in thirty-six hours or more ; and it must be

stopped at the accession of a certain degree of heat, ascertained by the hand being pushed

into the mass. When this is attained the mats are taken off and the leaves spread out

and turned over. If the fermentation is either too great or too little, the quality of the

tobacco will be injured. After this the leaves must be laid flat on each other in heaps,

and repeatedly turned and manipulated, until they assume that tough, leathery texture

and appearance we see in them when imported. When this is completed, they are either

twisted into rolls, made into bales, or packed in hogsheads with a powerful lever, which

spreads the oil they contain throughout the mass. Much of these processes must be

eonilucted in the open air, and require bright, hot sunshine. Cold, damp weather, such

as we frequently have, would be fatal to the success of the harvest. This is also tlie case

with the plant whilst growing ; and the quality of the produce depends much on the

amount of bright sunny weather it enjoys during the latter part of its growth. The

absence or want of this will render the pi-oduce so acrid and even poisonous, that it will

only avail, like that grown in Ireland, for fumigation.

Nicotiana rustica, or common English tobacco, is a very dilfereut plant from the
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preceding, growiup; not more than from 2 to 3 feet bigh. It is covered witli foetid hairs,

the leaves being tough and stalky, heart-shaped, and of a deep green. The flowers are

in close panicles, with a cup-shaped calyx and a green corolla. It is supposed to be a

native of Mexico and California, and is a hardier plant than the A^. tabacum, and there-

fore better suited to the climate of northern Europe, where its cultivation is greatly

extended. It contains, however, a much larger proportion of the volatile oil termed

nicotine, and is rank and pungent, for which reason the Turks, although they cure it in

a skilful manner, are obliged to smoke it through water, so strong and powerful is the

aroma. It has at times been cultivated in England, but the quality was too rank for

smoking, and it is used for fumigating conservatories and destroying insects in those

places and in the garden.

Nicotiana Persica, or Pei'sian tobacco, is considered the best species in the world,

as manufactured in that country. It does not grow more than 3 feet high, has oblong

spathulate root-leaves, and much smaller sessile stem-clasping ones. The flowers are

pure white, with a long greenish tube and an unequal-sided, flat, white limb, with a

fragrant smell, and ai-ranged in long racomes. It is indigenous in South Brazil, and is

extensively cultivated in Persia, from whence it is imported in small quantities into the

United Kingdom, and sold at a very high price under the name of Shiraz tobacco.

Tobacco is considered the most exhaustive of any crop that is cultivated, as it draws

a greater portion of mineral matters from the soil than any other, and, of itself, returns

nothing to it. ^ ast tracts of what were formerly the richest lands of Virginia, in North

America, have been abandoned, being completely worn out by the cultivation of this

plant. It is found on analysis that the proportion of ashes in the Hungarian tobacco

ranges from 18'9 to 24-2 per cent, in the leaves, and from 22'9 to 27'36 per cent, in the

stems, both having been previously air-dried. It therefore requires no argument to

show that the introduction of this plant into the agriculture of the United Kingdom

would be attended with the most serious consequences, whilst the quality would neces-

sarily be of so inferior a description, and containing so large a proportion of nicotine, as

to suit the palates of only the lowest and most inveterate consumers, whether as chewers

or smokers, of this most pernicious weed.

8. TTie Sun-floiver [Helianthus)

.

—Of this plant there are two species, the tall sun-flower

{Helianthus annius) and the dwarf {Helianthus indicus) . The tall species is best known

and most cultivated in this country. It requires a deep, rich, mellow^ soil, and an

abundant supply of manure, being a very exhaustive crop. The manure should be

spread on the surface, and ploughed in as for turnips, sown broadcast. From 20 to

25 tons of farm-yard manure is sufficient ; and before sowing, the ground being well

harrowed (a dressing of guano, 4 cwt. per acre, having previously been applied), a small

plough should be applied to draw furrows 27 inches apart, in which the seeds are

deposited at the rate of 8 or 10 lbs. per acre, covering them with the rake instead of the

harrows, which would disarrange them. When the plants are well developed, the thinning

should be performed by hand, selecting the best plants for standing, and leaving them

1 foot apart in the rows. The horse-hoe or the scufiler, set at the proper distance, may
be employed in cleaning the intervals between the rows. If the soil is thrown up against

the plants by the small plough, it will enable the plants to withstand the storms of wind

which sometimes occur in the summer months. This plant is cultivated entirely for the

sake of the oil yielded by its seeds, to the extent of 15 per cent, of their weight. It is
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a native of Soutli America, aud it grows with us from 4 to 6 feet, aud even more, in

height. Its roots spread horizontally, and are consequently liable to be upturned by a

strong wind, having no tap-root to support them. This renders moulding them up

by the plough desirable.

The seeds of the sun-flower are excellent food for poultry, fattening them very

quickly, and increasing the number of eggs. They are equally good for pigs and sheep.

The leaves, when dried and powdered, form good cattle food mixed with cut hay or

straw, as they contain a considerable quantity of nutritive matters. The stalks are good

fuel, and contain an abundance of alkali. The flowers supply the bees with honey.

9. Weld [Reseda).—This is a native plant in Britain, of the same family as the

mignonette, and grows wild on the chalk soils of the southern counties. It has a straight,

stiff', branched stem, from 2 to 3 feet high, bearing narrow light green leaves, and spikes

of greenish white flowers, very much like those of the common mignonette, but without

any scent. When in flower, the plant contains a colouring matter yielding a yellow dye,

and on this account it was extensively cultivated formerly, but has been superseded by

other cheaper and more efficient substances. On the Continent, however, it is still

largely employed in dyeing. In France they allow the seed to ripen before pulling it,

in order to extract the oil, of which the seed contains from 30 to 36 per cent. ; but this

injures the other properties of the plant. The crop, both in France aud with us, is

estimated at from 20 to 35 cwt. per acre, aud its price fluctuates from £4 to £8 per ton.

It is usually sown in spring with a corn crop, and comes to perfection the following

summer. The land should be kept perfectly clean and free from weeds, and the plant

will be ready about the latter end of June or beginning of July (unless it stands for seed),

when it should be pulled—not mown—and air-dried in the field, as it requires no kiln-

drying. It is then tied in bundles of half a hundredweight each, and either sold instanter

or stacked up carefully, and well thatched on the sides as well as the roof, to protect it

from the weather. There is a winter variety of this plant cultivated in France, and

considered more productive than that sown in the spring.

10. Carraway {Carurn carui) and Coriander [Coriandrum sativum) are sown together;

that is, the carraway is sown in autumn, and the coriander the following spring, on the

same land. Before the coriander is sown, the ground should be hoed and hand-

weeded. The carraway-seed is used by confectioners and druggists, as well as in the

manufacture of cheese of certain kinds. The roots are said to be as good as those

of the parsnip, which they resemble in shape. They also make an excellent pickle.

The coriander is sown in March, at the rate of 14 ll)s. of seed per acre. The plants

are not set out until the carraways are harvested, when the ground must be carefully

hoed, and the plants singled at about 4 inches distant from each other. The seed is

used by confectioners, and in medical preparations.

11. Woad {Isatis tinctoria, Tetradymia siliquosa of Linnaeus ; natural order, Cruci/era)

;

a hardy biennial plant ; root fusiform and fibrous, stem smooth and branchy ; height

from 3 to 4 feet ; leaves pointed and tinged with blue, flowers at the top of the stem

yellow. It is indigenous in England, and comes to perfection the second year. It

flowers from May to July, and ripens its seed in July or August. A valuable blue dye

is produced from the foliage, which serves for a basis for black and purple and other

colours. It was known to the ancient Britons before the Roman conquest, and was used

by our rude ancestors for staining their bodies, and other purposes. Before indigo waa
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introduced into England from the East, it was extensively grown here, being the

onlj' blue dye then possessed. It is still eultivated extensively iu Lincolnshire, Yorkshire^

Somersetshire, and in some parts of Ireland.

AA^oad requires a deep, rich, sandy loam, such as is found on the hanks of rivers, or in

deposits from the ocean. It is an exhaustive crop, and is usually grown on rich old

pasture lands, broken up for the purpose, after lying a long series of years iu grass. On
such land woad is grown three or four consecutive years, without exhausting the fertility

of the soil for other crops. It requires less tillage than most other plants. The sward

should be ploughed up about 6 inches in depth at the beginning of February, and

repeatedly and alternately harrowed and rolled until a fine tilth is produced, when in

March, or subsequently, according to the weather, the seed should be either drilled in or

sown broadcast, the former being the best method, on account of the facility of hoeing

the plants. The rows should be 9 inches apart. It requires from 2 to 3 bushels of seed

per acre if sown broadcast, but when drilled, a little more than half that quantity is

sutHcieut. The sowing is generally protracted over April and into May, in order that

the whole crop may not come forward too fast, on account of the after processes. After

sowing, the land should be harrowed lightly, and all weeds and pieces of sward carefully

raked off. The land ought to have been previously under-drained ; but if this has been

neglected, open drains must be made to carry off superfluous water, which, if allowed to

remaiu. will injure, if not destroy, the plants.

Weeding should commence as soon as the first sown plants are 4 or 5 inches high.

This and thinning should be performed by hand, the weeders being on their knees, and

using short spuds or hoes, and eradicating every weed and superfluous plant. The first

crop will be ready at the latter end of July, being indicated by the leaves changing

colour from a light green to a greenish blue. The leaves being the only valuable part

of the plant, they are stripped off by the gatherers on their knees in such a manner as

to leave the stems upright and uninjured, to throw out another crop of leaves. Those

stripped off are put into baskets of large size, which, when filled, are emptied into carts

and taken to the mill, in which they arc crushed by vertical wheels, similar to those

used iu crushing lin and rape seed. This is for the purpose of extracting the sap or

juice of the leaves. The wheels are constructed of wood about 6 feet diameter, and from

2 to 3 feet broad in the periphery, which is armed with iron ribs placed across at intervals

of 4 inches. There are generally four of these wheels, weighing 1 ton or 25 cwt. each,

requiring a horse to each, or a steam-engine of corresponding power. The floor on which

the leaves are laid is of granite, forming a circular platform in the direction in which

the wheels move ; and the woad is kept on this floor by means of sweeps, so placed as

to throw it into the circle when the wheels may have pushed any of it oft'. When the

woad is reduced to a pulp, the sweeps are reversed, and deliver the crushed pulp from

the centre to the circumference, where it is thrown into small heaps to drain off the

juice, and bring it into a state to adhere in balls, into which it is formed hj the workmen.

These balls, which are about 4 inches in diameter, are then placed in the drying sheds,

where they remain until they are dry enough to store, which is known by their

turning black outside and pui-ple inside. They are then conveyed to a storeroom, and

kept there until the harvesting is over, and the men are at liberty, when the balls are

placed under the same wheels used in crushing the leaves, and reduced to powder. This

is spread upon a boarded floor to the depth of 3 feet or more, and left there to ferment

VOL. II. Q
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foi' seveu or eight weeks. During this process the powder is moistened with water, and

turned over with shovels daily. Great care and a thorough knowledge of the nature of

the drug is required in the person entrusted with the superintendence of this part of the

business, to see that a due degree of heat is kept up, and pervades the whole mass in an

equal degree. In turning it, also, every lump must be separated to prevent its moulding.

When this process has been continued for seven or eight weeks, the woad is allowed to

cool itself, and being found sufficiently dry, is packed into casks with wooden rammers,

ready for sale.

The plants, with care, will produce two or three crops of leaves in the season, the

last being gathered at Martinmas, or the 11th November, the produce of the whole

being from 1^ to 2 tons of merchantal)le woad per acre. The price varies from £10 to

£40 per ton, but the former is nearest the average value. The cultivators of this drug

are very tenacious of giving.information, either of the processes it undergoes or the

profits it yields. So limited is the demand for it since indigo was introduced (" devil's

dye" as the woad-growers called it), that any extension of its cultivation would reduce

the price below a remunerative rate. There is, therefore, no inducement whatever to

engage in it.

13. Teasel (Dipsacus sativa).—This is a biennial plant, indigenous in a wild state in

England, being found in hedgerows, and known by botanists as Dipsacus sylvestrio. It

is almost certain that the cultivated plant is an improved type of the wild, there being

little difference between them except in the size and strength of the hooks, which are

easily accoxmted for. Teasel is cultivated in some of the west midland counties, and is a

biennial plant with a tapering root, a prickly angular stem 5 or 6 feet high. The leaves

also are prickly and serrated, and the flowers produce a head of corresponding roughness

and repellent unsightliness. The use of these heads is well known. They are employed

by the fullers in carding woollen cloths, and this process is the only one in our manu-

factures in which the machinists have been foiled in producing an implement or machine

capable of superseding this natural agent, which is, perhaps, also the only one that is

employed without any change in its structure, or any auxiliary aid.

Teasel is a very uncertain crop, being liable, more than almost any other plant, to

injury from wet weather. In some seasons the entire crop is destroyed except the stalks,

which are always cut into lengths, tied in bundles, and sold at Bristol, Gloucester,

and other large towns, for firewood. A good crop, well harvested, will some seasons be

equal in value to the fee simple of the land, and has been known to double it ; but this

is rare. The cultivation of teasel is peculiar. After a root crop or clover on a clay soil,

poor rather than rich, the land shoidd be ploughed in autumn or early winter, and

harrowed in March, and the seed sown in April at the rate of 2 pecks per acre. When
the plants have attained their four leaves, the whole of the ground must be gone over

with the teasel spade, the blade of which is 18 inches long and G inches wide, the helve

being bent so as to allow of its being used as a paring tool. The plants are to be

singled out the width of the spade, whilst the whole surface is to be turned over by the

same implement. Weeds are to be cut up whenever they appear, and this will require

to be repeated thrice in the first year. Half the field will be thus treated ; the other

half, being in wheat, must be ploughed up in October, when the crop is removed, and

being well harrowed and cleaned, the teasel plants must be further tliinncd by drawing

out every other plant, leaving them about IG inches apart. The drawn plants arc then
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to be ti'ansplanted on the ploughed wheat stubble, iu rows 10 inches apart, and the

same distance from each other in the rows, cutting off the tap-roots, and planting with

a dibble. The following spring the ground must be again dug over with the spade ; and

again the last time when the plants are 1| foot high. In July the blossom appears, at

which period the danger to the crop begins ; for if it rains the crop will be injured, and

a continuance of wet, showery weather will completely destroy it. When the blossom is

off the plants, the workmen should begin to cut off the heads, selecting those that are

most ready. They are cut with a stalk about 1 foot long, one of them being longer for

tying. They are then hung on the bared stems to dry if the weather is fine ; but if

otherwise they are placed across a pole and carried to a shed. They are sold in what

are called packs. A pack contains forty staves, a staff twenty to twenty-five handfuls,

and a handful from twenty to twenty-five heads. Thus a pack of best middlings and

smalls contains about 20,000 heads. But a pack of kinffs, that is, the head and largest

teasels, contains only thirty staves of thirtj^ handfuls of ten heads each ; a pack of

kings is, therefore, only 9,000 heads. A good crop is five packs per acre, but fifteen have

been grown. The plants range from ten to thirty heads each ; some have even had forty.

SECTION II.

THE FORESTS AND PLANTATIONS.

A FOREST is a great extent of ground covered with trees. There is reason to believe

that in ancient times, prior to the conquest of Britain by the Romans, a very large

proportion of both England and Ireland was covered with forests, which served both

as a retreat for the inhabitants in times of danger, and a source of sustenance, as well

by a supply of animal food, as by the mast and fruits they produced. Not only

so, but they attached a strongly religious character to the forest as the residence of the

gods ; and in the deepest recesses they erected temples \o them, where, amidst the

awful stillness and silence of the place, they offered their barbarous rites, accompanied

as they were by human sacrifices. The Druids presided over these rites, and made the

forests in which they ofiiciated their dwelling-places. They sacrificed under the oak

only, from whence philologists derive its name, Dru or DeTW being the Saxon word for

oak. McPherson, however, gives the word Druid a Teutonic origin, from Druthin, a

servant of truth. The Druids are supposed by some to have been an ancient Celtic tribe,

that emigrated from the banks of the Danube to western Europe, and settled in Gaul

and Britain at a very remote period of history. Their principal settlement was in the

Island of Anglesea, then called Mona, which was covered in great part with forests of oak.

They united themselves in fraternities, something on a par with the Monastic system,

and were held in awful reverence by the inhabitants, as well on account of their great

philosophical knowledge, which has been compared with that of Pythagoras, as from the

gloomy sanctity of their character. The Arch-Druid of Britain is supposed to have

q2
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resided in Mona amidst the groves of oak, in great splendour, according to the habits of

the times, and was suiTOunded by a great number of others of his own order, eminent

for their piety and virtue. It is said that vestiges of the palace of the Arch-Druid still

exist in Anglesea, as well as of the houses of other Druids who resided there. It is

supposed that the number of these heathen priests bore much the same proportion to

that of the people, as the clergy of the Church of Rome in popish countries bear to the

laity in the present day.

The misletoe of the oak was held to be the most sacred of all productions ; and for the

purposes of worship it was always cut by the Arch-Druid on a day previously appointed

;

and being thus obtained, they proceeded to their sacrifices and worship. Their altars

and temples, if such these latter could be called, were all open to the sky, it being an

article of their creed that it was unlawful to worship the gods within walls or under

roofs. Many of their places of worship are still extant in Britain and in Ireland, and

bear evidence to the immense labour that must have been employed in their construction.

Stonehenge, on Salisbury Plain, is one of these, and it is a complete mystery with

modern engineers how it was possible to draw those immensely heavy stones to their

present site, and place them in the position in which they are now found, without an

acquaintance with the mechanical powers and the necessary appliances.

The groves in which the Druids resided and offered their bloody sacrifices were held

sacred previous to the introduction of Christianity ; but there were other extensive

forests which served as the asylums of the Britons in their wars. Such was the

Caledonian forest, which was a celebrated retreat of the Picts and Scots. The principal

of those in England now known by name, are the ancient forests of Dean, Sherwood,

Windsor, and Epping; but even so late as the reign of Henry VII., fully one-third of

the country was covered with forests. The New Forest, in Hampshire, was constituted by

William I., for which purpose he drove out the inhabitants from a country 30 miles

in extent, and destroyed even the churches, to the number of thirty-six, so that the whole

country was a complete waste. Besides those we have named, there are in Eugland

sixty-nine forests and thirteen chases ; but many of these have been greatly reduced in

extent of late years, to make room for the cultivation of food for the increasing

population.

The Forest of Dean is situated in Gloucestershire, and at one period included nearly

the whole of that county lying between the river Severn on the east, the Wye on the

south-west, and Herefordshire on the north. Its limits, however, have been gradually

contracted, and at the commencement of the present century, the extent belonging to

the crown was only 23,015 acres, exclusive of grants and encroachments. Formerly it

was 20 mUes in extent, and so full of timber and underwood as to offer a secure harbour

to highwaymen ; and it was dangerous to travellers passing through it. It furnished

oak of such excellent quality and such large dimensions, that the commanders of the

Spanish Armada had special directions, when they had established themselves in

England, to destroy all the oak forests, but particularly that of Bean. Owing to the

neglect of the authorities, and the depredations of the squatters, but chiefly to the

folly of Charles I., who sold the timber to Sir John Wyntour for the sum of .€10,000,

the number of oak-trees had been reduced at the Restoration from 105,537 to 30,000,

although Cromwell had revoked the sale. To repair the damage, 11,000 acres were

planted after the revolution of 1688, and the forest, which is now about 8 miles long and
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as mucli iu width, is well covered with, oak-trees in various stages of growth. It is

governed by a lord-warden, sis deputy-wardens, four verderers, one conservator,

seven woodwards, a chief forester-in-fec, one gavcllcr, and a steward of the swainmote

These officers arc empowered to hold a court of attachment every forty days, and

another court called the justice- seat once in three years. Tlie forest is extra-parochial,

and the inhabitants are exempt from many taxes, having liberty of pasturage, and of

sinking and working mines, and arc supplied with timber for fusing the ore of iron, &c.,

the crown claiming a sixth part of the produce of the mines. Tlie appearance of the

forest scenery is very picturesque and beautiful, the surface being varied with hill and

dale, watered with spai-kling streams, and interspersed with glades and openings, coppices

and orchards ; but the number of deer and other animals of chase is very small.

Sherwood, or Shirewood Forest, once comprehended a large portion of the county of

Nottingham, extending 25 miles in length, and from 7 to 9 in bi'cadth. The ownership

appears to have been invested in private hands for many centuries, until the reign of

Edward I., when the Everingham family lost it, with the rest of their property, by

forfeiture, and it reverted to the crown, by which it has been held ever since. Not-

withstanding the large extent and great antiquity of Sherwood Forest, there are not more

now than 1,500 acres of old oak timber ; but many of them are of large dimensions, as are

also some of those growing in the parks on the borders or precincts of the forest. We
have elsewhere referred to the Parliament oak iu Clipstone Park, and there are manj'

others of equally large dimensions. Our early monarchs hunted and hawked in Sher-

wood Forest ; but whilst their exploits have faded from memory, or have become a stale

point in dry history, those of the bold outlaws, Robin Hood and Little John, and their

daring as.sociates, will possess a romantic interest with young and old as long as the

English nation has an existence. The charm attached to these sylvan tales of

lawless life is heightened in this case by the generous character of the chief of the

outlawed band, who " robbed the rich to bestow it on the poor," which powerfully

enlists the sympathy of the reader, and modifies the proper feeling of regret that so

much kindliness of disposition should not have taken a more worthy direction. We
happily live in more enlightened times, in which law and order reign as paramount in

the depths of the forest as in the crowded city.

Windsor Forest was formerly one of the most extensive of the ancient royal forests,

being 120 miles in circuit j but at present it is not more than about 56 miles. The

Great Park, which approaches close to the town of Windsor, is a portion of the forest,

and contains nearly 4,000 acres. The Little Park, which lies on the north and east sides of

the castle, is 500 acres in extent. The forest itself was first appropriated by royalty for

a hunting-ground by William the Conqueror, and the laws and regulations then enacted

for its government are still, in great part, in force. It is abundantly stocked with game

of all kinds, from the stately deer to the rabbit; and the scenery is exceedingly

picturesque and wild, although the soil generally is barren and uncultivated. Several

towns, of which Oakingham is the chief, are situated within its precincts.

The New F6rest, in Hampshire, is situated on the southern side of that county, and

was originally 90 miles in circumference, but was reduced by the disafforestations of

Henry III. and Edward I. to an area comprising 92,365 acres. This does not all

belong to the crown, there being within it several manors and freeholds, amounting in

all to nearly 25,000 acres, besides 625 acres copyhold of the crown-manor of Lyndhurst

;
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1,000 acres leasehold ; 902 acres eucroachments ; and 1^193 acres held by the master

keepers and groom keepers, and attached to the several lodges. Over all these, however,

the crown has reserved certain rights. A large staff of officers superintend the forest

affairs, consisting of a lord-warden, a lieutenant, a riding forester, a bow-bearer, two

rangers, a woodward and under woodward, four verderers, a high steward and under

steward, twelve regarders, nine foresters, or master keepers, and thirteen under

foresters, or groom keepers. The whole are now under the wiis-management of the

Commissioners of Woods and Forests, by whose neglect, to give it the mildest term, the

royal forests have, to a large extent, been surreptitiously denuded of their timber, whilst

squatters have been allowed to appropriate slices of the land. There appears to

have always been an abundant stock of deer in the New Forest ; Warner states that

in 1784 it was so overstocked that 300 head of deer died in one walk. The emoluments

of the keepers are derived from deer, sale of browse wood, rabbits, and swine ; all

of which being inimical to the raising and preservation of timber, the evil consequences

are very conspicuous. As a proof of the national loss by the appropriation and

mismanagement of so large a tract of land as the New Forest, Warner states that

at the close of the last century the average yearly net profits of the 64,000 acres for

twenty years was only £1,015, without taking into account the deficiency of the then

present stock of timber as compared with what it was twenty years before, or the rent

of the land that was lost. It would appear from the disclosures that were made a

few years since, that under the present management things were not much improved,

and that while individuals enriched themselves by the misappropriation of the timber

and eucroachments on the land, the nation derived but little benefit from the possession

of the royal forests, whilst nobody appears to be responsible for the neglect.

Before the time of the conquest of Britain by William, there were no laws to

prevent the people from pursuing and killing game on their own lands, or in the public

forests, except the royal forests. These consisted of those tracts of woodland that

had not been apportioned at the time of the first distribution under the Saxon heptarchy.

These the sovereigns reserved for their own diversion of hunting, and other amusements,

and interlopers were punished by the infliction of pecuniary penalties. But freeholders

had the privilege of sporting on their own lands confirmed to them by the laws of

Canute and Edward the Confessor ; and they enjoyed it until the Norman conquest,

when another system of forest laws was adopted.

William made a law, or a decree, that any person who killed a buck or a wild boar

should have his eyes pulled out. His son Rufus made it death to kill a roe, inflicted a

fine of 20s. (equal to at least £7 or £8 of present money) for killing a hare, and 10s.

for a rabbit. Henry I. placed the killing of a deer on the same footing as killing a man,

and punished the destroyer of game anywhere with the forfeiture of goods, or the loss

of limbs. Richard I. inflicted castration and loss of eyes on those who were found

hunting in the forests ; but he afterwards modified these severities by substituting fine,

imprisonment, or banishment. The present game laws are, therefore, a barbarous relic

of the worst periods of British history, and the most unjust inftictioiis of feudalism,

reflecting so much the more disgrace on those who uphold them, that the present age

professes to be in advance, in point of enlightenment and knowledge, of the principles of

freedom of those despotic times.

There is no doubt that the diminution of the forests, coupled with drainage and other
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agricultural improvements, has greatly modified the climate of Eugland, reudering it

less Immid, aud consequently more healthy. Notwithstanding wliicli, a country is

nothing without woodlands, which add so great a charm to the landscape, while they

afford shelter to cattle and sheep during the inclement weather of winter. Formerly

forests were valued according to the number of pigs and other animals they would support

during the autumn and winter; afterwards, for the timber they furnished for supplying

the navy with vessels of war. It is well known that the English oak is superior to that

of any other country for toughness and durability; and it is considered that this

circumstance has helped to give Britain the sovereignty of the seas. Of late years,

indeed, an important change has taken place, and iron has, to a large extent, superseded

" heart of oak " in ship-building. This is quite in accordance with the spirit of the

age, which appears to have adopted the use of iron wherever it can be made available.

The writer, however, is much mistaken in his views if, in a few years, the government

of this country wdll not find out that iron-clad vessels, upon the scale on which they are

now constructing them, are a great mistake, and that it will be compelled to revert again

to " heart of oak " as the chief material in the rearing of the " walls of old England." *

There is every reason to believe that formerly Ireland was, to a large extent, covered

with wood, and that the forests were cut down partly for fuel for fusing the iron

aud lead ore with which that country abounds, and partly by the conquerors, for the

purpose of destroying them as the strongholds of the natives in their rebellions. The

extensive bogs which exist in that country prove this ; for they all contain vast quantities

of timber-trees, chiefly oak and yew, some of which are of large dimensions, and always

perfectly sound and fit for the usual piu'poses of timber. Edge-tools, and other vestiges

of the former inhabitants, are found amongst these trees, showing that a busy population

once existed in those dreary spots now consigned to utter desolation. Ireland is, to a

very large extent, denuded of trees ; and on the western coast scarcely any are to be

found, except such as have been planted of late years. So much is this the case, that it

excited the unqualified admiration of an American in sailing along the coast, who
declared it was the finest country he ever beheld, " for not a tree was to be seen." He
had doubtless had a surfeit of trees in his own country.

It is generally thought that the felling of the oak forests of England has not been

compensated for to a sufB.cient extent by the plantation of new ones. We are not

inclined to think thus, especially now that iron has to so large an extent taken the place

of timber. "We are far from condemning this practice as it is carried out in the

commercial marine, or in the war-steamers, in which speed and strength greatly beyond

what timber alone can impart, is attained. It is well, however, that a regular supply of

oak and other timber should be provided for, by planting new woods as the old are cut

down. That woods of oak will repay the outlay with an ample rent, there is no doubt

;

but as it requires two or three generations to pass away before they arrive at maturity, it

demands also a large share of patriotism and disinterested concern for posterity to induce

a landowner to devote a portion of his estate, which is paying him a yearly rental, to a

* From the first adoption of the iron-clad vessels, the writer has had a strong opinion that they would prove a failure.

His reason for thus thinking is, that, unlike wood, iron possesses no natural buoyancy to sustain it under the difficulties

it has to encounter in a storm ; and that, consequently, if the balance of artificial buoyancy it has acquired by being

made into a hollow vessel is disturbed by shipping heavy seas, eitherfore or aft, an iron-clad ship will go down, either head

or stern foremost, like a stone. Everything, in fact, of safety depends on keeping these vessels free from water, which is a

difficult thing to do in a storm. (January, 1864.)
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purpose wliich probably will only turn to profit when in possession of his grandson.

There are few men who, like the late Earl of Leicester, live long enough to build ships of

the timber of oaks planted by themselves. There are, however, noblemen and others

possessing large landed property, to whom the improvement of the estate, by planting

for the benefit of their heirs, is more an object of importance than the annual rent.

Besides, on most estates there are tracts of land that are more calculated for growing

timber than for the cultivation of cereals ; and these, at any rate, would be better

devoted to the growth of oak or other trees, according to the character of the subsoil.*

Forsyth reckons that a plantation of fifty acres of oak-trees will, in the course of

seventy or eighty years, be worth from £200 to .€250 per acre. Evelyn, in his time,

calculates the profits of 1,000 acres of oak land in 150 years at no less than £670,000,

and it must be much more now that oak timber has risen so much in value. A writer in

the "Annals of Agriculture " (by Arthur Young), of the name of Harries, states that an

oak-tree 4 feet round, that has timber 20 feet in length, gains a solid foot of timber

annually, by an increase of 1 inch in its circumference ; and that the increase is greater

as the tree advances in bulk. The profit may, therefore, be estimated by the price of

timber.

A chase, or chace, is a tract of woodland coming between a forest and a park. Every

forest, says Lord Coke, is a chase, but a chase is not a forest, nor does it possess all the

same privileges. Some of them, however, were formerly very extensive, and contained

great quantities of beasts of chase, and in greater variety than even the forests. The

chase might also be the property of a private individual, and extend over the ground of

others. Both the forests and the chase were endowed with special i-ights, but the latter

had not the court of attachment, swainmote, and justice-seat possessed by the former.

A forest cannot be in the hands of a subject but it forthwith loses its name, and

becomes a chase. If the chase extends over another person's freehold, that person has

not the right of hunting even on his own land, and is finable if he does so. lu this

respect a chase differs from a park, and also in being unenclosed, which all parks must

be. No private person can make a chase, park, or warren without a license from the

king under the broad seal.

We now proceed to give the history of the principal forest trees.

1. The Oak.—There are many varieties of this tree, but the indigenous species has

only two. The generic name is Qiierats rohar (Linnaeus) ; the names of the varieties,

Quercus jiedunculata, and Querciis sissilifiora. The difference between them consists in

the former bearing two acorns on a stalk or stem, and the leaves with very short

petioles ; whilst the latter has several acorns growing close to the branch, and the leaves

on elongated foot-stalks. In other respects, in the timber and bark they do not differ,

and both are far superior to the oak of any other country in Europe or elsewhere. The

British oak is less heavy than that of America, but it is more tough and wiry, and

possesses a buoyancy of which the American oak is destitute ; for if the latter is thrown

* " la mountainous and dry countries planting is absolutely necessary for the protection of both cattle auj corn crops

;

and by preventing the warmth which is produced by manures and by the germination of vegetables from being dissipated,

they give effect to all the efforts of industry. Accordingly, in such situations, plantations are no sooner reared than the

whole face uf the country rouud them assumes an improving aspect, and displays a richer verdure. When suddenly cut

down, in consequence of the necessities of an improvident proprietor, the reverse of all this occurs. Vegetation is chilled

by the piercing blasts which now meet with no resistance, and the cattle droop for want of shelter; so that in a few

years the place can scarcely be known."—i'orsyth, vol. ii. p. 365.
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into the water it will siuk like iron or stone, whilst the English oak will swim. This is

a more important property than upon a prima facie view it would appear to he, especially

in ship-building. Nor is the American oak nearly so durable as the English, although

in appearance more compact and close-grained. The gnarled character of the latter is

partly the effect of its slow growth, and is what gives it so great a superiority over

every other kind for naval purposes.

The English oak grows to a very large size ; and although the stem or trunk does

not often reach a great height in an upright form, the branches themselves supply large

quantities of first-rate timber, and spread out to a great length and breadth. Its tap-

root strikes downward to a depth equal to the height of the trunk, and its lateral roots,

also, whilst spreading themselves in all directions, strike downward to a considerable

depth. It lives to a great age, and attains, in some instances, enormous dimensions, as

the following list of recognised trees will show :

—

Boddiugton oak, Gloucestershire, 54 feet in circumference at the base.

Damory's oak, Dorsetshire, 08 feet in girth.

Bale oak, in Norfolk. In its hollow trunk sixteen weanling calves wei'e seen to take

refuge from a storm.

Cowper's oak, Northamptonshire, supposed to have been planted in the time of

William the Conqueror.

Salcy Forest oak, Northamptonshire, 46 feet in girth, supposed to have been 1,500

years old.

Winfarthing oak, Norfolk, was an old tree at the Norman conquest, and is still in

existence. Its trunk is 70 feet in circumference.

Morton oak, Norfolk, 63 feet in circumference.

Flitton oak, Devonshire, 33 feet in circumference, 1,000 years old.

Cowthorp oak, Yorkshire, 78 feet at the ground.

Hempstead oak, Essex, 53 feet.

Fairlop oak, in Hainhault Forest, Essex, was famous for many years for the fair that

was held under it, and is also one of the largest trees extant. It measures 36 feet in

girth at 3 feet from the ground, and its spreading branches cover a space of 300 feet in

circumference. The fair is now abolished.

In St. Stephen's Chapel, at Winchester, is a round table of oak, 18 feet in diameter,

in one piece, being a transverse slice from an immense tree ; and it is believed to be

the identical "round table " of King Arthur, so famous in history. This will carry its

origin back 1,300 years ; and there are records extant proving its possession by the

Chapter for 700 years. It is valued as the greatest curiosity of the old city and

cathedral.

Greeustead church, in Essex, was hastily erected to receive the body of the

murdered St. Edmund. Its walls are composed of slabs of oak-trees split in two

and pegged together, which are still sound, though they have stood upwards of

900 years.

Under the Saxon heptarchy, and for some years after the Norman conquest, the

forests of oak were valued chiefly for the number of swine that could be fattened in

them, and laws relating to the pannage or fattening of hogs in the forests were then

enacted. Any person wantonly injuring or destroying an oak-tree was mulcted in a

fine, varying in extent according to the size of the tree, or the quantity of acorns it
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produced. The pannage of 200 hogs was given as a fit marriage portion to a Saxon

princess ; and the monarchs rewarded their faithful retainers by the produce of the

oak forests. But after the Conquest, when the British navy began to attain its

pre-eminence amongst the maritime powers of Europe, the forests of oak assumed

an importance, on account of the timber used in ship-building, paramount to every

other consideration ; and when, in the reign of King John, the right of England to

the sovereignty of the seas was proclaimed, still more value was attached to the

oak timber. In the reign of Henry VII. the first three-masted ships of war were

built, carrying cannon, and constructed much in the form of our men-of-war in use

at the beginning of the present century. Oak was employed for all those portions

of ships which were exposed to danger, whether from the guns of the enemy or the

sea storms. The forests of oak were very numerous and extensive at this latter period,

although a great portion of them had been felled, as well for the bark as for the timber.

London was surrounded with oak woods, in which, says Fitzstephen, " lurked bucks,

does, wild boars, and bulls." These have all disappeared ; and so general was the

destruction soon after Henry VII. ^s time that his successor caused a law to be enacted

enjoining the replantation of forest trees; and Elizabeth made still more stringent

laws for the preservation of the forests and the future supply of oak timber. The

civil wars in the seventeenth century caused a further destruction ; and it was feared

that there would be a scarcity of timber for the support of the navy. In William III.'s

reign an Act was passed empowering commissioners to enclose at once 2,000 acres

of the New Forest, and to add annually two hundred more for twenty years. The

royal forests are now under the surveillance of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests,

who have caused extensive plantations of oak to be executed on the croivu lands.

The use of iron too, in the building of ships of war, as we have already observed,

will materially lessen the demand for oak timber, although a considerable portion must

still be used in their construction.

Oak formerly entered largely into the erection of houses and buildings of every kind.

Wherever an ancient house is pulled down, the beams and other timbers are invariablj'^

of oak. It was used for wainscoting the rooms, for the floors, stairs, and massive

furniture. In churches, the seats, pulpit, screens, roofs, and other parts, were all

of oak, and many beautiful specimens of carved work are still to be found in our

ancient cathedrals. The perfect soundness of the wood in most of these works, where

the dry-rot has not affected it, proves its interminable durability. It is equally, if

not more, imperishable under water, as is proved by the soundness of the wood of

the stakes driven into the bed of the river Thames, to prevent the landing of

Julius Csesar, and which were discovered in the present century, after being immersed

nearly 2,000 years.

An ancient oak has formerly been used as a place of assembly on public occasions.

In the year 1290, Edward I. held a Parliament under the branches of the great oak in

Clipstone Park, which, from that circumstance, was called the Parliament oak : and

to the present day, in many manors, the manor courts are held under an oak-tree

of ancient standing. We may add, that nothing heightens the picturesque appearance

of a village green more than the presence of one of these majestic trees, which carries

the imagination back to ages and generations far beyond the records of the parish

itself, or even of national history. A gentleman's mansion is deficient in one of
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its most solid and attractive ornaments, if the park iu wliicli it stands is destitute,

or denuded, of its ancient oaks, whilst their presence imparts a sense of antiquity

and ancestral grandeur to it which greatly increases the interest attached to such

places ; especially when their age carries us back to the period when the Druidical

system of religion reigned paramount over the minds of the natives, or even to that

when feudalism reigned in all its grand injustice, making it penal to destroy or injure

an oak-tree.

Besides the use of oak timber for building ships and houses, and the bark for tanning

leather, the saw-dust and leaves have been found capable of tanuing ; and a patent

was taken out about the beginning of the present century for tanning with a decoction

of oak saw-dust, instead of bark. It was, however, inferior to bark, and only the

scarcity of the latter during the war led to the decoction being adopted. It is said

that half a peck of oak-leaves iu the green state contain nearly as much tannin as one

pound of bark. They also make excellent hot-beds for melons.

The bark has been used, by infusion, with a portion of copperas, by the peasantry,

for dyeing woollens of a purplish blue ; and by the hatters instead of gall-nuts

for dyeing hats. The saw-dust will dye fustians and drabs the difierent shades of

brown. Lastly, the oak apples are sometimes used instead of galls for dyeing,

but the colour is not so durable. Mixed with vitriol and a small portion of gum-arabic,

they will make excellent ink. A species of Kermes, of the size and shape of a split

grey pea, is found on the bark of the oak whilst growing, which produces a beautiful

carnation colour that is rendered permanent with lye. Of itself, when crushed upon

cloth or paper, it tinges them with a beautiful purple.

It is worthy of remark, that the sessile-fruited oak is almost unknown in any

other parts of the kingdom than Kent and Essex, in both of which it is the only

species found in the old woods and forests. When young oaks are planted the

tap-root should always be cut off, after which they will thrive much faster than

if it were left on them. When raised from acorns where they are to remain, their

progress is much slower, on account of the tap-root striking into a barren subsoil;

whereas, when it is cut off in transplantation, the roots spread laterally in the upper

and richer soil. But the timber of the latter is less durable, compact, and strong

If the young plants appear stunted after the first year or two, they should be cut

down a little above the ground. A fresh shoot is then thrown out, which usually

grows with greater vigour than the first. The tap-root is only found in oaks and

other trees when in a young state ; and no oak or other tree when cut down or

uprooted was ever foimd to have anything like a perpendicular descending main-root,

in any way commensurate to the perpendicular ascending trunk of the tree above

ground.

Although oak plantations are long before they arrive at a state to form timber,

if properly managed they are by no means destitute of profit during the interval.

The thinnings are valuable for various purposes on the farm. As rails, lifts, hui-dles,

cordwood, &c., there is always a gi-eat demand for them ; and other trees being mixed

with the oak, not only protect them in their early stages of growth, but as they make a

more rapid progress, are available for such purposes in a much shorter time, and

consequently yield a profit much quicker. The specimen we gave at p. 94, vol. ii.

of the profit of plantations by thinnings alone, is a convincing proof that while
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tlic oaks are growing, the time is not thrown away. We much question whetlicv any

description of produce pays a landowner better than planting forest trees, including the

oak as the ultimate occupier of the ground.

With regard to the practice of trenching the ground intended for plantation, the

following statement, from a work by Selby, would go to prove that it is an useless

expense :

—" About tlwrty years ago," he says, "an extent of about 60 acres around the

mansion at Twizell was planted in one season, and, as a new approach was made to run

through it, a strip of this ground, about 30 yards in width, on each side of the new road,

and nearly a quarter of a mile in length, was deeply trenched, and a small portion

manured in addition. The rest of the groiuid adjoining the strip on each side was planted

in the usual manner, either by pitting or slitting, as seemed to suit the nature of the

soil, a large proportion being a strong loamy clay, the remainder of a lighter nature, with

a mixture of gravel. The trees planted consisted of oak, beech, wych-elm, sycamore, and

larch, with a sprinkling of silver, spruce, and Scotch firs. Six years after planting, the

trees in the trenched ground seemed fully established, having from the second season

after they were put in made long and vigorous shoots, and had reached a considerable

size ; while those in the untrenched part seemed at that age to be only recovering from

the eifects of transplantation, or just beginning to push away freelJ^ At twelve years

old the plants in the trenched ground still continued to grow rapidly and luxuriantly,

and were far ahead of their neighbours ; but the latter had now begun to push vigorously

and to make strong and lengthy shoots. At fifteen or sixteen the shoots of the trees in

the trenched parts began visibly to decrease in length and vigour, in consequence, we

may suppose, of the rapid exhaustion of the trenched soil, and the descent of the roots to

the unmoved stratum below, which gave, as it appeared, a sudden cheek to their

previously rampant growth. No check of this kind took place with the other trees, as

they continued to advance steadily and rapidly every season. At the end of twenty

years, though the trees in the trenched parts continued healthy, the annual growth of

those in the untrenched ground had, for the last four or five years, exceeded theirs, and

the difference in height and size, so marked at an earlier period, was now rapidly

decreasing, and in the course of four or five years more was not observable. Since then

up to the present time, an interval of four years, their respective progress has been nearly

on a par, though we think we can discern a slight advantage in favour of those in the

untrenched ground. So that, from this experiment, it would appear that in less than

thirty years all apparent advantages from trenching had disappeared." (" History of

British Forest Trees," p. 269.) The cost was £10 per acre.

2. The Ash {Fraxinus).—Oi this tree there are three species: 1st. The Common

ash(F. Excelsior); 2nd. The Flowering ash, or Ornus {F. Ornus); 3rd. The Mountain

ash [Sorbus Ancuparia). Of the Common ash there are two varieties: 1st. With white

or yellow striped leaves ; 2nd. The yellow coloured ash-tree.

The ash will grow on almost any soil, but the quality of the wood is much

dependent upon the character of the soil on which it is produced. Thus, in a

damp or peaty earth the timber is light, spongy, brittle, and of much less value than

that grown on dry and sound land. The ash is reproduced from keys or seeds, which

should be buried in beds of dry earth or sand for a year before being sown. About

four bushels of seed are sufficient for one acre. When the seedling ash are two years

old, if they are intended for small work, they should be cut down within 4 inches of
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the ground, wlieu they will throw out three or four shoots, which at tea years old may

be cut for making hurdles, hop-poles, hoops, laths, fencing, &c. These jjolcs will some-

times make a shoot of 10 feet the first five years after cutting, and are no further

trouble. If they are removed when 10 or 12 feet •high, the grain becomes brittle and

tenacious, and will not readily cleave into hoops. The ash will flourish when exposed

to the sea winds, where few other trees will grow. They should never be planted in

meadows or pastures where cows are grazed in autumn, as the leaves at that season

impart an incurably bad flavour to the butter. Nor should the ash be planted in

hedge-rows ; for, as it robs every other plant near which it stands of the noui'ishment

it ought to derive from the soil, the quick is soon destroyed by it. The ash will continue

to grow for nearly a century, but the early progress is very slow compared with the

intermediate portion of its growth, as is proved by the rings in its circumference. Besides

the uses stated above, the timber of the ash, at various stages of its growth, is used by

coach-makers, wheelwrights, coopers, aud in making spade handles, hay-rakes, pick and

mattock handles, with a variety of other imi)lements of husbandry. The bark is used

iu tanning calf-skins, and in dyeing green, black, and blue.

The ash throws out its roots to a great distance laterally, on which account it is very

pernicious to crops of all kinds by exhausting the soil of its nourishing properties. But

its elegance of form and the lightness of its foliage have given it the title of the " Venus of

the Forest ;" and when grouped with other trees of a more massive character, it gives

freshness and an airy lightness to the woodland scenery. It frequently attains a great

height and dimensions both in the stem and branches. There is a remarkable ash-tree

in Woburn Park, reckoned the largest in England, being 90 feet in height, and 20 feet in

circuit at the base, containing 872 feet of solid timber. At Donerey, near Clare, in

Ireland, is an ash-tree, the hollow trunk of which is 42 feet in circumference. Ash

timber is more useful than ornamental, and only its knotted roots and the warty

excrescences of the trunk are fit for the cabinet-maker's work. But to all manufacturers

of agricultural implements and maehinerj'' and to wheelwrights it is indispensably

useful and invaluable, no other wood of its light character possessing a grain so tough

and stringy, which gives it an incomparable elasticity, as well as strength and

endurance. The best time for felling the ash is from November to February.

A curious supposition is attached to the ash sapling by the jieasantry in some parts

of the country, as 'possessing virtue for curing ruptured children. The following process

is even to the present day practised in remote districts :—An ash sapling is split down

the middle, and being kept open with wedges, the ruptured child was drawn through it

twice in a state of nudity, the father standing on one side, and the mother on the other.

Both the child and the tree were then bound or swathed up ; and if the latter again

united, as it was sure to do if properly closed from the air, a simultaneous cure was

supposed to be efi'ected in the child. It is but a short time ago that a poor child

suflering from the above infirmity was actually subjected to this process somewhere in

Warwickshire ; and ash-trees are frequently to be met with in many parts of the country

having scars or seams down their sides, indicating the ill treatment they have been

subjected to in an early stage of their growth from the peasantry.*

The Shrew ash is also another evidence of the besotted superstition of the rural

peasantry. The shrew-mouse was formerly considered to be of so venomous a nature,

* " Our Woodlands," &c., by W. S. Coleman, p. 22.
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that if it happened to creep over the limb of a cow, horse, or sheep, that limb would at

once be seized with grievous pains, and even paralysis. To provide a remedy for this

evil, the following experiment was resorted to :—A deep hole was bored M'ith an auger

into an ash tree, into which a shreW-mouse was thrust alive, while various incantations

were muttered ; the hole was theu plugged up, and the mouse, as a matter of course,

was soon dead. After this ceremony the tree was a " shrew ash," and treated with

great veneration. When any animal was supposed to be afflicted by a shrew, they had

only to touch the limb gently with a twig of the shrew ash, and it was instantly cured.*

One would suppose that with all the light and knowledge now diffused by the press

throughout the country, such absurdities would cease. Their continuance is a proof of

the firm hold that the superstition of a darker age has taken on the mind of those who,

residing in secluded districts, receive but little benefit from the rational information

possessed and enjoyed in more favoured parts.

The Flowering ash is a small variety, seldom growing more than 16 or 18 feet high.

In Calabria, manna is procured from it by making a horizontal incision in the stem or

bole of the tree ; and as the sap never oozes out the first day, a second gash is made the

next day below the first. The stalk of a leaf is then inserted into the upper, and the

point of the leaf into the lower, incision, which forms a cup to receive the sap or gum as

it exudes.

The Mouutaln ash is a native of England, and is found in all parts of the

country, both in woods aiul open fields and pleasure-grounds, and appears as much

at home in the Highland wilds as in the ornamental drive of the suburban villa. In the

former, indeed, it seems to revel in the free and bracing air and wild grandeur by which

it is there surrounded. There it throws out its l)ranches of flowers and clusters of rich

crimson berries in a double profusion, whilst the light and airy freshness of its verdure,

overhanging the steep cliffs, impart grace and beauty to the scenery. In the forest

it sometimes grows to a large size, and tlie wood is hard and durable. It is used in mill-

work, screws for presses, spokes for wheels, and a variety of other economical purposes.

The tough roots are worked into knife handles, wooden spoons, &c. ; and the old

Highlanders made use of the bark for tanning their leather. They also managed to

distil a good spii'it from the berries, and an acid drink, somewhat similar to perry
;

whilst the Welsh peasants infuse the berries in water and make a thin liquor they call

diodyriafel. Dried and beaten into powder, bread has been made from them. Evelyn

says, that ale and beer brewed from them when ripe, is an incomparable drink, and

much esteemed by the Welsh. Magical powers are attributed to the "roan tree," as

it is called by the peasantry, in averting the evil designs of witchcraft ; and in the more

sequestered districts of both AVales and Scotland, brauchcs from it arc hung over the

doorways, and in stables, cow-houses, aud other out-buildings, to neutralise the

spells of witches and warlocks. It is supposed to been held sacred by the Druids",

as the stumps of roau trees have frequently been discovered in the stone circles and

burying-places formed by them ; and it is not improbable that the latent superstition

still attached to it was originally derived from the Druids. The featliered tribes that

frequent our fields and woods are most of them excessively fond of the berries of the

mountain ash, especially the blackbird, thrush, and fieldfare. T^ird-catclicrs avail

themselves of this circumstance, by spreading tlic berries over the ground, and sctiing

" Onr VVoodlands," &c., by W. S. Culcmau.
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horsehair springes amongst them, by which means they take great numbers during

severe weather. This tree bears a variety of names in different parts of the country, as

quicken-tree, quick-beam, mountain-service, rowan-tree, witehen-tree, wiggen-tree, &c.

The two last names arc doubtless derived from its supposed power of averting the spells

of witchcraft.

3. The Elm (Ulmus campestris)

.

—Of this tree there are six varieties :—the Common
elm, the Tough-hazel, the British elm, the Dutch elmj the Small-leafed elm, and the

Smooth narrow-leafed elm.

The Common elm is a native of England, and is found in the greatest perfection

in the north-west counties. The soil best suited to it is a hazelly loam, but it will also

thrive in gravel, sand, or clay. The elm timber grown on a gravellj' or sandy soil is

not good, being brittle and splinty, and inifit for the wheelwright, by whom it is largely

employed. It is said b}^ some of the old natu.ralists that this tree is not indigenous

in England, but that it was brought over by the Romans or the Crusaders. Be this as

it may, it has now become perfectly naturalised, and takes a prominent place in the

English landscape, whilst there are few of our rural or suburban homesteads that

are not graced by its presence ; and when not barbarously trimmed and divested of its

lower boughs, it forms one of the handsomest features of the scenery for the painter

—in summer, for its rich, dark green foliage, and in autumn, for the bright yellow

hue, which contrasts well with the deeper tints of other trees. It frequently towers

above them to the height of 100 feet or more. And although it does not generally attain

a large size, yet there are, strewed about the country, specimens that will rival even the

oak in the hugeness of their dimensions. At Crawley, in Sussex, is an elm, now hollow,

measuring 61 feet in girth near the gromid, and 35 feet inside. The floor is paved with

bricks ; a door—kept locked—is fixed to the entrance, the key of which is kept by the

lord of the manor ; and on special occasions a banquet is held in the hollow, which,

with a round table in the middle, affords comfortable accommodation for a dozen or

fourteen persons.*

The elm is propagated either by seed, or from chips, or from suckers. The

seed should be sown in rows in well-tilled ground, which must be kept clean from

weeds. At two years old they should be removed from the seed-bed and planted

at a distance of 18 inches from each other in the ntxrsery. Here they may remain four

years, when they may be planted out where they are finally to stand. A stake should be

placed against the young elm, to which it must be tied to protect it against high winds,

as the roots are all horizontal like those of the ash ; and this circumstance renders

it improper to plant the elm in hedge-rows of cultivated fields, into which its roots

spread to a great distance, and draw away the nourishment from the grain or root-

crops. A strong clay is the most suitable soil for this tree.

When elm timber is felled in the spring, every chip taken from it having an eye or

bud-knot, and a piece of the bark attached to it, may be placed in the ground,

where it will immediately shoot out a stem which will throw its fibrous roots laterally,

and more speedily produce a flourishing plant, than from seed, or even from suckers.

To procure these last the stool of the felled elm should be earthed up, and protected

from cattle ; and by the following autumn the shoots will have taken root, and may be

separated from the parent stool. They^^fcd then be planted iu a nursery, to remain^

* Coleman's ^T^odlands," &c., p. 25.
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like the seedlings, for two or three years, when they may be removed to their final

destination. The elm requires a large open space and plenty of room for its roots to

spread round. When intended for timber trees, elms are usually kept from throwing

out lateral branches, and trained up with a tall clean stem till within a few feet

of the top. By this means the whole progress of the growth will be directed to

the enlargement of the trunk. It is doubtful, however, whether by thus denuding

the trees of their branches and foliage, the growth of the timber is not checked.

It is said that an examination of the circles when a tree has been felled, has shown that

the annual increase has been smaller after than before the branches were lopped off.

Elm timber is both hard and tough, and is used by wheelwrights in making axle-

trees and naves, and in the construction of mill-wheels, keels of boats, chairs, coffins, and

water-pipes. If the boards are cut in ]\Iarch and laid in water a month, they will not

afterwards shrink. It is the practice in Norway to dry and grind the bark, and mix

the powder with meal for making bread. It is also boiled with other food and used

for fattening hogs, who thrive fast upon the mixture. The leaves are collected in some

parts of England and used for the same purpose. The timber of the elm bears the

alternations of wet and dry without decay better than any other wood, which renders it

valuable for water work where timber is required. It is also employed more than any

other in laying down keels of large ships, and for planking of any description below the

water-line.

Good hedges are formed by planting elm chips, which throw out several shoots ; and

if these are cut down to about three inches off the gi'ound, they multiply side-shoots, and

make a hedge thicker, and in much less time, than any other plant, without running to

naked wood, especially if kept close clipt for a few years, which renders them almost

impervious to cattle or sheep.

The Wych-elm (Ulinus montana) is considered by some naturalists as the only

indigenous British elm, being found frequently in a wild state in Scotland, where it

constitutes the chief ornament of the scenery. It differs from the common elm,

in departing from the upright form at a short distance from the ground, throwing out

separate branches, which spread to a considerable distance in a drooping form, exhibiting

a dense mass of foliage of imposing appearance. Its leaves also are larger and broader

than those of the common elm. There is one variety, the branches of whicli arc

as pendulous as those of the weeping-willow, which gives it an elegant appearance.

It is propagated both by seed and by offsets obtained by earthing old stools. When
seeds are sown they should be allowed to dry a few days after being gathered, and then

sown on beds finely pulverised, covering them with mats till September, and with ashes

in the winter. Both these and the layers should remain in the seed-bed until wanted ;

if intended for large trees they should remain four or five years ; but if for hedges,

they may be planted after the second year, there being no fear of their not succeeding,

however small when planted. As timber, it is a fast-growing tree, and attains a large

size. Near Roxburgh, in Teviotdalc, is a wych-elm called the " trysting tree," which

measured 30 feet in girth at 4 feet from the ground ; and another was felled in

Staffordshire which was 120 feet high, and the trunk was 17 feet in diameter at the base.

A tree of this kind has been known to pr^oducc 60 feet of timber in thirty years' growth.

The wood of the wych-elm is hard and tough, and when old the trunk is covered with

large knotty excrescences^ which, whilst they give a pielurcsqtie character to the tree
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itself, are invaluable to the cabinet-maker for veneering work, being beautifully marbled,

and when polished, highly oi-namental. The timber is tougher than that of the common
elm, and is sometimes used instead of ash on that account ; but it will not yield a

length of planking equal to the common elm. When, however, it is planted closely in

coppices, it will furnish fine straight poles at from ten to twenty years' growth, according

to the work for which they are wanted. The bark is very fibrous and can be taken ofi"

in lengths of 20 feet ; and it has been proposed to wret it like hemp, for making ropes.

In the Highlands of Scotland, the inner bark has been used for this purpose with good

efiect, except that the practice has led to the destruction of the trees. When powdered,

the bark is also used for the cure of burns. The deer are great enemies to the wych-

elm, which they destroy by stripping off the bark. When the trees are felled it is

given to them in winter. A yellowish brown dye is obtained from the bark, and

brown paper has been manufactured from it.

The name " wych " elm would seem to indicate that this tree must formerly have

been somehow connected with witchcraft, or possessed of certain occult properties.

The London Arboretum Britannicum informs us that " in some of the midland counties,

even to the present day, a little cavity is made in the churn to receive a small portion of

wyeh-hazel (as it is called), without which the dairymaids imagine that they would not

be able to get the butter to come."

4. The Beech {Fagus Sylvaticus).—There are four varieties of this tree, namely,

the Common beech, the Crooked-branched beech, the Striped-leafed beech, and the

Scarlet or Bloody beech [F. Sylva. smiguinea). The beech loves a chalky soil and an

elevated country. It is propagated by seed or beech-mast, sown as soon as it is ripe, at

the rate of 3 bushels per acre, which in a favourable season will produce 300,000 plants.

When planted out it grows freely, and no other tree or shrub, except holly, will live

under its drip, for which reason it never should be planted with oak, as it would

probably injure if not destroy them. The beech is an indigenous tree, and is reckoned

second only to the oak in utility, as well as for its majestic and picturesque appearance

in the forest. In autumn, its splendid foliage assumes an orange hue, which contrasts

beautifully with the darker variegated colours of other trees. It is a fast grower, and

at eighty or ninety years will yield 200 feet of excellent timber, growing more the

last twenty than in the previous sixty or seventy years. The wood is brittle, but close

grained and of a firm texture. But its unparalleled duration under water renders it of

the utmost value in water-works; for if kept constantly wet it will be as sound at the

end of forty or fifty years as when first placed.* An old beech-tree generally gi-ows in

a very irregular form, throwing out large excrescences and clustered columns that

give it a very fantastic appearance. Its bark ia smooth and of a* silvery-grey colour,

frequently tufted with lichens of various hues, and green mosses, which cover the gnarled

roots, that often rise high above the ground. The beech grows to a large size, and to the

height of from 60 to 1 00 feet, sometimes considerably exceeding the latter height. In
Windsor Forest is one to be seen that at 6 feet from the ground measures 36 feet

in circumference.

* Some splendid specimens of the beech were growing in Felbrigg Park, Norfolk, a few years since. A friend of the

writer's, a miller, once went thither to purchase a tree of considerable size. " Yes," said Mr. Wyndham, " I know exactly

what yoa want, and will show it you." He then took him into the park, and, pointing to a tree, said, " There's the tree

you want, Mr. ; but you shall not have it, as it wonld spoil the prospect from the Hall." The tree, however, being

exactly what our friend wanted, he did not leave the park till he had prevailed on the proprietor to let him have it.

VOL. II. H
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Besides its value in water-works, the timber of the beech is used for making tool-

handles, planes, chairs, bedsteads, spokes, bowls, screws for presses, fellies for cart-wheels,

for which last purpose it is preferred in London to ash, being even more stringy. It is

excellent firewood, and yields a large portion of potash. The mast, when expressed,

gives out an excellent lamp-oil. Pigs will fatten upon it, but their flesh is loose and boils

away, imless kept on better food a few weeks before they are killed. Beech-mast has

been used when dried, instead of coffee.

The Scarlet or Copper beech is a smaller variety, and scarcely comes within

the catalogue of forest trees. As an ornamental tree it is highly esteemed, and in

plantations and drives in pleasure-grounds has a pleasing effect, with its drooping foliage

and dark red colour. It is not indigenous in England, and appears to have been

an accidental variety rather than a distinct species. The original plant, from which all

the copper beeches in Europe had their derivation, was accidentally discovered in a wood

in Germany about the year 1770. Where it came from, or what was its history,

is unknown, but it proved reproductive in all its peculiarities, and has certainly added a

pleasing variety to the ornamental trees that surround the English mansion and villa.

5. The Chestnut [Castdnea vesca), termed the Spanish or eatable chestnut, to

distinguish it from the Horse-chestnut, from which, however, it differs widely, both in

the Linnsean and in the natural system of classification ; the only or chief point of

resemblance being in the outward appearance of the fruit, and even these differ materially

in their quality.

The Spanish chestnut is not indigenous in England, but is cultivated to a large

extent in France and Spain, from which latter country, as its name intimates, it was

imported hither. It flourishes on poor gravelly soils and loams, on which it is a quick

growing tree ; but not so on strong clay or wet land. It is propagated both by the nuts

and by grafting. If by the first method, the ground should be trenched to the depth of

18 inches, by which the upper and best soil is turned down, which greatly favours the

progress of the tree, whilst the subsoil is exposed to the influence of the atmosphere.

The nuts are dibbled in 4 inches deep, and 8 or 9 inches from each other, which will take

about 4 bushels to the acre. Grafting is considered to be the most certain method of

securing a good quality of fruit. It is a fast growing tree, and rises with a tall straight

stem. The timber in colour and quality resembles the oak in appearance, and the sap

part of it is firmer and less corruptible ; but this refers to the tree when in its middle

age, for when old it becomes shaky, and soon decays after being felled. In this respect it

is inferior to the oak. When planted thick in coppices, it produces excellent hop-poles

at eighteen or twenty years' growth, and is considered the most valuable wood of any for

the purpose, continuing in use for nearly thirty years. It grows to a large size,

especially on the Continent. At Tortworth, in Gloucestershire, is a chestnut that

measured .")2 feet in girth, and was a thousand years old ; but iu the travels of a Swede

in Italy, mention is made of one measuring 144 feet 6 inches, which, according to Pliny,

was brought into Italy from Lydia, its native place. And near Catanea, in Sicily, is a

tree called " il castagno di cento cavalli," of which, the centre timber being decayed,

the trunk is divided into four separate parts. In the year 1770, Mi*. Brydone examined

and measured this tree and found that its circumference at the ground was 204 feet : at

a prima facie view the four .parts would be considered separate trees ; but a closer

examination showed that there was no bark ii the inside of any of them, and the wood
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was decayed, proviug that tliey were the remains of a single truuli. In addition to

this, the ground has been examined, and it was found that the circumference was

complete below the surface. Massa speaks of a tree, the hollow of which contained

300 sheep; and thirty people on horseback had often been in it. Both Kensington

Gardens and Greenwich Park contain very large specimens of the Spanish chestnut.

The timber is used for building purposes, and is considered the best of woods for sea-

walling or embankments, if set in ooze ; but in sand it is not durable. One of the best

uses to Avhich it can be put is in making wine casks, for which it is extensively employed

in the south of France, and other wine countries, it being less apt to give the wine an

unpleasant flavour than any other wood, while the closeness of its grain prevents

evaporation.* It is used in cabinet-work, and may be made to look equal to mahogany,

by rubbing it over with alum water, then applying with a brush a decoction of logwood

chips, and lastly, a decoction of Brazil wood. It is also used extensively instead of holly

for -Avood engraviugs of a large size and coarse character, such as posting-bills that

require illustrations, and other rough work of the kind.

The fruit of the chestnut and goat's milk form a great part of the food of the

common people in the south-east of France and in Corsica, and of course the failure of

the crop entails upon them the horrors of famine or scarcity. They are used as a

substitute for potatoes and bread, and when not required for the want of other food, many

recipes are employed for converting them into delicacies, bj^ mixing them with eggs, milk,

sugar, and other ingredients ; whilst, in England, the only use made of them as food, is

to roast a few on the bars of our stoves. The nuts grown here are quite equal in

flavour to those of France or Spain, but are not so large. In the latter country they arc

usually boiled for the table. In Italy and France they dry, griud, and work them into

a paste or dough, which they bake and eat instead of wheaten bread. In Portugal

they feed their horses with them, but they impart less spirit and strength to them than

oats or barley. In England they are used in bleaching linen, and also for making starch.

T//e Horse-chestnut {Aesculus hippo Cdstanum).—This tree is a native of Northern

Asia, from whence it was brought to Europe about the year 1550. In the early part of

the summer it is one of the grandest of our forest trees, its foliage being dark and

massive, and its spikes of flowers large and surpassingly beautiful, whether examined

separately or grouped on the trees. The following analysis of the bud of the horse-

chestnut exhibits the wonderful provision of nature for the development and preservation

of its delicate productions. " A celebrated German naturalist detached from this tree

in the winter season a flower-bud not larger than a pea, and first took off the external

covering, which he found consisted of seventeen scales. Having removed these scales,

and the down which formed the internal covering of the bud, he discovered four branch

leaves surrounding a spike of flowers, the latter of which were so distinctly visible, that

with the aid of a microscope he not only counted sixty-eight Howers, but could discern

the pollen of the stamens, and perceive that some were opaque, and some transparent."

The horse-chestnut is propagated entirely from the nuts, and the treatment is

in every respect similar to that of the Spanish chestnut. When transplanted the roots

should be carefully removed, without breaking, from the nursery bed, and as carefully

• fUpin refers to this employmeut of the chestnut wood in " The Garden" ;
—

" With close-grained chestnut wood, of sovereign use

For casking up the grajie's most potent juice."

& 2
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planted where it is to stand. The timber is much the same in quality as that of

the Spanish chestnut, and is used for similar purposes. We question, however,

whether it is in any case planted for the sake of its timber, there being other trees of

far more value and of quite as rapid growth, which therefore pay better for cultivating.

But as an ornamental tree there is none superior to it, and as svich we find it very

common in pleasure-grounds and in park scenery. The nuts, though not fit for human
food, are in Turkey ground and mixed with food for horses, especially such as are

broken-winded. They are also used in dyeing and starch making. The deer are very

fond of them.

Both the chestnuts should be sown in the autumn as soon as the nuts are ripe. At

two years' old the young plants should be set out in the nursery beds, in rows 2i feet

distant from each other, and 2 feet in the rows. They should remain there four

or five years, being i-emoved every year, the tap-roots being carefully cut off when

taken from the seed-bed. They are both very long-lived trees, but the timber is at

the best at from sixty to eighty years oldj when it will be very durable if kept under

cover.

6. The Walnut (Juglans regia).—This is more a tree for the orchard than the forest;

yet the timber is so valuable for certain purposes that it must not be omitted in the

catalogue of forest trees. Whether it is indigenous in Britain is not certainly known,

but the ancient Romans were well acquainted with it, and gave it its Latin name, which

is a contraction of Jovisglans, or " the acorn of love," and considered the fruit as fit

food for the gods. When full grown it is a stately tree, and attains a large size and lofty

height. There are several varieties of the walnut, as the early oval, the common oval,

the large, the French large double, the late ripe, the tender shelled, the hard shelled, &c.

The cultivation of all these is the same, and they will succeed in almost any soil,

but prefer a loamy ground. They are propagated by the nuts, which should be kept in

dry sand for the purpose until February, and then planted in well pulverised lightish

ground, in drills 3 inches deep and 1 foot asunder. At two years old they should have

the tap-root shortened, and then be transplanted to the nursery. After remaining there

five years they should be planted, and in three or four years they will begin to bear fruit

;

but it will be best to check it by plucking off the flowers, as they will bear the better for

it afterwards. They will not come to full bearing until they have attained a large size,

when they yield an abundance of excellent fruit. Nothing will grow under the shade of

a walnut-tree ; but the lateness of its leafing, which does not take place till the latter

end of April, allows the market gardeners to raise early crops under the branches, such

as coleworts, spinach, radishes, &c.

The timber of the walnut is very valuable for ornamental cabinet-work, and especially

for gun-stocks, to which purpose an immense proportion of the growth is devoted.

During the wars of Napoleon I., they required annually in France 12,000 walnut-trees

to supply muskets for the army. Nor is the demand much less on the Continent at the

present time, when between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000 of men are in arms in the different

countries, France herself having a standing army of 600,000 men. The standing threat

that this huge armament holds out to the rest of Europe may keep the nations from war

;

but it necessitates a similar armament on their part, to be prepared against contingencies.*

The growers of walnut timber may therefore say, with the owl in the fable, " Long live

the Napoleonic dynasty, for as long as it exists wc shall not want a demand for walnut-
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trees." Although the timber is not so much used in furniture as formerly, its use has

recently revived to a considerable extent. In fact there is no wood more beautiful either

in colour or grain, or in the fine polish its hard wood will take. It is to be regretted

that the culture of this tree has much declined with us of late years, which has compelled

the government to obtain a supply from America and the coasts of the Black Sea. The

wood is very durable, and no insects will attack it.

The gi'een fruit when about three parts grown make excellent pickles. Wiieu ripe,

which will be knovrn by their beginning to drop from the tree, the nuts should be

gathered and laid in heaps to ferment for a few days, when the husk will peel off easily,

and the nuts should be laid on a dry floor, or kept in boxes or tubs of sand. lu country

places the fruit is beaten off witli long poles, it being supposed that tlie trees will bear

the better for a good " plashing," according to the barbarous old distich

—

" A woman, a spaniel, and a walnut-tree.

The more you beat them, the better they be."

We trust that all these practices are now confined to the lowest and most ignorant

and degraded of our species.

Wine is sometimes made of the sap of the walnut-tree, procured either by boring

a hole in the trunk with an auger, and inserting a tin spout to conduct the sap into a

vessel, or by cutting ofl^ the end of a superflous branch to fit the mouth of a bottle,

which is then suspended to it to receive the sap. A fine wliite oil is extracted by

pressure from the uuts, that is held in high estimation by artists, for mixing white and

other delicate colours, and for making gold size and varnish, aud to stain wood a dark

colour. The refuse is good food for pigs. The oil should be drawn whilst the nuts are

fresh, but they should be quite dry. If over-year nuts are slightly cracked, and soaked

for twelve hours in water, the kernels will peel as readily as fresh ones, but the flavour is

not so fine. The green husks are sometimes boiled, and yield a fine yellow dye. The
leaves are bruised and soaked iu water by fishermen, and the liquor poured on the

ground to drive worms out of their holes : gardeners add the husks of the nuts, and

pour the infusion on grassplots to kill them. The green leaves have a fine aromatic scent

when pressed between the finger and thumb, but the flavour is so strong that very few

insects will attack them. They drop from the tree on the first frost that occurs in the

autumn ; aud the fruit is sometimes seen remaining on the hare branches whilst other

trees retain their full foliage.

7. The Lime or Linden tree {Telia Europcea).—There appear to be two varieties of this

tree, one with a broad, the other with a narrow leaf. It is uncertain whether either of

them are indigenous in Britain, but the narrow-leafed lime is frequently found growing
in situations so near to a state of nature as to justify us in believing that it may be
classed with British trees. A further confirmation of this is given in the Arboretum
Britannicum, which states, that at Shrawley, 8 miles north of Worcester, there is a wood
remote from any old dwelling or public road, of above 500 acres in extent, the greater part

of the undergi-owth of which is composed of T. E. micropht/l/a, and that there are several

places in Worcestershire, Herefordshire, and Gloucestershire, where Loudon considers

the lime to be indigenous.

The lime-tree is propagated by seed, layers, and cuttings, the first method producin"-

the best trees. A good loamy soil is the most suitable, and the seed should be sown iu
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the spring. Wheu layers are resorted to they should be laid down in the autumn, and

let remain until the following autumn, when they should be taken up, separated, and

planted in nursery beds. Cuttings also should be planted out in autumn, and early in

the spring they will take root and be ready for transplanting to the nursery bed the

following October.

The large-leafed lime is usually planted for ornament near gentlemen's mansions, and in

parks and pleasure-grounds and avenues, wherfe, if it is not the most picturesque, it is at

least the earliest leafed, and consequently is regarded as one of the most cheerful and

agreeable of our suburban trees, exhibiting the freshest verdure at a time when many others

are still in the nakedness and desolation of winter. When suffered to remain without the

application of the shears or the axe it will sometimes attain enormous proportions of

height and girth. At Moor Park, in Hertfordshire, is one 100 feet high, with a trunk 23

feet in circumference. Sir Thomas Brown speaks of one that grew in Norfolk, which at

1| foot from the ground measured 48 feet in girth, the smallest pai't being 26 feet, and

it was 90 feet in height. At Knowle, in Kent, is a remarkable lime-tree, less for the

height and girth of its trunk than for the singularity of its growth. The lower branches,

which extend to a considerable distance, droop so much at their extremities as to reach

the ground, where they have taken root on every side, and thus, like the banyan-tree of

India, has a circle of young trees round it. These, in their turn, have, by their pendant

branches proved reproductive in the same way, forming a second or outer circle, so that

this single tree, with its continuous branches covers a quarter of an acre of ground. Wc
believe this extraordinary tree is unrivalled in this respect iu the United Kingdom.

The timber of the lime-tree is light and spongy, but very smooth, and is much

esteemed by carvers in wood, and architects, for framing models of buildings. Turners

also employ it in making bowls, dishes, &c., and it is used for the wainscoting of rooms.

The best charcoal for making gunpowder and for designers is procured from lime-wood.

The twigs, which are long and slender, are used in making baskets ; and in Norway the

peasantry prepare the bark by maceration, and convert it into elegant baskets for various

purposes, and into lines for husbandry and fishing-nets. The mats used by gardeners

are made of the inner bark of the lime-tree. The flowers, which send forth a delicious

fragrance when in full bloom, supply the bees with the finest flavoured honey. In

Lithuania, where there are whole forests of lime-trees, the honey is gathered as soon as

the trees are off the bloom, and is sold at four times the price of common honey, and is

the chief dependence of the peasantry in the neighbourhood of the forests. By a chemical

pi'ocess, an artificial wax is obtained from the blossoms ; and an infusion from them is

much esteemed in some places as a remedy for coughs and affections of tlic throat,

which their aromatic properties appear to confirra. In flavour it is said to resemble the

juice of crude liquorice, and it probably partakes of its quality as a medicinal preparation.

The sap, like that of the maple, yields a quantity of sugar, and of the same quality.

Soft as the wood of the lime-tree is, and thus unfit for rough work, either out or

indoors, it is excelled by none for fine carving, turning, toy-making, &c. As it never

warps in any temperature, it is admirably adapted for making the sound-boards of

pianofortes, and the panels of carriages. At Windsor Castle and in St. Paul's Cathedral

are many exquisite specimens of carved work of lime wood by Grindling Giljbons, which,

although two hundred years old, retain their sharp, chaste, and delicate outlines and

edges as fresh as when they first came from the carver's hand. The wood is also used
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l)y wood engravers for large coarse work^ but is scarcely hard enough for any other

department of the art.

8. Tlie Sycamore-tree {Acer pseudo phitanus).—This is considered by botanists to be

a species of maplCj and like that tree, its inspissated sap yields excellent sugar. It will

grow and thrive in almost any soil, but prefers a light and dry one. It is propagated

from seeds or keys, which should be sown iu the spring, and remain in the seed-bed two

years. It will, however, bear to bo planted out at any age, but requires protection if

very small. Not being liable to injury from sea air and storms, it is a useful tree to

form plantations in situations exposed to the ocean. Its foliage is very dense, and a

full-grown sycamore affords an agreeable shade to both man and beast in the heat of

summer, the leaves being broad and numerous. Planted amongst other trees in the

forest, the plantation, or the drive, it affords a striking contrast with them—in summer
by its dense and dark leafage, and in autumn by the rich variety of tints its leaves

assume. In situations, however, exposed to dust or smoke, the glutinous substance

which frequently is deposited on the foliage by aphides, causes the dust to adhere, and

destroys the beauty of the tree.

The wood of the sycamore is soft, tough, and light, and almost equal to ash for many
pui'poses, as for ploughs, carts, turnery ware, cabinet-work, and musical instrument

makers. Though not a hard wood, the grain is compact, and susceptible of a high

polish. It is especially adapted for making violins, being easily worked and retaining

its shape. Its colour is a yellowish wdiite when the tree is old, and it gets darker with

age after being worked. In Scotland, attempts were made to manufacture sugar from

the sap, in the same manner as it is made from the maple in America ; but the product

was too small to render it successful. They also, with more success, made an excellent

wine from the sap by fermentation. The sycamore is termed, in that country, the palm-

tree. It attains a large size both in England and Scotland ; and in the Royal Gardens

at Kew is one specimen that is upwards of a century old, nearly 80 feet in height, and

the trunk about 17 feet in circumference at the base.

9. The Maple {Acer campestre).—Of this genus there are many species; but the

above is the only one bearing the name in this country. It is easily raised, as it flourishes

in almost any soil, but prefers a dry elevated situation. It is propagated by seeds,

layers, and cuttings. The seeds do not come up till the second year. Layers and

suckers should be laid down in the spring; cuttings in the autumn in dry, and in spring

in moist, ground. They may be planted where they are to remain at any stage of their

growth. No other plant will thrive under its shade, on account of the honey-dew, as it

is termed, which is, iu fact, deposited by the aphides that feed upon its sweet sap.

The wood of the maple is light, but close grained, beautifully veined, and capable of

a fine polish. It is, therefore, greatly esteemed both by cabinet-makers and musical-

instrument makers. It is also used by turners for making plates, dishes, and bowls, for

which last purpose it will bear to be turned so thin as to transmit the light through it.

The knotty excrescences of the stem and roots are peculiarly valuable for veneering

tables and small cabinet-work. A WTiter from whom we have already quoted,* in

speaking of the maple, states that, " One of the hobbies in which the ancient luxurious

Romans indulged (as the old china mania was not then invented), was the acquisition,

at enormous prices, of tables made from very rare and curious specimens of maple-wood.

* Coleman on " Oor 'Woodlands."
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Their wives, also, happened to have another costly taste for dresses, jewellery, and the

like vanities, which their lords, oblivious of their own rather expensive little fancies,

considered were needless extravagances, and sometimes ventured to hint as much ; when

the ladies, roused by this injustice, would, in their turn, point to the sumptuous maple

table, with an allusion to its enormous price ; and this was called ' turning the tables

'

on their husbands. Hence the phrase used to this day for a similar kind of retort."

10. The Hornbeam [Carpinus betulus).—This tree will grow on cold, barren, exposed

soils, and is propagated from seed when intended for trees, and by layers when wanted

for hedges and coppices. The seed should be sown as soon as it is ripe, and the young

plants may be transplanted at two years old to the place where they are to stand. If

allowed, they will grow to a considerable height, sometimes reaching 40 or 50 feet, and

a girth of 6 or 7 feet at the ground. The wood is very hard, white, tough, and burns

like a candle. It is used in turnery and for making agricultural implements, and for

cogs for mill-wheels, for which purpose it is equal to whitethorn bulls, and superior to

yew. A great number of hornbeam-trees are growing in Epping and Hainault forests,

in Essex, and, indeed, are very common in that county. This tree has a good deal of the

character and appearance ot the beech, but is too irregular in the form of its trunk, and

lumpy in the distribution of the boughs, to give it a claim to beauty or elegance of

shape.

Hornbeam is much used in gardens for fences, especially on the Continent, where it is

planted by the sides of the roads for miles together, interlaced in such an effectual manner

as to defy the strongest as well as the smallest animals of the farm to penetrate through

the fences. For a description of the manner in which this is contrived, we refer to the

section on fences, vol. i. p. 89. One great advantage in hedges formed of hornbeam, for

gardens especially, is, that like the beech, it retains its dead leaves until the new ones

appear in the spring, and thus shelter is afforded for early crops of vegetables. There are

three foreign varieties of this tree, namely, the Hop hornbeam (C. ostrya), the Virginian

flowering hornbeam, and the Eastern hornbeam. They are all hardy plants, and are

easily propagated by layers. The first grows more rapidly than the common English

hornbeam, and some gai'deners graft it upon the latter.

11. The Birch [Betula Alba v.pendula).—Of all our forest trees, the birch is the most

elegant and graceful, which has acquired for it the title of " the lady of the forest." Its

slender, delicate, drooping branches and silvery foliage, fluttering with the slightest passing

breeze, and seeming to look timidly down from the frowning cliff which it delights

to overhang, or peeping out from between the branches of the sturdier denizens of the

woods, present an agreeable contrast with its rough companions. Notwithstanding its

delicate drapery, the birch is one of the hardiest of trees, and will thrive in situations

so elevated that even the Scotch pine shrinks from encountering them ; and it is common

in the northern parts of Europe, being almost the only tree in Lapland, where, of course

the natives convert its several parts to a great variety of domestic uses, chiefly the bark

and the twigs. Of the former they weave baskets, mats, cordage, boots, shoes, &c., and

cover their whole person with a broad sheet of it, cutting a hole for the head to pass

through, &c.

The bireh grows in any soil, but is fond of the shade. It is propagated by seed and

layers. The seed is saved by cutting off the bearing branches before it is ripe in

August, and when they are dried they can be threshed out with the fluil like coni. It
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should be sown iu the autumn^ and it will then appear the following spring. The layers

must be laid down early in the spring, when they will at once take root and may

be transplanted the following autumn, if necessary, where they are to remain. The

seedlings must be kept free froni weeds, and at two years old be removed to the nursery

beds, where they should remain three or four years before transplanting to their final

destination.

The wood of the birch is employed by wheelwrights in the construction of ploughs

and other implements of husbandry ; and by turners for making trenchers, bowls, ladles,

spoons, screws, &c. ; by coopers for hoops ; and by clog-makers for making wooden

shoes, lasts, shoe-heels, &c. It is also cut for making gates, rails, and light fencing of

various kinds. For small cabinet-work the knotty excrescences furnish finely veined

veneers, and the twigs are made into brooms, and formerly into rods, which acquired

for the tree itself an ill name with the tyros of academies, when the Busbyan system

was in all its glory and eflSeiency ; and Dr. Teggon, of Cambridge, " broke the scholars'

heads and gave the Hall a plaster."

But in the Busbyan mode of application, Mr. Birch's occupation is gone, and, as a rule,

the tyro is more in fear of being sent down to the wi'ong end of the class, than to have

his own intellect instructed in " hie, hac, hoc," by the summary infliction of the

r-o-d. Perhaps, when red-tapeism is disposed to admit of right reasoning, our naval

and military authorities will discover that flaying sailors and soldiers out of their lives

is not the only way to make them moral.*

The leaves of the birch will make a good yellow dye. The bark is used—or, at least,

has been—in tanning leather, fishing-nets, sails, &c., which, it is said, are rendered more

durable by it. Ropes are made of the inner bark when properly prepared ; and an

erapyreumatic oil is extracted from it by distillation, that is found useful in sprains,

wounds, and other cases of surgery. The white bark is of so antiseptic a qnality that

it will remain undecayed in the damp for many years. On this account the Norwegians

spread it over the planks with which their houses are roofed, and lay green turf upon

the bark, to retain the warmth of their dwellings. Russian leather is dressed with

tar extracted from the bark, by fire, and is afterwards dyed with logwood. It is this tar

that gives Russian leather the smell for which it is peculiar. Both wood and bark are

found to yield the best charcoal for making gunpowder, in which it is largely

employed.

12. The Scotch Pine (Phius sylvestris).—This is considered to be the only indigenous

fir that the United Kingdom can boast of, the north of Scotland being its native countrv,

"where," says Coleman, "it becomes one of the most striking objects in the grand

scenery there displayed, and those only who have seen it in its natural situation can

appreciate its wild and picturesque beauty, in perfect harmony with the sublime features

that surround it." " When its foot," says Sir T. D. Lauder, " is amongst its own
Highland heather, and when it stands freely on its native knoll of dry gravel, or thinly

covered rock, over which its roots wander far in the wildest reticulation, while its tall,

furi'owed, often gracefully sweeping red and grey trunk, of enormous circumference,

raises aloft its high umbrageous canopy, there would the greatest sceptic on its

" " Well, captain," said a gentlemaa to a nautical friend whom he met iu St. Paul's Churchyard, " How is the crew

going on?" "I left them all this morning as happy as possible." "Indeed! How is that?" "Well, then, I flogged

seventeen of them yesterday, and they are happy to think it is over- and the rest are happy to find they have escaped."
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picturesqueness be compelled to prostrate his mind before it with a veueration, whichj

perhaps, was never before excited by any other tree."

The Scotch fir succeeds best on the poorest sandy soils, becoming diseased in a rich

black mould, and absolutely refusing to exist in a chalk ; whilst on rocks and bogs it

is stunted and crooked. It grows faster on the north and east sides of the mountain or

hill, and attains a larger size than when planted in a sheltered situation ; and the wood

is also more valuable. It is most commonly propagated by seed, but can be raised from

slips twisted. Seed should be planted about 2 inches deep, using either a spade or a

dibble, and when deposited, the sod or earth should be pressed down with the foot. At

two years old the plants should be removed to the nursery-ground, taking care not to

break off the tap-root, for if this is done the stem will not shoot upwards but become a

dwarf. At four years old they should be transplanted where they are to remain, being

both before and after, pruned to a proper height, so'as to have a clean trunk. The small

branches, however, should be cut off gradually and not all at once. When planted in

a grove the Scotch pine shoots up a tall slender naked stem ; but when plenty of room

is allowed, it acquires a robust trunk and an umbrageous head of wide spreading

branches.

It is a well-ascertained fact that the timber of the self-sown Scotch pine is very

superior to that of the transplanted trees. When the roof of the old Castle of Kilchurn

in Glenorchy was taken down, the Scotch pine beams that had been laid there three

hundred years, were found to be as sound and as full of sap as fresh Memel ; and some

of them were employed in making new furniture. The trees from which they were cut

were taken from the natural forests, of which there were some existing on the estate

at the period. It is a commonly received opinion that Scotland was formerly, in great

part, covered with pine and oak forests ; but this opinion has been combated by Professor

Cosmo Innes, of Edinburgh, who traces it to the change of the meaning of the word

forest, which, as it occurs in the language of various ancient charters, did not imply a

wooded district, but a range of hunting ground attached to the baronial castles and the

convents, on which, certainly, trees were to be found, but not in sufficient numbers or

continuity as to give them the title olforest in the present acceptation of the term. " It

seems," says the learned Professor, " that the result of a full examination of written

evidence, with the proof afforded by the appearance of the ground, would be that our

country, as to natural wood, was never very different from its present state. There are,

and always have been, districts more or less willing to send up a native growth of timber.

We have now, as we always had, in the glens of Mar—in the great valleys of Glenmore,

Abernethy, Rothiemurchus, and that part of Spey-side—a very interesting, and, I

believe, aboriginal pine forest, of Pinus s)/lvesfris (Scotch fir), no matter whether living

to its natural term, or dying a violent death, still I'cproducing itself, if not impeded, and,

indeed, surmounting many impediments, and stretching up—not as vainly imagined, to

the tops of the mountains, but as high up the glen as wood can ever have grown— as

high as soil and climate will allow. In that beautiful valley, where the Cliishohns and

the Frazers divide the land, it is quite within memory that a pine forest existed, so

extensive and so difficult of access, that the poor cotters of the glens were allowed and

encouraged to pay their rents by cutting down as much as they could carry out on

horseback and selling it in the market of Inverness."*

* " Transactions of the Highlaud and Agricultural Society " for 18C1-C2.
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The Forest of Glcnmore was sold by the Duke of Gordon, in the year 1783, to

William Osborne, Esq., merchant, of Hull, for the sura of .£10,000. Out of its produce no

less than forty-one sail of ships were built at the mouth of the Spey, of upwards of 19,000

tons burthen ; and amongst theui a frigate called the Glenmore, of 1,050 tons. The cost

in labour alone of converting this forest into ships is stated by the purchaser to have

amounted to j670,000. A plank from one of the trees was presented by the purchaser

to the Duke of Gordon, and is deposited in the entrance hall of Gordon Castle. It is

6 feet 2 inches long, and 5 feet 5 inches broad, is of the finest red pine, and has 235

annual rings. It is worthy of remark that after many years of abandonment and

desolation the Forest of Glenmore is again covered with seedling firs, spontaneously

springing np iu countless thousands, aud promising, from their rapid growth, again to

restore to the wild mountain glen its former forest scenery. The Forest of Eotliie-

mnrchus is also in course of demolition by the axe, and has yielded its proprietor some-

times £20,000 in one year. It was formerly a dense mass sixteen miles square.

ProbaJjly, like Glenmore, it will again spontaneously replenish itself after a few years.

It does not appear that the spirit for planting woods or forests of trees had taken

possession of the Scottish landowners until after the Uevolution of 1688. The Earl of

IMar and a few others of the chiefs, stimidated by the perusal of Evelyn's " Sylva," intro-

duced a taste for it ; but the disturbed state of the country during a great part of the

eighteenth century, prevented it from making much progress. But after the opening

of that period the spirit revived in earnest, and large tracts of land in all parts of

Scotland were set apart for pine forests, which are now paying the descendants of

those who planted them immense sums of money. The success of the first attempts has

induced others, as we have already stated, to plant considerable tracts of country in all

parts of Scotland, and it is probable that there is now a much larger portion of that

country under forest than at any former period of its history, either ancient or modern.

There is a considerable difl'erence in the quality of Scotch pine, independent of the

effect of diflference of soil and climate. While some have the wood red, hard, and

resinous, in others it is white, soft, and of little worth. In the selection of seed, it

shoidd be obtained from the native forests mentioned above, where the indigenous species,

and no others, are found. It will be the best plan to consult a professional nurseryman,

and leave the selection of the seed or plants to him, rather than run the hazard of

obtaining worthless trees.

The greatest enemy to the pine forest is the squirrel, which strips off the bark all

round, and thus kills all the part above the injury; and a high wind completes the

destruction. Hares, also, are very destructive to the yo^mg trees ; but they are more

easily kept away from them, by planting laburnum, of which they are more fond, and

will leave the pines if the others are accessible.

The Pinus sylvestris is cultivated in most of the mountainous countries of Europe,

but especially the northern. Norway is particularly noted for its pine timber, and is

almost everywhere covered with it. The timber merchants do not consider the pine

arrives at perfection under two hundred or two hundred and fifty years. Great quantities

of Norway timber are annually imported into the United Kingdom for ship and house

building that could as well be supplied from Scotland, if the mountains and other barren

spots of that country were planted with the pine. We question, however, whether this

would not so increase the humidity of the climate, as to injure its agricultural capabilities.
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wMch would inflict greater misery upon the inhabitants than the timber would com-

pensate for.

The fine red and yellow deal of the Scotch pine is applicable to almost every purpose

to which wood can be devoted. Masts and hulls of vessels, flooring, beams, wainscot-

ing, &c., of houses, tables, boxfes, chests of drawers, &c. It is made to imitate mahogany

by staining it with a red clay found at Aperdown, near Newjwrt, in the Isle of Wight.

Tar, pitch, and turpentine are obtained from the trunk and branches ; the roots, divided

into splinters, are used in some of the highlands of Scotland instead of candles ; and, in

Lapland, they are so prepared as to form ropes and thread, with the latter of which the

natives sew or fasten together the planks of fir of which their portable boats are made.

Ropes are also made in Scotland of the inner bark, which are used by the fishermen at

Lochbroom, in Ross-shire. The Norwegians grind it in times of scarcity, and mix it with

oatmeal to make their bread. The cones contain a diuretic oil similar to oil of turpen-

tine, and a resinous extract which is said to possess the same properties as the balsam of

Peru. An infusion of the buds is a powerful anti-scorbutic medicine. In Scotland the

pine is considered in perfection at from 150 to 200 years old.

When planted in groves and plantations the pine grows tall, slender, and without

branches till near the top. Near at hand, therefore, it has botli a naked and a sombre

appearance, whilst the ground beneath is either wholly void of verdure or displaying only

a few straggling brakes or ferns ; for such is the poisonous nature of the fallen leaves,

and of the resinous exudations from the branches, that no other vegetation will live

under them. At a distance, however, the effect of the rays of the setting sun upon such

a plantation is very striking ; and in the natural forests, where the pine occupies the

position that nature and accident has destined to it, we see it under a more favourable

aspect, generally with room to develop its branches, which frequently spread out like

those of the oak, in tortuous shapes and contortions, imparting a wildness and originality

that stamps the character of indigenosity upon it. There is no doubt, however, that the

straight and tall pine, with no knots or branches except near the top, are the most

valuable to the builder, although the trunk does not in that case attain the size of those

that enjoy an abundance of room. They frequently reach 50 or 60 feet iu height with-

out a branch, and from 8 to 12 feet in circumference ; but when standing singly they

attain a larger girth. They are generally, therefore, pruned to a certain height according

to the fancy of the proprietor.

The seeds of the pine are separated from the cones by fire, for which purpose the

cones arc placed on a kiln covered with boards, on which they are heaped up a foot thick,

and a heat of 130° is applied, which causes the cones to open their scaly receptacles

that contain the seeds. These then fall out, and arc gathered up into sacks and kept

for use.

13. The Larch {Pinus Larix Eurojuea).—This is the most delicately shaped of all

the pine tribe, and is distinguished from them by being divested of its foliage eveiy

winter, while it retains its cones. The timber of the larch is very valuable, on which

account it has been extensively planted in the northern parts of the kingdom, and with

some of the Scottish proprietors has been preferred to the pine. It grows on any poor

gravelly soil where the roots can penetrate a great depth, but on rich moist or moory

soil it will make no progress, and will probably decay iu a few years. It is pi-opagated

by sowing the seed where it is to remain, or in seed-beds, to be afterwards transplanted.
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In some cases young plants spring from the stumps of old trees, and these make a more

rapid progress than the seedling plants, having the benefit of the roots of the parent tree.

Some persons recommend putting in the whole cone instead of sowing the seeds singly,

and probablj' this is a more certain way of obtaining plants. About 3 inches is the depth

at which to deposit them. They should, if sown on a seed-bed, be transplanted at two

years old to the place where they are to remain ; and the autumn, after the leaves have

fallen, is the best time to remove them. Their progress is very slow for the first few

years, but when they have fairly taken hold of the ground tbey make a rapid progress, and

in twenty years will attain a height and girth greater than those of a pine double the

age. An instance is recorded of a larch planted in Scotland, which, in fifty-four

years, measured 7 feet 6 inches in girth, at 3 feet from the ground, 97 feet in heiglit,

and contained 130 cubic feet of timber.

The larch is not, generally speaking, an ornamental tree ; the only period at which it

can be said to be so, is the opening spring, when its light green leaves and slender

spikes of rose-coloured flowers, give it an elegant and pleasing appearance. This,

however, is soon over, and the remainder of the year it is below mediocrity in point of

beauty of foliage. A forest, or plantation of larches has a very meagre appearance in

a landscape ; but, mixed with the pine, it in some measure relieves the gloomy denseness

caused by the heavy foliage of its neighbour. It is distinguished from it, as well as from

other firs, by its pyramidal form

.

The proper time to fell the larch is in July and August. A liquid then oozes from the

cut end, which hardens to a resin, and by stopping up the vessels causes the tree to

retain the sap. By this means the wood soon hardens and becomes fit for use, having

all the sap remaining in it, which, if cut at any other season would drain from it. The

timber of the larch is used for strengthening the wooden framework of bridges, where

that material is employed. Under water it almost petrifies, and where inserted into

walls, is found to last longer than any other kind of wood. Houses planked with it on

the outside are white at first for two or three years ; after which the planks turn dark ;

and the resin being extracted by the heat of the sun, fills up the joints and cracks, and

covers the whole with a kind of varnish, which, whilst it is not unsightly, protects the

Avood from decay. It is the best wood for the staves of wine-pipes and other casks,

being both durable, and preserving the flavour of the wiue. Venice turpentine is procured,

by incision, from the bark ; aud a kind of manna in small grains is gathered from the

large branches. It is in appearance like sugar, and possesses the purgative qualities of

the manna of the East.

The larch was the favourite forest ti-ee of Scotland for upwards of a century, and in

many parts was the rival even of the Scotch pine, because it made a return in less time.

Of late years, however, it has been attacked with a disease that has destroyed thousands

of trees in difi^erent plantations in every part of the country—in fact, it is rather a

complication of diseases than any single one. Most of them may be considered

accidental, such as arise from insects, parasitic fungi, spring frosts, and other casualties

;

but the one disease to which the larch gives the name, is termed variously the dry-rot,

the heart-rot, internal decay, pumping, piping, &c. This disease is said to begin in the

root and work its way upwards into the centre of the stem, extending gradually outwards,

tmtil the whole tree is decomposed and crumbles down into a kind of sawdust. The

progress of this disease is very remarkable, as, beginning at the pith, it takes ring after
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ring of the timber, hollowing out the centre like an artificial tube, continually increasing

ill size, but exhibiting no outward appearance of its presence until it sinks down from the

remainder of the wood or bark being too slight to sustain it. " Amongst the crumbling
mass," says Professor Balfour, " is to be found abundance of the imjcelium of some
fungus. When the rot has reached the alburnum, a thick leathery white formation

appears between the bark and the wood, which formation is identical with the appearances

connected with the dry-rot. In the dry-rot the decay takes place, in the first instance,

in the contents of tlie woody tubes, and thus a suitable soil is supplied for the spores of

the fungi, such as Merulius lacrymavs or vastator, and Polypories destructor. When
these plants begin to grow they spread their myceUum with great rapidity. The spawn

of the dry-rot fungus deprives the woody tubes of their contents, for the purpose of

getting the nourishment it requires, and the wood loses its consistency and toughness,

the walls of the tube becoming brittle and ruptured."* This insidious disease, it appears,

generally attacks the larch when between ten and twenty years old, but it is liable to it

until fifty ; after which the danger ceases. As to the causes, various ones are assigned

for it—such as degeneracy in the seed, too wet and stagnant a soil or subsoil, want of

sufficient moisture at the roots, soil and subsoil surcharged with oxide of iron, or other

deleterious mineral matters, microscopic fungi, insects, ungenial climate, atmospheric

influences, and bad management. It is very plain, from so many causes being assigned

by practical men, that absolutely nothing is known on the subject, and that, like endemic

and epidemic disease in the animal frame, its origin is one of those secrets of nature,

which defy the effects of science to discover their origin. As it is, however, the "larch

has lost its prestige in Scotland, and, will probably be superseded by the pine.f

It is a fact worthy of remark, that the New Red sandstone is said to be decidedly

unfavourable to the growth of the larch, and that in travelling between Melrose and

Hawick, Mr. Mcintosh says it was difficult to point out one larch in a thousand that

has the least appearance of being in a healthy condition. Notwithstanding this, there are

trees in the same locality 120 years old, some of which are 100 feet higli, and one, at

least, 11 feet 8 inches in girth, being the finest larch in Scotland. These, however, grow

in the Old Red sandstone, and on Lord Minto's estate. It is very probable that the

existence of the fungi is an effect, and not a primary cause of tlie disease. But whatever

may be the cause, either an entire change must be made in the culture and treatment, or

the larch-planting must be altogether abandoned, so general and extensive is the failure

througliout Scotland.

Mr. John Morrison, nurseryman, of Stirling, states it as his opinion tliat the failure

of the larch is mainly owing to the neglect or carelessness in its cultivation, and in the

collection of seed. Tlie larch will not preserve its health in ground sodden with water,

and therefore the land should be thorough-drained. A hardy climate is most suitable

for it. It thrives well on the mountains of the Tyrol, at an elevation of from 3,000 to

6,000 feet above the level of the sea, and it is remarkable that it matures its seed much

better than in Scotland, and it is more firm and plump. Mr. Morrison thinks that the

seed collectors of Scotland gather it without regarding the condition of the tree from

which they procure it ; and his conviction is, that the indiscriminating system is one

* See Edinburgh Journal of JgriciiUiire for 1859-60, p. 410.

t Mr. MclQtosh, iu bia treatise on the subject, whilst he admits that a// the causes may have contributed to the growth

of this disease, ascribes it primarily to general deterioration and debility, brought on by mismanagement either in the mcde

of culture, the selection of seed, unsuitable soil or situation, imperfect drainage, too thick planting, &c. &Ci
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of the most prolific sources of the evil ; and that uutil a system of selection obtains, aud

collectors superintend personally the gathering of the seed, in places of buying the cones

at so much per bushel or peck, they can never hope to eradicate the evil, or regenerate

the stock,

Mr. Morrison also objects to the present system of sowing the seeds in beds of

3| feet, aud crowding into 20 or 25 yards of that space from 40,000 to 50,000 oue oi»

two-years' plants. He re.commends half that quantity only to be allowed to remain after

they are above ground, as conducive to their health ; the best soil being productive only to

a certain extent, beyond which limit nature will not by any means be forced. The

larch, he says, is a tree peculiarly sensitive of confined space, and impatient of want of

air. " I am thoroughly convinced," he adds, " that true economy consists in growing

the plants much thinner than has been generally done. Even with an additional cost

of one-third more per thousand, supei'ior plants would be found ultimately much cheaper

than those now obtained in the market, and there can be no doubt they would come to

be preferred." *

"With regard to draining, many of those proprietors who have neglected this operation,

have lost their plants. The drains should be sunk at least as deep as the roots of the

plants penetrate. Thinning, also, of the plantations, is another operation that should

be early attended to. Where young trees are allowed to remain closely crowded together,

they are frequently blistered in the bark. It is not absolutely certain that this is

produced by the close proximity of the young trees, but it is certain that it will tend to

aggravate it, and that plenty of room is the best mode of keeping them in a healthy

condition. Unless they have room to develop themselves, they grow up lank and weak

;

and when afterwards thinned, are the more liable to be affected by the frosts of spring

and autumn, on the ascent and descent of the sap. This is fatal to them, and they

become frost-bitten and blistered. By allowing the young trees plenty of room, they

throw out branches below, and acquire a vigour that places them out of the reach of

disease. " We seldom see," says Mr. Morrison, " a larch covered with branches to the

ground, presenting a blistered dppearauce; and were the treatment here suggested

generally followed out, there would be comparatively few failures heard of." f

With regard to the soil. Sir John Evelyn, or his commentator. Dr. Hunter, remarks

that "those trees that are planted on the worst soils and most exposed situations have

thriven the best;" and he instances the case of the plantations of larch on the estate of

the late Sir George Savile, at Rufford. The soil is a blowing sand, in which they far

outstripped every other kind of tree. The larch cannot bear too great a luxuriancy,

being apt to grow top-heavy from much shelter and nourishment.

The larch was first introduced into Scotland in the year 1725 or 1727, when it was

taken thither from Italy with some oi'auge trees, and was itself, at first treated, like

them, as a hot-house plant ; but the plants being found sickly under it they were trans'

planted into the open ground, in which they throve and displayed their natural vigour.

From that period the larch came rapidly into favour as a forest tree in Scotland, and

most of the proprietors of estates have now extensive plantations of it. The foremost of

these was James, Duke of Athol, who planted the first at Dunkeld, and distributed

seedling plants amongst the neighbouring proprietors. Before his death he had the

satisfaction of seeing his plantations of larches thrive far more than other species of pine,

'Transactions of the HigUanJ and Agricultural Society," 1863, ii. 439. t Il>id., p. 440.
» "'
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whilst the wood was superior to them for every useful pui'pose. His descendants followed

up his plans. His grandson, Duke John, who succeeded to the title and the estate in

1774, is considered to have been one of the most successful and extensive planters of

forest trees, and especially of the larch. At his death, which took place in 1830, he had

covered 10,000 acres with that fir alone, and the entire number of trees planted up to

±hat period, on the Blair-Athol and Dunkeld properties, amounted to 14,096,719, of

which nearly 13,000,000 were planted without mixture, the rest being dispersed amongst

the Scotch and other pines.

An experiment made by the Duke in 1800 was very decisive as to the hardy nature

of the larch. Having a plantation of Scotch pines at an elevation of 900 feet above the

level of the sea, in which were many vacancies, these were filled up with larch, ten years

after the Scotch pines were planted. At forty years' growth, the latter had only attained

the height of 5 or 6 feet, whilst the larches, which had only been planted thirty years,

were 40 or 50 feet in height. The success of this experiment, led the Duke to extend

liis plantations of larch to the very summits of the hills, and the mountainous districts

of Blair-Athol and Dunkeld are now covered with forests of larch. It is calculated that

at seventy years of age these trees will be worth, for naval purposes, the magnificent

sum of £6,500,000 sterling, besides £7 per acre for thinnings, after deducting

every outlay of planting and other expenses. Nor is this all the benefit dei'ived from

the system. Previous to the planting of the larch, the land was covered with heather,

and not capable of producing grass ; consequently it was not let for more than one

shilling per acre. But such is the ameliorating effect of the decayed foliage of the larch,

that in the course of twenty-five or thirty years after the trees had been thinned out, tlie

whole area was clothed with a beautiful green sward that lets at from eight to ten

shillings an acre as pasturage for cattle and sheep.

Selby recommends planting the larch mixed with oak, in the proportion, when

thinned, of one-third of the latter to two-thirds of the former, say 600 oak, to 1,000 larch

per acre. By this system the larch will protect the oak in its earliest stages of growth,

and will be fit for removal at the period when the oak will require more room to expand

itself. In this respect he considers it superior to the Scotch or any other kind of pine,

from its deciduous character, which while it prevents it from obstructing the free current

of air, leaves the branches sufficiently dense to break the violence, and soften the rigour,

of the wintry blasts. Its stiff and unyielding trunk or stem, prevents it from lashing the

oak with its boughs during a gale of wind, whilst the delicacy of its branches and spray,

would produce but little effect upon the more sturdy arms of the oak.

14. The Norway Spruce Fir {Pinus abies, or Abies excelsa).—This tree, like the larch,

succeeds best on apparently barren soil. A hard dry rock, or a dry gravel, are the most

proper for its successful planting : next comes a sandy heath, then a sandy loam. On all

these it will thrive, although best on the two first. But on a wet clay, or a moorysoil,

it will decay at the end of eighteen or twenty years. There are two kinds of this tree,

the white and the black spruce, but there is no difference in their treatment, or in the

essential properties of the wood, which is very light, of a white colour, and soon decays

if exposed *to the air in wet and dry.

"When planted from the nursery, it should have the same aspect assigned as before;

that is, if the nursery faced the south, it should be placed in the same direction. It

grows rapidly, making a shoot of 3 feet and upwards in a summer. The wood is
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chiefly employed in the manufacture of musical instruments, paclung-cascs, and other

small carpentry. Spruce beer is made from the branches ; and a fine clear turpentine

is extracted l)y boring in the spring, having a powerful scent, and with wliich tlie North

American Indians cure green wounds, and certain internal disorders. That extracted

from the wliitc spruce is said to be the most efficacious, and is even a sovereign remedy

in fevers and pains in the breast and stomach.

The spruce fir is a very ornamental tree, and is planted in shrubberies and other

positions, where its dense foliage, mixed with the larch and other lighter trees, produces

a pleasing eft'ect. It forms an admirable shelter in plantations of hard-wood trees during

the first ten or fifteen years of their growth, but its beautiful foliage is too heavy, and

excludes the air too much, to be allowed to stand where they require light and air to

promote their growth and the development of their trunks. It is the loftiest of the

European conifera, with the exception of the silver fir, which exceeds it in both height

and size of stem. Its graceful bi-anehes incline downward from the trunk, and curve

upwards towards the extremities. In its native climate it attains the height of from 120

to 160, and even 180 feet, rising in a perfectly upright and pyramidal form to the very

apex. The 'branches are distributed in regular whorls or series, which spring each year

from the terminal bud or leading shoot, so that the age of the tree may be determined

by the numl)cr of the whorls. The leaves are about 1 inch long, dark green, stiff, and sharp

pointed. The cones are produced at the ends of the branches, first in the form of small

purplish-red catkins, and gradually assuming the cone-like form, and hanging pendent,

changing their colour to green, and finally to a reddish-brovvn cone, from 5 to 7 inches

long, and about 2 inches broad. The seeds are furnished with large membranous wings,

and are not shed from the cones until the spring of the second year, v.lien the scales of

the cones expand, and the seeds fall out.

For the first five or six years its growth is slow^ but from that peritd, in a congenial

soil, its annual progress is rajiid, and so continues for forty or fifty years ; after which it

grows slower, its duration attaining from 100 to 150 years and upwards. The trunk of

the most aged trees is seldom more than 5 or 6 feet diameter, being the most slender as

well as the tallest of the conifera family.

Although some of our earliest writers on arboriculture and botany mention the spruce

fir, it is not considered indigenous to Britain. The specimens found in the Scottish and

English woods and plantations are comparatively modern, and no vestiges of more

ancient trees of the species have been discovered amongst the timber found in the peat-

mosses; nor are there any records of its existence, as in the case of the Scotch pine,

which is frequently discovered in the peat-bogs. On the other hand, in Norway, Sweden,

Denmark, and Lapland, it grows on all the moist soils as far up as 70° north. In the

south of Norway it is found at an elevation of 3,000 feet above the level of the sea, and

even in Lapland as high up the mountains as 1,000 feet, which proves it to be hardier

than even the Scotch fir. It grows also in the north of Germany, the Alps of Switzerland,

in Siberia, the north of Russia, in the Arctic Circle, and is indigenous on the mountains

of Northern Asia. In all these different localities, it occupies a moister description of

soil than the Pinus sylvestris, flourishing most in a springy ground.* Sell*y considers

it a mistake to plant this tree for ornament (for which purpose alone it is adopted) in tlic

southern parts of England, and in the districts round London, to the exclusion of ether

* Selbj's " History of Forest Trees," p. 458.
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evergreens, -wliicli arc far better adapted to the purpose, neither the soil nor the climate

bein°- suitable to it. To those, he says, who have seeu its luxuriant growth, and rich

fi-reen colour, when growing in situations suited to its habits, it presents with us asicklj-

aspect and unsightly appearance. But as we advance northward, it recovers its vigour and

beauty of growth ; and Loudon speaks of one at Studley, in Yorkshire, which measured

J 34 feet 6 inches in height, and at 3 feet from the ground was 6 feet 6 inches in girth,

and was supposed to be about 100 years old. It was clothed with branches from the head to

the foot, and was said to have been planted by the notorious Eugene Aram, about the

middle of the seventeenth century. The late Duke of Athol patronised this amongst

other firs, and cultivated it extensively in his plantations, as well to shelter the hard-

wood deciduous trees, as for the quality of its wood for marine purposes, being found

fully equal to the fir imported from Norway for making masts and spars.

When planted thick, it runs up to a great height, in which form it is found useful for

ladders, scaffold poles, and other similar uses, as well as for top-masts and spars for

shipping. By standing so close in the plantation, the lower branches die, and if not cut

off at first, may be knocked off' without injury to the stem. New wood then fills up the

breach, and the trunk becomes smooth and clean, without any knots,

A. Douylasii. The spruce fir attains a great size and height in North America.

Douglas mentions one, tlie stump of which only was left, but which measured at 3 feet

from the ground, exclusive of the bark, 48 feet in circumference. This was near Fort

George, on the Columbia river ; and the same writer says the trunks of this fir in that

district measure from 2 to 10 feet in diameter, and from 100 to 180 feet in height.

The timber of the spruce, when grown in a soil suitable to its nature, is light, elastic,

and durable. Its colour varies from reddish-white to a lightish-yellow. The larger

trees are sawn into planks and deals, and arc used for flooring and joists, and other

interior work. It is the best adapted of any to the work of the carver and gilder, on

account of the case witli ^vhich it may bo worked, talcing the tool in evci'y direction and

closing firmly with glue. Under cover, and not exposed to the alternations of wet and

dry, it is more durable than the Scotch fir. Various substances are extracted fi-oin the

Avood on the Continent, amongst which the chief is Burgundy pitch, which is largely

manufactured in the Vosgian mountains. The bark is used for tanning, the inner bai-k

is made into baskets, and the fibrous roots into cordage, after boiling in a ley of alkali

and salt. Laiug says, in Norway the deal floors of the houses are strewed over with

the green tops of the spruce, or the Juniper, at least oiice a week, which give out, when

trodden on, a refreshing odour, which tends to overcome the close and unpleasant smell

in rooms heated by stoves, and imperfectly ventilated.

Three species of spruce have been introduced into England from North America,

besides the Abies Douglasii ; namely, the A. alba, or White spruce ; the A, nigra, or

Black spruce ; and the A. Canadiensis, or Hemlock spruce. Of these, the A. nigra,

or Black spruce, is the most valuable, both on account of tlie wood, and the extract it

yields, from which the spruce beer is made. The Hemlock spruce is by far the most

ornamental and beautiful of this tribe of plants, especially in its own native Canadian

woods, wh(ii'c, in the winter time, its dense and drooping foliage, loaded with snow and

in some cases hung with long icicles, fo)'ms a grand and almost sublime scene.

15. The Silver Fir {Pica pectinata)

.

—This tree is distinguished from the spruce firs

by its leaves being distributed more decidedly in two rows upon the branches; by its
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cones being set upright ; and by having the scales deciduous, and the seeds irregularly

formed. The leaves grow singly on the branches, which are not so numerous as those of

the spruce fir. The vipper surface is a fine strong green colour, and the under is

ornamented with two white lines running lengthway on each side of the mid-rib, which

give it a silvery appearance, and its name. The cones are large, and when the warm

weather comes on they soon shed their seed, on which account they should be gathered

early in the season. It is common in Norway, and also in Scotland, and produces the

yellow deal. It yields pitch, on which account it is usually called the Pitch pine. If

cuttings or layers of this tree are placed in the ground, they readily take root ; and this

is the most expeditious way of raising plants. The cones, which are from 6 to 8 inches

in length, stand upright on the branches, and when young, are of a bright green, iDvit as

they become matured, they acquire first a rich purple, and finally a deep brown colour.

It requires two seasons to bring them to maturity ; consequently, as they are formed in

May, there are always two sets or crops on the tree during the summer months, the

mature cones falling in October of the second year.

The roots of the silver fir penetrate deeper than those of the spruce, and it is not

so liable to be overthrown by the wind as the latter. When grown from seed its progress

the first six or eight years is slow, not being at three years more than 4 or 5 inches in

height, and it then makes its first lateral side branch, adding one for the next two or three

years, or till the usual whorl of four or five is completed. They reach a foot in height

at five years, and from that time the annual leading shoot lengthens until the tree is

about twenty-one years old ; after which its growth is slower, Ijut continues vmtil it is

from 150 to 200 years old.

The silver fir is supposed to have been introduced into England about the beginning

of the seventeenth century. It is indigenous to all the mountainous regions of central

Europe, being found in France, Spain, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, and Greece,

inhabiting a zone immediately below that of the Plnus sylvestris. In its native climates

it sometimes attains the girth of from IG to 20 feet, at G feet from the ground, and a

height of 160 feet.

When matured, the timber of the silver fir is of excellent qualit}"^, and adapted to all

purposes for which the wood of the pine family is used. It is elastic and strong, aiul the

grain is straight and even, so that it is not subject to warp or twist, even when sawn

from green or newly-cut trees. It is used for all domestic and other purposes on the

Continent, supplying naval timber for masts and spars, and is found of great service in

house building, and all kinds of carpenter's work. It lasts a long time under water, and

is employed extensively in Holland for piles, sluices, and other work of the kind.

Beneath the bark is a resinous fluid called Strasburg turpentine, of which large quan-

tities are collected from the forest of silver fir near that town, by opening the tumours

which contain it. As an ornamental tree it is too large for small plantations except in

its younger stage of growth ; but in forests, its deep green and dense foliage, and

commanding stature, towering over its neighbours, render it a conspicuous object. The

branches are less feathery and graceful than those of the spruce, which gives the latter

tlie preference in small plantations, or drives, in the vicinity of houses and parks.

It will, however, grow on any soil, from a stifT clay to a sandy gravel, which is not the

case with any other of the species.

16. The Weymouth Pine (Pinns strobus).—Tliis is indigenous m most parts of North
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America, and is tliere called tlie white or masting pine ; it is one of the tallest trees of

the whole species, being sometimes 100 feet high. Dr. Douglas, in his " Historical and

Political Summary of the British Settlements in North America," states that, on the

banks of the IMerrimac, a white pine was felled in the year 173G that was 7 feet 8 inches

in diameter at the butt end. So useful was this tree for making masts for the navy,

that, in the ninth year of Queen Anne, a law was made for its jireservation and for the

encouragement of its growth in America. It was introduced and planted generally in

England about the middle of the last century, although a few scattered specimens of it,

of considerable size, grew previously on Lord Weymouth's estate at Longleat, in Wilt-

shire, from which it takes its name, and also on that of Sir Wyudham Knatchbull, in

Kent. It is said, however, by Selby, to have been first planted by the Duchess of

Beaufort, in 1705, at her estate at Badminton. It is from seeds of the second-named

estate that the greatest number of the trees growing in England were raised, when Dr.

Hunter published his edition of Evelyn's " Sylva." The Weymouth pine is remarkable

for the smoothness and delicacy of its bark, especially when young, and for its long,

slender, loose cones, which open on the first approach of spring ; this renders it

necessary to gather them in winter, otherwise the seeds would be lost. The leaves are

long and thin, five of them growing out of each sheath, and standing thick on the

branches, so as to give the head a dense appearance. It is equal in the value of its

timber for inside work to the Scotch pine, and, together, they are the most useful of the

conifera, although the larch is for some purposes of as much value. It is sometimes

planted in the North of England and in Scotland, but neither reaches the size, nor

height, nor age, of those in the South of England, most of them decaying at forty

years old. As the native climate of this tree has a much colder temperature than that

of any part of England or Scotland, Selby attributes its delicacy of constitution to its

deterioration by removal from a country where the great alternations of heat, as well

as cold, have given it a liardihood far beyond what it attains in England. In order,

therefore, to propagate this tree in perfection,' the seed should be obtained from

America. This delicacy of constitution has led to its being given up as a forest tree

in England; but large quantities of its timber are imported annually from Canada and

New Brunswick. It is remarkably clean and free from knots, is easily worked, and is

extensively employed for indoor boarding, floorings, mouldings, and for doors not

exposed to the weather, with all other kinds of inside house carpentry.

New Hampshire and Vermont, with the banks of the St. Lawrence, near its mouth,

produce this tree of the largest dimensions. The virgin soils there are soft and friable,

and, near the streams, of a deep black sandy loam, in which it sometimes rises to 180 feet.

Michaux speaks of two trees felled for making canoes, one of which measured 154 feet in

length, and 54 inches in diameter at the butt, the other 142 feet long, and 44 inches in

diameter. In such soils as we have named it shoots up rapidly in dense forests, to an

enormous height, without any lower branches to form knots, and the wood is light, of a

fine grain, clean, soft, and consequently worked with ease, and cut in every direction. It

is on these accounts extensively used in America for almost all purposes, especially indoor

work. When planted in an open situation it throws out many branches, and grows in a

pyramidal form, the branches starting upwards from the stem. In the northern and

middle states of America the white pine is used chiefly for the masts of ships, being

superior for lightness, but less durable, than the red or yellow Norway timber. In tlie
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British provinces the boarding outside the houses is chiefly white pine; but it is found

necessary to paint them in order to their preservation from the effects of alternate wet

and dry. The shingles of this wood require renewal every t^^'elve or fifteen years, whilst

those of larch would last almost as long as the building itself.

17. The Pinus cembra is of the same fme-Ieaved species as the Weymouth pine. It

is of a hardier constitution, growing in the Alpine regions of Europe, and in Tartary and

Siberia, at a high elevation. It is, therefore, well adapted to the Scottish Highlands

and mountains. Its wood is remarkable for its durability in all situations, for its

agreeable perfume, its fineness of grain, and the ease with which it can be worked. In

Switzerland, it is used by turners, and for wainscoting rooms, both on account of its

colour and the sweet scent which it continues to emit to the last. A vast number of toys

are cut from its wood, such as the figures of men, women, children, and inferior animals,

as we see them in the toy shops. These are carved by the shepherds and cowjierds of

tlie Alps, who are very expert at it, and having little to do in taking care of their living

charge, employ their leisure thus profitably. This tree is not much propagated in

England, but it is thought, by Selbj', that it might be grown to advantage if a fair trial

on the mountainous districts at different elevations were made, to test its constitution.

It is, however, a plant of slow growth, but from its bushy lower foliage, is well calculated

to afford a shelter for flocks of sheep and other animals on the Highlands.

The growth of the Pinus cembra for the first four or five years is not more than 2 or

3 inches annually. After this, in a congenial soil and situation, it will increase in

height on an average 14 inches a year. At Dropmere, in England, it has reached

50 feet in as many years ; and in other places it has had a similar growth. Its stature is

erect, and form pyramidal. The slender branches grow in regular whorls from the

base to the summit, and continue as long as the life of the tree, if it has space and air.

The leaves, which are 3^ to 4 inches long, and of a light green colour, hang in thick

masses at the extremity of the branches, especially at the lower part of the tree, where,

from its slower growth, the branches are closer to each other. The cones are about

3 inches long, and 2 broad at the base. They contain seeds enclosed in a hard shell, and

are eaten by the Swiss peasantry when separated from the shell. A sweet and pleasant

flavoured oil is also extracted from the kernel, Avhich is used for culinary purposes. It

is also employed in the Tyrol to burn in lamps. In Siberia, it is said, where the pro-

duce is abundant, the inhabitants almost live upon the seeds, during the winter, dressed

in different ways. The seed, when sown, lies till the second year before it vegetates.

Lawson strongly recommends the cultivation of the Pinus cembra in the mountains of

Scotland, on account of its hardy nature, and the usefixlness of its timber. Harte, too, an

old writer, in his " Essays on Husbandry," speaks of it under the title of the Aphernowsli

Pine, and recommends it strongly for the same situations as likely to thrive with great

advantage, "even near the sea, and in north or north-cr.st aspects, where something of

this hardy kind is much wanted."* The l)ark of the trunk is of a whitish cast, like

most of the firs. The grain is finer and more variegated than that of the white deal. It

was called the " Gledhow Pine " on account of a plantation of it on the estate of Jeremiah

Dixon, at Gledhow, near Leeds.

18. The Austrian Black Pine {Pinus Austriaca) is a tree of quite modern introduc-

tion in England, having been brought hither by Messrs. Lawson and Son, of Edinburgh,

' " Sylva," vol. i. p. 283.
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in 1835. It is a native of Austria, where it covers an extensive plain to the south and

east of Vienna, and tlie lower parts of the ranges of monntains and hills near Baden, and

to the south of Styria. Captain Widdrington places it in hardihood next to the Pinus

sylvestris, and con siders it sufHciently hardy to withstand any degree of cold it meets

with in the United Kingdom. In its propagation the nvn'serymen exchisively employ

foreign seed^ and with this precaution it usually makes a rapid growth in a soft loose

soil. In Austria it sometimes attains the height of 100 feet, and becomes flat-topped

when old, sjjreading its thickly tufted dark-green foliage to a great extent. The

wood, in its native country at least, is tough, strong, and resinous, and is, therefore,

capable of resisting, for a long time, the alternations of wet and dry in the atmosphere.

Selby says, .the only drawback in the cultivation of this tree is the danger of the

attacks of hares and rabbits, which prefer it to any other species of fir. Wherever it is

planted, however thinly, amongst other trees, these animals will single it out and devour

both buds and foliage, and thus do them a permanent injury. On this account he

recommends its propagation by grafting on the herbaceous plan, namely, breaking off the

young shoots whilst they are quite tender, and can be snapped without tearing the

bark, like the stem of the young asparagus. It is then cleft-grafted by slitting the end

of the stock and cutting that of the graft into a wedge-like shape, to be inserted into the

cleft. The shoot should not be more than from 3 to 2^ inches in length, and the leaves

of the stock, with the exception of two or three near the top to draw the sap, removed

with a sharp knife. The united graft and stock should be secured with a ligature of soft

twine, bass, or worsted, and the rays of the sim excluded by a cornet of paper for

the first ten or fifteen days, when it may be removed, and in another fortnight the

graft will be sufficiently united to allow the ligature also to be taken off. The upper

leaves on the stock, as well as its lower branches, may then be taken away in order to

throw the whole force of the sap into the graft. By this metliod, any species oi Abientice,

of whicli it is difficult, as well as expensive, to procure the seed, may be extensively

propagated, it being effected with such rapidity, that a good workman, with an assistant

to prepare the scion, will be able to graft 200 a day. Its success, also, is certain, if

done with care, and at the proper time, the union between the stock and scion seldom

failing to take place within three or four weeks. Care should be taken that the stock

and scion are nearly allied, or belong to the same genera, and that the stock should be of

a growth and habit resembling that of the scion ;
" for we have observed," says Selby,

"that when a strong and large scion has been grafted upon a ti-ee of less succulent and

rampant habit, the graft became swelled, and much larger than the stock at the point of

junction, threatening, in the course of a.few years' growth, to become much too heavy

for the stock to support it, and liable to be broken, or blown off by winds or storms of

snow."*

19. 77*6 Pinaster, or Chester pine {Pinus pinaster).—This tree is a native of the

southern countries of Europe, and was first introduced into England by Gerard in 1596.

It has ever since been extensively cultivated, as well for its ornamental as its hardy

properties, being of a constitution to endure a colder temperature than the Scotch pine,

although the wood is of an inferior quality. It will bear the sea air, and delights in a

deep, sandy soil, and has been successfully and extensively planted in the Landes of

Bordeaux, and on tlic sandy downs of the south coast of France. Tar and resin in great

* Selliy's " History of Britisli and Foveiga Trees," p. 433.
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abunclauce arc extracted from it in those countries, and arc the principal sources of

wealtli and commerce to the inhabitants. The roots of the pinaster do not spread out

near the surface like others of the pine tribe, but strike down deep into the soil. This

peculiarly fits it for a deep sandy soil, such as those in France, and in many parts of

Euglaud near the coast. In Norfolk it has been a favourite tree ever since its introduc-

tion, and many lai-ge plantations of it in different stages of growth are to be found there.

At Westwick, in that county, where hardly any other timber tree would grow to

perfection, the pinaster has been cultivated 150 years, plantations being formed at

intervals, so that there may be seen trees 70 feet in height, and 12 or 14 in circumference,

as well as others of a few years' growth. One plantation on the Westwick estate,

containing iJOO acres, is chiefly composed of the pinaster. The Landes of Prance,

partially covered with this tree, comprise a region several hundred square miles in

extent, and its cultm'c has proved a source of great profit to the French government,

converting a desolate and baiTcn region into a thriving forest, which in a few years

will be available for all the purposes in which such timber is required. In its earlier

stages of growth, it assumes the pyramidal form, if it has room and air, and is then in

its greatest beauty. When it grows old the lower branches drop oft', and the foliage is

confined chiefly to the head, which then presents a bushy, flat appearance. The leaves,

which are contained in a sheath three-quarters of an inch long, are themselves from G to

8 inches long, very stiff, of a lightish green, and are thickly clustered towards the ends

of the branches. The bark has deep furrows, and is of a dark brown colour. The cones

are 5 inches in length, and are produced in groups, pointing outwards in a star-like form,

which gives the tree the name of Pine-aster, or Star pine. They first show themselves

upon the shoots of the season, and are then of a purple hue. They soon change to green,

and in autumn, when ripe, turn to a rich brown colour. The seeds are polycotyledonous,

about a quarter of an inch in length, and furnished with a large membrane or wing,

more than an inch in length.

In the gardens at Fulham Palace there is a pinaster more than 80 feet high and

13 feet in girth ; and at Sion House there are many 60 feet high. In most of the

counties bordering on the coast, this tree lias been extensively planted, and there are to

be seen specimens of it in every stage of growth. It shoots up rapidlj-, making a leader

2 feet in length annually. The wood is generally white and soft, and only fit for indoor

house-carpentry. The Pinus pinea escarenus is a better variety of this tree, and was

introduced into Britain by the Earl of Aberdeen, in 1825, from the south of France.

When planted in a thin shallow soil, the want of the lateral roots, common to most of the

fir and pine tribe, causes it to become loosened at the surface, and to assume a leaning

posture. It is also liable, from the same deficiency, to be snapped off near the crown of

the root by a heavy storm of wind. The depth to which the tap-root enters the subsoil

—sometimes several fathoms—prevents it from otherwise yielding to the blast.

Whatever value may be attached to the oak and other hard-wood trees, it requires

but little argument to prove that in point of general, we might say universal, usefulness,

the various descriptions of pines and firs far exceed them. There are, it is true, many

purposes for which the texture of their wood is not sufficiently firm ; but that very

deficiency renders them the more useful, because more easy to Avork, and consequently

they have superseded oak in every department of domestic carpentry, whether in the

construction of dwelling-houses or other erections. In all these cases the beams^ floors,
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rafters, doors, winclows, shelving, &c., are now made from one or other description of

pine, some of which—the larch and the Norway pine, for instance—are, for inside

work, almost as durable as the hard woods, whilst the cheapness both of the timber

and the working it up makes a material difference in the cost of a building.

On the other hand, it has been shown that those landowners who possess tracts of

poor barren land cannot devote them to a better purpose than planting them with different

kinds of pine trees, according to the aspect and climate. The case of the estate of the

Duke of Argyle is, perhaps, an extreme one in point of the extent to which it has been

planted ; but there are many others on which the principle might be carried out so far,

as in a few years to realise more than double the value of the land, without impoverishing

it, and even rendering it more valuable after the timber is removed, as is the case at

Blair Athol. This is an important consideration in a country like Scotland, as well as

the mountainous parts of England and Wales. It is true that woods and forests employ

and support very few inhabitants ; but neither do those tracts of land to which we refer as

most eligible for planting, being incapable of tillage, and supporting only a few sheep or

black cattle, in looking after which a few shepherds or herdsmen will undertake thousands

of aci-es. The planting, therefore, of such tracts would be botli a benefit to the country,

and at the same time prove in every way a source of wealth to the proprietor.

20. The Cedar.—Of this tree there are two kinds ; the cedar of Lebanon (Pinus

cedrus, or Gedms Libnni), and the Red cedar {Jiiniperus Virginiana). The cedar of

Lebanon is said to have been first brought into England by Evelyn, whose work we shall

presently have occasion to refer to respecting it. It will grow cither in a strong clay

soil, or a mixed gravelly one. It is propagated either by seed, by layers, or by grafting.

In preparing the seed, the cones require to be laid in water for twenty-four hours, and

then split by driving a sharp iron through the centre lengthways, when the seeds will

drop out of themselves, or may be picked out with ease. Layers are formed from the

branches, which are always found near the ground in trees that have not had them

removed. The autumn is the proper time to practise this method ; and the layers

should be strongly fastened doAvn with pegs, and the branch to which they belong fixed

with strong stakes to prevent them from being torn up by the violence of the winds.

A better method, perhaps, is that introduced from China, in the propagation of fruit

trees; namely, by selecting a branch, and cutting about 2 inches of the bark all round.

Then encircle the part above the cut with a large ball of earth or clay, mixed with rotten

dung, and worked into a kind of mud or dough. This should be covered with a piece of

sacking, tightly sewn round it, and kept moist in the summer by pouring water frequently

upon it. The branch will strike roots into the clay, and the next autumn it may be cut

ofl' and planted without further trouble. Any tree may be propagated in the same

manner, taking care that a knot or small branch is immediately above the decortication.

When grafting is practised, the larch is usually selected, the method being the same as

in other cases.

The cedar is a rapid-giowing tree when it has fairly taken hold of the soil, and it

attains a great height and size. In its early stage of growth it is pyramidal in its form,

and its leading shoot rapidly elongates, and usually inclines on one side ; Ijut as it

advances it becomes perpendicular, aud the lateral branches thi'ow out others, and are

less regularly wliorled round the trunk. Tlicre are some very fine specimens of the cedar

in a park at Camberwell, belonging to the De Crespigny family; but the largest in
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Englaiul iu 1 799 was 70 feet iu height, 20 feet iii circumference at the base, aucl the

branches cxtcuclcd 50 feet from the trunk all round.* Mauudrell mentions having

measured one on I^Iount Lebanon that was 36 feet in girth, and 112 feet in the lateral

spread of its branches.

The wood of the cedar of Lebanon is chiefly used by cabinet-makers and joiners, who

always fasten the work made from it with wooden pins, as the wood shrinks from nails.

It is very dry, and apt to split, if care is not exercised in working it. An oil is extracted

fi"om the wood, which preserves books and writings from the book-worm.

A fiUl-growu cedar is a striking object in almost any situation; and the frequent

mention of it in the sacred writings of the Old Testament, gives it an interest attached

to no other tree to so great an extent. It attains a height of from 50 to 80 feet, and

has then assumed the form of a wide-spreading tree, with a flattened pyramidal head,

frequently with two or more upright stems,t and the branches and foliage disposed in a

flat fan-like form, perfectly horizontal from the trunk, thickly furnished with tufted

foliage. The timber is very durable, beams of it having been discovered in Numidia

1,200 years old, and perfectly sound. At Saguntum, in Spain, in an oratory dedicated

to Diana, there we]-e in the days of Pliny, cedar beams that had been placed there by

the founders of the temple, 200 years before the siege of Troy (a.c. 1218). It was

employed by the ancient Egyptian kings in the construction of their galleys ; and all the

timber employed in building the Temple of Diana at Ephesus was of this wood. Pliny

mentions the timber of cedar found in a temple of Apollo at Utica, in Africa, which, at

2,000 years old, was found to be quite sound. In the United Kingdom, however, the

wood is soft, and very diff'erent iu character from that grown in its native soil and climate.

This has led some to suppose that the cedar grown here is a difl'erent species from the

cedars of Lebanon; but such is not the case. Like other trees of the species, it is

found to degenerate when taken from its native country.

Although this tree, on account of its frequent mei^tion by the writers of the Old

Testament, is called the cedar of Lebanon, it is by no means indigenous only there.

Loudon, who obtained specimens of its cones and leaves from Morocco, thinks it probable

that its range not only extends over the whole group of mountains situated between

Damascus and Tripoli in Syria, including the Mounts Lebanon, Amasus, and Taurus

of antiquity, &c., but that its distribution extends to the mountainous regions of

Northern Africa. It is probable, however, that as other trees of the eonifera family

have been styled Cedrus by ancient writers, some, at least, of the regions mentioned

above have no claim to the title of C. Libanus. Those on Mount Lebanon have always

been an attraction to scientific as well as Christian travellers ; and to the Maronite

Christians, who reside there, they are a peculiar object of interest, if not of a subdued

veneration. They annually celebrate the festival of the Transfiguration under the

grateful shadow of the boughs of the remaining trees ; the number of which, of any

size, was in 1655, twenty-three, according to Thevenot; and iu 1696, according to

Maundrell, only sixteen ; but he also found numerous young trees, probably springing

from the roots of those that had decayed. His accoimt is confirmed as to the number of

the large trees by Pococke, who travelled in Syria in 1744-5. But in 1813 Kinneir gives

* It 13 jiroballe thai all these mentioned were plaateil about the time when Evelyn introduced the cedar and gave the

impetns to planting.

t This, however, is only where the leading shoot has been broken off, or otherwise injured.
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the number at four or five hundred, which is iu some measure explained by WolfF, who

counted " thirteen large trees^ and 387 small ones." M. Laure, who visited Mount

Lebs,rt0u iu 1836, states that fifteen out of the sixteen trees mentioned by Mauudrell

still existed, though in a state of decay. From their huge dimensions and general

appearancCj they are supposed to be coeval with the Christian era.

Mount Lebanon rises 10,000 feet above the level of the sea^ and its towering peaks

are covered with snow all the year round. The temperature, therefore, varies with the

several stages of its height, which has led the Arabian poet to say, " Lebanon bears

winter upon his head, spring upon his shoulders, and autumn in his bosom, while summer

lies sleeping at his feet." The cedars are found on a plateau at the foot of one of the

highest peaks, at an elevation of 8,000 feet. This shows the hardy nature of the tree,

which also requires a liberal sujjply of water. It is said that the removal of a pond

formerly existing on the plateau has caused the cedars to decay. If the top shoot is

])reserved, it will advance about 3 feet annually iu a suitable soil. It requires no

pruning, nor does that operation at all appear to promote the growth of the leading

shoot. Its great effort is to throw out lateral branches, which attain large dimensions,

spreading their fan- like foliage over a great space all round the trunk. Even when its

leading shoot no longer grows, the branches continue to extend themselves, displaying a

table-like head, different in form from any other tree.

The best, and now most common, way of cultivating the cedar is by raising it in a

hot-bed, and transplanting it iu June into pots, increasing the size of the pot as the plant

advances. By this means the final removal of it into the place where it is required to

stand, is effected without any danger to the roots, which, when sown in a common seed-

bed, are liable to be injured; besides which, it can be planted at any season of the year.

If planted in the ordinary way, with firs, it ought not to remain iu the seed-bed more

than two seasons, but should be then transplanted into the nursery in rows ; and in two

years more removed to its final destination. When treated with care its growth is

by no means slow, but if otherwise, it is very apt to get stunted ; and then the plant

is condemned as not suited to the soil or climate, whereas it has been found to succeed,

under proper management, in almost every description of soil and climate. Evelyn states

that "it grows in all extremes; in the moist Barbadoes, the hot Bermudas (I speak of

those trees so denominated), and in the cold New England, even where the snow lies, as

I am told, half the year ; for so it does on the mountains of Libanus, from whence I

liave received cones and seeds of those few remaining trees. Why then should it not

thrive in Old England ? I know not, save for want of industry and trial. It grows

in the bogs of America, and in the mountains of Asia, so as there is, it seems, uo place

or clime that affrights it."*

Many of the English cedars have attained extraordinary dimensions. Thus, four

planted (according to Miller) in the botanical garden at Chelsea in 1683, being then

only 3 feet in height, were in 1774 stated by Dr. Hunter, in his edition of " Sylva," to

be 12 feet 6 inches in girth at 2 feet from the ground, and their branches extended

20 feet from the trunk all round, the lower ones reaching the ground, although springing

from the trunk 12 or 14 feet above it. Another, which grew on the north side of

Hendou Place, eight miles from London, was 70 feet in height, the trunk 21 feet iu girth,

and the branches extended 100 feet in diameter. It had ten brandies, Avhioh ranged

* "Sylva
J
a Discourse of Forest Trees," vol. ii. [i. J.
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from 6 to 12 feet in circumference. It was said to have been planted by Queen

Elizabeth herself, which, if true, deprives Evelyn of the merit of having introduced it

into England. This remarkable tree was blown down in the equally extraordinary " New

Year's gale," as it was called, a hurricane of nnparalleled fury, which burst out on the

1st January, 1779 ; and the timber M'as found to be perfectly sound. The most remark-

able cedar at present in England is said to be one at Strathficldsaye, the estate of the

Duke of Wellington. This tree is 108 feet in height, with a truuk 3 feet in diameter,

and the branches extend 7-1' feet. It has, however, a rival at Sion House, which is

72 feet in height, is 8 feet in diameter at 3 feet from the ground, and its head is

117 feet in diameter. In Scotland, also, there are several very large cedars, although

that tree was not planted there till towards the middle of the last century. In Ireland,

also, it was late before it was known, but the moistness of the climate, and the moun-

tainous character of the country, are favourable to its growth.

Evelyn considered the Bermudas cedar to be little inferior in value to that of Mount

Lebanon ; and in Carolina, the barrels and vessels used for containing wines and spirits,

when made of this wood, were found to preserve those liquids in perfect strength of

spirit, so firm and close was the grain. On the contrary, the wood of the Jamaica cedar

was so porous, that even the wine soaked through it. The New England cedar furnished

excellent timber, and, when sawn into planks, was used for flooring and for " shingling,"

or roofing houses.

Notwithstanding the tradition of the Hendon cedar being planted by Queen

Elizabeth, we think the negative testimony of contemporary writers is in favour of Evelyn

as having introduced it into England. Gerard, whose " Herbal " was first published

in Latin, in 1596, and in English in 1597, speaks of it as not growing in England; and

Johnson's edition of the work in 1636 still says the same ; and Parkinson, in liis

'•'Theatrum Botanicum," published in 1640, says:—"The branches, some say, all grow

upright, but others, straight out." Elizabeth died in 1603 ; therefore, according to

these writers, she is out of the question. Evelyn, on the contrary, not only asks, " Why
should it not thrive in England ? " but procured cones from JSIount Lebanon, and says he

frequently raised it also from seeds and berries from Bermuda, where the trees were

almost eradicated by the negligence of the planters, who destroyed, without renewing, the

forests of that tree.

The cedar does not produce cones generally until it is forty years old, and for the

first few years the seeds cannot be depended on. The catkins make their appearance in

autumn, and the cones do not ripen till the second summer. When mature, they still con-

tinue to hang on the tree for many years if not gathered, without shedding their seeds.

At length the influence of the sun prevails ; the scales open, and the seed falls, but the

centre, or axis, of the cone still remains attached to the branch, so tenacious is it of the

connection. The cones should be gathered the spring after they ripen, and treated in

the manner described above.

21. The Yew tree {Taxus baccata).—There is only one species of this tree in Europe.

It is considered indigenous in Britain, although Loudon intimates that it is not so (see

"Trees and Shrubs of Britain," vol. i. p. 24). Hunter, in his notes on " Sylva," says

" it grows naturally in England, and also in most northern countries of Europe, and in

North America. If sufi^ered to grow, it will rise to a good height, with a very large

.stem. It naturally sends out branches on every side, which spread out, and are almost
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horizontal. These are closely garnishecl with narrow, stiff, blunt-pointed leaves of a

very davk green. The flowers come out from the sides of the In-anches in clusters.

The male flowers have many stamina, and are more consjiicuous than the female. These,

for the most part, are on different trees, but sometimes are upon the same tree. They

ajjpear at the latter end of May, and the berries ripen in autumn." Another strong

reason for concluding that the yew tree is indigenous in England, is the fact that in

most of the ancient churchyards it is to be found, in many instances more than coeval

with the building itself. This is accounted for by the supposition that before the intro-

duction of Christianity the heathens planted it near their temples or burying-grounds

;

and when Christianity was adopted by the people, they erected their places of worship

on the same spot ; and their veneration for the yew tree, which has always been con-

sidered a funereal tree, led them to hold it sacred.

A singular story is related bj' Camden, and which is referred to by Evelyn in

" Sylva" (vol. i. p. 267), as follows :
—"A certain amorous clergyman falling in love with

a pretty maid who refused his addresses, cut off her head ; which being hung upon a

yew tree till it was rotten, the tree was reputed sacred, not only while the virgin's head

hung there, but as long as the tree itself lasted, to which the people went in pilgrimage,

plucking and bearing away branches of it as an holy relique whilst there remained any

of the trunk—persuading themselves that those small veins and filaments (resembling

hairs, between the bark and the body of the tree) wei'e the hairs of the virgin. But,

what is yet stranger, the resort to this place (then called Houston, a despicable village)

occasioned the building of the now famous town of Halifax, in Yorkshire, which imports

' Holy Hair.' . Pliny speaks of an old lotus tree in a grove near Rome, upon which

the vestals (as our nuns) were used to hang their hair, cut off at their profession."

Dr. Hunter accounts for the yew being planted in churchyards from the circum-

stance that branches of it used' to be carried in processions on Palm Sunday instead of

palm branches ; and that yew trees in the churchyards of East Kent are still called

palms. He also quotes, from Caxton's directions for keeping feasts all the year, the

following lecture for Palm Sunday :
—" Wherefore Holy Chircli this day makyth solemn

processyon that Cryst made this day. But for urcheson that we have none olyve that

bereth grene leef ; algate, therefore, we take ewe instead of palm and olyve, and beren

about in processyon, and so is this day called ' Palm Sunday.' "

The leaves and fruit are highly poisonous ; and instances in which both human

beings and cattle have been killed from eating them are numerous. Evelyn mentions

that a gardener at the Medical Garden at Pisa, in Tuscany, having to clip the yew

hedges, could never work at it more than two hours at a time, as it caused his head to

ache. The yew was an important tree when the bow and arrpw were the weapons of

war with the British. Their prowess in its use was fatally felt, not only at the battles

of Agiucourt and Poictiers in Prance, but wherever they came in contact with a foe.

A good yew bow in the hands of a stalwart Briton was perhaps a far more formidable

weapon than the "old brown Bess," of inefhcient notorictj', especially in an encounter

with cavalry. With a chevuux-de-frize in front, the archers could put a squadron of

horse to rout without any danger of being reached by them. The use of cannon changed

the character of warfare ; and the rifle will materially decrease the chances of escape,

from the long range of its action and the precision of its aim.

Since the time of Elizabeth, when the arquebus took the place of the bow and
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ariow, tlie yew tree, wliicli had previously been ouc of the most important of our native

productions, fell into neglect, and was no longer cultivated or protected, except in the

churchyards, where tradition had given it a standing as a funereal tree, and possibly as

an emblem of immortality, from its longevity. The notice, however, that Evelyn took

of it brought it forward again as an ornamental tree for gardens. And from the close-

ness of its foliage, and its tendency to multiply its small twigs and leaves when trimmed,

it was much used for clipped hedges, in which employment it formed an admirable screen

from the winds for tender plants. The formal taste of that and the succeeding age in

gardening, also led to the absurd practice of training the yew, as well as the holly and

other shrubs, into the shape of birds and animals. To the present day such fantastic

and unnatural trees are to be seen in some of the gardens of ancient raanor-liouses

or the mansions of the nobility. These are becoming fewer every day, such absurd

abortions having given way to a more natural and refined taste in landscape gardening.

As a timber tree, the yew deserves more attention than has been hitherto attracted to

it, being considered the most valuable of all woods for cabinet-work, and not inferior to

the most costly of the imported timber. It has a close, fine grain, susceptible of a high

polish, and is almost incorruptible. Its colour varies from a rich orange red to a deep

brown, and at the lower part of the tree near the ground, and at the ramification of the

branches, it is beautifully marbled and veiued. Nothing can exceed the beauty of chairs,

tables, and other articles of furniture, made of its wood. Its wonderful antiseptic

property, which enables it to resist the action of the atmosj^heric elements, renders it the

most endurable of our woods, and recommends it for all out-door work in which common

timber would decay. " The hardy veteran," says Gilpin, " fears neither storms above

nor damps below." It is a common saying among the inhabitants of the New I'orest,

that " a post of yew will outlast a post of iron.''

From the large number of yew trees continually being dug up in the bogs of Ireland,

it must formerly have been not only indigenous, but very common in that country. We
have seen many specimens of it, taken from difierent bogs, all perfectly sound, and

wholly unchanged in colour, which is a deep brown. This is the more remarkable,

from its being frequently found associated with the oak, the gallic acid from which might

be supposed to have imparted the same hue assumed by the oak itself, which is a jet

black. The trees of bog-yew are generally of a small size, but quite large enough to be

employed in the manufacture of chairs, and other small articles of furniture. It is not

now a common tree in Ireland, having shared the same fate and neglect that has

attended it in other parts of the United Kingdom.

The yew tree is of slow growth, but if not injured, will in time arrive at a large size.

At Fontingal churchyard, in the Highlands of Scotland, were the remains of one stated

by Pennant to have measured 56 feet in circumference. This must have been a most

imposing object when in its prime, and would carry back the imagination far beyond the

annals of Scottish history. Dr. Hunter states that there were six remarkable yew trees

growing on the hill above Fountains Abbey, near Eipon, in Yorkshire, which in 1770

measured in circumference respectively, as below :

—

No. 1 .
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of the Fountains was built in 1133^ having withdrawn themselves fiom the Benedictine

monastery of St. Mary, in York." These trees must, therefore, have been of considerable

size at the time stated, and were possibly coeval at least with the earlier periods of

Christianity in England. The yew is, we presume, more common in France than with

ns, as Loudon states that it is employed there in making axle-trees. The timber requires

a long time to season it, yet it shrinks very little in drying, which is owing to the

closeness and compact nature of the grain, the result of its slow growth. Loudon states

that 280 layers, or rings, have been counted in a piece of wood only 20 inches in diameter.

From this estimate the tree could have increased only 3 inches, on an average, in fourteen

years, having twenty-eight rings to each inch from the centre. On the same calculation,

the tree in Scotland mentioned by Pennant must have been 2,600 years old ivhen it began

to decmj ; and as its decay would be in proportion to the indurate quality of the wood, it

is probable that it was eight or nine hundred years old, at the commencement of tlie

Christian era, which would give it an age of 3,500 years.

The yew is propagated from seeds. The berries becoming ripe in August, should be

immediately collected, to prevent the thrush and other birds from seizing them, all birds

being fond of them. 'We pulp is cleared from the seed by washing. The latter should

then be mixed with thrice its bulk of sand, and placed in a pit for twelve or fourteen

months, when it may be sown in beds of rich, loamy soil, in open weather, either in the

spring or autumn, as regularly as possible, so that each plant may stand singly, and

2 or 3 inches apart. It should not be covered more than half an inch with the soil.

The young plants should be protected from frost, by placing straw, or boughs of fir,

over them. They should be placed in the seed-bed two years, and then be transplanted

into the nursery, and afterwards removed every third year, until they are placed where

they arc to remain. The seed never vegetates until the second season after it is sown,

and if the pulpy matter in which it is enveloped is allowed to dry, it will require three

seasons to develop itself and appear above ground. The roots are very numerous and

succulent, which greatly facilitates the removal of plants with a ball of earth, and

prevents it from suffering by the operation. If the plants are intended foi' a hedge, the

proper age for planting them is eight years, when, if well managed, they will be 7 or 8

feet high. The nature of the roots renders transplantation safe at almost any season of

the year, if watering is attended to, in a severe drought. This tree is sometimes raised

from cuttings, which should be placed, with a heel, on a sandy soil, and protected from

the sun. They should be taken off the young shoots of one or two years' growth, and

will require two years to produce sufficient root to bear removal, when they should be

placed in the nursery the same as seedlings.

The Irish Yetv tree [Taxus b. fastigiata) is a more upright tree than the English, and

is considered moi'c ornamental, its form of growth being more like that of the cypress,

and the leaves are more distributed about the stem. This variety originates from a

plant found in the neighbourhood of Florence Court, Fermanagh, and which probably

still exists. A considerable number of trees have been raised from it in Ireland, and

several fine specimens of it exist also in Scotland. There is no account of the origin of

the parent tree, which was a female, fiom which we conclude that it is an accidental

variety. It appears to grow more rapidlj'' than the common yew, both in Ireland and

Scotland, but does not attain the character of a timber tree—at least, not at present, and

probably time has not yet been afforded to allow of its development to tliat extent.
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At Jardine Hall, Dumfriesshire, there is a line pLnnt of this variety in a gavdcu. It is

15 feet high, and being a female tree it has produced seeds from which plants have

been raised, but it is said "none have shown the fastigiate growth of the parent."

The form of the Irish yew differs from the common species in being bare of branches

at the part next the ground, but spreading out to a broad lioad at the top, which

renders it a conspicuous object in a garden or shrubbery; while its dai'k, dense foliage,

of a deep and lustrous green, adds to its ornamental character at all seasons of the

year. As a hedge, if kept trimmed properly, it forms an impenetrable fence in a few

years.

22. The Box {Biixus sempervlrens).—Although this plant is well known as a border-

shrub in our gardens, it is seldom that we see it in the capacity of a timber tree ; and

the greater part of the boxwood that is used by turners is imported from abroad. It i.?

not known whether the box is indigenous in the United Kingdom, yet it grows spon-

taneously at Boxley in Kent, and at Box Hill in Surrey, to which it has given the name.

Formerly it was the fashion for ladies and gentlemen from London and other places to

resort to the neighbourhood of Box Hill to drink the water of Evesham Spa ; and the hill

itself, with its shady walks amongst the box trees, Avas a favourite promenade. Evelyn

charges against the box plant that it possesses an offensive smell, which, he says, had

banished it from many gardens ; but, he adds, " after all, it is infinitely to be preferred

for the bordering of flower-beds and flat embroideries, to any sweeter or less lasting

shrub whatever, subject, after a year or two, to grow dry, sticky, and full of gaps, whicli

box is so little obnoxious to, that, braving all seasons, it needs not to be renewed for

twenty years together, nor kept in order with the garden shears above once or twice

a year."

There are seven varieties of this tree, but only one species. The varieties are

—

1. The Broad-leaved box. 2. The Dwarf, commonly called the Dutch box. 3. The
NaiTow-leaved box. 4. The Gold-striped box. 5. The Silver-striped box. G. Tlie

Gold-edged box. 7. The Curled-leaved Striped box. The kind recommended for a

forest tree is the Broad-leaved, but the Narrow-leaved is considered the most beautiful

in that capacity.

The wood of the box is exceedingly close-grained, hard, and heavy, so that if thrown
into the water, it will sink like a stone or lead. On account of its hardness it is of

great value, and is chiefly used by turners, wood-engravers, carvers, mathematical instru-

ment makers, &e. It is generally sold by weight, but sometimes by measure. It was
formerly much used by cabinet-makers for inlaying, and is so at present, when required

for that purpose. In 1815 box timber to the value of £10,000 was felled on Box Hill,

but a considerable number of the smaller trees are. still remaining there. It is a very
slow-growing tree, not making timber in this country in less than a hundred years. Its

value is from £7 to £14 per ton, and the quantity annually used in the United Kingdom
a few years since was nearly 600 tons, the greater part of whicli was brought from
Turkey and Spain, in which two countries it is produced in abundance. When perfectly

dry, a cubic foot of box wood will weigh rather more tliau 68 lbs.

23. The Holly {Ilex aquifolium).—There are not less than forty varieties of this plant,

but the most striking or valuable are (1st) those with red, white, or yellow berries
; (2nd)

those with leaves bordered or botched with yellow or white
; (3rd) those without spines

;

and (4th) those with the surface of the leaves spiny. The common holly is indigenous in
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every part of the United Kingdom, and grows to a considerable height and size in

situations peculiarly adapted to it. Its ordinary height is from 25 to 30 feet, but there

are specimens tliat have reached 40 and 50 feet in botli England and Scotland, with

trunks measuring from 3 to 4 feet in diameter. In many of our ancient forests it

springs up spontaneously, and thrives, without any particular care, t-o the greatest

perfection. The same is the case in the natural woods in Scotland, in which it is always

an inhabitant, either in the form of underwood, from the leader having been broken, or

cropped ofl' when young, or as a timber tree. In the woods of Kent and Surrey it

forms a distinguishing feature, springing up spontaneously, according to Evelyn, in

thousands amongst the dead leaves ; and even amongst the shingle on the sea-shore, he

affirms, he has seen it coming up in abundance. Every soil seems to suit it, from a

blowing sand to a stiff clay ; but that on M'hich it thrives best is a gravel over a chalk

subsoil.

As a hedge the holly is unrivalled both for its beauty and impenetrability; for,

whilst it grows close and thick, its spines repel all aggression j and its character as an

evergreen renders it at all times, but, especially in winter, when loaded with ' berries, an

object of great interest. Evelyn had such a hedge in his garden at Says Court, in Kent,

400 feet in length, 9 in height, and 4 in diametei', " which I can show," he says, " in

my now ruined garden (thanks to the Czar of Muscovy) at any time of the year, with

its armed and varnished leaves. It mocks the rude assaults of the weather, beasts, and

hedge-breakers." *

The lioUy is propagated chiefly from seeds, which, like those of the yew, do not

vegetate the first year. The berries, therefore, instead of l)cing sown at once, must either

be buried in the ground or mixed with sand or earth, and turned frequently over, in

order to divest them of the pulpy matter which surrouiuls them. This process requires

eight or nine months to complete ; after which they are cleared from the sand or eai'th

by sifting, and may at once be sown on beds prepared for tliera, covering them half an

inch deep with the soil. They should remain in the seed-bed two years, and then l)c

removed to the nursery, and planted in rows 18 inches or 2 feet apart, and G or 8 inches

from each other in the rows. Whilst they remain in the nursery they should be trans-

planted every second year ; and when finally planted where they are to stand, should be

taken up with a good ball of earth, which, as the roots are fibrous, is not difficult to

do. The best time for this is the winter or early spring, altliongli many nurserymen

will plant them at all seasons of the year, with more or less success. Holmes Dale, in

Surrey, memorable for the flight of the Danes, is remarkable for the spontaneous growth

of the holly, which gives the name to the place. The inhabitants of tlie district had a

proverb respecting the defeat of the Danes, and the prowess of their ancestors

—

"Holmes

Dale, never ivon ; ne, never shall." The holly, like tlic box, used to be tortured by the

shears of the gardeners into all manner of shapes of birds, beasts, and men, by way of

ornamenting the parterres and shrubberies, nature herself not being beautiful cnougli

in that age of bushwigs, cocked hats, ruffled sleeves, and formal artificial manners. The

formal straight walks, the mathematically-arranged flower-beds, mythological statues,

planted at cacli corner, precisely opposite to each other— all was in keeping, to destroy

* The Czai- rcter tlic Great rcsijoj at Mr. Evclj'ii's lioiisc (luring liis slay in Englanil, in orilcr tl'iit lie miglit le n",ar

the Dockyard at Deplford. (Sec "Sylva," vol. i. p. 27.S.)

I
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that liarmouious discord wliicli really gives to nature its beauty. They seem to have

adopted, as earuest, the sarcastic sentiuieut of the burlesquing poet :

—

" I (ell you, nature's a vile daubing jade

;

I've often said it, and ngaiu repeat it

;

She doth not understand at all her trade

;

Artists, ne'er mind her work ; I hope you'll beat it."

Happily a new era has supervened, and landscape-gardening has abolished the shears, or

rather, confined them to the box edgings and the fence, their proper and only vocation.

The holly is raised sometimes by budding, grafting, and cuttings. The plants

produced by these means come forward quicker than from seed ; but they do not make

timber trees so well, and the cuttings are only fit to be employed for raising fences. The

best way, however, of effecting this, is to take young plants 3 feet high, strij) off their

leaves and most of the branches, leaving enough of these to form the hedge. Then lay

them along under the soil with the tips of the branches or shoots just above ground.

Everv one of these will at once take root, and will form a fence in less time than by any

other method. It is usual to plant whitethorn with holly, as it grows faster and shades

the holly, which is requisite. And then, as tlie latter gets up, the whitethorn is removed,

and its place is soon filled up. As a tree, the holly at best is a plant of slow growth,

rising usually in a pyramidal form. Its deep green and shining foliage contrasts well

with the other forest trees in summer, whilst in autumn and winter, loaded as it is with

its clusters of coral berries, it is an object of surpassing beauty and interest, beyond any

other of our evergreens. It has a traditional value as the ornament of our houses and

sacred buildings at a dreary season of the year, and helps powerfully to take off the edge

of the bareness and eheerlessness which nature then assumes. The origin of thus decking

the windows of houses and churches with evergreens, will take us in research to ages

beyond the Christian era, the early churches at Rome having adopted it from the practice

of the heathens, who had probably a mythological meaning in it that is lost in the lapse

of ages. With us the superstitious observance of it no longer prevails ; and the practice

is kept np, because whilst all nature is asleep (so far as vegetation is concerned), the

factitious presence of this beautiful production relieves the dull monotony that reigns

paramount everywhere besides. This gives, with young and old, to the holly an additional

claim to our respect and affection. The festival of Christmas, indeed, would not be

considered complete by the younger part of a family—holiday-time though it be—if this

indispensable accompaniment were wanting.

The wood of the holly is white, heavy, hard, and close-grained. A cubic foot of it,

when dry, weighs, according to Loudon, 47 lbs. 7 oz. It is much used by turners,

joiners, cabinet-makers, mathematical and engineering instrument makers. It is also

used for veneering, and formerly for inlaying, when that kind of work was more fashion-

able.than at present. It takes a high polish, and when dyed black, supplies the place of

ebony for the handles of doors, teapots, and other small wares. Bird-lime is extracted

from the bark, the method of which is described by Evelyn in the following manner :

—

" Peel a good quantity of the bark about midsummer, fill a vessel with it, and put to it

spring water ; then boil it till the grey and white bark rise from the gi'cen, which will

require near twelve hours boiling. Then taking it off the fire, separate the barks, the

water being first well poured off. Then lay the green bark on the earth in some cool

vault or cellar, covering it with any sort of green or rank weeds, such as docks, thistles,

VOL. II. T
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hemlocks, &cc., to a good thickness. Thus let it continue near a fortnight, by which

time it will become a perfect mucilage. Then pound it all exceedingly in a stone

mortar, till it be a tough paste, and so fine as no part of the bark is discernible. This

done, wash it accurately well in some running stream of water, as long as you perceive

the least ordure or motes in it, and so remove it in some earthen pot to purge and

ferment, scumming it as often as you see anything arises for four or five days, and when no

more filth comes, change it into a fresh earthen vessel, and reserve it for use, thus : Take

what quantity you please of it, and, in au earthen pipkin, add a third part of goose grease

to it, well clarified, or oil of walnuts, which is better. After incorporating the mixture

on a gentle fire, keep stirring it till it is cold, and thus your composition is finished."*

The holly will grow on any soil. Evelyn's famous hedge was raised on a burning

gravel, exposed to the meridian sun. "For," says he, "it refuseth not almost any sort of

barren ground, hot or cold, and often indicates where coal is to be found." In fact, no

soil except a genuine bog is rejected by it. It abounds in Ireland, and there are some

large and beautiful specimens near the Powerseourt waterfall in Wicklow, and on the

lower parts of many of the mountains and hills of that coimtry. Being a slow-growing

tree, it is necessarily long-lived. Loudon mentions many instances of its longevity, and

quotes a passage from Pliny as follows :
—" Tibertus built the city of Tiber near three

holly trees, over which he had observed the flight of birds, that pointed out the spot

the gods had fixed on for its erection ;
" and these trees were standing in his own time,

and must, therefore, have been upwards of 1,200 years old. He also tells us that there

was a holly-tree then growing near the Vatican in Rome, on which was fixed a plate of

brass, with an inscription in Tuscan letters; and that this tree was older than Rome

itself, which must have been more than 800 years. He further speaks of a holly tree in

Tusculum, the trunk of which was 35 feet in circumference, and which sent out branches,

ten in number, and of such magnitude tliat each might pass for a tree, and the tree

itself was like a small wood. There arc many hollies of large size in the United

Kingdom, but it does not appear that any of them can compare with the above in age.

Loudon gives a numerous list of hollies in all parts of the kingdom, but the oldest is

only of 400 years' standing. It is possible that there may be others yet older, but the

constant demand for the wood has probably caused the largest, and therefore the most

valuable, to be cut down.

24. The Poplar {Populus).—There is a considerable number of varieties of this tree,

all of wliich are of rapid growth, and attain a large size and height. The most

important are the Common Grey, or White poplar {Populus canascens) ; the White

poplar, or Abele tree (P. alba) ; the Aspen, or Trembling poplar {P. tremula), with its

congener the Athenian poplar; the Black poplar [P. nigra) ; the Necklace-bearing poplar

(P. monilifera) ; the Lorabardy poplar (P. fastit/iata) ; the Balsam poplar, or Taca-

mahac {P. balsamifera).

The poplar is called an aquatic tree, because it thrives most in a moist soil. Not-

withstanding this, it is found also to Hourish in very different situations in respect to

moisture. Dr. Hunter considers the poplar the most valuable of all the aquatics, on

account as well of its rapid growth and the large size to which it attains, as of the quality

of its timber, which, if kept dry, is very durable. It is also a slow-burning wood, which

renders it proper for flooring and other inside applications, not being liable also to warp

* " Sjlva," vol, i. p. 27J.
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01" splitj aiul possessing great elasticity. The various species arc natives of different

parts of the world ; and while tliey flourisli best in a moist soil or near a running stream,

they will not t]iri>e in a moory or marshy ground, saturated with stagnant moisture.

Tliey are not raised from seed in England, at least the foreign species, none hut male

plants having been imported. Indeed, the best method, and certainly the quickest, is

to raise thcni Irom offsets, of which an ample supply may l)c obtained if required. We
shall proceed to describe the different kinds cultivated iu the United Kingdom.

1. The Grei/ Poplar is believed to be indigenous to Britain, as iu many situations

it grows wild there, as well as in France and Germany. It rises to the height of fiom

80 to 100 feet, witli a clear trunk for a gi'eat part of its height, and a spreading bushy

head. The diameter of the trunk is from 3 to 7 feet. As it grows old the foliage is

less dense, being at its liighest state of perfection at about the age of fifty, a few years

after which it begins to decay at the heart ; and though it will still live, apparently in a

flourishing state, tlie timber will rapidly decline in value. Selby tliiuks that if properly

managed it would prove a profitable tree to the plaiiter, on account as well of its rapid

growth as the superiority of its wood, which excels all the other species of poplar. From

the tendency it displays to throw out shoots or suckers from the root, a plantation once

established would never want to be renewed by fresh trees, and thus a constant succession

of young timber may be depended on without trouble or expense. Loudon recommends

enclosing single trees with a fence if it is desirable to raise fresh offsets, in order to prevent

cattle or sheep from cropping them off. In the " Dictionnaire des Eaux ct Foiets," a

case is recorded of one of these trees planted in a field, and surrounded by a fence at

25 feet distance from it on every side. In twenty years it formed, by its suckers, a

circular clump of wood, 50 feet in diameter, consequently thirty or forty trees would

cover an acre with a thick wood in the same space of time.

When planted for timber trees they should be set from 15 to 18 feet apart each way,

on account of the roots running near the surface, and their tendency to throw out

suckers. The spaces may be filled up, 2»'o tempore, with larches, which should be cut for

poles as the poplars advance iri size and stature. The poplar requires no pruning, and

the head should never be shortened when planted. If it is found necessary to cut off"

any large branches, the wound should be covered with a plaster of clay, otherwise decay

is liable to commence at the spot. The wood of the poplar grown on a moist soil is softer

and less valuable than that on dry ground.

In forming coppices of the grey poplar, if the land is dry enough to bear ploughing,

a crop of oats may be obtained the year before planting. After the oats are harvested,

it will be well to plough it again, and the young plants may then be at once taken from

the nursery and put into the ground, 3 feet asunder. The weeds must be kept down

the first year, after which the rapid growth of the trees will not be checked by them. In

seven years from the first planting, and every five years afterwards, the poles will be

forward enough to cut, being from 10 to 15 feet in length. Evelyn mentions (vol. i. p. 215)

a tree that was cut down in February, which, in October following, had thrown out

branches as thick as a man's wi-ist, and 17 feet in length. When suckers are employed in

planting, they should always be set in the nursery for one or two years previous to their

being put where they are to stand. «

2. The White Poplar, or Abele tree.—This variety differs from the grey poplar in

having the leaves covered on the under side with a thick white down, which is absent in

T 2
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the gi'cy ; in the stigmas also being four instead of eight in number ; and in tlie catkins

being ovate instead of cjlindricah With these exceptions, there is little diflerence in

tlie growth or nature of the timber, except that it is rather more soft and spongy, and

consequently less valuable. It is indigenous to most parts of the continent of Europe,

but is not considered to be so in England, having been brought hither from Flanders or

Holland. It is very extensively cultivated all over Europe, and in the Low Countries is

planted in almost every possible situation, both as an ornamental and a useful tree.

Hartleb mentions, in his " Compleat Husbandman," that some time before he wrote

(1659), 10,000 Abeles were sent to England from Flanders at one time, and transplanted

into many counties; and Mortimer, 150 years afterwards, states that the best kinds of

Abele trees came from Flanders and Holland. Evelyn also confirms this, and states that

"the Dutch look upon a plantation of these trees as an ample portion for a daughter."

The wood of the white, as well as of the grey poplar, is used by turners, packing-

case makers, and cabinet-makers, for the flooring of houses and granaries, for doors

of barns and other out-houses, and a variety of other work of a smaller kind.

3. The Aspen, or Trembling Poplar.—This is a rapid growing tree, and takes its

name from the tremulous motion of the leaves, eveu when there is scarcely a breath of

wind perceptible. This is occasioned by the length and fineness of the flattened foot-

stalks of the leaves, which are fringed with short hairs, and by their friction one with

another, make a constant rustling noise. It is one of the most elegant of its tribe,

being tall, slender, with a clean, straight trunk, an ample head of horizontal bi-anches,

which, as the tree advances in age, assume a pendulous inclination. The leaves are a

rich bright green on the upper surface, and rather lighter beneath, which, in their

constant motion, has a peculiarly sparkling eflcct. Altogether the aspen is a highly

elegant and ornamental tree in any position of the shrubbery or the drive, and is

generally a favourite with the landscape gardener.

The aspen grows rapidly the first thirty or forty years after planting, attaining the

height of from GO to 80 feet, after which, it increases slowly in bulk until it is sixty or

eighty years old, when decay begins to take place; and unless cut down, it will soon

become worthless. It is considered an indigenous tree in Britain, and is found mostly

in moist situations. In Scotland it is almost a constant resident on the borders of the

lakes, and has furnished a beautiful simile to the great northern bard, in his poem of the

" Lady of the Lake " :—
" Oh woman ! ia our hours of ease,

Uucertain, C03', and hard to please,

And variable as the shade

^y \\\*i liijht qniveriiig asiieu ma(h'

;

AVhen pain or sickness clouds the brow,

A ministering angel thou !

"

In some parts of Scotland, as at Braemar, it grows at an elevation of 1,600 feet above

the level of the sea; and in the Isle of Mull, of 1,500 feet. It is a native of the whole

south of Europe, Asia Z\finor, the Caucasus, Lapland to the Frozen Ocean, and in

Russia. It is a remarkable fact, that the year after the burning of Moscow, in the year

1812, seedling plants of the aspen sprung up everywhere amongst the ruins. Loudon

supposes that the seeds h%d been wafted thither by the winds in 1812 ; but the ijrobability

is, that the seeds were already in the soil before the city was built, and that the heat

and moisture caused them to vegetate when the buildings were destroyed. It is the
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case continually in Nortli America, that when a wood is felled, if the ground is left for a

few years, it becomes covered witli trees of quite a different species from those cut down.

Had the seed been scattered over the city on the year of the fire, they would probably

have been destroyed ; but, being in tlie soil, they were protected from the fire, and

afterwards their vegetation was promoted by the snow and rain that fell iu the winter

of 1812-13.

The aspen throws out its roots in abundance near the surface, from which innumer-

able suckers or slioots spi'iug up, and are eaten greedily by cattle and sliecp. Where the

beaver finds a habitation, the bark of tlie aspen forms a great part of its food. It ought

never to be planted on the Ijorders of corn-fields, as its numerous roots impoverish the

grouud, so that notliing will grow or flourish near it. The wood is white and tender,

and is very apt to split and crack. It is employed by turners, the makers of herring

barrels and milk pails, by sculptors, wood engravers of the coarser description of cuts,

joiners, cabinet-makers, &c. &c. Selby says, that if planted in moss in a moist loam,

at 6 or 8 feet distance, it will, in the course of fourteen or fifteen years, be large enough

to saw up into herring-barrel staves, for which there is a constant demand. The aspen

seldom attains a greater diameter than 3 or 4 feet; and in dry situations is much
smaller, but is less liable to decay, and the wood is of a better and more durable qualitv.

In fact, for inside work, as we have already stated (vol. ii. p. 97), the timber of the

aspen is almost imperishable, and will last longer than even that of the oak. It ought

to be felled in winter, and disbarked at once, and deprived of its moisture by heat, when
intended for building purposes. When dry, the wood weighs 34 lbs. 1 oz. tlie cubic

foot, losing two-fifths of its weight. If the tree is cut when the trunk is full of sap, and

employed green, the wood soon heats, moulds, and decays. The bark is used in tanning.

When dried and powdered, it is given to horaes iu doses of half a pound, as a cure for

the bots and worms. In the Highlands of Scotland, the bark of young trees is made
into torches. The Highlanders have a singular superstition respecting this tree—that

the cross on which the Saviour was crucified was made of it, to which they ascribe the

tremulous motion of its leaves. A lady (Miss Kent) suggests that as it could not have

been made of the leaves, it is probable their constant agitation arises from struggling to

escape from the wicked wood on which they grow. Old Gerard (the cynic) compares

the leaves to women's tongues, " which seldom cease wagging."

The trembling poplar is propagated either from seed or offsets, or cuttings, either of

the branches or the roots. The suckers will supply an abundant crop of plants, if

protected from the live stock. The seeds should be gathered as soon as they are ripe,

or they will fall, and immediately sown on a light, rich, moist soil, covering them with

it as slightly as possible, and shading them with branches of fir, leaves, or mats. In

four or five weeks the young plants will appear, and will grow from 1 to 2 inches the

first season. When coppices are planted with this tree, the seedlings should be placed

at distances of 3 feet ; and it will be ready to cut down for poles in fifteen or twenty

years, and for faggots in seven or eight years.

4. The Athenian Poplar [P. Grceca) is of the same .species as the common aspen,

and differs but little from it in all its more intrinsic qualities. It is a highly orna-

mental tree, more slender in the trunk than the aspen, and as it consequently yields

to, rather than resists, the wintry blast, it is less liable to be uprooted by it. It is a

rapid grower, and the young trees sometimes make leading shoots of 6 feet in a season.
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It has the same faculty of throwing out suckers from the roots as the aspen, and there-

fore, like it, is injurious in corn-fields or pastures.

5. Tlie Black Poplar.—It appears doubtful, according to Sir W. J. Hooker, whether

this tree is indigenous in Britain, although it is widely difl'used throughout the country.

It grows to a large size, with a wide spreading head, composed of numerous branches.

Its roots, altliough they extend a long way under the surface of tlic ground, strike much

deeper than the aspen, and do not send out suckers like it. The hark is ash coloured,

and becomes deeply furrowed as the tree grows old. The branches are whitish, the

leaves are slightly notched, and of a pale green, bursting from the buds about the middle

of May. When first expanded, they are of a mixed red and yellow colour. The catkins

are short, appearing before the leaves. Those of the females are round, and the seeds

they enclose are enveloped in a covering of beautiful white cotton. The seeds ripen in

May, and are conveyed to a great distance by the winds.

The black poplar is a rapid growing tree, reaching a height of 30 or 40 feet in ten

years, if planted in a moist and good soil. "When planted for timber, it reaches its

highest perfection in about fifty years. From that time its growth is very slow, and at

seventy or eighty years it begins to decay, and the timber is of little value. At the

beginning of the present century, it was a favourite tree, extensively planted, but has

since been supplanted by the Black Italian poplar (P. monilifera) . At Waas, in Flanders,

where the fields are small, the black poplar is planted in all the hedges at the distance of

IC or 18 feet. They are not allowed to attain any size, but are cut down every twenty

or twenty-four years, and replaced by young ones of the same kind. The largest trees

are cut down first, to prevent tlic land from l:)eing too much shaded. Fifty trees are

allowed to an acre, and they are generally sold for seven or eight florins each, for

making sabots (wooden shoes), of which immense quantities are sent into other provinces,

and all Holland is supplied with them. The wood, however, is applied as well to all the

purposes to which the white poplar is applicable. It is yellow, soft, and fibrous, whicli

causes it to split more easily than that of the white, or the aspen. It weighs, when

dry, 29 lbs. per cubic foot, losing more than half its weight, and one-sixth of its bulk.

It never splinters, and is therefore, according to Evelyn, incomparable for all kinds of

white wooden vessels, as trays, bowls, and other turner's ware. It is employed by

cartwrights, and also by builders, joiners, cabinet-makers, &c. When jjlanted iu coppices

it very soon produces a good returu in poles, rails, rafters, &c. In Kussia the bark is

used in preparing the Morocco leather, and is also given to sheep in a pulverised form.

It is used in Britain in tanning ; and that of old trees by fishermen, as floats to support

their n'cts. The buds, macerated in boiling water, and afterwards bi'uised in a mortar

and pressed, yield a fat substance which burns like wax, and exhales a fine perfume.

The balsamic sap with which the buds are covered, forms the basis of what Gerard calls

" that profitable ointment, unguentum popuhimi, which is used as a soothing remedy

against nervous diseases and hemeroides."

This tree should be planted in a yood soil, though not deep, especially if near water.

It will then grow rapidly, and attain a diameter of 5 or 6 feet in fifty years. "WLen

healthy, and in a good and suitable situation, it will become a highly ornamental object,

on account of the denseness and regularity of its foliage. At Bury St. Edmund's is one

near the old bridge (if not yet cut down), which in 1838 was 90 feet high, and tlie trunk

5 feet in diameter, an engraving of which is given in Loudon's work, " a noble and
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healthy tree." The largest mentioned in tluit work is one at Dijoiij in France, Arhich at

5 feet from the ground measured 21 feet in circumference.

6. The Black Italian, or NecMace-bvarhiy Poplar (P. monUifera) , is considered the

most rapid growing of all the poplars, whilst the timber is quite equal, if not superior,

in quality to that of any otlier species. It is uucertain to what country this tree belongs,

notwithstanding its name, not having been found in a wild state, either in the old or the

new world. Loudon, however, thinks it probable that America is its native country, it

liaving been introduced into England from Canada in 1772 ; and it is mentioned in Abbott

and Smith's "Natural History of Georgia" (vol. ii. p. 71). It is now more extensively

planted in Britain than any other kind of poplar. The seed is enveloped in cotton, and

when ripe in ]May, falls and covers the ground under the tree like snow. When planted

it shoots up with a strong, erect, elastic stem, putting out few timber branches until it

has attained its twenty-fifth or thirtietli year. It sometimes grows with a perfectly

straight stem to 80, 90, and even 120 feet. It requires a good sandy loam : if near a

stream, so much the better, requiring both air and room to fully develop itself. Near

London it is known to reach 30 or 10 feet in seven years, and in Scotland instances are

recorded of trees reaching 70 feet in sixteen years. It does not succeed well if planted

amongst other trees ; and if planted in masses, should stand from IG to 18 feet apart.

But if intended for poles, the sets maybe placed at 4 or 5 feet distance from each other,

and will then run up in a very few years to an extraordinary height, with little diminu-

tion of size as they rise.

The -nood is of a greyish white, tough when seasoned, and, if kept dry, very durable.

It is of great value for beams and flooring, on accoiint both of its great size, its not

being liable to split, and, above all, its not easily taking fire, and even when ignited,

burning slowly and without flame. In other respects, the wood is applicable to all the

purposes for which the white poplar is used, and is fully equal, if not superior, to it.

It is also a highly ornamental tree from its tapering height, pyramidal form, and graceful

foliage. Selby mentions one of these trees at Maswellheugh, near Kelso, not more than

60 years old, the trunk of which, at 16 feet high, separates into enormous branches. At

the base it measures 31 feet in girth, at 2 feet above the ground 21 feet, and at 10 feet

above the base, 18 feet. Its solid contents were upwards of 900 feet.

The usual method of the propagation of this tree is by cuttings from the young wood

planted during winter or early spring, keeping them in the nui'sery until they Ijecome

well rooted, which will be in one or two years, according to the soil and season. If these

are favourable, they will, at 2 years, he 5 or 6 feet high, and will not fail to succeed, if

properly planted.

7. The Lombardij Poplar (P. fustigiata).—This tree, according to its name, is

supposed to be a native of Northern Italy, chiefly because of its springing up on the banks

of the Po, where they had been washed away by the overflowing of the river. Loudon ques-

tions this deduction, and says it is qidte as probable that the seeds were wafted thither

by the wind, after the soil had been washed away ; and -he considers this supposition

confirmed by the fact that none of the ancient writers on natural history have mentioned

the tree, although so peculiar in its form and general features. In addition to which,

the Lombardy poplar was not introduced into Tuscany till 1805, which certainly is

strong presumptive evidence against its Italian paternity, and justifies the ojiinion of

Bosc and other botanists, that it was originally brought thither from Persia, or the
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HimalayaSj in botli of which countries it abounds, and is believed to be a native. It

•was first brought into England in cuttings by Lord Rochford, about the middle of the

last century, from Turin, and its stately and formal growth exactly suited the taste of

that ao-e in gardening, and it consequently became a favoairite tree. Even now, when

the public ideas of landscape-gardening are so much altered and brought nearer to

nature, we cannot but consider the Lombardy poplar a graceful object in a landscape,

especially in connection with a running stream. Early associations may have something

to do with our feelings on this subject, a plantation of these trees, which were probably

placed there soon after their introduction into England, standing on the estate in Norfolk

belonging to the writer's father, which came into his possession by purchase about

ninety years ago. At that time the trees, which grew in sight from the house, were

about twenty years old ; and tlie writer, in his young days, always admired the pliant

and easy movement of their tops, and the gentle fluttering of the glossy leaves in the

summer breeze. The poet Cowper appears to have entertained such feelings, when,

lamenting the destruction of a plantation of these trees, he says :

—

" The poplars are felled, and farewell to the shade.

And the wliispering sound of the cool colonnade

;

The winds play no longer and sing in the leaves,

Nor Oase on his bosom their image receives.

Twelve years have elapsed since I first took a view

Of my favourite field, and the bank where they grew

;

And now in the grass behold they are laid,

And the tree is my seat that once lent mc its shade."

The Lombardy poplar differs from all other trees of the genus, in its close and

cypress-like growth and form, destitute of horizontal branches, and attaining a great

height, without spreading out beyond the space required for its upright branches to

stand. The trunk is deeply furrowed and twisted, and of small dimensions compared

with its height, which enables it to bend to the wind, so that it is not easily uprooted.

The wood is soft and of little worth, seldom attaining a size that would render it valuable

for sawing into boards or beams of a useful width ; nor is its durability such as to lead

to its employment in carpentry, where that quality is required. In height it sometimes

reaches 130 feet ; but it is not a long-lived tree, beginning to decay soon after seventy

years, although its foliage does not show it for some years after. The principal applica-

tion of this tree is in the planting of avenues, or as an ornamental tree, amongst others,

in a view from a mansion, with a river or lake in relief. Such is its situation at

Blenheim, where all the bridges are ornamented by the vicinity of the Lombardy poplar

;

and at "Woodstock particularly, it is planted in the neighbourhood of the great bridge

with infinite taste and eflect. It is not in masses that this tree constitutes itself an

ornament in a landscape, but in separate trees. Nor is it desirable to plant it very

near a house, as, by its rapid growth, it soon overtops everything else, with the house

itself. Loudon gives some admirable engravings as specimens both of the proper and

improper planting of the Lombardy poplar, in England and on the Continent.

This tree requires a good soil and abundance of water, with these advantages it will

attain a height of 60 or 80 feet in about thirty years. An instance is mentioned in the

Arboretum Britannicum of a tree at Great Teu, in Oxfordshire, that had reached the

towering height of 125 feet in fifty years. This tree was still growing in 1812, when
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Selby wrote las work. Cobbctt, in his rough language, denounces this tree as both

worthless and ngly, aud applies the same indeed to the whole family of poplars,

especially '' that well-known great, strong, ugly thing called the Lombardy poplar,

which," he adds, " is very apt to furnish its neighbours with a surplus population of

caterpillars, and other abominable insects." Such an opinion is to be taken with great

limitation. Cobbett would have been a good utilitarian if he had been au honester man
;

but, under any circumstances, he would never have been a judge to follow in a decision

regarding the "line of beauty," either in morals or physics. The graceful bend of a

tall young Lombardy poplar, from the stem to the topmost branch, before the breeze, is

one of its chiefest characteristics, which is heightened by the " whispering sound" of its

leaves, as described by the poet just quoted. Loudon compares its pliancy to the ostrich

feather on a lady's head, all the branches coinciding in the motion.

In the nurseries near London the Lombardy poplar is frequently planted for the

purpose of sheltering the grounds from the north and east winds. In this case the

trees are planted in a row, and headed down to ten or twelve feet, at which height they

are kept by the shears, and their rapid growth very soon forms them into a close fence,

being kept from extending themselves outwards by constant clipping. Loudon mentions

a singular circumstance respecting the Lombardy poplar (as related by Murray), under

the effects of a heavy fog. " I had frequently observed," says Murray, " in avenues of

trees, that the entire ground engrossed by their shady foliage was completely saturated

with moisture, and that during the prevalence of a fog, when the ground beneath their

pale was completely parched, the wet which fell from their branches more resembled a

gentle shower than anything else; and in investigating the phenomenon, which I am

disposed to consider entirely electrical, I think the elm exhibits this feature more

remarkably than any other tree of the forest. I never, however, was more astonished

than I was in the month of September, 1828, on witnessing a very striking example of

this kind. I had taken an early walk on the road leading from Stafford to Lichfield ; a

dense fog pi-evailed, but the road was dry aud dusty, while it was quite otherwise with

a line of a few Lombardy poplars, for from them it rained so plentifully and so fast, that

any one of them might have been used as an admirable shower-bath ; and the constant

stream of water supplied by the aggregate, would (properly directed) have sufficed to

turn an ordinary mill."*

8. The Balsam Poplar, or Tacamahac.—'IXns, tree is a native of North America, where

it reaches a height of 80 feet, and a trunk 3 feet in diameter. Its roots run super-

ficially under the surface, throwing up numerous suckers. It is one of the earliest trees

in putting forth its leaves, which are of a pale yellow colour when first appearing. The

buds are thickly covered with a yellow, glutinous balsam, which emits a strong and not

disagreeable odour throughout the atmosphere around the tree. As the season advances,

the leaves become of a deep green on the upper, and white on the under side. The

gummy scales of the buds drop off as the leaves develop themselves. It is considered

the most hardy of the poplar family, but is less rapid in its growth, nor does it attain

the height of most of them. The bark is smooth and ash-colourcd, and the wood is

softer than that of the other poplars (with the exception of the Lombardy), and is only

used in making packing-cases, and such small ephemeral wares. It was first introduced

into England in 1693, when it was planted in the garden at Hampton Court. It is a

* "Map;, of Nat. Hist.," vul. iv. p. 31'. Sec also Arbor. Br'U. vol. iii. p. 1,008.

I
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rapid grower, and when young its large handsome leaves and exuberant branches make

it a handsome appendage to the shrubbery ; but it ought to be cut down before it becomes

old, as the leaves then diminish in size, and the tree exhibits a meagre, straggling appear-

ance, anything but handsome. The balsam produced from this tree was formerly collected

by the American Indians, and sent over to England in shells under the name of baume-

focot. It was taken from the buds in spring, when the sun had dissolved it so that it

hung in a drop at the point of the bud. Dr. Hunter says that this tree sometimes makes

shoots 10 feet in length in a single season. In Siberia a medicated wine is made from

the buds, which is diuretic, and useful in cases of the scurvy. It is stated by Pallas that

the grouse and other birds, which feed on the buds of this tree during the winter, have

their flesh imbued with a grateful balsamic flavour. Captain Franklin states that the

greater part of the timber thrown by the waves on the shores of the Arctic regions is of

the Tacamahac tree. It is easily propagated by suckers, or cuttings, and scarcely requires

to be planted in a nursery, unless for convenience, there being no danger of its not taking

root at once.

25. The Plane tree (Platanus).—There are two species of this tree—the Platann.i

Orientalis, and the P. Occidentalis, or Eastern and Western Plane. The latter is more

hardy than the former, and in the winter season the bark scales off less freely ; the

leaves, also, are slightly lobed, instead of being palmated like those of the former. Both

kinds can be propagated by layers, or cuttings, as well as by seeds. In winter it sheds

its bark, which is not of a nature to expand, like that of other trees, as the bulk of the

trunk increases. The catkins appear in winter, when the tree is destitute of leaves,

hanging like balls by long threads from the boughs.

The Oriental plane is a noble tree, especially in the East, where it is indigenous.

It attains a height of 80 feet, throwing out large branches in regular order from its

massive trunk. The bark is smooth and of a whitish grey, and is shed annually in large

irregular sheets. In the young wood it is of a purplish brown. The catkins containing

the flowers are attached to the tree by an axiliary peduncle, sometimes 6 inches in

length. The catkins are globular, and vary from 1 to 4 inches in circumference ; they

hang sometimes iu bunches of three or foui', and at others singly. They are foi-med

before the leaves, and have a very singular appearance as they hang from the naked

branches. 13oth flowers and seeds are contained in separate catkins ; the seeds ripen in

autumn, and the balls containing them remain on the tree until the following spring;

they then open, and the seeds, which are very small and light, and are covered with a

downy substance, are conveyed by the wind to a distance. The flowers are so small as

to require a magnifying-glass to discern them.

The Oriental plane was introduced from Greece into Western Europe, and into

Britain, so long back as the beginning of the sixteenth century, but has not been much

propagated with us, having frequently failed—probably owing to its being planted in a

soil not congenial to its nature, or from the early spring frosts. In the vicinity of the

metropolis are some of the finest specimens in the kingdom. At Lee Court, in Kent, is

one supposed to be the oldest in existence, having been mentioned by Evelyn as seen by

him iu 1683, when it was " a fine tree." It was measured by Strutt about the year

1830, and he found it 65 feet in height, and 14 feet 8 inches in girth at half a foot

from the ground. Dr. Hunter also mentions a plane tree (whether Eastern or Western

he does not say) at Shadwell Lodge, in Norfolk, the seat of John Buxton, Esq., which.
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when planted in April, 1744., measured 8 feet. In April, 1775, it was again measured,

aud was then 65 feet 9 inches in height, 7 feet 9 inches in girtli, at half a foot from

the ground, and 5 feet at 10 feet from the ground. These dimensions, however, are

as nothing compared with those recorded of trees in the East. One mentioned hy

Hasselqnist, standing in the Island of Cos (or Stancio), was 25^ feet in circumference
;

hut this was eclipsed hy the great tree at Buyukdere, or the " Great Valley," spoken of

by Pacqueville and Hobhouse. Olivier says, " The trunk has the appearance of seven

or eight trees having a common origin, which he supposes to be the stool of a decayed

tree, and which were all connected at the base. Dr. Walsh, who measured the tree in

1831, found the trunk 141 feet in circumference at the base, and its branches covei'ing a

space of 130 feet in diameter. The trunk divides into fourteen branches, some of which

issue from below the present surface of tlie soil, and others do not divide till they rise

seven or eight feet above it. One of the largest is hollowed out by fire, and aftbrds a

cabin to shelter a husbandman. Tiie tree, if it can be considered a single plant, is said

to be the largest in the world.* Wiicn the Turks encamp in the valley, the hollow of

this great tree affords a magnificent tent to the Seraskier who commands them, with all

his officers; but what renders this tree an object of more than common interest is, that

M. De CandoUc conjectures it must be more than 2,000 years old."

The plane tree was a great favourite with the ancient Greeks, who planted it near all

the public schools in Athens. The Gymnasia and other buildings of assembly were

ornamented with it, and the groves of Epicurus, famous for the lectures of Aristotle, and

those academies equally honoured by the discourses of Plato, delivered in them, were

composed of it. The Romans adopted the tree from the Levant, and it became as much a

favourite with them as with the Greeks, planting it around their villas aud country

houses, and irrigating it with wine instead of water. Pliny states that canoes and

other vessels for the sea, were formed of the excavated trunks of the plane tree. The

timber is very little used with us ; not, perhaps, on account of any inferiority, but

rather from its scarcity, being chiefly planted as an ornamental tree, and as such, seldom

cut down until the wood is decayed. It is used in the Levant in carpentry, joinery, and

cabinet-work, and, by the Turks, in ship-building. It has a smooth grain, is heavy,

weighing, when dry, 49 lbs, 3 ozs. per cubic foot, and when old, is of a brown colour,

mixed with jasper-like veins. "When polished, it has the appearance of walnut tree

wood. " As an ornamental tree," says Loudon, in the Arborelum Britannicmn, " no

one which attains so large a size has so fine an appearance, standing singly, or in small

groups upon a lawn, where there is room to allow its lower branches, wiiich stretch

themselves horizontally to a considerable distance, gracefully to bend towards the ground,

and turn up at their extremities. The pecvdiar characteristic of the tree, indeed, is the

combination it presents of majesty and gracefulness; an expression wliich is produced

by the massive and yet open and varied character of its head, the bending of its branches,

and their feathering to the ground. In this respect, it is greatly superior to the lime tree,

which comes nearest to it in the general character of its head ; but which forms a much
more compact and lumpish mass of foliage in summer, and in winter is so crowded with

branches and spray, as to prevent, in a great measure, the sun from penetrating through

them. The head of the plane tree, during sunshine, often abounds in what painters call

* This is not the ccse. The chestnut tree on Mount Etna (the Casta^no di C'cnlo Cavalli) measured 180 feet in

circumference near the root, or, according to Bryi'one, 204 feet. See vol. ii. p. 242.
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flickering lights ; tlie consequence of the branches of the head separating themselves

into what may be called horizontal undulating strata. The tree is by no means so

suitable for an extensive park, or for imitations of forest scenery, as most others, &c."*

The Oriental plane may be propagated citlier by seed, layers, or cuttings. A light,

deep, free, moist—but not wet—soil will best suit it ; sheltered, but not shaded or

crowded. The seeds are ripe in October, and should be gathered at once, and the balls

broken with the flail, when the seeds are easily separated and cleaned. They should be

mixed with sand, if kept till March or April, but may be sown at once, which will save

the trouble. The method of sowing is to scatter them on the ground and beat them in

with the back of the spade, without covering them with the soil
;
placing ma ts straw

only over them to protect them from frost. The plants will appear above ground the

following spring, and should be transplanted into the nursery-ground the second year.

Cuttings are seldom employed by nurserymen, as they root with difficulty ; but layers

readily strike, and this mode of propagation is perhaps the best and quickest for raising

plants. They root freely and make shoots of .'5 or 4 feet the first season, and may be

separated from the branch at once.

The Western plane (P. Occidentalis) is an American tree, and is so much like the

Oriental plane in appearance, as to be taken for it. It is, however, a tree of larger

growth, lip.s broader and less serrated leaves, the petioles of which are red, and the balls

ai-e larger and smoother. It is in other respects similar to the foregoing, except that the

wood is more curiously veined, and is consequently more valuable for cabinet-work. It

is a rapid grower, and in ten years is said to reach a height of 40 feet. A specimen of

it in the Archbishop's Palace garden, at Lambeth, in 1817, measured 80 feet in height

at twenty years, with a girth of 8 feet at 3 feet from the ground, the diameter of the

head being 48 feet. When cut down the Western plane throws out shoots, but they arc

liable to be injured by frost, if not protected during winter, until they attain hard wood,

which, however, is uncertain. It grows over an enormous extent of country in the

Southern States of North America, comprising both the Atlantic and the Western States,

and beyond the Mississippi, where the soil is deep and moist, and the temperature mild
;

but, according to Michaux, is never found upon dry lands of an irregular surface, or

among white and red oaks and walnuts. It is also more rare in the mountainous tracts

of the AUeghanies than in the flat country. It will not, however, thrive in the swamps,

seldom attaining a diameter of more than 8 or 10 inches of trunk. Stagnant water and

great heat of temperature do not suit it, but on the banks of the large rivers of

Pennsylvania and Virginia, and in the fertile valleys of the West, it is found in all

its glory of a rampant luxuriance, and is the loftiest and largest tree of the United

States, t

The Western plane appears to be a more tender plant than the Eastern, although

Miller considered it more hardy. It was in the season of 1809-10 that this was tested

in England. In May of that year a frost killed back the young shoots of many of the

largest plants of this species in England and Scotland, whilst those of the Oriental plane,

standing in some cases near them, were not touched ; and most of those which were thus

injured died the following year. It is remarkable, too, that it was chiefly the largest

trees tliat were thus destroyed ; many of the younger ones being not at all, or much less,

* "Arlioietiiiri Bi'itannicum," vol. iv. p. 2041,

t See " Nurlli Ainti'ican S^vlva," vol. ii. p. 58.
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injurc'-l; and of tlic Oriental plane, according to Sang, not a single case of iujuiy

occurred iu any part of the country.

The wood of this tree has a fine close grain, and when seasoned, is of a dull red

colour, which takes a fine polish ; but it is apt to warp and split, especially if worked up

before it is quite dry ; on this account it is seldom used by the American cabinet-makers,

except for bedsteads, which, when made, they coat with varnish. It soon decays whcu

exposed to the weather, and is therefore unfit for out-door work, except for temporary

purposes. "When dry it weighs 51 lbs. 8 ozs. per cubic foot, and in that state is easily

worked, cutting readily in every direction, which fits it for cabinet-work. But in

England it is chiefly as an ornamental tree that it is planted, and its tender constitu-

tion unfits it even for that. No tree furnishes a deeper or more grateful shade in

summer, the lower branches, by their inclination towards the ground, forming a screen

or canopy over seats placed against the stem. The bark of the Western plane is shed

every year iu upright flakes irregularly, the whitish-green young bark showing itself at

the breaches. It is propagated in the same ways as the Oriental plane, except tliat

cuttings from it strike more readily. The following method of raising it from seed was

practised by W. Cobbett, from 1820 to 1830. He procured the seeds from America, in

the catkins, and rubbed them out with his hands to separate the wool or down from

them. Having sifted them from it, he soaked them in warm water for forty-eight hours.

He then took the seeds out of the water and mixed them Avith finely sifted fresh earth,

10 gallons of earth to 1 gallon of seeds
;
put the mixture upon a smooth place upon

the bare ground ; turned and remixed the heap every day for four or five days, keeping

it covered with a mat, while the turning and mixing was not going on ; and as soon as a

root begins to appear here and there, he sowed the seed upon a bed of sifted earth, mixed

with the sifted mould just as they come out of the heap. The seeds receive no other covering

than the mould with which they were mixed ; they were watered every evening with a

fine-rosed watering-pot, and secui-ely shaded from the sun by mats, kept from touching

the ground by hoops. These mats were removed every evening about an hour after

sunset, and were put in again iu the morning by sunrise. In about a week the

seeds had germinated, and iu a short time the seed-leaves had appeared. Being gradually

inured to the sunshine, till they were hardy enough to be exposed during the whole of

the day, by the month of October their growth was finished for the season, and the wood

ripe. The next summer they were fit to transplant into the nursery.

There do not appear to be any of this species of tree of large girth now iu England,

or the United Kingdom generally, although they attain a great height. Loudon records

a considerable number, the largest of which is in Clumber Park, Nottinghamshire,

being 64 feet high, 4 feet 10 inches in diameter of trunk, and 66 feet of the head. In

its native soil it attains enormous proportions. Miehaux mentions one on an island in

the Ohio river, which, on measuring, he found to be 40 feet 4 inches in circumference,

at 5 feet from the ground ; and his sou measured one, on the bank of the Ohio, that

was 47 feet in girth, at 4 feet from the ground. As an ornamental tree, height and a

graceful growth is more desirable than large bulk.

26. The Willow (Salts:).—There is a great variety of this tribe of trees, though not

all of them are timber trees. In Hunter's edition of the " Sylva," fifteen* are mentioned

* The Arboretum Britannicum gives a list of 224 species, besides many otbcrs that have not been introduced into

England. They ttz distinguished by the form of the leaf, colour of the bark, &:c., and few of thim form timber trees.
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of which not more than six or seven attain any considerable bulk. Of these we shall

describe the following, viz., Salix alba, or Common White willow ; S. frat/ilis, or Crack

willow; S. RusselUana, or Duke of Bedford's willow ; S. Orientalis, or Babylonian or

Weeping willow ; S. caprea, or Goat willow.

1. Salix alba.—The Common White willow is a native of Europe, and is found in

most of the countries on the Continent, from Norwaj^ to the INIcditerraneau, and is

probably also indigenous in Britain, although the Arboretum Britamiicum does not

state it to be so. It grows rapidly, and attains a great height and size in a few years,-

when planted near a running stream, which is its natural position. It sometimes reaches

80 feet and upwards. In Uussia, it is planted for hundreds of miles along the highways,

as marks for the traveller across the Steppes, generally cut down into pollards. It is

considered the finest of the willow family, and is the only one accounted beautiful by

Gilpin. At Hetherset, near Norwich, a cutting was planted by Mr. Brown, which, in

ten years, became a tree 35 feet high, and 5 feet 2 inches in girth. This was a variety

of the S. alba, and bears the additional name of cerulea, there being but slight difference

between them, and that of a botanical character. On the Continent every part of this

tree comes into use in one way or other. The smooth pale-green bark is used for

tanning in the north of Europe, and for dyeing yarn of a cinnamon colour. The leaves

and shoots are given to cattle in a green state, or dried and laid up as fodder for the

winter. The inner bark is kiln-dried and ground into a fine flour, mixed with oatmeal,

and made into bread by the peasantry in the frequent seasons of scarcity in the Arctic

regions. The branches are made into stakes, poles, handles of rakes, hoes, and other

implements, and as faggot-wood for fuel. The timber is used for a variety of purposes,

even for the bottom planking of ships, not being so liable to split by a concussion as the

hard woods. It is used for sheathing for stone-carts, barrows, in mill-work, by turners,

coopers, and for joists and rafters of buildings, in which latter capacity it is very durable.

When grown as coppice wood, it may be split into hoops, and the twigs woven into

baskets and other wicker-work. The wood is cut into fine filaments, and plaited into

hats and bonnets the same as straw, and very thin veneers from it are also employed as

the foundation of light silk hats.

This tree is easily propagated by cuttings. Generally, a stake about a foot long is

cut, and thrust into the ground 8 or 10 inches, and it instantly strikes out its roots

without further trouble. The wood of the second year's growth is reckoned the safest to

plant, but almost any age of bough will take root. When planted in hedgerows it

succeeds very well, and soon throws out large branches. Loudon mentions five trees at

Woburu Abbey of this kind, which at twenty years old ^yerc measured and found of the

following dimensions :—Their heights were respectively 60, 63, GO, 70, and 71 feet ; and

thev contained in their trunks respectively, 17, 20, 16, 42, and 22 cubic feet of timber.

The wood of the white willow, when in the pollard form of growth, is generally used

for fuel, but it does not possess much more than half the calorific power of the beech,

except in the bark of old trees, which is more powerful. The wood gives out most heat

when in the green state. Excellent charcoal for the manufacture of gunpowder is made

from it ; and the ashes abound in alkali to the extent of ten per cent. A fine bright red

colour is obtained from the bark in France, and the leather for making French gloves is

prepared with the bark of young trees. Sir J. E. Smith says that it will cure the ague.

The rapid growth of the white willow renders it dangerous to plant it amongst the
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slower growing hard-wood trees, which it will inevitably smother if planted near them.

It should, therefore, never be mixed with them in plantations, either ornamental or for

the growth of timber. The best position for both purposes is by the side of a river or

lake, at such distances from each other as to allow the branches to develop themselves.

Under such conditions there is not a more beautiful tree in a landscape than this, until

it gets old, when it assumes a venerable and picturesque, rather than a beautiful appear-

ance. Strutt mentions a tree of this kind growing near the site of the old church at

Buiy St. Edmund's, the height of which was 75 feet, the circumference of the trunk

18 feet 6 inches, that of the two principal branches 15 and 12 feet respectively, the space

covered with the boughs 201 feet in circumference, and the cubic contents in solid

timber, 410 feet. It began to decay in 1835, and in 1836 was three-fourths dead. The

age of this tree is not stated, but it is probably one of the largest in the kingdom.

2. Salhvfrar/ilis. The Crack, ovRed-ivood Willow.—This is a native of Britain, and is

frequently found on the banks of rivers in marshy ground. It grows to a greater height

than the white willow, but owing to the branches proceeding obliquely from the trunk,

and frequently crossing each other, the head'is more close and bushy, and has a heavy

appearance. It seems to affect a stiff clayey, rather than a light moory soil, and on that

account, if required for timber, may be planted as a hedgerow tree, or on the margin of

plantations, and belts of trees in upland districts, where the soil is stiff. In such

situations it grows rapidly, and sometimes reaches a height of 80 or 90 feet ; but it is

very liable to die at the head, though still striking out long shoots from the lower branches

;

on which account it is much less sightly or ornamental than the white willow. The

brnuches are round, smooth, and brittle at the base in spring, so that, with the slightest

IjIow, they break off from the trunk, from whence its name of crack willow is derived.

The wood of the crack willow is much superior to that of the white willow, or any

other of the species. When dry it is of a salmon colour, and on that account is much

used by cabinet-makers and toy-makers. Before the introduction of iron hoops for

cart-wheels, the felloes were made of this wood. When first put on, the cart was drawn

upon a road covered with hard small gravel, by which means the felloe became shod with

stone, and was rendered capable of enduring the friction of the road, the toughness and

elasticity of the willow retaining the gravel, till the stone was worn away. In rough

work, this willow is more durable than any other house timber. It is used in Scotland

in building small vessels and fast-sailing sloops of war, on account of its lightness,

pliancy, elasticity, aud toughness. The bark is bitter, and contains a large proportion

of tannin ; aud a bitter principle termed Sakicine is extracted, which possesses the

properties of quiuine. The roots yield a purple dye, and are used in Sweden and France

to stain the Paschal eggs, for which they were formerly employed in Scotland. The

medicinal properties of the bark were first discovered by Leroux, and M. Magendie

states that he has known three doses of six grains each to stop a fever, which is little more

than is required of sulphate of quinine. Although generally this tree is not considered

to grow so large as the S. alba, Strutt mentions one at the Botanical Garden at Bury

St. Edmund's, that measured 90 feet in height, 7h feet in diameter of the trunk, and

54 feet of the head. It was blown down in the hurricane of November, 1836.

3. Salix Russelliana. The Duke of Bedford's Willow.—This tree is a native of Britain,

but does not appear to have attracted any special notice until the beginning of the present

century, when his Grace Francis Duke of Bedford first patronised it, on which account
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it bears his name. The fohage is very similar to tliat of the S. fragUis, but the

brandies stand out from the trunk at an obtuse instead of an acute angle, by wliich it

has a lighter appearance. The leaves are lanceolate and tapering, serrated at the edges,

and very glabrous. The male catkins are 2 inches long, attached to short leafy brauchlets,

cylindrical, yellow, diandrous, the filaments not much longer than the pointed villose

bracteas. The female catkins are rather longer than the male, lax, « itli smooth, lanceolate

ovaries. It flowers in April and May. Dr. Johnson's favourite tree at Lichfield was of

this species, and from the attention he always paid to it during his life, it was said to

have been planted by his father, which, however, he always flatly denied. In 1781 this

tree was, at the Doctor's request, measured by Dr. Trevor Jones, of Lichfield, when its

dimensions were found to be as follows :—The naked trunk was 12 feet 8i inches, at

which height it separated into fifteen large ascending branches, spreading out in a

circular form at the top. The trunk at the ground was 15 feet Di inches in circum-

ference ; in the middle 11 feet 10 inches ; and immediately below the branches, 13 feet.

The entire height was 49 feet, and the branches covered a space upwards of 200 feet

ill circumference. The tree had then a -vigorous and thriving appearance. It was

measured again in 1810 by Dr. Withering, when the trunk was found to be 20 feet in

height before it branched, and 21 feet 6 inches in girth at the ground. It was then

perfectly sound in every part ; but in that year many of the branches were broken off in

a violent storm ; and in August, 1815, nearly half of what remained shared the same

fate, leaving the enormous trunk almost bare and ragged. From that time it began to

decaj', which was hastened by a fire made by some mischievous boys in the hollow trunk,

but which was extinguished by the exertions of a gentleman, whose garden abutted on

the ground, and who sent for the fire-engines for the purpose of saving the tree. In

1829 the trunk was blown down by a violent storm, but to perpetuate the traditions

attached to it, Mr. Holmes, a coach-maker at Lichfield, who was the proprietor of the

ground on which it stood, having the year before used some sticks from one of the

branches as pea-sticks, and finding that one of them had taken root, removed the young

sapling to the spot, and planted it, to the music of a local band, and before a large

assemblage of the townspeople. A dinner-—nothing can be done in England without it

—was given by Mr. Holmes to his friends, by whom the young tree was christened

" Johnson's Willow.'^ When Loudon, from whose account this is written, publislicd

his Arboretum, it was in a flourishing state, and had reached the height of 20 feet.

It was supposed that the old tree was at least 130 years old. Its remains were converted

into snuS"-boxes and other kinds of bijouterie for Johnson's admirers.

The timber of the S. Kusselliana is considered to be the most valuable of all the

willow tribe, as well as the most profitable. Lowe, in his " Survey of the County of

Nottingham," says, that at eight years' growth, the poles in a plantation yielded a net

profit of £214 per acre, and in two years more they would probably have produced £300

per acre. The bark has been ascertained by an eminent chemist to contain more tannin

tluin even the oak ; and Sir W. J. Hooker supposes that the medicinal properties

ascribed to the S. frai/ilis were so attributed by mistake, and should be referred to the

S. Russelliana. Sir J. E. Smith found the bark a useful substitute for ci«c/<o»a in agues.

The largest tree of this species mentioned in the Arboretum Britaunicum stood at

Ham House, near Richmond. It was 63 feet high, the diameter of the trunk (query,

circumference ?) was 32 feet, and of the head, 59 feet.
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4. SalijcBabi/loiiicd. The Babylonian, or Weeping Willow.—We know not whether the

name of " weeping willow " has been given to this tree in consequence of its slender

and pendant branches, or whether it has been identified with that referred to in the

book of Psalms, in the beautiful composition, so descriptive of the feelings of the

Jewish people in their captivity :
" By the rivers of Babylon there we sat down ; we wept

when we remembered Zion ; we hanged o«?' /(ff/yw vpon the iviUows in the midst thereof,"

&c.* Be this as it ma}', nothing can be more in accordance with a state of mind under

which tears are the only relief, than the drooping foliage of this tree. As its name

imports, it is a native of Asia, on the banks of the Euphrates, near Babylon, and is also

common in China and other parts of Asia, as well as Egypt, and other parts of North

Africa. There is a good deal of difterence in tlic historical account of its introduction

into Britain. By some it is said to have been brought first into England by Mr. Vernon,

a merchant, at Aleppo, by whom it was planted at his seat at Twickenham Park, about

the year 1730, where it was seen growing in 1748 by the celebrated Peter Collinson ; on

the other hand, it is strenuously maintained by the friends and admirers of Pope, that

he was the means of its introduction in the following way. Happening to be with Lady

Suffolk, when that lady received a present from Spain or Turkey, Pope observed that

some of the pieces of withy bound round it, appeared to possess vitality ; and taking

them up, he remarked, ''Perhaps these may produce something that we have not in

England." One of these he planted in his garden at Twickenham, wliich became the

weeping willow, afterwards so celebrated. About the year 1801, the then cynical owner

of the premises on which the willow stood, had it cut down, being annoyed by persons

asking to see it. The account is taken from the St. James's Chronicle, for August of

that year. Loudon considers Touruefort to have brought the weeping willow into

Europe, which is perfectly consistent with either of the accounts above, of its introduction

into England. In the Hortus Keicensis it is stated that it was brought hither in 1G92,

the same year in which Pope published his poem of " Jaimary and May," so that there

is no doubt of his being at that time a noted character as a poet.

The weeping willow is now an inhabitant of every country in the world, where the

temperature is sufficiently mild to admit of its being planted in the open air. In China

* The following metrical vcrsiou of (his [jsalm (l:^7tb) was wriltcn fifty or sixty years ago by a schoolboy, and \%

worth reoorJini; for the exquisite manner in which the spirit and the pathos is maintained in the Sapphie verse:

—

" Fast by thy streams, Babylon ! reclining,

Woe-beg one exile, to the gale of evening

Only responsive, my forsaken harp I

Hung on the willows.

" Gushed the big tear-drops, as my soul remembered

Zion, thy mountain-patadise, my country !

When the fierce bands .Assyrian, who led us

Captive from Salem,

" Claimed, in our mournful bitterness of anguish.

Songs, and unseasoned madrigals of joyance

—

' Sing the sweet-tempered carol that ye wont to

AVarble in Zion.'

" Dumb be my tuneful eloquence, if ever

Strange echoes answer to a song of Zion
;

Blasted this right hand if I should forget thee.

Land of my fathers
!"

vol.. ir. u
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it is an universal favourite ; and, according to the accounts of travellers, and the

paintings of Chinese sceneiy ou their earthenware and other works of art, no scenery

can be considered complete in that coimtry without it. They planted it also in their

cemeteries, and no tree could be more appropriate. In France and Germany, and to

some extent in England, it has been employed to express the grief felt at the loss of

those dear, by planting it at the foot of the grave, or overhanging the tomb. " The

cypress," says Poiret, in the " Nouveau du Hamel," " was long considered as the

appropriate ornament of the cemetery ; but its gloomy shade among the tombs, and its

thick heavy foliage of the darkest green, inspire only depressing thoughts, and present

death under its most appalling image. The Weeping willow, on the contrary, rather

conveys a picture of the grief felt for the loss of the departed, than of the darkness of

the grave. Its light and elegant foliage flows like the dishevelled hair and graceful

drapery of a sculptured mourner over a sepulchral urn, and conveys those soothing,

though softly melancholy reflections, which have made one of our poets exclaim, " There

is a pleasure even in grief." Loudon, however, gives the preference to the cypress as a

funereal tree, the form of which so correctly represents a flame pointing upwards,

conveying the idea of the hope of immortality. In some of the German cemeteries, the

Lombardy poplar is substituted for the cypress as a similar emblem ; but the size and

height unfit it for a private or individual memorial of a friend ; and if used at all,

it should be rather around than within the Inu'ial-ground, or near a particular tomb or

grave.

The weeping willow is unique in its form, and in the beauty of its drooping foliage.

We have now the weeping ash, the weeping elm, and other imitations, but none of

them can compare with this tree in elegance of form, lightness and yet denseness of

foliage, or so calculated to convey sentimental reminiscences to the mind. It was

doubtless with such feelings that Madame Bertraud planted the weeping willow around

the tomb of one of the greatest warriors of modern time—the exile of St. Helena. It is

not to be wondered at that these trees have been destroyed by visitors taking cuttings

from them ; but this is now of less importance, since the tomb itself has been violated,

and the remains of Napoleon removed to Paris, for the purpose of reviving, in the person

of his nephew, those dangerous feelings of enthusiasm for national glory, which was the

prevailing principle, ov passion, by which the first Napoleon was governed.

The weeping willow flourishes best in a deep rich soil, on the bank of a clear running-

stream ; and in such a situation it makes a rapid and healthy growtli. It is propagated

by cuttings, and in the south and centre of England, strikes freely, and sustains the

winter without iujury; but in the north of England and in Scotland, the young shoots

are liable to be killed 1)y tlic frost liefore they become ripened, which gives the tree a

ragged and forlorn appearance. Although liable to have its branches broken oH by

storms, it is not easily destroyed by them. A remarkable instance of the vitality or

reproductive power in the weeping willow, is recorded by Loudon in the Arhon-iuin

Britannicum. In the Botanical Gardens at Carlsruhe was a weeping willow, planted

1787. In a storm in 1816 it was nearly blown down, and, in consequence of the injury

it received, one branch was cut oft", and an oaken prop of considerable size was placed

under the other main branch. The willow sent down a root under the decayed burl of

the ouTienprop which when Loudon saw it in 1829, was the thickness of a man's arm,

having burst from the bark. The prop had also been removed, and the root stood alone
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ill its place, auJ, he ackls, has since so increased ia size and strengthj as to render the

prop unnecessary.

Neither the wood nor branches or twigs of the weeping willow are of any value, the

former being soft and spongy, and the latter too brittle to form baskets or any other

kind of wicker-work. It is, in fact, purely and solely as an ornamental tree that it is

ever planted ; and unless near water, it is not of much value even in that capacity, as

the ends of the twigs are apt to die and grow ragged. Along the banks of the Thames

above London, it is the favonrite ornament to the numerous mansions and villas belonging

to the merchants and other gentlemen who choose that locality for their residence, and

which render a sail or row up that noble river so agreeable. Some of the old trees have

reached a height of 50 or 60 feet, and have heads 60 or 80 feet in diameter. It is now

an inhabitant of almost every country in which the climate suits its constitution, and

Loudon remarks, is more common everywhere than on the banks of the Euphrates, its

native habitat. There are three varieties of this tree, but the generic character in all is

the same, varying only in minor botanical specific?.

5. Saliv Cuprea. The Goat Wilhw, or Great Roimd-kuved Sallow.—This tree is a

native of Britain, and is commonly found in woods and dry pastures. " A moderate-

sized tree," says Smith, in his "English Flora," "with spreading, round, brown, or

purplish branches, minutely downy when young ; leaves larger and broader than in any

other species of salix ; of a deep green above, with a downy rib ; white underneath, or

rather glaucous, veiny, densely clothed with soft, white, cottony down. Generally

broadly ovate, approaching to orbicular ; varying in length from 2 to 3 inches ; foot-stalks

stout, downy ; catkins numerous, much earlier than the leaves, and almost sessile."

The bark is used by the Scottish Highlanders for tanning ; and the wood, which is light,

white, tough, and smooth-grained, makes excellent luirdles or lifts, and good handles for

hatchets and other tools. It is also used for making charcoal for the manufacture of

gunpowder. In the spring it is loaded with bunches of handsome yellow blossoms, and

is then much resorted to by the bees, who gather an abundance of honey from them of

excellent quality. The bark possesses the same medicinal properties as that of the

S. RusselUana, though perhaps not to so great an extent. The flowering branches are

made a substitute in Catholic countries, as well as in Protestant England, for the palm

on Palm Simday, in commemoration of our Lord's entry into Jerusalem.

The wood of the goat willow is of a pale pink colour, but the tree seldom reaches

more than from 1 to 1^ foot in diameter, and it does not rise high with a clean stem,

but branches out at 12 or 14 feet from the ground. It attains its largest size where it

grows spontaneously in a dry loamy soil, and has plenty of room to develop itself When
planted as eoppice-wood, the produce is very useful in making shafts or handles of rakes,

and all kinds of hand implements of husbandry. The young plants sometimes throw

out shoots of 4: or 5 feet in length the first year, the leaves of which are very large, and

the bark a reddish brown. It pays well as underwood, on account of its clean and rapid

growth. In this state it is used for making crates and other basket work. Wattled

Imrdles also made of it are durable, and resist the alternations of weather better than

some harder woods. The appearance of the catkins of this tree, with their bunches of

blossoms, is one of the first harbingers of spring, and the busy hum of the innumerable

and industrious bees amongst them adds to the cheerfulness of the scene, although the

foliage is still in embryo. When fully formed, the leaves are of a deep gi'cen above,
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and of a dull wliite beneatlij which relieves the monotony of the wood mixed amongst

other trees.

JNIost of the smaller species of salix, the sallows and osiers^ arc only fit for small

woikj and are planted in coppices and osier-carsj too wet for regular cultivation. In

such situations nothing pays a better profit, or is more generally in request, in the form

of hurdles, and every kind of wicker-ware, handles of small implements of liusbandry,

hop and other poles, &c. Loudon, in the Arboreimn Bntairiucnm, divides the culti-

vation of the salix family into four sections, namely the Tree-willow, the Coppice-wood,

the AVillow for hoops, and the Basket willow, or Osier. Willow groves or plantations

for the production of timber should be formed in low moist ground, which should,

however, be previously drained to prevent stagnant water from accumidating. But wlicn

planted as single trees or in rows, the banks of rivers, brooks, and ditches are the mo.st

eligible spots. The S. alba and S. Russelliana may be planted in masses on the ujilands,

while ;S'. caprea delights in a cold marshy soil. For timber trees, the two first and the

<S'. fraffilis are considered the best and most profitable. There are many others, slightly

differing from these in their botanical features, and which do not attain the size or height,

but which nevertheless are profitable trees, growing to 30 or 40 feet in height ; such as

the S. triandra, S. rotunda, S. lucidu, S. pentandra, and several more, but the only ones

worth cultivating for their timber are S. alba, S. Russelliana, S. fnicjllis, and B. caprea.

For coppice wood, the goat willow [S. caprea), and others of the sallow tribe, are

the most profitable. The sets, or cuttings, should be planted 4 or 5 feet asunder every

way, and even then thinned out as the stools increase in size. In a good soil they will

fi'cquently make shoots of 10 or 12 feet long, and 2 inches in diameter, in one season.

These are used for hoops, crate-work, hurdles, and other things of the kind. The ancient

Britons made their boats of them, covering the laced-work over with skins of oxen and

other animals. The bark, taken off' carefully and prepared, may be twisted into ropes.

Evelyn speaks of cables 120 yards in length being made of the withs themselves, when

cut young at the proper season. For poles, hoops, and rods, the coppice wood should

stand from six to eight years ; if for faggot wood only three or four years ; l)ut if for

fodder cut everj' j'^ear in August, and dry and stack the cuttings, with the leaves, flic

same as hay. Loudon considers the sallow as well worth cultivation for forage as the

furze or whin, under particular circumstances of soil, situation, and climate.

\n cultivating the sallow for hoops, the S. v/mhialis, and the /S'. caprea arc esteemed

the Ijost. They were first used in Holland for the purpose, when the herring fisiiery was

introduced into that country by Benkelson in the fourteenth century. For growing

the poles, the Dutch boors chose only the female plants, on account of their more rapid

progress, and without knowing anything of the difference of the sexes in ))lants. England

and Scotland received their plants from thence.; consequently, oidy female trees arc

known here. A plantation of hoop willows should be formed in a deep and good soil,

well drained and trenched, and if manured, so much the better. The drains should be

at regular distances, and either open, or built up at the sides, and covered with flagstones.

They should, if possible, be so arranged as to be filled with water at pleasure, in the

summer, so as to irrigate the beds when required. It is perfectly useless planting hoop

willows on land constantly saturated with water, or in a poor, dry, shallow .soil. Water

constantly passing through the beds will promote their growth ; but stagnant water is as

injurious to these water-loving plants, as it is to those that love a dry soil. In managing
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the plantation, the side-shoots should be cut off to proiuote the growth of the poles,

and not too many of these should be left on the stools, it being more profitable to luae

a few good, than many small and indifferent poles. The time for cutting them must be

reguhitcd by the purpose for which they are to be used. Thus, for herring- barrel hoops,

they may be cut the second, or even the first, year in some cases. The time for cutting

is November. Two or three buds should be left on the stump, and tlie cut should be

made sloping upicards. The tool for cutting them should be very sharp, so as to render

it unnecessary to give more than one blow in separating the pole, otherwise there is

danger of splitting the stump left, which injures the stool. Au experienced hand will

keep his tool in a state to separate the pole at the proper place at one strohc.

For basket-work the best species is the S. vhninaUs, or Common osier. There arc

several varieties of this plant, but they are all excellent for the purpose, some, however,

being more pliant than others. They make shoots 10 or 12 feet long in one season,

especially the Dutch variety, and they are usually cut every season at the fall of the le;if

The only fault they have is, that the points of the rods do not ripen in a cold wet

season ; and on this account, others of less vigorous growth are preferred, that ripen in

auy season. Almost all the smaller kinds of salix may be used for wicker-work, but

some of less rapid growth are required for smaller baskets. The cultivation of th.esc

should be the same as for the preceding kinds, the same care being necessary to prevent

tiie water from stagnating in the soil. The land should be well manured before planting,

the drains cleaned out every season, and the cleanings spread over the beds. The

cuttings should be of one or two years' growth, and about 16 inches in length, and they

should be planted in rows 18 inches apart, and 12 inches from plant to plant in the rows.

After five or 6 years every other plant in the rows may be stubbed up, leaving 2 feet

between the remaining ones. The ground should be kept scrupulously clean from

weeds, and the plants not allowed to bear too many shoots, so as to crowd each other.

They should therefore be thinned out if too numerous. A shoot of G or 8 feet length is

more useful to the basket-maker than four of 3 feet, whilst it will not be so exhausting

to tlie land. This work should be performed in March or April, according to the

forwardness, or otherwise, of the season. A sharp knife is employed for the purpose.

The proper season for cutting the osier is at the fall of the leaf, because the buds

that are to produce the next yeai''s shoots will instantly begin to swell and increase in

strength during the winter, on which account the shoots will be the stronger the following

summer. "When cut, they are usually sorted in regard to size, for different kinds of

work, and then tied up in bundles about 3 feet 9 inches in girth, and set in standing

water, if not intended to be used with the hark on. The water should be about 4 inches

deep, and they should remain there during Avinter and spring. When the buds begin to

shoot, about February or JIarch, they are ready to be peeled, after which operation they

arc again tied iu bundles and sold. The profit of an osier-car is very considerable if the

proper care is exercised in its management. Lang speaks of a yield of from ^625 to j630

gross produce per acre per annum in Scotland, the expense of cleaning being £1 5s. to

£\ 15*. besides rent, taxes, interest, and cutting. Loudon, however, gives the statistics

of an osier bed in the fen lands of Ely, in which all expenses figure at £\ 15s. and the

produce £10 13s., leaving a profit per annum of £'5 ]8s. per acre. The expense of

planting, cost of sets, &c., the first year, was £28 IBs. The Golden osier is au orna-

mental plant iu a garden or shrubbery amongst otlier plants.
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27. The Aldtr [Alnus glutinosa Gcertn).—There are several varieties of tins tree, but

all of tliem grow best ia uncultivated wet soils, or near running streams, where the

soil has been enriched by deposits from the river. It usually rises to the height of 30

or 40 feet, but in very favourable situations will sometimes reach 60 feet or even more.

The bark of the common alder is a dark brown, approaching to black. The wood is

white when first cut, but afterwards becomes of a pale flesh colour, which it ever after

retains. The leaves are of a deep green, 3 or 4 inches long, with a petiole of about

1 inch. The branches when young are triangular in form, but grow round afterwards-

In the early summer the leaves and shoots ai-e covered with a glutinous substance.

This, however, is peculiar to the common alder only, the dwarf alder being free from it.

The common alder is indigenous throughout Europe, and is better adapted to a marsh

tlian any tree in the whole " Arboretum " of that quarter of the globe. In this respect

it exceeds the willow and poplar, flourishing in situations where those trees would die.

It is said to be a native also of North Amei'ica, and to be common in the interior of

Canada, and the north-west coast of that continent. The wood is soft, but for water-

works it is very durable, and is much used in Flanders and Holland for making piles on

which to build their houses on the swampy and boggy lands of those countries. Formerly

boats were made of the timber, and Evelyn remarks that, "excepting Noah's ark, the

first vessels we read of were made of this material." Under water it hardens almost to

stone, but if exposed to the alternations of wet and dry, it will immediately decay. It is,

however, equally dui'able if always kept drj', and, as well as the white-back, has its

ancient adage to that effect :

—

"Thatch me well, and keep me dry,

Heart of oak I will defy."

It is used extensively by turnei's, sculptors, cabinet-makers, and, on the Continent, for

making sabots or wooden shoes, soles for leather shoes, pattens, and clogs for women.

Light chairs are made of it also both in France and Britain ; the colour, with a little

help from logwood, giving it the appearance of mahogany. When the tree is old, it

becomes full of knotty excrescences, and is itself gnarled and twisted, which gives the

grain a beautiful appearance, like that of the curled maple, only of a finer colour, being

of a deep red. In this form it is worked up into tables by the cabinet-makers. It is

useful also as lining of stone carts and wheelbarrows, as it will yield rather than split,

from a concussion with any heavy substance. Nor is it less useful for weather-boarding

on the same account ; but it must never be employed in any way in which it comes in

contact with the grouiul, as it will immediately begin to decay, unless it is under water,

which seems to have power almost to petrify and render it indurable. In a peat bog, it

has been found as black and hard as ebony. It will also take a black dye, and is capable

of a better polish than most soft woods, which renders it useful for black handles of

doors, drawers, tea-pots, and other small wares. As posts or stakes it will very soon

decay, and ought never to be used. As fuel, it is only of use where a slow tire and

subdued heat is required, as in kilns, ovens, &c. It makes excellent charcoal for the

manufacture of gunpowder, and the ashes yield potash at the rate of 65 lbs. per 1,000 lbs.

of ashes. The bark is highly astringent, and is employed by tanners. The young

shoots, besides tanning, are used in dyeing red, brown, and yellow; and with the

combination of copperas (sulphate of iron) it yields a black dye. Hall, in his " Travels

in Scotland,'' says, that the Highlanders, in order to evade the tax on XczXhev, privatalij
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tan their hides with the l)ark of hirch and ahler. Wo helievc tliere was no occasiou fof

secresy iu this case, as any one was at liherly to do this for his own use, the excise

nuisance notwithstanding, provided he did not trade iu it also. Sir Thomas D. Lauder

iu speakiug of this wood, aiul its uses, recommends that for cabiuct-work it be previously

immersed iu a large hole in a peat bog, impregnating tlie Avater with quicklime; leaving

it there for a few months, after which, when worked up into furniture, and French

polished, it will last for nuany years without being attacked by those insects to which it

is otherwise liable.

The roots of the alder are numerous, and occupy a considerable space aroinid the

stem ; on which .account it is useful when planted on the banks of a rapid stream, for

preventing tiie current from washing away the earth. In France, they split and work

the roots into baskets. The larger knotty ones are cut into veneer, and used for inlaying

Avork by the cabinet-makers. As coppice-wood, the alder is chiefly used for the making of

charcoal, for which purpose it is cut down every five or six years. There are many coppices

of this wood in the vicinity of the gunpowder manufactories planted for this purpose, iu

order to secure a supply. As an ornamental tree, Loudon coudemus it as not a subject

that can interest a landscape-painter ; but Selby says, that when associated with scenery

of a certain description—on the banks of a stream, whether gliding slowly, like the

sluggish !Mole (iu Surrey), or the swift-running, rocky-bottomed rivers of the'North

—

the alder is .always an expected and pleasing adjunct. In the former ease, it ornaments

and gives value to scenes which otherwise would be tame and unsightly; while in the

latter, from thq appropriateness of its presence in the vicinity of the limpid fluid, it gives

an .idditional value to that varied and romantic scenery which their wild and often

precipitous banks present." * Selby, however, by no means confines its merits as an

ornamental tree to these cases, but considers it equ.ally so in a general prospect, as

possessing a character iu its dark green foliage that contrasts well with the lighter shades

of other trees, whilst the retention of its leaves to a late period of the year, and long

after all the other forest trees have become quite bare of foliage, is an additional advan-

tage. One of its greatest defects of character is its decided tendency to attract moisture

by its roots. So strong is this feature, that if planted in a moist soil, it will soon convert

it into a bog. The cause of this is found in the large quantities of its fibrous roots, which,

by their powerful capillary attraction, always in action, prevent the escape of the excess

of water around them. It, therefore, should never be planted in groimd that it is desirable

to Lay dry, or to prevent becoming moist and boggy. We have seen this effect in meadows

Avhere it has been pLanted with the view of upholding the edges of wide open drains,

which it certainly did, but at the same time rendered the surrounding parts little better

than a bog.

Tlie alder is propagated chiefly by seeds, which arc contained in round cones. Tliese

should be gathered in autumn, as soon as the scales of the catkins begin to open (which

indicates their maturity), and laid on a loft, where thej' should be spread out thinly and

frequently turned, by which the seeds will soon be separated and fall out, especially if the

floor is over a room where a fire is kept up. Those which thus fall out should be sifted and

put into bags; the cones are then threshed and sifted, and the seeds put into sacks like

the others. March is the pi'oper month for sowing them, and they should not be covered

more than a quarter of an inch with the soil, which should be very light. As a good

' Jrboretum Briiannicum, vol. iii. p. 1682; iuj Selby's " History of British Forest Trees," p. 216.
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deal of the seed is sometimes bad, it is necessary to sow thick ; and in tlie following

spring, if necessary, thin them out. In liglit soils, a good watering -with the rose of a

watering-pot, or a shower of rain, is quite sufficient to cover the seeds. The plants will

a])pear above ground in five or six weeks, and should remain in the seed-bed two years,

and then be transplanted to the nursery. In three or four years from sowing, they will

be 5 or 6 feet high. In planting and after-treatment there is nothing peculiar, except

that when to be cut down, the full-grown tree should be disbarked the previous year.

AVhen cut as coppice-wood, it should be done in ^larch, and the cut should be upwards

with a sharp billhook to avoid fracturing the stub, which would cause the sap to exude

and weaken the succeeding shoots, whilst the admission of the weather would cause the

stool itself to decay. Loudon gives a long list of trees in England and Scotland, the

largest of which is at Woburn farm. It is 70 feet high, the trunk 1 feet iu diamet(;r,

and the head 65 feet. The finest alder poles were in Arnold's Vale, near Sheffield Place,

Sussex, where, in 1815, accoi'ding to Mitchell, they were from 60 to 70 feet high.

28. The Hawthorn [Cratcegiis oxyacanUm).—Although this has usiially been treated

as a plant exclusively devoted to the purpose of fencing our fields, yet, if planted by

itself in a situation where it has room to develop itself, it becomes a tree of considerable

size and of great beauty. There is a long list of the varieties of this tribe of plants : the

Arboretum Britannicum describes sixteen species, and enumerates eighty-one varieties.

Of these the Cratagus oxyacantha claims thirty, which differ in the form of the leaves

and the colour of the fruit. It is common in all countries of Europe except those of the

south, and is generally employed as a hedge-plant. The flowers of most of the varieties

are white, but a few of. them are more or less red. When planted by themselves in a

park near a mansion, or on a lawn iu front of a house, they grow tall, bushy, and pic-

turesque ; in the spring and summer, from their light foliage and bunches of beautiful

blossoms, and in the autumn and winter when covered with the coral haws, so attractive

to the blackbird and thrush, as well as the smaller birds. Loudon considers the eommou

hawthorn to be the most deserving of attention as an ornamental shrub or tree, of any

of the various tribes of plants, for grounds of limited extent, and especially for small

gardens in the neighbourhood of large towns. In such situations it requires but little

attention, its growth being very regular and neat. It possesses great longevity, and

many English parks are studded with specimens the appearance of which indicates great

age. Such specimens are numerous in the Phoenix Park, near Dublin, some of which arc

remarkably fine. In an ordinary soil the hawthorn grows slowly, but in a rich deep

mould near a running stream, it makes long shoots and increases much more rapidly in

size. The writer had a tree of this kind in the garden of a house he occupied iu the

vicinity of Dublin. It was from 20 to 22 feet in height, and the trunk, which did not

begin to branch till 6 feet from the ground, was about 15 inclics in diameter, aiul the

branches extended from 15 to 20 feet, touching the ground at their extremities. The

flowers were of a bright scarlet, and nothing could look more beautiful than this tree in

the early summer, when in full bloom, or in the autumn, when covered with haws—of

which, however, the numerous blackbirds and thrushes soon denuded it.

It is, however, as a hedge plant that the hawthorn is an object of intere-^t to the

farmer; but, as we have treated this subject already in the section on fences, it is unne-

cessary to go further into it. The wood of this tree is very liard, and is much used by

millwrights for making cogs for the mill-wheels, in which application it is found very
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durable, and soon becomes polished by use. It is also employed lor making flails, handles

of hammers, and for the heads of mallets. In larger work it is seldom or never used,

the trunks being generally small, the grain uneven, and the wood itself liable to warp

and split.

One of the most remarkable of the varieties of the hawthorn is that ciillecl " tlic

Cilastonbury thorn," which llowcrs twice a-year—namely, in the spring and at Christmas.

The legend attacked to this thorn—accompanied, of course, by a monkish miracle

—

asserts that this tree was originally planted by Joseph of Arimathea, who, ivlicii he landed

in Britain (?), brought with him as a staff a shoot of whitethorn ; and that, on arriving

at Glastonbury on Christmas Day, he prayed that his mission might be inaugurated b}'

a miracle, which was at once answered—for, striking his whitethorn stafi" into the ground,

it instantly took root and shot forth leaves and blossoms, and has continued to do so at

Christmas ever since. This thorn is supposed to be still iu existence, there being an old

tree of the kind in a lane leading to the churchyard some fifty or sixty years ago, where

it probably still remains, which certainly flowered at Christmas. One of the inhabitants,

of ninety years' standing, never knew it otherwise than an aged tree. If this venerable

tree is dead, there is still one possessing the same attributes flowering regularly at

Christmas. Loudon assures us that he received a specimen from a 'Mr. Callow, gathered

on the 1st Deeemljcr, 1833, iu full blossom, the tree having at the same time the ripe

fruit proceeding from the spring flowers. Specimens of thorns raised from seeds or

cuttings of the Glastonbury thorn are now distributed about England, but they do not

all flower at Christmas. "With regard to the miraculous part of the legend, ^Mr. Loudou

caps it by a ease of Mr. John Wallis, timber surveyor of Chelsea, who exhibited to the

Horticultural and Liuuaeau Societies in 1834 a branch of hawthorn which, he said, had

hung for several years in a hedge amongst other trees; and though without any root, or

even touching the earth, it had produced every year leaves, flowers, and fruit ! * It is

hard to believe that a whitethorn can become an air-plant.

The hawthorn faggots make excellent fuel for heating the brick ovens iu farm-houses,

and other similar purposes. They are also useful iu temporary fencing against stock,

and in cutting down old fences the brushwood is used to set on the top of the newly-

raised or rcpaii-ed hedge, to protect the young shoots from cattle and sheep.

29. Robiiiia, or False Acacia {Robinia Pseud-Acacia)

.

—This is the locust tree of the

North American continent, and in the year 1823 was introduced to the British i)lantcrs

under that name by William Cobbett, who had cultivated it iu Long Island, near New
York. In 1819 he brought home a parcel of seeds with him, which he sowed in 1823

on a small scale. After that time, by dint of puSing ofl' the tree iu his Register and other

publications, under the name of the locust tree, he sold, according to his own statement,

above a million of them. He imported seeds from America; but when he could not get

a sufiicieut supply, he purchased them from the London nurserymen, by whom the tree,

under its proper name {Robinia), had heen cultivated ever since the days of Evelyn, who
devotes part of a chapter to a description of it, under the simple name of acacia.

f

Thus, while Cobbett was selling his million of plants at extravagant prices, the same

were growing in the nurseries, with scarcely a sale for a single plants although at a more

moderate price. Loudon calls this curious movement "the locust mania," and truly,

there are evidences enough of a certain aberration of the public mind on this subject.

* jirloretiiin Brilantiiciim, vol. ii. !>. S34. t
" Sjlva," vol. ii. p. 66.
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He mentions one case of a gentleman who had purchased a large estate in South Wales,

with whom he went to Cobbett's imi'sery to purchase locust trees. He (Loudon) repre-

sented to him that he could procure the same plant, quite as good, imder the name of

roh'mla, at half the price, and subject to less than half the expense of carriage, at the

Bristol nursery-ground ; and, moreover, the plants would arrive home in a much freslier

condition. " No arguments of oxirs," adds Loudon, " were of any avail, and Cobbett's

locust trees were decidedly preferred, at any cost, to Miller's rohhuas." ''<•

The robinia was, previously to Cobbett's raid on the credulity of his admirers, chiefly

planted as au ornamental tree, in which capacity it possesses many attractions by its light

exotic foliage, and beautiful bunches of papilionaceous rose-pink flowers. Its value as a

timber tree certainly owes its notoriety to the published works of Cobbett ; at least

principally so. Evelyn, who generally gives us the peculiar properties of the forest trees,

says not a word of the acacia, except that it deserves a place amongst the trees of our

avenues, "could it be made to grow upright." His commentator. Dr. Hunter, is more

candid, however, and admits that it naturally grows vipright, and that the timber is

exceedingly valuable in ship-buildiug, especially for making knees, floor-timbers, boat-

hooks, treenails, bolts, &c., in which capacity it exceeds in usefulness every other kind of

wood, and even iron, on account of its toughness and hardness. It is now used in making

axles for carts, waggons, and timber carriages, out-door fences, posts, and other work of

the kind. It is only the heart of the tree that is durable, the sap-wood decaying as soon

as that of ash or any other of the hard woods. In America, where they can procure it

in sufficient quantities of the required size, the shipwrights use the locust timber in

preference to oak or any other tree. It is, however, difficult to find it large enough for

this purpose, as it seldom exceeds a foot in diameter in that country, although there are

trees of this species in England measuring from 3 to 4. feet, and a height of 70 feet.

About thirty years since, a work was published bj' William Withers, an attorney, at

Holt, Norfolk, on the planting, qualities, and uses of the acacia tree. This gentleman was

an ardent admirer of the politics professed by Cobbett, with whom he was on the most

intimate terms of friendship. On the recommendation of that person, he jilanted a

considerable number of locust trees on his property on Holt Heath, v/hicli are now large

timbers. Mr. Withers' work is well worthy of a perusal from persons desirous of cultivating

the acacia on an extended scale, having himself practically tested its facility of culture

;

and he gives, moreover, a number of letters on the subject from other well-known persons

who have grown it in different parts of the country. They are all confirmatory of its

rapid growth, but none of them speak of its attaining a considerable bulk of trunk,

so as to make it valuable as a timber tree. The weight of the acacia wood Mr. Withers

states to be one-sixth greater than tliat of oak, and its strength as compared with

English oak, as 1,867, to 1,672 ; but Dr. Bowring, in his letter to Withers, states it to be

1,427 to 820, and its elasticity as 21 to 9; its lateral strength in resisting fractures as

1 to 075; "From all these experiments," says Loudon, "however different the results,

it may safely be concluded, that sound acacia wood is heavier, harder, stronger, more

rigid, more elastic, and tougher than that of the best English oak, and consequently,

that it is more fit than oak for treenails." t Cobbett recommended it for hop-poles,

with about as much truth as he recommended brewing from barley-meal instead of

.Irboretniii Brilaiiuiciim, vol. ii. p. 018.

t Ibi.l,, p, 018.
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malt. The fact is, the acacia does not throw up straight branches or poles, and cannot

therefore be used in that capacity.

la America the largest consumption of locust-wood is in making posts, iu which

c:ipacltj' it will last for forty years if the tree is felled in winter, and seasoned before

being used. It is said that if the trunk exceeds 15 inches in diameter, it is generally

more or less decayed. The wood is also used for wall-plates, sills of doors, wooden-

framing of timber houses, and by turners for making many small articles. For such

purposes as we have stated, the rob'uiia is a valuable tree, but tlie prediction of Cobbett

respecting it, is, we apprehend, a long way from being accomplished. " The time will

come," said that arch-quack, "and it will not l)c far distant, wlien tlie locust tree will

be more common in England tlian tlie oak ; when a man would be tliought mad if lie

used anything but locust in the making of sills, posts, gates, joists, feet for rick-stands,

stocks and axle-trees for wheels, hop-poles, pales, or for anything where tlicrc is

liability to rot. This time will not be distant, seeing that the locust grows so fast. Tlie

next race of children biit one, that is to say, those who will be born sixty years hence,

will think that locust trees have always been the most numerous trees in England ; and

some curious writer of a century or two hence will tell his readers, that, wonderful as it

may seem, the locust was hardly known in England \xai\\ the year 1823, when the

nation was introduced to a knowledge of it by William Cobbett. What lie will say of

me besides, I do not know ; but I know tliat he will say this of me. I enter upon this

account, therefore, knowing that I am writing for centuries and centuries to come."

("Woodlands," p. 351.) Cobbett's admirers swallowed the egotistical humbug contained

in the above quotation, and actually believed that he had introduced an entirely new species

of tree, which the change of name from acacia, or robinia, to locust, helped to eonfirui.

The real merits of the plant were well-kuown long before his time in England, and no

puffing could extend them, as no detraction could deteriorate the wood. His object,

however, was to make money by the sale of the plants ; and as the purchasers would have

to wait thirty or forty years before the truth or falsehood of his representations could be

tested, he trusted to the chapter of accidents to be beyond the reach of ceusm'e before

that period expired.*

There are several varieties of the robinia, amongst which, those recommcuded as best

worth cultivating are the R. p. Str'icta, or Upright growing acacia ; the R. p. pendula,

or Weeping acacia ; the R. p. Uinbraculifera, or the Parasol acacia ; the R. p. Spectabilis,

or the Thoruless acacia. This latter has large leaves, and grows more rapidly than any

other of the varieties.

30. The Wild Cherry or Gean {Cerasus sylvestris).—This tree is generally understood

to be the original stock from which all the fruit-bearing trees of the genus Cerasus are

* The writer was introduced to Cobbett by Mr. Withers ia the year 1820, at which time he was endeavouring to

dissuade the people from brewing from malt, and advising them to use ground barley instead, which, he assured them,

would make much better beer. The subject being introduced iu the course of conversation, the writer immediately took

it up on the opposite side, alleging that in the process of malting the barley underwent a chemical cliaitgc, by which the

starch was converted into sugar; and, besides that, the mechanical action of the fire imparted that agreeable flavour to

the malt which gave to beer its most v.ilnab'e property, .\fter shifting hia ground several times, Cobbett admitted that

perhaps the addition of a Ultle malt wii/ld improve the flavour of the liquor. "Yes," replied the writer, "and a good

deal of malt will improve it still more ; but the best of all will be to make it wholhj from malt ; for as to your plan, it will

make barley water, or barley broth, or barley tea, but it will never make beer fit for an Englishman to drink." " Well,"

replied Mr. Cobbett, " you have your opinion, and I have mine. But, at any rate, if I can persuade the people to use

barley we shall lessen the revenue, and bother those d d Whigs." That closed the debate.
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derived. Some, however, think that the cultivated cherry was brought from Asia into

Italy, 2,000 years ago by Lucullus, as is related by Pliny. ]5e this, however, as it may,

the wild black cherry is certainly indigenous in every part of Europe, being known in

Britain under the local names of gean, merries, merry-tree, and is found in woods ajid

hedgerows. In dry situations it reaches 40 or 50 feet in height, and a considerable bulk.

As we usually cultivate it, however, in hedges it is a dwarfish tree, and grows very

irregularly for waiit of care. The fruit is small and black, and the stone large in

proportion to the size of the fruit. It grows spontaneously in many parts of the couritiy,

and produces a large quantity of fruit, which is very sweet when ripe. The juice dyes

the hands and teeth a dark purplish red, but it is easily removed. Although generally

treated as an ornamental and fruit-bearing rather than as a timber tree in England, it

lias long been an object of attention in the latter sense in Scotland, France, and

Germany. In the north of England too, it grows on the mountains at a height of 1,600

feet above the level of the sea, but the size is small. Cook, in his work on forest trees,

mentions a wild cherry, in Casheobury Wood, that w\as upwards of 85 feet in height.

The red-fruited variety has a more rapid growth than the black, rising 18 inches a year

for ten years, and coiitinues to grow for fifty, at which age it attains its perfection, and

should be cut down.

The wood of the wild cherry is firm, strong, close-grained, and of a reddish colour.

It weighs, when dry, 54 lbs. 15 oz. per cubic foot, losing about one-si.vtcenth part of its

bulk in the process. It is soft and easily worked, taking a fine polish, so that it is in

constant demand for cabinet-makers, turners, musical-instrument makers, and other

uses, especially on the Continent, where mahogany is less employed than in England.

Its colour is heightened by steeping it in lime-water for twenty-four or thirty-six hours,

polishing it immediately after taking it out. It also prevents the colour from fading when

exposed to the action of the sun's rays, whilst it gives the wood the appearance of mahogany.

Wine casks are made of it in France, and it is said to improve the flavour of the wine.

It is so common in some parts of France as to be used in common house and other

carpentry work. It is sometimes grown as coppice-wood, in which capacity it throws

up straight shoots, which in a few years make excellent hop-poles, vine-props, and hooj)s

for casks. It will burn well as fire-wood when first cut ; but if allowed to lie two or

three years, will smoulder aAvay like tinder, without yielding either flame or heat.

Loudon considers that in all plantations, especially those in the vicinity of houses,

the wild cherry ought to find its place, in order to furnish singiug birds, such as black-

birds, thrushes, goldfinches, &c., with food. Their blossoms, which are always very

abundant, are exceedingly beautiful in the spring, and add greatly to the interest of the

plantation. The Kentish and Morcllo cherries, which are varieties of the C. syliK'dris,

almost always bear large quantities of fruit ; and as the birds will not attack them, and

thev' ripen late, they sometimes hang on the trees till the winter. In Herefordshire,

Kent, and Ilcrtfordsliire, great quantities of the black aiul red wild cherries arc grown,

and brought from the two latter counties to the London market in profusion, after the

cultivated cherries are done with. It is, however, on the Continent that the wild cherry

is found in greatest abundance. Loudon states that in the autumn of 1828, he travelled

for several days through almost one continued avenue of cherry trees, from Strasburg,

by a circuitous route, to Munich ; that in Germany and Switzerland the cherry is much

used as a roadside tree; and that in jMoravia the road from Brunn to Olnuitz passes
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through an avenue of thcni upwards of sixty uiilcs iu extent. lutlecd, tlie jjraetioc of

planting fruit trees of all kinds, cxcc[)t the most rare, by the sides of the public roads is

xmiversal in France and other continental states ; and it woukl be well if it were to

become so in England. Wc have a better class of fruit, because we have a more

congenial climate for it than tiiey have in France; and if the practice of planting it were

as common here as iu that and other countries, the danger of its being stolen would he

as little here as there. The practice, however, must be gciwrul to be successful. ]Mr.

Withers, whom we have just referred to as the writer on the locust tree, planted the hedges

round his land with choice apple and pear trees ; but, standing alone in the movement,

we helievc he never reaped the fruit of it himself, every boy tliat passed having a fling at

the apples, when nearly ripe, with a stick or a stone. On the Continent, all persons are

allowed to gather cherries or other fruit, provided they do not injure the trees ; and if

the proprietor wishes to reserve the fruit of a particular tree for himself, he has nothing

to do but to tie a wisp of straw to the trunk or the branches, where it is best seen, and

it is instantly tabooed. " Every one," says Loudon, " who has travelled on the Continent

in the fruit season, must have observed the respect that is paid to these appropriating

marks; and there is something highly gratifying in this, and in the humane feeling

displayed by the princes of the difierent countries, in causing the trees to be planted.

It would, indeed, be lamentable, if kind treatment did not produce a corresponding

return."

The fruit of the cherry, taken in moderation, is very wholesome, and even medicinal.

An infusion of it in water is diuretic, and has been successfully applied in the dropsy.

The liquor from dried cherries boiled in water is good in catarrhs, and the ripe fruit

itself is aperient. The gum which exudes from the trunk is not equal to gum-arabic,

because it does not so readily dissolve in water ; but it possesses the same properties in

other respects. Hasselquist i-elates that a hundred men were kept alive for nearly two

months during a siege, without any other sustenance than a little of this gum taken

occasionally into the mouth, and suffered to remain there till it was dissolved. The

bark is composed of four layers, the two first of which are hard, the two under ones soft

and spongy. These latter yield a fine yellow dye, and also are substituted, medicinally,

for the cinchona. The leaves contain hydrocyanic acid, and are used, like those of the

jicach, for flavouring liqueurs, custards, &c.

Selby recommends planting the wild cherry as a nurse, or intermediate occupant in

mixed plantations, where the oak is intended to be the final and only tree; and he

declares his opinion that it would much better repay the proprietor for its occupancy, in

all its stages, than many other trees which are now mixed in plantations, such as beech,

hornbeam, ash, &c. In a good soil, if not too wet, it frequently reaches a height of

GO or 70 feet in fifty or sixty years, with a proportionate bulk of trunk. In this state

the wood is very valuable, being of a firm, strong texture, red coloured, close-grained,

and easily worked, and in every respect equal in cabinet work to the inferior kinds of

mahogany.

t

There are some very large trees recorded by Loudon. In Gloucestershire, on the

estate of tlie Earl of Harrowljy, is one 8."3 feet high, and the trunk is upwards of 3 feet

in diameter. At Withennarsh Green, in Suffolk, is '•' the great cherry tree," 46 feet

liigh, and the girth of the trunk at 12 feet from the ground is 9 feet. The diameter of

* Arboreliriii Brilaimicion, vol. ii. p, 099. T Selby " On p'orest Trcrs," p. 00.
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the head from uorth to south is 74 feetj and from east to west, 62 feet. The wood of

such trees as these must be very valuable.

A strong spirit, termed Kirschwasser, is extracted from the fruit of the cherry at

Alsace in France, Wirtemburg iu Germany, and at Berne and Basle in Switzerland.

This is made by bruising the cherries and breaking the stones or kernels, and letting them

lie in a mass until the vinous fermentation is established. The process of distillation in

the common method is then begun, and is continued as long as the liquor comes over clear,

or till a pint of spirit has been obtained from every 20 pints of fermented fruit. The

spirit comes from the still as clear' and pure as spring water, and is kept in tliat state in

stone bottles, which prevent its contracting any tinge or ill flavour. Any cherry will

answer the purpose, but the wild Black Gean is preferred. Maraschino is also made

from it, and differs from the Kirschwasser in having honey mixed with the fermented

mass, and in adding honey or loaf-sugar to the spirit after distillation. At Trieste, in

the north of Italy, and in Dalmatia, a cherry is produced in abundance of a small acid

kind, called Marasca, from which the spirit is distilled. It is much more esteemed than

the Kirschwasser, but it is difficult to obtain it genuine, the Kirschwasser ijeing frequently

mixed with honey and water, and sold for it. The leaves of the cherry are said to be

used to impart the aroma so much esteemed in the Maraschino.

Tiie fruit of the cherry tree is an universal favourite with young and old, and if eaten

in moderation is far from being injurious, as some people assert. In excess they are

indigestible, especially the hard-fleshed kinds. Dried cherries are prepared in France, and

the Morello is used in making cherry-brandy, preserves, marmalade, lozenges, &c., &c.

The Grenoble ratafia is a Avell-known liqueur, and is produced from the wild Black Gean.

In many parts the cherry season is one of feasting. At Ely, in Cambridgeshire, the

people repair on Cherry Sunday to the cherry orchards in the neighbourhood, where

thev are allowed, for sixpence, to eat as many cherries as they please. The same practice

prevailed formerly at some of the towns in Norfolk in our young days. On the

Continent, at Montmorency, a similar practice is kept up ; and at Hamburg it is made a

grand public affair, from the following historical circumstance :—In 1432, when the city

of Hamburg was invested by the Hussites, one of the citizens named Wolf, proposed

that all the children in the city between the ages of seven and fourteen should be clad in

mourning, and sent as suppliants to the enemy. Procopius Nasus, chief of the Hussites,

was so moved by this spectacle, that he not only promised to spare the city, but regaled the

young suppliants with cherries and other fruit ; and the children retiuMicd crowned with

leaves, shouting " Victory !
" and holding boughs laden with cherries in their liauds.

The wild black cherry is very much cultivated in Kent, by raising the plants among

the hops, by means of which they very soon come to bearing fruit. The proportion

observed to the acre is 800 hop hills, 200 filberts, and 10 cherry and apple trees. Tiie

hops stand about twelve years, and the filberts about tliirty, by whicli time the clierries

and apples require the whole land. In other cases the cherry is planted as an orchard,

alternately with apple trees, and the land is cultivated with grain, potatoes, &c., whilst

the trees are youug. They are placed at the distance of from 20 to 30 feet from each

other, according to the soil, and the cherry requires to be planted deeper thau the apple.

Filberts or other small fruit-bearers are also planted between the rows, Avhich occupy the

ground, and arc removed as the larger fruit trees progress in size. Tlie London market

is cliiefly supplied with cherries from Kent. The following are the kinds cultivated iu
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that county in orchards :—The Wild Black cherry^ the Corouiij or Large Black cherry
;

the Red cherry. These ai-e the three varieties of Bird cherry [Primus padus) improved

by culture, and are admired by many for their peculiar bitterish flavour. The Coroun

is esteemed the best.

Next comes the Flemish or Early Kentish cherry, M'hich ripens at the end of June,

tlie Hertfordshire Heart cherry, July and August ; the Blackheart cherry, June and

July ; the Whiteheart cherry, June and July. The three latter are planted as standards

in gardens, and sometimes as wall or espalier trees. They are all varieties of the Primus

cerasus, to which are added the small Early May cherry, which ripens at the cud of

^lay or June ; the May-Duke at the end of May ; the Amber Heart, July and August

;

the Bleeding Heart, middle of July; the Carnation, end of July; the Crown Heart,

July ; the Morello, August and September. This last cherry is generally planted in a

northern aspect, but would ripen more perfectly in a southern. It is the fullest bearer

of any, and the fruit is verj^ fine. A succession of fruit from May to September may

be obtained from the above varieties, by planting them in different positions in regard to

the sun. The Heart cherries are the most rapid growers, but the worst bearers of fruit.

The best method of raising the more valuable kind is by grafting upon the Wild Black

cherry, or any of the Bird cherry stocks ; but the first-named is the best. To raise

stocks of these, the seed should be sown in autumn 2 inches deep in the soil.

SECTION III.

THE fa.ru buildings.

In nothing lias the progress of refinement in the character of the British husbandman

more displayed itself outwardly than in the improvement that has taken place iu the

nature and arrangement of the buildings of the farm, and in that of his domestic estab-

lishment. The time has been—and it has not so long gone by—when the farmer was

but one degree above his labourers, either iu education, habits, or intelligence. Looked

upon and treated by his landlord as little better than a serf, who had abundance of duties

to perform, but no rights or privileges to claim; standing but as the intermediary

between the party above and the one below him—the owner of the soil and the tiller of

it—his general habits and manner of living brought him much nearer to the level of the

latter than it raised him in any degree to the social standing of the former. He rose

at the same hour with his men, ate and drank at the same table, took his turn at the

plough and other work with them when occasion required it, and was in all respects as

essentially a labourer as they, with the exception that he had the management and

direction of the operations of the farm, and that it was to him that they looked for the

payment of theii- wages.

Under such circumstances, the accommodation provided for him by his landlord, in

regard to the dwelling-house and farm buildings, was of a corresponding rude character.

A few of these antiquated farm-houses and homesteads still exist, scattered here and

._i
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there about the coiuitiy, affording a good idea of the mode of life of our rural ancestors.

Stepping down, you at once enter the kitchen, which is the common sitting or living

room, where you find the long deal table at which the whole establishment take their

meals, sitting on forms, a chair being a luxury reserved at the head for the master. A
spare room, styled the parlour, is used only on special occasions when friends or neigh-

bovu's assemble. Carpets were out of the question, the floors being neatly sanded. The

bcd-tooms were upon a par with the lower arrangements, the middle apartments being

occupied by the farmer and his family, and the attics, if there were any, by the male and

female servants, who were accommodated anyhow.

All this is now changed, and the farmer can vie with the most respectable tradesman

in the comforts and conveniences he possesses in regard to house accommodation, and

in the entire mode of living.

TJie question of the erection of farm buildings is not one of dispute in England, it

being understood that the expense devolves upon the landlord ; and it is quite just that

it should be so. The law gives him a claim to all improvements and erections that arc

fixed to the soil ; so that, on leaving a farm, unless a special agreement, amounting to

a tenant-right, exists, a tenant cannot take away or charge for any improvement or

building he has raised during his occupancy. No tenant, therefore, without a lease, or

with only a short one, would go to the expense of erecting substantial buildings, which

would only add to the value of the property without yielding to him any remuneration

adequate to the outlay. Nothing less than a sixty years' lease would justify such an

outlay, and such leases ai'c very rare ; although there are a few landlords of whom a

tenant has no fear that he will refuse to renew an expiring lease. Such landlords, how-

ever, would never think of saddling a tenant with the expense of erections necessary for

the accommodation of his live stock, or of himself and family. We see the proof of

this in the new farm-houses and homesteads rising up around us, arranged in liberal

conformity with the altered and improved modes of husbandry. Farming is now justly

considered a food manufacture, and the buildings are made in conformity witii that idea.

The liberal landlord acknowledges the principle, and acts upon it by providing the

tenants on his estate with the means of carrying it out in conducting their business. It is

impossible where tliis is not the case, and where no provision is made in the rearrange-

ment of the homestead, that the tenant can avail himself of the improvements introduced

in tlie breeding, feeding, and fattening of cattle, or in the employment of the modern

machinery, by which the operations of husbandry are cheapened, facilitated, and, above

all, rendered more eft'ectivc. We write now for the tenant farmer, who holds his land on

a short lease, or from year to year, and who can obtain no agreement with his landlord

in the shape of a tenant-right, that will give him a claim on leaving, for the permanent

improvements he leaves behind him. The man who farms his own property stands in a

widely different position, and can make what improvements he pleases or thinks neces-

sary; but the tenant farmer is wholly at tlie mercy of the landlord, not merely for the

comfort, but even the success of his exertions.

While, however, the expense of erecting the farm buildings devolves upon the land-

lord, he justly looks for intei'cst upon tlic outlay in the shape of an advanced rent. 'J'liis

is very diftevent from allowing or eorapelling a tenant to incur the expense, and then

making him to pay an advanced rent for his own improvements ; or, what is even worse,

make room for a new tenant, as some landlords are in the habit of doing. It is quite
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enough—and we admit its justice—that the tenant should engage to keep tho premises

in equal order and repair, and leave them so at the expiration of his term, whether long

or short. He has had the accommodation of them whilst he remained, and is bound

to surrender them in as tenantablc repair as when he took them.

There is, however, another practice imposed upon the tenant by many landlords, the

evils of which to the tenant it is not possible to estimate, but which may sometimes

affect his prosperity during his whole tenancy. We refer to his being compelled to cart

all the materials for building works, whether of a whole or only a part of the homestead.

Such a draught upon the physical resources of a man upon taking a farm is doubly

onerous at a time when he requires all his strength of men, horses, and capital to get the

land into proper order, on which his success so much depends. It is said that this can

be done when other work is slack ; but it is just at those times that rest is required for

the horses, to recruit them after the heavier labours of the farm are accomplished.

Loudon considers that where this work is imposed upon a tenant, it will answer his

piu'pose better to purchase inferior horses and hire extra men, than to weaken the forces

of those of the regular teams. The work itself is unusual to a farmer, and neither his

vehicles nor his horses are calculated for it. It is, in short, neither more nor less than

making the tenant pay a large and undue share of the expenses of building ; and if the

consequences to the farm are taken into the account, his share is by much the greatest,

without a corresponding permanent benefit. The landlord may congratulate himself upon

thus getting rid of a large portion of the expense, and may even be so ignorant as to

think that because the tenant has hoi'ses, carts, and labourers, that therefore it costs him

nothing, because he must employ them. It is not less a fact that the tenant does the

work at treble the value of it, when the consequences to him are taken into account, in

the injury done to the carts, horses, and, above all, to the land itself, in the neglect it

involves of the regular work of the farm. No considerate landlord, who has the welfare

of his tenants at heart, will impose such a task upon them if he is aware of the heavy

injury they sustain by it. A young man, on taking a farm, requires the whole strength

of men, horses, vehicles, and capital in the regular work of the farm, and every hour and

everv effort directed to other purposes is a loss to hira that cannot be compensated for,

because it throws back the necessary operations, and renders the horses and men less

able to perform their work.

In choosing a new site for the erection of a farm-house and homestead, there are

many circumstances to be taken into consideration, upon which depend in a great

measure the health, comfort, and prosperity of both men and cattle. It should neither

be planted on the summit of a hill nor at the bottom, but, if possible, on the breast of a

gentle declivity, overlooking the whole or a large portion of the farm. Before com-

mencing, the site should be perfectly levelled and drained, at least 2 feet below the level

of the lowest of the rooms, which of course will be the cellars. A well also should be

sunk in the first instance, in a position convenient to the house, and another for the

cattle. These Avill come into immediate use with the bricklayers, as well as for the farm

horses. Unless a stream of water passes through or very near the premises, so that a

good supply can be obtained at any time without trouble, wells are absolutely necessary,

that an abundance of water may be secured. Soil again is a question of great import-

ance : the extremes being a sand or light gravel on the one hand, and a retentive clay on

the other—the first being conducive, and the last inimical, to health. If there is no

VOL. n. X
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alternative than to build on a clay subsoil^ the greater necessity will there be to have the

ground under and around the buildings thorough drained, and the foundations and

lower rooms vv'ell underlaid with concrete at least 2 feet deep. This will not only prevent

the damp from rising to the injury of health, Ijut it will conduce to the stability and

durability of the buildings, by preventing the damp from sapping the foundations. A
gravelly subsoil, however, will render concrete unnecessary, and will, in every respect, be

most desirable, as, with proper attention to the water-courses, no water can permanently

settle except where it is required. Water troughs and pipes should be placed round the

eaves of all tlie buildings, in order to prevent the rain-water from running down the

brickwork, which will render the houses damp and unhealthy. The rain-water thus

thrown off from the buildings may be collected into tanks, to furnish a supply for the

homestead in case other sources are not at hand. In some parts of the country it is very

difficult and expensive to obtain water by sinking wells, the retentive clay immediately

over the siibterranean reservoir being in some cases several hundred feet deep. Such is

the case in parts of Huntingdonshire and Cambridgeshire, where we have known wells

sunk upwards of 200 feet without finding enough water to clear the spades of the adhe-

sive clay ; Ijut when at length found, the w ell was almost instantly filled to within a few

feet of the top. Tanks, if large enough and properly constructed, will furnish a supply

of sweet, fresh, and soft rain-water all through the year by" economical management.

Waistell estimates that every hundred square feet of roofing receives annually 1,400

imperial gallons of water. It is easy, therefore, by measurement to calculate the extent

of tankage requisite for the farm, and in a drouthy country it Mill be found to be the

best, cheapest, and most certain mode of securing a constant supply of good water.*

The ancient Romans well understood the importance of an abundance of water in the

vicinity of their farmsteads, or manor-houses. Columella recommends tanks for rain-

water, where a running stream cannot be obtained to pass through the premises. His

directions, indeed, for selecting a site for the buildings, and rendering them commodious

and healthy, are admirable, and worthy to be followed in many respects in the present

day as well as when he wrote them, 1800 years since. (See his " Book on Husbandry,"

ch. v. p. 28, et seri.)

The farmstead should be planted as near a public high-road as possible, which will

ensure many conveniences, especially that of having easy access to every part of the farm

bordering upon the road, and by private roads diverging from it. The house, as well as

the cattle-sheds, should if possible face the south-east ; and if the buildings form a

triangle, they should be so arranged that even those whose doors are necessarily placed

within the square should nevertheless be fully open to the influence of the sun and the

milder atmosphere of the southern aspect. This is of more importance to cattle than the

generality of farmers are at all aware of, as well as to the healthiness of a household.

It has been found that in soldiers' barracks the deaths in those having a northern aspect

* " Kain-wattr is accouuted the most wholesome by all the ancient authors. Vitruvius obserres that the lightest anJ

most subtile particles are extracted from all fountains and carried up into the aii% by the constant motion of which it is

agitated, strained, and liquefied, and then it falls to the earth. Hippocrates, Galeu, and others, coraiuend it because it is

li;-:litcr, sweeter, clearer, and thinner than river water. Some autliors say that summer raiu-water which falls during

ilamder-storras is better than that of common showers; and that water of melted snow or ice is the worst of uU'

Cornelius Celsus ranks them thus with respect to their weight: rain water, sprinj^ water, river water, well water, snuw

and ice naltr, lake water, and, last and worst, marsh water." (Columella's " Husbandry," note at p. 2'J.) Wo believe that

the analysis of these several kinds of water, which was nnkuowu when it was written, will fully bear out the scale of

excellence laid down by Celsus in the first century of the Christian era, ho being u contemporary with Columella.
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have bccu double those with a soutlieru, and the amount of geueral ill health is still

greater. Of eourse, in a quadrauglcj it is of necessity that oue side must be exposed to

the north or east ; but iu that casc^ it should be closed to that aspect^ so as to exclude

the cold winds from penetrating the building, while the opposite aspect should be open

to the sun and air. The rule laid down by Waistell for regulating the distance at whicli

tlic farm-house should stand from the homestead is SI times the height of the house, or

tlic length of its shadow at noon on the shortest day. The back of the house, if the

whole is a quadi-angle, will overlook the square, and this distance between them is neces-

sary to prevent the effluvia from the yard, and cattle-houses, and sheds from reaching the

house. Every care should be taken that all bad smells from the of&ces should be excluded

from the house, as deleterious to health. It is the practice of some farmers to make the

sleeping-rooms of their servants the depositories of wool and a variety of other materials,

which send forth a deleterious effluvium iu the night very injurious to health. Let them

bear iu mind that all extraneous smells, even the agreeable ones emitted from fresh

flowers, hops, and other vegetable productions, are dangerous to the health if not the life

of the sleeper. Bedrooms cannot be kept too free from anything of the kind during the

night, or be too subject to light, air, and cleanliness during the daytime.

It is good economy to have all the rooms of the farm-house (or any other indeed)

much more lofty than they generally are, for nothing is more conducive to health.

However dubious, therefore, a person may be of extending the farm-house to the right

or to the left, he should never forget that there is plenty of room upwards, of which he

can avail himself to any rational extent without any expenditure of ground, and not

much more of money. In London, where ground is valued by the inch, and the inha-

bitants jostle each other without compunction, so that, however requisite for the

purposes of trade, no one can extend his boundaries to right or left, except at a great

expense, their necessities have led to the discovery of this remarkable fact, and you see

buildings rising from the old standard of two, three, or four, to six, and even more,

stories in height. This, however, is quite unnecessary iu the country, where land is

valued by the acre instead of the inch ; but it is essential to the health, that the old

plan of building farm-houses so low that a tall man was compelled to stoop on entering

for fear of kuockiug his head against a beam, should give place to lofty, airy rooms

in which the inmates may live and sleep, i]i a pure and sweet atmosphere.

At the commencement of this work we have given an engraving of a set of farm-

buildings and workshops erected by W. Wilkinson, Esq., of Oxford, on the estate of the

Marquis of Bath, at his lordship's seat at Longleat, Wiltshire. Mr. Wilkinson has

been for many years employed in planning and building farmsteads for different noble-

men, and has acquired not only great experience but extensive practice, and an

established reputation in this peculiar class of buildings. The following is a description

of the engraving :

—

" On the north or upper side of the plan is the timber-yard and workshops forming

a complete building-establishment, and comprising on the upper floor a joiner's shop

with ten benches, and provided with machinery for sawing, morticing, turning, tenoning,

and all kinds of carpentry work ; a shed adjoining this shop contains tlie sawn timber,

and a drying-room for boards and joinery over the boiler-house, heated by steam. On

the ground-floor is a carpenter's shop, blacksmith's shop, and sawing-shed, fitted with

a long rack bench for converting round timber, a bench for sawing deals and planks,

X 2
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aiul one for cutting up the slabs and blocksj which fall as they are cut into a store-

room belowj ready to be supplied to the boiler fire, the boiler being on the same level

and near thereto. The engine and boiler-house adjoins the sawing-house, and -will

contain a sixteen horse-power engine and boiler. There are also a clerk's drawing and

pay-office, glazier's and painter's shop, and an ironmongery store, belonging to the

building premises, and contained in the long range of buildings that bound the timber-

yard on the south, running east and west, the other portions of which are appropriated

to the farming departments, and contain granaries, store-rooms, straw-barns, threshing-

floor, mill-room, corn-dressing-room, chaff and caving stores, men's mess-room, and cart-

sheds. A covered way connects these buildings with others standing in fi'ont of them, and

shown in the view under five connected roofs, running parallel with each other. They com-

prise capacious root-houses, stabling for a large number of horses, riding and carriage-

horse stable, stalls for cows and fatting beasts, calf-pens, a spare house, pig's boxes,

and food houses, and two large covered yards, which latter are excavated 4 feet below

the other floors, and are arranged to receive witJi the least possible amount of labour,

and without the use of barrows, the whole of the refuse of the several sheds and stables

without loss and without underground drainage. These covered yards are constructed

with due regard to ventilation, and form comfortable places for store cattle. The

manure is thoroughly mixed, and gets into an excellent state for removal. By this

arrangement the old system of forming manure-heaps and turning it, which exposes it

to the rain and wind, and allows its fertilising properties to escape, is dispensed with.

There is also a saving of cartage and labour, as well as of the valuable properties of the

manure. On the west side of these buildings there are some open yards and sheds.

Fowl-yards and fowl-houses, slaughter-house, and implement shed. The residence in

the foreground, on the east-side, is for the bailiff. The windows overlook the road-

way between the buildings, where a considerable portion of the work is concentrated.

A dairy is attached to the house, whence Longleat House is supplied with milk, butter,

and cream. The upper dwelling-house is intended for the clerk of the works ; from it

he will command a view of the yards and shops. The water-supply is from a natural

spring on a hill opposite the site, and is conveyed by pipes to a tank placed over

the covered way, and thence carried by other pipes to the various other yards and

buildings."

In examining the sketch it will be seen that a river flows from the high ground,

past the back of the farm-buildings. This might surely be made use of for turning the

various machines employed upon the premises, by bringing a canal from the upper part

of the stream and establishing a lock below it to turn the current into it. Water,

where it can be readily obtained, is the cheapest power ; and even if at times it fails

of the needful supply, as an auxiliary it is still useful. The buildings are, of course,

upon a large scale, suited to the extent of the property ; and the workshops and timber-

yard were doubtless intended to furnish materials for other parts of the Marquis of

Bath's property. But the arrangement of the several buildings and offices is excellent,

and might with propriety be adopted on any scale to suit the various sizes of farms.

The principles, too, on which the site and the relative position of the buildings are fixed

may serve as models. Wc have already spoken of the farm-house, and what is required

in regard to its site and aspect, and its arrangements for securing the health of the

inmates. We shall again have to revert to it; but at present shall proceed to speak of
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the other buildings of the homestead, namely, those appropriated severally to live stock,

those iised for implements, carriages, farming produce, mechanical operations ; and

lastly, labourers' cottages.

The buildiugs for live stock comprise stables, bullock-sheds, cow-houses, sheep-

sheds, piggeries, poultry-houses, dove-cotes, apiary or bee-house, &c.

1. The Stable.—As containing the most valuable and important animals of the farm,

and those most liable to be affected by the alternations of heat and cold, the stables

should be situated on the western or southern side of the quadrangle formed by the

whole homestead. They should have free access for the sun and air from the southerly

points of the compass. They should be erected on a firm dry soil ; and, if necessary,

concrete should underlie the floors of the stable to the depth of 3 feet at least. The

drainage should be perfect, so as to couvey the urine away at once, tliat the effluvium

may be as slight as possible. The height of the stable should not be less than 9 or 10

feet (if 13, so much the better), and the windows, opening to the south or west, should

be placed nearly as high as the ceiling, in order that when open, the hot and tainted air,

wliich always ascends, may the more readily escape. It will be well, however, to have

openings with close-fitting shutters, to the north or east also, in order to secure a free

current of air to ventilate the stable in summer, or at other times when the horses are

not withiu. If it can be avoided, the practice of having the hay-loft over the stable

should be dispensed with, it being more conducive to the health of the horse to have

the stable open to the roof Nothing that occasions a bad smell, such as pig-sties,

fowl-houses, accumulations of manure or green vegetable matters, should be allowed in

the vicinity of the stable. No animal is more fastidious in this respect, or more liable

to be affected in his health by it, than the horse. Cleanliness is his delight, and is as

necessary to his health and full efiicieney as good food. Every facility should therefore

be provided to get rid of all dung, wet straw, and other uucleanly matters as soon as

possible. It is a common practice in cleaning the stable in the morning, to turn the

straw under the manger. In doing this, care should be taken that none sodden with

urine, or mixed with dung, should be so disposed of.

Brick outside walls are better than stone ; and they should be one and a half or two

bricks thick. The windows should be large, sashed, and in number proportioned to

the extent of the building. In some stables the windows have close-fitted shutters on

the south side as well as the north, to exclude the light at pleasure ; but we question

the propriety oi shutting out the daylight at any time, although in the height of summer

and at noontide, it may be proper to modify the light by a blind. A light stable is more

cheerful, too, for a horse in tlie daytime than a dark one. the latter being decidedly a

punishment, rather than a pleasure or a benefit to him. With regard to flooring, there

are many materials employed for this purpose, as pebble stones, clinkers, boards, and

india-rubber. Pebbles, if kept clean, admit of the mine passing down to the drain at

the back of the stall, but they are hard and rough for a horse to He down upon, and

require a deep bed of straw to make them tolerable. Some persons lay down boards the

length of the horse for him to lie on ; and if these are used, they should be placed cross-

wise rather than lengthwise, and as even as possible, with a solid foundation, to prevent

them from getting displaced. Clinkers are, perhaps, better than either boards or pebbles,

but they should be laid perfectly level, having a fall of about 1 inch to the yard, to allow

the urine to drain away. Recently, india-rubber has been a good deal used for paving
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gentlemen's stables^ and also farmers' riding-horse stables. Undoubtedly this is a great

improvement, both on account of its cleanliness, and the benefit to the horses' feet, from

standing on a yielding substance, instead of hard brick or harder stone. We have spoken

of this elsewhere (see vol. ii. p. 40), and have recommended it on account of the above

qualities. We think that the extra expense would be more than compensated, for by the

preservation of the hoi'ses' feet, which would certainly be promoted by it.

A stall should be appropriated to each horse, and proportioned to. his size. A large

or ordinary sized horse requires at least 6 feet in width, to enable him to move about,

change his position, and lie down with ease. The stable being from 16 to 18 feet in

width from the manger to the outside wall, the partitions between the stalls should be

12 feet from the wall to the drain, which will leave a space of from 4 to 6 feet for the

horse-keepers to move backwards and forwards when leading a horse out of the stable, or

for cleaning the harness, &c. Some stalls are constructed with a fall of 6 inches from

the head to the hind feet of the horse. This is far too much, and occasions an unneces-

sary and injurious strain upon his loins and pasterns. The litter is seldom wetted witli

the urine of the horse more than half way of his length, and therefore it is only the hinder

part of the stall that requires a drainage fall, for which an inch to the yard, as above

stated, will be sufficient. The drain or channel for carrying off the urine is simply a

depression formed by a slope each way, vpivards to the front and back walls. We have

stated 12 feet as the required height of tlin stable ; but if the space is open to the roof,

it will be much liigher. It is laid down as an axiom, that each horse should have from

1,200 to 1,300 cubic feet of space allowed to him, and that less will not secure health.

If therefore the width of the stable, 18 feet, and that of the stall, 6 feet, and the height,

13 feet, be multiplied into each other, it will give the required space, thus :

—

18 X fi = 108 X 13 = 1,296 cubic feet.

It is not unusual for the partitions between the stalls to consist merely of a round

bar suspended from the posts by chains; and so far as allowing a free current of air

through the range of stalls is concerned, it may be considered a good plan. The great

objection, however, to it is, that an ill-tempered horse is more able to annoy and injure

his neighbours right and left, wliich has sometimes been the case to a serious extent.

A good, strong, boarded partition, therefore, at least 8 feet long, 7 feet high at the liead,

and 5 feet at the lower end, will better secure the safety and comfort of the horse, and

will probably in the long run be tlie cheapest, by the prevention of accidents.

Tlie manger is usually the same in length as the width of the stall, 9 inches deep,

18 wide at the top, and 12 at the bottom. The outer edge is a strong bar of liard wood,

and sometimes having a half-round iron bar, to prevent the horse from biting it to

pieces, which some have a propensity for, especially whilst being groomed. The boards

of which the manger is made should be I^ inch thick, and a triangular slip of wood

should be nailed on each side at the bottom, to enable the horse the more easily to gather

up his food. The rack for the hay is generally made slanting across the stall above the

horse's head, and over the manger, but it is a better plan to have one at tlie corner of

the stall, with upright staves in front. These staves should be turned perfectly smooth

and set into their sockets loose, so that they may turn round, and thus offer no obstruc-

tion to the horse in pulling out his moutliful of hay. The staves being upright instead

of inclining outwards at the top, the liorse has not to strain his neck to get the hay, nor
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is there any danger of the liay seeds or other small matters falling into his ej'es, as is the

ease with the common raeks.

The doors of the stable should always open outward, and not into the building. It

is a eommon plan to have sliding doors^ hanging by pulleys^ and running into the wall, in

which a recess is formed for receiving them. In either case the clear opening should not be

less than 4 feet ; and all angular parts of the posts, &c., ought to be planed oft' to prevent

the horses from injuring themselves in going or coming out, by catching their hips

against the angles, which is a very common circumstance.

A ventilator should be fixed in the roof of the stable consisting of a square frame

with louvres or Venetian blinds, to admit air from any point of the compass. The square

roof should be covered with zinc or lead ; and at the base a flushing of lead should be

fixed all round, lapping over the slates or tiles of the roof Ventilation should also be

provided for, by openings in the wall, at the back of the stalls and near the ground,

ha^dug sliding slnitters to them to regulate the quantity of air admitted. The harness

of working farm-horses is generally hung on pins, in the back wall behind each horse

;

but the saddles and harness of the riding and carriage-horses should have a house on

purpose adjoining the stable, and with a doorway into it. Uecesses should be provided

in the wall for holding pails, forks, &c., and a cupboard above for curry-combs, mane-

combs, scissors, hoof-picks, and other small articles used by the groom. One of these

recesses should be allotted to every two stalls. The back walls of the stable should l>e

plastered smoothly, to prevent injury to the harness hanging against it. The corn-bin is

generally nothing more than a large coffer kept under lock and key by the bailiff"; but

it is better to have it either in the hai'ness-house, or in a place by itself, still only

accessible to the bailiff or farm- steward, who measures out the corn daily to the

teamsters.

The draining of the stables is of the first importance, it being imperative that all

fcecal matters shoidd be carried oft' withovxt delay. It would be well to flood the drains ,

from the stalls daily, with a few pailfuls of water, to remove or prevent obstructions, as

well as to carry off any efflu\'ia that may arise, even when the drains are clear.

2. The Bullock-houses, Sheds, and Yards.—A very great improvement has been

effected of late years in the construction of houses for cattle, whether lean or fattening,

in which the principle is admitted, that the more comfortably they are accommodated,

the greater will be the profit to the owner. There is a considerable difference of opinion

respecting the most eligible way of keeping cattle in confinement, whether the box, the

stall, or the open shed is most conducive to their progress in fattening. In all these,

however, the same general principles must be observed, namely, to provide for plenty of

air, space, watei", and cleanliness. We have already, to a certain extent (see vol. ii. pp. 40

to 42), given a few rules to be observed in fitting up the box and stall, and we shall now

make some more extended remarks upon the subject.

One of the chief objects of the arrangement of cattle-houses is to economise, as much

as possible, the labour of attending upon the animals, whether in feeding them, or

clearing away the dung and foul litters, and supplying them with fresh straw. On large

farms the cattle-houses are built vride enough to admit of two rows of stalls, the

heads of the cattle being either towards each wall, with a sufficient space between them

behind to admit of clearing away the dung, &c. ; or some prefer to have the head of

both turned inward, facing each other, with a passage between, for the herdsman and
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his assistants to convey the food aud water to them. In the first place, opeuiugs should

be made in the wall, if hay aud root-houses can be fixed conveniently outside. This plan

is certainly more economical of time than the second, which involves the trouble of

bringing the food and water by hand to the bins or mangers, whilst there is a double

row of dung to clear away. We question, too, whether the cattle being thus placed

opposite to, and facing each other, is not calculated to unsettle them and retard their

progress in fattening. This woidd certainly be the case with those of a restless disposi-

tion ; for there is as much difference in the disposition of cattle as there is amongst

mankind.

Loudon considers that the space allowed each ordinary sized bullock or cow, should

not be less than about 800 cubic feet, that is, the stall 4 feet wide, the building 17 feet wide,

and 12 feet high, the walls and roof being each 8 feet, which, together, gives 816 cubic

feet to each animal. Ventilation, the same as for the stable, ought in all cases to be

provided for, both in the roof and in the walls near the ground, but the temperature

should never be allowed, if possible, below 60°. It is now a common practice to have

double stalls for two bullocks, these must be at least 7^ feet wide, and the animals

fastened by sliding rings aud ropes to stakes or poles at the corners, so that they

cannot molest each other. On this plan, the double stalls should be partitioned off

from others on each side. In Roxburghshire, it is a favourite plan to place the cattle-

stalls across the building. Thus, in a house 60 feet in length aud 18 feet in widtli,

the latter is divided into five stalls. The end ones stand with their tails to the end

walls, a space being allotted behind them for the purpose of removing the dung and

litter, whilst in front is a space for storing the roots. The two middle rows of stalls are

arranged so that the beasts stand tail to tail, having a space between them for removing

the dung, &c. ; their heads are towards the spaces reserved for the roots. Allowing

3 feet to each of the spaces at the hind parts of the stalls for clearing away the dung,

and 7 feet for each of those for the roots, the four rows of stalls will have about 9 feet

each for the cattle to stand in, deducting the mangers, wliicli will occupy 18 inches

each ; thus

—

Three passages, 3 feet each

Two „ roots, 7 feet each M
Four rows of stalls, 9 „ 3fi

59

The length of the building being 60 feet, is thus calculated to stand twenty head

of cattle, allowing them about 3^ feet each. This appears a very scanty allowance of

room for a fat beast to lie down in, and is hardly consistent with the requirements of

air aud comfort ; but as the Roxburgh farmers have, according to Mr. Scott Burn,

generally adopted it, we conclude that they find it answers their purpose. * It should

be remarked that the doors of these houses are placed opposite the five spaces left for

taking away the dung and bringing in the roots ; the sides of the stalls between being

the wall of the building, which ought to have a western or south-western aspect. The

cribs or mangers should be of boards 1^ or 2 inches in thickness, though some have

them of stone.

Open cattle-yards, with sheds for shelter and rest, ai'c very general in the northern

and eastern counties of England. Of late years the system has been much improved

* Scott Burn's new edition of Youatt'a " Complete Grazier," p. 390.
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and methodised, bv constructiug them on a more systematic principle. The space is a

square, at cue side of which is a long shed, with two openings near the ends. Tlie

centre of the yard is taken up with a root-house or store, on each side of which are

sheds, with troughs, the whole length from the end shed to the opposite wall. Openings

ai'C left at short intervals for throwing the turnips or other roots into the troughs of the

side sheds. The yards are of course common to all the cattle confined in them ; and

the ground under the sheds being higher than that of the yard, they are always dry

and warm. Formerly cattle were universally fattened in open yards, and they are so on

some farms to the present day. But generally the open yards are now appropriated to

the young or lean stock, the fattening ones being tied up in the proper houses.

In Berwickshire, Hanimeh arc much used for cattle. These are small sheds with a

yard of corresponding extent, calculated to contain two cows or bullocks, which go loose,

and it is considered that the animals thrive better than when a number are kept together

in an open yard, with a shed common to all. The same plan is adopted for horses

instead of close stables in Berwickshire, and it is found to succeed in preserving the

health of the horses, as well as the cattle, which feed more quietly, and thrive faster than

when herded in greater numbers. The common cattle-yards and sheds may be converted

into haramels, by running partition fences across them at intervals, with such a portion

of the open yard to each space of the shed thus parted off as may be deemed sufficient

for two bullocks or cows. It is considered that the latter thrive much better, and yield

more milk, when thus at freedom than when tied up in a stall. The usual allowance of

space in the shed is 60 superficial feet ; that is, supposing the shed to be 15 feet wide,

4 feet are allotted to the two bullocks. The yard room is 200 feet, that is, 50 feet long

by four wide. A door or gate must be made to each hammel. Troughs are placed on

each side of the door, and a covered turnip shed outside it for storing roots. If the

situation is an exposed one, it will be desirable to increase the width of the shed, and

thereby lessen the length of the yard, or even to cover over the whole space with a sheet-

iron or other roof. This is sometimes done in Scotland, where the climate is colder than

in England, and the cattle require more shelter. The bullock sheds will be constructed

according to the materials most accessible. In Norfolk, where small timber is plentiful,

they are frequently built of the thinnings of plantations, and consist of strong posts set

in the ground at 15 or 18 feet from the wall at the upper end of the bullock yard

{^ro\\\\c\aWY, par-yard), and about 6 feet above the ground. Upon these in front are

laid other poles, and cross pieces resting on these and the wall ; the whole is then

covered over, first with faggots of brushwood, and then with straw or haulm
;
generally

the latter, forming a rather steeply-pitched roof, which in some cases may also be

thatched, but is more commonly imthatched, being annually renewed, as the haulm is

used for litter in the summer when straw grows scarce.

In all cases the ground of the cattle-yard and shed should be made very solid and

sound, and with an easy descent from the shed, not only to allow the moisture to drain

off more easily, but to prevent the animals from sinking into it at every step, and having

their feet always in a wet state, which is inimical to their health. The walls round the

yard should be 6 or 7 feet high, to allow of the accumulation of litter. The shed should

be paved with clinkers, and being constantly covered with clean dry straw^ and sheltered

from the cold winds, forms a comfortable resting-place for the cattle, whether the whole

is open to a number, or the space is divided into hammels, the construction being similar
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in all respects, except in tlie division. Trouglis for water sliould be provided ; and if

the yard is open, a number of cattle-bins for the roots should also be set in the )'ard.

These generally consist of rough wooden frames, strongly put together, with four corner

posts, into which cross-pieces are mortised, with intervals between them, the bottom also

being of similar pieces laid upon the lower ledges at about 1 foot or 15 inches from the

ground. These are generally made about 3 feet square, and are in number proportioned

to that of the cattle, say one to every three or four of the latter. A covered rack for

hay or straw is set in the yard so as to be accessible to all. In some cases a hay-rick is

placed along the wall of the shed, at which the cattle may feed in all weathers without

exposure ; and this is the best method of supplying them, except that there is more

difficulty in putting in the hay, and some loss attending it, unless openings are made in

the wall or the lower part of the roof for the purpose. It will be observed that we have

been describing the rougher and more economical description of cattle-yard and shed.

But many of the Norfolk farmers, especially in the western part of that county, as well as

those in other districts, build their cattle-houses in a much more expensive manner, whilst

a large proportion of them now keep their cattle in stalls, and feed them on cooked and

artificial food, which requires a distinct and costly establishment.

All cattle-yards and houses should have a manure tank connected with them to

receive the drainage from them, which will otherwise be lost. The drains at the lower

end of the yards and houses should be led into it in a straight course, and with a rather

steep decline, that the sluggish excretse of the cattle may the more readily be conveyed

by them. At times, when rain is frequent and heavy, the quantity will be large from an

open yard ; but from covered buildings it is otherwise. It is of little use thus to collect

rain-water for the purpose of conveying it to the fields, where only liquid manure is

wanted. In all cases where it can be done water-troughs should be appended to the eaves

of buildings around cattle-yards ; and this renders it desirable to thatch the covering,

whether of straw or haulm, of the bullock shed, the more readily to convey the rain-

water into troughs to be carried off without mixing with the manure ; and to get rid of

it the more easily, it should be conveyed by pipes into a water-course, or a pond if such

is at hand. It is, of course, impossible in an open yard to prevent the rain from mixing

with the manure ; but it is desirable to prevent the quantity from being increased by

that which falls on the buildings. But when the cattle are kept wholly under covpr,,

the excreta may be preserved from any dilution whatever. In this case Stephens

considers that a liquid-manure tank of 100 feet square, and 4 feet depth below the

bottoms of the drains, will contain all the liquid manure produced from the hammels

and courts of a farm of 300 acres, the buildings being well provided with rain-water-

spouts, and troughs. The tank will require a east-iron pump to be fixed at one end,

with a spout elevated enough to allow the Ijunghole of the barrel on the water-cart frame

to be placed under it. A centrifugal pump will be the best for this purpose, the vanes

being better calculated to raise so viscid a matter as liquid manure than the piston of a

common pump, which is apt to get clogged ; and it will also throw out a continuous

stream, and consequently effect a considerable saving of time and labour.

Cows are now almost universally kept during the winter in houses or byres. These

are sepai-ated into stalls from 4 to 5 feet wide, or, if two cows stand together, 7 feet is

usually allowed. The width of the house should be 18 feet : the manger will occupy

2 feet, the cow 8, the drain behind her 1, leaving 7 feet for the passage, wherein to keep
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the pails, buckets, brooms, scrapers, &c., used in tending and milking the cows. The

partition should consist of a post of hard wood 6 feet from the wall. Stephens recom-

mends that this post should be built in with masonry in the ground, and rise above it

3 feet. A curbstone should be laid between the post and the mauger, with a groove in

it to receive the ends of the upright travis boards. A wooden rail, with a corresponding

groove, is fixed to the top of the post at one end, and let into the wall at the other end,

where it is secured by holdfasts of iron. In some eases stone travises are used in those

partitions; but, although they are more durable, wooden travises have a warmer and more

comfortable feeling, and arc more dry in damp weather, whilst the cows are less liable

to receive injury from coming in siuldeu contact with them.

The manger of the stall is usually placed on a level with the floor, but Stephens

objects to this, as causing the animal to throw an iiuduc weight upon its fore quarters,

by which the fore legs and the muscles of the lower jaw are too much strained. It is

alleged, on the other hand, that a eow in the field feeds on the ground, and therefore it

is the most natural position for her. This argument, however, will not exactly apply

;

for when quite at liberty in the pasture, her movements are unconstrained, and there is

therefore no unwonted stress upon the muscles by being kept continually in one posture,

nor her movements constrained by the confinement of a rope. On this account it is

recommended to have the manger 20 inches or 2 feet from the ground, and consisting of

a plank for the bottom 18 inches wide, and another in front the same width, but set

slanting, so as to make the manger 2 feet wide at the top. From this a cow can at all

times feed with ease, and without any strain upon either her legs or head. In some byres

a passage is left behind the manger, 2 feet 6 inches in width, to allow of putting the food

into the manger. This, unless the house is more than 18 feet in width, will curtail the

space at the back of the drain to 4^ feet ; but as it will render it unnecessaiy to convey

the food along that passage, this curtailment may not be attended with any incon-

venience, there being still room enough to deposit the ixtensils and tools necessary for the

work of the byre, and to lead a cow out of it when required.

"A wide single stall," says Stephens, "is not only useful for supplying the food

from within the byre, but admits of the cow being more easily and conveniently milked.

A double stall is objectionable for several reasons. A cow is a capricious creature, and

not always friendly to her neighbour, and one of them in a double stall must be bound

to a stake on the same side as she is milked from ; and to avoid the inconvenience, the

dairymaid either puts the cow aside nearer her neighbour, in the same stall—which may

prove unpleasant to both parties—or the cow in the adjoining stall nearer Aer neighbour,

which may prove equally inconvenient. Neither is it a matter of indifference to the cow

from which side she is milked, for many will not let down their milk if the milkmaid

sits down to the unaccustomed side. The best plan in all respects is, for each cow to

have a roomy stall to herself." *

A good deal of controversy has arisen respecting the comparative merits of cattle

boxes and hammels or stalls. These boxes are small enclosures, about 10 feet square, in

which the animals are confined, but not tied up. The space is excavated to the depth

of 2 or 3 feet below the general level of the surface, the centre being slightly depressed

to allow the urine of the animal to drain off through an opening into the main drain,

and thence into the manure tank. The litter, v/ith proper attention, will increase at

' Stephens's " Book of the Farm," toI. i. p. 25 1

.
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tlie rate of 9 inches per monthj with a reasonable allowance of straw. The feeding

trough is attached to two posts by wooden pins, for which holes are made in the posts

at short intervals to allow of the box being raised as the litter accumulates. This is

trodden by the cattle into a solid mass, and is not removed until the bullock is taken

out for sale or to be sent to pasture. It is said that the cattle thrive on this system

faster than when tied up in a stall ; but it appears contrary to our ideas of comfort, clean-

liness, and a regard to health, thus to keep an animal constantly for months closely

confined, surrounded with its own excreta and the effluvia arising from it. One of the

main objects in the fattening process is the maintenance of cleanliness, which certainly

appears to be best promoted by removing at once all offensive matters, not treading

them down into a compact mass, in which state an ammoniacal gas is constantly emitted

which cannot but be inimical to health.

Independent of the general ventilation of the cattle-houses, it will be desirable to

admit fresh air by opening the doors or windows towards the south or west, for a short

time daily. This will help to carry off any impurities of the air which may lodge at the

corners of the boxes or stalls. Nothing is more conducive to health and comfort than

thus preserving the purity of the air. In hot weather this is of double importance when

cattle, whether cows or oxen, are fed in the house in summer time. The windows of

cattle-houses should be made to slide or open easily, and these should be kept open in

warm weather during the day, and closed at night.

Calves are generally confined in houses similar to the box described above, except

that the ground is not excavated. The house is divided into pens about 4 or 5 feet

square. If the house is 18 feet wide it will allow four pens of 4^ feet each; and

between each row of these, a passage is left for tending the calves. Light, air, cleanli-

ness, regularity in feeding, and plenty of it, are the requisites for the calves, whether

intended for the butcher or for rearing. The partitions between the cribs should be

4 feet high, and consist of posts at the four corners, into which rails are mortised, or

the post is mortised at the top into the rail ; whilst another rail at bottom is mortised

into the post. Pales are let into a groove or rebate in the upper rail, and nailed to the

lower one. These spars are 2 inches wide by three-quarters of an inch thick, and are

placed 2 inches asunder. A small box or manger is placed in each stall to contain the

turnips, and a rack for hay.

The floors of calf-houses are in some parts of the country made on a peculiar

construction, being raised about 10 or 12 inches from the ground, and consisting of

joists, on which are laid laths or spars, 2 inches wide and 1 inch asunder. By this

means the pen is kept perfectly dry, all moisture passing to the ground through the

laths, from whence it is cleared away daily. Fresh air is also by this plan admitted

through the bedding, which carries off all offensive smells that are so common in calf-

houses.

Mr. Alderman Mechi, the well-known proprietor of the Tiptree-Hall Farm, in Essex,

has long practised a plan, first originated by the Rev. A. Huxtable, of keeping all his

animals on boarded floors, without allowing them any straw for bed or litter. The plan

is to excavate the ground to the depth of from 2 to 4 feet. Over it arc laid beams to

receive the joists and boards. These latter consist of lengths of either yellow deal or

hard wood, but tlie latter he considers preferable, the dimensions being, for different

animals, on the following scale :

—
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Indies lluck. Indies wide: .Splices bctwoctt

For bullocks 3 .... 4 .... 1?

„ sheep IJ . . . . 3 . . . . li

,. Pig3 I3 .... d .... Jl

„ small ditto and lambs 1 J .... 3 .... 1

„ calves 2 .... 3 .... Ij

The space or area allotted to them is as follows :

—

.Sqiiju-o feet.

Small sheep S

Larpe ditto 10

Small bullocks 30 lo 40

Large ditto 50 „ 60

Small pigs G „ 8

Large ditto 9 „ 1

1

The manure and the urine fall between the boards into the pit below, where it is allowed

to accumulate, until it is required on the land, when it is at once carted off and spread

without any mixture or fermentation, whicli does not occur in the pit. If the manure

accumulates unequally, so as in places to approach near the boards, it becomes necessary

to level it, otherwise its contact would be apt to decay or soften them, and thus cause

them to break. The floors are never swept, but the animals are perfectly clean, the

bullocks being daily groomed by their attendant. All the straw of the farm is con-

sumed, mixed with other cattle food, and is therefore made into the best of manure.

One stout lad will feed and attend to thirty bullocks, or sixty growing calves. A man

does the same work for 250 pigs. The cost of erecting covered homesteads with

boarded floors complete, the Alderman estimates not to e.xeeed 1*. or Is. 3d. per super-

ficial foot. " I have adopted the box system for my animals," says Alderman Mechi,

" with great advantage, and I regret extremely that the whole of my farm-yards are not

entirely covered over. If I had to rebuild them, not one drop of water should fall in

any portion of them." *

The above passage was written many years ago, and Mr. Mechi has abandoned the

plan of keeping the manure intact, and adopted that of diluting it largely, applying it

afterwards to the land as liquid manure ; the system for which we have described at

p. 732, vol. i. But he still adheres to the box for fattening the animals and the boarded

floors on the principle described above ; and it certainly is an improvement upon the

plan of box-feeding stated previously, of which Mr. Warne, of Trimmingham, in Norfolk,

was, we believe, the inventor. But we much question whether the hammel, so much in

use in the North of England and in Scotland, does not more conduce both to the com-

fort and the progress in fattening of the cattle confined in them. The open yard or

court of the hammel must be more conducive to health than the close confinement of the

box. Equally so is the shed of the former than the sunken floor of the latter—always

necessarily damp and imparting a mouldy smell to the litter, that cannot but be

obnoxious to the animal confined in it, as well as injurious to its health. The worthy

Alderman Mechi's plan obviates this latter objection entirely by having the floor boarded

on a level with the ground, and by abandoning the u.sc of litter, admitting of no accumu-

lation of manure immediately under the feet of the cattle. Whether the effluvia from

the excreta in the vault beneath are not equally productive of ill-health is a question that

experience only can decide ; but reasoning from analogy would lead to the conclusion,

* "How to Farm Profitably," by Alderman Meclii, p. 127.
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that the more free auy place coustantly inhabited by animals, of whatever species, is from

ofleusive matters, emitting ammoniacal gases, the more likely the inmates would be to

retain their health. Ventilation in this case wUl not prove an effectual preventive,

because the offensive matter being beneath the boxes, the smells or gases must pass

through the boards, and be inhaled by the cattle before they can escape by the ven-

tilators. The flooding of the vault at intervals certainly prevents the accumulation of

the droppings ; but unless this is done daily, or even twice a day, it is not equal in

efficiency to the sweeping out of the stalls, as is practised where that mode of fattening

is adopted.

One considerable advantage the hammel has over both the box and the stall is, that

the feet of the cattle are preserved from disease, and, consequently, that they stand more

at their ease when feeding, and can travel better when removed from their confinement.

This latter, it will be said, is of little importance, because the animal goes from cither

place to the butcher, and the pole-axe will then soon settle the distinction. But it is of

importance that the health even to the feet of cattle should be provided for, in order to

ensure their progress in feeding. We all know how much of our comfort in life depends

upon having ovir lower extremities in good order and perfectly sound, and the misery

endured when this is not the case. We may, therefore, conclude, tliat if we see an

ox, when feeding, changing its position continually from one foot to the other, it is

suffering from pain, produced by being confined in a small space on a hard floor,

Avithout being allowed to take the exercise necessary to relieve the feet from the

injurious eSect.

The Barn.—Since the adoption of steam-power and the threshing machine, there has

been less occasion for the erection of large barns, such as formerly were built. At

present the principal use of a barn is as a medium between the stack-yard and the straw-

house ; and to contain the threshed corn, to be dressed, if not dressed already by the

combined machine. The system, in fact, is so completely changed by the extraordinary

improvements in machinery, that the grain that was safely thatched in the stack at five

o'clock in the morning, or even uncut in the field, may, at the same hour in the after-

noon, be placed on the waggons in sacks ready to be delivered to the miller or the

merchant the next morning.* In the arrangement, therefore, of a newly erected home-

stead it should be so planned as to have the barn placed in the centre of the buildings,

and between the stack-yard on the outside and the straw-house or shed in the inside of

the quadrangle ; this latter being thus situated so as to be in proximity with the

stables, cattle-houses, and chafl'-Jiouses, where it will be required. The steam-engine

house being outside the barn and the threshing machine inside, the work of threshing can

proceed in any weather.

In Morton's " Cyclopfedia of Agriculture " (vol. i. p. 795), a novel plan is suggested

in which rails are laid down in the stack-yard, on which trucks are placed to recei\e and

stack the corn upon as it comes from the field ; another line of rails crossing the first at

right angles, and leading into the barn. These rails are laid sufiiciently low to admit of a

truck being placed on them, the upper part being on a level with the other rails, so as

to l)e fitted to receive the trucks with the stacks upon them, when it is required to take

* We happened to call on a farmer iu Kent one day during harvest, and 8eei;ig a loaded waggon in the yard asked one

of iLe men what it was loaded witli. He replied it was a load of barley that had been cut iu the field the [irevious after-

noon, and had been threshed, dressed, and sacked, as the waggons brought it home. II was llicu only twelve o'clock.
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them to the baru, into which the rails will take them bodily, without uuthalcluiig or

auy cartage, it being desirable to prevent the necessity of this, especially iu wet

weather. The only objection to the plan is the heavy expense of rails and trucks,

which, as the stacks must be built very small, on account of their weight, would require

to be numerous on a farm of any extent. A covered shed or stack-house stands near

the threshing machine, to receive the stack from the rails. Tlie plan would certainly

effect a great saving of time, labour, and material, besides the advantage of being able

to remove a stack in any weather, and iu a very short space of time.

The modern corn-barns, having the threshing machine attached to them, receive the

threshed grain only, the straw being passed into the straw-barns, which are in imme-

diate contact with them. In the corn-barn the grain is dressed, sacked, and prepared

for market ; but if the combined machine is used, the baru is only required to contain

the sacks of grain. It is, therefore, not necessary to build a lai'ge corn-barn, as the

straw-barn takes its place so far as the bulk of straw it contains is concerned. This, at

times, will be large, when, by reason of price or other circumstances, it is desirable to

thresh out a considerable quantity of corn. Besides which, room will be required to

keep the different kinds of sti'aw separate, being appropriated to different purposes.

The floor of the corn-barn should be of wood. It is not unusual to form it of clay,

asphalt, or brick; but all these give to the grain a roughness that is prejudicial to the

sale. A floor of well-seasoned yellow deal, an inch and a half thick, is much preferable.

We have known the butt ends of oak or ash trees squared and sunk into the ground for

barn floors. These make excellent and most durable floors, and are never damp ; besides

which, they totally exclude the rats and mice that are apt to eat through a boarded

floor if means are not employed to prevent them. The corn-barn is under the floor, on

a level with which the threshing machine hopper is fixed. The barn should not be less

than 9 feet in height, that a spou.t from the threshing machine may convey the grain

into the hopper- of the dressing machine. The corn-bar-n itself should not be less than

30 feet by 18 feet, 5 feet of its length being occupied by the threshing machine. The

door into the straw-barn must be placed opposite to the tail of the machine, that the

straw may at once be pitched into it. The dimensions of the straw-barn must be iu

proportion to the extent of the farm, but separate parts should be appropriated to the

difl'erent kinds of straw, some being proper for fodder for the cattle, whilst others are

only fit for litter. Thus, barley straw, unless it has a considerable mixture of clover in

it, has very little nourishment in it, whilst wheat and oat straw are excellent fodder

mixed with meal or oil-cake. It is therefore necessary to have space enough in the

straw-barn to keep them separate, that the valuable straw may not be used as litter

more than cannot be avoided; nor the inferior or worthless, except as litter, mixed with

it. Cut straw enters much more largely than formerlj' into the dietary of cattle, in

combination with artificial food, being found an excellent corrective of the effects of

richer materials than nature provides for the cattle.

A skylight in the roof of the straw-barn will be sufficient for all purposes of

lighting the building, but narrow openings should be left in the outside walls to admit

air through the straw. The floor should be constructed so as to prevent damp from

rising, which would cause the straw lying at the bottom to become mouldy, and thereby

affect the whole mass : this will make it exceedingly distasteful, if not injurious, to the

cattle. The outer door is best divided in the middle horizontally, so that the upper
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portion alone may be opened when work is going ou inside^ to prevent pigs and other

animals from intruding themselves.

Ou many farms, especially large ones, on which some of the fields are at a consi-

derable distance from the homestead, it is the common practice to build the stacks in

the field ill which the corn was grown, to shorten the labour of the harvest ; and also

as a security against incendiaries, by not having all the produce of the year congregated

into one small stack-yard, by which the whole will be in danger if cue is set on fire.

It is not imusual, in such cases, to thresh the grain on the spot, without carting the

stack home, taking the grain and chaff only, and re-stacking the threshed straw, to be

fetched away as it is wanted. There is, however, a considerable waste of straw and

chaff, if not of grain, by this plan ; and it requires good management of the workmen

to prevent it.

The granary should be situated at the end of the corn-barn, and the floor on a level

with that of the threshing-floor. It should be built with strong joists and boarding,

and furnished with windows that open to admit the air, and secured with strong iron

bars outside, to prevent the ingress of depredators. The grain should be deposited here

as soon as it is dressed, unless it is sold at once, in which case there is no occasion to

stoi'e it. The chaff-house should open into both the straw-barn and the corn-barn,

standing between them. The fanners of the threshing machine throw the chaff into

this house, which is also connected with the cattle-houses, &c., to facilitate the

distribution of the chaff. The height of this house is the same as that of the corn-

barn, the floor of the upper barn being the roof of both. The dimensions should be

in proportion to the extent of the farm, and the quantity of produce. Stephens gives

18 feet by 14, but this, of course, is more or less sufficiently large, according to the

quantity of grain threshed. Of all buildings, those connected with the reception and

storing of cereal produce require most to be protected from damp; and every precaution

should be taken to preserve the dryness of the floors and walls. A slight degree of

moisture will cause mouldiness through a whole mass of straw or chaft", and will as

materially affect the grain, and thereby injvuc its sale. The floor of the chafi'-house,

like that of the barns, should therefore be of wood, and well protected underneath

against the damp by a coating of concrete, or stone with Roman cement.

The stack-yard ought, in all cases, to be contiguous to the barns ; a dry spot, if it

can be acquired, otherwise the ground should be raised into ridges, on which to place the

stacks. These are now generally built on stools,* resting on eight stone pillars, with a

coping on the top projecting a few inches, so as to prevent the rats and mice from

getting into the stack. On the pillars are beams of timber, which meet on a centre

pillar, and cross-pieces are laid upon these. The pillars are 18 inches in height, and

8 inches square; the coping-stone 2 inches thick. The tops of the pillars must be all

on the same level. One cross scantling reaches quite across from pillar to pillar, and

resting on the centre one ; the others are laid from the other pillars to the centre, and

are strongly nailed to the first. These ought all to be 9 inches wide, and 2 thick.

Bearers of the same dimensions are laid on the pillars outside, and fastened by nails to

the cross timbers. The spaces between the timbers are filled up with lighter pieces,

which are nailed fast to the cross scantlings; the whole forming a perfect octagon, to

receive a stack 15 feet in diameter, entirely safe, with care, from the depredations of rats

* These are also termed statliels and staddles.
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and mice. The dimeusious of the stack-yard, a:ul tlic number of stools, will be

regulated by the size of the farm, and the quantity of grain produced. It should be

enclosed with a stone or brick wall from 4 to 5 feet iu height, with a strong and closely

ledged gate, to keep out pigs, &c. A hedgc-and-ditch fence to a stack-yard gives

hai'bour to rats, and should be avoided. Stools are sometimes placed in the fields,

when the corn is not taken home, but is stacked where it is grown. In this case the

grain is generally threshed in the field ; but on many large farms there are field-barns

for the purpose of receiving and threshing the grain, the stacks being brought from the

field when required. The stack-yard should be large enough to admit of a waggon

passing in and turning round when the stools are all occupied ; or for a threshing

machine to be placed near a stack that is to be threshed, which plan is now commonly

adopted, as effecting a great saving of time and labour. The plan of the railway, as

above described, will be still more economical in those respects when adopted.

It is when erecting a new homestead that the most economic systems can be earricil

out ; very few of the old ones are constructed in such order as to admit of the adoption

of the improvements that have been effected in the whole routine of husbandry opera-

tions. Neither the farmers themselves nor their landlords are aware to what extent a

proper arrangement on scientific principles of the whole routine of farm buildings and of

the land would reduce the expenses of husbandry, as well as facilitate all its operations.

Light, howevei', is breaking in upon them, and we have already many specimens that

may serve as models for the present ; but these also must eventually undergo important

modifications, when, as we anticipate, " the man and his ivife," as George Stephenson

termed them—or the rail and the steam-engine—are united on the farm, as they are on

the road.

The protection of the farm buildings against rats and mice is a difficult task. In

the stack-yard the stools are a sufficient preventive, unless, as is sometimes the case,

mice are introduced amongst the sheaves when brought from the field. It is not always,

however, that a mouse would live under such circumstances, unless the sheaf t'hat con-

tains it is laid near the outside. In entering a stack the mouse or rat chooses or makes

his own passage, and when once in, works a perfect system of road-ways to every part,

especially the roof, in order to obtain water, whether of rain or dew. But a mouse

brought upon a stack from the field in a sheaf will be perfectly bewildered, and before

he can work his way from the centre of the stack to the roof, will probably be killed

with thirst. In the barn it is more difficult, if not impossible, totally to exclude them. But

their entrance maybe in a great measure prevented by using the necessary precautions of

underlaying the floor with a deep bed of flints or broken glass; whether with or without

mortar or cement is of no consequence, as no rat or mouse can burrow into or through

either. Broken stone should also be deposited outside the walls whilst they are building,

to prevent the vermin from burrowing under them. In the inside, triangular pieces of

board should be nailed at the corners of the walls near the top, to prevent the mice from

ascending or descending that way, which they easily do. The walls, too, under the

eaves should be filled up with brick and mortar, that they may have no access that way.

The precautions we have recommended should be applied to all the farm buildings, as

the most effectual way of banishing vermin altogether, by rendering the place not only

difficult of access, but destitute of those places of refuge which, in the old homesteads,

they usually find in every quarter. We have taken sixty rats out of one hole in removing

VOL. II. Y
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a few loads of «lieat in a barn. The retreat ran uuder the floor (a clay one), and when

the men got near the last load the rats took refuge in it, from which they dislodged, and

killed them, one by one, to that number.

Drains are great harbours and thoroughfares for rats, unless provided v.ith traps, on

the same principle as a water-closet. A trap may be constructed by sinking a well-hole

in a part of the drain near the building, aud inserting a tongue reaching across the drain

and having its lower end 2 or 3 inches into the water below the level of the drain. The

tongue shonld be of stone or slate, and if properly fixed in the brickwork of the drain,

Avill effectually iirevent any rat from passing, unless it thinks proper to dive under it,

which would probably be too 'great a venture.

The steam-engine and boiler houses must be situated near the barn, but at a suffi-

cient distance to prevent any sparks from the furnace Hying into the straw. The engine-

house should be 18 feet long by 8 feet wide, and it may be placed uuder the granary

floor if that space is not preoccupied. The boiler-house, which adjoins, and has a door

leading into it, is 2i' feet in length by 8 in width. Where wiud or horse power is

employed, either should occupy the same position as the boiler. The furnace chimney

ought to be at least 50 feet high to carry the smoke away from the premises. Where

the steaming apparatus is thus fixed, the engine takes the power to the threshing

machine, either by a shaft or straps, but this belongs to the engineer's work. The strap

is very generally used now ^yiih. the locomotive engines, which are mostly employed on

account of their adaptation to other work than threshing, and which requires their

removal from place to place. The choice of a steam-engine, as well as of a threshing

machine, is now a matter of taste; so near do the manufacturers all approach to

perfection in working, that it would be difficult as well as invidious to recommend any

particular maker. The locomotive engines that cari'y their own boilers are now very

generally preferred to those that have the boiler separate. Of fixed engines the high-

pressure is mostly used on the farm, being more simple in its construction, more easily

managed, and costing considerably less money. On account of its greater pressure upon

the interior surface of the boiler, it is less safe in the hands of a careless or ignorant man

than a condensing engine ; but when the person superintending it knows and attends to

his duty, there is no danger if no defect exists in the boiler itself. The supply of water

is derived from a cistern adjoining the boiler-house, and placed high enough for the

water to be supplied to the boiler by a pipe with a valve working by a float or ball-cock.

The same cistern should be made to supply the different stables aud cattle-yards, byres, or

stalls
J
and unless it can draw its water spontaneously by pipes from a higher source,

must be filled with a force-pump, whether from a well, or a pond, or river. If the

dependence is upon rain-water, it is, of course, regulated by the quantity that falls ; but

it is necessary to have a reserved, if more expensive, resource, in case of a long-continued

drought.

We have thus endeavoured to describe a system of building by which the stack-yard,

the corn and straw barns, the threshing machine, the steam-power, and the granary—all

the appliances and means, in fact, required for reducing the cereal produce of the farm

into a state proper for disposal—are In-ought into immediate proximity, so as to effect the

various operations for which they arc designed, at the greatest economy of time, labour,

and money. These objects are of so much importance, and contribute so greatly to tlie

comfort and success of the occupier of a farm, that they ought to be studied by every
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proprietor of laud, aud provitled for iu the erection of new uud the alteration of old

farmsteads. Very few, if auy, of the latter arc at all adapted to the uew order of things,

and require great modifieatioiis and ehauges iu the arrangement of the various buildings

to render them at all convenient or even available under the present system. The steam-

eugiue, threshing machine, aud other appliances, now employed on most farms, more or

less, belong to the tenant to provide, and it may not be misplaced to state that, in pur-

chasing them, it will probably save him much moucy iu the end to go for them to lirms

of the first respectability and character as machinists aud raanufactui'ers, who, though

higher in their charges, will prove the cheapest in the end. There is nothing gained or

saved by purchasing cheap machinery, independent of the danger attending the use of

nnichiuery, especially that connected with steam power, constructed with inferior mate-

rials. We daily witness or hear of accidents arising from this cause, and we therefore

caution agriculturists against purchasing cheap articles at the risk of expensive and

probably dangerous accidents.

There is a great difference in steam-engiues with regard to the consumption of fuel in

proportion to the power. Stephens estimates the quantity of good coal consumed by a

six-horse engine Avhen at work at three quarters of a hundredweight per hour, or 14 lbs.

each per horse-power. The steam millers in London consume only 8 lbs. per horse-power

per hour ; and iu Cornwall the miners have reduced the consumption to 3 lbs. per hour in

their low-pressure engines.* Much, however, depends on the knowledge and manage-

ment of the engine iu this respect, in letting down the damper, and opening the furnace-

doors, when stopping the engine temporarily. In stoking, too, the coal should be placed

on the dead-plate, aud pushed forward before a fresh supply is put in. Clinkers should

not be allowed to form or remain between the bars, and the fire must always be Itept

clear, the furnace doors being kept shut whilst working, except the steam is generated

too fast, in which case it is necessary to open them for a time.

In the furnaces of the steamboats on the Shannon, in Ireland, peat is used instead of

coal, and is found to answer the purpose, although the heat is not so great from it. But

the elieapucss and readiness of that material renders it more economical than coal,

otherwise its bulkiness would be an objection. "We are not aware whether it is employed

iu steam-engines in any part of England where water-power of sufficient magnitude or

cheap coal can be obtained ; of course this is by far the cheapest, and a very small

stream, if properly economised, may be successfully applied to a threshing machine or

other works of the kind of a fixed character on the farm, the portable tiireshing machine

being always worked either by horse or steam-power. The mode of applying water-

power depends on the fall, and wc have already treated on this subject at p. 260, vol. i.,

to which we refer the reader.

A mill for grinding corn, whether for horses or other animals, is an essential adjunct

to the machineiy of the fai-m where a steam-engine is employed, and will efl'ect a great

saving of both time and money in the preparation of inferior grain for cattle food. If

it is intended to grind wheat for the use of the family as well, it will be necessary to

employ a pair of French bui-r stones, 3 or 4 feet in diameter, according to the work

requiring to be done. If for grinding barley, beans, and other cattle food, a pair of 4 feet

Cologne stones will answer the pm-pose, and will be much cheaper. The mill-house must

be situated near the steam-power, and the mill itself—or the stones—should be placed on

* See Kane's " loduslrial Resources of Ireland," pp. 46, 47.

Y 2
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the upper floor. The objection to using Freucli burr stones is, it is necessary to cmploj- a

regular stone-man to dress the stones, whicli, if improperly done, will not grind the wheat

so at to make good flour. It requires, in fact, an apprenticeship to the milling business to

l)e able either to dress the stones or to grind the wheat properly and above all economically.

It will be found better and cheaper to send the wheat to an honest miller to be ground

than to entrust it to a person unacquainted with the art of grinding. With corn for

cattle food there is no danger of going wrong, because the whole product, bran and all,

is used, and it requires no particular nicety in grinding. For this purpose a pair of

3 feet Cologne stones, which are dressed in a rough way without any particular art, will

run down 6 or 7 bushels of barley or beans per hour without any difficulty, or danger of

spoiling it. The value of such an apparatus on a large farm, where a great number of

cattle and horses are fed, besides pigs and sheep (which latter are now considered worthy

of artificial food), is very great, and no farm of any magnitude ought to be without one.

There have been many steel mills invented of late years of great pretensions ; but,

although they will grind the wheat into meal, it is scarcely possible to separate the flour

from the bran so effectually as to render the operation economical. In fact the loss of

flour in the bran will render it a dear method of grinding. They may, however, be useful

in grinding for cattle on small farms ; but, unless either horse or steam power are

applied, the labour by hand is very great. We would, therefore, recommend cither

French burr or Cologne stones, and to employ either only in grinding cattle food. Having

had some experience of the diff'erence in the work of even diff'erent journeymen-millers,

as well in stone-dressing as in grinding, we would advise our agricultural readers not to

attempt to make flour unless they are millers themselves. They will better understand

this when we state, that while a good miller will produce bran weighing only from 8 to

10 lbs. the strike, one of another stamp will, from the same wheat, have bran of from

12 to 14 lbs. weight, the difference being all flour, to the weight of 32 lbs. per quarter of

wheat, and all given away.

A bone-mill is now also commonly employed on large farms where bouc-manurc is

required to any considerable extent. The crushers may thank themselves for driving the

farmers to do this work by the adulterations they practised in mixing scutch (tanners'

lime refuse) and other inferior substances in the bone du.st. The bone-mill must also

stand convenient to receive the power from the steam-engine, a separate building being

provided for it. We have already described the machine or mill for crushing bones at

p. 648, vol. i. It was considered in the first instance that not less than a ten horse-power

engine was powerful enough to reduce them to a state for manure ; but, by having

different sets of toothed wheels, and thus dividing the work, by first merely breaking

them, and then gradually reducing tlicni to powder, and by other arrangements of the

machinery, a four horse-power engine is quite sudicient for the purpose, whether that

power is by steam, wind, water, or animal agency. Whichever it may be, the bone-mill

should be placed apart from the buildings in which the cereal produce is manipulated,

lest the dust should be conveyed by the wind amongst the grain.

In the same range of buildings, and within reach of the steam or other power, may

be placed those for the reception of the root and chaff-cutting machines, for supplying

the cattle with food, the steaming apparatus for cooking it, the machinery for sawing

timber, the oil-cake crusher, &c. All the operations requiring mechanical power, in

fact, should be so arranged as to be within the reach of that employed for the foregoing
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purposes^ by which an importaut saving of time, money, and matciials, will be eft'ccteil.

It is now common either to have the steam-power placed in a central building, with all

the macliiuery required for the purposes above stated placed in buildings in a circle

round it, and receiving the impulse by straps or shafts, as the ease may be ; or to have

one long range of buildings, with the steam-power placed in the middle, and communi-

cating itself by means of shafts extending right and left over the different machines

which are worked by straps.

Dr. Arnott, in his " Elements of Physics," has shown that no combinations of

machinery can increase the quantity of power applied ; and he ridicules the continual

attempts that are made by machinists to persuade the public that they have been able to

do it. Others, from purely mistaking the nature of power, have expended time and

capital in the vain endeavour, by multiplying the machinery, to efl'ect such an increase,

which has only ended in delusion and disappointment. Notwithstanding this, power has

been materially economised and rendered more available by a simplification and greater

adaptation of the machinery employed ; and especially by the substitution of iron instead

of wood in the several parts of machines, and by the greater care that is taken in

removing from them all obstructions of surface, and thus rendering the working smooth

and easy. The writer was much struck with this idea on recently going over a large

and newly-erected mill, in which, of course, all the machinery was new, and on the best

construction. On the floor below the stone floor was a long range of shafts connected

with the runner stones above. These shafts were polished like mii'rors. There was no

noise like that of a common mill, and no perceptible motion, and we remarked to the

proprietor that the stones were all at a stand. " No," he replied, " they are all at full

work ! " so perfect was the machinery and so highly polished the shafts, that it was

impossible, except by the closest inspection, to tell that they were at that moment
each employed in grinding 12 bushels of wheat per hour. It is therefore to the

perfection of the machinery to which the power is applied, and not to the increase of the

power itself, by the muliplieation of the parts of machines, that the manufacturers

in the construction, and the agriculturists in purchasing them, should direct their

attention.

In this respect a wonderful improvement has been effected of late years in the reduc-

tion of the friction on machinery. The study of dynamics, and the application of tlic

dynamometer to agricultural implements and machines when at work, have thrown great

light on the causes of a loss or waste of power, and of the influence of the materials

employed in their construction in retarding or facilitating the operations. Thus, wood
is subject to and creates a greater degree of friction than iron, and iron in an unpolished

than in a polished state. This is eminently the case in the plough, which has, perhaps,

in this respect undergone as great an improvement as any implement. Two horses, witli

one of Howard's or Ransome's prize ploughs, \vill do as much and better vvoik than four

would with one of the old foot-ploughs, in a given time. ' This is not an increase of

power in the horse, but a decrease of friction, and consequently of oljstruction, in the

implement. Nor is there any greater complication of parts, but rather a greater simpli-

fication, which renders it less liable to derangement, more easy to work, and more
efficient in its operations. How necessary then, not only to the machinist, but to the

farmer, is an acquaintance with the laws of mechanics, especially to those who have

adopted in their entirety the use of the steam-power in all the departments of husbandry
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to which it is applicable; for without such knowledge it is impossible for them to

correctj or even to perceive, errors in machinery or in those who work them.

The dairy should be situated on the north or north-east side or end of the dwelling-

house, but sheltered from the wind and away from the dust and smoke of the steam-

engine. Its construction and requirements have been described at p. J'43, vol. i., and it is

therefore unnecessary to repeat them. We may, however, remark that the great desiderata

in a dairy are cleanliness and the maintenance of a certain temperature. For the latter

object the sun should be excluded in summer, and, if necessary, artificial warmth applied

in winter during frost. For the first object (cleanliness) an abundance of clear spring water,

and as plentiful a use of it, are essential, a dirty or careless dairymaid being an abomina-

tion not to be tolerated for a day. No decaying substances, or anything that will create

dust, steam, effluvium, or smells of any kind, should be allowed to exist or remain near the

dairy. As the farm-house, therefore, will have a wide berth between it and the cattle-

yards and sheds, no situation can be so proper for the dairy as its vicinity, either attached

to it or a separate building. The drains and sinks should have stink-traps to prevent

the smells from ascending by them. It will be well in building a dairy to bring the

eaves projecting over the windows in the manner of the Swiss cottages, which will shade

them in summer from the sun, and, in some measure, from the frost in winter. What-

ever site or form of building is adopted, the most ample preparation should be made for

drainage and for bringing the supply of clear fresh water within the easiest reach of the

dairymaid. Tlie distance from the cow-house should only be suflficient to exclude the

smells which arise from the dung and urine of the cows. The supply of water should be

brought from the tank that supplies the other departments of the homestead, for which

purpose pipes must be laid down; or, if no tank is constructed, a pump in the immediate

vicinity of, or better still, within, the dairy, will be necessary. Water is hourly and almost

minutely in request in this cstal)lishment ; and the greater the facility with which it can

be obtained, the more certain will tlie proprietor be that perfect cleanliness is secured.

The dairj', in fact, ought to be entirely luider the superintendence of the farmer's wife

and daughters, if there be such, who are more likely to attend to these niceties than a

man. If the water can be brought by pipes from a neighbouring river, or rather, from

a spring at a higher level than the dairy, the trouble of maintaining cleanliness will be

materially lessened. The various rooms for churning, cheese-making, storing, &c., will

be attached to the dairy, and, indeed, form part of it.

The piggery should be in the neighbourhood of the dairy, to receive the refuse butter-

milk, whey, &c., if a sale cannot be obtained for it. A cistern or " swill-tub," as it is

called, placed near the piggery will receive this by means of pipes from the dairy, the

sties being situated far enough from it to prevent the smells arising from them affecting

the milk, as these would hinder the cream from rising. The sties for the different

classes of pigs, as described at p. 55, vol. ii., should be situated near each other, but

perfectly distinct; their dimensions and number, according to tjie extent of the farm, or

the number of swine intended to be reared or fed. Swine, if properly fed and cared for,

are perhaps the most profitable stock, and make the quickest return, of any the farmer

has to do with, and many small farmers, knowing this, and having time to attend to

them, keep large numbers, out of all proportion to the size of their farms, making, in

fact, a profitable trade of them, while consuming, as profitably, the inferior produce of the

land. It will materially increase the rottunis if a proper system, both in the accommo-
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datiou and in the feeding of the pigs, be adopted ; for while pigs will certainly, on the

average, pay well for breeding and fattening, with good ' management and attendance,

they will as certainly be attended with loss if treated with neglect, or fed and lodged

improperly. Two great essentials in the construction of sties are air and warmth, to

which should be added the means of maintaining cleanliness, which, notwithstanding

the bad character the pig has for dirty habits, is not only necessary to its well-being,

but is far more agreeable to its nature than filth.

All parts of a piggery should be constructed with a view to strength, for pigs have

the faculty as well as the inclination to root up a yard or sty, both walls and floors, if not

prevented. Such is the power of the callous gristle on their snouts, that no floor but

one of closely-jointed brick or flagstone will resist it. The door, too, if assailable, will

prove no barrier. It should therefore fasten on the outside, and have the hinges so con-

structed that no force can displace them, the door itself fitting so close at the Ijottom

that the pig cannot insert his snout under it to throw it off" them. It may be laid down

as a rule to be provided against, that the pig possesses powers and ingenuity beyond

any other domestic animal—man excepted—to devise means for escaping from confine-

ment ; and that he will infallibly avail himself of them if not prevented. We ought in

justice to add that when he finds escape impossible, no animal is sooner reconciled to his

fate, provided he has plenty of food and a good dry bed to lie on ; or pays better for his

accommodation on an average of years.

The Carpenter's Shop.—No farm of any extent should be without this most necessary

appendage to the homestead—well fitted up with benches, tool boxes, and tools, with a

sawing apparatus to be worked by the steam-engine. On a farm of 500 or GOO acres

—

certainly of 1,000—tliei-e will be ample employment for an intelligent and handy

carpenter, all the year round, in repairing gates, palings, waggons, carts, and implements

of all kinds. A man of this description will earn thrice the amount of his wages, by the

timely repair of an accident or dilapidation, or in building temporary erections for a

tenant's accommodation. It is necessary that the person employed should be perfectly

acquainted with every branch of carpentry, so as to undertake the planning and executing

any kind of necessai-y work in his line, as well as that of the wheelwright, so far, at

least, as to repair the body of a cart, waggon, &c., if not the wheels, which are a separate

branch of business. It will be the. place of the employer to find out what repairs are

necessary to be done, as well as what new work is required. On the other hand, if a

leisure time occurs, it will be for the carpenter to find himself employment in preparing

timber and other materials, and in seeing that the stock of nails, screws, &c., is kept up

ready for use.

In close proximity with the carpenter's shop should be the painter's and glazier's

shop and that of the smith, both of which will be required, the former occasionally, and

the latter constantly, there being always iron-work out of repair on a large farm where the

modern machinery is employed, and it is seldom that near such establishments a work-

man can be found at any time, from the neighbouring villages, capable of undertaking

the repair of a complicated machine requiring the utmost exactness in the construction

and reparation. The smithy should be furnished with a forge large enough to mani-

pulate a wheel-tire or any other large piece of iron ; an anvil, and a carpenter's bench,

for the purpose of fitting the iron articles to those of wood that require them. A plate

of iron or stone should be provided for putting the tires on wheels, and a tank for cooling
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them wlien on. A stock of iron for the various jjurposes of the farm,—such as bolts,

hinges, tines of harrows, the iron-work of vehicles and machinery, &c., all of which in

turn will require repair or replacing,—ought to be kept up, in order that no delay may
take place when an accident happens. On some farms the carpenter's and smith's shops

arc in one building; but, independent of the inconvenience arising from both being

engaged at the same time upon large work, which will sometimes he the case, thei'e is

the danger of fire if the forge is in the same room with the shavings and other inflam-

mable materials of carpentry. The painter and glazier may work in the same shop with

the carpenter; yet even these would be best separate, being then less liable to accidents,

such as breakage of glass, spoiling of paint, &c.

A counting-house or pay-office is an essential appendage to a large farm, whether the

farmer settles all money affairs himself, or transfers that department to his farming bailiff,

which is sometimes the case. It i.s, however, to be presumed that in the present day no

considerable or considerate farmer is either destitute of a knowledge of bookkeeping,

or neglects to attend to his accounts himself. " The evils which a neglect of it," says

Morton, " has entailed upon agriculture are not confined to merely pecuniary losses

suffered by individuals, they are to be seen in the extremely unsettled state of almost

every important point of farm practice. There is no otlier art whose practice is so vari-

able—none so prolific of controversy and discussion on its details—none that can boast

of so few settled data and universally-acknowledged truths as its basis. This peculiarity

cannot be wholly attributable to the variable character of agricultural experience, occa-

sioned, as that is, by variable climate and soil. It is no doubt due to the same cause as

that which has hitherto hindered attention to farm accounts—the absence of that spirit

of observation, and that habit of recording observations, which have furnished the bases

of other departments of knowledge." *

We shall have occasion to say more on this subject when we come to treat of farm

accounts ; but we must here insist on the absolute necessity of a proper office or counting-

house on every farm above 200 acres, in which a complete set of books, and all the

accompaniments of such an office in a merchant's or tradesman's establishment, are to be

found. Whether this is placed in the farmer's own dwelling-house, or that of the bailift',

or forms a separate building, it is indispensable, if the proprietor has any correct notions

on the subject. Some farmers, who will not go to the trouble of having a counting-

house, or of paying their men themselves, allow the bailiff to pay them at the public-

house, afterwards settling the account with him in their own parlour. A more fruitful

source of evil to the workmen it is impossible to conceive. Those men in general are

but too much inclined at all times to frequent those sinks of iniquity ; aiul to compel

them to attend there to receive their pittance of wages, placing them thus at the mercy

of men whose business it is to fleece them of as much of it as possible, is cruel and

immoral in the extreme, and cannot be too strongly denounced.

The advantages of a separate oflace for the farm accounts, and for paying and

entering receipts, as well as for keeping a regular debtor and creditor account of every

field and crop, are palpable enough to those who understand the subject. Although

fai'm accounts should be conducted on the most simple and direct system, they neces-

sarily involve, even on the most compendious plan, a regular set of books of account, as

well as a proper arrangement of papers relating to receipts, disbursements, &c., and these

* Mortou's " CyclopBedia of Agiiculturc," vol. i. p. 19.
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require room and proper fittings up, wliieli cannot l)e introduced into a sitting-room

;

nor is such a place by any means proper for Icceping accouutSj which require seclusion

and opportunity for thought and calculation, and these cannot be conducted in a room

in which the family assemble, except by peremptorily imposing upon them a restraint

that materially interferes with the freedom of intercourse which every family ought to

cultivate. 'Whether, therefore, the accounts arc kept in a separate office, or one in the

house of tiic bailiff or of the farmer himself, it shoidd in all cases be exclusively devoted

to the purpose, and contain all the books and papers connected with the farming opera-

tions. If the merchant or the tradesman requires such an appendage to his business

premises, it is equally demanded on the part of the agriculturist, whose business cannot

be properly or satisfactorily carried on without an exact knowledge of the profit and loss

balance of every field on his farm.

Labourers' Cottages.—There is, perhaps, no department of rural economy to which so

little proper attention has hitherto been paid by the proprietors of estates, as the

dwellings of the farm labourers. And when it is considered that upon the health and

well-being of that class depends, in a great measure, the prosperity of the farmer, and

evcntuallv that of the landlord himself, the indifference of the latter to their condition is

iiiiaccountable, and argues but little of the power or disposition to enter into the question

of cause and effect, or to trace the latter to its source. We have a strong conviction that,

amongst other things, the cause of a great portion of the immorality and recklessness of

the labouring class, may be justly ascribed to the utter indifference to their condition

of those who alone can promote their comfort ; and forgetting that tliey are men with

like passions and aspirations with themselves, provide for them far worse, in respect to

their habitations, than for the domestic animals of the farm. Thousands are expended

upon stables for their horses, hmidreds upon hundreds on sheds and sties for their neat

cattle and pigs ; but the labourer is treated with as much neglect as if he had no claim

upon the proprietor, or had no feeling or desire for any improvement in his condition ;

in point of fact, as if he was below, in intelligence and capability of improvement, the

very lowest of the beasts that perish.

There are certainly gradations in the mode of providing accommodation for the farm-

labourer. A few—very few, we fear—of our landowners, taking the proper view of the

case, have expended thousands in the erection of comfortable cottages for the rural

populations on their estates; and, what is important to be noted, have found that it has

amply repaid them ; that by rendering their habitations worthy of the uaiue, they have

been induced to abandon the public-house, to spend their evenings at home with their

families, and thus to be enabled to pay the moderate rents required to cover the interest

upon the outlay. Such instances and their effects are a bitter reproach upon those who,

on the contrary, care nothing for the condition of the peasantry, whether their houses are

inconvenient, unhealthy, promotives of vice and immorality, or leading to drunkenness

and crime. How many drunkards, poachers, fowl-stealers, housebreakers, smugglers,

have been led into the commission of these crimes against society, by being driven,

through the misery of their own dwellings, to frequent the village beer-house, where

every preparation is made for inducing them into a regular conspiracy against that

society which they fancy, and with sufficient reason, has abandoned them to a life of

wretchedness and misery.

bu^h, we fear, is the case with the majority of the landowners and their peasant
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tenantry in England, whilst in Scotland a different system is pursued. Most of the

agricultural labourers in that part of the kingdom are single men; and there was a time

when these were accommodated in the hovxse of the master, who thus had the control

over them, and took care of tlieir morals. They constituted part of the family, and were

consequently obliged to conform to the rules and regulations laid down for observance.

The consequence was, that the Scottish rural peasantry were remarkable for their steady

respectable bearing, and their moral and religious conduct. As, however, the Scottish

farmers grew rich, and their mode of living became more refined, they have sought to

get rid of the inconvenience and responsibility attending this system, by erecting bothies

for their single men, as well as those married labourers who, living at a distance, found

it inconvenient to go home every evening after work, and therefore remained at the

farm ; and, sleeping at the bothy from the Monday to the Saturday, saw their families

only on the Sabbath.

The Bothy sijstcm, as it is called, has been the subject of much controversy in

Scotland, where a great diversity of opinion exists respecting its merits and demerits. ^Vc

made a slight reference to this system in a former part of this work (vol. i. p. 124), but

left a more full description of it until we came to speak of the general want of a proper

care for the character aiid well-being of the agricultural populations, on the part both of

landowners and tenants, and of the evil consequences to themselves, as well as to society

at large, and the laljourers in particular, resulting from sucli a dereliction from their

duty and obligations.

The striking fact disclosed by the census of 1861 of the alarming diminution in the

population of Scotland, called forth a work written by one of the most eminent

agriculturists of that country,* in wliich he descril)es, in no measured terms, the bothy

system, and the evils to which it has given birth. We will, however, first state the

arguments of those who profess to be its advocates, amongst whom are Lord Kinnaird

and IMr. Peter Allan ; the latter of Avhom states that during a considerable portion of

his life he had been " a bothy-man," that is, he had himself lived in them before he

became a tenant farmer ; and in the latter capacity he undertakes to show that no other

system is possible to be carried out with the farm servants, for the simple reason, that

under any other, the young men would take to themselves wives ; so that, supposing ten

thousand labourers were sufficient for a given district, their marrying would at once

double the number dependent on the wages of the men, and in ten years it would raise

them to 50,000, &c. &c. The system and its process, lie says, would thus be productive

of evils, before which all those of the bothy system sink into insignificance. And yet

this unscrupuloiTS advocate thus describes his own experience of its working :
—" For

upwards of ten years I was a farm-servant, and in that time I slept in bothies that had

not been swept for years, where the cooking utensils were never washed, and where the

beds were not made up for weeks together. For throe years my sleeping apartment was

a loft above a corn-house, where the light and air were admitted through a hole in

the gable ; and when wc shut that hole to keep the cold out, the place was in utter

darkness."

No other system possible ! It is a foul libel iipon human nature itself, but most

especially upon the Scottish nation and its agriculture ; upon botli landlord and tenant, to

make so barefaced an assertion. But let us hear what says tlic second advocate we lia"<!

* "Landlords and Labourers," liy R. .S. SkiivinK. Published by Blackwood & Co., Kdinhuiili.
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named, Lord Kinuaivd, who is admitted by Mr. Skirviug to be a generous and patriotic

nobleman, and at the same time an admirable country gentleman and practical fai-mer.

" Had I been present " (at the Edinburgh meeting), he writes, " I should have appeared

as the advocate of bothies, notwithstanding the obloquy attending the name, which has

become a by-word throughout England and Scotland, and the vituperations which all

who defend the system arc exposed to. I do not deny the truth of the fearful descrip-

tions which have been given of the state of many bothies, and am therefore not surprised

that every evil should be attributed to the system ; but I maintain that it is not the

system, but its abuse, which is in fault, and I unhesitatingly affirm, that, properly

conducted, no better scheme has been devised for unmarried servants." " Since

I have taken vrp the subject, however, and have inspected the bothies myself, I ha\c

been horrified at the condition they were in." " On looking into the bothy of

one of my large farms, I found it had been divided with a few boards, one half for the

men, and the other half appropriated for the women. My tenant urged, what is really

the case, the impossibility of carrying on the work of the farm from the want of hands

;

and finding there was no other remedy, I built a separate cottage for the purpose,

adjoining one of the married men's."

Such is the system as described by its uncompromising advocates, who see no evils in

it except in the abuse ! If there were no greater evil than the entire absence of

cleanliness, it would of itself condemn it. The old proverb that " cleanliness is next to

godliness," has more truth and philosophy in it than either Lord Kinnaird or Mr. Allan

will admit. In the case of the bothy, it betrays the absence of that self-respect which

even the occasional unexpected presence of those whose duty it is to teach mankind " a

more excellent way," would superinduce. We shall see presently how far the morals of

the young bothy-men are cared for by the regular clergy of Scotland.

The talented and lamented Hugh Miller was for many years a bothy-man, and, as a

witness of the system, he was fully qualified to give a correct and truthful account of it

;

and what does he say of it ? " Bothy life almost never fails in essentially injuring the

character of the farm-servant." ..... " The farm-servant might be elevated far above

the degraded level of the bothy, and unless means are taken to check the spread of the

ruinous process of hrute-making which the system involves, the Scottish people Avill sink,

to a certainty, in the agricultural districts, from being one of the most provident, intelli-

gent, and moral in Europe, to be one of the most licentious, reckless, and ignorant."

In a report drawn up by the Free Church Presbytery of Caithness, on the subject of

bothies, are the following communicated observations. " I find but one opinion in regard

to bothies among tho.se who are practically acquainted with the working of the system.

Bothy servants usually change every half-year, and take little interest in their master's

work. Neither landlord nor master takes any great care of them, and they can scarcely

be expected to take much care of the interests of farmer or landlord. In most of the

bothies the time is spent in idle gossip and talk. The language sometimes indulged in

is of the most indecent description— in fact too bad to be repeatable. Young lads of good

principles, coming from under the parental roof, soon get quite corrupted in the bothies.

The system has a worse effect on the women than on the men. Of all the people in the

parish I find none so ignorant, coarse, and every way degraded, as women who live in

bothies. The blame of the bothy system lies mainly with the landlords, in not providing

sufficient accommodation for the married men ; but the farmers themselves ought to do
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more to icincclj' the evil, by stipulating, when they take a farm, that suthcieut accom-

modatiou be provided.'' " In a Caithness bothy more or fewer well-grown lads,

and young unmarried men and women, live together, without even the slightest super-

vision or control over their moral conduct. They sit, and cook, and eat their food, and

pass the long winter evenings without any light except what comes from the flickering

peat fire—for neither lamp nor candle is allowed them by their master—and amuse

themselves with cards and coarser amusements, and in singing objectionable songs—all iu

the place where the lads dress, and undress, and sleep. The sleeping place of the females

is generally some ofl'-closet or other place entering from the lads' apartment, or from

very near it, and between the two places there is, or may be, quite unrestricted inter-

course. In some especially disgraceful instances the beds of both sexes are in the same

apartment." .... " The truth is, our bothy system is just like the Romish confessional

—

its own indescribable foulness is its protection. Decency forbids the disclosure of the

hundredth part of its abominations. The light of day cannot be let in on the darkness

of the Caithness bothy."

Our next authority is Mr. Stephens, the author of the '•' Book of the Farm," and a

better judge of the system does not exist, because he was not only familiar with its

working, but had himself applied an effectual remedy on the farm that he occupied in

Forfarshire. The following is his opinion respecting it. " The bothy system has been

recommended to be amended by hiring the men for shorter periods than six months, or

even during pleasure, that their masters may have the greater control over them; and

it is stated that farmers of high standing, who have tried this expedient, found their men

more diligent and careful, and remain longer in their service than when hired by the

half-year. This plan is but an expedient at the best, and will result in palliation alone.

An efiectual method is to eradicate the system altogether, and the only way to do it is by

the erection of cottages by proprietors for married men, or for householders whether

they be married men or not, and the institution of a service such as has been long

practised in Berwickshire with the utmost success. Nor is this a mere supposition. I

had the experience of the bothy system in full vigour in Forfarshire, and had frequent

opportunities of witnessing its baleful cfl'eets. I built cottages for the accommodation

of married men, and ever after nothing but quiet and contentment, and the desire to

remain, prevailed in every case at every turn. Two of the bothy men took themselves

wives, and received each a house and garden, and became settled ploughmen. Let every

proprietor and farmer do, in the district iu which complaints arc rife against the bothy

system, as I did in Forfarshire, and the system will be abolished for ever. The expense

of maintaining the men in their own houses will be a little more than in the bothy ; but

it will be trifling in comparison of the comfort purchased by it, both for the master and

the servant."*

Wc shall next give Mr. Skirving's own account of Avhat he witnessed of the working

of the system. He had been requested Ijy a friend, the projirictor of an estate, to visit

a " model bothy" that he had erected upon it, and hoped that he had succeeded in giving

the men a comfortable home. " I Avent to see it," says Mr. Skirving. •' I found it a

large commodious building of two stories, standing in a rather solitary situation. On

the ground floor was a cheerful well-lighted room, which served for kitchen and refectory,

whilst the upper story, divided into four apartments, was devoted to dormitories sufficient

* "Book of Ihe larm."
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for eight men, tliougli occupied by six only. The whole place—wcll-lightc.l and ucll-

aired—was clean and tidy, the work, no doubt, of a middle aged woman, w'uo, at the

time of my visit, was the only person present, and was engaged in preparing supper for

the men.

"All that a proprietor could possibly do for a bothy, so far as physical comfort is

concenied, had been done, and INIiss Nightingale herself might have approved of the

arrangements, and yet that bothy Avas, to my mind, a far more eloquent witness against

the system than the mere hovel that told of nothing worse tiian filth and discomfort. Its

new and smoothly plastered walls had invited numerous attempts at penmanship and

drawing, and these rude and almost idiot scrawls told a story as plainly as the pictured

page of Livy or INIacaulay. Beastly obscenity and fatuous profanity disgraced these

men's healthy and commodious dwelling.

" One sometimes sees such things, to the shame of human nature, in obscure corners

and filthy lanes, but liere were men thus abusing their own homes. The drawings and

the words were before them constantly—before them when they ate, when they lay down

to sleep, when they rose up to go to work ; they were before them on week days, and on

Sundays they were still there. I have gazed on the pictured walls of the tombs of

Thebes, and have read the whole history of the dust they held in hieroglyphics the

colours of which three thousand years had not bedimmed. The story of the long-

forgotten tenant was there, in minute detail, from his birth to his embalmment, and

every accustomed action of his daily life was faithfully portrayed. If a priest, or

a warrior, or an agriculturist, each scene and operation that engaged him while living,

was there represented around his sarcophagus; and yet, after all, these frescoes told

nothing more than this, that there lay a priest, a warrior^ or an agriculturist. There

was no individuality ; and as to the moral character or the idiosyncrasy of the man,

the pictures were entirely silent.

"Not so the daubs on the walls of the ' model bothy.' They were daguerreotypes

of the minds of the men, and it needed no stretch of fancy to see them there, in long

winter evenings, helplessly struggling with the slow hours, staring dreamily through

clouds of tobacco smoke at each other, or at their mural achievements, and uttering

every now and then some weak obscenity, clenched with an equally stupid oath. I felt

as I left that house, that if this was a specimen of ' model bothies/ the writings on the

walls should indicate their doom, as surely as when the hand traced the characters on

the banquet-hall of Belshazzar.

"In afterwards giving my friend an account of my visit, I remarked that I rather

regretted to see that some man's decent wife had to spend a portion of time every day

in that bothy. 'She is not a wife,' he replied, 'but an elderly woman who was got

for that office.' 'Then,' I replied, 'she ought evidently to be a wife.' 'What!'

exclaimed my friend, ' is that the case ? It was only last year a woman had to be

dismissed for that cause, and I was assured that the person now engaged was literally

old.'"*

Our last authority is that of a bothy-man, whose opinion we have no hesitation

in setting against that of ]Mr. Allan, given above, as showing the utter destitution of

religious instruction to which the system consigns the inmates of the building. At

the annual meeting of the Inch Mutual Improvement Association, in Aberdeenshire,

* " Landlords and Labourers," j). 77.
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Mr. Adam Braik, a farm-servaut, delivered au address, iu the course of wliich he thus

remarked upon the little interest taken in the welfare of his class by clergymen. " To

whom, then, are we to look for that help, of which we stand so much in need ? Natu-

rally we turn ovir eyes to our spiritual shepherds, but here our expectations arc blighted,

for they are a class of men with whom we are as little acquainted as with the Chancellor

of the Exchequer. We never see them but when we go to church ,: what they do with

themselves the rest of the week is a problem that no farm-servant can solve ; only one

thing we are certain of^—we never see them. I have been for years iu one parish, and

living within a mile aud-a-half of both the manses. Free and Established, and yet a

minister never had the kindness to speak good, bad, or indifl'ereut to my fellow-servauts

or myself, although we are all members and in full communion with either the Estab-

lished or Free church I never saw a clergyman near the place (the bothy) save

one. And did he come on an errand of love to us, who were wallowing in the mire of

degradation ? No ! He only came to borrow a double-seated dog-carl. The minister

may be in the habit of visiting the houses of his hearers, but we, poor farm-servants,

having no houses, are therefore omitted. I have never yet seen an elder of the church,

one ordained to strengthen the hands of the pastor, visit my fellow-servants or myself

with the glad tidings of salvation."

"Another bothy man" (we are still quoting from Mr. Skirving's book), " writing in

the North British Agricullurist, from Perthshii-e, says, " Masters and clergy alike would

as soon think of entering a den of lions as some of the bothies !

"

Such is the system in which Lord Kinnaird and others can see no fault except iu its

abuse. But if, as has been proved, the abuse is overwhelmingly the ride, and good regula-

tion the miserably small exception ; if the inmates in general are so abandoned in their con-

duct that both masters and clergymen shun their abode as tlxey would a house of ill-fame,

any man who can reason from cause to effect and back again, is brought to the irresistible

conclusion, that the system as naturally leads to the promotion of vice and immorality

in their most repulsive forms, as the opposite system of giving the men cottages, and

gardens, and ivives, leads to the opposite effects of steadiness, sobriety, and morality.

Mr. Allan's view of the case is the most monstrous and absurd of any proposition wc

ever heard, and if carried out generally, would depopulate the globe in a very few years.

Already the bothy system is telling heavily upon the legitimate population of Scotland,

whilst il legitimacy is largely on the increase—doubtless, as a collateral effect of that

system, by the utter demoralisation of the majority of those, who are by it prevented

from entering that institution, which was ordained by the Creator for the lawful

preservation of the species. Mr. Stephens's testimony is a complete refutation both of

Lord Kinnaird and Mr. Allan's argument; and his practical method of remedying the

evil by doing away with it altogether, as he himself did in Forfarshire, with so much

success, is au admirable comment on Lord Kinnaird's admission, that his tenant could

not carry on the work of the farm for want of hands. Here we leave the subject of the

bothy, against which we can have no personal feeling, having had no personal expei'icnce

of, or acquaintance with, its evils. But, judging from analogy and the nature of things, it

appears an impossibility for a young man or woman to be thrown into the way of vice

and immorality indicated in the foregoing quotations, without sustaining a deterioration

of moral character and feelings.

But what shall wc say to those landowners who, instead of building suitable cottages
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for tlie peasantry ou their estates, destroy those that do exist for tiic express purpose of

compelling them to reside in other parishes, for the avowed design of redueing the

present or prospective poor-rates ? This nefarious system—wc cannot give it a softer

term—had its origin in the change iu the arrangement of the laud, so far as Scotland is

concerned, by which the small occupatious wei'e thrown into large stock farms, and thus a

number of cottages, the occupiers of which were no longer required on the land, were

pulled down. " The removal of these," says Mr. Skirving, " became almost a matter of

necessity, and on all the valuable laud they have long since disappeared. But because

some old cottages had to make way for the plough of the improver, it seems, inifortu-

iiately, to have got into the heads of most of the oAvners of the soil, that all old houses

should be pulled down ; and it does not seem to ha\c occurred to them that at least an

equal number of new ones should have arisen iu their stead. The work of demolition,

which was at first confined to houses that were not required, or which were absolutely iu

the way, has been eoutinued and houses which were required, aud which were not in the way,

have been pulled down. The systematic destruction of cottages having once fairly begun,

has been ruthlessly carried on, the motive for so doing being entirely changed. Formerly,

a house was pulled down because it was a useless obstruction : it is now levelled for the

avowed purpose of driving away the inhabitants With some men, fortunately a

small miuority, this cottage destruction seems to have become almost a mania. Increase

of appetite has grown with what it fed on ; and after such proprietors have levelled every

old house they could lay their bauds on within their own possessions, they have actually

purchased houses, petty hamlets, and portions of villages, situated iu their neighbourhood,

aud immediately ou getting possession, have warned out the occupants, and pulled down

the dwellings. The Rev. Dr. Colin Smith, chairman at a recent dinner given to the

Duke of jVi'gyle by his tenantry, was enabled to congratulate them on the fact that his

Grace was not a ' devastator.' The word is an expressive one, and I gladly borrow it.

The large landed proprietor who acts as I have just described is I'eally a ' devastator,'

and the greater the wealth which Providence has entrusted to his care, the greater the

misfortune to the neighbourhood in which his property is placed." *

This system has half depopulated many districts of Scotland, the inhabitants of the

cottages thus pulled down being driven either to reside in towns or to emigrate. The

consequence is inevitable, that enough able-bodied labourers are not left to cultivate the

soil, aud between the " devastator " and the bothy, the one driving the peasantry

away, the other preventing their legitimate increase, the diminution of the population

" becomes every year, and every census, more scanty. The worst of the case is that some

who are looked upon, as the most considerate landlords, do not scruple to set the

example. Mr. Skirving says, " It was only lately that one such, residing in a Midland

county, remarked to me iu the course of a casual conversation, ' I pull down every old

house I can lay my hands on, aud I have rooted a goodly lot out of that village there.'

Accustomed as I was to such operations, I was startled to hear the sentiment so openly

avowed by so excellent a man. I anxiously asked, what motives induced him to do so ?

' Oh,' replied he, ' old cottages are perfect nuisances ; the farmers want them to stand,

that they may fill them with low fellows who work cheaper than proper servants do

—

that is the secret of the whole outcry about the old houses ; they want to collect a lot

of poor wretches to work at reduced wages, aud the tumble-down cottages just become

' "Landlords and Labourers," p. 17.
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nests of paupers, pilferers, and poachers.' By the merest accident, in turning over the

leaves of an old volume shortly after this conversation, my eye fell upon a passage

describing the very village above alluded to, and the contrast was certainly curious

between the present and the past mode of dealing with it. ' During the last fourteen

years/ says the writer in 1792, 'the village has increased by more than 20 per cent.

This has arisen from the liberal encouragement given by the late proprietor to settlers

on his estate There is no village in this country Avhere the inhabitants have im-

proved more of late years in comfort and convenience. Formerly, their dwellings were no

better than small dirty hovels ; now they are all neat commodious houses, generally with

two apartments, and well lighted.' It is this village that is now voted a nuisance ; it

is the 'neat commodious houses' of 1792 that are being got rid of, and that by a most

estimable country gentleman."

We have before referred to this subject (vol. i. p. 50), and have pointed out the

demoralising effect such a system must produce upon the mind of the labourer. What

can be expected fi-om a man, helpless and dependent as is the agricultural labourer,

when he sees the simplest and most common claim of humanity, in his case, set at

nought by the man who by his position and power, ought to be his protector, instead of

his " devastator." Undoubtedly, when a labourer is driven from his parish to seek a

lodging three or four miles from his work, which distance he has to walk morning and

night, his ability to perform the accustomed task must be proportiouateh' weakened,

and his constitution injured. And thus the farmer, and through him the landlord

himself, suffers from the system, whilst the poor peasant's days arc shortened by it. In

the days of West Indian slavery, the planters calculated that by driving the negro

labour to the extreme point they gained a profit, although the slave was worn out in

half the time of his natural life. The dvcastators appear to act on the same principle

with a different motive. They risk tlie demoralising and shortening the life of the

agricultural labourer, as a less evil than the possibility of his becoming a pauper in his

old age iu their parishes. The dishonesty of such conduct is equal to its cruelty, and

the system admits of no justification or extenuation. The plea that the farmer wants

to reduce the price of labour by increasing the claimants for it, is a pretence that refutes

itself. The farmer is as much interested in keeping down the poor-rates as is the land-

lord ; but he must have a sufficient complement of men, or he cannot conduct his

business to advantage. Already the system is producing the natural effect. Driven

from their houses by these evictions, the Scottish peasantry, the most able and in-

dustrious in the world, are emigrating by wholesale, and the occupiers have been

compelled to procure immigrants from Ireland, who arc but inefficient substitutes for

the intelligent and conscientious peasantry that has been thus ruthlessly evicted.

Taking the two systems, of the bothy for the single farm-labourer on the one hand,

and the extirpation—for it is nothing less—of the married on the other, the social con-

dition of the Scottish peasantry is demoralising and pitiable in the extreme, and its

effects begin to be felt in more ways than one. Lord Kinnaird candidly confesses that

one of his largest tenants could not carry on the work of the farm for want of hands,

and finding " there was no remedy," he builds one separate cottage for the purpose,

adjoining one of the married men's. One cottage to accommodate the required

labourers of a large farm ! Are we to conclude that his lordship had been a "devas-

tator," and that necessity had compelled him to relent so far as to rebuild this "one
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cottage" with great rcluclauec? or was this nc\r buikliiig itself tiic bothy of wliieh lie

complains that the ineu and women were only separated by a few boards ? Wc shall

not further pnrsue the subject, expressing the hope that necessity, if notlung better in

motive, may drive out the bothy system, and lead the ''devastators " to retrace their steps.

"With regard to the erection of labourers' cottages various plans of sueh buildings

have been drawn and published, some of which are very expensive, and others too con-

tracted in regard to accommodation to be useful. Annexed are the ground-plans and

elevation of a single and double cottages, the former for married, and the latter for

single labourers without families, or with onlj^ small children. The bedrooms of tlic

single cottage arc over the sitting-room, kitchen, and waslihousc. The dairy is inserted

on the supposition that the tenant has the privilege of keeping a cow, which is a

common case iu Scotland, as well as in some parts of England. The expense of the cow

to the farmer is estimated at j£u, which in Scotland forms part of the wages. To the

labourer the value is much greater. IMr. Skirving says, " A factor, writing from Ayr-

shire in the Xorth British A(jvicullurtsf, remarks, ' I am not favourable to the rcintro-

duetion of the Crofter system into the well-cultivated districts; although I think it

would be very beneficial that all cotters who wish it, were allowed enough of pasture

and meadow to enable them to keep a cow. I saw a cow the other day kept in that wr.-y

mIucIi has produced, within the last twelve months, 320 lbs. of butter. Now, putting

the I rofit out of view, what an amount of occupation, of thrift, of interest, pleasure,

and exercise of economy must that animal have created to the household. It has

become a sei-ious grievance to the rural working-classes in many localities, the difficulty

they find in procuring a supplj' of milk for their families—sometimes they cannot get

it at all ; iu other cases they have to send their children miles through wet and cold to

procure it from some old-fashioned farmer or farmer's wife, even when there are large

dairies at their very door, but iu which it does not suit the management to supply them.

All this might be remedied by proprietors giving pasture for single cows more freely.' " '*

In the double cottage the bedrooms are on the ground-floor, opening into the wash-

liouses, there being no upper rooms. It is far too frequent that such cottages are

assigned to men with wives and families, the latter having beds in the sitting room.

But when the families comprise both sexes grown up, the plan almost necessarily leads

to immorality of the worst kind, and no proprietor ought to permit, much less provide

for, it by allowing the peasantry to inhabit such cottages, when they have children grown

up to fourteen or more years of age.

Each of these cottages should have gardens attached to them, large enough to supply

the inmates with vegetables and fruit. These are necessary to keep them in health,

besides for employing the family in cultivating and keeping the ground in order. Ou
cottage allotments we have already written (vol i. p. 39), and wherever they have been

assigned, the benefits arising from them are very great. But when a plot of ground

can be attached to a cottage, it is more convenient and more useful, because the inmates

may employ all their leisure in cultivating and cleaning it, without loss of time in going

backwards and forwards. Besides this, the appendage of a neatly kept garden, well

stocked with vegetables and flowers, is as ornamental as it is useful, and imparts a

cheerfulness to the cottage as well as to the village in which it is situated, that a pro-

prietor ought to be proud of, if he has any proper feeling on the subject.

* "Landlords aud Labourers," p. 73.

VOL. n. z
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111 building cottages it is better to set tliem in clumps of three or four^ or to have

them what are called, " semi-detached," rather than iu continuous lines ; and so far

apart from each other as not iu any way to interfere with the due admission of light and

air. If possible it is desirable that the aspect of all should be southerly, rather thau

either north or east. Strict attention should also be paid to the drainage as a matter

of the first importance to the health of the inmates, iu which the employer is as much

really interested as the labourer himself. Common seuse teaches us that a healthy

able-bodied man is more efHcieut than one who is constantly suffering from ill healtli,

occasioned by a damp house. Half the rheumatism and fever which prevail amongst

the labouring class, may be traced to the unhealthiness of their dwellings, occasioned by

the want of attention to the drainage immediately round them. Light should be secured

by large windows, and ample air by having the rooms lofty—certainly not less thau

9 or 10 feet high; and the principal living room should be 12 feet square, and the

sleeping rooms above as large as the dimensions of the building itself will admit. Full

arrangement should be made for the separation of the sexes of the younger branches of

the family as they advance towards manhood or womanhood. The morals of the rising

generation demand this, and it is as much the interest of the owner of au estate to

encourage and promote this, as it is that of the peasant himself.

It is in the power of a landowner to render the villages on his estate, not only lovely

and picturesque in the landscape, but also the abodes of healthy, happy, and moral

peasantry. Wherever this has been tried elfectivcly it has succeeded, and whatever may

have been the cost at which the improvement was eflected, the proprietor lias had no

reason to regret it or to consider it an unprofitable outlay. It might appear a heavy

expense whilst the duty on bricks existed ; but the repeal of that tax has materially

lessened the cost of building ; and timber being at hand on the estate, requiring oulj' to

be felled and prepared, the cost of the erection of cottages is now limited to the prepara-

tion and working-up of the materials, the bricks being made, and the lime burned, ou

the property. At any rate it Avill not answer to build with inferior materials such as

clay or pise for walls, mud floors, and ill accommodation within. W'hcn a proprietor is

setting about such a work, it is far better to adopt a gocd and efiicicut plan at once,

than to endeavour by such means to lower the cost. The higher the standard he adopts,

the more likely is it to raise the character of those who are to inhabit the cottages, and

to break them of those habits which now so greatly deteriorate the morals of the rural

population.

The house or cottage of the farm-bailiff or steward, should of course be larger and

afford greater accommodation than those of the labourers. This is not only proper, as

being for a superior servant, but it is also necessary in order to his receiving that defer-

ence and respect from the labourers which is due to him who transmits to them the

orders of the master. He is also generally, to some extent, an educated man, and it is

expected of him (or at least it should be) that he will set an example of sobriety and

morality, as well as of industry and iutclligence, that shall give him an ascendency over

the labourers by commanding their respect. A man thus qualified for his place will be

invaluable to a large farmer, and is deserving all the encouragement he can give him.

And in nothing can he show his cstinuitiou of him more properly, than iu giving him a

good dwelling-house, with every convenience and ajipeiulagc conducive to his comfort

and respectability.
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SECTION IV.

TllK APIAUy.

The cultivation of bees is much less atteiided to in the United Kingdom than its

importance demands. Whether we look at it iu the light of an amateur employment^ or

as a source of profit to the owner, we find it equally interesting. It is true that the

amateur, making a " hobby " of the hive, may render it a very expensive affair by the

costliness of the fancy glasses and boxes he pi'ocures; but, even in this ease, the first

expense of these is the most costly, and the little workmen inhabiting tliem will, at no

further expense, supply tlieir patrous with an abundance of that luscious condiment

which is so much esteemed by both rich and poor. With regard to those who " keep

bees" for the sake of the profit, it is quite unnecessary for them to incur any expense

beyond that of a proper shed for the hives, and attention to their wants during the

winter and early spring months. The profit is certain, although varying from year to

year, according to the season ; a wet, cold summer being unfavourable, whilst a warm
and dry one is favourable, to the production of honey. We remember a story

illustrative of the advantages of attention to this branch of domestic economy, which

we think worth recording.

A certain bishop, attending a visitation of the clergy of his diocese, found amongst

them an old college chum, with whom he had been upon the most intimate terms of

friendship in their younger days. Unlike his lordship, his friend could boast of no

patronage, and, after years of expectation, found himself still a curate, with a wife

and family to maintain on an ostensible income of about a hundred pounds a year.

Hegardless, however, of his apparently humble means, he pressed the bishop so warmly

to visit him, and thus renew their old friendship, that the latter, to show that his

elevation to the bench had not made him proud, accepted the invitation. On arriving

at the house, he found the wife, a comely dame, handsomely dressed and surrounded

with a family of well-dressed and well-behaved children. A dinner, too, was provided,

iu which everything was quite in good taste, and of the best, with two kinds of wine on

the table, and a handsome dessert of fruit after the dinner. In the meantime the

worthy bishop, while partaking of what he considered his host^s profuse hospitality, was

pondering iu his mind what turn of fortune could have enabled him to launch out into

such extravagance as he beheld in this entertainment ; and he determined to question

him on the subject. Accordingly, when the wife and children had withdrawn, he began

by congratulating hira upon the happiness he enjoyed, and the comfortable circum-

stances by which he was surrounded ; at the same time he expressed a fear that he

himself had been the cause of some expense in providing such an entertainment.

" Oh, my lord," said his host, " you need be under no apprehension of that kind. I

can well afford to give an old friend like your lordship a warm welcome." " Then,"

rejoined the bishop, " am I to conclude that your wife has brought you a fortune, or

that some distant relative has left you a handsome legacy ? " " Nothing of the kind,"

replied the curate. " I depend for the support of my family upon my curacy of a

hundred a year, and the produce of a manufactory which I established when I first

came hither, and which, I am thankful to say, has succeeded beyond expectation." " A
n 2
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manufactory!" exclaimed the horvifiecl bishop; "and do you consider sucli an uudcr-

taking consistent with the holy ofiice you liold in the Church ? " "Perfectly so; and

when I have introduced you to my staff of -Horkmenj I trust your lordship will be of

the same opinion." He then took the bishop into the gardeUj where was an extensive

apiary, containing a great number of hives of bees. " There, my lord," said he,

" there's my manufactory ; and I assure you that, without trenching upon my clerical

duties to my parishioners, I derive not only pleasure and profit, but instruction likewise,

frpm my careful and industrious workmen." The bishop at once acknowledged the

justice of the plea ; and so great was tlie impression made on his mind by the case, that

whenever he heard a complaint from a poor curate of the inadequacy of his stipend, his

invariable reply was, "Then, keep bees, keep bees."

The ancients were well acquainted with the importance of this branch of husbandry,

and wrote copiously upon it. Hyginus, A^irgil, Celsus, and others have adorned the

subject with their elegant pieces in prose and verse ; and Columella devotes fifteen

chapters, or thirty-four pages to it, in which full information and instruction is given

for their treatment at all seasons of the year. We shall have occasion to refer more at

large to his treatise in the course of our own observations.

Bees are much more cultivated on the continent of Europe than in the United

Kingdom; and in the north of Germany and Poland they constitute one of the most

important branches of industry with the rural populations. In Hanover especially,

where a large portion of the land is hard and sterile, and immense plains arc covered

with heather, and otherwise useless, the proprietors let out these tracts to bee farmcr.s,

who pay a rent for them, not according to the extent in acres, but to the number of

hives placed upon them. As soon as the heather begins to come into flower, the farmer

transports his hives to the spot, where the plant supplies an abundance of both honey

and wax. A bee shepherd is appointed to superintend and watch over the hives, which

remain on the heath until the approach of winter, when they are removed to the large

apiaries belonging to the owners, who then collect the wax and honey, which they

dispose of in the neighbouring towns and manufactories. Tliis custom gave rise to an

interesting talc ("The Bee Farm"), by Madame Isabelle de Montholieu,-- written in

the style of Fontaine, and piiblished in 1814' at Paris.

Of the profitableness of bees there can be no dispute, although the amount of tlic

profit will vary. They cost literally nothing but the first outlay for a stock ; afterwards

the trifling expense of a straw hive for the new swarm, and a small qiiantity of food for

the winter, if all their honey is taken from them. The quantity of honey and wax

yielded by each hive depends, as wo have stated, upon the season. Pichardson, in

" The Hive and the Honey Bee," gives the following account of the produce of five

boxes and two glasses, from IMay 27th to June 13th :

—

Ll.s.

May 27. Glass ami box 51.

June 9. Bo.\ .")0

„ 10. Glass 14i

„ 12. JJox GO

„ 13. Hox 53

Collateral bo.x GO

296i

* Some of llic bee farmers have from 230 to 400 or 500 hives, anJ both in Northern Germany ami Polr.ul it is a

ctusidcrable source of inofit to a large portion of the rural population.
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The above includes tlic veiglit of the boxes, glasses, thermometer, &c., wliicli

amouuted to 113 lbs. 3 oz., leaving a balavicc of 183 lbs. 5 oz. of lioney and n-a.v, we

presume, although the word wax docs not occ\u' in the statement. As the gross weight

is given iu the first instance, and the tare includes only the boxes, glasses, &c., the

balance must include the wax. Any way, however, the produce, so early in the season,

is extraordinary, and, no doubt, was beyond the average. We believe _ the quantity

produced ranges from 10 to .00 or GO lbs. per hive in the year ; but probably, with a

modification of the old system of straw hives, a more equal produce may be obained

than this range signifies. Richardson recommends strongly the employment of collateral

boxes, a single set of which, he says, " o\ight to yield a profit of at least from j610 to

£15 per annum, sufficient to pay the rent of 5 or 10 acres of ground;" but Mr.

Wcstwood, the editor of the last edition of Richardson's work, in a note at p. 11, says,

" In the above passage a much higher degree of importance is given to the collateral

system than it deserves. We are, in fact, informed by Dr. Bevan that, at IMaidstone,

two sets of collateral boxes had been in operation four years, during which time one of

the proprietors had only harvested 12 lbs. of honey, whilst the produce of the other set

was one swarm, but no honey. I apprehend that, under the old system, with such

improvements as have been found to work best, such as the application of bell-glasses at

the top of the hive, the junction of weak swarms, &e., such a result as is here stated to

have occurred with these two sets of collateral boxes could not have occurred with two

common hives during such a space as four years, although in certain years, unfavourable

to bee culture, the hives might be equally unproductive in individual years."

About five or six years ago, an American machinist brought over to England a box

for bees, in which at a very small expense for food, and by confining them in a house,

bees would make honey all the year round. The plan was an excellent one, and the

proprietor obtained a patent for it ; but he did not succeed in gaining the patronage of

the public, and left England in complete disgust at the little notice that was taken of his

invention. The failure, we believe, arose in part from the comparatively little attention

paid to the culture of bees in the United Kingdom, but more from the unfitness of the

proprietor to undertake its introduction. It was said at the time that he sold the patent

for a small sum before he left England, but having heard no more of its being announced,

we conclude that this was an error. We had a strong opinion of the feasibleness of the

plan, that it was well worthy of an experiment, and that if the agent employed to

introduce it had been better qualified for the task, he woi^ld have succeeded in the

undertaking.

There are several kinds of bees in Europe, but only two that are proper for domesti-

cation as honey-bees, one of which is common to the north, and the other to the south.

Columella describes this latter as being "small, slender, with the trunk of the belly

sharp and drawing to a point, of divers colours, somewhat shining like gold, light and

nimble." Virgil also approves most of such as are small, oblong, smooth, nimble,

and shining

—

" Whose bodies marked with paira of spots, like drops

Of liquid gold, a dazzling lustre cast."*

It is the northern species that prevails in the United Kingdom, and it differs chieflv ia

* Cohimclla, "Iluiib.indrv," p. ,",55.
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the colour of tlic rings of the body, which are of a lighter brown, or red ; in other respects,

tlicrc is no cs^sential diiference, and both are divided, something in the way of the body

politic in Imman societj'', into three classes—namely, the queen-bee, the drones, and the

Tsorking-bces. The queeu is both the sovereign and the parent of the diminutive

monarchy, the drones are the males, and the vporking-bees are the manufacturers. Eacli

of these classes strictly attend to their proper business, the queen reigning alone over the

community ; and not Victoria herself commands more affection, respect, or protection,

than does tlie female sovereign of the hive.

Those who are acquainted with the difference in form describe the queen-bee as having

a greater length of body, terminating with a sharpish point. In colour she is blackish

on the back, and of a pale dun beneath. She has two ovaries for the eggs, and she

begins depositing them when about five days old. She continues to lay from the early

spring till the middle of autimin, and in midsummer lays from 150 to 200 per day. The

entire number deposited during the season is estimated at from 8,000 to 10,000. On
these occasions she is attended by what may be called a body-guard of ten or a dozen

working-bees, who watch every movement with the utmost attention; and while she is

depositing her egg or eggs, they form a circle about her with marked deference. When
about to laj', she first examines the cell to see that it is empty and in a proper state to

receive the egg. Having ascertained this point, she turns round and inserts the extre-

mity of her body to the bottom of the cell, and makes the deposit. She repeats the

operation ten or twelve times in as many cells, and then retires for a while before she

resumes it. The egg is hatched in about four or five days, the produce being a small

white worm, which is fed by the wcrking-becs for eight days, when it has grown so much

as to nearly fill the cell, which is closed up by the working-bees for twelve more days.

It has then undergone a transformation from a maggot to a pupa, or aurelia, having the

appearance of a perfect fly of a white colour, and having its wings close to the sides of its

body. Gradually the colours of the bee appear under the pellicle, which is stripped off

by degrees, the insect being still imprisoned. About the twentieth day the transformation

is perfect; and, using its mandibles for cutting off the cerement of its prison-house, the"

young bee emancipates itself; at first weak and lethargic, but it soon gains vigour, and

emerges at once from the hive on a foraging expedition with its new, but older compa-

nions. As soon as the young bee has left the cell, the workers set about repairing and

cleaning it out, ready for the reception of another egg, which is probably deposited in it

the same day, if not reserved to be filled with honey.

The drone is the aristocracy of the hive, and is larger than either the queen or

the working-bee. It is rounder in the head, and fuller in the eyes and Ijody. Its pro-

boscis is shorter, and it has no sting. These are the males, and by them the queen is

impregnated; though it does not appear that either naturalists or philosophers have,

until recently, been able to say when the intercourse takes place. If it is a fact that the

queen begins laying her eggs on the fifth day of her emancipation from the cell, it greatly

increases the difficulty of determining the period of impregnation. Ilubcr, who is consi-

dered by naturalists the first authority on the subject of the honey-bee, believes that the

sexual intercourse takes place during their flight in the air, and that when once impreg-

nated the queen remains so during life, which is generally eight or ten years. We cannot

reconcile this tlieory with the f;\ct of the depositing of the eggs by the queen in five days

from the time of her emancipation from the cell. AVhat further use the drones arc to the
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community lias never, we believe, been ascertained. But at tlic end of summer tlicy arc

invariably expelled from the hive and slain by the workers ; no doubt as umvortliy of a

share of that winter pi'ovision which they have not contributed their labour to collect.

They are said to make a stout resistance; but not being armed with a sting, they stand

but little chance against their industrious and irascible antagonists.

The working-bee is smaller than cither the queen-bee or the drone, being not more

than half-an-inch in length. It is of a dark brown colour, Avith narrow and pale bands,

and its body is covered all over with hairs. On the shank of the hind-leg is a cup-like

cavity for receiving the kneaded ball of pollen. The working-bee has all the business of

the hive on its hands, except the increase of the community by reproduction, which is

exclusively the duty of the queen-bee and the drones. Notwithstanding this, the working-

bees are all of the feminine gender ; but the sexual organs having never been developed,

they are consequently barren. Their hollow sting has its base in a bag containing poison,

which, when irritated, the insect has the power of ejecting through the sting into the

wound made by that instrument. This poison is exceedingly acrid, and instances have

been known of life being destroyed by it, both of horses, cattle, and human beings. Few

pereons in the country, especially children, are without some reminiscences of the acute

pain inflicted b}'^ the sting of a bee or a wasp ; and it may be of use to know that if the

tube of a key is pressed over the wound it will extract the sting, and if the part is then

rubbed with spirit of hartshorn {aqua ammonia), it will instantly relieve the pain, the

acid of the poison being neutralised by the volatile alkali.

For a further description of the anatomical construction of the honey-bee we must

refer the reader to Richardson's work, "The Hive and the Honey-13ee;" or the larger

one by Huber j or that of Dr. E. Bevan, "The Honey-Bee, its Natural History, Physio-

logy, and IManagcment," the design of this work being rather to point out how the

culture of the apiary may be prosecuted to the best advantage, than to give an anato-

mical description of the structure of the insect. We therefore proceed to speak of the

situation proper for it; and this should be in a retired spot with a southern aspect—say

south-westerly, sheltered both in front and back from stormy weather, as Virgil recom-

mends :

—

" Vt'here wlods have no access ; for winJs impsJe

Tlieir course, when with their food they're homeward hound

;

Wlicre neither sheep, nor frisking kids, insnit

The flowers; nor heifers, rambling o'er the fieUls,

Shake off the dew, and crush the rising herb."

There is danger in having the apiary fully facing the south, without any shade or screen

from the sun's direct rays. These in the early spring tempt the bees to leave the hive

too soon in the morning, which is frequently frosty and apt to give them a chill, from

which they do not recover. Many hundreds are thus destroyed, bemg too much cramped

to return to the hive ; and, at the same time, the number of plants in flower is too small

to render it profitable for them to leave home so soon in the morning.

The situation of the apiary should be perfectly dry ; if on a sandy soil, so much the

better, with a gentle slope from the back. A wall (not too high, so as to form an

obstruction to the loaded bees on returning home) at the back and two ends, with a

boarded roof projecting considerably in front, to screen the entrance to the hives from

bad weather, will be the most suitable position ; and if the front could be so framed as

to admit of glazed sashes to be fixed to them during the winter and early spring, it would
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tend to prevent tlie bees from exposing tlieniselvcs to the cliilling morning frosts we have

referred to. These sliould, liowcver, he removed when the season becomes warm enongli

for tlie bees to leave home without danger from the cokl. A stream of water running

near will be a great acquisition to the apiary, if stones or logs of wood arc placed for the

bees to settle upon when they feel inclined to drink or to wash themselves, as they will

do at times. All noisome smells should be earefidly kept from the hives, such as dunghills,

privies, muddy ditches, stagnant ponds, which in summer get ])utrid, &c. If no running

brook is near, place pans of water with pebbles in them near the hives; but a stream, as

above stated, is preferable, with piles of stones

—

" That on these freqiietit bridges Ihty may stand

Secure, aod to the summer-sun expand

Their wings, if chance the cast wind's lieadlong sweep

lias sprinl<Ied, or lias plunged them in the dicp."*

Shrubs should be planted about the apiary, to aflbrd additional shelter to the bees on

returning to or leaving the hives. High trees are dangerous to them when the wind is

violent, as they get entangled in the branches, and are whipped or beaten to death. It is

also diflicult to take the swarms from high trees, which they will most probably select if

any are very near them. Dwarf trees, tlicrefore, with bushy heads are the most suitable,

both for shelter and for the convenience of hiving the swarms that settle upon them.

If they arc flowering trees or shrubs, they will also supply the bees with food and

materials for the hive.

A garden well stocked with flowers is a great acquisition to an apiar^'. Richardson

recommends broom, furze, thyme, clover, crocus, primroses, heaths, fruit-trees, mustard,

mignonette, sage, single roses, radishes, privet, parsley, peas, parsnips, marigolds, violets,

lilies, lauristinus, daffodils, celery, caidiflower, asparagus,- sunflowers, wallflowers, &c. It

is evident that many of these are incopjpatible with a garden, whilst others can only l)e

allowed to flower at the expense of an article of food. At the same time, a succession of

flowers may be kept np from early spring till late in the autumn, or as late as it is

prudent to allow the bees to leave their hives. AVhere, however, the apiary is made a

leading part of the establishment, it will be well to consult its prosperity before consi-

dering the minor question of the suitability of certain plants for the flower-garden. It

will be an incalculable acquisition to have a heath at an easy distance for the flight of the

bees, as nothing affords so ample and continuous a supply of the best honey as its

flowers. The far-famed tabaxir, the finest honey in the world, is gathered by the bees

from the heather and other shrubs on Mount Hyniettus, in Attica, where the ancient

writers assert honey was first found out and appropriated as an article of food in the

East.f A clover field, or one of buckwheat, yields abundant food for bees. All tlie

trifolium family of plants are resorted to in their season by the bees ; and the very

luscious smell of the fields of these plants, when in flower, indicates their value to the

bee-master and his family of workers, furnishing as they do a continuous supply of food

throughout the summer months. Wall-trees are another and early source of sustenance to

bees ; and standard fruit-trees of all kinds, with many of the lai'gcr flowering-trees, as tlie

lime, the oak, the chestnut, &c., are constantly resorted to l)y them. In some seasons,

the honey-dew is profusely exuded and spread over the oak and other trees, and furnishes

* Columella, " IluslauJry," p, .591. t Ihid., p. 384.
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tlie l)ccs with a rcadv aiul ab'.nulaiit material, lioncy being always pleutil'iil iu siieh

seasons.

Tlie subject of straw liivcs, versus wooden boxes, is still a vexed ciucstiou with the

bee-fanciers. Richardson is a strenuous advocate for the latter, and of course as decided

an enemy to the former. "Tiie main objections," he says, "to the whole system of

management are fts inhumcuuty, its ubsvrdity, and its unprojitablcness. "What could be

more inhuman than killing the poor things inuieccssarily for the sake of their produce ?

"What would be said did we kill the cow for the milk or calf, or the hen for her eggs ?

Indeed, to nothing can I compare this practice more aptly than to the man in the old

fable, who killed and cut np his goose, in order to come at her golden eggs? What can

be more absurd than to dcstro}' in mora wantonness, the lives of multitudes of creatures

that, if permitted to live, would bo ready to resume work for you in the spring following ?

And in what is its absurdity shown so plainly as in its improfitablencss ? "What signify

ten, or fifteen, or even thirty pounds of honey to be produced by a single stock in a

season—and that too, when 100 lbs. weight might be produced, provided only that you

take advice—and that honc}^, moreover, of superior quality, pure, crystalline, and

limpid ? very unlike the foul produce of a dirty straw ' sleep,' copiously clogged with

the bodies of your miu'dered benefactors," &c.

There is both truth and exaggeration in the above philippic. It is cruel to kill the

bees, when a method may be adopted for taking the honey from them without destroying

them. Eut the poor peasant who keeps bees, cannot afford the expense of boxes and

glasses; and, after all, we have eaten delicious honey out of the "skep" which, how-

ever " dirty " on the outside, the little workmen always take care to keep scrupulously

clean within ; bees having as great a horror of uncleanliness as the most fastidious

English housewife. And besides, the "skep" can be managed now so as to save the

bees while you take the honey ; or even to have glasses at the top to receive a farther

supply of comb, when the hive itself is filled. Nor do we believe that the most expen-

sive boxes are any real improvement, economically speaking, upon the straw hive, if the

latter are managed upon the modern humane principle of preserving the bees ; certainly

they are fur warmer in the winter, more cficetually protecting the insects from the

severity of the weather than the wooden box, although the joints and cracks of these

latter are as carefully filled up w itli cement by the bees themselves, as are those of the

straw hive. In fact, we are not certain, whether it would not be an improvement upon

the boxes to add to them a lining of straw round the sides for the sake of warmth alone.

Columella, who was a Spaniard, recommends the bark of the cork tree for hives, as

being neither too warm in summer nor cold in winter. Next to that the giant-fennel

woven into vases ; then willows or osiers wattled together ; and lastly, if all these are

wanting, then a section of a tree hollowed out, or sawn into boards. We conclude that

in his estimation this latter was a jns uUer, a last resource, although it does not appear

that straw hives, similar to those used in this country, had been adopted in Italy iu his

time.

To amateurs and naturalists, whose principal object in keeping bees, is to watch

tlieir habits and the processes by which their work is accomplished, the fancy boxes

with their glass fronts, afford ample opportunity ; and nothing can he more interesting

to the man of science, than to witness the ingenuity and industry of these little insects,

and the beautiful regularity and exactness with which they " build the cells " and
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''spread the wax," ii^liich is concocted in their laboratory by a chemical process or

concretion of which wc have no knowledge. The mathematically exact plan on which

the comb is bnildcd is said by Iluber to be laid down by one bee, who may be called

the architect of the hive ; the working bees only following out the plan thus prepared

for them from a rough mass of wax, the materials of which are furnished to him by the

working bees. "With this he lays the foundation of all tlie combs, determining their

relative positions and distances from each other, and then leaves the workers to carry

out the plan. "There is no ruling mind, like that of a Paxton, in a bce-liive," says

Mr. Westwood. "It is part of the instinct of the bee that the comb as well as the cells,

should be placed in a certain relative juxtaposition. As soon then as a first impression

is made by any single bee on a piece of wax, tlift scheme of the whole is determined by

the general instinct of the community." *

The wood recommended by Mr. Nutt as the best for bec-boxcs is the red cedar, ou

account of its being a bad conductor of heat, and its keeping the box free from moths.

Whatever wood is used should be well seasoned, and of the best quality. Next to

cedar, the red deal, if sound, answers the purpose. The front board should be an inch

and a half thick, in order to repel the extremes of both heat and cold ; the ends, top,

and back, an inch in thickncrss ; the interior partitions, of half-inch board, planed down

to three-eighths. These divide the box into three compartments ; and over each of

these is an opening, on which is placed a bell-glass, to be filled with honey after the

bees have filled the box. The floor on which the three boxes arc placed consists of a

strong box, divided also into three compartments, one for each of the bee-boxes. It is

therefore superficially of the same dimensions as the three boxes, but not more tlian

one-third of their depth. The bees are admitted into the box by an opening at the

back, cut, not into the box itself, but into the floor on which it stands, and is 4 inches

in length, and half an inch in height, sloping upward in order to get rid of any moisture

that may fall upon or be driven into it by the wind. Ventilators arc piaced at the ends

of the collateral boxes ; and drawers in front of the floor-box, for containing food for

the bees in tin cases, the size of the drawers. Floating on these are perforated plates of

zinc or tin, with muslin covers, on which the bees may alight and feed without danger

of being clogged with the liquid food. An opening into each of the bcc-boxes from

the floor-boxes, about 3 inches in length, enables the bees, when the slide is removed,

to descend to the drawers, and satisfy themselves with the food.

The bees, being placed in the centre Ijox, or pavilion, soon commence operations,

and speedily fill it and the bell-glass with honey. When the glass is full, wliieh may

be ascertained by looking through a window fixed in the back of the octagonal cover,

you are to push the tin slide which separates it from the bell-glass; this is best done on

a warm day, and you should previously cut through the comb with a thin wire. Before

taking off the glass, the operator should pause for a few minutes, to observe whether

there be any unusual stir amongst the imprisoned bees ; for if they do not appear

alarmed, the queen is among them ; and in that ease you should withdraw the slide, and

postpone the operation to another day. In taking away the glass, envelope it in a silk

handkerchief, and remove it about 10 yards from the boxes; then place it a little on

one side, so as to permit the imprisoned bees to escape, which they will do in the course

of a few minutes.

t

* "The Illve and the Ilonoy Bee," note at p. 21. t I'''"''. P' 44.
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Altliougli tlic adoption and construction of a set of boxes on the above pbm is

attended with too much expense for the peasant bee-keeper, if such possesses the common

ingenuity of that class, he may, at a very trifling outlay, furnish hiiiisslf with them.

The common straw hives, however, are now frequently made on such a principle as to

meet all the requirements of the new system of management; and we would rather

recommend these to the cottager bee-master than boxes, as much cheaper, less compli-

cated, and enabling the owner to take the honey without destroying the bees. The

hive itself is of straw, with a hoop of wood round the bottom, standing on a flat

detached flooring, Avhich may be represented by the ordinary " bee-block " used by the

cottagers. In the floor is the entrance cut for the bees ; and a portion of the top of the

hive is cut off, and the opening thus made is covered with a round board secured to the

straw of the hive by pieces of lath, and made tight round its edge by a coating of

cement. A hole about 2 inches in diameter is made in the centre of the board, and

closed with a bung, until the bees have filled the hive, when the bung may be taken

away, and a bell-glass placed over the aperture, and covered with a cap, or the part of the

liive that had been cut off. The glass will soon be filled with honey, which may be

taken in the same way as in the case of the boxes. In this manner several glasses of

honey may be obtained in a season, without trenching on that in the hive itself. The

hive obtained a prize medal at the Great Exhibition of 1851.

Here we must clo^o our account, which we do with reluctance, referring the reader

to the interesting works of lluber, Richardson, Nntt, Briggs, Taylor, Rogers, and many

others, for information on the treatment and management, with the habits, instincts,

reproduction, &c., of bees. The subject is of more importance to the farmer as a

source of profit than most people are aware of; and an apiary requires no capital at all

adequate to its advantages. The fields and garden supply th.e raw material gratis ; the

laboiirers demand no wages; the produce is at all times in demand, and is, besides, a

great acquisition in a family;—nothing, in short, is wanting to success, but care,

attention, and the first outlay of a few shillings. All the future is profit, varying with

the season, it is true, but in v.o case attended with an actual loss.

SECTION V.

THE VETERINARY DEPARTMENT.

There are two words used in the English language to designate those who undertake the

cure of the diseases to which the domestic animals of the farm are liable—namely, farrier

and " veterinary surgeon." The term farrier is derived from the Latin words Fciher

ferrarius, a blacksmith, or worker in iron. This was first contracted in English to ferricr,

and finally to farrier. Strictly, then, the application of this word has nothing whatever

to do with the cure of diseases ; but the superficial acquaintance acquii-ed by the farrier

with those diseases in the course of his practice of shoeing horses, led to the empirical

assumption of the medical skill necessary to their cure. There is no doubt that some of
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these men, by study and reflection, aequired a considerable degree of knowledge in tlie

curative art, and that Avitliout any acquaintance with the anatomical structure of the

animal they had to practise on ; but it is equally true that for want of such an acquaint-

ance the lives of hundreds of valuable animals afflicted with deep-seated but still curable

diseases have been sacrificed.

On the other hand, the term veterinary surgeon is also derived from the Latin, the

word veterinarius implying a person who cures the diseases of horses and cattle. It is,

therefore, most properly applied to the regular practitioner in such diseases, and who has

received a suitable education to qualify him for tlie office.

Although the subject of the diseases of domestic animals had attracted the attention

of the public in France and Italy more than two centuries ago, and professorships were

established in the art of farriery as a medical and surgical science, and that the name of

veterinary surgeon [medec'm veteriiiaire) was assumed by those who professed and studied

the art, it is only in the present century that any institutions were established in this

country for the purpose. Even in the British cavalry regiments the cure of the horses

was confided to the same surgeon that prescribed for the soldiers. At present, we have

colleges for the instruction of men in comparative anatomy and every other department

of the veterinary art, and there are now few towns in the kingdom that have not one or

more practitioners who have gone through a regular course of study to qualify themselves

to undertake the curative art to which exclusively they devote their attention.

The study of pathology may be supposed to be foreign to the practice of husbandry,

and that it should be left wholly to those who make it the sole business of their lives.

Such, however, is not the case. Manj' farmers live at a considerable distance from

medical aid, and to these a knowledge of the more common and clearly-defined diseases

amongst their live-stock, of whatever kind, and of the medicines necessary to relieve

them, whilst it is easily acquired, is surely desirable; and it is to point out the symptoms

of such diseases and the remedies to be ajiplied that this section is appended to the work.

There are, however, other and deep-seated disorders of a more complicated nature, that

require a higher degree of skill than the superficial knowledge of the farmer will impart,

and with which the regular practitioner is alone qualified to deal.

The inferior animals, as well as man, are subject to endemic and epidemic diseases,

and there is a considerable similarity between them. In both the system is acted upon,

and influenced by, atmospheric and other common causes, which throw the complicated

structure of the body off its sanitary balance, and the same remedies arc, in some cases,

required to restore that balance. But a wide difference exists in the internal structure

of the two, which renders the specific quantity and character of the medicine sometimes

required essentially different.

The study introductory to veterinary surgery relates to the skeleton or bones, the

muscles, and the internal organisation. The first two may be termed the mechanical

department of the science, and may be acquired by engravings accompanied with a

reference to the skeleton and the dead sul)jects brought forward by the instructor. In

the dissection of these he will be able to ascertain where the disease that occasions lame-

ness or other disarrangements of those visible parts of the frame originate. But the study

of the internal organisation and its diseases involves a higher order of knowledge. The

stomach and viscera constitute a chemical laboratory of a complicated kind, and to meet

the difficulties he will have to encounter in treating for the diseases to which they arc
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sxibject he must make himself ac(],uaintcd with the exact situation of the internal organs,

their structure, and their \ise or eni^jloymcnt in tlie animal economy. The science of

chemistry also is indispensable, in order to judge of tlie nature and effect of medicines,

the mode of compounding them, and the proper quantity to be administered. The

uervous system also demands special attention, for as a disarrangement of it is one of

the first symptoms of internal disease, so the application of medicine should l)c directed to

its restoration to a healthy and vigorous condition, on which depends in a great

measure the removal of disease from its internal scat.

Tlie circulation of the blood, again, involves a complicated system or organisation

for its propulsion throughout the body; and it is itself the effect of a chemical elaboration

of the most occult kind. It is by the regularity, or otherwise, of its course through the

veins, indicated by the pulsation, that we judge of the nature and extent of disease in

the frame of an animal. It is itself, too, subject to disease and disarrangement of a

dangerous nature, and requires deep study to attain a knowledge of the proportions of

its constituent parts, and of the means of restoring it to a due cousistenee when

disordered. In all febrile diseases the blood is peculiarly affected, and it is a question

whether such diseases have not their prim a r;/ seat in that fluid, the increased rapidity of

its circulation being the first symptom. A knowledge, therefore, of the nature and office

of the blood, with all the phenomena that attend it, is of the first importance to the

owner of valuable animals.

As in treating on other scientific subjects in this work it is not intended to go deeply

into the practice of veterinary surgery, but rather by laying down a few simple rules and

remedies to assist the practical farmer or keeper of live stock in forming a judgment of

the nature and symptoms of disease^ and in simple cases to direct him to a cure.

SECTION VI.

THE HORSE AND ITS DISEASES.— 1. DISEASES OF THE HEAD.

These are mostly of a complicated nature, and require a greater degree of knowledge

than is possessed generally by unprofessional men. An acquaintance, however, with the

symptoms and with the first applications will perhaps enable the farmer to check the

progress of disease until regular assistance can be procured.

Megrims.—This disorder, which arises from an undue pressure or flow of Ijlood upon

the brain, is occasioned by violent exercise and hard riding or driving in hot weather,

by which the blood is forced to the head, and distends the arteries of the brain more than

the veins. It is sometimes also occasioned by a tight curb-rein or a too small collar.

The horse attacked by it will suddenly stop and shake his head, being seized with

giddiness and a slight degree of unconsciousness. If the rider stops him, this will go off,

and he will proceed on his journey. If the attack is more sevei'c, the horse will fall

suddenly, or turn round several times, and then fall. Sometimes he will lie quietly in a

state of torpor, at other times he will struggle violently without being able to rise. In

either ot these conditions he will continue for from five to ten minutes, when he will
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gradually resume sensibility, get ou liis feet, and resume his journey. The attacks^ how-

ever, produce dulness and exhaustion. The first remedy to apply is the lancet, taking

three or four quarts of blood from the neck. If a lancet is not at hand, cut the palate

•with a sharp knife, which will cause a flow of two or three quarts of blood. The vein,

in the latter case, lies about an inch within the mouth, in a line bet\veen the middle and

second cutting-teeth. The blood will flow freely, but will stop of its own accord, although

l)oth the artery and the vein are cut. Care should be taken not to make the incision

too much on one side, which would wound the artery longitudinally (as it makes a curve

at that part), and it will be more difficult to stop the bleeding. It is only in cases of

necessit}', when no other help is at hand, that cither this or the lancet should be applied

on the road; and in the stable the knife not at all, as it is very painful to the horse.

After bleeding give a ball composed as follows :—Earbadoes aloes 1 oz., ginger

2 drachms, calomel 2 drachms; beat them up with honey in a mortar, so as to form a

solid ball, and administer it in the usual way. Horses will sometimes die instantly when

attacked v.'ith this disorder ; and having once had it, they are liable to it for ever after.

The Staggers, or Apoplexy.—-The approach of this disorder is indicated by a low

hanging of the head, and either supporting it on the manger or extending it nearly to

the ground. The animal moves to and fro, and seems ready to fall at every movement.

His sight and hearing are dull and heavy. He will remain thus from one to twelve hours,

and then falls. His eyes are open and protruding, with a fixed unconscious stare, the

pupils much dilated. He grinds his teeth, the whole frame twitches, the neck-vein is

inflated, the muzzle is cold, and in attempting to swallow, the drink is returned by the

nostrils and mouth, and he dungs involuntaril3^ Strong convulsive twitchings follow,

and these are the certain preludes to death. In the first stages of the disease, it comes

on progressively, with depression, sleepiness, and feebleness, which is distinctly indicated

by dulness of the eye. As it increases, he presses his head against the wall or the rack,

and when aroused from this position, he seems alarmed.

The most ordinary cause of this disease is a deranged state of the digestive organs,

occasioned in many cases by over feeding. It is a serious mistake to give a horse as

much corn as he will eat. Even without water, the grain will .swell in the stomach,

which too much distends it, producing indigestion ; the connection between the head and

the stomach causes the former to feel the immediate cff'ect, and produces the disease.

Air and gentle exercise are essential to' the health of highly-fed horses, and the want of

it in warm Aveather produces the disease by weakening the action of the bowels and

causing lodgments of food in the intestinal canal. IrrcgiUarity iu supplying horses

with water wljen they have much dry food is another cause. They should have water

at least four times, and, when working hard, oftener, in the day. AVhcn the horse is

standing in the stable it is a good practice to let him always have a pail of water within

reach, and he will then take it a little at a time while eating his dry food.

The first remedy to apply is coi)io!is bleeding in the jugular vein,—say from 8 to 10

quarts, as he can bear it. Eepeat the bleeding, but taking a less quantity, after a short

time. If the rectum is overcharged with dung, remove it by passing up the hand, and

thus relieving the bowels. If he appears relieved, make up and administer a ball com-

pounded as follows:—Barbadocs aloes, ly oz. ; calomel, 3 drachms; ginger, 3 drachms;

julep, 4 drachm. Mix and beat these up with honey in the mortar. A clyster may be

applied composed of oatmeal gruel, 3 quarts ; salt. 3 ozs. ; olive oil, ^ pint, or instead,
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ilb. of butter. These of course should be warm. Another form of clyster is sometimes

usedj as follo\ys :—A deeoetiou of mallows, 3 quarts ; liaseed, ^ pint ; trcaclcj ^ lb. Tiie

clyster should be repeated two or three times, till the bowels get proper relief.

AVhcu sufficiently recovered to take food, boiled barley, scalded bran or oatmeal, and

lukewarm water should be given to the horse for some days, till lie can masticate hay,

which should be given in small rations till his bowels are thoroughly cleansed, which will

be shown by the dung being no longer composed of hard lumps. Having thus far removed

the disorder, administer the following purgative :—Lenitive electuary, i ozs. ; cream of

tartar, -i ozs.
; purified nitre, \ oz. ; treacle, 2 ozs. ; dissolve these thoroughly in a (|uart

of hot ale, and give it the first thing in the morning in a tepid state of heat, llcpcat

this three or four times at intervals of two or three days.

This disease admits of no delay in applying the remedies, being very rapid in its

progress, in some cases the horse dying on the spot where he is taken.

3I(icl Stuyyers.—This disease arises from inflammation of the brain. At first the

paticut appears sleepy ; but soon his nostrils become distended, his flanks heave, his eyes

have a fixed and wild expression, and delirium ensues. He then dashes about furiously

from side to side, in a state of perfect unconsciousness, in which the disorder difl'ers from

rabies or madness, because in this latter the horse retains his consciousness, and his

violence depends on the peculiar character of the madness, and sometimes he has a

mischievous tendeneJ^ In the colic also, although the symptoms are somewhat similar

and as violent, yet the horse is quite conscious of his actions, and only acts with the

view of relieving his pains. The cause of the staggers is too great a fulness of blood,

Avith a determination of blood to the head, by being overheated in warm weather,

which produces brain fever.

Profuse bleeding, by opening the jugular veins on both sides of the neck, is the first

operation, continued till the horse falls or becomes exhausted. Then administer, for a

purgative, \ drachm of croton nut, fresh powdered, and given in a drink of oatmeal and

water. Afterwards, every six hours, doses of 10 grains of the same, until the bowels

are freely moved, to assist in which, injections of warm soap and water should be often

used. Or dissolve 1 oz. of aloes in a pint of water, and afterwards j oz. every four

hour.', until they operate. The after-effort should be directed to the reduction of the

circulation : foxglove or tartar emetic, in drink doses of 1 drachm each, every six or

eight hours. There is no hope if this treatment does not succeed.

Rabies, or Madness.—This frightful disease is occasioned by the bite of a mad dog or

some other animal ; and if the owner is quite satisfied respecting the identity of the

disease, he has nothing else left him to do, than to destroy the horse at once, no remedy

having been discovered for it. The symptoms, in fact, are so palpable, that it is

impossible almost to be mistaken—trembling all over the body, pawing the ground,

heaving of the flanks, staggering, falling down ; he will rise after a short time, when

the same symptoms will return with more violence. Again he will rise in a state of

frenzy, attempting to bite other horses or the groom, kicking and plunging furiously,

striking the wall or anything that apposes him, his whole body being covered with foam.

Paroxysm will succeed paroxysm for two or three days, until exhausted nature gives up

the couflict, and the animal dies. The dangerous character of this disease to other

animals, as well as to the attendants on the patient, makes it evident that the sooner he

is put out of his misery the better.
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Tetanus, or Locked-Javj.—Tliis, again^ is a disease tlint almost in evci'_v ease proves

fatal. It is generally caused by injury to a portion of the nerves, from a wound in one

of the ligaments or tendons. Thus, nicking and docking uill sometimes occasion it;

being allowed to cool suddenly after violent exercise ; worms, the bots, have also been

known to bring it on. In all cases the difficulty of cure arises from that of administering

the remedies. The disorder usually comes on gradually, the horse appearing heavy for

some days, feeding sparingly, half chewing and dropping the food from his mouth. The

action of the jaw becomes imperfect, and the saliva runs from his mouth, which soon

loses its action, and becomes rigidly closed ; the muscles of the neck, head, and

shoulders also become fixed. This is the time to put an end to his misery, as there is

now no hope of recovery.

Before, however, the disorder has reached this hopeless stage, it has been found

useful to take 18 or 20 lbs. of blood from the jugular veins. If the disease has arisen

from docking, repeat the operation higher up; if from nicking, make a deeper incision.

By these means the spasms have sometimes been reinoved. Powdered croton in warm
water, if it can be got into the mouth, h a drachm at first, and from 8 to 10 grains at

intervals of six hours afterwards, until purging comes on. Injections of a dracinn of

aloes in warm water will assist its action. Instances have been known of the disease

being instantly removed by dashing pailsfull of cold or very warm water against the

animal. In a more advanced stage of the disorder dissolve a \ oz. of opium in a drink

of half a gallon of gruel, to be followed by 1 drachm, with the addition of a drachm of

aloes every eight hours. But if it is impossible for the horse to take it, the same recipe

should be administered as in the form of an injection. A purgative composed as follows

has also been found useful :

—

Aloes 8 drachms. Oil of AuiseeJ 30 drops.

Croton oil .... 3 drops. Treacle 2 ounces.

Soap 4 drachms. Ginger 3 drachms.

The aloes, ginger, and soap to be well beaten in a mortar, and the croton oil and oil

of aniseed added and beaten into them ; after which the treacle must be added, and

the whole mixed with a pint of warm water. If costiveucss supervenes, as is usual in

such cases, give the following injection ;

—

Olive oil 8 ounces.

I/audanum . . .• 1 drachm.

Water gruel 'i quarts.

As it is difficult to administer the medicines in a liquid state, without giving great

pain to the horse, a slender tube should be used curved downwards at the small end, then

straight, the length of the mouth to the cutting teeth, and from that point, upwards for

about a foot, terminating with a small funnel. The pressure of the atmosphere will force

the liquid down the throat. This tube should also be used to give gruel and other liquid

food to the animal, which is absolutely necessary, as the digestive functions arc not

affected by tetanus, and he suffers much from hunger; strong gruel is the best food to

be given. When the spasms are overcome the horse should be fed with warm mashes

of b>-an and oatmeal for some days; and in mild weather he may run in the pasture for

a few hours in the middle of the day.

Ejiilcj;sij, or Fits.—In this disorder the horse is suddenly seized with a trembling all
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over, stares vacantly arotuul liini, falls to the grouiul, and struggles convulsively with

considerable contortions of head and neck. This lasts for a few minutes when the

convulsive symptoms cease. When consciousness returns, he springs to his feet, and if at

pasture, or in the stable, immediately begins feeding. Such horses are very unsafe to

ride, and never ought to be used for the saddle, being ever after liable to the return of

the fits, Avhich renders them dangerous either to ride or be driven. Wc refer the reader

to his veterinary surgeon, there being no certain curative prescription in existence

against the recurrence of the disease; neither has any specific cause been assigned for

its attacks.

Glanders.—This is one of that remarkable class of diseases which, although it has

occupied the attention of the veterinarian for nearly two thousand years, is as much a

mystery in regard to its origin and curative treatment as ever. "Whatever remedies may
be administered, although they may ullc\ iatc the symptoms and the severity of the

disease, it is only for the time, for it is certain to return with increasing virulence, and

to end fatally at last, for it is doubtful if ever a case of confirmed glanders was cfl'ectually

cured.

The first symptom of this disease is a constant discharge of a light-coloured gluti-

nous mucus from one nostril ; and it is remarkable that it is the left nostril that is thus

aftected. M. Dupay, a celebrated veterinary surgeon, and director of the school of

surgery at Toulouse, states, that out of eiffkf hundred cases of glanders that occurred

during his practice, only one was aftected in the right nostril. Shortly after this

discharge takes place, the glands of the lower jaw swell to a considerable extent, and

ultimately become attached to the bone. No cough ever accompanies the discharge,

and after a short time the swelling of the glands subsides considerably, and instead of

being in the centre of the channel, they adhere firmly to the jaw. It is certain that if

the discharge proceeds from both nostrils, it is not the glanders.

The mucous membrane of the nostril becomes dark purple, or a livid colour, or of

a shade between these. Inflammation sometimes occurs in these parts, usually of a

purple cast, instead of the bright red of the common inflammations. Small circular

tubercles form on the lining of the nostrils, which become ulcerated and discharge a pus.

This determines the disease to be the glanders. These ulcers are placed upon the

mucous membrane above the lachrymal or tear-duct, and are well marked by a line of

sepai'ation, although the duct is sometimes taken erroneously for an idcer. The forma-

tion of the tubercles proves that the constitution of the horse is aftected. His coat now

stares and falls oft", he loses flesh and his belly is drawn up, cough succeeds, the appetite

fails, accompanied with a rapid diminution of strength. The tubercles increase in

number and the discharge is more copious, and assumes a purulent and bloody appearance,

and a putrid smell. The ulceration extends itself down the windpipe, and the lungs

become covered with tubei'cles, which is ascertained by difliculty of breathing, which is

accompanied with a grating noise, the certain prelude to death.

It is diflicult in the first stage of this disorder to distinguish it from a common
catarrh, for which it is sometimes taken, but attention and experience will enable the

practitioner to perceive the distinctive symptoms. Catarrh is accompanied invariably

by fever, sore throat, cough, loss of appetite, and discharge from both nostrils, in most

cases very copious. The glands are generally swelled on both sides the thi-oat, and are

movable, and hot to the touch. All these symptoms generally subside when the proper

VOL. II. A A
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applications are iised. Strangles have also Lean mistaken for glanders, but a pi'actised

surgeon at once perceives the difference in tlie symptoms.

The history or remote cause of this dreadful disorder is involved in impenetrable

obscurity, and we can, therefore, only refer to those immediate causes which the veteri-

narian has, by careful observation, discovered to be favourable to its origin. Amongst

these, ill-ventilated and ill-drained stables are frequently the exciting causes of glanders.

The ammonia from the urine in such stables fills the atmosphere, and being constantly

inhaled, produces a poisonous effect upon the lungs by breathing an undue quantity of

oxygen. The constant irritation also produced by it upon the mucous membrane of the

nostrils, induces the formation of tubercles, which, once formed, are never eradicated.

It is found that glanders almost invariably break out in ill-ventilated stables that are

also kept too hot. Fracture of the nasal bone has been known to produce the disease. A
long continued catarrh also, accompanied with a constant and irritating discharge from

the nose, sometimes assumes in the end the form of glanders. It is found that it seldom

or ever originates in the well-ventilated stables of gentlemen; and that if horses in

such stables become afiected, it is by the addition of others previously tainted with the

disease, which is highly infectious. In the close ill-aired stables of the metropolis and

other large cities the disease is very common, and from thence it is too frequently

disseminated through the country by the little care taken by the livery-stable keepers to

prevent sound horses from coming in contact with the glandered.

The reluctance of some persons to condemn a horse in the first stages of the disease,

and possibly the want of room to keep him separate, lead many persons to retain him

in the same stable with others, to the endangering of the whole team. It would be true

economy to destroy an animal at once, when it is clearly ascertained that he is affected

with the disease, rather than risk the danger of its being communicated to the rest.

Having thus disposed of the glandered subject, it is necessary immediately to wash the

mangers, racks, pails, partitions, and everything that he may have touched with his

nose, with a scrubbing brush and a strong solution of soda and water, and then with

chloride of lime, in the proportion of a pint and a half to a pailful of water. The walls

also should be washed with lime-water, and the halters and horse-cloths destroyed. The

iron-work should be painted.

The possibility of a cure for this disorder is so doubtful that it is a question whether

it is worth while to make the attemirt at the hazard of other horses being affected. If,

however, the owner of a valuable but glandered horse be desirous of attempting a cure, he

ought, as a first step, to isolate him from all other horses, and employ Hinds' course of

treatment. " Glanders have been cured spontaneously," he says, " on a large scale, under

our own inspection, solely by regular good living ; a fine sea-side country and moderate

work being the oujy adjuncts. With such an auxiliary, Venice turpentine, diffused in

steam at the nostrils has removed recent cases of glanders, Avherein the shankers were

already visible, the discharge foetid, and tlic gland hard and fixed. To apply this

remedy make a bran-mash, hot, in which the turpentine is to be mixed ; attach this

by means of a nose-bag to the horse's head, and renew its warmth in a quarter of an

hour by means of a pail of hot water, into which the bag is to be partially immersed.

Afterwards, cover the body, neck, and head, so as to promote perspiration. But if it

does not come on by this means, cover the body first in a large Ijlankct wrung out in

hot water, rub dry, cover up, and repeat the same daily. In all such cases we have
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given salt iu every form the patient could take it—in his feeds, in hot water, and

washed his nose and legs with salted water. With the same view we hear of sulphate

of iron being given in water, tlie pail being suspended in the stable for the horse to

drink at will.'-"

Another writer on farriery from whose work we derive most of our informatiou,* after

quoting the above, says, " We have given the above on the respeetable authority of Mi'.

Hinds; but we have known it tried without eft'cet." And Avith respeet to the foul air

of many stables superinducing the disease, although nothing certain is ascertained on

the subject, it is a strong argument in favour of the opinion, tliat in Arabia, South

America, and Circassia, where horses are not confined to stables, the disease is un-

known.

Persons purchasing horses at fairs and of strange dealers should be upon their guard

and carefully examine those they select, as to their having glanders, it being easy to

conceal it, if not in an advanced stage. By galloping a horse sharply, the increased

action of the lungs drives the mucous secretion out of the nostrils, up which, in addition,

they force a pledget, after blowing into it powdered alum or vitriol. But this is

detected by the animal showing symptoms of pain, and attempting to sneeze ; and the

foetid smell of the nostril will complete the detection of the glanders.

Farcy.—This disease is supposed to be a modification of glanders to which it is

considered nearly allied. It is difi'erent, howevei', in essential particulars, and especially

in that important one of not being incurable. Its first stage is the appearance of small

tumours, or as they are termed farcy-buds or buttons, following close to the course of

the veins and connected with each other by a sort of cord, and hence they are called

"corded-veins" by farriers and veterinary surgeons. They are small at first, but in a

few weeks attain their full size, when they rapidly increase, become hot, cause con-

siderable pain, and at length idcerate. They are first observed about the face, neck, and

throat ; sometimes exter.drng tu the inner part of the thigh, producing lameness and

great swelling of the limb. A foetid discharge proceeds from both nostrils which ulti-

mately assumes all the malignant character of glanders, being equally as contagious.

This disease is sometimes latent in the constitution long before the buds make their

appearance. In other cases, when the buds appear, they do not ulcerate, but become

callous, which renders them difficult to reduce. The horse may, at this stage, apoear to

have recovered from the disease, but this is not the case. It will lie apparently dormant

for months, only to break out iu the most malignant form ; in which case recovery is out

of the question, as it soon terminates the life of the patient.

Different appearances present themselves in the various stages of the disease. The
head swells round the muzzle, accompanied with a discharge of foetid mucus. The
body is covered in different parts with mangy eruptions; the limbs swell; the licels

become greasy and cracked ; the animal loses strength ; the hind legs suddenly swell to

a large size, accompanied with abrupt projections and depressions, which prevents all

motion of the limb, and is accompanied with a considerable degree of fever. These

symptoms are materially different from what is termed a farcy hnmoui-. In this the

skin is red and shining, and its whole surface exudes a thin fluid, attended with

lameness. The fetlock is round, tumid, and smooth, and swollen as far as the heel.

The cause of this affection is the want of proper exercise, and being at the same time

* Brown's " Farriery."
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over-fed. This disease^ however, though painful and disagreeable, yields to continued

fomentations of a decoction of marsh-mallows, and sharp doses of aperient medicine.

These will soon reduce the swelling, if the swollen part is well rubbed, the horse gently

exercised, and fed witli bran mashes.

The causes of farcy are the want of exercise, neglect of proper cleaning, especially

the heels of the horse, after a journey, over-feeding, and general bad management in

tlie stable. It is, however, sometimes communicated by contagion, when tlie strictest

care is exercised in the treatment of the animal.

The medical treatment for farcy, iu the early stage of the disease, consists in

applying gentle doses of medicine—a ball composed of 8 drachms of Barbadoes aloes,

2 drachms of Castile soap, and i oz. of liquorice powder ; or the following

—

h drachm

of corrosive sublimate, 1 ox. of powdered aniseed, and syrup quantum suf. to make into

three balls. Either of these should be continued for eight or ten days consecutively.

But if they are found too strong, make half a di-achm of opium into a ball, with meal

and mucilage, and give it as a dose. If not effective, repeat it after twelve or fourteen

hours, if purging and staling, from the first medicine, should be too powerfully stimu-

lated. If tlie liorse is of a robust constitution, the dose of corrosive sublimate and

aniseed may safely be doubled in quantity, the above recipes being intended for more

delicate animals.

When the farcy-buds have begun to ulcerate, the welding iron should be brought to

a dull red heat and applied to them. If they are found upon the touch to be filled

with matter, but without ulceration, they should be punctured with the welding iron.

Examine them carefully for several days, and if they assume a spongy appearance,

exuding a thin glary matter, wash them frequently with a lotion composed of 2 drachms

of corrosive sublimate, and 4 ozs. of spirit of wine. Continue washing until the

bottoms of the ulcers have a clear red appearance, and the spongy substances, or pruud-

flesh, as it is called in the human subject, have' disappeared. The discharge will then

become thick, and of a yellowisli ^\hite colour. Apply friar's balsam, which will soon heal

them. If other buttons show symptoms of containing matter, they must be treated in

the same manner.

As the constitution is affected at this stage of the disease, the following alterative

should be administered, viz., 10 grains corrosive sublimate ; .2 drachms gentian
;

1 drachm ginger. Give these morning and evening until the ulcers are dried up. If

the corrosive sublimate causes too violent purging or soreness of the mouth, substitute

for it 1 drachm of blue vitriol (sulphate of copper). If by repetition the above recipe

should lose its effect, substitute for it the following :—

•

Sulphate of copper ... 3 drachms. PouilcrcJ hark .... 2 drachms.

Corrosive sublimalc . . 1 scruple. Powdered ginger ...:? „

Mix these with enough of "N'cnicc turpentine to form into tlirce l)a]L., to be given

morning and evening. In a few days tlie same ([uautitics may be made into two balls

only, to produce the effect ; but if tlie pui'ging is too violent, give the opium ball as

above directed. Under tliis treatment the horse should be kept apart, aiul fed witli

green meat in summer, and carrots or potatoes, with a small })ortion of oats, in winter.

Iu the suunner he may be allowed to run in a pasture for a few hours daily, but

constantly stabled at night, the medicine rendering liim more susccptiljle of cold liy

opening the pores of the skin.
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Instead of buriiiiig- the iilccrated buttons with the welding iion, some farriers use

the following caustic mixture :

—

Muriatic acid .... 2 Jraclams. Pure water 4 Jraclims.

Muriate of mercury . . 1 draclim. Si)irit of wine . . . . G „

First mix the acid and mercury together, and then add the water and spirit of wine.

If this occasions too much irritation, more water shoidd be added. Tlie mixture should

be applied with a piece of sponge or rag tied to tlic end of a sticlc, it being dangerous

to let it touch the hands. Even if instantly washed off it will blacken the skin, which

will remain so until worn off. If the corrosive sublimate should produce salivation

—

being a preparation of mercury—administer the following pni'gative :

—

Epsom or RocLcUe salts 7 ounces.

Sulphur 21 „

Mix these witli liquorice powder and treacle, and make into two balls, to be repeated

for two or three days. If great swelling attend farcy the patient should be bled as well

as purged, and the limbs fomented frequently with water made as hot as the horse can

bear it, applied by soaking cloths and wrapping them round the limbs.

Nasal Gleet.—This disease consists in a constant discharge of a thick Huid from the

nostrils, proceeding from the mucous membrane that lines the internal cavity of the

nose. It is nothing more tlian a long-continued and, therefore, confirmed catarrh or

cold. If neglected it will fix itself upon the vital parts, and produce death; but if taken

in time, will submit to medicine. The following may be given twice a day :—Sulpluitc

of copper, 1 drachm, made into a ball with treacle and flour. If cough and fever accom-

pany the symptoms, prepare and administer the following draught :—

Linseed 1 pint.

Treacle 8 ounces.

A'inegar 1 pint.

Simmer the linseed iu about 9 pints of hot water, on the hob of a grate, till it is

reduced to G pints. Pour this tea upon the seed and mix the other ingredients in it.

Give the horse half a pint every four or six hours during the twenty-four. If pus of a

disagreeable smell accompanies the discharge, give the following tonic medicine :

—

Sulphate of copper ... 1 drachm. Ginger 2 drachms.

Gentian 2 drachma. Treacle i ounce.

Repeat this in a single dose daily while the symptoms remain. If not removed in a few

days, it will probably terminate in glanders.

Polijjms.—Tins is a worm-like excrescence which grows lu the nostril and affects the

breathing of the animal. An operation alone, by a skilful veterinary surgeon, is neces-

sary for its cure.

Lampas.—In this disease the lower bars of the palate grow or swell to a level with

the cutting edge of the teeth, and we have even seen instances in which the excrescence

has partially covered the teeth, rendering eating painful and difficult. It generally

attacks young horses, and arises from inflammation of the gums spreading to the palate,

when they are shedding their teeth. It is also superinduced by fever in young horses

upon coming from grass to the stable-diet. It is by no means a dangerous, though a
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troublesome affection. Aperient medicine and warm bran mashes will frequently

remove it, if accompanied with a few cuts with a sharp penknife across the bars,

avoiding the palateal artery. Never attempt the practice of the old farriers of applying

a hot iron to the bars, being unnecessary and cruel.

Strangles.—This disease generally attacks young horses between four and five years

old, but sometimes at a much earlier age. In some respects, like the small pox in the

human species, it is epidemic, for few horses escape having it at one period or another of

their lives. With young horses it is not generally difficult of cure ; but it is a more

serious, as well as a more rare, disease in old ones, and they frequently succumb under

it. The first symptom is a cough, with a considerable discharge of a yellowish hue from

the nostrils, and a profuse and continuous running of a slimy fluid from the mouth. The

lining of the nostrils is intensely red, swelling takes place under the jaws accompanied

with fever, loss of appetite, a quick pulse, a hot mouth, and debility of the whole frame,

producing a dejected appearance, with a quick motion of the flanks from difficulty of

breathing, and coldness of the ears and limbs. The swelling takes the form of a tumour

between the jaws, increasing with more or less rapidity, occupying the entire space, and

rendering it painful and difficult to eat, which, indeed, the animal is disinclined to. But

it is accompanied with intense thirst, which the swelling prevents him from slaking more

than by a mouthful or two at a time, and it, as well as eating, is followed by a spasmodic

cough and choking. No cause, either immediate or remote, has been ascribed for this

disease; but it is generally found that, having passed through it, the constitution of the

horse appears to have been purified and improved by it. Every horse, say the veterinary

surgeons, has this disease once, and only once, during his life.

The first remedial application is a blister to the tumour, in order to bring it to a

suppuration, which will, by that means, take place a fortnight sooner than it would in the

natural way. It also allays the inflammation of the mucous membrane of the throat,

which relieves the cough. The following stimulating ointment should be applied after

the blister is removed :

—

Camphor 1 drachm.

Hog's lard 1 ounce.

Oil of origanum* J drachm.

After anointing with this mixture apply a large hot poultice, repeating both it and the

ointment twice a day, till the tumour is full of matter and soft. If it docs not break of

its own accord it must be lanced from the bottom upwards, and the matter fully pressed

out, and the incision kept open with a piece of lint for several days, \mtil the matter is

completely discharged, otherwise a second tumour may form which would be more

difficult to cure. When all the matter is discharged a sQiall quantity of friar's balsam

should be injected into the cavity of the tumour daily, to heal it, and the following

aperient medicine given in a draught :

—

Barbadoes aloes .... 2 drachms. Common salt 4 ounces.

Castile soap 1 drachm. Water 1 pint.

Bleeding shoidd never be resorted to unless it is well ascertained that the difficulty

of breathing proceeds from an affection of the chest and lungs. If it is found to proceed

* Wild marjoram.
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from the tumour in tlie throat ouly, bleeding wouhl retard the progress of suppuration.

A few doses of the following cooling medicine will be found useful :

—

Nitre 1 ounce.

Tartar emetic 2 draclims.

When the horse shows a desire to cat give him oatmeal gruel and bran mashes, with

tares or grass. If the bowels are constipated, which is sometimes the case, the above

laxative should be repeated until they are in proper order, which will prevent eruptions

which sometimes follow the strangles. If the horse shows symptoms of weakness give

the following tonic raediciuc, repeating it daily, till he recovers his strength :

—

Ginger 3 draclims.

Camomile 2 „

Gentian 3 „

Sometimes in bad cases of strangles the parotid gland will burst, from ulceration and a

large accumulation of fluid in the duct. In such a case the aid of a veterinary practi-

tioner will be requii'cd, as a difficult operation will be necessary, which only a regular

surgeon should be entrusted to perform.

In France the veterinary surgeons have adopted inoculation for the strangles, which

is found greatly to alleviate the character of the disease.

Canher, and Wounds in the Mouth.—These are usually occasioned by the acute edges
'

of the bit, or its not fitting the mouth of the horse. In some cases the whole of the

flesh is removed between the tusks and grinders, and in others the bone itself has

portions of it torn away. The misery this must occasion the generous animal by such

neglect or barbarity is very great, and no humane man would willingly or knowingly \
inflict it upon him, independent of the inconvenience to himself in riding an animal

subject to so much pain. The injury to the bone requires the aid of a surgeon; but

wounds and ulcers may be cured by washing the parts with equal quantities of tincture

of myrrh and water, or with 1 oz. of alum dissolved in a quart of water. If the ulcer

becomes confirmed, it should be touched with lunar caustic, or liquid nitrate of silver,

which will promote its healing. A dose or two of laxative medicine will greatly assist

the cure.

DISEASES OF THE TONGUE.

Tongue Bladders.—If on examination the tongue of a horse swells and a ropy saliva

proceeds from the sides of the mouth, it will be found to originate from inflammation

caused by bladder-like swellings on the under side of the tongue. If they are full of

matter they should I)e opened with a lancet, which generally eflPects a cure. A dose of

opening medicine will reduce any fever that may attend the complaint.

Bitten Tongue.—This is usually inflicted by the horse itself during sleep. A slight

wound heals without assistance ; but if deep and large it requires the aid of a veterinary

surgeon, being of too dangerous a nature to he trifled with by an amateur.

Vives, or Swellings of the Sub-maxillary Glands.—These glands frequently become

enlarged in catarrh and after strangles. Stimulating embrocations will relieve them;

but under no circumstances should an operation be allowed for their removal.

Barbs, or Pajjs.—These arise from inflammation of the mouth, in which case ths

salival ducts on both sides the frcenum, or bridle of the tongue, become large and red.

Reduce the inflammation and the disease will cease. By no means allow a farrier to
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operate upon tliem with tlic laucetj wliieh will probably produce abscesses of a perma-

nent character.

Gif/s.—These proceed from an iuHamniation of the sublingual ghuids in a cold.

They have the appearance of small pimples mIicu inflamed. If they ulcerate, wash them

with a solution of alum or tincture of myri'hj which will always heal them. No opera-

tion is allowable.

DISEASES OF THE TEETH.

We know not whether horses are ever affected with that "hell of all diseases," as

Burns calls the toothache; but old horses are subject to having their grinders worn

down until the outside edge presents a sharp edge, which inflicts wounds on the inside

of the cheek. The teeth in this case mu.'it be filed down, and the wound in the cheek,

if ulcerated, washed carefully with a solution of myrrh or alum, in water. If these prove

ineffectual, touch it with nitrate of silver.

If the wounds arise from one of the grinders growing above the others from not

being placed opposite to each other, by which the longest press against the roof of the

month, the projecting tooth must be filed down or sawn ofl'. The ulcer will then, if not

very deej), heal of itself; but if otherwise, touch the edges with lunar caustic or nitrate

of silver, after well washing with the solution above named. Sometimes this affection

will cause the horse to fall off in flesh and to lose his spirit, if it is not attended to

properly. All disorders of the mouth are detected by the horse half-masticating his

food and then dropping it. The groom should, in such a ease, immediately examine the

mouth, and apprise his master of the result, if disease exists.

DISEASES OF THE LIPS.

The lips of a horse serve the same purpose as the hands of a man. AVith them he

collects his food, both in the field and in the stable, and witli the help of the nerve,

wliich gives sensation, he can detect a single grain of corn or a spire of grass; but

take away or destroy the power of the nerve, and the lips instantly lose the faculty.

A case of this kind, in which a poor ass was experimented upon, is mentioned I)y

Erown. The nerves that give feeling and sensation to the lips were divided, and it was

instantly perceived that the animal was not aware when he touched the food with them.

They were entirely divested of motion, and he was in consequence unable to eon\ey tlie

oats, with which his manger was filled, to the teeth. Compelled l)y htuiger, he made a

violent cftbrt to lick up a few with his tongue, but they were nearly all rubbed off

before they could be conveyed to his mouth.

A bit too small, or a hand too tight or heavy in ridir.g or driving, will lacerate the

angles of the mouth and produce ulcers. Tlie same cfiect may be produced by too tiglit

reining up a spirited horse in harness. In the first instance the ulcers may be heakd
simply by the application of a solution of alum, keeping the horse in the stable during

the cure. If neglected tiiey will bring on the poll evil, and become difficult to remove.

DISEASES OF THE EYE.

Common Injlammat'ion.—This will arise from various causes, and is first detected by

a swelling of the eyelids, which arc partially closed, and a constant discharge of tears.

The eyeball soon becomes blood-shot and cloudy over the cornea, the horse is dull and
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sluggish. A cold may produce it, or any extraneous body getting under tlie eyelid;

but it is more frequently produced in young horses by being ridden too hard, or too

long a journey without resting. We have ourselves fallen into this error and hud a fine

young horse go blind in consequence, although the general health of the animal did

not appear to be afl'ceted by it. Ko time slinuld be lost in applying a remedy as

follows:—-Bathe the eye with the following lotion, viz.— Sugar of lead, 1 drachm, rose-

water, 6 ozs. If this is not cfl'cctual in abating the intlamraation, then tisc^—^Tincture of \

opium or laiulanum, i oz., and water, 1 pint; or, powdered leaves of digitalis (fox-

glove), and boiling water, 1 pint. Whilst under this treatment feed the horse with bran

luaslies, and give him mild doses of aperient medieiue ; a few day.s will generally suffice

to remove the inflammation, unless it has been neglected and become too confirmed.

Ophthalmia.— In this disease the eyelids become violently inflamed, -which soon

extends to the cornea and iris, accompanied with a dim and cloudy, instead of the nsual

transparent appearance. The action of light produces pain in the eye, which causes

the horse to keep it shut. It is a difficult disease to deal with, because the symptoms

frequently fluctuate—one day appearing quite removed, and the next, perhaps, witli

increased inflammation. In some cases they disappear before treatment, for weeks

or months, to return again with aggravated virulence. And these alternations continue

nntil the organs of vision gradually become opaque^ and confirmed blindness in one or

both eyes is the result.

The constantly heated air of an ill-ventilated stable will superinduce this disease, as

Avill also a totally dark stable, from vihieh when the horse is abruptly taken to the light,

the transition causes an injurious spasmodic eftect on the muscles and vessels of the eyCj

which results in the violent inflammation that accompanies this disease.

On its first appearance, the inside of the eyelids should oe freely lanced, the horse

put upon low diet, and mild purgatives administered. Bleeding at the jugular vein or

the temporal artery arc also often successfully i)ruetised ; and these remedial measures

will generally arrest the. disease. Exciting applications must afterwards be used to

stimulate the absorbents, and disperse the cloudy film from the cornea. Two grains of

corrosive sublimate, to an ounce and a half of water, applied with a sponge to the eye,

will generally effect this. But if the film has, by being neglected 'too long, established

itself over, and darkened, the lens of the eye, no application will dislodge it.

The Haw.—The haw is a black cartilaginous substance, of a triangular form, and

lies concealed within the inner corner of the eye of the horse. It is concave on the

under side, fitting exactly the globe of the eye; and convex externally, to fit the

membrane lining the lid ; the base being reduced to a sharp edge. It is destined by

nature as a substitute for hands, for wiping the eye, and cleansing it from extraneo!;s

substances. For this pnrpose the animal has tlie power of suddenly protruding it from

its concealment, and passing it rapidly over the eyeball, which clears off every nuisance

mixed with the tears; and then, being quickly drawn back, the dust, or any other

annoyance, is wiped off as the cartilage passes nnder tlie corner of the eye.

Tliis part sometimes thickens, and protrudes involuntarily over the fore part of tiie

eyeball. The retractor muscle pulls back the eye, to protect it from the irritating efiect

of the light ; and this thickening of the haw pushing it forward, the adjacent parts

being also thickened, no retraction can take place. The old method of curing this

disorder was by cutting out the haw, which is both absurd and cruel, especially when
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bleeding, gentle purging, and cooling applications are infallible remedies. The same

wash as for the common inflammation should be used ; but if it does not stop the

ulceration, then use white vitriol, h oz., and water, 3 ozs. If it becomes callous, apply a

weak solution of nitrate of silver. If this remedy fails apply to a regular surgeon, M'ho

will best know how to deal with the case.

Eruptions of the Eyelids.—These scale-like eruptions form on the edges of the

eyelids, and occasion great itching, causing the horse to rub his eyelids against any

rough projection within reach, by which he frequently injures the eye itself. The

following ointment should be applied :

—

Nitrated ointmeut of mercury . . . i ounce.

Hog's lard in
Bees'-wax i i>

A few applications of this will efiect a cure.

Warts.—These form on the eyelids, and are very irritating to the horse, who rubs

n/ them against the crib, i-ack, or partition, which, causing them to bleed, increases their

number. They should be cut off with a sharp pair of scissors, and the roots touched

with nitrate of silver, lunar caustic, or blue vitriol.

Gutta Serena.—This disease is occasioned by paralysis of the optic nerve or the

siu'face of the retina, resulting from a determination of blood to the brain. It shows

itself by an extraordinary dilation of the pupil, which becomes immovable, and has a

bright, glassy appearance. The fulness of blood causes it to press on the optic nerve,

or the retina, by which its function is destroyed. It is very rarely that this disease is

cured when the determination of blood has actually taken place. Bleeding in the first

instance, as soon as this is discovered, followed by medicine, and the insertion of a

rowel, are the only remedies recommended ; and these are generally a forlorn hope after

the pressure on the optic nerve has produced the dilation of the retina.

REMARKS ON BLINDNESS AND IMPERFECT VISION.

The importance of sight in a horse will not be disputed by those who are accustomed

either to riding or driving. The safety of travelling depends in a great measure upon

the perfect state of the animal's sight, to say nothing of total blindness. Indeed, this

latter is less dangerous in a horse than that state of the eyes under which objects are

indistinctly seen, and are therefore so frequently subjects of terror and affright to the

horse, causing him to start suddenly and turn round—a dangerous action, whether he is

ridden or driven. A blind horse, on the contrary, demands only caution on the part of

the rider or driver in selecting the road ; and as it almost invariably steps out high,

under a consciousness of the danger from obstructions, a stone-blind horse will seldom

stumble if it has confidence in its conductor.*

Unless a person purchasing a horse is a tolerable judge of the nature of the eye, and

of the tendency to blindness and its symptoms, he should never close a bargain with a

dealer, without having the animal examined by a veterinary surgeon of known skill and

respectability, who will at once be able to pronoimce upon the soundness or otherwise

of the intended purchase. The anatomy of the horse's eye is of so delicate and complex

a nature, that it requires a course of study and practical knowledge possessed by few,

* The writer once rode a stone-blind blood horse seventy miles in one day, on cross roa.ls, without its once maliiug

a serious stumble.
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except by dealers and medical practitioners, who arc in almost daily habit of examining

them.

The cornea of the eye should be full and considerably convex, but not too much so,

otherwise the rays of light will be too convergent, causing indistinct vision. If the

cornea be small and flat, the case will be reversed, and the vision still imperfect. In

cither case the horse will be unsafe either to ride or drive, for he is sure to start, turn

round, or bolt, to the danger of his rider or driver. In examining tlic eye, the cheek of

the examiner should be placed against that of the horse, so that his eye is rather below

that of the animal. This should take place a little within the stable door, so that the light

may not fall too strongly upon the eye, and also by its looking forward to the light, the

defects will be more perceptible. If white streaks pass over the cornea, it is a proof that

the horse has had inflammation in that part. Also, though the centre of the cornea be

perfectly transparent, if the margin of it has a hazy ring, this is occasioned by recent

inflammation, and a return of it is to be apprehended. No white or pale object should

be near during the inspection, as the reflection of the rays of light from it upon the

cornea may deceive the examiner.

Attention to the dilation and contraction of the pupil will assist in the detection of

blindness. Notice whether in the stable the pupils are both of a size ; and whether

on coming into the light they both contract equally. If only one does so, the other

is blind or defective ; if neither, the horse is stone-blind. Such an animal has a constant

and rapid motion of his ears, and in going lifts his feet high, and puts them to tlic

ground cautiously. Not many persons will purchase a blind horse if they know it ; but

we have known eases in which one such has been purchased without its being detected

at the time, which is sometimes difficult.

SECTION VII.

2. DISEASES OF THE NECK AND CONTIGUOUS PARTS.

The Foil Evil.—This disease consists of an inflammation extending under the ligament

of the neck that passes over the atlas bone. This ligament being attached to the bone,

the disease lies deeply between them, which renders it difficult to reach. When it

becomes fixed, the part swells, and is very hot and painful when touched. It is generally

the result of savage beating about the head and neck by the groom ; but is in some

cases produced by the horse striking his head against the manger, or by too tight

reining up. Whatever may have been the cause, it is difficult and tedious to cure.

The first object must be to suppress the inflammation and prevent suppuration, by

dispersing the swelling. Laxative medicines, bleeding, and cold lotions applied to the

parts must be resorted to. If the swelling cannot be reduced, it is desirable to promote

the suppuration as rapidly as possible by poultices, warm fomentations, and stimulating

embrocations. As soon as the tumour is sufficiently advanced, which will be shown by

its softness to the touch, it should be opened with a lancet and gently pressed, to expel

aU the matter. A seton should then be introduced to keep open the tumour, after which all
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tliat is required is to keep the -svound clean, and occasionally to foment it 5^'itl^ v,-arm

Avater, and tlie above process will generally effect a cure. If, however, the nicer should

spread and take a deeper hold of the ligaments of the vertebrse of the neck, nitrate of

silver should be applied to the edges of the wound, to stimulate and induce a healthy

action in the muscular fibre, and excite it to granulate. If the interior of tlie tumour

has assumed a callous appearance, it should be syringed out with a very weak solution

of nitrate of silver and rose-water. If this does not succeed, tlic case requires the

intervention of a veterinary surgeon.

Wheu the abscess is deep and difficult to reach with the means proposed, it will be

necessary to divide the ligament that passes over the occipital bone (that at the hind

part of the head), to introduce the caustic applications. The ends of this separated

ligament will unite again iu a few days, so that no danger can result from the operation.

The cord used for a seton should be dipped in the following solution, viz., corrosive

sublimate, i drachm, spirit of wine, 2 ozs. When drawn through the abscess, it

should be united at the ends by wrapping a thread round it. It shoidd be pulled several

times a day, wiping the end that comes from the wound, and wetting that part that is

drawn in with the solution. When the swelling has subsided and the tumour is flattened,

and the discharged matter assumes a whitish thick appearance, the seton may be removed,

and the ulcer dressed with the following ointment :

—

Bigcslivc oiutmeut 1 ounce.

Nitrated ointmcut of mercury . . . j, „

Bees-wax T „

Also wash the wound witli the following; lotion :

—

Muriate of mercury j drachm.

Lime-water C ounces.

Roaring.—This is a very improper term for the disorder to which it is applied,

and it would be quite as much to the purpose to call the grunting of a hog roaring.

It arises from an affection of the larynx, and upper portion of the windpipe. It is

supposed that these parts become thickened in consequence of previous inflammation,

bv which the passage of the air is obstructed. The disease frequently occurs after

strangles, but is also superinduced by too tight reining, wliich interrupts the action of

the windpipe, which becomes rdtimatcly setni-paralyscd. The disease .shows itself after

sharp trotting or galloping, by the liorse emitting a grunting sound, which is also the

case if he is suddenly touched in the loins with a whip or stick, a practice commonly

used by dealers to test the soundness of the animal's wind. Tliey also frequently press

the larynx with tlie finger and thumb for the same purpose, and this reprehensible

practice is apt to produce roaring. Careless of the consequences, tlicy sometimes render

a horse unsound for life by it.

If the disorder arise from inflammation, by which a thickening of the parts has been

produced, bleeding may be practised with some effect; afterwards purgative medicine

should be given, to reduce the circulation still more, say

—

Bigitulis 11 drachm. limetic larlur .... 1 drachm.

Nitre 2 „ Aloes 1.} „

Blisters are also applied with effect. But if the disease has been brought on by com-

pression, it will be in vain to attempt a cure. As a last resource, when the disease
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tlireatens suffocatioiij some practitioners take away a portion of tlic larynx—a kill-or-ciire

operation.

Obstruction of tlic Gtilk-t.—Tliis arises from a strieturc or contraction of tlic gullet,

wliicli renders it difficult for the liorsc to swallow his food except in very minute

quantities. If the seat of the disease is in the upper portion of the gullet, it may admit

of a cure hy a veterinary surgeon, hut if near the entrance into the stomach it admits

of no remedy. If a horse is choked by eating and swallowing greedily so that a

lodgment of the food takes place in the gullet, the elastic tube used under similar

circumstances for cattle should bo employed to force the obstruction down into the

stomach, but if this docs not succeed it will be necessary to open the gullet, which must

be done by a regular surgeon.

Inflammation of the Jugular Vein.—This disorder sometimes takes place after bleeding.

In general the lips of the incision being brought together by the insertion of a pin

through the skin, and a piece of tow twisted tightly round it to prevent its removal, the

wound heals in a couple of days. But by striking the fleam too hard, or using a dirty or

rusty one, or, above all one that has been used on a diseased subject without being

cleansed from the matter, will produce inflammation of the parts. It may also be

brought on by working the horse immediately after the operation, or not tying his head

up to prevent his rubbing the wound against the manger, &c. In either case the lips of

the wound swell, become inflamed and discharge a thin bloody fluid, which in a day or

two takes the form of matter. In the mean while the inflammation spreads, the

muscle swells, the vein becomes rigid, and the parts around feel hot. Small abscesses form

over the wound, the rigidity of the vein spreads upwards accompanied by the inflammation,

and if the symptoms are not alleviated they will soon desti'oy the life of the animal.

The usual remedy is in the first instance to applj^ a hot iron to the edges of the

wound, to bring them together. If this does not succeed and ulceration takes place,

inject a weak solution of nitrate of silver into the abscesses, or insert a setou into them.

If these fail, cut out the diseased parts of the vein. The interruption to the current of the

blood by this operation will only cause it to find another channel, the blood-vessels being

so connected with each other that an injury sustained by one is soon compensated for

by the current of the blood seeking or making itself another channel, and thus the

circulation is kept up.

SECTION VIII.

3. DISEASES OF THE CHEST AXD ITS CONTENTS.

Inflammation of iheLunys.-—This is the most frequent and the most fatal of the diseases

to which the horse is subject, chiefly, we believe, in consequence of the constant exposure

to heats and cold to which he is liable, while proper care is not exercised by the

grooms to prevent the cfl'ect of a sudden transition from one to the other. It should

be always borne in mind that the horse, as a domestic animal, is as much the subject of

material civilisation as his owner; and that the artificial mode of life to which he is
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introduced, renders him much more susceptible of atmospheric changes than -when in

his natural state of existence. "We know the conseciuences to ourselves if, after heating

the body by violent exercise, we expose it to a current of air, or even suddenly place

ourselves at rest in a room where the temperature is many degrees below what our

condition requires whilst cooling down. This is precisely the case with the horse, with

this difference—that he can neither express his feelings nor defend himself against the

consequences, and is therefore at the mercy of a careless or ignorant keeper, who

probably knows nothing of the constitution of the animal, and thinks he has done bis

dutv when he has cleaned and fed him, allowing him to cool himself by opening the

stable door to receive the benefit of the draught of air.

No part of the frame of the horse is more exposed to injury from change of tempera-

ture than the lungs, because no functions of the body, called into exercise by violent

exertion, press so heavily upon the organism to which they belong as that of breathing,

whilst the extreme delicacy of that internal portion of the frame renders it peculiarly

susceptible of the alternations of heat and cold. Inflammation is usually preceded by a

feverish state of the pulse, slightly quickened at first, followed by dilation of the

nostrils, coldness of the extremities, heaving of the flanks, from diflBculty of breathing,

whilst the pain of drawing in the fresh air is manifest from the distress risible in the

animal's countenance ; restlessness succeeds—he lies down but rises again immediately,

turns his head frequently in a hurried manner towards his flanks, especially on the side

where the inflammation is fixing itself; he stands with his legs wide apart, and sometimes

remains upon them for days without attempting to take rest.

In some cases the inflammatory symptoms are more slow, and scarcely perceptible.

The animal will fall ofi" his feed, and his coat will stare, his breathing slightly pectic,

and his extremities a little colder than usual. In other cases it comes on with the

symptoms common to an ordinary fever, a catarrh, or the distemper. These are

generally the worst cases, because the owner or the groom, not being aware of the

danger, treats it as a common cold, until it becomes firmly fixed on the lungs in all its

virulence, after lurking insidiously in the system for some days ; and these cases gene-

rally prove fatal. In other instances, the progress of the inflammation is so rapid, owing

probably to a full habit of body, that in a few hours the whole mass of the lungs is

destroyed by the bursting of the coating of the vessels, and the consequent eff'usion of

blood into the air cells, by which the functions of the lungs arc destroyed. No remedy

Can be of any avail in such cases, as mortification rapidly takes place and terminates

the life.

As soon as the disease is ascertained, there must be no hesitation in applying a

remedy. Ample bleeding until the pulse quickens, and afterwards until it flutters, and

even till the animal faints from exhaustion. The finger should be constantly kept on

the pulse during the operation, to mark the effect. If after five or six hours he should

still exhibit symptoms of inflammation—such as quick and laboured heaving of the loins,

a rigid attitude whilst standing, coldness of the feet and cars, redness in the membrane

of the nose, &c.,—he must be bled again as profusely as at the first time. A third bleeding

may be necessary in desperate cases, but in general the second operation will subdue the

inflammation. If there is a continuance of the cold symptoms, more blood must be

taken to the extent of two or three quarts, in order to prevent returning inflammation.

If costivencss attends the disease, give from 4 to 8 ozs. of Epsom salts in gruel, and
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apply a blister over the bi'isket and sides. If the disease appears still lateutj adaiinister

a ball daily, compounded of

—

Saccotria aloes .... 4 drachms. Saltpetre ^ oancc.

Tartarised antimony . . 3 „ Powdered squills ... 1 drachm.

The above to be worked up with conserve of roses. The following ointment, composing

the blister, should be well rubbed iu, after carefully removing the hair :

—

Powdered Spauish flies 1 oimcc.

Resin 1 „

Lard i „

The lard and resin should be well mixed first, and the Spanish flies added afterwards.

If the blister does not rise at first, it is because the inflammation is too strong to

allow it, and the case is dangerous. The eflect of the blister should be to draw or

transfer the inflammation from the lungs to the outer covering of flesh and .skin, by a

counter-irritation. A failure of this operation proves that the inflammation is so high

as to neutralise the effect, and leaves but little hope of recovery. As a last resource,

more bleeding must be resorted to, which may possibly reduce the disease, and give tlie

blister a chance of succeeding, if the patient is not thereby too much exhausted.

If the blister has operated, administer the following cooling medicine, until the

pulse is reduced :

—

Nitre 3 drachms.

Tartar emetic H „

Digitalis I „

Give this every thi'ee hours, until the horse hangs his head, appears stupefied, and emits

a flow of saliva from his mouth ; then desist, and within twenty-four hours the disease

will be completely subdued. Cover the horse with a warm horsecloth, but keep the

stable cool and open. The clothing will promote insensible perspiration, whilst the

inhalation of the cool, fresh air will tend to keep off" the inflammatory symptoms. As

the animal recovers, green food and cold bran mashes—but no corn on any account

—

should be given in small quantities ; the less he eats the better, as full feeding will be

likely to bring on a return of the disease; whilst, to remove exhaustion, the followiug

tonic may be given : first, camomile, in doses of 1 or 2 drachms ; and afterwards

2 drachms each of camomile, ginger, and gentian. As the animal recovers, his food

should be more nutritive ; and in a few days a small allowance of corn may be given,

to be increased as strength is restored.

The most eflPectual way of preventing inflammation of the lungs is to keep the stable

cool and clean, free from all noisome smells and thorough draughts of air. An open

shed is more favourable to health than a hot stable subject to such draughts.

Local inflammation, or inflammation of one part only of the body, arises from an

increased flow of blood through the vessels of that part, from causes incapable generally

of explanation, except that of an increased action of the blood-vessels, whi.oh itself

cannot readily be accounted for. The faculty themselves are much in the dark

respecting the predisposing causes of inflammatory action; for such is the complicated

nature or structure of the animal frame, and the mysterious influences operating to

produce derangement of the several parts, that it is almost impossible to trace disease to
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its original source. We see tlie symptomsj and from analogy and observation we drav/

conclusions as to the cause, wliicli, after all, may itself be only symptomatic of a

deeper-seated and more serious malady.

As inflammation is in all cases caused by an inci'cased flow of Ijlood to the parts, the

remedy must be to reduce the circulation by depletion to its ordinary healthy action.

The bleeding should be performed from a vein near the part aftected. If no large vein

is situated near, the jugular vein may be opened. If the eye is inflamed, the vessels

should be scarified. If the foot is foundered, take a quart of blood from that part.

Thus, wherever the inflammation is fixed, bleeding is the most direct and effectual mode

of reducing it, although it may not entirely remove it. Neglect of this remedy in the

first stages of inflammation is frequently the cause of the loss of valuable animals. If

the disease is violent, and keeps spreading, bleeding should be copious and rapid. Four

quarts of blood viill not be too much to take, using the broad lancet.

Purgative medicines should be given after lolceding, in order to regulate the bowels,

which, by sympathy, are always affected in inflammatory diseases, even if these do not

originate in their derangement. Any degree of costiveness, for instance, increases the

inflammatory action ; and purgative medicines have the eflfect of reducing the quantity

of blood, by removing the watery portion of it, and witlulrawing the excessive flow from

the diseased parts. Independent of this, the removal of the constipation, whether it be

more or less, takes away at the same time one of tlie most exciting causes of the fever

that usually accompanies inflammation. At tiie same time it is not considered proper

to administer purgatives in cases of internal inflammation luitil the violent symptoms

!ire removed by bleeding. This is especially the case in inflammation of the bowels and

lungs, the sympathy between the various organs in the cavity of the latter being sueli

that any violent action may fix instead of remove the disorder.

In external inflammation it has been usual to apply cold embrocations and lotions,

ou the principle that they allay the heat of the parts, the caloric having a tendency to

equalise itself by transferring its substance from one body to another. Thus, if a

person places his hot hand upon a piece of cold iron, the effect at first is painful, but

after a short time the heat is equalised by the iron receiving a portion of it from the

hand, which no longer feels any pain from tlie contact. It is the same with cold appli-

cations in inflammatory cases ; they lower the temperature of the parts and thei'cby

reduce the disease. It is recommended to dissolve 2 ozs. of nitre in a quart of water,

and apply it as soon as the nitre is dissolved. This will heighten the eflfect if the

diseased part is exposed to the process of evaporation.* Brown, however, considers

warm fomentations to hot swellings, though less grateful than cold, as more efficacious

by opening the pores of the skin and reducing the tension accompanying inflammatorj'

swellings. This also is the effect of poultices which are of universal application in such

cases. These should be made of linseed meal, spreading a little fresh lard over the

surface, which both keeps the poultice from hardening and mollifies the skin. If an

inflammation is deep-seated it will be necessary to apply a blister, which acts on the

principle of counter-irritation, and thus tends to withdraw the heat from the diseased

part. In inflammation of the chest the blister is a specific.

Pk'Kihi/.—This is wholly a local disease affecting only the pleura, which is a mem-

* We have known extraorJiflai-y.ciirea pcrformeil by llie siiiiple aijplii-aiiou of a cold water bauJiige in cases of acute

inllammaticn, and the writer lias himself expcrieuccil its ctlicacy when other medical treatment had signally failed.
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hraue lining tlic chest, but having no connection with the luugs^ or rather with tlicir

substance. The sj'uiptonis are a hard pulse, cold extremities^ unwillingness in the

animal to lie down, and if his sides arc pressed the pain will cause him to utter a groan.

The disease, like inflammation of the lungs, is caused by sudden transitions from heat

to cold. Copious bleeding is the first remedy to be employed ; after which sedative

medicines in the form of gentle purgatives may safely be given. A violent pleurisy is

apt to induce dropsy, a fluid being thrown out from the vessels of tlie pletu-a which

lodges in the cavity of the chest, whence it has no means of escape. In such a ease

there is little hope of a cure. The only means then employed is that of puncturing

the chest between the seventh and ciglith ribs, and as close to the cartilages as possible.

The trochar is the instrument employed for the purpose.

^Yith regard to medicine, diuretic doses in combination with tonics shoidd be given

as follows :

—

TurpeatiQe . . . . . i ouucc.

Linseed meal ] „

Ginijer i drachm.

These should be made into a ball with common treacle. Another prescription recom-

mended is as follows :

—

Powdered resia i ounce.

Ginger J drachm.

Linseed mcai 3 draclims,

made into a ball witli palm oil.

If fever supervenes to any degi-ee, give the following twice or three times a day in

lieu of the above :

—

Digitalis ... 1 drachm.

Nitre 3 drachms.

Tartar emetic li drachm.

Fever.—What is fever ? "We ask the question Ijeeause some veterinary surgeons

deny that the horse ever has or can have that disease. Fever arises in the first instance

from the iuterruptiou of the insensible perspiration, which throws the heat of the body

upon the internal organisation, by preventing its escape through the pores of the skin.

This is not a scientific explanation of the ease, but it will perhaps be sufficiently simple

and clear to explain the origin of the disorder. All auimalsj therefore, which are liable

to insensible perspiration, are likewise liable to fever from its being arrested.

The first symptoms of fever are alternate cold shivering and hot fits. In the horse

dulness and inactivity are manifested; his hair stands erect, his legs and feet are cold,

the pulse is quick, hard, and irregular, the mouth is hotj and the appetite is gone. In

the reaction, the heat which in the first instance was thrown inward, returns with

redoubled volume and violence to the surface, and finding no vent through the pores, a

burning heat is felt on the skin and ranges unequally over the body and limbs, some

of these being hot, whilst others are quite cold. Costiveness, turbid urine, cholic pain,

succeed; and if effective means are not employed to abate the symptoms, inflammation of

the internal organs soon succeeds, which is known by tlie redness of the membrane that

lines the eyelids. Fever, termed symptomatic, is now established ; and while it continues,

the shivering fit returns daily about the same hour, followed by the hot one, and some-

times by a cold clammy sweat, ending in local inflammation, if the disease is not abated.

The primary causes of fever are frequently bad management in tlie stable or on a
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journeyj sudden changes from lieat to cold^ and vice versd, impure air of a stable^ &c.

Turning a horse out of a warm stable into a pasture in cold weather is very likelv to

produce the stoppage of the pores of the skin^ and thus lay the foundation for fever. It

also frequently accompanies inflammation of the lungs and other parts of the system,

by which the action of the heart or arteries is increased.

Upon the appearance of the symptoms above described, the first thing to attend to

is the regulation of what are called in medical parlance, the non-naturals ; in other

words the bowels must be relieved by gentle purgatives morning and evening, for which

the following recipe will be found sufficiently powerful :

—

Digitalis 1 drachm. Emetic tartar 1 draclim.

Nitre 2 drachms. Aloes IJ „

If the costiveness yields to this treatment the aloes may be omitted, but the rest con-

tinued until the symptoms abate and the bowels are brought into a healthy state.

Bleeding is recommended in the first instance until the pulse is reduced, the finger

being constantly held upon the artery to ascertain its effects. If the medicine above

recommended is found too weak, add to it half a drachm of white hellebore, twice .a day.

77(6 Stomach Staggers.—In this disease the horse appears dull and sleepy, and

staggers about in his stall quite unconscious, to all appearance, of what he is doing. If

roused, he will snatch a mouthful of hay, chew it for a moment and then let it fall from

his mouth. If this disease is not attended to in time, it will probably prove fatal, and

the horse may fall down and die while eating ; in some cases he becomes delirious, falling

down and rising again repeatedly, and at length dying in convulsions. The disease is

indicated by a twitching in the breast, and a yellowness in the eyes.

The cause of the staggers is, in many cases, overfeeding, and with inferior food. If a

horse is neglected to be fed, and afterwards food is placed before him, he will devour it

ravenously, and in too large a quantity, without sufficient mastication, so that it swells

in his stomach, which is extended unnaturally, by which its action is impaired. The

brain is thereby excited, producing giddiness and drowsiness, and thence staggering.

These effects are heightened if the groom also neglects to supply the animal with water

to assist the digestion of the food, the natural juices being insufficient to reduce to a

pulp the extra quantity of food taken into the stomach. Horses at grass are sometimes

attacked with this disorder, especially if the pasture be rich, and the animals have

previously been on short rations in the stable. In all cases old horses are more liable

to it than young ones, whose digestive powers arc more strong and rapid in their opera-

tion than those of the aged.

iledieine has little or no cflect in this disorder, and bleeding, instead of helping,

weakens the natural powers and is thereby more likely to render it fatal than to

remove it. Abstinence from food is the only known remedy likely to remove it, by

allowing nature to take its course. If the case is not absolutely desperate, this will

succeed ; and if the horse recovers, care should be taken to let him have his food in

small quantities till the stomach has recovered its tone. In fact, too much food given

at one time after fasting or continuous labour, and neglect of giving him water, is sure

to produce staggers. " The hours of labour," says Brown, " should be limited, witli

proper intervals of rest allowed, and the horse fed regularly during those intervals.

Every man must have felt the effects of being without dinner for two or three hours
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beyond his accustomed time. Exhaustion is almost sure to follow, which is produced

by the gastric juice acting upon the coating of an empty stomach. From five to six

liours are the intervals between the meals of a labouring man ; and with a horse that

is worked, no longer time should be allowed to elapse without feeding and watering.

When persons are occasionally so situated that they cannot unyoke their horses at

stated times for food and rest, then they ought to carry hay and a nose-bag and a

supply of corn along with them. Indeed, it is surprising that if humanity does not

influence many men to be kind to this valuable animal, self-interest should not have

the effect of inducing proper treatment."

Catarrh, or Common Cold.—" How are you?" said a physician to a friend whom he
met in the street. " Oh, pretty well, except a bad cold I have had on me for some
time," was the reply. "A bad cold !" rejoined the doctor; "well, would you have the

plague by way of change ? Don't you know that the worst diseases that afflict us very

often have their origin in colds ?" This was true to the letter. In the human subject

a cold neglected may end in incurable diseases, and the "horses are equally liable to the

same consequences. Exposed as they are to sudden transitions of temperature, they

require, in the domesticated state, the greatest attention to prevent the changes from

affecting their health. A cold, or catarrh, comes on with a slight discharge from the

eyes and nose, generally accompanied with cough, slight fever, and hard breathing.

The danger is of the cough settling on the lungs, and, as the least evil, producing broken

wind, or, still worse, inflammation of the lungs, which is difficult to reduce. If it is

found by the symptoms that the lungs are affected, some blood should be taken from

the neck, but not otherwise, simple treatment being all that is required. Let the horse

be kept warm, and administer the following dose morning and evening until the

symptoms are abated :

—

Digitalis J drachm.

Nitre 2 drachms.

Emetic tartar 1 drachm.

Made up into a ball, feeding him with hay and bran mashes, but no corn.

Bronchitis.—This disease arises from a severe cold producing inflammation of the

bronchial tubes. The seat of it is in the divisions of the trachea or windpipe, just

before it unites with the lungs. The bronchial tubes, as they are called, are the branches

of the trachea, and consist of numerous vessels, which, in neglected catarrh, become

inflamed, whence the name of the disease. It is indicated by the hardness of the

breathing, accompanied with a wheezing sound and frequent cough. If expectoration

of the accumulated phlegm can be produced, the horse finds relief; but frequently this

is not the case, and respiration being stopped, the animal dies from suffocation. Some-

times the disease, without destroying life, becomes chronic or broken wind, for which

no cure can be applied. Moderate bleeding is recommended in the first stage of the

disorder, and the application of a blister to the chest. The following prescription also

should be administered :

—

Digitalis 1 drachm.

Nitre 3 drachms.

Emetic tartar 1^ drachm.

Thick Wind.—This disease is frequently produced by inflammation of the bronchial

tubes, under which those vessels exude a mucus which the lungs are unable to get rid of,

B B 2
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and it cousequeutlj' coagulates and forms a lodgment cither in tLe substance of tlie

lungs themselves or in the bronchial vessels. By this means the air vessels of the lungs

are contracted in extent, some of them being quite closed, and thus the capacity of the

lungs for breathing is circumscribed, and the operation rendered more rapid and diflicult,

which is increased when the liorse is driven hard on the road. In horses that have

died with this disease upon them, tlie air-cells of the lungs have sometimes been found

fdled with a thick, greyish-coloured matter, Avliilst in other cases the bronchial tubes

and passages were covered .thickly with a hard mucus; in others, traces of recent iuflam-

mation were found. In all these instances the breathing must have been exceedingly

difficult, and in the latter painfid also.

Horses with contracted chests are more liable to the disorder than with a circular

chest. Large, fat, draught horses are frequently thick-winded; and any hoi-se that is

worked hard, or ridden or driven swiftly on a full stomach, will show symptoms of it if

the operation is frequently repeated. Young horses are peculiarly liable to be affected

if ridden too hard, or kept too long on the road. Inflammations of the lungs, iu any

degi'ce, tend to thicken the wind, unless prompt means arc resorted to for their removal.

A large proportion of the thick-winded horses are rendered so by being put upon the

road at three years old, and driven or ridden too hard and too long at a time.

There is no specific cure for this disorder, it being impossible, when the lodgment of

mucus is completed in the air-cells, to reach it by any medicine. The only course is to

exercise caution in working a thick-winded horse, whether on the road or on the farm,

and never to take him out to work with a full stomach. If you take the road with him,

let him go slowly on first leaving the stable ; then gradually let him assume his regular

pace, and keep to it. We have ridden a thick-winded horse for several years, which,

after leaving the stable for half an hour, would get into his regular pace of eight miles

an hour without any inconvenience. Such treatment, too, is more likely than medicine

to remove the disorder.

Broken Wind.—The difference between this disorder and the foregoing one is this:

with the thick-winded liorse the inspiration and expiration of the breath succeed each

other at uniform periods ; while the broken-winded horse requii'es two expirations to

one inspiration. This is caused by the rupture, or the union, of several of the air-cells,

which renders the cavities of the lungs more complicated, requiring the double action

to get rid of the carbonised air. The disorder is usually accompanied with a hard and

husky cough, differing materially from that arising from a common cold.

Voracious feeding, or food taken hastily, in too large quantities, especially of coarse

hay or straw, by distending the stomach, causes it to press against the lungs, and

lu'cvcnts their free action. By this means the air-cells are ruptured, and the foundation

is laid for the disorder. JMore frequently, however, previous inflammation, attended

with ulceration, by which the structure of the lungs is broken, is the immediate cause

of the disorder. As these heal (if tliey do heal), they no longer preserve their original

form, but unite in sometliing of the manner of the cicatrice caused by a burn, and thus

become unfit for the purpose of respiration, and at tlie same time contract the space in

tlic lungs required for tliat action. There is no specific cure for tliis disease, because it

is impossible, when once this malformation, after inflammation, is cflccted, to restore

the lungs to their original condition. It may, however, admit of palliation. Nourishing

food, such as oats, beans, and peas, which lie in small compass in the stomach, and also
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carrots, as root food, arc the most proper. Tlie bowels shoulil be kept open by occa-

sional green food, in small qnantities, when it can be obtained; or, at other times,

mild purgatives like the following may be administered :
—

Aloes 1\ drachm.

Nitre 3 Jraulmis,

made np into a ball with treacle, or given in gruel or a bran mash. This latter may be

given freqxTeutly after the bowels are relieved. Give the horse water frequently in small

quantities during the day, and as much as he will drink at night. Never work him ou

a full stomach, nor turn him into a pasture with plenty of grass. Short and frequent

rations are the only means of keeping the disorder from getting worse ; whilst by strict

attention to these rules a broken-winded horse may get through a great deal of slow

work, and last for years.

If, however, inflammatoiy symptoms supervene, which will be known by the appearance

of pain in breathing, a small qiiantity of blood should be taken from the neck, and the

following aperient medicine administered twice a week :

—

Calomel 1 drachm.

Aloes 2 drachms,

worked into a ball with treacle.

Roaring is another form of broken-wind, and for wliicli also there is no radical cure,

although it may be alleviated. Gentle exercise, increased slowly and daily, until the

horse is brought to the utmost of its power without " roaring," will enable the owner to

get work out of him. But we would advise no one to purchase a "roarer" at any price,

the noise he makes when put out of his regular course being an iutolcrablc annoyance.

If, however, you are unfortunate enough to have such a horse, the following recipe will

prove alleviating :—

•

Linseed 1 povind.

Treacle S ounces.

Vinegar 1 pint.

Put the linseed into six pints of hot water, and let it stand by the fire until the substance

is taken out of the seeds. Then strain it, and add the other ingredients. Give half a

pint of this drink every four hours.

Wheezing.—This is another modification of broken-wind, and has its seat in the

membrane that lines the windpipe at the part where it separates into two branches, to

convey the air into both lobes of the lungs. The affection arises from the same cause as

the last mentioned, the noise being occasioned by the lodgment of mucus in the passages.

The same precautions should be used, and the same medicine given, as in the ease of

roaring. Pipiug and whistling are similar affections of the windpipe, and require similar

treatment. Irx piping the trachea is contracted in width, and in vj/tisiling the glottis is

inflamed. None of these disorders admit of a cure, and palliatives alone are of any

service, as they may prevent the disorder from getting worse.

Chronic Cough.—Nothing is more annoying to a rider than a constant tendency to

a cough in a horse. The chronic cough arises from previous inflammation in the air

passages of the trachea, and sometimes of the lungs themselves, whilst in other cases the

cause of irritation is seated at the lower part of the wind^jipe. If the lungs are affected
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the disease shows itself after eatiug, the stomach then pressing upon the diaphragm, and

this upon the lungs, by which the air-cells are contracted, and greater effort is required

in respiration. The disorder also shows itself when coming out of a warm stable into

the cold air, and also on being trotted sharply, especially in harness, the collar, by its

pressure on the throat, increasing the obstruction to respiration. The following dose is

recommended to be given every night until the cough is relieved :

—

Digitalis i drachm.

Nitre 1

Emetic tartar J „

To be made up in the form of a ball with tar. If this does not remove the irritation

apply a blister to the throat, extending from ear to ear, and about 8 inches in depth down

the windpipe, which will tend to reduce the inflammation, and thence, the irritation of

tlie larynx. The diet should be grass and other green food, or bran mashes, if in the

winter. A chronic cough does not always affect the general health of the animal, and

the above remedy should only be resorted to when the disorder assumes unusual

severity. Care, however, is necessary to avoid exposure to sudden changes of tempera-

ture, which are certain to increase the irritation.

The Malignant Epidemic.—The remote cause of this most offensive disease is un-

known, but it is supposed to be an exaggerated stage of catarrhal fever, producing local

inflammation in the first instance, which spreads raj^idly throughout the cellular tissue,

and if not arrested, speedily residts in mortification of the entire animal. There is no

room for delay in this case in applying remedial measures. The symptoms are a foetid

discharge from the nose, an extremely nauseous breath, equally offensive evacuations, a

small weak pulse, refusal of food, and rapid loss of strength. As soon as the first

symptoms appear—and they cannot be mistaken—gentle cathartics should be adminis-

tered to cleanse the bowels of offensive matters ; and when this is accomplished

give the following stimulating medicine in doses, for four or five days or more, if

necessary, feeding with green food, mashes, and gruel, until the horse recovers strength.

Opium 2 drachms. Ground ginger .... 1 drachm.

Gentiau 2 „ Columbo 1 „

Prepared chalk .... 2 „ Port wiuc J pint.

Catarrhal Fever, or Distemper.—This disease is most common in the middle of

spring or the beginning of autumn. It seems to prevail most if the weather at those

seasons is cold and wet, and sometimes assumes an epidemic form, attacking horses in

different parts of the country at the same time. It is thought to be infectious, but this

is doubtful, the same cause prevailing generally, being productive of the same eflfect,

without either infection or contagion. It is, however, only prudent to keep the patient

by himself, and far away from all danger of spreading the disease by proximity.

Th© symptoms are a cold shivering fit, a hot mouth, a cough, and heaving of the

flanks. The eyeballs are inflamed, the eyes didl and languid. The nasal membrane is

inflamed, and a slight discharge proceeds from it—watery at first, but it soon becomes

thick, with clotted flakes, which sometimes adhere to the raucous membrane of the

nostrils, with the appearance of pus, and emitting an offensive smell. The glauds of tlic

throat and under the jaw become swelled, rendering it difficult to masticate and swallow

food, Avhich the animal half chews and drops. He drinks with difficulty, especially cold
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water, coughing with it frequently while the saliva flows from his mouth into tlie pail.

The disease is sometimes attended with great pain, which the horse evinces by stamping

his feet, and restlessness. The legs swell, the chest and belly are enlarged, the pulse is

rapid, and the weakness •increases to such a degree that the horse leans against his stall

for support, and staggers if he attempts to walk about.

If bleeding is resorted to on the first appearance of this disease it should be done in

moderation, and never so as to produce faiutness, the quantity depending on the degree

of fevei', but in no case exceeding four quarts. If the horse previously exhibits signs

of great weakness, bleeding at all must be dispensed with. The most immediate and

important object is to cleanse the bowels bj' giving 2 drachms of Barbadoes aloes in the

first instance, and in twelve hours afterwards 1 drachm, in either case made into a ball.

If these are not eS'eetual, give 1 drachm at the expiration of another period of twelve

liours. If these prove ineflectual, injections of gruel must be resorted to. Should

debility not extend to the hind quarters, although the other febrile symptoms continue,

moderate bleeding with clysters will be found serviceable. If the inner surface of the

eyelid is red, moderate bleeding is indispensable, and must be repeated if the redness

is not removed. FoDow this up with a laxative draught, repeated in twelve hours :

—

Socotrine aloes, powdered 2J drachms. Mint water J pint.

Prepared kali .... 1 drachm. Water _. . 1 „

When the effect of this medicine has passed off, give the following distemper-ball :

—

Grade sal ammonia.... 1 ounce. Soap 4, drachms.

Nitre 1 >, Camphor 2 „

Make this up into two balls with a teaspoonful of linseed oil, and a solution of gum-

arabic, and give one morning and evening, repeated for three or four days. They will

stimulate the kidneys and bladder, and promote the flow and healthy appearance of the

urine, which is necessary at this stage of the disease. Gruel and bran mashes are the

most nourishing food until the animal exhibits signs of returning strength, when a small

quantity of fresh hay, and oats that have been steeped in hot water may be given,

alternately with mashes and gruel. If the weather is mild, a few hours in the field in

mid-day will help to restore him. He should, however, be well clothed, especially

about the head and breast.

If inflammation of the throat supervenes, a blister should be applied to the sub-

maxillary and parotid glands. The discharge from the nostrils should be rather

encouraged, by placing warm mashes in the manger, keeping the head warm with

clothing. If the disease is lingering, great weakness is induced, and more nourishing

food must be given, although fever still is latent. Carrots, malt-mashes, mashed hay,

and tares will be proper. If the horse refuses food, place a pailful of gruel in the

manger, of which he will partake occasionally, which will sustain him until a favourable

turn in the disorder takes place. The limbs should be kept warm by rubbing, warm

bandages, &c. A long continuance of this disorder causes it to merge into many others,

such as thick wind, broken wind, chronic cough, &c., and the horse will be ever after

subject to affections of the lungs.
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SECTION IX.

4. DISEASES OF THE WITHERS AND ADJACENT r'ARTS.

Fistulous Withers.—Tliis disorder is generally caused by a saddle that does not fit

the -withers of the horse. This first produces a blister, then a tumour, and if not

attended to, a large deep ulcer forms, •which sometimes extends under the shoulder-

blade, and becomes both dangerous and difficult to cure. It is a common practice

when a horse is tlius '' galled " in the withers, or on the back, merely to take out the

stuffing from that part of the collar or the saddle -which presses upon the place, thus

making a hollo\y, and to continue -working the horse as usual. This, however, is wrong,

because the shifting of the collar or saddle, -whicli is a very common occurrence,

neutralises the effect, the pressure becoming as great and painful to the horse as before.

The most humane and curative way is to cease working him at once, and apply with a

sponge a cold lotion composed of an ounce of powdered alum, a drachm of sulphuric

acid, and a pint of water ; or the more pungent one of 2 drachms of corrosive sublimate,

4 drachms of muriatic acid, and 1 pint of water ; 1 drachm of sulphate of copper will

render it still more stimulating.

If these applications do not remove or reduce the tumour in siijc, fomentations and

stimulating embrocations must be applied to bring it to a suppuration, and a seton

inserted from the top to the bottom of the wound to promote the free discharge of

matter. Be careful at the same time, while healing the wound, to prevent its recur-

rence, by altering the saddle so as to fit the horse. If through neglect, the ulcer has

extended to the muscle below the shoulder-blade, the case becomes dangerous, as the

matter will follow the tissues to the elbow, and perhaps, by a sinus, may reach the

withers, the bones of which will become carious. In cxtrenic cases, the following hot

stimulant must be poured into the fistulous ulcers :

—

Kesiu % ounce. Mutton suet 1 ounce.

Tar 1 „ 15ees'-wax 4 „

Melt these slowly over a fire, and, when completely dissolved, add to thcni 1 oz.

of spirit of turpentine and 3 drachms of verdigris. The treatment after this must be the

same as in the poll-evil.

Warbles, Saddle-yalls, ^c.—The cause of these is the same as that of the last, a

badly fitting saddle; and the only plan to cure them is at once to desist from using the

horse until they are cured, which may easily be done in the first instance, by the

plentiful application of cold lotions of goulard, vinegar, or brine; at the same time alter

the stuffing of the saddle to the horse's back. If brine is used, add one-fourth of

tincture of myrrh. Without rest, however, no application can be depended on, as tlic

irritation extends beyond the tumour, and must be reduced. If the lotions fail, and

ulcers and steadfasts appear, a blister should be applied, which will generally remove

them. Then dress the wound with Friar's balsam or Turner's cerate, or a mixture of

equal parts of bees'-wax and oil.

"We have frequently been disgusted," says Brovifn, "with the unfeeling cruelty of

some thoughtless persons riding their horses day after day witli large sores under the

saddle. Such individuals but ill deserve to be the possessors of horses."
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SECTION X.

5. DISEASES OF THE ABDOilEN AND INTESTINES.

Tliese are numerous, and somo of tlicin daugcrous, and require great vigllauec on

the part of the groom to wateli tlieir progress; otherwise, tliough slow iu tlicir effects,

they -will reach a height tliat bids defiance to medical treatment. We shall begin witli

Inflammation of the Liver.—This disease is sometimes mistaken for inflammation of

the bowels. It manifests itself iu the animal by restlessness, but without the appearance

of pain ; and the following prescription, made up into balls, sliould be given for two or

three days successively :

—

Compound cstvacl of colorynth . 7 grains.

Calomel 6 „

.Sjrup 1 dracim.

If this does not remove the symptoms, delay no longer to place the patient in the hands

of a veterinary surgeon.

The Jaundice, or Yelloics.—In this disorder, the eyes, the skiu of the mouth, and all

other naked parts, are yellow ; the bowels are highly costive, the lu-ine is of a bright

yellow colour, the appetite is blunted, and general weakness is evinced. It is caused by

some obstruction in the duet by which the bile passes from the liver to the intestines, or

from an excess of bile. The horse has no gall-bladder ; and the bile passes immediately,

as it is formed, from one organ to the other.

The first thing to be attended to is the restoration of the several organs to a healthy

condition by purgatives, in small doses, otherwise there is danger of producing inflam-

mation of the bowels. Give the following dose twice a day :

—

Bai'badocs aloes 2 diachms.

Calomel 1 drachm.

The horse should have plenty of thin warm gruel, with carrots and green food. If tJie

weather is cold let him be well covered up with cloths. Bran mashes, with green

meat, sliould be given for some days, still continuing the gruel, which will assist the

purging. This should not be checked too soon, unless inflammatory symptoms supervene,

or the horse becomes weak, in which cases give the following medicine :

—

Gruel ] gallon. Catechu A ounce.

Prepared chalk ] ounce. Opium 5 „

After this, the following tonic :

—

Gentian 2 drachms.

Camomile 2 „

Ginger 1 drachm.

Make up this latter into a ball, and give it daily, until the purging is checked.

Hernia, or Rupture.—This is a disorder of so difficult a character to treat, that we
would advise the owner of a horse atflicted with it to apply at once to a veterinary

surgeon, to whom the various symptoms and phases of the disease are well known, and
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iu many cases may require a surgical operation, which can only be performed safely by

an educated professor.

Inflammation of the Kidneys.—This disorder arises from various causes, such as

feeding on musty or mow-burnt oats, -which, from their diuretic properties, act too

powerfully on the kidneys. Strong diuretic medicines given too frequently will produce

inflammation in the parts, as well as general weakness. Sometimes a sprain in the loins,

or throwing a horse back suddenly upon his haunches, will injure the kidneys, and

produce inflammation. Fever generally precedes the disease, presence of which is detected

by the horse standing with his hind legs widely apart, and shrinking if the hand is laid

on his loins, which are unduly hot. The urine becomes suppressed, and is voided with

difficulty and iu small quantities, high-coloured, and sometimes mixed with blood. The

horse strains himself in vain to discharge it more copiously ; and eventually, if relief is

not speedily afibrded, it becomes nearly suppressed. There is a difficulty, even at this

stage, in determining whether the disease lies in the kidneys or the bladder. This must

be ascertained by passing the hand into the rectum ; and if the bladder (which lies undei-

•the rectum) feels distended and hard, it proves that the suppression of the urine arises

fi'om inflammation of the neck or sphincter of the bladder. If that organ, on the

contrary, feels flaccid and empty, with great heat in the rectuna above it, then the

bladder itself is inflamed ; but if there is no excess of heat, and the bladder is empty,

it is certain that the disease lies in the kidneys.

Bleeding is first resorted to in this disease, iu order to reduce the inflammation.

After this, purgative medicine is administered, and a blister applied to the loins imme-

diately over the kidneys, by way of producing counter-irritation, A mustard blister is

quite sufficient for that purpose. No diuretics should be given, as they increase the

disease. Keep the animal warm with clothing, and bandages on his legs ; and let him

have as much water as he will drink, giving mashes for diet, and the following medicine

three times a day :

—

White hellebore 1 scruple.

Emetic tartar 1 drachm.

Liaseed meal 2 drachms.

To be made into a ball with treacle.

Inflammation of the Bladder and Sphincter.—The symptoms of this disorder arc

described in the foregoing. It is produced by the formation of stone, or of some acrid

substance of a chemical nature, in the bladder. The dangerous practice of giving marcs

tincture of cantharides, to promote the season of horsing, is almost certain to produce

inflammation of the sphincter muscle or of the coating of the bladder. Bleeding is

usually resorted to in this affection, and is in most cases successful ; but if relief is not

obtained, give

Povrdered opium I drachm.

Linseed meal 8 drachms,

either in a ball or a drink of gruel, every three hours, a strong blister being applied at

the same time. If the patient is a mare, draw off the urine with the catheter. If the

same operation is required for a horse, call in a veterinary surgeon, the use of the

instrument being too difficult for an unprofessional man to attempt it.

Stone in the Bladder.—This disorder occasions irregularity in voiding the urine,
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sometimes its suppression, always great pain in the effort, with fits resembling spasmodic

colic. If it arises from small stones or gravel, a diuretic, given twice or thrice a clay,

will cause them to pass off with the nriue; but if the stone or stones are large, an

operation will be required, which can only be performed by a professional man. Tiie

following prescription will be found efficacious in the minor case, viz. :

—

Purified nitre (uitrate of potash) . . 3 Jrachma.

Digitalis 1 drachm.

Diabetes.—This is a very nnnsual disease in the horse, and exhibits itself by an

excessive discharge of urine. Irritation of the kidneys produced by bad food, or a too

frequent use of strong diuretics, will cause inflammation and increased action of the

kidneys. Lessen the action by moderate bleeding, followed by purging, astringents, aiJ

counter-irritation. Give the following, three times a day :

—

Wortleberry leaf, powdered ....?• drachms.

Catechu 2 „

Opium i drachm.

Green meat, carrots, and mashes should be given during this disease.

Staling of Blood.—This disorder accompanies inflammation of the kidneys, and is

detected by the high colour of the urine, mingled with blood. Relieve the bowels by

the following medicine formed into a ball :

—

Barhadoes aloes .... 5 drachms. Giuger, powdered ... I drachm.

Cream of tartar . . . . i ounce. Balsam of copaiba ... 30 drops.

When this has operated, give the following once a day, till the urine assumes its natural

colour :

—

Peruvian bark, powdered . . . . i ounce.

Prepared kali 2 drachms.

Antimoniai powder s ounce.

Nitre, in powder 1 »

Balsam of copaiba \ „

Let the above be well powdered together, and given with 3 ozs. of linseed, boiled in

half a gallon of water, reduced to 3 pints.

Inflammation of the Bowels.—There are two phases of this disorder differing

materially in their character, and in the treatment required. The first is, inflammation

of the mucous membrane or lining of the gut; the second, of the external coating of the

bowels. The first is caused by a sudden change of temperature in going from a warm

to a cold atmosphere, drinking cold water when over-heated, washing the legs and belly

after sharp riding or driving, &c. &c. Sometimes over-doses of opening medicine will

produce it, and it is then attended with violent purging and great pain, the animal

frequently looking round to his flanks, breathing heavily, having a quick pulse, and great

heat in the mouth, ears, and legs.

Do not attempt to stop the purging by astringent medicine, but keep the horse from

his usual food, gi\ing instead oatmeal gruel, a decoction of linseed, thin starch or

arrowroot, or a strong solution of gum arable. Give also clysters of warm gruel, in

which a \ oz. of aloes is mixed, or from 6 to 8 ozs. of Epsom salts, injected with Reid's
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patent pump. If the pain still continues^ after twelve or fourteen hour.s, administer the

following prescription :

—

Giuel 2 quarls. Catecliu 4 ounces.

Prepared chalk 1 ounce. Opium 2 scruples.

Repeat this every five or six hours until the purging and pain are abated, after wliich

the doses may he reduced in quantity and frequency. If tlic inflainmatory symptoms
arc serious, recourse must be Iiad to bleeding, but this is a last resort. Tlie horse should

be kept warmly clothed, and his legs well rubbed and bandaged.

Spasmodic Colic.—This being an internal disorder, originating from various causes,

it is impossible to tell precisely to what it is to be ascribed. Stones and earthy lumps

in the intestines, drinking cold water when the horse is warm, and sometimes green

food, when first given, eaten in large quantities and worked hard afterwards, with many
other causes, tend to produce the colic.

The attacks of this disorder are very sudden, and without any premonitory signs.

The horse becomes restless, shifting his position, pawing the ground, looking anxiously

at his flanks, and sometimes raising his foot and striking his belly violently with it ; then

lying down and rolling about on his back. The pain then subsides, and shaking him-

self, the horse will begin to eat. The spasms return at intervals with increased violence,

and the horse will throw himself on the ground with great force, break into a copious

perspiration, heaving greatly at the flanks. If the spasms abate in frequency and

severity, it is a proof that the attack is yielding to treatment. If, on the contrary, they

increase in frequency and severity, it is most probable that inflammation and mortifi-

cation have taken place, and the case is hopeless.

The most valuable specific in this disorder is the following recipe, which usually

affords instant relief:

—

Turpentine 3 ounces.

Laudanum 1 ounce.

Warm ale, or gruel 1 pint.

If the disease is not abated in half an hour, it will be necessary to bleed, in order to

prevent inflammation. Rub the belly well with a towel or brush, and lead the horse

about. An liour after the above dose being given, half the quantity may be adminis-

tered, adding to it three quarters of an ounce of Barbadoes aloes. Injections of warm
water or gruel, in which is a small quantity of aloes, will have a good effect ; and the

following embrocation may also be beneficially applied, while the spasms are on :

—

Mustard flour 8 ounces. Oil of turpentine .... 2 ounces.

(Camphor 1 ounce. Water of ammonia ... 3 ,,

These should be worked into a thick paste, and rubbed over a considerable portion of the

belly.

As spasmodic colic and inflammation of the bowels are frequently mistaken for each

other on account of the general appearance being similar, Brown gives the following

tabular view of the symptoms of each, which, if attended to, will enable any one to make
the distinction.
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Inflammation of the Bowels.

1. Pulse considerably accelerated, b:it very iudis-

tiact.

". Gradual in iU approacli, wilb iircvious febrile

iudieatious.

3. ]Jcs down; seldom rolls on his back; stalls to

his legs suddenly,

•t. Legs and cars generally cold.

5. Belly eieecdingly tender, and when touched

causing pain.

C. Motion increasing the painful syniptoras.

7. Constant pain.

8. Rapid prostration of strength.

Spasmodic Colic.

1

.

Pulse natural, or lower than in its natural state,

but aecekrated and more full during the

spasms.

2. Sudden in its attack, but destitute of febrile

symptoms,

li. Lies down, nud almost nvnriably rolls ou his

back, which seems to give him relief.

4. Legs and cars of a natural heat.

5. Rubbing the belly seems to give relief tu thu

animal.

6. Motion evidently alTorJing relief.

7. lutervals of rest.

8. Strength hardly affected.

0. Mucous membrane inside the nostrils very red. i 0. Mucous membraue of the ordiunry colour.

10. Lining of the eyelids unusually red.
I 10. Lining of the eyelid of its natural colour.

11. Peristaltic motion of the bowels excited, wilh
I 11. Shght motion of the intcstiuts, uuless by purga.

the auus hot.
j

live injeclious.

Twisting, or ciitaiiglemeiit of the bowels, is frequently caused by tlic horse rolling

and throwing himself about when under the pain of colic, probably also from spa.smodic

action upon them in the paroxysms. For this disorder there is no specific cure, but wc

have heard of a similar complaint being relieved in a human subject l:)y opening the

body and cutting off the affected part, and sewing the edges of the gut together ; and the

patient recovered. The remedy, however, was a desperate one, but the disease also was

so, as the paticut must have died, probably in great torture. Stones in the intestines

frequently accompany or are the cause of colic. These ai'e concrete masses formed in

the Ctccum, or colon, and are sometimes of several pounds weight ; in which case, by

pressing ou the mucous membraue, they cause inflammation, mortification, and death.

Their presence can only be ascertained by an operation, which no surgeon would under-

take at hap-hazard.

Sometimes the long-continued spasmodic action of the ileum, in colic, causes an

inverted pressure from the csecum towards the stomach, forcing this narrow portion of

the intestines into a part above it which retains its natural calibre. This upward action

increases with the irritation it produces, and increases at the same time the efl'ect, until

an obstruction of an insurmountable character is produced, and for which uo remedy can

be applied. This disorder is termed intersuscej^tion of the intestines.

Intestinal JJ'orms.—The presence of worms in the bodies of animals, as well as in

vinegar and other liquids, has never been satisfactorily accounted for, although conjecture

is rife enough ou the subject. The probability is in favour of the theory that the eggs

are taken in with the food, and becoming instantly hatched, the young worms form a

lodgment in the intestines which cause some trouble to eradicate. While they are

not numerous, they occasion but slight inconvenience ; but they multiply so fast that

the sooner the intruders are got rid of the better.

Their presence is indicated by loss of appetite, griping pains occasioning a rough coat

and a tueked-up belly. These are the symptoms of the large w-orms called lumbricus teres,

which are long and white, and in form similar to the earthworm. Some of them are

from five to ten inches in length, and even more. Another species of worm is the ascarides,

a small worm, which, when lodged in the intestines, increases in numbers very fast, and

finding their way to the cfecum, descend to the rectum, causing great irritation of that

part, indicated by the switching about of the animal's tail, and the appearance of mucus.
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which hardens into a white powder at the anus. The tapeworm is a third species, and

the most dangerous and difficult to eradicate. It has a broad, flat, tape-like form, and

consists of numerous articulated joints. It lodges in various parts of the intestinal canal,

and when numerous, destroys the mucous membrane and di'aws the nourisliment from the

food taken, so that although the horse eats voraciously, his food does him no good. If

these worms are not expelled, the animal wastes away and dies, or lingers on in a life of

misery.

The long round worm may be probably expelled by the following anthelmintic

:

—
Calomel 2 drachms. Socotrine aloes .... 2 drachms.

Rhubarb ] J drachm. Ginger 1 J drachm.

If necessary, give the following at night

—

Calomel U drachm.

Aniseed, in powder § ounce.

Powder of scammony j drachm.

And, as a purgative in the morning, 5 drachms of aloes and 2 of ginger. These medicines

should all be made into balls with treacle.

The ascarides may be expelled by the same medicines as the round worm ; but if they

do not produce the desired effect, apply the following injection after the medicine :

—

Linseed oil 1 quart ; or,

Aloes, dissolved in warm water . , 1 ounce.

For destroying the tapeworm give the following in form of a ball :

—

Turpentine h ounce.

Castor oil 2 ounces.

Gum arabic, powdered 1 ounce.

Warm mashes should be given for some days after.

These reptiles are exceedingly tenacious of life and terribly reproductive, for every

single joint, if broken from one, will form a head and tail, and become in a short time a

perfect animal. It is, therefore, most probable that it will be necessary to repeat the

above dose several times before the intruders are eradicated.

The Bots.—Tliese pests of the equine race are the production of a species of gadfly

{oestrus equi of naturalists), which in the month of July torments the horses by settling

on and stinging their legs, where it deposits also its eggs amongst the hair, to which

they adhere by a glutinous fluid. These eggs are hatched in a few days, which operation

is promoted by the horse himself, who, by nibbling the leg to allay the irritation, bursts

the eggs, and the hatched insects adhere to his tongue and lips, from which they soon

find their way into the stomach with the food. Being furnished with a strong hook on

each side of the mouth, they cling firmly to the lining of the stomach, and remain there

the whole winter, feeding probably on the mucus, to the injury of the digestive and

other powers of that organ. At the end of spring they have attained their full size, and

quitting their hold of the mucous membrane of the stomach, they descend into the

intestinal canal and are voided with the ordinary evacuations. Burying themselves in

the earth they assume the chrysalis form, and at the beginning of July become the per-

fect insect or fly, and prepare to renew the routine described above.

It is supposed by some persons, and amongst others by Mr. Bracy Clark, that the
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bot is a provision of nature to assist the digestive powers of the stomach by trituratiouj

in the same way as pepper in the hnman stomach. We believe, on the contraiy, that

the great Creator has made all His works perfect, individually, in its kind ; and that, in

a healthy condition, the organs of both animals and vegetables are capable, without

extraneous aid, of performing in a perfect manner the functions assigned to them.

Ray, in his " Wisdom of God displayed in the Material Creation," accounts for the

existence of certain insects which infest the human frame, by showing that they render

that cleanliness of the person and the dwelling a necessity, which is at the same time

promotive of health, comfort, and respectability. But he has not, in any case, attempted

to show that such parasitic pests are required to supply a defect in the organisation of

the species to which they attach themselves. In the ease of the bots in horses, the

production of ulcers in the coatings of the stomachs in which the insects are found, is a

sufficient reply to the theory which makes them supplementary to the digestive powers

of that organ.

SECTION XI.

6. DISORDERS OF THE EXTERNAL PARTS OF THE HORSE.

The value of the horse to man depends upon the perfection, greater or less, of the

action of his limbs ; and this again is dependent on the freedom of those parts from any

disorder that obstructs their movements. There is not a more beautiful or useful

animal in the creation than a three or four year old high-bred horse, with all his

powers and faculties in perfect condition, just rendered by good treatment subservient

to the will of his kind master, and apparently proud of his servitude. There is not a

more pitiable object than the same generous animal at eight or nine years old, in

the hands of a hard master, strained in all his limbs, spavined, foundered, broken

kneed, exhibiting all the outward signs of hard work, under feeding, hard riding or

driving on the road, and neglect in the stable. We believe that in nine cases out of

ten, the injuries received by horses, and their early incapacity and worn-out condition,

are owing directly to the recklessness of the owners, or the neglect, carelessness, and

cruelty of the grooms. Numbers are ruined in temper by the undue severity of horse-

breakers ; and, to punish them for any ebullition, the grooms when they return to the

stable, will resort to any species of cruelty if the master is not in the way. No punish-

ment would be too severe for such delinquents, but they arc seldom detected so far as

to come under the lash of the law. Many masters, however, are as cruel and exacting

to their horses as the grooms, and do not scruple to employ them in hard work,

when they must know that every effort is made with excessive pain, and that every

act of the kind retards recovery. The Act of Parliament introduced and forced upon

the House of Commons by the late Mr. ]Martin, is admirably adapted to put an end

to such cruelty, and in the metropolis at least, has been productive of much benefit,

through the efforts and agents of " The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals."

" It is the interest of every man," says Brown, " to have his lame horse rendered sound as
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speedily as possible ; and this, in most cases, cauuot be efl'ectcd wiihout allowing the

animal a cessation from labour. And it is monstrous cruelty to subject a horse to

labour, while under the influence of a painful malady. The finger of contempt should be

pointed at all such unfeeling wretches."

Sjjraiii of the Shoulder.—When this painful accident has occurred to a horse, it is

indicated by his dragging the foot forward on the toe, instead of lifting it iip and

throwing it forward as he does when well. Every movement indicates expression of

pain, of which any man may judge pretty correctly if he has ever had a sprained limb

;

as the pain is most felt when the weight of the body rests upon it, it is greatest in going

down hill, when of necessity that weight is thrown upon the fore-legs. In the stable

the shoulder-slipped horse rests only the toe of the injured leg upon the ground;

and if the leg is lifted by the groom and drawn forward, the horse will at once exhibit

symptoms of excessive pain, showing plainly enough where the injury lies. lie cannot

be worked ef&ciently until the shoulder is completely cured. The seat of the injury is

so deep as not to show itself outwardly, either by the heat or the swelling of the part';

but the above test will determine it at once. Young horses arc peculiarly liable to such

accidents in going over rough ground. Setting a foot suddenly in a hole, or on a loner

piece of ground than the level on which the rest of the legs stand, will frequently occa-

sion it; as may also a side fall, or stepping on ice in the road in frosty weather. "We

have known horses shoulder-slipped in a pasture in wet weather, when coursing round

the field, by suddenly slipping ou one of the fore-feet.

The remedies for a sprained or slipped shoulder are some of them of outward appli-

cation, hut the disorder is too deeply seated to depend upon these entirely. If the

inflammation is great, blood should he taken from the plate-vein, in the inside of the

arm, as the nearest to the part affected. Apply also hot fomentations to those parts

nearest the injury, or rather over it. At the same time administer the following purga-

tive medicine, in order to keep open the bowels, and draw any humours from the

shoulder ;

—

Barbadoes aloes 5 draclinis.

Castile soap 2 „

Oil of caraways 12 ilrops.

Repeat this until the inflammation has subsided. If the cure is protracted, aj^ply a

blister by way of counter-irritation. These means, with perfect rest, will generally

effect a cure.

In complaints and injuries of the arm, such as fracture of the elbow, puncture of

the elbow-joint, enlargement of the elbow, &c., we would recommend placing the horse

at once under the hands of a regular practitioner. They arc desperate cases, and

generally require surgical as well as medical assistance, which can only be rendered

safely by a professional man.

Injuries of the Knee.—A broken knee may be occasioned by over-riding, continued

after the strength and spirit of the horse are exhausted ; or i)y setting his foot on a

rolling stone, or riding fast over a rough road, &c. Many causes will bring even the

safest horse upon his knees, without any fault of his own; but, on the other hand, there

arc many others who have acquired a slouching gait, that renders them continually

liable to fall forwards. Others go with their toes so near the ground, that, as is said,

a .'sixpence would prove a)\ obstruction to them. Others, again, are so weak in the
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kncc-joiut; that any obstruction against wliicli tlic foot strikes will tlirow tliem ofl' tlie

balance, and down they come upon theii' knees.

Generally speaking, wc would say, do not buy a broken-kneed horse for riding or

driving, however cheap he may be. At the same time, we have ridden such with perfect

safety and pleasure, although the animal is much blemished by it. A good judge may

tell, by the action of a horse so blemished, whether the fault lay with himself, or

whether the cause was purely accidental. INIany yonng horses of first-rate promise have,

by over-work, been brought upon their knees, and blemished for life, although, by

careful treatment, they have perfectly recovered from the accident, except the blemish.

It is a fact, too, tiiat the best and most spirited horses, when they do go down, receive

the most injury, the effort to save themselves adding violence to the fall.

As soon after the accident as you have got your horse into the stable, wash the

knee with warm water and a sponge, to remove the dirt or gravel, and also to be able to

ascertain the extent of the injury, for which purpose the probe should be applied. If

the instrument grates against the bone, it is a proof the joint is penetrated. If other-

wise, and the injury is superficial, apply a linseed-meal poultice, letting it remain on for

twelve hours. This will both relieve the pain and allay the inflammation. Upon the

removal of the poultice, examine the wound ; and if the joint-oil {Kijnoviu) appears, it is

a proof that the capsular ligament of the joint has been injured and laid open. In this

case, wash round, but not in, the wound with the following cold lotion :

—

Goulard's extract ~ ounces.

Vinegar 4 „

Water 3 quarts.

Apply this with a sponge repeatedly, before laying on a poultice or any otlicr

application.

If the cut in the joint is large and deep (as is the ease sometimes, when the knee, in

falling, comes in contact with a sharp flint), and the yellow joint-oil continues to exude,

the horse at the same time evincing great suffering, the case is too desperate to bo

treated otherwise than by a veterinary surgeon, who will alone be able to determine

whether or not it is curable. In some instances fever supervenes to such an extent,

that to prolong the animal's life would be but to lengthen its sufferings, as death must,

in all probability, soon result. On the other hand, even if life is saved, the knee will

become anchylosed by the inaction of a protracted cure and the natural deposit of bony

matter, in place of the joint-oil, which has become exhausted. A cure will therefore

not compensate fur the expense, as the horse, with an immovable joint, will be little

worth. The best plan is to put him out of his misery without further delay, and such

will be the advice of a professional man, if he is honest.

It is almost impossible to cover the blemish arising from a broken knee so effectually

as not to be to some extent visible to a purchaser; at the same time, if treated properly,

the wound will heal without much of a scar, unless it is very extensive. No caustic

applications should be used, as they increase the blemish by destroying the hair. A
mild blister after the wound is healed will stimulate its growth so as to cover the scar. In

purchasing a horse, if it is suspected, although denied by the dealer, that he lias been

down, take up the leg and bend the knee, and the scar will at once show itself. On the

other hand, if you arc a judge, and like the appearance of the animal notwithstanding,

VOL. II. c n
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put him to his paces, and watch him narrowly, and you will soon he ahlc to tell whether

stumbling is a normal institution with him. A heavy, forward shoulder, a slouching

gait, and a broken knee combined, render further acquaintance undesirable.

The closing of the lips of the wound of a broken knee is a delicate operation, and if

a professional man is at hand it is best to employ him ; but if not, bring the edges as

near together as possible, and put over them a compressing bandage, entirely covering

the wound. This should remain for a fortnight without being removed, in order to give

time for the parts to granulate, to supply the substance that has been lost cither by

the accident or by suppuration. If the horse is of a restless disposition, and cannot

otherwise be prevented from bending his leg, it may be necessary to sling him for a few

davs, letting him down occasionally, and watching him when down. A blemish may

thus be rendered very slight, if not entirely prevented. Always remember that this, in

a great measure, depends on the treatment of the wound in the first instance; for if then

neglected, or carelessly managed, no after treatment will make up for it.

Splent, or Splint.—This is an excrescence on the shank-bone, and maices its appear-

ance generally in the inside, a little below the knee-joint. Most young horses have

them, and if they do not interfere with tlie joint or the back-sinew, or become large,

they will not affect the horse's going, or render him lame. A splint, however, is always

accompanied in the first stages with tenderness ; and if in trotting or galloping the horse

strikes his other foot against the part, it will give him great pain, and produce temporary

lameness ; and when it happens he may probably drop. As horses get older, splints

generally diminish, and sometimes entirely disappear. In some cases the immunity

from lameness is not so complete ; a very small splint being so exceedingly painful and

tender, that the jar of the road will be sufBcient to render a horse lame, whieli, at first,

it is difficult to account for. In accounting for the splint. Brown has the following

observations :

—" It is difficult to conceive how splent should appear on the outside of

the small bones, except, we suppose, that the space between these bones is occupied with

mechanism of an important character. It is much easier to account for their almost

exclusive appearance on the inside of the limb. The inner splcut-bone is situate nearer

the central part of the body than the other ; and from the nature of its connection with

the knee, it is subject to a greater proportion of weight than the outer one, and hence

is more liable to injury and inflammation, and consequently inducing this bony deposit,

which has been termed splent. Tiie inner bone supports the entire wciglit, Avhich is

transmitted to one of the small knec-boncs. It is the only support of that bone, while

but a portion of the weight is sustained liy the outer splcnt-bonc, and the pressure is

divided between it and the shank-bone. Besides, many smitlis who are imperfectly

acquainted with their business most absurdly elevate the outer heel of the shoe to a

great degree, which throws an additional quantity of the weight of the animal on the

inner splent-bone. Severe blows sometimes occasion splcnts on otlicr portions of the

shank-bone."

The lameness of a horse when a splint is forming is occasioned by the undue stretching

of the periosteum, or membrane which covers the bone, which causes great pain to the

horse, who cannot l)car the jar of travelling. Tliis tension of tlic membrane causes also

a slight inflammation ; but these defects disappear as tlic parts accommodate themselves

to the interruption, and generally no serious consequences arise. The splint, in fact, is

an exudation of the matter of which the bone is formed, and not of that of the sinew;
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and although it is better to avoid purchasing a young horse that shows a tendency to

throw out splints—because yon cannot tell to what extent they may form—they arc not

considered unsoundness unless they positively interfere with his going, owing to the

position in which tlicy arc placed.

The splints arc easily cured if taken in hand when first forming. They generally

make tlicir appe.irance in the shape of a gelatinous tumour, from and around which the

hair should be carefully shaved off', and the part rubbed with a small portion of mercurial

ointment for two or three days; after which a strong blister should be ajiplied. This

treatment is generally sufficient, and the splint will gradually waste away. If, however,

this should not be the ease, and the splint threatens to be large and near the joint or

back-sinew, it is usual to cauterise it, as the onhj resource ; but it should be the last to

resort to.

Speedy Cut.—A horse of high action is very apt to cut tlic inside of the fore-leg,

just below the knee-joint, with the edge of the shoe, when trotting at a great speed.

The pain of the blow is sometimes so great that the horse will drop as if shot. A bony

concretion forms on the wound if neglected; and in most cases tlie injury is attended

with inflammation and great heat. This may be allayed by fomentation, which will also

prevent the consequences of the wound. It is in all eases best to have the shoe not

c.\tcnding beyond the hoof, and putting only one nail in the inside, and that near tiie

toe. The shoe should be of equal thickness at both heel and toe, so as to bear equally

on both sides.

Knee-tied.—This is a natural defect, which we mention rather to caution persons

against purchasing a horse snbject to it than to suggest a cure. It arises from the

irapeziunijOr hinder bone of the knee, not being sufficiently prominent, so that the liga-

mentous ring by which the tendons are bound together confines the flexor tendons of the

foot so tightly that the leg will be very deficient in depth under tlie knee. This is

known by the phrase that the horse is " tied below the knee," and it limits his speed as

well as liis powers of endurance. If ridden fast or far he is almost certain of- bein"-

sprained in the back sinews, caused by the pressure of the ring producing such a degree

of friction as will check the free action of the tendons, thus requiring a greater degree of

exertion to keep up progressive motion. When, also, the back tendons are thus bound

down, they are squeezed into a more oblique direction, so that it requires greater force

to make the muscles act, and fatigue is induced in a shorter time, and is almost always

accompanied by a sprain. Brown considers it one of the worst defects a horse can

possess, and it admits of no cure.

Sprain of the Back Sinews.—The back tendons or sinews are enclosed in a sheath of

thick cellular substance, which both preserves them from injury and keeps them in their

proper position ; whilst, to prevent friction, a mucous fluid is secreted between the

sheath and the tendon, by which i^e latter is constantly lubricated. But if the horse is

over-worked, the friction becomes too great, so that the tendon presses on the membrane
that lines tiie sheath, and causes inflammation. A diff"ercnt fluid is thereby secreted

which coagulates, and the consequence is, adhesions form between the sheath and the

tendons which obstruct the motion of the limb and cause pain during action. A long

stage of hard riding will sometimes cause a rupture of the fibres by which the tendons

are bound ; and when this is the ease to a serious extent, the horse is said to have
" broken down." The tendon itself is not in any case ruptured, but its action is in all so

c c 2
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impeded that the horse cannot be worked witli either pleasure or safety to the rider.

Accorapauied as this injury is witli excessive pain^ the horse evinces his feeling by standing

with his foot off the ground, only touching it with the toe.

In the first instance bleeding from the toe should be resorted to, to relieve the vessels

nearest the part affected. For this purpose the sole should be pared down close, and a

groove should then be cut with a small drawing-knife at the part wdicre the hoof and

the sole unite (which is near the toe), by which the great vein will be opened. "When

the blood begins to flow, place the foot in warm water, which will induce a more rapid

bleeding. When enough blood has been taken, insert some tow in the wound, and put

the shoe on again slightly, after v.diich the wound will soon heal. Foment also the limb

with warm water three or four times a day, each time for about an hour, and in the

intervals wrap large linseed poultices round the leg. These applications will allay the

inflammation and soothe the pain. No stimulating lotions should be used, they being

sure to increase the inflammation. In the mean while the bowels should be kept open

by the following dose, given in a ball :

—

Barbadocs aloes 1^ ounce.

Calomel 3 draehms.

Jalap w drachm.

"When the heat and irritation are abated, the horse will show it by setting the sole

of his foot firmly on the ground; but there is still danger of the iudammation returning,

imless care and perfect rest are secured. The swelling which remains has to be reduced.

For this purpose, a thin flannel bandage must be wound round the leg, merelj' close at

first, but tiglitened as the horse can bear the pressure, keeping the ilannel constantly

wet with a lotion consisting of four parts vinegar to one part spirits of wine. This

bandage should be kept on a fortnight, and will tend to reduce the decp-scatcd inflam-

mation, stimulate the absorbents, and promote the absorption of the coagulated matter in

which the complaint originated. At the end of the fortnight, the horse may be put to

gentle work ; but great caution must be used, as the parts are necessarily weak and

tender, and more liable to a recurrence of the injury than a perfectly sound limb. If

any further symptom of lameness occurs, a blister must be applied; and afterwards it

will be better to turn the horse out for a month or two, which will tend more than

anything else to prevent a return of the inflammatory symptoms, followed by incurable

lameness.

JVindgnlls.—These disorders arise from hard and violent riding, or other work, l)y

which the tendons are strained, and the vessels containing the oil by which they arc

lubricated become swelled, inflamed, and hard, and the horse falls lame. "When wind-

galls ensue, the fore-legs appear pufly ; and although they arc not reckoned unsoundness,

there being few horses without them, more or less, if they are extensive they will mate-

rially affect the action of the animal, and ought to be attended to. A bandage of flannel

having under it, and over the windgall, a soft pad, the whole kept constantly wet with

the same lotion as in the ease of sprain, must be wound round the leg, and kept on for

a fortnight, by vifhieh time the disorder will probably have disappeared. If it should

return, a blister must be applied, which, by drawing off the humours, reduces both the

inflammation and the swelling. If tliis does not succeed, recourse must be had tatho

cautery, which at once causes th(! absorption of the fluid, so that the skin contracts and
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the swelling disappears. Unless windgalls are large, it is better not to tamper willi them

at all, as they do not affect the horse's action.

Rupture of the Suspensori/ Ligament.—This is rather a relaxation or straining of the

ligament which sustains the bones of the foot, and connects them with the upper part

of the leg. It is caused by extraordinary exertion, by which the tension upon the

ligament is greater than it can bear. It consequently becomes relaxed, and the

sesamoid bone (that at the back of the knee joint) falls down, which destroys the power

of the suspensory ligament to support the bones of the foot, and the fetlock joint nearly

touches the grouiul. The chances are against the recovery of a horse subject to this

accident, and the only remedy is perfect rest, bandage, and a high-heeled shoe to keep

the foot in its natural position. In most cases incurable lameness is the result.

Groggtiiess.—In this disorder the fetlock-joint knuckles over, which occasions lui-

stcadiuess of the whole leg. It is an indication of overworking and overloading,

reflecting disgrace upon those who have had the benefit of the animal's younger days,

and have abused him. By such ill-treatment the ligaments become strained and lose

their power ; repeated acts of overstrained tension make this disorder a permanent

one for which no cure can be obtained, it being, when confirmed, generally accompanied

with ulceration between the joints and the membrane that lines the cartilage, which

itself also is affected. Work of even a light kind is pure misery to such a horse, and

the most humane and considerate way is to put him out of his pain by shooting him

through the head.

Sprain of the Fetlock.—The bones and ligaments of the foot of the horse possess

extraordinary strength, yet is the fetlock-joint peculiarly liable to injury, from its being)

though so small, the chief support of the whole structure of the animal. Upon the

soundness, therefore, of this part depends the safety and speed with which he performs

his work. The injury may be ascertained by pressing the fingers on the part, when if

it feels hot, there is no reason to doubt the case being one of sprain. The remedy is a

strong and permanent blister until the inflammation has subsided. Afterwards, bandage

with flannel till the strength is completely restored.

Cutting of the Fetlock.—ilany horses, especially young ones, injure the inside of the

fetlock by striking it with the shoe of the opposite foot. This is more the case when

the animal is fatigued ; but some horses have their feet turned inward or outward, either

of which defects will cause them to " cut themselves " as it is termed. Horses that arc

worked hard at too early an age acquire this habit, and seldom outgrow it. It is im-

possible to lay dowu a certain uniform rule for the cure of this defect, as it arises from

so many causes, natural and acquired. The most effectual preventive is to have the shoe

exactly fittiug the hoof, and not in any degree projecting beyond it, especially in the

inside ; and also to have the shoe of uniform thickness, so as not to give any bias to the

foot in going. The hoof, too, of the cutting foot should be reduced by rasping, to

lessen, as much as possible, the tendency to strike the opposite one. In cases of natural

defect or malformation, in which the toe turns inward or outward, and thus is brought,

in going, against the opposite leg, Mr. Moorcroft recommends the outside of the foot to

be raised by having the shoe thicker there than in the inside, by which the supporting

leg will be made to " throw the body ofi" that leg, consequently the moving leg will be

farther off the supporting leg, and hence less liable to strike." This argument, though

plausible enough, has not always been supported .by the result, having in some cases
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failed in practice. He who has the misfortune to possess a horse that " cuts himself,"

should never ride or drive him without a gaiter ou the foot or ankle liable to be cut,

which will to a considerable extent prevent the injury.

In some cases this cutting arises from bad shoeing, the lower inside edge of the shoe

being made to project with a sharp edge over the hoof. As the feet of all horses pass

near to each other in going, such a malformation of the shoe is almost certain to cause

the one to cut the other. To prevent this, always examine the feet after shoeing, and if

you find the shoe project, make the smith take it off and bring it to the exact shape of

the hoof. This will teach him caution another time, but if it be repeated change your

smith at once, as such carelessness is intolerable. But whatever you do in buying a

horse, if you find a cut in the inside of the fetlock or the leg, or a callous thickening in

that part, decline the purchase at oncej for although many a good horse in going fast

cuts himself from haste or carelessness, it is impossible to tell the cause unless you are

acquainted with the horse previously ; and under any circumstances it is better to have

one without than with tJie habit.

Sprain in the Coffin-Joint.—There is danger of this disorder being overlooked or

rather confounded with lameness in the shoulder ; but it may be ascertained by the

presence of great heat and tenderness round the coronet, which exhibits pain when

pressed with the hand. If neglected, or mistaken for sprain in another part, it may
become of serious consequences, as the disease fixes itself among the integuments of the

foot, v/here it is difficult to dislodge it. Bleeding at the toe, then blistering, and an

occasional dose of the following laxative medicine (in the form of a ball), to cool and

cleanse the system, will generally give relief :
—

Barbadoes aloes Ij ounce.

Calomel 2 drachms.

Jalap J drachra.

Ring-Bone.—This disorder commences ori the lower ])astcrn, the ligaments of which

are highly inflamed. Presently a bony concretion appears just jibove the coronet and

increases with gi-eat rapidity, in which case the lameness is incurable. Not only are

the pastern-boncs at the joint enveloped in the bony secretion, l)ut the cartilages of the

foot are affected. Both the hind and the fore feet are liable to this disorder; but owing

to the greater force of concussion to which the latter arc exposed, it extends to the

joint, whereas in the hind feet it is generally confined to the back part of the foot and

the ligaments, while the bones remain uninjured. The first deposit of bony matter

takes place on the lower pastern, and is preceded and accompanied by violent inflam-

mation of the ligaments, and a perceptible enlargment of the bone just above tlie

coronet. This is the earliest stage of the disorder, and it may be arrested and the bony

concretion removed either by blistering or by the use of the cautery. If delay takes

place, both the inflammation and the secretion of bony matter spread rapidly, and soon

connect and fix the pastern joints, surround the cartilages of the foot, the cofllu and

navicular bones, and anchylosing the whole into a mass of carious bone. Unless, there-

fore, the promptest measures arc taken in the first instance, the case soon becomes

hopeless.

Ossification of the Back Bineiu.—This disorder comes on gradually, but may be

detected in its early stage by pressing the finger on the sinew, which, if in a liealthy

state, will yield to the pressure, and spring back when it is removed. Blistering and
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rest may possibly be of service at first, but in very few cases can tlic progress of the

disease be stayed, and it is almost certaiu to result in permanent and incurable

lameness.

Curb.—Young high-bred horses arc liable to the curb, when hunted or raced too

soon. It shows itself by a swelling below the bock, and is most visible sideways of the

limb. Firing, or the cautery, is the only remedy ; and this should be done without

delay, and the following lotion applied, by wrapping two or three folds of ilannel roimd

the part, and keeping them constantly wet with it, nntil the swelling disappears :

—

Goulard's extract 2 otincea.

Vinegar . , ; •! „

Water 2 quarts.

THE HAUNCH AND OTHER PORTIONS OF THE HIND LEGS.

Fracture of the Tuberosities of the Haunch.—This refers to the bones of the haunch

or pelvis, which sometimes get fractured or injured by a fall or blow. In either case

the part swells, and the horse walks lame. The injury occasions inflammation and

considerable heat in the surrounding parts ; and as no bandage can l^e so applied as to

bring the fractured parts to their original position, the only thing that gives relief is a

strong adhesive plaster laid across the haunch, which will support the parts, and keep

them together tdl they have united. This they seldom do in their natural position, so

that a degree of deformity is generally the result of the accident, and frequently

lameness for life.

Sprain of the Round Bone.—This is the rounded termination of the femur or thigh-

bone, which sometimes is dislocated and fractured, but more frequently sprained, by a

sudden jerk under a heavy load, or by an accidental slip on one side, &c. When it

happens, the horse loses all power of that quarter, and drags the leg painfully after him,

the toe only touching the ground. A blister should be instantly applied, to prevent or

remove the inflammation, and bring the ligaments to a proper tone. If the round bone

is dislocated or fractured, the first may possibly be reduced, but it is an awkward case to

deal with ; and if the second, although a blister and perfect rest may effect a cure, it is

ten to one but the horse will be lame through life, because, although the fractures may
heal, the bone itself, which has been altered to a certain extent in its surface by them,

will never resume its original form, and consequently cannot exactly fit the socket so

well as before, and labour will always be painful for the horse. Even under a sprain,

the horse should be turned out to grass as soon as the inflammation is reduced, that he

may perfectly recover his strength.

Sprain of the Stifle-joint.—When this accident occurs, which is not frequently, the

horse drops behind, and drags his leg after him, losing the power to throw it forward;

the parts also indicate it by great heat and tenderness. The patella, which in the horse

answers to the knee-pan in man, is sometimes dislocated, or bruised by a blow, in which

case the aid of a professional man will be desirable ; but if the muscles are only sprained,

fomentations should be used. Bleeding, also, is useful if the tendency to inflammation

appears, and doses of aperient medicine should be administered :

—

Barbadoes aloes 5 drachms.

Castile soap 2 „

Oil of caraways JO drops.
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Thorourih-pin.—This disorder is of tlie same nature as windgiiUs, and is an enlarge-

ment of tiie vessel that contains the oil secreted in the hock-joint, for the purpose of

lubricating that joint. It is occasioned by ovcr--\vorkiiig beyond the strength of the

animal, and exhibits itself as swellings ou both sides of the lioek, having the appearance

of passing through it, from which it derives its name. The danger is, that inflammation

should supervene, during which the lubricating oil may give place to another secretion

that coagulates and becomes callous, in which case the horse will have a stiff joint

r.uless it is reduced by blistering in the first stage of the attack. Horses subject to

thorough-pin are always stiff when they first leave the stable, but it v.ears off as they

get warm ou the road. Notwithstanding this, though it is not reckoned unsoundness,

it is not desirable to have a horse that shows a liability to the disorder, as it is

certain to return if he is ridden harder or worked moi-e severely than usual.

Capped Hocks.—These arc generally produced by a blow, causing a swelling on the

point of the hock-joint. It sometimes occurs by the horse striking his hock agaiust tlic

stall or the door-post in leaving the stable. We have knoAvn it happen to a liasty horse

in going through a gate that was partly open, and which caught him by both hocks

before the rider could throw the gate fully open. The "cap" is a soft tumour, being an

enlargement of the vessel containing the lubricating mucus of the hock, and similar to

that of the thorougli-piu. A horse is seldom, lame from this accident, but the part being

very tendei', he is liable to strike it against the shafts of a gig, which, with a high-spirited

horse, would probably set him kicking, and cause an accident. Repeated blistering,

until the swelling is reduced, should be resorted to at once. If the swelling becomes

large and callous through neglect, it will scarcely be possil^le to cure it. Rest alone

will, in some eases, cause the swelling to disappear; but it is safer to supplement it with

blistering.

Mallenders and Salknders.—These are similar disorders, except that the first attacks

the fore, and the second the hind leg. They consist of scurfy eruptions appearing in the

inside of the hock and under or upon tlie knee. If not attended to at once, ulceration

takes place, and a thin watery humour exudes, «hich will prove troublesome to cure.

The disorder is generated l)y the neglect of the groom in liis stable management. In the

first instance, apply the following ointment to the diseased parts :

—

Common tar 1 ounce.

Sugar of lead i ,,

Lard 4 ounces.

If this does not succeed in stopping the discliargc in a week, then apply the mild

mercurial ointment. The same laxative medicine should be administered as in the ease

in the previous page.

Enlargement of the Hock.—This arises from a sprain, or inflammation, produced by

a violent concussion; or from checking the horse suddenly when going rapidly; or

compelling him to draw too much weiglit for his strength. It is always attended Avitli

lameness and tenderness of the parts, and requires perfect rest with fomentations, \\hieh

will generally relieve it ; but if not it Avill be necessary to fire the parts, which seldom

fails so far as to remove danger, but the enlargement of the whole joint still remains.

This, however, will not incapacitate him for work, and if used with ordinary caution and

humanity, he may be worked during the rest of his life witliout any further enlarge-
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Kiei'.t or laiiunicss. But sucli a horse is considered luisouiul, because if lie is over-

worked, tlie disorder is liable to rcturu and he will become lame for life.

Curb.—lu this disorder there is an ciilargemeut of the ligameutary bands some

inches below the point of the hock, and it proceeds from the same causes as other

injuries of the liock-joint stated above. A blow, a sudden chcclc, over-exertion, &c.,

caus£ an e.Kteusion or straining of the ligaments that protect the tendons, which swell,

and the limb becomes inflated ; and if the fluid secreted coagulates, and the parts are

inflamed, the horse falls lame. These symptoms will determine the existence of the

curb, to which young horses, especially tliosc that arc cow-hocked, arc most subject. As

soon as the disorder is ascertaired, a cold lotion composed of 2 ozs. each of spirit of wine,

vinegar, ami water, should be applied frequently till the inflammation has subsided. But

if this does not succeed blood should be taken from the subcutaneous vein, which passes

over the parts affected, and the following medicine in form of a ball administered :

—

BoibaJocs iilocs 5 drachms.

Castile soap 3 ,,

Oil of carawajs 12 drops.

If the complaint Is seated in the annular ligament, or in the sheath of the tendons,

it requires the more stringent application of blisters, in the first instance in the mild and

liquid form of 1 ounce of tincture of cantharides, applied every day until the parts have

swelled considerably, which should then be allowed to subside, and the cold lotion again

used. If the curb does not thoroughly yield to this treatment it will be necessary to

shave off the hair and use the regular blister, repeating it from time to time until the

curb disappears. In extreme cases firing is sometimes resorted to, wdicn all other

measures have failed. A long cessation from work is necessary to prevent the return of

the curb, which is otherwise a probable occurrence. In any ease a horse that has had the

disorder is considered unsound, as it leaves a weakness of the part, which even moderate

labour may again cause to result in a return of the curb long after an apparent cure.

Striiif/, or Spring, Halt.—A convulsive snatching, or twitching, of the hind leg, or

legs, on leaving the stable, mIucIi is probably a nervous affection, something analogous

to St. Vitus' dance in the human subject. In most cases it is the hind legs only that arc

affected, and these the horse snatches np towards his belly, and as violently strikes the

hoof down again on the ground. Usually' only one leg is affected, but, if both, the horse

has the appearance cf remarkably high action in his hind quarters, and a purchaser not

well acquainted with the disorder would thereby be liable to be deceived. The action

goes off as the horse proceeds on his jonrucy, to which it ofl'crs no obstruction. Thcic

is no remedy specified for the cure of this affection; but if, as we have suggested, it lies

on the nerves only, tonics might be administered with good effect. On the other hand,

although the nervous action is not pleasant to the rider on first starting, there being no

lameness accompanying it, a horse affected with it is not considered unsound.

Bone-spavin.—A bony excrescence formed on the inside of the hock joint, at the lower

point of the bone. It is an enlargement of the inner splint-bone which lies behind the

shank-bone, and with its outward partner bears an apparently unequal portion of the

weight and concussion. The wedge-bones which are connected with the splint-bones

and the shank, contribute largely to bear this burthen, and are involved in the con-

sequences. Young horses who are hunted, or ridden hard and on long journeys before
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they have attained their maximum of strength and compactness, are liable to have the

splint-bone injured and to throw out spavins at the hock. Spavins arc also not unfrc-

quently occasioned by the practice of blacksmiths in the country, turning up the outer

point of the shoe in order, they say, to prevent the horse from cutting or treading upon

the opposite foot. It is evident that this practice causes the feet to tread unevenly, and

throws the action of the bones and sinews out of their regular and natural course;. and

they consequently get strained, especially those at the hock, which induces first inflam-

mation, then the secretion of thick mucus, which eventually hardens into carious bone,

involving the small bones attached to the hock with all the ligaments connected with

them in a uniform ossification.

This is the extreme form of the disorder, but in some cases the joint is less affected

;

and although in all cases spavins are attended with lameness on account of the tender-

ness accompanying their first formation, and the stifi'ness necessarily resulting from the

inflammation and the concretion of the bony matter, the pain subsides when the mem-

brane (periosteum) which covers the bone has accommodated itself to the enlargement,

and the lameness also goes ofl^, or resolves itself into a degree of stifi'ness on first leaving

the stable only. This is the case sometimes v/hen the spavins are very large, but do not

approach to, or much interfere withj the joint. On the other hand a small spavin, if

situated upon the most critical part of the hock-joint will occasion great lameness, and

if not cured, will render the animal useless for the saddle. Spavined horses are not

generally fit for active work, but they are still useful for farm -work, light or heavy,

according to their breed. Yet some horses wlio have been cured by firing in the first

instance, although stifl' at starting, will perform a long journey without being distressed

if not put beyond their strength. We have known such hold a regular pace of eight

miles in the hour for two or three hours together, without the application of whip or

spur.

Repeated blistering, with perfect rest, in the fi.rst stages of the disorder will some-

times reduce the inflammatory symptoms, draw off the bony secretion, prevent its

further deposition, and relieve the ligaments. But if these fail, firing must be resorted

to, which generally succeeds. No other application remains after this.

Bog, or Blood-Spavin.—A tumour similar to a large windgall formed under the

subcutaneous vein that runs up the inside of the horse's leg and thigh ; the pressure

upon this vein interrupts the circulation, which also increases the size of the tumour,

causing a general stagnation of the blood, under which the limb swells and lameness

ensues, which is sometimes incurable ; and even if cured, severe labour is apt to bring

it on again, so great is the tendency to its recurrence. The best plan is to sell the horse

to one who requires him for slow work, with which there is no danger of its return.

In treating for this disorder, pressure uniformly sustained will probably cause an

absorption of the fluid contained in the enlarged vessels or mucus-bag. If this should

not succeed, repeated blisterings are the only means left, which, by exciting the skin

to inflammation may stimulate the absorbents to disperse the excess of fluid, and by

bringing the vessels into a healthy state, prevent or render less likely a return of the

complaint. So deep-seated, however, is the disease that it is almost impossible to

calculate with any certainty upon eflcetually reaching it by any application.

SweUiny of the Cellular Substance of the Leys.—Young horses, and those over-fed and

under-worked, are suddenly attacked with swellings of the hind legs from the hock or the
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stifle to the fetlock, accompanied with great heat and tenderness of tlic skin, and a

peculiar kind of lameness. It arises from inflammation of the cellular substance of the

liuibs, is sudden in its attack, violent in degree, and attended with the secretion of a

fluid on the cellular tissue. If these symptoms arc accompauicd with fever, moderate

bleeding should be resorted to, and then the following diuretic should be administered

ill form of a ball :

—

Turpeatinc ^ ounce.

Ginger i drachm.

Linseed meal A ounce.

Two hours afterwards give the following purgative in the form of a ball :

—

Barbadoes aloes 5 drachms.

Castile soap IJ drachm.

Oil of cai'aways 8 drops.

Fomentations also should be applied, which in most cases will reduce tlic swelling as

rapidly as it appeared.

Horses just taken in from grass are liable, from change of food, to have their legs

swelled. The proportion of nutriment is greater in a given quantity of dry, than of

green food. This increases the quantity of blood, whilst the exercise is not sufficient to

carry it oS by the skin. Opening medicine and constant gentle exercise will eflect a

cure.

Grease.—A disease affecting the skin of the heel, most commonly of the hind feet,

but sometimes of the fore ones. It is frequently occasioned by washing the limbs with

cold water when in a violent perspiration, without rubbing them dry afterwards. Too

much corn and too little exercise also will cause the grease ; and taking a horse into a

warm stable in winter when his legs are chilled by excessive cold from standing, will

have the same effect. In all cases of grease, inflammation is the first symptom, and, the

vessels becoming gorged, a discharge of ichorous matter takes place, which is an excess of

the natural secretion of the unctuous substance provided for keeping the fetlock free from

cracks and excoriation, to which its continual exposure to alternate moisture and dry-

ness would otherwise subject it. The inflammation of the parts, whatever may be the

cause, increases and gives a new and offensive character to the secreted matter, mixing

with it s.n acrid ichor, which neutralises its lubricating properties, and converts it into

a copious and offensive discharge, under which the skin becomes harsh, and cracks into

sores, which, if neglected, cause the whole fetlock to ulcerate, and render the least

exertion painful in the extreme.

Horses that are worked on the farm, and generally cart-horses of all descriptions,

ai-e less liable to the grease than riding and carriage-horses. The hair at the heels of

such being allowed to gi'ow long, protects them from extreme changes from heat to cold

or vice versa, which those of the riding-stable are exposed to. The slowness of their

motion, too, is in favour of their being exempt from grease, not being thrown into the

violent perspirations to which the higher class of horses are subject, and which render

them more liable to cold and to take injury, especially from the application of cold

water to the heels, or in going from a warm stable into the cold air and a muddy

road.

As soon as the gi'case makes its appearance wash the heel with warm water and soap.
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reiuoviiig as mucli of t!ic Mliite scurf as possible. Rub it gently until dry; ami tlicn

apply tlie following ointment, repeated until the parts are healed :
—

Lai'J 1 ounce.

Sugar of lead, wtll powdered . . . . ] Jraclim.

If cracks appear, unless they are large and deep, use the following :

—

Blue vitriol (sulphate of co))per) . . . 2 drachms.

Water 1 pint.

Or 4 ozs. of alum may be substituted for the vitriol. Either will dry up and heal them.

But if the cracks are large aiul deep and discharge an oflensive ichor, attended with

lameness, at ouce apply a linseed poultice, mi.xing an ounce of powdered charcoal with

the linseed-meal, which will give it an antiseptic quality. A carrot boiled and mashed

may be substituted for the linseed-meal, if this latter is not at hand. Tiic poultice

should be kept ou and repeated lentil the inflammation has abated, and the discharge is

of a more healthy aud less offensive nature. Tlieu apply the following ointment :

—

Resia 1 ounce.

Calamine powder 1 >> '

Lard 3 ounces.

Melt the resin aud lard together mixing them perfectly, and when nearly cold add the

calamine, and incorporate them well together by stirring, otherwise the calamine being

a mineral (cavbonatc of zinc) will sink to the bottom, while the lard aud turpentine arc

warm. In the meantime continue frequently washing the cracks with the solution,

which will help to heal them. Give the following diuretic :

—

Turpentine tV ounce. ruiificd nitre jounce.

Ginger + „ Linseed meal '.[

Aud three hours afterwards the following laxative :

—

Barhadoes aloes ! draclims.

Castile soap l drachm.

Oil of caraways 10 drops.

The swelling of the legs does not always subside at once, with the healing of the cracks,

and will therefore require a bandage if it is winter or early spring. But in summer

nothing will tend so much to effect a complete cure as turning the horse out to grass, if

the weather is fine and warm, first applying a blister to the parts.

Sometimes the disease reaches above the fetlocks and cracks appear on the legs,

from which a thin watery matter exudes. In these cases the heat is so great that tlie

heels smoke, and the discharge ev.aporatcs as it oozes from the skin. The first thing to

be now attended to, is to abate the inflammation by poultices of boiled carrots. It

would be dangerous to stop the discharge suddenly, but when the heat is allayed and

the tenderness abated, a solution of alum or a strong decoction of bark (both astrin-

gents) should be applied, or they may be used aUt'rnatvhj, not together. Dress tlic

cracks with the ointment as above directed, and when the soreness is so much al)atcd

that the horse can bear pressure without pain, a bandage sliould be applied extending
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from the coronet to some inches above the swelling. After this give mild doses of medicine

and (liurctiesj accompanied by a third part of cordial mixture, composed as follows;

—

Caraway po.vJer . . . . S ounces. Ginger -1 ounces.

liruiscd resins S ,, Palm oil i „

Beat these into a pulp. If the liorsc is of a full habit, opening medicine should precede

diuretics ; but in cases where the animal is much debilitated, diuretics with the pulp

will be best. Grecu meat and carrots, especially the latter, with a very small ration of

corn should constitute his diet to keep down the tendency to fever. Gentle exercise,

walking first, should be allowed, and as tlic horse improves in health a gentle trotting

will not injure him.

A worse kind of grease sometimes appears, in which the entire heel and fetlock are a

mass of ulceration, on which appears a fungus (analogous we suppose to proud flesh in

a human wound), so irritable that it bleeds on almost the slightest touch. This fungus

soon becomes a horny covering, projecting in knobbed bunches termed "grapes" from

their similarity to that fruit in form, which discharges a highly foetid matter. Such

cases are dangerous, and should at once be placed under the care of a veterinary surgeon,

who is better qualified to cope with them than an amateur.

DISE.iSES OF THE FOOT.

Acule Founders, or Itiflamnialion of the Foot, is both the exciting cause and the

symptom of many diseases. The lamellaj or fleshy plates on the front and sides of the

coffin-bone, are, like all the other vascular parts, thickly intersected with blood-vessels;

and from their exposure to violent and long-continued action become elongated and

strained, especially after a day's journey on a hard road. Should the feet be washed

with cold water on the animal's return to the stable and not carefully rubbed drv, or

• tlie horse is allowed to stand with his feet exposed to a cold draught, inflammation will

probably set in.

Tiie disorder will cause the horse to be restless and fidgety with his fore feet, con-

tinually shifting the weight from one to the other. The pulse will rise, the flanks heave,

the inside of the nostrils become red, his countenance will wear an anxious expression,

and lie will indicate by moaning the pain he sufl^ers. He will examine his litter as if

wishing to lie down, but does not do so until exhausted by his own restlessness, and,

impelled by pain and fatigue, he at length lies down. This removes tlic weight from the

feet, and in some measure relieves the pain so that he rests quietly. If, howevc)-, the

foot is examined it will be found very hot, and if tapped upon with any hard substance

the artery of the pastern will throb violently, and the horse will show signs of

pain. Unless means are used in the first stages of the disorder, the inflammation will

increase so rapidly that he will be unable to rise from the intense pain of resting on

his feet.

First, take 3 quarts of blood from the foot, as directed at p. 388, vol. ii. Next apply

large poultices of linseed-meal so as to cover the whole foot and pastern, frequently

replacing them with fre.sh ones. Remove the shoe and pare the sole as thin as possible,

and rasp down the crust of the hoof, especially in the quarters. Do this as gently as
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possible, oil account of the pain it occasions the horse. Next give the following mild

purgative, in the form of a hall :

—

Barbadoes aloes .1 ounce.

Calomel 2 drachms.

Jalap a drachm.

There is always danger in this disorder of its shifting from tlic feet to the bowels or the

lungs, in which case it frequently proves fatal, being accompanied with high fever.

Sedative medicines should therefore be given, at first once a day for three or four days

as follows :

—

Digitalis 1 drachm.

Nitre 2 drachms.

Emetic tartar li drachm.

If, the day after the bleeding, the inflammation is not abated, it should be repeated,

taldng two quarts of blood from each. foot. If it still continues the following day, take

one more quart from each fore foot, and apply frequently to them cloths wetted with a

solution of nitre in water, in the proportion of one ounce of nitre to a pound of water.

On the third day, apply a large blister, covering the coronet and pastern. Put a cradle

on the horse's neck, to prevent his reaching the blister with his teeth ; and after the

blister is removed, cover his feet for the same purpose, and also to prevent the air from

causing a blemish by exposure to it. Food, such as green-meat and mashes, should be given

sparinglj'^, to keep down the inflammation. Never attempt to make the animal rise in

tJiis disorder, as he will be ready enough to do so when he can stand with ease. Every

symptom of lameness should disappear before exercise is attempted. When the disorder

is entirely subdued, give him a few weeks' run at grass, -which will restore his strength.

This disease is sometimes attended with the loss of the hoof, the first symptom of

which is the appearance of a small separation between the coronet and the hoof. These

never reunite, but the separatioir extends downward until the whole hoof is loosened and

falls off^. It is true, a new hoof will form, but it will be smaller and thinner, and conse-

quently weaker than the first one, and liable to be injured by hard labour or rough roads.

As soon, therefore, as the presence of inflammation in the foot is ascertained, and there

is no smith at hand to pare the hoof, the proprietor or the groom, if he is able, sliould

bleed from the vein that runs up the inside of the leg, being, next to the sole, the nearest

contiguous part to the foot. The pressure before bleeding should be above the part

lanced. Remember that no time should be lost, as delay is dangerous.

Chronic Founders.-—A term used to express the changes in the foot of the horse tliat

take place in disease from liad shoeing, or any other mismanagement. It displays itself

in various ways; and notwithstanding the attention that has been paid by the veterinary

faculty to diseases in the foot, there is still much that is mysterious accompanying tlicm.

Lameness sometimes arises when there are no perceptible causes, and in other cases from

contraction of tlie hoof alone, with no other marks of disease. The term "chronic

founder" is, therefore, a generic one, comprehending any confirmed disease of the foot,

arising from known or unknown causes, liut whieh, from maltreatment, liavc become

chronic. It is, in fact, an empirical word, conveying no other idea of the nature of tlie

disorder in question than that of permanence, and the inability of the practitioner to

cure it. It is, therefore, necessary to describe those disorders of the foot which arc known.
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and which arc liable to come under the denomination of " chronic founders/' in conse-

quence of neglect or maltreatment.

Confraction.—If the hoof of a young horse be examined before he is shod or put to

work, it will be found to be nearly circular, rather widest towards the quarters, the inner

one being the most so. As the horse advances in age, the hoof gets narrower, the foot

more concave, and the heel contracts at the quarters and the frog. Unless the case is

taken in hand by a skilful veterinary surgeon at the commencement, it will probably cud

in incurable lameness.

The cause of contraction is most commonly the mismanagement of the stable, and

neglect or ignorance in the smith that shoes the horse. The dryness of a stable-floor is

unfavourable to the proper growth of the hoof, and causes it to shrink and contract at

the quarters. To counteract this tendency, the feet should be stopped, which is usually

done with a compound of clay and cow-dung kept moist ; but it is recommended to employ

a piece of thick felt, cut to the shape of the sole, with a padding above it. This should

be soaked in water and applied to the feet. Horses at grass have their feet constantly

moist, and are seldom liable to contractions.

Another cause is allowing the shoes to continue on the feet too long, which occasions

a thickening of tlie hoof and of the sole, and naturally causes contraction, as the shoe

does not allow the edges of the hoof to expand whilst growing, which occasions mal-

formation. "Whether the shoe is worn out or not it ought to be removed every three

weeks at longest, and the hoof and sole pared. In some eases in which horses have

done little work on the road the shoes have lasted months, and to save the expense of

removing, the owner has allowed them to remain on. This is poor economy, and is

certain of causing injury to the horse to fifty times the value of the expense of the

removal, as the hoof necessarily contracts and overlaps tlic coronet.

Many horses, again, are lamed by the ignorance of the smith that shoes them, of the

nature and anatomy of the foot. In a state of nature, not being shod, the hoofs of

liorses are continually wearing down of themselves, and provision is made for this by

as constant a growth and reproduction of the substance of the hoof, to meet the wear

and tear. The shoe, whilst it does not prevent the growth of the hoof to which it is

nailed, does prevent the wear and tear, and consequently the hoof gets longer xmd

thicker than it would in the natural state, and requires to be pared down from time

to time, otherwise it gets high at the toe, and the sole also thickens unduly. It is the

labour attending the paring of the latter that induces the smith to neglect it altogether,

or to do it slightly, although without it tlie heels cannot be properly lowered. Over-

cutting, either the hoof or the sole, is the other extreme that ought to be avoided, and

it requires both knowledge and skill to keep to the exact mean. Many smitlis also

narrow the shoe to the hoof, already contracted by former l)ad shoeing or neglect of

removing the shoes. The shoe ought to be as near as possible the form of the foot in

a state of nature, or nearly circular, rather expanding at the quarter. On the contrary,

if riding horses in the country are examined, their feet will frequently be found witli

shoes on them perfectly straight at the sides, like those of an ass, whilst the hoof, from

being insiiflBcieutly cut down, forms a hollow that would hold half a pint of water. Care

should be exercised to avoid cutting away the bars, which are a continuation of the

walls of the hoof turning inward from the heel towards the point of the frog, where they

meet. They are a gi'cat protection against contraction, by securing the natural expau-
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sion of UiC quarters and preventing ivirinf/ in. This is considered a malformation of tlie

lioof, Mhicli very gradually becomes elongated, the cofiin-bonc and other parts of the

foot accommodating themselves iu form to the altered shape of the hoof; and although

tliis is not considered unsoundness in a horse, it is sufficiently suspicious to induce a close

examination of tlie animal, to see how far the alleged defect interferes with his action.

If this is good, and the horse is sound in other respects, he is safe to purchase uotwitli-

standing the contraction.

Agricultural horses arc seldom subject to this disorder, but coach horses, wliethcr

belonging to private geutiemen or coach proprietors, arc very liable to be affected witli

it, chiefly from trusting the shoeing to the smith, without attending to the manner in

which it is done; the former, from not understanding it, leaves it to his groom to see it

propei'ly performed, and the latter, from want of time, neglects it. Full-bred horses

are peculiarly liable to this complaint, owing perhaps to the smallness of their feet and

the narrowness of their lieels. It is said also of this class of horses that much depends

upon the colour, dark chesnut horses being peculiarly proue to contraction, whilst light-

coloured animals escape.

When this disorder is discovered in a horse it will be the safest plan to entrust the

shoeing of him to a veterinary surgeon ; most of whom employ a shoeing-smith for the

purpose, under their'Own direction and supervision. If there is not such a one within

reasonable distance, and iullamraation has set in, local bleeding with aperient doses will

relieve it. The smith commonly employed should pare the sole and rasp the quarters

as much as they will bear, but not so a,s to touch the coronary ring. Hasp also and

score the toe. The horse should stand on wet clay all day, and at night wet cloths

should be tied I'ound the foot. If a wet pasture is at hand, and the weather is

favourable, it will be well to turn him into it, frequently paring and rasping the hoof.

It will require a six months' run to reduce the contraction, and to have the horse in a

M'orking condition. At the end of that time he may be shod, nailing the shoe only on

tlie outer side of the foot which will have increased in size. Work him gently at first,

for so tender will be the parts, that a slight accident may cause a renewed contraction as

bad, or more difficult to cure than before. In fact so tedious is the process of cure and

so uncertain the effectiveness of it, tliat it is perhaps the wisest policy not to attempt to

remove it, but to attend closely to the shoeing, and in other respects to the reduction of

the inflammatory symptoms.

Sand-Crack.—Horses with a brittle hoof are most std)jeet to this disorder, which if

not attended to, although apparently trivial, is exceedingly troublesome to the aninuils,

and difficult to get rid of, owing to the liability to extraneous matters, as sand and other

gritty substances, getting into the cracks. In the fore feet these generally appear at

the quarters, and mostly the inner one. In the hind feet tliey arc mostly found in the

front of the hoof, in consequence of the greater stress applied to that part in drawing

a heavy load especially up a hill. The cracked hoof is sometimes the consequence of

bad keeping ; at others of over-exertion— at others again it arises from previous disease.

In some cases it is only superficial, not reaching the cpiick ; but even in this ease it

must be attended to, to prevent its extending inward, which it is almost sure to do, and

when this is the case the cure is very difficidt, and permanent lameness may be the

consequence.

In treating for the sand-crack, first wash the hoof with warm water, to clear it from
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?aiul or otlicr extraneous matters, tlicu rub into it the following composition twice a

(lay until it becoiucs softened :

—

Oil of tar 2 ounces.

Comniou fish-oil 4 ,,

x\.t the same time the foot should be stopped with cow-dung or the felt, as in the

contracted hoof. If the crack is superficial pare and rasp it quite out, and then lay on

a coating of pitch of the same thickness, so as to represent the original sliape of the

hoof. If tlie crack occupies only part of the hoof draw a firing-iron across it, above

and below tlie crack, whicli will prevent its spreading. Then pare the edges of the

crack to prevent pressure, and bind up the foot, avoiding pressure over the part.

If in a crack which penetrates tlirough the hoof {)roud flesh appears, apply chloride

of antimony after cleaning the crack out as directed above, and paring the edges quite

thin. "When the proud flesh is eradicated, pass the firing-iron to tlie hoof above and below

the crack, inserting a pledget of tow into it and more over it, binding the whole firmly

down, and leaving it thus for four or five days. If the proud flesh reappears repeat the

caustic again ; but if tlie crack is quite dry and covered with a horny crust, cover it

with a plaster of pitch or bees'-wax, applying the latter warm and filling the crack with

it by drawing the iron slightly over it, to melt it in. The exclusion of the air and the

pressure together will promote the granulation of the fresh hoof, and at the same time

prevent sand, or dirt, or the atmospheric influences from getting to the tender parts.

If the crack has been occasioned by the treading of another horse, whieli is some-

times the case, the coronet may be divided; this will cause a division of the hoof which

proceeds from the coronary ligament. In this case the heated iron should be drawn

over the separation of the coronet, in which a scab will form ; in a few days this will

fall off, when the separation will have disappeared and fresh and sound horn will speedily

grow downward. As soon as the horn has grown an inch, cover the hoof with a pitch

plaster and turn the horse out to grass, taking care to renew the plaster whenever it falls

off. It will require five or six raontlis to comiilete the growth of the hoof and render

the foot perfectly sound, during which the animal must not be put to any kind of work.

The Navtcitlur Joint Disease.—The navicular-bonc (or shuttle-bone) is situated at

the back of the coffin-joint, with which it is closely connected. One of its extremities

points outward and the otiier inward, it lacing crescent-shaped. Tlie points are fixed

by lateral ligaments to the cofiln-bone. Its nse is to strengthen the union between the

lower pastern and the cofBn-bone, and to assist the flexor tendon in its action as it

passes over it in order to be inserted into the bottom of the coffin-bone, forming a sort

of joint with that tendon. This bone, like all tliose of the foot of the horse, is liable to

disease, induced by the eccentric playfulness of the animal when let out after standing

a long time in the stable ; or from being put to violent exercise under similar circum-.

stances. Inactivity causes a relaxation of the muscles and tendons, which renders them

less able to bear sudden and violent exertion. In this case the concussion of the road

may injure the periosteum which covers the bones, or the cartilage of the bone may be

inflamed and destroyed, producing lameness of a very painful nature.

The navicular-bone is so concealed from inspection that it is difficult to ascertain

when it is diseased, so that lameness from that cause is sometimes judged to be in the

shoulder, which produces much the same aS'eetion to appearance. Anatomical examina-

tion has shown the faculty that in numerous instances this is the seat of the lameness

VOL. II. D D
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which has puzzled so many persons. In these cases the membrane covering the bone

was found ulcerated, the cartilage decomposed, and the bone itself decayed and carious.

Adhesions also form between the navicular-bone and the pastern, which thus become

anchylosed and useless.

When it is suspected that this disease exists, recourse must be had to bleeding fi-om

the nearest vein, and a poultice should be applied to allay the inflammation. Purgative

medicines should be given in form of a ball as follows :

—

Barbadoes aloes 5 dracliins.

Castile soap 2 „

Oil of caraways 8 drops.

Made up with a small quantity of linseed-meal and treacle. This will probably effect a

cure of the disease, if taken in time ; but if the membrane has become ulcerated it will

be veiy difiicult, if not impossible, to eradicate it, as the bone then becomes carious,

Avhich cannot be remedied. At any rate in so difficult a case it will be most prudent to

call in a veterinary surgeon, who will soon ascertain the condition of the patient and act

accordingly. We question in fact whether it is possible for a non-pi'ofessional man to

determine the seat of the disease, which has deceived so many professionals.

False Quarter.—This disorder is something similar to the sand-crack, the coronary

ligament being by some accident divided or eaten through by caustics applied for other

diseases of the foot. In this latter case the division extends down the hoof, liaving the

appearance of a sand-crack, in which one edge of the horn will over-lap the other. As

the mucous fluid of which the horn is composed is secreted by the coronary ligament,

the first step is to endeavour to restore that organ to a healthy condition.

For this purpose caiistic has been used with success in som.e cases, but it is a

dangerous remedy, as its operation is with difficulty confined to the exact scat of the

disorder. The safest, most direct, and most generally successful remedy is the cautery,

carefully applied to the injured part. The edges of the crack must be pared down, and

a coating of pitch spread over the parts to keep them close together and to strengthen

the hoof. This should remain at least a fortnight, after which the parts should be

examined, and if the union has not been completed apply another coating for eight days

longer. A bar shoe will now strengthen the hoof, taking care that it docs not press

upon the injured part or immediately below it, by cutting off a portion of the hoof at

that part, if it be of sufiicient thickness, to prevent it from resting upon the shoe, or l)y

making a corresponding indentation in the shoe for tlic same purpose. Although a horse

who has had false-quarter may afterwards be quite fit for work of any kind, he cannot

be reckoned sound, being constantly liable from the weakness superinduced in the parts

to a recurrence of it from a slight accident or hard work.

Tread or Overreach.—This arises from similar causes as the last, cither from the

horse setting one foot upon the other, or throwing his hind foot so much forward as to

reach the heel of the fore foot. We have kno\Yn cases in which the toe of the hind

shoe has so fastened itself to the heel of the fore shoe as to throw the horse down

violently, not being able to extricate himself, and neither shoe giving way. When a

horse has wounded himself in this manner first cleanse the parts from sand or dirt

with warm water, taking cai-e to dry them thoroughly' afterwards. Then apply tow

wetted with friars' balsam, binding it firmly over the wound. If this r.liould be deep

it will be necessary to apply poultices for a day or two before the balsam, to remove or
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prevent iiiflaiuination. If a tumour forms it must be brought to a suppuration by

poulticing, and when tlic discharge of matter has ceased, wash the edges of the wound

with a weak solution of blue vitriol, which will promote the granulation of the parts,

and the further application of the tow and friars' balsam will soon complete the cure.

In no case should caustics be applied to such or similar wounds of the feet.

Quittor.—An aggravated case of wound of the coronet or other part of the foot from

tread or otherwise, which being neglected sand or gravel gets into the wound, and soon

by the irritation produces ulcers, which shoot out sinuses deeply into the integuments of

the foot. This is called a quittor. "Whatever the injury may arise from, the case when

ulceration has made some progress is of so serious a nature, tliat wc would recommend

placing the liorse at once under the cai'e of a professional man, who understanding the

anatomy of the foot is alouc capable of comprehending the extent of the injury, as well

as the means of cure. In some cases not only does the hoof, but also the sole of the

foot, separate from the other parts, and the whole of the integuments of the foot are in

a manner dissolved. Such an extreme case, it is true, can only arise from neglect oi

ignorance in the person in charge of the horse. If idceration or sinuses reach the bone,

it is more than doubtful whether the case is capable of a cure ; and at best it will require

so long a time, and involve so ranch medical aid, and, consequently, expense, that iniless

the horse is a valuable one, or a favourite with the owner, it will be the cheapest plan to

send him to the knacker, as he can never be thoroughly sound again, or fit for hard or

continuous labour.

Pricl:, or Wound in the Sole or Crust.—A prick of a nail in shoeing, a piece of glass,

stones, flints, or a nail lying in the road, are all dangerous, and liable to wound the foot

of a horse and produce lameness. As soon as this is perceived, the shoe should be taken

oflT, when, if the cause is not perceptible, try pressure with the pincers all round the sole

nest to the hoof, and if the horse flinches at any part it indicates the seat of the injury.

The next step is to pare down the sole at the part affected to the quick ; and if the wound

is fresh, an application of tow dipped in friars' balsam, or filling up the place with bees'-

wax, will, in most cases, efiect a cure. Biit if the injury is of some days' standing, and

idceration has set in, a poultice is necessary in the first instance, to remove inflam-

mation and soothe the parts. A wound near the toe, or at the back part of the sole, if

properly attended to, are easily healed ; but if the centre of the sole is punctured where

the flexor tendons pass over, and especially where the tendon is inserted into the coffin-

bone, either a puncture of the sole, or a wound in the joint that iraites the navieular-

bone with the coffin-bone, may be attended with serious consequences. So sensible of

injuries, and so difficult to treat, are wounds of the feet, that they require both anato-

mical and medical skill and knowledge to treat them with success.

If a separation of the sole has taken place in consequence of suppuration, that part

must be carefully cut away, as, being dead, it can never unite again with the living

flesh. Touch the exposed part of the fleshy sole with chloride of antimony, and lay in

it some dry tow or lint. If inflammation supervene, apply a poultice to the whole sole.

In a day or two the parts will have granulated, and the wounded part be covered with the

rudiments of fresh horn. Touch it slightly with caustic to energise it. But in ease

proud flesh makes its appearance, it must again be touched carefully with the chloride of

antimony, and tow placed over it, and in a few days the crust will again have formed.

If inflammation sets in, bleeding at the toe and opening medicines must be administered.

D D 2
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Corns.—This disorclei' is situated at the lieel between the bars, and is caused by-

pressure iipon that part of the sole, in consequence of the shoes being allowed to remain

on too long, so as to be embedded in the lieel, wliich throws the bearing on the angular

portion of the sole. This produces inflammation, and corns are the result. Thcj^ may

also be induced by bad shoeing, by cutting away too much or too little of the horn of

the bars, so as to produce an unequal pressure of the parts ; or by shoes that do not fit

the foot, so that the points press upon the bars. The disease shows itself by tlie horn of

the bars becoming more soft and spongy than at other parts, and so sensitive that the

horse flinches when it is pressed, and consequently becomes lame and unfit for the road.

Contracted feet are almost always afflicted with corns, because the iviring in of the heel

exposes the bars to greater pressure, which causes inflammation. Sometimes extravasated

blood accumulates between the sole and the flesh of the foot, increasing the tendency to

suppuration.

In treating for this disease, the first thing to be attended to is to ascertain the extent

of the corns, by paring out the angle between the crust and the bars, with the small

drawing-knife, to the bottom, but taking care not to wound the sole. This will both

relieve the pain to the horse, and to a considerable extent remove the cause of the com-

plaint. If matter or extravasated blood underlies the corn, the horn must be cut away

to allow of its escape, and the dead horn must be removed; and the extent of tlie

ulceration being ascertained, the same application should be resorted to as in the quittor.

But if no matter has formed, apply the chloride of antimony over the whole extent of

the corn, after thoroughly paring down the horn, which will cause a fresh secretion of

healthy horn.

If inflammation has rendered the parts very tender, a bar-shoe should be put on,

chambered, so as not to press upon the part aff'ected. This may be kept on two months,

but not longer ; otherwise it may, by its constant pressure on the frog, cause by the

relaxation a softening of the lieel, and consequent lameness. Corns are liable to return

when they have once formed. To prevent tliis, pare out tlie seat of the former corn

before shoeing, and rub on it well the chloride of antimony. Use a bar-shoe when the

horn has grown to some extent, and turn the animal out to grass; and when the bar-

shoe comes off, put on a common one, nailed only on one side. Rest is absolutely

required after ti'catment for corns.

Canker.—This is an affection of the sole or crust of the foot, by which a part or the

whole of the sole is separated from the flesh, by the formation of a fungus or proud flesh

springing up and occupying that part and the frog. It is chiefly the breed of heavy

cart-hoi-ses that are subject to this disorder, and it is considered to be produced l)y the

heaw turned-up shoes they generally wear, which takes off" the pressure from the frog,

by which its proper function is destroyed, and it is rendered liable to disease. Bad stable

management, and tlic neglect of the feet of horses, has a great tendency to promote this

disease, which may easily be prevented by proper care ; but when once it has been

induced it is very difficult to cure. Sometimes this disorder is occasioned by bad shoeing,

or by the prick of a nail, not attended to at the time, until dead lameness unfits the

horse for ^york, and compels an inspection.

First cut away all the separated horn and also the fungus that has appeared, and

treat the parts with caustic, and, if necessary, the cautery. If fresh fungus be generated,

it must be eradicated by a daily application of chloride of antimony, the object being to
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induce a secretion of fresh, healthy liorn. Canker is a superficial disease^ and never

extends to the bony or fleshy parts of the foot, and therefore, after the first application

to get rid of the fungus, requires direct simple remedies. Apply firm and uniform

pressure, and take special care that no moisture rests upon the parts while under regimen.

Gentle exercise is necessary where the disease is confined to the frog and sole. Some-

times it is thought necessary to divide the neiTC of the leg, in order to deaden the pain

produced by the frequent application of caustics; but we consider this a cruel and

useless piece of surgery—a permanent injury to relieve a temporary pain, the infliction

liavLug nothing to do with the disease under which it is resoi'ted to. Grease sometimes

follows canker, in which case the remedies recommended for grease should be applied.

Thrush.—This is an aS'ection of the frog to which horses of all ages and breeds are

subject, and it is caused by the contraction of the hoof at the quarters, which lessens

the size of the frog, which being thereby confined, is irritated and inflamed, producing

ulceration, and a discharge of matter from the cleft of the frog. If this is in a healthy

condition, the disease is only superficial, and is easily cured; but if neglected, or tlie

contraction is continued, the ulceration sometimes penetrates deeply into the horn

within. It more frequently attacks the hind than the fore feet, which is occasioned by

the neglect of the groom, in allowing the dung and straw, wet with urine, to remain at

the horse's heels. Contraction, however, is the more frequent cause of thrush, acting

as described above. Horses aS'eeted with thrush are not always lame, nor is the disease

always perceptible without a close inspection. It is chiefly manifested by the disagreeable

smell, and the moisture in the cleft of the frog which always accompanies it. And

although it is not considered an unsoundness, it will, if neglected or not cured in time,

lead to it, by altering the form of the foot. In such extreme cases the frog contracts,

becomes rugged and tender, whicli will be followed by a copious and very fetid discharge,

the crust will disappear, and in its stead there wilJ be accumulated a mass of hardened

mucus, which easily comes off, and leaves the sensible frog exposed and unprotected, and

so tender that the slightest touch gives exquisite pain. Fungus granulations then shoot

out and spread in all directions under the sole, until canker envelops the whole foot.

First cleanse the frog from all portions of hardened mucus and loose pieces of horn

;

then the following liniment should be applied :

—

Honey 4 ouaces.

Verdigris , 1 ounce.

A'inegar h pint.

Boil these a few minutes, and apply the composition to the place from which the discharge

proceeds. A more speedy, and perfectly safe remedy, is as follows :

—

Blae vitriol 2 ounces. Tar 1 pound.

White vitriol 1 ounce. Lard 1 ,.

The vitriols should be powdered fine, and then mixed with the other ingredients. A
pledget of tow covered with the above should be inserted every evening, as deeply as

possible, into the cleft of the frog. If the horse is required to be worked, this should Ije

taken out in the morning, and a new one applied after the day's work. If the frog has

been much opened, an additional and larger piece of tow should be spread with the oint-

ment, and the whole of the exposed surface covered with it. During this treatment the
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frog should be kept moist, by covering the hollow of the foot with common stopping, or

a felt padding covered with the same dressing. It is the safest plan to keep the horse in

the stable until he is perfectly cured.

Ossification of the Cartilages.—These occupy a large portion of the back and side

parts of the foot, and their use is to preserve the expansion of the upper parts of the foot,

and to sustain them when they are limited or destroyed by bad shoeing. When they

are attacked by inflammation, to which they are liable, the common secretions are

absorbed, and a bony matter is exuded instead, by which the cartilages themselves

become ossified. This affection originates, it is supposed, in a sprain, as draught-horses

that have to move heavy weights are most liable to it, but the cause is involved in a

good deal of mystery.

When ossification takes place, the back cartilages which, in a healthy state, yield to

pressure over the quarters, become gradually rigid, and in the end, no longer possess any

pliability, which is the fiual proof that the disease has taken place. There is no visible

inflammation during the process, nor is the horse lame, only a slight stiff'ness mauifest-

ing itself. This applies to horses subject only to slow work ; but those employed for riding

or driving on the hard road, are decidedly lamed by it. Unless this disease is taken in

time, no cure can be eff'ected, it being impossible to restore the cartilages when once

ossified, to a healthy condition. Blisters and the use of the cautery, if employed in the

first instance, have in some eases entirely cured the limb. The cartilages may also be

rubbed smartly with iodine morning and evening, to restore the action of the secreting

vessels to a healthy state.

Weakness of the Foot.—This is rather a case of malformation than of actual disease
;

but it may, in some cases, arise from other diseases, whilst in others it is a natural

defect. A well-formed foot should describe an angle of forty-five degrees from the

coronet to the toe. A badly formed foot will not exceed thirty-eight or forty degrees^

which is too flat to resist the effects of pressure, so that after working for a year or two,

the hoof spreads out still more, until a hollow is formed between the toe and the coronet,

and the hoof exhibits a series of rugose rings, caused by the pressure doubling over,

instead of extending the horn below, and the foot is much wider than it ought to be.

The sole, also, is so flat, that it will not bear paring when the horse is shod ; and, in

many cases, the bars are nearly destroyed, or much reduced in size. The hoof itself is

so thin and irregular, as hardly to bear the nails or hold the shoe ; and the hitid part

of the coronet nearly touches the ground. It is evident that there is no remedy for

this defect. Such horses are liable to corns, frequent bruises, a convex sole, a broken

crust, sprain and injuries to the pastern, flexor tendon, fetlock, and punctures in shoeing.

A horse thus circumstanced may, with a careful master, do light work, but no judge of

horseflesh would select such a one to purchase.
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SECTION XII.

ANATOMICAL STRUCTURE OF THE HORSE.

The Different Bonks of the Skeleton.

It is necessary to luive a kuowledge of these, iu order to ascertain the seat of diseases

affecting them. Plate i., which represents the outline of the form of the horse, shows

at the same time the situation of the various bones of the skeleton as embodied in

the muscles. The following list Avill be found iu the engraving by the respective

numbers :

—

PL.VrE IL—THE ENTIRE SKELETON.

1. 1. The seven cervical vcrtcbiic, or bones of the neck.

2. The steruHin, fore part of the chest, or breast-boue.

3. The scapuh, or shouMer-blaiJe.

4. The humerus, or bone of the arm.

The radius, or bone of the fore-arm.

The ulna, or elbow.

The cartilages of the ribs.

S, 8. TliB cosfie, or ribs, seven or eight of which unite

wilh, or ai-e articulated to, the steruum : these are

called the true rilis ; and ten or eleven are united

together by cartilages, and are called the false ribs.

The carpus, or knee, consisting of seven bones.

The metacarpal, or shank bones ; the large meta-

carpal, or caunou, or shank-bone, in front ; and the

smaller metacarpal, or splint-bone, behind.

The upper pastern.

12. The lower pastern.

13. The coffin-bone.

11

It,

15.

Ifi,

17,

18,

19,

20,

21,

22.

23,

25,

21,

26,

14. The eighteen dorsal vertebric, or hones of the

back.

The six lumbar vertebra;, or bones of the loins.

16. The haunch, consisting of the ilium, the ischium,

and the pubis.

17. The femur, or thigh-bone.

18. The stifle-joiut, with the patella, or knee-cap.

19. The tibia, or proper leg-bone.

The fibula.

21 . The tarsus, or hock, composed of six banes. The

prominent part behind is the os caleis, or point of

the hock.

The metatarsal bones of the hind legs.

23. The pastern of the hind feet, including the upper

and larger bones.

The lower pastern, and

The coffiu-bone.

26. The caudal vertebrse, or bones of the tail.

PLATE VIII.—BONES OF THE HE.\D.

Figure 2.

—

Side Vikw of the Cranium.

5. The parietal boue.

e. The frontal bone ; the cavities or cells below which are

called the frontal sinuses.

f. The zygomatic arch.

g. The super-orbital foraminse.

h. The lachrymal bones.

i. The orbit which contains the eye.

k. The nasal bone.

/. The aaperior maxillary bone.

m. The infra, or vital foramiure.

n. The opening into the nose.

o. The inferior maxillary.

p. The upper incisors, or cutting teeth.

q, q, q. The molars, or grindeis of tlie upper and under

jaw.

r. The posterior maxillary, or under jaw.

t. The lower portion of the under jaw.

u. The under incisors, or cutting teeth.

FlGUEE 3.

a, The occipital bone, or bone of the hinder part of the

head.

b, i. The parietal bones, or walls of the skuU.

c, c. The temporal bones, or bones of the temple.

d, d. The temporal fossa, or pits above the eyes.

e, ej The frontal bones, or bones of the forehead.

/,/. The zygomatic arch.

S>'J'

h, h.

The super-orbital foraminse, or holes above the

orbit for the passage of the nerves and blood-vessels

which supply the forehead. The small hole beneath

receives vessels, which penetrate into and supply the

bone. In some craniums there are several such

holes.

The lachrymal, or tear-bones.
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FiGUEE 3

—

{conlinueil).

i, i. The orbits whicli contain and defend the eye.

y, j. The malar, or cheek-bones.

t, k. The nasal hones, or bones of the nose.

/, J. The superior maxillary, or that portion of the upper

jaw containing the molar teeth, or grinders.

m, m. The infra-orbital foramiuse, or holes below the

orbits, through which pass branches of nerves and

blood-vessels to supply the lower portion of the face.

V, 11. The openings into the nose, with the bones forming

the roof of the palate.

0, 0. The inferior maxillary, the lower portion of the jaw-

bone, which is a separate bone in quadrupeds, con-

taining the incisors, or cutting teeth, and the upper

tushes, at the point of union between the superior

and inferior niaxillarics.

;),/). The upper incisors, or cutting teeth, or, as they are

otherwise called, the nippers, a term we limit to tlic

two central ones above and below. The one next to

these on each side are called the dividers, and the

innermost ones on each side arc termed the corner

incisors. There are in all twelve incisors in the head

of a horse, viz., six in the upper and six in the under

jaw.

PLATE III,—EXTERNAL ANATOMY OF THE HEAD.

Figure 1.

a, a. The orlicithiris muscles surrounding the eye, and

destined for the purpose of closing the eyelids.

h. The nasalls lain sitperioris takes its rise from a depres-

sion at the junction of the superior maxillary and

malar bones, and extending to the angle of the

nostril. Its use is to raise the lip and dilate the

nostril.

c. Dilator magnus, or great dilator, which assists in the

office of retracting the upper lip and in dilating the

nostrils.

d. Dilator naris lateralis, or side dilator of the nostrils,

reversed to exhibit the vessels and nerves which it

covers, extending from the covering of the nasal and

frontal bones to the angle of the mouth and side of

the nostril. Its office is to retract the upper lip

and dilate the nostrils.

e. The zygomaticus, extending from the zygomatic arch

and massetcr to the corner of the month, for the

purpose of drawing back the angle of the mouth.

f, n. The orbicularis oris, or circular muscle of the

mouth. This muscle surrounds the mouth for the

purpose of closing the lips and dilating the nostrils.

h. The inccinator, or trumpeter muscle, extending from

the inside of the month and cheeks to the angle of

the month, to draw it back.

z. Depressor lahii inferioris, or puller down of the under

lip, attached to the sides of the under lip, to pull it

down.

j. Branches of nerves, with small blood-vessels.

k. The parotid duct, penetrating the cheek, to discharge

the saliva into the mouth.

/. See letter r, and explanation.

m. The vein and artery passing under the zygomatic

arch.

n. A branch of the fifth pair of nerves, the sensitive

nerve of the face, emanating from under the parotid

gland.

o. The masseter, or chewing muscle. This muscle oc-

cupies the entire check of the horse, and is ex-

ceedingly powerful, extending from the upper jaw-

bone into the rough surface round the angle of the

lower one, which, in conjunction with the temporal

muscle, is destined to chew the food and close the

mouth.

p. The stt/lo-iiia.rillaris, or styloid, pencil-shaped process

of the occiput, extending to the angle of IL'e jaw.

Its office is to pull the jaw backwards and open it.

y. The maxillary gland, or gland of the lower jaw, with

its duct.

r. At this situation the sub-maxillary artery, a branch of

the jugular artery, and the carotid duct, pass under

and within the angle of the lower jaw, and reappear

again at /, and ascending the cheek, are distributed

in a branching manner over it.

s. The sub-scajyiila hijoideus, emanating from under the

shoulder-blade to the body of the os lii/oicles, to draw

back that bone.

t, w. The steriio-maxtllaris, or muscle belonging to the

breastbone and upper jaw, from the cartilage in

front of the chest to the angle of the lower jaw, fur

the purpose of bending the head, or, its one only

act, to bend it on one side.

n. The levator humeri, or elevator of the shoulder, arising

from the tubercle of the occiput, the mastoid, or

nipple-shaped process of the temporal bone; and the

transverse processes of the four (irst bones of the

neck, and the ligament of the neck, and proceeding

to the muscles of the shoulders and the upper bone

of ihe aJ'm, for the purpose of drawing forward

the shoulder and arm, or to turn the head and

neck, and, when the two levators act, to depress (he

head.

V. The jugular or neck viin. It is from this viin that

blood is taken for all diseases in tlie head, neck, and

contiguous parts.

.r. The tendon common to the complexo-major, or lir((cr

complicated tendon; and the splenitis, or splint-like

tendon, and the mastoid process of the temporal,

to hold up the head, or, the muscles one side alone

acting, to turn il.

t/. The superior portion of the ligament of the neck.

I. The superior portion of the parotid gland, or glands

situated near the ear, reversed to exhibit the blood-

vessels and nerve beneath it.
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Figure 2.

—

Ukprkskntation of the Palave and Teeth.

«, a. Tlie tus/ii:s canines, or tusk-formcJ teclL.

i, i. The incisors, nippers, or cutting-teeth.

e,c. The palatine nerve between the artery and the vein.

d, <l. The palate, divided into ridges and bars.

e,c'. The palatine artery. It is from this artery that

blood is taken when horses arc seized n ith megrims,

as described at p. 349.

/,/. The palatine veins.

ff,i/. A strip of the palate dissected up to exhibit the

position of the vessels and nerves beneath.

//, //. The cheek.

/, /. The molars, or grinding teclh.

Figure 3.

—

The In'tekxai. Anatomy oj" the Head.

rt. The occipital bone.

i. The frontal bone, under which are cavities called the

frontal sinuses, marked IC-IC.

r. The nasal bone, or bone of the nose.

d. The tentorinm, or bony separation between the cere-

brum and cerebellum.

e. The occipital bone.

/. The cerebrum, or brain.

ff. The cerebellum, or little brain.

A. A portion of the medullary, or marrow-like substance

of the brain ; and the prolongation of it, which bears

the name of the eras cerebri, or leg of the brain, and

from which many of the nerves emanate.

i, m. The ligament of the neck, or pack-wa.x, by which

the head is chiefly supported.

_;'. The sphenoid, or nedge-like bone, with its cavities.

/•. The cuneiform or wedge-shaped process, or base of the

occipital bone. Between it and the other portion of

the occipital bone lies the great foramen, or aperture,

through which the prolongation of that portion of

the brain called the spinal marrow issues from the

cranium, and is continued through the spine or

back-bone.

/. The medulla ollongatti, a prolongation of the brain

after the marrow-like substance of the cerehrum and

cerebellum have united, and forming the commence-

ment of the spinal marrow.- This portion has a ropy

appearance.

«. The point of the atlas bone, which sustains or carries

the first bone of the neck.

0. The first bone of the neck.

f. The dentala, or tooth-shaped bone, the second bone of

the vertebral column.

q. The cartilage covering the entrance into the eustachian

tube, or communication between the mouth and

internal part of the ear.

r. The spinal marrow, extending through a canal in

the centre of the bones of the neck, back, and loins,

to the citremities of the tail, and from which the

nerves of. feeling and of motion which supply every

part of the frame arise.

s,s. The sejiluin-nasi, or cartilaginous division between

the nostrils.

f, I. The septiim-7msi cut off at the lower part to

exhibit the spongy, turbinated, or turbau-shaped

bones filling the cavity of the nostrils. Part of the

cartilage is removed to dIspLay them. They are as thin

as gauze, and, like it, perforated into a thousand holes.

Between them are left sufficient passages for the air.

>t. The palate.

V. The inferior maxillary bone, containing the incisor

teeth or nippers.

w. The molar teeth, or grinders.

J', T. The tongue.

!/. The posterior maxillary, or jaw, with its incisors.

r, --. The lips.

12. The upper incisory teeth.

13. The lower incisory teeth.

li. The posterior maxillary, or jaw-bone.

1. The thyroid, or helmet-shaped cartilage, enclosing

and protecting the contiguous parts.

2. The epiglottis, or covering of the glottis or aperture

of the wind-pipe.

3. The arijtenoid, or fuueral-shaped cartilages, having

between them the aperture leading into the trachea

or wind- pipe.

4. The trachea, or wind-pipe, with its rings.

.5. One of the cordtc vocales, or the cords concerned in

voice.

6. The sacculus Uri/ngis, or the sack or ventricle of the

larynx or throat, for the modulation of the voice.

7. The opening from the back part of the mouth into

the nostril.

5. The soft palate at the back of the mouth, so con-

structed as nearly to prevent the possibility of

vomiting.

9. The muscle of the neck, covered by the membiMue of

the back part of the mouth.

10. The cricoid, or ring-like cartilage below and behind

the thyroid.

11. The oesophagus, or gullet.

15, A portion of the os hijoides, or bone of the tongue.

PL.\TE III.—MUSCLES AND PARTS CONNECTED WITH THE EYE.

Figures 4, 5.

The eye of the horse is provided with seven muscles to move it in every direction
;

andj that they may act with sufficient promptitude and power, six nerves are directed to

the eye generally, or to particular muscles; whilst, to prevent injury from friction, it
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rests upon a bed of fatty mattei-j which also enables it to be turned without much

exertion of the muscles. Pour of the muscles, a, e, d, and /, are straight, rising from the

back of the orbit, and are inserted into the ball of the eye, immediately opposite, and at

equal distances from, each other. One of them, /, rises to the upper part of the eye,

immediately behind the transparent and visible portion of it, the office of which is to

raise the eyelid. "When it contracts, the eye must necessarily be drawn upward.

Another, a, is inserted immediately opposite, at the bottom of the eye for the purpose

of depressing it, or of enabling the horse to look downwards. A third, e, is inserted at

the outer corner, which turns the eye outward ; and a fourth is inserted at the inner

corner for turning the eye inwards. By means of all these the eye can rotate, or be

turned in any direction at the will of the animal. Should it wish to look upward and

outward, then the outer and upper muscles are called into action, and can be modified

in any manner at the will of the horse. They also keep the eye in its place when

grazing, the principal weight of the eye then resting upon them ; to assist in which

another muscle, d, d, called the retractor, is added ; it arises from the edge of the foramen,

through which the optic nerve enters the orbit. The use of this muscle is to support

the eye generally, or when it is suddenly called into great action; aided by the straight

muscles, it draws the eye back out of the reach of danger, and in the act of drawing it

back, it forces the haiv to protrude as an additional defence. The cornea, i, is the

only visible part of the eyeball of the horse, or at least it should be, and it is said that

when much white is seen it is an indication of a bad temper. The pupil, k, is of an

elongated oblong, ovate form, and placed transversely, as represented in Fig. 4. The

eye of the horse ought to be large and rather prominent ; the eyelid fine and thin to

prevent pressure, and give more extensive and easy motion.

The horse has no eyebrows, but the eyelashes are long and fine on the upper lid,

especially towards the outer or temporal corner, because the light falls upon the eye

from above, and also to guard it from the attacks of insects and the trickling down of

moisture when grazing. There are, however, some straggling hairs and a projecting

fold of the skin of the upper eyelid. On the under eyelid also are some similar bristles

which warn the horse of the attempt of insects to enter the eye, which closes immedi-

ately. It is a common and very foolish practice of grooms to denude the lids of these

hairs, as if they were a blemish or obstruction, whilst their eradication deprives the

animal of one of its best defences against injuries to which the eye is liable from insects

and other extraneous substances. The muscles of the eye are said to possess a force of

resistance equal to 20 lbs., which renders the operation for cataract impossible. They

also alter the focus of the eye, to accommodate it to the examination of objects whether

near or distant.

It is not our design to enter further into the scientific description of the mechanism

of the eye, which is one of the most wonderful works of the great Creator, gi^ing so

small an organ of the animal frame the power of expressing in the most forcible manner

all the various passions by which it is agitated. Still more wonderful, if possible, is

the faculty of the eye to take in objects of the most extended magnitude, as well as tlic

most diminutive. " In considering vision," says Paley, " as achieved by means of an

image formed at the bottom of the eye, we can never reflect without wonder on the

smallness, yet correctness of the picture, the stability of the touch, and the fineness of

the lines. A landscape of five or six square leagues is brought into a space of half an
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iucli in diameter
;
yet the multitude of objeots wliich it contains arc all preserved; arc

all discriminated iu their magnitudes, positions, figures, and colours."

In purchasing a horse perhaps there is no one point that requires greater attention.

to see that no defect exists, than tlic eye ; for upon the goodness of tiie sight of the

animal depends, in a great measure, the safely and certainly tlic comfort of the rider.

In every case, therefore, of treating for a horse the purchaser should consult a veterinary

surgeon and have him inspect the eyes ; there being a description of blindness in which

the crystalline lens and cornea continue quite transparent, but the retina being paralysed

is not sensible of light, and is, therefore, not affected by any change from light to dark-

ness. If the eye is perfect, the pupil will expand or contract under such changes, and by

holding the hands over the eyes for a short time it will be seen if one or both of them

expand alike, or continue unchanged. In the latter case the horse is blind.

The following are the various parts of the eye of the horse :—Tlie form of the eye

is spherical, although not perfectly globular. It is, in fact, composed of parts of two

globes, the half of one at a small and transparent in front ; and of the other, b, which is

longer, with an opaque coat behind. It is an established law in optics, that all objects

become visible from the rays of light which flow from these objects into the eye. These

rays pass through the pupil and fall upon the retina, which is a fine expansion of the

optic nerve, interwoven like network in the back part or bottom of the eye ; and these

rays form a picture of the object, whose apparent bulk depends upon the size of such

picture so formed upon the retina. We shall suppose the animal lookiiig at an arrow

with the barb of it downwards, c, d. From every part of the arrow rays of light will be

sent forth in straight lines, and in passing through the pupil, n (sec also Plate iii..

Fig. 5, k), it is clear that those that flow from the under portion of the oljjcct, c, must

flow upwards, while those above, d, must pass downwards ; and pursuing this principle

all the intermediate rays,/, will intervene, consequently a reversed picture of the object

will be formed upon the retina, as is seen at g, h.

i, i. The points where the rays, having passed the cornea,

converge hy the refracting power of the lens.

j. The cornea, or horny and transparent portion, which

is covered by the conjunctiva uniting different parts

together.

/c, k. The crystalline or glassy lens, situate behind the

pupil, and in front of the vitreous humour, which is

80 named from a supposed resemblance to melted

glass. It is a clear, gelatinous fluid, very much like

the white of the egg.

/. The sclerotica, a hard, firm coating, covering the whole

of the eye, except that portion occupied by the cornea,

and being a seeming prolongation of the covering of

the optic nerve, /, 1. The choroides, or choroid coat,

covered with a black secretion, or black or dark

brown paint, called the pigmentum nii/rum.

m, m. The iris, or rainbow-coloured circular membrane,

situated under the cornea in front of the eye, and on

which the colour of the eye depends. The duplica-

ture behind is the uvea, so called from its colour

resembling a grape. The iris acts as a curtain, and

floats in the aqueous humour.

n. The pupil, is placed in the centre of the cornea, and

through which all the rays of objects pass to the

retina or mirror of the eye.

0, 6, The ciliary, or hair-like processes.
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The vitreous or glass-like hiiicour which fills the whole

of the cavity of the eje behind the Icna. It is a

clear, gelatinous fluid resembling the white of an egg.

It fiUs about three-lburths of the globe of the eye,

and extends from the posterior part as far forward

as the ciliary ligament.

The aqueous or watery humour which fills the space

between the cornea and the crystalline lens.

The retina, or fine net-like expansion of the optic

nerve, which is spread over the whole of the cho-

roiJes as far as the lens.

Tlie optic nerve, or nerve of sight.

The conjunctiva, or the membrane that covers the fore

part of the eye, and which lines the lids, and even

extends to the transparent portion of it. It is itself

transparent, and transmits colour to the parts be-

neath. It is very liable to inflammation, during

which the vessels of the lining of the lids will

become gorged with blood, and present an intensely

red appearance, which extends itself to those vessels

in the white of the eye, which will aho become com-

pletely covered with blood, and will ultimately

render the cornea clouded and opaque. This mem-
brane is the seat of almost all the diseases of the

eye, many of which too frequently terminate in

total blindness.

It is worthy of remark that a purblind horse, or one whose sight is defective and

clouded, is more dangerous to ride or drive than one totally blind ; because while trusted

to go safely, he is apt to shy and start at every object, and stumble at any little obstruc-

tion, so that the rider or driver will be thrown off or out when he least expects it

;

while a quite blind horse will trust wholly to his master's guidauce.

THE TEETH.

The food of the horse requires not only to be chewed, but also ground, and for both

purposes the apparatus is complete. In the operation of chewing or champiug, the

masseter muscle, which constitutes the cheek (see Plate iii., Fig. 1, o), acts in conjunction

with the temporal muscle in closing the jaw, and produces its cutting or champing

motion. This muscle has its origin at the superior maxillary bone, under the ridge

continued from the zygomatic arch (Plate iii. Fig. 3,/,/), and inserted in the lower jaw.

The grinding motion is performed by the pterygoid muscles. These are situated in

the inside of the lower jaw on each side, occupying the whole of the hollowed portion

opposite the masseter muscle. They assist in shutting the mouth, and give the grinding

motion by their alternate action. Not being a ruminating animal like the ox or sheep,

the food of the horse must be thoroughly masticated and reduced before it is swallowed,

in order to keep the animal in health and condition. The above apparatus is provided

for the purpose, and, with the co-operation of the teeth, is admirably adapted to accom-

plish it.

There is a difference in the number of the teeth of the male and female of the equine

species, the male or horse having forty, and the female or mare only thirty-six, the latter

being destitute of the four canine teeth of the former. The forty teeth of the horse

consist of six cutting teeth (incisors) two tushes or canine teeth, and twelve molars oi"

grinding teeth; that is, six on each side in each jaw (sec Plate iii.. Fig. 2, a, a, h, b, and

h, h). Between the incisors and tushes, and also between the tushes and the grinders,

there is a considerable space. The grinders being subjected to greater friction than the

cutting teeth, are proportionally stronger and capable of greater endurance. In the

embryo animal the teeth consist of a jelly-like substance contained in a membraneous

sack within the jaw-bone. This jelly in process of time assumes the form and consistence

of the future teeth, first as a bony structure within the membrane, soon to be covered

with a crystalline coating outside the membrane, which is the enamel of the tooth. The

grinders, in this incipient state, are each formed of five separate parts, wliieh in the

process towards maturity become united together by a powerful cement, making one
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tooth of tlie five, altliougli tlie several portions arc still distinctly to be seen, -with the

crystalline coating around them, the whole being also clothed witii it. The mature tooth,

tiiercforc, presenting columns of enamel of a hardness of texture that resists the constant

action in grinding the food, which it powerfully contributes to cflcct ; and it is only after

many years that they are so worn down as to render it difficult for the horse to grind his

dry food, especially corn. The molars of a horse that died at tlie age of seventy-six

years, and was perhaps the oldest horse on record, if not that ever lived, were some of

tliera worn down to the gums, whilst the incisors and canine teeth were as efficient as

ever. The cranium of tliis horse is preserved in tlie INIuscum of Natural History at

^Manchester, and is remarkable for the nippers having taken a quadrangular form on the

upper surface, whilst the two corner incisors WTre of the form of an egg, with the

smaller end outwards.

The incisors are divided into nippers, dividers, and corner teeth. The nippers are the

two front, the dividers the next one on each side, and the corner beyond the last. It is

by the marks on the upper surface of the incisors of the lower jaw, that the age of the

horse is indicated. "When the foal is first boru, it has the first and second grinders, but

no incisors. In six or eight days from the birth, the two centre incisors or nippers

appear, and occupy the whole front. In three weeks or a month the third grinders are

in sight; and in six weeks, another incisor comes up on each side of the two first in each

jaw. The remainder of the molar teeth appear at the following periods : the first two

at ten or eleven months ; the second pair at twenty months ; the third, from four to six

years. At two and a half years old the two molars, or foal's teeth, that existed at the

birth of the foal, are forced out by the new set, or replacers.

At ten months the marks of the nippers of the lower jaw are obliterated; in the

dividers at one year; and in the corner, or inner incisors, at from fifteen months to two

years. Thus at this age the cavities in all the incisors, both of the lower and upper jaw,

have disappeared. Soon after this period, the nippers turn yellow, Ijccome loosened, and

finally fall out, marking the second period in tlie age of the horse.

At three years old the central nippers will have their edges sharp, the others being

iu a decaying state. The number of grinders also, twelve in each jaw, will be complete.

At from three and a half to four years old, the central incisors also will be complete, and

the second pair will have been shed. In some cases the tujlics make their appearance

at three years old, although generally before the fourth, and in other instances it is not

before the fifth or sixth year, that thej' are fully developed. In the mouth of a three-year-

old horse, the central teeth are larger than the other incisors, and are marked on the

surface with two grooves, long, narrow, and deep, the teeth themselves being rather

lower than the rest, not having attained their full growth. In the dividers the mark is

nearly worn out; and in the corner teeth it has almost disappeared.

At four years old the pair of nippers will have attained their full size, and the mark
become shorter, widei-, and more faint. The second pair will be grown, but smaller,

and with a very deep mark extending entirely across the surface. The corner teeth will

be larger than the dividers, the surface flat, and the mark nearly oljlitcratcd. The sixth

grinder will have grown level with the others, and the tushes in a forward stale of

development.

At five years old the process in the mouth of tlie horse is complete, all the incisors

having been shed, and the permanent ones being established. The four central ones
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begin to exhibit marks of wear^ the tushes are half an inch above the guuis, witli an

external rounded prominence, and a groove on each side. Previous to the shedding of

the corner incisors, the animal is a colt or a filly ; but at five years old it is a horse or

mare. The marks in the corner incisors at the latter age are long and irregular, whilst

the other nippers will be less hollowed on the surface; the sixth molar teeth will be full

grown, and the third wanting. The dealers sometimes palm off an aged horse for a

five-year-old, by knocking out the third molar, and grooving the surface of the incisors

to renew the mark.

At six years old the mark on the two central incisors will be worn out, leaving only

a slight difference in colour in the centre of the teeth. In the second incisors the mark

is shorter, broader, and more faint, the enamel of the edges of the corner ones more

regular, while the surface exhibits the appearance of wear. The tushes are fully

developed, being an inch in length, convex outwardly, a little concave inwardly,

accuminated towards the point, and slightly incurved at the apex. The third molar will

be fully up, and all of them presenting an even surface, so that the mouth is now perfect

or " full."

Although, if there is any analoo;y between the process of teething between the

human subject and the inferior animals, it is scarcely possible that the horse should

pass through these important processes without much pain and inconvenience, it is remark-

able how little it interferes either with his capacity of performing his labour, or his

physical condition. Horses cannot, it is true, express their sufferings ; but if these were

very great, they would surely prevent their feeding, .and they would consequently fall

oiT in flesh. Such, however, does not appear to be the case; nor did we ever hear of a

horse being unfitted for his day's work, in consequence of the process of shedding his

teeth.

"When seven years old the marks have worn out of the four central incisors, and

those in the corner ones are fast disappearing. The tushes become rounded at the

points and edges, but are still full outwardly, and begin to round inwardly. The inner

edges of the corner teeth are on a level with the outer in consequence of wear. The

only notch observable is on the corner teeth of the upper jaw.

At eight years old all the marks on the teeth of the lower jaw will be obliterated,

and will be on a level at the surface ; they will become oval in shape, and the cavity

altered into an elongated transverse protrusion of enamel, which is the termination of

the central enamel, or funnel next the root. The only marks remaining to indicate the

age are those on the nippers of the upper jaw, where traces of them continue for years

after they have disappeared from the lower jaw. This is occasioned by the enamel in

the centre of the teeth being less elevated, and the cavity therefore deeper and requiring

a longer time to wear it down ; the upper incisors also being less liable to friction than

those of the under jaw, whicli alone moves in chewing the food, the upper jaw being fixed,

to resist the pressure of the lower, in eating. The tushes arc of no use in determining

tlie age of a horse, as well on account of the uncertainty of their apjicarancc, as of the

variable shape they assume in different horses ; neitiier is there any friction to wear them

down, so that they do not diminish in size.

After einht, the form of the upper surface of the incisors is the only mark whereby to

judge of the age of the horse. At this period .all of them are iransversebj oval, that is,

the oval extends lengthwise from tooth to tooth, diminishing iu size as the animal
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advances in rears, first in -vricltli, and afterwards in thickness, apparently being tlic

receding of the gum as the surface of the teeth wears do-ivn. This gives them the

appearance of grooving apart from cacli other, with a rounded surface, until the age of

thirteen, when they acquire a triangrdar form.

At nine the nippers are rounded, and the dividers begin to be so; the remainder of

the funnel of these four teeth is round, and quite close to the inner edge of the tooth.

They also show the septum of the root. At ten the incisors will have the oval ibrm

considerably shortened, only a rudiment of the funnel of the nippers and dividers being

left, and the remainder of the centi'al enamel touches the inner edge of the table of the

tooth. These four central teeth are rounded, but the corner teeth acquire the oval form.

At eleven the dividers are quite rounded, and the central enamel is hardly now apparent

in the teeth of the lower jaw. At twelve the corner teeth are rounded, and the central

enamel has completely disappeared ; the yellowish band is of greater extent, and occupies

the centre of the wearing surface. In the upper jaw the central enamel still remains.

At thirteen the sides of the nippers are getting elongated, the central enamel continues

in the teeth of the upper jaw, but it is roiind and approaching to the posterior edge.

The septum at the root is rounded in the dividers, and is seen in the middle of the

table. The tushes are now much worn.

At fourteen the faces of the central nippers become somewhat triangular, and the

dividers long at the sides ; the central enamel of the upper incisors diminished, but still

visible. At fifteen the nippers liave increased in the triangular form, and the dividers

begin to assume it. The central enamel of the upper teeth is still visible, and the

septum of the roots forms a rounded point on all' the tables of the teeth. At sixteen the

dividers are triangular, and the corner incisors begin to be so : the central enamel now

disappears from the upper incisors, and the nippers begin to be flattened at their sides.

The tushes are now greatly worn down. At seventeen all the lower incisors ai-e

triangular, and the sides of the triangles are all of one length. At eighteen the lateral

portions of the triangle lengthen in succession ; first the nippers, then the dividers, and

afterwards the corner teeth. At nineteen the angles begin to wear off, and the central

teeth are again oval, but in a reversed direction, that is aci'oss, not along, the jaw ; and

the lower nippers are flattened from one side to the other. This flattening process in

succession, from the nippers to the dividers, and from these to the corner teeth, enables

us to distinguish the age of a horse up to twenty-three years. At twenty the dividers

have acquired this shape ; and at twenty-one it is common to them all.

The above rules, however, cannot always hold good, because many eireumstanees in

the life of a horse will retard or hasten the processes of the teeth. The form of the

teeth, in fact, is in a great measure produced by wearing down, and this is promoted

more by a horse being kept on hard and dry food, as hay and corn, than by feeding him

chiefly on grass. The same cause will also obliterate the mark at an earlier age, so that

it requires a long acquaintance with, and observation of, the different stages of the

growth of a horse's teeth to form an opinion of his age after a certain period. The

practice of "bishopping" is another question, which all purchasers of horses should be

alive to. This nefarious practice, which receives its name from the fellow who invented

it, consists in taking a horse of eight or nine years old that has, of course, lost the mark

in his mouth, and casting him, cut a hole with an engraver's tool in the surface of the

corner teeth, in shape and depth resembling the mark in a seven-year-old horse. The
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hole tlius made is then burnt with a hot iron, which leaves a permanent bhick stain.

The dividers arc also, but more lightly, touched, with both the tool and the hot iron.

It requires experience to detect this fraud, and many a horse is sold for a six or scvcn-

\ ear-old, that will never see eight, nine, or even ten, again.

With respect to the natural age of the horse, we can form no judgment whatever from

the duration of an overwhelming proportion of the horses used up in England. It is

probable that the lives of ninety out of every hundred are prematurely sacrificed to the

thoughtlessness, cruelty, or cupidity, of the owners, who work them beyond their

strength, and in too many cases treat them with neglect when in the stable. Cases, however,

are recorded—and there are doubtless many others not so—of horses that have lived to

a great age. We have mentioned " Old Billy," the Manchester horse, that lived to the

patriarchal age of seventy-six. Culley mentions one that received a ball in his neck

at the battle of Preston-pans in 1715, and that died in 1758, so that he could not have

been less than fifty years old. Percival speaks of a barge horse that died in his sixty-

second year. jNIr. Blaine also tells us of a gentleman who had three horses that died at

the respective ages of thirty-five, thirty-seven, and thirty-nine years. While the writer was

residing in Dublin, about the year 1850, there died at the barracks of the horse patrol

in that city, a fine old steed called " Waterloo," from having been at the battle of

"Waterloo in 1815, and must therefore have been upwards of forty years old at the time

of his death. He was a great favourite with the mounted police, and regularly on

" Waterloo days " (I8th of June) when the troops in Dublin were reviewed in the Phoenix

Park, " Old Waterloo " was led out decked with ribbons, and by his vociferous neighing,

showed that when the bugle sounded the charge, his spirit was as ready for the fray as

when he was I'iddcn in that awful strife. " Old Waterloo" received a warrior's Ijurial,

and one of his hoofs was converted into a snuff-box mounted with silver, and presented

bv the authorities to Mr. Stokes, the very efficient and respected superintendent of the

mounted constabulary force of Dublin. Such instances of longevity, while they do

honour to those who thus " regard the life of their beast," reflect deeply upon the

inhumanity of those who consider it more profitable to exhaust the strength, and break

down the constitution, of a horse by early and severe labour, and who act accordingly.

The table on the following page gives a comprehensive view of the state of the teeth of a

horse at all stages of its existence.

It may be remarked here, that the common idea of the "filling-up " of the teeth tf

the horse is a vulgar error. The cause of the teeth losing the u:ark is the wearing down

of the surface ; and the centre never grows after the tooth is fully formed. As the

edges wear down, the opening gradually decreases, until the surface is level, and only

a dark stain remains, which also becomes fainter as the horse advances in years. The

teeth of " Old Billy," were singularly worn nearly into a square with the angles rounded,

except the corner teeth, which were egg-shaped. The gums were worn down so as to

show the shank of the tooth, and the mark on the surface was white instead of dark.

By reason of age, however, he was, in every respect, an exceptional specimen.

Besides the teeth, there are other marks by which an aged horse is known. Thus,

the temporal /o.ssa, or the pits above the eves, become hollow, grey hairs appear above

the eyes, and round the muzzle ; the lips are thin and lose their firmness ;
the back

sinks, the withers arc sharp, the quarters are lengthened, spavins, windgalls, and tumours

of all kinds disappear, the horse is dull and heavy, itc. These combined are
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unmistakable marks of age^ althougli some of tliem are incident to horses after violent

and undue exertion, even if young. The tricks, too, of dishonest dealers will screen the

age of horses sometimes, so as to take in persons not well versed in these approved

marks.* Every farmer, however, having much to do with horses, ought to be well

acquainted with them, and also with the deceptions practised upon purchasers by the

dealers, some of whom make no scruple of giving a warranty, under the conviction that

unless the price is large, not one dupe in ten will bring an action against them, at the

risk of having, by an adverse verdict, to pay double costs instead of getting redress.

SECTION XIII.

PLATE VI.—PRINCIPAL MUSCLES OF THE LDIBS, ETC.

Although it is unnecessary that every one possessed of horses should be fully

acquainted with the anatomical structure of the limbs, yet it is desirable to know some-

thing of the more important muscles, or those on the perfection of which the speed and

safety of the animal depend, and of the diseases which incapacitate for or render painful

the labour required of him, so as to be able to apply a remedy where a delay in sending

for a practitioner might be dangerous. The following are the most prominent and

important :

—

FicusE 1.

—

Muscles of tqe Outsidk of the Siioui.dkr.

a. A porlion of the steruo-viajrlUarls^ or muscle which is

common to, and connected with, the lower jaw,

as well as the fore part of the chest. This is one of

the muscles employed in lowering the head. It lies

immediately under the stin, and arises from the car-

tilage projecting from or constituting the breast-

bone (Plate ii., Fig. 2). It then traverses the neck

in an upward direction, and is neither of great

dimensions nor strength. About three-fourths of its

length upwards it changes to a flat teudou, and is

exhibited in Plate iii., Fig. 1, jc, above which it

insinuates itself between the parotid and sub-

maxillary glands, that it may be inserted into tlie

angle of the lower jaw\ It is exerted in bending the

head towards the chest.

h, i, is a muscle which is the raiser of the shoulder, and

takes its rise from the nipple-shaped process of the

temporal bone {c, c, Plate iii.. Fig. 3 and 3), and

extending down the fore part of the neck, is inserted

into the middle part of the lower bono of the

shoulder, and thence conlinucd down to the arm.

The use of tliis muscle is to bend the head, or, the

neck and head being fixed, to elevate and bring for-

ward the arm. When the horse is ruuning at full

speed, with the head thrown forward, this muscle is

in powerful action.

c,d. The serratiis major, or great tooth-shaped muscle of

the shonldcr, which constitutes a large proportion of

the lower part of the neck. It is deeply seated,

arising from the five last bones of the neck and the

two first ribs. Its lower portion springs from all

the true ribs. The whole of its fibres have a down-

ward tendency, and arc inserted into the inner surface

of the shoulder, by means of which the shoulder is

attached to the chest, and the weight of the body

thereby supported.

(', /. These parts represent portions of the trapezius

muscle, which is of a quadrangular form, and rises

from the sides of the withers. Its base is turned

upwards, and its right side forwards, in a parallel

* An instance of such deception occurred some years since. A clergyman had sold his gre^ horse, on account of age,

to a dealer, and a few days after went to a neighbouring fair to pureliasu another, lie saw a black horse that he thought

would suit him, as being to appearance seven years old. After a trial with the saddle, he purchased him, and determined to

ride him home, and send the man with his horse and chaise. lie was surprised to find that the horse appeared to know

the way; and when he got home seemed as familiar with the premises and the groom as if he had known both all his

life. In fact, the clergyman had purchased his own horse at a large increase of price, it having in the interim been

bishopped, trimmed, and dyed black, by the ingenious dealer, who employed a stranger to the neighbourhood to dispose

of it.
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line with the spine of the scapula or shoulder-blade.

It occupies the space between the withers and upper

pert of the scapula, and is large and strong in pro-

portion to the height of the withers, and the oblicpie

or slanting direction of the shoulder. Its u.'io is to

elevate the scapula as well as to draw it backward.

This ninscle is one of the most important as ron-

nccttd with the action of the horse, and proraineutly

illustrative of the advantage of high withers and a

slanting shoulder. Wa have represented a portion

of it turned back to eshibit the muscles beneath.

g is the little pectoral or breast-bone muscle. it is

connected with both the breast and shonldcr-blade.

It takes its rise from the breast-bouc, and extends to

the covering of the shoulder- joint and to the muscle

of the shoulder. It lies below the greater breast-

muscle. Inwardly it is attached to the anterior half

of the breast -bone, and to the cartilages of the first

four ribs. Its action is common with that of the

larger breast-muscle {pecloraHs major), ani to assist

it in drawing back the top of the lower bone of the

shoulder and the lower part of the scapula, as well

as to keep the latter bone more upright in its

position.

h. The anlea spinaliis muscle, or muscle before the spine,

is placed on the external part of the shoulder, before

the ridge of the shoulder-blade, and fil!s the whole

of that space. It proceeds downwards, dividing into

two parts, each of which is attached to the summits

of the greater and lesser tubercles of the humerus,

or bone of the arm, and also to the capsular ligament

of the shoulder-joint. It is a museleof great strength,

and extends the arm or humerus upon the scapula,

and moves it forward.

t is described at b.

k. The jiostea spinatus muscle, situated behind the spine

or ridge, and occupying the space celled the fossa

poslea spinata. It extends to the lower bone of the

shoulder, and is inserted into the upper head of that

bene. It is of a triangular form, and is flattened

and broader, but not so thick in substance, as the

atitea spinatus m\iscle. It assists the flection of the

humerus, and at the same time rolls it outwards.

This is the tendon of the long extensor of the arm,

which reaches from the upper angle and the posterior

border of the scapula, to the point of the elbow and

the inside of the arm. This muscle is a very im-

portant one.

o, p, q, t. These are the four divisions of another muscle

arising from the shonlder-blade and the lower hone

of the shoulder, and likewise attached to the point

of the elbow by a very powerful tendon.

t. This is the middle flexor, which is one of the numerous

and powerful muscles that bend the leg. It is also

represented in Plate vi.. Fig. 2, at <?, and is the

muscle that bends the shank-bone, because it is

situated precisely in the middle of the back part of

the arm. It has its origin in the inner head of the

lower bone of the shoulder, and is inserted into one

of the bones on the inner side of the knee. The other

is seen at Plate vi.. Fig. I, and is called the external

flexor of the legs, in consequence of lying on the

outer side of the arm towards the back. It is

inserted on the outer head of the lower bone of the

shoulder. Advancing towards the knee, it is ten-

dinous, and the tendon divides into two poitions, one

of which is inserted into the same bone of the knee,

and the other into the outer small bone of the leg.

Tlie internal flexor is exhibited in Plate vi.. Fig. 2, y.

This is one of the muscles of the lower bone of tlie

shoulder. It is the cxterual one, whose oflicc is to

beud the arm. It arises from the inner and back

pait of the neck and body of the lower bone of the

shoulder, and turns oblicpiely round it, and is inserted

into the inner and upper part of the bone of the

arm.

This is the extensor of iho leg. It is the priuciiial

one of the fore-arm, is of considerable hulk, and

occupies the front part of the arm. It takes its rise

from the lower portion of the body of the lower bone of

the shoulder, and from its outer head. As it descends

down the arm it becomes tendinous. This tendon

passes under one of the ligaments of the kuee. It

then spreads out, and is inserted into the fore and

superior portion of the shank-bone. It is also seen

at e. Fig. 2.

The middle flexor, or bending muscle of the shank-

bone. This is situated immediately on the middle

of the back part of tlie arm. It arises from the

inner termination of the lower bone of the shoulder,

and is continued and inserted into one of the bones

of the inner side of the Snee. It is also seen at e.

Fig. 2.

The external flexor of the leg, and which is situated

on the outer side of the arm towards the back. It

has its origin in the outer head of the lower bone of

the shoulder, stretching towards the knee. It is of

a tendinous character, and divides into two portions,

one of which is inserted into the same boue of the

knee, and the other into the outer small bone of

the leg.

And extending down to 7, 4, and 5, are the principal

artery, nerve, and vein of the leg.

This is the perforated flexor muscle. It arises from

the lower and back portion of the inner head of the

lower bone of the shoulder, and is intimately inter-

mixed with the perforating flexor muscle. As it

descends along the bone of the arm it becomes ten-

dinous, and extending to the knee, it is bound down

by ligamcntary bands to prevent it from starting in

sudden or violeut motion. From the knee it widens

and partly laps round the tendon of the perforating

muscle. They then descend together in contact, but

are not adherent, sliding over each other freely and

safely by the aid of the lubricating fluid. They are

both encircled in a thick sheath of cellular substance

which is attached to them by numerous small fibres.

Reaching near to the fetlock, the tendon expands

still more, forming a complete ring round the tendon

of the perforating muscle. This is showu at k,

Plate vi.. Fig. 7. The perforated tendon soon

divides, and is inserted into the larger and smaller

pastern bones, its oflice being to bend them.

The subcutaneous vein of the side of the chest.

E E "^
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FiGUBE 2.

—

Muscles of the Inside of the Shouldeb.

a. The f.esor of the arm, which is one of tlic most powei'-

fiil of the flexor muscles. It has its origia in the

txtremity of llic ridge of the shoulder-blade, ia the

form of a large and round tendon, which extends

between two prominences at tlie upper portion of

the front of the lower bone of the scapula. This

groove or pulley is as perfect as it is possible to

suppose it, and is "lined with smooth cartilage,

between which and the tcudou there is interposed an

oily fluid, which enables the tendon to move in this

pulley without the danger of being injured by fric-

tion. Passing on from this pulley, aud extending

beyond the head of the lower bone of the shoulder,

the cord spreads out into a round fleshy substance

containing numerous tendinous fibres. It is deeply

seated, aud gives that flue fulness to the front of the

arm. It is inserted into the head and neck of the

bone of the arm, as also into the capsula ligament of

the elbow-joint. It is the chief muscle by which

nearly the entire of the leg below the arm is bent.

li, h. This muscle ia called the jiecioralis irausvcrms, or

the muscle that crosses the breast. It lakes its rise

from the four first bones of the chest, and stretching

across to the inner part of the arm, is inserted into

the tendinous substance which covers the muscles

of the fore-arm, and extending a considerable way

down the arm. Its use is to bind the arm to the side

of the horse, and it also keeps the legs straight before

the horse when it is at speed, so (hat the weight of

the body may be received on them in a direction

most easy aud safe to the horse as well as the rider,

and most advantageous for the full action of all the

muscles connected with progression.

This represents the disease called the cajiped hock, or

an enlargement of the joint of the elbow, as described

at p. 392.

The internal flexor. It takes i!s rise from the inner

head of the lower boue of the shoulder, and is in-

serted into the head of the inner s])lint-bonc. Its

office is to bend the leg, and to turn it very slightly.

The principal veins, nerves, and aiteries of the shoulder

and arm.

PLATE VII.

FiGUEE 1.

—

Muscles of the Outside of the Thigh.

, The great glula;us muscle, or ylidcits maximus. It

occupies the anterior, middle, and external parts of

the haunch. It arises from the spinous and trans-

verse processes of several of the bones of the loins

from the sacrum aud from the different edges of the

ilium, and is inserted into the protuberance of the

upper bone of the thigh, behind and a little above

the joint that unites the thigh to the haunch-bone.

It is this muscle which gives that fulness and round-

ness to the haunch so much admired. It is one of

the chief muscles of progression.

The outer (jlutceus, or buttock-muscle, which can only

be considered a fleshy slip attached to the great

glutseus. Its origin is as high as the spine, and it

runs along the back part of the thigli in the form of

a ridge, and is inserted into the smaller outer pro-

minence of the upper bone of the thigh.

This muscle arises high up from the bones of the

spine, from others at the root of the tail, from the

protuberance of the ischium, aud from other bones of

the pelvis. It is, in fact, a sort of triple muscle, as

it has three heads. It is called the triceps femoris,

or three-headed muscle of the thigh. It is inserted

into the upper part of the lower bone of the thigh,

and its ollicc is to draw back the thigh when placed

under I he trunk, and so to Ibruw forward the trunk

of the body.

. Tliis muscle descends from the sacrum and from the

first bones of the tail, runs down posterior to the

tiici'jis femoris, and constitutes the hinder border of

the haunch. It is inserted into the lower bone of

the thigh, and assists in performing the same kind

of motion. The whole of these muscles are very

much developed iu the thorough-bred horse, and

hence his strength and speed, which is besides a

very important point in a horse. To perform their

full action, these muscles should be so prominent that

the horse, when the observer stands behind him,

should be perceptibly wider at the thighs than at the

loins aud haunch.

('. Tire root of the tail and its muscks.

/. This is the tendinous expansion which binds and

strengthens the above muscks.

!/ is t!ie flexor metatarsi, or muscle used to beud the

hocks, or the bender of the leg. It arises from the

lower part of the upper bone of the thigh, and is

inserted into the upper portion of the shank-bone

and also the inner splint-bone. It is a muscle of

considerable power.

h. The extensor pedis. It is situated ou the anterior jiart

of the thigh, and is attached to a roughened depres-

sion upon the antero-inferior part of the external

condyle of the femoral bone, and below to the coronal

process of the os pedis, and to the upper edge of the

boue in the interval between the lateral cartilages.

Its office is the extension of the foot, as well as the

fetlock and pastern joints.

J. This letter is placed at the situation occupied by the

principal nerves before they pass under the muscle.

They take a situation nearly iu a line with the

letter c.

i, p. The foplilicns or feiiioro-tibialis obliqiius, a short

(hick triangular muscle, extending from the upper

to the lower thigh-bone, bending the stifle, aud

turniug the limb inward.

k. The use of this muscle is to extend the hock ; it ia an

exceedingly powerful muscle, having its origin in

the head of the upper bone of the thigh, and mid-
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way down the lower bone of the thigh, ending in a

flat tendon, which is inserted into the joint of the

hock. It is advantageously )ilicod for powerful ex-

ertion, for it acts nearly at right angles.

ni, H. The peroiuTus, which is another of the extensor

mnseles, and so called from a ur.nie given to the

fibula. It ai'ises from the whole course of the fibula,

and also becomes tendinous before reaching the hock.

.\bont half way down the shank, it occupies the

same sheath as the principal extensor rnuscle, and

is inserted along wilh it into the eollin-bonc.

The flexor fieitis, one of the chief bending or flexor

muscles of the foot, which has its origin in the

upper part of the tibia. As it approaches the hock,

it is distinguished by its large round tendon, which

is seen to enter into a groove at the back of the

hock. It is continued down the back of the leg in

the same manner as a similar muscle in the fore-

leg. It is tlie performing flexor muscle of the

hind-leg, nud assists in binding the pastern and eofiiu

joints.

KiGUKE 2.

—

Chief MuscLts or the Inside of the Thigh.

i. The blood-vessels belonging to the groin.

tl, r. These represent the course of the principal anterior

arteries and veins, which extend to .r, and include in

their range d and k.

c. The gracilis, or slender muscle, which is very broad,

and occupies the greater poriion of the surface of the

inner part of the thigh, and especially the prominent

part of it. It has its origin in the lower part of

llie haunch-bone, and in its downward passage unites

wilh the sarlorius, and is inserted with it into tlic

lower bone of the thigh. Its province is also to

turn the leg.

/'. A portion of the muscle described at i. Fig. 1

.

/-. The peroiiifiis. This muesle is attached above to tlie

head of the fibula, continuing its attachment for the

whole length of that bone, and below, to t!ic coronal

process of the os pedis.

I. The jinplilieus, a short muscle.

;«. T\ieflt:rnr melattirsi, or bender of the leg, w liich arises

from the lower part of the upper bone of the thigh,

and is inserted into the upper part of the shank-

bone, as well as to the inner small splint-bone.

«. The e.r/eiisor jiedis, described at //, Fig. 1.

Fig. 4.

—

a. Capped hocks.

F'lc. 5.— i, 6. Thoronghpin.

Fio. fi.

—

e. Bog and blood spavin.

0. An inside view of the perforating muscle of the foot.

;). The veins of the posterior part of the leg.

r. The ligamentous bands, which are of such importance

in confining the tendons at the bending of the hock.

w. Immediately behind the beud of the hock, at w, from

the anterior superior p-nrt of the metatarsal bone,

issues a thin layer of fleshy fibres, enveloped in cel-

lular substance, and concealed iu part of the tendon

of the e.rtensor pedis, with which (about one-fourth

of the cannon downward) they form a union, and

make some addition to its substance. In action,

these supplementary fibres will brace the tendon.

;/, y. The large cntaneons vein, or vein immediately under

the skin.

.-. The inguinal vein, which is one of rather large size,

coming from the groin, which owes its formation to

a considerable branch emanating from the muscles

of the thigh, and the above superficial or cutaneous

abdominal vein. The femoral vein is the continua-

tion of the external iliac trunk below the brim of the

pelvis, and becoming the main channel into which

the decp-se.Tted veins of the hind extremity pour

their blood.

Fig. 8.—f. Curb.

Fig. U.—d. Bone spavin.

FI.ATB Vlll.

FiGUiiE I.— Stuuctube of the Hock-Joint.

This is one of tlic most important points of a horse, and upon its proper formation

and freedom from disease depends, in a great measure, the value and eOicienoy of tlic

animal, in the anatomy of wiiich it answers to the instep of man, and has thence

obtained the teelmieal appellation of tarsus. It consists of six bones :

—

at the sides, and receives into it the tendons of power-

ful muscles, which are strongly implanted into it.

The lower surface is smaller than either of the others.

a. The astragalus or knuckle-bone. lis form is like that

of a pulley. Its surface consists of two bold senii-

circnlar prominences, with a deep capacious groove

between them ; these are admirably adaiited to the

two grooves, parted by their middle projection in

the lower extremity of the tibia ; and these oppo-

site prominences and grooves are received, and, as it

were, morticed into each other. At the posterior

part its convex surface is received into a concavity

near the base of another bone, and with which it is

united by very strong ligaments to the os calcis (c),

or bone of tie heel, and it projects upwards, flattened

and is irregularly flattened, and almost wholly arti-

eulatory; it is embraced by the superior part of the

large cuneiform bone. The two bones above de-

scribed rest on two others, the os cnboides, or cnbe-

slmped bone e bihind, and the large wedge-shaped

bono d, in front. This larger wedge-shaped bone is

supported by two smaller ones, /, and these two

smaller ones and the cube-shaped bone by the upper

heads of the shank-bone, /;, and the splint-bone, i/.
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The cube-bone is placed on the external splint-bone

and the cannon-bone ; the small wedge-bone chiefly

rests on the inner splint-bone, which cannot be seen

ill our figure ; and the middle wedge-bone rests on

the shank-bone, h, alone. All these bones are con-

nected together by very strong ligaments, which

prevents dislocation, but are suliicicntly flexible to

allow a slight degree of motion among them ; and

the surfaces which ai-e opposed to, and move upon,

each other, are thickly covered by clastic cartilage.

The inferior cad or base of the tibia. This bone reaches

from the slille to the hock. It is connected with the

round bone above, and the os calcis below.

c. The OS calcis, which forms the posterior projecting

part, called the point of the hock.

d. The OS cuneiforme magnum, large wedge-shapid or

cuneiform bone, situated immediately under tlie

astragalus.

e. The OS cuboides, or cuboid bone, situate on the outer

part of the hock.

/. The OS cuneiforme, or middle cuneiform bone, situated

immediately under the large cuneiform bone, and

upon the hind cinnon-bonc.

g. The splint-bone.

h. The upper head of the shank-bone, or melaiarsi mag-

The liock-joiut lias to sustain a greater stress aiul more powerful aud energetic

action than any other of the limbs of the horse, for wliichj howeverj ample provision is

made in its construction. The wonderful adaptation of the parts to meet tliis extra-

ordinarj' demand of eiTort displays the wisdom and skill of the Great Artificer, by which

the nerves, sinews, and bones are so knit together, that, while farming one harmonious

whole, each performs its separate assigned part in sustaining the enormous strain

imposed upon it. Fitting into each other with the most perfect exactness, the bones

are held in contact by powerful muscles or sinews, which, while sufficiently elastic to

yield to the slightest wish of the animal, possesses strength enough to endure the most

enormous exertion without being displaced. We see the illustration of this in the

hunting field and on the race-course, in either of which, horses apparently slight in form,

and delicate in constitution, sustain efforts of extraordinary severity without generally

showing signs of great distress or injured muscles. It is evident that in both cases the

greatest stress is upon the hock-joint, by which the whole body is thrown forward, and

that any defect or disease there is fatal to the power of the animal. The six bones of

which the hock-joint is composed are all covered with elastic cartilage, and each admits

of a certain degree of motion. This lessens the concussion by the weight, pressure, and

action being diffused amongst them all, which neutralises the blow and renders it com-

paratively harmless. The oily fluid also \>j which the whole of the joint is lubricated

contributes powerfully to its immunity from injury, as well by rendering motion easy as

by restoring the tone of the parts when overstrained. It is only by the cupidity of man

that this benevolent provision of nature is frustrated. ]\Iuch as this limb of the horse

will bear, it is too often broken down by the undue demand upon its powers, aud it is

very probable that much of the lameness of horses in the hind quarters, where it is often

diflicult to discover the cau",c, has its seat in the hock-joint, and is the result of over-

strained exertion.

rL.\TE Vl.

I'louKii 3.—Bones op Tin: Foot.

a. The coliia-bone, with its laminffi. It is situated

v.ithin the hoof, which it nearly resembles in form,

being in its outline crescent-shaped. Its form, how-

ever, varies with the natural make and morbid

changes in the form of the hoof. The colliu-bone

is " honey-combed," and of a light and spongy

nature.

b. The navicular-bonc, or shuttie-bone, which is situated

at the back of the coftlu-joint, into whose compo-

I

sition it enters. It is crescent-shaped. One of its

extremities is directed outward, and the other in-

ward. Their points are obtuse, and are fixed by

lateral ligaments to the colUn-bone.

c. The lower ]iastern or coronet-bone. Its situation is

between the pastern and the foot, aud answers to

the second phalanx of the human foot. Its form is

nearly square.

d. The upper pastern is situated below the cannon-bone.
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with which, from tailing an oblique direclion, it forms

au obtuse angle.

The scsamoid-boncs, or os scsainohlea. These are

situated at the back of the articuliilioo fumed by

the imsteni and cannon boucs. They are aiticiiluted

only with the large metararpiil bone.

Figures 4, 5, C.

—

Fko.nt Vikw ov hie Sa.mk.

a. The coffin-bone, or os pedis. The outline of its form

is semilunar, convex before and above, concave be-

hind and below.

b. The navicular bone, or os iiavicit/are.

c. The lower pastern, or os coroncf.

tl. The uiipcr pastern, or os snffraginis.

FiGUUK 7.

—

Nkuve, Vein, and .\ktkuv ok hie Pasteun and Foot.

a T!ie sole of the foot.

i. The horny crust.

c The Heshy or sensible laminae covering the collin-boue.

(I. The ]>csterior lateral ligaments.

<'. 'I'he internal or sensible frog.

/. The branch of the nerve which supplies the fore part

of the foot with feeling.

f/. The lower part of the vein before the attiry.

/i. The same vein spreading over the pastern.

I. The continuation of the nerve, j, and proceeding down-

ward to supply the back of the foot with feeling.

The e.xlensovs of the foot.

The deeper llesor tendon continued downwards, cuUel

\\\i perfontiis, or perforating.

)«. The division of the nerve on the fetlock joint.

The tendinous band in which the flexors work.

One of the llesor tendons.

The deeper flexor tendon.

The artery between the vein and nerve.

The vein before the artery.

'I'hc nerve on (he inside of the off leg at the edge of

the shank-bcne, and behind the vein and artery.

FlGUKE S.—ILI.USTRATION.S OF IIIE DEFECTS OF THE l''0UE-LEQS.

a. The situation of sand-crack in the fojt of the fore-leg,

as described at page 400.

b. Representation of ring-boue when it first appears on

the side of the pastern. (See page 390.)

c. Situation of wind-gall. (See page 388.)

il. Situation and appearance of the enlargement which ac-

companies sprain of the back sinews. (See page 387.)

e. The ordinary position in which splint occurs on the

side cf the shank-bone, which, however, does not

produce lameness after its first formation, in conse-

quence of its not interfering with the motion of the

knee, nor does it injure the suspensory ligament.

(See page 386.)

/. The tjing in of the leg below the knee.

g. The situation of the disease called mallanders. (See

page 392.)

Fig. 9.

—

Cbust of the Wai.i. or the Foot.

a. The cof5n-boae.

I. The crust.

c. The coronary ring.

Fig,

fl, n. The crust.

b, The sole.

c, c. The bars.

d, d. The frog.

]2.

—

Sole of the Foot.

Figure 7.-

a. The cofnu-boue.

i, c. Branches of the suspensory ligaments

d. Tlie back part of the upper pastern.

e. The back part of the lower pastern.

PL.\TE Vlt.

ArT.lCHMENT3 l.s' FRO.NT OF THE 1'aSTEKN BoNES, ETC.

/. Back of one of the sesamoid bones.

(/. The lower part of the shank- bone.

h. The lateral cartilages of the foot.

i. Ligaments connecting the two pastern-bones together.

Figure 3.

—

Situatio.v or Diseases of the Hind-leo.

a. Situation of grease of the foot. (See page 305.)

b. Represents a wind-gall. (See page 3SS.)

c. Capped hock. (See page 392.)

d. Curb. (See page 891.)

c, e. The position of tliorough-pins. (See page 5a2.)

Sec also Figs. 4, 5, G, 8, and 9.

PLATE VI.

Figure 10.

—

The Pastern and Foot, with theik Bonks and Integuments.

a. The cofiin-bone. This bone is fitted to, and occupies,

the fore part of the hoof, filling about half of it.

It nearly resembles the hoof in form, being half-

moon shaped ; it is convex above and in front, and

concave behind and beneath. Its structure is

light and spongy, and perforated with numerous
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holes. These are adapted for the passage of the

biood-vesscls of the foot, without which the circula-

tion could not be so safely and conveniently kept up,

and affords another striking example of those beau-

tiful provisions of nature for effecting certain ends.

But for this, these vessels would be frequently sub-

jected to great pressure, which would occasionally

obstruct the free passage of the blood. The upper

surface it will be seen is concave, for the recei>tioii

of the rounded end of the lower pastern, b ; at the

back, 0, is a depression for the perforating tendon,

g. We have described the disease connected with

this joint at p. 390.

{. The lower or smaller pastern-bone.

c. The upper or larger pastern-boue.

d. The shank-bone.

e. The sesamoid bone.

/. The sus|icusory ligaments. (See rupture of this de-

scribed at page 389.)

g. The tendon of the perforating flexor inserted into the

coftin-bone, after having passed over tlie navicular

bone.

/(. A long ligament, reaching from the pastern- bone to

the knee.

i. Tlie small inelastic ligament which fastens down the

sesamoid bone to the larger pastern.

j. The extensor tendon inserted into both the pasterns

and the coffin-bone.

/. A continuation of the suspensory ligament inserted

into the smaller pastern-bone.

/. The na\icular or s.huttle-bone. Oue of the chief uses

of this bone is to take off a portion of the weight

from the coffin-bone ; and from the navicular bone

it is thrown on the tendon, which rests ou the elastic

frog beneath. (See diseases of this bone, page 4U I
.)

m. The inner or sensitive frog. This is a wedge shaped

body projecting from the bottom of the foot, toge

ther with the substance continued from it, and occu-

pying the interval between the cartilages.

71. A ligament uniting the navicular bone tn the smaller

pastern.

0. A ligament nhich unites the navicular- bone to the

coffin-bone.

J).
This is the seat of lameness of the navicular joint.

q. The sensitive sole between the coffin-bone and horny

sole. It is placed between the coffin-bone and the

sole; and, from its yieldiug nature, assists in pre-

venting concussion, and also forms a supply for \hz

horn of the sole. It is furnished with nervous fibres,

and is highly sensitive. The lameness which is

caused by the pressure of a stone, or of the shoe on

the sole, is occasioned by inflammation of the sen-

sitive sole. From the same cause, corns between

the crust and the sole result.

!. The coronary ring of the crust.

s. Tlie covering of the coronary ligament, from which the

crust is secreted.

t. The sensible lamina; to which the crust is attached.

p, V. The crust or wall of the foot.

7(1. The place of bleeding at the toe.

.!•. The horny sole.

y. The cleft of the horny frog.

7\s the hock-joiiit bears the weigiit atid stress of the liofsc in ufgiiig himself forwai'd,

so tlfc pasternSj by an extraordinary iniiou of strength and pliancy, witlistand, whilst

tliey yield to, the eoncussioti resulting from violent exertion. The clastieity iti the

action of the horse differs aecordittg to the length of the pasterns, and this is regulated

by the breed. Thus the race-horse and liunter have the pasterns lotig and oblique,

especially the former; the haekncj' has them shorter and less oblique; whilst those of

the cart and dray horse are short and nearly upright, which enables him by slow action

to drag heavy loads either on level ground or up hill. A short and upright pastern in a

saddle-horse is a defect that renders it dangerous to ride him ; and in a hunter or racer

is a total disqualification. "The yielding of the pasterns," says Browti, "taken iti

connection with their oblique position, is a beautiful cotitrivance to prevent jarring iti

the action of the horse; and this is materially assisted by the sesamoid being suspended,

and no bone being under it ; so that the suspensory ligament gradually yields, lengthens,

and contracts, in proportion to the weight or pressure applied to it, thus rendering all

severe concussion impossible, because it yields to the force it has to sustain, and

lengthens; but as soon as the foot is raised from the ground and pressure is removed,

its elastic power is again exerted, and it contracts to its natural length, and the sesamoid

bone springs back into its place, and by this quick and rapid return, assists in raisiifg

the litnb." " The astonishing activity and expedition," says Perceval, " displayed in

the movements of the race-horse at speed, seems to be referable iti part to the

promptitude with which the suspensory ligament can act before the flexor muscles arc

duly prepared. The latter, wc should say, catch, as it were, and thcti direct the limb,

first snatched from the ground by the powers of clastieity."
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EXTERNAL PARTS OF THE FOOT.

The Crust, or fVull of iJie Hoof.—The crust is tliat portion of tlic foot wliieli readies

from tlie tcrniinatiou of tlie hair to the p,ioiui{l. Its depth is greatest in front, which is

called the toe. It recedes in depth towards the heel, in proportion to tlie obliquity ol'

the pasterns, the upright foot of the cart-horse requiring it to be deeper at the heel than

those of higher-b'-ed horses, whose oblique pasterns cause the foot to take the ground in

a corresponding position. The well-formed foot, when placed on the gromid, exhibits in

front an angle of about forty-five degrees, or the fourth part of a circle. If the

obliquity is greater tlian this, the crust is said to Ikivc ''fallen in ;" and when the sole

is too ilat, it is said to be pumiced or convex. If the front is more upright than the

above angle, it is a proof of a contracted foot, with the sole too concave. When the

crust is deep at the heel, it is a foot liable to contraction, thrush, sand-eraek, and

inflammation ; the pastern, in that case, is too upright, and the action of the horse is

\in})lcasant to the rider. If, on the other hand, the crust is too shallow at the heel, the

pasterns are too oblique, which occasions weakness at the joint, and renders the back-

sinew liable to be sprained, as descril)ed at page 387; the foot also is weak, and has a

tendency to the navieular-joint disease, as mentioned at page 401.

The thickness of the crust, in front, of a good foot, is about lialf an inch, but it

gradually becomes thinner towards the heel. At the inner quarter the crust is thinner

and higher than at the outward, by which means the inner expands more in action ajid

thereby assists in breaking the concussion. If this expansion is prevented or interfered

with in shoeing the horse, by fastening the shoe with nails towards the heel, it occasions

corns, contractions, and sand-cracks. If the crust or lioof be examined, it will be

found to be a continuation of the skin, into which it merges at the coronet, where it

becomes abruptly thin, barely covering that part called the coronary ligament, and

considered to be a thickened prolongation of the skin. By the fibres connecting the

numerous blood-vessels of this ligament, the horny substance of which the crust is

composed is secreted. In this respect the hoof of the horse answers to the iinils of the

human subject, which are renewed when injured or destroyed by accident or disease, or

•when it is necessary to remove a portion of the crust to get at the seat of disease.

In these cases, however, when the whole or a great part of the hoof is thus removed,

it never possesses the same strength as the original one.

A sound lioof is smooth and hard. If there are rings or thicknesses across it from

heel to heel, it is a certain proof of disease in the foot. A depressed front indicates a

sinking in of the coffin-bone, and a flat, pumiced sole. If the quarters are hollow, it

shows that contraction has taken place. The following are the component parts of the

crust, as shown in Plate vi., Fig. 11 :

—

a. The coronary ring, nbicli is a circular, attenualed,
|

arranged with the nicest order and raathcmslica! jirc-

concavo-convei part, entering into the compositiou

of the coronet. Its extent is marked exteriorly by

cision upon the internal surface of the wall. They

extend innniform parallels, in a perpendicular dircj-

the whitish aspect which it assnmes, and likewise
i

tiou, from the lower edge of the superior border to

by a partial separation and aversion of the outer : the line of junction of the wall with the sole, and

flanks of horn around its junction with the wall, or i are so thickly set that no part of the superficies

crust below. remains unoccnpied by them. They are also con-

l. The small horny plates which line the crust. These tinned upon the surfaces of the bars. They are soft,

consist of nnmeroas narrow lamintc, or processes, yielding, and elastic ; but from exposure, they be-
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come dry and rigid. Every plate exhibits two edges

and two surfaces. By one edge it grows to the wall,

and the other, which is somewhat thinned, hangs

loose and floating within the cavity of tlic hoof.

These arc two lateral smooth surfaces, and consider-

ing the magnitude of the lamella itself, of enormous

extent; so much so, that it may be said almost to

be constituted entirely of superficies. Looking at

this, we are naturally led to the contemplation of

the great and magnificent designs which nature

had in view in their formation and beautiful adap-

tation, viz., the production of ample surface within

B small space, na end that has been obtained through

the means of multiplicatiou. A mathematical calcu-

lation was made by the late Thomas Evans, LL.D.,

of what the nuitcJ superficies of these lanu-llffl

amouated to, and it was found that they afforded an

increase of actual surface more than the single in-

ternal area of the hoof would give, of about tweUe

times, or about iico hunired and tuiclve square

inches, or nearly one square foot and half.

c. These above described laminre are continued over tlie

bars in this situation.

d. The bars are processes of the wall, inflected from its

heels, obliquely across the bottom of the foot. These

are also seen in Tig. 12, c, c. They extend fiom

the base of the heel into the centre of the foot, be-

tween the solo and the frog ; beliind they are con-

tinuous in substance with the wall or crust with which

they form acute angles ; anteriorly they stretch as

far as the point of the frog, constituting two inner

walls between that body and the sole. They seem

formed for the pui'pose of resisting the contisctions

of the heels.

e. e. Two concave surfaces of the inside of the horny

frog.

/. That portion which externally is the cleft of the frog,

the inferior surface of which exhibits a remarkable

cavity, broad and deep, and of a triangular form,

bounded on the sides by sloping prominences, which

diverge from the convexity formiug the toe of the

irog, and terminate at the heels. This cavity is

called " tJie cleft of tliefrng."

I
g. The frog, as also exhibited. Fig. 12, d, d. lu its supe-

rior surface it is continuous, uniform, and porous,

I being the counterpart in form of the inferior surface,

presenting only reverses where the one is hollow

I
and the other swelling. Opposite to the cleft is the

'

I frog sttiij, which is elevated and bounded on its sides

j

by two deep channels, and a hollow of shallower

I

dimensions in the front. This bold horny elevation

! is admirably calculated to form that dove-tailed con-

I ncction with the sensitive foot which greatly aug-

I
ments their surface of opposition, and establishes

I
their union beyond all risk or possibility of disloca-

i tion.

j

/;, /;. The external crust or wall, as also seen in Fig. 12,

I
ff, a, and fully dt'scribed above. At the first, k and

I

i is the rounded portion of the heels belonging to

I

the frog.

I
/, Fig. 12, is the external surface of the sole, or the

I arched plate entering into the formation of the

bottom of the hoof, and covering the whole inferior

j

surface of the foot, excepting the frog. No indivi-

I
dual part requires such undivided attention as the

! sole, as regards shoeing ; since the success of this

I mechanical operation chiefly depends upon the paring

]

and defence of this arched horny plate. Viewed

from below, the sole commonly presents an ai'ch of

more or less concavity. It is subject to vast variety

!
in the degree of the arc ; in some feet it is of sur-

I

prising depth, and in others the arch is converted

j

into a flattened surface, aud yet both seem to per-

i

form equally well. In the hind feet the sole is gene-

I

raily more arched than in the fore, and ipproachcs

in figure more to the oval than the circle. Its thick-

1

ucss is about one-sixth of an inch. That portion

1
most elevated from the ground—that which forms

a union with the bars—is nearly double the thick-

ness of the central or circuraferent parts, and next

to this in substance comes the heel. This is sitnated

at the back part of the foot, at which point the crust

of the hoof, instead of being continued round and

forming a co;nplete circle, is abruptly bent in, as

will be seen by a reference to Fig. 12, and at /(,

Fig. 11.

The Cartilages of tJie Foot.—These arc two broad scabrous cartihigiiious plates,

surmomiting the sides and wings of the coffin-bone. They occuiiy a greater portion of

the foot than the coffin-bone itself, as is seen in Plate vii., Fig. 7, i, where it is

described as extending far behind the coffin-bone. They arc li.Kcd into two grooves in

the superior lateral borders of the coffin-bone, the navicular l)one, and the llcxor tendon,

and are thus perfectly secured. Below these are other cartilages connected with the

under edges of the former, and on both sides of the frog. Between these cartilages is

the sensible frog, oecujiying the whole of the space, and answering several important

purposes, it being an elastic bed, on which the navicular bone and the tendon can play

with security and without concussion. (Sec Plate vi., Fig 10, I.) Thus all concussion

to the cartilages of the foot is prevented, and these cartilages kept asunder, and the

expansion of the upper part of the foot is preserved. The mechanism is both beautiful

aud important. The yielding and elastic substance of the frog is pressed upon by the
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navicular bone, as well as the teiiilou and tlie pastciu, aud, being incapable of being

coiulensed into less compass, is forced out on eacli side of tliem, and expands the lateral

cartilages ; and these again, by their inherent elasticity, revert to their former situation,

when they are no longer pressed outward by the frog. It thus appears that, by a

diftereut mechanism, but both equally admirable, and referable to the same principle,

namely, that of elasticity, the expansion of the upper and lower portions of the hoof are

cftected, the one by the descent of the sole, t!ic otiier by the compression and rising of

the frog. It is by this upward expansion that t!ic limbs of the horse are preserved in

usefulness under bad shoeing, which prevents expansion beneath ; and it is from the

long continued and violent pressure on the frog in draught-horses, and communicated to

the cartilages, that inflammation, and ultimately ossification, of the latter ensue.

The false cartilages are two fibrous processes, extending from the sides of the true

cartilages, in a forward direction, towards the heels of the coffin-bone. Spreading

inwards upon the surface of tlie iendo-2/crforuns, they unite at their inner sides with the

superior margin of tlie sensitive frog, wjiicli they assist in supporting, being covered

iufcriorly by the sensitive sole. They arc triangular in form, and are arched, like the

sole. Their office is to eorajilcte the surface of support for the sensitive frog, and

extending that for the expansion of the sensitive sole, for which purpose it is far better

adapted than bone.

SECTION XIV.

SKETCH OF THE INTERNAL ORGANISATION OF THE HORSE.

The Luiir/s.—These are two spongy bodies contained in tlie lateral regions on each

side of the chest a, a, a, being separated from each other by the mediastinum and heart,

which occupy the middle region. Tliey are two in number, and are the organs for

breathing, being placed right and left in the cavity of the chest. They are subdivided

into lobes, of which the right lung consists of three, and the left, which is smaller, has

only two. These lobes are only partial divisions, variable in extent, and adapting tlicni-

selves to the cavities of the chest, and thus rendering the entire structure litter for the

purposes of respiration by a more free and easy expansion and contraction. Tlie wind-

pipe, at its entrance into the chest, is divided into two branches, one extending to each

lung ; on entering which they separate into numerous ramifications, each terminating

in a small cell, which collectively resemble small bunches of grapes. These cells are

surrounded with innumerable blood-vessels, which are the extreme branches of those

which conveyed the blood from the right side of the heart to the lungs, and the com-

mencement of those which conduct it back from the luugs to the left side of the heart.

These cells and blood-vessels are connected together Ly an intervening substance of a

fibrous and cellular texture.

Besides the act of breathing performed by the lungs, by which life is sustained, they

are the medium by which the blood is purified of its carbon, after having contributed to

the nourishment of the animal system in its course through the veins and arteries—the

undue proportion of carbon rendering it of a poisonous quality. To expel this, there-
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fore, the air inhaled by the lungs is eniploycil. The oxygen of the atmosphere has a

strong attraction for carbon, and unites with it whenever they come in contact. In

breathing, the chest enlarges by means of the diapliragm, and tlic muscles between the

ribs, called the intercostal muscles, and others, and the lungs expand -nith the chest.

By this expansion the cells are enlarged, forming a vacuum in each, into which the air

rushes down, and fills them ; and being separated from the venous and j)oisoncd blood by

the thin membranes alone, it is enabled to act upon the blood ; and this coming in

contact, the oxygen abstracts the carbon, purifies, and renders the arterial blood fit for

the purposes of life. By the reaction of the lungs in expiration, they are again con-

tracted with the chest, and the poisoned air is expelled. Thus, by alternate expansion

and contraction, the breath of life is sustained, and provision is made, tliroiigh the same

operation, for the purifying of that other fluid, whicli is denominated in Holy Writ "the

life itself."

When any animal is subjected to more than ordinary exertion, a more ample supply

of uncontaminated blood will be required to sustain the animal powers. The violent

action of the muscles, therefore, forces the blood more ra])idly through the veins, and

hence the quick and deep breathing when running at full speed. It is evident, there-

fore, that the more capacious the chest, the greater will be the supply of pure blood, the

lungs having more room to expand and perform the functions we have described. A
capacious chest, by giving greater play to the lungs, fits the horse for a longer duration

of speed.

Horses employed in hunting or racing should frequently have their girths loosened

after a severe run, as nothing afibrds them so much relief, by admitting of the natural

expansion and contraction of the chest, and the more rapid purification of the vital fluid.

Tight girthing acts in such eases in the same way as tight lacing to a woman. lu both

syncope frequently results, and sometimes death. In the case of the horse, it is neces-

sary to secure the rider in his seat for the time, and the evil is remedied when the

occasion is over. In that of the woman, vanity too often leads them to persevere, to the

joermanent injury of health and the risk of shortening life.

There are no disorders more fatal to horses than those of the lungs, or that are so

frequent; nor are any others so difficult for the veterinarian to deal with. Where the

lungs are permanently unsound, the animal is worthless for any but the slowest and

lightest work, and even for this he is frequently incompetent. Such diseases most

frequently arise from carelessness in the groom or the owner, or both. " The poor

animal is too often over-heated, and afterwards put into a cold stable in a state of profuse

perspiration, and allowed to dry. This should never be the case. Tlic animal ought to

be instantly rubbed down, until his coat is quite dry. If this is not attended to, inllani-

maticni of the lungs and a host of other disorders may be the consequence."

Tlie Heart.—The heart is enclosed in a strong membrane or bag, called the peri-

cardium, and both together occupy the middle space of the cavity of the chest.

The pericardium contains within it and exudes a pale yellow serous fluid, which

serves to lubricate the contiguous surfaces of the sac, and to preserve them against

any ill consequences arising from friction. The use of the pericardium is to confine the

heart in its position, to sustain it in its reciprocal action with the lungs, and to guard it

from any undue collision or other accident. The pericardium is itself subject to inflam-

mation, in which case a too copious secretion of the fluid takes place, sometimes to the
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extent of obstructing tlie pulsation of the heart. The horse iu such cases is said to have

dropsy of the heart. The syuiptouis of this disease arc so similar to those of inflanunatiou

of the lungs that it is dithcult to distinguish the one from the other^ and consequently,

to know how to treat the patient.

The heart itself, is the organ by which the blood is circulated through the body.

It is of a conoid form, M'ith the base reversed. It lies opposite to the fourth, fifth,

and sixth vertebra; of the back, from which it is suspended iu its situation in the

middle of the cavity of the chest by the attachment of the venous and arterial trunks

immediately connected with it. The apex hangs loose within the sac of the pericardium,

pointing obliquely downwards and backwards, inclining somewhat to the left side. It is

composed of four cavities, the two uppermost of which are called the auricles, from being

in form like the ear of a dog, and the two lower ventricles, or belly-shaped, which occupy

the substance of the heart. This organ is chiefly composed of fleshy fibres, but in the

centre a tendinous substance is found, which appears to be the common medium of

attaclunent between the auricles, ventricles, and vessels one to another. The blood is

supplied to the heart by two coronary arteries, the first branches of which proceed from

the aorta, or great artery. Its veins pour their blood into the coronary vein, by which

it is returned into the right auricle.

There are two orders of blood-vessels—the arteries and the veins. The former

convey the blood from the heart to every part of the body, nourish it, and send back the

fluid to the heart through the veins. They enter the auricle on the right side, where they

are accumulated as a reservoir, until there is sufficient to fill the ventricle below. The

aiu'iele then contracts and forces the blood into the ventricle, which, iu its turn, eon-

tracts, and drives the blood through an aperture that leads to the lungs. It cannot be

drawn again into the auricle, because there is a complete valve, like that of the sucker

of a pump, to prevent this. The blood that has been thus forced into the lungs traverses

every portion of them, by the minutely ramified blood-vessels, and enteriug all the little

cells, there to undergo the change of being subjected to the action of the atmospheric air

inhaled by the lungs, and be purified by the oxygen contained in the air, and from which

substance it owes its beautiful red colour. It is now carried to the left auricle, and from

thence descends to the left ventricle, and by the powerful contraction of that vessel is

propelled into the arteries. These vessels in all their ramifications emanate originally

from two main trunks, the pulmonary artery and the oarta. The bi-anches of the former

penetrate the lungs, and those of the latter are spread on every part of the body.

The aorta, with its numerous branches, takes its rise from the left ventricle, and the

blood, by the force communicated to it by the sudden contraction of the ventricle, and

aided by the elastic power of the arteries, keeps them open and free from obstruction,

and likewise by the pressure of the muscular and elastic coats endeavouring to return to

their former dimensions, flows in a continuous stream through every portion of the

frame. It originates from the posterior upper part of the right ventricle of the heart,

and winding upwards to the root of the left lung, is divided into what are termed the

right and left pulmonary arteries. These divisions immediately enter the substance of

the corresponding lungs, and therein ramify in all directions, like the minutest threads,

the branches regulating their course and division by the ramifications of the bronchial

tubes.

The heart is not only liable to be the seat of disease j)er se, but it is sympathetically
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affected by all other diseases to which the animal system is subject, from the head to the

foot. An injury to any portion of the frame almost instantly increases the beating of the

heart and the pulsation of the arteries ; and in some instances, sympathetic inflammation

of the heart ensues in consequence of disease in a remote part of the animal. Copious

bleeding in such cases is then absolutely necessary, the danger to the horse bein"-

imminent.

Pulsation is a result of the action of the heart, and is produced by the valves, similar

to the sucker of a pump, placed at certain distances upon the arteries, without which

the blood would be propelled through the system in a hurried and unchecked stream.

Pulsation also serves as the key to health, as well in the inferior animals as in man ; and

a medium standard being found, every deviation from it, when the subject is out of

health, marks the progress and the degree of the disease. To the veterinary surgeon, as

well as to the physician, a knowledge of the pulse and its variations is equally useful and

indispensable.

The most usual and convenient part of the horse at which to " feel the pulse" is at

the lower jaw, a little behind the part where the sub-maxillary artery and vein, and the

parotid duct, pass under the jaw. (See Plate iii.. Fig. 1, r.) Here the pulsations may not

only be distinctly counted, but also the character of the action of the pulse accui-ately

ascertained, which is of much importance, because its hardness and softness indicate

certain conditions of disease. Many persons place the hand on the side of the horse to

ascertain the state of the pulse ; but this only tells the number of beats in a minute,

without indicating its condition. In a healthy state, the pulsations in the heart of a

farmer's horse range from tliirty-five to thirty-seven in a minute ; whilst in the thorough-

bred horse there are from forty to forty-two. These are considered the standard healthy

pulses, but they are subject to some variations, either above or below these numliers, and

they also only refer to the pulse of the animal when at perfect rest, or at least when not

using exertion, because any laborious eflbrt will have the effect of raising the pulse whilst

in action and for a short time after, according to the degree and duration of the exertion.

A warm stable also, and sudden surprise or fear, will tend to raise the pulse by increasing

the action of the heart.

If, while the horse is at rest, the pulse reaches fifty or fifty-five beats in a minute,

without any other exciting cause, fever may be suspected, and tlie case requires investi-

gation. At from seventy to seventy-five, a high state of fever is indicated, and active

measures are necessary. If the pulse reaches from one hundred to one hundred and five,

the case is hopeless, unless it can be speedily reduced. A horse labouring under disease

should be approached with gentleness, because either abrupt or harsh speech or action

will tend to raise the pulse ten or fifteen beats in the minute.

Various states or conditions of the pulse are observed by the faculty as indicating so

many states of health. These are ranged in the following manner—viz., a quick pulse, a

slow pulse, a hard pulse, a small pulse, a weak pulse, an oppressed pulse, &c.

A quick 2»dse indicates excitement, either from disease or some external cause ; and

it is the business of the veterinarian to ascertain and remove it as soon as possible. If

disease does not exist, the action will subside with the removal of the exciting cause.

A slow pulse is occasioned by an oppressed condition of th"e action of the heart, and

indicates a want of nervous energy. It always accompanies sleepy staggers and other

disorders the reverse of fever.
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A hard pulse consists iu a thumping and jerking feeling under the pressure of the

finder, accompanied by a fuller flow of blood througli tlio vessels. It is an indication of

a considerable degree of fevers and requires copious blcciling to reduce it.

A small pulse consists in a feebleness in the beat and a languidness in the circulation
j

but it is sometimes accompanied by hardness and jerking, while the flow of blood is .still

small. Tliis aflcctioa is caused by irritability of the heart, producing a contraction of the

ventricle before it is properly fdled with blood. It indicates the approach of dangerous

disease, and invariably accompanies inflammation of the bowels.

A weak pulse indicates debility and low nervous disorders the reverse of fever. It is

caused by a feeble action of the heart, under Vi'liich the blood flows slowly in the arteries,

so as to be scarcely felt under the fiuger. Stimulants are the specifics in this condition

of the circulation.

An oppressed pulse is irregular and imequal, owing to the arteries being distended

with blood, and the pressure upon them being greater than their calibre will bear to

circulate with ease, whilst the action of the heart itself is insufficient to pi-opcl the

current. This state of the pulse usually accompanies sudden inflammation of the lungs.

Bleedinr--, for an oppressed pulse, invnriably increases the circulation, which arises from

the relief afforded to the over-charged vessels by the removal of the cause.

THE ABDOMEN AND ITS fONTENTS. '

The abdomen, or belly, is chiefly formed of soft parts, which principally consist of the

four pairs of abdominal muscles which mainly constitute its broad superficies below and

laterally. In its interior part the most important viscei'a are situated, namely, the

stomach and liver. The stomach is the organ which prepares and distriliutes the mate-

rials required to keep up and supply the moving powers of the animal system, and it is

lodged in the higher region of the belly ; the intestines, by which the waste is carried

ofl', are situated in the middle and lower portion of tlic abdominal cavitj'. The abdo-

minal viscera of the horse differ from those of man chiefly in tlic shape and comparative

size of the stomach, and the intestine called the colon ; but their general relative situation

is much the same in both.

The peritoneum is the membrane that lines the cavity of the belly, and is reflected

upon the contained viscera. It presents a shining, secreting surface of a whitish aspect

and considerable transparency. Internally its surface is smooth and humid. Its office

is to secrete a serous fluid, which is intended to lubricate every part of the membrane

and extending over the viscera, to prevent friction in their movement. It also furnishes

tlje viscera with a complete external tunic, adding strength and firmness to their external

textures. It attaches, supports, and confines those viscera in their respective places, and

it strengthens the abdominal cavity altogether by its uninterrupted extension everywhere

tlu'ough and around it.

The Diaphragm.—A fleshy tendinous partition, dividing the cavity of the chest from

that of the abdomen. It is of a broad circular form, flattened from before backward.

Its front surface is convex, and concave behind, divided or forked above, and having two

elongations or appendices extending backwards, with pointed extremities. The side next

the chest is invested by the membrane that covers the lungs, while towards the belly is

Bituated that which covers the intestines. It is fixed to the spine, the ribs, and the
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breastbone bv strong muscular fibres. Its structure is flesby and teuclinous, tlio flcsby

parts forming tbe circumferent portions of the L-irgc muscle^ and tlie principal part of tbc

crura, or appendices. The tendinous parts consist of a thin circuhir expansion, occupying

the middle of the larger muscle, and uniting that with the lesser. Through the muscle

arc seen three remarkable openings—an upper one in the interspace between the crura,

for the passage of tbe aorta; one a little lower, formed by tbc decussation of the crura,

for tbe oesophagus ; and the third, or lower one, perforating tbc cordiform, or heart-

shaped tendon, for tbc reception of the posterior vena-cava.

Tlie diaphragm is the chief, if not the sole agent in respiration; it acts in opposition

to the abdominal muscles, which are the chief respiratory powers. By tbe contraction

of its radiated fibres, with tbe assistance of that of the crura, tbe cordiform tendon is

transformed to a plane surface, and tbe dimensions of the chest from front to back

thereby considerably augmented. When this muscle acts, in consequence of the

shortening of its fibres, it loses its convexity, and tbc chest being thereby enlarged as

well as the lungs, tbe air rushes in, and inspiration is performed. This muscle also

assists in the natural constant motion of the bowels, and lends its powerful aid in

expelling the fajces and urine; and in females, facilitates tbc birth of the young animal.

Tbe membrane with which the diaphragm is covered is very liable to inflammatory

attacks. In all cases of disease of the lungs and bowels, the diaphragm is almost certain

to become inflamed and irritated ; which is the cause of the breathing of the horse being

so much afl'ectcd in inflammation of tbe chest and abdomen. Sometimes it gets

ruptured, which always proves fatal, the bowels in that case protruding through the

opening, press upon the heart, and suppress respiration. The gullet passes through

the diaphragm into the stomach.

THE STOMACH.

This important organ is situated on the left side of the belly, resting upon the large

intestines. Its convex part lies upon the diaphragm, and the false ribs of tbe left side

;

its concave part is concealed by the intestines, and its lower surface is invested by the

omentum ; attached to its left extremity is the spleen, and its right end is in contact

with the left and middle lobes of tbe liver. Scarcely any animal of its size has so small

a stomach as the horse ; its proportion as compared with that of a midde-sized man
being only as four to eight, or one half.

The stomach may be considered the chemical laboratory of tbe animal economy, for

in it the food is macerated, digested, and analysed by chemical agents and processes, of

which we have but an imperfect knowledge. But by these, the nutritive portion of food

is separated from the innutritions, or fn^cal ; tbe former being passed into the blood, and

the latter into the bowels to be voided. It is dangerous to work a horse with a full

stomach. It then presses upon the diaphragm, and by its distension contracts the space

for the lungs to play, and thus renders respiration diflicult and painful, having no room

for the increased volume of air necessary during exertion. Any one who has seen a

horse under such circumstances that has been ridden or driven hard will have witnessed

the short and oppressed breathing and tbe painful eli'ort made to recover himself when

brought to a stand. Scanty rations, therefore, previous to and on a journey, to be made
up by a liberal allowance at the end of it, is the surest way to preserve the health and
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ttind of the horse. The following is a description of the several parts of the stomachj as

represented in Plate viii., Fig. 4.

i:, a. The mucous or villous porlion of the stomach, in

which the food is chiclly digested or converted into

a soft and pulpy substance. It extends over that

portion of the stomach left unoccupied by the cuti-

cular parts. It is of a ycUonisli cast, inclinini; to

red in some places.

b, b, is that portion of the stomach which is covered by

cuticle or insensible skin. This cuticular substance

is of the same nature as the lining of the cesophagus,

with which indeed, at the cardia, it is continuous.

Numerous small o|ieuings are visible upon its inner

surface, through wliich issnes a mucous fluid called

the gastric juice, which mixes with the food, pro-

notes digestion, and prodnces the fluid substances

called chyme.

c, c. The margin which separates the cuticular from the

villous (furry) porlious.

(!. The entrance from the gullet into the stomach. By

their powerful contraction, the muscles of this part

assist in preventing the food from being returned or

even vomited. The orifice is called the cardiac

orifice, it is always closed except when food is passing

through it into the stomach.

f. The fcsophagits, or gullet through which the food jiasscs

from the pharynx into the stomach. It begins at

the pharynx, and is there placed at the upper aud

back part of (he larynx, the first part of its course

being behind the trachea, between it and the cervical

vertebra;. Accompanying the trachea, the oesophagus

enters the chest between the first two ribs, at which

part it diverges from the trachea in conuection with

the superior mediastinum* and traversing that

cavity a little way below, and to the right of tho

aorta,

g. The communication between the stomach and the first

intestine.

i. A small orifice through which a portion of the secretion

of the pancreas enters the intestines. The pancreas,

otherwise called "the sweetbread," is a glandular

body lying across the spine in tlie epigastric region

underneath the crura of the diaphragm.

j, !;. Two probes passed through the common orifice by

which the bile and the pancreatic secretion are con-

ducted into the first intestine. The part where the

two probes intersect each other, mark the spot

where these tubes unite.

Tlie Liver.—This organ is situated hetweeu the diaphragm. Its riglit is in contact

with the duodenum (or first small intestine) and the right kidney^ and the middle and

left division, with the stomach. It is held in its place by means of what have been

termed its ligaments, but which, with the exception of one, are nothing more than

elongations proceeding from the peritoneum. They attach the two lobes to the

diaphragm, and these arc called the right and left ligament. Between the diaphragm

and its middle lobe is the suspensory ligament; and immediately above that, sur-

rounding the posterior vena-cava, is the coronary ligament, and within the folds of the

suspensory ligament are the remains of the umbilical vein.

"While the blood which circulates through the dificrent parts of tlie body bv the

arteries, is returned to the heart by the reinSj that portion of it which is returned from

the stomach, intestines, pancreas, spleen, and mesentery, passes through the liver, to

n-hicli it is conducted by two large vessels. Upon entering its substance these vessels

spread out into innumerable minute branches intersecting every part of the liver, by

which a fluid is separated from the blood, termed the bile. This is conveyed by the

gall-duct into the duodenum in such quantities as arc required for digestion. The horse

has no gall-bladder, so that the bile flows into the duodenum as soon as it is separated

from the blood. The smallness of the stomach of the horse, compared with the qtiantity

of food he eats, renders a quick digestion necessary. Hence the provision of an unin-

ternipted flow of bile to assist in the process.

The omentum or caul is a doubling of the peritoneum, investing the lower portion

of the stomach, to the great curvature of which, and to a part of the colon which

crosses the spiue, it is attached. It is situated between the intestines and the walls of

the abdomen, and its office is to prevent concussion during rapid movements.

* The mediasiinam is the daplicature of the pleura, which divides the cavity of the thorax into two parts.

VOL. II. F F
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The spleen is situated on tlie left side of the stomach between it and the short ribs,

with the hinder cartilages of which its margin beneath corresponds, so that if the belly

were pierced from the left side beUnd the last rib, this organ would escape injury. As

nothing is known of the particular use of the spleen in the animal economy, so the

manner in which it is assailed or affected by disease is equally a mystery to the faculty.

The pancreas is placed between the stomach and the left kidney, and it lies across

the spine, under the crura' of the diaphragm behind, and a little above the small curvature

of the stomach. It secretes a fluid very similar to saliva, which passes into the

intestines by a duct, and is supposed to aid digestion, but in what way has not been

ascertained.

The diaphragm or midriff is the muscle which separates the two compartments of the

cavity of the chest, which contain, respectively, the thorax and the abdomen.

The Kidneys.—These occupy the back part of the abdomen under the loins. In

shape they are like the kidney-bean, which is so called for that reason. The right

kidney lies most forward, and is placed under the liver j the left one lies backward,

rather behind the stomach and spleen. They are concealed by the intestines, and are

not visible under dissection until the intestines are removed. The function of the

kidney is tbe secretion of the urine, and the passing-off that portion of its composition

called the urea, which, if allowed to circulate with the fluids, would prove poisonous. A
large artery is connected with each kidney, which conveys to them nearly a sixth part

of the blood of the body. They separate into innumerable fibres, pervading every

portion of the substance of the kidneys, which separate the aqueous parts, and convey

them to the bladder. The urine varies -more in its quantity and quality in the horse

than in any other animal, and during disease its appearance and composition require to

be strictly watched ; for by it the skilful veterinarian is guided in regard to the symptoms

as well as treatment of disease. Nitre and other diuretic medicines, if administered in

too large or frequent quantities, stimulate too much the secretion of urine, and thus,

by reducing the quantity of blood, reduce, at the same time, the strength of the

animal. Yet these medicines are of great service in some cases, but they should be

administered with caution and preparation. Thus the horse should be allowed as much
drink as he will take, to promote the evacuation of urine. The stable should be kept

cool and the clothing thin, to prevent the medicine from passing off in perspiration, which

would neutralise the effect. Turpentine, given either in liquid or in balls, is an excellent

diuretic mixed with linseed-meal, ginger, and palm oil ; but where fever exists, nitre or

digitalis are the most proper.

The bladder occupies the middle and lower portion of the pelvis. When distended,

it is pear shaped, and is protruded iuto the abdomen ; but when empty and flaccid, it is

wholly confined in the cavity of the pelvis. The ui'iue, when separated from blood by

the minute vessels of the kidneys, is discharged into larger ones, by which it is conveyed

into the ureter-duct, and by it into the bladder. Tliis process is contiimally going on

when the parts are in a healthy state ; and the elastic property of the bladder enables

the animal to retain the urine beyond its ordinary capacity of retention. It is a law of

the animal economy, that the secretion of urine is much greater in cold than in warm
weather, because perspiration reduces the action of the kidneys, by presenting another

channel for the discharge.

The Intestines.—These arc cylindrical tubes of very unequal dimensions, forming
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one contimied but convoluted canal, from the lower orifice of the stomach to the anus,

in which the process of digestion, begun in the stomach, is completed, and the residue

ultimately expelled in the form of fieees. The intestines of the horse of common size are

90 feet in length, being between eight and nine times that of his body. Those of man
ai-e 60 feet, or about ten times the length of his body. They are divided into the small

and large intestines ; and each of these are subdivided into three parts, all of which arc

composed of three coats; the external one is called the peritoneal, the middle the

muscular, and the internal the villous, or mucous, coat. The peritoneal coat is a

continuation of the peritoneum itself, and unites the intestines to the spine, to one

another, and to the other viscera. By its aid the bowels are confined to their proper

situations, instead of floating loosely in the abdomen. The middle or muscular coat,

like that of the stomach, is composed of two kinds of fibres, one of which is longitudinal,

just inidcr the peritoneum, and stronger circular fibres are situate more inwardly. By
their combined action the intestine can be contracted in all directions; and it is by

that action of the circular fibres that faecal matters are gradually forced through the

intestines.

The principal parts are shown in Plate viii., Fig. 5 :

—

a, a, a, a. The colon.

b. The CEecum.

c. A iJortioH of tl'.e mcECiitery.

d, e. Portious of the small intestiues.

/. Begiuning of the colon.

g. The rectum.

THE SKIN AND ITS DISEASES.

The skin of the horse consists of three parts, namely, the cuticle, epidermis or scarf-

skin, the cutis, or true skin, and the rete mucosum.

The cuticle is placed externally, and is very thin, somewhat transparent, and tough.

When a blister is applied, serum is effused from the exhalents of the cutis, and the

cuticle becomes elevated by it in the form of small pellucid bladders. The cuticle is

continually growing, and passing off in scales or flakes, which are brushed oil" in

grooming. If examined with a microscope, the cuticle is found to be composed of scales

arranged like those of a fish. It proceeds from the true skin, and in most parts of the

body is covered with hair, being much thinner in those parts that are naked. The colour

of the cuticle is the same in all horses, whatever may be that of the hair. But the skin

of the sUver grey Arabian horse is a bluish black. Whether this originates in the

epidermis or in the rete mucosum has not yet been determined. The epidermis is

everywhere perforated by minute holes, corresponding in all respects with those of the

cutis. There are first the pores for the hairs ; secondly, the perspiratory, or exhalent

pores ; thirdly, the absorbent, or inhalent pores ; and fourthly, larger sized pores,

through which unctuous secretions in various parts are emitted. The cuticle is destitute

of sensation, having neither nerves nor vessels to convey it.

The cutis is the true skin, and lies immediately under the outicle. It covers every

part of the animal, and is that which is converted into leather. It is attached to the

under parts by the cellular membrane, and in some parts fits so tightly as to be incapable

of motion of any kind, whilst in others it can be pulled up in folds. In the blood-horse

ff2
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it is tliin and sensitive, while in tlie cart-horse it is much thickeVj and far less sensitive,

but it varies considerably in different breeds. The texture of the hair seems to depend on

that of the cutis; for a thick-skinned horse generally has coarser hair than a thin-skinned

one. All those parts that require strength—as the knees, the pasterns, and tendons of

the limbs—are firmly bound together by the skin, which adheres so closely to them that

it cannot be raised ; whilst those parts where the tightness of the skin would interfere

with the free action of the animal, are covered with it loosely. The substance of the

cutis is fibrous, tough, supple, elastic, and sensitive. The fibres are curiously interlaced

in every direction, so as to give strength to its texture, and renderiug it almost impene-

trable v,itli a knife while the animal is living. Its elasticity adapts it to the form of the

liorsc, whether plump and muscular, or reduced to skin and bone. In man and many

other animals, when disease has reduced the muscular fibre, the skin hangs shrivelled

and loosely upon them. That such is not the case with the horse is owing to the skin

being furnished with innumerable large and small glands, which supply every part with

unctuous matter, preserving it soft and pliable, and imparting sleekness to the coat, and

elasticity to the whole covering of the body. When the horse gets out of condition, the

supply of this lubricating moisture decreases, the skin becomes diseased, the hair stares

and looks rough and wiry, refusing to lie down, and the skin itself, instead of feeling

loose and clastic, adheres to the ribs, to the altered and reduced form of which it

accommodates itself.

When the cutis is destroyed by a wound or local inflammation its renewal takes place

veiy slowly. Saddle and harness-galls are frequently almost perpetuated owing to the

impatience of the owner of a horse, not allowing him sufficient time to have them healed.

If the cutis is, in such cases, broken or destroyed, care should be taken to exclude the

air from it after it is healed, which will promote the granulation of fresh skin, which, in

fact, is nothing more than the approximation of the edges of the old skin to each other,

in order to close the wound. It is evident that the process must weaken the cutis in

those parts, which are consequently more liable to fresh injuries than before.

The Rete Mucosmn.—This is a thin, delicate, laminated membrane, or tissue, placed

between the cuticle and the cutis, and from which the skin takes its colour. Thus, in

the African negro, it is black, whilst the cutis, if separated from it, is perfectly white.

Its use is supposed to be to protect the delicate vessels of the nerves from outward

injuries.

The pores of the skin are innumerable, and all of them produce hairs. They arc of

two kinds, one small and imperceptible, called the perspiratory pores, from their emitting

the insensihle jiersjnration, or that process which is constantly going on in the animal

economy serving both to lubricate the skin and to preserve the due temperature of the

whole system. The sensible jHTsjiiro/inn is what is commonly termed sweating, and arises

generally from extra exertion, a high temperature, or disease. There is a third descrip-

tion of pores which admit the passage of grosser substances, or of more copious quantities

of the common perspiration—as the ears, the arm-pits,* the inner bend of the knees, &c.

Every part, in fact, where great friction is required, or the ordinary means of perspiration

* It is a well-known fact that when a smith, or worker in iron, has to handle a piece of hot metal, he puts his haml

under his arm close to the shoulder, and keeps it there a few seconds, by which he is enabled to take up iron in a state of

heat that it would otherwise be impossible to handle. Wc never could learn the explanation of this fact, though we have

on several occasions seen it practised.
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would be insufficient, arc furuishcd witli these extra means of emission. Medicine lias

much less effect in promoting perspiration in the horse than in the hnman subject.

Antimony and sulphur, however, will open the pores, and to a certain extent excite the

vessels to action.

The hair of the horse is of two kinds, the short hair which covers nearly the whole

surface of the skin, and the long hair of the niauc, on the ridge of the neck from the head

to the withers, and the tail. The latter serves botli as a graceful ornament and to enable

the horse to defend himself from flies and other insects. Lesser quantities of long hair

occur also at the forehead and the fetlocks, the former being simply ornamental, while

the latter defend the parts from contusion. Tiie length and thickness of the coat is

uniform over the whole body, except the inner parts of the thighs and under the arms, &c.,

but in colour it varies from a white to a coal black, and in length in different breeds.

The lighter the shade of colour the finer the hair; and it is remarkable that in the

chestnut and light bay horses there are more hairs to the square inch than in black and

other dark-coloured horses.

The horse sheds his coat twice a-year, in spring and autumn, and when in a state of

nature this takes place with great regnlarity as to time ; but when domesticated, it is

influenced by temperature and stable management. The hair of the mane and tail are

never shed, but as they continue to grow, the ends, if not cut off, decay, and thus never

reach an inconvenient length. The moulting of the coat involves a considerable expen-

diture of nervous energy, which materially affects the strength of the horse during the

process, inducing languor and listlessness. Violent exercise, therefore, at this period, or

hard work, are injurious, which is exhibited by the profuseness of the perspiration.

Stimulants shoidd be given to him if this languor is serious, but otherwise it is better to

omit everything of the kindj and to let nature take its course. Gentle friction may be

used to advantage, but the curry-comb shoiJd not be employed ; the brusli only, and

that gently, should be i;scd. A considerable degree of heat, with increased pulsation,

accompanies this change, which renders exciting medicines dangerous, such as cordials

and stimulants ; but an alterative, as follows, will be beneficial :

—

Digitalis 1 drachm. Emetic tartar 1 diachiii.

Nitre 2^2 diachms. Aloes Ij „

ATe have already spoken of the folly of clipping horses, and how entirely repugnant the

practice is to both nature and reason. Vic believe that all the most eminent and intel-

ligent practitioners have come round to this opinion. Singeing is nearly as bad, except

that it cannot be performed so closely as clipping, on account of the injury the fire would

do to the skin. We leave the advocates of these practices to combat as best they can

against the weight of science, intelligence, and common sense that are pitted against

them.

Horses are liable to be hide-bound under the influence of disorders that from neglect

have become chronic or constitutional, by which the digestive organs are impaired. It

consists of an alteration of the substance of the skin, the texture of which becomes hard

and unyielding, for want of the ordinary oily secretion of the surface. The skin has a

di-y and rigid feel, arising from the unfitness of the vessels to perform their office. For

w'ant of the usual secretion, the scales which cover the cuticle become dry, and separating

iu all directions, twist the hair about in the same manner, producing a rough uneven
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coat. The cause of this being generally seated in the stomach and bowels, the disorder

in that case may be considered a symptomatic rather than a primary one. The object,

therefore, should be to remove the first cause, whether it be farcy, founder, chronic

cough, grease, or glanders, and to restore the system to health, by which the skin also

will be relieved. But in some cases it arises from the suspension of some important

secretion, or a derangement in the alimentary canal generally, and must then be treated

with mild purgatives, such as the following:—Aloes, 1| drachm, and nitre, 3 drachms,

made into a ball with treacle, repeated two days, after which give—calomel, 1 drachm

;

aloes 2 drachms. Feed with bran and other mashes, but no dry meat. If the horse is

off his feed, give the following tonic:—Gentian, 1 drachm; ground ginger, i drachm.

Clothe the horse warmly, but keep the stable cool and free from bad smells.

Surfeit is another disease of the skin of tlie horse, in which, in the spring, large

pimples or lumps suddenly make their appearance, some of which are accompanied with

much itching, whilst in other cases the horse exhibits no symptoms of irritation. Some-

times they disappear as suddenly as they came. They sometimes are confined to the

neck, at others they extend to the back, loins, and quarters. The real cause of this

disorder is not known, but it generally comes on about the time the horse is shedding

his coat, at which time stomachic affeetions, and amongst them indigestion, are prevalent,

and arc supposed to affect the skin. Poisonous herbs and mow-burnt hay have been

known to produce this disorder ; and anything that causes obstruction of the secretions

of the skin is likely to produce the afi'ection.

As a remedy, bleeding in proportion to the extent of the disease and the strength of

the patient should be resorted to, and the following alterative administered :

—

Levigated antimony 2j drachms.

Purified nitre 3 „

Sulphiir 4 „

Give this at night, either in a mash or in form of a ball, and repeat it several nights in

succession, clothing warmly, which, with the heat of the stable, will cause the sulphur

and antimony to act with more effect upon the skin. Tepid water and green food in

moderation, if it can be obtained, or otherwise bran or carrot mashes, should be given.

Walk him out for half an hour in the morning, clothed warmly. If, after bleeding, the

eruptions disajipeai', care must be taken to avoid exposing the horse to cold, which would

probably throw out a fresh eruption. If this should take place, and the epidermis and

hair begin to fall off in larger patches, there is reason to fear that it will terminate in

mange, which is a more serious disorder than surfeit.

Mange is sometimes taken for surfeit, to which it is nearly allied. It is a pimpled

and lumpy eruption, appearing in the same parts of the horse as the surfeit, beginning

on the neck at the root of the mane. Some time after these lumps have appeared, a

vesicle forms on the surface of each, which in time breaks, and then the hair and cuticle

fall off, leaving bare spots covered with scurf, from beneath which a foetid fluid issues,

and then the scurf changes to a scab, which also soon peels off, leaving a larger space

bare. This is in some cases followed by another scab, but more frequently there is left

after the first scab peels off, a bare greasy-feeling spot, followed by a thickening of the

skin, accompanied by tenderness and irritation : this soon becomes puckered, and more

or less folded.
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The first symptom of this disease is the signs of intolerable itching, evinced by the

horse rubbing his neck against the stall or the manger, before the eruption makes its

appearance. If the hair of the mane is pulled, it easily comes away. From the head
and neck, the disease spreads gradually until it has invested the whole body. The cause

of mange is the neglect of cleauliness in the stable, both in grooming and in the removal

of foetid matters. Poisoned air will induce the disorder as soon as anything, especially

if associated, as it too frequently is, by poverty of living. It is the reverse of economy

to turn a young colt into a straw-yard with no dry meat but barley or oat straw to

support him, and scarcely enough of that. Many a valuable young animal has been

injured in its constitution for life by such parsimony. A surfeit neglected will also

sometimes end in mange. The disease is also contagious, and when once a horse is

found to be attacked with it, it should at once be separated from others to prevent the

infection spreading, the slightest contact being suflBeient to communicate it. If the

same brush or currycomb is used for the diseased and the sound horse, they will quickly

be upon a par.

In the earlier stages of the disorder, bleeding should first be resorted to if the horse

is in good condition; but if otherwise, it would be dangerous to reduce him still more

by taking blood. The follov.'ing medicine may be given with good effect :

—

Baibadoes aloes ] J drachm.

Calomel 1 „

Make it into a ball with linseed meal and treacle. Then rub the skin with the following

composition :

—

Sulphur, in powder T ounce.

Train oil 1 :>

Turpentine i „

If this proves insufficient, add to the ointment i oz. of mercur3^ Rub the horse down

with a hard brush to remove the scurf as much as possible. If the skin is not yet broken,

a currycomb may be used for the purpose, and the parts afifeeted should be sponged well

witli a strong and warm solution of soap and water, and then well dried with a cloth.

Then rub in the ointment with a piece of flannel till it is absorbed by the skin. Repeat

this daily till the skin assumes a healthy appearance. During the dressing, administer

an alterative ball, of aloes, li drachm, and nitre, 2 drachms. If the above medicines,

after several days, do not produce a visible amendment, use the following ointment

daily :

—

Sulphur I pound.

Oil of tar \ pint.

Wash the ointment oflf every fifth or sixth day with spirit of turpentine, then cleanse the

skin with soap and water, which will show what amendment has taken place. If the

disease has not yielded, the application must be continued. It is frequently a most

obstinate disease, and requires weeks of perseverance to restore the skin to a healthy

condition. Feed the horse well, with nourishing food, but not of a stimulating quality,

If the weather is warm, he may be turned oiit into a pasture ; but if cold, give green food

in the stable.
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After the cure, let all cloths and harness he well washed^ dipping the cloths first in

a solution of chloride of lime. The rack, manger, and partitions of the stall shouH he

scrubhed with soap and water in every part, and when dry from this, with the solution

of chloride of lime, in the proportion of one pint to three gallons of water. The curry-

comb should be well cleaned, and the brushes destroyed.

SECTION XT..

THE DISEASES OF CATTLE.

Until very recently the attention of the professors of the veterinary art was directed

almost exclusively to the equine race of animals, which has been ascribed to pecuniary

motives, the treatment of horses, as the most valuable, being better paid for than that

of cattle. There is, however, another reason which may more charitably be urged for

this neglect. The disorders of cattle and sheep are fewer and more simple than these of

horses, and they are far less subject to inflammatory action, with which most disorders

commence, or into which they merge. Their nervous system is less developed, and they

sooner sink from debility, so that their diseases are of a moi'C fatal kind than those of

the horse, whilst frequently disease has made considerable progress befoi-e it is discovered

that the animal is ill. The common simple complaints, therefore, to which cattle arc

liable, were entrusted by the owners to the local farriers for treatment ; and satisfied

with these, the veterinary surgeon was seldom called in, except in extreme cases ; the

greater expense, and the smaller value of the animal as compared with that of the horse,

being taken into consideration by the owner.

Since, however, the establishment of veterinary colleges, tlie attention of the

professors has been specially directed to the diseases of cattle, sheep, and all other

domesticated animals, and the pathological investigations respecting them, aided by

comparative anatomy, liave now reduced them to the same regime of scientific treatment

as those of the horse, and of the human subject itself. It was indeed time that the

medical superintendence of so important a branch of agricultural surgery should be

taken out of the hands of empirics, most of whom knew literally nothing of the

anatomical structure of the animals on which they practised, and whose treatment,

therefore, of disease, except in the every-day cases, was as likely to do harm as good.

The large increase also in the number, and especially in the value, of the doiucstic

animals of the farm, gives the subject additional importance ; whilst the alarming spread

of diseases, scarcely known in former days, has awakened the attention not only of the

farmers, but of men of science, and even the legislature of the country, to the necessity

of adopting measures, both preventive and curative, for meeting the evil.

" Almost all diseases of cattle," says Mr. White, " arise cither from exposure to wet

and cold weather, from their food being of a bad quality or deficient in quantity, or from

being changed too suddenly from poor unwholesome keep to rich pasture. It is neces-

sary to observe also that the animal is more liable to be injured l)y cxoosure to wet and
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colli when previously enfeebled by bad keep, old age, or any other cause, and particularly

when brought from milder and more sheltered situations. I have scarcely met with a

disease that is not attributed, by those who have the care of cattle, to a chill, and, under

this impression, the most stimulating medicines are usually employed, among which we

generally find grains of paradise, ginger, long pepper, and mustard, in large doses. It

unfortunately happens that disorders that arise from a chill are often of an vijlamtualory

nature, and require very different treatment. It must be granted, however, that cattle

more frequently require stimulating medicines than horses ; and that bleeding is not so

frequently necessary, nor is it carried to such an extent in the former as in horses,

particularly in milch cows. Many of the medicines of Avhicli their drinks or drenches are

composed are quite inert, some are nearly so, and others are very nasty."

It is owing to the deficiency of nervous energy in cattle that bleeding is less required

in them ; and yet it is generally the first thing resorted to by the country farrier or

blacksmith, on the principle that " if it docs no good, it does no harm. " To this, however,

the veterinary practitioner will demur, the low condition to which disease will very soon

reduce the nervous system of an ox or cow rendering depletion not merely unnecessary

but dangerous. Such is the case, in fact, with all the ruminant animals, which on the

farm include black cattle, sheep, and goats. To say nothing of the two latter, many a

valuable cow or bullock has been lost by copious bleeding, which reduced the nervous

system beyond recovery, to effect which nothing was required but mild medicines, and

stimulants to restore the tone. We now proceed to speak of the diseases of cattle in the

first place.

DISEASES OF THE HEAD AND NECK OF NEAT CATTLE.

Inflammation of the Brain.—This is not a usual disorder with cattle, but when it

arises it is mostly fatal. It exhibits itself by a frightful appearance of the animal, who

is unusually watchful, starting and groaning loudly, as if suffering severe jjain. His

respiration is slow, appearing to be almost wholly suspended. He is exceedingly restless,

lying down, then starting up suddenly, with signs of delirium, and he groans piteously.

The eyes then become red and furious, or they exhibit symptoms of stupefaction and

evident signs of constant fear, avoiding every object that he approaches. Sometimes he

is quite ungovernable, and never lies down to repose. In an extreme ease the animal

sinks into a state of stupefaction and total want of energy. Its urine, which is frequently

voided, is either of a very high colour and hot, or paler and thinner than usual. If the

disease does not yield to treatment, lethargy ensues, in consequence of sudden abatement

of frenzy and irritation, the pulse becomes feeble, and the strength diminishes. This

indicates approaching dissolution. But if the fever and redness of the eyes subside,

without the pulse sinking or increasing debility ensuing, the animal is in a fair way of

recovery.

The cause of this disorder -is exposure to great heat Avherc there is no shelter from

the noonday sun ; violent exercise ; a sudden change from poor to rich pasture ; and a

scanty supply of water. The first thing to do is to bleed either in the jugular vein or

temporal artery, taking at least three quarts of blood from an ordinary sized, or four

from a large, bullock. If the symptoms do not yield, the bleeding should be repeated in

three or four hours, and the more rapid the flow of blood the better. When the animal

has recovered from the faintness a blister should be applied to the crown of the head,
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over the braiu, and tlie sides of the neck should be rubbed with a mixture of cantharides

and oil of turpentine, and every possible means used to induce external inflammation,

so as to determine the blood from the head. Administer the following purgative

preparation :

—

Sulphate of soda 1 pouad.

Powdered caraway seed 1 ounce.

Oatmeal gruel 1 quart.

Choking.—This frequently occurs when cattle with narrow gullets are fed on turnips,

especially if these are cut in rather large pieces. Most farmers formerly used what they

called "an uuehoking rope" to remove the obstruction. It consisted of a piece of

common rope about 1 inch in diameter, well saturated witli mutton suet, and having the

end covered with white leather or chamois skin. An instrument was invented many

years ago for the purpose, which consisted of a wire cylinder aboiit 1 iucli in diameter,

and covered with leather kept well greased, which rendered it perfectly soft and flexible.

More recently a useful instrument has been brought out by a Tweeddale , farmer,

Mr. Alexander, to which he has given the name of a probaug. All these are intended

for forcing the obstructing turnip or other substance down the gullet in which it is

lodged. In addition to this, the probang lias at one end a screw like a common cork-

screw, the shaft of which passes through the length of the probang, the screw itself being

concealed in the cup-like termination until it is required to extract upward the obstruc-

tion, when it cannot be forced downward.

Brown suggests a substitute for the probang, composed in the following manner :

—

"Three small canes, about 5^ or 6 feet long, are firmly bound together by waxed twine,

rolled closely round its whole length. To the extremity of the canes is attached an

elongated knob made of chamois leather, stuffed with tow, and having a cup-shaped

extremity. This knob must be firmly attached by having long thongs proceeding from

the edges of the leathei', and firmly welted down by the enveloping twine. The purpose

of the cup-shaped extremity is to make certain of pushing forward the obstructing food,

which, but for this termination, might slip past it. Great care must be taken that the

knob is properly attached, as, should it come oflj it must ever remain in the stomach an

indigestible encumbrance, which is certain to create disease. The cup-shaped termination

should be formed of tin, witli a number of holes in it to permit of the leather being sown

to it. Whalebone, where it can be procured, is jireferable to cane, being more elastic."

Locked Jaw.—This frequently accompanies wounds in the tendons of the muscles

connected with the jaw, or it is occasioned by exposure to sudden cold when very warm
;

also by viscid mucus, worms, or any irritative substance existing in the bowels. It is a

sudden affection, showing itself by the auimal being incapable of opening its mouth to

take in food. It is a spasmodic contraction of the tendons by which the jaw is moved

;

and if the means used do not liberate the jaw, the animal dies of starvation.

Stimulating and aperient medicines, accompanied with fomentations and bathing of

the parts with warm water, should be administered, to free the bowels and stomach of

irritating matters. Dashing cold water suddenly upon the animal will sometimes give a

shock to the system and liberate the jaw. If it proceeds from a punctured or lacerated

tendon, it should be entirely divided, and the following antispasmodic medicine

administered :

—

Camphor IJ oancc. Pure spirits of wine ... 6 ounces.

Tincture of cantharides . . % ounces. Powdered opium .... J ounce.
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Rub down the opium first with the spirit of wine till thoroughly incorporated ; then add

the camphor and cantharides; and when complete])' mixed and dissolved, apply the

mixture with friction.

Murrain, or Gargle.—This disease pi'evails over every part of Europe, and is conta-

gious. It is most common in warm and dry seasons. It is attended with inflammation

and a swelling of the throat, which, if not reduced, will soon terminate in death.

Animals in high condition arc most liable to its attack ; but it is variable in its form,

according to the heat of the season, the condition of the body, and local situation. The' first

symptoms ai-e a shivering, accompanied with trembling of the limbs, and sinking of the

flanks. The animal eats rcluctantl}', with his neck stretched out, swallowing with difficultj'^,

shaking and hanging down his head and ears. Deafness is occasioned by the pressure

of the swelled throat upon the auditory apparatus. If accompanied with oppression, the

eyes are dull and languid ; if by fever they are inflamed and sparkling, and move rapidly

about in all directions, the pulse is irregular and rapid, attended with scoui'ing of foetid

green-coloured dung. The breath, too, is exceedingly oS'ensive, and the very skin emits

a stinking effluvium, which taints the surrounding atmosphere. The barbs and roof of

the mouth become ulcerated, tubercles are formed beneath the fleshy membrane of the

skin, quite perceptible to the touch, and eruptions all along the limbs, and about the

udders in cows. The symptoms increase till the seventh or sometimes the ninth day,

when the crisis takes place, and the animal either dies or begins to recover.

As soon as the cough renders the existence of murrain probable, bleeding is the first

process ; three pints at first, and if inflammatory symptoms appear, another pint may be

taken next day. Two or tliree quarts of tar-water daily have been found of service,

keeping the animal warm in a house. If pufiy abscesses arise on the hide, they must be

opened the full length of the pustule, which will discharge a thin acrid matter. Sponge

out the putrid pus, and insert pledgets of tow into the cavities, dipped in the following

ointment :

—

Tar ointment 3 ounces. Tincture of myrrh .... 1 ounce.

Rose water 1 ounce. Nitre, powdered . . . . ^ „

To prevent mortification from supervening, the following medicine must be administered

every twelve hours, being a single dose :

—

Pernrian barlt ^ ounce. Laudanum ?. drachms.

Powdered camphor ... 2 scruples. Antimonial powder ... 3 ounce.

If the symptoms of mortification are removed, the danger will be over, but it will be

necessary to cleanse the bowels with mild purgatives, as the following, once in two days :

—

Sulphate of magnesia 8 ounces.

Castor oil \ pint.

Gruel 1 „

While recovering, the animal may be tui-ned out for a couple of hours in the middle of

the day, taking care, by clothing, to prevent catching cold. The bullock or cow houses

should be well fumigated after the diseased cattle have occupied them.
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DISEASES OF THE CHEST.

Inflammation of the Lungs.—This disease, like tlie same in tlie horse, is caused by

sudden change of temperatui-e, or by removing cattle from low sheltered situations to

higli and exposed localities. Feeding in low, damp, foggy meadows renders them liable

to it. A sudden check to perspiration, drinking much cold water when warm with sharp

exercise, exposure to cold, rain, &c., are fruitful sources of disease in general, and of

inflammation of the lungs in particular. The first symptoms are loss of appetite, depres-

sion, and an anxious appearance, rapid breathing, increased motion of the flanks, a dry,

hard cough, with a slimy discharge from the mouth. The pulse is quick and feeble, the

under surface of the eyelids inflamed, and of a deep orange colour. Milch cows soon

become dry, and the horns, ears, and legs are cold.

Copious bleeding is the first thing to attend to, taking from four to six quarts of

blood at first ; and if the symptoms are not abated iu five or six houi's, take two or three

quarts more, unless the animal shows symptoms of faintness, when at once desist. Next

give the following in a draught ;

—

Tartarised antimony ^ ounce.

Saltpetre 3 Jracbms.

Dissolve these in a quart of linseed gruel, and repeat the dose every twelve hours until

the symptoms disappear.

Chronic Pleurisy, or Pleitro-pneumonia.—This destructive disease, which has been

fatally prevalent, both on the Continent and in England, in. both of which it carries oflf

yearly thousands of cattle, has long been known as one of the greatest scourges to which

they are subject. It is generally considered an epidemic disease, originating in certain

states of the atmosphere acting upon a predisposing cause, and generally seizing a whole

herd when once it has made its appearance. It is, however, a dcbateable question

whether it is contagious or otherwise ; but we believe that the preponderance of opinion

amongst veterinarians is in favour of its contagious character, and precautionary measures

have been adopted by the authorities for the prevention of the importation of cattle

tainted with this disease. The following description of it is given by Youatt, who took

it from the " Recueil de Medecin Veterinaire," for which work it was drawn up by

M. Le Coq, of the Veterinary College of Lyons. Alluding to the cattle of Frauchc-

Comte, he says :
—" The cattle of that country are very handsome, of a compact form,

and fatten rapidly, and are the kind of cattle from which a grazier would derive most

advantage, were it not for some diseases to which they are subject. The malady with

which they are most frequently attacked, and which is particularly prevalent iu some

years, is one that is generally incurable, and the slaughter of the animal before he

has perceptibly wasted is the only measure by which the farmer can avoid losing the

whole value of the beast. This is chronic pleuro-pneumonia—chronic pleurisy combined

with pneumonia.

" The symptoms are scarcely recognisable at first, and often the beast is ill a long

time without it being perceived. He fattens well, and when he is slaughtered, the owner

is astonished to find scarcely half of the lung capable of performing its function of

respiration. AVhcn, however, the ox has not suflicient strength of constitution to resist

the ravages of disease, the first symptom that is observed i.s diminution or irregularity of
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appetite. Soon afterwards a frequent and dry cougli is heard, wliieli becomes feeble and

painful as the disease proeeeds. The dorso-lumbar portion of the spine grows tender,

the animal Jlinches when the part is jiresscd upon, and ntters a peculiar groan or grunt,

whieh the graziers regard as a decisive symptom of the malady.

" Quickly after this, the movements of the flanks become irregular and accelerated,

and the act of respiration is accompanied by a kind of balancing motion of the whole

body. The sides of tlic chest become as tender as the loins, or more so, for the animal

immediately throws himself down, if pressed upon with any force. The elbows in many

subjects become more and niorc separated from the sides of the chest. The pulse is

smaller than natural, and not considerably increased. The muzzle is hot and dry

alternately ; the animal lies down as in a healthy state, but rumination is partially or

entirely suspended. The freces are harder than they should be ; the ui'ine is of its

natural colour and quantity ; the mouth is often dry, and the horns and the cars retain

their natural temperature. This first stage of the disease sometimes continues during a

month or more, and then, if the animal is to recover, or at least apparently so, the

symptoms gradually disappear. First of all, the appetite returns, and the beast begins

to acquire a little flesh. The proprietor should then hasten to get rid of him, for it is

verj' rare that the malady, however it may be palliated for a while, does not reappear

with greater intensity than before.

"In most cases the disease continues to pursue its course towards its fatal termination

without any remission, every symptom gradually increasing in intensity. The respira-

tion becomes more painful ; the head is more extended ; the eyes are brilliant ; every

expiration is accompauied by a grunt, and by a puckering of the angles of the lips ; the

.cough becomes smaller, more suppressed, and yet more painfid ; the tongue protrudes

from the mouth, and a frothy mucus is abundantly discharged ; the breath becomes

offensive ; a piirulent fluid of a bloody colour escapes from the nostrils ; diarrhoja,

profuse and foetid, succeeds to the constipation ; the animal becomes rapidly weaker; he

is a complete skeleton ; and at length he dies.

"Examination after death discovers slight traces of inflammation of the intestines,

discoloration of the liver, and a hard and dry substance contained in the maniplus. The

lungs adhere to the sides and to the diaphragm by numerous bands, evidently old, and

very firm. The substance of the lungs often presents a reddish-grey hepatisation,

throughout almost its whole extent. At other times there are tubercles in every state

cf hardness, and in that of suppuration. The portion of the lung that is not hepatised

is red, and gorged witli blood. Besides the old adhesions there are numerous ones of

recent date. The pleura is not much reddened, but by its thickness in some points, its

adhesions in others, and the eff"usion of a serous fluid, it proves how much and how long

it has participated in the inflammatory action. The trachea and the bronchi are slightly

red ; abd the right side of the heart is gorged with blood."

The medical treatment for this disease recommended by M. Le Coq does not appear

to have been successful ; for out of thirty beasts of whieh he had the care, only two

were cured in appearance, and one of the two died suddenly a few days after it had been

sold. He ordered nourishing food with the view of keeping up the system, because by

increasing the debility death would be accelerated. He recommends green meat, and

mucilaginous drinks of oatmeal or linseed-meal, to soften the hard contents of the

maniplus. "Whey also is given for the same purpose. If the pulse indicates venesection
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(but not -without). Wood should be taken in small quantities at a time. The principal

dependence is on setons and rowels, but these will wholly prevent a butcher from

purchasing the beast. Injections, friction, and warmth are also recommended as

auxiliary means of cure.

All the accounts of the veterinarian faculty agree in placing this disease amongst the

most dangerous and nearest to incurable of any to which tlie cattle are liable ; and so

convinced are the authorities on the Continent of this, that, as soon as an ox or cow is

seized, it is ordered to be killed and buried at once, and the owner remunerated to a

certain extent, rather than that it should undergo a dubious course of treatment, at the

risk of spreading the contagion amongst other herds of cattle. If a bullock is in good

condition when first taken, the safest plan is to send it to the butcher, as the flesh is not

yet rendered unwholesome, although at a later stage of the disease it would be so.

There is no doubt that the disease has greatly spread in the United Kingdom since the

importation of foreign cattle free of duty has increased their numbers.

Inflammation of the Stomach.—This is caused by taking acrid substances into the

stomach, or from too rapid feeding when removed from a poor to a rich pasture, or from

indigestion superinduce'd by debility, causing the food to remain too long in the

paunch, where it ferments and produces heat, obstructs the circulation, and distends the

parts. Loathing of food, foulness of breath, and tightness of the hide about the

shoulders, are the principal symptoms. The treatment is something similar to that for

inflammation of the lungs. Bleeding, and cooling aperients to carry ofi" indigestible

matters from the stomach, such as the following, may be given :

—

TartfU'ised autimony J ounce.

Cream of tartar 1 j.

Dissolve these in poppy-water, adding 1 drachm of laudanum, making tlie whole into a

drink with a pint of liquid gruel. Repeat this every twelve hours twice or thrice. Give

bran mashes, but no green food.

Inflammation of the Liver.—A common cause of this is over-fattening, and driving

the animal a distance in that state in hot weather ; also blows in the region of the liver,

causing a swelling of the parts, impeding the circulation, and thus inducing inflam-

matory action. Difficulty of breathing, accompanied with fever, and a swelling about

the region of the short ribs, and in cows a distension of the uterus. Animals afl'cctcd

with this disorder have their constitutions permanently injured, and seldom gain flesh.

Bleeding to the extent of three quarts, and afterwards the following cool aperient, given

in form of a draught, repeated daily until the symptoms disappear :

—

Columbo root, bruised . . 1 ounce. Nitre ]J oudcc.

Caatile soap 1 „ Salt of tartar 2 drachms.

If costive, give half a poimd of Epsom salts with the above.

The Hove, or Fog-Sickness.—This disorder most commonly originates from cattle

being removed from the house to rich pasture or young clover, in which case they

usually feed greedily, and thus suddenly distend their stomachs beyond what the

digestion can dispense with in reasonable time. Fermentation takes place iu the

succulent food, and gas is rapidly generated in the stomach, which descends into the

bowels, and the whole body becomes distended. If relief is not obtained the animal

will sometimes burst, the gullet, and other usual openings into and out of the stomachs.
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being obstructed by a spasmodic constriction, the effect of the gas evolved, and by the

unnatural distension of the pauuch. When cattle are thus turned out in spring, after

having been confined in a house or yard all winter, they should not be allowed to feed

more than a limited time for some days, by whicli they will gradually become habituated

to the change of food, and be in less danger of overfeeding. The usual method of

affording relief to hoveu cattle is by making an incision into the paunch with a sharp

penknife, or, better, with an instrumeut made on purpose, being a knife or lancet, with

a sheath fitting close to the blade. The knife is thrust into the paunch, beneath the

short ribs, with the sheath ; the knife is then withdrawn, leaving the hollow sheath in the

wound, by which the gas escapes, and the animal is relieved. When the danger of

further accumiUation of air is over, the wound shordd be closed, and a piece of adhesive

plaster placed over it.

It is only in desperate cases that this method of cure should he practised, as

medicines internally administered in the first instance will generally give relief. A pint

of gin or whisky, with an equal quantity of water, or three-quarters of a pint of olive

oil and a pint of hog's lard or butter, poured down the throat with a horn, have both or

either been found effectual. It may be repeated if relief is not given in half an hour.

Brown reeommeuds drawing off the gas by means of a tube made by winding iron wire

closely round a cane 6 feet long, and covering it with leather. This is to be forced down

the throat into the paunch, and, the cane being withdrawn, the wire tube allows the gas

to escape. It may remain a considerable time, until the danger is over, if it is pressed

to one side of the throat, so as to prevent its interfering with the animal's breathing.

After the air has been drawn off or expelledj a stimulating di'iuk should be giveuj to

restore the tone of the stomach ^—

Spirit ot nitrous ether . . 2 ounces.

Oil of peppermint .... 35 drops.

Or the following :

—

Powdered caraway seeds . . 1 ounce.

Ginger 3 djachms.

Powdered ginger .... J ounce.

Warm water 1 pint.

Laudanum 50 drops.

Warm ale 1 pii-.t.

Loss of the Cud.—This commonly arises from a diseased liver, but is superinduced

by feeding in rich pasture. The symptoms are a dull and languid appearance, a rough

and staring coat, and a tight skin. The mouth and eyes are yellow, the appetite falls

off, and chewing the cud ceases. This disorder is likely to terminate fatally, if not

grappled with at once ; and if the animal is costive, give the following la.\ative

medicine :

—

Barbadocs aloes h ounce.

Castile soap 6 drachms.

Cascarilla bark 3 „

Ground ginger , 3 „

Warm water 1 pint.

If the bowels are lax, give the following tonic morning and evening, keeping the animal

in a drv and warm condition :

—

Cascarilla bark .

Powdered ginger

8 drachms.

3 „

Carbonate of soda ... 4 drachms.

Warm ale 1 pint.

To be repeated until the scouring ceases.
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Catarrh, or Cold.—We are all too accustomed to colds ourselves uot to know wLat

are the geueral causes of tliem in cattle. They are, however, separated by the faculty

into two kinds—the coramon> cold, and influenza, the latter being an epidemic. The

common cold originates in cold, wet weather, and exposure to draughts of air when heated

by exercise. If neglected, cough succeeds, and not unfrequently, when there is a

predisposition, consumption terminates life. The influenza frequently pervades a whole

district or neighbourhood, and sometimes an entire country is under its ravages; in

which cases its advent may be ascribed to atmospheric causes of a general character ; and

in the human subject it is frequently fatal in its effects on old and youug persons, and

those of weak constitutions. With cattle its course is much the same, whole yards or

whole districts being attacked simultaneously, proving its epidemic character. Botli

these types of cold exhibit the same symptoms—a dull and languid appearance, watery

eyes, a mucous discharge from the nostrils, cough, and loss of ajipetite. If neglected,

the animal loses flesh, and becomes rough-coated and hide-bound, the lungs become

diseased, the mesenteric glands are enlarged, the passage that conveys nutriment to the

blood is obstructed, and atrophy, consumption, and death are the results.

Farmers are in general too negligent of cattle in the first stages of colds. They

hear them cough, and think nothing of it, until, if milch cows, their milk falls off', or,

if bullocks, they decline in flesh, and show by their dulness, and the discharge at the

eyes and nose, that the disease has made considerable progress. The promptest

measures should be adopted on the first symptoms being discovered. Warm drinks

should be administered, with aperient medicine, and afterwards the following tonic :—
Powdered ginger | oz. ; hartshorn 1 oz. ; warm ale 1 quart. When water is given, it

should have the chill taken off; and if the symptoms are feverish, give half an ounce of

nitre dissolved in a pint of warm water. If the fever continues, take two quarts of

blood. If this does not remove it, repeat the operation in sixteen or eighteen hours.

If the throat is sore, and the animal has difficulty in swallowing, apply the following

liniment to it :

—

Oil of turpentine Ij ounce.

Liquid ammonia, or hart shorn ... J „

Kape oil 1 J,

If influenza has taken hold of the constitution, and general debility ensues, warm

and nourishing diet should be given, with tonic medicine twice or thrice a day. If

costiveness supervene, give the following laxative, in two doses :

—

Sulphate of soda 1 pound.

Powdered caraway seeds 1 ounce.

Oatmeal gruel 1 quart.

Keep the animal in a shed while the disorder continues, feeding him with green food if

it can be obtained, or with mashes if it cannot.

Cough.—This arises from sudden changes from heat to cold; and it must be

attended to quickly, to prevent it from settling on the lungs. It is necessary to keep

the patient warm, with a supply of succulent food, and to administer a pint of the

following drink two or three times a day :

—

Pyroligneous acid .... 2 quart8. Nitre 2 ounces.

Treacle 2 pounds. Warm water 4 pints.

Cows arc frequently aflected with a cough after calving, if exposed to cold wind. If
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this is not attended to, tliey fall off in tlicir milk and llcsli, and the cough settles ou the

lungSj Avhence it is difBcult to remove it.

Hoose.—Youatt considers this disease as eatarrh, but Brown, as analogous to asthma

in man, and arising from similar causes, the lodgment of glutinous phlegm in the lungsj

which renders breathing difficult, and attended with a peculiar noise or wheezing.

Sometimes, in cattle, it is occasioned by accidentally swallowing unwholesome food,

fcatiiers, or other indigestible substances. When the cause lies in the luugs, and the

aficction is increased by the animal having fed too greedily ou succulent herbage, a pint

of castor-oil will give relief; but if there is a tendency to inflammation in the lungs,

bleeding will be necessary in the first instance, taking two quarts of blood, and six

hours afterwards administering the following medicine, to be repeated every six hours

till the symptoms are removed :

—

Tincture of fosglovc . . 50 drops. Tartaristd antimony . . 2j Jradims.

Saltpetre 1 ouuec. I'o'.vdercd caiiipLor . . j drachm.

Jl'ood-Evil—Moor-Ill—Paiitaise.—Three diseases of the same class, and said by

Youatt to be frequently occasioned by the cattle eating the young buds of trees,

particularly those of the oak and ash, in the spring of the year. They are highly

inflammatory diseases, and exhibit themselves by heaving of the flank, intermittent

fever, and trembling fits very similar to the ague in human subjects. As soon as the

disorder is ascertained, the animal should be housed ; and, after the bowels have been

opened and cleansed, stimulants may be administered eveiy six or eight hours, keeping

him warm and clean. The following drench may be given with good effect :

—

Peruvian bark ,] ounce.

Febrifuge antimonial powder in
Spirit of hartshorn i „
Powdered camphor 1 scruple.

Mithridate h ounce.

Warm beer, thicliened with a little oaluieal . . 1 quart.

Youatt recommends copious bleeding, but, unless the inflammatory symptoms are

alarming, it is better to omit it. Water given to the patient should be warm, and its

food hay. When the symptoms have subsided, it may be turned out in the middle of

the day if fine, but not otherwise.

Jaundice, or Yellou'S.—This, which is a common disease with cattle, has its seat in

the liver, and prevails in spring and autumn. It arises from an obstruction in the gall-

duct, and may proceed from gall-stones generated in the gall-bladder; but this also

originates from a diseased state of the liver. It is a difficult disease to treat, if not

perceived in the first instance. The symptoms are a yellowness of the eyes, mouth, and

skin generally, a dull aspect, loss of appetite, and general debility. Sometimes it is

attended with irritation and fever, a quick and hard pulse, excessive thirst, and

suspended rumination.

In the first instance, the following laxative may be given in a warm state :

—

Barbadoes aloes h ounce.

Castile soap 6 drachms.

Ginger 3 „

Cascarilla bark 2 „

Warm water I pint.

VOL. n. GO
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Feed with warm mashes of bran^ &c., frequently. If after three days the symptoms

continue, repeat the above dosej and the following drench may be administered,

morning and evening, from the first :

—

Castile soap 3 ounce. Giuger, powdered ... 3 drachms.

Venice turpentine . . . . ^ „ Powdered gentian root , 1 ounce.

Rub the soap and turpentine together in a mortar, until well mixed; then add tlie

others, mixing them intimately ; and, lastly, incorporate them in a pint of water. In

extreme cases of diseased liver, mercurial preparations are the only resource.

Jaundice sometimes arises, in cattle, from fluke-worms in the liver. They intrude

into the gall-duct, causing a factitious obstruction at times ; but, as no voidance of them

takes place, their presence can only be ascertained by dissection after the animal is

dead, when they have occasionally been found to be the only cause of the disease.

Poisons.—There are many plants of a poisonous nature to which cattle have

occasional access, and which hunger or fancy will lead them to eat, such as henbane,

foxglove, poppies, water-hemlock, water-drop, yew-tree, &c. All poisons cause a great

distension of the intestines, accompanied with violent pain and restlessness. In some

parts of the country, where the cattle are fed on heaths, they are frequently bitten by

vipers, which occasions great pain and swelling of the part, but it very seldom proves

fatal. Narcotics, such as henbane and digitalis, induce sleep, apoplexy, &c., and, if antidotes

are not administered, death. Nightshade, stramonium, and laurel have also this

property. The best remedy for narcotic poisoning, and the most ready, is a pint of

vinegar,' warmed ; or the following recipe may be prepared and administered :
—

Powdered nitre J ounce.

Powdered gum foitida 41.
Prepared kali 2 drachms.

Mithridate 1 ounce.

Tartarised autimouy 2 drachms.

Give these in a pint of gruel. Cattle have sometimes Ijeen poisoned by their food being

boiled in a copper vessel, and left in it to cool. The acid in the water corrodes the

copper and produces verdigris ; * and, if the vessel is not afterwards perfectly cleaned, the

consequences will be serious, if not fatal. In a case of poisoning thus, half an ounce of

salt of tartar, dissolved in a quart of water, will counteract the efiect.

Inflammation of the Boivels.—J)v\vLkmg largely of cold water after being heated by over-

driving, or exposure to the noonday summer sun, or obstinate costiveness will occasion

this disorder. Its symptoms are great restlessness, accompanied with griping pain, a

rapid pulse, oppressed breathing, and sometimes profuse perspiration. If these symptoms

are very decided, bleeding must be first resorted to, taking from four to six quarts of blootl,

according to the nervous energy of the animal. Then give the following drench :

—

Sulphate of magnesia ... 8 ounces. Gruel 3 gills.

Castor oil 1 pint. Salt of tartar 3 drachms.

First dissolve the salts in the gruel, and add the oil and salt of tartar afterwards. If this

does not quickly take effect, give a clyster to promote the evacuation, consisting of

—

Hog's lard j pound.

Warm gruel 1 pint.

* Grease from meat boiled in copper vessels will have the same effect, and produce verdigris in abundance, which is n

rank poison.
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If there is no redness in tlie under surface of the eyelids, and the pulse is not very quick,

the attack is a mild one, and not more than t\vo quarts of blood should be taken, and

rejieated in five or six hours if the symptoms are not removed. If the animal is in a low

condition substitute for bleeding the following anodyne drink every six or eight hours

according to circumstances :

—

Spirit of nitrous ether . . 2 ounces. Purified nitre j ounce.

Landanuni ounce. Water 1 pint.

Inflammation of the Kidneys—The first symptom in this disorder is a straining effort in

voiding the urine, -which is of a dark colour, and is forcibly ejected in small quantities;

the loins are tender and hotter than usual. The animal soon appears dull, and falls off

in its appetite. Soon blood is mixed with the urine, which is voided with iucreasing

difiiculty. The muzzle becomes dry, the horns and ears are cold, the pulse liard, and the

breathing diflBcult. Bleeding to the extent of two or three quarts is the first remed}',

after which give a pint of castor oil iu a pint of warm linseed tea, with a quarter of an

ounce of salt of tartar to make them amalgamate. If eostiveness supervene give a clyster

of a quart of gruel with 2 ounces of common salt and 3 ounces of rape oil, and rub the

loins over the region of the kidneys with the following liniment :

—

Mustard 4 ounces.

Spirit of turpentine 2 „

Hartshorn 2 „

Cover the loius with warm clothing, and if after three or four hours the straining to

stale continues, administer the following clyster :

—

Laudanum 1| ounce.

Thin gruel 1 quart.

And then the following drink :

—

Linseed meal 1 pound.

Purified nitre 2 ounces.

Boiling water 2 gallons.

One gallon to be given at a time.

- Inflammation of the Bladder.—Cows in calf frequently suffer from irritation of the

sphincter of that organ, shown by a frequent attempt to void urine. This is caused by

continued pressure on the region of the bladder. In this case the catheter must be used

to draw off the urine, and then give the drink recommended in the foregoing case.

Inflammation of the Womb.—This is brought on by keeping the cow on rich food

during the latter period of her gestation ; and sometimes by using violence in assisting at

parturition. Loss of appetite, a languid action, rapid pulse, and loss of milk, are the first

symptoms. The bladder then becomes inflamed, and a foetid discharge from the uterus

takes place, accompanied with a constant endeavour to void urine, which comes away in

small quantities, and is sometimes entirely suppressed, rendering the use of the catheter

necessary. The animal's strength rapidly decreases, so that she can scarcely stand or

move about. If the sphincter of the bladder is inflamed, first bleed, and then administer

the following opening drink :

—

Castor oil 8 ounces.

Epsom salts 6 „

Linseed meal 4 „

G G 3
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Dissolve tlicsc in half a gallon of thin gruel, warm. Apply a clyster of warm gruel aud

oilj and afterwards the following anodyne medicine :

—

Camplior 2 draclims. Spirit of nitrous ether ... 1 ounce.

Laudanum J ounce. Linseed meal 2 ouuccs.

Dissolve these in a quart of gruel. If they do not give relief in ten or twelve hours

repeat the dose ; and if the symptoms continue, administer the following clyster :

—

Laudanum 2 ounces.

Thin gruel 1 ejuart.

Red-Water.—The first symptom of tliis disorder is an almost entire suppression of

urine, followed in the more advanced stage by its discharge in large quantities mi.xcd

with blood. If the case is neglected the urine becomes of the colour of coffee, aud the

animal's strengtji rapidly declines. Costiveness usually accompanies this complaint

especially if fed on dry food, or if astringents are administered. Death frequently

ensues from this cause alone, as medicine will not often afford relief in that case. This

disorder frequently attacks oxen upon being put into rich pastures in wet weather,

especially if the temperature is low. All cattle are liable to the disorder, but young

ones are most likely to be attacked. We have known many cases of oxen seized with

the red-water in pastures into which they have been turned after being fed in the

bullock-yard all winter ; but it was more prevalent in a wet than in a dry season, and

it is more common in coarse damp meadows than in good upland pastures.

Laxative medicines as soon as the disease appears are indispensable, auc. the following

prescription will be found useful :—

•

Epsom sails 4 ounces. Castor oil 4 ounces.

Purified nitre ] ounce. Thin gruel 1 quart.

Another application, as follows, is recommended :

—

Gum assafcclida, in powder .... J ounce.

Madder 1 „

Prepared kali 3 draclims.

Tarlarised antimony 3 ounce.

Gamboge, powdered 1 drachm.

Dissolve these in half a gallon of linseed tea, made from a quarter of a pound of meal.

If neither of these prove effective, give the folloAviug :

—

Alum, fiuely powdered . . , ] onucc. Oil of turpentine ....;! ounces.

Terra japouica 1 „ Linseed meal 3 „

The whole dissolved in half a gallon of warm water. Afterwards the following stimulant

to be given :

—

Tincture of caulharidcs 2 ounces.

Roclie alum 2 „

If the animal still attempts to stale frequently, tlie voiding being aecorapanicd with

pain, give linseed tea or a decoction of marsh-mallows frequently. If debility sliows

itself, and the animal falls off in feeding, give the following stomachic :

—

Peruvian bark i ounce. Gum arabic J ounce.

Gentian, powdered .... 1 „ Carbon.ate of soda .... J „

Dis.solvcd in a quart of linseed gruel, made from 2 ozs. of meal.
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Black-Water.—The only cause liitlicrto assigned for tliis disorder is the feeding- of

cattle on poor, cold, -wet pastures, when water in summer is scarce or stagnant in ponds.

It may be considered an exaggerated species or type of the red-water, the urine being

stili more highly coloured and mixed with blood. It has been ascribed to mortification

or high inflainnuitiou of the kidneys, the urine having an ofl'eusive smell similar to

that of rotten cabbages.

Bleeding is the first operation, taking not more than two quarts at first, and then

administering the following medicine :

—

rcruvian bark J ounce. Purified nitre I^ ounce.

Iron filings 1 „ Laudanum ^ „

Dissolve 2 ozs. of linseed meal in a quart of warm water, and mix the above with it.

If the patient be a cow, bleeding must not be resorted to. Another recipe, as follows,

has been found efficacious in removing the disorder by one aiiplication :

—

Prepared kali 8 Jracliins. Gamboge 1 drachm.

Tartarised antimony . . 3 „ Gum fcctida h ounce.

Given in a quart of linseed meal. If the complaint is not i-emoved, repeat the dose

after two days ; and if the urine still retains the bloody appearance, give the following

mixture every day till the symptoms are removed :

—

Diiod willow bark, powdered . 1 ounce. Laudanum J ounce.

Balsam of copaiba . . . . 1 ,, Epsom salts 4 ounces.

Give these in half a gallon of linseed tea. This disorder, however, generally proves too

stubborn for medicine, and most frequently proves fatal.

Gri/JC'S.—This is a disorder to which young cattle are most liable, and various causes

are ascribed for it, such as retention of food in the third stomach, costiveness ; dry food

will produce it in cows, &c. "When seized with it the animal lies down and rises

again frequently, groaning, and striking its belly with the fore feet or horns. The body

sometimes swells on the left side, and as the disorder proceeds, inflammation takes

place, the pain increases, and the pulse becomes quick, hard, and irregular, and the

extremities are cold.

If the disease is caused by costiveness, purgatives in combination with stimulants

must be given, for which the following prescription will be found useful :

—

Barbadoes aloes J ounce. Linseed oil 8 ounces.

Powdered ginger .... J „ Carbonate of potash ... 3 drachms.

Spirit of turpentine ... 1 „ Water 1 quart.

If all the above medicines cannot be procured, the following may be substituted :

—

Common salt 8 ounces. Mustard 1 ounce.

Rape oil, or melted hog's lard 8 „ Rum or whisky 2 ounces.

If the animal is in high condition, and the inner part of the eyelid is blood-shot,

blood should be taken in moderate quantity. But if debility supervenes, and the bowels

are lax, bleeding would rather retard than hasten a cure, and the following carminative

should be given :

—

Spirit of turpentine .... 1 ounce. .Spirit of nitrous ether . . 2 ounces.

Landaaam C drachms. Linseed tea li pint.
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If opening medicine is necessary^ it ought to be supplemented by a clyster. If tlie

disorder is occasioned by overfeeding on dry grain or hay, the animal should be cautiously

stinted for some days, giving the following stomachic once or twice in the twenty-four

hours :

—

Powdered ginger .... J ounce. Infusion of camomile flowers . 1 pint.

Powdered gentian . . . . 1 „ Peruvian bark ^ ounce.

Cai-bonate of ammonia ... 2 draclims. Warm gruel 1 pint.

Sometimes, in the earlier stage of the disorder, a change from dry to green food will

effect a cure without medicine. Salt mixed with food is an excellent preventive as well

as restorative, and will relieve the pain.

Diarrhoea, or Looseness.—The most common cause of this disorder is the change

from the straw-yard or poor pastixre to one of luxuriance, in which cattle often gorge

themselves to excess, and thus bring on this complaint as well as others incident to

repletion. It shows itself by a frequent discharge of dung mixed with the mucous

coating of the bowels, accompanied with inflammatory fever, griping pains, and accele-

rated irregular pulsation.

As soon as the disorder is ascertained the first thing is to put the animal upon dry

food, in a house, in moderate rations. If the looseness continues take two or three

quarts of blood, and give malt mashes, linseed tea, or oatmeal gruel, with a quarter of

an ounce of laudanum, in a drink of gruel. If the discharge is very violent, bleeding

must be omitted, but half a pint of castor oil may be given in a drink. If these

measures do not abate the disorder, give the following medicine every six liours till the

scouring is less violent and the dung resumes its natural appearance :

—

Peruvian baric, powdered . . J ounce. Prepared chalk IJ ounce.

Camphor, finely powdered . . ] scruple. Laudanum i ..

Mix these in a quart of gruel made of wheatcn flour. This disease should not 1)e

stopped suddenly, and therefore powerful astringents, especially in large doses, as some

local farriers administer, must be avoided, as calculated to do more harui than good.

In some cases even laxatives are necessary, when the discharge is intermitted, which

renders it expedient to remove the cause of the irregularity; for this purpose, half

a pint of castor oil given in a pint of gruel will be sufficient. Sometimes when the

disorder has been neglected or improperly treated it merges into the sconring-roi,

which may be looked upon as the last stage, and the prelude to death j to prevent this,

the system should be kept up by frequent mashes of oatmeal and malt in small quan-

tities .at a time, a full meal of anything being conducive to the continuance of the

complaint.

In some instances the disorder is produced by the animal being kept in a low condition,

in which state any change, cither atmospheric or dietetic, will be injurious. When, from

the dearness or scantiness of fodder, the system of an ox or cow has been reduced, caution

should be exercised in admitting them to the luxuriant pastures of spring ; and the food

ought to be mixed with dry fodder, keeping the animal in the straw-yard for a time,

before turning it out to grass. Calves, when weaning, are sometimes attacked with

diarrhoea, to stop which give the following :—

• Prepared chalk 2 ounces.

firnel, of flour and milk 1 quart.
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Give this every six hours till the symptoms are removed. If in two days they still

continue, add to the above 1 drachm of powdered ginger, and 1 drachm of laudanum.

Scouriiiff-Rot.—This is the result of inveterate purging, and is a most dangerous

disease. By it the muscular fibre is so reduced, in some cases, that the skin hangs loose

on the ribs; whilst in others the animal is hide-bound, the hair changes its colour to

sandy or grey, the eyes grow pale, the pulse is weak and irregular, and the dung

changes its colour. As the disease progresses, the excrements appear like half-

masticated food ; and if the animal is pressed on cither side of the spine, it will show

symptoms of great pain, which is a proof of unsoundness, and the case is almost

hopeless. The following prescription has been found efficacious in many instances :

—

Ipecacuanha ^ ounce.

Nux vomica li drachm.

Galls, finely powdereil v ounce.

Alum 2 drachms.

AVhite vitriol 20 grains.

Incorporate them well in a quart of boiling water. Another recipe, as follows, has also

been found useful :

—

Alum J ounce.

Kino 2 drachms.

Giugcr, powdered 1 drachm

Castile soap, moistened iu water ... 2 drachms.

Pondered oak bark ^ ounce.

Make them into a ball v/ith qitanlum siif. of treacle.

When the mucous membrane of the bowels is irritated by the long continuance of

the disorder, the mucus is generally destroyed ; and, to restore this, mucilaginous drinks

should be frequently given. A pound of linseed boiled to a jelly in 3 gallons of water,

adding 1 oz. of nitre, will be sufficient for six draughts, giving a pint and a half in each,

diluted iu half a gallon of warm water. A quarter of a pound of starch is sometimes

added to the above. If the dung assumes a dark colour and a fcetid smell, a gill and a

half of castor oil must be administered, assisted by clysters of gruel, butter, and

laudanum.

If the disease becomes inveterate, strong tonics are recommended, as a last resource,

and have been found effectual. In a very bad case, the following may be given :

—

Prepared chalk \ pound. Ground ginger J ounce.

Ground cassia IJ ounce. Hartshorn 1 „

!Make these into four balls, giving one every four or five hours. If all these remedies

prove ineffectual, the disorder may be treated as an affection of the liver, and the

following may be administered in a ball :

—

Blue mercurial pill ... 3 drachms. Castor oil 3 ounces.

India rhubarb .... 3 „ Oatmeal 4 „

Repeat this for three or four days consecutively. If it inoduces sickness, gripes, and

increased scouring, give astringents, and drinks of warm gruel while under this

treatment. Give also the following draught :

—

Laudanum ..... 2 drachms. Catecfaa, or terra japonica . . ^ ounce.

Ground ginger .... 3 „ Fine patent starch .... 4 ounces.

Dilute these with two quarts of water, warm.
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Fardel-bound, or Excessive Cost'weness.—This disorder is sometimes brouglit ou by

the animal living exclusively on dry food ; but cattle are also liable to it, when allowed

to feed in copses in which there is much underwood of oak or other astringent trees,

such as are to be found in the wealds of Kent and Sussex. Tlic disease shows itself l)y

excessive costiveness, with intervals of looseness, the ficces being a mixture of slimy,

mucous matter, and hard dung or eyballs. Frequently the body swells, which is

occasioned by the stoppage of the intestinal canal by the pressure of a strong ligament

which cleaves the interior of the loins. Inflammation soon supervenes, shown by short

heaving of tlie flanks, and hard breathing, with a considerable degree of fever, and loss

of appetite.

In the first instance, give a pint of castor oil in half a gallon of warm oatmeal gruel,

with half an ounce of salt of tartar or carbonate of soda, well incorporated. If this

does not, in twelve hours, restore the bowels to their proper condition, administer the

following formula :

—

Salt of tartar 3 drachms. Tnrtariscd antimony ... J ounce.

(lamboge, finely powilcreil . 1 dracbm. Hnm assafa-tida A „

Rub the gum well down in a small quantity of warm water, until properly incorporated
;

then add to the whole two quarts of oatmeal gruel, and give it as a drink. If an

operation is required to relieve the intestines, l)y separating tlic ligament, it must be

referred to an experienced veterinarian.

Mortification.—This complaint appears to be confined to the single State of Connec-

ticut, in the United States of America, where it is attributed to a change of pasture, or

from bad to good keeping, causing a plethora, and gorging the vessels of the body.

Cattle in a high condition are most liable to it. The disease shows itself by swelling-s

behind the kidneys, and sometimes in the flanks, shoulders, sides, or legs. In a short

time the whole body of the animal emits a foetid odour, which is the forerunner of

dissolution ; and this takes place in some cases five hours after the first appearance of

the disease, but is sometimes protracted to four-and-twenty hours. From this rapid

progres , it would appear that the arterial and venous functions of the body arc

suspended, and the blood, massed together, becomes putrid in every part of the frame.

In such circumstances, it is of little use administering medicines ; but, if taken in the

first instance, the following aperient may be of benefit :

—

Culonitl J dracliiii. Cream of tartar l oiuico.

Tartarised antimony . . 2 drachms. Camphor 2 scruples.

Give these in a pint of gruel of wheat-flour. If it operates, then give the following

medicine daily till the symptoms disappear :

—

Peruvian baric A onncc, Salt of steel 1 drachm,

Powdered nitre 2 drachms, Pondered caniphoi ... 1 scrii))lc,

mixed in a quart of warm oatmeal gruel.

FEBRILE DISE.VSE3.

Inflnmmatm-y Fever.—It is remarkable that this disorder seldom attacks cattle except

those between one and three years old. It was not known in Britain until about a

hundred years ago, when from one-fiftli to one-fourth of the cattle in the kingdom,
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between the ages iiientioncd, wero cavricil off by it. It was ascribed to tlic Ijad quality

of tlic food aud the ractliods adopted to fatten them liastily for market^ by putting

them when in a low condition into rich pastures. It was also ignorantly asserted that

the introduction of clover and other grasses at that time into the country caused tlic

disease. 'When seized with this fever the animal suddenly becomes stupid and inactive,

lianging down its head, moving with difliculty, and rejecting its food. Swellings appear

in various parts of the body which, if pressed by the finger emit a craeklir.g sound.

Generally the joints are most aftccted, but sometimes the shoulders, back, and belly are

swollen. This disease takes the names of joint-felon, quarter-evil, hlack-quurter, blackleg,

&c., according to the part that is most affected, as when it terminates, as it does some-

times, by a collection of matter on the joints. It is very rapid in its action, and requires

prompt and vigorous treatment to prevent its progress. First take from three to four

quarts of blood, according to the size and condition of the animal ; then give the follow-

ing purgative medicine :

—

Barbadoes aloes 3 drachms.

Carbonate of potash 2 „

Kpsom salts ounces.

Dissolve these in a quart of warm oatmeal gruel. Next administer the following stimu-

lants twice or three times a day, until there are signs of recovery :

—

Powdered caranay seeds A ounce.

Ginger 2 drachms.

Ground cassia \ ounce.

Give these in a pint of warm oatmeal gruel, or linseed tea.

If the purgatives cannot be at once procured, the following may be substituted, ad

interim

:

—
Common salt, according to the age of the animal, from 4 to G ounces.

Castor, sweet, or linseed oil 4 ounces.

Give these in a quart of warm gruel ; and if this affords relief, the other purgative may

be omitted. If the swelling of the joints has taken place, rub the following liniment

into them twice a day :

—

Linseed oil 4 ounces.

Oil of turpentine 2 „

Hartshorn, or liquid ammonia ... 1 ounce.

This disease may be prevented by giving to cattle that have a tendency to fatten fast,

alterative medicine to keep the system from repletion :

—

Antimony C drachms.

Sulphur G „

To be given in a pint of warm gruel.

Milk, or Puerperal Fever.—This disease is of course only incident to cows, and is

caused by taking cold at the time of calving. It usually occurs at a cold season of

the year, so that it is the more necessary to guard against it. The symptoms arc rest-

lessness, cold shivering fits, a dry parched tongue, a quick pulse, dnlness, and debility,

with great coldness of the extremities.

Prevention in this case is better than cure. The cows should be confined in the byre
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some time previous to parturition, and especially when they are seized -with this disorder.

The treatment in other respects is the same as in the catarrh, and in addition the follow-

ing medicine may be given every twenty-four hours until the symptoms are abated :

—

Powdered saltpetre 1 ounce.

Febrifuge antimonial powder .... 6 drachms.

Powdered camphor g drachm.

Prepared kali 2 drachms.

Willow bark powder 1 ounce.

Give the above in a quart of thick oatmeal gruel.

DISEASES OF THE EXTERNAL PARTS OP CATTLE.

Scurf-Scab, or Mange.—This is a cutaneous disorder, and is known by the stiffness of

the skin and its sticking fast to every part of the body, commencing about the head

and jaws, and thence extending down the shoulders and back. It is attended with great

irritation, proved by the animal's attempts to rub himself against any projecting object,

even to tearing his skin till the blood flows ; scabs form in the broken skin and retard

recovery, and cause the disease to strike deeper into the system. The origin of this

loathsome disease is poverty of the blood, causing the production of animalculre

analogous to those accompanying the itch in the human subject.

A preparation of mercury is the most effectual remedy, but it is dangerous on

account of the animal's licking himself; and the following ointment has been substi-

tuted with the best effect :

—

Sulphur vivum, powdered .... 4 ounces.

Elecampane root, powdered .... 4 „

Hog'3 lard 6 „

Mix them well and rub the parts affected with the ointment, repeating it in the course

of three or four days if the itching has not subsided. Another preparation, as follows,

has also been recommended :

—

Corrosive sublimate, finely powdered . ^ ounce.

Muriatic acid 1 „

River or rain water 1 quart.

Apply this with a sponge daily to all the parts affected.

Cow-Pox.—The nature of this disease was first discovered l)y Dr. Jcnner, who,

observing that the milkmaids and men who handled the teats of cows afl'ccted with it

appeared to be exempt from the small-pox, conceived the idea of inoculating with the

disorder the human subject, which he carried out—with what beneficial effect history,

which has ranked him with the greatest benefactors of the human race, will for ever

bear witness. It is asserted, however, that this disease does not originate in the cow, being

communicated by men who after dressing horses for the grease, have, without washing

their hands, proceeded to milk the cows, and thus inoculated them with the disease,

thence called the cow-pox.* It appears on the nipples of the cows in the form of

* This was the opinion of Dr. Jenner in the first instance, and is that of many medical men of the present day. Oa

the other hand, the idea is abandoned by others, amongst whom we may mention Dr. Pearson, Professor Coleman, of the

Veterinary College, and other eminent practitioners, who tried experiments with the grease witliout producing cow-pox, or

any disorder analogous to it. They, therefore, consider it a piiman/, and not a secondary, disease.
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irregular pustules, at first of a palcisli blue colour, aud surrounded with inflammation.

If negleeted they form ulcers of a troublesome kind. While tiie disorder continues the

cow falls off in her milk and appears indisposed.

Two other kinds of eruptions appear on the udders of cows, which have been taken

for the genuine cow-pox. One of tiiese consists of a number of white blisters on the

nipples, filled with a whitish serous fluid. A third kind is found in the dairies in the

west of England, which is very similar to the true cow-pox. When a cow with a small

ndder is intended to be sold at a fair or market, her milk is allowed to accumulate for a

day or two previously, in order to give her the appearance of a good milker. This

distension of the nipples produces inflammation, accompanied with pustules. The

practice itself is cruel and barbarous, as well as fraiidulent ; and those who adopt it

ought to be scouted out of any fuir or market to which they bring their cows thus

tortured.

The cow-pox requires but little medical treatment. Cleanliness on the part of the

dairymaid, and, perhaps, a dose of aperient medicine to allay the inflammation, are all

that is required, as the pustules -will heal of themselves, without any further trouble.

Felon.—This disorder is analogous to acute rheumatism in the human frame, and

amounts, in cattle, almost to a partial paralysis of the parts aff"eeted. It is caused by

the animal being exposed to cold and wet, especially after calving, or too soon after

recovering from a serious illness. She soon begins to droop. She becomes listless,

unwilling to move, and falls off her feed. Inflammation of the lymphatic arteries of

the membranes of the joint ligatures attends the complaint. Some of the joints swell,

and are hot and tender, and the animal can only move with pain and difficulty.

The following recipe will generally give relief:—

Camplior, finely powdered ....]. drachm.

Gum guaiacum J ounce.

Tartarised antimony J „

Fennel seed, powdered IJ >>

Mithridate 1 ,,

Dissolve these in a quart of oatmeal gruel, in which half a pound of treacle has been

boiled. Let the animal have dry bedding, and be kept very warm for three or four

days, keeping her in the house the whole time. If the disorder has not given way,

repeat the above dose after two or three days. A stimulating embrocation is sometimes

used with good effect.

Fall.—This disease has its origin, like the last, in cold ; and it deprives the animal

of all power of motion, except in the head, but not of sensation. It lies down, and is

unable to rise again ; the heart continues its functions, but the limbs appear to be

completely paralysed. Sometimes it is caused by high feeding, in which case bleeding

in the first instance will aSbrd relief, taking from three to four quarts of blood. At the

same time the bowels must be kept open, for which the following alterative may be

given :

—

Gum gnaiacum 3 drachms.

Tartarised antimony \ ounce.

Fennel seeds, powdered \ „
Camphor 2 scruples.

Treacle 2 oances.

Mix the above in thick oatmeal gruel.
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If the disorder arises from cold, stimulants are ncccssaryj of which the following will

be found useful :

—

Powdered cassia 1 ounce.

Pondered ginger j „

Tartarised antimony 3 draelims.

To be given in a pint of gruel.

The Fouls.—In this disease there is a discharge of foetid matter from the cleft of

ilie hoof, or from one of the claws, something analogous to tliat of the canker in the

horse. It is caused by driving the cattle hard, on long -journeys, on bad and rough

roads, in which the small stones and dirt make a lodgment in the cleft or behind the

licels. Veterinary surgeons divide the complaint into two kinds, soft fouls and horny

fouls. The remedy for soft fouls is in the first place to wash the parts with warm water

and soft soap perfectly clean, and then anoint them with tar-ointment, keeping the feet

as dry as possible. If the horny hoof is distended, and sjiongy flesh arises, accompanied

with a discharge of fcetid matter, the soft excrescences must be cut or scraped off, and a

caustic liquid applied to the parts. The following will have a good effect :

—

Sulphate of copper .... 1 ounce. Powdered alum 2 ounces.

Nitrous acid -o „ Raiu, or river water ... 1 pint.

Wash with this lotion, and when dry, apply a pledget of tow covered with tar-ointment

to the parts.

In the case of the horny fouls, the hoof seems hot ; and when it is pressed, the

animal manifests great pain, and the parts feel hard underneath, indicating that tlie

horn of the hoof has penetrated into the softer parts of the foot, either in the cleft of

the hoof or at the heels. It is necessary to cut it out, which requires the animal to be

cast on straw or soft ground, and secured during the operation. ^Yllcn over, the parts

must be washed with the above lotion, and the foot enveloped in a cloth moistened with

it. If the inflammation does not subside in a few days, some blood must be taken from

the veins of the foot.

IVurhles, or IVormals.—This complaint is occasioned by the attacks of the gadfly,

the name of which, given to it by naturalists, is Oestris bovis, or ox-fl3^ The bite of

this insect is so painful, that cattle, upon its appearance in tlie pasture, may be said to

run mad ; for they scour round and round their boundaries, with their tails stretched

out behind, and their heads and necks before, with evident terror in their countenances,

as if they were pursued l)y wild beasts. The bite or sting of the gadfly must be

excessively painful to occasion this consternation ; and, in fact, the effects prove it to be

so. In its mildest form it creates a small swelling in that part of the skin penetrated

by the tongue of the insect, which, if it goes no further, soon heals. But the female lly is

furnished with an ovipositor, constructed with a series of four sliding tidies, like those of

an opera-glass or telescope. These arc composed of a horny substance, ending with five

]ioiuts, three of which arc longer than the other two, and having the form of a jleur-

dv-lis, but curved at the extremities like the claws of a cat. By the union of the five, a

tube or passage is formed for depositing the eggs. Reaumur considers that the insect

bores through the skin with this instrument, but admits that he never witnessed the

operation : and, on the other hand, Braccy Clarke is of opinion that the skin is not

pierced at all ])y it, but that the eggs arc merely deposited by the ovipositor amongst
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the liair, to which tlicy arc uttached by a glutinous substance ; and that the grubs^ -wlicu

liatclicd, cat their way tlirough the skin ; the three longest points of the ovipositor

being employed in keeping the egg in its position until securely glued, instead of acting

as a sort of centre-bit, as Keaumur supposes, to bore into the skin, under whicli the

eggs are then deposited. It appears to us that the latter is the most plausible theory,

botli on account of the perfect adaptation of the ovipositor, with its horny points, to

that operation, and the greater security it affords for the preservation of the eggs. Besides

which, the consternation of the cattle when the gadHj' is buzzing amongst them appears

to be occasioned by the piercing of the skin with the instrument, giving intense pain,

which the mere deposition of tlie eggs amongst the hair would certainly not inflict.

AVhichever way the grub gains its position under the skin, it remains there feeding

on the juices until it is matured ; and as it grows, the bumps or wurbles increase in size

in proportion, and in the middle of j\Iay arc usually full grown—varying, however, in

size, the largest being about Ti inch in diameter, and 1 inch in height. The eggs

are generally deposited at ?tlidsuiiimcr, but they remain during the winter, and the

bumps are scarcely perceptible until the middle of that season. Young cattle are more

exposed to the attacks than older ones, and the most healthy of these are also preferred.

Only one egg is deposited in each bump.

The only cure for the wurbles is by extracting the grub. This may be effected by

squeezing the part with the two forefingers and thumbs ; but if these are not sufficiently

strong, a pair of shoemaker's pincers may be employed, by which the grub may be

easily dislodged at any period of its growth. After its ejection, a drop of turpentine

put into the cavity Avill heal it in a short time.

Lice.—Dress the animal affected with them with the following composition :

—

CommoQ tobacco 1 ouucc.

While hellebore root, ground .... 2 ounces.

Viuegar 2-i- pints.

Boil these together half an hour ; sti'aiu oft' the liquor and apply it with a soft brush

or sponge, repeating the dressing until the vermin are destroyed.

Tail-worm, or Tail-slip.—In this disease, a portion of the tail is paralysed, and losing

its action, hangs straight down, the sound part being held in a horizontal position. In

the first instance, administer the following medicine two or three times, at intervals of

two days :

—

Camphor, finely powdered . . . . , . I draclim.

Tartarised antimony J- ounce.

Gum guaiacum 3 »
Penuel seeds, powdered . . . H „

Jlilhridate 1 „

(iive these in a quart and a half of gruel, iu which three quarters of a pound of treacle

has been boiled. Keep the animal in the house well littered with clean straw and

clothed, comfort being as conducive to a cure as medicine. If, however, the disorder

does not yield to this treatment. Brown recommends amputation of the paralysed part

of the tail at the joint above, or until blood flows. Wrap the stump in a rag with a

handful of salt, to stop the bleeding.

Sprains and Bruises.—These are less common in cattle than in horses, and are more

easily cured, when the animals are not required for draught. The treatment should first
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be by fomentation^ to reduce the inflammation, after which apply the following liniment

to the part affected two or three times a day until the symptoms have disappeared :

—

Linseed oil 5 ounces.

Spirit of turpentine 1 ounce.

Hartshorn, or liquid ammonia ... 1 „

In obstinate cases, a blister will be necessary. In simple sprains or bridsesj the following

lotion will be suflScieut :

—

GoiUard's extract 5 ounce.

Vinegar 2 ounces.

Water 4 „

Wounds.—If cattle receive serious wounds, either external or internal, the safest and

most economical plan will be to kill them at once and sell the carcases, as the flesh is not

in the first instance injured or unwholesome. It is only, therefore, in simple cases of

wounds that medical treatment is recommended, severe cases being always tedious to

cure, and frequently attended with loss of life under the best treatment. A simple cut

with a sharp instrument may generally be cured by bringing the edges of the cut

together, and keeping them in position by adhesive plaster. Where this cannot be done

in consequence of the action of the muscles, the edges must be brought and kept together

by a few stitches with a needle and thread, or fine twine, cutting the twine away when

the adhesion has taken place. Sometimes the edges are pinned together, and threads

twisted across them, drawing the pin out when the wound is healed. The wound

should be well cleansed with a sponge and warm water before closing it. Irregular

wounds, or those inflicted with a blunt instrument, which are also usually accompanied

with bruises, are more difiicult to cure. If they are deep, they are usually attended

with suppuration, seldom healing " by the first intention." If, in such cases, the edges

are brought together, the wound may possibly heal outwardly, whilst ulceration is going

on below. It is, therefore, better to let the healing process take place from below by

promoting the suppuration, and keeping the wound perfectly clean, and pressing out the

matter when the closeness of the parts requires it.

In cases of wounds in the belly by goring, or by being staked in leaping a hedge, if

the bowels protrude, clean them from dirt with a sponge and warm water, then carefully

replace them in the abdomen, and stitch up the wound with a crooked needle and strong

waxed linen thread, applying a rude bandage round the carcase to prevent the reopening

of the wound by the internal pressure. Let the patient remain in a house by itself,

giving it bran mashes or thick oatmeal gruel, and a little fresh grass. Should costivcncss

supervene, give a pint of castor oil in a half gallon of thin warm gruel, it being of impor-

tance to keep the bowels open. The best plan to perform the operation is by casting the

animal on its back, which will facilitate the replacement of the bowels in the cavity of

the abdomen. If air has collected in the part forced out, it will be necessary to enlarge

the opening with a knife, avoiding the vital parts. If inflammation sets in, bleeding

must be resorted to. If gangrene, stimulants should be applied to check suppura-

tion ; say

—

Tincture of myrrli 2 ounces.

Corrosive sublimate 12 grains.

AVatcr 4 ounces.
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Or the following may be used :-

Hog's lard 6 ounces.

Bees'-wax 1 ouuce.

Spirit of turpcutiue 6 onuces.

Melt these together and add powdered verdigris, 1 oz. Stir the mixture till cold to

prevent the verdigris from sinking to tlic bottom. In very severe eases, it is better to

place tlie animal under the care of a veterinary surgeon than to attempt to cure without

a perfect knowledge of the anatomy of tlie animal.

OF GESTATION AND rARTUIUTION.

Gestation.—The term of gestation of the cow is nine months, or a few days more or

less, and she seldom brings forth more than one at a time, although occasionally two,

and, in very rare cases, three have been produced. Every careful dairyman will keep a

register of the time when the cow has taken the bull, in order to have her dried off in

proper time. She should be kept quiet for some time before calving, and fed with

nutritious food. If this latter particular is attended to, she may be milked until a very

short time before calving, without any detriment to the calf. In cold wintry weather,

the cows in calf should be takeu into tlie house in the night, and, if stormy, in tlie day-

time also. If allowed to drop her calf in the field in such weather, it will very probably

perish if in the uight, and be seriously injured in the day. If the cow comes in early,

she should be fed with good hay for a few weeks previous to parturition, turning her

into a straw-yard for an hour or two during the day. But if late, she should have the

run of a fresh and rich pasture for a month or six weeks previous to calving. Good air

and quiet are necessary, with good keeping.

At this period, cows are subject to stranguary, or difiBculty in voiding their urine, in

consequence of the pressure of the calf upon the sphincter of the bladder. To remove

tbis, give the following medicine until tlie cow is relieved :

—

rendered camphor 2 drachms.

Nitre H ounce.

Spirit of nitrous ether j „

Laadauam 3 ,,

Warm oatmeal gruel 1 pint.

If the disorder is attended with costiveness, give 1 lb. of Epsom salts dissolved in half a

gallon of warm gruel, assisted with a clyster consisting of 4 oz. of linseed oil, 1 quart

of thin warm gruel, and \ oz. of salt of tartar, to make them amalgamate. If this does

not speedily operate, it must be repeated in half an hour, and continued every twenty

minutes, until relief is afforded.

If cows are kept too high before calving, they are in danger of having the milk-fever,

or inflammation of the womb. If they show a tendency to fatten, they should be put

upon less nutritious food ; and if this does not reduce them, and their time is near, have

recourse to bleeding.

Abortion.—This malady is sometimes induced by atmospheric causes, in which case

it is considered epidemic. The cows in this case become debilitated, and, if subjected to

any sudden and violent exertion, they slip their calves. Sympathy also is said to induce

it, and it is only prudent when a cow, from whatever cause, has slipped her calf, to
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separate lier from the lierd. Cows in this abortive condition should have careful atten-

tion paid them for some time after, feeding them with bran mashes and other laxative

food.

Diseased Udder.—A. great swelling of the udder takes place in cows when about to

calve, attended witli inflammation, which sometimes results in abscesses. In such cases,

bleeding is the first resource, taking three or four quarts of blood; and afterwards admi-

nister the following medicine :

—

Epsom salts 1 pnunJ.

Castor or linseed oi! 2 ounces.

Warm gruel 1 quart.

The udder also should be fomented with a decoction of elder, licnilock, or mallows.

Dip large woollen cloths into the hot liquor, then wring them out and envelop the

udder in them, keeping the cloths close to it by cords or bandages. Repeat this every

three or four hours until the inflammation is subdued. If the parts are still hard, rub

them with the following liniment three or four times a day :

—

Lmseed oil 4 ounces.

Spirit of turpentine 1 ounce.

Hartshorn, or liquid ammonia . . . \ „

If the inflammation arises from cold, the coat will stare, the breathing will be quick,

and the appetite will fall ofi". These are sure symptoms of fever to a greater or less

extent, and bleeding is the first remedy ; after which the following laxative m;iy be

given;—
Common salt 6 ounces.

Linseed oil C „

Mustard 1 ounce.

Salt of tartar \ „

Thin linseed gruel 1 quart.

Keep the animal warm aiid dry in a house, and i'eed her with warm mashes of malt or

bran. Give also warm water in which is dissolved an ounce of nitre finely powdered,

morning and evening.

Parturition, or Calviiif/.—It is not often that either cows or other domestic animals

require assistance in bringing forth their young, nature being in most cases quite com-

petent to perform and perfect lier own work. And it is only when by accident or a

wrong position or presentation of the foetus, that the aid of man is required. The

possibility of such cases renders it necessary that all animals should be watched when

parturition is known to be at hand. It is commonly sixpposcd that short-horned cattle

arc more frequently subject to preternatural positions than others, but no reason has

ever been assigned for it.

In cases of preternatural presentation it is far more safe to employ a regular veteri-

nary surgeon, than for an inexperienced amateur to undertake the dilficidt task. The

condition of the animal presents so many diftcx'cnt phases that it requires one acquainted

experimentally with their nature and various aspects, to know how to deal with them.

Lawrence, however, who was a regular veterinarian of great experience and practice,

has given the following directions for the cattle grazier or dairyman who is in a situa-

tion where no veterinary surgeon is at baud :

—
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1. Employ timely assistance before tlie aiiim;il is cxiiiuistcd.

2. Extraction never to l)c attempted in an improper position.

3. Supple the hand and arm with warm water and fresh lard.

4. Examination best made with the cow standing, and in the intervals of pains.

5. In pulling at the feet enclose the claws or hoofs in the hand^ that the horn may
not braise the cow.

G. The navcl-striug bursting, and the usual flux of blood, of no consequence.

7. Instruments to be used onJij as the last resort, and by experienced and steady

persons alone.

The proper position of the calf presents its head and fore feet, the muzzle resting

between the feet, with the back of the animal npwards. Seven preternatural presen-

tations are enumerated by an experienced veterinary surgeon (Mr. Downing) all re-

quiring assistance, namely :—1st. A reverse, in which the tail and hind quarters present

themselves first, ."ind. The fore feet first, the head not Ijeing visible. 3rd. Side, belly

upwards, the iiead being reversed over one .shoulder, the legs appearing. 1th. The fore

feet, with the head under the brisket. 5th. The head alone, or with only one fore leg

accompanying it. 6th. This is nearly the same as 5th, and requires similar assistance.

7th. The calf lying on its back, with the four legs folded nearly together, and close up

t'j the cow's back; the head appearing or doubled back even with the ribs, on one side

or the other; the hind leg, perhaps, appearing. The following observations of Youatt

on this subject are worthy of attention :
—

" Unnatural Presentation.—It will soon be evident whether the calf is in the right

position. The appearance of the feet and the situation of the head Avill be satisfactory

on this point ; but from fright, or violence, or some mdcnown cause, the position of the

foetus is sometimes strangely altered, so as to render its extraction difficult or impos-

sible In some cases, although the throes rapidly sviccced each other and are

not deficient in power, nothing, or perhaps only the mere hoofs protrude from the

vagina. This must not be suffered long to continue, for if it does the strength of the

cow will be rapidly wasted. The haiul and arm, having been well oiled, must be in-

troduced into the passage in order to ascertain the position of the foetus. The whole of

the passage being probably well occupied by the head or fore limbs, and the uterus and

vagina powerfully contracting, the arm of the operator will receive very considerable

and benumbing pressure ; and sometimes to such an extent that the perfect feeling of

the limb will not be restored until some hoxirs have passed. This must not be regarded,

but the surgeon must steadily, yet not violently, push the arm forward, taking care that

he does not wound the cow with his nails.

" If he finds the fore feet far up the passage and head between them, but sunk down

below the bones of the pelvis, he will immediately perceive that the abstraction of the

calf is impossible while it remains in this position. He will, therefore, pass a cord with

a slip-knot round each of the feet and push them back into the womb. Next, with

the slip-knot of a third cord in his hand, he will push back the whole of the foetus

gradually, but firmly, until he is able to get his hand under the head and elevate it, and

pass the noose round the lower jaw. Then grasping the upper jaw and endeavouring to

raise the muzzle thus above the rim of the pelvis, his assistants will draw the three

cords, and easily bring the head and the feet into the passage in their natural position.

" If the head is not depressed between the feet, but bent down on one side, below the

VOL. 11. H H
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passage, cords must be put round tlie fore feet, and they are to be returned as in the

other case. The head is to be sought out and a noose passed round the jaw, and tlien

the operator putting his hand against the chest of the foetus and pushing it back, his

assistants are to gently draw the three cords until the head and feet are properly placed.

Great care should, however, be taken that in drawing out the fore fcet^ the womb is

not injured by the hoofs; they should generally be brought forward separately, and

guarded by the hand of the operator within the womb. If there should be insuperable

difficulty in raising and bringing the head round, and the calf is dead, the skin must

be turned back from one of the legs, beginning at the forearm and reaching the

shoulder as already described, and the shoulder detached which, considering the weak-

ness of the muscles and ligaments at that age, will be readily effected. The assistant

then pulling steadily at the legs, and the surgeon forcing the chest back into the belly,

the extraction of the foetus will rarely be difficult.

" It may happen that after many throes no portion of the fogtus appears, but the

calf is found turned in the womb with his back resting on the belly of its mother, the

feet against the spine, the head depressed below the bones of the pelvis, and the poll

pressing against these bones. To turn the calf in this position will be difficult and

often impossible ; but cords having been fastened as before, to the feet and to the lower

jaw, the hand should be introduced under the head so as to raise it in some measure,

and enable the assistants by means of the cords to bring it and the feet into the passage.

If the foetus should be dead, or the life of the mother appears in danger, it will be very

easy, while in this position, to separate one or both shoulders and the head may then be

readily brought out.

" It is not uncommon for the tail alone to be seen at the mouth of the passage.

This is a breech-presentation, and a very dangerous one. The calf cannot be expelled

by the natural throes of the mother, the doubling of the hind legs offering au insuper-

able obstacle ; nor will it be possible for the foetus to be turned in the womb. The hand

must be introduced, one of the hocks searched out^ and the noose end of a cord brought

round it; next, the free end of the cord must be carried in, and passed through the

noose, which is to be tightened and fixed above the hock. The operator must then

press against the breech^ forcing the calf backward and upward, while the assistants

draw the hock to the commencement of the passage by means of the cords. The

surgeon should then shift his hand down to the hoof, in order to guard the uterus, as

the foot is brought over the ridge of the pelvis. The other hock being drawn from

under the foetus in the same way, the birth may be easily accomplished.

" The birth being effected, the practitioner should examine the womb, in order to

ascertain the state of the placenta, and whether there is a second calf. The cases of

twins will not often give the practitioner much trouble ; for the calves are usually small,

and easily brought through the passage, unless they should both present themselves at

the same time. Therefore, at the commencement of every labour, the surgeon should

carefully ascertain whether the parts presenting may not belong to tM'O distinct calves

;

in which case one must be pushed back until the other is delivered ; for, in the attempt

to extract them both together, the mother and the calves would inevitably perish."*

Cases occur sometimes, called " the horning of the lye," or calf-bed, in which the

passage of the uterus is contracted by the hardening of that part next the womb, so tliat

• Youatt on Catlle, p. B37.
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the smallest baud, aud eveu the finger, cannot pass ; consequently; unless relief is

rendered, it will be impossible for the cow to give birth to the calf; and numbers have

been lost in consequence. The only method of aftbi'ding relief is by introducing Mitli

the hand a small but sharp knife, guided by the forefinger to the part where the

obstruction exists. With the point of the knife, the horny obstruction at the entrance

to the womb must be completely divided, -which will give instant relief; and, tlio

natural pains being resumed, the calf, with a little assistance, may be extracted. To

heal the parts wounded in the operation, inject (after the placenta has come away), with

a long-pointed syringe, camphorated spirits of wine twice or thrice a day, keeping the

animal warm, and giving her a supply of good, fresh food, and clean litter.

After the calf has been cleaned by its mother, or by the use of a sponge and warm

water, secure the navel-string with a piece of waxed cord, at the distance of tvi'o or

three inches from the body. The part of the navel-string beyond the ligature may then

be cut off, but not very close to the cord, lest it should get untied. Keep the mother

two or three days iu the house, giving her only tepid water, in which a little oatmeal

has been mixed. After the third day she may be turned out for two or three hours in

the middle of the day, if the weather is fine; aud, in a week, may be left in the pasture

all day.

Falling/ down of the Calf-bed.—This occurs sometimes after a difficult labour of a

cow iu a weak state of health. A cow therefore, in this condition, inust be watched,

and the placenta removed with great care, to prevent flooding, which is the cause of this

disorder. If the calf-bed then falls, it must be carefully replaced, and the hand of the

operator kept in it uutil it has resumed its natural warmth. Then let the hand be

withdrawn cautiously, and the following draught administered :

—

Powdered willow bark 2 ounces. Febrifuge antimonial powder .... 1 ounce.

Camphor 1 drachm. Laudanum ^ „

Powdered nitre h ounce. Linseed, boiled iu two quarts of water . 6 ounces.

Give this draught in a lukewarm state, keeping the cow as quiet as possible, with her

head on an inclination of fifteen degrees lower than her haunches. The exposed parts

should be rubbed with the following liniment :

—

Brandy J gill.

Camphorated spii its of wine ] ounce.

Oliye oil 2 ounces.

Sore Udder.—This is also termed " downfall," and it occurs most witli cows that

have been long liabituated to milking, the lacteals having assumed a strong tendency to

absorb the milky fluid of the stomacli. The disease shows itself by the milk assuming a

curdled appearance ; the udder becomes tumorous and enlarged, and it is difficult to

milk the cow, owing to the pain the oijcratiou inflicts. On the other hand, it is equally

difficult to dry her up, on account of the increased action of the vessels. In this case

bleeding will be necessary, repeated every fourteen days for six weeks, in order to divert

the action of the lacteals. But if the milk lessens gradually of its own accord, bleeding

is unnecessary. If it be neglected in the first case, a portion of milk will be carried

into the udder, where, finding no discharge, it will coagulate and be corrupted,

producing ulceration or garget.

In the first instance the indurated parts must be brought to a suppuration by warm

H H 2
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poultices of oatmeal aud cmollieuts_. drawing ofi' the milk from the teat uext the

hardened parts. When suppuration has taken place, keep the part clean, \yashing it

frequently with warm milk and water, keeping tlie wound covered from the air. If the

disease is detected hefore the iudui'ation takes place, the following recipe will reduce the

swelling, and restore the healthy action of the lacteals :

—

Salt of tartar 3 drachms.

Epsom salts i pound.

Saltpetre 1 ounce.

Reduce these to powder, aud mix with three pints of warm oatmeal gruel.

Bad cases of downfall have been cured by the following medicine, given every

twelve hours :

—

Purified nitre .... . . . ^ ounce.

Salt of tartar h „

Pebrifuge powder of antimony . . . v „

Peruvian bark \ ,,

Pondered fennel seeds 1 ,,

Give these in warm oalmcal gruel, and repeat the dose three times, bathing the indurated

parts with the following lotion :—
Goulard's extract 3 ounces.

Hartshorn ?, ounce.

Camphorated spirits of wine .... Bounces.

Chaps.—These, in their simple form, whether they occur in tlic thighs, or the teats

or udder, are easily cured by the following lotion :

—

Goulard's extract 2 ouuces.

Camphorated spirits of ^vine . . . . G „

But sometimes the swelling of the udder, with inilammation, takes place, and matter is

secreted, in which case an opening must be made at the lowest point at which the

matter is lodged, and as close to the teat as possible ; then inject a quantity of warm

milk and water into the wound with a syringe twice or thrice daily, in order towasli out

all the secreted matter, until the healing process commences. If the granidation is

delayed, the edges of the wound must be excited by a solution of white vitriol

—

\ oz. in

4 oz. of rose-water ; or washing the parts with spirit aud water will sometimes produce

the same effect.

SECTION XVI.

THE DISEASES OF SHEEP.

Ii' the intrinsic value of our domesticated animtds were to be determined by size, the

sheep would hold a position much lower than the ox amongst the live stock of tlie farm.

But there are properties about this animal which give it a claim to the first place in our

estimation, and which woidd render its loss of far more importance, and a far greater

calamity, than that of any other animal, not excepting even the horse ; for not only
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docs it supply our tables with tlic most csteeuicil article of auinial food, but its place

has, from the remotest ages of our agricultural history, furuislicd the staple material of

British manufactures. In addition to this, it will exist and thrive upon pastures where

an ox would starve ; and will uot oidy thrive itself, but, by its dung and its light tread,

it will improve the quality and productivene.'is of the grass, and even of the soil itself,

by promotiug its consolidation. The sliecp must he considered an indigene of Britain ;

for certainly, if we regard the quality of the fleece and of the flesh, it is thci'c that the

animal is found in the highest state of perfection. Whether it is owing to our insular

situation, or to the peculiarities of our climate, the most useful wool and the most

delicious mutton are produced on the scanty pastures of the British downs and

mountains. It is thought by some that the fineness and evenness of the fleece of the

British sheep is owing to culture, and that originally the wool was all mixed with hair,

and the flesh was coarse and unsavory. There is doubtless some truth in this assertion,

hut uot, we think, to the extent some naturalists would have us believe. In proof of this,

if we take a British sheep, of whatever breed, to a warm climate—say the West Indies

—

the quality both of the wool and of the flesh will immediately begin to deteriorate ; and iir

two or three seasons the former will become hair, and the latter dogs' meat. On the

other hand, if taken to a more northern latitude—Iceland, for instance—it diminishes

iu size, and acquires an outward coating of long coarse hair, covering one of wool,

which becomes thick and close iu winter. No doubt, even in those extreme regions,

culture will to some extent modify these changes ; but, while the tendency with them

is decidedly to this deterioratiou, the soil, climate, and geographical situation of Britain

are of that medium quality required to produce and maintain the sheep iu the highest

state of perfection of which it is capable.

The diseases of sheep are comparatively much less numerous than those of the horse

or ox, but their peculiarities are well defined, and understood by shepherds who know

their business ; and they require narrowly to be watched, as, when taken with disease,

they frequently separate from the flock, and retire to some lone spot, where, if not

sought out, they will pine away and die.

DISEASES OF THE HEAD.

Staggers.—This disorder has various denominations, as " sturdy ," (joggles, turn-sick

or fern-sick, clunt, hydrocephalus; all these are looked upon by ignorant persons as

separate diseases, when they all proceed from the same cause, the presence of hyatids iu

the brain, a species of worm formed like bags or cysts, and filled with fluid. They

usually lodge between the skull and the brain, but in some eases arc found in the

substance of the brain itself. Sometimes, at death, the brain of the sheep is almost

wasted away by the increase in numbers and size of these destructive parasites. They

usually attack sheep of from a year to eighteen months old, and seldom at a more

advanced age. "When the head is opened after death, water is found between the skull

and the brain, and sometimes iu the ventricles of the brain.* It prevails most in low

and damp situations and bogs, and in cold, Avet springs, when the earth is saturated with

water. In such seasons the young sheep, and sometimes the lambs, begin to exhibit

symptoms of the staggers.

* Martin on the Shcpp, p. 76,
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At first the steep appears dejected aud dull, lagging behind its companions, and

mopino- alone. Its walk becomes unsteady; it stands staring unconsciously, then

starting ofif in terror, stops again, and staves vacantly as before. It pores over the

glassy water of a ditch till it reels aud falls in. It eats little, becomes lean, has a

haggard countenance, and a vacant eye of a singular blue colour. It goes round and round

repeatedly as it feeds, blindness comes on, and the rotary motion sometimes continues

for r.n hour ; the animal falls, rises up, and thus continues the routine until it dies, or

perishes in some stream or by falling down a precipice.

AVhen the hyatid lies upon the surface of the brain, its gradual pressure upwards,

though slight, produces an absorption of the bony surface of the skull itself immediately

over the spot where it is lodged. The skull there feels soft on the outside, and an

operation may be safely performed, with a chance of saving the life of the sheep. If

the bone over the cyst is gone, a crosswise incision may be made over the part, the flaps

of the skin turned back, and the hyatid exposed and removed altogether if possible.

But if the bone be not dissolved, the trephine is sometimes employed to remove it, in

order to obtain access to the hyatid, which must then be taken out. A better method,

however, is employed by the French veterinarians, by puncturing the cyst with an awl

where the skin is soft, placing the sheep on its back, in order to drain off as much of

the fluid as possible, and repeating the operation at intervals of two days. Hogg, the

Ettrick shepherd, employed another method, which consisted in thrusting a knitting

needle up the nostril of the sheep, and forcing it through the bone of the skull into the

cyst, which destroyed the hyatid, and the animal recovered its health.

This disease may be prev^uted by proper diet and air, by draining the pasturage,

and avoiding putting young sheep into low, damp situations, carefully attending to the

comfort of ewes in the early spring, and letting them have a lump of salt in the field at all

times. Another species of worm has been found in the frontal sinus of a sheep, wliich

Pthind, of Edinburgh, says belongs to the genua 2}entastoma, and the species oris. It is,

however, consido'cd a rare occurrence to find it in such a part of the skull.

Hydrocephalus, or Water on the Brain.—This differs from the former case in not

being occasioned b}^ parasites, the lamb being sometimes born with it in an incipient

state. It consists in an accumulation of serous fluid upon the surface of the brain,

between the pia-maier and the arachnoid coat,* or within the brain itself, occupying the

ventricles, and descending from the fifth ventricle into tlie sheath of the meduUn

oblongata. When this disease is congenital, the lamb is born with difiiculty, the head

being enlarged, the bones soft, the sutures open ; and it becomes necessary in some

cases to destroy tlic lamb by dissection to facilitate the parturition. In all cases the

disease is incurable, being the result of a weak constitution, so that, if the water were

drawn off, as in the case of hyatids, nothing could prevent its re-accumulation in

increased quantities owing to the predisposition in the constitution of the animal.

Apoplexy.—This is a common disease in sheep, especially in fat sheep in the spring.

It is occasioned by a sudden and violent flow of blood to the vessels of the brain, pro-

ducing extreme pressure and, in some cases, instant death. We have ourselves seen

sheep, when quietly feeding, drop suddenly on their bellies and die instantly. It is

almost impossible for the shepherd or owner to be upon their guard against this disease,

Piit-mater. A voscular membrane covering the convolutions of the brain. Arachnoid. A thin transparent
membrane between ihepia-mnter and the dura-mater.
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which seldom gives any symptomatic warning ; and the only course to follow when it

occurs is instantly to open the carotid artery, so as, if possible, to draw off the blood ;

but in many eases the fluid is instantly stagnant and will not flow. If, however, the

sheep discover symptoms of the disorder, as they do in some instances by a half stupid

appearance, a pound of blood may be taken from the jugular vein, which will instantly

relieve the brain. After which a dose of Epsom salts of four ounces, repeated in ounce

doses every four hours, may restore the animal to health. But if it be already fat the

safest plan will be to kill it at once, the flesh being perfectly free from unwholcsomc-

ness, and all trouble and future danger saved. It is generally the fattest sheep that are

taken with this disorder, and the richest pastures, as those of Leicestershire, Romney

Marsh, Gloucestershire, and other disti-icts, arc peculiarly conducive to it. Clover is

also dangerous in the spring of the year, when the flow or circulation of the fluids of

the body is quickened. Fattening sheep should always have salt to lick in the field as

the most likely preventive of apoplexy.

Inflammation of the Brain, or Phrcnitis.—This is produced liy the same causes as

a])oplexy, the vessels of the brain being overloaded with blood, but not so as to produce

instant death. In this case the symptoms arc, dulness, a disinclination to move or

eat, bloodshot and staring eyes. After a time the countenance assumes a wild aspect,

the animal gallops about frantically, attacking its companions, or any living object that

comes in its way, with all the symptoms of delirium, dashing itself violently on the

ground, and in the midst of its paroxysms, it staggers, fiills, and dies, some vessel of

the brain having been ruptured by the violence of the exertion. Copious bleeding from

the jugular vein followed by doses of Epsom salts, as in apoplexy, are the means that

should be employed in the first instance as soon as it is suspected that the disease is

approaching. If the animal is sufficiently fat, it will be best to kill it at once as in the

last disease, the flesh not being at all affected in the first stages of the disorder.

Rabies, or Madness.—This is different from phrenitis, being occasioned by the bite of

a mad dog. The symptoms, however, are so similar in the first instance that it is difficult

to distinguish between them, yet there are differences in the symptoms which may

enable an observer to judge. Madness frequently seizes a whole flock, through the

ferocity of a rabid dog, which, pi-owling about, finds its way into the fold or field, and

bites every sheep it can get hold of. If the animals arc in their wool, the bites arc

confined to the heads and legs ; but if clipped, any part may be bitten. Generally tlie

whole flock will be found to be greatly agitated after such a visit, and soon the farmer

becomes aware of the calamity that has befallen him, probably from the fact of a mad

dog having been seen or destroyed in the neighbourhood. In this case every sheep

should be carefully examined, and the wounds, whether large or small, thoroughly burnt

with lunar caustic (nitrate of silver), a stick or pencil of which should be formed small

enough to be inserted into every puncture. If the bite is oblique in the flesh it will be

necessary to enlarge the wound with a lancet or a sharp penknife, in order to admit

the caustic to the very bottom, which is absolutely required to eradicate or neutralise

the poison, the least portion of which remaining will be fatal. Having done all that is

possible the farmer must await the result, for the disease may still be latent, in which

case the symptoms will appear in about a fortnight or three weeks, but in some instances

the time is extended to eight, ten, or even twelve weeks, so subtle is the poison and so

slow in its operation.
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The first symptom is a tencleucy in tlic sheep to chase its fellows about the (ield,

and at the same time its appetite falls off aud it loses flesh. Soon a stupor super-

venes, especially in the case of ewes, wliicli soon become paralysed and die. Lambs

fall into convulsions, in successive fits, •which also end in death in two or three days.

In tlie case of rams and wedders, they pusli their heads against the ground, or banks,

or palings, and use their horns and heads iu butting against each other violently, or

against any object that comes in their ^vay, till the skin is stripped from their fore-

heads. There is a copious discharge of mucus from the nostrils and of saliva from the

mouth, they drink from the dirtiest puddles, cat mud aud earth, nibljle bits of wood

and sticks, and in their paroxysms of delirium bleat in a high key, and with a strange,

wild, plaintive, wailing expression. Soon they become paralysed, convulsed, and die,

usually on the third day, but sometimes not until the fifth. There is no cure for this

disease except that in the first instance as we have mentioned above.

Lockcd-Jaw, or Tetanus.—Sheep are occasionally attacked with this disorder, which

is brought on by cold rains and severe weather, especially at lambing time. Young

lambs are peculiarly subject to it from the same cause; but it is sometimes produced

by the rough manner in "which the operation of castration is performed, which produces

spasmodic contraction of the muscles, particularly those of the jaws, which become

strongly closed. A peculiar spasmodic twitching of the head or some of the limbs,

grinding of the teeth, aud a rigidity of the jaws are the primary symptoms. These

increase in a few hours, when the frame becomes stiff, the neck is protruded and the

head fixed backward, the whole muscular frame being rigid. Convulsive paroxysms

intervene between fits of spasm, and death takes place iu ten or twelve hours. Some-

times the disease, though more protracted, gradually subsides, and the animal's constitu-

tion overcomes it.

In treating for this disorder blood must be taken from the animal in the first

instance, according to its age and strength ; then purgatives aud opiates sliould be

administered, keeping the patient warm and under shelter. Castor oil in doses of

2 oz., with laudanum of 1 or l^ drachm, given, in gruel, repeating the castor oil in

smaller doses every two or three hours, until it takes efiect. After this a cordial drink

of gruel, ginger and ale, or gin, will usually complete the cure. To administer the

medicine the mouth of the sheep must be opened with the thumb of the operator, which

is easily efl'ected, and the action itself prevents the muscular system generally from

sympathising with the muscles of the jaws, the latter being the incitements to a similar

spasmodic action throughout the frame.

Tins disease may be averted from the flock by a due and humane attention to the

safety and comfort of the ewes and lambs at yeaning time. Shelter and sound whole-

some food are the most certain preventatives, and the disease chiefly shows itself on

bleak unsheltered commons and heaths during the late winter and early spring.

Catarrh.—This is caused by grazing in boggy situations in cold windy weather. By

some it is considered contagious, because it sometimes spreads throughout a whole

flock ; but it is quite as probable that, while all have fed in the same pasture they will

all be afl'ected by the same cause. We know but little of the origin or spread of wliat

are called endemic and epidemic diseases; but when we see a disease prevail iniivcrsally

in a district, whilst in an adjoining one possessing a difl'erent atmos^shcric aspect, it

does not appear at all, it is quite as reasonable to suppose that it is the unhealthiness of
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the situation rather tliau the contagious nature of the disease^ that causes its spread-

ing tlirough a Hock or herd.

In catarrh, a i)urulcnt and fostid discharge issues from tlic nostrils, the niemljranc of

which is excoriated, the animal is dull and falls off its appetite, the eyes become blood-

shot, arid eventually the lining membrane, the fauces, the glands of the throat, ihe

larynx, and the windpipe arc highly inflamed. The disorder requires immediate atten-

tion, being in danger of settling on the lungs and producing consumption. j\lild

aperients, bran mashes, and above all removal to a dry sheltered situation, are the most

approved remedies; but if cough supervenes, it will be necessary to bleed in order to

remove the inflammation and prevent it from settling on the lungs. The fall of the

year, when the weather breaks up, is frequently marked by the spreading of catarrh

amongst sheep ; to prevent which, it is requisite to keep them in a dry sheltered

situation, especially during the night.

AVhen, through neglect, catarrh has merged^ into consumption, but little can be done,

except, perhaps, in the first instance, when iodine of potassium in doses of three grains

given morning and night, and gradually increasing the doses to twelve grains, has been

recommended. But the remedy is too expensive, and the chances of recovery too feeble,

to make such a course of treatment expedient. The following is recommended by

Brown :—

•

Gum guaiacum ~ ounce.

Camphor, finely powdercj
-J drachm.

Tartarised antimony j ounce.

i'ennel seeds, powdered J „

Jlithridate J „

Make tliese up into a ball with treacle. In all cases of aonfirmed cough it is the

best plan to get the sheep fat if possible, the remedy being tedious, troublesome, and

expensive.

Thrush, or Aphtha in the Mouth.—This disease commences with inflammation of

the mouth, producing small vesicles. It is considered epidemical, and if taken in

time is easily cured, but if neglected frequently proves fatal. The first symptoms are

slightly febrile ; the animal is dull, pines, wanders about, neglects to feed, and ceases

to ruminate. Ropy saliva drips from the mouth, in which vesicles are found on exami-

uation, as well as on the lips and nose. In this case, as soon as ascertained, the mouth

s;liould be well cleansed and washed with a weak solution of alum, or tiiicture of myrrh

and water, administering at the same time a purgative dose.

Youatt suspects that thrush frequently accompanies foot-rot, but is uncertain

whether this arises from the sheep rubbing the foot with the muzzle and thus inocu-

lating the mouth, or whether a sympathetic connection exists between the parts to

produce it. Certain it is that the two disorders frequently exist together, though

requiring different modes of treatment. The black muzzle is one of the same class of

disorders, but is not contagious. It shows itself in scabby eruptions about tlie miizzlc,

eyes, and ears of sheep, mostly in lambs, and is easily cured by aperient medicine, and

a dressing of sulphur ointment mixed with one-twelfth part of its weight of mercurial

ointment.

Blindness.—This disorder is caused by a sudden change from a warm to a told

locality, or by gi-azing in a moist pasture, or by great heat during the dog-days, or by

scanty feeding. It is also induced by an atmospheric blight. The sheep should Ijc
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removed to a place out of danger of accidents; and an ointment made of nitric oxide of

mercury drawn across the eyeball, with a camel's hair pencil or a feather, will some-

times restore the sight.

DISEASES OF THE CHEST.

The 7^oj.—This disorder commences with inflammation of the liver, which soon

spreads to the lungs, and eventually the whole system is aifected, and water is generated

in the abdominal cavity. Still, the liver is the principal seat of the disorder, being

always found after death in a diseased and decomposed condition, with fluke-worms

lodged in its substance. Sheep are peculiarly liable to this disorder when fed on low

wet pasturage, covered with coarse, rank, or nourishing herbage (salt marshes being

exempt). On the other hand, mountain and hilly lands are free from tliis disorder, the

symptoms of which are a quick feverish pulse, dulness, unwillingness to move, heaving

at the flank, costiveness, a yellow tinge of the skin and eyes, and when the right side is

pressed, the animal evinces pain, and the right fore foot exhibits a peculiar lameness.

If neglected, the disease usually has a rapid course, ending in death. But sometimes, it

assumes a chronic form, and the liver decays graduallj', quicker or slower, according to

the animal's constitution. This is the true rot.

This disease has produced great ravages in the flocks of sheep in England, France,

Holland, Germany, Norway, the United States, Australia, and Van Diemen's Land.

Youatt estimates the loss in the United Kingdom alone at a million of sheep and lambs

annually by this disease; and that "in the winter of 1830-1, double that number were

destroyed by it ; and had the pestilence committed the same ravages throughout the

kingdom which it did in a few of the midland, eastern, and southern counties, the breed

of sheep would have been, in a manner, extirpated."

It is remarkable that when first attacked by this disease, the sheep rapidly accumu-

lates fat ; and, as we have already observed, when Bakewell wanted to get ready a lot of

sheep for the butcher quickly, he used to flood his pastures, and as soon as the water was

run off', to turn his sheep upon them. They speedily rotted, and at the same time accu-

mulated fat with wonderful rapidity, by which he gained five or six weeks on his neigh-

bours. " How far he was justified," says Martin, " in this plan is another matter. We
think he was not. But a person who relishes the diseased livers of geese in pastry

—

pates de foie-gras—cannot object to the flesh of a jaundiced sheep, witli pale, flabby

muscular fibres, and greasy yellow fat." *

The fact is, this rapid accumulation of fat is itself one phase of the disease, nor does

it continue long. Bakewell's acuteuess and experience enabled him to determine the

precise time when it became necessary, for his own profit, to dispose of the sheep with-

out delay. We much question, too, whether the carcases of such sheep would pass

muster in the London markets, or escape the ruthless hands of Dr. Lethcl)y and his

sub-inspectors, the fear of whose scrutinising glance would make even Bakewell hesitate

before he sent them hither. And when once the apparent progress ceases, the reverse

eommenees, and the animal loses flesh far more rapidly than it was gained, and its

whole carcase speedily becomes a mass of corruption, wastes to a skeleton, and it dies.

If this disease is not taken in hand at first no remedy is of any avail. When the

flukes have taken possession of the liver, they increase to hundreds and thousands,

* M.irtin on tlie Sheep, p. 04.
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occupying tlic ducts, aud feeding ou the blood and other fluids, as well as on the

substance of the liver itself. There is no doubt whatever that here is the scat of the

disease, and that from the dcvangcracnt of its functions aud of the digestive powers by

the excessive flow of bile into the system, the whole of which sympathises with the liver,

a general disorganisation ensues, as is manifest upon opening the animal after death.

If this disease is treated for in its first stages, it may be cured without difficulty.

Purgative medicines are required to clear the stomach and bowels of whatever foulness

they are loaded with. Epsom salts in doses of 2 ozs. dissolved in l^ gill of warm water

should be given by means of an elastic tube with a funnel at the extremity. And when

this has operated, give a stimidant consisting of j oz. each of ginger and gentian, both

powdered and made into a ball with linseed meal aud treacle, and at the same time

mashes, with sweet upland hay and other dry food. In bad eases the following recipe

made into a ball has been given with good effect :

—

Antimouy i oiiuce. Oak bark ... 1 diaclim.

Ground camphor .... 1 dracbm. Laadanum 20 drops.

Given evei^y second day till a cure is effected.

Sheep fed ou low moist meadows should be removed at night to an upland pasture,

the damps of evening lieing very injurious to them. Salt also should be constantly

within their reach, nothing being more conducive to their health, or more likely to

preserve them from inflammatory complaints of the liver or lungs. At the same time

thorough draining of pasture lands is the most effectual preventive of the rot, as well as

of other febrile diseases, to which sheep in common with other animals are liable.

Inflammation of the Lungs.-—This is a disease to which lambs are most subject. It

is indicated by a cough ; and when perceived, the follov.ing recipe should be given

daily :

—

Tartarised anlimoiiv 1 drachm.

Linseed tea 4 ounces.

Repeat it until the cough has subsided. In severe cases, blood should be taken from

the neck or the jugular vein ; and afterwards the purgative medicines, keeping the animal

in a warm, dry place.

BroncJiitis.—This is a similar disorder with that of the same name in cattle—au

inflammation of the membrane lining the bronchial tubes, attended with a wheezing

cough, difficulty of breathing, heaving of the flanks, and loss of appetite. In some cases

the parts affected are covered with thousands of parasitic worms {filar'ia), which block

tip the passages and interfere with the breathing, sometimes to the extent of suffocation.

This, however, is a rare case. In ordinary bronchitis give a few doses of Epsom salts

with ginger, and the disease may be cured ; but if the worms appear, common salt in

doses of 2 ozs. daily, and 6 ozs. of lime-water at another hour of the day, will soon

eradicate them.

Larijnyttis.—This is an inflammation of the lining of the larynx or windpipe, and
is attended with a ringing cough different from that in bronchitis. It is caused by
cold taken iu changeable weather, and is considered epidemic. The symptoms arc, a

stretching out of the head, with open mouth, labouring for breath under a feeling of

suffocation, occasioned by a morbid thickening of the membrane, and an almost closing

of the entrance into the windpipe. If the case is extreme, bleeding must be resorted
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to aucl active purgatives administered, as in the case of broncliitisj placing the patient

ill a warm dry situation^ and feeding it with mashes and oatmeal gruel.

DISEASES OF THE ABDO.ME.V.

The Resp, or Red-Water.—This disease attacks sheep at the beginning and end of

winter, and is chiefly confined to low situations where hoar-frost prevails. It may be

prevented by keeping the animals under cover during tlie night at those seasons. The

disease consists of the inflammation of the serous membranes of the abdomen or chest,

or both, inducing blisters filled with a thin watery fluid stained with blood. These

soon break, when the fluid diftuses itself over the parts and the blisters are then covered

with a black scab. The sheep affected separates itself from its fellows, stretches out its

head iu an awkward manner, and a discharge of saliva issues from the mouth. It

arises from exposure to wet and cold, with no fine weather to dry the fleece, and the

skin being constantly irritated by the wet, the blisters form themselves on it. It is

not generally a dangerous disease, but sometimes, according to l\Iartin, it has a rapid

termination, so that a sheep that exiiibits no symptom of the complaint over night,

may be found dead by the shepherd in the morning.* Brown, on the contrary, con-

siders that the disease never has any influence on the blood, otherwise than the small

portion of it that gets into the vesicles under the skin producing the red tinge which

gives the name to the disease.

Bleeding is the first operation, after which aperient medicines and warm fomenta-

tions of the blisters, and the whole of the abdomen. The vesicles should be opened

with a knife and each of them cleansed Avith a weak and warm decoction of tobacco.

The following medicine may be given three or four mornings in succession :

—

Suljihur, in powder 2 ounces.

Treacle 3 „

Nitre i ounce.

Make these up into six equal doses in form of balls, or dissolved in half a pint of water

lukewarm. On the seventh day give an ounce of Epsom salts, and the following day

wash the parts aff'ected with lime-water which generally effects a cure.

The BrcLvy, or Sickness.—This is the most insidious and rapidly fatal disease to

which the sheep is liable. It may be taken with it while feeding, and suddenly drop

down lifeless as if in a fit of apoplexy. And if opened instantly the whole mass of tl>e

carcase will be found in a state of offensive putrescence, rendering the flesh unfit even

for dogs. It is not always, however, so sudden in its cflects. Premonitory symptoms

iu some cases may be observed. The animal is restless and uneasy, alternately lying

down and rising up, standing with its head down and its back arched, showing pain

when in motion, half closing its eyes, the balls of which are blood.shot, the mouth,

tongue, nose, and skin are dry and parched, the pulse strong and rapid, the breathing

hectic and difficult. These are indications that inflammation is rapidly going on, that

great pain is experienced, and that mortification is approaching. "When this stage

* Martin on the Slieep, p. 88. It appears to us that Martia baa confonmleJ the Keel-water with the Braiy, or

Sieknces, though these are distinct in their symptoms and consci|uencc3. Brown, on the other hand, distinguishes between

them, as will be seen in the next description.
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arrives the pain subsides and the animal Logins feeding again^ Init very soon (h'ops dead,

to the surprise of the shepherd^ who may have overlooked the previous symptoms, or

thought the sheep had surmonnted the disease.

Bleeding must be performed in the first instance as soon as the symptoms are

perceived, taking from half a pint to a pint. Then give au ounce of Epsom salts,

dissolved in a pint and half of cold water, in two doses. And as constipation generally

accompanies this disorder, the purgative should be assisted with a clyster of warm broth

or grnel, with one ouuee of lard melted in it. Then administer thrice a day one

drachm of nitre ground into a fine powdei', and made into a ball with treacle and linseed

meal. If intiammation still lingers in the system, inducing fever, bleeding must be

again resorted to.
.
Salt should be given with all the food, which should consist of grass,

or turnips, if grass cannot be obtained. It is, however, onlj' by taking these measures

in the first stage of the disease, that any hope of curing the animal can be entertained.

DUirrhona.—Sheep are frequently affected with this disorder when first turned out to

grass in the spring, especially if the season has been wet, and the grass is luxuriant. In

such cases it is better not to let them remain long in the field for the first few days,

until they have been " fed off." Dry food should also be given them at night when

taken from the pasture. The symptoms of this disorder are an unusual discharge from

the mucous vessels of the intestines, accompanied with pain, gripings, and frequent

discharge of ffeces. No fever attends this complaint, and it [should not be stopped

too suddenly, but it must not, ou the other hand, be allowed to continue too long so as

to produce extreme debility. It frequently rather improves than injures the health of

the animal if it be checked in time.

Change of food from green to dry meat will generally efl'ecL a cure ; but if other-

wise, give half an ounce of prepared chalk in one pint of cow's milk, slightly warmed.

If necessary repeat this the next day. If the pain and purging still continue, give

2 draehms of rhubarb first, and ehalk as a second dose. If these fail, add from twenty

to thirty drops of laudanum, and afterwards the dose of chalk as recommended above.

Dysentery.—This disease is always attended with fever, which is not the ease with

diarrhoea ; the bowels also exhibit symptoms of inflammation attended with griping

pain and costiveness, the fffices being discharged in hard balls, mixed with mucous blood

aud purulent matter from the bowels. The sheep has a languid appearance in the eyes,

a dry mouth, a rough skin, a quickened pulse, and very little appetite for food. It is

the mucous membrane of the intestines that is inflamed, but in its first stage the disease

is often mistaken for diarrhoea and treated as such. Bleeding in the first instance is

necessary to reduce the inflammatory symptoms. Afterwards mild aperients, with

emollient injections, should be administered at short intervals, until the unfavourable

symptoms are removed. Thirty drops of laudanum should be given after bleeding,

and in a few hours a drachm of rhubarb with half an ounce of prepared chalk mixed in

a pint of warm milk. Continue this until the sheep recovers. Feed with hay and

turnips, and the second day after bleeding give a quarter of an ounce of terra-japonica

in warm milk. Martin recommends the following aperient medicine in this disease :

—

Linseed or castor oil 2 ounces.

Powdered opium 2 grains.

T/inseed tea ... • i pint.

Feeding with mashes, gruel, aud hay. When the fever has quite subsided, aud the
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bowels are iu some measure restored to their proper touCj give restorative closes of

gentian and ginger^ lialf a draclim each, with two grains of opium, and a smali quantity

of linseed tea, as a medium, at intervals of sis hours ; aud tlie following day repeat it

once, with the addition of half an ounce of linseed oil. This is Mr. D. Saver's treat-

ment, and seldom fails of success.

Colic.—If the weather is cold and damp after sheep-shearing the sheep arc frequently

attacked with this disorder, which causes the body to swell, and they roll about on the

ground in their agony of pain. It is a spasmodic rather than an inflammatory com-

plaint, and more frequently attacks house-lambs than older sheep, and is occasioned by

overloading the stomach with food iu order to hasten their preparation for the butcher.

Give the patient two table-spoonfuls of the following mixture twice or thrice, at

intervals of an hour :

—

Compound tincture of senna . . . C drachms.

Spirit of nitre 1 ounce.

Tincture of rhubarb 6 drachms.

Laudanum fl „

Wafer 1 quart.

The abdomen should be fomented with flannel dipped in warm water, and the animal

kept warm.

Finding.—Very young lambs are afflicted generally with this disease, which consists

of a feecal discharge of a thin mucous substance, causing the tail to adhere to the anus,

and thus preventing the passage of the dung, sometimes causing the death of the lamb.

To prevent this, the most certain method is to dock the animal a day or two after its

birth. To stop the purging, which is the real disease, give twenty drops of laudanum,

with half a drachm of ground gingei-, made into a small ball with linseed meal and

treacle, aud force it down the animal's throat.

DISE.4.SES OF THE EXTERNAL PARTS OF SHEEP.

Scab, or Itch.—This disease is analogous to the itch in the human subject, and the

mange in horses and dogs, and is exceedingly infectious, troublesome, and dangerous.

When seized with it the sheep rubs itself against every object that comes iu its way,

tearing off the wool and even the skin, which emits a sickly smell, and has a red rugged

appearance, which soon hardens into detached scabs all pver the body. When a sheep

is discovered to have this disease the whole flock must be at once examined, for so

contagious is it that the entire number will very soon be infected. Every sheep, there-

fore, that exhibits the slightest indication of having taken the disease should be imme-

diately removed and placed under a course of medical treatment. The examination of

the flock should continue daily, and the infected removed, until it is certain that none

such remain. The most common and cft'ectual remedy is a preparation of mercury, and

the following ointment has been applied with success :

—

strong mercurial ointment .... 6 pounds.

Spirit of turpentine 3 gills.

Hog's lard, tallow, or butter . . . . G pounds.

First melt the hog's lard or butter and pour it into a vessel ; then add the mercurial

ointment, stirring them well together until perfectly incorporated and the mixture is of

a uniform pale grey colour. Then add the turpentine, and stir the whole until they arc
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perfectly mixed^ when they may be poured into a flat dish and cooled rapidly to prevent the

mercury siuking to the bottom ; and even now it will be necessary to stir it until it is quite

cold. Another, and cheaper, preparation has been recommended as quite as effectual :

—

Corrosive sublimate, finely jiowdcreJ . 8 ounces. Resiii 2 pounds.

Train oil 6 gallons. Tallow 3

Put the corrosive sublimate, with one pound of tallow, into a vessel placed on the fuo,

and when warm stir them well together j then add the resin, which, when melted, wiU

hold the corrosive sublimate in suspension. When these are well incorporated by means

of stirring, the remainder of the tallow should be added, and when thoroughly mixed

pour in the whole of the oil, stirring them imtil perfectly incorporated, when they should

be poured into a large and shallow dish, or it may remain in the vessel in which it was

melted, keeping it stirring in either case until it is cold.

If the weather is warm, and the composition is too thin, add some tallow and resin.

Apply it in the same way as in smearing, beginning with a line in the middle of the

back, one on each side, one dowu each leg and inside the thighs, and one along the

belly and on each side the neck. If the weather is suflBciently mild, the fleece should

be shorn previous to the dressing, and the whole body washed with soda in solution, or

strong soap and water, with a soft brush ; and when the skin is quite dry, apply the

ointment all over the body. If, after the dressing, the disease still appears either over

the whole or a part of the body, it may be inferred that it has become constitutional,

requiring internal remedies; and the following specific is generally successful in

removing the complaint :

—

Sulphur 1 ouuee.

Aatiraony 1- ,.

Purified nitre 1 „

Make into three balls with linseed meal and treacle, and give one every day for a v.^eek.

If the disease is in a neighbourhood, it will be prudent, after shearing a flock,

to dress every sheep with the ointment, even if none of them have any symptoms of the

contagion, as it will act as a preservative in keeping it off. Care must be taken not to

apply too much ointment, which might bring ou salivation, endangering the life of the

sheep. The same eStet may be produced if the mercurial ointment is not intimately

and evenly mixed with the other ingredients, by which means some sheep will get a

larger proportion of it than the rest. The farmer, therefore, should see that this part

of the process is properly done ; otherwise part of the flock will be salivated, whilst the

rest will derive but little benefit from the dressing. If any of the sheep show

symptoms of salivation, by the loosening of the teeth, and the flow of saliva from the

mouth, the following prescription must be given, by two table-spoonfuls every twelve

hom's, until the symptoms are removed :

—

Sulphate of potash 1 2 ounce.

Steel wine 6 ounces.

Mr. Hogg recommends the following ointment for the scab :

—

Corrosive sublimate 8 ounces.

White hellebore 12 „

Whale or other oil 6 gallons.

Resin 2 pounds.

Tallow 2 „
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5iix these over the fire, the sublimate Ijeing reduced to a fme powder, and previously

incorporated with part of the oil and the hellebore. Tliis, liowever, is cousidered even

more dangerous than the mercurial ointraentj wliich Youatt recommends in preference.

This hideous disease makes dreadful havoc with the flocks of sheep in Australia, where

there is less opportunity of watching and atteudiug to them. Some of the colonists

have lost thousands of sheep, and have been entirely ruined, by the disease. In that

wild country it is almost impossible to prevent the intrusion of straj' sheep and cattle

into the fold and drove ; and by that means contagious diseases are spread over a whole

district, without the flockmasters knowing how it originates. The only way, under such

circumstances, of avoiding the entire loss, is to kill the sheep, and boil them down, to

obtain the tallow, which, with the wool and skin, will generally realise about ]2s. or

15s. a licad.

Pelt-Kot.—This complaint is caused by the sheep in low condition being kept night

a;ul day in wet commons, woods, and copses, where their fleeces are never dry, and thoy

themselves are too much debilitated to shake off the moisture. This causes a relaxation

of the action of the vessels of the skin, and the wool falls oiF, leaving bare patches on

the body. As this is not an internal or an infectious disease, it may be cured by

removing the animal to a warm straw-yard, giving it wholesome and nourishing food, as

mashes of malt and oatmeal, mixed with pea-meal, and also giving cordial draughts.

Erysipelas, or JVUd-Fire.—-This is a cutaneous disorder, extremely contagious, and in

some seasons it has proved very fatal. The skin is red and highly inflamed, but is never

blistered. It is considered an atmospheric affection, and generally prevails in August

or September. It does not continue more than eight or nine days, but the animal is

liable to have it again, or to a relapse. Cooling medicines should be given, such as

Epsom salts, in doses of an ounce or an ounce and a half for three days in succession,

taking half a pint of Ijlood to allay the inflammation. Then give half an ounce of

puriflcd nitre for two days, which will generally effect a cure. These doses should all

be given cold ; aiul the inflamed parts should be washed with Goulard water to cool

them.

Crump ill the Lerjs, or IVood Evil.—This complaint is caused by cold, wliich seizes

the sheep suddenly, and renders it incapable of walking. It is somewhat similar to

rheumatism in man, partially paralysing the action of the nerves and muscles of the

limbs. The most common and effectual remedy is a tea-spoonful of mustard given

night and morning, and rubbing the limbs twice or tlirice a day with camphorated

spirits of wine, mixed with about one-fourth the quantity of spirit of turpentine, using

a piece of flannel for the purpose. The patient should be kept dry and warm, and the

following medicine given twice a day, making the quantity into six balls :

—

Groiiud cinnamon 1 ounce.

Cara'Aay seeds, gronnil 1 „

Linseed meal 's >>

Swellhif/ of the Joints, or Lerj i?(v7.—This disorder mostly attacks lambs, and is

caused by exposure to cold and wet. At first the joint swells, ami becomes liot and

stift and very painful, inflammation having set in in the ligaments and cartilages about

the knees, fetlock, and sometimes the hock. As the disorder increases, the whole

system sympathises, and the poor animal can no longer stand on its legs, but attempts
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1o crtivl on its knees, which is soon impossible. The whole limb becomes cnlargctl, tlie

joint dropsicul, or it ulcerates, and purulent matter issues from it. The animal now

wastes away and dies, or is permanently lame.

Wlien a lamb or sheep is attacked by this disease, it should be immediately taken

into a house, and the legs washed with soda and M'ater ; and Avhen qnite dry, anoint

them with citric or nitric ointment. Fomentations also should be applied, and if the

' swelling suppurates, it should be dressed with tar ointment every second day, and a

piece of cloth rolled round it. The bowels should be kept in order, and stimulating

cordials administered in warm gruel.

Foot-rot.—This disorder is almost always caused by sheep feeding in cold and wet

pastures, which softens the horn ; and if the animal has to walk far while in that state,

it is sure to have the foot-rot. There are, however, two distinct disorders bearing

the name of foot-rot. The spurious kind consists in a disease of the interdigital

pit or sacculus, involving the pastern or fetlock joints. The intcrdigital pit, which is

peculiar to some of the smaller ruminants, secretes an unctuous fluid which, oozes from

its orifice— a small opening just at the bifurcation or division of the pasterns. This

canal occasionally becomes the seat of disease, arising from the introduction of sand

or gravel, or from travelling on hard roads. Unlike the true foot-rot, it is chiefly con-

tracted in dry, hard, stony pastures, or in sandy places, and in hot sultry weather. Inflam-

mation sets in, which, if neglected, produces ulceration, extending over the whole foot,

which becomes greatly swelled. Sinuses run under the coronet and the hoofs, producing

quittors, and the loss of the hoofs. Sometimes only one of the feet is thus afleetedj

but at others, both the fore feet are diseased, and the sheep is compelled to creep about

after its food on its knees. It, however, eats but little, being in pain, feverish, and

pining.

The first thing to do M'hen it is discovered that this disease exists, is to cleanse out

the canal with a probe and a fine-pointed syringe and warm water. Then foment the

foot or feet, and envelop them in a warm poultice. Administer purgative medicines,

keeping the patient in a warm sheltered yai'd, or a house, and feeding it on a low diet.

If fever supervene, take a little blood. If matter is discharged, the poultice must be

renewed from time to time ; and if any abscesses arise, they must be opened with a

knife or lancet. Let it be borne in mind that if the disease is allowed to progress

to its advanced state the chance of cure is not only doubtful, but will involve the

dissection of the canal, which will put the animal to excruciating pain. Death would

be a blessing to the sheep rather than to be subject to this misery. Indeed, as tlie

disease is only a local one, and the flesh is not affected, if the animal is in tolerable

condition, it will be the wisest plan to send it to the butcher rather than have the

trouble and risk of attempting the cure. This is termed the spurious foot-rot.*

The true foot-rot is, as we have stated, the consequence of the sheep feeding in low

damp pastures, where, although they thrive very fast in other respects, they are almost

sure to contract the foot-rot. When first attacked with this disorder the sheep appears

a little lame. Soon a foetid discharge issues from between the claws or hoofs, and then

pro\id-flesh appears, followed by a gangrenous or cancerous condition of the fleshy part

of the foot. Martin gives a very philosophical description of this disease :

—

" If we examine the bifid foot of the sheep," he says, " we shall find the hoof with

* Martin on the Sheep, p. 107.
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which the toes are shod to consist of a hard wall or upper portioU; and the sole on the

under part, which becomes softer as it proceeds backwards, and v/hich, in elasticity and

functions^ is analogous to the frog in the foot of the horse. Now, the. hard rigid crust

or wall of the hoof keeps up a sharp edge on the outer margin and apex, and is mainly

intended to resist the wear to which the foot of the animal is naturally exposed, and

growth and wear ought to be in a parallel ratio. On low moist lands the detrition of

the hoof is not in proportion to its growth, and the more so as the high feeding tends '

to induce an acceleration of the horny secretion. Besides this the hoof is kept in a

perpetual state of maceration. What is the consequence? The hoof gi'ows out of its

natural proportion; it cracks, the over-grown part becomes rent, and sand and dirt enter

the fissures, and work up to the quick ; but what is still worse, the bearing of the hoof i.?

altered, the sole no longer sustains the weight of the fore-parts, this ragged over-grown

crust has to bear it; the toes becom.c distorted; the subjacent mesh of vessels and

nerves are tortured ; inflammation commences ; ulcers and quittors form ; the coronet is

swollen ; sinuses run in various directions
;

portions of the hoof become dead and

detached, perhaps the whole hoof; and bones and cartilages and ligaments become

involved in one common mischief. Granulations arise and assume an unhealtl)y appear-

ance, and the work of destruction goes on. Another cause now aggravates the malady.

Plies deposit their ova on the edges of the ulcers or abscesses ; the maggots enter into

every sinus, and burrow in all directions. Then, indeed, the foot becomes awfully

diseased, and the poor animal is a miserable, crawling, emaciated object."*

As soon as lameness manifests itself the sheep should be examined, and if tiie disease

has commenced, the horn should l:e pared away to allow the discharge of the matter.

If proud-flesh has granidated it must be cut away with fine sharp scissors, and if

sinuses have formed they must be laid open. The parts then must be touched with

caustic, and the whole foot well cleaned, washed with a solution of chloride of lime, and

bound up with tow. Butyr, or chloride, of antimony should be applied to the denuded

parts to keep down the fungous granulations, where they ai-e likely to spring up again.

The foot should be dressed every day, keeping the hoof carefully pared, the abscesses

cleaned, and caustic applied when required, and the foot kept wrapped in tow. Three

recipes have been recommended for dressings in this disorder :

—

No. 1. Mild recipe :—Sulphate of copper 3 ozs., dissolved in 12 ozs. of water, and

then add strong sulphuric acid, 2 drachms. Apply this with a sponge or feather to the

proud-flesh.

No. 2. Stronger recipe :—Yci'digris powdered, 1 oz. ; nitrous acid, 2 ozs. ; water,

G ozs.

No. 3. Strongest recipe :— Red nitrate of mercury, 1 oz. ; nitrous acid, 2 ozs. ; spirit

of wine, 4 ozs. The nitrated mercury should be first dissolved in the acid, and then

tlie spirit of wine should be added. To promote the decomposition of the nitrate, a tea-

spoonful or two of water should always be added. When the flesh assumes a more

healthy appearance the parts should be healed by an application of tincture of myi'rli,

or friars' balsam. If a discharge still continues to exude from the parts, wash with a

weak solution of soda, or Goulard's extract. Keep the patient in a dry situation until

the cure is perfectly eflected. It is when the colour of the discharge changes from a

greenish hue to a yellowish v/hite, that it may be assumed the parts arc healing. Then

* Jlarlin on the SliCL-p, (i. 109.
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bring them togctlier by gentle pressure, and secure tlicm by adhesive plastcrj leaving

an opening for the escape of matter as long as it continues to flow. Wash the lower

portion of the limbs with vinegar to keep down the swelling. It is still a debatable

question whether foot-rot is contagious or not. Presumptive evidence is in favour of

the former opinion, and at any rate while the question is undecided common prudence

will lead the flockmaster to separate those sheep affected with it from the rest of the

flock, to prevent the possibility of the disease being communicated.

VeiTnin.—The insects that attack sheep arc the sheep-tick {Acarus reduvlus), tlie

sheep-louse (Hippobosca ovena), and the fly. The tick is a very troublesome insect,

being armed with a sharp proboscis, which, with its whole head, it plunges into the

skin. The surrounding part swelling with inflammation it is difficult to draw the

head out, and it is frequently separated in the attempt, in which case it occasions

considerable pain to the sheep. The louse is a small active insect, which increases

in numbers to an incredible extent, and prevent the sheep from feeding properly.

Both these insects may be eradicated by proper dressing. Tobacco-water, and mercurial

ointment are sometimes used for the pm-pose, but they are both dangerous remedies

unless great caution is exercised in properly mixing the ingredients—the first in not

making it too strong, and tlie second in taking care to incorporate the mercury with

the tmguents perfectly. The fly is very troublesome in summer time, depositing its

eggs in the wool, where they are soon hatched ; and the maggots instantly begin to

burrow into the skin, causing sores, which, if not attended to, will very soon become

large and deep, endangering the life of the animal. Unless culpably negligent, a

shepherd cannot fail to discover when a sheep is in this condition ; for as soon as it

feels tlie titilation of the maggots, it separates itself from the rest of the flock, and

retires to some shady corner of the field, where it lies down in evident uneasiness and

pain. The flies generally settle on the hind quarters of the sheep, especially if it is

troubled with diarrhoea, which causes the dung to lodge in tlie wool about the tail.

"When the disorder is discovered, the maggots may be destroyed by the application of

spirit of tar, which will also keep otf the flies afterwards. A solution of corrosive

sublimate, and tobacco-water, arc also used, but they are both dangerous in tlie hands

of unskilful persons. Brown recommends the latter, but Martin gives the following

recipe for destroying the maggots :

—

White leid 4 parts. Sulphur 6 parts.

Arsenic 1 >> Cinnabar of autimouy . . . 2 „

Slix these well together, and sprinkle a little of the poAvder over the places whero the

maggots are at work.

Garget, or Inflammation of the Udder.—This disease attacks ewes while suckling

their lambs, aud is occasioned by cold, or damp, or constitutional tendency to inflam-

matory action in that part, especially when its peculiar functions are called into

fall operation, and more blood is transmitted to its vessels. This disorder exhibits

itself by one or both teats being inflamed, swollen, and tender, and the udder itself

has knotty tumours sometimes over the whole of its substance, which becomes hot and

tumid from the extension of the inflammation of the teats. The first operation after

clearing away the wool is to foment the udder well for some time, administering a dose

of salts, and separating the ewe and her lamb in order to watch her more carefully.

1 i3
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If ou tlic following day slic refuses to let the lamb suckj it is a proof the disorder

increases, and warm fomentations must be repeated for a long time. If the inllamraation

is cojisiderable, bleeding must be resorted to, ami piirgativc medicine repeated. After

the fomentation, the ndder should be rubbed with the following ointment ;

—

Campbov, reduced to powder by one or two drops of spirits of wiue 2 draclims.

Jlercurial oiutmeut , . 2 „

Elder oiutment 3 „

Incorporate these thoroughly, and draw the milk carefully away while under this treat-

ment. If the tumours remain after the inflammation has subsided, dress the udder

with the following ointment :—Iodide of potassium, 1 drachm ; rub this down with

2 drachms of distilled or soft water till dissolved, and add, lard 14 ounce, incorporating

them intimately. If the tumours still resist this treatment, it may be necessary to

open them with a lancet, squeeze tlie matter out, and dress the parts with friars'

Ixilsam. If, as is sometimes the case, the ewe loses one or both her teats, there is

no other resource but, after her recovery, to fatten her for the butcher, as she cannot

afterwards suckle a lamb. In any case, a ewe that has once had garget is liable to it

again wlieu suckling ; it is therefore a question whether it is not always better to fatten

her at once, after her lami) is taken from her.

llie Variola oris, or Small-jjox in Sheep.—This disease has long been prevalent on

the European continent, but has only been known in the United Kingdom since 1817,

when it began to manifest itself in several counties, having, it is believed, been intro-

duced by sheep imported from France. But so great were the losses of the flock-

masters by its ravages, that Parliament interposed, and two Acts were passed (11th and

12th Vie. cap. 105 and 107), to prevent the spread of the disorder. By these measures

the effects of the calamity have been greatly lessened. A further and still more

important relief has been obtained by the operation of inoculation, which has been

found to be as great a safeguard against the destructive effects of the variola in sheep

as vaccination has proved against that disease in the human species. In performing

this operation, the iclior should be taken from a sheep that has the disease in a mild

form, and having charged a lancet with it, scratches should be made in the skin under

the arms, or inside the thighs, or under the tail. Whenever this has taken effect the

sheep have soon proved exempt from the contagion ; and so mild is the form in which

the disease is communicated, that—where sixty or seventy per cent, that took the

disease in the natural way, died—not more than four or five ])er cent, were lost, and

probably these from other collateral causes.

There are two distinct species or modifications of variokt ovis—the mild, or benig-

nant, or distinct, and the malignant, or confluent. The first is communicated both

by contagion or infection, and inoculation ; the second only by contagion or infection.

The period in both that elapses after taking the infection to the time of the appear-

ance of the disease, is termed the period of incubation. In from ten to fourteen

days afterwards, the symptoms begin to appear. In cases of mild variola, the sheep

retires from the flock into an obscure corner of the field, with a look of deep dejection,

hangs down its head, and its flaccid ears hang loosely on each side its face. The

pulse and breathing are quick, tears fall from the eyelids, and thick mucus i.s dis-

charged from the nostrils; the vessels of the conjunctiva arc prctcrnaturally injected,

and the arterial action is excited, raising the pulse to about ninety-five per minute.
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Tlio cruiitive stage now commences; and on tlie inner side of tlic arms and tliiglis,

and tlic adjacent naked parts, also on tlic lips and cheeks, pimples of a blusliinj;

red appear imbedded in the dermis, or true skin. At first lliey arc small, with

a ring of inHammation round each ; but they increase to the size of a shilling, and

assume a conical form, rather depressed in the centre. Intense thirst is now felt,

the pulse becomes tremulous, and the bowels are either quite torpid, or arc affected with

diarrhoea; rumination ceases, and all food is rejected. The pimples now stand thickly

over the whole body, but arc not coniiuent ; and the sheep struggles on until, at the end

of four or five days, the vesicular stayc comes on. From being hitherto filled with

scrum more or less stained with blood, the pimples lose their redness and become white

and opaque, and in about three days more the suppuration stage succeeds. In three

more days a scab forms, which, drying, hardens into a crust ; and this is termed the

desiccation stage. These crusts are thrown off with the epidermis, leaving ^ji/s or marks

where tlie pimples [popidw) stood. From the first appearance of the eruption to the

scaling oft' {disquamation) of the crusts, a period of sixteen or eighteen days elapses, and

sometimes more; after which the animal recovers its health and vigour. The treatment

is by mild purgatives in the first instance, and by tonics afterwards, as gentian and

ginger. Salt also should be constantly within reach of the sheep. It is needless to say,

that as soon as the disease is perceived, the sheep should be removed from the flock,

and every attention paid to its comfort.

The malignant or confluent variola is a far more foJ'midable and fatal form of the

disease, for it is only an aggravated type of it, but its course is more rapid. It eom-

raences with active fever, which soon assumes the typhoid form. The pvdse, which

was at first quick, loses its strength, and becomes feeble and tremulous ; the head swells,

the eyelids are puffed np, the raucous membrane exhibits sanguineous congestion ; the

breath is offensive, the thirst is intense, and extreme pain appears to seize the back and

limbs. The wool loses its adhesion, and comes off with a touch. From the fourth to

the ninth day, red spots, with rings of inflammation at the base, appear on the naked

parts, as in the former case. These rise and run into confluent pustules, forming a

mass of matter which soon assumes a putrid character, eventually degenerating into

foul malignant nlesrs, especially in warm weather. A yellow fetid mucus runs from the

nose, in the interior of which pustules are formed, and also in the membrane that lines

the larynx. Frequently the humours of the eyes are changed, and the animal becomes

blind
;
portions also of the limbs slough away, and it is lame. The flanks heave, the

animal utters piteous moans expressive of intense agony, and the whole frame is so

tender that a slight touch will convulse it. Finally, diarrhoea supervenes, and death puts

an end to the torture.*

Prevention by inoculation is the most effectual method of averting the losses accruing

from this dreadful disease, for it is very seldom that medicine will effect a cure; it

is only in the first stages that any good can be expected from it. As soon as the

symptoms are ascertained the animal should be instantly isolated and placed in a

sheltered situation, whether under cover or in a warm yard. A mild aperient, as 2 ozs.

of salts, half a drachm of aloes, and as much ginger, given in half a pint of warm water

or gruel, and repeated in a day or two, may alleviate the symptoms ; light nutritious

food, as boiled carrots, pea-meal gruel, linseed cake moistened with water and sprinkled

* Martm on (he Sliccp, p, 11 7.
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with salt, will tempt the appetite ; hut if food is refused entirely, a drench of oatmeal or

pea-meal gruel must he adminstercd, mixing with it a little ale or wine. In cases of

extreme debility, give the following tonic :

—

Sulphate of iron 1 scruple. Compomicl tincture of gentian . . . 1 draelirn.

Componnd tiactiu-e of cinchona barl< . 1 ilrachni. Gooil ale J pint.

Give these in a drench. If diarrhcca supervenes give the following in a dranght :

—

Powdered opiuiD .... 15 grains. Powdered catechu . . . i drachm.

Powdered gall nuts ... J drachm. Linseed tea i pint.

If necessary this dose should he repeated. When ulceration sets in—hut not before—
a diluted solution of the chloride of zinc should be applied with a sponge to the wounds,

its antiseptic and disinfecting properties being found very beneficial. These applica-

tions are recommended by professional men, but every one who lias had experience in

this malignant disorder is aware that very few indeed are the cases in which confluent

variola has yielded to treatment of any kind.

Fractures.—From the brittleness of their bones sheep are peculiarly liable to

fractures of their limbs. In some cases these admit of being set, and with the proper

application of splints, the limbs will recover their soundness. But if the fracture is

compound, or in a part difficult to be treated, kill the animal at once if a surgeon

recommends it. No one, in fact, but a practised veterinarian is competent either to

judge of the propriety or otherwise of attempting a cure ; and it is, in all cases of

fracture, best to apply to such than for a person ignorant of anatomy to tamper with it,

and perhaps set it awry, or so insecurely that the bandages shift and the limb causes

double the misery it would do under proper treatment.

Wounds, Bruises, Strains, §-c.—These do not very often occur with sheep, but when

they do happen the same treatment may be used with them as with cattle, rememl)ering

that the dressing of wounds with grease of any kind promotes ulceration, which it

ought to be the aim of the practitioner to repel ; and that, therefore, friars' balsam,

and bringing and keeping the edges of the wound together by means of adhesive plaster

will generally cause it to heal by the first intention, which is in all cases desirable.

Per this the shepherd should always be prepared with the ingredients. If friars'

balsam is not at hand, and cannot be procured, the following prescription may be applied

instead :

—

Saltpetre, finely ground 1 ounce.

Spirit of turpentine 2 ounces.

Opodeldoc 4 „

Sheep are frequently bitten by vipers when feeding on commons amongst furze and

brakes, in v/hieh case a dose of castor oil, of from three quarters of an ounce to an

ounce and a quarter, will counteract the effect of the poison. At the same time rub the

wounded limb with a mixture of hartshorn and water, which will allay the swelling and

the pain.

OP GESTATION, PARTURITION, ETC.

The period of gestation in sheep is about 153 days, during which time, especially

towards the end, they should be kept as quiet as possible, no dog being allowed to hunt

them about, as is sometimes the case when boys arc trusted with the management of
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tliem. Tlicy should also be kept in a slicltcrccl place, as near home as possible, for the

convenience of the shepherd who has the whole care of them. In some cases where

the flocks are large a " lamber " is appointed for that purpose, who attends to nothing but

the parturition of the ewes and the preparations for that period. It is a good practice

to clip away the matted wool at the tail and about the udder. If the ewes have been

fed on good pasturage there is no occasion to change it to better or richer, which would

endanger the safety of the ewes by inducing inflammatory disease. As soon as a lamb

is dropped the lamber or the shepherd should take his station in the field, and not leave

it day nor night, until all the ewes have yeaned, in order to be at hand if any of them

sliould want assistance. This is not often the case ; at the same time it does sometimes

occur, and he should, therefore, be at his post. Most shepherds have a small hut

provided for them where the flocks are large and the pasturage is at a distance from the

homestead.

Parturition.—In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred nature is the best midwife for

ewes, as well as other animals on the farm. Yet the shepherd requires to be at hand

to assist the weakly lambs, when they are dropped, to rise and seelc their dams. The

lamber should be a humane and feeling man, and who will not be too otfieious in

rendering his assistance to the ewes. It is a bad plan to give him for a perquisite the

skins of the dead Iambs, but rather to give him a small sura in lieu of it. Some of

them are unprincipled enough to destroy many more lambs than would otlierv/ise die,

for the sake of the small advantage they derive from selling the skins. If a lamb is

weakly when dropped, the lamber should hold it up to the ewe to let it find the teat,

and when it has sucked it will be able to manage by itself. If the dam dies, the lamber

must find another foster-mother, and if such a one will not take to it, it must be

brought up by hand. However weak a lamb may be when dropped, it acquires

strength very fast if attended to the first few days, so as to be able afterwards to shift

for itself. Generally speaking the ewes are excellent mothers, and will take care of

their lambs without any assistance.

Late yeaned lambs—say the latter end of April—are generally delicate, and require

more than ordinary attention. The mothers also of such lambs are mostly weak and young,

and should be treated with greater liberality in regard to food and shelter than tlie rest

of the flock. At a fortnight old the lambs begin to nibble the grass, and should then

be placed in a pasture where there is short sweet grass for them. Rank rich pasture

would bring on the diarrhoea and inflammatory fever, and is the cause of more lambs

being lost than by any other means. The sudden change from poor to rich pasture, or

from milk to the latter, disturbs the functions of the livei ; bile is poured out in undue

quantity into the duodenum, and is frequently thrown back into the fourth stomach.

This produces a disease similar to the jaundice in man, by the absorption of the bile

into the system. If this is not attended to the lamb will succumb in a period ranging

from fourteen or fifteen hours to two or three days, according to the constitution of the

animal. A slight bleeding, with mild purgatives, and a change of pasture, are the means

to be employed to effect a cure, which, after all, is very doubtful.
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SECTION XVII.

THE DISEASES OF SWINE.

The large proportion contributed by the pig to the amount of animal food consumed in

the United Kingdom has obtained for it a status and a consideration in the agriculture

of the country scarcely secondary in importance to the sheep as an article of food.

Whether in a fresh or a preserved state the quantity of pork consumed by all classes is

enormous. It is found in the form of the delicate sucking-pig, and of dairy-fed pork, or

of the piquant ham, ou the tables of the highest nobles; and in that of salted pork, or

dried bacon, on those of the humblest peasant,—to cacli and all a luxury, and to the latter

also a necessary of life. Notwithstanding which it is only of late years tliat pigs have been

considered otherwise than as a very subordinate kind of stock, and, up to the time

•when Youatt wrote on the subject (184-7), had received but little attention compared with

other domestic animals of the farm. " Swine," says that talented writer, " have not yet,

to any extent, become sharers in tlie benefits which an improved system of agriculture

and the present advanced state of veterinary science have conferred npon our domesticated

animals. When anything goes wrong in the piggery, the farmer too often, instead of

exercising that shrewd sense which he turns to so good an account in almost every

other instance, either sends for the butcher, or consigns the sick tenants of the sty

to tlie care of an ignorant ' pig doctor,' Avhose pretensions to leech-craft rest on

the possession of some antiquated recipe which he uses indiscriminately as a grand

panacea for " all the ills swine's flesh is heir to," or on the traditionary lore he

inherits from some ancestor, famous in his day for certain real or supposed wondrous

cures." *

But whatever may have been the neglect of the pig up to the period when the above

was written, the error has been seen and atoned for by the large share of attention it

now obtains in the economy of the farm, both in regard to tlie improvement of the various

breeds and the consideration paid by the veterinarian to the diseases to which the animal

is liable. Comparative anatomy and dissection, coupled with a sedulous attention to

the symptoms exhibited, have shown that swine are subject to the same disorders as

other animals, modified by physical differences in their structure and habits of life;

and that they proceed from the same causes and yield to the same medical treatment ; the

only difference being, that the pig is a more awkward patient to deal with when sick

than a sheep or an ox ; and it is very probable that this may have had some influence

in preventing that close examination which is necessary to determine the nature of a

disorder. If, however, before the veterinary art had obtained a standing amongst tlie

scientific institutions of the country, the pathological treatment of the pig was consigned

to ignorant and reckless empirics, the pi'ofessors of that science in the present day

consider no animal below their notice, but rather look upon everything that has animal

life as coming within the range of their attention, and the diseases with which they arc

seized as wortliy of assistance.

* Youalt on Ihc I'ig, p. 07.
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INTERNAL COMPLAINTS.

Inflammation of the Lwiys.—This is a very common complaint with pigs in tlic

spring of the year, and is canscJ by exposure to eohl and wet, and l)y lying on damp

straw. In some cases, however, it is considered to be hereditary, like consumption

in the human species ; and in others, again, it is canscd by a change from low to high

feeding. The first -symptom is a cough of the hectic kind, and soon the flanks heave,

and the animal has great difficulty in breathing. Inflammation has now set in, and if it

be not immediately taken in hand will very soon prove fatal, as we have frequently

experienced. The disorder is known amongst farmers as " the r'ts'uiy of the lights " or

lungs ; and there is no doubt of its being caused in the majority of cases by lying in

damp straw, and exposure to cold easterly or nortiierly winds, the disease prevailing

most in the spring of the year. It is certainly the most common and most fatal disease

to which the pig is subject, and frequently the whole sty will be infected with it.

Bleeding should be resorted to as soon as the first symptoms are perceived, taking

the blood from the month, giving at the same time a dose of Epsom salts and sulphur,

of from two to four drachms eacli, according to the size of the animal. Tlie following

lias been used with effect :

—

Cream of tartar 1 J ounce.

Saltpetre J „

Tartarised antimony 1 drachm.

Dissolve these in warm w'ater, and give with the food. Repeat the dose every twelve

hours. After the above has operated, give the following sedative :—

-

Digitalis 2 grains.

I'nlverised antimony 6 „

Kitre \ drachm.

This should also be given with the food, which, in fact, is almost the only way in which

medicine can ';be administered to pigs, the outcry they make when it is attempted to

force anything down their throats rendering them liable to suffocation.

Quinsy.—This is an affVction of the windpipe, the symptoms being, quick breathing,

with a wheezing sound, accompanied with a swelling of the glands, and a secretion of

matter under the jaws. In the first instance, give a spoonful of tartarised antimony in

the food every twelve hours. In case of the swelling and ulceration under the juw,

the matter should be first let out with a lancet, and when this is discharged, the wound
should be dressed with tar ointment. Clean, dry, and plentiful bedding is of the first

importance both in this and the foregoing disorder.

Enteritis.—Inflammation of the coats of the intestines, produced by badly ventilated

sties, unwholesome food, or any irritating cause. It is charaeterised by a loss of

appetite, dulness, constipation, spasms, restlessness, vertigo, symptoms of pain, &e.

General warmth and comfort, Avith dry litter outwardly, is here necessary, giving

aperients and cooling medicines j and, if the inflammation is violent, bleeding must be

resorted to. Emollient or oleaginous clysters are useful in this disordci', and the diet

should be restricted to simple light food, such as oatmeal gruel, whey, and skim-milk.

Splenitis.—The symptoms of this disorder are, loss of appetite, intense thirst, short

breathing, coughing, vomiting, grinding of the teeth, and foaming at the mouth, whilst
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the skin of the throat, chest, and belly are of a hlueish hue. Bleeding and gentle

liurgatives, and afterwards cooling medicines, with lotions of Tincgar and water applied

to the parts in the neighbourhood of the spleen, are the most approved applications.

Blood- Striking, or jipopkxy.—In many cases the animals taken with this disorder

fall suddenly down, and die before any assistance can be rendered. In other cases there

are premonitory symptoms, and remedial measures may be taken to ward off the fatal

termination for a while ; but where there is a predisposition to the disease, the greedy

and indolent habits of the pig ensure a recurrence of the stroke, or cause inflammation

of the brain, under which it is certain to succumb. If, therefore, time is allowed after

the symptoms are developed, bleeding from the palate should instantly be resorted to,

and Epsom salts and sulphur given as purgatives, aud tartar emetic as a vomit; after-

wards moderate feeding and water nitrated adhered to. If the animal is iu fair

condition, and the disease can be thus warded off, the best plan is to send it to the

butcher rather than run the risk of a more severe stroke.

Phrenitis, or Frenzy.—This disorder also arises from excitement causing a deter-

mination of blood to the head, and it shows itself by a prostration of strength, frantic

exertion, and convulsions. Copious bleeding and strong purgatives, followed by doses

of sulphur, are the remedies recommended ; but in extreme cases, croton oil with

tincture of ginger must be given, it being absolutely necessary that the bowels should

be kept open, the dose being, for a moderate sized pig, tvro minims of the oil and one

drachm of the tincture.

Epilepsy.—This, though not a common disease with pigs, is still a sufKciently well-

known and marked disease to require a notice. " Obtuse and stupid," says Youatt, " as

it is the custom to denominate them (swine), there is more excitability and nervousness

in these animals than in many that have the credit of being more delicately organised.

Note the manner in which they are affected by the approach of wind or storms, how

they run about in a state of highly nervous excitement with straw iu their mouths

;

note the sympathy and terror of a whole herd exhibited while one of them is under-

going the operation of spaying or ringing, how they squeak iu concert with his cries
;

see them at a fair under the irritation of strange scenes and noises, and we shall

find sufficient indications of a susceptibility of impression to account for swine being

peculiarly subject to epilepsy." *

The previous symptoms are restlessness, grunting, quick breathing, staggering. In

a short time the pig falls down insensible and lies perfectly still for a while; con-

vulsions then gradually succeed, increasing in violence to a frightful degree; the

countenance is distorted, the neck curved in every direction, and the legs alternately

drawn up together and extended with increasing rapidity. The eyes protrude, the

pupils are distended, and the balls roll about. The tongue is protruded and fixed

between the clenched jaws, the teeth grind together, and foam and saliva flow from the

mouth. At first the pulse is wiry and small, then hard and bounding, and, as the

violence of the fit decreases, irregular and intermittent. Throughout the fit the animal

remains perfectly unconscious, and as he recovers gets up aud tries to hide himself in

the litter or a corner of the sty, and looks terrified and wild. Then gradually the

impression passes away, and he creeps out and begins to eat again, f
It is a singular feature of this disorder that if one pig is seized with it, most of its

* Youatt ou the Tig, p. 73. + Ibid., p. 7*.
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couipanions are also taken. The medical treatmcut for it consists in bleeding, applying

cold lotions to the head, strong purgatives, and cooling draughts, keeping the patient

qnict and on low diet. The cold lotion should consist of vinegar and water, a pint of

the former to two qnarts of the latter, with th.e addition of an ounce of sal ammouiac.

The head should be kept constantly wet with it by tying a cloth over it. The worst of

such cases is that those animals that have had it are always liable to it again.

Worms in the Intestines.—Of these there are several kinds, but those most commonly

found in them arc the Spiroptcra strongylina, and their presence is indicated by a

voracious appetite contrasted with the lean condition of the animal, its restlessness, and

evident suffering from pain evinced by its erics. It then becomes savage and snaps at

its companions, and all other animals that come in its way. It becomes daily more

debilitated, and frequently dies without its owner being aware what its complaint is, so

fast do the parasites that occasion it multiply.

In treating for worms strong purgative medicines are required, and turpentine, whicli

latter is, more than any other application, destructive to worms. Common salt also

should be mixed with all the food. Tliese medicines, if applied in time, and before the

patient is much debilitated, will eradicate the worms j after which, good keeping will

restore its strength.

EXTERNAL COMPLAINTS.

Mange.—High living and want of cleanliness render pigs very liable to contract this

disease, which in their ease assumes a pustular form, the apex of which, being chafed off

by the animal rubbing itself against any projecting objects, leaves an ugly scab on the

skin. It is caused by the presence of minute insects called acari, and is the same as

the itch in the human subject. The pustules generally appear first under the arm-

pits and on the inside of the thighs, exhibiting themselves in red spots or pimples,

which gradually become connected together by sub-cutaneous burrows, eventually

forming large scabs. These are rubbed off by the efforts of the animal to relieve itself

of the intolerable itching, and become large blotchy ulcers. The disease is highly

infectious, and therefore, as soon as it is discovered, the animal should be instantly

isolated from its companions and put under medical treatment. This consists in first

washing it with a solution of soda or corrosive sublimate, thoroughly ; this must be

allowed to dry in, and then rub in the following ointment :

—

Salphur li ounce. Muriatic acid Jounce.

Hellebore root, powdered . i „ Salt of tartar j „

Melt 4 ozs. of hog's lard or butter and add to it the salt of tartar, incorporating them

well together, and then taking the vessel from the fire, add the other ingredients. Rub

the animal all over with this composition, using a piece of flannel or a sponge. If this

is properly done, one dressing will suffice ; but if after two days the redness of the skin

has not disappeared, the anointing must be repeated. The patient should be kept

warm and dry, and at the end of two days the ointment should be Avashed off" witli a

solution of soda, in the proportion of half a pound to two quarts of water. Sulphur

mingled with the food will tend to destroy the animalculae, and will at the same time

cleanse the blood and promote the health of the pig. Cleanliness must be strictly

observed, and after the cure the litter must be all removed, and the floor, posts, rails.
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and walls of the sty washed with quicklime-water to prevent the infection being

conimuni(\ited to other pigs.

As to the origin of the acari it is still an open question^ it being the opinion of some

that they arc bred in the blood of the animal, and there is presumptive evidence at

least of the truth of this theory ; * but we arc disposed to accept that of Youatt, who

observes, " Wc find mange in animals that are fed on too stimulating food, we also find

it in others that are neglected and badly fed. How can these contradictions be recon-

ciled ? There is a vast field for scientific research and experiment. As every grain of

earth, and every drop of watci-, and every particle of air is peopled with living beings,

developed by certain causes, it is by no means an improbable theory to suppose that the

germs of the acari may exist in a dormant state in the skin, and only be called into

actual life by some of the vitiating influences which neglect or mismanagement produce

;

and once existing, they follow the law of every created being, and propagate and

multiplj', and pass from one animal to another, either by actual contact or by the

intermediation of some other substance which both have touched." t The discoveries

made by the microscope, as referred to above, have settled the question of equivocal

generation, by proving that everything around, as well as tvitliin us, is replete with

insect life, and with a superabundance of the means of reproduction.

Measles.—This, though seldom a fatal disease, is one that renders the flesh of the

pig unwholesome, as tending to engender disease in those who eat of it. It is a sub-

cutaneous aft'ection, and consists of a great number of watery pustules developed between

the fat and the skin, and scattered throughout the cellular tissue and adipose matter.

Youatt considers it to be, probably, a milder form of leprosy. It injures the quality of

the meat, which it renders insipid, flabby, and incapable of properly taking salt. It

shows itself outwardly by reddish patches raised above the surface of the skin, at first

on the groin, the arm-pits, and inside the thighs, and afterwards on other parts of the

tody. The pulse is accelerated, the skin feverish ; and it is accompanied with a cough,

a discharge from the nostrils, loss of appetite, swelling of the eyelids, weakness in the

hind quarters, blackish pustules under the tongue, and a separation of the skin in

patches. Youatt gives the following recipe, as practised Ijy the ancients for this disease,

as one very likely to prove beneficial :

—

-"A hog having measles must be put into a sty,

and kept there three days and nights without food. Then take five or six apples, pick

out the cores, and fill up the holes thus made with flour of In-imstone ; stop up the holes,

and cast in the apples to the measly hog. Give him first one or two, then one or two

more, and then, as being hungry, he will cat them, give him all. Let him have nothing

more to eat till the next day, and then serve him so again. Thus use him lor five or

six days, and he will become as well and as wholesome as ever." J AVc may state that

in the Dublin cattle-market there is a person appointed by the authorities to examine

all swine that are sold there, to see if they are mcaslcd, and to cancel any sale if the

animal proves to have the disease. The writer thus gave up two lots purchased there,

on that account, which he certainly would have otherwise taken, from not knowing the

nature of the disease.

Leprosy.—This loathsome disease is said by Tacitus to have been the cause of the

* The case of the Countess of B , mauy years ago, favours this idea. Acari were contiaually breeding in iiustulcs

under the skin, which, breaking, ran into sores. As fast as llicse were healed otlitrs broke out, and tlu' i>nlicnl at lenijth

died of the disease, a loathsome and iiitiablc object.

t Youatt on the Pig, p, 103. \ Ibid.,]'. lUt.
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Hcsh of the liog being forbidden to the Israelites by tlic divine command, on account of

tlic predisposition of tlie animal to its attacks. It consists in the development of

apparent vesicles in all parts of tlic cellnlar tissue, which, on close examination, prove to

be worms of the species Ci/sticescus cel/tilosa, and are considered by French naturalists

similar to the Pciitastoma ovis found in the brain of the sheep. They difl'er, however,

in several respects, especially in not being confined to any one part of the frame,

but insinuating themselves into all the soft parts throughout the whole bodj', and

every crevice into which they can enter. The disease is very difficult to be defined in

the first instance, its presence being so concealed as not to be discovered outwardly.

Its first attack is shown by an ex.aggerated stupidity and obstinacy in the animal;

then a degree of languor and debility succeeds, with a tliickening of the skin, a slight

adhesion of the bristles, and a tendency of the hair to fall o(i. As the disease progresses,

the cellular tissue becomes ulcerated, as well as the parts that surround it. As the

vesicles increase in number, the health becomes affected ; the patient moves about

slowly and tottering in its gait; its eyes are dull; the membrane of the mouth is pale,

with violet spots; the breath is foetid, and slowly expired ; the pulse small and irrcguhir;

the bristles are loosened, the hind quarters become paralysed, the body exhales an

unpleasant smell, the skin gets thicker, the cellular tissue is raised, especially about the

kernels of the neck ; the skin ulcerates at the roots of the hair, and comes off in

patches ; large tumours rise, the teeth are ground together, the tongue is dark coloured,

hot, thickened, and covered with slime ; the body swells, feeble cries are uttered, and iu

a few hours the animal expires.

As soon as the presence of tl)is disease is ascertained, bleeding should be imme-

diately resorted to, and opening medicines repeatedly administered, as sulphur, Epsom
salts, &c., with strict attention to diet and cleanliness, giving cooling food and water,

with a little barley or oatmeal dissolved in it. Mercurial ointment may be applied to the

ulcerated parts of the skin, or an ointment composed of sulphur, an.timony, and lard.

Nothing of a rich or heating nature in food should be given ; and the animal should be

kept by itself, and perfectly quiet. The old practitioners always considered this disease

incurable, and the modern veterinarians until lately have paid but little attention to any

of the diseases incident to swine ; consequently, but little is known of the nature of the

leprosy as developed in that animal. Its cause is still the subject of conjecture, and, in

fact, like many others, its very presence is of so occult and mysterious a nature, and

it generally attains such a height before discovered, that it appears impossible to trace

it to its origin. Exposure to the inclemency of the weather, insufficient food, damp
marshy localities, pernicious quality of water or food given to the animal, and, above all,

vitiation of the blood, are amongst the causes assigned. The latter, which, however, is

an effect of the rest, is, as Youatt says, the most probable exciting cause. Some
consider it to be hereditary, but this has been disproved by the disease appearing in the

progeny of a healthy boar and sow, whilst those of a diseased sow proved perfectly

healthy and free from it. It is asserted tliat the flesh of a leprous hog is not unwhole-

some, and that no instances are on record in which any evils have resulted from eating

it ; but so insidious are the disorders to which flesh is heir, that while it is no*- con-

sistent with reason that diseased meat of any kind should be wholesome, it is seldom in

the power of the physician to trace disease to that cause where no suspicion on his pait,

or that of the patient, exists of even the danger having been incurred.
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Lice.—This disorder arises from pigs being allowed to sleep in filtliy sties, or wallow

about in mire. They first appear on the skin, but they soon eat into it, producing

scabs and ulcers, keeping tlie animal in a constant state of irritation. They arc said

sometimes to burrow into the flesh, and to come out at tlie eyes, nostrils, or mouth, and

even to be voided in the urine. It will be easily imagined that no animal can thrive

under such circumstances of incessant irritation and annoyance. As soon, therefore, as

the signs of it appear in the animal's rubbing itself against a post or the wall of the

sty, it should be examined, and its skin thoroughly cleaned from every particle of dirt,

at the same time clearing the litter and burning it, whitewashing the walls, posts,

troughs, &c., with quicklime and washing the floor with lime-water. Then dress the pig

with mercurial ointment, or tobacco-water, giving internally a dose of sulphur or Ethiop's

mineral and bay salt. It is needless to say that the animals affected should be separated

from their companions until the vermin are completely eradicated. To prevent is better

than curing ; and this aff'ection may be prevented by always keeping the sties dry and

littered with clean straw. Parkinson ascribes it to poverty of blood, and says that

strong feeding will alone destroy the lice. He recommends that pigs should have the

opportunity of bathing themselves in clean water, and that an occasional exposure to

heavy rain is both necessary to their health, and will preserve them from lice.

Tn some of the continental states a warranty of four weeks and three days is given

to a purchaser of swine by the seller against measles and other cutaneous eruptions, it

being ascertained that they are frequently latent in the system fully that period before

they develop themselves. It is still doubtful whether some of them are not epidemic,

or hereditary, but in either case it would appear that they may be warded ofi" by proper

treatment and liberal feeding.

BLEEDING, CASTKA.TION, DRENCHING, PURGING, ETC.

Bleeding pigs is generally performed on the interior surface of the car, or the palate

veins, the brachial vein, which runs along the inner side of the fore-leg under the skin,

or, if expedition is required, by cutting off" a portion of the tail. This latter, however,

should only be performed in case of an emergency. In bleeding from the car, the

practitioner should place his finger on the base of the ear, which will raise the vein in

the inside near the edge, so as to lance it without difficulty. The finger must be kept

on the vein to stop the blood from circulating. Tlie palate veins are situated on each

side the roof of the mouth, and both may be opened at once about half way between

the centre of the roof and the teeth. When enough blood has flowed, the cff"usion may

be stopped with a pledget of tow, secured round the snout with a piece of cord. In

bleeding from the fore-leg, a ligature should be firmly tied round it just below the

shoulder, and th.e vein opened about an inch above the knee, in the inner side. AVhcn

enough blood has been taken, remove the ligature, and put a bandage with tow over the

wound. The ancients took blood from the tail, by making an incision about t\\o inches

from the buttocks. (See Columella's " Husbandry," ch. x. p. 329.)

Casfralion.—This is a necessary operation, both to increase the tendency to fatten,

and improve the quality of the flesh, and also to prevent the disorder that would

continually arise from having a number of restive animals fighting and quarrelling with

each other, which would otherwise be the case. This refers to the males, but the

operation is equally required in the case of the sow-pigs in regard to their fattening.
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it being notorious that when not spayctl, it requires double tlic food to fatten tliem.

It may be performed at any age between a fortnight and four months old with perfect

safety. If the pigs arc fat, opening medicine should be administered to prepare them

for the operation, and cooling diet given them.

In the case of the boar-pigs, there are various ways of performing the operation.

Some merely open the scrotum, protrude the testicles, and sever the spermatic cord with

the sharp knife used. Others draw out the cord by seizing the testicles with their teeth,

which is unaccompanied with any hemorrhage. A third method is by sawing the

spermatic cord in sunder with a serrated blunt instrument, which greatly reduces,

if it does not prevent, the bleeding. A fourth plan is by tying a waxed ligature very

tightly round the scrotum, above the testicles, which stops all circulation, and in a few

days the whole of the parts thus separated drop off. No hemorrhage attends tliis

operation, and but little pain, except for the first few hours, the stoppage of the circula-

tion producing a numbness. A similar method is practised upon bulls when it is

desirable to castrate them. An instrument of wood is uscd^ called a trap, consisting of

two parts united at one end by a hinge. The inner parts of these are planed to a blunt

edge, and nearly close together. The scrotum, with the testicles, arc clasped between

them, and the loose ends arc then pressed as close together as possible, and securely

fastened in that position. In about a week or ten days the whole drops off, and no

bleeding ensues. The operation, Youatt says^ should never be performed on pigs more

than six weeks old ; and lie recommends that the spermatic cord should be first

uncovered, but we do not see the neccssitj^ for this. Great care is required to avoid

including any portion of the testicles under the ligature, which would negative the

intention of the operation to a certain extent. If properly executed, it is the safest

and most humane mode of performing it.

The spaying of a sow is a more difficult operation, and requires an intimate know-

ledge of the interior of the animal, which only practice can impart, although dissection

will determine the position of the parts to be reinovcd. The modus operandi cannot be

so described as to enable a person ignorant of the internal structure of the sow to

understand it sufficiently to qualify him to perform it ; wliilst those acquainted with it

have no need of such description. The best age for spaying a sow-pig is six weeks or

under, not above that age. After spaying, the pigs should be placed in a warm sty, with

clean litter, giving them sour milk or whey with barley-meal, keeping them within for

a few days until the wound is healed, to prevent their getting into cold water or mud, or

from reopening the wounds by forcing through hedges.

Drenching pigs is a dangerous operation. It can only be done by violence, in which

the animal may be suffocated by the windpipe being opened whilst squalling, and the

drench getting upon the luugs; or the exertion it makes in its struggles may bring on

or increase inflammation, and thus aggravate instead of diminish the disease. Medicines

should always, if possible, be given to pigs with their food, and the natural gluttony of

the animals will lead them to eat it without any scruple. At least we Iiavo never known
a pig reject its food because it was mixed w^ith medicine, if debarred from it a few hours

longer than usual.

Riiir/inff.—As soon as a pig is able to walk it begins to root with its nose amongst

tlie litter, or the earth when they get out. It is evident that to allow them to go at

large when they grow bigger would be attended with destruction to pasture land, or any
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field into whicli they intrude or arc put. To prevent this, the practice of lingin'^ is

adopted, which consists in passing a flattened piece of soft iron, sharp at one end, and

broad and turned up at the other, through the gristle of the snout, and twisting tlie end

round with what is termed a jng-ivrest. The art of ringing lies in inserting the ring

without touching tlie bone or the fleshy part of the snout, piercing only the hard gristle

with which the pig roots into the ground. So strong is this membrane that even brick-

work cannot always resist it, and no paving-stones will withstand its force. This

operation requires to be renewed, as the rings frequently, by one accident or another,

arc torn out ; besides which, as the pigs increase in size they require larger rings, so

that if the first arc not lost they must be replaced. Some persons, instead of ringing,

cut away the cartilage of the snout Avhile the animal is j'oung; others divide it, and as it

never again unites, the power of rooting is destroyed for life.

All operations upon pigs arc attended with considerable difiiculty and annoyance,

and, if caution is not exercised, danger also; for when irritated they will sometimes

bite severely. In ringing, it is necessary for one person to get the animal between his

knees (if not too large), and with both bands to hold its chaps close together, whilst

another with the sharp end of the ring pierces the gristle upwards, till the bent end is

close to the nostrils. He then with the wrest twists the upper part of the ring into a

curled knot, whicli prevents it from being disengaged. Some persons first make a hole

with a sharp awl for the insertion of the ring, and perhaps this is the best plan, but it

lengthens the operation. Keeping the chaps closed, not only facilitates the operation,

but to a great extent it prevents the music of the pig's voice, which is sure to have

the accompaniment of the whole herd within hearing—and this is anything rather than

agreeable.

TREATMKNT DURING PREGNANCY, ABORTION, rARTURITION, ETC.

We have already written on these subjects to a certain extent (vol. ii. p. 50), and

shall therefore limit our remarks to such particulars as were there omitted. During

pregnancy the sow requires no medical treatment, except in rare cases. She should be

treated with tenderness, having a sty to herself, with clean, but not too much, litter,

especially when near parturition. Her strength must be kept up by a sufficiency of

wholesome and nutritious food ; and as the time of farrowing draws near, she should be

watched continually, to prevent her eating the after-birth, which sows are very apt to do,

and to finish the meal with some of her young ones, if not prevented. This unnatural

appetite, Avhen it has once been indulged, will in all probability become a habit with the

sow, or at any rate she can never afterwards be trusted. The most eflectual way of

preventing it is by giving her a full supply of other and favourite food. Medicine is

seldom required, but salt in the food will tend to keep her in health ; and if costivcncss

supervenes, a little sulphur in the food will relieve it.

Abortion seldom occurs to the sow ; but, occasionally, a blow, or an accident of any

kind, or being hunted about by dogs or idle boys, too much succulent food, with a

variety of similar causes, may bring on an abortion, the symptoms of whic^h arc general

restlessness, irritation, shivering, and plaintive cries, extorted by the pains of labour,

intensified by preraaturit}'. A decided case of abortion admits of no remedy, but the

consequences may be alleviated by moderate bleeding, if the animal is in high condition,

and purgative medicines. Sometimes the whole litter has not come away, in which case
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emollient injections should be administered. In other respects the same treatment

should be pursued as after parturition. The foetus is generalh' dead, and in some cases,

has been so for many days. ISlild doses of Epsom salts will then be useful, and after-

wards tincture of geutiau and ginger to restore the tone of the stomach ; washing also

the vagina with a weak solution of chloride of lime. These, with attention to diet, will

be sufficient to secure a recovery.

Parturition.—As this approaches, which is indicated by the animal's restlessly

moving about, gathering straw in her mouth and carrying it to her sty, making a

whining, piteous cry, &c., she should be enticed (not driven) into a quiet separate sty,

uever with any other sow. It is seldom that she requires any assistance in the act

of farrowing ; but sometimes false presentations of the foetus, or del)ility in the sow,

renders assistance necessary ; in which case, if a veterinary surgeon is within reach, it

will be safest to call him in. If the womb is protruded, which occasionally happens,

Youatt recommends tying a ligature round the obtruded part, which will slough oflF in

a few days, and no further consequences will ensue than preventing her from breeding

again, which, he says, should never be allowed, as the same accident is sure to bo

i-epeated if she does.

If fever supervene after farrowing, the diet should be light, as oatmeal porridge,

gruel, whey, &c. In cases of debility, strong soup, with bread sopped in wine, or in

brandy, mi.xed with sweet spirits of nitre, given in small quantities, will restore strength.

If the sow shows signs of weakness of constitution, the young ones must be taught to

feed themselves, it being probable that the mother's milk will fall off. The sooner in

such a case they are taken from the sow, the better will they thrive if taught to feed

themselves.

SECTION XVIII.

THE DISEASES OF DOGS.

The question will probably arise iu the minds of some readers, whether the dog can

in strictness be termed an agricultural animal. We would reply to it by asking

another :—Is there a farmer who ivould or who could do without one or more of this

species of animal on the premises ? We believe the universal answer to our question on

both points would be a decided " No !
" We therefore conclude that the dog is of a

similar importance to the farmer who has land, as the horse is to the gentleman who

has none, and, consequently, is entitled equally to be included with the live stock of

the farm.

In point of fact, the farmer's dog has daily and almost hourly calls upon his vigilance

and fidelity to his owner's interests. By day he mounts guard over vagrant pigs, sheep,

and other animals, and has a special mission to prevent the intrusion of foreigners from

a neighbouring farm. He accompanies his master on his daily rounds, and thinks it

quite a frolic to have to fetch back a wandering bullock or sheep which has broken

VOL. II. K K
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bounds, or to lielp to remove tliem from one field to another. Of course, the hare and

rabbit are tabooed to him ; and should one be started in the walk, however much his

mouth may water, he knows his master's interest too well to follow his instinct in the

case, having also the fear of the keeper's gun before his eyes. By night lie is the sole

custodian of the homestead, and, upon the approach of danger, liowever slight the

symptoms, gives the alarm to the whole establishment. No ! no farmer who knows his

own interest, would be without a dog on his premises, or who woidd not consider him

the staunchest, most constant, and most faithful of servants and friends.

It is the opinion of some naturalists that all the different species of dogs have

sprung from one stock, the diversities we see being the effect of climate, education, treat-

ment, &c., and are, in fact, varieties, and not species. This is a question on which there

is no evidence of any value, except that of the Scripture, which assures us of the fact of

only two of each kind of animals being saved in the ark from the flood. It is hard to

believe that the French poodle and the English ball-dog had the same first ancestor in

the shepherd's dog, yet we are far from denying the possibility of it ; and believing, as

we do, the Scripture account, wc leave the scientific difficulties to be solved by mcu more

scientific than ourselves.

The dog, as well as other domestic animals, is subject to a variety of diseases, some

of which are of the most fearful nature, rendered still more so by the fact of their

capability of being communicated to man as well as to other inferior animals. They are

also particularly liable to inflammation of the lungs, and other pulmonary complaints.

We shall now proceed to describe the most prevalent and dangerous diseases, with the

most approved remedies.

DISEASES OF THE HEAD AND CHEST.

Bronchitis, or SiueUing in the Throat.—This is a common affection amongst the breeds

of small dogs, and consists of an enlargement of the glands of the throat. It causes

stiffness of the neck, which, if not taken in time, becomes chronic, exhibited in a

permanent swelling, sometimes only on one side, which fixes the head inclined on' the

opposite side. And, although neither the pain nor the danger arc great, the animal, if

a dog of chase, is of very little use. The following ointment should be rubbed into the

part affected :

—

Calomel 1 drachm.

White cerate J ounce.

Clip the hair from the swelling, and rub it daily with the ointment. If in a week the

cure is not effected, add half an ounce of blistering ointment to the above, and give a

quarter of an ounce of nitre daily in his drink. If the disease is treated in its earliest

stage, fomentations, with an infusion of camomile flowers in hot water, applied to the

swellings as hot as the dog can bear it, will often effect a cure, if repeated several

times, and wrapping a piece of flannel round the neck when the fomentation is over, to

prevent the animal taking cold.

Cough.—This may either precede the distemper, which will be treated of under that

name, or from a cold, which is distinguished from the first by the cough being short and

frequent. If severe, bleeding will be necessary ; after which, give from one to three

grains of cractic tartar, according to the size of the dog. If, as is sometimes the case.
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the cough arises from worms, the same application tliat was administcrccl for worms to

other animals is required.

Internal Ulceration of the Ear.—Columella considers this disorder to arise from the

stinging of flies in summer time, and says that dogs often lose their ears entirely from

it ; and recommends dressing with pitch, hoiled with hog's lard, to he dropped into the

wounds whilst hot. It is now helicvcd to be occasioned hy high feeding, and taking

the water when heated ; and it is probable that the attacks of the flics arc rather an

effect than a cause of the complaint, it being a common thing for flies to attack a

diseased part of any animal. If this disorder is taken in the first stage, it may be

washed with a solution of one drachm of sugar of lead, in four ounces of rose or rain-

water, slightly warmed, pouring a tea-spoonful into the ear niglit and morning. If the

disease has made some progress, mix eighteen grains of white vitriol in four ounces of

a decoction of oak bark ; but if this fails of giving relief, then wash the cars well with

a spouge and a solution of soda, after which rub them with a mixture of one ounce of

strong mercurial ointment, and half an ounce of hog's lard, applying it inside and out, to

the very base, close to the head. This disorder frequently proves fatal from not being

attended to in time.

Inflammation of the Lungs.—Dogs are peculiarly liable to inflammatory complaints,

probably owing to a small degree of insensible perspiration by the medium of the skin

compared with that of other animals. Indeed, it is the general opinion that dogs do

not perspire at all, except from the tongue ; and we certainly never saw a dog, even after

a hard chase, in a state of violent sweating, or showing any symptoms of the kind at all,

except in water dropping, and almost pouring, from the tongue. Nor is perspiration

mentioned in medical works on the diseases of dogs, as either a favourable or unfavour-

able symptom.

Inflammation of the lungs is generally occasioned by colds, and is very speedy in its

effects, and vrill admit of no delay in treating for it. When attacked with it, the dog

holds up his head to obtain more freedom in breathing, and the pulse is quick and hard.

Bleeding is the first operation, and should be performed by tying a cord tight round the

neck, close to the shoulders, which will raise the jugular vein. An oblique puncture

must be made in this with a laueet as soon as it has risen sufBciently ; and when enough

blood has been taken, remove the ligature and the bleeding will at once cease, and the

the puncture will require no further attention. Afterwards administer the following

medicine :

—

Powdered fos-glove (digitalis) . . . 12 grains.

Emetic tartar 3 „

Nitre, powdered 1 drachm.

For a large dog this mixture should be made into six powders, and for a small one

twelve ; and one should be given every three hours until the symptoms are removed

;

after which, give one every six hours for a day or two afterwards. Keep the animal

warm, and if sickness is produced, divide the powders into two parts, and give them less

frequently. Bear in mind, that whatever is done must be done quickly, before the

inflammation gets a-head, in which case medicine will be of little avail.

Asthma.—Dogs are most liable to this disease at the age of three or four years, but

are also subject to it at any age. It arises sometimes from colds and inflammation, but

more frequently from over feeding and too much confinement. In this latter case,

K K 2
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there is an accunuilutiou of fat in the thorax, aftectiiig the action of the heart and lungs,

and producing a dry, short, harsh cough, diflSculty of breathing, and inability for violent

exercise in the chase, or otherwise. The disorder is gradual in its approach, but if

neglected it becomes chronic, and often proves fatal. In treating for it, if attended witli

inflammation, it will require bleeding, followed by alteratives, such as the following :

—

Calomel 5 graiu. Cream of tartai- .... 10 grains.

Nitre 4 graias. James' powders .... 2 „

Make these into a ball with linseed meal and treacle, and put it down the animal's

throat.* Repeat this morning and evening if the case is a severe one. The dose is for

a middle-sized dog, and must be increased for a large, or decreased for a small animal.

If tlie calomel produces vomiting, substitute the following :

—

Emetic tartar i grain.

Nitre 3 grains.

Powdered fox-glove f graiu.

Prepared as the other.

The Disicmjyer.—When this fatal disorder first appeared in Britain, about ninety

years ago, it destroyed seven out of every ten dogs throughout the country; but its

virulence has much abated, aud now that its nature, symptoms, and causes are better

known, and remedies are applied in time, the number of victims is comparatively few.

It is, however, a highly contagious and infectious disorder, and, like the small-pox aud

scarlet fever, it emits miasmata, which retain their destructive properties long after

separation from the diseased animal ; so that dogs placed in a kennel previously occupied

by others having the distemper, will be seized with it, although the walls and floor are

washed, lime-whitened, and fumigated with muriatic acid. It usually manifests its

symptoms about a fortnight after exposure to the contagion, by inflammation of the

substance of the lungs, and the mucous merabi-ane of the bronchia and that of the

nostrils, which become inflamed to such a degree as to produce extravasation of blood.

If the inflammation of the lungs is severe, the disease generally terminates in death on

the third day.

Colonel Hawker, who is a first-rate authority in canine matters, inoculated a young

dog with vaccine virus, which prevented the access of the distemper ; and Mr. James

Drearden, of Rochdale, Lancashire, taking the hint from the colonel's experiment,

extended the practice with the most complete success. Whether others have followed

the example we are not informed, but a remedy so easy and so innocuous ought to

undergo farther experiments. The application i-^liould be witli a lancet charged witli the

virus, and the punctures should be made in any of the bald parts of the body, as the

inside of the shoulder, thigh, or ear ; the latter being the best part, as the dog cannot

reach it with his tongue to remove the ichor. The vaccination should be performed on

the young pups, as the distemper most generally attacks them at from four to twelve

months old, although old dogs who escaped it in youth arc sometimes attacked by it.

They never, we believe, have the disease more tlian once.

* The method of giving a ball, or any medieine, is to pull the tongue out of the mouth us far as possible; then place the

medicine as close to the root of the tongne as low down as you can, aud whcu the dog draws iu the tongue the niudicine

will, by the action, be drawn into the gullet and stomach.
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The fii'st symptoms of tlic distemper are a dry hard eoughj witli a prostration of

nervous energy, depression of spirits, swelling of the glands of the throat, and loss of

appetite. These arc followed by a running at the nose and eyes, with emaciation, and

great feebleness, especially in the hind-quarters ; then succeed convulsions, twitchings of

the head, and other parts of the body, indicating irritation in the brain and spinal

marrow. Then the bowels become affected, either by extreme costiveness or looseness,

attended with great pain. If these symptoms continue, they are followed by vertigo

and dimness of sight, which cause the dog to run round, foaming at the month, and

moaning or hoAvling piteously. This is occasioned by inflammation and effusion of the

brain, and water in the head, the result of the continued irritation of the stomachy by

which whatever is taken is instantly discharged by the spasmodic action, in the

paroxysms of which the animal sometimes dies ; and, indeed, few recover when the

disease arrives at this stage. However virulent the disorder, the dog retains its sanity

and does not refuse water, which distinguishes the distemper from canine madness.

On the first appearance of the disease opening medicines should be freely adminis-

tered; first in small doses, and then in larger quantities, and continued for some time

as the disease progresses ; this will relieve the mucous membranes from the inflam-

matory action. The following prescription is recommended to be given on the first

symptoms manifesting themselves :

—

Crocus metallorura, finely levigiitcd . . G grains.

"White antimonial powder 6 „

Diaphoretic calx of aiilimony ... 10 „

Mix up witli linseed meal and treacle into a ball, and give it every two hours, keeping

the dog warm while it operates, and supplying him frequently with new milk or water-

gruel. If sickness supervene, reduce the doses, or discontinue them altogether. The

above is a dose for any large breed of dogs at ten months old, for younger or smaller

animals the quantity must be reduced. It has been found that a dose of calomel and

jalap given every second day when the first symptoms appear, and paying attention to

the diet, will effect a cure by three doses ; but if the disease commences with a flux it

generally proves fatal. Mr. Daniel recommends Blain's medicine as an eff'ectual remedy.

The packets are marked 1, 2 and 3 ; and for a large dog, No. 1 is given ; for those of

middling size. No. 2 j and for a small one, No. 3. These powders soon reduce the

violence of the symptoms, the spasms becoming less frequent, and subsiding altogether

in twenty-four hours, leaving only a slight discharge from the nose. This is not

an unfavourable symptom, being an efibrtof nature to relieve the head from the remains

of disease.

If the stomach continues in an irritable state, and does not retain the medicines,

mix with the latter a piece of butter, and from thirty to fifty drops of laudanum, accord-

ing to the size of the animal. If this is ejected, give, in an hour and a half afterwards,

the same quantity of laudanum in a little broth. Give also, in half an hour, Blain's

powder, made into a paste with treacle and flour, which will allay the vomiting. If the

bowels are obstructed by the laudanum, and retching continues, give twenty grains of

jalap, or fifteen grains of calomel, with from five to eight drops of laudanum, to allay

the irritation ; make either into a ball, and put it down the dog's throat. If these fail

to relieve the bowels, give a clyster composed of oatmeal gruel, salt, and oil ; and after
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this has taken effect, give the medicine, with a few drops of laudanum. If a great

discharge attends the disease, give from thirty to forty drops of laudanum mixed with

one ounce of sweet oil before giving the powder, which would be useless until the irrita-

tion has subsided, from passing too rapidly through the system. The following pre-

scription has also been recommended :—One ounce of Peruvian bark in a glass of port

wine, to be given twice a day ; Norris's drops, one table-spoonful in the same quantity

of wine, three times a day. Diminish the quantity as the disease decreases in intensity.

Brown also gives the following recipe, recommended to him by a friend who had used it

successfully upwards of twenty-five years :

—

Calomel ; 1 drachm. Jalap I draclim.

Tartar emetic 20 grains. Gamboge 1 „

j\Iake this into six balls with conserve of roses, and give one every morning for

a week.

When the inflammatory stage has subsided, the strength of the dog should be kept

up by nourishing diet ; and ixntil the disease has wholly passed off it should be kept

apart from all other dogs, giving him air when not under the effects of medicine. Every

precaution should be used to prevent the contagion from spreading.

Hydrophobia.—This most dreadful of all diseases is not confined to the canine race

of animals, although in all cases it originates with the dog ; and man himself is too

frequently the subject, by contagion, of its awful effects. No certain cause has been

assigned for its origin, and, what is worse, no specific remedy has yet been discovered

for its cure. It usually appears at the period called the "dog-days,^' when the weather is

at the hottest. From thence it has been assumed that the heat is the exciting cause
;

but, on the other hand, the disease is not more prevalent, if so much, in the tropical

countries than in Europe. Want of water in hot weather has also been alleged to be an

exciting cause ; but we know of no cases in which the disease has been distinctly traced

to the privation from water ; and the horror the dog under the disease displays of water

when offered to him, would seem to combat the opinion. All the efforts of men of

science have failed in discovering a remedy for hydrophobia ; we can therefore only

describe the symptoms, in order to guard those who possess or have the care of dogs

against falling victims to its frightful consequences.

Erom the middle of July to the end of September is the period when dogs arc most

liable to the attacks of madness. They should therefore be narrowly watched during

those months ; and if they refuse to eat or drink, become melancholy, leave off barking,

murmur, and are peevish, have their tails and ears dropping more than usual, and

endeavour to hide themselves in some remote corner, remove them at once from their

kennel, if with other dogs, or from the house, if at large, and tie them up in a secure

place. If the disease has taken hold of them, the next stage is an uneasy drowsiness,

watery and heavy eyes, protruding tongue, and foaming at the mouth. They next

become restless, and if they arc, or can get at liberty, run panting about, attempting to

bite any animal that comes in their way. They will thus wander, if not arrested, for

two or three days, until, worn out with fatigue, want of sustenance, and the ravages of

the disease, they die.

The bite of a dog iu this state, if not at once treated for, is certain dcatli. There-

fore as soon as a person is thus bitten the wound should be immediately cauterised with
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lunar caustic, or the jagged edges of the bite cut out as deep as the teeth of the animal

have reached. To prevent the possibility of the poison disseminating itself into tlie

system, a ligature should be tied above and below the wound, so as to prevent the blood

from flowing past it. If a surgeon is near he should at once be called in, and will then

take these measures in a professional way. The same process must be followed with the

dog or any other animal that is bitten ; the misfortune in this case, however, is that

no other than man can tell his ease, so that the poison has mostly taken hold before an

operation can be performed. There is no resource in cases of confirmed liydrophobia in

inferior animals, but to destroy them at once. It was even the practice formerly to

smother persons affected with it by placing them between two feather-beds, but this has

given place to a more humane system.

Bites from Vipers.—Pointers and setters are very liable, in the pursuit of game, on

commons and in copses, to receive a bite from these reptiles. A gamekeeper who

attends a sportsman, or the sportsman himself, if alone, should always carry with

them a phial of sweet oil, which if rubbed into the wound will neutralise the venom.

Afterwards use the following ointment :

—

Grceu elJer oinfraeat 1 ounce.

Savoiu tree 1 „

Sweet oil, given internally, has been found an effectual remedy. If the liead swells, the

dog shovdd be bled, and purgative medicine administered as follows, once a day till the

swelling subsides :

—

Jalap . . . . , 5 grains.

Powdered aloes 2 „

Calomel -J
grain.

Poison.—When a dog is found to have taken poison, dissolve 15 grains of tartar

emetic in water, and give it immediately. This will cause him to vomit, and when this

eflPect has subsided, administer 3 ozs. of castor oil, or 10 grains of turpeth mineral

mixed with butter, and rub it on his nose, whence he will lick it off. This is for a

large dog ; eight grains being a dose for a middle-sized, and five for a small dog.

Gamekeepers and warreners plant pieces of meat with nux vomica and otlier poisonous

substances in them, when they expect the inroads of poachers or unqualified persons

with dogs into their preserves or warrens at night, and remove them in the morning.

Many gentlemen and farmers have their dogs thus poisoned, when not out of their

regular bounds. "When such is the case, if no more effective remedy is at hand, liold

up the dog's head, force open his mouth and hold it open by placing a stick across it.

Then put common salt into his mouth in sufficient quantity to act as an emetic and a

purgative ; it will dissolve and be swallowed with the saliva. After it has operated give

warm broth to keep up or restore strength. Two table-spoonfuls of castor oil will both

help the laxation of the bowels and tend to counteract the effect of the poison. When

the effect of the salt has ceased, fifteen drops of laudanum will tranquillise the stomach

and bowels.

DISEASES OF THE ABDOMEN.

Inflammation of the Boivels.—This disorder is caused by cold or costiveness, or an

excess of bile. Sometimes, without any apparent cause, a dog becomes restless, lying

down and rising frequently, groaning, and changing his position. Sometimes the hinder
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extremities arc par:ily.«cclj and the loins l)ccomc so tender tliat lie shrieks if they he

touched. If it be attempted to move him from place to place he will scream loudly.

Ill this case he should be bathed frequently in warm water, keeping him in it for a

considerable time, well rubbing him during the bath. AVipe him quite dry when taken

out, and roll a blanket about him, keeping him near a fire if the weather is cold. If

the symptoms do not yield to this treatment, bleed him, and then give the following

mixture :

—

LaiiJanum 20 drops.

Sulphuric ctlicr 25 „

Castor oil 1 ounce.

This is for a middle-sized dog, and its operations should be assisted by the use of a

clyster of gruel, butter, and salt. If the disorder still continues, or the medicine does

not operate in six or seven hours, give the following :

—

Calomel 4 grains.

Aloes 1 drachm.

Laudanum 1 grain.

Make these into a ball with treacle and linseed meal, or mix them only with butter. If

this fails to operate in three or four hours, repeat the dose ; and when the bowels have

been moved, they must be kept opeii for three or four hours. While the hinder parts

continue paralysed, they should be rubbed with the following stimulant three or four

times a day :—
Spirit of turiientice ... 2 ounces. Laudanum 2 drachma.

Hartshorn 2 „ Sweet oil ... . • li ounce.

As the recovery of the use of the limbs is tedious, the warm bath should be continued

every day or two, feeding the dog sparingly with thin oatmeal porridge and milk, and

other farinaceous food.

AVhcn costivencss is the cause of inflammation, the dog will appear dull and un-

willing to move from place to place, his belly will be hot and painful when touched.

In this case the bowels must at once be cleared out, for which purpose give iu the first

instance, an ounce and a half of castor oil, and if this fails to operate, give—calomel,

5 grains; aloes, 1^ drachm; using clysters at the same time until a free passage is

obtained.

Inflammation arising from cold is accompanied by panting, heat, thirst, and great

restlessness; the stomach will not retain its food, there is great heat in the belly, the

eyeballs are bloodshot and the nose is alternately hot and cold, wliilst the dog groans

piteously. It is evident that the inflammation is advanced, and it is necessary to bleed

him immediately, and clysters of castor oil, with from fifteen to twenty drops of

laudanum in them, administered, keeping the bowels open until tho inflammation is

entirely subdued, with the following purgatives :

—

Jalap 5 grains.

Powdered aloes 1 grain.

Inflammation from bile will be discerned by the dog vomiting a dark yellow or

blackish matter, the bowels not being much affected. The following aperient should be

given :

—

Calomel 3 grains.

Compound eslr.act of colorynlli . . . 3 ,,
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INIakc up ill form of a pill and put it down the dog's tliroat, repeating it every fifteen

hours till cured. If the evacuations are rai.xed with blood, and the bowels are in a

naturally loose condition, the laxatives must be omitted and the following given :

—

Powileri'J Colombo ... 1 ilraclim. Powdered opium .... 1 grain.

Prepared clialk .... 1 „ Powdered gum arabic ... 1 draclim.

^lake these up into three or six balls, according to the size of the dog, aud give one

every six hours, xintil the bloody symptoms disappear.

Infiammution of the Bladder.—The symptoms iu this complaint are much the same

as those of the last disease, with the additional one of a partial, and in some cases a

total suppression of urine ; at most, it being voided in very small quantities, accom-

panied with pain aud mixed with 1)lood. Bleeding is the first thing to attend to, and

afterwards give the following opening medicine :

—

Calomel 2 grains.

Extract of colocynlli 2 „

!Mixiug iu his drink, twice a day

—

Nitre 1 draclim.

Powdered gum arabic ,....• 2 drachms.

If the dog appears iu great pain when voiding his urine, give half a grain of powdered

opium in a little meal and butter, and force it down his throat. Apply also fomenta-

tions over the region of the bladder ; they will materially alleviate the pain, and assist

the operation of the medicine.

Worms.—There are no less than five different species of these parasites that infest

the intestines of dogs, namely, the Oxguris, the Aseuris, the Teenia cidiniformes, the

Scrrala, and the Cucurbidna ; the three last are tape-worms. The way iu which these

worms ai'e first introduced into, or generated in the dog or other animal, as well as man,

is the subject of controversy with the faculty, with whom we must leave it, and attend

to the facts as they appear before us. It is found, for instance, that dogs that are

highly fed, and take little exercise, are more subject to worms than those that live

hard and work hard. It is also ascertained that when salt is given to dogs with their

food, they are less subject to worms than when it is withheld. This we believe is the

case with all animals, as well as with man, salt being acknowledged by medical men

to be both a stimulant and a vermifuye. Damp and ill-ventilated kennels are also

considered to increase the production of worms, by vitiating the blood and other juices

of the body.

The two first descriptions of worms are called, iu vulgar language, the Canine Maw-

vjorm and the Marginated Roimd-icorm. The maw-worm is an extremely small reptile,

of about half an inch long, the head ending in a sharp point, and the tail flattened

slightly, and lobed on each side. It is a yellowish worm, and is found in great numbers

in the lower intestines of dogs, and sometimes passes even into the stomach, producing

sickness, nausea, and loathing of food. The second is from, three to four inches in

length, and has the appearance of the common earth-worm. Its colour is also yellowish

white ; the head is situated at the small end of the body, and is furnished with a kind

of hood. It is generally lodged in the convolutions of the small intestines, but frequently

reaches the stomach, where it produces violent irritation.
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The three last kinds are called, respectively, the Chain-shaped Tape-worm, the

Serrated Tape-worm, and the Gourd-shaijed Tape-worm. The first is common in the

intestines of the dog, and sometimes exceeds 9 feet in length. It consists of a number

of flat, oblong-oval articulations or joints, each of which is furnished with an opening at

its margin on the opposite side in every alternate joint. The head is extremely small,

and the colour of the worm is a creamy Avhite. The second is about 20 inches in

length, with numerous rectangular articulations, the hinder ones becoming gradually

broader and shorter. Each margin is toothed like a saw; the head is small, and the

colour a dirty white. The third resembles the common tape-worm of the human body,

but thicker. The joints are square and uniform, with alternate apertures on the sides.

The tail is broad, and the colour is a yellowish white.

The symptoms of worms in dogs are various. When one is afflicted with them he

becomes emaciated, appears dull, his eyes are heavy, and his nose swelled and dry,

and he rubs it continually with his paws. At first he eats voraciously, but soon loathes

his food. His under jaw hangs loose, and he moves his tongue about. The pains in the

belly are severe, and he frequently screams violently; the body twitches spasmodically

during sleep, and he draws his limbs together ; the belly becomes tumid and hard, and

saliva runs from his mouth whilst sleeping. He sits down on his hind quarters and

draws himself forward with his fore legs, to relieve the irritation felt at the anus.

Sometimes his hair stares, or stands on end. Violent vomiting takes place when the

worms ascend to the alimentary canal and the stomach, and the irritation they occasion

there produces convulsions and death.

The small maw-worm is difficult to eradicate on account of its numbers, and the

rapidity of their increase. Myriads of them are found in a single dog, and if one be left

it will soon produce hundreds. The following medicine is recommended as a specific

for it :

—

Powdered aloes 15 grains.

Povrfered scammony 8 „

Divide these into four or eight powders, according to the size of the dog, make them into

balls with flour and treacle, and give one every morning. In six hours after each,

administer the following injection :

—

Spirit of turpentine 2 drachms.

Olive oil 2 ounces.

For the round-worm, which is more easily expelled, the following medicine must be

persevered in for some time, to allow tlicm no respite, and also to expel the eggs :

—

Calomel 24 grains. Powder of scammony ... 24 grains.

Jalap, in powder ... Ij draelim. Pondered ginger .... 20 „

Divide these, when well mixed, into eight or twelve parts, according to the size of the

dog, and make each part into a ball, with linseed meal and treacle. Give one every

morning until no more worms or eggs appear in the ffeces. For a very large dog the

above may be made into six doses.

Tape-worms are all of the same character, and require similar treatment. They are

very difficult to eradicate from the intestines, adhering to the alimentary canal most

tenaciously. Turpentine is the most efficacious remedy, given as follows :

—
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Spirit of turpculiue 2 drachms.

Castor oil 1 ounce.

Powdered giun arabic
J
ouuce.

Make them up into two or three balls with linseed meal, and give one daily until the

worms are expelled. When this is fully ascertained, tonic medicines should be given to

strengthen the digestion, which will tend to prevent the recurrence of the worms. The

following is recommended :

—

Sulphate of quiuine 12 grains.

Carbonate of irou 1 drachm.

Sulphate of irou 12 grains.

Divide these into six or twelve powders, according to the size of the dog, and give one

daily for a week or ten days, in the form of small balls, made up with linseed meal and

treacle. Castor oil and turpentine are specific remedies for worm complaints of all

kinds in man or beast. *

Dropsy.—This arises in dogs from some disease of the chest, and consists in an

accumulation of water in the abdomen. The symptoms arc a hard heavy cough, a

swelling and tenseness in the belly, failure of appetite, quick and difficult breathing,

great thirst; and, in the end, a tendency to suffocation. The following specific is

recommended :

—

Calomel 10 grains.

Powdered digitalis 10 „

Powdered camphor 15 „

Divide these into six or, for a small dog, eight powders, and give one daily. If this

does not relieve the patient, tapping will be required, which can only be performed safely

by a regular experienced veterinarian.

Colic.—Under this complaint the dog is dull and restless, his eyeballs are inflamed,

his nose dry and hot, and his appetite fails. It is attended with great pain. Stimulating

embrocations applied to the belly, and a warm bath of high temperature, will generally

give relief, administering at the same time half an ounce of castor oil and six drops of

laudanum, if the habit is costive ; but if the bowels are relaxed, two table-spoonfuls of

the following mixture should be given every four hours :

—

Compound tincture of «cnna ... 3 drachms.

Sweet spirit of nitre 4 ounce.

Laudanom 2 drachms.

Compound tincture of rhubarb . . 3 „

Water 1 pint.

Diarrhoea, or Looseness.—When dogs are labouring under this complaint, give the

following medicine two or three times daily if the complaint is severe, but if otiierwise

once a day :

—

Peruvian bark 1 scrnplc. Powdered camphor .... 4 grains.

Powdered ginger .... 1 drachm. Laudanum 12 drops.

* Turpentine, however, should be administered with caution. We recollect a case, many years since, at the London

Hospital. A surgeon with whom we were acquainted had administered turpentine to a woman who was suffering from

worms. After taking it she complained that her teeth were affected. It was night, and, in order to examine her mouth,

he held a candle before it. Her breath, charged with the vapour of the tnrpentine, took fire, and she was instantly

suffocated and dead, before any application could be used to recover her.
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Blind-watey, or Bloody Urine.—Tliis disease arises from a diseased state of the neck

of tlie bladder, or a ruptured vessel of the urethra. Sometimes it is caused by fungi

growing on the penis. If it proceeds from the former causes, give the following

medicine daily till the animal recovers :
—

Peruvian bnrk J drachm. Prepared kali 6 grains.

Myrrh, in powder . . . C grains. Compound tincture of benzoin \ ounce.

Make it up into a ball. If the disorder proceed from fungi, excision with the scalpel, or

a sharp penknife, or biu-ning them with caustic, may be resorted to. Burnt alum may

be first tried, and if not effectual, mix with it an eighth of the quantity of red oxide

of mercury.

Pits.—Epilepsy is by no means an uncommon disorder with dogs, and the fits occur at

all ages, accompanied with strong convulsions. Distemper, worms, costiveness, teething,

and a variety of causes are assigned for the presence of this obstinate affection, which, if

it is not incurable, is most difficult to cure. Bleeding will have a temporary cftect in

staying the fits, but aperient medicine will be more permanently efficacious. The

following is recommended :

—

Calomel 12 grains.

Foxglove, powdered 12 ,,

Powdered mislctoe 2 drachms.

To be divided into nine, twelve, or fifteen powders, according to the size of the dog.

They should be made up into pills, with treacle and linseed meal, one to be given

every morning. Dogs used in field-sports are more liable to epilepsy than others, from

the excitement they undergo in the pursuit of game. If one is taken with a fit whilst

in the field, lie should be instantly plunged into water, which, from the shock it will

occasion to the system, will tend to rouse him, and restore the nervous energy.

DISE.\SES OP THE EXTEUN.4L PARTS.

Diseases of the Eye.—Dogs are liable to affections of the eye after recovering from

the distemper, which is in fact one, and the last, phase of the disorder, in which case, it

goes off with perfect recovery to health. If, however, it proves obstinate, a sctou must

be inserted in the neck, and the eyes washed with Goulard's extract. Independent of

other diseases, many young dogs have weak and watery eyes, which jire slightly inflamed

at bottom and inside the eyelids, and give pain when exposed to a strong light. Tlic

first thing is to bleed on the jugular vein, inserting at the same time a seton in the neck,

and giving a purgative every second or third daj", as iu the case of the bite of a viper.

Foment with poppy heads or camomile flowers as hot as the dog can bear it, and use the

following lotion :

—

Sugar of lead 3 drachm.

Rose-water 5 ounces.

"When the inflammation has subsided, bathe with 10 grs. of white vitriol dissolved in

5 ozs. of rose-water. When the disease is quite subdued, a dimness sometimes comes

over the eyes, in which case a little of the following powder may be blown on the eye-

ball :—
Sugar of lead 1 scruple.

Calomel 1 drachm.
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Cataract.—lu this disorder, tlic crj'stalline lens becomes wliite and opaque, and of a

horny consistence, instead of being clear and transparent ; and if not arrested, it ends in

total blindness. It generally attacks the eyes of old dogs. Washes are recommended

for this disease, but they are of little avail, except to reduce the inflammation, and

couching is the only effectual remedy, which must be performed by a regular veterinary

surgeon, and to such wc refer the reader, as the only safe plan.

External Ulcer of the Ear.—It consists of a foul ulcer on the lower edge of the flap,

or one on both ears in form of a slit. The ulcer occasions great pain, which the dog

evinces by shaking his head continually, which aggravates the disorder, and increases the

discharge. Lunar caustic, or the actual cautery, are usually employed, but a less

painful, and as cflectual remedy, is tlie following :
—

Nitrated mercury ... 3 drachms. Lard 2 ounces.

Turner's cerate .... 2 „ Becs'-wax i ouuce.

Mi.K these well together, and apply the ointment twice a day, covering tlie part with a

cloth, to prevent the ointment from being scratched oS' by the dog. Another application

is a follows :
—

Corrosive sublimate 1 grains.

Mills of sulphm- 1 scruple.

Turner's cerate 1 drachm.

In a slight case, a wash composed of 6 grs. of corrosive sublimate dissolved in 1^ oz. of

rose-water, will generally effect a cure.

Canker in the Ear.—This is easily cured if taken in time, but if neglected, spreads

rapidly, and becomes very troublesome to heal. To prevent this, boil 2 ozs. of shag

tobacco in a quart of water till reduced to a pint, and then dip the dog's ear into it,

whilst as hot as not to scald him. Repeat this every day, until it begins to heal. Then

burn an old shoe, convert it into powder, and mix it with 4 ozs. of hog's lard. Rub the

ear with this ointment daily for a week or ten days, to make the hair grow on the parts.

Common Mange.—This loathsome disease, which is very prevalent among dogs, arises

from filthy kennels, want of exercise, foul feeding, &c. Sometimes it is occasioned by a

morbid constitutional tendency, but more frequently is the result of contagion. It

consists of a chronic inflammation of the skin, and is highly infectious. When, there-

fore a dog shows symptoms of it, he should be constantly isolated, and confined to a

kennel. It is said that when several dogs are shut up together, the acrid effluvia from

their urine sometimes induces the mange in its most virulent form. There arc two

distinct kinds of mange—the common, and the red mange, the latter of which is the

most difficult to cure. Cleanliness, in the first instance, is essential in both, as soon as

the dog is seen to scratch himself, which is the certain symptom. After this, for the

common mange, let the dog be well washed with lime-water, and when perfectly dry,

dress the parts affected with the following ointment, which is equally efficacious in the

red mange, namely—
Sulphur vivum 4 ounces.

Hellebore ponder 2 „

Bayberry powder 2 ,,

Spirit of turpentine 1 ounce.

Hog's lard j pound.

Both the washing and the anointing should be repeated every other day, until a cure is
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effected. To remove the ointment efifectually, a strong solution of soda will be necessary,

and will likewise promote the cure in other respects. Generally, about four applications

will be sufficient, unless the system is in a bad state. The following opening medicine

should be administered :

—

Nitre ^ dracbm.

Sulpliur 1 ,,

This should be given every second day. If the disorder resists the above treatment,

it will be necessary to have recourse to mercurial preparations, as a last resort ;

—

White precipitate . . .... 3 drachms.

Sulphur IJ ounce.

Hog's lard 4 ounces.

Rub this in every second day four times, washing the dog twelve or fourteen hours

after the application with a strong solution of soda.

If the dog is required for the field or other work, before he is quite restored to health,

a lotion of Glauber water should be rubbed in once a day. It may be obtained at

any salt-works ; and if these are not at hand, substitute for it a solution of 2 ozs. of

ground oak bark in a pint of water. In obstinate cases, administer the following

laxative balls, one each second day, three times repeated :—

Antimony 1 pound.

Sulphur 4 ounces.

Syrup of buckthorn 4 „

Divide these into balls of 7 drachms each. These balls will be of use to keep by you at

all times ; and during the hunting season, a couple of them should be given to the

hounds every fortnight. There are other specific remedies for the common mange, but

we believe none more efficacious than the above.

The red mange is a highly inflammatory disorder, exhibited in the skin over every

part of the body, accompanied with great itching. It affects the roots of the hair, causing

it to fall off, sometimes in large patches, and changing its coloui". In bad cases, ulcera-

tion takes place, which will be seen by scabs after washing with soft soap, or the solution

of soda. These should be picked off, and the sores rubbed with the following solution:

—

Corrosive sublimate j ounce.

Spirits of wine, or whikky J pint.

Applied with a piece of sponge. A common remedy is as follows :

—

' Mercurial ointment 8 ounces.

Venice turpentine 2 „

Hog's lard 1 pound.

Rub the turpentine and mercurial ointment together until incorporated, and then add

the hog's lard. Hub an ounce of this on the parts afl'ectcd for three days in succession,

and on the fourth day wash it off, unless the redness continues, in which case an additional

dressing will be necessary. Give at the same time the following alterative :

—

^thiop's mineral 1 ounce.

Cream of tartar 1 .i

Nitre 3 drachms.
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Divide this into sixteen or twenty-four doses, according to the size of the dog, and give

one every morning and evening.

Sore Feci.—This is a common complaint with sporting dogs, either in hunting or

shooting ; and to harden or season the feet, they slioiild be frequently washed with strong

brine, or vinegar, with a handful of salt dissolved in a pint of it. This will also cure

them when the feet are sore. If, from neglect, the feet have become raw, wash them

well with a solution of soda, and then apply the following mixture with a feather three

or four times a day :

—

Sulphuric acid 6 drops.

Tincture of myrrli 1 ouucc.

Jroiinds.
—"When these are superficial, they only require to be washed, and the dog

will lick them till they are healed. But sometimes a dog, in the ardour of the chase,

will tear himself deeply against a stub in forcing through a hedge, or in other ways,''^

aud it will then require to be treated with friar's balsam, or tincture of myrrh. If the

wound is very deep, place the dog in the hands of a veterinary surgeon at once.

Sj/raiiis and Bruises.—If these are serious, do not attempt to tamper with them, but

apply to a surgeon without delay, if one is accessible ; but if not, then use the following

lotion, well rubbed on the parts :

—

Spirit ot turpentine 1 ounce.

Spirit of wine 2 ounces.

13ut if inflammation attends a sprain, bathe with sugar of lead 2 ozs., dissolved in one

pint of vinegar, keeping the part constantly moist by rags dipped in the lotion. When
the inflammation is subdued, then use the following embrocation :

—

Soft soap 1 ounce. Spirit of turpentine ... 1 ounce.

Spirit of wine 1 „ Green elder ointment . . . 1 „

For a sprain of the leg or foot, mix camphor and spirits of wine, 2 ozs. each ; and when

the camphor is dissolved, add to it 1 oz. of Goulai'd's extract, and the gall of an ox. Rub
the part aft'ceted with this embrocation twice or thrice a day. It will facilitate the cure

if the part is fomented with camomile flowers in hot water. If the stifle is bruised and

swelled, add to the above 1 oz. of tincture of cantharidcs, and rub it well into the part

affected.

Vermin.—Dogs are very subject to be annoyed by fleas and ticks, especially in

summer, which sometimes seriously affect their health, besides rendering them very

disagreeable inmates of the house. To get rid of them, rub the whole body of the

animal over with train-oil, letting it remain on about three quarters of an hour, and then

wash it off with soda and warm water. Tobaceo-water, if not made too strong, will kill

the vermin without any injury to the dog. Soft soap also rubbed well in all over the

body, and, an hour after, washed off with warm water, will have the same effect.

Fractures of the Bones.—These are not unfrcquent with dogs, nor are they verv

difficult to cure, if simple. The fracture of the thigh bone is the most common. The

first thing is to reduce the swelling and inflammation bv fomentations of vinegar and

water. Surround the part where the fracture is situated with a pitch plaster, and then

take a smooth lathe or piece of deal, long enough to reach from the foot to the part

* A greyhound belonging to a friend of the writer was pursuing a hare in a meadow in which were several narrow

open drains. Being closely pressed, puss took refuge in one of these ; and the dog, who was close behind, made a bolt

after it ; but, unable to check the impetaosity of the effort, he threw himself over, and broke his neck.
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above tlie fracture^ aud bind it securely, but not too tightly, with a roller of cotton

cloth li inch in width. If the bandage is too tight, it will stop the circulation, and

there will be danger of mortification.

If the shank-bone is fractured or broken, splints must be bound all round it, secured,

as before, with a cotton bandage. In cases of compound fracture, it will be best to call

in the aid of a professional man, on account of the difficulty of rejilacing the pieces of

broken bone.

Cropping.—We mention this barbarous and useless act of cruelty merely for the

purpose of denouncing it ; and we heartily wish there was a law to retaliate the outrage

upon those who practise it, after nailing their ears to the pillory. We believe it is

confined to the lowest of the low, in point of morals (which, by-the-bye, includes some

who are noble bij courtesy), and the intention is, to prevent, in a dog fight, the ears being

seized by the combatants on either side; and thus one brutal custom is alleged to justify

another. Both arc unworthy of human beings, and indicate a debased and degraded

taste.

SECTION XIX.

AGRICULTURAL MANUFACTURES.

The establishment of manufactures in immediate connection with husbandry in most of

the European countries on the Continent has given rise to the question whether they are

adapted to the system of agriculture practised in the United Kingdom ; whether they

would confer a benefit upon the British farmer by opening up fresh channels for his

produce, and securing a profitable disposal of it ; or inflict an injury on his interest by

diverting his energies and capital from their legitimate employment. Another important

question, however, arises, aud one on which the decision miist turn—that is, would the

profit be such as to justify the landed interest of the United Kingdom in i-isking the

important changes in the cultivation of the land that would be required, wherever the

establishment of agricultural manufactures was determined on ?

When we speak of these institutions, we refer to those immediately connected with

the land, either by having the factories attached to the homestead, on the land of which

the raw material is grown, and worked by the farmer himself as an adjunct to the farm

;

or by only growing the necessary produce for their consumption, and selling it to the

manufacturer in a neighbouring town. Both these jilans have been tried on the

Continent, and the first has, we believe, universally failed, all the small factories having

been abandoned. This, at least, has been the case with the sugar factories, the pro-

prietors of which could not compete with the larger establishments, which have now

absorbed the whole of the trade, so that, although the number of factories are fewer, the

quantity of sugar produced is greater than before. And with respect to the distilleries

connected with the land, they appear to have proved unpi'ofitable in France the last two

years, many of them having been closed. In Austria, on the contrary, the consumption

of spirits is enormous, and the number of distilleries has largely increased. We liavc

already described them in speaking of the agriculttu'c of Austria (see vol. i. p. 159), and
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it is therefore unnecessary to go further into the subject here. We shall therefore

enumerate the kinds of manufactures that can be called agricultural, and then describe

the processes by which they arc \yorkedj taking thciu in rotation as they are named :

—

1. Tlie flax manufacture; 2. The beet sugar manufacture ; 3. Tlie potato starch and

sugar manufacture ; k The Avheataa starch manufacture ; 5. Distillation.

THE FLAX CULTURE AND I'KEPARATION.

1. The Culture of Flax.—We have reserved this branch of husbaudi\y with the view

of going more largely into it in connection with the manufacture of which it is the basis.

Although many attempts have been made to extend the growth of flax in the United

Kingdom, it is still chiefly confined to the north of Ireland, having the city of Belfast

as its centre and chief place of consumption. This indiff'erence of the English farmers

to undertake the cultivation and preparation of flax is the more remarkable that not

only is it a profitable culture, but the quantity grown is so inadequate to the consumption

as to necessitate an importation amounting in value to nearly £5,000,000 per annum of

flax fibre, besides flax seed and linseed cake, to that of between £3,000,000 and

£4,000,000 more. With regard to its profitableness, we will take the statement of the

secretary of the Belfast Flax Society, as coming from the fountain-head of the manu-

factm-e, in which he shows by actual results that a profit of £20 per acre (Irish) is a

moderate return ; and it is well known that last year as much as £50 per acre was

realised by many persons in Ireland from this culture. We believe that the chief objec-

tion to its adoption in England by the large farmers is the attention it demands at a

season of the year when so many engagements in the regular routine of the farm are

pressing upon them. Another reason, perhaps, is the want of mills to prepare the flax

when it is grown ; but these would necessarily spring up if the culture were to become

general. The trouble attached to the culture may therefore be considered the chief

obstacle to the cultivation.

It is remarkable that even in Ireland, where the soil and climate are especially

favourable to the growth of flax, and where streams of water abound in every direction

to facilitate its preparation, all attempts to extend its culture to the west and south have

hitherto failed of success, the quantity grown in Munster and Connaught being very

inconsiderable. After the famine in 18-18 vigorous efibrts were made to induce the small

farmers to engage in its cultivation in those districts ; and it was warmly advocated, not

only by benevolent individuals who had the welfare of the country at heart, but the

Eoyal Dublin Society seconded their efibrts by its powerful influence : all, however, was

in vain ; for after a few spasmodic eftbrts it was given up as hopeless. Since the cotton

famine set in, upon the outbreak of the war in America, and the blockading of the ports

of the South, another attempt has been in progress to extend the flax culture in the

south of Ireland, and we ivish, but with little hope, that it may continue.

We should be guilty of a great omission if we omitted to notice the exertions of

;Mr. Warnes, of Trimmingham, near Cromer, in Norfolk, to introduce and extend the

cultivation of flax in bis own and the neighbouring counties. It was about the year

1840 that this gentleman first began to make the experiment on his own farm of 120

acres; and in 1846 he published an account of the method he pursued in the culture,

with which lie connected the preparation of cattle food from the flax seed. Previous to

VOL. n. L L
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the publication of Mr. Warnes' work in 1843, the " Norfolk Flax Society" held its first

meetin'^, in St. Andrew's Hall, Norwich, at which all the leading men in agriculture of

the county attended, and resolutions were passed with the view of promoting the objects

of the meeting. Unfortunately the society was broken up, or failed in its establishment,

chiefly through the conduct of some of the leading men, who wished to make it an

exclusive society, which Mr. Warnes, objected to, and on their persisting in thwartiug his

plans, he withdrew from the secretaryship ; and there being no other person capable of

conducting the affairs of the association, it failed altogether. The causes are set forth

in Mr. Warnes' work, but we have not room to go into them at large.

Another institution of the same kind, but more extended in its views, was formed at

Ipswich, in Suftblk, entitled "The National Flax and Agricultural Improvement Asso-

ciation, formed for the purpose of affording instruction and assistance in the cultivation

of flax," &c. &c. This took place in November, 1843, and it also weut into desuetude,

but of the causes there is no account given in IVIr. Warnes' work. Notwithstanding,

however, these failures, the culture of flax, as well as hemp, is prosecuted in various parts

of the country, especially on the deep alluvial soils of Lincolnshire. Suffolk, too, has

for ages been famous for its hemp, which requires somewhat similar treatment with flax.

We have referred to these associations in order to show that the cultivation of flax,

and its preparation for the market, has at various periods engaged the attention of the

British agriculturists, but has never made any way in the general husbandry of the

country. This has not arisen from want of that patronage or support that has been so

successfully rendered to other institutions and systems of culture, uor from any appre-

hension that its adoption would be unprofitable. Nor is it, as in Ireland, to be ascribed

to the indifference of the landed interest to anything that is new and untried ; because

there is no part of the country where experiments have not been made, and attended

with a good result. We must therefore conclude that the British farmer finds he cannot

deviate from the regular routine of the system of husbandry he has practised, without

throwing everything out of course, and thus interfering with the rotation of crops on

which he considers his success to hinge. Many of the landlords, too, have got the idea

that flax and hemp are exhausting crops, and therefore set their faces against their

culture ; and however erroneous this idea may be, it certainly has materially operated

to prevent it from being adopted in many parts of the country.

The soil best suited to the growth of flax is a rich, deep, free loam, approaching to a

clay. Some, even, assert that a strong clay is the best ; but as it is necessary that the

soil should be thoroughly pulverised before it is sown, a strong clay is certainly not the

most favourable for that operation. Broken-up old pasture land is perhaps the best

kind of land for flax ; in which case it must be ploughed in the autumn, so that the flag

may be thoroughly rotted by the winter's frosts and downfall. About February it should

have another ploughiug, deeper than the first, after which the rotten sod should be

pulled to pieces with the harrows and brought to the surface ; and whatever roots may

thus be brought up, should be collected with haud-rakes, and either burnt on the land

or removed. A third ploughing will be necessary at the beginning of April, or a M-eek

earlier if the weather is open. This ploughing should not be deeper than the vegetable

mould, that being the soil in which the seed should be deposited. The land must then

be further pulverised with the harrows, after which pass the roller over it and sow

immediately. The seed must be sown broadcast, cither by hand or by the broadcast
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machine^ and covered by two turns of tbe light seed-baiTOWS. By no means, and under

no circumstances, roll the land after the seed is sown.

If flax is sown after wheat, the stubble should be ploughed up in the autumn or

beginning of winter ; and it may theu lie until the end of March, when one more

ploughing will suffice, using the harrows freely, to bring up whatever Aveeds may be in

the soil, that they may be taken oft' or burnt. Then roll and sow, as in the first case,

covering the seed witli the light liarrows. The quantity of seed used is from two to

three bushels, but two and a half is the most iisual quantity. Some persons reckon the

Dutch seed the best, and others prefer the Riga. Either of these, if procured genuine,

will allow of their produce being used for seed two or three years after, but beyond that

period it will deteriorate. If the object is to obtain a greater quantity of seed, the

Baltic flax is the best to sow; but if fibre is the object, then either English or Dutch

seed will be preferable. The flax from the Riga seed is of a coarser quality than tlie

Dutch, but the yield of seed is very large. American seed produces a good quality of

flax, but the quantity of fibre is deficient, nor are the capsules very productive of seed.

It is, however, preferred for sowing on light and high lauds. Flax succeeds generally

better after green than after white crops.

As soon as the young plants are three or four inches high, pull out whatever weeds

may appear, by hand. This is a tedious and expensive process ; and if the land has

been well cleaned for the previous crop—say of potatoes or turnips—the flax will not

require to be weeded at all, as it will smother those weeds which appear with it.

When the seed approaches to ripeness, it must be watched daily, examining the ripest

capsule. If the seed in it has turned green and somewhat hard, pull the flax at once, as

every day it stands after that, the quality of the fibre will be deteriorated. But if the

flax is required to be of the finest quality, it should be pulled as soon as the flowers fall

ofi", and retted immediately. The usual plan, however, is to let the seed ripen before

pulling, which, in fact, does not injure the strength of the fibre, whilst it saves the seed.

In pulling the flax, seize a small handful of the longest stems just under the bolls or

seed-branches, and pull them with a jerk or two, and lay them evenly on the ground.

Then pull the short flax that is left in the same manner, laying them separate from the

long stems. Some growers steep at once, in order to have flax of a better colour, but

the general practice at Courtrai, in Flanders, is to leave it in the field a day or two, and

then tie it in sheaves, and set it up in shocks ; when these are suflieiently dry, they are

placed in stacks on the ground about eight feet high, as wide as the length of the flax

will allow. They are kept in this position by strong posts driven into the ground at each

end, and the stacks are thatched, to remain until the time arrives for steeping. If the

seed is to be saved, the flax must be taken to the barn, and the capsules taken off" by a

sort of iron comb, fastened to a piece of board.

At Courtrai the flax is retted or steeped in the river Lys, having chiefly been bought

up from the growers by dealers. The method pursued is as follows :—A strong frame of

wood is made by cutting twice down 12-feet boards. Upright pieces of 4 feet long are

then placed at each corner of the intended frame, and side-rails are morticed into them,

the bottom rails being also secured to the lower parts of the square frame. Posts are

di'iven into the bed of the river to prevent the frame, when loaded, from floating down

the stream, which is about five feet deep. "When the frame is ready, it is placed in the

river, and the sheaves of flax are piled in it in such a way as to allow the water to pass

L L 3
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freely tlirougli them. Boards are placed ou tlie toj), and stones upon the boards, to

weigh down the flax, which does not, however, reach the bottom, so that the water passes

freely over, under, and around it. Longer time is required to steep the flax in fresh

than in stagnant or pond water ; and in either case it must be examined daily, and

carefully, and towards the close of the process several times a day, to ascertain whether

the fibre will easily separate from the wood ; and as soon as this point is settled satis-

factorily, it must instantly be removed, as a few hours too much steeping will materially

affect the value of the flax. On the other hand, if not sufficiently steeped, it will be

difficult to separate tlie fibre, as the wood will adhere to it.

When taken from the water it must be laid on a newly-mown meadow or pasture-

land, being first cleaned and smoothed. It must be spread evenly, and in rows, the root

ends being kept together, in a straight line. It should be frequently turned, so that each

side should have the benefit of the sun and air. About ten days, more or less, according

to the weather, is the average time it will take to make the fibre separate easily from

the wood. In order to ascertain this, take a stalk and break the wood in two places,

about three inches apart, then draw out the piece of wood thus broken off, and if it comes

away easily, the process is complete. It should then be again tied in bundles or sheaves,

and taken into the barn to be broken and scutched at leisure.

With regard to the rotation of crops generally pursued in the culture of flax, it is

not usual to grow it oftener than once in seven, eight, or even ten years, according to

the quality of the soil. For a good loamy soil, the following is sometimes the practice

:

—1. Barley after fallow; 2. Beans j 3. Wheat; 4. Flax; 5. Clover; 6. Potatoes;

7. Fallow. And for a light soil—1. Rye; 2. Turnips; 3. Barley; 4. Buckwheat;

5. Potatoes ; 6. Barley ; 7. Flax ; 8. Clover. This last is frequently sown with the

flax, because, on pulling the latter, the earth is loosened, which materially encourages

the young clover plants. It is not usual to apply any manure with flax directly, as it is

calculated to render the fibre coarse ; but the soil should be rich from previous manuring,

and completely pulverised. In Zealand, where the best fliax is produced, the water is

everywhere within a foot and a half of the surface. The crops of fibre, as well as seed,

are much heavier on strong than on light laud, but the quality is not so good. In

Scotland, wliere flax has been long cultivated, they prefer sowing on land from which

one crop has been taken after grass, and where marl has been applied ; and it is found

to succeed better after green than after white crops.

The stalk of flax is from two to three feet long. It is a material object to produce it

long and fine, witbout much branch. If the stem is stout, the quality will be coarse.

The value of flax depends much on the soil and climate on which it is grown, but more

on the care and skill exercised in its preparation. The water in which flax is steeped

should be perfectly free from mineral substances, and quite fresh. Various methods

have been employed for separating the fibre from the woody stem. About the middle of

the last century the Dutch steeped it in warm milk and water for four or five days

;

whilst in England and Ireland the general method was by dew-retting, or pond-retting.

This latter is a very unhealthy process, the putrid exlialations from the water being

productive of much sickness, if near dwelling-houses. On this account water-retting is

forbidden in some parts of Belgium as dangerous to the public health.

Boiling water is found to dissolve and remove all the useless matters attached to the

fibre; and warm water assists the putrefactive process by promoting the fermentation of
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the vegetable matters contained in tlio ilax. In IMalaeea, Bengal, and i5encooleu, the

natives steep the flax in warm water for two days and nights, which, with the warmth of

the climate, is ibnnd snfficicnt time to separate the fibre and dissolve the extraneous

matters. Schenck's process is by water heated to from 80 to 90 degrees of temperature,

which being carefully maintained, the drawbacks which in the common processes irere

occasioned by the fluctuations of the weather, were avoided. The time required for

completing the separation of the fibre by Schcnek's method was from seventy to ninety

hours, and by it, not only was the quality of the ilax improved and its spinning rendered

easier, but the proportion or pcr-centage of fibre was increased, and all this without

reducing its strength.

Artificial pits or tanks are constructed in Belgium on the borders of rivers for

steeping the ilax and hemp. These pits are 60 feet long, and 18 feet wide, by 4 feet

deep. A second tank is made below this to receive the water from the first, 8 feet deep,

and 40 feet long. The floors and sides are formed of bricks laid in Roman cement, so

as to be perfectly water tight. A sluice is made between the two pits, and also between

the first and the river, from whence it receives its supply of water. That from the

second pit is pumped up on to the land, or into a liquid manure-tank in the farm-yard.

The first tank is filled twice in the process of retting.

The separation of the fibre from the woody stem was formerly efleeted by hand, but

is now, v.'herever any quantity is grown, performed by mills and machinery adapted to

the purpose. Since the introduction of steam power, that universal agent is employed

for the purpose by many of the manufacturers and growers in Belfast and the north of

Ireland. The method of separation by hand was with the aid of a " heckle," or " break,"

a machine in the form of a chaff-cutter, the fixed part consisting of four or five pieces of

wood placed lengthwise, with the upper part planed smooth to a blunt or rounded edge
j

the loose part consisted of the same number of pieces made to fit loosely into the lower or

fixed part, to which it was attached by an irou hinge at cue end, and having a handle at the

other end. The flax or hemp being placed npon the bed-frame, the upper part was pi-essed

down upon it, which, being repeated as the flax was gradually drawn through it, the stem

was broken in pieces, and either fell between the ribs of the machine, or was shaken out by

the operator, who repeated the breaking process until the whole of the wood was separated.

It is usual now for the growers to sell the flax, either before or after being retted, to the

millers or the manufacturers, whose processes are both more complete and more economical

than that of the hand machine, by which both time and a good deal of flax was wasted.

In 1850 M. Claussin, a Frenchman, took out a patent for converting flax into cotton,

by boiling the cut and crushed stems of the plant in a dilute solution of caustic soda,

containing -^y^^ part of alkali. The fibrous matter was then separated, and plunged into

a bath of dilute sulphuric acid, in the proportion of 1 of acid to 500 parts of v/ater, in

which it was boiled for an hour. It was next placed in a solution containing 10 per cent.

of carbonate of soda, in which it remained an hour. Finally, it was plunged into a weak

solution of sulphuric acid—1 part of acid to 400 or 500 parts of water. It was left in this

about half an hour, and the process was completed. The effect was to divide and split np

the fibre in a very remarkable manner, so as to alter its character and render it nearly

resembling cotton.

Claussin was far from being the oriyinator, though he might be the improver of this

plan. So long back as 1747, it had been invented by some German chemists, who
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boiled the flax in a solution of caustic potash, and then washed it with soap. In 1775,

the subject was again started by Lady Moira, who, with the co-operation of Bailey, of

Hope, near INIanchester, converted a considerable quantity of refuse flax and hemp into

flax-cotton. This was eflfected by boiling the material in an alkaline lye, or a solution

of kelp, and afterwards scouring it. It was sold at 3rf. per lb., but owing to the opposi-

tion of the manufacturers, who set their faces against it, the attempt to introduce it

generally failed ; and Lady Moira had great difficulty in prevailing on a Dublin house

to convert a quantity of it into garments for her.

The quantity of flax imported into the United Kingdom is very large, as will be seen

by the following account of the last ten years, taken from the annual returns of the Board

of Trade :—

QuAKTiTi- OF Flax Imported in Ten Yeaks, from 1834 to 1863 inclusive.

Years. Cwts.

1854 1,303,253

1833 1,293,435

1836 1,637,041

1837 ....... 1,866,230

1858 1,233,905

Years, Cwts.

1839 1,432,037

1860 1,464,810

1861 1,333,679

1862 1,798,351

1863 1,438,962

This gives a total of 14,921,725 cwts., or 746,086 tons, being an average of 74,608

tons annually, which, at £60 per ton, amounts to £4,476,480 per annum. The last five

years of this term the imports have increased 153,953 cwts. There is no doubt whatever

that a full supply could be grown at home for the manufactures, although it might still

be desirable to import flax-seed for sowing, it being necessary to change the seed from

time to time, and rather sow foreign than English or Irish grown seed. In fact, this is

a matter of vital importance to the success of the culture, without attention to which it

must prove a failure.

The seed ought not to be more than one year old, and should be thoroughh' cleansed

from all extr.incous seeds—the most injurious of which is the Flax-Dodder. This is so

small that its presence will escape the observation of the grower, unless it is narrowly

inspected. This destructive plant springs from the soil ; but, like all the varieties, after

it has got a few inches in height, twines itself round the flax, into the substance of

which it pushes roots, and, forsaking the soil, becomes a parasitic plant, deriving all its

nourishment from the flax. So fast does it increase and scud out its branches, that large

patches of the flax are matted together by it, and become worthless. These weeds must

be picked out by hand carefully, which is a tedious and expensive work. The Russian

seed, from Odessa, is the most infected with the dodder. Henderson remarks tliat flax

is either the best or the worst crop a farmer can grow, according to the manner of

treating it ; and he recommends the farmer to have nothing to do with its preparation

after growing it, but to sell it to the factors, as is the practice in Belgium. These men
fully understand the various processes, and will generally give a fair price for the produce.

The cultivation of flax has been much extended in Ireland the last few years. When
Sir R. Kane wrote his celebi'ated work on " The Industrial Resources of Ireland," he

estimated the breadth of land employed in it at 100,000 acres. This was in 1844, and

as there were no oSieial data to go by at that time, it is probable that the estimate was

too low. At the present time it has largely increased, for, in 1863, the quantity of land

under this plant was 301,942 statute acres, which is more than thrice the breadth

estimated by Sir R. Kane. Li fact, the increase last year alone was 87,843 acres, divided

amongst the four provinces as follows ;

—
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Acres.

Ulster 70,907

Irfinster 5,285

Acros.

Munster 5,438

Connanght G,213

This increase is to he ascrihed to the " cotton famine," as it is termed, which has given

a prodigious stimulus to the linen trade, both at home and abroad, the quantity of

manufactured linens of all kinds having annually increased of late years. This is chiefly

owing to the perfection and extent of the machinery employed, -which enables the manu-

facturers to compete successfully with those of the Continent.

Flax is considered a very exhausting crop, and Sir R. Kane endorses that opinion.

But, on the other hand, Mr. AVarnes denies that such is the case, and considers that

when the woody refuse and the water in which it is retted are employed as manure, flax

returns all the inorganic materials to the soil that it has taken from it, as, when pure,

tlie fibre contains no inorganic matters. Flax certainly requires a soil previously enriched

with manure, but ought not itself to be manured for by heavy farm-yard dung. In

Belgium, they employ liquid manure after the crop has brairded : this is the mildest

form in which nourishment can be applied to plants. Lime is injurious to flax if applied

in a caustic state.

In order to show that the fibre itself takes nothing from the soil, but is composed

entirely of elements drawn from the atmosphere. Sir R. Kane instituted a series of

experiments by analysis, of which the following are the results :

—

Composition of Flax Fibke.

Carbon 5000

Oiygen 4445

Hydrogeu 5'55

100-00

Thus, the materials taken from the soil and the manure go to the formation of the parts

of the plant that are entirely useless, as far as a pecuniary return is concerned. These

consist of the epidermis, or outer rind, the glutinous matter by which the fibre is held

together, and the woody tube in the centre, which forms the staple portion of the plant.

The following are the materials of the entire flax plant, embracing both its organic and

inorganic elements :

—

Carbon 38-72

Hydrogen 7-33

Nitrogen • . 56

Oxygen 48-39

Ashes 500

100-0

The ashes contain :-

Potash 9-78

Soda 9-82

Lime 12-33

Magnesia 779

Alumina 6'08

Silica , . . . 21-35

Snlphnric acid 2-05

Chlorine 241

Carbonic acid 1695

Phosphorie acid lO'Si

10000

It is evident, therefore, that if the woody centre of the plant, and the water in which it

is retted, can be returned to the soil, it gives back all that it has taken from it. As a
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further proof of this, Sir R. Kane analysed the dried residue of the steep-water ia wliich

the flax was retted, and obtained the following result :

—

Flax-steep Estbact.

Carbon 30-69

Hydrogen 4'24

Nitrogen 2-24

Oxygen 20-82

As!ie3 4201

100-00

and the •i;2 parts of ashes consisted of

—

CUoriila of potassiinn .... 3-S

Sulphate of potash 4-4

Carbonate of potash S'S

Carbonate of soda 1.3'2

Silica 5-5

Phosphate of alu:i',!n;i .... 3"2

Phosphate of lime 3-1

Carbonate of lime 4

Carbonate of magnesia .... 20

42

" The steep-water," says Sir 11. Kane, " dissolves, especially, tlic alkaline ingredients

and the phosphates of the plant, and hence leaves the retted stems (fibre) in a condition

of almo.st pure liqueous matter. The chaflT, or broken woody material separated from

tlie fibre when heckled, is of little value as a manure ; but when mixed with a steep, and

used with it, gives back all that is taken from the soil, restoring it to its former fertility."*

The following statement of the ultimate result of the 'growth and manufacture of the

pi'oduee of three statute acres of flax, will show the importance of the c-ultivation :

—

Produce of 3 acres of flax—100 stones at 15a'.—.€75. Each stone is calculated to

produce 5i lbs. of dressed flax ; in all, 550 lbs. This is spun to thirty hanks to the

pound, which produces 16,500 hanks. About 158 females will be employed twelve

months in spinriing it at the rate of two hanks per week (six working days) : wages for

spinning each hank, about Is. 8d., or nearly 7d. per day for each spinner. The quantity

of yarn will make 210 webs of cambric pocket handkerchiefs, each Aveb containing five

dozen. About eighteen weavers will be twelve months weaving tliis quantity. Allowing

each mair a month for each web (seventeen and a lialf weavers exactly) : wages per Aveb,

£2., or from 9*. 6d. to 10s. per week eacli man. About forty females will be employed

twelve months in needlework (l:em-stitch and veining) ; each can do one handkerchief

in each working day ; wages 8s. per dozen, or 8d. per day. The goods, when finished,

will be worth £2 10s. per dozen. The account, therefore, stands as follows :

—

£ .-•. (/. £ s. d.

158 spinners, ')2 wcclis, at aboiil l?j. 4'/. |ier week caili . . . 1,3C9 S

18 weavers, twelve nioiilhs, .tt £34 per aninim each 432

40 needlewomen, 52 weeks, at 4*. per week 416

Amount of wages 2,217 8

Cost of (lax 75

Tolal cost 2,292 8

Value of 1,050 dozen handkerchiefs at £2 10s. per dozen . . . 2,625

Balance, nc-l profit . . 332 13 4

» " Industrial Resources of Ireland," pp. 300-312.
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Such is the large amount of remunerative cinployment created by tlic manufacture

of flax; but T\ hat more couccrns the agriculturist is the prospect of a profit upon its

cultivation. The following statement, therefore., taken from :Mr. "Warnc's work, will be

some guide to an opinion on that subject ;

—

Pkoduce .\nu I'lioiMT oi- Fifteen Irish .\ckks oi Flax, uy Walslkis holme.

£ .-. <'.

345 bushels of seed at Ts- 6(/. per bushel ^ .
12'J 7 G

lie has, in Ihr, already scutched S50 stones

and to scntch, at least 200 „

1,050 „

Or G tons, 11 cwts., 1 qv., for which he has been offered £C0 per Ion . . . 09'! 15

Total prodaee £8-» 3 6

Or per Irish acre* £S1 17?. G(/., or per English acre CIS \fJs. 9t?.

The expenses are given as follows :

—

£ s. <l

Kent per acre 16 9

2.} bushels of seed 1 10 3

Plonshing aud sowing 15

12 bands weeding 12

12 hands pulling 18

G hands watering and grassing . . 10

Lifting and carting home .... 8

Scutching GO stones 3

Tases and rates 10

Total expenses per English acre £10

Since the above estimates Mere given, the price of flax has considerably advanced,

being quoted at £75 per ton and upwards, according to quality ; and the seed, also, has

risen from 8s. (Sd. to 9s. per bushel.

THE BEET SUG.\R MANUF.^CTURE.

The beet-root sugar manufacture is at the present time one of the most important

industrial branches of commerce in France, and is, beyond a doubt, a source of profit to

the manufacturers. It arose out of the exigencies of the French nation, during the wars

of the first Napoleon, when from the conquest by England of the French sugar colonies,

and the destruction of French comiuerce, the supply of cane sugar from the West Indies

and the ^Mauritius was wholly cut off. The most important loss, however, was that

of St. Domingo, from whence France was chiefly supplied with sugar, and which was

violently wrested from her by the negroes themselves in au insurrection, during which

the white planters were wholly exterminated. It therefore became a matter of necessity

for the French government to devise means for procuring a supply of sugar from the

products of her own soil.

The accomplishment of this undertaking had been rendered possible by the discovery

of sugar or saccharine matter in certain European plants. This discovery was made by

!Margraaf, a Prussian chemist, so long before as the year ] 747 ; but so little was it

appreciated at the time, as afibrding the means of a supply of sugar, that no use whatever

was made of it, and the knowledge of the facts was confined chiefly to the chemists, by

' The Irish acre, as compared with the English, is in rods as 29G to ICO.
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whom it was viewed rather as an interesting physiological fact in natural history, than as

a practical one likely to be of any advantage in a commercial point of view. The

discovery, therefore, lay dormant, like many others, for fifty years, when another German
chemist, M. Achard, in some experiments he was making, not only found sugar in the

Silesian beet-root, but in almost every European plant on which he experimented. This

was about the year 1795, when the necessities of the French in regard to the supply of

sugar began, to be felt. Napoleon, who soon after assumed the direction of the

government of France, saw at once the importance of the discovery, and directly offei-ed

premiums for the production of sugar from the Silesian beet-root. The first establish-

ment was that of M. Achard, which was soon followed by others in France, Belgium, &c.,

which were stimulated as well by the high price of colonial sugar—from 3s. 6^?. to 4s. 6d.

per kilogramme—as by the premium offered by the government. Ever since that period,

with some fluctuations, the manufacture of beet sugar has constituted an important

branch of commercial industry, not only in France, but in most of the other countries on

the European continent.

At first, the proportion of sugar obtained from the beet-root was not more than

3| per cent. Nor was the quality such as to bear a comparison with the produce from

the cane in the West Indies, although the saccharine of both plants is identically the

same, and is widely diff'erent from the factitious sugar produced from the grape and the

potato. The former is a purely mechanical manufacture, the juice being expressed from

the plant and reduced to sugar by boiling down, whilst the latter is a chemical jncpara-

tion, the farina, or starch of the potato being converted into saccharine by the addition

of a dilution of sulphuric acid, which, with the process used, will be described hereafter.

So imperfect was the apparatus employed, that the produce was rather a candy, like the

maple sugar of the United States and Canada, than sugar like that of the West Indies.

The consequence was, that when, at the peace of 1815, France could again supply itself

with sugar from the islands of Guadaloupe, Martinique, and Bourbon, which were

returned to her, the beet sugar could not withstand the competition, and the manufac-

ture declined. It was only, however, for a time ; for so satisfied were the government

of the value of the manufacture that a high duty was laid oil colonial sugar, whilst that

on the home produce was comparatively small. On the other hand, the most strenuous

efforts were made by the manufactiirers and chemists to improve the processes, in which

they succeeded, as well as in increasing the proportion of sugar produced. And to such

perfection has the quality of the sugar—chiefly refined—been brought, that no diflfcrence

can be perceived between them, except that the West Indian sugar has rather more

strength of saccharine than the beet sugar. So much has the proportion of sugar

obtained been increased, that the French government has thought it advisable to with-

draw the protection once afibrded by equalising the duties levied upon it with those on

the colonial sugar.

In the first instance, a number of small factories were formed in connection

with farms or landed estates ; but these have for some years been abandoned, the

proprietors not being able to stand against the competition after the equalisation of the

duties. This, however, has by no means caused a diminution of the production of sugar,

but rather the extension of the larger establishments, which at present not only supply

France with a good proportion of the sugar consumed, but arc able to export a consider-

able quantity of refined sugar to England, where it is sold indiscriminately with the
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produce of tlie West Indies and Mauritius.* Not only lias the proportiou of sugar

produced from the bcct-ropt been increased by the improvement of the process, but by

attention to tlic cultivation of the plant, the proportion of sacehariuc in the root itself

has been greatly increased. It has been found that small roots contain a larger propor-

tion of saccharine than big ones; and this applies as well to the maugold-wurzel, the

turnip, and other bulbous roots. It has, therefore, been an object of importance with

the manufacturers, who also grow the root to a great extent, to obtain numbers rather

than size of roots, by planting them close. And to such perfection has this been oarried

by one grower in Bavaria (M. Koechliu), that he has obtained as much as 17^ per cent,

of saccharine, which is equal to the largest quantity contained in the sugar-cane. It is

a question whether this fact is not worthy of the consideration of the British agricul-

turists, who at present aim at producing a big root rather than one rich in saccharine,

which is the most important element in promoting the fattening of cattle.

It is a question now how far the establishment of the beet sugar manufacture in the

United Kingdom would be beneficial or otherwise to the agriculturist, by opening, on the

one hand, a new channel for a description of produce for which the greater proportion of

the soil is adapted, or,-ou the other hand, causing an interference with the present system

of cultivation, and lessening the production of cattle food, or rather, diverting it to

another purpose ? With the farmer, however, the question is properly one of compara-

tive profit or loss, whether it is more advantageous to sell his beet-root to the sugar

manufacturer, at from 1 5s. to 20*. per ton, and even 30^., as it is sometimes sold for on

the Continent, or to fatten cattle with it, at an enormous expense, and, as some allege,

with no other advantage than raising a large quantity of manure for other crops ? That

the beet sugar manufacture could be made profitable here as well as on the Continent, there

is no reason to dispute : at the same time, the faiUu'e of several attempts to introduce it

into the United Kingdom, has led to the hasty conclusion that it is not adapted to this

countiy or its agriculture. The last attempt of this kind was made in Ireland about the

year 1850-1 ; and, as the writer was in some measure concerned in the establishment of

the sugar factory at ilountmcliek, in Ireland (Queen's County), he is induced to give a

statement of the transaction, and of the causes of the failure which attended it.

On the evening of the 28th December, 1849, the writer delivered the first of a series

of lectures before the members of the Royal Dublin Society on the manufacture of sugar

from the Silesian beet-root. The papers met with a good deal of attention, and led not

only to further inquiry on the subject, but also to the formation of a company for the

purpose of carrying into effect the suggestions contained in the lectures by the establish-

ment of a beet sugar manufactory in that country. The place fixed upon, as we have

already stated, was ^Mountmelick. in Queen's County. The subject was taken up by

many persons in England, and there appeared to be a fair prospect of a successful issue;

but the whole affair was blighted by a series of disasters of various kinds, arising wholly

from the cupidity and dishonesty of those who took the lead in it. As the writer was

not in any way whatever connected with the company except in holding a few shares

—

of which, however, he was robbed by one of the officers—he can speak of the proeeedings

as a bystander, although, as he has stated, instrumental in its origination.

* In 1847 the qnantity o{ beet sngar mannfactuied in France was 51,716 tons ; in 1850 it had increased to 100,000

tons; and in 1860 to 132,000 tons—a sufficient proof that the withdrawal of the protective duties has not destroyed or

injured the manufacture.
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Ill tlie iii'st iustauce, the engineer employed, instead of using new and modern

macliinery, made use of second-hand articles whieh he happened to have by him. The

consequence was^ that when the factory commenced working, it was found necessary to

throw out a large part of the apparatus, and substitute new, at the expense of several

thousand pounds. The plan adopted with the farmers for the supply of beet-root was to

furnish tliein with seed (/rails, in order to have it genuine, and contract with them for

growing the roots at a certain price, whieh in tlic first instance was 15s. per ton. Eut

when the roots were ready, the farmers refused to abide by the contract, and insisted

upon being paid, some 20s., and others more, per ton; and because the manager would

not comply with this demand, lie received the usual threatening notice that his life would

be taken. Then a manager was obtained from Valenciennes, who certainly understood

the business, and produced sugar of the best quality, both raw and refined. But, on the

other hand, he refused to render any account of the proceeds, woidd not even admit the

directors into the factory, and evidently intended to keep the concern as his own, and appi-o-

priate the proceeds to his own use. In the midst of this confusion, the managing director,

who was also connected with the notorious British Bank, became involved in the failure

of that establishment, and soon after died. The funds of the sugar manufactory were

by this time more than exhausted, for heavy debts had been contracted which the share-

holders were called upon to pay. Several of those who had entrusted their scrip to one

of the officials to exchange them for debentures, now discovered that the person to whom
they had parted witli the vouchers had sold them and appropriated the money to his

own use ! The finale of the affair was that the machinery and fixtures were sold at an

enormous sacrifice; and another industrial concern in Ireland which, under proper and

honest management, would have introduced a new manufacture into that country, for

which both soil and climate were favourable, was crushed in its very infancy.

There is every reason to believe that the beet siigar manufacture would prove as

profitable in Ireland or England as it has done in France. It was supposed that when

the duty on foreign, or colonial, and native sugar was equalised in the latter country,

it would at once break up the manufacture. This, however, was far from being the

case ; for, although it is, like other industrial institutions, subject to fluctuations,

the establishments still stand their ground, and manufacture as much or more than

under a protective duty ; and the proprietors have sought, rather by simplifying the

processes and adopting better methods of extracting the saccharine, to increase the

produce of sugar, than either to procure a return of a protective duty on colonial sugar,

or to give up in despair.

At the period of the establishment of the Mountmelick factory, the British govern-

ment considered it of so much importance that they instructed Sir R. Kane, who was

at the head of an institution for the promotion of Irish industry,* to investigate the

subject, so as to ascertain, as far as possible, the probability of the manufacture being

adapted to Ireland. A report of upwards of ninety pages was drawn up by Sir R. Kane,

assisted by Professor Sullivan (the latter of whom subsequently published a pamphlet

on the manufacture of beet sugar), in which are the following conclusions :

—

1. That the sugar-beet, requires for its successful cultivation a rich loamy soil,

thoroughly and deeply worked, thoroughly drained and divided ; and that the presence

of organic matter in excess, or undecomposed in the soil, is an important disadvantage.

* The " Jluseum of Irish Industry," situated in Stcplien's Green, Dublin.
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2. That the employment of saline or nitrogenous niannres, immediately before or

during the growth of the beet, acts unfavourably on the employment of the plant for

making sugar, by rendering the juice impure and increasing the proportion of azotiscd

materials, -nhich readily foment, and thereby convert the crystallisable into luicrys-

tallisable sugar, which is the most usual and important source of loss in the

manufacture.

3. That it is fully established that the entire quantity of sugar iu the beet exists

naturally as crystallised cane sugar, and that unerystallised sugar makes its ajipearanee

only as a product of decomposition iu the manufacture (molasses), and is, therefore, so

far, a source of loss which may be avoided by improved treatment.

h. That the quantity of sugar present in Irish-grown beet is iu no way inferior to

that usually fouud in the beet-roots used iu the sugar manufactories of the Continent

;

and that, in some eases, the per-centage of sugar yielded by beet approaches to that

yielded by the sugar-cane as usually cultivated.

It should be observed that the experiments of Sir 11. Kane and Professor Sullivan

were conducted oil the practical scale of producing 1 cwt. of sugar, and not merely on

the ijsual analytical one of a few ounces or pounds ; although, in addition to the larger

trials, as many as 118 separate analyses were made of single beet-roots, the quantity of

sugar in which ranged from about 2| to 1 1^ per cent.—the average being about 9 per cent.

This refers to the raw bulb only, the per-centage in the juice ranging as high as 18i in

one instance. T\'e extract the following instances to show that the increased size of the

bulb is accompanied with a decrease in the proportion of sugar it contains :

—

Weight of bulb. Per-centage Pui-centage
No. lbs. oz. of water. of sugar.

1 .... 1 0^ . . . . SO-350 .... 11-926

2 .... 1 Oi- . . . . 77-974 .... 14-551 ,

3 .... 1 1 .... 79-56S .... 13-502

4 .... 1 21 .... 79091 ... . 13-864

5 .... 1 Hi ... . 81-995 .... 11-226

6 . . . . 1 14| . . . . 80-623 .... 13-185

7 .... 3 4J . . . . 86-210 .... 8-872

8 .... 4 4 . . .• . 85-981 .... 8-845

9 .... 5 9| . . . . 86-614 .... S-491

10 .... 6 U^ ... . 89-026 .... 7-453

11 .... 8 Oj . . . . 93-054 .... 3-127

n .... S U} ... . 92-021 .... 3-655

13 .... 8 ?! ... . 92-487 .... 3-523

14 .... 9 8:1 ... . 93-714 .... 2-699

Thus, -whilst 1 ton of No. 3 will produce nearly 326 lbs. of sugar, the same weight of

No. 14 will yield not quite 60i lbs. ! This diflierence, which is ascertained by tlic

experiments of one of the first analytical chemists of the daj^, is enormous, and is worthj"-

of the consideration of the growers of beet-root and mangold-wurzel for fattening. It is

well kno-mi that the saccharine matter in plants is one of the most important elements

in the food of all animals, which thrive in proportion to the quantity cf sugar contained

iu it. ^Vater, though neeessaiy, is useful rather as a diluent than as affording direct

nourishment
J
and this also, the least nutritious element in plants, increased in quantity

in proportion to the increase in size of the beet-i'oot, as the table shows. The quantity

of solid food, therefore, as well as of saccharine, must be less in an equal proportion.

Thus, No. 2 contains in solid food, including saccharine, 493 lbs., whilst No. 14 contains
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only 110 lbs., per ton. Water, it is true, is necessary in fattening cattle, but it is not

necessary that it should be supplied in the root, if solid food can be substituted by growing

tliem at less distances in and between the rows. In the manufacture of sugar, it is of

such importance that the farmers plant the best roots at only 7 or 8 inches distance in

the rows, and about 12 or 14 inches between the rows. It is true, the crops of beet-root

in France are much smaller than in England, seldom reaching more than 15 or 20 tons

per acre, the former weight being perhaps the average; AThilst in England the average

may be estimated at 25 tons. But, according to the analyses of Professor Sullivan,

15 tons of roots, weighing 1 lb. ^ oz. each root, will contain 7,395 lbs. of solid matter, of

which 4,890 lbs. is sugar, whilst 25 tons, weighing 9 lbs. 8| oz. each, contains only

3,500 lbs., of which 1,5124 l^s- is sugar.

The question now remaining for us to consider is how far the manufacture of beet

sugar is applicable to the United Kingdom, and whether the British or Irish farmer

would be benefited or otherwise by its introduction—not as an adjunct to the farm, but

by the formation of large factories on the scale and principle of those on the Continent,

to be supplied with the roots by the farmers ? This question, we firmly believe, may be

determined in the affirmative.

In Sullivan's pamphlet on the Manufacture of Beet Sugar is a calculation of the

comparative expense and profit of the farmer (in Ireland) of cultivating beet-root, wheat,

and flax, and as these calculations bear directly upon the subject, we shall not hesitate

to give them in full.

It must be observed that the English statute acre—not the Irish—is meant here, and

that the expenses are what actually were paid in Ireland at the time the account was

published. The beet-root, too, is set at a low value, the writer having known the common

mangold to sell as high as £1 5s. per ton in Dublin.

One Aceb of Beet.

COST OF PRODUCTION.
£ «. d.

Two plougbings 13

Sciirifjing ] 6

Harrowiug, rolling, &c 5 C

Seed, sowing, and spreading manure . . 10 6

5 busbels of bones 15

3 cwt. of guano 113

Three hoeings 080
Polling up, stripping leaves, drawing, &c. . 1 1 ^

Total 5 6

VALUE OF PRODUCE.

15 tons of beet-root at \5s. per ton

ih tons of tops at Ts. 6d. per ton .

Total . .

Deduct cost

]!alance for rent, taxes, and profit

£ .'. d.

11 5

1 13 10

13 18 10

5 6

7 12 10

One Acee of Wheat.

Ploughing 5

Harrowing,rolling,seed,sowing, and welding 17

lU'iiping and harvesting 12

Threshing, cleaning, &c 10

Cartage, say fiw jnjles 2

(/.

(J

c

G

2 7

VALUE OF PRODUCE.

CpJ barrels of 20 stones at 22«,

It ton of straw at 155.

£ s. d.

7 ;i

18 U

Total 8 19
Deduct expenses 2 7

Profit

Profit from au acre of beet ofl

15 tons, grown with guano J

Balance in favour of beet . .

5 U 9

7 12 10

I 18 1
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One Acre of Flix.

I

VALUE OH PRODUCE.
£ s. d.

, & s. d.
Cost of production—same as wheat ... 2 7 ! 2 tons of flax-straw at £4 per ton ... 8 6

6 bushels of seed at 5«. per bushel . . . 1 10

Total 9 10

Deduct cost 3 7

Profit 730
Profit on beet-root 7 12 10

Balance in favour of beet . . . 9 10

The Englisli farmer will undoubtedly scrutinise and object to both the cost and the

produce in the above statements ; but from what we know of the agricultural labour and

produce of Ireland, wc believe them to be tolerably correct ; and that, making every

allowance for the higher culture and larger produce of England, the ratio of profit

between the three kinds of produce, disposed of in the same manner, will be nearly in

the same proportions. Certainly Professor Sullivan has not favoured the beet-root in

regard to the expenses, which are more tliau double those of either the wheat or the

flax. Nor is the produce of the beet (15 tons) too great, as the soil of Ireland is

peculiarly adapted to it, and lai-ge crops are constantly raised of it.

It has been proved by repeated analyses, and by working on an extended scale, that

the beet and other bulbous-rooted plants in Ireland contain fully as much saccharine

matter as those of France and other countries on the Continent j and it is therefore as

certain that if the manufacture of sugar is profitable in the latter, it must be so in the

former, if conducted properly ; and that it is so is proved by the large increase in the

quantity made, and the additional fact that a considerable quantity of refined beet sugar

is exported from France, Belgium, and other places, to the United Kingdom.

Another question arises—how far the manufacturer of beet sugar will be able to

compete with the West India planter, who has hitherto enjoyed almost a monopoly of

the trade, but who complains that he is ruined by the equalisation of the duties ? It is

a fact little known that, although the sugar-cane contains from 16 to 18 per cent, of

saccharine, every atom of which is crystallisable sugai', and the beet-root not more than

an average of 10 per cent., yet, owing to the greater care and skill in the treatment, the

actual production of sugar is as great from one as from the other, or rather in favour of

the beet. On this part of the subject Professor Sullivan makes the following state-

ment :

—" It is quite unnecessary for me to dwell here upon the great economy of carrying

on manufactures on a large scale ; but, I may observe, that it is difficult to find one

which presents a better example than that of beet-root sugar. To succeed, it must be

can-ied out on a large scale, and the larger the better—attention, of course, being always

paid to the existence of a proper supply of roots. If attempted on a small scale, and

without sufficient knowledge of all the improvements which have recently been made, it

must inevitably fail. Some of the establishments on the Continent are on a gigantic

scale, consuming from 20,000 to 60,000 tons of beet-root annually, which, at 15 tons to

the acre, would require from 3,000 to 4,000 acres of land.

" In estimating the probable profit, I shall consider the quantity of beet employed

in one establishment as 20,000 tons, used in a fresh state, and the product at 5 per cent.

of white sugar, and 2i per cent, of molasses.
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EXPENSES.

£ *. d.

20,000 tons of beet, at 15s. . . . 13,000

General expenses of manufacture, in-

cluding raanagemeut '.',000

£i4,000

I'KODUCE.

£ 5. 6'.

1,000 tons of white sugar, at £1 8s.

per cwt 28,000

500 tons of molasses, at 20s. per cwt. 1,000

1,000 tons of pulp, or 5 per cent, of

the roots employed, at £i per ton . 2,000

Total 31,000

Deduct cost of manufacture 24,000

Balauee, net profit . . . £7,000

" Now, if we assume the capital sunk in buildings, machinery, &c., to be £20,000,

and that the whole outlay of £34,000 was irnproductive for the entire year, the total

capital upon which interest should be paid, say at 5 per cent., would be £44,000 ; and

if we estimate rent, taxes, lighting, insurance, wear and tear of machinery, &c., at 5 per

cent, of the whole capital invested, we shall have as follows :

—

Gross income upon capital embarked 7,000

(or very nearly 16 per cent.)

Interest of i:40,000, at 5 per cent £3,200 \

Kent, wear and tear, &c., at 5 per cent. . . . 2,200 J

4,400

Balance £2,600

Or nearly 6 per cent., equivalent to an absolute profit upon the invested capital of 11 per

cent. An examination of this statement will convince any one that the expenses are

taken at too high an estimate, and the value of the products at too low a price. The whole

capital would not be unproductive for an entire year, nor would the wear and tear, &c.,

amount to 5 per cent, of so large a capital. As an instance of how anxious I have been

throughout this essay to keep under the real value of the products, and to exceed the

real cost of production, I shall give that of the pulp. The sugar-beet, like most roots of

a similar description, contains an average of from 81 to 85 per cent, of water, but inferior

specimens often contain 87 ; about ] 1 per cent, of sugar, on an average, in Irish-grown

roots, as I have already mentioned ; about 2i- to 3 per cent, of fibre and pcctiue ; and

from 11 to 2 per cent, of ash, and soluble and insoluble nitrogenous substances, the latter

being by far the largest in amount. When the fresh beet is pressed, in the manufacture

of sugar, a mass remains which consists of fibre, pectine, nitrogenous matter, insoluble

salts, and from 2 to 3 per cent, of sugar : all these are sold under the name of pulp.

I do not think, therefore, that in assuming 5 per cent, of the raw beet, 1 have estimated

the produce in pulp too high, especially as it will always contain at least 1 per cent, of

water, no matter how great the pressiu'e employed may be. Now, this pulp is a very

valuable food for cattle, who eagerly consXime it, and it is hence readily purchased by

farmers. In an estimate quoted from Dumas, by Sir R. Kane, in his ' Industrial

Resources of Ireland,' the price is stated at 6s. Zd. per cwt., which is at the rate of ,C6 5».

per ton. It is necessary to remark, however, that in this case the per-ccntage of pulp

is taken at very little more than 2A, which is far too small; but even at such a rate, the

estimate which I have given above for this sul)stancc is in reality too low."

In conclusion of this branch of the question, we shall give tiie estimate of M. Paul

Hamoir, of the firm of Serret, Hamoir, Duquesne, & Co., the largest manufacturers of

beet-root sugar in Valenciennes (April 18, 1850).*

* See Sullivan's pamphlet on tlie Beet Sugar Manufacture, ])p. 29—32.
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Fniiics. S
C-ost of 00,000,000 kilogrammes (or 01,607 tous) of beet, ul 10 fr:me3

(12i.'. llif.) I'er 1,000 kilogrammes (nearly one ton) 1)00,000 . . . S8,100

Cost of desiccaliou 300,000 . . . 12,300

General r-s'i'uscs of manufaclure 000,000 ... 27 000

Total 1,050,000 . . . 78,000

Francs. £
Estimating the pcr-ceut:ige obtained at only four and a half, the

00,000,000 kilogrammes would give

—

2,700,000 kilogrammes (about 2,700 tons) of refined sugar, which,

duty deducted, would be worth about 1 franc (Ojt/.) the kilogramme

of 2 lbs. 3J oz., or about i'l 9s. per cwt 2,700,000 . . . 108,000

Jlolasses, estimated at 3 per cent., 1,800,000 kilogrammes (or 1,800

tons), at only 5 francs (4i. 03''.) per ] 00 kilot;rammcs (about 220 lbs.) 1)0,000 . . . 3,000

Kesidnc, or pulp, at 1 franc (OW.) the 100 kilogrammes (220 lbs.) . 00,000 . . . 2,400

3,850,000 . . . n-t,ooo
Deduct expenses 1,950,000 . . . 78,000

Net balance to cover reut, taxes, &c. . 900,000 . . . 30,000

This statement was given to Professor Sullivan by M. Hamoir as an actual result.

Tiie jirice of sugar has risen since that jieriod (1850) ; and it is probable also that,

by further improvements in the processes, a much greater proportion of sugar is now
extracted from the juice. We have been told that instead of 44 per cent, the manufac-

turers at present obtain at least 7 per cent, of refined sugar, which is now produced

from the juice instead of from raw sugar, as formerly.* It is also certain that every

particle of the saccharine in the beet-root is capable of crystallisation, if certain ingre-

dients (salt) could be extracted or neutralised, that being the principal thing that

prevents it. " Tlie cause," says the Professor, " wliy so small a proportion of the sugar

contained in the beet-root is extracted in a crystallisable form, is partly attributable to

the imperfection of the processes, and probably in part, too, to changes occurring in the

sap itself. Although Pelizot has shown that the composition of the beet-root is the

same at all periods of its growth, it may be that the sugar is not always in the same

condition. . . . Nitrate of potash, for instance, has been found at some periods in the

juice of the beet ; and it appears that as this substance increases the amount of sugar

diminishes. . . . Another point connected with the per-centage of sugar which can be

obtained from the beet must not be passed over, namely, the influence of salt in the sap,

on the subsequent crystallisation of the sugar. Common salt has the property of farming

with sugar an exceedingly deliquescent compound (one part of salt mixing with six parts

of sugar), which prevents a considerable quantity of syrup from crystallising. A ton of

beet-root contains about 3 lbs. of salt, the greater part of which is found in the expressed

juice: this quantity combines with about 18 lbs. of sugar. Now, supposing the juice

contained of sugar 10 per cent, of the beet-root employed, the total quantity would be

'224 lbs. per ton, 18 lbs. of which would unite with the salt, or about 8 per cent. ; but

this quantity would prevent a much larger amount of sugar from crystallising. This is,

tlierefore, a very serious cause of loss ; and if the amount of salt should happen to be

* So great are the improvements in the manufacture in regard to time, as well as other circumstances, that what,

according to Dnbronfant, formerly required six monl'is to [jcrfcct, can jiovv be cIVccted in twenty-four hours.

VOL. ir. .M .M
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larger in beet from one locality tlian from another^ tLc loss of crystallisable sugar would

be proportionately increased. It is to be hoped that processes will be found to obviate

altogether this source of loss." *

If these drawbacks could be overcome—and there is no reason to suppose that, in

the constant improvement of chemical science, processes may not be found to efi'ect it

—

the manufacture of beet sugar would be one of the most profitable employments of capital

in existence. It has been proved that, with all the disadvantages attending it, the small

return of even 4^ per cent, of crystallisable sugar yields no despicable profit. It is

certain that Professor Sullivan, in assuming so small a yield, is considerably below the

actual produce obtained by the manufacturers on the Continent at that time (1850),

since which considerable improvements have been introduced both in the manufacture

and in the cultivation of the beet-root. By this latter the proportion of saccharine

obtained has been much increased, as we have already stated ; whilst by the former the

quantity of crystallisable sugar has also increased. The throwing open of the trade in

Prance to a competition, therefore, with colonial and foreign sugars, has had the usual

effect of stimulating inquiry and invention ; and the result is that the profit is greater

than under protection, as is proved by the increased quantity made in that country.

f

If then the sugar manufacture has proved so advantageous in France, what reason can

be given why it should not be equally so in the United Kingdom ? With respect to the

failure of the attempt to establish it in Ireland in 1850-1, the causes assigned above—for

the correctness of which, the writer's personal knowledge enables him to pledge him-

self— were quite sufficient to break up any concern, for the affairs were managed

by a board of directors who held their meetings in England, whilst there was no

responsible person on the spot to check the mismanagement and robbery that was going

on dm'ing the whole of the short period of the existence of the concern. We shall now

state the circumstances in favour of introducing this manufacture into England, as a

source of profit both to the farmer and to the manufacturer, for unless the advantages

are mutual, there would be no foundation for its being rendered permanent.

In an economic point of view, manufactures are divided into two classes, namely,

those which are employed on raw materials of foreign, and those employed on materials

of native, production. It requires no argument to prove that the latter, as a general

principle, must confer a greater benefit on a country than the former ; more especially

where the produce of the manufacture itself is an article of large domestic consumption,

a necessary of life, for which a certain, immediate, and constant market is at hand,

whilst the raw material can be raised with the ease of an indigenous production. Of

these are the linen and woollen manufactures, both of wliich at the present time, but

especially the former, in consequence of the " cotton famine," are conducted with great

energy and success. And such also is the manufacture of beet-root sugar, which hitlierto

has never had a fair trial in the United Kingdom. Indeed, until recently it has lain

* Sullivan's pamphlet on the Mauufacturc of liett Sugar, p. 27. Wo would atrougly rucomnienj both this pamphlet,

and the Report of Inquiry into the Composition and Cultivation of the Sugar Beet in Ireland, as throwing more light ujion

the nature of the sugar beet, and all other kinds of beet-root, than any other work extant. Both were published by

A. Thorn, Abbey Street, Dublin.

t Of course the ijuautity produced will be in proportion to the season. That of last year (1863-1) was an unfavourabk

one, the quantity manufactured being only 105,071,201 kilogrammes, or 105,070 tons, against 169,083,-U9 kilogrammes,

or 16y,685 tons, of the previous year. The number of sugar factories in all France, at the end of Jlay, was 366, which

had been in full activity.
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uuder the ban of a prohibitory duty, iu onlcr to favour the West India planter. But
so largely has the consumption of sugar increased, that the legislature has thought it

necessary to throw open the trade to the foreigner, and to admit slave-grown sugar from
Cuba, &c., at the same duty as free-labour sugar of our own colonies. The beet-root

sugar also of the Continent is imported here on the same terras, and a considerable

quantity of refined sugar of this description is annually imported. The bulk, liowever,

of the sugar consumed, is the product of the sugar-cane.

"We have shown that in France the manufacture of beet sugar originated during the

wars of the first Napoleou, in Avhich all her sugar colonies were wrested from her, whilst

the Berliu and Milan decrees still further cut oif the supply of sugar and other

foreigu productions. From France and Prussia the manufacture extended itself to

every other contiuental country, except Spain and Portugal, and has continued ever

since to constitute one of the most important industrial employments. The largest

establishment in Europe is at or near Baden, where 16 tons of sugar per day are made.

It is usual, we believe, for the companies to whom the establishments belong, to grow

a considerable quantity of the beet-root they use, on their own laud ; but it is also the

practice to contract for it with the farmers, who are supplied with seed gratis, engaging at

the same time, by written contract, to sell the product at a specific price, which, we

believe, is from 12s. to lo*., and iu some seasons and situations even at £1 jier ton.

The species of plant employed is the Beta vulgaris, or the Silesian beet, of which

there are several varieties. It flourishes best in a cold and humid climate, and is found

to be devoid of saccharine in a profitable proportion in a latitude below 45°, above which

the sugar-cane cannot be cultivated at all. This singular fact, which is well known to

naturalists as well as sugar manufacturers, proves that a beneficent Providence has thus

arranged that no part of the world shall be destitute of the means of obtaining a

substance—sugar—so essential to the comfort and enjoyment of the inhabitants. In

proportion, too, as we advance to a higher latitude, the proportion of saccharine in the

plant increases ; so that in Northern Russia the beet-root contains an average of 13 or

14 per cent., whilst at the latitude we have named, it contains only 8 or 9 per cent.

The soil best suited to the sugar-beet is a deep, rich, sandy loam, and the mode of its

culture does not differ materially from that of the mangold-wurzel or the Swede. The

time of sowing is the latter end of April or beginning of May, so as to escape the

late frosts : the period of maturity, the latter end of September, or beginning of October.

The produce on the Continent averages about 1.5 tons to the English acre, varying

according to the care and expense bestowed upon it. In England, it is probable the

average would amount to 25 tons per acre; the price—say, as the minimum—10«. per

ton. In the present state of the corn trade—and we see no hope of its improvement,

under the foreign competition to which the farmer stands committed—it is a question

whether the cultivation of the beet-root, involving a diminution in that of wheat, would

not be more profitable to the farmer ; and whether the sale of the beet would not pay

him better than its employment in fattening cattle ? The first question is easily solved.

Taking the produce of wheat at the average of four quarters per acre, the account will

stand thus as to profitableness :

—

25 tons of beet-root, at 10<. per ton . . .

4 quarters of wheat, at £2 is. per quarter

Balance in favour of beet 3 H
M M 2

£
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But this is not all. The beet-root arrives at iiiatnvity in five months; and if the land

after it is drawn is not wanted otherwise, a crop of cahbages for spring feeding may be

obtained. On the other hand, wheat requires ten months to mature, is an exhausting

crop, and is subject to many casualties, which frequently reduce the product below the

average we have assumed. At a moderate estimate, therefore, the beet-root, which does

not scourge the land, is the most profitable crop, if it can be sold at a fair price.

With regard to the second question—the comparative advantages of fattening- cattle

or selling the beet-root—Ave hear continually from the farmer that the latter may be

considered to be advantageous to him only as a manufacture of manure, and that the

profit, if anything, is exceedingly small. We are not altogether convinced of the

truth of this allegation ; but we do believe that if the farmer charges liis maugold-

wurzel to the cattle account at 10s. per ton, the profit would be very small indeed, if it

were not wholly absorbed. It is, therefore, the practice of some farmers to charge it at

the prime cost, including rent, rates, taxes, &c., and thus lump the two accounts together,

bringing them under one head at the end of the year, and drawing but one balance.

This, in fact, is the only correct method of treating the account, as the value, more or

less, of the roots in fattening, can only be determined on the sale of the cattle ; and

however incongruous it may appear thus to mi.K animal and vegetable produce, and

artificial food in one account, it simplifies rather than confuses it. Be this, however, as

it may, the sale of the beet at the price we have stated would undoubtedly be more

profitable, whilst the cattle could be fed with the refuse of the factory and artificial food.

In fact, the growth of sugar beet would, upon our principle, rather supersede that of

cereal produce than of other loot crops, which could still be cultivated if required. The

refuse contains from 2 to 3 per cent, of sugar, and is greedily eaten by cattle, which

soon fatten upon it. We believe that if the cultivation of the sugar beet involved a

complete change in the routine of the crops in England, as the increased cultivation of

roots, and the decrease of cereal produce, it would prove advantageous to the farmer.

That the manufacture of beet sugar Avould be profitaljle, we have already shown to a

certain extent. The average price of raw fresh roots in France and Belgium is from

12a\ to 13s. per ton. Fifteen tons (English) of roots, rasped and submitted to hydraulic

pressure, yield 1 ton of raw sugar of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd jets, of good yellow colour and

well grained, and 4 cwt. of molasses. In the small factories, the product of raw

sugar was not more than G lbs. from every 50 kilogrammes of root (110 lbs.) But in

the large factories the same quantity of roots yielded 7 lbs. of raw sugar, and !• lbs. of

molasses. The proprietors of one of the largest and best worked factories, obtain from

6,000 tons of raw beet-root, 400 tons of raw sugar, or 310 tons of refined. This gives

an average of 15 tons of roots to the ton of raw, and nearly 18 tons to that of refined,

sugar. Thus :

—

£ a. d.

15 tons of roots, at 13s 9 15

Cost of manufacturing one ton of sugar 10 10

Duty (Os. \(l. per cwt.) U C 8

.£-2'3 11 S

,i' .«. il.

13 cwt. crystallised sugar, at £2 . . 20

7 cwt. yellow and brown, at £\ \V\s. . 10 10

12 cwt. of molasses, at 12'' 7 4

/IS 11.

These figures, which are estimated by the present prices of sugar, will aflbrd a suflioicnt

idea of the profit to be derived from the manufacture upon a large scale ; for whicli

purpose, it would be desirable that a company shoidd be formed in order to raise a
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capital, and, if considered advisable, hire a tract of land to grow at least a portion of tlio

roots, so as not to be entirely dependent on the farmers for a supply. This is the

general system pursued on the Continent, and in some parts, the roots are dried on a

kiln, so as to be able to work the factory all the year round, or as long as the supply

lasts.

With regard to the process of manufacture, it is almost wholly mechanical as regards

the extraction of the juice, and its reduction into sugar. The roots being brought to

the factory, they are first washed in a sort of revolving cradle turned by steam power

;

they arc next chopped up, mashed, and reduced to a pulp, which is then submitted to

hydraulic pressure, by which the juice is almost wholly extracted. It next undergoes

the process of clarification, which reduces it to perfectly clear licpiid, in which state it is

conveyed into the evaporating pans, in which the process of evaporation is accelerated

by being constantly agitated by machinery. When sufficiently condensed, it is left to

granulate; and when this is completed, the black mass is put into a centrifugal machine,

which, by means of a wire-cloth lining, and making six or seven hundred revolutions

per minute, in an incredible short space of time extracts the molasses, and converts the

mass into white sugar. The process of evaporation is sometimes effected in a separate

pan from that of the boiling, in order to do it much more completely. With the small

apparatus employed by JNIr. Sullivan, he obtained G'51 per cent, of sugar, and 1-G3 of

molasses, or a total of 8" 11 per cent, of saccharine matter. The Professor considered

that it would have yielded at least 6 per cent, of refined, or loaf sugar.

Another question still remains to be considered, namelj'-, the possibility of the beet

sugar manufacture being able to compete with that of the cane of the West Indies. In

order to determine this, it is necessary to take into account, not the relative proportion

of saccharine matter contained in the cane and the beet, but the proportion extracted of

pure sugar, and the relative expenses and drawbacks devolving upon them. We have

seen that the beet-root contains an average of at least 10 per cent, of saccharine, of

which from 6 to 8 per cent, is Vealised in the form of sugar. Now, according to the

evidence of several planters given before the Committee on the Sugar Duties, duruig

the session of parliament of 1847, it appears that, although the sugar-cane contains

from 16 to 18 per cent, of saccharine, not more than from 4 to 6 per cent, is extracted.

This difference, we believe, is mainly owing to the diflaculty of applying a continuous

pressure to the cane, which is usually crushed between vertical rollers, a pi'ocess which

cannot act with regularity ; whilst the beet-root is first reduced to a perfect pulp, and

then submitted to hydraulic pressure, the power of which can be increased from time to

time, as the mass decreases in bulk by the extraction of the liquid. We have then to

take into account the enormous expense to which the manufacture of cane-sugar is

subject in the West Indies, the freight to Europe, the waste on the voyage, amounting

to 15 per cent, on sugar, and 20 per cent, on molasses ; the expenses of landing,

wharfage, warehouse-room, commission, insurance, interest of money, &c., all of which

the beet sugar will either be exempt from wholly, or feel in an inappreciable degree,

compared with the West India planter. On the other hand, the cultivation of the cane

requires from eighteen to twenty months to mature it, whilst the beet-root comes to

maturity in five months. The cane also must be all manufactured at once, whilst it is

green, and the sap fresh ; nor must this latter be suffered to remain many houi's before

it is boiled, otherwise the sugar will be of inferior grain, if it granulates at all. Thus
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the whole of the labour of the manufacture is crowded iuto a few weeks, and is conse-

quently performed at a high rate of laboiir wages. The beet-root, on the contrary, can

be stored in pits or houses and manufactured at leisure, and in quantities proportioned

to the power of the machinery, throughout the whole season, which lasts from the end of

September to May.

It must be admitted, however, that since the sugar manufacture was thrown open to

competition with the foreign planter, the improvements effected in the processes in

France in the beet sugar factories have been introduced to a certain extent in the West

Indies, and that an increase in the quantity of saccharine extracted has been the result.

This, however, is only a small portion of the disadvantages to overcome, the rest being

insuperable and scarcely capable of being reduced, arising as they do from physical causes

which cannot be obviated. The beet sugar manufacturer, therefore, has still the advan-

tage of being on the spot, where the consumption ensures to him a ready market the

moment the sugar is manufactured, and without incurring any of those expenses and

drawbacks we have described as constantly attending the manufacture of the West Indies.

The quality also of the beet sugar, both raw and refined, made in France, is now equal

in quality to that of the plantations, and is in fact, as we have stated, sold here as such.

Whether this important manufactvire will ever be introduced into the United King-

dom is a question it is impossible to answer, but that it would be attended with success

both to the farmer and the manufacturer, if properly conducted, we have long been

convinced—the failures that took place in former attempts being easily accounted for
;

and in the present state of the corn trade it would be well for the agriculturists to direct

their attention to a branch of industry which has been so successfully practised on the

Continent. The figures given above, derived from different sources, and all by practical

men, are sufficient to show that it is more profitable to cultivate the sugar beet to sell to

the sugar factories than to grow corn, or to grow mangold to feed cattle. We believe

that many farmers do not estimate the feeding value of that root, or of the turnip, to be

consumed at home, at more than £5 or £6 per acre, according to the crop. This return

may certainly be doubled at least by cultivating and selling the sugar beet, whilst the

refuse may be repurchased at a price that will afford an ample profit, being excellent food

for fattening cattle, although cows and calves are said not to thrive upon it—the former

not yielding the proper quantity of milk. For pigs and sheep it is equally good as for

cattle, and vast numbers are fed upon it at the Continental sugar factories, in which it

forms a considerable source of profit. The following was the apparatus employed by

Professor Sullivan, which was calculated to operate upon from 20 to 30 cwt. of roots :

—

" 1st. A rasp, fed by hand, and having a drum 12 inches in diameter and 12 inches

in length, and provided with 85 saws. When making about 800 revolutions per minute,

it was capable of rasping up about 5 tons of roots in 13 hours.

" 2nd. A hydrmdic press with a 4-inch barrel, and having a pressing surface of

55^ square inches. This press not being calculated for more than 60 lbs. of pulp, after

some trials, an additional lever press, presenting from 180 to 200 square inches of

pressing surface, was added. With this press, 2 cwt. of pulp could be pressed at each

operation. In each case knitted woollen yarn bags were employed for holding the pulp,

the bags being separated from each other by thin plates of sheet-iron.

" 3rd. The defecation was effected in two pans—one with a double hemispherical

bottom, and capable of holding 4i cwt. of juice, and the other a simple tiimed-copper
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pan, heated by a simple J-iucli bore scrpentinej and capable of defecating li cwt. of

juice.

" -Itli. The filters consisted of a series of sis copper backets, 15 inches high and

9 inches diameter, and provided with perforated false bottoms. A small coil of steam.pipe

passed between the bottoms, so that the syrup in the second filtration could be kept hot.

" 5th. The evaporation was effected in a shallow pan, 3 feet 4 inches in diameter,

13 inches deep in the centre, and 9 inches at the sides, and having a double bottom

heated by steam. Occasionally, part of the filtered juice was evaporated in the boiling,

to save time.

" Gth. The boiling was effected in a cylindrical pan 33 inches in diameter, and

18 inches deep, and provided with a coil of copper steam-pipe, | inch in diameter,

arranged as in Hallctte's pan, and capable of being worked with Crossley's "^ air-diffusing

wheel," the air being supplied by a set of three small air-pumps.

" 7th. The crystallisation was effected in the shallow evaporating-pan. When the

grain was fully formed, the whole mass was heated and intimately mixed, and then

transferred into ordinary wrought-iron cones of the size usually employed for double-

refined loaves. These were placed in a hot-air chamber, and kept at a temperature

varying from 75° to 80° Fahr. as long as the molasses drained off.

" 8th. The motive power was a small high-pressure engine of about three-horse

power." *

The above will give the reader a sufficiently clear idea of the process and its require-

ments. The size of the apparatus must be proportioned to the extent of business

transacted.

THE jrANUEACTURE OF POTATO STARCH, AND ITS CONVEESION INTO SUGAR.

The separation of the starch from the potato is a purely mechanical operation, and

may be performed by any housekeeper by merely rasping the tubers, and reducing them

to an impalpable prdp, stirring them round with the hand, and allowing the sediment to

subside : the water is then poured off, and the sediment is starch. If this is not perfectly

clean, fresh water must be put to it, and the process of agitation repeated until all extra-

neous substances are taken away, and the starch is pure. What we have here described

on a small scale is eflfeeted on a large one by the help of machinery ; but the process is

equally mechanical and simple, not even fire being necessary, except to dry the starch

when it is extracted and cleansed. Potato starch is principally used in the calico manu-

factories in Manchester, &e., for stiffening the cloth. And when flour is dear and

potatoes sufiiciently cheap, a large quantity is mixed with the wheaten flour, from which

the best judges of flour find it diSicuIt to distinguish it, except from its weakness when

making into bread. The price of potatoes, however, has been too high of late years to

admit of this mixture. The proportion of starch in the tubers is about 17 per cent. ;
and

the residue is used for feeding pigs. A considerable quantity of the starch is also sold

as arrowroot, to which it has a great similarity ; but it is not equally nourishing, and

the practice of thus employing it is a fraud upon the purchasers.

Besides the above and other uses, potato starch, or farina, is capable of being manu-

factured into what is denominated a factitious sugar, which term requires explanation.

We may therefore state that there are two distinct kinds of sugar, possessing different

* Sullivan's Report, p. 57.
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characteristics and requiring different processes in their maniifacture. The first and best

of these is extracted from the cane, the Silesian beet-root^ and the maple. This sugar,

Tvhich exists pure in the juice, requires no chemical preparation or medium to convert it

into the necessary form. By the processes Tre have briefly described, it readily crystal-

lises into oblique four-sided prisms terminating with two-sided summits. However

different are the plants from which this sugar is extracted, they are identical in their

properties and composition, when similarly manipulated, except that the product of the

beet-root forms the finest ei'ystals.

The second kind, or factitious sugar, is produced from tlie grape and other ripe fruits,

and from starch, or farina. This kind is much like the East India sugar, not forming

regular crystals, but settling into tufted concretions, like the head of a cauliflower. The

produce of sugar from the potato is ostensibly larger than of the former, the fai-ina itself

being a residuum already reduced by a mechanical process, and requiring only the addition

of a chemical agent to convert the whole mass into sugar ; in fact, 1 cwt. of farina will make

I J cwt. of sugar, the chemical agent and the water employed adding to its weight to the

extent of that increase. The grape and other ripe fruits possess also a large proportion

of saccharine matter ; but both these sugars are found upon analysis to be greatly inferior

to the first description, bearing a proportion of not more than 60 against 100 of sweet-

ening power. It is evident, too, the employment of the grape in the manufacture of sugar

is quite out of the question in the United Kingdom ; and even on the Continent it is more

profitably employed in making wine. And, with regard to the potato, the price is too

high to admit of sugar being manufactured from it profitably. There are seasons, how-

ever, of which the present year (1864) is one, when a large quantity of the root is left

over, and the price is consequently reduced so low as to render it more profitable to

convert it into starch than to give it to cattle. AVith regard to the conversion of the

starch into saccharine, although the manufacture of sugar will bring the party imdcr

the surveillance of the Excise, this is not the case if the process goes no further than

producing molasses, on which there is no duty, and consequently no restriction. Now,

molasses possesses great value as a fattening material, and we shall therefore describe

the entire process as given to us by a manufacturer.

On the Manufacture of Sur/ar from Farina, or Starch.—" Sugar can be obtained on

the large scale from farinaceous substances by two dift'erent methods ; one of these

consists in the employment of that change which occurs when barley germinates ; and

the product of this method is the finest and most agreealjle to the taste. It is, however,

but little used as a mode of economical manufacture. The other method, which is more

expeditious (and the chief agent in which is sulphuric acid), and in very general use on

the Continent, I shall here describe.

" Tlic principal operations arc six in number, viz. :

—

1. Saccharificatioii.

3. Neutralisation.

3. Deposition.

4. Evajjcration.

5. Filtrntion.

fi. Concent ration.

" 1st. The saccharificatioii is accomplished by agitating the farina rapidly in water

acidulated with sulphuric acid, iu the proportion of 1 lb. of the acid to 10 gallons of

water, heated to from 212° to 219° Fahrenlieit. In order that the chemical change shall

take place with facility and economy, it is necessary to maintain the temperature

constantly within the aljove limits, and to add the farina by little .and little (without
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interrupting the process of ebullition) exactly in proportion an it is liquejied, and no more.

In this way we avoid the formation of a dilute starch, which, l)y diminishing the mobility

of the mixture, would delay the chemical action.

'' '\\ c unite these favourable conditions in the following way : into a large and strong

covered tub, or kieve, capable of containing, say, 551 imperial gallons, or more, we intro-

duce 2,204 lbs. of water (220-1^ gallons), and to this wc add 22 lbs. of sulphuric acid.

Mix and keep them agitated together, and heat tlic mixture to the temperature already

stated, by steam introduced into the vessel.

"In another vessel, dilute 1,102 lbs. of farina in 110^ imperial gallons of water,

heated to a temperature of from 1 1
3° to 131° Fahrenheit ; and as soon as the acidulated

uafer shall have reached the temperature above stated—viz. 212° to 219°, let this dilute

starch flow into it in a very small, but continuous stream. According as it enters the

kievc, the cliemical change occurs, and its fluidity should be permanent. At the end of

about two hours and a half, all the farina will have been poured into the kieve ; and, in

from fifteen to twenty-five minutes afterwards, the saccharification will have been com-

pleted—of wliich we may be satisfied hy finding the liquor transparent; and that, upon

letting some drops cool upon a saucer, iodine detects no starch. At this stage of the

process, we discontinue the introduction of the steam, remove all the liquor into the

second vessel, and may recommence saccharification in the first kieve with a new supply

of farina.

" 2nd. We then proceed to the second stage of the mamifacture—viz. the neutralisation

of the sulplumc acid contained in the saccharified liquor. This is accomplished by

projecting into the liquor in small quantities (about 2 lbs. at a time) from 22 to 26.7 lbs.

of chalk. It would be dangerous to project the chalk in large quantities at any one time,

owing to the violent explosion which such an amount of effervescence would occasion.

We assiu'c ourselves of the neutralisation being completed when no effervescence attends

the last projection of chalk into the liquor, as also by the use of turnsole paper.

" 3rd. "We noAv proceed to the third step of the manufacture—viz. deposition. Witli

this view we permit the liquor to rest, in order that it may deposit the sulphate of lime

"nhich has been formed. We then draw off the clear superabundant liquor, and preserve

it for the next step of the process, evaporation. AVe also throw the deposited sulphate

of lime upon a strong linen-cloth strainer, tbrougli which the remaining liquor drops

into a vessel placed to receive it; and we further wash out of it (by pouring'on additional

water) auy of the saccharine liquor which may still adhere to it, and add the drainings

and washings to the clear liquor previously poured off and laid aside.

" 4th. We now arrive at the fourth step of the manufacture—viz. evaporation, wliich

is to be continued until it has a density of 30° or 32° of Beaume's hydrometer for salts;

which density is equivalent to a specific gravity of from 1.261 to 1,290 respectively.

The liquor thus far evaporated is to be put into a reservoir, there to rest and deposit the

sulphate of lime collected during the evaporation. After this deposition, the clear syrup

may be withdrawn for sale (not being subject to a duty). In this state it is used to

prepare alcohol from ; also for coloured beer, and some of the common drinks : but for

the ichite beer and most other uses, it is necessary to deprive it still further of colour ; for

which purpose it is to be passed, while still warm, on filters of animal charcoal (chan-ed

bones), which constitutes the fifth stage, or

" 5th, Filtration, and completes the purification, and improves the flavour. When
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we wish to push the formation of sugar still further, we must have recourse to our sixth

step, or

" 6th. Concentration, which consists in evaporating the syrup to 45° Beaume (equi-

valent to a specific gravity of 1,455) in a boiler heated by steam ; and it is important

that this operation should be performed very rapidly, to prevent the product assuming a

yellow tint, very unfavourable to its sale. The concentrated liquor is then to be poured

into flat crystallising pans, where it assumes the solid form. It is afterwards to be

pounded, and put into casks for sale. Thus, at pleasure, we can obtain for sale or use

either syrup or solid sugar from the produce of the farm."

Such is the process for converting the farina of the potato into molasses, or sugar.

The latter a farmer would scarcely attempt, as it would be necessary to place his Avhole

homestead under the surveillance of the excise ; but, in the manufacture of molasses, he

will be free from this nuisance, there being no duty upon it. But it may be asked what

advantage can the farmer derive from using the produce of the potato in the form of

molasses in fattening, instead of giving it to the animals in the raw state ? We reply to

this that, in the former case, it possesses fattening properties, chemically imparted to it by

the action of the sulphuric acid, far greater than the tuber in the raw state. And besides

this, there are seasons (as the present one, 1864, for instance) in which so large a quantity

of potatoes is left over at the close that the price is unduly depressed ; whilst, in other

seasons—and those much more frequent—a large proportion of the tubers are partially

diseased, which renders it dangerous to store them, and they are consequently forced

upon the market and sold on the best terms that can be obtained. The farina in these

potatoes is not in any respect inferior to that from the sound tubers ; and, by converting

them at once into starch, a material is produced that, if properly prepared and dried, will

keep any length of time, and is always saleable at a remunerating price whenever the

holder chooses to bring it into the market, if he does not think proper to convert it into

molasses for his own use. Advantage is largely taken by dealers in purchasing potatoes

that are at all diseased ; and if, as is sometimes the case, great quantities are brought to

market, they are necessarily sold at very reduced prices (15*. or 20s. per ton, and we

have known them bought in large quantities at even 10«. and 12s.) ; and although the

proportion of starch is reduced by the disease, the extent of this diminution is nothing

equal to the depreciation in value.

A few years since an attempt was made by a Frenchman, M. Champonnois, to

introduce the system of distillation from the beet-root into England, on the same principle

as in Trance and other countries of the Continent, where they are directly connected

with the farms. We have already adverted to the great extent to which this has been

carried, more especially in Austria, where, a few years since, there were sixteen thousand

distilleries, and where there is scarcely an estate that has not one or more establishments

of the kind attached to it. In France, also, the system has had an extensive develop-

ment, and large quantities of alcohol have been manufactured. But the French are not,

like the Germans, a spirit-drinking people, and the market soon became so overstocked

and in excess of the consumption that no sale could be found for it. In addition to tliis

the quality of the spirit from the beet-root was so inferior, being tainted with the earthy

flavour of the root, that it could not compete with the grain spirit ; nor could all the

efforts of the chemists discover any means for divesting it of that flavour. The consc-
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quence is tliat most, if not all, the French beet-root distilleries liave ceased working, not

being able to realise a profit.

There is no doubt "ivhatcver that the Cliamponnois system of distillation is a great

iniprovemcut npou the old one—the difl'crcuce, so far as we recollect, consisting in

drawing the spirit direct from the pnlp, instead of first expressing the juice ; by which

not only was time saved, but a larger pci'-centage of alcohol was obtained. A model

distillery was erected by M. Champonnois, which we had the pleasure of inspecting ; we
found it exceedingly well conducted, but we pointed out the almost impossibility of its

becoming a profitable branch of industry in the United Kingdom, whatever might be the

case on the Continent—that the farmers would not grow beet-root to sell to the

distiller instead of consuming it by his own stock on the farm ; nor would he expend

capital in erecting distilleries which would absorl) so large a portion, at the risk of having

the price of the produce reduced so low as to render it unpi'ofitable. It was foitunatc

for the farmers of England that they took the same view of the matter. We heard of

only one person who engaged in the undertaking, and we believe his distillery was

worked—like that at Fulham, erected by M. Champonnois himself—only one season.

It may, therefore, be considered that the system is at an end in this country ; and we

trust it will never be revived, being persuaded that it would prove riiinous to any one

who embarked in it.

The Austrian distilleries are conducted ou a different principle, being alternately

employed upon grain and potatoes, according as the price of either is the lowest. These

yield a purer and better spirit than the beet-root, being free from any disagreeable

flavour. Austria also is peculiarly situated in regard to her agricultural produce; for,

having only two outlets by sea—namely, Trieste, at the head of the Adriatic, and the

Danube—she can only export when prices arc high in Western Europe, and has there-

fore no alternative, when this is not the case, than to manufacture sugar and alcohol, or

cease growing a surplus which they have no means to dispose of.

We have before spoken of the moral effect that would result from having a distillery

in almost every parish in the kingdom, which was what M. Champonnois would have

effected if he could. The effect upon the rural population of Austria, where tlie system

has had its greatest development, is disastrous in the extreme, if we can depend upon the

statements of persons who otherwise are favourable to it. The distillers, wlio are gene-

rally the landowners, sell the spirits on credit of the crop to the farmers ; and so universal

is this mode of purchasing the spirit, that a considerable portion of the crop is pledged

for it before it is matured: and, on the other hand, almost the entire population is

demoralised, while thcTr physical condition bears ample testimony to the injurious effects

upon the constitution and bodily powers. There cannot exist a doubt on any rational

mind that the effect would have been equally injurious in England, had Champonnois

been able to carry out his plan of " making every farmer his own distiller," as he avows

in his pamphlet. We have already far too much spirit-drinking ; for to its baneful

influence both the judges and the magistrates throughout the land ascribe at least four-

fifths of the crimes that are committed.
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STAKCH jrANUFACTURE FROJI WHEAT, ETC.

Starcli enters largely into the composition of all farinaceous seeds, and is found also

in the roots of most vegetables. So universal, in fact, is its presence in vegetable

substances that naturalists generally have considered it as indicating the line of demar-

cation between the animal and the vegetable kingdoms, the former being said to be

destitute of it. Until within a very few years wheat has been the only grain from which

starch has in any quantity been extracted for sale for domestic use. Other grain, how-

ever, contains as large a proportion of starch as wheat ; but we apprehend the quality is

not so good, otherwise there is no reason why it should not be used. Sir H. Davy found

that, whilst wheat contains from 70 to 75 per cent, of starch, barley yields 79 per cent.

Other grains yield starch ; but as it is in less proportion, and they are never employed in

the manufacture, it is unnecessary to notice them here.

The old method of separating the starch from the wheat was tedious, and involved a

great amount of labour. The most economical method was that of the French starch

makers as detailed in " Les Arts et Metiers." A pailful of warm water was put into a

tub with about .'2 lbs. of baker's leaven. Tliis was allowed to stand two days, and was

then stirred, and half a jiailful of warm Vi'ater added to it. It was then left to settle, and

when clear it was poured off for use. When used, to promote the fermentation of the

wheat, a quantity of it was put into a tub, and as much clear water added as would half

fill the tub, which, was then filled with the material—either refuse wheat alone, or mixed

with bran, half and half. It was allowed to steep and ferment in this tub about eight or

ten days, according to the strength of the acid water and the state of tlie weather, both

of which exerted an influence in either retarding or hastening the process. An oily scum

rising on the surface indicated that the fermentation had performed its work. This

unctuous matter was then skimmed off, and the fermented wheat taken from the tub and

put into a fine hair-sieve placed over a settling tub, and washed through the sieve with

clear water, the starch alone passing through. The water and starch were then left

twenty-four hours for the latter to settle at the liottom of the tub, when the water was

carefully poured off; after which, to cleanse the starch from the acid, more water must

be poured upon it, sufficient to enable the workman to break it up with a shovel. The

tub was then filled with fresh water and it was allowed to stand two days. The water

was then ladled off, and the starch remained at the bottom, covered with a dark-coloured

inferior starch ; which, being taken off, the pure starch remained, and was washed several

times, until it was perfectly clean and white, Tims purified, it was put into baskets

lined with linen cloth, through which the water was allowed to filtrate for a day ; after

which it was taken to another room at the top of the house, the floor of which was

formed of clean plastei-, and the windows were thrown open to admit the air. There the

Ijaskcts were turned upside down, and the starch and linen bags turned out; the latter

were then lifted off, leaving the starch in round loaves, which were left to diy, aiul finally

broken to pieces, which completed the process.

It will be seen that the time occupied in these various operations was not less than

twenty-one days ; Init all this is now changed by the invention of a method of dissolving

all the constituents of grain except the starch, by a chemical substance which we sliall

presently notice. The discovery of this method took place about the year ]8f0, l)y a

])erson who was not a eheniift; and not having- the means or the knowledge of ascer-
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tuiuing the exact proportion of the cliemiciil medium employed, he applied to Professor

Everitt, who at that period was the chemist at the Middlesex Hospital. The chemical

siibstauce was caustic potash, and the proportions required were 200 grains to every gallon

of ivater; and so rapid was the action upon the grain, that what previously required

twentj'-oue days or more to effect was completed in about thirty-four liours.

Tile after history of this discovery is not a little curious. The inventor was not a rich

man, and having- patented his process, offered to dispose of the patent to the great

starch manufacturers of the metropolis. After a lengthened uegociation, five of these

gentlemen agreed to purchase the patent, taking the patentee into the concern with a

sixth share, and to work it as a company upon rice, which had already come into use to

a certain extent. The sum agreed to be paid to the patentee was no less than iilOO,000,

and a day was appointed for signing the preliminary deeds. These were drawn up

according to the rough sketch agreed upon at a previous meeting by both parties. But
on the very forenoon of the day on which the deed was to have been executed, the

patentee received a short note, intimating that they had discovered another method of

elfecting the object, for which they had obtained a patent, and that therefore he must

consider the agreement between them as at an end !

This summary settlement of the affair, however, was not allowed to pass unopposed.

Professor Everitt was again set to work to examine the second patent, and he soon found

that the two specifications were identically the same in principle, and that the second

was a direct infringement upon the first. The first patentee, therefore, at once obtained

an injunction to stop the proceedings of the second, who had already taken large

premises in the neighbourhood of Whitechapel, and were actually about to commence
working their own patent.* Eventually, we believe, the first patent was purchased by the

firm of J. & J. Coleman, of Norwich, who will certainly be able to give a good account

of it, a* their rice starch is known in all civilised countries. The proportion of starch in

rice, according to Payen, is 86-9 per cent., or about from 12 to 15 per cent, more than in

wheat. There is no essential difference in starch, those specimens from wheat, rice the

potato, and other farinaceous substances being identical in composition, and all colour-

less, tasteless, and scentless. The arrow-root and sago from the Indies are also the same,

with slight modifications in their characters, arising, probably, from the difference of

climate, plant from which they were taken, or mode of preparation.

SECTION XX.

ELECTRO-CULTURE.

In- our observations on meteorology in the first volume (p. 290), we Iiave already
referred to electricity, that all-pervading and powerful agent, whose influence extends
over the entire three kingdoms into which the natural world is divided, and to which
we know ourselves to be for ever liable during life, but whose precise nature and

* The writer is unable to state how the affair of the five starcli makers terminated, as he left England soon after, and
before he returned, Professor Everitt, who was an intimate friend, and from whom he reeeivcd the iiarticulara above
related, was no' more.
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form—if it possesses one—the researches of science never have been, and in all probability

never vrill be, able to define or describe. We have also slightly referred (see note at

p. 317, vol. i.) to electricity as an essential element in the preservation or continuance

of life, whether in the animal or the plant. It is now our intention to go more fully

into the subject, by inquiring into the nature and operation of that species of husbandry,

novel and highly scientific in its character, termed Electro-culture, which consists in

bringing the electric fluid, by laying down a series of conductors, to bear more directly

and in greater volume upon vegetation.

Pescher, a German writer, in his work on Electricity, lays it down as one of the

laws by which it is governed, that it resides only on the surface of all matter. If this

were the case, how should its influence be felt so powerfully internally as we all know

it to be. Is it not more probable that, as we have already stated, the bodies of animals

and vegetables derive the principle of vitality from it, and are, in fact, galvanic batteries

or machines through which a current of electricity constantly passes, and is the means

of sustaining life? We consider this to be the principle on which the practice of

electro-culture is founded, and ou which its success is based.

Humboldt, in his "Cosmos" (vol. i. p. 333), has the following observations on this

subject :
—" The electricity of the atmosphere, whether considered in the lower regions of

the air, or in the canopy of the clouds—whether studied in its silent, problematical,

diurnal march, or in explosions in the lightning and thunder of the tempest—shows

itself in manifold relations to the phenomena of the distribution of heat, of the pressure

of the atmosphere and its disturbances, of hydro-meteoric phenomena or watery pre-

cipitations, and probably also of the magnetism of the outer crust of the globe. It acts

powerfully on the whole animal and vegetable world, not only indirectly through tlic

agency of meteorological processes, the precipitations of aqueous vapour, and the acid

or amraouiacal combinations occasioned by it, but also in a direct manner, as an electric

force, stimulating the nerves, and promoting the circulation of the organic juices.

This is not the place to renew the discussion concerning the proper source of atmospheric

electricity when the sky is clear. Its existence has been ascribed sometimes to the

evaporation of impure fluids impregnated with earth or with salts ; sometimes to the

growth of plants, or to chemical decompositions taking place at the surface of the earth;

sometimes to the unequal distribution of heat in the atmospheric strata ; and, lastly,

sometimes, according to Peltier's ingenious investigations, to the influence of a constant

charge of negative electricity in the terrestrial globe. '^

The principle here laid down of the direct influence of electricity upon vegetable pro-

ductions establishes the theory we have asserted ; and, although at present electro-culture

has mcAe no progress in general agriculture, the success of the experiments that have

been instituted opens a new and wide, as well as interesting, field for inquiry. The first

person who is reported to have tried it was Dr. Forster, of Findrassie, near Elgin. The

plan he adopted was to draw wires across the field from posts stationed in a line with

the meridian. The wires were wound round the posts and conveyed under ground in

the same direction as in the air. These wires being united, kept up a constant current

of electricity at the roots of the plants (barley), and the result was, a yield of 13

quarters per acre, or 10 ! bushels ; such a crop as was never before heard of iu

Scotland.

We believe Sir II. Davy was the first who experimented upon vegetables with the
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voltaic battery. " Electric changes/' he suys,* " are constantly taking place in nature

on the surface of the eai'th and in the atmosphere, but as yet the effects of this power

on vegetation have not been correctly estimated. It has been shown by experiments

made by means of the voltaic battery (the instrument composed of zinc, copper, and

water), that compound bodies iu general are capable of being decomposed by electrical

powers; and it is probable that tlic various electrical phenomena occurring in our

system must influence both the germination of seeds and the growth of plants. I

found that corn sprouted much more rapidly in water positively electrified by the

voltaic instrument than iu water negatively electrified ; and experiments made upon

the atmosphere show that clouds are usually negative ; and as, when a cloud is in one

state of electricity, the surface of the earth beneath is brought into the opposite state,

it is probable that in common cases the surface of the earth is positive."

]Mr. Sturgeon, the Editor of the " Annals of Electricity, Magnetism, and Chemistry,"

to which he was also a large contributoi', makes the following observations on the relations

existing between the electricity of the air and of the earth :
—" It may not be out of

place to remind those not accustomed to the study of electricity, that this active element

of nature is so universally diff'used throughout every part of the terrestrial creation,

that it becomes an occupant of every part of the earth's surface, and of the shell of air

that surrounds it. This general definition necessarily leads to the inference that all the

various objects which clothe the surface of the earth—the trees, shrubs, plants, flowers,

and crops of every kind—partake of this electrical distribution, and that each individual

object is possessed of more or less of this extraordinary element, or, in electrical lan-

guage, that each is possessed of its natural share. It must not be understood, however,

that this natural distribution confers upon different objects an equal share, either in

proportion to their magnitude, weight, or shape ; but, on the contrary, that each object

contaius a share peculiar to itself, according to its degree of susceptibility of receiving

the fluid, or according to its capacity. But whatever may be the quality due to any

individual object under ordinary circumstances, it becomes exquisitely susceptible of

disturbances when the circumstances vary, and whether these be of natural or artificial

occurrence AVhen the electric fluid is in abundance, and in motion, it is accom-

panied by a development of heat, which, in some cases, is of sufficient intensity to fuse the

most refractory substances. Electricity, like heat, has its conductors and non-conductors,

but, in some cases, they are different for the two kinds of force. For instance, charcoal

is a good conductor of electricity, but a bad conductor of heat. The metals are the

best electrical conductors ; but there are many other kinds of matter which rank high iu

this capacity. Such are trees, when full of sap ; water, and, consequently, all growing

plants, by virtue of the water they contain. Moist land is also a conductor of electricity.

Dry sand is a bad conductor, so is dry mould of every kind ; but limestone rock and

dry chalk are still worse ; and dry air is a worse conductor than any of the rest, though

moist air is a tolerably good conductor. When the electric fluid meets with a good

conductor, it spreads with rapidity over the conducting surface, but when it meets with

an inferior conductor, it has to encounter a resistance which iu some cases it is unable

to overcome, consequently its forces are limited within a certain range of locality.

" Another grand law of electricity to be noticed by the electro-cultural physiologist

is the following :—In all cases of electrical disturbance, whether the fluid be in the

* "Elements of Agricultural Chemistry," p. 41.
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act of absolute transfer from one body to another^ or traversing chauuels iu tlie eliaracter

of currents, or spreading itself over surfaces of moist land or other conducting matter,

the transmission is uniformly /rowt the ^losithe to the neijative j^arts \ for in no case can

the fluid be transmitted from a negative to a positive body, nor from a neyathe part to

a positive 2^art of the same body. Hence it is that those parts of the prime conductor

of an electrical machine which are in the act of receiviiif/ fluid from the revolving glass,

are nefjative with respect to the latter, although at the same time the remote parts of

the conductor he positive to all surrounding bodies, and whether they be delivering the

fluid as fast as they receive it or not ; therefore the prime conductor is electro-polar

under all circumstances, when the machine is at work. Now, as this is a universal law

when electric fluid is transmitted from one body or object to another, it follows that the

electro-positive state of the air contiguous to growing plants causes the latter to become'

electro-polar, even when they are in the act of transmitting fluid to the ground, their

upper parts being negative relatively to the roots, whilst the latter, in their turn, are

positive to the contiguous manure and soil to which they deliver up the fluid—or rather

such portions of them as are not retained for the expansion and growth of the plants—
as faithfully as the leaves and stems receive it from the air."

Several experiments in electro-culture are recorded, but the effect has not in all

instances been the same. Thus the writer of the above observations placed his apparatus

on a grass-plot, where it had no perceptible influence j but when he erected it in fields

of barley and oats, the plants in both cases evidently received great benefit from it,

being taller, stronger in the stem and blade, and of a deeper green ; and the produce was

increased nearly one half (from 35 grains in the ear in the rest of the field, to 50

in the part experimented upon) ; and this extended in the case of the oats to the fourth

ridge outside the wires. Mr. Sturgeon places his posts exactly in the direction of

north-east and south-west, and north-west and south-east, in order to catch the winds

from those quarters at right angles. Stephens speaks of an experiment at Kirby

Lonsdale, where the apparatus was erected on a green field, " and the result," he says,

''may be best appreciated as described in the emphatic provincial style of Cumberland,

by William Muckald, one of the hinds :

—
' Whoy, I niver sa t' loike in o me life ; it

beat o t'other eet field far enough. John Hodgson hclp'd ta maa't, en when he cam

tet thick spot, he sed, dam t'wires, t'girss is sa thick I can hardly maa't. En I'se sure

it capt owght et iver I saa ; that it did.' " *

The plan adopted by Mr. Sturgeon was as follows :^The posts being erected, as

described above, and reaching 15 feet in height, form a square, embracing an area

of 50 yards. The Avires are then drawn from one post or pole to another, not parallel,

but crossing each other in the centre, and are wound round the poles till they enter the

ground, under which, about 3 inches deep, they are conveyed in the same direction

as those from pole to pole above. All the wires are connected with each other by

branch wires, which throw the space into diamond-shaped sections. Copper wire is

better than iron or steel, being a more powerful conductor, and is also less liable to

corrode with the damp air and soil. If it is desirable to extend the area by placing the

poles at a greater distance, it will be necessary to have intermediate poles, and one at the

centre, where they cross each other, to prevent their bending, and possibly breaking by

their own v/eiglit. The best time to put them up is the spring, soon after the seed is sown.

* " Book or Ihc Farm," vol. ii. p. iVJ.
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Hitherto the system of elcctio-culturc lias uiadc no way in tiio husbandry of tlic

country; and from the nature of the clcctrie current it is jirobable tliat it will require

a nmch better acquaintance with that subtle tluid to regulate the apparatus and prepare

the soil, before it can be brought to a useful practical bearing. It is one condition of

success that the soil is both in a moist and a light state, it having been found that Avheu

the ground is dry and hard, under the influence of cold easterly winds, it neither receives

nor distributes electricity. And this being the case, it is likely to take less effect upon

upland pasture laud than on low meadows ; and spring corn would receive more benefit

from it than that of winter, because the soil would be in a looser state, and more

moist.

The following observations on this subject occur in Morton's " Cylcopajdia of

Agriculture:"—"Electro-culture, the word coined by some writers to signify the

methods they employ for bringing the electric current to bear on the processes of

agriculture, is, in fact, a misnomer ; a co)ifcssion which implies, not that electricity is

of no force in the processes of animal and vegetable growth, but simply that we have

not ascertained the modes by which its influence may be regulated. lu fact, the

experiments already made on this subject possess so little practical value, that an article

upon it scarcely comes within the limits prescribed by this work. Without, therefore,

occupying an unnecessarj' space by recounting the hypothesis or unsatisfactory expe-

riments which have been made from time to time on this subject, it may be desirable

to confine attention to what is known of the electrical condition of the atmosphere as a

means of directing attention to the only class of philosophical observations which are

likely to communicate to us the practical knowledge so much to be desired." * We
trust that those scientific men who have already experimented on the subject will

continue their researches. It is a most important question, involving, as it does,

the development of one of the first principles of vitality in both the animal and vegetable

kingrdoms.

SECTION XXI.

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE FARM.

Although it may be laid down as an indisputable axiom that the Great Creator has

" made nothing in vain," it is nevertheless true that, to the ca.svial observer, the utility

of many of the works of natm-e, to man, iS far from being obvious ; whilst, on the other

* " Cyc'-opecdia of Agriculture."—Article Elkctuicitv. Wc coufes3 we do not see any impropriety in using the worj

electro-culture. According to Mr. Morton's own definition, the word "cultivation" "comprehends every process,

Khelher mechanical or chemical, by which the fertility of the soil can be developed and increased." Electro-culture is a

chemical process (in one sense) for the express purpose of developing the fertility of the soil ; and although a regular

system cannot at present be laid down for its prosecution, the experiments already made, though not uniformly successful,

nave been sufficiently so to stimulate further investigation and to give the word electro-culture a place in modern

agriculture. 'We do not, and probably never shall, know the modus operandi of the electric action on the telegraphic

wires, but that ignorance does net prevent its ufc or render ihc application of the word " telegraph " a misnomer.

VOL. II. N K
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hand, their presence in unchecked numbers and power, is fraught with evils of no

ordinary kind. It aeems a hardship that man is compelled to be continually on the

watch to prevent those evils, by which he is liable to be assailed, from gaining an

ascendency that would overwhelm him in loss and destruction. This applies, especially,

to the tribes of created beings to which the present section of the work refers—the

insects—and whose amazing power of reproduction renders them, notwithstanding their

otherwise insignificant size and individual weakness, the most formidable foes the

husbandman has to contend against.

It is very few indeed of these tribes that can be said to be of any direct service to

man. If we except the silk-worm, the honey-bee, and the cochineal insect, the very long

catalogue by which the vegetable produce of the farm is liable to be destroyed, have no

apparent utility, but, on the contrary, inflict injuries on the farmer that involve him in

loss if not ruin. Yet nature herself has provided an alleviating remedy in the hostility

subsisting between diflerent classes of animals ; as in the case of the larger species, so the

smaller tribes prey upon each other, and thus check the increase. The ichneumon fly

and the dragon fly, for instance, devour myriads of the aphides, and destroy other insects,

whilst the sparrow, the chaffinch, and other small birds, at that season of the year when

injurious insects most abound, are most industrious in collecting them to feed their

young.

In order to be enabled to check the ravages of these " pests of the farm," as they are

termed, it is not only necessary to " count your enemies," but also to study their natures,

characters, forms, changes, and habits of life. It would not comport with the general

range of this work to go deeply into this subject, which would require a large volume of

itself. We shall, therefore, give a short account of a few of the most common and most

destructive insects, with a list of others, for whose history we refer the reader to the

works of Kirby, Westwood, Curtis, and others, who have made this branch of natural

history their peculiar study.

The word insect is derived from the Latin, and implies a body divided into sections by

notches, cross-lines, or incisions. Whoever examines the body of an insect will find it

consists of a number of jointed parts, marked by segments or rings between them, and

sometimes lapping over each other like scales, to admit of more free motion. The brain

of an insect is very small, and the spinal marrow is represented by a knotted cord,

extending, like that of the larger animals, from the head to the hinder extremity. From

the brain and the knots proceed white thread-like nerves, spreading in various directions.

Air pipes intersect the body in all directions, supplying the place of lungs, and conveying

air into every part. The operation of breathing is performed through spiracles or holes,

nine of which are placed on each side the body. Water insects breathe by means of gills.

The heart, which is a long tube, lies under the skin of the back, having small holes on

each side for the admission of the juices of thfe body, which are prevented from escaping

again by valves, which close the holes within. The heart itself is divided into sections by

transverse partitions, in each of which is a hole, made secure by a valve, which, like

those of large animals, allows the blood to flow only one way, i.e. from the hinder to the

fore part of the heart. The blood is a coteurless fluid, and does not circulate by means

of arteries and veins, but flows from the fore part of the heart into the head, from whence

it escapes into the body, where it mingles with the nutritive juices that filter through the

sides of the intestines. This mingled fluid penetrates the crevices of the flesh and other
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internal parts^ flowing along the sides of the air-pipes or lungs, whereby it receives from

the air that influence which renders it fitted to nourish the frame and sustain life.*

The doctrine of spontaneous generation has long been exploded by men of science;

andj whatever mystery may accompany the existence and multiplication of some of the

insect tribes, analogy and inductive science have led to the conclusion that, every tribe

of animated beings, however minute, and however sudden and multifarious may be their

appearance in our fields, arc the off'spring of similar beings in the ordinary process of

reproduction. Modern philosophers, or naturalists, have demonstrated that the egg-form

is the model through which, by one medium or another, the whole animal creation is

ushered into existence, and that this applies as well to the viviparous as to the oviparous

tribes. Thus, for instance, some of the plant-louse species do not lay their eggs like most

of the insects, but retain them within their body till the young are ready to emerge

;

others, on the contrary, deposit them on the leaves of trees and plants.

It is worthy of observation here, that the Creator of all things, who has in numerous

cases " chosen the weak and despised things of this world to confound the things that

are mighty," has employed apparently the feeblest tribes of insects to execute His

judgments, and to teach mankind their utter helplessness, when He chooses to send

forth His armies of flies, caterpillars, locusts, &c., to punish them for their rebellion

against His authority ; and, although we would be far from connecting every visitation

of the kind with the auger of the Deity against individuals for the punishment of their

transgressions, we have a firm belief in a superintending Providence overruling all the

affairs of men ; and that we are bound, whilst we use the means in our power to

counteract the injurious consequences, to meet them in a spirit of humility and serious

consideration. It is but seldom in happy England that these " armies of the living

God,'' which, in Eastern countries so frequently devastate the fields to such an extent

as to cause a local famine, commit any general ravages
;
yet there are enough of these

scourges to exercise the mind of the husbandman, both in devising means how to ward

off their influence, and how to meet their visitation with that patience and submission

which faith in the superintending providence of God demands.

Insects are divided by naturalists into two classes or divisions—namely, the winged,

and the wingless. Those with wings are further separated into orders, as follows :

—

1. Coleoptera (Beetles), having six feet and, generally, four wings, tlie anterior pair

of which are horny, and cover the posterior wings, which are sometimes wanting. They

have upper and lower jaws (mandibles and maxilla;), for gnawing or chewing. Examples

—the May-bug, the long-horns, the stag-beetle, ground-beetle, and weevil.

2. Orthoptera.— Six feet, four wings; the anterior of a leathery substance, and

covering the posterior, which are folded both longitudinally and transversely. They

have upper and lower jaws for chewing. Of these are the black-beetle, the cockroach,

the field-cricket, the locust, and the green grasshopper.

3. Hemiptera.—Six feet, four wings; the two anterior hard, and covering the lower

or posterior ones. The organs of the mouth are formed of bristles, which compose a

sucker, enclosed in an articulated sheath, of a cylindrical or conical shape, and projected

as a beak. Of these are the field and tree bugs, house-bugs, cicadtB and aphides.

4. Neuroptera.—Six feet, four membranous naked wings, upper and lower mandibles

* " A Treatise on some of the Insects injurious to Vegetation." By Harris. Boston, U.S.A. : Crosby & Nichols.

London : Trubner & Co.
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for clieiving. The wings are veined, tlie under nearly tlie size of tlic upjicr. Examples

—the dragon-fly {Libellula) , lace-fly [Hemerobius) , and day-fly {Ephemera).

5. Hymenoptera.—Six feet, four membranous wings, upper and lower jaws. The

hinder wings smaller than the foremost. In the abdomen of the female of most species

is a sting, or ovipositor. The saw-fly {Tenthredinidce)
,
gall-fly, bees, wasps, humble-bee,

and ant.

6. Lepidoptera.—Six feet, four membranous wings, covered with small scales or

feathers. Instead of upper and lower mandibles, two hollow filaments, forming a spirally

rolled tongue, is substituted. Butterflies, moths, and hawk-moths.

7. Rhipiptera.—Six feet, two membranous wings folded like a fan. On the

anterior part of the thorax are situated two small, hard bodies, movable, and serving

as covering to the wings. The masticatory organs consist of simple bristle-shaped

mandibles, and two palpi. To this order belong two genera of parasites, living ou

wasps in Italy.

8. Diptera.—Six feet, two membranous expanded wings, generally with two movable

organs, called poisers, or balancers, situated behind the wings. The organs of the

mouth consist of a sucker, formed of a variable number of bristles, which are enclosed

in a sheath ; but mostly they have a real proboscis, terminating in a double lip. This

order embraces gnats, midges, house-flies, ox and horse-breeze flies, &c.

Insects without wings embrace the following orders :

—

1. Myriapoda [Millepedes).—These have twenty-four feet and upwards, which are

placed on a series of rings, extending along the whole length of the body, each I'ing

having two pairs. The mouth is formed of the first, and often the second pair. These

are the centipedes, julus, and scolopendra.

2. Thysannra.—Having six feet ; and on the under side of the abdomen are flat

movable appendages, like pro-legs. At the extremity is a forked apparatus, by

which the body can raise itself and move by leaps. Example—the sugar-louse {Lepisnia

saccharinum.)

3. Parasita.—Si}i feet ; no other organs of sight except simple eyes. The mouth

is internal, and consists of a snout, which contains a retractile sucker, or it forms a

cleft with two lips, two mandibles, aud hooks. Examples—the diS'erent species of lice.

4. Suctoria.—Six feet, the hinder ones being the longest, and formed for jumping.

These undergo a transformation, and acquire organs of motion, which they have not at

first. The mouth is a sucker, enclosed in a cylindrical sheath, and is formed of tAvo

articulated pieces. Example—the flea.*

We shall proceed to describe the various insects that afl"ect the crops, beginning with

1. INSECTS INJURIOUS TO TURNIPS.

I. The Striped Turnip Beetle [Altica nemorwn).—This is also called by various

names, as " the fly," the flea-bcctlc, the black-jack, &c. The sexes of this insect pair in

the spring as soon as the warm weather sets in, and continue breeding till September.

The later breeders deposit their eggs on the under sides of the turnip leaf; but the early

ones must lay them on other vegetables before the turnips arc sown, for no sooner do

the young plants appear above ground, than, if the weather is warm, they arc attacked

by the fly whilst in the first leaf. It is, in fact, at this period that the insect is the most

* Kollar'a " Treatise on Insects," pp. 9— 12. EilitcJ by WcstwooJ.
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raiscliievoiis ; for if the turnip has a rapid growtli, and manages to reach the rough leaf,

it willj generally speaking, be out of danger. The female beetle is said not to lay more

than one egg a day. The eggs are very small, oval, smooth, and of a greenish colour.

In ten days they are hatched, and the maggot instantly begins to eat through the skin

of the leaf on which the egg was deposited. It then works into the pulp, wlicre it forms

burrows, whicli are ^'isible to the naked eye by holding the leaf up to the light.

The larvre have sis feet, and a pro-leg at the apex. The head is furnished with jaws

and large eyes. They are matured in six days, and then, leaving the burrows, they

bury themselves about two inches in the earth, the late ones near the bulb of a turnip.

Here they become chrysalides, and arrive at the next transformation in about a fortnight,

when they spring from the earth as beetles, and commence their ravages. The length

of this destructive little insect is from % of a line to 1^, the line being the twelfth part

of an inch. Curtis says they are long lived, having been kept alive in confinement

from July to February. Their hinder legs and thighs are very strong and thick, being

made for the purpose of jumping, like the flea. The distance they will leap is pro-

digious ; 18 inches is the extent of it, which is 216 times its own length. They

generally sit with their hind legs folded under them, ready to leap at a moment's

warning. It is when the weather is warmest that their depredations are the greatest,

and when the temperature is very high they use their wings freely. They lie torpid

during the winter under the bark of trees, or anywhere that they can find shelter imder.

The first warm days of spring bring them from their retreats, and they are ready for

action as soon as the young turnip plant makes its appearance.

It must not, however, be supposed that they confine themselves to the turnip plant

for their sustenance ^ all the Brassica tribe of plants are acceptable to them, as the

market gardener knows to his cost, and when nothing better is to be had, they will

make a very good meal off hedge mustard and charlock. Indeed this latter is said to

be a specially favourite diet ; and some farmers we have known to sow charlock with

tm-nip seed, because the fly will not touch the latter until the former is cleared off.

Curtis asserts that turnips, in their mature state, have iu some seasons been destroyed

by this insect ; and he adduces an instance of a crojJ at Knutsford, which, in 1826, was

destroyed by it after the 21st August. We never, however, heard before of its doing

any injury after the turnip had gained any size. Its depredations in a hot dry season

on the young turnips are wonderful for so small an insect. We have known fields sown

thrice without obtaining a crop. Arthur Young states that, in 1786, the damage sus-

tained in Devonshire alone was estimated at ^100,000, the entire crop being destroyed.

Various methods have been devised for killing these insects, but, hitherto, no specific

remedy has been adopted. We have spoken, at p. 163, vol. ii., of Paul's fiy-catcher

which was exhibited at Holkham nearly sixty years since, and universally approved at

the time, but it fell into disuse. We are glad to see that Mr. Curtis has mentioned it

favom-ably in his work on "Insects injurious to the Field-crops" (p. .30 *), and tliat a

print of it is inserted in Kirby and Spence's " Introduction to Entomology." There is

no doubt that some improvement might be made in the mode of using this implement,

* Mr. Curtis thinks that many of the flies escape out of the bag or net, but this was uot the case. The writer saw
it at work at Holkham and also at Starston on Sir. Paul's own farm, and it proved in all cases most effectual. The bag
being made high at the back, and curving over forwards, the flies could not jump over it ; whilst the forward progress of

the implement prevented them from escaping in front. A piece of cloth, dressed with tar, and hung inside the bag in

front, would prevent all danger of it, by holding them fast.
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but, as we have akeady stated, having seeu it at work at Holkham at tlie period we

mention, and knowing that Paul himself never lost a erop of turnips after he began to

use it, we can speak with authority that no method equal to it has ever been invented

for destroying the turnip fly, or saving the erop.

One great point is to secure a rapid growth for the young plant, so as to have the

rough leaves developed as soon as possible. Strong ammouiacal manures will both

effect this, and will, at the same time, it is said, keep off the fly, being probably too

powerful for their olfactory nerves. Slaked lime has been used, but with different results,

having, in some cases, been " perfectly successful," whilst in others no benefit whatever

accrued from it. Mr. Dickson used a mixture of road-dust, soot, and a small portion

of guano, sowing the mixture along the rows of the turnips at mid-day, which drove

the flies off immediately. Fisher Hobbs substituted sulphur for guano in a similar

mixture, and used it for many years with similar success ; he applied it, however, at

night, instead of the day time.

We are of opinion that scarifying and burning the stubble and weeds upon the wheat

lands intended for tui'nips will destroy multitudes of these and other insects ; and,

afterwards, ploughing before the frost sets in, would expose others to the attacks of the

small birds, such as larks, chaffinches, and other tribes, which flock together in the

fields in the autumn and early wnter. The hedge-rows, too, should be kept constantly

clear of weeds, which harbour and supply them with food. Tliese preventive measures,

with deep tillage in the spring, will tend greatly to lessen the power of these insects,

and render the direct processes more effectual. Every means should be used in pre-

paring the land for the erop, to expose as much as possible insects of every kind, that

find their harbour in the soil, to the birds, who will want no other encouragement to

rid the fields of these pests than turning them vip with the plough, cultivator, or harrow.

Let prevention and cure go hand in hand, and, if the evil cannot be wholly eradicated,

it may be so much alleviated as to form no obstacle to success.

Besides the Altica nemorum, there are others of this tribe of insects equally injurious

to the turnip as well as the hop. These are, the Altica concinna, the Altica consobrina,

and the Altica obscurilla. All these abound in the hedgerows and amongst the grass,

as well as in the turnip fields and hop gardens. The two species or varieties that infest

the turnip are the striped and the brassy. The transformations of the latter are not

known. The eggs of the former are deposited upon the under side of the leaf, from

April to September, and they are hatched in from seven to ten days, the maggot living

between the two skins or cuticles of the rough leaf. They arrive at maturity in six days.

There are five or six broods in the season, but tliey are most numerous and destructive

in a hot diy season, if the drought is not too long and severe ; but cold, wet springs and

summers destroy great numbers of them. The greatest security against the beetle is to

promote a rapid growth of the plant, and to sow a large quantity of seed, whicli will

help to effect it. When once the plant has thrown out the rough leaf, there is, generally

speaking, no fear of its being destroyed. Drilling in the seed is far better than sowing

broadcast, as the young plants, when sown thick in the drills, will nourisli cncli otiicr,

and are also much more readily separated afterwards, cither. by hand or the hoc. It is

thought in Scotland that drilled turnips are less liable to l)c affected than those sown

broadcast, but we have never heard a reason given for it.*

Sec Curtis " On Fdrm Tuscots."
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These beetles are said to be cuclucd with a strong sense of smelling, and will fiy

against the wind to reach a turnip field, tlio scent from which they are thought to

perceive at a great distance. It has been reconnneudcd to sow a belt of mangold

wurzel round^the turnip field, to counteract the smell of the latter, and thus deceive the

beetles. Swedes also are less liable to be attacked than the common white-loaf turnip.

One great means of prevention is, keeping the hedgerows clear of all weeds and cruci-

ferous plants, which both harbour and feed the insect before the turnips are sown.

Early sown turnips are more liable to be taken ofl', on account of their rarity, than tliose

of the general sowing. The only advantage in this respect is, that if taken off there will

be more time to sow again ; but this is a questionable advantage when the greater liazard

is set against it.

2. The Turnip Saw-fly and its Black Canker.—Ihe sudden appearance of this insect,

in prodigious numbers, and at long intervals,* principally, at first, on lands bordering on

the eastern coast of the kingdom, has given rise to the opinion that it is an emigrant

from the continent of Europe ; and this opinion is greatly strengthened by the state-

ments of respectable agriculturists aud others, who affirm that they have seen them

come on shore in swarms that darkened the air, and that they lay exhausted on the

cliffs near Cromer, in Norfolk, 2 inches deep, and might have been gathered up in

shovelfuls. Mr. Marshall, who wrote " On the Rural Economy of Norfolk," was in that

part of the county in the year 1782, wlien one such occasion occurred; and he has given

the fullest and most practical description of the character and habits of this insect that

has yet been published. We shall have to refer to it in our account.

The saw-fly belongs to the order Hymenoptera, and to the family Tenthredinida, and

of the genus Athalia, of which there are seven species, natives of Great Britain. The

saw-fly is called by Fabrieius Aihalia spinarum, and by Panzer Athalia centifolia, but

the designation of Fabrieius is adopted by naturalists.

Both sexes of the Athalia spinarum, or Tenthredo, are of a bright, shining, orange

colour, the female being considerably larger than the male. The horns are nearly in

the centre of the face, aud are short and black on the upper side and yellow beneath

;

the head is black, short, and broad; the mandibles or teeth meet in front; the feelers

are long, and six-jointed ; the eyes black, with three minute eyes on the crown of the

head, forming a triangle ; the thorax is globose, and broader than the head ; the body

short, and, in the male, somewhat cylindrical ; the apex rounded, that of the female

broader and more depressed, and the apex pointed with an ovipositor partly concealed

in a slit beneath ; four wings, ample, all reticulated, yellowish at the base, the superior

wings the longest ; six rather short legs ; thighs stout, all hairy, with a pair of spurs at

the apex, tipped with black.

Although the saw-fly only appears in Britain in great numbers, at long intervals of

time, there are, we believe, always some to be found every summer ; but the wonder is,

what becomes of the myriads which at times make their appearance, and of the cater-

pillars that proceed from them ? We have a certain amount of evidence that they

avrive from beyond sea and devastate the turnip fields ; but there we lose them without

a particle of evidence as to their after-course. If, therefore, their advent is marvellous,

their exit is still more so ; and is one of those mysteries which, if it baffles our philo-

* Daring the time the writer was farming in Norfolk only two such visitations occuned, namely, in 18C6 and

1818.
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sopliV; gives ample cause for thankfulness tliat the presence of sucli hordes of destructive

invaders is not perpetuated.

Unlike the turnip beetle, the saw-fly does not appear in force when the turnip is iu

its earliest stage of existence, but either just before, or at any period after, the plants

are hoed. Wc have known them attack a field when the roots had attained a consider-

able size and the foliage covered the ground. Generally, it is about the latter end of

Jidy or the beginning of August, and from that time till October, that its ravages are

the most destructive. Those which arrive in such vast numbers across the German

Ocean, after resting awhile, spread over the adjoining tm-nip fields, and deposit their

eggs sometimes on every plant; and as this is a simultaneous operation with the whole

multitude, in five or six days, which is the time required to hatch them, the farmer, to

his amazement, sees the whole field, from hedge-row to hedge-row, covered with swarms

of ravenous caterpillars, which in a few more days will strip every turnip of its foliage,

leaving nothing but the bare ribs of the leaves, and at once arresting the growth of the

tubers. Five of these insects have been known to strip two good-sized Swede turni])s in

two days. Their colour is a jet black, whence their name of black canker in Norfolk, and

black-jack in other parts. They are very small (about one-tenth of an inch in lengtli)

when first hatched, but increase in size rapidly, changing their skin as it becomes too

small for them. They grow till they are three-quarters of an inch in length, when they

become of a shining slate colour. When full grown, which occupies about three weeks,

they bury themselves in the earth, and construct a case of a texture as tough as parch-

ment, within which they spin a transparent coccoon, change into 7;k/i« or chrysalcs, in

which state they remain, if early in the season, only three weeks ; but if late, they lie the

whole winter, and if not destroyed by the frost, emerge above ground in the spring.

We must, however, assume, from the very few that are to be found in ordinary seasons,

that after their appearance in force, the bulk of the chrysalides are destroyed during the

winter. In no other way can w^e account for their non-appearance the ensuing season.

"The saw-fly," says Curtis, "generally appears in !May, sometimes earlier, when the

males fecundate the eggs in a few seconds ; but this only takes place in the hottest sun-

shine, whilst the female rests upon a leaf, as is the case with the white cabbage butterfly,

after which she immediately begins to deposit her eggs. She first examines a leaf with

the point of an ovipositor, and then, fixing herself upon the edge, with her legs equally

placed on both sides, holding particularly fast with the hinder, for which purpose the

suckers at the end are admirably adapted, she thrusts her saws into the margin, makes

a shallow slit, and insinuates the instruments obliquely, sometimes nearly parallel, into

the edge of the leaf backward; having forced them in nearly to the base, she brings

them round, forming the segment of a circle, and thus separating the cuticles, she forms

a cavity with her saws or lancets, which may bo readily seen with the aid of a lens, by

holding the leaf up to the light. The cutting this cavity often occupies half a minute,

when the oval, whitish, semi-transparent egg passes through the united lancets, which

form a tube to conduct it to its nidus; the fly, at the same time, injecting a small

portion of fluid, whicli keeps the egg moist, and prevents the cuticles from withering and

collapsing upon, or exposing it to, sudden changes of temperature and other casualties.

The four lancets are then withdrawn and returned to the abdomen, until the operation

is repeated, and five or six eggs are thus laid in distinct cells in about twenty minutes.

Such are the care and instinct manifested by the female, that if she commences tu
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penetrate a leaf where there is not room, or if there be any danger from tlic leaf being

curled, or too near an egg already deposited, she relinquishes her objcet until she finds

a more suitable spot ; and she has never but once been detected laying her eggs in the

seed-leaves or cotyledons, so provident is slic of the future wants of her progeny, well

knowing that such leaves would be withered before the eggs were hatched."*

The females are capable of laying from 250 to 300 eggs, and sometimes 20 are

deposited on one leaf. It may therefore be readily conceived what havoc such swarms

of them as occasionally appear, will make in a field. Cold, wet weather is inimical to

them; and whilst in dry, warm weather tliey will be batched in five days, it will require

from seven to twelve when the temperature is unfavourable. The flies live twelve

or fourteen days from their exit from the pupa case, but the females die as soon as they

have finished depositing their eggs. Notwithstanding this, they possess a species of

vitality quite equal to that of the turtle ;t for Marshall cut ofl' the head of one out of a

number which he kept confined in a glass case, and it lived for three days after the

decapitation, apparently none the worse for the loss ; nor did it appear to have shortened

its existence a single hour; for most of the rest died either before, or within a day after,

the headless one; " so, that," says ^Marshall, "it might have been a question whether

its life was extended or contracted by the operation." J

* " Farm Icseds," p. 46.

t TJie tenacity of life of the turtle is esliaordinary. Some years since a friend of tlie writer's happened to go into

Bleadon's, ia the Poultry, where there was always a number of turtle kept in a tank. The cook had eat ofT the head of

one, and it had been lying on the board several hours. Our friend happened to put his finger into the mouth to feel the

tongue, when the jaws collapsed with such force that he was obliged to call the cook to assist him in pressing them open

and citricate his fingers, which were much lacerated. A land tortoise has been known to live many days after its brains

had been scooped out, trotting about apparently none the worse for the loss.

J The following is Marshall's account of this very remarkable experiment:—" August 2-t. Being struck with the

before-mentioned incident of the fly living several hours without its head, I this morning (Saturday), a quarter before

seven, cut otf the head of a female fly which appeared very brisk ^nd strong, dividing the neck close to the head, so as to

leave the two black appendages fixed to the body without maiming the legs. The body immediately recovered its legs,

aiid stood as firmly and, to appearance, as free from pain as if its head had been still joined to it. I turned it on its back,

ID order to view its dilfcrent parts, and left it lying on its aide ; but it presently sprang upon its legs and began to

adjust and clean its wings with as much destcrity as if nothing had hajipeued to it, continuing in that act for several

minutes, and when it left off, placed its legs regularly firm and upright as nsual.

*' Jlr. John Baker saw it at nine o'clock standing in this position, and the Rev. Jlr. Parkinson, favouring me with a

call between twelve and one o'clock, saw the same. It had, however, by this time moved a few paces from its first

standing-place, and got its head and antennte, which lay by it, under its body ! It continued upon its legs all day, and

at bed-time I left it standing. On Sunday morning, found it in the very same posture. In the course of the morning it

had a regular discharge of the foeces. Wanting the stand of the microscope on which it stood, I made it walk on to a sheet

of writing paper. This it performed wiiliout a stumble, and the instrument by which I urged it forward having rutfied

its wings, it, with the utmost propriety and composure, adjusted them, and took its stand as before.

" Between four and five on Sunday afternoon, wishing to move it more into the middle of the paper on which it stood,

and being willing to try its strength, I put a large needle under its body, to lift it from the paper; it immediately laid

hold of the needle with all its legs, and not only hung to it, but kept itself perfectly upright, and might, I believe, have

been carried to any distance. Replaced it on the paper, where it took its stand as usual. In the close uf the evening it

began to drop its body nearer to the paper, resting its tail upon it ; but on examining the other flies in the evening, I

found that to be the very position in which they all repose themselves in the night.

" Monday morning, six o'clock. In the same posture—but had moved upon the paper in the night. In the day it

stood on its legs as nsnal ! At two o'clock in the afternoon ilr. Samuel Barber saw it. About five o'clock, it cleaned its

wings, and this afternoon seemed more alert than it had been since its head had been taken off.

" Tuesday morning, as much alive as before. About nine o'clock it cleaned its wings, and seemed remarkably brisk.

About two o'clock I found it upon its back ; endeavoured to place it upon its legs, but could net expand them, though it

was still evidently alive. At nine o'clock in the evening it appeared to be quite dead. But, astonishing to reflect on,

this fly has lived upwards of three days without its head ; during which time several of its contemporaries have died

with their heads on ; so that it may be a moot point whether cutting ofl' its head shortened or lengthened its days! Its

life most have been merely vegetative, aud the care of its wings pure instinct,"
—" Rural Economy of Norfolk," p. 31:3.
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The saw-fly prefers the common white-loaf turnip and its varieties to the Swede, and

will never attack the latter when the former is at hand. It is believed that they are

attracted by the smell of the English turnip ; for they are often found to fly against the

wind in swarms to reach a field of them. It is probable that the leaf of the Swede

turnip, in a dry season especially, is too tough or hard for its lancets or ovipositor to

penetrate with ease. In a wet or moist season they are more succulent, and in such

they are equally liable to be attacked as the English turnip. The charlock {Sinapes

arvensis), or wild mustard, is a special favourite food with the caterpillars; and if there

are any in a field of turnips, they are sure to be devoured before the turnips are touched.

The flies go from one field to another to deposit their eggs, so that, whilst in one the

turnips are in course of being devoured, in the other the eggs are being deposited. As

the female lays from 250 to 300 eggs, and only about twenty on one leaf, a single fly

will occupy twelve to fifteen turnips with her progeny.

We shall now give Mr. Marshall's account of the appearance of the TentJiredo in

Norfolk in the year 1 782, from his own observation :
—" The alarm in this neighbour-

hood (Suffield) was given aboilt a month ago at Southrepps, where an early sown piece

of turnips, through which a footpath lies, was observed by passengers to be covered

with the suspected flies. The report of this circumstance was carried immediately, by a

farmer's servant, to the coast about Bacton and Walcot, where, the turnips being still

forwarder, the farmers (who on that part of the coast either did not observe the flies, or,

if they did, were not aware of their evil effects) were busy hoeing, and received the

intelligence with a smile, congratulating themselves on their better fortune ; for not a

fly was to be seen in their fields ; but, on turning up the under surface of their plants,

they found them swarming with young caterpillars, and immediately stopped hoeing.

In the course of ten days or a fortnight the entire sea-coast was stripped, and the

country in general, if reports may be credited, has already sustained an injury that may

be felt for years.

''Notwithstanding the flies had escaped notice on the part of the coast above

mentioned, they were too numerous and too conspicuous to pass unobserved on other

parts of it, more especially about Cromer, where they were noticed several days before

they were seen in this neighbourhood, and where the observations made this year

strongly corroborate the idea of their being brought across the sea during a continuance

of north-west wind.

" Mr. Howse, of Overstrand (who lives near the beach, and who is a man of good

credit), declares he saw them arrive 'in clouds, so as to darken the air;' and the

fishermen of Beckhithe have made the same assertion; w'hile, from the reports of

several persons who live upon the coast, they were seen in such numbers iipon the cliffs

and in the adjoining grounds, that, being apparently spent with their flight, they might

have been ' taken up by shovelfuls.' Even in the above-mentioned footpath piece at

Southrepps, three miles from tlie sea, they were described as resembling ' flights of bees.'

The 28th July I walked over this piece with Mr. John Baker, its proprietor. In about

ten days after the appearance of the flies, the young caterpillars began to appear on the

under sides of the leaves of the plants ; and at the time I saw them, which was about

ten days more, the plants were entirely eaten up, nothing but the skeletons, or stronger

fibres of the leaves, being left, except upon a small patch or two towards the middle of
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the close, and except on a l)order round tlic outside under the hedges^ oi' a breadth

pi'oportioued to the height of the hedge or tree adjoining.

" On tlie west side of this close there was a striking instance of this circumstance.

One end of the fence is free from trees, the white-thorn hedge here rising 10 or 13 feet

high ; under this part tlie border was something more than the height of the hedge.

The other end of the fence is full of pollards, with tops from 18 to 20 feet high ; and

there the width of the border was in due proportion. The first pollard marked the

difference with great exactness. Almost every enclosure has a similar border ; and in

some small pighiles, set round with high trees, the plants have almost entirely escaped.

Large open fields, and small enclosures which lie open to the seaward, have suffered

most. The hangs of hills dipping from the sea have suffered fess, owing, perhaps, to

the flies overshooting them in their flight. The shade of the trees, or the instinct of

the animal, may likewise account for the borders round the enclosures ; but why one

patch of a field should be less afi'ected than another is somewhat mysterious. Perhaps

the insects, being naturally gregarious, may hang together in bodies, even while they

are depositing their eggs.

"These patches and borders, however, though they escape the fly, do not long

escape the caterpillars ; for no sooner have they devoured the foster-plant, than they

begin to travel in quest of a fresh supply of food; and, one side of the field being

finished, they, with wonderful instinct, travel in bodies towards the other. The whole

field being finished, the gateway and the adjoining roads have, it is said with gi-eat

confidence, been seen black with them."*

With regard to the migration of these insects, Marshall gives the following theory:

—

"It is, I believe, known that Tenthredos in general are gregarious, hanging together in

flights. From repeated observations, I know that the species under consideration will

live from five to ten days without food. The distance from the southern cape of

Norway to the coast of Norfolk is not five hundred miles. It has been calculated that

a balloon has been carried by the wind alone at the rate of fifty miles an hour ; conse-

quently a flight of insects, even supposing them to make no use of their wings to impel

them forward, might be brought from Norway to this coast in ten hours. In one week

they might, provided their wings could bear them, be brought to us from the most

eastern confines of the Russian empire. If no exotic flights arrive, the few that survive

the winter here escape in a manner unnoticed, and the plants receive no perceptible

injury. But when to these the foreign swarms are added, their progeny become too

powerful for the plants, and the devastation becomes conspicuous and alarming,

producing that dreadful calamity to this country, ' a canker year.' "f

Norfolk is not by any means the only county that has sufi"ered from the Tenthredo.

Essex, Kent, Sussex, Surrey, Bucks, Hants, Wilts, Dorset, Somerset, and so far north

as Durham, have, in turn, had their turnip fields devastated by them ; and, in some

instances, even a third sowing has been destroyed. So great was the injury they

inflicted in 1835—a memorable year for them—that a meeting of the farmers of

Buckinghamshire was called to devise means of destroying them. Various methods

have been adopted for this purpose, but none appear to have proved so efficacious as

turning a drove of ducks into the fields infested with them. Both Marshall and Curtis

speak of this plan as having been successful where the number of ducks was adequate

* Marshall's " Raral Economy of Norfolk," vol, 1, minute 122. t IbiJ- minute 132.
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to the size of tlie field. Other plans have bccu tried with partial success, such as

sprinkling powdered quiclclime over the plants when moist with dew, passing a heavy-

roller over the field; drawing a cart-rope over it, to shake the caterpillars off; a brush

of furze hung to an axletree on wheels, and one of elder twigs. All these have suc-

ceeded to a certain extent, but no plan has been found so efficacious as hand-picking by

boys and girls, and a drove of ducks. Picking them off is expensive and tedious, but

the ducks will devour incredible numbers ; for if driven to water, when they have filled

themselves, they will disgorge all they lia^e swallowed, and go to work again with

fresh zest.

Mr. Curtis appears to think that watering the plants as soon as the fly makes its

appearance would probably save the crop, and that sprinkling salt, finely powdered,

over the plants, when wet, would prevent it from depositing its eggs. Thunderstorms

will destroy them in multitudes ; but these are local remedies, and may not take place

when and where most wanted. The destruction of the flies is far more difficult than

that of the larvae, or caterpillar, and can only be effected when they first land. If then

observed, they are so exhausted and helpless that they might be gathered in heaps and

burned. Generally speaking, a whole field is attacked at once, but sometimes a part

only is first infested. If a trench is dug between the infested and the clear portion of

the field, the caterpillars may be destroyed in removing from the one to the other, as

they will have to cross the trench. By this means they may be both prevented from

ravaging the rest of the field, and from migrating to other fields, which they will do if

not destroyed. They have often three broods in a season, which continue their ravages

until the frost sets in and kills them.

Although the saw-fly certainly shows a preference to the common white-loaf turnip,

and will attack it first, it is by no means fastidious, but will devour the Swede if the

other is not at hand. In 1836 the Earl of Leicester had 200 acres of Swedes destroyed

by the black canker ; and many other farmers lost their crops of Swedes by it the same year.

Naturalists make a distinction in caterpillars, between the true and the false. The

true caterpillar has never more than sixteen feet ; the false has from eighteen to

twenty-two generally, but in some cases only six. The true or Icpidoptcrous larva3 have

the abdominal legs surmounted by a coronet of small hooks, ot which the legs of the

false caterpillar are destitute, being merely mammiform protuberances. The cater-

pillar of the saw-fly is of the false species, and the habits of the two are also diflercnt.

By rea.^on of the hooks above mentioned, the true caterpillar can fix its whole length of

body firmly upon any object, whilst the head and thorax are free. The false larva can

only hold itself firm by its pectoral legs, leaving the whole of its body free, whicli, when

feeding, is frequently either curved inwards or upwards in curious positions, sometimes

being in the form of the letter S. The eyes of the false are large, and placed on each

side the head, whilst those of the true arc very minute, and arc disposed in a circle.

The body also is composed of twelve segments, but the incisures arc not distinctly

defined, and arc liable to be confounded with the transverse wrinkles which cover the

A> hole surface. They are mostly of one colour, but some arc varied ; and they frequently

change their colour after casting their skin, and also at the last moult, lose the tubercles

with which they are furnished in their earlier stages of existence.

3. Aphides, or Plnut-licc.—It is the nunil)cr of these insects that renders them for-

miilabk' to the cultivator, Mliethcr of the farm or the garden. No class of plants is free
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from them, whicli led the great naturalist Liunteiis to the conclusion that every plant has

a distinct species to prey iipon it. ^Ir. Curtis assigns four different species of them to tlie

turnip, two of which are attached to the common turnip foliage, one to the Swede, and

the fourth secretes itself in the flower-stalk. Kirby and Spencc are of Linnjeus's opinion,

for they say—"As almost every animal has its peculiar louse, so has almost every plant

its peculiar plant-louse ; and, next to locusts, these are the greatest enemies of the vege-

table world, and, like them, arc so numerous as to darken the air. The multiplication

of these little creatures is infinite, and almost incredible. Providence has endued them

with privileges for promoting fecundity which no other insects possess. At one time of

the year they are viviparous, at another oviparous ; and what is most remarkable, and

without parallel, the sexual intercourse of one original pair serves for all the generations

which proceed from a female for a wliolc succeeding year. Kcaumur has proved that in

foiu' generations one aphis may be the progenitor of 5,904,000,000 descendants, and it

is supposed there may be in one year twenty generations. This astonishing fecundity

exceeds that of any other known animal ; and we cannot wonder that a creature so

prolific should be proportionably injurious ; some species, however, appear to be more

so than others. Those that attack nheat, oats, and barley, of which there are more

kinds than one, seldom multiply so fast as to be very noxious to those plants, \vhile

those that attack pulse spread so rapidly, and take such entire possession,- that the crop

is greatly injured, and sometimes destroyed by them."

Walker is of a different opinion as to their changing from viviparous to oviparous.

He describes six different states of the aphis—" winged oviparous female, wingless

oviparous female ; winged viviparous female, wingless viviparous female ; winged male,

and wingless male. The wingless female is the parent of the winged females ; the

winged female is generally oviparous, while the wingless female is generally viviparous.

An oviparous individual never becomes viviparous, nor a viviparous one oviparous." *

The period during which these insects breed extends from the middle or the latter

end of March to the middle of September, at which latter time the last brood is produced,

consisting of males and females. After this the females lay eggs which withstand the

severity of the winter, and are hatched in the ensuing spring, producing viviparous

females. The parents of these die at the approach of winter. The average number

produced by each aphis is thirty, or two each day for fifteen days. Those of the third

generation will produce young in from four to eight days from their birth. It is remark-

able that these insects, which apparently are so tender that they are crushed between

the finger and thumb without an effort, are nevertheless able to endure the cold northerly

blasts of March and April ; and under their influence come forward in such numbers as

to be called a blight. In damp, sultry weather they multiply rapidly, and sometimes

appear suddenly in such force after a thunderstorm as to lead to the vulgar opinion that

they descended from the clouds. Curtis suggests that, probably, electricity is the exciting

cause of this sudden and simultaneous appearance of these insects, on such occasions.

I3y the increased action of oxygen the nervous system is excited, so that insects, both in

the egg and pupa state, are more speedily developed ; so that the dormant eggs may be

hatched and the viviparous aphis bring forth its young simultaneously, " which may
in some measure account for the vast swarms of plant-lice that so frequently cover

in a few hours the flowers in our gardens and the crops in om- fields." f

* " Letters of Rusticus," p. 68. f Curtis " On rarin lusccls," p. 67.
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The common turnip plant-louse {Aphis rapa) is described as follows :—The characters

of the winged male are oclireous, horns moderately long, setaceous; two first joints

blackj tliird ochreous at the base; head blackish; collar ochreous and brown; disc

of shining black; abdomen greenish ; wings iridescent ; the nervures light brown ; tips

of the thighs, shanks, feet, and claws, black. The female of the same species has no

wings. It is of a bright green colour, shagreened ; horns fuscous, except at the base

;

eyes, tips of shanks, and feet, black.

The winged male of the Swedish turnip plant-louse {Aphis brassica) is generally pea-

green; horns setaceous, longish, and black, as well as the head, collar, and disc of

thorax ; several blackish bands, more or less perfect, across the body ; tubes short and

stoutish, black at the base ; wings iridescent ; stigma pale green ; nervures strong,

piceous ; apical cell large, and the first furcate one wider than in the species above ; legs

black ; base of thighs green. The female of the species is slightly mealy, generally of a

yellower green than the male ; third joint of the antennae ochreous, following black

;

eyes two ; two large spots on the crown, and one on each side of the collar, black

;

abdomen very large and heavy ; spiracles, several dots upon the back, and a few trans-

verse streaks beyond the middle, black ; tibia short and black, as well as the legs ; base

of thighs greenish.* (See engravings No. 2 and 3.)

]Mr. Curtis is of opinion that the Swedes suffer most from the aphides, the under

sides of the leaves being sometimes swarming with them, old and young. They also

infest the cabbage leaves in July, and those of broccoli so late as November. The

turnip-flower plant-louse {Aphis floris rapes) is described as follows :

—

Male, dull pale

green, dusted with white ; antennae moderately long, blackish, excepting the base of the

third joint ; eyes, head, disc of the thorax, and abdomen, varied with black ; tubes short

and barrel-shaped ; wings similar to those of ^. brassic<e ; legs ochreous ; apex of thighs,

shanks, and feet, black. Female, dull pale pea-green, powdered with white ; rostrum short

and stout ; eyes black ; antennae rather short, slightly hairy terminal, half brownish

;

abdomen, with the spiracles, and several dots forming two rows towards the apex, black

;

tubes short, oval, and black; legs clothed with short hairs; the feet black. These

insects are to be found on the flower-stalks of the white turnip towards the end of July,

of various sizes. They soon multiply prodigiously, and make great havoc with tlie

flowers and seed-vessels, which are rendered abortive by them.

So closely do the aphides of all species adhere to the rougher parts of the leaves of

the plants they seize upon, that it is difiicult to know how to deal with them. Curtis

recommends cutting off the leaves on which tliey first appear, and trampling tliem under

foot, and thus destroying the brood-lice. He also recommends watering the plants with

an infusion of tobacco and lime-water mixed in equal parts; but this will scarcely reach

the iinder sides of the leaves, where the aphides usually lie concealed. In gardens this

plan succeeds, because in the smaller number of plants each leaf may be examined, and

the mixture applied where it is wanted; but this would be an interminable task in a field

of twenty or thirty acres.

The aphides have their natural enemies, which destroy multitudes of them in a

short space of time. Wherever these insects appear in force, there we find congregated

also all the insectivorous birds, bugs, spiders, beetles, wasps, but above all the lady-bird

and ichneumon, of several kinds and diminutive size. The lady-bird subsists entirely on

Curtis "On Farm Insects," p. C8, &c.
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the aphides, and the Continental gardeners collect the larvre of these beautiful insects

and place them on the rose and other plants infected with lice, which they soon free

from their destroyers. Curtis mentions two geranium plants that were cleared of

aphides by two lady-birds in twenty-four hours. In France tliese little insects are held

in high estimation, and are termed vaches a Dieu (" God's cows"), and b^tes de la Viei'ge

("the Virgin's insects").

The lady-bird hyberuatcs, and in winter lies close in the crevices of palings, the bark

of trees, among dry leaves, or their truuks, or in any spot where shelter is afforded.

Whenever the sun sheds forth its warm rays, even in the depth of winter, the lady-bird

makes its appearance; and it is always the first of the insect tribe that springs into

activity iu the vernal montlis. Its eggs are deposited^ in clusters of fifty, under the

leaves of various plants. They are of a buff colour and cylindrical form, and the young

larvae are soon hatched. They are of a lead colour at first, with orange or scarlet spots,

and they soon spread themselves around wherever the aphides congregate. "Their

method of attacking them," says Curtis, " is curious. I have seen one of these (aphides)

struggling whilst this little insect-alligator threw his fore-legs about it, and was greatly

amused at the skill it exhibited; for, fearing that the aphis might escape, it gradually

slid along to the wings, which were closed, and immediately began to bite them, so tliat

in a very short time they were rendered useless, being matted together ; it then returned

in triumph to the side of its helpless victim, and seizing the thorax firmly in its grasp,

it ate into its side, coolly putting its hind-legs over those of the aphis, whose convulsive

throbs annoyed its relentless enemy." *

The larvae of the lady-bird are full grown in a fortnight or three weeks, when they

are about the third of an inch in length, and of a slate colour, mixed with yellow. In

appearance they are like a long hairy beetle, and when matured they attach themselves

by the tail to a leaf, and change to pupse of a shining black, with a row of orange spots

along the back. In another fortnight or three weeks the perfect lady-birds burst from

their prison and take flight. They sometimes assemble in myriads on the hops when

that plant is attacked by the aphides, and after feasting on them, and depositing their

eggs, they migrate in swarms, sometimes spreading themselves over the neighbouring

fields, and at others, from some unaccountable instinct, assembling on the sea coasts in

autumn, where they frequently perish. In 1807 the shore at Brighton and at all the

watering-places on the south coast was literally covered with them.

There are several species or varieties of tiiis insect, all of them, however, bearing

the same characteristics. Curtis mentions thirty diflerent species in England belonging

to the order Coleoptera, and the family CoccinellidcB, and forming the genus Coccinella of

Linnseus. The two species most beneficial to man are the Coccinella vipunctata and the

Coccinella septum punctata (Linnseus). Both these are the determined enemies of the

plant-louse, and prove the most effectual destructives of them. But besides these, Curtis

enumerates fifteen other insects that prey upon the aphides, and to his work we must

refer the reader for a further account of them. Were it not for these minute destructives

the amazing fecundity of the plant-louse would soon enable it to inflict irreparable

injury upon the fruits of the earth. Every aphid that is thus destroyed would if it lived

be the parent of hundreds of thousands in a few weeks ; and thus there is no evil with

which we are afflicted but what has a remedy appointed for its alleviation, which, aided

* " Farm Insects," p. 72.
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iu its operation by the ingenuity and industry of man, renders the infliction compara-

tively harmless.

4. Turnip-leaf Miners {Drosophila and Pluitomyza).— These are two insects

belonging to the order Diptera, and the family Muscida. The maggots from these flies

cause white blisters upon the leaves of turnips ; l)ut it is singular that, while the

maggot of the Drosophila insinuates itself under the upper cuticle of the leaves, that of

the Phytomyza takes iip its abode under the lower cuticle, neither of them being ever

found to deviate from this rule. If the leaf of a turnip that has the whitish blisters

mentioned above, is held up to the light, the maggots may be detected feeding on the

pulp ov parenchyma between the two cuticles. Curtis thinks that they do little harm to

the turnip, but that they probably generate disease in cattle that feed upon the leaves

when the larvaj are numerous. They form long galleries in the leaves, eating their way

till the third week, when they change into pupse of a dark brown or a chestnut colour,

the former being the Phytomyza, the latter the Drosophila. The Swedish turnip is

equally liable to the attacks of these insects as the common turnip.

5. The Turnijj Diamond-back Moth {Cerosloma xylostella).—This mischievous little

insect is very numerous in the turnip field. The following is Curtis's description of the

moth :
—" "When at rest, the wings are closed and deflexed, and the horns are projected

forward in a straight line. It is more or less brown ; the slender horns white ; a tuft

of scales on the crown of the head, and the disc of the thorax, are whitish ochre ; the

superior wings, Avhich are long and narroiv, have three or four pale spots upon the

anterior margin towards the apex, and all along the inner margin is an indented white

or ochreous stripe, which forms, when the wings arc closed, two or three diamonds ou

the back ; the fringe is purplish, variegated with black scales ; the inferior wings are

lance-shaped, and of an ash coloui', with a very long fringe ; the body is slender, and of

the same colour, the apex ochreous ; length, 2| lines ; expanse, 7 lines."

M. Dupouchel states that this moth, which is spread over all Europe, has only two

generations in the year ; but Mr. Curtis thinks that in this country there is a succession

of broods from June to October, as he has found tliem in those months in different

parts of the kingdom. The larvffi of these moths have in some years committed great

havoc iu the turnip field, almost equal to that of the black canker. At a farm in the

neighbourhood of Petersfield (Hants), in the year 1837, so numerous were they that

they reduced the leaves of every turnip to a bare skeleton, and the occupier of the land

counted 240 on one plant taken at random. They first appeared on the 1st August, and

iu tlie middle of that month had devoured every leaf; and then began to spin their

cocoons, which were of a beautiful net-like texture.* This insect has an enemy in the

Campople.v 2^'iniscus, one of the ichiieumonidw, which preys upon this and other larvic,

iu which it deposits its eggs.

G. The Y-Moth {Plusia gamma).—Fortunately the Y-moth is rarely in this country

in such numbers as to cause any serious apprehensions ; but in France, and other

countries on the Continent, it sometimes causes great ravages. It is frequently found

in our gardens and fields, depositing its eggs in clusters on the under side of a leaf.

These eggs are very beautiful when examined by the microscope, being exactly in the

form of echini, and having the same sculptured surface. They are soon hatched, and

the caterpillars change their skins several times, these becoming of a green colour, and

* Curtis, " J'Vnn liisccls," ji. 8C!.
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covered with short hairs ; the head is of a greenish brown ^ and tlicy have six M-liitc or blue

lines down the back, with a yellow streak along each side. When full-groAvn, they spin

their coeoons betxreen the folds of a leaf, or attached to the stalk of a plant, and change

to dark copper-coloured chrysalides, from which, in due time, emerge those beautiful

moths, which belong to the order Lepidoptera, and the family Noctuidce.

It is supposed in France that a wet season is more favourable to this insect than a

dry one. In October, 181G, which was a remarkably wet season, they rose in swarms

in the northern departments, as persons walked across the fields. But the most

memorable year, according to Reaumur, was that of 1735, when the market gardens

round Paris were completely denuded by them of all vegetables except tiie lentils,

which they would not touch. Their ravages extended over the country to Tours, and to

Auvergne and Burgundy, destroying even the crops of hemp. When they had

devastated a field, they migrated to another, and might be seen crossing the roads to

find fresh supplies of food. It was remarkable that they would not meddle with wheat,

rye, or barley, but had no objection to oats.

Tlie following is the description of the Y-moth :
—" The tongue is very long and

spiral; the horns are like fine bristles; the head and thorax are of a purplish brown,

the latter being crested ; the wings, when at rest, are closed, and a little deflexed ; the

superior are somwhat lance-shaped, shining like satin, of a dull blossom colour, with

a slight coppery tinge, and beautifully variegated with brown and grey, and in the

centre is a pale golden letter like the Greek y. The body and inferior wings are

smoky ; the former has a few tufts of scales on the back near the base, and the latter

are often of a whitish blossom colour across the centre, leaving a broad, brown margin
;

the fringe is whitish, with a line of blackish spots. It is | of an inch long, and more

than li inch in expanse." *

Although a severe winter is destructive to this as well as some other insects, the

multitudes which appear after a mild one are easily accounted for when it is considered

that the female lays about 400 eggs, producing 100 moths in a few weeks. If

half that number are females, they will laj' 80,000 eggs, which, admitting that the

first was a vernal insect, would in the autumu produce as many perfect insects.

The eggs of these, if half were females, would reach the number of 16,000,000. These

would be deposited for the winter, and the next spring would be hatched, and ready

to commence their depredations around their hiding-places. This is the case with all

those insects which appear at long intervals in numbers to devastate the vegetable

creation, and blight the hopes of the husbandman. It is alleged that the principal

cause of the large increase in the numbers of insects is the destruction of the forests

which formerly supplied them with food, without having recourse to the crops of grain,

roots, &c. We admit that there may be some truth in this, but, after all, the insects

will seek out that kind of sustenance best suited to their nature; and we are not aware

that our agricultural ancestors were much more exempt from the depredations of insects

than ourselves, but they were necessarily confined to the grain-crops, because the turnip

and the trefoils were not cultivated as field plants ; whilst those insects which attack the

root and green crops leave the cereals alone.

* Curtis, " Farm lusecls," p. 8S.
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2. INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE CABBAGE AND TURNIP.

Cabbage and Turnip Butterflies.— There are several species of butterflies that

destroy the turnip and cabbage^ three of which belong to the order Lejndoptera, and to

the family Papilionidce, the latter being common to all the British butterflies, of which

there are eighty species. We shall describe the three species most injurious to the

cabbage and turnip, namely, Pontia brassica, or white cabbage butterfly ; Pontia rapa,

and Pontia napi.

The Pontia brassica deposits its eggs on the leaves of the cabbage, turnip, mustard,

rape, and many other cruciferous plants, placing them in clusters of twenty, or more,

on the under sides of the leaves, where they are hatched in a few days. The caterpillars,

which are exceedingly small at first, begin instantly to devour the leaf on which they

have sprung into birth, the whole brood keeping together until they have devoured the

plant, when they separate to find a fresh supply of leaves. They change their skins

in about six days, and repeat the operation in six more days, having then reached about

half an inch in length. They continue growing until they are 1^ inch long, and in

size about the thickness of a goose-quill. At first they are of a green colour before,

and yellow behind, with numerous small black spots. When matured, they are pale

blue or green above, yellow beneath, with a yellow line down the back, edged with

black dots, and a row of large black spots down each side. They now attach themselves

to a paling or branch of a tree, or some other secure place, by their tails, throwing out

for that purpose some tough silken threads, whilst other similar threads, spun from their

mouths, are brought round the fore part of their bodies and fastened to the branch,

pales, &c., in order to support the whole in an upright position ; then gradually con-

tracting their bodies, their skins are slipped ofi^, and the catei-pillar is instantly changed

into a pale green chrysalis, spotted with black. There are several broods during the

season, but the chrysales of the last brood remain thus suspended throughout the winter,

unaffected by frost, or snow, or storms ; and upon the first appearance of warm weather

the inanimate thing is changed into that beautiful, airy, and active creature, the butterfly.

Too often for its welfare, a particularly warm day in early spring will bi-iug it forth

prematurely, and after sporting about during the brief sunshine, the chilling night-frost

destroys it before it has fulfilled its mission.

The caterpillars of the white cabbage butterfly attach themselves more frequently to

the Swedes than the common white turnips, and in some seasons inflict considerable

injury upon them. They frequently, when numerous, cause great destruction to the crops

of white mustard, eating oS' the pods and foliage, leaving only the bare stems. They

are also very destructive to the turnip plant when left for seed, devouring every part

except the bare stalk. Fortunately for the agriculturist the caterpillar is itself subject

to the attacks of various parasitical insects, which, depositing their eggs in its body, eat

up its vitals, leaving nothing but the alimentary canal. One of these, the Microgastii

glomeratus (of Linnaeus), is a diminutive ichneumon-fly, which deposits numerous eggs in

the body of the caterpillar, where they hatch and feed, the caterpillar itself also feeding

and growing at the same time till it attains its full size ; but instead of changing to

chrysales, the fleshy maggots pierce through its skin and spin beautiful little oval silken

cocoons in numbers beneath and around it, like those of the silkworm in miniature.

Thpy are bright yellow j and Curtis states that he counted sixty-seven that issued from
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oue uufortunatc caterpillar ; aud ou opening another of these thus affected, lie found

it full of little fat maggots. As these avoid eating the vitals, the caterpillar lives until

the parasites have left it and spun their cocoons, but is then too much exhausted to

leave the spot where they have fixed themselves, and after two or three days expires.

The parasites themselves, however, in their turn, are subject to a similar destiny from a

still smaller fly, the Diptolcpis microgastii, which deposits three or four eggs in the body

of the pupte, and devours their insides.

There ai'e several other parasites that prey upon the larva of the butterfly in a similar

manner as the above, and do not require to be described.

The Pontia rapa is a smaller butterfly than the preceding one, but is much like it

in its colour (white), and its black spots. It devours the turnip, cabbage, mignonette,

nasturtium, and other plants, laying its eggs singly on the under sides of the leaves.

Though these are similar to those of the Pontia brassica, the caterpillar difl"ers materially,

being green, and covered so closely with hair as to appear like velvet. It has a yellow

stripe down the back, and another on each side, the belly being a paler green than the

back. It is about an inch long, and of the size of a crow's quill. Its chrysalis is of a

pale flesh brown, freckled with black.

The Pontia napi is about the same size as the Pontia rapa, and the same in

colour. It deposits its eggs singly on the under sides of the leaves of the plants on

which the larvte are to feed. Thei-e is but slight difference between this and the

foregoing ones, the caterpillar being also a delicate green colour, covered with hair,

with a reddish yellow streak down each side. This butterfly has only two broods in

the year, namely, in May aud August. They frequent gardens, and commit great

ravages upon the turnips, cabbages, and other vegetables, in September especially, when

their numbers are increased by the progeny of the first broods ; and they eat into the

very heart of the cabbage.

In order to destroy these white butterflies, the most effectual way is to search out their

chrysalides during the winter, and in the spring by examining the leaves of the turnip

and cabbage, and crushing the eggs where they are found. Catch the butterflies with a

hand-net, and set boys and girls to pick the caterpillars off the plants, giving them so

much per pint for them.

The Turnip-seed Weevil {Curculio assimilis).—This insect is a small beetle which

makes its house in summer in the flowers of the turnip, cabbage, and other cruciferous

plants, depositing its eggs in the pods when formed. There they are hatched, and the

larvae feed upon the seeds until full grown. They then pierce a hole in the pod aud

make their exit, burying themselves 2 or 3 inches below the surface, and enclosing them-

selves in brown oval cocoons formed of gi'ains of earth. Here they remain about three

weeks, when they become beetles or weevils of very diminutive size. They belong to the

order Coleoptera, and the family Curculionidm. Entomologists have given to this species

the name of Centorhynchus assimilis. Its colour is black, and it is clothed with short

white depressed hairs above and scales beneath, giving it a grey tinge ; rostrum long,

slender, and ai-ched, smooth and naked towards the apex, furnished with two geniculated

or knee'd horns, placed on each side a little beyond the middle, composed of twelve

joints, the basal joint long, the seven following short and nearly globose, excepting the

second and third, the terminal ones forming an ovate-conic club, hoary at the apex;

eyes placed on each side at the base of the rosti-um ; thorax triangular, the anterior part
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being the narrowest and truncated^ the margin reflexed, thickly and coarsely punctured,

with a tubercle on each side somewhat toward the base; wings ample; legs rather short,

thighs thickish, the hinder having a short tooth beneath ; feet fonr-jointed; IJ lines

long, including the rostrum. (See engraving, No. 5.)

A still smaller tiu'nip Aveevil

—

CurcuUo contractus—has been discovered, which in the

beetle state destroys the young turnip by puncturing the leaves, doing almost as much
damage as the Altica nemorum. The most effectual way of destroying these little pests

is bj' shaking the flower stems or heads of the turnip over a cloth bag on a wooden

frame. They will instantly fall on being thus shaken, and may then be destroyed by

pouring boiling water over them. They must, however, be secured by emptying them

from time to time into a pail of lime-water until they can be taken to the house to

be scalded.

3. INSECTS INHABITING THE ANBURIED TDRNIP.

It is generally believed that the diseases termed the "Anbury," and "Fingers

and Toes," in turnips, are caused by insects ; but modern investigations have given

reason to doubt the correctness of this assiimption, and to ascribe the diseases to certain

conditions of the soil, and the too frequent repetition of the same crops ; and that

the insects found in the malformations are rather an effect than a cause of their

existence. Certain it is, however, that wherever the disease is found, and whatever

may be the cause, it is sure to be accompanied with insects, such as maggots and

beetles, in great numbers, of those peculiar species that are attracted by putrescence

in every form, and which are of such essential service in disposing of decaying animal

and vegetable matter that, by its continuance, would be so prejudicial to health.

Although the two diseases named are believed by naturalists to be distinct, they

are so described by different authors that it is difficult to think that they proceed from

different causes. Yet the features of the two are essentially different ; for the " fingers

and toes," as the name expresses, instead- of exhibiting a globular bulb, causes the

turnip to separate at the root into several appendages like small carrots, which usurp

all the nourishment whilst they starve the bulb. On the other hand, the "anbury"

consists in wen-like protuberances on the lower part of the bulb, or on the root ; and

these, according to Mr. Marshall, appear as large as a goose's egg, when the bulb itself

is not larger than a walnut; whilst smaller excrescences are observed of an irregular

form, like " races of ginger." When the anbury has become matured, it vmdergocs

the fermentation of decay, and emits a putrid effluvium. The substance of the anbury

is hard and solid. Marshall attributes the disease to the puncture of an insect in the

vessels of the tap-root, by which the flow of the sap is interrupted and diverted from

the bulb, and accumulating round the wound, produces the anbury. That it does not

always, if ever, proceed from land being too frequently sown with turnips, is proved

by the fact, that pasture land, which had never been known to bear a turnip crop until

broken up, has been subject to the disease. Marshall says it may lie wholly avoided

by thorough tillage and high manuring, and, above all, by the application of marl,

which, in Norfolk and Suffolk, appears to be a specific for this peculiar disease.

Sinclair, in his " Memoirs of the Caledonian Horticultural Society," says, that

when the disease has taken place, if plentiful rains ensue, the bull) puts out other roots,

or the small fibres enlarge, to supply the places of those that arc wounded. Tliis is
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not, however, au infallible remedy, and probably acts no further than to postpone,

while it more efteetually coufirnis, the ultimate result. When the disease is confirmed,

the insects are fouud to have taken full possession, increasing in num1)ers as the

putrescent state of the anbury progresses. ^Maggots, acari, rovc-beetlcs, and others

of a larger kind, make a lodgment in the excresceuec, and may defy any of the natural

phenomena of the atmosphere to dislodge them. Mr. Curtis, however, states, that

when he cut open a healthij anbury—that is, before putrescent fermentation had com-

menced—he found no insect whatever in it, even in an embryo state. lie therefore

comes to tlie conclusion tliat the disease is superinduced by certain conditions of the

soil, aggravated by the repetition of the crops, and that insects have nothing to do witli

it as a primanj cause ; although, as in other cases of disease ending in decay, they are

certain to be attracted to the roots diseased, by their natural instinct.

Stony lauds arc supposed—and, probably, with good reason^to be more subject to

the anbury than those free from stones. It is, however, we apprehend, imperfect

cultivation and poverty of soil that has most to do with it ; and we believe that since

the new and better system of farming has been introduced, the disease has been less

generally prevalent.

The insects inhabiting the anbury are—1st, the maggot of a small delicate gnat of

the order Dipttra, and of the family Tipulidce, and they form a genus termed Tvichocera.

The particular species infesting the turnip is named Trichocera hiemalis, the winter-

turnip gnat. 2nd. The Acari, of the size of a grain of sand. 3rd. The rove-beetles,

of the genera Alcochara and Oxijtehis, and called Oxytelus sculpiiiratus, and another,

Oxytehis ritr/osus. 4th. The maggot of a two-winged fly of the order Dipttra, the family

Mucidce, and the genus Anthomia ; its specific name is Antliomia bvassica, the

cabbage-fly. 5th. Those of a second species, called Anthomia gnava. 6th. A third,

Anthomia trimaculata. 7th. A fourth, Anthomia radicum, or the root-eating fly.

Various means have been employed to prevent these numerous insects from

attacking the turnips, and to avert the anbury, which, if not caused, is at least aggra-

vated, and the catastrophe hastened and intensified by them. Lime and salt are

recommended by Sinclair, but they do not appear to have prevented, although they

mitigated, the disease. Soap-boilers' waste, by poisoning the soil to the fly and other

insects, and even watering with soap-suds mixed with gas-water, in equal proportions,

or half the quantity of gas-tar to one gallon of soap-suds, are said to be effectual. The

most efficient remedies, after all, are the encouragement of rooks, gulls, magpies,

partridges, and the legions of small birds which are constantly preying upon them, even

at the time when we accuse them of destroying the crop. If a rook or any other bird

pulls up a turnip, depend upon it, it is neither for the sake of the root itself, nor out

of mere wantonness of mischief, but because he knows there is a scoundrel grub that

has taken possession, which he finds a savoury morsel. Instead, therefore, of treating

them as poachers or robbers, they should be looked upon as the best friends of the

farmer, the policemen of the farm, who well know the haunts of tlie depredatory tribes,

and how to deal with them.
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4. THE WIRE-WORM.

This insect is a common enemy alike to tlie turnip and other bulbous-rooted plants,

and to the corn-crops, especially the wheat. They are truly a numerous family,

including seventy species of beetles as the parents, all of the order Coleojatera, the family

Elateridce, and the genus Elater of Linnseus. They derive the name of Elater from

a faculty they possess, by which, when turned upon their backs, they can spring up

and lio-ht upon their legs. By it they have also acquired the names of skip-jacks,

spring-beetles, and, from a peculiar noise they make in springing, snap or click beetles.

The species that most annoy .the farmer are eleven in number, and the larva acquires

the name of wire-worm from its exceedingly tough and wiry nature, in which state

it is said to live five years before it changes into a pupa; previous to which it

descends deep into the earth, and forms an oval cell of particles of soil, and having

cast its skin for the third or fourth time, it undergoes the change about the end of

July. It remains a pupa about three weeks, when it emerges from its concealment,

and rising through the soil, appears in the last stage of its existence, that of the perfect

beetle. In this form it is exceedingly nimble, running along with its nose to the ground

like pointers or hounds upon the scent of game, flying from flower to flower in pursuit

of its food. How, when, or where it lays its eggs is at present a mystery to naturalists,

but having thus fulfilled its mission, it dies, like other insects.

There are four species of theE/a/er most common in corn-fields, namely— (1) Elater

sputator, the smallest of the kind, being Aths of an inch in length, and from 1 to U
tenth in breadth ; (3) E. obscurus, rather larger than the foregoing

; (3) E. lineatus,

which is supposed to be a variety of the last
; (4) E. ruficandis ; this is ^^tlis of an inch

in length, and l\ tenth in breadth, and is therefore long and narrow.

The rapacity of the wire-worm is well known, as also its omniverous cliaracter ; for

there is no vegetable in existence that is known to be free from its attacks, nor any

that are not in turn destroyed by it. "We do not know of any certain remedy against

its destructive powers. Some think it could be starved out by keeping the land con-

tinually under the plough and harrow, and thus prevent all vegetation to afford it food.

We apprehend the greatest benefit derived from such a plan would be the exposing of

the worms to the birds that prey upon them, which certainly would destroy a vast

number, and thus lessen the evil ; but we are so little acquainted with the modes of

life of insects that exist under the soil, and of their habits of endurance under a

privation of their accustomed food, that the idea of starving them out of a field is a

speculation few farmers would be found to attempt at the expense and loss of crops the

process would involve. The most feasible plan of destroying the wire-worm is that of

feeding the lays off with sheep and cattle, by which the grouud will be trodden and

saturated with the ammoniacal droppings, both liquid and solid, of the animals, which

will destroy the larva, and prevent the beetles from emerging from the earth ivheu they

issue from the chrysalide beneath it.

The female Elater, ov wire worm, lays about twenty eggs, which are deposited in tlie

earth, and when hatched the insects are so small as scarcely to be visible to the naked

eye. But they instantly commence their attacks on the crops, whether of corn, grass,

roots, or anything else in the shape of vegetable produce. Sometimes tlioy ascend in

the stem of the plant, eating the succulent part of it ; at others they will creep up the
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outside and feed upon the leaves at night ; but they prefer keeping below the soil, and

feeding ou the roots of plants and the stem just below the surface. It is here, indeed,

that it does the most injury to the wheat and other crops. Dry weather as well as

extreme cold is inimical to it, and in severe winters the worms bury themselves deep in

the earth, out of the way of doing or receiving injury. In mild winters they are almost

as active as in the spring, and the forward crops of wheat frequently show their presence

by the yellowness of the blades.

Besides birds and moles, the wire-worm has several parasites which prey upon it,

such as the Steropus madidus, a ground-beetle, and several other of the carabidse. The

ichneumon fly, Proctotritpes viator, searches for it amongst the chinks and cracks in the

soil, in order to deposit its eggs in the body of the worm to the number of twenty or

upwards, which, when hatched, destroy their victim by eating its vitals. Various plans

have been adopted to destroy or banish the wire-worm, and to a certain extent they

have succeeded. Spirit of tar, mixed with sand and sowed over a field, has been found

to banish it. The refuse lime of the gas-works will have the same efl'eet. Nitrate of

soda and chloride of lime-water will destroy it; but hand-picking is considered the

most efficacious method, and should be practised in the following manner :—Cut slices

of carrot, potato, turnip, &c., and lay them in the ground a little below the surface

;

these will attract the wire-worms, and in the morning they may be taken up and the

worms brushed off them and destroyed. ]Mr. Spence mentions an instance of the use

of hand-picking in 1838 on a farm occupied by a Mr. Pearce, of Pennare Goran.

Having sown an acre and half of turnips on which the wheat had been wholly destroyed

by the wire-worms, he set boys to collect the swarms of those insects at the rate

of \\d. per hundred, and they collected 18,000, for which they received £\ 2s. 6d.,

the crop of turnips being valued at from £5 to £7 or more. As many as fifty worms

were found upon single turnips. As the boys collected 600 per day each, they were

employed thirty days altogether, receiving 9d. per day each.

But the most constant and effective pickers are the birds, who devour myriads of

them whilst the farmer is scratching his head and thinking the case incurable. The

rook is the staunchest foe to the wire-worm, and as he struts in the furrow after the

plough, or is hovering over a piece of pasture, is intent upon anything but the mischief

ascribed to him. Curtis mentions an instance, related by Mr. Clithero, a Yorkshire

gentleman, of a rookery at Weston, in Wharfdale, consisting of 10,000 rooks. He
calculates that each rook consumes one pound of food per week, and that nine-tenths of

its food consisted of worms, insects, and larvaj. If this calculation is correct, the

rookery at Weston destroyed and consumed the enormous quantity of 468,000 lbs. or

209 tons of worms, insects, and their larvae in one year. If then one community of

these birds commit such havoc on the insect tribes, what must be the amount destroyed

when we consider the number of their minor enemies ? Partridges, pheasants, jackdaws,

jays, magpies, larks, finches, sparrows, and in fact all the various species of birds, large

and small, live chiefly on them ; and were it not for their assistance in ridding the land

of such pests, a famine would inevitably ensue. It is said that in the Norfolk marshes,

where the lapwings congregated and bred, the wire-worm was formerly unknown ; but

that since they have been destroyed or driven away by the sportsmen and the hunters

after their eggs, the wire-worm is rapidly increasing in numbers and destructiveness.

There are eight other click-beetles, parents of species of wire-worms that infest the
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corn-fieldsj pasture laudsj and root crops. There are also teu or more insects that

produce what are called "false wire-worms/' -nliich are equally destructive. The

following are the first eight :

—

Elater holosericeus, E. murlaits, E. fuloipes, E. sputator,

E. Niger, E. marginaius, E. acuminatus, E. longicoUis. The parents of the false wire-

worms are :

—

Tiptda oleracea, T. maculosa, lulus guttatus, I. Londinensis, I. teii-estris,

I. jmnctatus, I. latestriatus, I. jidosus, Pohjdesmus complanatus, Snake-millipedes.—
(See Curtis's "Insects of the Farm" for a description of them.)

5. INSECTS AFFECTING THE CORN CROPS.

The amazing number and variety of the insects that infest the fields are sufficient to

make the husbandman despair of ever obtaining a crop of any kind, did not experience

teach him that, in the wise and benevolent arrangements of Providence, there were

counteracting agencies by which their nvimbers are reduced and their attacks rendered

comparatively harmless. Morton, in his " Eucyclopsedia of Agriculture," gives a list of

about eight hundred diflerent species of these destructives, some of which, however, prey

upon others rather than on the vegetable products of the soil, and thus reduce their

numbers. We have already seen the immense havoc committed upon the insect tribes

by rooks and other birds of prey, which are incessantly at work in order to satisfy the

cravings of hunger. Birds are, in fact, the best and most constant friends the farmer

possesses, and he ought not to grudge them a small portion of his crops when he comes

to consider how much of them they have saved from other enemies.

Although there are insects that attach themselves to particular crops, and confine

their depredations to them, there are others, and they are by far the largest number of

SlJCcies, that have no particular or exclusive taste, but feed indiscriminately upon every

description of vegetable. And it is probable that the dificrence in the outward appearance

of many of these is caused rather by the plant on which they feed than by any specific

difiference in their anatomical structure. These variations, however, have led naturalists

to place them separately in their arrangements of species, however light may be tlie shade

of difference to distinguish them one from another. This, on the other hand, cannot

interest the farmer, who is rather desirous of knowing the nature and general habits of

his enemies, with the view how best to get rid of their depredations, than of becoming

acquainted with those minute differences which naturalists discover in the allied species.

The danger to vegetation from insects is always imminent, and the wonder is, not

that so much injury is sustained, but that so much of the crops should be saved. No
sooner is the seed committed to the earth than a host of enemies gather around it. The

wire-worm and other underground foes sometimes attack it in its incipient state, and,

beginning upon it as soon as the nascent bud begins to develop itself, prevent its

appearance above the surface. At other times it is allowed to spring up, and then

becomes the prey of another species of depredator, which being hatched from its micro-

scopic egg, makes its way into the centre of the stem, devouring the sap that should go

to the support and growth of the plant, and thus both depriving it of nourishment and

destroying its capacity to benefit by it. Every stage of the existence of a plant has its

peculiar enemies, and it may be safely estimated that at least one-tenth of all the corn

crops (to say nothing of tlie roots and grasses) is annually destroyed by insects. In

the year 1808 a paper was inserted in the " Linneean Transactions," drawn up by Thomas
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Walfonl, Esq., in wliicli lie Cf^tiinatcd the annual destruction of sced-wlieat by insects at

60,000 bushels. "\Ye believe that amount to be much below the real one. But even

this will occasion a loss in produce (reckoning it at 1 qrs. to the acre, and seed at the

rate of 6 pecks to the acre) of 320,000 bushels, which, at 5s. per bushel, makes a loss of

£80,000. This loss was by the wire-worm alone ; and probably, if the depredations of

insects at the difi'erent after-stages of growth of the plant were added to the account, it

would more than double the loss sustained.

The Black Slug {Limax ater).—These insects are very numerous in home seasons, and

their depredations arc exceedingly great at all times of the year ; for, unless the winter

is very severe, they have their retreat in the earth, and come forth to feed upon the

wheat or whatever green food they can find. Their eggs are laid at the roots of wheat

and other plants, where they soon hatch, and the diminutive insect immediately begins

to feed. The full-grown black slug is wrinkled on the back, and has a rough shield.

The back is generally a deep black, while beneath it is pale or white, with a yellowish

mouth, and a ridge of pale green down the back. Sometimes it is of a dusky brown

colour on the back, striped on each side with a yellow stripe (see Engraving, No. 9 h).

The Milky Slug {Limax agresfis).—This is a whitish or ash- coloured slug, with black

tentaeula and a yellowish shield (No. 9«).

The Black-striped Slug {Limax maximtis) is the largest of this kind of insect, being

5 inches in length when full grown, and stretched out as it travels. It is ash-coloured,

with a spotted black shield, and black stripes down its body, with a white fringe round

its lower part. However repugnant this insect may be in itself, when examined minutely

as it lies at rest, gathered up into a semicircular form, the marks upon it appear very

beautiful. Its size enables it to commit great havoc on vegetation, especially on

clover and vetches, which appear to be the favourite food of all slugs. The Limax ater

is said to eat sea-sand, paper, and meat. The two latter we do not wonder at; but the

sea-sand contains a portion of salt, which, outwardly, is destructive to all slugs. The

Limax maximus is represented by No. 9.

The only remedies for destroying slugs in the fields is either picking them off by

hand, or turning ducks and chickens into the field. These latter will devour multitudes

of them. Curtis recommends laying slices of turnip and carrot, or even cabbage leaves,

in the furrows, which will attract them in great numbers ; and they may then be eoUceted

and given to the pigs, or destroyed, by sprinkling salt or pouring salt and water upon

them. While, however, he considers any remedies of avail in a clover crop, he doubts

whether that crop ever suffers from the slug. Lime-water will destroy slugs, but it must

be repeated, because the slug has the faculty of exuding a slime, and easting oft" either

lime or salt with it. We have frequently tried this with salt, and invariably found that

this was the case on the first application ; but upon repeating it, the slug seemed to have

exhausted its supply of slime, and soon succumbed to the salt. In the year 1860 the

wheat crop was much destroyed by the black slug, which was unusually numerous the

spring of that year, particularly on the strong lands.

Oscinis pumilionis (Bierkander), Chlorops glabra (Mugen).—The larva of this insect

is white, and it is 2 lines in length. Its body is in ten segments ; the head pointed, and

black at the end. It changes to a pupa about the latter end of j\Iay, which becomes

a fly in about tlu-ee weeks. The fly is about 1 line long, its head yellow, and eyes

black. The antennae are black, and a little knotted ; the thorax yellow beneath, black
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above; the abdomen is black above, yellow beneath, and consists of four segments; the

wings are of a glittering red and green, and extend beyond the body ; the legs are grey

at the base and black at the extremities.— (" Transactions of the Linnsean Society of

London," vol. ii. p. 29.)

Wherever this insect lays its eggs—which is not yet known—the plants of rye are

attacked by it when quite young, and it may be found in the larva state at the first joint,

wliich causes the plant to dwarf, turn yellow, and decay. It is equally injurious to the

wheat, attacking it in the stem next the root. As, however, the root itself is not injured

by it, fresh tillers are thrown up, and the crop may still be a good one. But in a

mild winter and after it, the depredations of this insect are more serious. In tlic

year 1812 it committed great havoc in various parts of France, particularly round Paris.

It lodged between the leaves or blades, and ate the stems, so that the plants withered

and died towards the end of April.

Chlorops tteniopus.—A fly of the order Diptera, the family Muscida, the genus

Chlorops. It is of a straw colour, or pale yellow ; the antennae are black, small, com-

pressed, and four-jointed ; head large, face smooth, mouth received into a cavity beneath

;

eyes green when alive ; thorax as broad as the head, three black stripes down the back,

skirted with a narrow black stripe on each side, with a black dot on each side of the

breast ; the abdomen is about the length of the thorax, and not broader ; it is formed of

five segments, and is greenish black ; the wings extend beyond the tail, and are trans-

parent ; it has six legs, of moderate length and slender, &c. The larva of this fly attacks

the wheat or barley above the upper joint, and works its way, by eating a channel,

towards the ear, which causes the stem to swell, producing the disease termed " the

gout" in some parts of the country. The larva changes into a pupa in the groove it has

formed in the centre of the stem. The barley is attacked at an earlier period of its

growth than the wheat; and it is considered that when one stem of a plant is infected,

all the rest droop and appear stunted : the stem eaten, in no case throws up an ear, that

being destroyed by the larva. The flies of the chlorops are always present evei-y year,

but not in numbers. In some seasons they swarm in such multitudes that the ceilings

of some houses are covered with them.

Oscinis vastator.—A shining greenish-black; head bristly; antennae attached to

the forehead ; eyes brown ; thorax the same width as the head ; abdomen short, conic,

and five-jointed ; wings extending, in repose, considerably beyond the tail, transparent

and iridescent ; legs six, long and slender ; length of body | line ; breadth 2 lines.

(See Engraving, No. 6.) This is, perhaps, the most formidable destructive the wheat

ci'op has to encounter, next to the wire-worm, which must always have the pre-eminence

in mischief. The larva is found in the spring near tlie base of the stem of tlie wheat

or barley, where it eats through the plume, and devours the embryo ear. It changes

to a pupa within the folds of the leaves about Midsummer, and the fly proceeds from it

in two or three weeks. The plants are not always destroyed, as they sometimes tiller

again, and form fresh stems and ears. On the other hand, the numbers of the Oscinis

are greatly reduced by those of the parasitic insects with which it is at all times

attended. The ichneumon fly, Ccelinius, is said to be nearly as numerous as the Oscinis.

The only method, however, of checking the ravages of these insects is by abundant

tillage, which exposes their eggs and larvte to the birds.

Tfie Corn Sawfly {Cephis pyymceus).—This insect infests the wheat and rye, piercing
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the stalk at the first knot to deposit its egg. The larva, when hatchedj devours the

interior of the straw, and the sap which should sustain the ear. When strong enough, it

perforates the knot, and, passing through it, eats its way upwards in the stem. When it

has reaehed its full maturity, it descends again, and euts the straw level with the ground

;

and eating its way into the stump, closes the tube at the top with a mi.\ture of saw-dust

aud excrement. It there changes into a chrysalis, and remains in tiiat state eight

months if not disturbed ; but if the land is ploughed soon after harvest, and the stubble

collected and burnt, multitudes of the insects in the chrysalis state would be destroyed.

The fly is of a shining black colour, has a large head, prominent eyes, with antennas

in front of the head. The thorax is oval, and the same width as the head ; the abdomen

long, slendei', attached by its entire base to tlie thorax. It has yellow spots on tlie first

and second segments, and a dot on the back, and broad yellow margins on the third

and fifth segments. Its four wings are transparent and iridescent ; tlie legs are bright

yellow, with black stripes outside. It is about ^ an inch in length, and 1;^ inch in

expanded Afridth. (See Engraving, No. 7.)

The larva is an apode (having no feet), in which it differs from other saw-flies, which

are more like caterpillars. It is 6 lines long, a little thickened in front, nearly cylin-

drical, of a yellowish milky white, and fleshy ; the head is rounded, the antennae minute

and four-jointed, below which are little round eyes. It commits great ravages on the

corn crops on the Continent. The method proposed in France is the burning of the

stubble as it stands, the larvse being enclosed close to the roots ; aud thus not only are

they destroyed, but the soil is ameliorated by the operation. Others propose ploughing

in the stubble, and thus exposing the larvse, as well as the perfect insect, to the birds

and other enemies. Both operations might be executed to advantage—burning first,

and ploughing afterwards—by which a vast number will be destroyed. In fact, frequent

tillage, whether with the plough or the cultivator, i;s the most effectual mode of keeping

down the increase of insects of all descriptions. No severity of weather appears to

have any effect upon the larva of the saw-fly. In the winter of 1812-13, when the

thermometer was sometimes several degrees below zero, aud the frost lasted fourteen

weeks without intermission, Curtis found it uninjured in the spring, and it was

hatched the beginning of April, as soon as the frost was gone. It has several enemies,

amongst which the ichneumon Packinurus calcitrator is one of the most numerous and

active. There are ten or twelve species of the Cephus tribe of insects, all of which feed

indiscriminately upon the cereal plants, but wheat and rye appear to be their favourites.

The American Wheat Midye, or Hessian Fly {Cecidomyia destructor).—The history

of this fly or midge is singular. The Americans assert that it never appeared in that

country until the Hessian troops were sent there by the British Government to pro-

secute the war. So fatal have been its ravages in that country ever since, that in some

years it has caused a famine. The extensive forests and prairies of that country are

peculiarly favourable to the increase of this description of insects, which delight in a

marshy shaded district, where the hand of man has not destroyed tlicir retreats. In

opposition, however, to the American theory or supposition, the wheat midge is not

known in France, and only first appeared in force in Hungary in 1833, in which year

two-thirds of the crops in some parts were laid waste by it. On the estate of the Duke

of Saxe-Cobourg at Weckendorf, and other parts of that district, whole fields of wheat

were destroyed. The larvse collected together, forming a kind of nest between the
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straw and tlie slieatli, dejiriviug tlie stem of the sap, which causes it to Avithcr away

;

and when tlie roots of tlie dead plants were examined, they appeared withered, tough,

and hrown, though unpierced by the insect. The larva is of a pale green colour, with a

minute black spot above. It is about one-fifth of an inch in length, and lives from

three weeks to a month, when it changes into a pupa, which is brown, and enclosed in

a case. It lies some weeks before the % is hatched, which is a small and delicate gnat.

Its body is covered with short black hairs ; its thorax convex, smooth, and shining; the

breast of a golden yellow colour; the abdomen brown ; the wings blackish. The female

lias a black streak on the abdomen. It has several parasitic insects that prey upon it.

It lives through the Canadian wintei', and does not appear till the wheat is far advanced.

The British Wheat Midge {Cecidomi/ia tritici). — This insect first made its ap-

pearance in England towards the latter end of the last century, and the first public

notice of it was given by Mr. INIasham, the then secretary of the Linnsean Society. In

a paper read before the society by that gentleman in 179G, he stated that Mr. Long, a

Hertfordshire farmer, found an insect amongst his wheat towards the end of July, which

perforated the grains of wheat in the ear. These perforated grains turned yellow

whilst the rest were green ; and, when opened, were found to contain an orange-

coloured powder, and perhaps one or two minute larvaj, sometimes of a yellowish white,

at others a deep yellow. Many other farmers found the same insect, and its presence in

our fields is still noticed ; and it is called the red robin, or red rust, owing to the orange

dust with which it covers the car. The eggs of the midge arc deposited within the

sheath of the ear, and, when hatched, they begin their depredations upon the grains.

In some seasons the injury sustained by tlio;ra is very great, notwithstanding their

diminutive size. The specimen No. 11 on the Plate is a highly magnified ouc. It has

been found in all parts of the United Kingdom ; and it is the opinion of some farmers,

who have fortunately escaped its ravages, that it does no harm to the wheat. Others,

however, tell a very different tale, having suffered severely from its attacks. As many

as thirty of its larvje have been foiind in a single floret, where they feed upon the pollen;

and this deprives the female flowers of the fructifying principle, and the germen never

swells. In those seasons when they prevail, they may be found in the dust of the wheat

when dressing it, and should then be carefully destroyed ; for, if thrown amongst the

straw in the yard, they will still survive, and reappear the next season. In 1828 one-

third of the wheat crop was destroyed by the midge in Scotland alone, and it continued

its ravages three years afterwards. To destroy this pest, Curtis recommends feeding the

wheats off with sheep in the spring, and being careful to destroy the dust and chaff of

wheat when winnowed ; also burning the stubble, which harbours the larvte of this and

other insects. The greater number of them, however, are destroyed by the parasites by

which thej' are attacked.

Thrips cerealium.—This diniinutivc insect, which is not quite the tenth of an inch

ill length, appears in myriads in hot weather, alighting upon the face and hands,

occasioning an intolerable itching by its restless movements. It is doubted by some

agriculturists whether this insect ever injures the grain crops; whilst others assert that

never more than one grain in an ear is eaten. On the other liaud, iu the year 1805, one-

third of the wheat crop in Ireland was destroyed by it; and the English farmers suffered

to almost an equal extent from the same cause. Kirby found specimens in the furrows

of the grains of wlieat ; and it has been detected gnawing the stems above the knots,
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rendering the cav abortive. Curtis gives a very minute description of this microscopic

insect, occupying a whole page with it, whicli can only be interesting to the scientific

reader ; we therefore refer to that description instead of transcribing it. Kirby, who,

in the Linnrean Transactions, has related all that is known respecting its ravages, says:

—

" I examined a great number of ears, and in them Ibund this insect, in all its states,

between the interior valve of the corolla and the grain. It takes its station in the

longitudinal furrow of the seed, in the bottom of which it seems to fix its rostrum

;

probably sucks the milky juice that swells the grains; and thus, by depriving it of part,

and in some cases perhaps the whole, of its moisture, occasions it to shrink up, and

become what the farmers in this part of the world (Suffolk) call pungled. If your

correspondent in Hertfordsliire means the same insect, he is mistaken in asserting that

only a single grain in an ear is injured by it. I have myself seen ears in which a

fourth part of the grain was destroyed or materially injured. I have frequently seen

two insects upon a single grain, and am told that sometimes more are observed. What
is singulaj', when I met with them on the grain in an imago state, they were often in

pairs, one of which was apterous. These I take to be the sexes. The larva of Thrips

pysapeis {cerealitmi} is yellow, has six legs, which, with the antenna} and head, are black

and white. Sometimes it is all yellow. It is very nimble in its movements, and,

although brought away in the grain, soon makes its escape. The pupa is whitish. It is

very slow and sluggish in its movements. There was an orange-coloured powder in

every grain in which the insect was found, which, I imagine, is its excrement. All the

farmers that I consulted respecting it agreed in saying that it did most mischief to the

late-so\rn wheats, and that such as were sown early received little or no damage. This

I think very probable ; for when the grain is arrived at a certain degree of hardness and

consistency (which perhaps was the ease with the early-sown wheats before the insect

had made any material attack), I suppose it is not liable to be hurt. Linnseus says of

this insect, ' It empties the ears of rye ;' but nobody seems to have apprehended the

injury it is capable of doing to wheat. An intelligent farmer, who first pointed it out

to me, assured me that he was firmly persuaded that it was this insect that occasioned

what was called the blight last year, which was the cause of so defective a crop. The

part of one field that I examined, and which was particularly injured, was to the nortli

of a high hedge ; but the above-mentioned farmer informed me that he had found them

plentiful in a very open country. To me they appeared more injurious in the heavy

than in the light lands. . . . The only method that can be serviceable to prevent the

ravages of this insect is to sow the wheat eai-ly ;" &c.

Vibrio tritici.—This is the minute worm that causes the ear-cocJde, or jntrpks, and

it belongs to the class Infusoria. Its eggs are inserted in the grain, are taken up

by the sap when the grain begins to vegetate, and are hatched in the stalk and germ en.

"When full grown, the worm is ^th of an inch long, of a yellowish white colour, and

rather opaque. The head is furnished with a proboscis, with three or four sliding

joints, like an opera-glass or telescope. It tapers from the head to the tail, at a short

distance from which is an orifice whence the eggs are discharged ; strings of these may
be discerned throughout the whole length of the transparent abdomen to the orifice.

Those found in the grain are about ^',th part of an inch long, milk-white, and semi-

transparent. After laying its eggs the worm soon dies, but if taken at an earlier period

and dried until to all appearance dead, if moisture is applied to it, it will become as
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lively as ever. M. Bauer kept some for five years and eight months, during which

time he alternately dried and revived them ; and others kept their power of revivification

upwards of six years. M. Bauer found that the cavities in the grain of wheat are first

filled with a white fibrous substance formed by gluten into silky balls. These instantly

dissolved in water, and disclosed hundreds of microscopic worms, which became animated

in less than a quarter of an hour when moistened, and the grains assumed a dark brown

colour, and became as hard as wood. The worm is believed by naturalists to be

hermaphrodite. The eggs contain each three worms, which are hatched about an hour

and a half after the eggs are deposited, if put in water.

The Little Corn-moth {Butatis cereatelld)

.

—Reaumur describes the little insect as

follows:— It belongs to the order Lepidoptera, family Teneidce, and the genus Butatis.

The eggs are deposited by the female in clusters of twenty or thirty on a single grain

of wheat, oats, barley, &c., before the corn is housed, or the grain is even matured,

as well as after it is laid on the granary. They are of a beautiful orange-colour, lying

in oblong masses in the longitudinal channels of the grain, where the caterpillars are

hatched in six or seven days. These larvae are not thicker than a hair, and the first

hatched penetrates into the kernel near the beard, the aperture not being larger than

the prick of a pin, and imperceptible, except with a microscope. The rest of the larvae,

as they come from the eggs, seek other grains, not being allowed to intrude on the

possession of the first. The farina of the grain is sufficient to support the caterpillar

until it is full grown, when it changes into a pupa, having completely emptied the grain,

which, however, still retains its form, though quite soft. The caterpillar is smooth and

white, except the head, which is brown. It has sixteen legs, of which eight inter-

mediate ones are so small as only to be perceived with a strong magnifying glass.

It is about a quarter of an inch long. The grain of corn is so exactly applicable to the

maturation of the insect, that, if examined, it will be found to contain not a particle

of farinaceous matters, but the caterpillar only, which then spins a cocoon, which fills

one department of the kernel only, the other being reserved for the deposition of the

excrement. It remains in the grain until May or June, when it comes forth a moth.

They are, however, hatched in succession until November. It escapes from the grain

through a hole cut by the caterpillar before its transformation. It lives two or three

weeks, having ample time to deposit its eggs. Small as the larva of this moth is,

it inflicts by its numbers great injury upon the cereal crops. It is, however, better

known on the Continent than in England. In France they have a great dread of it,

under the impression that famine and epidemic disease follow its attacks. It is said that

granaried corn infested with it loses forty per cent, of its weight in six months and

seventy-five per cent, of its farina.

The only method by which it has been attempted to arrest the ravages of this insect

is, by exposing the wheat infected with it to an artificial heat of from 4o° to 50°

Reaumur, for a continuance of thirty-six hours. For this purpose a machine, like a

large coff'ee-roastcr, has been invented, in which the grain is revolved for five minutes

in a temperature of 57° Reaumur. When the wheat, after the exposure to such a

degree of heat, was examined, all the larvae were found to be dead. No further loss

in weight was sustained, nor was the wlicat deprived of its germinating power. The

expense is not more than one farthing per bushel, and one man and one woman were

able to pass 120 bushels per day through the machine.
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The JVolf, or Little Grain-moth {Tinea ff}-anella).—This is another of the. same tribe

of moths. In English works it is termed the " Mottled WooUcn-moth." It abounds

in granaries and magazines, where bonded or housed corn is laid up. The female

deposits one or two eggs only on each grain of corn, to the entire amount of thirty or

forty. They arc only discernible by a microscope, whieh shows them of an oval form,

and yellowish-white colour. The caterpillars are hatched in from ten to sixteen days,

and immediately drill holes into the grain, which they then enter and close the aperture

with their excrement, held in its place by a fine web. When nearly full grown they

leave their retreats in great numbers, and, running over the corn, cover the whole husk

with a thick web of a greyish-white colour, so that the grain is scarcely visible. This

is supposed to be intended to protect them from their enemies, or from the changes of

temperature. In August or September they arrive at maturity, when they leave the

grain, and fixing on some secure place, spin cocoons by gnawing the wood of floors or

rafters, and working it up with the web. They remain still in the larva state through

the winter, not assuming the chrysalis form until March, or from that to May ; and in

three weeks the moths are hatched, and leave the empty cases half out of the cocoon.

The Tinea granella belongs to the Lepidoptera order, the Tineid<B family, and the

genus Tinea. It is of a satiny cream white, with tufted head, dark eyes, long and

slender horns, two long feelers in front, and a small spiral proboscis between them.

The body is blunt in the male, but pointed in the female, with a retractile ovipositor.

When at rest, the wings slope on each side like the roof of a house, and the fringe is

turned up like a tail. The anterior wings are long and narrow, and freckled with

brown, mottled with blackish spots. The inferior wings are smaller, lance-shaped, and

of a pale mouse-colour, with a fine long fringe. It has six legs, the hinder shanks

long, hairy outside, with spurs at the apex, and a pair near the base. The feet are long

and slender.

The larvae are equally destructive to woollen cloths, books, boxes, &c., as to grain
j

and when the moths have got possession of a house or granary, it is no easy matter to get

rid of them. Hot water and soap should be applied to the floors, and lime-washing, as hot

as possible, to the walls, rafters, and beams. Salt mixed with the corn will destroy the

larvse without injuring the wheat. Kiln-drying, as above stated, at a temperature of

about 80" Fahr., will also destroy them. The walls of the granaries should be kept

perfectly smooth, all cracks and holes being filled up. Fumigation with sulphur is

recommended, but it imparts a disagreeable flavour to the wheat. It is impossible to

prevent its entrance into the granary or barn, because the eggs are deposited on the

corn before it is harvested. It is remarkable that this diminutive insect, in the larva

state, will penetrate the hardest and most resinous deal, and this is as injurious to

buildings as it is to the grain. The moths may be destroyed in a granary in April and

May by burning gas-lights in the building. The light will attract them by thousands,

and thus prevent them from depositing their eggs.

TTie Granary Weevil [Calandru f/ranaria). —This most destructive insect lives

amongst stored grain and malt. The sexes pair in April, if the season is fine, after which

the female buries itself in the corn-heaps, and pierces a small hole with its beak into a

single grain. It there deposits an egg, and then proceeds to another grain and repeats

the operation. It is not known how many eggs arc thus deposited, but it continues to

breed about every month from April to the end of August, so that the number produced
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by one pair during the summer is estimated at 6^045. From tlic time of pairing to the

hatching of the weevil, it occupies from forty to forty-five days. The single grain is

quite sufficient for the support of the larva ; and, after devouring all the farina, it

changes to a pupa, which is clear, white, and transparent. It remains in this state for

eight or ten days; and then, bursting from its case, it pierces the husk of the grain, and

leaves its retreat. It is in the maggot or larva form that the weevil commits the

greatest ravages ; but the weevil itself feeds also upon the grain, being sometimes found

in it. Such is the fecundity of this insect, and so numerous are they in some of the

granaries in France, that heaps of corn have been found to have nothing but the husks

left.

The granary weevil is of the order Coleoptera, the family Curculionida, the genus

Calandra, or, according to Schonbur, Sitophihis. It is about 2 lines in length, smooth,

shining, a little depressed, and varies in colour from a dark chestnut to pitch. The

head is narrowed in front to a horn or proboscis, and has two black eyes. At the apex

are placed the jaws and mouth; and in front are two horns, nine-jointed, and

terminated by a small ovate club. The thorax is large, and narrowed to i-eceive the

head. It is coarsely aud thinly sprinkled with oval pits. The wing-cases are short and

oval, with eighteen deep furrows down the back. It has no wings. The six legs are

short and stout; the feet are four-jointed, and are bent back when at rest. (See

Engraving, No. 5.)

"It will be observed," says Curtis, "that the weevils are not found on the surface,

but some inches deep in the heaps of corn ; it' is there that they live, very often couple,

and that the female lays its eggs. Moreover, on looking at a heap of corn, one cannot

detect the operations of these insects in the grains where they are lodged. They have

the same form, the same appearance, they appear to be as large and as firm, as those

which are not attacked. It is only by the weight that they can be detected, and, on

throwing a handful from a heap into water, the diseased grains will float. So long as

the weather remains hot, the weevils do not quit the corn-heaps they have iiivaded,

unless they are ol)liged to abandon them from stirring the corn with shovels, or passing

it through a sieve. When the mornings begin to be cool, all the weevils, young and old,

desert the corn-heaps, which are no longer a retreat suflBciently warm for them. They

retire into the crevices of walls, into the cracks in wood and planks. Sometimes one

even finds them concealed behind the hangings; indeed, wherever they can find a safe

abode that secures them from the cold which makes them desert the granaries. It is,

however, wrong to suppose that the weevils remain in a torpid state during the whole of

winter, to regain, on the return of spring, the corn-heaps which they have abandoned,

and to commence laying eggs there. A general, if not a constant, law amongst insects

is, that those which have paired die soon afterwards, the males almost immediately, the

females when they have performed their office of laying the eggs, and that they pass the

winter in the egg or larva state. It is undoubtedly seldom that those which have not

fulfilled the destiny of nature can brave the i-igours of the season, and do not perish

before the ensuing spring. Tlie weevils seem to love darkness, and to remain undis-

turbed, since, when they are exposed to the daylight, they scamper off to conceal

tliomsc-lvfs. Such is Oliver's account."*

The weevils will devour any of the cereal grains, but will not feed on peas or beans.

* " Farm Iiisccls," \i. iiio.
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They also, iu the larva state, get iuto the flour-bius in the mill, and are sometimes

exceedingly troublesome there as Avell as iu malt-houses. Various means have been

employed for destroying or getting rid of these pests, the principal of whieh are

fumigation and kiln-drying. The first will injure tlic grain by imparting to it a bad

smell, whilst the inseets buried in the heap will remain unseathed ; and the heat required

to kill them would damage the grain. The London granary keepers assert that a lobster

(the fish) laid on a heap of corn is always considered by the weevils a notice to quit

;

and they may be seen scampering away as if the house were on fire, soon after a lobster

Las been deposited iu the heap. This fact is so generally attested, that there must be

some truth iu it ; and if so, it must be the smell of the fish that is obnoxious to the

weevil. In the island of Madeu-a a Mr. Wilkinson has fitted a room with hot water

pipes, in which he can raise a temperature of 135° Fahr., which is quite sufiicieut to kill

the weevils without injuring the corn. By this meaus he has succeeded in clearing

large quantities of wlieat from the weevils, by sifting it after heating. It has been

found that a temperature of 110^ will hatch the eggs of this insect ; but if it is raised to

130° or 140°, it destroys them. It appears to us that hot water or steam pipes are far

better than the kiln for this operation, as the heat is far more manageable thus than with

an open fire. Another plan has recently been tried, namely, that of introducing cold

air into the heaps of corn to drive them out; and as we can now manufacture ice iu

the height of summer, by chemical process, and that material is also easily to be obtained

at any season of the year, perhaps it would be possible to drive the weevils out of heaps

of grain, by placing pieces of ice on them so as to lower the temperature to the freezing

point; and then watching the movements of the enemy, to destroy them as they are

retreating. The ice would have no injurious eflect upou the corn beyond damping a

small portion of it.

The Rice JFeedl [Calandra orizcB).—This insect is sometimes brought over in cargoes

of rice from the East Indies, and in wheat from the south of Europe and Egypt ; but

the climate of the United Kingdom is too cold for it to breed here, so that its ravages

with us are limited to the cargoes in which it is imported. It undergoes the same

transformations as the corn weevil, but diflers from it chiefly iu being smaller and in

having a pair of wings, of which the other is destitute.

Silvnnus surinamensis, the corn silvanus, Cucuyus testaceus, the corn cucugus,

Ptinus cumatus, the oval ptinus, Usoma cornuta, the horned maize-beetle, Trogosita

Mauritanica, the codelle, Tenebrio moUtor, the meal-worm beetle and Tenebrio obscurns,

with the same vulgar name, are all inhabitants of the granary, the mill, the malt-

house, &c. ; but their depredations are much less extensive than those whose habits we

have described. The two latter, however (meal-worms), are very troublesome customers

to the miller and baker, who frequently find them in the flour sacks if they stand on

granary for any length of time. We owe the T. obscurus to the imported flour from

the United States ; it therefore abounds most, if not exclusively, iu the metropolis and

those ports where the American barrel flour is received.

6. INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE LEGUMINOUS PLANTS.

Pea and Bean Weevils—These beetles, of which there are about twenty species,

are of the order Coleoptera, of the family Curaclioiiuhe, and the genus Sitona. If

the season is fine they appear about the end of jNIarch; but are seldom seen

VOL. II. P P
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during the prevalence of the cokl winds of that month, so that April is the general

month for their advent. They attack and destroy the peas and beans as fast as they

rise above the surface, taking whole rows, which disappear as if by magic, without any

apparent cause. They leave their retreat about ten o'clock, when the sun has gained

some power, and feed all day upon the peas, retiring towards night under the clods or into

the crevices of the earth. They will not attack the common grey or maple peas if there

are any white or garden peas at hand, whilst the marrow-fats are their choicest

favourites. If approached they fall down and remain inanimate, so that it is difficult

to detect them at work. But if the observer looks forward a step or two, he will see

numbers of them eating voraciously. Three successive sowings have sometimes been

taken off by them ; and their depredations are by no means confined to peas, they ha\'ing

been detected in committing equal ravages upon the beans, lucerne, and clover ; all

which plants they will divest of their entire foliage as effectually as caterpillars will

the turnips, &c. There are two insects of this species, namely Sitotia lineata, the

striped pea-weevil, and Sitona crinita, the spotted pea-wee\dl.

1. Sitona lineata.—This insect is of an ochreous or light clay colour, of an elliptical

form and convex above, covered with minute scales, which wear off by age or otherwise,

when its colour changes to black. The head is deeply punctured and elongated, with a

short blunt nose, at the extremity of which is the mouth, comprising two strong

mandibles for biting, two maxillae below them ; the horns are inserted at the top of the

nose, and are of a tawny colour, and in form of a spindle-shaped club, having twelve

joints, the first long and forming an elbow. The thorax is broader than the head

towards the base, the wing-cases are broader than the thorax, the two wings are ample

and folded beneath the elytra ; the six legs are ferruginous, short and stout, the thighs

thickened, the shanks narrowed at the base, the feet four-jointed, &c.

2. Sitotia crinita.—This is exactly like the preceding in form, and only differs from

it in size and colour. It is black and shiny, with greyish' or rose-coloured scales and

short hairs. Nothing is known of the habits of these insects either in regard to their

retreats when depositing their eggs, the changes they undergo, or where the larvse feed.

Their economy, therefore, at present is a complete mystery to the naturalist, who

cannot account for their entire absence some seasons, whilst in others they appear in

such numbers as completely to destroy whatever crops they settle upon, whether peas,

beans, clover, or the varied produce of the garden. In this latter they may be destroyed

by adopting the plan recommended by Curtis, of placing strips of fresh tarred canvas

between and close to the rows of peas and beans early in the morning, and then, two or

three hours afterwards, shaking the insects off the plants on to the canvas which will

hold them fast enough. By repeating this process several times a day, their numbers

may be so reduced as to render them harmless.

In the field, it is more difficult, if not impossible, to destroy them. Tlieir larvse not

having been discovered, they can oidy be attacked in their perfect form, and Curtis

recommends sowing soot or limc-dnst over the peas or beans while damp, leaving a row

here and. there free from the dust, as decoys ; being disgusted with the dressing they

will then congregate on the clean rows, and may be shaken on to a tarred canvas as in

the garden.

Other insects affect the pea crop when in a more advanced stage of growth, as the

larvsE of a fly, Phytomyzu nigricornis, which feeds on the parenchyma, and leaves brown
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spots on the foliage. This insect also attacks the turnii), eating galleries on the under
side of the leaf. When the peas are in pod they are liable to the depredations of the
hu'vie of a moth, known as the Grapholitha jmana (sec Engraving, No. 12, of the larvfe).

The eggs of this moth are supposed to be deposited either in the flower or on the pods
where they are first developed ; and when hatched the larvae pierce the skin and insinuate

themselves into the pod, where they destroy the peas. They are fleshy and yellow, have
six pectoral and eight small abdominal feet and two very minute anal ones. The
humble bee, Bombus lucorum and Bombus terrestris, although accounted harmless by
the farmer, sometimes inflict incalculable injury upon the pea and bean crops, by
extracting the saccharine juice from the flower. The vray in which they perform this is

curious. Being too large to insinuate themselves into the flower, tliey nibble a hole

with their strong jaws on the exact spot on the calyx under -whicli the nectar lies, and
then with their proboscis tliey draw it out. Almost all the flowers of the garden are

alike subject to some visitations of these bees, especially the papilionaceous kinds.

The Bruckus pisi is a small beetle, termed a bug by tlie farmer. It feeds upon peas,

beans, and other seeds, after they are housed and threshed as avcU as on the plant whilst

it is growing. It was first imported into Europe from North America in a cargo of

peas. There are several species of the Bruchida:, but only two are known to have

committed any serious depredations, of which the B. jiisi is one, termed the pea bruehus,

because it is moi-e attached to that legume than any other seed. It lays its eggs in the

pea's pods, where they are hatched, and the maggots consume the entire inside of the pea.

They change to pupa; in the empty husk, and when arrived at the beetle form, they

force themselves through the skin. Their colour is black with bright brown hairs.

The sides of the trunk are notched with a white spot at the base. On the disc of the

wing-cases are two white dots and an irregular line of wliite dots. The rump is whitish,

with four large black spots. The four basal-joints of the horns and the fore legs, are

bright tawny ; the hinder thighs toothed.

The Bruehus granarius is a most destructive insect in the pea and bean fields, and is

said to destroy, in some seasons, half the crops. It appears in February on the furze,

when in bloom, and the larvje feed on the seed peas and beans. In May the beetles

arc seen in swarms, and continue till August or September, but lie torpid during the

winter in the inside of the seeds they have destroyed. The female usually selects the

finest peas in which to deposit her eggs ; and beans are equally liable to be destroyed

by them. They will not devour the germ, so that the vitality of the seed is not

destroyed, and from this circumstance some persons do not hesitate to sow seeds thus

diseased. But not only do they obtain weak plants, but the evil is perpetuated

;

because the presence of the insect as a chrysalis in the seed ensures its reproduction as

a beetle at the proper time, and the future crop is then infested with it. It is therefore

of importance to examine the seed peas or beans before sowing, by throwing a handful

into a basin of water, when the diseased ones will swim at the top, while the good and

sound will sink. If the light ones are examined they will probably be found to contain

the larvse of the beetle, in which case they should be rejected. The B. granarius is

smaller than the B. phi, but in other respects resembles it (see Engraving, No. 4). The

seed infected with these insects, whether peas or beans, are decidedly unwholesome,

several eases in which both men and horses have suffered severely from, them being

recorded in Islr. Curtis' work.

p p 2
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Bruchus flavimanus is of the same size as the B.pisi. It is considered the most

destructive of all the pea-beetles, but is scarcely known in England, the climate being

too cold for it. It is, therefore, unnecessary to describe it further. The Bruchida are

infested with many parasitic flies, which keep down their numbers. "With regard to

other means for tlieir desti-uction, they are necessarily very few. As a direct remedy, it

is recommended, immediately after gathering the seeds, to pliuige them into boiling

water for a minute, to destroy the larvje. If the peas are left in the water much longer,

the vitality will be destroyed. This was the plan recommended by Olivier, a French

agriculturist, half a century ago, bat to apply this remedy to a whole crop—aud it is of

no use to do so to a part—would involve more time, trouble, and expense than farmers

in general would like to incur. Olivier, too, does not recommend it for seeds intended

for sowing on account of the danger of destroying their vitality.

Gryllotalpa vulgaris—the mole-cricket or earth-crab, so called from its likeness to

some species of West Indian crabs or the English lobster. It is a large insect of great

strength, and, like the mole, is furnished with a pair of hands or fore paws perfectly

adapted for burrowing into the earth, which it performs like the mole also, horizontally

in search of the roots on which it feeds. It is known in every quarter of the globe,

abounding in corn-fields, meadows, market gardens, &c., where it devours every kind of

vegetable that lies in its way. In England it is chiefly found in damp situations on the

banks of rivers and ponds, and is at present but little seen in the corn-fields. But in

France, and other parts of the Continent, both the farmers and gardeners complain

of the damage sustained by them from its depredations, especially on the pea and bean

crops ; and in Germany from one-sixth to one-fourth of the crops is destroyed by it

in some seasons. In the Botauic Gardens, at Berlin, its devastations were such that

tlie gardeners were compelled to keep duplicates of the tender aud rare plants in pots.

In the Island of St. Vincent, in the West Indies, the pasture lands have been destroyed

by it throughout the island, and afterwards it attacked the young cane and other plants.

The mole-cricket belongs to the order Orthoptera, the family Achetidce, and the

genus Gryllotalpa. It is 2 inches in length without the tail, which is half an inch

more. Its colour is brown and velvety. Its head is conical, aud is furnished with

four-jointed feelers, two strong jaws, two lateral eyes and two minute ones between

them, and a pair of shoulder-jointed horns. The trunk is very similar to that of a

lobster, and is furnished with a pair of powerful feet, by which it is said to be capable of

propelling a weight of G lbs. upon level ground. It has strong broad claws on its fore

feet, with which it burrows along under the surface of the grouiul. The body is soft

and large, and at its extremity arc two hairy tails like those of a rat ; four strong legs

are attached to the breast. Its wings are transparent and reticulated, aud folded on the

back, like fans, which expand about three inches, and are protected at the base by two

parchment-like flaps. (See Engraving, No. 8.)

In June the female prepares a nest six inches below the surface of the ground. It

is 2 inches long and 1 deep, and in form like an oval bottle with a curved neck,

which communicates with the surface. The inner side is smoothed for tlic reception of

the eggs, of which the female deposits from 300 to 100, and then closes the entrance.

They are about the size of turnip seed, but oval and shining, and brownish yellcw.

They are hatched in about a month, and the larvae immciliately begin to feed on the

roots of the plants within their reach, of whatever kind tliey may be. The family

»
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disperse after their first change of skin, which takes place about a mouth after tlic

hatching. In the first instance the young mole-crickets arc not more than gth of an

inch in length, looking very much like black ants, and are wingless. But as they go

on growing they moult from time to time, and when about an inch and a half long, the

rudiments of the wiug-cases appear. Thus they go on feeding and growing until the

fifth skin is cast off and the perfect insect is developed, which does not take place until

the spring of its second year. They live through the summer, propagating their species

;

and in October bury themselves deep into the earth, receding from the surface in

proportion to the intensity of the cold. They remain thus until about the vernal

equinox, when the increasing power of the suu tempts them to the surface, upon which

they throw up miniature mole-hills. After sunset they make tlie chirping noise which

has given them the name of cricket ; it is caused by the friction of the nervures of one

wing-case over the other, according to Latreille. This song or call, like tliat of the

cricket, is produced by the males, to invite the females from their burrows to prepare for

the peopling of new colonies. *

These insects are carnivorous as well as herbivorous, and, canuibal-like, make no

scruple of devouring each other and even their own young ; at the same time, according

to Dr. Kidd, they will endure an abstinence of nine or ten months, but we hope the

Doctor has not been cruel enough to put them to the test. It is said to devour worms

and subterranean larvae, which, if true, makes soaie amends for its otherwise great

delinquencies. " Thus," says Brackcnridge, " nothing in the herbaceous way is proof

against its ravages. I have seen the stem of a dahlia, an inch thick, cut through by it in

the course of a night with as much precision as if done with a knife." This was at

Berlin, where myriads of them appear at the beginning of summer.

Various methods have been employed to destroy or banish these most injurious

insects. Horse-dung attracts, but pig's-dung drives them away. Oil and soap-suds will

kill them; greasy manures, soot, and lime, will banish them. Fresh tui'ves, watered

every night, will decoy them to liide under them, and they may then be destroved.

Sinking flower-pots in the earth two inches below the surface will entrap them. The

eggs may be destroyed by pouring boiling water into the nests when detected. Tliese

methods can only be practised upon a small scale in gardens. The plan recommended

by Kollar is the only one to be adopted on a large scale :

—

" Dig three or four pits in

September, two or three feet deep and a foot wide ; fill them with horse-dung and

cover them over with the earth. Attracted by the warmth, all the mole-crickets will

resort to these pits from the surrounding neighbourhood, on the first frost, and may
then be easily destroyed. It is not a little remarkable that the mole is the most

determined enemy of this, the only insect furnished with similar powers of l)urrowing

into the ground, only on a smaller scale."

The Pitch]/-legged Weevil {Curculio picipen).—Tliese destructive insects remain quiet

in the soil in clusters, during the day, and as soon as the suu is set they sally forth and

commit their depredations upon various plants, especially peas, turnips, and garden

produce of the Brassicae kind. They attack vines in hothouses, wall fruit, and even the

young wood of fruit trees in the spring; in short, there are very few articles of vegetable

produce that come amiss to them. It is uncertain where the females deposit their eggs,

but it may be concluded that it is underground, the larvee being always found there

;

* Curtis, "Farm Insects," p. 374.
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and haviiio- no feet, tliey geuerally lie in a cvu-vcd position, feeding ou tlie roots of plants

near them seldom or never moving far from tlie spot where they were supposed to be

hatched. When full grown they form a cell of earth, and, enclosing themselves th.erciu,

chano-e to the pupa state, in which all the limbs and other parts of tlie future beetle may

be discerned through the transparent skin neatly and compactly folded up. This and

the Curculio scabrosus are of the order Coleoptera, the family Ctirmilionidce, and the genus

Otiorhynchus or Curculio. It is of clay colour, so that when on the ground, it is

difficult to distinguish it. The head has a stout beak, and the thorax and back are

protected by hard and strong coats. It has two flail-shaped horns, no wings, but the

wing-cases are oval and convex ; the legs are strong, and furnished at the feet with sharp

claws. It is about three lines (i inch) in length.

These insects swarm in hedgerows, from whence they sally forth to commit their

depredations, feeding on all kinds of trees, shrubs, plants, &c. It appears a hopeless

task to attempt to destroy them ; for, not knowing where the eggs lie concealed, they

can only be attacked in the beetle form, when their habit of feeding only in the night

renders it difficult to collect them. Yet this is the only way in which they can be

destroyed. In nurseries it is the practice of some to go out at night, when they

are numerous, and shake the boughs of the fruit trees into sieves covered with a cloth,

and emptying them into pails of water. This mode, however, is tedious and incomplete,

as it cannot be practised upon the smaller plants, as peas, beans, &c. The sand- wasps

are the best friends of the agriculturists, as they destroy myriads of the beetles ; not

only living upon them themselves, but laying up a hoard of them in their subterranean

nests, to supply food for the larvEe when they are hatched. The name given to this

sand-wasp by the naturalists is Cerceris arenaria.

The Beef Carrion-beetle [Silplia opaca).— It is remarkable that the mangold-

wurzel was not known to be injured by insects until the year 1844, at which period the

larvse of the Silpha opaca was found to feed upon the leaves of that plant ; and in

France and Ireland it destroyed entire crops, although previously it was only found in

dead animals, as the beetle itself is still. lu fields in which different roots, such as

carrots, parsnips, Swedish turnips, mangold-wurzels, and beet were sown, the larva of

this beetle selected the mangold-wurzel ; nor would it touch either of the other roots until

the whole of the plants of mangold were destroyed, when it set to work upon the beet-

root just as it appeared above ground, it having been sown much later than the rest.

This was at Birdstown, Londonderry, in 1846, and in several other counties in Ireland

the crops suffered sevei'ely from the same cause, in that and the following year. It is

supposed to lay its eggs in the earth. When first observed the larva is two lines in

leno-th ; but when full-grown it is four or live lines in length. Its form is similar to

that of the wood-louse, but in colour it is a shining black. It is in thirteen segments,

including the head; the mouth is composed of two horny mandibles or jaws, two

secondary jaws or maxillie, below the mandibles, and a duplicate tube inside. The eyes

are composed of four minute lenses, situated above tlic antcnnte, which are short,

slender, hairy, and three-jointed. The thorax comprises three segments, Avhich have

rounded angles, but the rest are acute, and give the sides a serrated appearance. It lias

six short legs, each five-jointed. When full-grown the larva siuks into the earth, forms

a cell, aiul changes into the pupa state.

The beetles are black and punctured, and at first are clothed with sliort tawny hairs
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which make them have the appearance of satin ; horns clubbed, thorax broad ; tlic

elytra have tiiree fine ridges on each, and beneath them the ample wings are folded ; the

hinder legs are the stoutest. Very little is at present known of the habits of this insect

;

but as it will probably be introduced into England, as well as Ireland and France, as

the destroyer of the mangold-wurzel, it is desirable that attention should be paid to it

so as to discover its nests, haunts, and liabits. Curtis strongly urges this, and gives

hints which, if followed up, might throw great light on the subject. His opinion is that

the eggs are hatched in the fields, from the larvie being so young when first seen on the

plants. The means he recommends to ascertain this is, by subjecting the seed to be sown

to such a degree of heat as would destroy the eggs without injuring the vital piinciple.

If theu the larvae appear on the plants it will be quite clear that they were hatched in

the earth and not from the seed. It is some relief to the farmer to know that althouoh

the foliage of the plants attacked is all devoured, the roots are xmiujured ; and though

checked in their growth, they will recover and flourish, after a time, as vigorously as ever.

Atomaria linearis.—This Ijeetle lays its eggs in the earth, where the larva attacks

the roots of the mangold, and in fine weather comes out and destroys also the leaves.

It is well known in England as well as in France, and is considered to destroy tlie crops

of mangold ; but its habits are not fully known.

The Mangold-ivurzel Fly {Anthomyiu beta).—These are hatched in June, and the larvse

are found devouring the parenchyma of the leaves, which are thereby blistered and form

retreats for the larvte to change into jHipse. The fly emerges from it about the third

week in July. The injm-y it inflicts is very slight ; but it may be a question whether

the leaves infested with the larva; may not be injurious to cattle that f&ed upon them.

The Crane-fly {Tipula oleracea).—This most mischievous fly, which, as " Daddy Long-

legs," is known in every hamlet and cabin in the United Kingdom, drops its eggs any-

where and everywhere, and in all places proves the most destructive of the pests of the

farm. The larvae swarm in the fields of mangold-wurzel, turnips, cabbages, &c., eating

off the roots and destroying the plants. They are equally abundant and destructive in

grass lands, and frequently destroy the grass. They attack all garden plants at the

roots, and are the most dangerous enemies the gardeners have to contend with. It is

useless to think of destroying these in their nests ; they form none, but drop or rather

shoot out their eggs as they fly about—leaving them, like the ostrich, to the care of

Providence. The maggots hatched from them have no feet, but wriggle themselves

along by the action of their concentric rings or segments, like the snake, with their

heads protruded, their necks stretched out, displaying two small rust-coloured horns,

and two strong black jaws. The body is composed of thirteen rings or segments, M'hich

enable them to contract or dilate it in extent at pleasure. They are said to come out in

multitudes duiing the night, to feed or migrate from place to place as food grows

scarce. They change to pupse from July to September ; this takes place under the

turf or anywhere where vegetation is undisturbed. The pupae are about the same size

and colour as the larvse, with two horns on each side of the head. They remain in this

state but a short time, and then, working their way to the surface, the tough skin splits

down the back, and the gnat comes forth, dries its wings, hardens its limbs, and flies off

to repeat the process of reproduction.

The crane-flies belong to the order Diptera, the family Tipulidce, and the genus

Tipula. The Tipv.la oleracea is of a tawny colour, with a bloom over it. The h3ad
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is small and rather globose, attached by a short neck, the nose forming a stout beak,

the eyes hemispherical and black. Two horns project from the face Avith thirteen

joints ; the thorax large and oval, raised above the head ; body long, slender, and

nine-jointed, clubbed at the extremities in the male, but long and spindle-shaped in the

female, with a slate-coloured back, the apex horny, pointed, and furnished with two

lateral tapering lobes and an oviduct between them. Two wings, longer than the

body, spreading when at rest, rather smoky, with seven cells at the apex. Two balances,

long and slender; six legs, slender, very long, especially the hinder pair. Tlie male

is nearly three-quarters of an inch long, the wings expanding an inch and half. The

female is nearly an inch in length, and the wings expand nearly two inches. (See

Engraving, No. 14.)

The Tipula paludosa nearly resembles the T. oleraceu, but is chiefly found in marshy

ground. There is so little difference that it requires no description. These gnats arc

very uncertain as to their appearance in numbers, depending probably on the season

;

but when they do abound they commit great ravages, not only on the grass but on the

turnip, cabbage, potatoes, and corn-fields ; in short, nothing of vegetation escapes their

voracity. In tlie midland counties it is understood that, on some farms, potatoes cannot

be grown after clover on account of the multitude of these larvae, and the remedy for it

is by breast-ploughing the turf and burning it.

The Tipula maculosa is a smaller species, about half an inch in length and one inch

expanse of wings. They abound in fields, gardens, and meadows, and are frequently

found in swarms on the sea coast. JMany other kinds, all resembling each other in their

habits and character, are found in every field and garden ; and, were it not for the aid

of the insectivorous birds and the parasitic insects, the crops would be utterly destroyed

by them. In Holderuess, in Yorkshire, their numbers, in some seasons, are so great

that hundreds of acres of pasture are destroyed by them ; as many as 210 of the larvse

have been found there under a square foot of turf.

It is difficult to know how to deal with this insect, the larva being tough and

thick-skinned. Lime will not hurt it, and the habit it has of feeding in the m'ght

prevents the birds from destroying it, as they otherwise would do, above ground;

the rooks and starlings will seek them under the turf, and do good service, and

ought to be encouraged instead of persecuted. The gnats may be taken by hand by

women and children, or with small nets. Some advise rolling the land early in the

spring mornings. Curtis recommends digging round the plants affected, and thus

unearthing the larvpe. This would do in gardens, but would be too tedious and

expensive on a large scale, and they would probably efl'cct all the mischief before tlic

remedy could be applied.

Snake Millipedes {lulus Londinensis and lulus terrestris).—These insects infest the

potatoes in great numbers, when they begin to decay from the attacks of the wire-worms,

and complete their destruction. They are curled up in the earth during the winter, but

a slight degree of warmth in the atmosphere wakes them up again to life and activity.

They are fond of fruit, and may be destroyed in gardens by placing slices of apple

under tins, or in baskets of moss. These and the next species. Centipedes or Scolopendra,

belong to the order Chilopoda, and the family Scolopendrice, and are all included by

Linnseus in the genus Scolopendra. There are two species of these animals—for natu-

ralists do not class them amongst insect tribes—namely, Lithobius forftcatus, or the
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thirty-foot, and Geophiliis longicornis, wliicli is supposed by Curtis to bo the true Scolo-

pendra electrica of Linuseus.

The thirty-foot is about au inch iu leugth, aud a lino and a lialf broad, and is of a

ferruginous or oclircous colour ; two long- horns, composed of ibrty joints, large

orbicular head, armed with powerful jaws; a group of granulated eyes on each side; a

flattened body, composed of sixteen plates like scales; fifteen pairs of bristly legs, the

hinder pair being the longest.

The Gcop/iilus lon(/iconus is from 2i to 3 inches in length, and not more than J or

J of a line broad. Its colour is shining bright, ochreous ; its head oval with a strong

ja\y on each side, terminating in a sharp blackish claw no eyes ; horns thrice as

long as the head, and composed of fourteen joints ; body composed of a multitude of

transverse segments, with from fifty-one to fifty-five pairs of short legs, all of one length.

This singular animal moves with a waving motion from right to left, doubling when

it turns, and having the singular faculty of secreting and emitting a phosphoric fhiid,

which it leaves behind iu its path, exhibiting, in a dark night, a luminous line of

light, sometimes two or three feet in length. This is mostly the case in spring and

autumn when the animals are pairing. It is not known whether this faculty is

possessed by both the sexes ;
" and if they be quite blind," says Curtis, " the light

must be bestowed upon them for reasons which as yet remain hidden from us." Tlie

female deposits its eggs to the number of from thirty to fifty iu a small packet, in a cell

formed in the earth, and she remains with them till they are hatched, which is at the

end of a fortnight or three weeks, her body coiled round the eggs, incubating and

constantly turning and attending to them. They hybernate in the earth during the

winter, and subsist partly on succulent roots, ripe fruit, aud decaying vegetable matters,

only coming out at night, apparently in search of food.

The potato, when afl'ected by disease, attracts a considerable number of species

of insects and animals which assist in its decomposition. Curtis speaks of eighteen

different ones in this country, the most ab\indant and troublesome of which are the

Acarus farina; of De Guerin, or the Tyroglyphus farbice, its present name ; and the

Acarus mbuitns.

The Acarus farince is like a minute globule of fat, being of a pellucid shining white,

with a rusty cloud on the back, and is not larger than a grain of sand. It is oval, has

long rusty hairs scattered over its body. The thorax is small, the head and mouth

form a horny cone, the eight legs are short, stout, and tapering, all six-jointed, and

terminated by a strong hooked claw. This insect abounds in flour, and is very difficult

to separate from it ; but this is of little consequence, as it does not affect the taste of

the flour, nor is it unwholesome. The diseased potatoes are its favourite food, and it

rapidly assists in reducing the tubers to their original elements, leaving nothing but the

husk, and a watery substance within it, all the starch being devoured by this and

other insects.

The Acarus minutus is a little oval, convex, shining beetle, not more than half a

line long, of a dark chestnut colour ; its head is bent down like that of a pig in search

of food, the feelers only being visible. It has two eleven-jointed horns, small lateral

eyes, broad and punctured thorax, a pair of folded wings beneath the elytra, six slender

legs lying close to the body in repose, with short, slender, five-jointed feet. In its

habits it resembles the Acarus farince, and, with many others of the same genus, is
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found ill deca3'iiig melons, cucumbers, potatoes, and other vegetables; it also frequents

dunghills, and breeds in the dung of dift'erent animals.

The jiotato in a decaying state is made the abode of various flies, or rather their

larvse, which feed upon it and hasten its dissolution. Curtis states that out of one

partially diseased potato he bred 128 flies, besides many more that died in the pupa state,

and a multitude of smaller flies. All these belonged to the order Dip/era, and the

foUovring to the family Tipulidce, and the genus Psychoda.

PsycJioda Nervosa.—The larvse of this fly are found in abundance in rotten potatoes,

and in decaying leaves and dunghills. They sometimes swarm in outhouses and

drains, or anywhere whence putrescent smells proceed. The males are as large again as

the females ; in colour, ashy white, clothed with longish wool. The head is concealed in

the thorax ; the eyes are black, large, and lunate ; the horns are as long as the thorax,

and comprise eleven joints ; the abdomen is short, and of a dirty colour ; the two wings,

when at rest, meet over the back, they are irridescent, very large, oval, and lanceolate,

with a hairy margin. Six woolly legs, with five-jointed feet. Length | line, expanse

3 lines. The larvse are not ^ a line long, of a yellowish-white, cylindrical, spindle-

shaped, with eleven distinct annulations under the head. The tail is elongated and

tubular. The pupa is f line long, and ferruginous.

There are three or four species of other flies bred in decayed potatoes. They belong

to a numerous family, of which thirty distinct species are found in England. Meigeii

calls them Sciara, and Latreille Molobrus, but the former name is that which they go

by. The following are the potato species :

—

Sciara Facata.—The larvse of this fly are little slender worms, about 3 lines in

length, whitish, opaque, but transparent in water. They comprise thirteen segments, the

viscera forming an ochreous line; the head is shining black, and tapering; the tail

blunt. The pupa is minute, cylindrical, and elliptical, first of a tawny, and afterwards

of a dark colour. The flies that emerge from them are not more than 1 line in length
;

the male is inky black, the head small and spherical, horns shortish and slender, bodj'

greenish black, margins of the segments pale ; two wings rather smoky, resting flat ou

the back ; balancers dirty yellow ; six legs, pale olive.

The Death's-head Moth, which takes its lugubrious name from the figure of a

human skull portrayed on its back, is a very remarkable as well as large insect, being

nearly as large as a bat. The larva is 3 inches long, and as thick as a man's little

finger. It was very scarce in the United Kingdom until the year 18-16, when it

appeared in great numbers on the potato crops, and no doubt assisted in destroying

them by devouring the foliage. Previous to that year so rare were the native insects

that as much as half a guinea was paid for a single pure specimen. It is very destructive

in the apiary, for it enters the hives and devours the honey. It is said to obtain

entrance by imitating the note of the queen bee ; and being clothed with close velvet

over its horny case, it bids defiance to the stings of the otherwise irascible denizens

of the hive.

This moth belongs to the order Lepidoptera, the family Sphini/idce, and the genus

Acheroniia. Its scientific name is Acherontia atropns, the Death's head, or Bee Tiger

Moth. Its wings expand 5 or 6 inches, and are clotlied with a short, thick, pile-like

velvet; eyes large and prominent; horns placed at the back of the head, short, stout,

and lilack ; a short stout proboscis in front of the head, which is rolled up when in repose

;
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the thorax and superior wiugs are black ; ou the former is the orango-coloiircd figure ol'

the skullj witli the ueck and collar bones ; the abdomen is black, with a greyish stripe

down the back, and five or six long orange spots ou each side, alternating witli as many

black bauds ; wings sloping in repose, superior, black, minutely freckled with white and

rusty patches, and transverse waved lines j inferior wings bright orange, with two black

indented bars nearly parallel with the orange-spotted margin; six stout legs, with two

strong claws to each foot.

The larva, when full grown, is of a yellowish-green tint, with seven oblique bands

on each side, blue, white, and lilac, and forming acute angles on the back ; the head is

horny, and furnished with strong jaws ; it has six pectoral feet like claws, eight abdo-

minal feet, and two oval ones, with a rough curled tail; on each side are some breathing

pores, called spiracles. It buries itself in the earth when mature, and emitting a fluid

from its mouth by the action of its head and body, forms it into a smooth oval cell of

a chestnut coloui-, which having completed, it sheds its skin, and is transformed into a

chrysalis, enclosed in the cell. The head of the pupa is blunted, the tail pointed, the

eyes, proboscis, and wings Avell defined, and the body composed of several rings, with

its breathing-pores on each side. If touched, it wriggles its body to and fro. This

transformation takes place in July, and the moth comes forth in September or October.

The late hatched larva remains in the pupa state throughout the winter, and comes forth

from its case in May or June. It is subject to the attacks of the largest of the British

Ichneumons, the Tragus atropos, which deposits its eggs in the body of the larva, where

they hatch, and the maggots grow to a large size, and become pupoe within its victim,

and from thence emerge moths.

Sciara quinqiie lineala, Sciara Piilicaria, and Sciara punctata belong to the same

family, Tipultda, and all are bred in the potato in great numbers when the tubers are in

a decaying state. The Musca stabulans is a larger species of fly belonging to the family

Muscid<B, but has the same habit of frequenting the decayed potatoes in which the larva

are bred and accumulate just the same as maggots in meat. They are fat and whitish,

with a black proboscis at the head formed of two horny claws, and at the tail two

spiracles, like two black horny knobs.

Anthomyia tuberosa is another fly, of which Curtis bred fifty-eight specimens from

one potato. The maggot is horny, spiny, and of a dun colour. The head is pointed,

the sides bristly, with two rows of bristles down the back, and six at the tail, which are

hairy at the base. The pupa is similar to the larva, only more convex. The male fly

is 2i lines long, and expands 5^. It is greyish black, and bristly ; the thorax with five

broad stripes down the back ; body with four ochreous spots ou the second and third

segments ; balancers tawny ; leg.s black, base of shanks rusty. Females ashy-slate

colom', the five lines on the thorax distinct ; body ovate-eonie, with two indistinct

slightly transparent ochreous spots on the second abdominal segment.

These disgusting larvse are frequently ejected from the human stomach and intestines,

where they have no doubt been inti-odueed in the egg from eating half-cooked vegetables

;

and they produce very dangerous symptoms. There are sixty known species of flies

living on the potato whilst in the larva state, bat we have described the most injurious,

and it would only render the account unnecessarily tedious to recapitulate the rest.

We refer to the excellent work of ^Mr. Curtis for a description of them.
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INSECTS AFFECTING THE CLOVER CROPS, ETC.

Tlie complaint amongst agriculturists that the land is become clover-sick, may
probably be ascribed to several causes totally irrespective of the one to which it is

ascribed. Bad seed is one fatal cause for the failure of this plant. A large proportion

of the clover-seed is imported, and is doubtless mixed, old and new together
;
probably,

in some cases, heated by l)eing laid up in a damp state. Such seeds, if they vegetate at

all, will produce vreak plants that cannot stand tlie frosts of winter, and in that season

they die and leave those blanks so frequently seen in the clover-fields. Independent of

this, those fields are the nurseries of an innumerable army of flies and other insects,

which attack the plants of clover both above and beneath, the foliage and the root.

Most of the insects we have already described, the Crane-flies, the Chlorops, tlie Oscinns,

the Curculio lineatus, &c. &c., settle upon the clover-fields, and assist in rendering

abortive the labour of the husbandman. The last-named beetle, or weevil, sometimes

swarms in the clover, of which the leaves are completely riddled by them. Besides the

above insects, however, there are others peculiar to, or at least that appear to prefer, the

clover plant, as the Apion Africans, or purple clover weevil; Apion assimile, Apion

flavipes, the Dutch clover weevil ; Bombijx trifoUi, the grass or clover eggar moth, &c.

Tlie Apion Africans, or Purple Clover JFeevil, is of a shining bluish black, pear-shaped,

the body being oval, and tapering from the tliorax, elongating the head into a slender

proboscis. The mouth is placed at the extremity of this, and is composed of two horny

mandibles, terminated by three teeth; below these are two maxillae, broad and flattened.

On the wing-cases are sixteen punctured furrows, and beneath them are folded a pair of

ample wings. Near the base of the head are two eyes ; and on each side of the rostrum

are a pair of eleven-jointed horns, terminated by a small club. The six legs are bright

ochreous in colour, as are also the horns, whilst the tips of the thighs are black. The

male is rather smaller than the female.

This diminutive insect, which is scarcely 3 lines in length, is produced in sucli

numbers on the clover-field in some seasons, that a crop is soon destroyed by them.

Mr. Trenchard, of Sherborne, gave the following account of their ravages in tlie year

1844 to Mr. Curtis :
—"I have a field of clover which has been twice mown; and there

is now a fine after-math. The part of the field near the stack has been lately attacked

by a small black wee\d], which advances in a semicircle, totally destroying every leaf,

leaving only the fibre. I should think there are on some of the leaves as many as 100

or 150. Since last night they have eaten nearly as much as would have kept a sheep.

In September they seemed to have been somewhat weakened by the late heavy rains.

They destroy every leaf in their progress." *

The apions appear in greatest number at the time the clover is in flower, and then tlic

female deposits its eggs. These are hatched into little white fat maggots, which curl

themselves up at the base of the calyces, through which they pierce a hole, and feed

through it upon the seed. In this position they change to pupae, and are liatched to

beetles in about twelve days ; but the later broods remain in the pupa state till the

following spring. When patches of discoloured or brownish heads are seen in a clover-

field, it is a certain proof that the weevils are at work upon it. This insect has long

been known, and its ravages reported to the Linna;an Society. In 1800 tlie loss of

* Curtis " On Farm lusccls," p. 477.
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clover-seed by its depredations was very great, and one gro^ycr of tliat seed estimated

his loss at upwards of .£5 per acre by this insect.

Apion assimile.—This weevil is smaller than the last, but in other respects is similar,

except that its colour is not quite so bright. It remains in force iu the clover-field,

pastures, &c., from April to October.

Apion flavipes [the Dutch Clover IVeevil.)—This difl'ers little from the foregoing,

except iu being more slcuder iu shape, and its legs being a bright oehreous colour, with

black feet. It feeds upon the seeds of the Dutch clover [Trifolium repens) iu the same

way as the A. Africans; and its ravages are equally great in some seasons, especially in

the month of May. All these weevils are preyed upon by hymenopterous insects, but

their numbers and diminutive size render it impossible to apply any human means for

their destruction. The only way to save a crop is by cutting it before the flower is fully

developed ; for, as the larvse only feed upon the seed in its first stage of formation, the

evil will thus be averted. Where clover is fed off, of course the weevil is prevented

from making a settlement. In addition to this, other preventive measures are recom-

mended, as never allowing clover to remain more than two years iu succession ; uot

allowing clover infested with the weevil to mature its seed ; and drying the clover by

fermentation, as iu Germany, in making brown hay. The heat of clover on the stack,

when put together green, reaches 149° Fahr. ; and the gases thus formed are said to be

suflBcientlj^ deleterious to destroy the larvte of the apion.

Bombyx (Laseocampa) trifolii {the Clover Eggar Moth.)—This is iu colour a

uniform foxy ochre. The wings of the male expand 2 inches, and those of the female

still more ; the upper ones have a transverse oehreous line towards the margin, and a

cream-coloured spot on the disc. The eggs are laid singly ; and the caterpillars, when

hatched, are small, black, and hairy. As they cast their skins, they also change their

colour ; and, when full-grown, are large hairy caterpillars, fully 3 ijiches in length, and

as thick as a swan's quill. They have six pectoral, eight abdominal, and two anal feet,

and are of a pale smoky or oehreous colour. They change to chrysalides in the ground,

where they form a tough brown case, and are hatched to moths iu July and August.

Sometimes they weave silken webs on grass or herbage above ground, enclosing

themselves, and changing to the pupa form. Sometimes they remain in that state for

two years. Although principally found in the clover-field, this insect is omnivorous, and

will devour almost any kind of vegetable matter. It has an enemy in parasites of the

family Ichneumonidce, one of which, the Peltastes dentatus, is specially devoted to its

destruction.

Euclidia ghjphica [the Burnet Moth.)—The wings of this moth expand from 1 to

li inch. It has a small globose head, on the top of which are the horns ; the thorax and

body are hairy ; wings slightly deflected. The head and thorax are orange-brown ; the

body black, with oehreous hairs ; the upper wings rosy brown, with a broad rich brown

fascia across the middle; under wings orange, the base and fringe black; under side

bright orange, with a black spot in the centre. The caterpillars ai-e cylindrical, have no

hairs, six pectoral, four abdominal, and two anal feet ; colour buff striped ; head and

belly brown. They feed on the purple clover, and on the mullen [Verbascum). They

iindergo the transformation on the stems of plants, where they form cocoons, white and

elongated. The chrysalis is brown, powdered with blue. The moth is hatched in the

beginning of June. They are found in greatest abundance on chalky soils.
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Euclidia mi {the Shepton Moth).—The caterpillars of this moth feed on clover,

lucerne, medick [Medicago falcata), and the grasses, and arrive at maturity the end of

August. They are like the previous ones, except in being of a pale blue colour. The

moth is greyish ; the iipper wings have a broad blackish baud, margined with ochre,

with a round black dot towards the costa, and a large lomate one, edged externally with

ochre; under wings black, with a large bright ochreous spot near the base, and two

waved bands, divided by black veins.

Apion pomonm, Fab. A. carulescens, Kirby.—The maggots of this weevil attach

themselves particularly to vetches, which are sometimes greatly injured by them. The

beetle is larger than the clover apions, and is covered thickly with short white hairs

;

the head is punctured, the trunk also, and tinged with blue, with a channel behind

;

wing-cases blue, with eighteen furrows ; wings ample ; rostrum shining, bottle-shaped,

and slender at the tip in the male, but stouter, bent, and conical in the female ; six legs,

moderately long; feet four-jointed; length from If to 2^ lines. The female lays her

eggs in the pods of the bush-vetch [Vicia sepium) in July, and about the middle of

August they are hatched. The larva is of a dirty ochreous colour, and is found in a

cell formed in the seed of the vetch, where also it undergoes the change into a pupa,

and is eventually hatched as a beetle. This is found in abundance in hedgerows,

heaths, on fir-trees, oaks, &c. ; but it is iu the fields that it is most to be feared
;

for, wheu in force, it commits great ravages upon the tares and other fodder plants,

the seeds of which are destroyed by it. There are several species of it, as A.

punctiger, A. subsulcatum, &c. ; a moth also, the Litho bromiella. All these prey upon

the vetch.

Apion Kedisari.—This insect feeds on the saiufoiu, and is chiefly to be found in the

chalky districts of Kent and Sussex. Very little is known of this insect, or its trans-

formations ; but it is genei'xilly seeu ou the flowers of the plant from ]\'Iay till October,

and is from 1^ to If line long, of a plumbeous black colour, thinly clothed with fine

cinereous hairs ; head subquadrate ; eyes prominent ; thorax nearly square, plumbeous

black, and shining; legs moderately long, and black.

Chrysomela pobjgoni.—This beetle sometimes is very destructive to the tares, aud

also infests the knot-grass {Polygonum aviculare), whence its name. It is oblong-ovate

and very convex; the mouth comprises au upper lip, two mandibles or jaws for biting,

two maxillaj with two feelers, and au under lip with two feelers; horns longish, black,

eleven-jointed; head small, greenish, or deep blue; thorax convex, shining, reddish;

wing-cases deeply punctured, violet-blue or green, covering an ample pair of wings

;

breast and abdomen blue ; legs reddisli ; length from If to 2^ lines.

Aphis vicice, Fab. A. pisi, Curtis.—These insects feed on the tares. The females

are large, and of a bright green colour. They also infest the peas, aud up to June arc

all apterous, but after that time arc found with wings. They greatly injure the crops

to which they attach themselves.

Earwigs.—Of these destructive insects there are only two species in this country,

namely, Forficula auricularia and F. borealis. They form a distinct order, called

Dermaptera, and are included in the family Forficiilidce. The F. auricularia infest

almost every crop, injiu-ing its fructification liy feeding on the pollen of tlic flowers, and

thus preventing impregnation. They have a delicate pair of wings, concealed under the

scales, which cover the back ; and may l)e seen ou tlic wing in the sunshine, and during
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moonlight uiglits. The female lays a cluster of oval opaque yellowish eggs, over which

she broods and nestles as a hen does. The young ones begin to feed as soou as they

are hatched, and are accompanied and protected by the parent insect. They arc very

destructive to fruit of all kinds, and the ilower garden is peculiarly liable to their

depredations, as they lie concealed amongst the petals, and literally tear them to pieces.

The habits of the F. boreaUs are similar to the other ; it is chiefly found in the

north of England and Scotland, hut is also observed in other parts of the country. It

is rather larger than the F. auricidaris, which is only 7 lines long, whilst this is from 8

to 9. They both prey upon other insects, and, when hard pressed by hunger, will even

devour each other. They live all the year, and in winter lie under clods, stones, the

bark of trees, &e., in a semi-torpid state. Gardeners destroy them by placing flower-pots

reversed on the top of flower-sticks, to which the earwigs will resort during the day, and

may easily be collected and killed.

Stap/iyHnus Oleus—the Fetid Hove Beetle, vulgarly called the •'devil's coach-

horse," on aceoimt of its irascible and ferocious nature. It is of a dead black colour,

thickly covered with minute points, and with short, stifle, fine hairs, which appear

iridescent in the sun. The head is broad and depressed, and is furnished with two

powerful jaws and two short horns ; the wing-cases are small, quadi-ate, covering two

tawny wings, which are too short for flight ; the trunk is orbicular, the body more than

half the length of the beetle, and tapers towards the tail, being composed of seven

segments; the six legs are strong, the thighs and shanks short—length \\ inch. The

larvse are as ferocious as the beetle, and feed entirely on animal substances, in default

of other food devouring each other. They are frequently found full-grown in the

spring in turning over the ground, and are thence supposed to live through the

winter. When about to change into pupse they retire under stones, and form

an oblique hole, there to undergo the transformation. In about fifteen days the

perfect beetle is hatched, and is at first yellowish, but becomes black in twenty-

four hours. It is a determined enemy to the earwigs, destroying and devouring

great numbers of them, first decapitating them and then eating the body, rejecting

the horny head and thorax. It is, therefore, rather the friend than the enemy of the

farmer.

Noctua yraminis, the Antler Moth, helongs to the family Noctidce. It is found in

abundance in Scotland and Ireland, less numerous in England, but general in the

mountainous parts of the Continent. In its larva state it destroys the pastures by

devouring the roots of the grasses. At Toplitz, in Bohemia, the caterpillars were so

numerous, on one occasion, that in four and a half days 200 men found 23 bushels of

them, or 4,500,000, in 60 bushels of mould.* In 1816-17 such were the devasta-

tions they committed in the Hartz territory, that whole hills were in one night con-

verted from a bright green to a rusty brown, the surface being undermined and the

roots of the grasses devoured by them.

The males of the Antler moth are smaller than the females, and are of a reddish

brown ; wings slightly deflected when at rest ; superior wings with pale nervures,

the central one ochreous, an oblong spot at the base, of the same colour, another

towards the middle, and one above it, duller ; they are relieved by a dark brown or

black tint, with a line of spots of the same colour near the hinder margin ; under wings

* Curlis, " Farm luiccts,'' p. 507.
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aud body blackish^ the tip of the latter ochreous,. -vvitli a smoky Hue along the middle

of the upper wings. Expanse of wings IJ inch. The caterpillar is an inch long, with

six pectoral, eight abdominal, aud two anal feet, smooth, aud of a dull grey ; brown or

blackish colour, with three yellow lines down the back and sides, which meet at the

apex. It is full grown about Midsummer, and then frequently leaves the earth below

in search of a spot wherein to change to a chrysalis, forming nicks in moss and under

stones for that purpose. The rooks and crows do good service to the farmer by seeking

out and devouring these destructive insects. It is recommended to apjjly a strong

dressing of lime to the land in spring, or to water the places subject to their inroads

with lime-water in damp weather ; or to strew the ground with ashes of coal, peat, or

turf, or lye ashes.*

Ants.—These insects are of the order Hymenoptera, the family FormicidiE, and the

genus Formica. There are eight or nine species, and they are so well known, generally,

that they require no description. The most eligible plan of getting rid of auts from

pasture lands, where they do most mischief, is by burning the ant-hills which contain

the eggs ; and by pouring hot water into their holes, which are easily found. Ihe best

method of treating the hillocks is by the process called iu Norfolk, " gelding." The

hillock is divided by the spade into four parts. The turf is then pared off and turned

back ; then the interior is dug out, aud either burned or scattered about. Either hot or

cold water may then be poured into the hole thus formed, which will destroy the ants

;

after this the turf may be replaced flat, and will soon recover. The operation should be

performed between Michaelmas and Christmas.

SECTION XXII.

WEEDS.

Pbofessok. Buckman says that " there is, perhaps, no one object, the nature of which

is so well understood, whose definition is yet so uncertain, as that of a weed. The

schoolboy, with his own little patch of garden ground, knows almost by instinct, when

his seeds come up, which are weeds and which the desired crop, and he carefully

removes those that are undesired ; and all such, whatever their nature and properties,

are weeds ; so that we may define a weed to be every plant differing from the crop, and

growing with the crop to its hindrance. Viewed in this light, most of our wild, and even

cultivated, plants may take the place of weeds. Thus, potatoes left in the soil may

completely smother a succeeding crop, or the shed seeds of a former crop may germi-

nate amid a new one ; aud in both cases, their removal by weeding will be necessary to

success." t

It is generally understood by naturalists, and by practical farmers also, that the

" Curtis, " r.irm Insects," \>. BOO.

t Morton's " CyclopasJia of AgricuUuic," Art. WKf.ui.
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physical character of a soil may be ascertained by the weeds, or other plants, growing

naturally thereon. And although this test does not hold good in all cases, because

there are plants that are common to all soils, yet, as a general rule, it may to a

certain extent be relied on. Soils themselves, however, are frequently so much altered

and ameliorated by cultivation and admixture, that their nature is changed. Thus, the

application of 150 loads of marl to a blowing sand, must have a material effect upon

the natm-al vegetation growing thereon. We all know, too, the effect of thorough

drainage upon a wet clay or a wet gravelly loam, in banishing the water plants common
to them, whilst, on the other hand, other plants spring up and flourish, unknown to tlie

.soil previously, and indicating the new character it has assumed by the improvement.

Some of these are undoubtedly introduced amongst the seed-corn, or the cultivated

grasses, and are, therefore, common to all tilled soils; yet the extent and degree to

which they flourish, gives some information of the character and condition of that in

which they are found.

W^eeds are divided naturally into annual, biennial, and perennial. The annual

weeds, thougli most abundant, are not the most difficult to eradicate, because possessing,

generally, what may be called a transitory root, they are easily destroyed if properly

attended to in the earlier stages of their growth. If then checked, the crop of grain or

roots will soon gain such an ascendency as to smother them entirely, or render them

too weak to form their seed properly, and they die abortive. The biennial do not

generally perfect their seeds until the second year, and are, therefore, easily extirpated

if dealt with the first year by destroying their tap-roots entirely, and not merely cutting

off their heads or crowns, which latter would only cause them to throw out fresh stems

from the parent stool. These also should always be removed when drawn out of the

soil, otherwise, if left, they will throw out rooty fibres, and still bring to perfection the

'seed, to prevent which has been the object of weeding. Frequently have we seen

docks {riunex), after being pulled up, laid in heaps in the furrows, where they have,

upon the first shower, struck out fresh roots and thus perfected their seed ,• the very

process their being pulled up was intended to prevent.

The perennial weeds die down at the approach of winter, leaving their roots in a

state of rest until the spring, when the buds that were formed in the autumn repeat

the process of the previous year. Some of these are exceedingly difficult to eradicate,

so strong are their powers of reproduction. Thus the Triticum repens, or twitch grass,

like the polypus, may be cut or broken into any number of pieces, and every piece with

a knot, will form a root and a stem. The common bindweed {Convolvulus ai'vensis), and

many others, possess this faculty ; and some of them strike their roots down so deep

in the soil as to require very deep tillage to get at them, and the difficulty is to destroy

them on the surface, and prevent their growth. This can only be done by repeatedly

cutting off the head and preventing their seeding. It is said that a dock requires to be

cut down seventeen times to destroy it. It is, therefore, of little use merely cutting

such plants at the surface, with the hoe, two or three times in the season, as they will

certainly spring again, and perfect their seed by the time the corn is ripe. The

following list and arrangement of weeds are chiefly taken from Stephens's " Book of the

Farm," and represent the different kinds that prevail on an uncultivated and a cultivated

soil.

VOL. II. Q Q
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AVEEDS ARRANGED ACCORDING TO THE SOIL AND ITS CUNDriTON IN A LOW COUNTRY.

Ox Clay Soils in a State of Natuke.

Spiraa tdmaria, Queen of the meadow.

Angelica sylvestris, Wild angelica.

Eanunculus lingua;, Great spear-wort.

Siimex acctoza, Common sorrel.

On good Clay Soils Air-TEii Cvltivation.

Riimex obi iisifalius, Common broad-leaved dock.

Senetio vulgaris, Gronndael.

Lapsann communis. Nipple-wort.

Agroftcmma gclhigo. Com cockle or pcipple.

Matricaria chamomilla. Wild chamomile.

Sonchus olcraceus. Common sow-thistle.

On Thin Clays in theik Natural State.

Ranunculus acris, Upright meadow crowfoot.

Aira cccspitosa. Tufted hak-grass.

EquisetuM arrense, Corn horsetail.

Stachis paluslris, Marsh wound-wort.

Thin Clays or Clay Lo.\ms under Cvltivatiok.

Tussilago farfara. Common coksfoot.

Sinapis ari'cnsis. Wild mustard.

Polygonum aviculare. Knot-grass.

On Deep Strong Clayey Loam, on a PoRors Svh-

soiL, in a State of Nature.

Silene injiaia. Bladder campion.

Antirrhinum linaria. Toad flax.

Scabiosa arvensis. Field scabious.

Ccntaurea scabiosa, Great knapweed.

Pohjgonum amphibium. Redshank.

Dactglis glomerata. Rough cocksfoot grass.

On Thin Strong Clay Loam, on a Porous Svd-

soii, IN A State of Nature.

Ononis arvensis. Common rest-harrow.

Trifolium arvensc, Haresfoot trefoil.

Trifolium procumbms. Hop trefoil.

On both Deep and Thin Clayey Solls, on a

Porous Subsoil, after Cultivation.

Anagallis arvensis. Scarlet pimpernel.

Veronica /icderifolia, Ivy-leafed speedwell.

Sinapis nigra, Black mustard.

Ervum hirsutunt. Hairy tare or pelter.

Herbaceous Plants peouijar to Sandy Soils in a

State of Nature.

Lotus coniiculatus, Birdsfoot trefoil.

Campanula rotuudifolia. Common bluebell.

Euphrasia officinalis. Eye-bright.

Anthoxanthum odoralum, Sweet scented vernal grass.

After cultivation the following appear as weeds :

—

Upergula arvensis, Common spurry.

Lamiuin purpureum. Purple dead-nettle.

Fumaria officinalis, Common fumitory.

Thlaspi bursm-pastoris, Shepherd's-pui'so.

Schleranthtis annuus. Common knaweU.

Gnaphaliwn gcrmanicum. Common cud-wocd.

Triticum rcpcns. Common couch-gTass.

Sandy Loam, on Clay Subsoil, in a State of

Nature.

Juncua effitisus. Common or soft rush.

Achillts ptarmica. Sneeze-wort.

Fotentilla anscrina. Wild tansey or silon weed.

Artemisia vulgaris, Hug-wort.

After oultivation the following appear on

soil;

—

Jlaphanus raphanistrum, Charlock.

Fumcx aectosilla. Sheep's sorrel.

Chrysanthemum segetum. Com marigold.

Juncus bufonius, Toad rush.

this

Sandy Loam, upon a Porous Subsoil, in a State

OF Nature.

Genista scoparia. Common broom.

Centanrca nigra. Black knap-weed.

Galium verum. Hollow bed-straw.

SenecioJacobea, Common rag- weed.

This soil, when cultivated, yields Iho fuUowing

plants most conspicuously ;

—

Mentha arvensis, Common corn mint.

Ccntaurea cyanus. Blue-wort

Sficrardia arvensis. Com madder.

Lithospermum arvense. Corn gromwell.

Atchimilla arvensis, Parsloy-pest.

Arena clatior, Tall oat-grass.

Cnicui arvensis. Com thistle.
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Alluvial Deposits, in a state of uature, yield a

vegetation indicative of a vret and strong soil

and subsoil.

Aruiido phragmites, Common reed.

Junciis conglomeratm, Round-headed rush.

Agrostia alba, AViite bent-grass.

Toa aquatica, Keed meadow-grass.

Paajiuitam, Floating meadow-grass.

Makitime Beaches, cONSisimo chiefly of Tebbles.

Silene maritima, Sea-side campion.

JPIanlago maritima. Sea plantain.

Glaitx maritima. Black salt-wort.

Jfulmonaria maritima, Sea lung-wort.

i'rgiigiuiH maritimum, Sea hoUy.

Saltola kali, Glass-wort.

Lacustkine Beaches.

Prunella vulgaris, Self-heal.

Kiibus fruticosus. Common bramble.

Bcllis peminis, Common daisy.

Plantago media, Hoary plantain.

Fluviate Beaches, ob Kiver Banks and Siiokes.

Anthyllis vulneraria, Common kidney vetch.

Silene maritima, Sea-side campion.

Polygonum avicularc, Knot-grass.

Achillea millefolium, Common yarrow.

Alchemilla vulgaris, Common lady's-mantle.

Galium vcrum, Hollow bed-straw.

Teesdalia nudicaulis, Naked-stalked Teesdalia.

Zinum catharticum, Pui'ge-flax.

Saxifraga aizoides. Yellow saxifrage.

Apargia autumimlis, Autimmal apargia.

In such soils as the above beaches the vegetation

is generally thin and scanty. In wet seasons it

becomes luxuriant, but in dry weather it is liable to

be burnt up by the heat of the sun.

On Gkavel, whether water-worn, or on the sides of

mountains or in gravel-pits, in the interior of the

low country, the following plants are found :

—

Polygonum aviculare. Knot-grass.

Rumex acetosella. Sheep's sorrel.

Agrostis vulgaris. Common bent-grass.

Aira curyaphyllea. Silvery hair-grass.

Featuca duriuscula. Hard fescue grass.

Arenaria eerphyllifolia. Thyme-leaved sand-wort.

Hieracium murorum, Wall hawk-weed.

Papacer dubium, Long smooth-headed poppy.

Paparer rficeas. Common scarlet poppy.

Polygonum convolvulus. Climbing buckwheat.

Chinopodium urbicum. Upright goosefoot.

Zolium perenne. Perennial rye-grass.

Bromus mollis, Soft broom-grass.

Geavel on the sea-shore produces the following :

—

Cakile maritima. Sea rocket.

Chinopodium maritimum. Sea-side goosefoot.

Airiplex laciniata. Frosted sea-arache.

Silene maritima, Sea-side campion.

All these plants disappear on cultivation, except
the common reed, which keeps possession of tho soil

for an iiidefinito period amidst tho best cultivation.

But where such soil is badly cultivated, the corn
thistle, Cnicus arvcusia, is a very troublesome weed.
In other respects, tho weeds are the same as on
cultivated clays.

Gravel on the sides of rivers, with a wot subsoil

produces the following plants :

—

Juncus bufonius. Toad-rush.

Juncus acutijlorus. Sharp-flowered rush.

Littorella lacustris. Plantain shore-weed.

Dkifting Sands, Links, or Downs, ha\'e a [leeuliar

vegetation :

—

^Irundo arenaria, Sea-bent.

Triticumjunceum, Sand-wheat grass.

Festuca duriuscula. Hard fescue grass.

Carcx arenaria. Sand carex.

Galium verum. Hollow bed-straw.

Wet Moors produce tho following plants :

Salix repens. Dwarf sQky willow.

Pinguicula vulgaris, Butterwort.

Carex pilulifcra. Round-fruited carex.

Juncus squarrosus. Moss-bush.

Scirjjus caspitosus. Scaly-stalked club-rush.

Parnassia palnstris, Grass of Parnassus.

Dry Mooks containing much peat-earth, and
resting on a porous, sandy, or gravelly subsoil,

produce the following plants :

—

Genista anglica. Middle green-weed, or petty whin.
Kardus stricta. Mat-grass.

Viola lutea. Yellow mountain violet.

Tormentilla officinalis, Common tormeutil.

Gnaphalium divicum, Mountain cud-weed.

Marshes in the interior produce the following :

ZychnisJlos-cuculi, Ragged robin.

Menynnthis trifoliata, Fringed buck-bean.

Caltha palustris. Marsh marigold.

Veronica bcccabungu, Brook-lime.

Comarum palustrc, Marsh cinqueibil.

Galium tiliginosum, Marsh bed-straw.

M.uisHEs, when dried and cultivated, are still liable

to produce the following plants :

—

Tussilago farfara, Common coltsfoot.

Pilusites hybrida. Common butter-bur.

Galium aparine. Goose-grass.

On Dry Pe.vt Moss are found :—
Erica tclralis. Cross-leaved wath.

Calluna vulgaris. Common ling.

Agrostis canina, Dog bent-grass.

On Wet Peat Moss :

—

Ercophorum polystachium. Cotton-grass.

Vaccinium oxycoccus, Orange-berry.

Q Q 2
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On MouNTAixous Pastdkes, at moderate heights,

the following: plants prevail :

—

Calluna vulgaris, Common ling.

Astfafftjlis iirakusis, Hairy milk-vetch.

Dnjas octopctalttj Mountain avens.

Salix reticulata, Reticulated willow.

GnapltaKum alpiimm, Mountain cud-weed.

liiibcrs chatntemonis, Cloud-berry.

Aibaiiis uva-nrsi, Common bear-berry.

In Wet Places in Mouni.un Pastures the fol-

lowing plants thrive ;

—

JiiHCus cffiisus, Soft rush.

Holcus mollis, Soft meadow-grass, or Yorkshii-e fog.

Carcx ciespiiosa, Eisp.

Jmicus acutijlonts, Sprat.

C'airx panicea. Pry.

Scabiosa succisa, Dcvil's-bit scabiouB.

Jli/imnm palmtre. Marsh-fog.

On Mossv Soils, in very elevated mountain pas-

tures, the following plants are found :

—

Calluna vulgaris. Common Ung.

J^nipetrum nigrum, Crow-beriy.

£rica tetralix. Cross-leaved heath.

Zycopodium davatnm, \ „, .

J^ ,. , , > Club-moss.
Lycopodium alpinuni,

\

Jttiicus sqnarrosiis, Stool-bent.

Equisetum palustrc, Paddock-pipe.

Scirpns atspitoaus, Deerhair.

Kartlicciuin ossifragum. Yellow gi'ass.

Mdica cmrulca \ -m -l ^ j.

„ , , ^ IJ ly-bent, or rot-grass.
aesbrea carulca

\

Nardus strieta. Wire-bent, or mat-gi-ass.

About the commencement of the present century, Benjamin Holdich, the editor of

the Farmer-'s Journal, the best agricultural periodical then published, drew up a

treatise on the " Weeds of Agriculture." After his death, it was brought out by

G. Sinclair, a member of the Horticultural Society' of Edinburgh. This was said to

be the first work of the kind ever published,* and it was written by a man well

qualified, both by his practical knowledge and his natural talent, and his industry for

the undertaking. The essay itself was left unfinished at the author's death, in 1824,

but was completed by Mr. Sinclair (to whom he bequeathed it), for the benefit of the

author's widow and children.

I. The subject is divided into five sections or classes, the first of which comprises

" weeds which infest samples of corn," or those which rise high enough to be cut by

the sickle with the corn. These are—(1) Darnel, (2) Cockle, (3) Tares, (4) Melilot,

(5) Wild oats, (6) Hariff, (7) Crow-ueedles, (8) Black bindweed, (9) Snake-weed,

(10) Charlock, (11) Garlic.

1. Darnel.—Bromus saculinus, Smooth rye broom-grass; and Bromus mollis, Soft

broom-grass. These are most troublesome in rye-grass mowed for threshing, the seed

being larger than that of the rye-grass, and heavy enough to escape the wind in dressing

with the sieve; the only method of gettiug rid of it is by having the sieve fine enough

to allow of only the rye-grass seed pas.sing through it. It is called cock-grass in the Feus.

It is an annual plant, and is similar to the corn until it puts forth its flowering stem

;

and even when ripe, the stem is very similar to that of the oat. The seeds resemble

those of rye-grass, but are thicker and heavier, and contain no inconsiderable quantity

of nutritious flour. The only objection, therefore, the millers make to it is tliat it

grinds tough and soapy, and dulls the stones ; so that when there is much of it, it

hinders the work. On this account it should be carefully separated from seed-corn. In

Norfolk this seed is termed Drauk ; a small quantity in a sample of wheat does not

affect its value.

2. Cockle or Corn-campion {Agrostemma gethago).—Tlie whole plant, except the

petals and capsule, is covered with soft hairs ; calyx longer than the corolla
; petals entire,

or slightly emarginated and naked. An annual weed bearing purplish red flowers. In

* This is not strictly the case, a paper having been drawn up, but without a practical arrangement, by Mr. Pitt, o'

Wolvcrhamiilon, in 1800, wliich was published in the finii volume of llie " Comnuiuications to the Board of AgricuKurc."

The author was a botaui&l, aud quite iguoraut of agriculture.
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spring tlie loaves arc long, slender, and downy, and the plant is easily selected in

weeding. It grows tall and ripens simultaneously witli wheat. It bears large capsules

full of rough black seeds nearly as large as the grains of wheat, and filled with white

flour. The husks are so tine and brittle, that they break small enough to pass through

the bolting cloth or wires in dressing the flour, which aflfeets its colour. If, therefore,

there is much of it in a sample of wheat, it lowers its value considerably. It is for the

farmer's interest to clear the sample of it before he offers it for sale, as a single seed in

it will cause the miller to offer one shilling per quarter less than the market value of

clean wheat. If, therefore, there is ever so little cockle, it will reduce the value five

pounds on every hundred quarters.

3. Melilot (Trifulhi/n melilotus officinale).—Common Melilot clover. Legumes

racemed, naked, two-seeded, wrinkled, acute, stem erect. An annual plant with an

upright stem, '2 feet high, branched and fun-owed. Capsules tough and wrinkled,

growing in bxmches ; each capsule is generally one-seeded, but sometimes two ; thresh-

ing does not dislodge them, so that in samples of wheat the capsules are called seed.

It is a very pernicious seed in wheat, giving both a bad taste and smell to the flour. It

grows mostly on stiff soils, and frequently on the banks of fences. The flower is

yellow, and cattle are fond of the plant, which has a fine aromatic scent when dried.

It should, nevertheless, be carefully eradicated both from seed-wheat, and from the

lands, when it springs up amongst the corn ; the latter, because it ripens and sheds its

seed before the grain is ripe, and, therefore, seeds the ground for the succeeding crops.

On this account it is better, where this weed prevails, to sow wheat on a bare fallow,

than to run the hazard of having much of it in a sample.

4. Tares.—Ervum utraspormim {^mooi\i isiVQs) : two flowers on a peduncle; seeds

globulary, four in a legume. Ervum hirsutam (Hairytine tare) : peduncles, many

flowered ; seed globular, two in a legume. These two species of wild tare ai'C called the

Tine tare, and the Strangle tare. On dry soils in wet seasons, they are said to have

overrun and destroyed whole ci'ops of corn. There is a considerable difference in tlic

seeds from those of the cultivated winter tares, being much smaller. They impart a

disagreeable taste to the flour when ground with the wheat, and this is also the case

with the cultivated tares, and it is, therefore, a question whether this plant should be

cultivated for seed before raising a crop of wheat ; and especially is it necessary to

separate them from tlie seed-wheat, whether they be the wild or the cultivated

kind.

5. Wild Oats {Avena fatua).—Bearded wild oats or haver. Panicle erect, com-

pound ; spikelets pendulous ; florets about three, shorter than the calyx ; bristly at the

base, with an oblique sear, all awned. This weed abounds on the stiff clay iu open fields.

The fallows were generally abortive, and only brought the land, about Michaelmas

time, in moderate condition for this weed to grow, and come up with the wheat.

Accordingly, such abundance of it would come, that at harvest the whole crop would

appear to be wild oats. " I once knew a farmer, who, on threshing out a stack of wheat,

dressed out of it fourteen or fifteen coombs (oG or 60 bushels) of these oats; this was

during the war, and in a great dearth of oats, and he actually sold them for fine horse-

corn at about 285. per quarter." * This weed is almost exclusively confined to clays

and stiff gravels, being .seldom found on loose soils, dry turnip lands, sands, or fen and

* Holdich, " Weeds of AgricnUnre."
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marsh lands. The seed is rather hirger than the cultivated oats, is of a dark brown

colour, and has a rough awn or beard -^vhich causes it, when numerous, to occupy much

room in the sample. The millers, therefore, make heavy reductions iii the price of

wheat in which the wild oat is found. It is difficult, in the spring, to distinguish the

plant from the wheat ; on which account it is necessary to wait until it is in flower,

when it may either be pulled up bodily, or cut down with a knife or pair of sheep-

shears ; but the first method is the best. At all events keep the seed-corn clear of this

pernicious and most prolific weed.

6. Hariff {Galium aparine).—Goose-tongue, cleavers, cliders, catch-weed, goose-

grass. Sec,—such are the names by which this weed is known in different districts.

Leaves, eight in a whorl, lanceolate, keeled, rough, fringed with reflex prickles ; stem

weak, fruit bristly. This plant grows amongst corn and on hedges. It is said that

geese are fond of it, but our author, who was a Fen farmer, questions this, as there was

plenty of it in the Fens, of Lincolnshire, but he never saw a goose eating it. It is

jorincipally a marsh plant, rvms to the length of 7 or 8 feet on a deep loose soil,

increasing in weight of branches and foliage as it obtains the light, and gets through

whatever it grows with. It abhors clay, and wet fen lands. It is the worst of weeds

where it abounds ; but the clay-land farmers purchase their seed-wheat fi'om the Fen

farmers, with the harifi' seeds iu it, and never suffer any inconvenience from it. The

seeds are round, with a channel on one side, as if rolled up. They are rough, and

adhere to woollen garments with great tenacity, being armed with numerous minute

hooks, which make it difficult to dislodge them. They are also both large and heavy,

and not easily screened out. Perhaps the best method of separating them from the

wheat, would be to pass the whole slowly over a piece of coai'se flannel in a slanting

position when the hariff-seeds would adhere to it, whilst the wheat would run over it.

This should be done after the wheat has been dressed with the screen. When this

weed has got a footing in a field, the best method of eradicating it, is to give the land

a fallow, and encourage its growth as much as possible, taking care to cut it up with the

plough or scarifier whenever it has shown itself in force. It generally comes up on the

stubbles thickly after harvest, when the rain falls, and may then also be destroyed by

the scuffler. With the drill-husbandry it may be kept down with the hoe, and by hand-

picking the rows. Holdich recommends short rotations of cropping between longer

intervals of grass-lay, whenever this weed prevails, as the only efl'ectual method of

getting rid of it.

7. Black Bindweed {Polygonum convolvulus) .—QWmhm^ buck-wheat, bear-bind, or

simple bindweed. Leaves, heart-arrow-shaped; stem, twining, angular, segments of

the calyx, bluntly keeled—annual ; flowers in June and September.

This weed grows vigorously on the same soils as the harift", and runs over the land

in the same manner where the corn is laid ; which it frequently gets above and hinders

its ripening or rising again. The seeds are brown, triangular, hard, and smooth, and as

nutritious as buck-wheat. They are heavy and large enough to escape the screen in

dressing. The millers object to them in wheat, but they are no injury to oats, the

horses being fond of them. They are, however, destructive to the crops where they

prevail, and should be carefully picked out of tlie seed-wheat.

8. Shepherd's Needle {Sandijx Picten Veneris).—Venus's comb, needle chcvcril,

beggar's needle, crow needles. Fruit nearly smooth, with a bristly-edged beak

;
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umnles simple, solitary, or in pairs ; bracteas jagged
;
petals iuflexed at tlic point

•—annual ; flowers iu June and September.

This plant is most common iu barley crops, and if it appears iu tlic wheat, is

seldom seen iu the sample when the wheat is cut with the sickle or reaping-hook, being

too short in the stem. It is a bushy and troublesome plant, the seeds of which are

long and bent, of a rough texture, and browu colour. No dressing can separate them

from the grain.

9. Annual Snake-iveed {Polygonum lapothifolium).—Pale persicaria. Styles two,

distinct ; stamens, six ; flower-stalks, rough ; stipulas, beardless ; seeds concave on each

side. Called by the Fen farmers willow-weeds, and is one of the worst weeds they have.

It grows on all loose deep soils and marshy lands, but is rarely seen on clay or good

turnip land. It grows from 1 to 3 feet high, but its average height is from 18 inches

to 2 feet. Its stalk is full, spotted, or reddish ; the joints much swollen, and the stalk

appearing tender and succulent. It branches much, pi'oducing a great number of

crowded spikes of seed. The leaves resemble those of the willow, but have dark spots

in the middle. The seeds are bright and heavy, round one way, but flat and indented

on one side ; the colour is black. It belongs to the same genus as buck-wheat aud black

bindweed. Its seeds are nutritious, and are greedily sought after by partridges and

other birds. In the Feus all kinds of grain are infested with them, but if carefully

screened they may be separated. It is a very injurious and troublesome weed,

sometimes getting quite the mastery of the corn crop. "In 1821," says Holdich,

" a piece of loose low land in the newly-enclosed fens of Peterborougli was sown with

oats aud rye-grass, but this weed usurped the soil and spoiled the crop. The next

spring when the field should have been grass-lay, these seeds again rose so thick as to

cover the field entirely, excepting a few patches. The land had sheep put upon it to

eat what little grass there was, and the crop of weeds was left to stand till the autumn.

During a great deal of the summer the sheep could not easily be found, in the cover

;

and when mown down, being dead ripe, the swaths lay like peas and beans, sending

forth a strong and peculiarly bitter smell. This crop might supply the soil with a stock

of seeds at the rate of 12 bushels to the acre. Paring and burning when the grass-

land is broken up is much practised in the Fens, to get rid of this and other trouble-

some weeds. This destroys all seeds an inch and half from the surface, but many of

them lie much deeper, and the process of burning will again be necessary when

grass again comes round in the rotation of cropping.

10. Charlock [Sinapis arvensis).—This weed is more troublesome in the field than in

the bam, as the screen will efi'ectually separate the seeds from the grain. Nevertheless,

where it has obtained an ascendency by neglect of weeding, it is an exceedingly difficult

plant to get rid of. The seed will lie any length of time in the ground without losing

its vitality, and frequently gives its colour to an entire field of spring corn, which is

more liable to be infested with it than wheat. A summer fallow is the most common,

and the most effectual way of getting rid of it ; but when it appears in a crop it must

be drawn out by hand, even at the hazard of injuring the corn, rather than allow it to

ripen and seed the land. It chiefly abounds on light lands.

11. Garlic {Allium oleraceum). Crow-garlic {A. vincale). Ransons {A. ursinum).—

All these plants abound in calcareous, ill-cultivated soils, or those in which chalk

nodules are mixed with clay. The Allium oleraceum, or Field-garlic, has a stem
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from 2 to 2^ feet liigh ; its bulb is simple, and at the top of tlie stem is a loose

cluster of flowers; the stamens are undivided. It is less common than the other

kinds, but where it intrudes is equally pernicious. A. vincale, the Crow-garlic, has a

true stem about 3 feet high, and a close round bunch of flowers of pale rose colour,

among which are several little bulbs. It propagates rapidly, and as the bulbs mature

at the same time with the wheat it is reaped with it, and infects the whole bulk with

its objectionable scent, which is an exaggerated one of the onion. A. ursimmi is a

slender white bulb, from this proceed one or two broad, bright green, parallel-veined

leaves ; it has no stem, but the flower-stalk rises immediately from the centre of the

leaves, and carries an umbel of snow-white, six-parted flowers. The whole plant emits a

most intense odour of garlic, which, when it is young, is commxuiicated to the milk,

butter, and cheese, obtained from cows that feed upon it ; on which account, pastures

in which it grows should never be grazed by milch cows until after Midsummer, when

the leaves die down and the evil disappears for the season. The bulbs are very tena-

cious of life, for being composed of a combination of scales, each of which has the

faculty of reproduction, the bulb being broken in pieces only increases the number of

plants. The only methods of getting rid of any of these plants is either a thorough

fallow, or hand-picking. This latter should be commenced as soon as the plant appears

in the spring, and continued as long as the season of growth lasts. This will so

weaken the plant, that by repeating the process the following season it will be eradi-

cated. When wheat is affected with the scent of garlic, no miller who values his

reputation will purchase it ; for although he may manage to dress out the bulbs with a

good machine—and this is a difficult task on account of their size and weight, in which

respect they are much upon a par witli the wheat—nothing can remove the taint

the grain has received but washing and kiln-drying, which are troublesome and expen-

sive processes. Cargoes of wheat from the United States are sometimes tainted with

garlic, but they have met with so indifferent a reception on arrival, that the shippers

do not care to send wheat under such circumstances.

II. Fallow-weeds. This principally applies to what the writer terms " rooted

weeds," that is those perennial plants that reproduce year after year from the same

roots, in contradistinction from the annuals which spring from seed alone. The latter

may be destroyed by ploughing, which turns the soil and with it the young plants, and

they then die. But the "rooted weeds" require a more extended process to dislodge

them, and a much greater amount of labour; and after all, if a wet season supervenes,

such labour will be in vain upon tenacious soils. The following is principally the list

of fallow-weeds given by Mr. Holdich :— (1) Couch-grass, (2) Rest-harrow, (3) Saw-

wort (the common way thistle), (4) Curled dock, (5) Tall oat-like soft-grass, (6) Colts-

foot (7) Corn bindweed, (8) Corn-mint, (9) Surface-twitch, (10) Black-grass.

I. Couch-ffrass {Triticmn repens).—Cs.\yx valves pointed or awned, lanceolate, many-

ribbed ; florets five, sharp-pointed or awned ; leaves flat, root creeping. There arc

three other varieties of creeping grass, namely, Agrostis repens, Holms moUis, and Poa

pratensis. Agrostis repens has panicle scattered, branches bare at the base, florets few

;

calyx, inner valve, smootli, root creeping. JTolais mollis, or Creeping soft-grass. Calyx

partly naked; lower floret perfect, awnless, upper, with a sharply-bent prominent

awn ; leaves slightly downy ; root creeping ; flowers in June and July. Poa pratensis,

Smooth-stalked meadow-grass. Panicle spreading, spikelets four-flowered; florets
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lauceolatc, five ribbed^ coiiuoctcd l)y a web; stipula short and obtuse^ stem and leaves

smooth, root creeping.

Farmers are but too well acquainted with all these plants, which possess in common
the faculty of reproduction from every section of their lengthy creeping roots. On
light land, in which, indeed, couch-grass most abounds, there is less trouble in ciadicating

it, because it will, if carefully harrowed, draw out in lengths instead of breaking

into innumerable pieces, each of which will reproduce. But when it gets into a clayey

or strong loam soil, the task at best is difficult, and if the weather proves wet, impos-

sible to accomplish. Under any circumstances, on such soils, the roots which penetrate

the clods are sure to be broken with the lumps, and then become too short for the

harrows to lay hold of. Hoeing has no effect upon twitch, and hand-weeding is quite

as inefficient; where, therefore, these weeds, owing to bad cultivation, have got a strong

hold upon a field there is no resource but a fallow, and this is especially necessary upon

strong clay soils which require perfect pulverisation, both to get rid of the twitch and

to prepare the land for the next crop—wheat.

2. Rest-harrow {Ononis an-ensts), Cammock.— Flowers axillary, rose-coloured, in

pairs ; leaves ternate, upper ones solitary, branches villose. A shrubby weed infesting

neglected land of all qualities of soil. It is perennial, and the root is tough, strong,

and woody, which renders it difficult to eradicate; yet, it has been got rid of on manv
well-cultivated farms, and there is therefore no reason why, under equally careful

culture, it may not on all. It is, however-, much less common than formerly, and is

chiefly found in waste ground, from whence, for want of care, it is sometimes conveyed

to arable land. The thorny species {Ononis spinosa) was formerly a very common and

troublesome plant, but is now seldom seen except on waste laud.

3. Saw-wort (Carduus arvensis, Smith. Serratula ar-vensis, Linnaeus).—Leaves sessile,

pinnatifid, spiny; stem panicled ; calyx ovate, spinulous ; flower-heads a pale purple.

The pappus or down on the seed resembles delicate plumes of feathers. The plant

produces seeds in such abundance, which ai'e carried with the wind so far by its feathery

down, that one plant is sufficient to seed a whole district. It has several English

names, as the corn-thistle, the way-thistle, the creeping-thistle. The only way of

extirpating this plant is by constantly cutting it down as fast as it grows above ground,

by which means, if persevered in, it will in time die out. But its perennial root runs

so deeply into the gi'ound, and is so brittle, that it will require much labour and care

to eradicate it, being frequently found from 3 to 4 feet deep. It is found on all soils

and all situations, and should be destroyed in the hedgerows, which, in fact, arc the

principal sources of its propagation. In the wheat-field it may be kept down by

repeated cutting, which is the best method of destroying it. The great point is ro

prevent it from seeding, and if, after the first weeding, it is left to grow again, it will

not only ripen its seed before the wheat is harvested, but will be very troublesome botli

to the reapers and in the barn. It is supposed to throw out horizontal roots or suckers

from the end of the main root, and thus produce fresh plants. It is certain that the

fibres of the roots, if left in the ground, form fresh plants ; these should be drawn out

as fast as they appear. The fallow will not eradicate this weed, unless the land is also

subsoiled to a considerable depth ; but we question if even this could be effected to a

suflScient depth to reach the bottom of its roots. Constant cutting o9' the heads wculd

extii'pate it, but a man should be employed solely for that purpose if the farm is large;
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and by going round the fences and pastures day after day, during the growing season,

the laud may be kept free from tliis and many other perennial weeds.

4. Curled Bock [Rvmex crispus).—The Common dock. Petals permanent, ovate,

entire, all tuberculated ; leaves lanceolate, wavy, acute, I'oot perennial ; flowers in

June and July. This weed is frequently sown with artificial grass-seeds of foreign

growth. The seeds are triangular, of a bright brown colour, and heavy ; and being

nearly the size of red clover-seed, they are difficult to separate with the sieve. As they

never form a second flowering stem in the same summer, they may readily be prevented

from seeding; but in other respects the dock is very tenacious of life, and it is said

that it requires the crown to be cut off eighteen times in order to destroy the root.

Clover-seed obtained from the eddish, or second growth, may be depended upon for

being free from dock-seeds. In pastures the docks may be drawn out of the ground by

a forked instrument with the points just wide enough to hold the root, with a fulcrum

at the back to push the forks into the grouud, and to assist in prizing up the dock.

The same tool may be used in the clover and corn fields before the crops have grown

too much. Nothing indicates bad farming more than the appearance of docks in the

fields, towering above the clover or wheat, for no weed is more conspicuous both by its

height and its colour. AVhen the dock-spade is used, the ground should be loosened

round the root that it may be drawn out without breaking, as it will be certain in that

case to form a fresh head.

5. Tall Oat-ffrass {Holcus avenaceus, Arena elatior.)—Calyx smooth, barren floret

lowest, with a sharply-bent prominent awn; fertile one, slightly elevated, scarcelj'

awncd ; leaves rather harsh, root knotty; flowers in June and July. This plant is

noxious only in arable land, being reckoned by seedsmen amongst the profitable natural

grasses for pasture land. The roots are properly bulbous, and multiply very fast ; and

where it has attained a strong hold of the land, it requires a fallow as nnich as couch

to dislodge it. " As the bulbs may not hang to the congeries of fibres to which they

belong, many loose ones, though ever so lightly covered with soil, will escape, it being

manifest that such small things cannot be picked out, excepting as they hang to

something." *

The strong tendency this plant displays to take entire possession of the soil, and

to override all crops, renders it imperative to extirpate it wherever it makes its appcar-

a7ice. It is tall, strong, and bushy, and no kind of corn is able to contend with it

where it is in force. On wet clays, where it abounds, the only method by which it can

be destroyed is by paring and burning, which, as the root is superficial, will generally

prove effectual. It is very prevalent in the North of England, and in some parts of East

Lothian; it was formerly the most troublesome weed the farmers had to contend with.

G. Coltsfoot {Tussilago farfara).—Scape, one-flowered, scaly; leaves cordate, irre-

gular ; toothletted. The roots of this plant penetrate 3 feet into the ground, and tiien

extend horizontally far and wide. It flourishes in strong wet clay soils, on which it is

one of the most pernicious of plants, and very difiicult to destroy. Draining is the

most effectual method of getting rid of it, coupled with the application of sand or coal-

ashes, if the soil is heavy, in order to improve its texture. In the spring and summer

the hoe should be kept at work, wherever this plant appears ; it should never be suffered

to flower or expand its leaves fully. Like the thistle, the roots of this plant penetrate

* " Weeds of Agi-iculture," p. 3(i.
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to such a depth that it is only at the surface tluit the husbandman can hope to check

it. The smallest particle of root with a bud, left in the soil, will produce a plant.

Draining, to be effectual, must be carried at least t feet deep. From undrained land,

we believe it can never be eradicated, except by cutting it down repeatedly so as to

prevent it from forming leaves or flowers. It sufl'ers more from disturbance when
flowering than from any other cause.

7. Corn Bindweed or Small Bindweed {Convolvulus arvemis).—This plant is common
amongst the corn. Its leaves arc arrow-shaped, acute at the end, stalks mostly single-

flowered; bracteas minute, remote from the flower, which is of a pale pink colour,

striped with darker red. It is a twining plant, and when among laid-corn occasions

considerable trouble to the reaper. It flowers in June and July. This plant strikes its

roots deeply into the ground, on which account it is quite as troublesome and difficult

to eradicate as the colt's-foot ; and when once it has taken possession, whether of arable

or pasture land, defies the weeding-hook and all ordinary means for its destruction.

The runners twine round the stalks of corn or grass and choke them, whilst every

portion of the broken plant is capable of reproduction, vegetating rapidly, and spreading

in all directions. The only method by which it can be kept in check, is cutting it

down wherever it appears above ground. This will weaken the constitution of the

plant, and if followed up, destroy it ; but it will require a considerable amount of time

and trouble to eff'ect it, on account of the depth to which the roots penetrate. A bare

fallow and subsoiling, picking the roots out by hand as they are exposed by the plough,

will do much towards keeping it in check at least. The drill husbandry also, by

admitting the horse-hoc between the rows, and the weeding-hook or spud between the

plants in the rows, will prevent it from getting the upperhand of the corn. The

Calystegia sepium is another and larger species of bindweed, its leaves broad, darl<-

green, arrow-shaped, flowers large and white, and enclosed in a pair of bracts so

large that they have been taken as the characteristics of a genus distinct from the

convolvules. The perennial root or rhizome is like a strong cord and extends rapidlj',

both perpendicularly and horizontally, like the couch-grass. It is chiefly seen in hedge-

rows, which it covers with its beautiful snow-white blossoms. Sometimes, however, it

gets into the corn-fields, and by twining round the stems, lielps to break them down by

adding to their weight. The same means must be used for its extirpation as for the

smaller bindweed. The root or rhizome is purgative, and may be used as a substitute

for jalap or scammony.

8. Wild Carrot {Daucus carotce).—Bristles of the seed slender, leaflets pinnatifid,

with linear-lanceolate acute segments ; iimbels with a solitary, coloured, abortive

flower ; when in seed, concave ; root biennial ; flowers in June and July. It is the

parent of the cultivated carrot, which was proved by Mr. A'ilmoriu, who, by culture,

produced from its seeds a perfectly tender, palatable root, after three or four seasons.

The wild carrot is frequently foimd amongst the wheat, but is easily eradicated if drawn

out before it is allowed to seed. The same implement may be used for the purpose as

in the case of the dock.

9. Hedge Parsley {Toritis infesta, Smith. Caucalis infvstu, E. B.)—This is an

annual plant, umbels of many close rays ; scarcely any general bracteas, leaflets pinna-

tifid ; branches spreading ; seeds destitute of ribs covered irregularly with aM 1-shaped,

shortish, rigid prickles, or partly with blunt, prominent, crowded granulations ; the
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juncture channelled, close. This, and the next two plants are frequently confounded

with the wild carrot on account of the seed, like that of the carrot, being furnished with

hooks ; but their annual character sufficiently distinguishes them from that plant, if

there were no other differences. Hedge parsley is sometimes also called dill.

10. Common Fool's Parsleij or Lesser Hemlock {j^thusa sinapium).—Leaves uniform,

leaflets wedge-shaped, decurrent, with lanceolate segments, root annual ; flowers in

July and August. Seeds ovate, moderately convex, with fine-turned, rounded, acutely-

keeled ribs, and deep acute- angular interstices, thin inner surfaces dilated, marked with

a pair of coloured longitudinal lines, and closely pressed together. (Smith.) This is

an umbelliferous plant, having the appearance and size of the garden parsley, but the

leaves are a darker green. It may also be distinguished by having three long pendu-

lous leaves, very narrow, hanging down on one side only of each partial umbel. It is

of a poisonous quality, and persons who have mixed it with salad have been seriously

affected with illness from it ; even death has ensued from taking it.

11. Spinyel or Fennel [Meum fceniculum, Smith. Anethum fcementum, E. B.).

—

Common Fennel. Leaves triply pinnate, leaflets awl-shaped, drooping; bracteas none;

root biennial ; flowei's in July and August.

All four of the above weeds are easily eradicated, especially the annual ones, the

greatest trouble they occasion being when the seeds get mixed with those of clover ; on

this account it was formerly the custom of the farmers who had red clover-seed to

sell, to declare " that it had neither dock nor dill in it." When the seeds are sown

amongst the clover-seed, with barley, and escape the weeding-hook, tliey become strong-

rooted plants amongst the clover of the second year, and then require to be uprooted

with the docks, and with the same tool. They are local weeds, and are seldom found

together on the same soil. The fool's parsley loves a light sandy, and the fennel a dry

calcareous soil.

12. Corn-mint [Mentha arvensis).—Leaves ovate, acute serrated; stamens as long as

the blossoms; root perennial. (E. B.) This weed delights in a moist soil, from which

it is difficult to eradicate its creeping roots, every bit of which, if broken off, is capable

of I'eproduction and rapidly increases. Fortunately it is not a very common plant,

except on marshy or fenny lands that have been over-cropped or neglected. The roots

are white, fleshy, creeping, and accumulate, if let alone, in huge bundles or mats,

requiring to be forked out carefully, so as to prevent as much as possible the ends from

being broken oft', as these would each constitute themselves independent plants. Wc
have seen such pieces in a single season produce a fork-full of roots all w'oven or matted

into each other. Thorough draining the subsoil, and paring and burning the surface,

are the most effectual means of dispossessing this most troublesome weed ; but the hoe

must also be kept sedulously at work afterwards, to root up whatever pieces may have

escaped the ordeal. It is, however, a superficial plant, and is therefore the more easily

dealt with.

13. Surface Twitch {Agrostis stolonifera aiu)ust\folia), Smaller-leaved Creeping

Bent, or Spurious Florin, Ked-7-obin, ^-c.—^Panicle crowded with florets at the base, and

towards the top ; florets small, inner valve of the calyx smootli, outer, serrulated

;

corolla without any rudiment of an awn, perennial ; flowers in July and August.

(Wol)ui-n Hort. Gram.) This grass is chiefly found, in its natural state, in moist soils

of a good texture, over which the water does not stagnate. The banks of rivers, muddy
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shores, peaty soils, sides of ditches and rivulets, irrigated meadows, and chiy lauds that

have beeu drained. It is only useful as mixed with otiier grasses, and that in conse-

quence of the rapid growth of its stolonifcrous shoots and their retention of verdure iu

many cases thi-oughout the winter, and luitil replaced by the early spring grasses.*

Although a portion of its seed (about two pounds per acre) is generally sown with

others in forming permanent pastures, it is a great nuisance in arable land, and trouble-

some to eradicate, on account of the power of reproduction in every one of its stoloni-

fcrous shoots. The seeds ripen in about three weeks after flowering. When it was

first propagated the method was to chop the shoots into pieces from 3 to G inches iu

length, scatter them over the ground in moist autumnal weather, and then harrow or

roll them in. At present the seedsmen are all well supplied with its seed, and recom-

mend it for use in the quantity stated above.

14. Common Knot-grass {Polygonum aviculare).—Flowers axillary, leaves elliptic

lanceolate, rough-edged ; ribs of the stipulas distant, stem procumbent ; herbaceous,

annual; flowers from April to October. (Smith. E. B.) A small annual prostrate

plant, with a root fibrous, long, very tough, aud rather woody, branched below. Stems

many, spreading in every direction, much branched, round, striated, leafy, with nume-

rous knots or joints. Its little axillary pink flowers spring from every knot of the

stem, and although the plant has been confounded with surface-twitch, an examina-

tion of its flowers and seeds shows it to be a species of buck-wheat. It is most

mischievous in arable land, but good cultivation will eradicate it. The knot-grass has

been employed lately in Italy instead of the mulberry in feeding the silkworm, and a

medal was awarded to the discoverer of the plant ; but attempts to appropriate it to

this use have failed, both in England aud Belgium. Good cultivation and the drill

husbandry are the most eflfectual means of eradicating this weed, which, if neglected,

will be very troublesome, especially in the earlier stages of the growth of the corn.

15. Black-grass {Alopecurus agrostis), Black Bent, Spear-grass, Slender Foxtail-

grass, ^-c.—Culm erect, roughish, spike racemose, nearly simple, tapering ; calyx

glumes nearly naked, combined at the base, dilated at the keel, annual ; flowers from

July to November. (Smith.) A worthless weed, common in meadows and on the

borders of pastures. It is distinguished from the valuable meadow fox-tail (^4. pratensis)

by the absence of silky hairs on the spike, which are so conspicuous on those of the

meadow fox-tail. It is most abundant iu the south of England, but is rarely seen in

Scotland. It produces an abundance of seeds which, were it not for the pheasants,

partridges, and small birds, that are equally partial to it, would soon cover the land

with it. But the farmer is well acquainted with its encroaching and pernicious character,

and none but the most neglectful husbandman will fail to use his utmost efforts to banish

it as much and as soon as possible from his laud. Unlike most plants it will bear to

have the flowering stem repeatedly cut down, and will still push up others until late in

the autumn. In the Woburn experiments (Hort. Gram. Wob., pp. 284, 285) are the

following remarks respecting the presence of this weed :
—" To return land in this state

to grass, in the hope of overcoming black-grass, will be found an useless and vain

labour, for the weed will reappear with the scanty herbage iu greater abundance than

before. The soil must first be got into good heart by very moderate and judicious

cropping, which includes the proper application of manure, a skilful rotation of crops,

* Morton's " Cvclopiedia of Agriculture," vol, i. p. 49,
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and the most pointed attentiou to the destruction of weeds, which last can only be

effected completely by adopting the drill or row culture for the crops. After this the

land may be returned to grass for several years with every prospect of success."

III. Weeds which are principally objectionable as they encumber the soil, or

whose roots are annual, and whose seeds pass the corn-sieve. Of these the following

are the most noticeable:— (1) Charlock, (2) Corn-poppy, (3) Bluebottle, (4) May-weed

or mather, (5) Corn-marigold, (6) Dodder.

1. Charlock.—Of this plant we have already spoken, but there are several other plants

that are confounded with the true charlock {Sinapis arvensis), as the Sinapis nigra, or

Black or Durham mustard ; Raphanus raphanistrum, Wild radish ; Brassica napns, Wild

navew.

Sinapis arvensis, charlock, or common wild mustard, has pods with many angles,

swollen and bunched out with the seeds, smooth, longer than the two-edged beaks

;

leaves lanceolate ; blossom yellow, without veins ; root annual ; flowers in May.

(Smith.) The seeds of this plant possess in a mild degree the properties of the

cultivated mustard; and when it has gained a strong footing, the fields in May and

June have the appearance of being under a crop of mustard.

Sinapis nigra {Broimi or Black Mustard)

.

—A pale green plant, with round smootli

branches
;

pods rough, laid flat on the spike-stalk, slightly hairy ; blossom pale

yellow; lower leaves lyrate, with various unequal toothed lobes, and a rough, hairy

surface; the upper are undivided, linear-lanceolate, with a short stalk, frequently

bending backwards. The pods, when ripe, are smaller than in the other species. The

number of seeds in each pod is about six or eight, of a dull brown colour. They arc

manufactm-ed iiito the brown mustard of the shops, but amongst corn, the plant is

nothing but a weed.

Raphanus raphanistrum [Wild Radish).—Calyx upright, close; pods round, jointed,

smooth, of one or two cells
;

petals strongly veined ; blossom varying in colour from

yellow to straw and white ; root annual ; flowers in June and July. It is found every-

where in cultivated land.

Brassica napus {Wild Navew).—This plant properly belongs to the turnip tribe of

plants. The root is a continuation of the stem ; blossom yellow
;

pod with warty

excrescences ; root biennial ; flowers in May. It is very rare as a weed, but is culti-

vated ou the Continent for the sake of its seed, used for the same purpose as colza.

Columella speaks of it as being grown by the ancient Romans and Greeks as food for

the peasantry.

2. Corn Poppy {Papaver rhmas), called also Red Poppy, Corn-rose, Cop-i-ose, Head-

ivark. Red Weed, Red Mailkes.—Capsules oblong, smooth ; stem many-flowered ; fruit-

stalks with bristles laid to ; leaves wing-cleft, snipt ; root annual ; flowers in May. The

presence of this weed, however beautiful, reflects disgrace upon the farmer who suffers

it to remain on the laud, it being easily eradicated by good tillage and careful weeding.

Nor need they ever be sown, as they are the most easy seeds of any to separate from the

corn. It is too much the practice to throw the seeds witli the chaff in the straw yard,

l)y which means they get mixed with the dung, and are carried ou to the groiuid amongst

it. Generally, however, it seeds before tlie corn is ripe ; and consequently, if not

weeded out before, makes ample preparation for an abundant produce of it amongst

cither corn or clover.
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3. Blueboitle {Centaurea cyantts), Knapweed, Corn-flower, Hurt-sickle.—Calyx with

serrated scales ; leaves strap-shaped, very entire, the lower ones toothed ; root annual

;

flowers in June and July. (E. B.) This is one of the most harmless weeds, and most

easily eradicated, of any in our list. Good tillage and careful weeding will soon

extirpate it from the field.

4. May-weed {Antliemis cotula), Mather, Slinkiuy Chamomile.—Stem from 1 to 2 feet

high, branched and furrowed ; leaves bright green, and cut into five segments, covered

with resinous dots, containing a matter so acrid that it blisters the skin when handled.

The lobes of the leaves are rather succulent, and diverging, not parallel ; the receptacles

are conical ; the flower-heads grow singly on long terminal stalks, which are furrowed

and slightly hairy. It bears an innumerable quantity of minute seeds, and, if

not well looked after and destroyed, will soon become very troublesome. It is an

annual, and, if cut down, will not again push forward a flower, and thus may be soon

eradicated.

5. Corn Marigold {Chrysanthemum segetum), Yelloiu Gowans, Quills, Goals, Yelloiv-

bottle, Buddie, i^c. ^-c.—Leaves embracing the stem, jagged upwards, tooth-serrated

towards the base, colour bluish ; flower yellow
;
peduncles hollow ; root annual ; flowers

from June to October (E. B.) Linnaeus considers that this plant was imported into

Sweden along with corn from Jutland about the end of the last century, and says that in

Denmark there is a law which obliges the farmers to extirpate it. He recommends the

land to be manured in autumn, summer fallowed, and harrowed about five days after

sowing. It is found both in corn and root fields, and may easily be pulled up by hand,

which is the readiest way of destroying it. It produces a large number of small seeds,

and therefore, if not attended to, will soon usurp the place of the corn.

6. Dodder { Cuscuta Europaa), Hell-weed.—We have already had occasion to speak of

this parasitical plant, which, although it springs from the ground in the first instance,

afterwards winds round the plants within its reach, and throws out rootlets into the

substance of the stems, and then abandons its original root ; so that it is only in its

first stages of growth that it can be seen to have any connection with the earth. Such

is the degi-ee to which this pernicious weed has spread itself, that in many parts of the

country the farmers are both perplexed and alarmed about it. Clover, hops, beans, flax,

and other cidtivated plants are seized upon by it ; and its branches spread so fast and

thickly, that it runs from plant to plant for many yards, like the roots of the Triticum

repens, forming a complete mat of thread-like vegetation. Such hold does it sometimes

take of a clover-field, that in order to prevent its shedding or maturing its seed, it has

been deemed advisable to burn clover and dodder together, and thus destroy it root

and branch. It is said to have been imported into the United Kingdom amongst small

seeds from Afighanistan; but we have an idea that some .species of it at least are

indigenous with us, having frequently seen it sixty years ago growing on and completely-

covering the furze-bushes on the hills near Blakeney in Norfolk. It is possible that the

clover dodder may have been imported, as stated above, more i-ecently, it not having

been known till within a few years. Tiie appearance of dodder is that of scarlet thread

in a tangled state thrown over the plants. Its colour is bright scarlet, and the flowers

are placed, in bunches, at intervals on the knots of the branches. The seed is very

minute, and is easily overlooked when dressing corn with which it has been harvested.

Perhaps the best plan for eradicating it ^vill be to feed ofl' the clover with sheep as soon
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as it makes its appearance, aud thus prevent it from gaining the ascendency which it

certairdy will do if allowed to grow.

The dodder is a leafless plant ; the flowers are white or pink ; calyx four or five-

lobed ; corolla monopetalous, sub-globose, four or five-lobed, having within its tube the

same number of minute semi-transparent scales ; stamens four or five, between the lobes

of the corolla ; styles usually two ; capsules membranous, bursting across, with two cells

and four seeds. As soon as the seeds ripen, they fall to the ground. They are about

size of mustard seed; and they usually lie dormant in the earth until the following

spring, when the embryo forms a root downward, and a stem, like a small white thread,

upward. It now derives its nourishment from the soil ; and if it is not near any tall

l)lant to which it can attach itself, it dies. But if it succeeds in finding a supporting

neighbour, it immediately winds round it, and throws out roots, which enter the

substance of the stem. The original root then dies, and the dodder becomes entirely a

parasitic plant, and continually reproduces itself by advancing its shoots and branches

all round, until a considerable space is covered with its insidious network, like bunches

of red silk or thread. Like the polypus, if cut into hundreds of pieces, each piece

will form a perfect plant, so that dividing it only increases the evil, by multiplying

the number of plants. The following description of the effects of dodder on clover,

by Sir James McAdam, is taken from Morton's "Cyclopedia of Agriculture,"

vol. i. p. 596 :—
" In a field of clover called ' Seven Acres,' at Tindon End, near Thaxted, Essex, it

(the dodder) commenced in small patches all over the field, and gradually extended itself

in circles of 5 to 7 feet in diameter, destroying in its progress all vegetation, clover,

weeds, and everything. It then appeared to die off, leaving the whole area black, as if a

fire had existed on the spot. Nearly one-fourth part of the crop of clover was destroyed

at the time of the communication being made, and the evil still continued. The weed

had the appearance of a large mass of yellow horsehair, shooting up through the clover,

upon an average of 9 inches deep, and twining itself round every stalk of it."

There are, in all, about forty species of dodder, but at present only four are found

common in this country, namely: — 1. Cuscuta Europma, the Greater dodder;

2. C. epilinum, the Flax dodder; 3. C. epithymum, the Lesser dodder; 4. C.irifolii, the

Clover dodder. This last is, we believe, the most prevalent and the most destructive
;

and when it has fairly taken hold of the land, it is difficult to eradicate it. The seed

is smaller than either that of lucerne or clover, and may therefore be sifted from them

before they are sown, by a No. 17 wire-sieve. A fallow is necessary to destroy it in

the ground, being an annual. Where it appears in patches in a field, as in the instance

above stated, the best method is to dig up the crop in which it is found and burn it and

the soil together.

IV. Weeds called " Underlings," which never rise in the crops nor come to the

sickle, but arc cut with either the scythe or reaping-machine, and thus their seeds get

mixed with the grain.

1. Groundsel {Senetio vulgaris).—Leaves winged-indented, embracing the stem,

flowers scattered, root annual ; flowers from March to December. This is the common

groundsel, or simson ; it grows everywhere, as well in uncultivated as in cultivated

ground, and requires no further description, being universally known. The only

quadrupeds that eat it are goats and pigs ; but small birds, such as goldfinches, linnets,
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canarieS; &c., are very fond of it, aud the two former cousujr.e a great deal of it in their stale

of nature. It is sometimes used as a purgative iu a weak infusion^ or as au emetic in a

strong one. It is likewise employed to expel the bots from liorses. In other respects

beyond encumbering the soil, it does little harm to the land, and is easily eradicated.

2. Annual Meadow-grass [Poa annua), Suffolk-grass.—Panicle divaricate, spikclets

ovate, five flowered ; floi'ets somewhat remote, five-ribbed without a web ; culms oblique,

compressed. (Smith.) Annual; flowers in June. This is a common grass everywhere,

and in pastures is valuable, throwing out amongst other grasses excellent fodder if the

soil is rich. But in arable land it is a most troublesome weed on account of its seeding

so fast, although in itself it is a diminutive plant. Its seeds are disseminated every-

where. In gardens it infests the hard gravel walks, and requires to be dug up with a

knife. Salt, however, sprinkled over it will destroy it. In the field, the hoe is the best

remedy next to a fallow.

3. Chick-weed {Stellaria media), Common Stitch-wort.—Leaves ovate, stems procum-

bent, with a hairy alternate line on one side ; stamens from five to ten. Hoot annual

;

flowers from ]\Iarch to December.

This is a low creeping weed, much relished by small birds and poultry, whence its

name. It is also eaten by swine, cows, and horses. It is a nutritive plant, and may be

used instead of spinach for the table. In its wild state iu the fields it sometimes

reaches 18 inches in height. It seeds abundantly, and when it takes possession of a

field is very difficult to eradicate, as it comes to bearing seed in a very short time, and

ripens it iu all weathers in a temperature above 33° Fahr. Botanically, it is

related to the Agrostenma (Corn-cockle), and is of the order Carophyllacece. Constant

tillage and weeding are the only methods of getting rid of it.

4. Shepherd's-purse
(
Capsa bursa-pastoris)

.

—This little plant also grows everywhere,

abounding in all soils and all situations, flowering and ripening its seeds in a few weeks.

Pouches compressed, triangularly inversely heart-shaped, smooth, without a border

;

root-leaves wing-cleft ; stem branched, and from 6 to 18 inches high; flowers small,

white, in terminal corymbs, have a tetradynamous structure ; each cell of the pouch

or pod encloses five pale brown seeds—annual ; flowers from March to September.

This plant is troublesome if neglected, but if attended to may easily be extirpated. It

possesses no value that has hitherto been discovered.

5. Spurry {Spergula arvensis).—Leaves whorled ; stalks, when in fruit, reflexed, and

rising sometimes as mneh as 2- feet ; the flowers grow in loose bunches of from twelve

to twenty, the stalks of the lowest of which are bent abruptly backwards when in fruit.

When ripe, the pod splits into five valves aud discharges a great number of roundish

angular black seeds, having a narrow membranous border. Although not valued in

England, it is much cultivated on the Continent, and produces a rapid crop of succulent

herbage. In Russia a large variety {Spera maxima) is cultivated, both for using as green

fodder, hay, and for its seed, which is considered equal in nutritive value to rape-cake

;

and it is bruised and given to horses aud milch cows, being said to increase the quantity

of milk and improve its quality in the latter. The seed is sown broadcast from the

beginning of March to August, at the rate of 15 lbs. per acre, and lightly har-

rowed in. Sheep fatten fast upon the green plant. In Flanders they cultivate the

S. sativa, feeding their cattle on the green plant, and extracting oil from the seed.

The farmers find it far superior in yield of fodder, and in nutritive properties, to any

VOL. II. U 11
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other pasturage. It frequently continues green tliroughout the winter. In Norway

and Gothland the flour from the seed is made into bread, mixed with that of wheat or

rye. Von Thaer says that it is the most nourishing, in proportion to its hulk, of all

forage, and gives the best flavoured milk and butter, and is condueive to the health of

the animals that eat it. Nevertheless, it would not pay the English farmer, who lias

more profitable fodder plants, and it is, therefore, only considered as a weed with us, to

be got rid of as soon as possible.

6. Feverfew {Matricaria chamomilla), Wild Chamomile.—Receptacles conical, I'ays

expanding ; calyx scales, equal at the edge. Root annual ; flowers from May to August.

It is wholly a weed, possessing very little of the properties of the true chamomile. There

are several species of feverfev.', as the Pyrethrum parthenmm, the common feverfew

;

P. inodorum, the corn-feverfew ; P. maritinum, the sea-feverfew. All of them are

considered weeds in England, being put to no use whatever.

7. Fat-hen, LamVs-quarters, Wild Spinac/i, ^-c. {Ati'iplex hastata, Wither. Chino-

podium album, Smith.)—Leaves rhomboid-ovate, jagged, mealy, entire towards the base,

upper ones oblong-entire ; seed quite smooth. The commonest species is the Spreading

orach, which grows on dunghills and waste places, as well as amongst the corn, where it

sometimes rises to 2 feet in height. It flowers in June, and continues to do so to tlie

end of August, the flowers being of a dull green, small, and growing in small inter-

rupted tufts, in both terminal and axillary In'anchlets. The seeds are small, dark

brown, finely dotted, and covered with a pellicle, which is the ripened pericarp. There

is no difiiculty in keeping this weed under, if it is prevented from flowering, or pulled

up by hand. But the seeds possess interminable vitality, and, like those of the hrassicce,

will lie for centuries under the soil without being destroyed. A layer of them was

discovered in Scotland under a considerable bed of sand, which must have lain there for

ages; but, when planted they grew, and produced the spreadiny orach. This faculty is

an additional reason for preventing the plant from maturing its seed.

8. Common Corn Salad {Fedia olitoria. Smith. Valeriana locusta, Linn.)—Leaves

linear, tongue-shaped, blunt ; flowers capitate ; capsule inflated, two-lobed ; root

annual ; flowers in April and June. It is cultivated for winter and spring salads, and it

will flourish in any soil except a stlS" clay. It should be eaten quite young, otherwise

it gets sticky. In the field it is a useless bxit comparative!}' harmless weed, being easily

eradicated with ordinary preeaiition. A small bed of it in the garden will supply a

family through the winter with excellent salad, for which use it has long been known,

being dressed the same as spinach.

9. Flax-iveed {Sisymbrium sophia). Hedge Mustard.—There are three species of this

worthless weed:— 1. The Common hedge mustard (/5'.o^ci««/e),which grows iu waste ground

and by the road-side. It is of a dull green colour, downy ; stem solitary, 3 feet high, erect,

with numerous horizontal branches, leafy, round, clothed with fine deflcxcd bristles ; leaves

lyrate, their lobes runciuatc, unequally toothed, the upper ones narrowest ; flowers pale

yellow, small, in little coiyml)ose heads, .soon becoming very long, sti'aight, close clusters

of erect tapering pods, finely downy, rather more than half an inch long, on very short

stalks ; seeds about six iu each cell. 2. The Broad hedge mustard, or London rocket

(.S'. irio), grows much like the foregoing, and is chiefly found in the neighbourhood of

London. The colour is a lighter green ; the leaves pinnatifid, runcinate, acute, the

upper lanceolate, with hastate base ; seed-pod 2 inches long ; seeds abundant. 3. Fine'
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leaved hedge mustard {S. sop/iia). Hoot small and tapering; tlie whole plant is more

delicate iu structure than the foregoing
; petals smaller than tlic calyx ; leaves finely

divided, somewhat hairy ; stem branched, bushy, erect ; flowei's small, greenish yellow

;

pods an inch long, erect, numerous, bearded. (Smitli.) It ripens its seeds in August

and September. It is said that if these arc mi.\ed with gunpowder iu the proportion of

one tenth part, the force of the powder is increased by it. This weed was formerly much
used iu medicine, but is, we believe, abandoned altogether by the faculty. It takes its

name of Chtntnjorum supra from its supposed efficacy in the cure of fractured limbs.

10. Fumitory [Fumaria officinalis). -~Vcrica,r\) one-sided, racemed; stem difl'use; root

tapering, herb-glaucous ; leaves mostly alternate, twice or thrice pinnate ; flowers

clustered, rose-coloured, or pale red ; leaves s^cculent, saline, and bitter ; a common weed

on light sandy soils, and it indicates bad farming. Cows and sheep will cat this plant,

but horses avUI not touch it.

11. Sand Mustard {Sinapis inuralis), Isle of Thanet Stink-weed.—Pods ascending on

spreading stalks, linear, compressed, slightly beaked ; seeds two-ranked ; leaves sinuated;

stem roughish, v.ith rcflexed bristles. (Smith.) This plant is chiefly known in the Isle

of Thanet, where it was unceremoniously introduced by the shipwreck of a vessel con-

taining a cargo of oats, about the close of the last century. The oats got mingled with sea-

weed thrown upon the beach ; and this being carted on to the land as manure, the seeds

of the weed, being also mixed with the oats, were thus sown, and soon produced a crop,

to the annoyance of the agriculturists, whose lands it very soon overran throughout

the isle.

Y. Pasture weeds. The difl'ereuee between good grasses and weeds or inferior grasses is

much better iiuderstood now than it was formerly. Analytical chemistry has shown the

vast difference in nutritive properties of the different gramineous plants ; and vegetable

physiology has demonstrated the necessity of appropriating the peculiar species of grasses

best adapted to the soil for which they are designed. It is of vast importance that this

latter point should be attended to, in order to have a valuable pasturage, either iu respect

to quality or amount of produce ; for there are some grounds on which the most valuable

and nutritious grasses will not grow, but Avhieh Avill still bear an abundance of the

coarser kinds, with which alone they should be laid down. Independent of this, there is

a great variety of weeds that prevail in pasture land, and with the inappropriate grasses,

occupy the place of those plants that are peculiarly adapted to the soil and other

circumstances. We shall now give a description of the pasture weeds.

1. Dwarf Thistle [Carduus acaulis), Stemless Thistle.—Perennial.

2. Common Chamomile [Anthemis nobilis).—A hardy perennial, growing on gravelly

pastures or commons; flowers from June to September. As cattle will not touch this

plant, it occupies uselessly the ground of pastures that ought to be filled with profitable

grasses. In the garden, or even on a large scale in field culture, the common chamomile

is a valuable and profitable plant, if properly attended to and the flowers gathered at the

right time. It is a common plant on the London clay, and when found iu its wild state

has always a single flower ; but the cultivated flower is double, and of course in that

condition produces no seed, being propagated by off-sets. Morton says that sheep feed

greedily on pastures in which it prevails ; but we apprehend it is for the sake of other

herbage, and not for that of the intensely bitter plant that we are writing of.

3. Star-thistle [Centaurea calcilropa) , Horse Knot, Hard Head.—Perennial; deep-

K u 2
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rooted; a hard and angular branched stem from 1 to 2 feet high; lower leaves Ijrate,

npiDcr ovate^ stalkless and stem-clasping; colour very dark green; flower-heads hard and

blackisli-browa, clothed with dry, fringed scales, and producing from the centre, bunches

of crimson florets ; seed egg-shaped and crowned by rough scaly bristles. It is difficult

to eradicate this plant, as the root is branched, and any portion of it left in the ground

will grow and produce a plant ; the only method, therefore, to destroy it is by preventing

it from coming to flower, and by deep tillage eradicating the roots, which, like those of

the thistle, strike deeply into the subsoil. It is entirely a weed, being incapable of

application to any useful purpose whatever.

4. Ox-Eye Daisy, Moon Daisy {Chrysanthemum leucanthemum)

.

—A perennial plant

common in pasture grounds and waste places ; height about 2 feet ; stem more or less

branched, erect, slightly covered with down, angular ; leaves stalked, broad at the upper

end, divided at the end into deep gashes, which towards the upper part of the stem separate

the leaf into narrow divisions ; the rhizome, or root, is woody, branched, and creeps

rapidly over the land, of which it takes possession, and from which it is difiBcult to

dislodge it ; flower large, and very much like the common daisy in its character. The

plant is slightly aromatic, but is not considered injurious in hay, although amongst corn

it is decidedly a weed, and if prevalent is an indication of slovenly farming.

5. Great Flea-bane, Ploughman's Spikenard [Conzya squarrosa).—Eng. Bot. Hort.

Gram. Woburniensis.

6. Cheese Renning, Yellow Ladies' Bed-straw, Petty Muguet {Galium verum).—Peren-

nial ; leaves very narrow, turning backward, eight in a whorl, rough, tipped with fine

hairs; small yellow flowers in profusion; fruit small, smooth, and nearly black when

ripe ; leaves yield a yellow dye when macerated in alum water. A common plant in

sandy or chalky soils, but is rarely found on clays. It is said to possess the properties

of rennet in curdling milk, from which it has its name of Cheese-rennet herb. This,

however, is denied by persons who have tried it for the purpose. Its presence indicates

poverty of soil and neglected cultivation.

7. Long-rooted Hawk-iueed, Cafs-ear {Hypochceris radicata).—A long, deep brown,

milky root, at the crown of which grow hairy, blunt, rough leaves, lobed at the sides,

with the points of the lower lobes turned backwards ; stem short, hollow, branching,

terminated by a head of yellow flowers, like those of the dandelion; seed rough, with a

long beak, and a fine feathery pappus. Found in all pastures and lawns, and is difficult

to extirpate. As the cattle do not reject it, it is not considered a noxious weed.

8. Wild Thyme, Mother-of-Thijme {Thymus Serpyllum).—Eng. Bot. Hort. Gram.

Woburniensis.

9. Sheeji's Sorrel, or Dock {Rumex acetosella).—A tap-rooted perennial; herbage

astringent, acid; seed-vessels triangular, covered with three flat leafy valves; stipules

ochreate. This plant, like all those of the dock species, requires great care in extracting

the root, every piece of it being reproductive if left in the ground. The great point is to

prevent the plants from seeding, which, if persevered in, drawing the roots as much as

possible at the same time, they may be extirpated. Some of this tribe of plants are used

in medicine by the faculty on the Continent, especially in Germany. With us they are

weeds to be exterminated as quickly and effectually as possible.

10. Yelloiv-rattle, Cockscomb, Fenny-weed, HjC. {lihinanihus crista galU).—Eng. Bot.

11. Common Carline Thistle {Carlina vulgaris).—Hoot biennial, small, tapering;
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stem dwarf, stiff, brauclied about one foot high ; leaves numerous, prickly ; ilowcr-

head bordered with cream-coloured scales, with a tuft of red florets in the centre. A
troublcsoipc weed if neglected; but if prevented fi'ora seeding it will soon be eradicated,

being biennial. If allowed to ripen, the seeds being furnished with a feathery, ragged

pappus, will be disseminated by tlic wind all over the neighbourhood, like those of other

thistles. (Smith's Eng. Flo.)

PASTURE WEEDS PREVALENT IN DAMP LOAMY OR CLAY SOILS.

1. Yellow Goat's-bcard {Tragapogon pratensis).—Root biennial, tapering; stems

several, round, leafy, often purplish, I4 to 2 feet high; leaves long, tapering, flaccid,

cxirling at the extremity ; flowers large, 2 inches wide, bright yellow, opening very

early in the momiug, and closing again at noon if the sun is bright. The whole herb

veiy smooth, abounding with milky juice, bitter, but not acrid.

2. Marsh Thistle, or Red Thistle {Cardints palitstris).—Eng. Bot. A biennial plant;

stem from 3 to feet in height. Grows plentiful!}' in moist meadows and pastures, and

by the roadside.

3. Melancholy Thistle {Cardims heterophyllus).—Root perennial, growing in Avct

pastures on the mountains in the North. (Eng. Bot.)

4. Meadow Thistle, or Small Purple Thistle {Cardims pratensis).—Root perennial,

fibrous; grows in low wet meadows and pastures, and amongst trees. (Eng. Bot.)

5. Common Butter-bur {Tussilago petasites).—Root perennial, white, long, creeping

under the siirface of the ground ; stem about 8 inches high, rises from the ground

without the leaves; flowers on the top, a spike, and of a reddish hue. When the

flower has died off the leaves appeal', large, dark green on the upper, whitish on the

under side, and standing singly upon their hollow foot-stalks, which arc white or purplish.

The plant is frequently three feet across.

6. Common Rag-wort, Rag-ioeed, Slugger-wort, &^c. ^c. {Senecio Jacobeu).—Root

perennial, rather fleshy ; stem upright, corymbose, striated ; leaves alternate, doubly

pinnatifid, with image-shaped, ducticulated segments; flowers in corymbose panicles,

on cottony pedicles, numerous, bright yellow, facing the sun ; thin hairy florets,

spreading, oblong, toothed ; seeds clothed with silky hairs. Cattle will not touch this

plant, but it is considered useful in medicine or surgery. It will sustain the most

scorching heat without being affected by it.

7. Common Daisy, Bairn ^^arts, &jC.{Bellis perennis).—This plant is common every-

where in England, and gives beauty if it does not add utility to the meadows and

pasture lands in the spring of the year. It flowers all the year round, and if allowed

will soon spread itself over a field to the exclusion of the grass. The gardener considers

it a nuisance on the lawn and grass-plot, but it is too characteristic a feature of the

English pastures not to convey to the mind a sense of nationality in its presence. We
have heard of a wandering English traveller whose most intense love of home was

awakened by the accidental appearance of an English daisy which sprung up amongst

some mould carried over to India with some bulbous rooted plants. Cattle must be

very hungry to eat the daisy plant ; it is therefore a bold intruder on the pasture that

ought to be destroyed.

8. Common Black Knap-weed, Black Mat-fillow, Cock-heads, &;c. [Centaurea nigra).

—Eng. Bot. Root perennial, rather woody, with long fibres; stem solid, ei-ect, tall,
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husky, deeply furrowed ; lower leaves somewhat lyrate with angular lobes ; upper ones

ovate ; colour dark ; flowers a deepish crimson, without any radiant or abortive florets,

but occasionally vdiite ; flowers from June to August.

9. Broad-leaved Dock {Rumex obtusifol'ms).—Stem 3 feet high; root black outside and

yellow within, with several heads. It requires no further description, being only too

well known by every agriculturist. Neglect alone can occasion its prevalence on a farm.

10. Coiv Parsnip, Hog-iveed (Heracleum sphradylimn).—Biennial; root tapering,

whitish, aromatic, sweetish, and rather mucilaginous ; stem from 4 to 6 feet high, erect,

branched, leafy, furrowed, hollow; leaves proceed from a large membrane, or sheath;

flowers growing in lai'ge umbels, either white or reddish ; seeds abundant, light brown
;

common in most meadows, and on borders and hedgerows; a wholesome plant for cattle,

which are fond of it, especially pigs ; and where it prevails, the farmers collect the plants

and roots to give to their swine when fattening. It flourishes most in the chalky

districts, and is very rampant in the Downs of Sussex and the adjoining counties, where

the edge of the chalk basin extends itself. It becomes improved by cultivation, and

assumes the mild character of the domestic variety.

11. The Rush {Junciis effusus and Juncus conglomeratus).—These are the species or

varieties of the common rush that prevail in marshy lands, and such meadows as are

imdrained and subject to frequent overflows. The rush is an endogenous perennial

plant; the first-named has some barren stems, and a spreading branched panicle of blunt

capsules ; the second has a compact panicle, and sharp pointed capsule, and its inflores-

cence forms dense globular heads, or panicles. It grovi's to about 2 feet in height, and

sometimes double that stature. It flowers in June and July. The presence of rushes

indicates both goodness of soil, and bad, neglected cultivation. We have recently had

occasion to go over a tract of land in Suffolk which was, a few years since, a wet raarsh

of 800 acres in extent, covered with rushes and the coarser kinds of water-grasses, and

letting at 15s. per acre. Through the perseverance of one gentleman, the corporation to

which the tract belonged were persuaded to expend four or five thousand pounds upon it.

The rushes and water-grasses have now almost entirely disappeared, the marsh is soimd

enough for cuttle throughout the year, and the rent obtained averages £3 per acre, with

plenty of applications when any part of it becomes vacant.* The rush has little or no

nutritive properties, and cattle will only eat it for want of something better.

12. The Sedge {Care.v).—This is a very numerous family of plants, consisting of 450

species in the difl"erent quarters of the world, of which Great Britain possesses about 70

or 80. Their presence indicates a damp, sour soil, and the character of the plant corre-

sponds therewith, being innutritioTis and v/orthless as fodder, and no domestic animals

will touch it. Flowers unisexual, imbricated, female flowers with an inflated thrcc-

toothed nectary ; calyx of one leaf, corolla wanting ; stigmas three ; seed three-sided,

enclosed in the nectary. (Smith's Eng. Flora.) The same method by which the rush

may be extirpated is applicable to the sedge, which is essentially a water-plant, and

cannot live where the land has been laid dry by drainage or otherwise.

In closing our account of the i)rlucipal weeds that infest the land and reduce the

profits of the farmer by stealing away the nourishment of the soil from more useful

plants, we would again remind the agricultural reader that, in this case, the remedy is

* Wc refci- hero fo Bccdes Jrnvsli, which, by the exevtiono of Mr. Vcan, who was wnrmly opposed by some of (ho

corporation, has thus been rendered a source of largo profit to that town at a trifling outlay.
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in his own hands ; for, by a vigihuit and persevering course of hostility, any and all

weeds may be extirpated, or kept down so as to be uo serious annoyance. There is au

old quartraine on this subject which, like most of our rural sayings, has more truth than

poetry in it, and the farmer would do VicU to burn it in upou his memory, that its

influence may be felt whenever he sees weeds beginning to be rampant upou his laud :

—

" Oue year's good weediiig

Will prevent sceiling

;

But oue year's seeding

JIakes sevtu years weeding."

These old saws have their foundation in practical experience; and there is another

which is equally true, though it is more frequently applied in a social than in au agricul-

tural sense, when a young scapegrace of a boy shoots suddenly up into manhood : it is

this—" An ill weed grows with speed 1 " True enough, weeds require no care from the

liand of mau to make them grow, but au infinite deal of trouble to prevent them from

getting the upper hand. Some soils are more proue than others to encourage certain

descriptions of weeds, but all, and especially the richest soils, if neglected, will be sure

to tell tales by the slovenly appearance of the fields and the crops upon them. The

main object must be to prevent the weeds from seeding, which is a sure preparation for

a twofold crop of weeds the next year. By keeping them down the evil will be more

than half remedied.

SECTION XXIII.

BIRDS AND QUADRUPED.S IN.IURIOUS TO THE FARAT.

The term "pests of the fdrni," has been indiscriminately applied to all birds, quadru-

peds, and insects, that commit depredations upon the property of the farmer. But this

denunciatory epithet admits of considerable modification in the case of the two former at

least ; and if a correct balance-sheet could be drawn out of the good they efiect on the

one hand, and the evil on the other, we question a\ hetlicr there would not be found a

large margin iu their favour. "We are no advocates for letting them have everything

their own way, or allowing them so to multiply as to become a real nuisance ; but

neither would we, on the other hand, sanction a war of extermination against all the

ferce naturce of the farm, as has been done in some instances, both in England and on the

Continent. We have no fear of the effect of " sparrow clubs " in this country, as they

will only he instituted amongst the least enlightened of the agricultural classes ; and the

number of those who know tlie value of these birds outweighs their enemies two to one,

so that the breed of small birds is iu no danger of becoming extinct. With regard to

Germany, where the government (we believe) waged such a war against small birds, they

have now seen their error, and will be glad to get the "pests" back again, being so

devoured by insects that the crops of grain are seriously afl'ected by them. We shall

endeavour to steer a middle course, neither justifying nor condemning in toto ;
" nothing
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extenuatCj uor set down auglit iu malice." We confess to having felt annoyed enough,

when finding a whole colony of marauding rooksj &c., making free with a field of corn,

and have not scrupled to inflict lynch law upon the nearest, and hanging him upon the

spot as " a terror to evil doers." But the good that the denizens of the rookery effect

at other seasons of the year, when neither the seed corn uor the ripened crop tempt

them to a change of diet, cannot be calculated. What would not the farmers of Australia

and New Zealand give if our farmers could transport a whole colony of sparrows and

other birds to those regions, where the insects exist in such multitudes as, in some

seasons, to eat up everything eatable. While, therefore, it is is quite proper to protect

our property against the dej)redations of the wild animals that haunt the realm of

cultivation, it is equally our interest to even protect the marauders as the best friends

we have, and who can be kept in check when necessary without injuring them ; there

being at all times an abundance of food for them without infringing upon the grain

crops.

BIRDS.

1. The Rook {Corvus frugilgeus).—A gregarious bird, living in societies, and, if

naturalists are not in error, having, like the bee, a kind of government amongst them,

though of the republican, rather than the monarchical order. Rooks are strongly

attached to the locality in which they have been accustomed to reside ; and we believe

that nothing short of cutting down the trees they have inhabited will induce them to

abandon the spot. Even the gun will not banish them ; for they will see their young

ones mercilessly shot as soon as they arrive at maturity, and will immediately set about

supplying the loss, by rearing another brood. This, in fact, is the best and most

effectual way of keeping down the nnmber of rooks, which might otherwise become

formidable.

The rook differs from the carrion crow [Corims corax) in being larger in size, blue-

black in colour, and in having a white skin on the upper part of the beak. In addition

to which the rook lives in society, whilst the crow is a solitary bird, or at most is seen

only in pairs, always building their nests apart. The rook is decidedly an English bird,

and a rookery an English institution ; and, from personal observation, we are inclined

to believe that he knows his value to the farmer ; and at those seasons when neither

seed-corn nor ripe crops are in danger, he feels that he may follow the ploughman or any

other labourei', in close proximity, without fear of giving offence. It is only when

committing his depredations that he is upon his guard. Hundreds of times have we

watched the sentinel rook on a tree elevated enough to command the whole vicinity,

mounting guard whilst his companions were feasting, and wondered at the amount of

self-denial such submission to the discipline of the rookery involved. Rooks are said to

smell powder afar off, because when a gunner is approaching the field they take to

flight; but this is rather to be ascribed to the vigilance of the sentinel tlian totlie power

of their olfactory sense ; for if the gunner can elude the watcher he may surprise tlie

whole gang in spite of their keen scent.

The rooks are omnivorous birds, eating every kind of vegetable or animal food they

can most readily obtain. Worms, grubs, and caterpillars, however, are their mainstay

of food ; and if they lie heavily upon the corn-fields just before harvest, it is because

generally speaking, the plough is not at work, and insect food is less plentiful. The
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tuniip-fly beetle, the cockcliafcr, the ^Yil•c-^vol•ul, all kinds of grubs, skigs, &c. &c.j are

eagerly sought out by them and devoured, aud great are the pains they take to find

them. By instinct they seem to know when a pasture or oat-field is infested by the

grub of the cockchafer, or any other of the l)cctlc tribes. We liave seen a piece of

pasture look as if every root of grass had been pulled x\\) by the rooks; imdev every tuft

thus uprooted a grub was found by them, and thus tlie pasture was saved from utter

destruction. In the oat-field the wire-worm will cause the plant to turn of a reddish

brown. These the rooks will select, and no others, and not leave them till the intruders

are destroyed. Richardson mentions an instance in which a great number of rooks were

shot on the estate of William Oliver, Esq., we suppose because they pulled up the grass

and corn. An old bird was killed aud examined, when they found iu his craw nineteen

large grubs and seventeen wire-worms ! We hope W. Oliver, Esq., desisted from

persecuting to the death these poor birds, which had thus done their part towards saving

his crops. Another gentleman, Thomas Butler, Esq., of Jordan's-town, near Dublin,

has frequently shot rooks, and found nothing iu their craws but masses of grubs,

maggots, and wire-worms. The number of insects and larvre destroyed by a single rook

is incalculable.

Perhaps the crop most liable to injury from rooks is the potato. It is beyond doubt

that, if allowed, they will pull up every cutting they can find, and when the young

potatoes are formed, will also levy black-mail upon them. We believe, however, that

they also search for the grubs that infest the potatoes, and that this is the chief cause of

their visits to the potato-field, as well as to the pasture. It is therefore incumbent on

the farmer himself to see that they are well watched, both at the time the sets are

planted aud afterwards, although it is probable the grubs may do equal injury if the

rooks are kept oft'; aud it is a question still to be solved whether the pieces of potato

taken away did not contain a grub or a maggot, which is frequently the case. It is no

easy matter, however, to keep the I'ooks off a large field of potatoes, and nothing but

downright slaughter with the gun will deter them. Ilichardson relates the case of a

boy-watcher who, being provided with a pistol and powder only, was blamed for allowing

the rooks still to help themselves : "Ye mauu gi'e me lead," he replied, "for a wheen o'

thae auld craws would sit on the vera point o' a pistol, gin I would let them." We
believe still that the mischief is greatly exaggerated, for if it was equal to what some

writers assert, half the crops in the kingdom would he. destroyed. We close our account

with a passage from "British Husbandry :"—" We confess," says the writer, "that we

coincide in the opiuion of those naturalists who attribute the dislike of farmers rather to

prejudice than fact, for they (the rooks) live more upon the insects found in the earth

than upon grain. In a dry spring, indeed, when worms are scarce, they will dig out the

newly-set potatoes; but, if we look round the country, we shall find that in land in the

immediate neighbourhood of those antiquated mansions where rookeries have been for

ages established, the crops are not less plentiful, and the ground is perhaps cleaner than

in places situated at a distance. In the year 1825 our fields were so completely overrun

with the wild mustard that for six weeks there was not a blade of corn to be seen, and

every barley-field was covered as with gold ; but, on the Earl of Traquair's fields, around

the rookery, there was scarcely a single plant of the noxious weed to be seen." *

2. The Carrion Crow {Corvus corone).—This bird, as we have already stated, is smaller

* Richardson's " Pests of tie Farm," p. 82.
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than the rookj and of a deeper black in colour. It keeps in pair, a male aud female,

throughout the year, aud generally builds its nest on the same tree year after year, if

not molested. It lives mostly in woods, especially if near the homestead. It feeds

chiefly on animal food, such as carrion, eggs, young chickens and lambs, leverets, game,

and young pigeons—anything, indeed, in the form of animal food, is acceptable to it.

Sheep that are affected with maggots are generally sought out by the carrion crow ; and

if the bird would be satisfied with relieving the sheep from its enemies, it would prove a

blessing ; but as soon as the maggots are devoured, the crow begins to feed on the flesh of

the sheep, and, if not detected and driven off or shot, would soon destroy it. It makes great

havoc amongst the eggs in the farm-yard, as well as those of the game in the plantations,

and it is a special task of the gamekeeper to banish it from the preserves. Young

lambs also are an object of great interest to the carrion crow, Avhich will destroy large

numbers of them if not prevented. It generally picks out the eyes of the animal in

the first instance, and then digs a hole in the abdomen, and draws out its entrails,

which it devours at leisure. The crow builds her nest in February, lays four or five

eggs, and, whilst the female is sitting, the male supplies her with food.

The hooded crow {Corvus comix) is very much like the carrion crow in appearance,

but is more destructive amongst the lambs on the Scottish mountains and the Westei-n

Isles, where it is chiefly found. It is rather larger than the carrion crow, but, like it,

is of a deep black colour. Both these are very bold birds, aud will not succumb to the

hawk or buzzard, but will attack them fearlessly. They prefer putrid to fresh meat,

and frequently hide their food until decomposition has set in, when they devour it at

their leisure. They are very shy of the gun, and it is difficult to get a shot at them.

3. The Raven {Corvus corax).—This is the largest of the crow family, being

26 inches in length, whereas the carrion crov,' is only 18, and the hooded crow 20 inches.

Its form is ovate, aud rather bulky ; the neck strong ; the head large and oblong; the

beak long, straight, and deep ; this and the feet are deep black, but the plumage, like

that of the rook, is a bright blue-black or deep purple. The male bird measures, when

its wings are extended, upwards of 50 inches from tip to tip. The raven is a more

dangerous, because a stronger, bird than the carrion crow, and will make no scruple of

attacking a sheep that has any disease upon it and is feeble. It will, however, prey on

anything that has animal life, and commits great depredations on the flocks of lambs,

as well as hares, rabbits, and other game. It inhabits high rocks near the sea-coasts,

deep woods, and mountainous countries, where it can watch and observe the plains or

slopes aroimd. He is useful to the farmer in clearing away putrid carcases ; but this is

his only good quality, and no farmer who has a flock of sheep would tolerate the

presence of the carnivorous marauder. In fact, the raven is a scarce bird in the United

Kingdom, on account of his thieving propensities, which are sometimes remarkably

developed when the raven has been domesticated. In that state he will not only hide

a portion of his food, but will purloin trinkets, silver spoons, and gold ornaments, whicli

he will conceal in some secret place. Servants have sometimes been accused of stealing

silver or other articles, whicli have afterwards been found in out-of-thc-M'ay places,

hidden there by a tame raven. He is, however, a cheerful companion in the stable-yard,

and affords great amusement by his grotesque and clever tricks. The raven is a native

of all temperate climates; and, indeed, his power of flight is so great, that he can

transport himself from country to country at the greatest distance from each other. He
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is considered a bird of ill omeu by tlic superstitious peasantry ; aud his lugubrious

croaking near a mansion or farm homestead generally excites dismay amongst the

domestic scrvauts, especially if any of the family are ill. In clear, still weather, he Hies

in circles at a vast height, and also is seen in thunderstorms, when it is said that a

stream of electric lire llashcs from the end of its beak. We very much doubt, however,

the truth or correctness of this statement, and should require ocular demonstration to

accept it as a fact. The nest of the raven is generally built in the topmost fork of a

tall tree, the foundation being laid with sticks, aud the inside lined with wool and hair.

The female lays four or live eggs 2 inches long by 1^ in width, and of a pale green

colour, spotted with darker greenish browu. It is a more rare bird in England than in

Scotland, which, on account of its mountainous character, is more suited to its habits.

The best way of taking the raven is by baiting a trap with portions of rabbits or any

other animal, never setting the trap twice in the same place after a bird has beeu

caught, as others will be deterred from approaching it.

J. li'iny-dove, Tf'ood-pigeon [Columba ^xthcmbus).—In the United Kingdom the wood-

pigeon builds solitary in the woods, or on the tallest and thickest of the pollard oaks in

the hedgerows ; but towards autumn, or on the approach of winter, they become grega-

rious, and lie lieavily on the turnip fields, destroying much more than they devour, by

breaking the skins, and thus rendering them liable to imbibe the rain aud be seized by

the frost. In Scotland, in consequence of the extensive plantations that have been

raised on almost all the large mountainous estates, the wood-pigeons have increased to

such an extent as to alarm the agriculturists, and premiums are paid for their destruc-

tion by the East Lothian Club, and other societies of a local character. In 186.3

the nnmber that was thus paid for amou.nted to 4,1G0, which shows the vast flocks

of them in that countrj'. They commit great ravages upon the crops both of corn in

summer and autumn, aud of turnips in winter. When once they have taken to a field,

whether of one or the other, it will require incessant watching to prevent them from

destroying it. Richardson gives the following as the mctiiod he practised on his own

farm :

—" The snow completely covered the ground, and lay several days upon it. They

began to brush it away, and to feed upon the turnips. To approach them with a gun

was impossible ; a few scouts all round on trees watched, and off thej' flew on the

slightest alarm, alighting at the opposite side of the field, and keeping up a most

amusing and vexatious race. During the night we made a hut behind a hedge, and

covered it over entii-ely with snow, except a small peep-hole. Some 20 or 80 yards from

this we placed on the top of the snow a few newly-pulled turnips, the only gi'cen things

observable for mile*. At first they were shy, but we allowed them to taste and get

courage before the work of slaughter eonamenced. At length we began—smaek

!

smack! went the gun— down dropped the birds ; but seeing no person apparently to

blame for it, and appearing to be emboldened by their dead companions remaining on

the turnips, they soon returned, and thus, till powder and patience were exhausted, a

large supply was obtained for the larder, and their numbers considerably reduced. This

we continued till the storm disappeared, when they also departed."* Murdoch states

that when the wood-pigeon alights on a field of corn, it lies on its breast, and with its

wings threshes out the grain, its beak being too weak for that purpose. As most of it

drops through the straw, it is lost to the bird as well as to the farmer, and it does not

» " Pesls of the Farm," p. 83.
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eat one ear for twenty that are thus beaten out. The loss, therefore, where these birds

are numerous, is very great.

We have been informed by persons residing in Upper Canada that at certain seasons

of the year enormous flights of wood-pigeons pass over the eountry, extending many

miles in length, and continuing for hours^ directing their course either to the eastward

or westward, according to the time of year. These birds build their nests in the pine

forests of the Southern States, which are loaded with myriads of them, and millions of

the birds are hatched. During the hatching season the farmers or planters turn droves

of pigs into the forests to feed upon the young pigeons that fall out of the nests, -which

is a thing of continual occurrence, especially during a storm, to which those latitudes

are frequently subject. There is no doubt that the flocks of pigeons passing over

Canada are identical with those in the Southern States; but where they go to for the

winter is at present a mystery. *

5. The Eagle (Halicetus albicilla).—This is also called the great sea-eagle, because

he is frequently seen on the crags and cliff's near the shore, watching an opportunity of

seizing either fish or fowl that presents itself; but it does not confine itself to these, but

will pounce upon a fawn or a sheep, or any kind of game or wild-fowl within its grasp,

and carry it off or devour it upon the spot. The beak of this bird is nearly as long as the

head. Its plumage is a dusky brown, with an ashen tinge ; tail white; cere and feet

Yellowish white. It is a common bird in Scotland, and builds its nest either on the

crags of the rocks or on tall trees in the depths of the forest. The nest is a flat surface

formed of sticks, and on it the female lays two eggs, 3 inches long by nearly 2h wide, of

a dirty white colour, mottled with pale reddish brown. Macgillivray, in his work on the

"Rapacious Birds of Britain," p. 60, says of these birds—"On observing a person

walking near their nests, they fly round him at a I'cspectful distance, sailing with out-

stretched wings, occasionally uttering a savage scream of anger, and allowing their legs

to dangle with outspread talons, as if to intimidate him. I have observed them when on

the edge of a precipice 500 feet high, with a very steep slope above me, bounded by rocks,

and from which I could not have made my escape had the birds been resolute. Although

on such occasions they are in general extremely cautious, notwithstanding their manifest

anxiety for the safety of their young, yet I once saw an eagle come within a hundred

yards, when it was brought down with buck-shot by a friend whom I had accompanied

to the place."

The Golden Eayle {Aquila chrysaetos) is a larger bird than the preceding, and though

occasionally seen in the southern counties of England, is more common in Scotland and

the Western Isles. It is a very destructive bird to game, and lambs, kids, fawns, &c.

* Audubon the naturalist gives a griipliic accouut of tliis passage of wood-pigeons in America. " In passing over the

barrens," he says, "a few miles from llardensburg, I observed the pigeons flying from north-east to south-west in greater

numbers than I thought I had ever seen before. I travelled on, and still met more the further I proceeded. The air was

litirally filled with pigeons, the light of the noon-day was obscured as by an eclipse. The dung fell in spots not unlike

(lakes of snow, and the continued buzz of wings had a tendency to lull my senses to repose. Before sunset I reached

Louisville, distant from Hardensburglifty-five miles, the pigeons were still passing in undiminished numbers, and continued

to do so for three days iu succession. The people were all in arms. The banks of the Ohio were crowded with men and

boys incessantly shooting at the pigeons, which there (lew lower as they passed the river, and multitudes were destroyed.

For a week or more the population fed on no olher flesh than that of pigeons." The numbers he estimated 1,115,130,000,

but Wilson calculates them at 2,230,272,000, and says that the gronnd of the forests where they roost is covered several

inches deep with their dung, all the tender grass and underwood is destroyed, and the trees destroyed on thousands of acres

as completely as if girdled with an ase.
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It possesses extraordinary powers of sight and sccut, aud will discern its prey at a great

distance. It is also very destructive amongst the poultry aud the small quadrupeds of

the farm ; and in tlic Orkneys there is a law in foi'ce which entitles the person who

kills an eagle to a hen out of everj"^ house in the parish. The golden eagle is 3 feet in

length ; its plumage a dark brown colour ; its legs feathered down to the toes, which arc

yellow, with black claws. It weighs when full grown about 12 lbs. The best method

of taking the eagle is by fastening a rabbit between two traps where it frequents. The

traps should close 8 inches high, or they may be evaded.

6. The Sparrow-hawk {Accipiter frbujillarius)

.

—This is a bold, active bird, very

destructive amongst partridges and other game, but also destroying great numbers of

sparrows and other small birds. We have known instances in which a sparrow-hawk

has seized and carried off a partridge that had a minute before been shot by a sportsman.

It frequents the farm-yard, and carries off a brood of young chickens, one by one, to

feed its own nestlings. The dovecote also is subject to its depredations. It flies low

and rapidly, and frequently takes its prey when thus on the wing, and darts out of sight

in an instant. The female is much larger than the male, the weight of the latter being

only 5 ozs., whilst the former weighs 9. The sparrow-hawk lays four or five eggs, which

are rather more than \\ inch long by l^^ wide, of a pale bluish white coloui', spotted

with dark red brown. The male is 12, the female 15 inches longj plumage a rich dark

brown on the back and wings, and lighter on the breast, belly, aud throat, striped with

transverse bars of dark brown.

7. The Sparrow {Passer domesticus).—This is as bold a thief as ever haunted the

farm-yard, and yet he has his redeeming qualities which render it a shame and a blunder

to endeavour to exterminate him. Like the rook, however, it is necessaiy to keep the

numbers of sparrows within bounds, and also, by incessant watching, to prevent them

from committing their depredations upon the crops of corn or seed. A sparrow is said

to cat a bushel of corn in the year, but we rather suspect this to be an exaggeration.

Buffou estimates it at 20 lbs., and others that it eats its own weight in corn daily.

These estimates, we apprehend, are all made on the presumption that the sparrow eats

nothing else than corn, whereas a great part of the year it lives on insects and small

seeds, there being no corn in the field that is proper food, or, rather, in a proper state

for it. As harvest approaches, the sparrows of the previous spring and summer hatches

assemble in flocks, and fasten themselves upon the fields of grain lying nearest to the

homestead ; and if permitted, will make a much greater havoc with the crop than the

small size of the bird would seem to warrant. The sparrow is as much a domestic bird

as the robin, and probably, were it not for the great number of them continually about

the farm-yard, it would be as much a favourite as that bird. But it is the number of

the sparrows that gives them the power to do mischief; and it is of necessity that they

should be prevented from increasing so as to be a nuisance, and also be well watched at

those seasons of the year—seed-time and harvest—when they have the power to do

mischief. In other respects they kill immense numbers of insects to feed their young

with ; during the summer and after harvest they frequent the fields to pick up the corn

that may have been shelled, aud also such seeds and insects as they may find to their

taste. The sparrow lays five or six eggs of a white spotted with ash colour and dusky

brown, and they sometimes have three or four hatches in the season if the weather is

fine during the summer. It may therefore be readily conceived to what an extent they
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would increase iu a season or two, if not kept down by the gun or tiic net. On the

other hand, the immense number of insects, and particularly caterpillars, destroyed by

them to feed their young ones, is a powerful reason for preserving the breed as friendly

to the farmer, rather than exterminating it as an incorrigible and all-devouring enemy.

8. TIw Chaffinch {Fringilla spizce).—This bird, with the green and grey linnets, is

mostly to be feared when the turnip seed is ripening, when they sometimes congregate

together in large flocks, and, if not prevented, will do incredible mischief. Assembling

as soon as it is light in the morning, they continue, off and on, the whole day, and

would very soon eat or destroy the crop of seed ; for they waste far more than they

devour. At other times they live principally on seeds, but will also frequent the wheat

and oat-fields when the grain is ripe. After harvest they continue to live on the

stubbles, on the seeds of weeds, and insects. But as soon as the seed-wheat is deposited

in the ground, they attach themselves to it, picking up such as is left on the surface,

and scratching up that which is not sufficiently covered with the soil. Stephens states

that the chafiinch devours more seeds of weeds than grain, and is therefore entitled to

rank amongst the benefactors, rather than the enemies of the farmer. In Thuringia

this bird is held in such estimation as a songstei", that a cow has been given in exchange

for one of them, which has given rise to the proverb, " A chafiinch is worth a cow."*

In England, there being better feathered songsters, the chaffinch is thought little of in

that capacity.

9. The Corn Bunting [Emberiza miliaria).—This little bird lives almost wholly on

grain, not only at seed-time and when the grain is ripe, but attacking the stacks, and

stripping them of their thatched covering, to find anything in the shape of corn. " It

could hardly be supposed," says INIr. Kuapp, " that this bird, not larger than a lark^

is capable of doing serious injury
;
yet I this morning witnessed a rick of barley,

standing in a detached field, entirely stripped of its thatching, which this bunting

effected by seizing the end of the straw, and deliberately drawing it out to search for

any grain the ear might yet contain ; the base of the rick being entirely surrounded by

the straw, one end resting on the ground, and the other against the snow as it slid tlown

from the summit, and regularly placed as if by hand ; and so completely was the thatch

pulled off, that the immediate removal of the stack became necessary. The sparrow and

other birds burrow into the stack, and pilfer the corn ; but the deliberate operation of

unroofing the edifice appears to be the habit of the bunting alone."t

10. The Skylark, Laverock {Alaucla arvensis).—This favourite bird, whom ninety-

nine persons out of a hundred would defend against all attacks upon its character, is

nevertheless a most destructive bird in the fields of newly-sown corn, as well as when

the grain is ripening. This is rather owing to its number than to its individual powers

of mischief. Towards winter these birds withdraw, in a great measure, from the coasts

to the midland counties, where they congregate in immense flocks ; and if the weather

proves severe, they become an easy prey to the bird-catchers, who take them, both to

sell in London and other cities and towns as song-birds, and also for the spit, the lark

being a favourite dish with the epicures of the metropolis. At this season they are

very fat ; for while the weather is open, they will pick up the wheat as soon as it

appears above ground ; and, if unmolested, will destroy a large proportion of the plants.

The farmer, however, has a kindly feeling towards this bird, which cheers liim with its

* "Book of the Farm," vol. ii. p. 379. t H^'d., p. 378.
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soug as lie goes to his labour in the morning of spring or early summer. The author

of tliat tender and beautiful soug, "Black-eyed Susan/' makes a hajipy allusion to the

liabits of this bird, to illustrate the subject of the meeting of the sailor and his sweet-

heart on the deck :

—

" William, wlio liis;h upon ihe yanl,

TosseJ by the billows to and fro,

Soou as Iicr wuU-kiiowu voice lie heanl,

He sighed and cast his eyes below.

The cord glides swiftly through his glowing h;uids.

And quick as lightning on the deck he stands.

" So the sweet laik high-poised in air,

Claiis close his |iinious to his breast,

If chance his mate's shrill voice he hears.

And drops at once into his nest.

The noblest captain of the British fleet,

flight envy William's lips those kisses sweet."

The methods resorted to for reducing the number of small birds are chiefly the guu, the

net, and poison. There is no doubt but all these marauders have as wholesome a horror

of powder and shot—not powder alone, observe—as a professional thief has of a vigilant

policeman ; and besides having watchers stationed on the corn-fields, the farmer himself

at certain seasons of the year, ought never to go round the farm without a gun in his

hand; that is, if his landlord will allow him to do so, which ought to be taken for

granted. This, however, is for the benefit of rooks and wood-pigeons, in order to keep

them honest; but as for the small fry, of which we have just discoursed, their name i.s

legion, and a gun or two ^^•ill make but small impression upon their armies. Their

nests, therefore, should be destroyed ; and if very numerous, nets should be used to

take them. Sparrows are easily reduced in numbers, if necessary, by the clap-net, after

dark ; and linnets, chaffinches, and other birds of the gregarious kind, are also readily

taken by bird-catchers at certain seasons in great numbers. With regard to poison, we
would never recommend its use under any circumstances, being dangerous to the fowls

and pigeons which are to be found everywhere around a homestead. We have some-

times tried it for the destruction of sparrows, when they began to be unusually

troublesome ; but it proved as destructive to the domestic as to the wild birds ; in

addition to which, we have long come to the conclusion that the small birds do more

good than harm, if attention is paid to them at those seasons of the year when the seed-

corn is exposed, or the crops are ripening. An active lad on each side of a field, and a

few scarecrows in the middle, will do much to abate the mischief, especially if seconded

by a gentle shot occasionally from the farmer himself.

QUADRUrEDS.

1. The Fox {Vulpis vulyuris).—"Cunning as a fox" is not a proverb without a

foundation ; and were it not that fox-hunting and landlordism arc closely allied, we

entertain an opinion that, like the wolf, the fox would very soou be a fact in history

rather than existent. &\\t what can a farmer do who has a fox-earth in near

proximity to his homestead ? His landlord spends hundreds a year, probably, in

supporting a pack of foxhounds, and has laid out thousands upon stables for his hunters

and kennels for the dogs, all of whom fare sumptuously every day, as Reynard does

every night upon the poultry of the farmer's wife, or the lambs of his flock, if nothing
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else can be picked up. Traps ! you might as well carry a trap to his burrow, and

request him to put his foot into it, as set oue for au old fox, who knows all about it.

" They are very difficult to take," says Richardson with much feeling, " and may elude

the most vigilant endeavours. It is a sad nuisance if they once get the haunt of a

hen-roost. We have lost as many of the finest kinds of poultry as in twenty-five years

would amount to fifty pounds, besides the vexation of having some of the most valuable

fowls, procured from a great distance to improve the breed, carried off by a rapacious

fellow, who has for many years bred in a large drain, and seriously injured it by his

burrowing propensities. He is wonderfully sagacious. On oue occasion he got into

the hen-roost, and killed and ate several of the favourites, including two beautiful

bantams. These he carried oft, and, as he could not eat them at once, buried them for

a future repast. A trap was set for him every night for a fortnight, just within the hole,

but he never came into it. One night it was omitted ; and again he entered, and stole

away another batch of liens. The hole was then secured, and the hens made to enter

upon a lath ; and since then he has confined his depredations to those which strolled

from home, or left early in the morning,"* &c. If Mr. Richardson had stopped the hole

at once, wlien he found he had so troublesome a neighbour, he would have saved his

Shanghacs and bantams. " The loss must be put up with," says Stephens ; " for what-

ever precautions the farmer may use in spring for the protection of his ncwlj^-dropped

lambs, he would acquire an unenviable notoriety amongst sportsmen were he to lie in wait

with a gun for a fox."t He recommends placing sheep-netting before the lambing-house,

having space enough Avithin its bounds to enclose the ewes with lambs. This plan he

tried, and found that it deterred the fox from entering, a lantern being also hung in the

centre. This is an easy and safe precaution, and involves no loss of character, of which

Mr. Stephens appears to have a great dread. It is a peculiarity in the habit of the fox,

that he will never take a young fowl if an old one is to be had. He is not strong

enough to carry out this principle in the ease of sheep, and is therefore compelled to put

up with lamb instead of mutton.

2. The Badyer {Meles taxus).—In form this animal is something like the bear, and,

in fact, it is grouped by Linnaeus with that animal. Like it, he walks upon his heels, his

legs being short, and his hair thick and long, so that his belly appears to touch the

ground. He sleeps during the day, and leaves his hole at evening in search of food,

which consists of roots, reptiles, birds' eggs, frogs, worms, grubs, beetles, and, when he can

obtain it, honey. At least, Buffon says that he digs up the nests of bees formed in the

ground, for the sake of the honey and wax. The badgers pair Avhen young, and never

after forsake each other, " but live aGfectionately with their little ones in their secluded

burrow, and in their deportment display feelings of ardent devotion and disinterested

attachment which many of this creature's biped persecutors would do well to imitate." %

In size the badger is about equal to a middle-sized dog, being about 2^ feet in length

from the snout to the root of the tail, and fro;n 12 to 15 inches in height, and he weighs

from 20 to 35 lbs., according to his age and condition. In colour he presents a remark-

able contrast with most other mammiferous animals in being of a lighter colour on the

back than underneath, on the ventral region. The colour is grey above and black

beneath, whilst white stripes ornament the head and neck. It is found in all the

* " Tests of the Fai-m," p. 43. + " liouk of the Form,'' vol. ii. p. -i78.

t " Pcdts of tlic Farm," p. 33.
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temperate regious of Europe and Asia, but is now Ly no means common iu Great Britani

and France, being continually hunted and destroyed, for no other reason than a love of

cruel sport, there being no charge against him of doing or causing injury to the property

of the farmer, whilst on the other hand he clears the farm of many of its real pests.

They are, however, very savage when attacked or interfered with, and will boldly face a

dog employed to " draw" him from his burrow, at which time he will bite very sharply

—and the jaws of this animal are so constructed that they hold with great tenacity

whatever he seizes upon. The badger emits a powerful scent from a poucii near the

tail, whence a thick aud foetid substance exudes when he is angry.

The badger is an omnivorous animal, aud though most addicted to animal food, will

also feed on vegetables. Dr. Richai'dson kept a tame one which ate almost any kind of

food that was given to it, especially potatoes, which it would eat cooked, but seemed to

prefer them raw, unless the boiled ones were mashed up with milk and butter. Meat

he invariably took raw, rejecting it if the least smell of fire attached to it. It Avas a

remarkably cleanly animal, keeping its cage scrupulously free from dirt of every kind,

and preserving its bed from soil. It did not hibernate during the winter months, as it

is supposed to do in the wild state, like the squirrel, sleeping for a few weeks, aud then

Avaking up to take in a supply of food from the store it has previously laid up, afterwards

again coiling itself up to take another sleep. Dr. Richardson's badger appears to have

taken more sleep in the hot summer mouths thau in the winter^ and suffered more

from the heat thau from the cold ; and this the Doctor found to be common to the

whole tribe.

The badger's fur is by no means handsome^ being thick and coarse. The skin is

commonly dressed with the hair on, aud converted into pistol holsters. That on the

face is used by the Highlanders of Scotland in making the " sporran," or bag which

depends from the girdle. The tail hairs are converted into painters' brushes and shaving

brushes. The hind quarters of the badger (saving the pouch) are considered by epicures

superior in flavour to those of the hog, and in China the whole animal is eaten in

common. The fat is made up into ointment, for which purpose it is iu gi-eat request.

It breeds only once a-year, bringing forth in April four or five young ones. It possesses,

like the mole, an extraordinary power of forming a burrow, of which Dr. Richardson

gives the following instance :

—" Wishing to increase the happiness of my pet, I procured

a female of his own species to keep him company, and while preparing a large enclosm'e

for theu' reception, I shut them both up in an outhouse. I do not think I was half-an-

hour absent, when on my return I found my new badger gone. A moment's investiga-

tion discovered the place of her concealment ; the animal had, during my short absence,

formed a considerable burrow under the wall of the outhouse—which, I must observe,

was built against a bank forming the side of the road. It was into that bank that the

creature had worked its way, and on listening I could hear it delving and scraping at a

prodigious rate, about a yard from the back of the wall. I hastily procured the assistance

of a mason, who pulled down part of the wall, and by working rapidly, succeeded in

overtaking the badger just as she had worked her way across the road to within a foot

of the Edinburgh Botanic Garden wall, beside which I lived. I may observe that the

ground was by no means soft, the burrow being formed under a hard, although not

macadamised road." *

» " Tests of iLe Farm," p. 35.
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3. The Otter (Lvtra vulr/aris).—Au amphibious auimal which lives principally on

fish of its own catching. Its favourite haunt is the bank of a secluded stream away

from the liauut of men^ if such a spot can be found. Tliere, amongst the reeds and

sedgeSj it forms a deep buri'ow ; or it chooses the roots of an overhanging willow tree or

alder under which to construct its excavation, which is carried as near the surface as is

consistent with safety in order to keep it perfectly dry, which with this animal is a sine

qua non, for if a flood reaches it the otter will instantly abandon it, although the entrance

is always under the water. It forms several apartments in this burrow, the extreme

one being very near the surface, and, if possible, ending under a bush, and having a

small aperture to admit air into the cell. To this the otter retreats if the water rises

in the others ; and if the last also is inundated, the animal then enlarges the hole, and

escapes into the open ground. During high floods the otter is frequently hunted and

taken, not, however, without fighting for its life stoutly; for it is a powerful animal for

its size, and in a contest with a dog the latter frequently comes ofl' second best, with

severe lacerations, if not broken limbs. Hunting the otter was formerly a favourite

sport with the nobility, who, mauy of them at least, kept a breed of otter hounds. Bat

this was exchanged for the fox hunt, which now occupies the leisure of the sportsmen,

to the injury of the farmer over whose grounds they pursue their sport.

The otter goes with young nine weeks, producing from three to five cubs, usually in

March or April. It is now a very scarce animal, only found in the most secluded parts

of a river or brook that has alternate deeps in it where the fish congregate, amongst

which it makes terrible havoc. It will bring the fish on to the land to devour it, but

upon the approach of any one it will instantly plunge into the stream and reach its

burrow, where it will remain in safety. In size the otter measures when full grown

from 3 to 4J and even 5 feet in length, including the tail. Its head is broad and flat,

with a round and blunt muzzle ; its eyes small and rather prominent ; ears short

;

neck nearly as thick as the body, which is long, round, and flexible enough for the

animal to turn rapidly in any direction ; legs short, strong, and muscular ; feet five-

clawed, and webbed three-fourths of their length ; tail long, muscular, and flattened, so

as to act as a rudder in the water ; colour a blackish brown, except the head, front of

the neck and breast, which are brownish grey ; the belly is sometimes darker than the

back ; fur of two kinds, the under coat very fine and close, the long hair above it soft

and glossy, those of the tail bristly ; the inner parts of the legs are of a brownish grey.

The otter is strongly attached to its young, and will even suS'er herself to be killed

rather than desert them. " Often," says Professor Steller, " have I spared the lives of

the female otters whose young ones I took away. They expressed their sorrow by crying

like human beings, and following me as I was carrying off their young, whilst they called

to them for aid with a tone of voice which very much resembled the crying of children.

When I sat down on the snow they came quite close up to me, and attempted to carry

off their young. On one occasion when I had deprived an otter of her progeny

I returned to the place eight days after, and found the female sitting by the river, listless

and desponding : she suflered me to kill her on the spot, without making any attempt

to escape. On skinning her, I found she was quite wasted away from sorrow for the loss

of her young." * Towards its keeper the tame otter displays the same affection, many

instances of which are recorded by Richardson, Macgillivray, M'Diarmid, and other

" IV'^ls of the I'm-m," p. ^8.
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naturalists. It may be taught to ilslij auil briug its prey to its keeper. The otter fishes

at sea as well as iu tlie river; and on the wild coast of Ireland and the north of Scot-

land it frequents the caves and other recesses iu the rocks, and under large boulder

stones. Some have placed what they call the marine otter as a distinct species, whilst

Bell and others show that there is not a sufficiently marked dift'erence to constitute

more than a very dark and handsome variety of the common species.

4. The JJ'ild Cat {Felis catus), called, from its ferocitj^ the British tiger, is not

generally common, but is well known in the more wooded districts of the country,

where its presence is deprecated by the husbandman on account of the depredations it

commits on the poultry and young lambs, and by the sportsman for the havoc it makes

amongst the game. " The wild cat," according to Macgillivray, "is of a yellowish grey

colour, interrupted with a longitudinal black band on the back, two dusky stripes on the

cheeks, and numerous transverse bands of the same colour on the body and limbs ; tail

about half the length of the head and body, cylindrical, ringed, and tipped with black."

In form it resembles the domestic cat, but is more compactly built, is larger, and its

tail is shorter, and blunter at the end, which is generally destitute of hair. The

domestic cat residing near woods sometimes becomes wild; but in that case it not only

differs from the true wild cat in size and height, but is even a more mischievous animal,

forming its liabitation in rabbits' burrows on the warren, and destroying great numbers

of the rabbits.

The wild cat stands, when full grown, upwards of 18 inches in height, but is shorter

in proportion than the common cat. It has a thicker fur, long and soft ; the male

'i feet 4 inches iu length from the muzzle to the tip of the tail; the female 2 feet

6 inches. It has powerful jaws, and its teeth are truly formidable. It destroys hares,

rabbits, feathered game of all kinds, young lambs, and domestic fowls of all kinds. It

is said to live solitary, or in pairs, in the clefts of rocks, woods, and thickets, seldom

approaching human dwellings, unless, pressed with hunger, it is driven to make a night

raid upon the fowls in the farm-yard. It is now chiefly confined to part of Wales, the

mountainous districts of the north of England, the counties of Perth, Aberdeen, and

Argyle, in Scotland, and in the woods and thickets of Ireland, taking up its abode in

the- fissures of rocks, or iu the cavities between blocks of stone. It is now banished

from the cultivated parts of this country.

" We remember," says Richardson, " once witnessing the prettiest sight imaginable.

A hollow tree had been sawn off to some 3 feet high, and in time the whole internal

part of the roots seemed to be hollow from decay. In this a nest of feral eats had been

bred, and they all came out to gajubol on the sawn-off tree, as on a platform. The

beautiful white in their sleek skins, all alike grey and white, and the activity and beauty

of their movements, rendered them objects of the greatest interest. On the least

disturbance, or on the approach of any one, they immediately disappeared into their

burrow, in the far-penetrating roots of the ash ; and we do not know what became of

them. We never sustained any injury to our poultry; and if they took a few hares,

we did not grudge them their fair and legitimate share. Indeed, we have had domestic

wild cats, who would hunt for the game the same as dogs ; and woe to the hare found

sitting, or the leveret that had not strength or sense to get out of the way."* Game-

keepers are the determined enemies of wild cats, and have killed or banished them from

• " Pests of the Fano," p. 22.
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the covers and plantations ; and it is now only in tlic wilder districts of the kingdom

that they are to be found. To the farmer they were rather a benefit than an injury, by

destroying those vermin that destroyed the crops.

5. The Mole {Talpa vulgaris).—This singular animal has both friends and enemies

amongst agriculturists—a good and a bad character. Undoubtedly it is an ugly sight

to see a field covered with hillocks thrown up by this miner ; but it should at the same

time be recollected that he does this when in pursuit of his prey, and that its food

consists of worms and insects, which, if not thus destroyed, would do infinitely more

harm to the crops than does the mole. It is impossible to draw a balance between the

good and the mischief performed by this animal; but as we know that his food consists

entirely of worms and reptiles, and that his search after them is incessant, we may

readily conceive of the great amount of good that a single mole will effect in clearing a

field of the innumerable enemies of that description that infest it.

There is only one species of the mole in Britain, and in Ireland it is entirely

unknown. It has a long body, nearly cylindrical in form ; the neck extremely short, so

that the head appears immersed between the shoulders; the snout elongated and

depressed, with a groove along its upper and lower surfaces, its extremity narrow and

abrupt ; the eye minute, in the centre of a bare space, the eyelids opening to a very

small extent ; the external ears wanting ; the limbs are very short ; the fore feet

extremely broad, with the palm directed outwards or backwards ; five toes, with an

internal rudimentary toe or appendage, consisting of a single bone, and apparently

serving to broaden the part for digging ; the first and fifth toes nearly equal, the third

longest, the fourth next, the second slightly shorter than the fourth ; the upper sm-face

almost destitute of hairs, the lower bare and wrinkled ; the claws straight, depressed,

thin, and rounded at the end, a little concave beneath, and having at the base a fixed

sheath. On the hind feet, which are rather small, and of the ordinary form, are five

toes, with an internal rudimentary toe ; the claws a little curved, slightly bent inwards,

tapering to a point, and grooved beneath ; the sole bare and rugose, the upper part

slightly hairy. The fur or pile is uniform, there being no strong hairs, unless on the

tail, and a few short bristles on the snout. The general colour is a blackish grey and

glossy, the lower parts paler, especially the abdomen. The snout has a small bone at its

extremity ; the cervical ligament is extremely strong, the clavicles large, the bones of

the anterior extremity nearly as thick as long ; the sternum large, with a longitudinal

ridge; the pectoral muscles, and those of the arm, forearm, and hand, extremely

developed. In all respects the form and structure of the mole are adapted to its peculiar

habits.*

The mole lives almost wholly underground, where it excavates a series of galleries

or runs near the surface if the season is moist, because then the woi'ms approach tlic

surface; but in dry weather it seeks its food at a greater depth. According to the

account of a French author, M. Henri le Court, each individual mole appropriates to

himself a district or hunting-ground, in which it forms a kind of fortress, under a

hillock, raised in some secure place, as beneath a bank, or near the roots of a tree. In

this eminence, of which the earth is rendered very compact, is formed a circular gallery,

communicating with a smaller gallery placed above it by several passages. On the

level of the lower or larger gallery is a roundish cavity or chamber, communicating with

' Mocgillivi-ay in the " Naturuliel Library," vol. xiii p. 135.
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the upper by three passages. From the outer gallery braneh off a number of passages,

which run out to a variable extent, and, forming an irregular eurve, terminate in what

may be called the high road, which is a long passage, proceeding from the outer circular

gallery, and at the same time communicating directly with the central cavity. It

extends to the farthest limits of the domain, is of somewhat greater diameter than the

body of the animal, has its walls comparatively compact, and communicates with the

numerous passages by which the domain is intersected. By this principal passage the

mole visits the various parts of its hunting-ground, burrowing to either side, and throwing

out the earth here and there, so as to form mole-hills. It is in these paths that snares

or traps ai'e laid for its capture. In deep rich earth these passages are sometimes nearly

.

a foot below the surface, wiiilst in gravelly or clayey soils, where the cultivated surface is

thin, they are very shallow. It is observed that before wet weather the mole always works

near the surface, because the worms then come to the surface. It will, however, feed on

larvre of difl'erent insects, frogs, lizards, and small birds. It is a voracious animal, and

cannot long endure a privation of food. In winter the mole burrows deeper into the

earth to escape the cold and find its food, which also abandons the surface.*

The mole brings forth from three to seven young at a birth, at any time from April

to the end of summer. The nest may be found under a larger hill than common, and

consists of leaves, grass, fibrous roots, and other vegetable matters. It is still a

debateable question whether, either on pasture or arable lands, the works of the mole

are really so injurious as its enemies represent them to be. It is, however, a question

that ought to be set at rest, because we know that it never commits any injury db'cctly

to the crops by feeding on the seed or the ripe corn, nor does it meddle with the grasses

or the root crops. It has even been asserted by some agriculturists that pasture

lands are improved by the earth thrown up by the mole, especially in hilly districts.

For our own part, however, we should prefer having either the pasture or the arable

land left alone by these sappers and miners. Their works are ugly enough anywhere,

and certainly require a good deal of attention, and where these animals are numerous

they are a decided nuisance, and this is specially the case on the light lands, which are

most subject to their operations. As to gardens, nurseries, and pleasure-grounds, their

presence cannot be tolerated, and everywhere it is necessary to prevent them from

increasing in numbers. They are generally caught in traps consisting of a short piece

of board, at each end of which is a piece of stick bent into a half circle about the width

and depth of the passage of the mole. In the centre of the board is a hole, through

which a string is passed, loosely fastened to the under part of the board by a wooden peg

which is easily removed. This apparatus is firmly fastened to the ground in such a way

that the hoops at each end form a passage for tlie mole corresponding with the regular

one in which it is placed. On the outside is an elastic spring of hazel or ash, about three

and a half feet long, one end of which is firmly stuck into the ground, the other end

being brought with a strong bend to receive the piece of string in the centre of tlie

board, and also the ends of two pieces of wire which are passed in the form of loops

through the end of the board. In passing through the loops the mole displaces the peg

in the centre, which liberates the spring, and the animal is caught by the wires that arc

fastened to it.

It is a singular fact that neither dogs nor cats will hunt or touch the mole. Whether

* Macgillivray in the " Naturalist Library," vol. siii. p. 139.
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it be from disgust at the food on wliicli it subsists^ and wliicli possibly imparts a scent to

it disagreeable to those auimals^ if you show a mole to a dog lie will turn up his nose and

shake his head, but will not mouth it, either alive or dead. Richardsou recommends

poisoning moles by dressing fresh worms with carbonate of barytes in powder, and

placing them in the runs near the fences ; he states that from being infested with moles;

he adopted this plan, which either destroyed or banished the whole of them, so that for

fifteen years after he had no trouble with them.

6. The Polecat {Mustela putorms), Foumart, or Fitchet.—This animal is more like

the common ferret than the cat ; and, in fact, the polecat and the ferret will freelj'

copulate together, so that warreners who desire to have a larger and stronger breed of

ferrets than the ordinary ones, keeji a tame male polecat for the purpose of improving

the breed. The mixed breed requires, however, greater caution, for it inherits the thirst

for blood of its male parent, who, when it enters a hen-roost or a rabbit-hutch, will not

satisfy its hunger until it has killed the whole of the inmates. It is a very powerful

animal for its size, being only 17 inches long including the tail, whicli is 7 inches.

It generally inhabits woods, copses, thickets, and old whitethorn hedges, forming

burrows, in which it remains quiet all day, and sallies forth at night on its maurading

expeditions, generally to the farmer's homestead, where it finds plenty of food without

luinting for it. Woe to the fowl-house or the dove-cote into the \'icinity of which the

polecat has intruded. All kinds of poultry, including turkeys and geese, are its prey,

and when once in the enclosure Avill destro}' them all if not interrupted, carrying

away such as it most approves, to devour more at leisure. It is supposed by some

that its killing so many at once is for the sake of sucking the blood. Besides domestic

fowls the polecat will destroy rabbits, hares, and all other kinds of game, killing the

partridge and pheasant when sitting, and sucking the eggs. The hare is taken by

surprise on her form, the raVilnt is chased into its burrow ; and when one of these

animals gets into a warren it is wonderful the number of rabbits it will soon destroy. It

will even, according to Bewick, catch fish, for that naturalist once found eleven eels in

the lair of a polecat.

In colour the polecat is a dark chocolate, mingled with yellow on the back and sides,

and black underneath. The under fur is very soft and fine, and were it not for the

detestable smell with which it is accompanied it would prove invaluable ; but its scent

is unendurable, and nothing hitherto discovered has been found either to remove or

to abate it. It is, however, iised to a considerable extent by persons who can put up

with the nuisance of the smell, or who ha\ c no nose to perceive it. 'J'he female brings

forth five or six young at a birth at the beginning of sunnnier, Ijut whether it ever breeds

more than once in the year is not known. j\Iany farmers who are much troubled with

rats or rabbits are glad to have polecats on their premises, even at the risk of mm
and then having their fowl-house robbed by them ; but, generally speaking, they are as

much as possible banished or destroyed.

7. The Marten (Maries foina).—The marten is a larger animal tliau the polecat,

and, if possible, more destructive. It of a light bay or brown colour, and its elegant

form and supple movements render it one of the most beautiful of the British beasts of

prey. In pursuit of the pheasant it will climb trees with great agility, and while it will

destroy and devoiir all kinds of game and poultry, will not touch a rat : so that, unlike

the polecat, it has not that one redeeming viitiie to iccommend it to the farmer, unless
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his landlord is a game preserver, iu winch case he will of course wink at the animal's

delinquencies. The following is Macgillivray's account of the size of the marten :

—

Length of the head and body I'J iucbes.

Ijeagth of the tail, inrliuliiig the hair, which is lour inches long 12 ,,

Length of the head 4^ „

L'.ngth of the ears 1 >>

Height at the shoulder 6J >,

The fur iu winter turns darker than iu summer ; it is also thicker and more glossy.

When old, the fore-neck and part of the hrcast are white. It is more common iu

Scotland than iu England, taking up its residence on the sides of stony or rocky hills,

and on the slopes covered with briars and bushes of every kind. It sometimes inhabits

ruined buildings or hollow trees, but prefers a wild wooded or scrubby country, where

there is plenty of game and good cover for it. It is very common iu the north of

Scotland under the name of Taghan and Polecat, and is said to commit depredations

amongst the young lambs iu the spring. It is an active climber, aud can even ascend a

brick wall like the cat ; but its chief resort iu Scotland is the woods, and rough stony

places interspersed with brushwood. It is considered to be a very prolific animal, having

several litters of five or six young ones each in the year. There are two kinds, the

yellow-throated aud the white-throated marten. The former, says Desmaret, '' is of a

wild disposition, keeps at a distance from human habitations, and resides in the least

frequented forests and the thickest woods. It climbs trees with facility by means of its

sharp claws, and pursues birds, of which it seeks out the nest. It also attacks squirrels,

mice, and other small quadrupeds. Iu spring it gives birth to two or three young ones,

which it deposits in the nest of a squirrel, after driving away or killing its owner; or

in the old nests of buzzards, owls, and other large birds of prey. The white-throated

marten prefers the vicinity of country dwellings, and even sometimes litters in the barns

or hay.houses. At other times it makes its abode in the hole of a rock or a hollow tree,

in which it has previously made a bed of moss. It produces from three to seven young-

ones at a time, according to its age, aud there is reason to think it has two litters iu the

year. In other respects its manners are precisely similar to those of the pine marten aud

polecat." It is an inhabitant of the north of Europe, Asia, and America; and the fur,

which in those regions is much finer than with us, is brought to the United Kingdom,

where it is in great esteem for purposes of ornament or warmth. The marten, if taken

quite young, is capable of being tamed, in which state its beautiful form aud elegant

playful movements render it a pleasant companion of a leisui-e half-hour.

The mode of destroying the marten is by traps baitetl with a dead rabbit or wood-

pigeon, and placed in the fork of a tree within its haunt ; or by setting a long box trap

in^a ditch, open at both ends with a bait in the centre, and the box perfumed with musk,

to entice the animal. If it is on a warren, a dead rabbit will be a proper bait for it.

8. The Stoat {Mustela er^winea).—This animal is rather larger than the weasel, which

it resembles in its form, but is distinguished from it by the tip of its tail being black. In

the northern parts of Europe tlie fur of the stoat becomes white in winter, and is then

the ermine of commerce and very valuable. It differs much in size and weight in

different individuals, which has induced some naturalists to think that there are two

species in Britain ; but this idea is now relinquished, there being no other essential

difference between them. Like tlie marten, the stoat is an elegant and graceful little
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animal. Its body is long, and of nearly the same thickness throughout, including its

long neck. Its head is oblong, flat, and blunt at the muzzle ; tail moderately long, and

feet short. Each foot has five toes and the soles are covered with hair. Ears large,

broad, and rounded, with a slit in the hinder margin forming a lobe. The pile is short

and soft, the nnder fur very soft and woolly ; the teeth similar to those of the polecat,

eight on each side the upper, aud nine on each side the lower jaw. Length, including

the head and tail, from 15 to 17^ inches, of which the head is from 2 to 2^ inches, and

the tail from 4| to 6i inches. There are a good many stoats in Scotland, which are

very destructive to the poultry, pigeons, and game. The hare with its fleetness is not a

match for the persevering pursuit of the little stoat, which will follow on its trail for

hours, \\nti\ it has hunted it fairly down. Richardson gives the following account of a

chase of this kiud. " Some years ago," he says, " as a gentleman was walking through

the Forest of Bere to visit a friend, he observed a hare come into the green lane before

him, listening and looking back for something which pursued her. He stood still, and

having no dog, was curious to discover the cause of her alarm ; when, to his great

surprise, he discovered it to be a small red and white stoat, which hunted her footsteps

with the greatest precision. The gentleman, anxioTis to discover whether so diminutive

an animal would have a chance of coping with the great speed and strength of the hare,

retreated behind, some btishes, where he was an attentive observer of this silent hunt for

nearly two hours, during which he is certain that he saw the stoat and the hare at least

forty times. Tliey were frequently gone for five or ten minutes; but the hare, still

unwilling to leave the place where she was found, came round again, and her little

pursuer sometimes close at her heels. Towards the end of this remarkable chase, which

became uncommonly interesting, the hare took advantage of the thickest covert which

the place afforded, and made use of all her cunning and strength to escape, but without

eflPect j till at length, wearied out by the perseverance of the stoat, the gentleman heard

her cry for some time ; at last, the cries coming from one point, he concluded that the

hare had become a victim of the chase; on which he went to the spot, where he found

the hare quite dead, and the stoat so intently fastened on her neck, that it did not

perceive his approach. The stoat now, in his turn, fell a victim to the superiority of

man ; the gentleman's stick speedily decided its destiny, after which he, with both hare

and stoat, proceeded on his way to the house of his friend."*

The stoat changes the colour of its fur to ci'mine about the end of November, if the

weather is severe ; but in mild winters, in England at least, the colour does not entirely

change. In every case the end of the tail remains black. The change in colour is due

to new hairs growing; but Macgillivray supposes that perhaps the hair is renewed at all

seasons, those which grow in mild weather being l)rown, whilst those which shoot out in

cold weather arc red; cold having the effect of changing the structure of growing hairs,

or of acting on their bulbs, so as to prevent the application of colouring matter.f

The stoat is less common in England than the weasel, which is not the case in

Scotland, where Macgillivray asserts he has seen five or six ermines to one weasel.

That it Imnts by scent the above relation proves, although it does not appear generally

to do so. It is a determined enemy to rats and mice, as well as of all game whether

feathered or quadruped. Young rabbits and hares arc particularly subject to be

* liicliardsou's " Pests of llii; FiirDi," p. 29.

t " The Naturalist's Library," vol. siii. p. 160.
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surprised and sacrificed to its insatiable thirst for blood ; for it fastens upon the neck of

the victim^ and piercing the jugular vein, sucks the blood with eagerness, unconscious

of all around it.

9. The Weasel [Mustila vttlgar'is).—The good as well as the bad qualities of this little

animal are well known to the husbandman, and it is sometimes with regret that he destroys

it. A determined enemy to rats and mice, it would be invaluable if it would confine

its murderous propensities to those pests of the farm. Unfortunately it has as great a pen-

chant for ducks, chickens, aud all other kinds of poultry, pigeons, game of every species,

as for vermin, and when it effects au entrance into the hen-roost or the dove-cote, makes

sad havoc amongst the inmates. Its small size enables it to pass through a very small

hole, aud like its congeners, its thirst for blood is not satisfied with one or two victims,

but it goes on killing until it can drink no more blood. It is a most ferocious animal,

and will, under difficulties, even turn upon the lords of the creation and inflict severe

wounds if not despatched. Three weasels arc said to be a match for a doe;. An
instance is recorded of au eagle having seized a weasel, soared aloft with it ; but the

weasel seized the eagle by the throat and compelled it to descend to the ground, and the

little animal made good its escape. In hunting the rabbit, the weasel will follow it from

burrow to burrow, and unless some other prey equally desirable presents itself, will

surely come up with it and kill it. There is no more destructive animal on a rabbit

warren than the weasel, aud consequently tlie warrener is its bitter foe. On the otliei'

hand the benevolent Waterton, who rode alligators to death, and was a sworn enemy to

all useless animals of prey, declares himself the friend of the weasel aud polecat. "I

consider," he says, " that the havoc they make amongst rats and mice, far overbalances

their transgressions against the game laws. I can forgive anything if it kills a few

Hanoverian rats, before which the poor old English rat has almost entirely disappeared

That man only who has seen a weasel go into a corn stack, can form a just

idea of the horror which its approach causes to the Hanoverians collected there for

sr.fety and plunder."*

In form and colour, as well as habits, the weasel resembles the ermine, but is only

half the size and weight, and does not turn white in winter, nor is its tail ever black at

the end. Its entire length, including head and tail, is hardly 11 inches, of which the tail

is 2^, and the head 1| inch. It is very common in all parts of the United Kingdom,

but chiefly in the most cultivated districts, aud near the rural homesteads. It is

dangerous to the cottager, having been known to seize upon a child in a cradle in the

absence of its mother, and destroy its life by opening the jugular vein. It will suck

eggs plentifully, leaving the shells as a memento of its presence ; whereas the rat

will carry the whole egg away bodily. To take a weasel the trap must be baited with

some small animal perfumed with musk or aniseed, of which they are particularly

fond.

The weasel breeds twice or thrice in the year, bringing forth five or si.K young at a

birth. When its nest is assailed it will attack with fury cither dogs or man. When in

pursuit of its prey it hunts upon the scent, and will follow all the doublings of a hare

with perfect precision, sometimes raising itself on its hind legs to take a survey around.

It will kill a rat with a single bite on the head, crushing iu the skull and perforating the

brain.

* "Essays oa Natural History," 3rd series.
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10. The Brown Rat {Mas decumanus).—Greyisli-browii above, gre5'ish -white

beneath ; ears about a third the length of the head ; tail shorter than the head and

body. This animal is said to have been imported into Britain from Persia and the East

Indies about the year 1730, and has since gradually obtained a footing over the vfhole

of the European continent and America, through the means of the commercial inter-

course between the different nations. It is a qiiestion whether tlie rat possesses a single

redeeming quality to atone for the flagrant and patent injuries he inflicts upon man.

Milne Edwards indeed says, " The brown rats are very carnivorous ; those which in small

numbers reside in the country attack young animals, and those that infest the towns

feed chiefly on carrion. In Paris they are very common in the sewers situated near the

markets and slaught-er-houses, the public latrines, the boyanderies, and especially the

slaughtering establishment of Montfaucon, where, towards evening, they are seen

covering the carcases of the liorses that have been killed through the day. In a report

made to the French government on the proposed removal of tliat establishment to a

greater distance from Paris, one of the chief obstacles urged against such a removal was

the fear entertained of the dangerous consequences that might result to the neighbour-

hood from suddenly depriving these voracious animals of their accustomed sustenance.

The carcases of the horses, amounting to thirty-five on an average, killed in the course

of a day are found the next morning picked bare to the bone.* Macgillivray relates tin

account of a gentleman in Paris (M. Dusaussois) who made a raid upon the rats in a

part of his establishment, into which he decoyed them by placing ovei'-night two or

three dead horses. By repeating the experiment, at intervals of a few days, for cue

month, he and his men killed 16,050 rats. A few years since the skins of rats were

much in request with the glovers of Paris for dressing and making into gloves ; and men

were employed in searching the sewers for those animals. The numbers thus destroyed

would appear incredible, were it not well known that multitudes of them abound in every

part of that city. Hundreds of thousands of skins were soon brought to the manu-

facturers, so that the market became quite overstocked. Whether the trade is still

maintained we cannot say, but if even the skins of these destructive and detestable

vermin can be turned to account, it will be a small atonement for the injury we suffer

from them when living.

In the summer time, when the barns and stackyards are empty and food is scarce at

the homestead, rats are accustomed to take a tour iu the fields, where the}' form their

burrows and bring forth their young, whether in tlie hedges or in the open grounds.

But as soon as the corn is hoiised, having been routed by the harvestman from their

haunts, they flock back to the homestead, and resume their winter quarters and their

depredations on the grain, &c., whether in the barn or on the stack. The practice,

however, of building these latter on pillars is an effectual preservation against their

* Some years ago a iirautical joke was played upon a military oflicei- in Dublin whicli cuilcd iu a fearful tnigedy. It

was proposed to go and examine a vault or crypt iu one of the churches iu that city, and the officer iu question, who had

a decided taste for antiquity, felt greatly interested in the examination. Whilst he was intent on inspecting some of the

ancient relics of bygone times, his companions slipped out of the vault and closed and locked the door, with the intention

of keeping him tliere all night, which they did; and the next morning, on repairing to the vault, they found nothing but

the skeleton of their friend, and of his dog which had accompanied him, and a great number of dead rats. It was evident

to all thut, iu the dark, he had been attacked by droves of these vermin, that the dog had killed a considerable uuniber of

them, until the officer, in striking about at raTidom with his sword, had unfortunately struck the dog ou the head and

cleaved his skull ; that being now completely powerless the rats had destroyed him, and at leisure devoured every piirtirlc

of flesh from the bones both of the officer and his faithful dog.
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depredations in tlic stackyard. To keep them equally out of tlie baru is a more difficult

affair. Clay floors, which are the most commonly adopted, arc rather a protection io

the rats than against them. Wo have seen as many as si.xty taken out of one burrow in

a clay floor on removing a load or two of corn for the purpose of destroying them. The

best way of keeping them from burrowing is to mix plenty of broken glass with the

material of which the floor is composed, next the walls, say two feet down, and as far

into the barn as well as on the outside of the walls. The trouble this may occasion is as

nothing when compared with the satisfaction of having the building free from those

intruders ; for unless they can make a lodgment in the floors, and have free ingress and

egress by their burrows under the walls, the difficulty of obtaining water, which is

iudispcnsalile to their existence, will soon banish them from the building. We have

before, when speaking of the construction of barns, recommended methods for preventing

rats and mice from ascending the walls inside. This can only be the case where the

barns are empty or partly filled ; and no measure for their entire banishment has or can

he adopted or discovered. Johnson recommends suftbcating them in the barn with

charcoal, at the time when a portion only of the corn remains in it. A chafing disli of

charcoal, with a little brimstone sprinkled on it, should be placed so as not to endanger

the corn or premises, and the doors closed, as well as all holes in the walls. The rats,

he says, will be found dead round the charcoal, or perhaps in their burrows. This is a

simple plan, but it must be nsed with caution. Ferrets are the best exterminators, and

we have reason to believe that two or three of those animals kept on a farm premises

^vill do more to banish rats than anything that can be contrived. The smell of a

ferret is well known to a rat, and is by no means grateful to it, especially if it has

occasionally the run of the barn and other outhouses. The ferret should be well fed,

otherwise he will resent his confinement, and not return when he has driven out the

enemy. Cats also should be encouraged to frequent the barns, &c., and the wilder they

are, the better ivill they fulfil their task of destroying the rats and mice. Traps are but

slow methods of operating upon them, but are useful amongst others.

The late ingenious Robert Paul, of Starston, in Norfolk, -who was the inventor of the

Turnip-fly-trap and other curious modes of destroying vermin, erected on his own farm

what he termed a "ratten/ " for catching the rats, of which there was a great number.

It was a square brick building, about from 6 to 9 feet every way. Openings, as much

like rat-holes as possible, were left in the walls near the ground, and these all communi-

cated with one main passage, which led to a trap in the centre of the building. The

trap consisted of a large earthenware jar sunk in the ground about two feet below the

surface, the glazed sides of which, contracting towards the top, eflectually prevented the

rats from ascending ; the jar being half filled with water. Above the jar a board was

placed, so nicely balanced upon hinges at the edges that the weight of a rat would weigh

it down, and the animal would, in a trice, find himself in the jar of water without the

possibility of escape. The main passage led directly to this platfonn, beyond which

were placed baits to entice the rats into it. By this contrivance ]\Ir. Paul not only

cleared his own farm from rats, but several of his neighbours also assured him that they

had nearly got rid of those vermin, which they ascribed to his rattery. We know not

whether the eccentric Waterton employed this plan to destroj- the " Hanoverians " on

his farm, but he says in his " Essays on Natural History," "When I am gone to dust,

if my ghost should hover o'er the mansion, it will rejoice to hear the remark that
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Charles Watertoii, in the year of grace 1839, effectually cleared the premises at Walton

Hall, of every Hanoverian rat, young and old." " His Roman Catholic prejudices,"

says Richardson, " extend to this poor rat, because it was, he fancies, introduced by

' Dutch William,' the Protestant."*

It is remarkable that the brown rat has, in some way or other, banished the old

English black rat out of the kingdom, so that it is difficult for naturalists to find a

specimen of it for scientific purposes. We have never met with one of them, although

tlie water-rat or vole, is common in most parts of the country. The brown rat is

sometimes found w/mVc, which expression looks exceedingly like an English bull. The

fact is there are occasionally albinos amongst them, with white coats, and red or ferret

eyes, but these must be considered lusus natura, altliough they may, in breeding, produce

their like, as in the human race, a parent with six fingers or toes, or any other

singularity, may have children with similar deformities.

The prolificness of the rat is extraordinary. It breeds several times in the year,

bringing forth from five to seven or eight at a birth. It is not to the credit of the

agriculturists and others that the numbers of this destructive animal are yearly

increasing. Being of no use as food, and too small to be per se and individually

dangerous to man, he confines his efforts for its destruction to spasmodic attacks on the

removal of a stack of corn or straw, or when the goafstead in the barn is nearly empty.

Were a farmer to go to some little expense, like our old friend and relative Paul, he

might, without either trouble or difficulty, rid his premises in a short time of every rat.

We question whether any quadruped that ever existed in Britain committed greater

ravages upon the produce of the country than the rat, always, Iwtvever, excepting the

rabbit, which is the landlord's scourge for keeping the tenants in order, as it respects the

game.

For poisoning rats there is no drug so efficacious as lard and phosphorus, which

should be mixed with the following ingredients, in the proportion of ten drops to the

ounce :

—

Oil of rhodium 1 scruple.

Oil of caraway 1 drachm.

Oil of lavender 5 drops.

Oil of aniseed 1 „

Tincture of musk 2 „

These drugs are to entice the rats to eat the phosphorus and lard, and should be added

as above stated. The ingredients should be put in a bottle, well stopped, and a piece of

bladder tied over the cork : it will then keep good for any length of time. The phos-

phorus, when eaten by the rats, creates intense thirst, and if water is placed within their

reach, they will drink and burst themselves.

11. The Black Rat (Mvs rutins).—The British original of the family, and ouce very

numerous in this country, until Waterton's Hanoverian intruded his hateful and

destructive presence amongst us. Its colour is greyish black above, blackish grey

beneath. The ears are about half the length of the head; the tail rather longer than

the head and body. It appears to be more common now in Scotland than in England,

although Bell states that there are great numbers of them in London in cellars and

stables. Whatever is alleged as the cause of its disappearance is merely conjectural, as

we read of no visible signs of the attacks of the brown rat upon its neighbour; and yet

* "Tests of the Farm," p. 50.
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it is the fact that the former has giveu way before the hitter, and wc therefore conclude

that there has been war between them of an exterminating character, in wliich the

weakest has " gone to the wall."

It does not appear that the black rat was known even in Europe before the sixteenth

century, when it is supposed to have been imported from the East. It is a lively, active,

cleanly animal, feeds chiefly on hei'bs and seeds, but is certainly omnivorous, eating

fruit, gnawing wool, cotton, linen, clothes, furniture, leather, &c. ; lodging under floors,

in holes in walls, and sometimes laying up a store of provisions near its nest. In feeding

it holds the food between its fore paws, like the squirrel, sitting on its haunclies, with its

back arched, and its tail stretched out behind as an additional stay. In most respects its

habits, haunts, and modes of life, wherever it exists, are similar to those of the brown

rat ; but in amount of mischief, and in the numbers to which it has increased, the latter

has become far more formidable. BufFou represents the rats as occupying themselves in

mutilating, robbing, and devouring one another, whilst in all places, at all times, their

depredations and ravages are felt.

Rats are very mischievous on board ship, and will sometimes endanger a vessel by

eating holes in the planks below the water-mark. We have known cases in which so

numerous were they, that it was found necessary to scuttle the vessel after getting into

dock and the cargo discharged. It is by the means of navigation that many animals and

insects are distributed in countries foreign to their usual haunts.* Both the black and

brown rat have most probably been brought to Europe in that way.

12. The Vole, or IVater Rat {Arvicola amphibius).—This animal is considered bv

Macgillivray as merely a variety of the black or brown rat, and yet its habits and

hamits are so diflereut that they can scarcely be of one species. Unlike either of those,

it never frequents the homestead, but lives on the borders of rivers and ditches that have

constantly water in them, undermining the banks with their burrows, which, like those

of the otter, usually have their openings under water. If pursued, it dives, swims a

considerable time under water, and comes up amidst a clump of weeds, just protruding

its nose above water to obtain air, and remaining there till the danger is over : or it

dives and at once swims to the entrance to its burrow under water, where it is at least

safe from immediate pursuit. This animal frequents the corn-fields near its aquatic

haunts before harvest, which is the extent of its marauding expeditions j what it lives on

during the rest of the year is a mystery, unless it is on aquatic plants and roots, for it

does not appear to be chargeable with destroying fish or of devoui'ing any kind of

animal food. In size the vole is much smaller than the brown, and about the same size

as the black rat. In colour it is of a blackish brown, mixed with a light reddish brown.

It has two sets of hair, the under pile being a bluish black. It inhabits the banks of

rivers, brooks, canals, mill-dams, and ponds, in which it makes long crooked burrows,

frequently ending with a sort of room or magazine, in which it stores its provisions for

the winter. This store-room is generally so placed as to be out of the way of any

ordinary floods ; and in frosty weather, although it is never in a torpid state, it seldom

or never comes out of its burrow. It produces five or six young ones early in tlie

summer, making its nest of dry grass, leaves^ &c. Its injurious propensities are confined

* Some thirty or forty years since a small red ant was imported iuto London from tlie East, and bas since been a very

troublesome insect to the bakers and confectioners, some of whose shops are overnui v.ilh myriads of them ; and they are

now distributed over every part of the metropolis aad its suburbs.
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to the undermining of the banks of the streams or waters on which it resides, and

certainly the mischief it thus occasions at times fully justifies the proprietors or

conservators of such works in endeavouring to exterminate it, at least from their

jurisdiction.

13. The Field Vole {Arvicola agrestis) is not more than half the size of the water

vole, but, like it, it frequents damp meadows, pastures, and the banks of rivers. It

feeds on grass, roots, and insects ; and in the autumn goes into the corn-fields, woods,

and thickets, where it finds abundance of provisions. It seldom approaches the abode of

man, but is sometimes found in gardens and orchards. It breeds several times in the

year, bringing forth from five to eight at a time, so that it rapidly increases in numbei's.

In the Forest of Dean, in Gloucestershire, and in the New Forest, Hampshire, the injury

sustained from these little animals Avas at one time so great as to call for energetic

measures to destroy them. They ate through the roots or stems of five-year-old oaks

and chestnuts, just below the surface of the ground; and hollies, 5 or 6 feet high, were,

barked round the bottom, as well as on the upper branches : in short, they bade fair to

destroy the whole of the new plantations. A vast number was killed, but still they

increased, till the plan was adopted of digging holes in diflerent places (about twelve to

the acre) 20 inches deep, and 2 feet by li wide at the top, but wider every way at the

bottom, so as to be hollow under, that the mice should not be able to get out. Thirty

thousand were taken and paid for in three or four months, besides what were taken out

of the holes by stoats, weasels, kites, hawks, owls, crows, jays, magpies, &c. It was

estimated that the entire number destroyed in the Forest of Dean alone was not much
less than one hundred thousand, and an equal number in the New Forest. In the

severe weather of the following winter the mice were seen attacking, killing, and

devouring each other.*

In some parts of France the depredations of the voles are said to have ruined the

farmers, until they adopted the plan of not sowing the wheat until the spring, which

caused them to abandon the fields for want of subsistence during the winter. At Anger-

ville many farms were given up to the proprietors in consequence of the constant

depredations of these little animals. In an old work on husbandry, published in Dublin,

it is recommended in order to save the seed-corn, never to sow the seed under furrow
" until the intruders have been expelled, for that method of cropping deprives the farmer

of the power of combating his enemies. They work underground, as it were, and will

never come in the way of his poison. When these fields have been sown otherwise, and

harrowed over, the mice must come upou the surface, and dig down for the corn, and

they will then certainly meet with anything he lays on the ground for them. Take a

peck of barley-meal, 1 lb. of powder of white hellebore root, and 4 ozs. of powder

of stavis-acre (?), and when these are all mixed together by sifting through a coarse

hair-sieve, add half a pound of honey, and as much milk as will work the whole into a

paste : let this be broken in pieces and scattered over the field at the time when the

mice are known to be coming. They will eat it greedily, and it is certain death to

them. There is nothing in any of the ingredients disagreeable to the taste when

thus mixed, and every morsel of it will be devoured. The mice will be kept from

digging after the corn, and at the same time will be killed by the ingredients." The
poison (phosphorus) recommended for destroying rats will be less trouble than the

* Macgiilivniy, vol. siii. \i, 2CS.
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above, and probably quite as efficacious. Uut Richaidsoii, who quotes the passage,

states that he had heard farmers wlio had tried the first preparatiou speak favour-

ably of it.

14. Tilt Common Mouse {Mus musvulus).—The house mouse, as it is called, is every-

where about a homestead—iu the house, the barn, the grauary, the dairy, the stables, iu

the stack-yard, but, as we have before remarked, is never seeu associated with the rat in

the latter, whatever may be the case in the barn. It is extraordinary that the brown

rat should have exterminated the black rat, but left the mouse uninjured, when it might

with ease have destroyed the whole breed. In the house, the mouse is an intolerable

nuisance, intruding himself everywhere and trying his incisors upon everything eatable,

and not eatable. Books, linen, paper—nothing can escape their vigilance or curiosity
;

and in making their nests they are sometimes positively extravagant;* nothing, in fact,

is too costly, if it be but warm, to accommodate mother mouse when preparing for the

reception of her progeny. And as to provisions, nothing cither that is eatable comes

amiss to them. TVe certainly cannot vouch for the truth of the story of the fiit Saxon

knight into whose immense hams the mice are said to have made burrows without being

perceived by the jolly fellow ; but this we have known, that delicious hams of fat

porkers have had holes drilled into them by these insatiable thieves ; and as for cheeses,

let a mouse gain access to them and it will make sad havoc if not soon discovered.

No one wants a description of a mouse : it is everywhere, and is its own portrayer.

Macgiliivray calls it "a small edition of the rat," and such in fact it is, both iu form

and habits of life ; we question upon the whole whether the mischief inflicted by the

diminutive is not quite as great as that due to the rat itself, although we have no means

of striking an accurate balance of account between them. There is, however, something

rather attractive in the quiet and timid intrusion of the domestic mouse, and we confess

to have considered him good company when, sitting alone with a book by the fireside,

we have seen him emerge from his hole imder the hearthstone ; especially on one

occasion, when the little creature, finding itself undisturbed, actually gave us a song in

a tone between a whistle and a chant, being the only instance that we have met with

of a singing mouse, although many such are recorded. Their presence, however, in the

house is by no means desirable or tolerable ; the mischief they do is very great when

they come in numbers. They are equally unwelcome in the barn and stack-yard ; an

instance of their destructive powers we have already given at p. 197, vol. ii., and many

such will occur to the recollection of the reader, though not perhaps to the same extent.

The mouse has many enemies besides man. The cat, the dog, the ferret, the

weasel, the owl, and all birds of prey of the smaller kind, are continually prowling about

at " the witching hour of eve," when the mouse himself is seeking for something to

devour. It is difficult after all to keep down their numbers, for they breed several times

in the year and produce from five to eight at a birth. It makes its nest anywhere—in

the house or the out-buildings, the corn or hay-stacks, and, in summer time, in the

banks round the homestead. It is sure to be in a dry place, and to be made both soft

* A faimer'a son once came to the house of the miter blubbering and exclaiming, " These meese will ruin my father."

It appears that a £10 note being missed from a cupboard it was traced to a hole in the wall, where it had been converted

into a warm nest, and when discovered was occnpied by half a dozen " interesting little strangers." The remedy was

obvious. Young Hobbinol was assisted to paste the fragmentary parts of the note upon a piece of paper, and it was taken

to the bank (at Norwich), where, the case being represented to the principal, the amount was allowed.
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and warm. The mouse breeds early, and at all seasons of the year, and the young cues

will provide for themselves at a fortnight old. llichardson asserts that a bushel of corn

per annum is a small allowance for a mouse; and as he includes what it destroys as well

as what it eats, wo appi-ehend it is not too much. The following plan of destroying both

rats and mice on removing a corn stack was practised with success by a farmer (Mr. John

Gibson, of Millbeck Hall, Keswick), and is recommended iu Johnson's "Farmers'

Cyclopasdia :

"—Surround the stack, at the distance of four feet, with a circle of stakes

about four and half or five feet high. Round these stakes place a linen or woollen

web of the same width, taking care to have it perfectly close at the bottom, so that

neither mice nor rats can escape that way, and they will never attempt to climb over the

top. Wliatever vermin are in the stack will be perfectly safe to destroy, which may be

effected by a stout lad, with a stick and a dog. By this means not a single mouse or

rat can escape.

Tame mice are great pets with children, and afford amusement even to adults. The

poor Tyrolese boys with their white mice and good-humoui-ed smiling countenances,

claim the pity of the passing stranger, that a more useful employment is not provided

for them.

The mouse is found in almost every country, and always in the immediate vicinity

of human dwellings, never removing its habitation away from that of man. Its

native country is not known, but Macgillivray considers it a naturalised and not an

indigenous animal in the United Kingdom.

15. The Rabbit {Lepus cuniculus). The Burrowinrj Hare.—It is almost unnecessary

again to speak of this most destructive species of vermin, which the great game

preservers have prevailed upon Parliament to dignify with the title of game, for the

express purpose of preventing the farmer from using the proper means of destroying it,

lest he should acquire a habit of destroying also the real game. There could be no

other reason for this most unjust infringement upon the rights of the tenant farmer.

The value of the rabbits can be no object to a gentleman, imless he is mean enough to

pay his keepers with them, which no gentleman would do. It is heart-rending to those

who study the welfare of the landed interest, to see the owners of large estates

degenerating into wholesale poulterers and covetous game preservers : to see them step

by step, instead of rising in the estimation of the public at large, mth the greater

enlightenment of the age, lowering themselves by an attempt to restore the worst, or at

least some of the worst, features of the feudal system ; and even making the country at

large pay for the gratification of their morbid appetite for game preserving by converting

the rural police into gamekeepers to save their own pockets—the vast increase of game

requiring additional assistance to protect it. We care not to mince our expressions

when writing on this crying evil, which is reducing the tenant farmer to a serf, and the

landlord to a tyrant. No confidence, no respect, no peace even can long exist on a

property on which vermin are protected and the gamekeeper is allowed—ordered—to

watch the conduct of the tenants. As an old farmer, and perfectly aware of the evils of

the new system, and of the flagrant injustice and injury to the class to which he once

belonged, the writer will never cease, when the subject comes in his way, to raise his

feeble voice in deprecation of the measures of the landed aristocracy in making the

country at large, and the tenant farmers in particular, not only support the game, but

pay for its preservation, for which latter feat they stole a bill through Parliament by
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weal iiig out its opponents bj^ extra-late IiourSj the " fanners' friend " by assumption being

at tlie head of the cabal.*

" If you would have rabbits, and only profit," says llichardson, " never sutler by

iIk'iu ; keep them in enclosures, and provide them with well-sheltered hnts. The

hutches should stand on dry ground, and be well ventilated. If sloping, so much the

better, as this allows the wet to run ; and let there be tanks placed in front to receive it.

It is, when mixed with straw, valuable as manure. There were two very extensive

breeders some years ago in England. I don't recollect the precise amount of stock they

kept, but know that one of them kept between three and four hundred, sending three

dozen weekly to the London market. The manure produced was one load per week, and

two loads were sufficient to manure one acre of land. This manure was sold at tlic rate

of Qd. to 8<^. per bushel. I am not certain how many bushels go to a load, but I think

thirty. Valuing the rabbits sent to market at 9d. each, we have a result of £1 7s. for

them and £1 for dung, besides the manure made by nrinc mixed with straw, which

was, of course, valuable for home consumption. "When wanted for sale this dung must

not be mixed with litter, but kept pure. This gentleman did not include in his calcula-

tion such rabbits as he used at home for his table."f

In the wild state the rabbit is far more destructive than the hare. This latter will

mow a pathway through a field of wheat, but the rabbit will nibble off the heads, right

and left, and destroy twenty ears of corn where the hare will destroy one. The difference,

too, in their prolificness is beyond all calculation. We have shown already what

one pail- of these vermin will produce if allowed ; for they breed eight times in the

year, having from six to eight at a birth, and they reproduce at six or seven months,

whereas the hare breeds only three or four times, bringing forth from three to five young

ones at a birth. "There is no excuse," says Richardson, ''for their being fostered and

preserved as they are by a great many gamekeepers, who too frequently have them for a

perquisite. . . . No apology can be made for these villainous vermin ; they are unmiti-

gated pests ; and a war of extermination should be waged against them on every piece of

enclosed land, which they would otherwise undermine, and destroy its produce. Varro

relates an instance of a town in Spain which was undermined and destroyed by their

excavations." f

16. The Hare [Lepiis timidus).—This, too, is dangerous ground for a farmer to tread

upon ; but being no longer a tenant-farmer, we have no hesitation in speaking out on

this subject as well as on that of the rabbit. We admit the claim of the hare to a

place in the annals and vocalnilary of the genuine sportsman ; and if the numbers are

kept within bounds, the f'aimer will not suffer much from his misdemeanours ; but to

allow them to multiply in the proportion in which some landowners and game preservers

do, renders them and their hares nuisances to a whole neighbourhood. We have seen, for

instance, a field that in the morning had three hundred hares from a neighbouring planta-

tion feeding upon wheat. But the evil does not rest with this one field, which in this

case was in the occupation of the owner of the hares : these animals travel for miles

during the night in quest of food ; consequently farmers who have no interest in either

* The bill for converting the rural police iuto gamekeepers was passed by a handful of members at an extremely late

hour of the morning, when all its opponents, worn out with fatigae, had left the House under an impression that its passing

would not be pressed.

+ " Pests of the Farm." p. 47. .; Ibid., p. .',1.
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the taste of the owner of the hares, or iu humouring it for the sake of policy, are called

upon to assist in the maintenance of these vermin, which thus swarm like rabbits on a

warren, and prove a pest and a nuisance to all the neighbourhood.

The timidity of the hare is proverbial, and renders it an easy prey to the sportsman

under favourable circumstances. In more instances than one we have taken a full-grown

hare off her form with the hand from behind whilst the dog 1ms pointed at it in front ; and

it is a common belief in the country that if you place your hat in front of one, you may

walk behind it and take it with your hands. We never tried this experiment, but have no

doubt of its truth ; and that it arises from a degree of fascination, under the influence of

which the animal has its sole attention fixed upon the object iu front, and has no power

to extricate itself from the danger that threatens it behind. The hare generally sits in

its form during the day, and at dusk takes its range in quest of food, in the choice of

which it is rather fastidious, selecting the sweetest spots of grass, clover, &c., and

chipping the bark off several turnips before it finds one to its taste. Its senses of sight

and hearing are very acute—its eyes being large, and placed on the side of the head,

enabling it to take in objects in front, rear, and sideways; its ears being long and

flexible, so to turn every way, are susceptible of the slightest sound. These faculties and

its speed are the only defence the animal has, if we except its cunning in taking the

dogs off the scent, by running on the top of a cut fence or a furze covert. All, however,

are insufficient to protect it from the perseverance of the sportsman, and poor puss is

put to the torture of a long and hopeless chase with the certainty of being torn to

pieces by the dogs at the close of it. In this sport the greyhound is the only dog that

should be employed, being, by its fleetness, better able to cope with that of the hare, so

that the misery of the latter is of shorter duration. As for the harriers, it does look

preposterous to turn out a whole kennel of them iu pursuit of one timid animal, and

followed by a field of sportsmen composed of the tag-rag and bob-tail of the neighbour-

hood. " Harriers are a nuisance," says Richardson, " and fit only to be followed by

boys, pedestrians, and old women. They admit of butcher-boys and cockneys on

miserable hacks, who destroy the hedges they cannot leap over, and tlius are a common

evil to the community." *

Hares do considerable damage iii young plantations in severe weather, when the

snow is on the ground, by tearing the bark off tlie young trees. The best mode of

preventing this is by dressing the trees with coal-tar, mixed with cow-dung and quick-

lime in equal proportions. Lay this with a brush about 30 or 36 inches up the stem

from the ground. If this is dx)ne once in the season it will effectually preserve the trees

from the depredations of both hares and rabbits.

17. 7%e Hedgehog (Erhiaceus Europceus)

.

—This poor animal has had the most absurd

offences laid to its charge, and it is impossible, or at least difficult, to prove a negative.

" He sucks the cows," say some, " when out in the fields : " " he sucks the eggs of phca-

saiits and partridges," say others; and there may be truth in this latter charge, but wo

have only a gamekeeper's word for it, which may be taken at what it is worth in .such a

case, which we should set down at nil. Hedgehogs live on beetles, snakes, grubs,

worms, frogs, &c., and when animals and reptiles are scarce, they will feed on acorns,

crab-apples, beech-mast, the roots of plantain, &c. As to its sucking the cows, nothing

can be more unlikely or even impossible, for its moutli is too small to admit the teat of

* " Pests of the rarni," p. 53.
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a cowj wliilst it iiiiist necessarily use its sharp teeth to secure its hold. We should like

to liear what the cow is doing under the operation.

The hedgehog itself is not more than 10 inches in length. Its back is armed with

spiues, thickly set, the skin in which they are set being e.vceedingly Ikwiblc, so that it

can roll itself up into a perfect prickly ball, showing no part of its face or limbs. This

is its only mode of defence against its enemy the dog, which prefers shaking its head
and barking to making an attack upon it. In the daytime it generally keeps in its

retreat, under the roots of a tree, or at the bottom of a bushy ditch amongst dead leaves

and grass, coming out at dusk to feed. It is frequently kept in kitchens in the

metropolis and other large towns, to destroy the black beetles and other insects which

sometimes swarm in such places. It sleeps during the winter, rolled up amongst leaves

and grass, remaining perfectly torpid until the middle of spring. It produces three or

four young ones early in the summer. These are born blind, and are suckled by the

dam for several weeks. The hedgehog is a most determined enemy to the viper and all

reptiles of the snake species, and will attack them, fearless of the bites they inflict upon

it. M. Lenz witnessed a fight between a hedgehog and viper, which he relates as

follows :
—" When the hedgehog came near and smelled the viper (the sense of sight in

the hedgehog being obtuse), she seized it by the head and held it fast between her teeth,

but without appearing to do it much harm; for having disengaged its head, it assumed

a furious and menacing attitude, and, hissing violently, inflicted several severe bites on

the hedgehog. The little animal, however, did not recoil from the bites of the viper,

or indeed, seem to care much about them. At last, when the reptile was fatigued by its

efforts, she again seized it by the head, which she ground between her teeth, compressing

the fangs and glands of poison, and then devouring every part of its body." M. Lenz

adds that " battles of this sort often occur in the presence of many people ; and sometimes

the hedgehog has received eight or ten wounds on the ears, the snout, and even on the

tongue, without appearing to experience any of the ordinary symptoms produced by the

venom of the viper. Neither herself nor the young which she was then suckling seemed

to sufter from it." (See Johnson's " Farmers' Cyeloptedia," p. 623.)

The indiscriminating war that is waged by the rural population against wild animals

in general is frequently more injurious than useful, and arises, not in all cases from a

conviction of the injury sustained by their predatory habits, but from a reckless and

thoughtless fondness of destroying life in the inferior creation. To charge an animal or

a bird with some fancied delinquency is quite sufficient to ensure its persecution to the

death, without any inquiry into the truth of the charge. On the other hand, many
birds and animals which at certain seasons commit depredations on the crops, arc

on the whole beneficial to the farmer by the enormous destruction they inflict upon

other pests of the farm, which would, if not thus checked, leave our fields barren

wastes. It is of great importance to the farmer to make himself thoroughly acquainted

with the habits of all those animals that are supposed to be so injurious to the crops,

and to study their instincts at all seasons of the year. If this branch of knowledge

were more attended to we believe we should have no sparrow clubs, nor raids upon the

rooks when they congregate upon a piece of pasture and proceed to pull up the grass.

The poor hedgehog would be able to prove incapacity for the injury to the cow ascribed

to him ; and even the weasel, in his own defence, when charged with killing a chicken,

might allege that he had killed all the rats, and could find nothing else to satisfy his

T T 3
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huuger. Let the farmer then study the natural history of those auimals that come

across his patli, and when palpable evidence of evil uuatoued for can be substantiated

—

as in the case of the rat and mouse—then let hiin wage a war of extermination, and

welcome, and we heartily wish him good speed in the encounter. But where the evil is

counterbalanced with good, and the actual benefit is apparent, it may be necessary to

curtail the numbers of the delinquents, but it is at his own peril if he endeavours to

utterly destroy or Ijauish them, at the risk of having a more powerful, because infinitely

more numerous enemy to contend with. When we consider the amazing fecundity of

some of the insect tribes, and the immense injury they sometimes inflict upon the crops

of grain, we must feel the value of those birds that come to the rescue in such seasons,

and by their efi"orts unconsciously lessen the evil by destroying the destroyers. " Many

of the animals indigenous to this country," says Stephens, " whether quadrupeds, birds,

or insects, are found in their habits at one season to be injurious, and at another bene-

ficial to the interests of the farmer. No method is more effectual of knowing how to

ascertain their injurious practices, or how to encourage their beneficial ones, than to

acquire an intimate knowledge of their habits at all seasons. The weasel destroys the

eggs and young birds of the poultry-yard, but it also overcomes the rats and mice,

whether in granary or stack, and these do no good at all to the farmer. The rook and

hedge birds devour grain at the ripening of the crops, but they destroy myriads of the

insect tribes in the season of rearing their young. All insects are not injurious to the

farmer; on the contrary, many are positively beneficial. The ladybird destroys multi-

tudes of the aphides which injure many useful plants and trees, while itself does no

injury at any time. The song-birds cheer our hearts in spring; and the only way for

the farmer to repay them for their song is to feed them generously during the severity

of winter, and which, if he do, he is quite entitled to protect his fruit from their depre-

dations in autumn by the use of simple safeguards." *

SECTION XXIV.

IMALTING AND lUiKWINfi.

Brewing is an art by which the extract from a simple innoxious material is converted

into a chemical compound that is merely exhilarating in its milder effects, and when

taken in moderate quantities, but which operates as a slow poison when taken in excess

and constantly. It tiieu vitiates the most important organs of life, and deranges all its

functions. Let us not be misunderstood in the remarks wc are about to make
;
perhaps

they will have the more force when the writer states that he never was intoxicated in his

life, and that for forty years he has practised almost total abstinence, only deviating

from it, in the slightest degree, at long intervals, having found, in middle age, that the

most moderate use of stimulants habitually was injurious to his liealth. It is reduced to

a proverb that " at forty every man is eitiicra fool or a physician;" that is, he ought to

know what is good for his constitution, and if he neglects to act accordingh^, lie is a fool.

* " Book of the Farm," vol. i. p. 115.
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Malt liquor, then, or beer, is a species of wine, being-, like tlio jiiicc of tlic giapn, tlic

product of fermentation and other chemical processes employed to render it iit to drink.

The use of -wine and fermented liquors is not forbidden in Scripture, nor is it contrary

to the laws of morality. We read in the books of Moses that one of the recommenda-

tions of the land of promise was, that it was productive of corn, wine, and oil, in

abundance ; and the extraordinary excellence of the grapes of Eshcol, of which a specimen

consisting of one bunch borne by two men on a pole was carried away by the spies, was

one of the inducements that led the Israelites to attempt the conquest. Convinced as

we are that the disuse of intoxicating liquors is the great question of the present day,

and that the safety of Britain as a nation depends, in one great respect, on the arresting

of that growing intemperate use of ardent spirits and malt liquors which characterises

the present generation, we still think that the advocates of total abstinence, although

with the best intentions, have done harm to the cause by asserting and endeavouring to

prove that the Scriptures are opposed to the use of wine. There are so many proofs to

the contrary of this that the ground is wholly untenaljlc. It is the excessive and not

the simple and moderate use of it that is forbidden; and if the teetotallers, as they are

called, would confine their assertions to the denunciations of the former, they would have

proof enough of their correctness. Intoxication was one of the crying vices of the Jews,

and undoubtedly led then, as it does now, to the commission of every crime to which

human nature is addicted.

After this preliminary remark, we freely confess that, such is the present condition

of the people at large in respect to the use of intoxicating drinks, it becomes a necessity

that the legislature should interfere to prevent it by one means or other, more especially

by prohibiting the sale of ardent spirits otiierwise than as medicine. It is proved by the

universal admission of the judges and magistrates throughout the country tliat nine-

tenths of the crimes committed against society are directly or indirectly to be traced

to the use of intoxicating drinks ; and in the New England States, into which the

Maine liquor law has been introduced, the amount of crime has been reduced in an

almost equal proportion. Whilst, however, the customs' duty on spirits, &c., amounts to

fifteen or sixteen millions sterling per year, it is in vain to look to the government to

originate any measures that will tend to lessen the consumption, or neutralise the evils,

arising from it. It is in vain to point out that if the cost of the prosecutions arising out

of the habit (to say nothing of the demoralisation it produces), if the simple expenses of

the prosecutions for the crimes committed througli drunken habits wore deducted from

the amount of duty paid to the government, they would reduce it to a very insignificant

sura. But the government consider it their work to punish and wot prevent crime; and

thus they go on from year to year pandering to the worst vices of the people until the

amount of crime and the number of criminals have accumulated to an extent that the

authors themselves are frightened, and are utterly at a loss what to do with the latter,

now the colonists refuse to be cursed with them. We return again to the charge that the

licensing system is at the top, middle, and bottom of nine-tenths of the crime of this

country, and that no decrease can be expected while the government refuse to make any

alteration, except to increase the evil, by extending the means for dissipation and intoxi-

cation by multiplying music and dancing halls, from whence eveiy night issue forth

masses of obscenity, vice, and drunkenness that are a disgrace to our civilisation.

The use and preparation of fermented liquors is as ancient probably as the existence
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of man himselt'; for we cannot believe that Noali first made the discovery of the manu-

facture of wine from the grape when he " began to be a liusbandman," after the Hood.

Be this, however, as it may, we have abundant proof both from sacred and profane

history that all the ancient nations, as well as all modern, from the most savage to the

most civilised, use intoxicating liquors prepared from different vegetable substances.

The discovery of beer is ascribed by ancient authors to the Egyptians. Herodotus,

Pliny, Strabo, and others, assert that it was prepared from barley, and was called zythos.

Diodorus Siculus declares that some kinds of beer were quite equal to wine. According

to Xenophon, who wrote 400 years b.c, the Armenians prepared fermented drink from

barley. The Greeks called beer barley-wine. Dioscorides, a Greek writer, describes

two kinds of beer, but does not give them distinctive qualities, both being made from

barley ; whilst in Spain and Britain similar liquors were made from wheat. According

to Tacitus, the ancient Germans malted their barley before brewing from it ; at least

such an inference may be deduced from his account. In that country to this day

the national weiss-bier is prepared from a fermented infusion of wheat-malt, with one-

sixth part of barley-malt.

In the United Kingdom barley-malt is almost the iniiversal material used in the

making or brewing of beer. Occasionally in the Highlands of Scotland beer is made

from the sap of the birch, maple, and ash, all of which contain pure saccharine, without

any chemical process; and it requires nothing but boiling and clarifying, with the

addition of yeast, to complete the process. All other fermented liquors made in this

country go under the denomination of wine, spirits, mead, &c. It is only when wheat is

relatively cheaper than barley that it is malted and iised in brewing. The beer made

from wheat-malt is much heavier and more intoxicating thau that from barley, and we

question whether it is equally wholesome.

The manufacture of malt is a process regulated not exactly by the requirements of

the quality of the grain to be operated upon, but by Act of Parliament. The steep must

be continued forty hours whether the barley requires it or not ; but the maltster may, if

he thinks proper, continue it for a longer period. This, however, he could not do

without spoiling it, and the probability is, that a shorter period would in many cases be

productive of a better quality of malt than when it remains the full time. By the

moisture imbibed in the steep, if the barley is dry, it will increase in weight on an

average to the extent of 47 per cent. ; that is, every 100 lbs. put into the steep will

come out 147 lbs : the increase of bulk, in like manner, will amount to 20 per cent. ; or,

for every 100 bushels put in, 120 bushels will be taken out. A small quantity of

carbonic acid is emitted while the barley is in steep ; but Saussure questions whether

this is not at least in part owing to the oxygen held in solution in the steep-water.

Whilst in the steep the colouring matter of the barley is dissolved, imparting to the

Avater a yellow colour, and a disagreeable, bitter taste, and amounting to from l-50th to

l-lOOth part of the weight of the barley, which then assumes a paler colour.

When the grain has remained the legal time in the steep, the water is drained off,

and the barley is thrown upon the Hoor of the malting, where it is formed into a bed or

"couch" 16 inches deep, and remains about twenty-six hours. It is then turned

with wooden shovels, and laid somewhat thinner on the couch. This is repeated

twice a day, spreading it thinner and thinner each time, until it is not more thau a few

inches in depth. During this part of the process the grain absorbs oxygen from the
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atmosphere, wliicli is converted into carbonic acid. Tlic temperature is at first that ol'

the surrounding atmosphere, but it gradually vises higher, and in about ninety-six

liours has acquired an addition of 1(1^ of heat. Tlic surface of the grain, which had

gradually become dry, now undergoes the process of sweating—tluit is, the heat causes

the moisture to exude from it, and at the same time it acquires an agreeable smell some-

thing like that of apples. The main object of the maltster is to prevent the temperature

from rising higher than from 55^ to 63°, according to the mode of malting adopted.

The increased heat now promotes the vegetation of the barley, which at first mani-

fests itself by the development of the roots in the form of three small white protuberances,

vvhicli soon divide into three rootlets ; these, if not checked, increase rapidly in length,

which is not desirable. In a few hours after, the rudiments of the stem, or acrospire, in

like manner, begin to appear, rising, within the husk, from the same end as the roots

;

but while the latter strike at once downward, the former soon appears at the other end

of the grain, and rises upwards. Before it actually emerges from the husk, the process

of malting is complete, and its further advance must be stopped. In the meanwhile the

kernel, or mealy part, losing its glutinous or mucilaginous matter by which it was

held together, becomes white, and crumbly between the fingers, which change is the

object of malting; and the grain must now be placed upon the kiln and subjected to

a temperature at first of 90°, to be gradually raised to 140°, and even higher if required.

This part of the process has a twofold eff'ect—it both dries the malt and imparts to it a

flavour, from the action of the fire, very agreeable when communicated to the beer.

In malting, barley increases from 2 to 3 per cent, in bulk, and loses on an average

about 20 per cent, in weight, after it is cleansed from the rootlets, which is effected as

soon as it is taken from the kiln ; but 12 per cent, of this loss is water, and therefore the

actual loss is not more than 8 per cent, according to Dr. Thomson, and is accounted for

as follows * :

—

Carried off by steep-water 1'5

Dissipated on the tioor 3'0

Roots separated by cleaning 30
Waste Oo

S-0

In the process of malting, the saccharine of the barley is condensed by that chemical

change which brings into activity the reproductive faculty of the grain. It is this

condensation which gives the vakie to malt ; and there is considerable diff'erencc in the

value of a sample of that material owing to the mixtures of different kinds of barley,

some of which require a longer process tnan others, and consequently do not undergo

the required changes at all. Brewers well know that from 5 to 15 per cent, of the malt

they purchase is not malt at all, never having properly undergone the change by which

the saccharine is condensed, because sufficient time was not allowed, which would have

destroyed the bulk of the couch. By the absorption of carbonic acid the starch of the

grain is paiily converted into saccharine, in a similar manner that potato starch is thus

converted by diluted sulphuric acid. It is by this process also that the starch of the

barley is rendered proper food for the embryo plant imtil the rootlets are strong enough

to appropriate and absorb the proper substances from the soU.

Before malt can be used in brewing it requires to be ground, or rather crushed, in a

* Thomson's "Chemistry of Organic Bodies," p. 1012, from wliencc the above account is taken.
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mill, which again increases its bulk. Before the duty was raised so high upon malt, it

was a practice for the farm labourers to take a bushel of barley in part payment of their

wages, and exchange it with the maltster for a bushel of ground malt, the increase in the

grinding being considered sufiBcient remuneration. The labourer then brewed his own

beer, and the family partook of it. In this respect the malt duty has been a curse to the

country, hj dri\'ing the laboixrer to the public-house ; whilst the curse has been rendered

tenfold more bitter and ruinous to the morals of the people by the opening and licensing

of beer-shops, in which the finishing stroke has been given by the legislature to the

demoralisation of the rural population.

The first operation in brewing is the mash. A large tub, varying in size with the

iisual quantity brewed, is provided, into which the malt is poured, and rather more than

its own weight of water put to it, heated to a temperature of from 160° to 180° Fahr.

The mash-tub is covered over, and left for two or three hours. As the malt is poured

into the tub, it should be thoroughly mixed with tlie water by a shovel or a rake if the

mash-tub is not too large. The common brewers have now an apparatus in the mash-

tub furnished with sets of oars and worked on an axle by steam, by which means every

particle of the malt is brought into contact with the water.* The mean temperature of the

mash is about 147°, and the whole process, fi-om first pouring the malt into the water,

ought to be completed in from one and half to three hours. The wort is then drawn oft'

by a tap into a vessel called an under-back, and fresh water is thrown into the mash-tub

for producing a second infusion, and in some cases it is repeated a third time.

The first and strongest wort has a brownish yellow colour, and a very luscious, sweet

taste, an agreeable smell, and is perfectly clear. It is simply at present an infusion or

decoction, and upon analysis is found to hold four substances in solution :— (1) the

saccharine matter, which by simply boiling may be reduced to sugar
; (2) starch,

which may be precipitated by dropping an infusion of nutgalls into the wort
; (3) a

combination of albumen and tannin, which are insoluble
; (4) nivcilage, which precipi-

tates in flakes when the wort is dropped into alcohol. This material is in larger quantity

in the second and third worts than in the first.

The next step is to add the hops, for the purpose of communicating the peculiar

flavour of the oil they contain, and also for modifying the lusciousness of the wort, and

to counteract the tendency of the wort to become sour. When all the worts are drained

oflF and mixed, the whole shovild be returned into the copper, and the hops added to it

in the proportion of one pound to every bushel of malt. These should be thrown in and

well stirred. The boiling should continue two hours, after which the wort is taken out

and strained from the hops through a sieve into coolers, placed in an open part to be

cooled down to a temperature of about 52°. When this is attained, it is let down

through a facet-hole into the fermenting or gyle tub, where the yeast is added both to

promote the fermentation and to preserve the beer from getting sour, by cleansing it

from all feculent matters. The quantity of yeast used by the brewers is 1 gallon to

every 3 barrels of wort. The yeast acts chemically upon the wort by decomposing the

saccharine, incorporating it into the body of the liquid, and, by promoting the vinous

fermentation, converting the whole into an intoxicating liquor, which is then ale. When

* Some brewers pour the water into tlie mash-tub first, aud then gradually add the malt. But in general the Englisli

brewers have false bottoms to the mash-tub, perforated with holes, and the water being let into the false bottom tbrougli

a tube, gradually rises Ihronjjh the whole mass of the malt.
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the liquor has remained in the gylc-tub twenty or twenty-four hours^ a head will have

been formed on the surface^ and a light froth of air-bubbles rises, the head assuming a

cream colour, which is the comnieuecnient of yeast. In thirty-six hours the formation

of this material is complete, and the beer or ale may now be run off from the bottom of

the tub, leaving the yeast; or the latter maybe carefully skimmed oft'. The beer is now

turued oflf, and the casks must be so placed as that any yeast that may form in the

cleansing, by additional slight fermentation, can nm off into vessels set below to

receive it. The casks must be left open until the fermentation has entirely ceased, when

they may be bunged down and left.

In the natural course of proceeding some months are necessary for ale to become fit to

drink, by the separation of the feculent matters ; but as it requires large capital to keep

a heavy stock of beer until it has fined itself, the brewers have used various methods

and substances for the purpose of hastening the process which they liave now brought to

great perfection. The least objectionable material employed for the pui'pose is isinglass,

prepared in the following manner by the London brewers :—The isinglass is cut into

shreds, put into a cask and covered with vinegar or sour beer to the depth of 5 or 6

inches. When it has swelled and absorbed all the liquid, it should be again covered to

the same depth with a fresh quantity, and the whole well stirred together. This process

of adding and stirring should be repeated until the whole mass assumes the consistency

of a thick jelly, which is then mixed with thin bright beer, sufficient in quantity to

reduce it to a state of liquefaction proper for use, when it should be strained through a

hair sieve to separate from it any extraneous substances or undissolved isinglass; from

one pint to one quart of these " finings " to the barrel of beer is sufficient to clear it,

by precipitating the feculent matters it contains. According to Dr. Ure, the following

is the way in which the finings operate upon the beer :
—" The fluid gelatine combines

with the tannin of the hops, and this forms a flocculent mass, which envelops the

muddv particles of the beer and carries them with it to the bottom, where they form a

sediment. If a proper sediment does not fall, it may be made to appear by adding a

little of the decoction of hops. If there be the sliglitest disengagement of carbonic

acid gas, the flocculent particles being kept moving about will not be enveloped in the

finings, and the beer will not clear." The perfection to which the brewers have attained

in rendering new ale old, will appear from the following fact. A friend of the writer's

having occasion to call on a brewer, said he should like to taste some of his best old ale.

Accordingly a jug of ale was brought into the office, and our friend having taken a glass

of it declared it to be excellent, and supposed it to have been kept in the cask a long

time for special use. " To tell you the truth," said the brewer, " it is not quite a fort-

night old ; but one thing you may depend on, that it is made entirely of malt, hops,

and water."

Excellent home-brewed ale may be made from the following receipe :—Crush 1

quarter of malt and mash it in the ordinary way with 72 gallons of water, of a tempe-

rature of 160° Fahr. Cover it up for three hours, when 40 gallons may be drawn oflT,

into which put 12 lbs. of hops to infuse. Then add 60 gallons of water at a tempera-

ture of 170° to the malt in the mash- tub, mixing them well together. Let this stand

two hours, and draw off 60 gallons. Boil the wort from the two mashes with the hops

for two hours, and when cooled down to 65°, strain it through a flannel bag into the

gyle or fermenting tub, and mixed with 5 quarts of yeast, and left to work for twenty-four
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liourSj or iu some cases thirty-six hours. It is then ruu into casks, but the bung-holes

are left open, as the beer will still work and run over. Some beer should be left in the

fermeutiug-tub, to fill up the casks as the liquor works over. A weaker beer may be

obtained by adding a third mash of 30 gallons of water, and boiling the wort with the

hops used for the ale.

Many farmers have adopted the plan of brewing beer from the juice of the sugar-

beet, and an excellent article is produced from it. We do not know the proportion

of the extract, but if we reckon an average of 10 per cent, of saccharine in the root,

it will not be difficult to find the proportion required. The beer thus obtained will

have the peculiar flavour of the root, which is unpleasant at first, but custom will

render it agreeable, as in other cases of the kind ; and much of it will work oft' in the

fermentation.

SECTION XXV.

FAKM CAPITAL.

Capital is the mediate clement in husbandry, as well as in every other industry,

between simple hand and skilled labour. The savage who knows nothing of the use of

money, and the cottier farmer who possesses little or none of it, cultivate their land,

the one with a stick hardened in the fire, the other with the spade, and neither requires

capital to conduct the operation, compared with the man who employs a plough ; and

this latter again, compared with him who employs, or is the owner of a steam-plough

;

and thus it is with every implement of husbandry. The modern inventions have

necessitated the possession of larger capital to invest in their purchase ; but at the same

time they greatly facilitate every operation with less expenditure of labour and money,

perform them with so much greater efficiency, and produce so much more satisfactory

results, that in future the man who has only his simple labour or the old implements

and machinery to depend upon, will not be able to stand in a competition with him who
has capital at command, and spirit and skill to use it to the best advantage.

We have already spoken of the imprudence—not to say folly—of a farmer engaging

more land than he has capital to manage to advantage. Far better is it to take a

smaller quantity than his means would warrant, and work that quantity in the most

perfect and efficient manner, waiting the opportunity of increasing it, which to a man
who has shown skill, judgment, and prudence, is almost certain to present itself. It is

a misfortune at the present time whilst the number of farmers, and consequently of

applicants for farms, is increasing annually, that of farms is decreasing by the amalga-

mation of the small occupations into large ones. When wc speak of small farms, we

refer not to cottiers or crofters, but to farms of an average of 200 acres, which in some

districts of both England and Scotland, are fast disappearing from the rent-rolls of the

large estates ; the owners of which find it less troublesome and more convenient to have

one tenant of large means, than two, three, or more, who can barely pay their way.

The capital required to work a given quantity of land in farming depends upon the
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kind of" farniiug uudcf which it is intended to be kept, and the uiodc of cultivation

adopted. It must also be regulated by the terms on which the land is held as regards

the landlord ; for it would be madness for a tenant at will, or a yearly tenant, to expend

more money than is absolutely necessary to ensure one crop upon land wliicli he knows

be may be ousted from at a few weeks' or months' notice, according as the caprice or

the cupidity of his landlord, or even the stupidity of some, may dictate to them. We
read, for instance, of some landlords who threaten their tenants with expulsion if they

use a reaping or mowing machine, or plough within a certain number of yards of a

fence. Now we would trust such men as we wonld " adders fauged," that is, only so

far as black and white Mill bind them ; and as they generally take special care not to

commit themselves in the use of the goose-quill, they are best avoided altogether as

dangerous men. We confess to having a liking to such landlords as will acquiesce with

his tenant when he says, " The subsoil is yours, my lord, but the top soil is mine." *

Capital, therefore, can only be safely invested in land by a tenant farmer under a lease,

because, even where a landlord himself is lionest and just, he cannot ensure his living

from year to year ; and the tenant may find himself under a man of a very different

calibre the next rent-day, as many a one has experienced.

In Morton's " Cyclopaedia of Agriculture " are estimates of the capital required for

six different kinds of farmers respectively, the gross calculations of which we give as

follows :

—

A. Our first case shall be that of 400 acres arable farm, cultivated upon the four-

course or Norfolk rotation of crops, in which wheat, turnips, or other roots, barley and

clover, follow one another. We shall suppose the entry to be Lady-day.

t

a. In the first place considerable sums are due to the out-going tenant on account of

the cultivation and manure in and on the land. The following are the items under this

head ;
—

S, s. d.

1. On 100 acres of wheat, now up and ia braird 156 5

2. „ turnips and other roots that follow wheat 60

3. „ barley, which we shall suppose to be sown 493 15

4. „ young clover 75

5. Manure made from 50 acres of roots in the varil and 160 tons of straw . 410

£1,195

b. Our second item includes the implements of husbandry which the supposed

extent of land will require, viz. :—5 ploughs, 5 pair of heavy harrows, 2 pair light

ditto, 2 cultivators or scarifiers, 1 clod-crusher, 2 light rollers, 1 double mould-board

plough, 4 horse-hoes, 8 carts with harvest bodies, corn drilling machine, and horse-hoe

to match ; turnip-sowing machine, clover ditto, threshing machine, winnowing machines,

and other barn implements ; 3 turnip cutters, 1 corn crusher ; hurdles, troughs, &c., for

cattle and sheep; harness for 5 pair horses, stable utensils, small tools, ropes, &c.

—

Gross amount, £520.

c. Ten horses, £300 ; corn and hay, purchased for them, £56 12«. ()d.; labour, wages,

including tradesmen's bills, £614 6«. 6^/.—£970 18*. M.

* This was said by a large and wealthy farmer iu West Norfolk to his laudlord, the Earl of Leicester, who, smiling

admitted the fact.

t Michaelmas is the usual time in Norfolk.
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d. Seed purchased for 100 acres of clover and 100 acres of rootSj £97 10*. Orf.

e. Stock, cost and keeping, viz. :

—

£ s. d.

200 ewes and lambs 400

60 head of oxen 900

Artificial food 100

4 breeding sows 1400
£1.414

/. Rent and taxes on 400 acres, at 32«.= £0 10.

The gross amount of capital required is, therefore, as follows :

—

£ «. d.

a. Payments to out-going tenants 1,195

b. Implements 520

c. Labour, including horses 970 IS G

d. Seed 97 10

e. Stock 1,414

/. Rent and taxes 640

£4,S37 8 6

From this amount Mr. Morton deducts £1,000 for payments which will not fall due,

or mW not be demanded, until the first year's crop is returned and partly sold, leaving

the sum required at £3,837 8s. Qd. or £9 10s. Qd. per acre. This will not include

any allowance for thorough drainage, building, road making, liming, claying, artificial

manure; some of which, undoubtedly, belong to the landlord ; but unless they arc

stipulated to bo done by him in the agreement, it is more than probable that the tenant

will find they devolve upon himself. We should rather estimate the capital I'equired

for such a farm, under the modern system, at from £13 to £15 per acre; and we know

that many farmers invest that sum in their land, and find it pnys them better than a

smaller outlav.

B. Our second case shall be that of a farm of 240 acres, cultivated on a rotation of

which Mr. Morton had several years' experience, viz. :

—

1. Wheat.

2. WiTitcr beans.

3. Wheat with clover seed.

4. Clover mowed.

0, Wheat.

6. Swedish turnips and carro's.

7. Wheat.

8. Mangold-wnrzfl.

One half of the farm, or 130 acres, is in wheat every year.

SO acres are in beans.

30 ,, „ clover.

30 „ „ maugold-wurzel.

20 „ „ turnips.

10 ,, ,, carrots.

a. The payments to an out-going tenant in spring will include 90 acres of wheat after

fallow, with manure and cultivation, £338 25. Qd. ; and 30 acres of wheat after clover,

with tillage, £31 17s. Qd.—ln all, £420. 30 acres of winter beans, £150 7s. 6d.;

30 acres of clover, £32 10s. Orf. ; 30 acres of raangold-wnrzel and 20 ditto of Swedes,

£10; 10 acres of carrots, well manured, and tillage, £'>l.—The whole of these items

amount to £993 17s. Gd.
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b. The implemeuts required will be i ploughs, 4 pair of heavy harrows, 2 pair of

light ditto, 3 cultivators, 1 heavy and 1 light roller, 1 double uiould-board plough,

t horse-hoes, 6 carts with harvest bodies, 1 corn-drill; 1 turuip-seed machine, 1 clover

ditto, threshing machiue, wiuuowiug ditto, and baru implements ; 3 turnip cutters,

1 corn-crusher; harness for 8 horses, baskets, buckets, stable-gear, tools, &c.— In

all, £370.

c. Eight horses, £240; hay and corn purchased for them, £120; manual labour,

the first year, £424 18s. Qd.—lw all, £784 18s. Of/.

d. Seeds for clover, 30 acres, £33 10s. Od. ; turnips, 20 acres, £4 ; mangolds,

30 acres, £9.—In all, £35 10s. Qd.

e. Stock purchased, and cost of keeping, viz. :
—

£ s. d.

20 oien in spring 200

40 „ in aulumu 600

200 bushels of linseed CO

800 „ beans IGO

3 breeding sowB 10 10

£1,030 10

/. Rent and taxes, £180.

Tlie recapitulation is as follows :

—

£. s. ,?.

a. Payments to out-goiug tenant 993 17 6

b. Implements 37O

c. Horses and labour 784 18

il. Seed 35 10

e. Live stock and artificial food 1,030 10

/. Rent and taxes 480

240 acres at £15 7.». per acre . . . .£3,694 15 6

From this also is deducted £1,000, the amount being considered rather as the sum
that must pass through the farmer's hands during the year, than the actual amovmt of

capital required to be provided and invested in the laud. There is truth in this ; but a

young farmer ought to feel himself so much at liberty in regard to capital as to be able,

without embarrassment, to hold his corn or stock over if there is a prospect of prices

advancing. Still less should he be compelled by his necessities to sell at a disadvantage

when prices are unduly depressed by an over-stocked market, or the general deadness

of trade. It is this compulsion in the first years of his career that has kept many
a young farmer poor throughout life, if it has not actually ruined him, and it is a

powerful reason why such a one should not take more land than his own capital, or

what he can raise amongst his friends, will enable him to manage with comfort, credit

and profit.

C. Our third case shall be that of a small farm for two pair of horses, cultivated on

the plan proposed by !Mr. Hewitt Davis, viz. :
-

1. live and tares consumed on the land, and fjllowid in the summer bymans^old-wurzel,

Swedes, cabbages, and turnips well manured for.

2. Oats or barley sown with clover,

3. Clover twice mown for bay.

4. Beans or peas, the former with turnips betveen the rows.

5. Wheat.
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The farm consists of 120 acres, and will each year have— (1) 21 acres of rye and

tares equal to the keep of 400 sheep for four mouths ; followed by 6 acres of maugold-

wnrzel= 150 tons; 6 acres of Swedes= 100 tons; 6 acres of cabbage ^100 tons;

6 acres of turnips =100 tons; (2) 24 acres of barley; (3) 24 acres of clover= 200

tons of green fodder, or 50 tons of hay
; (4) 24 acres of beans and turnips =: 72 quarters

of beans, and 300 tons of turnips
; (5) 24 acres of wheat.

a. The stock required to consume the above feed is estimated as follows :

—

£ .«. d.

100 ewe3 and lambs bought in spriug, at £2 200

20 oxen bought in autumn, at £15 300

8 tons of oil-cake at ^8 10* G8

2 breeding sows 700
£575

b. The payments to the out-going tenant, according to the above rotation, will

amount to £412 IGs. Od.

c. The implements, £180.

d. The labour of one year, with the addition of the cost of four horses and keep

purchased for them, is estimated at £409 0«. 6f/.

e. . The seed, £27.

/. Rent and taxes, £210.

The remme is, therefore, as follows :

—

£ s. d.

a. Stock 575

b. Tenant right 412 If.

c. Implements ISO

d. Labour and horses 409 fi

e. Seed 27

/. Rent and taxes 210

120 acres at £15 2s. 6rf. per acre £1,813 16 G

From this, iu like manner as before, a deduction should be made of £480, which

leaves £11 2s. Q>d. per acre, as the capital actually required on such a farm, independent

of permanent improvements, artificial manures, &c. &c., incident to modern farming.

D. The next case, being a fancy farm of 20 acres worked by the sjiade, we shall

omit giving the particulars of, being perfectly impracticable for the husbandman, except

as a market gardener, which would require a different mode of treatment from that laid

down. The estimates make the capital required amount to £17 per acre.

E. This case is partly an arable and partly a grass farm, on which a dairy is kept.

It consists of 120 acres, 60 of which are in grass, 30 acres being mown annually. The

remaining 60 acres arc arable, cultivated on the six-cour.se rotation, namely :— (1) wheat,

(2) beans, (3) wheat, (4) clover, (5) oats, (6) mangold, carrots, and other roots. The

winter stock of food from this will amount to 250 tons of roots, and 30 tons of hay

;

that of summer to about 400 tons of green food, clover, and grass, on the 30 acres of

pasture. This will keep a pair of horses and twenty-five cows throughout the season.

The summary, therefore, of the outlay will be as follows :

—
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£ s. d.

«. Purchase of 25 cows at £12, ;e300; and 10 hogs, il5 313

b. Cultivation of crops to oiit-goinj tenant, CO acres 210

c. Ijabour and cost of horses on arable land, GO acres 1C9 10

„ ,, on pasture laud, 00 acres 30

(I. Implemeuls, including dairy utensils 105

e. Seed, paid in out-going tenant's charges.

/. Rent and taxes 192

120 acres at £8 10.'. per acre £1,021 10

F. This is wholly a dairy farm of 300 acres^ involving the outlay of the following

capital, according to the specified items :

—

£ s. d.

lOOcowsat £13each, ;£1,200; 25 hogs, £37 IOj 1,237 10

3 horses and harness, £100; implements, il05 205

Labonr, £225
;
paid to ont-going tenant, £100 325

Rent and taxes 525

300 acres at about £7 12*. 9r?. per acre i2,293 10

Tlie returns are then calculated and compared iu the following manner :

—

A. Produce sold :

—

£ .!. d.

100 acres of wheat, at 28 bushels, and 6s. per bushel 840

100 „ barley, „ 38 „ 3s. Gf^. per bushel 605

200 fat sheep of different sorts, averaging 20 lbs. per quarter, and hhd. per lb. 866 13 4

60 fattening oxen, 26 weeks at 4s. per week each 312

Produce of 4 breeding sows— say 20 porkers at 25s., 20 bacon hogs

at £3 lOs 95

2,278 13 4

Expenditure :

—

£ s. d. £ .«. d.

Seed.—100 acres of wheat at 9s 45

100 „ clover at 15s 75

100 „ barley at 8s 40

100 „ roots at 5s 25

185
Labour, including tradesmen's bills G50

Food (oats) for horses 120

Oil-cake for cattle 100

Insurance on stock and implements 173

Rent and taxes 6-tO

Gross expenditure 1,8GS

Balance .£410 13 4

This afifords a profit of 9 per cent, on the capital employed, including the interest.

Or 4 per cent., if interest at 5 per cent, is deducted.

B. Produce sold :
—

£ s. d. £ s. (/.

120 acres ot wheat, 34 bushels per acre, at 6s. per bushel . 1,3'24

30 „ beans, 30 „ „ 3s. Grf. per bushel !.")? 10

20 oxen, -52 weeks each, at 4s. per week 208

40 „ 30 „ „ 4s 240

3 sows—15 porkers at 25s 18150
15 bacon hogs at i'3 10s 52 10

448

71

Gross returns 1,900 15
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Expenditure :

—

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ i. d.

Brouglit forward 1,900 15

Labour and tradesmen's bills 4S0

S_x-d.—120 acres wheat at 9s 54

30 „ beans at hs.Zd 7 17 C

30 „ clover at 15« 22 10

120 „ roots at Cs 3G

120 7 6

Food for stock.—Horse corn 112 10

Linseed and beans .... 220
• 332 10

Insurance 119 10

Kent and taxes 480
1,532 7 6

Balance - £368 7 6

Or, about 10 per cent, profit, including interest.

C. Produce sold ;

—

£ .5, d. £ s. d.

24 acres of barley, at 44 bushels, and 'is. %d. per bushel . . 3 84 16

24 „ half bean crop, at 20 bushels, and 3j. Cc/. per

bushel S4

24 „ wheat, at 32 bushels, and fis. per bushel ... 230 8

TOO fat sheep of dilTerent sorts, 20 lbs. per quarter, and

oV. perlb 183 6 S

20 o.xen, 32 weeks, at 4.» 12S

2 sows.—10 porkers at 25s 12 10

10 bacon hogs at £3 10s 35

47 10

Gross returns 858 8

Expenditure :- -

& s. d.

Labour, kn 250 (I

Seed 66

Horse corn, &c 45 12 G

Oil-cake, &c 68

Insiu'ance 64

Rent and taxes 210
703 12 6

Balance. . . .
' £1.H 8 2

Of, not quite £8 12.?. 0^/. per cent, on capital, including interest.

E. Produce sold :

—

& s. d.

20 acres of wheat, 32 bushels at 6.! JP2

10 „ beans, 30 „ „ 3s. Or/ 52 10

10 „ oats, 50 „ „ 2s. 6f/ 62 10

25 cows, £10 250

Profit un hogs fattened 20

Gross returns 577

Expenditure :

—

£ s. d.

Seed 26 15

Labour 200

Food for stock 24 I)

Insurance 37 10

Kent and tasrs 1'.I2— 480 5

Balance £06 15

Not qtiitc 10 per cent, on capital, iiu'liidinii; interest.
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F. Produce sold :

—

£ .?. d.

100 cows at £10 each 1,000

Profit oa 30 hogs CO

Gross returns l.OGO

Expenditure :

—

£ s. d.

Labour 223

Insmance ou catllc CI 17 G

,, on horses and intplcmcnls 20 5

Bent and taxes 525

838 2 6

Balance £221 17 fi

Or, nearly 10 per cent, on capital^ including interest.

The foregoing statements of the profits of farming may he depended upon, being

drawn up by a practical man, well acquainted with the subject, and aware of the

drawbacks to which even the small balances exhibited (compared with those of con-

sumers), are frequently liable from those casualties of weather, and a hundred other

causes, over which the farmer has literally no control. The writer, also, was well

aware of the importance of a yoimg farmer not extending the quantity of land beyond

the means he possesses of doing full justice to every acre—an evil which many young

men fall into under the idea that by prudent management their capital will accumulate.

But the probability is, that, by spreading it over an undue quantity of land, the produce

will not be more, if so much, than if he had confined himself in choosing his farm to an

occupation for which his capital was rather over than under sufficient. We recollect

reading of a man who farmed a large extent of land of his own. He was always in

poverty, and unable to pay his way. Having married one of his daughters, and being

unable to give her money, he relinquished one-fourth of his land to the young couple ; and

not being willing to dismiss his old labourers, he employed them in many ways on the

land which he could not find time to do when he occupied the whole. To his surprise,

at the end of the season, he found he had as great a produce with the reduced extent

of land as with the whole. Soon after, another daughter was married and portioned

off with another fourth of the land, with exactly the same result. From that time the

old man prospered. His capital, which before was just sufficient to save the land from

starvation, now enabled him to do it full justice, and he found that the half produced

more than the whole did previously, whilst he had always money enough for every

purpose for which it was wanted.

When, however, we speak thus of capital, we do not limit the term strictly to the

amount of money a man may possess of his own. If, on taking a farm, a young man
has friends who will advance him, in addition to his own capital, whatever he may
require, he will be quite justified in availing himself of the opportunity of extending

his cultivation, because a large extent of laud can be farmed at a comparatively less

expense than a small one ; and the interest he will have to pay will be more than

covered by the returns. It is this facility of obtaining money on moderate terms that

has enabled the farmers of Scotland to raise the cultivation of that country to the

highest point; and until the system of letting farms, as it were, by auction, began to

be practised, and rents have run up to double and treble what they formerly fetched,

VOL. II. u u
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the Scottisli farmers were tlie most prosperous iu tlie United Kingdom. If the reverse

is now the rulcj it is because a class of men have been introduced who having acquired

capital in trade, liave turned their attention to farming, and have thus shut out the

genuine husbandman^ who is too well acquainted with the value of land to compete

with these apron-farmers, many of whom have Ibund, to their cost, that a rental of four

or five pounds per acre is more easily bargained for than paid by the profits of the land.

SECTION XXVI.

INSURANCE AND ASSURANCE.

FoEMERLY the above terms were u^scd indiscriminately for all kinds of risks taken by

public companies ; but, in order to mark the distinction between a contract involving

a fixed claim on the occurrence of a specified contingency and a contract for an uncertain

indemnity, assurance is more properly applied to contracts applied to life, insurance to

those connected with fire and marine risks.*

Such is the distinction at present made in tlie different kinds of risks taken by the

numerous—almost innumerable—societies of the kind that have sprung up of late years,

the multiplication of which shows the increasing importance felt by the public of the

duty of availing themselves of the advantages offered by them. ]\Iany of the companies

that have been established have so miscalculated the risks as to accept lives on ruinouslv

low terms, and the consequence has been, a great number of signal failures, the

institutions being broken up and abandoned.

The history of insurance carries us back to the fourteenth century. It has, indeed,

been asserted that the practice was known to the llomans, and that marine insurances

were effected under Claudius, but modern writers consider the instances alleged as

nothing more than individual and isolated ones of indemnification or bounty, no

premium being mentioned as given to the insurer on his promise to make good any

loss that might accrue. The first official notice of insurance recorded, took place in

1318, when the Pisan republic enacted the Breve Partus CaUeritani for the j)ort of

Cagliari, in Sardinia. In this the word ser/iirare occurs ; and Pardessus, who refers to

this, states also that the contract of reciprocal insurance was known also in Portugal as

early as the second half of the fourteenth century." t This was under Ferdinand,

whose reign extended from 1367 to 1383 ; and Souza refers to King Edward of Portugal

writing in his instructions from Lisbon, 10th September, 1436, that " the merchant

vessels of the English which had been chartered for the Tangiers' expedition had not

been insured, owing to the fault of the proprietors, whilst those of the Portuguese, even

of the royal navy, were insured." The Flemings claim a priority in the system, from

a document, dated iu the second half of the fourteenth century ; but Pardessus doubts

the correctness of this document, because no traces of tlie practice are to be found in

* "Encyc. Brit.," art. Insuuanck. f " Colk»liou dcs Lois Marilimes," vul. iv. \>. 5C6.
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the archives of BrugeSj the earliest Flemish law on the subject of iusurance being dated

1537. The question of priority, therefore, rests between Italy and Flanders, and the

extensive commerce of the former, whose ships visited and traded in all seas and with

ail countries, renders it probable that marine insiu'ances were first adopted by them,

and from thence it was transplanted into those countries with whom they traded, and

amongst others into England. Malynes states that, down to the time at which ho

wrote (163:2), in every policy made at Antwerp, and other places in the Low Countries,

a clause was inserted, that it should be in all things the same as the policies made in

Lombard Street, in the city of London, the place where the Lombards are known to have

first settled and carried on their commerce in England.* In the first English statute

respecting assurance, which was the 43rd Elizabeth, c. 13, passed in ICOl, tlic system

is referred to as, "tyme out of mynde, an usage amongste merchants," which indicates

that the practice was introduced at a much earlier period, though not recognised by

the legislature.

All these cases refer to maritime insurance only, tlie time not having arrived wlien

life and even fire became equally protected by it. In fact, so late as the year 1633, the

practice of insuring life was expressly forbidden in Holland by the Rotterdam Ordi-

nances; and in 1681 the French marine ordinance of Louis XIV. says, "We forbid

the making of any iusurance on the life of men, except those who redeem captives. It

was John de Wit, Grand Pensionary of Holland, who first exploded this superstitious

fallacy by his treatise on the valuation of life annuities. This was submitted to the

States-General of Holland, who, on its basis, determined to grant life annuities for the

purpose of raising funds. A publication of this document from the original resolutions

of the States has recently been made by Mr. Hendriks, after it had lain 1 80 years

in abeyance. De Wit was the first person who had established a correct principle on

which the value of a life annuity could be calculated.

About twenty-two years after De Wit had promulgated his system, the celebrated

Dr. Halley, having deeply studied the subject, published the result of his investigations

in the Philosophical Transactions (No. 196) for 1693. The title of this paper was,

"An estimate of the degrees of mortality of mankind, drawn from curious tables of

the births and funerals at the city of Breslau, with an attempt to ascertain the price

of annuities upon lives." Dr. Halley's tables have been the models on which the

present mortality tables are constructed, and were the first of the kind ever attempted.

His method of calculation of assurances is thus explained by himself. " By wliat has

been said, the price of insurance upon lives ought to be regulated, and the difference

is discovered between the price of insuring the life of a man of twenty and fifty.

For example :—It being one hundred to one that a man of twenty dies not in a year,

and but thirty-eight to one for a man of fifty years of age," &c. The reference here

is made to short periods of assurance, which were more usual at that time than long ones.

It would be neither interesting nor profitable to give a detail of the various writers

on the subject after Halley, and we therefore come at once to the works of the greatest

man that had appeared in the cause of life assurance. Dr. Price—whose clear head and

thoroughly honest disposition enabled him to strike fearlessly at the ill-digested schemes

of assurance companies that were at the period misleading and plundering the public.

The first three editions of his work were chiefly a denunciation of the errors of the

" "Ei:crc. Brit."

V V 2
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existing plans of assurance and annuities ; but, in tlie fourth edition, be introduced

tables, calculated on the Nortbampton observations, witb other documents on the subject

relating to Sweden and Finland. Dr. Price's tables, founded on the Northampton

observations, became the groundwork of the calculations on which the Equitable

Society proceeded, and were also adopted by other assurance companies for forty years

after ; and to this day they form the basis of the calculations in connection with

legacy duties under the 36th Geo. III., cap. 52, and arc also adhered to by some of the

older insurance oSiccs. It appears that accounts, kept at Northampton for forty-six

years, from 1735 to 1780 inclusive, of the ages at death of 4,689 persons who wei*e

buried in the parish of All Saints, were the basis of his theory ; and, although those

accounts, and the tables constructed upon them, were erroneous in estimating the

average duration of life, which was much too low, the principles on which they arc

founded were correct, and the Equitable did right in adopting them for their rule

of assurance, although it has been proved that a lower rate of premium might safely

have been established. The proof of this is found in the fact, that, by the year 1800,

the capital of the company had increased to £11,000,000 sterling;- and the directors

became alarmed at its magnitude. They therefore gave bonuses to the insured pro-

portioned to the time they had entered the society. Thus, those who had insured in

1762, when the company was first formed, had, for every jSlOO assured, an addition of

,€258 to their policy; and so in proportion for every succeeding year up to 1800. At

the same period the rates of assurance premiums were reduced, as the following scale

will show :

—

iVge.

]4 . .
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that he found it pnitlcut not to pusli the matter to extremities. " The attempt," sa\ s

Francis, ''
-vvas only successful in ])rovini,' to tlic State that all arbitrary power had

passed away, and that for the future an honest course would be their best policy."

Hitherto we have been speaking of life and marine insurances, those against fire

being of a much more recent date, no associations having been formed for the purpose

until after the great fire of London, in 1666, when the city was reduced to ashes. That

awful calamity led the citizens to reflect upon the importance of making some provision

against similar disasters, and various proposals were submitted to the Court of Common
Council of London, for the mutual relief of those who might have their houses destroyed

by fire. " Great bodies, however, move slow," and before the council could make up

their minds on the subject, a private association was formed for the purpose, which in

1681 issued a notice from their " office on the back side of the Royal Exchange,"

offering to insure brick houses against fire for Gd., and timber houses for 12</. in tlic

pound, being at the rate of £2 10s. per cent, for brick, and £5 per cent, for timber

houses. This was in September, and the following month the Court of Common
Council took action, and " did agree and resolve to undertake y"^ insuring all houses

w"' in this city and liberties from fire, and execute y° same with all expedicion ;" and

resolved forthwith to engage a sufficient fund and undoubted security by the Chamber

of London in lands and good ground-rents for the performance thereof." The council,

liowever, found that they were making themselves a trading company by this act, and

in 1683 both discontinued to issue fresh policies and endeavoured to get rid of those

they had granted. The private company now had it all to itself, but not for long

;

for their success led to the formation of other companies for protection against fire.

The Hand-in-Hand, which was established in 1G94', by 100 persons, is the only one
' remaining of those of that period.

It was not until ten years after this latter date that insurance of household furniture

and merchandise from fire was projected by Charles Povey. The Sun Fire Office was

the first to adopt it, and also stood first in extending the benefits of insurance beyond

the confines of London. This office still stands as high in credit as any one, and in

1855 the property insured by it amounted to the sum of £127,000,000 sterling. ^= The
Union Office was established in 1714, the Westminster Fire Office in 1717, the Royal

Exchange and London Assurance Corporations in 1721. The number has gone on

increasing, and in 1856 there were in the United Kingdom seventy-two companies

recognised by the Government. A multitude of others have been started and never

reached maturity, owing to their not being able to obtain the confidence of the public

in some cases, whilst others were commenced in fraud, and ended in wholesale swindling.

In the year 1800, according to Francis, there were only six fire offices in existence.

Without going further into the history of these companies, we would specially refer

to one which, on many accounts, deserves the patronage of the agriculturists ; it is

the " Royal Farmers' Insurance Company," established in the year 1840,f and embrac-

» The duty paid to government by the Sun ofliee in 1855 was £190,257. The entire revenue from lliis source is

£1,341,242, at Zs. per cent.

t Although insurance against hail was not introduced into England before the date above stated (1840), the principle

liad long been adopted in France and in different parts of the Continent ; and it was this which led the Royal Farmers'
Insurance office to add that branch to their other business. The Mecklenburg Hail Insurance Company has been
established upwards of sisty years (1790), and is the oldest in Germany, no other appearing imtil 1818. At present

there are thirteen offices in Germany, all, we believe, on the principle of mutual assurance.
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ing in its protective operations insurances against losses by fire and hail, and also

assurances on lives. The proprietary of this company is large and wealthy, and tlie

paid up capital amply sufficient to meet the risks. The rates of insurance in the fire

department are as follows :—not hazardous, Is. Gd. per cent. ; hazardous, 2s. 6f/. ; and

doubly hazardous, 4*. 6c?. per cent. Special risks must be agreed for at reasonable rates.

Farming stock will be insured for 5s. per cent., with liberty to use a steam threshing

machine without extra charge. Losses by fire occasioned by lightning, or by explosions

of gas in lighting buildings, will also be allowed for. Insurances against losses by hail

are granted at Gd. per acre for wheat, barley, oats, and other ordinary crops. This

company was the first in the kingdom to institute this latter class of insurance, which

has been an immense relief in many distressing cases of destruction of crops by hail.

Previous to the establishment of this class of insurance, we have known farmers entirely

ruined by a single hailstorm. As no one can tell from day to day that he will not be

visited by such a calamity, it behoves every one to provide against it when he can do so

at a comparativeh' trifling outlay.

Of the importance of life assurances we have before spoken, and would again urge

upon the farmer, especially if married or intending to marry, the duty of thua securing

a provision for those he may leave behind, by assuring his life in the early stages of it

when the premium is low and scarcely felt. Thus, in this office, at twenty-one, by a

payment of ^61 15s. 8d. per cent., he can assure whatever sum he thinks proper. Or by

increasing it to .€1 17s. 7d. per cent, he will be entitled to a participation of the profits of

the Company, without taking a share of the risks. In May, 1864, a bonus was added,

of £6 5s. Od. to every £100 assured by policies of five years' standing, being at the rate of

£1 5s. Od. per cent, per annum, and equal to a return of 60 per cent, of the premiums

paid. Thirty days are allowed for payment of premiums for renewal of life policies

;

and if the party should die within the period, the survivors will be entitled to the

amount assured provided the payment be made before it terminates. The offices of

the Royal Farmers' Insurance Company are situated at 3, Norfolk Street, Strand,

London.

ilany frauds have been practised upon assurance companies, and, on the other hand,

many fraudulent companies have been started with more or less success to the pro-

jectors. The " Annals, Anecdotes, and Legends of Life Assurance," by Mr. Francis,

contains several most extraordinary instances of both, one or two of which we will give

an abridged account of by way of relieving a rather dry subject.

In 1836 an old man of the name of Knowlcs, between sixty and seventy, ignorant,

uneducated, and in want ; who had been at one time a smuggler, and at another a

journeyman shoemaker, thought that the best mode of supplying his necessities would

be to open an office for the receipt of moneys in exchange for the sale of annuities. In

this enterprise he associated himself with one William Hole, tallow-chandler, smuggler,

footman, and bankrupt. The chief capital required was unbounded impudence on the

part of the projectors, and credulity on that of the public. Neither of these being

lacking, a prospectus was issued, and an office opened in Baker Street, Portmau Square,

and a directory of gentlemen was concocted consisting of the most honourable names in

London, Avho appeared in the prospectus as the managers of the " Independent and West
Middlesex Fire and Life Insurance Company." Amongst the great men, whose names
were thus employed, were those of Drummond, Perkins, Smith, Price, and Lloyd. Hole's
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brother-in-law, a journeyman bell-banger, was made a director with a salary of .£100

a year, provided he did not come drunk when attending the board. Others, equally

respectable, were made directors, auditors, &e. j amongst whom was a hoy of sixteen,

who alternately cleaned up the office and attended the board. On these latter occasions

they were enjoined to dress in their " Sunday best," wear brooches on their dirty shirts,

and rings on their clumsy fingers, a fine of 2*. Gd. being inflicted for the non-observance

of tlicse rules. They next, with the most consummate impudence, opened an account

with the Bank of England, which gave a specious respectability to the concern.

Having proceeded thus far, they tlien issued a scale of terms 30 per cent, below any

other office, and even granted life assurances on smaller premiums, and sold annuities

on much lower terms than any other company. Thus, a man of thirty, by paying

£1,000 was granted a life annuity of .£80 ; and by paying £17 10s. of this to insure his

life, could receive C| per cent, for his money, and secure his capital to his successor.

Respectable offices were opened, and the agents were allowed 25 per cent, on all

receipts, when other companies only gave 5 per cent. This induced them to forward

the views of the " Company," so that business flowed in upon them rapidly. RicJi and

poor, lured by the advantageous terms, poured their money into the hands of the

projectors. One rich man who was disposed to sink a large sum in so profitable a

concern, sent his solicitor to inquire into its solidity. This acute man of business

wormed out of Knowles that the directors were not the men whose names appeared,

and that the capital did not amount to quite the alleged million, but declared that both

were sufficiently respectable. His refusal, however, to give the residences of the real

directors, or to say where the capital was invested, led the solicitor to decline the risk

of his client's money. Many persons, however, of limited means, who had scraped up

just enough to support them in old age, ventured, for the sake of increasing their

income, to place it in the West Middlesex, and were ruined. In the meanwhile, money

poured in from all quarters, the promoters keeping their carriages and saddle-horses,

and living in other respects at the most extravagant rate. Large parties were given at

the house in Baker Street, at which "every delicacy of the season" appeared, and wine

flowed like water. But some lapses in their obligations caused unpleasant rumours to

be circulated, and it was found necessary to procure a respectable and well-known

director. Knowles, therefore, wrote to Sir John Rae Reid, Governor of the Bank of

England, oflfering to assist him in his canvass for the borough of Dover, if he would

allow him to give his name as Director of the West Middlesex. Sir John replied with

a contemptuous refusal, and an order to Knowles to withdraw the accounts of the

company from the Bank books. An agent who was employed to demand an inves-

tigation of the affairs of the company was so deceived and blinded by the specious

representations of the promoters, that he published a letter, in which he declared that

all the evil reports were unfounded, that the directors were men of property, and that

the paid up capital was £375,000.

The detection of this villainous conspii'acy and fraud was mainly due to Mr. Peter

Mackenzie, editor of the Scottish Reformers' Gazette. The opinion of Sir John Reid

having been qiioted in favour of the company, Mackenzie wrote to Sir John to learn the

truth, and received in reply an assm-ance that he knew nothing of the parties in question,

and that he considered it highly improper that any reference should be made to him on

the subject. Observing that the policies were always signed by the same three directors
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and tliat no addresses were added, and tliat other suspicious circumstances appeared in

tlie compositiou of the staff, Mackenzie determined at once to expose the concern.

Accordingly, he inserted a strong article in the Reformers' Gazette on the subject, in

which he denounced the company as a spurious one hatched in London, and warned the

public against the Independent West Middlesex as a false and fictitious company, &c. &c.

This powerful philippic created such a sensation that the promoters threatened Mackenzie

with an action at law. The reply was another attack, in which they were deuouuced as

a parcel of swindlers. Week after week did he reiterate his attacks, and the actions

aftaiust him always resulted in his favour. Yet, wiiile the company paid the annuities

the law could not interfere, however suspicious the appearances might be. But

Mackenzie was not to be daunted. He wrote to Sir Peter Laurie, then Lord Mayor

of London, begging him, as chief magistrate of the city of London, to use his influence

in stopping the proceedings of this gang of swindlers. Sir Peter went to the Bank of

England, and inquired whether they knew anything of the company. " Yes," was the

reply, " they are the greatest swindlers that ever existed in London." Sir Peter tlicn,

from his seat at the Mansion House, denounced the Independent and West Middlesex

Insurance Company as a sham, whicl-i Jie was determined to put down. In the mean-

while that this declaration from the chief magistrate of the city was working on the

one hand, jMackenzie kept on his philippics at Glasgow, defying the company and their

threats. Actions for damages to tlic extent of .€20,000 were of no avail against him.

Convinced more than ever that he was right, he thundered away at them week after

week. Soon the .
principal swindlers began to quarrel, and Hole openly threatened to

publish a statement of the whole villainy, and acquaint Miickenzie Avith all Knowles's

knavery. The letters of this worthy coadjutor in the swindle arc very characteristic.

He calls Knowles " a d—d perjured scoundrel," " a base wretch," " wicked wretch,"

&c. This was the old quarrel of the "pot and the kettle," but good came out of it.

The bubble now burst, and although the old saying, " when knaves fall out honest

people get their rights," was not verified, a stop was put to further delinquency. The

company removed their property from Baker Sti-eet, and were, soon after, non est

inventus, having defrauded the public of from .£200,000 to £250,000 in four or five

years. His vigorous and patriotic efforts cost Mr. Mackenzie j61,300, which ought to

have been made up to him by a public contribution.

On the other hand, the assurance and fire ofliccs have themselves been subject to

remarkable impositions. Many of these are recorded by Mr. Francis in his work, and

we select the following :—A lady, of great personal attractions, of the name of Smith,

applied to au office to assure the life of a woman residing at the west end of the town.

She alleged that she had advanced various sums to the woman to set her up in business

as a niilliner, and she wished to efleet the assurance to cover the debt in ease the woman

should die. The life being a good one, the policy was granted. In a few months a

handsome carriage, with coachman and footman, in splendid liveries, drove to the door

of the insurance office, and Mrs. Smith made her appearance to announce the death ot

the person assured. Suspicion being excited, the officers of the society felt that inquiry

was demanded into the circumstances of the death, and whether applications had been

made to other offices. The actuary found that the assured person had resided in a

mean house, and there was no appearance of business that would justify the policy for

so large a sum as they had granted. The inquiry at the other offices elicited the fact
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that, at a great number of theuij she had assured different lives ; ami, in all llic cases,

the parties had died nithiii three mouths, and slie had received large suras from almost

all the offices in London. Even her father, mother, and sister had, like the rest, all

died of cliolera, wlieu that disease was scarcely Icuown in London. It was found that

she was the mistress of a banker, aud had emploj-cd liis carriage to help the deception.

The office disputed the payment ; but, notwithstanding an array of facts against her, in

speaking of which Sir J. Scarlet exclaimed, " Good God ! she must have murdered

them all !

'' the lady gained her verdict. But the company, assured that foul play had

been employed, resolved to show cause for a new trial, aud commenced fresh inquiries

of a closer nature. As soon as the lady found this investigation was in progress, she

left the kingdom for that of France, where she opened a boarding-school.

Many years after this, the secretary of an assurance office at the West End asked

the actuary Avlio had been employed in the above case, whether his office was disposed

to take a fourth part of £10,000 on the life of a gentleman just 2>roposcd by a lady in

connection with some marriage settlements. An appointment was made with all the

parties, and, on the following day, the lady and her lover met the officials at the office.

The former was a person of great personal attractions, elegantly dressed, and elaborately

ornamented. The latter had nothing against him as a life, except that he appeared an

inordinate fool. The face of the lady, however, was strangely like that of her who,

years before, had quitted England so abruptly. This led to inquiry of the gentleman,

who, on being asked if he had any property, answered, " No." lie had been a traveller

for some house in the city. When asked what reason he had to believe in the great

wealth of the lady, he pointed to her gay dress and rich jewellerj% Notwithstanding

the suspicions attached to her, the lady obtained the insurance ; but one morning, the

woman at whose house they all lodged, came in a hurry to the office to say that, on the

previous night they had all got tipsy together. A quarrel ensued, and the servant was

overheard to accuse her mistress of prompting her to marry a man to whom she was

engaged, to induce him then to assure his life, and afterwards to go to France, where

they would easily make away with him, and receive the assurance money. In the

blindness of their passion, they went before a magistrate, where they made such fearful

and startling statements of each other, that the magistrate dismissed the case, believing

them all unworthy of credit.

When this news reached the office, they took advantage of her false position, and

insisted on returning the money she had paid them, demanding also the receipts she

had taken. At first she refused ; but the offices not being very delicate in their threats,

she at length succumbed, aud released the companies from the liabilities they had

incurred. She went abroad with her husband, who, after some time, returned with a

constitution as shattered as if some poisonous drug had been instilled into his system.

What became of the woman no one knows.

Cattle insurance was also uuknown in England before the year 1844, in which year

an association was founded, under the title of " The Farmers' and Graziers' Mutual

Cattle Insurance Association." Basing their rates of premium on information obtained

both iu England and on the Continent, they fixed at £2 \Qs. per cent, on the value of

the animals when insured, aud paid, in case of loss, two-thirds of the value of the

animal at the time of its death. _ For some time the association was able to meet the

losses, but when pleura-pneumonia became prevalent, and committed its ravages, the
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premiums were found to be too small, and it became necessary both to raise tlie rates,

and also call on the members to contribute 30«. each to ruake good the actual deficiency.

In a period of five years previous to 1855, the association paid for losses to the amount

of nearly £90,000. It is now become certain that a premium of not less than £3 \0s.

per cent, is required to meet all the losses in cattle and horses, and cover expenses,

three-fourths of the value of each animal at death being allowed. The remarks of Herr

Musius on this species of insurance are worthy of notice :
—" Cattle insurance is of all

kinds of insurance the one which has the least prospered, or been able to acquire the

confidence necessary to the management of the business ; and I would again repeat,

what I have on former occasions expressed in my writings, that it can scarcely be

maintained so as to indemnify all cases of loss. Besides a very laborious and expensive

management, it requires a continual coutrol, which cannot be kept up, seeing that the

mortality is in general too high, and that the objects insured cannot support the heavy

charges. When cattle are uninsui'ccl, far more circumspection is applied by the owners

to their preservation and care, and losses are much less frequent ; besides, with tlie

exception of those arising from epidemic diseases, they are lighter to bear, as the dimi-

nution is compensated by the young animals reared, and considerable net proceeds

accrue to the proprietors from the surviving stock. The more extensive breeders, in

healthy pasture-lauds and climates, consider it, therefore, preferable to be self-insurers;

and those wlio are less favourably situated, are unable to support a company, as the

premiums to be contributed amount to too high a sum. These are the reasons why

cattle insurance, which I first introduced into Germany in the year 1830, has not

succeeded in raising itself in the same degree as otlier branches of insurance, and why no

company of the kind has reached the tenth year of its existence."

SECTION XXVII.

RENTS.

We have already, in an earlier portion of this work, given the history of rent, showing

the progressive substitution of a money payment by the occupier to the owner of land,

in lieu of payment in kind, or of military or other service, which was exacted from the

tenant or serf by the lord or landowner. In the earlier periods of English history,

land was almost the only wealth possessed by the aristocracy, who, by dint of the

sword, or the favour of the reigning monarch, became the titled owners of extensive

territories. These, it is true, were of small value, compared with that of the present

time ; but it was so because money was scarce and dear, and the possessions thus

acquired gave the possessors privileges and rights that, during the feudal times, led

to great oppression. These gradually became obsolete before the increasing commercial

sjiirit of the country, and, at the present time, the hiring and occupation of land has

itself become a commercial transaction as much as the hiring of a turnpike, or of a

farm-servant. That immeasurable gap which once existed between the owner of
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thousands of acres and the slave or serf -who cultivated the soil to render it productive,

and who was valued much the same as a man -n-ould value a horse or a dog that afforded

him pleasure or profit, has given way to a more considerate and just appreciation of the

claims of humanity. By this the upper and lower classes are brouglit nearer to each

other than their relative conditious would lead one to suppose. Property has its duties

to fulfil as well as its rights to assert ; and to claim the latter whilst the former are

repudiated, argues the want of worldly wisdom, as well as of the common feelings of

humanity.

Rent, or its representative, was, in the first instance, as we have seen, bodily

service in war, or feudal ser^'ice at home. In the absence of money, assistance in the

chase, holding a stirrup, presenting a cup, or any other such nominal service, was

exacted by the lord as a quit-rent for the occupation of land ; but, geuerally, these were

also accompanied with a share of the produce, a payment in kind, or corn-rent, and

these latter have their advocates still, for, in Scotland, the practice of a half-money

and half-corn-rent is yet adhered to, modified by striking the average price of the three

principal cereals—wheat, barley, and oats—and assessing their money value therefrom

as the standard for the season. Whether the present low price of corn, and the pro-

bability of its continuance, will cause the system of corn-rents to be abandoned, is a

question on which no opinion can be formed ; but the minimum price of produce at

which the rent is fixed, which in some cases is 455. per quarter for wheat, and other

grain in proportion, must be altered.

The great evil, however, of the land system in the United Kingdom is the law of

entail, by which the eldest son, or male heir, is entitled to an estate on the death

of the life-owner, to the exclusion of the rest of the family, whether male or female.

The injustice of this law, by which not only are the male branches of a family thrown

upon the country for support, which is but a step above pauperism, but the land itself

is kept by it in an unimproved and half-cultivated condition, because the owner cannot

expend money in permanent works without injuring the younger children; nor can the

tenant cultivate the land to advantage, because the period of his tenure is dependent on

the life of his landlord. So encumbered also is the land with mortgages, annuities,

rent-charges, jointiu'cs, &c., that it is calculated that not more than one-third of the

nominal rental of the kingdom is available to the nominal owners, out of which they have

to sustain their position in society, maintain their families and dependants, and make

provision for the younger children. Thus the law of entail is injurious to the nominal

owner, to the family, to the tenants, and to the country at large, which latter suffers

by the unproductiveness of the entailed lands. And in this respect the owner of an

entailed and encumbered estate is on a par with a tenant-at-will. Neither can, with

justice to himself or his family, expend a shilling beyond what is absolutely necessary

for the time being. As the landlord is compelled to economise his resources, even to

niggardliness he would be ashamed of under other circumstances, to make some provision

for his younger children in case of his death, so the tenant-at-will would run the risk of

injuring both himself and his family by farming for a term beyond the current season

and the present crop. He must look upon himself as liable, at a moment's warning,

and at a breath of disparagement in his landlord's ear, or upon his death, to be turned

adrift without a chance of recovering one shilling of the money he has expended in

prospect of a futui'e increase of the produce of his farm.
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The great advance in the rent of land of late years is ascribed to two causes, the one,

however, being the cause of the other. Tlic first is, the employment of land-agents as

media between the landlords and tenants. Tliis may at first seem a beneficial arrange-

ment—the appointment of such men to manage an estate who have no direct personal

interest either one way or another in the price he obtains for the land ; but it is obvious,

that whilst the landlord throws all the responsibility and the odium of a double-or-qidt

policy upon the steward or agent, it is understood by the latter that the more heavy

the rent-roll, the better satisfied will the former be, and every complaint of the tenant

is referred back to the agent, who, of course, cannot listen to them. It is true, there

are landlords who do not entrust the wliole power in the hands of their land-agents,

and who are more anxious to promote the welfare and prosperity of their tenants than

to liave a heavy rent-roll. Such men are the glory of their country, and an honour to

the class to which they belong. But it is certain that, in a large proportion of estates,

the terms on which the land is let arc left to the agent, who is specially appointed to

obtain the highest rent possible, without reference to the welfare of the tenant.*

The second cause of high rents is the increasing competition for land, which leads

the applicants to agree to almost any terms proposed by an agent rather than not obtain

a farm. This cause has been taken advantage of by the landowners in Scotland, by

adopting the plan of putting their farms up to public competition by advertisement when

they are about to become vacant. This has brought a considerable number of persons

who know nothing of agricultural aflairs into the market, as we may call it, to bid for

land, of which they know nothing, either of the soil or the condition. The consequence

has been, that great numbers of practical farmers who know the value of the land, have

been excluded from all chance of succeeding in a competition with these non-agricul-

turists, who bid recklessly, and without the smallest idea how the rent is to be made

up. Grocers, drapers, merchants, &c., who have saved money in their proper calling,

misled by a prosperous year or two in farming, have thus gained possession of farms

to the exclusion of the former tenants, and every other practical competitor. From

£Z to £5 per statute acre arc common rents in Scotland for lands that, in England,

would not be let for more than 35s. or 40a\

This injurious system, however, has in a great measure come to an end by the

natural course of things. The low price of grain the last two or three years, and the

probability that, whatever may be the deficiency in the crops at home, unless the same

failure exists in the wheat-exporting countries abroad, the price caimot, under the

present commercial system, advance to the extent required to remunerate the grower,

has created alarm among the Scottish landlords, which is increased by the fact, that,

on many of the estates on which the farms have been, as it were, put up to auction, the

tenants arc unable to pay their rents. The consequence is, that some of the more

considei'ate of the landlords have caused their agents to make a fresh and more equitable

valuation of their property, so as to relieve the tenants permanently, whilst others, who

* In Ireland especially, where the competition for land amounts to monomania, this practice of letting laud far beyond

its value, with the view of obtaining as much as possible out of the tenant, and holding the back rent, in icrnrem, over

his head, was the nde, and a fair rent the exception. Before the potato famine, it was no uncommon thing for a \vholo

tenantry to be from four to ten years in arrears with the landlord. Thus the arrears on Mnjor Mahou's estate, anionuled

to upwards of £30,000, and because he attempted to dispossess the defaulttrs, lie was shot dead iu open day as he was

returning home from Strol<estown,
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mean to keep them to the terras of their contraets, have for the present made a virtue of

uecessity by remitting from 15 to 25 per cent, from tlie rent now due, leaving the future

to provide for itself; thus showing a determiuation to adhere " to the bond/' so far as

circumstances will admit.

The laws of landlord and tenant in Scotland are on a very difl'erent footing from

those iu England, and have little in common. Under the Scottish law a landlord

can sequestrate the whole stock and crop of a tenant as soon as he enters npon the land,

which would prevent any one else from prosecuting a claim against him. By the

custom of liijpothrc, also, which is supported by no written statute, if a tenant, Avho is

iu arrear of lent with his landlord, sells to a miller, or merchant, or other person, any

••rain or other produce anywhere but in bulk in the open mnvkct, and the buyer pays

bond fide for it, he is, nevertheless, liable to the landlord for tlie whole amount, which

can be recovered in a court of law. Nothing can be more unjust or destructive of all

confidence between man and man than this monstrous custom, which opens a way for

frauds of the most flagrant character. Cases have been stated in which a farmer has

purchased cattle and expensive machinery to a large amount, and before they have been

upon the premises a week, whether by connivance between the landlord and tenant, or

by the extra vigilance of the former, he has availed himself of a previous sequestration,

of which the dealers and machinists were entirely ignorant, to seize the whole, with the

rest of the farm property, and sell it iu discharge of the rent, the other creditors obtaining

\s. 6d. or 25. in the pound !

A case was brought before a jury at a recent assize for the county of Ayr, which

finely illustrates the pretensions of the Scottish landlords. A farmer had sold to a

miller a parcel of oatmeal at the usual place of business in Ayr, which was the miller's

own office, there being no public market at that town. It was paid for at the full value,

but the farmer being in arrears with his landlord, the latter sued the miller for the

amount of the oatmeal. The jury took the equitable view of the case, and found a

verdict for the defendant. The landlord threatened a new trial, but, on better reflection,

abandoned his intention.

These unjust laws are at present under investigation by a royal commission, sitting,

we believe, at Edinburgh, with the view of assimilating the Scottish code to that of

England. The latter are harsh enough, and ought to undergo a revision, in order to

divest them of their exclusive character. Land has hitherto been treated as a quite

different possession from all other kinds of property ; for until recently a farmer could

not as such be made a bankrupt. By the new bankrupt laws he has been placed upon

the same footing in this respect as other persons; and having now made him liable as a

dealer, there is no reason why one creditor should have the preference over every other.

We are aware that this is also the law with house property, the owner of which can

always claim his rent without regard to the rest of the creditors. But the universality

of the law does not render it just or equitable, and the sooner landlords and house

proprietors are made to share the losses by their tenants with other creditors the

better. "With respect to the high rents in Scotland, the following observations by a

periodical writer are worthy of transcribing :

—

" Reduction of Rents in Forfarshire.—The long-continued depression in the price of

grain seems at last to be producing its natural effect on the rents of land. Several farms

which were let at very high rates within the last eight or ten years have been again in
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the market; and such, of them as have found tenants, are from 15 to 25 per cent, lo^yer,

and this notwithstanding the large sums recently expended in improvements upon tliem.

The proprietors have taken over a few others, rather than let them at the rents offered,

or push them into the market. Very few farms taken during the last eight years

are paying, except those that are partly pastoral ; and unless the proprietors submit to

a sweeping reduction, there must soon he extensive resignations. In not a few cases,

we believe, reductions have been made, and in others the desirability of lov/ering the

rents is under consideration. Now, though the exigencies of the times, the eagerness

of factors to get big rents, and recklessness of would-be farmers, have made this measure

absolutely necessary, it is a practice utterly at variance with sound policy, and unjust

alike to the landlord and to the honest practical farmer. It is unjust to the former,

because it is impossible for him to know his available income when a large per-centage

of his gross income has to be retained : it is unjust to the honest practical man who

wishes to pay his "way, as it forces him to bid against mere speculators, who will offer

any rent, trusting to get it reduced afterwards. In this way many a good tenant has

lost his farm, or been driven to offer beyond his calculations, and in the long-run the

landlord will be no gainer, but the reverse. It is but just and proper that in a very bad

season, or in the case of heavy losses of stock by disease, the tenant should get a tem-

porary relief; but it is preposterous to manage a whole estate in such a manner that

the entire rents can hardly ever be exacted." (From the Haddingtonshire Courier,

December 9, 1864.)

We have a strong opinion that in the long-run the Scottish landlords would do well

to abandon the competitive system of letting their farms, and be content, like the

English landlords, with having a respectable, intelligent race of fanners on their estates,

who will give a fair value, and not a speculative one, for the land. Cutting up the

goose for the sake of the golden eggs has been an established custom with a certain

class which we will not name, but it has not been found to answer any good purpose.

Rent has been defined as " that portion of the produce of the earth which is paid by

the occupier to the landlord for the use of the natural and inherent powers of the soil.

If buiklings have been erected on a farm, or if it has been enclosed, drained, or in any

way improved, the sum which a farmer will pay to the landlord for its use will be

composed not only of what is properly rent, but also a remuneration for the use of the

capital laid out en its improvement : in common language, these two sums are always

confounded under the name of rent ; but in au inquiry of this nature it is necessary to

consider them as perfectly distinct. The laws by which rents and profits are regulated

being totally different, those which govern the one cannot be ascertained if it be not

considered separately from the other." *

Land in itself possesses no commercial value, although circumstances may render it in-

valuable, in the aggregate, as a political or national possession. In this respect the wilds of

the British colonies, as well as the unpeopled territories of the United States of America,

would be considered by their respective governments worth fighting for, if attacked by

an enemy. But in either of these, land is so abundant that it may be had for little or

nothing ; and for what reason is it so cheap ? Because labour is wanted to render it

productive of those commodities for which there is a demand. As soon as the population

becomes sufficiently dense to occupy the land, and the non-agricultural portion arc

* John Uemiugton Mills.
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numerous enough to create a demaudj or aeeess by exportation can be obtained for the

excess of production, laud will acquire a value proportioned to tlie labour expended

upon it, and to the decreased quantity to be disposed of, or to the increased demand
for it.

Even in anciently-cultivated England, it answers the purpose of the proprietors of

waste tracts of land to grant leases for a term of years, on the condition that no rent

should be paid by the lessee for a certain number of years ; then a small rent, to be in-

creased as the soil becomes productive througli the labour expended upon it. This was the

case with a considerable tract of waste common land at, or near, Felbrigg, in Norfolk,

towards the close of the last century. The lord of the manor, W. Windham, Esq.,

purchased the rights of the copy and freeholders, laid the tract of laud out in farms,

enclosed it, and then granted leases of it upon the terms above stated. And well did it

repay him, for in twenty-one years this wild tract yielded a clear rental of 15«. per

acre per annum, by which the principal capital expended upon it was cleared off, and

the rental was a handsome addition to the income of the proprietor. On the other

hand, the land having been leased to men of substance and enterprise, was brought into

profitable cultivation three years before rent commenced, and the tenants were, there-

fore, well remunerated for the labour and expenditure of money bestowed upon it.

It does not follow that the most productive land is the most valuable, or that it can

demand the most rent. That depends upon the cause of its productiveness, and the

money required to render it so. An inferior soil may be so highly cultivated and

manured, as to produce crops equal in yield to other laud of the first quality. In tliis

case there are two questious to be determined in the settlement of tliat of rent, whicli at

first sight might be supposed to be equal. The first question is that of expense ; for if

the inferior land has cost £15 per acre to render it productive, whilst the good land has

cost only £12 or less, the balance of value will be clearly in favour of the latter. The

second question is that of permanency. It is evident that whilst with ordinary labour

and expense, the good land will maintain its fertility ; the inferior will require the same

stimulating process of cultivation that brought it into a productive state, to prevent it

from falling back to its original barrenness. Its fertility was factitious, temporary, and

acquired, whilst that of the other was perennial, and only required the ordinary means

of husbandry to sustain its productiveness. Any man, therefore, who understands the

nature of soils woidd choose the latter at a fair rent, if he had his elioice, rather than

the former at none, because the difference in the expense of cultivation would be more

than adequate to the rent of the good laud.

A large proportion of the land enclosed in England during the last seventy or

eighty years has never paid for cultivation. We know farms on which, previous to

the enclosure of the common laud, every tenant grew wealthy; but after the en-

closure and annexation of the commons to those farms at the beginning of the present

century, every succeeding tenant, up to the last three years, has failed. These farms

were never over-rented, but the expense of keeping up the fertility of the enclosed laud

ate up the profits of the rest, whilst the produce was inferior in kind as well as in amouut.

There are thousands of acres of such lands attached to old cultivated farms, of good soil,

that never ought to have been enclosed at all, much less subjected to rent. As sheep-

walks they paid well, and might, as such, have been rendered doubly productive ; but

enclosing and breaking them up for the purpose of converting them into arable land
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was a grievous error, and those farmers wlio liave taken them at a rental, have found

them destructive of the profit they might have derived from the old enclosed portion of

their farins. Some few eases we know in which such enclosures have been abandoned

so far as their continued cultivation is coucerucd, and as sheep-walks they are now

thrown into the farms adjoiuing, as a kind of make-weight, bearing but little rent.

But the competition for farms is so great and increasing, that " land, laud !
" is the cry,

and it is as anxiously sought for by the husbandman, as it is looked for by the sailor

after a long and perilous voyage. We see no prospect of this demand for laud becoming

less—it is, in fact, more likely to increase with the increase of the population ; and,

therefore, the inferior lands will still find tenants, notwithstanding the difficulty of

cultivating them, so as to render them profitable.

The rent of land ought to be regulated by the distance from a market, or from the

best market, because the expense of the transit detracts, to that extent, from the value

of the produce. Thus, land in the neighbourhood of London is much more valuable

than laud at a hundred miles distance from it, because there is a constant demand for

any and all kinds of agricultural produce at all times ; whilst to get produce from the

distant disti'icts involves a heavy expense. As an illustration of this, wc may state that

the price of barley, at the present moment, is from 5s. to 6s. per quarter lower iu the

Gloucestershire market, than in the market of Mark Laue. Canals and railroads tend

to reduce the expenses of transit, but still they are sufficiently high to justify a con-

siderable difference in the rent of land.

Perhaps the great cause of the undue advance of rent is the ignorance of most of the

landowners of agricultural affairs, which renders it necessary for them to employ laud

agents, to whom they too often leave the entire management of their property, and

refuse to interfere with their arrangements. In such cases, the welfare of the tenant is

dependent upou the knowledge and integrity of the agent. If he is anxious to please

his employer by exacting the extreme value of the laud, and even beyond it ; or if he

be a captious and ignorant man, without knowledge of the value of propertj', he may

soon throw the whole estate into confusion, or so oppress the tenants that it is impos-

sible for them to prosper. We believe it would add to the happiness and prosperity of

the agricultural interest, if the heirs to landed property were to spend two or three

years, in early life, at an agricultural college, where they could obtain a practical as well

as a scientific knowledge of husbandry, and also of the composition and comparative

value of soils. By this means they would be prepared, by the time they come to their

property, if not to take the management of it into their own hands, at least to be able

to keep a check upou their agents, so as to prevent them from oppressing the tenants

by frivolous and absurd covenants in leases or agreements, which arc now far too preva-

lent, and which are in many cases sanctioned by the landlords from sheer ignorance of

their injurious bearing upon the prosperity of the tenants, and, ultimately, of the

estate ; for it is impossible that the latter can prosper, if the former arc harassed and

oppressed with covenants or charges obstructive of agricultural improvements, or "uy the

refusal of an agent to eff'ect those perm9.nent improvements which, of right, arc incumbent

upon the landlord to carry out. We might instance the Royal Agricultural College at

Cirencester, as an institution well adapted to the purpose, being founded on a scale ami

principles which recommend it strongly to the attention and patronage of the landed

interest. Tiic terms preclude the admission of any youths but the sons of gcutlcnicn, or
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wealthy agriculturists or others, so that tlicre would be iiotluiig derogatory to the

position of those of the first noblemen of the laud, if they will for the time being, at

least, lay down that pride of birth whicli engenders cxelusion, and is simply ridieulous

in the young. Free intercourse with tiiose below them in rank is not at all ineousistent

with true dignity, whilst the reverse of it is a bar to the acquisition of the knowledge

essential in the case of which we arc speaking.

The ignorance of some landowners of the nature of agriculture and of rural affairs

is unaccountable, except on the supposition that they have considered it below tliem

to study the subject. The writer was present at Holkham during one of the sheep-

shearings, when, after dinner, INIr. Coke related that in passing through one of his

wheat-fields with the then Lord Spencer, his lordship mistook the wheat for lavender, and

wondered what Mr. C. could do with such a large quantity of that herb. Lord Spcncnr

was sitting at his side at the time, and in a humorous speech acknowledged that what

little he knew of farming and rural affairs had been taught him by the Holkham chief-

tain. We can hardly suppose there are now many landowners who Avould mistake

wheat for lavender ; but still there arc numbers who do not possess knowledge enough

of rural affairs to do either their tenants or their estates justice, and who leave the

management of them to stewards or agents, who have no interest in the business except

that of raising as lai'ge a revenue for their employers as the screw can extort from the

tenants. Frequently, too, the eai-e of estates is entrusted to men—lawyers and others

—as ignorant of agriculture and its requirements as the owners themselves, in which

case the afiairs are almost sure to go wrong. Either they must leave the tenants to

pursue their own plans without let or hindrance—which would certainly be the most

prudent step—or they must interfere with regulations, the effects of which they are

incapable of understanding.

In speaking of schools or colleges of agriculture for landlords, Mr. Stephens makes

the following observations :
—" There would be no want of pupils of the higher class for

such institutions as we have been considering, did landowners learn practical agri-

culture. The usual succession of young farmers to fill the places of those who retire

would aftbrd the largest proportion of pupils ; but were every son of a landowner, who

has the prospect of being an owner himself, to become an agricultural pupil, the number

of pupils would not only be increased, but the character of landowners as agriculturists

would be much elevated. The expectant landlord should undergo tuition in his profes-

sion, as well as the youth of any other class. But, instead of the farm field, the camp

and the bar seem to be the favourite arenas for the young scions of the gentry to pursue

their youthful career. These are highly honourable professions, and conduce to form

the character of the gentleman, but are seldom followed out by the young squire. The

moment he obtains the command of a company, or walks the parliament-house for a

session or two, he quits the public service, and assumes the fashion of an incipient

countiy gentleman. In rural life he becomes enamoured of field-sports; but should

these prove too rough for his taste, he leaves the country—travels abroad, peradventure,

in search of sights—and returns home with new ideas of men and manners. Now this

course of life is quite unexceptionable in itself; but in pursuing it to the neglect of the

most important part of his duty—that of learning to become a good and efficient land-

lord—it is reprehensible. ... To become a soldier or a lawyer, he willingly under-

goes initiatory drillings and examinations; but to acquire the duties of a landlord,

VOL. ir. y. X
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before he becomes oue^ he considers quite unnecessary to undergo initiatory tuition.

These he conceives can be learned at any time, and seems to forget that tlie conducting

of a landed estate is a profession as difScult of thorough attainment as ordinary soldier-

ship or legal lore. The army is an excellent school for coufinuing in the young prin-

ciples of honoui", and habits of discipline ; and the bar for giving a clear insight into

the principles on which the rights of jjroperty are based, and of the relation betwixt

landlord and tenant ; but a knowledge of practical agriculture is a weightier matter

than either for a landlord, and sliould not be neglected." *

Every word of the above quotation is true, but there is much more attached to the

question than meets the eye. The profession of arms, if not that of the bar, unfits the

future landlord for rural affairs. The harsh and unbending discipline of the camp and

the parade, is a bad school for the man who is to have the management of a body of

tenants, who in the eye of the law are as free as himself. And if he does not think

an interference with them beneath his dignity, it is ten to one but that he will intro-

duce upon the estate the same despotic principles and practices he has learned in the

army. But, on the other hand, the probability is that, after a military life, the dull

monotony of rural affairs will be distasteful to him, and he will leave the management of

them wholly to the steward or the agent, and decline all interference with matters he

is totally unfit and unqualified to understand. This is the state of things in France, of

which De Lavergne complains. The military spirit engendered during the first Empire,

completely destroyed the taste of rural affairs in the landowners, who took no interest

in their properties beyond looking after the revenues derived from them, leaving all

details to their agents, and scarcely ever visiting their tenants, to whom they are as

much strangers as the Emperor himself. " British aristocracy," says De Lavergne, " has

made common cause with the country feeling, and this is what constitutes its strength.

Erench aristocracy holds itself aloof from it, and herein lies its weakness. In England

the country life of the upper classes has, in the first place, produced energetic and high-

minded habits, out of which the constitution has taken its rise; and then, owing to

these very habits, liberty has been prevented from running into excesses. This liberal

and conservative element has been wanting to us in Fi'auce. In our day, as formerly,

absenteeism has effected, even in a political point of view, nearly all the mischief." f

Notwithstanding the favourable view of English landlordism given in the above

quotation from Lavergne, absenteeism and ignorance of rural affairs is still too common

an evil with them, although to a much less extent than in France. Even when residing

on their estates, it is too often the case that heavy oppression is practised upon the

tenantry owing to the entire ignorance of the owners of rural affairs, and the officious

and harsh interference—unchecked by their employers—of the land agents. This

could not arise, were the heirs to landed property to receive an agricultural education,

thus to acquire a knowledge of what the land requires, and of the burden of rent it is

callable of yielding. This is certainly as necessary a branch of knowledge for a countiy

gentleman to possess, as military tactics or the intricacies of the law. " This should be

done in youth," says Stephens, "when it ought to be studied as a necessary branch of

education, and learned as the most useful business country gentlemen can acquire. It

would qualify them to appoint competent factors—to determine the terms of the lease

• " Book of the Farm," vol. i. p. 124.

t " liur.il Economy of England," p. 149.
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best suited to the nature of the farms, aucl to select the fittest tenant for eaeh. And
such qualifications would ensui'c landlords their tenants' confidence, which M'ould

support them in cultivating their farms in the best manner ; and without whicli no

estate, in otherwise the most favourable circumstances, will ever bo cultivated M'ith

spirit.

The conclusions we draw from the foregoing facts and observations arc as follows :

—

1st. Tliat with a constant tendency to a decline in the price of all cereal produce,

there has been as continual a tendency to an advance in the rent of land.

2nd. That this anomalous discrepancy arises from various causes, as, first, from the

great and increasing competition for land, in consequence of the increase of the agricul-

tural population, whilst the quantity of laud to be cultivated cannot be increased ; and

this latter cause is still fui'thcr aggravated by the absorption of many small or middle-

sized farms into the large ones, as occasioning less trouble and risk to the proprietors.

Second. By the employment of land-agents by the landowners, which agents are in

many cases ignorant of agriculture and the real value of land, having no other end in

vicM' than to raise as large an income from an estate as possible.

3rd. That the ignorance of the landowners of agriculture, and all rural aff'airs con-

nected with it, disqualifies them from managing their estates to the best advantage, so as

to promote the prosperity of the tenants, and their own.

4th. That it is incumbent on the part of those to whom estates are likely to accrue,

to acquire such an acquaintance with rural economy as is sufficient to qualify them for

conducting the property when it falls to them, and enable them to judge the true rental

value of the land they will have to dispose of.

SECTION XXVIII.

FARM ACCOUNTS.

'•' TuERE is not a single step," says the editor of the "Annals of Agriculture," " in the

life of a farmer which does not prove the advantage of keeping regular accounts ; and

yet there is not one in a thousand that keeps any." Since that passage was written a

great change has taken place in this respect ; and we believe most farmers at least feel

the importance of attending to this branch of rural economy, although wc fear there is

a general indisposition to devote the necessary time required to carry out the object

upon a regular systematic plau, which is the only way in which it can be made efficient

and satisfactory. Many confine themselves to a single debtor and creditor account, the

one side showing the receipts, the other the payments

—

aiding, perhaps, a rough estimate

of the stock and crop at the year's end, thus endeavouring to strike a balance of profit

and loss without further reference to details.

If, however, accounts were considered of so much importance in Arthur Young's

time, they are doubly so now, when farming has become a far more complex and difficult

XX 2
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business to manage. At tliat period almost the only manure used ivas that raised upon

the farm. Expensive machinery was oat of the question, except with a few opulent

men whose enterprise corresponded with their means. Even the corn-drill was pro-

nounced by the talented author of the " Georgical Essays" (Dr. A. Hunter) too expensive

a machine ever to come into general use. Artificial food for cattle was rarely used

;

andj in short, the whole routine of farm practice was of the simplest kind, and the

expenditure was confined to what was barely necessary in order to obtain the desired

results. Nor had the generality of farmers received an education that qualified them to

adopt a regular system of accounts. Reading, writing, and the four first rules of arith-

metic, were considered all that was requisite for a farraci', and even these were seldom,

comparatively, called into exercise ; for books were scarce, epistolary correspondence was

still more rare ; and as to the accounts, and the arithmetic employed in their arrange-

ment, we question whether one farmer in ten was able to make out an intelligible

balance-sheet, that would be understood by any one but himself. " Keep your accounts

in the mode of one man," says the same writer, " and grass is more profitable than

tillage ; keep them in a diflferent method, aud the contrary is the i-esult." The variety

iu the mode of keeping these accounts is very great, even among gentlemen of con-

siderable attention, carefidness, and accuracy.*

We fear that this latter quotation applies, to a considerable extent, to the fai-mers of

the present day, and tliat the confused state of the accounts, by the mingling of different

kinds of produce, renders it impossible to tell, with any degree of accui'acy, whether a

given department of the farm has been conducted with a profit or a loss. For this purpose

an account should be kept against every field, whether pasture or arable ; and this will

render it necessary to have the exact measurement of each field, which generally includes

the fences and borders. These occupy much less land than formerly, because the fences

are kept closer cut, and the plough is driven closer to the ditch, since the open-field

system has been abolished by general enclosures. It is desirable for evei^ farmer, on

taking possession of a farm, to have every field measured by a professional man, if he is

not himself competent to do it. A plan drawn up on such a survey and admeasure-

ment will be found greatly to assist in ascertaining the results of the cultivation. If it

be objected to this method that some of the fences and borders occupy much more

groxmd than others, and therefore that the profitable part is thereby reduced, it may

be obviated by measuring only that part of a field that is turned by the plough, whicli

will then give only the profitable area.

A team account must be kept, in which every expense attending the keep of the

horses must be placed to their debit, whilst the credit side should contain the work of

the teams and men every day of the year, specifying the field or the department of

labour in whicli they are employed. The field labour will be charged to tlie particular

field on whicli it is bestowed, and the miscellaneous labour, such as carting marl,

clay, &c., into the yards, carting corn to the purchasers, &c., will be carried to the

manure account in the one case, or to the field iu which the corn was grown in the

other, and so on. If, also, tlic teams are employed in assisting a neighl)our with liis

backward work, at a given price, tins also should be placed to the credit of the team

account. We need not say that this department, whilst it is the most difficult and

perhaps the most tedious part of the farm accounts, is at the same time at least of equal

* "AnnaU of Agriculture," vol. xiviii.
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importaucc with any other part ; iiov cau the rest be kept with accuraej^ unless this is

followed up with the utmost stringency. Tlie price charged for the labour of the teams

—ploughing, for instauee—will vary with the soil and its condition. A heavy soil is

ploughed sometimes at nearly double the expense of a light one. The last ploughing

before putting in the seeds, is accompanied with less labour, whatever may be the soil,

than the previous ones. These diflerenees the farmer, if a practical man, will know how
to arrange and place to account. On the other hand, the green food in summer, whether

by stall feeding or in the field, will be placed to the debit of the account, as well as the

hay and oats or other corn given to them, either in summer or ivinter. Shoeing,

farrying, and depreciation in value, will also appear under the debit side of the

account.

Live stock accounts will exhibit each kind of stock separately. This will involve one

for the lean cattle, the fattening Cattle, and the dairy cattle ; also for the breeding ewes,

the store sheep, and the fattening wethers, the breeding sows, the store pigs, and the

fattening hogs. The difficulty in the cattle and sheep accounts is, how to charge the

pasture land that is fed, animals of all kinds being generally turned into them. With
the mown land there is less demur, because the quantity of hay js definite. But even

with this, there is the after-grass to be calculated ; and this had better be at per acre,

and carried to the account of the feeding-ground. This must be charged with rent,

rates, manure, if any, and all other expenses ; whilst on the credit side must appear the

keep of the teams, cattle, or sheep, at so much per head per week, which also must be

charged to the debit of the several stock accounts.

The manure account is also a complicated one, and requires considerable manage-

ment, some of the straw being eaten, and some used as litter. There is also great

difficulty in ascertaining the quantity employed in either way, so as to assign to each the

proper quantity, and their relative value. Perhaps the best way of estimating the

quantity is by taking the number of loads brought from each field at harvest, and

making a certain deduction for waste in threshing, charging the whole at a certain price

to the manure account, it being too troublesome a work—and we may add, futile—to

attempt to weigh what is given to the cattle as food. We have a strong opinion, too,

that straw of itself wall scarcely keep life in any animal, and that, like Suffolk cheese,

it requires to be " buttered on both sides " to afford nutriment.* At the same time, it

is undoubtedly useful mixed with artificial food, such as linseed cake, ground beans,

barley, &c., which would otherwise be of too strong or heating a nature. It will also

assist in preventing turnips from scouring the cattle, and be thus indirectly a means of

their receiving more nourishment from the roots. But to feed young stock, of whatever

kind, on straw alone, is to starve them, or at best to hardly keep them alive. They

make no progi'css in growth, except in their coats, which are long, shaggy, and staring;

their skins stick closely to their ribs, and their bellies are unnaturally extended. We
therefore consider the straw consumed in this way of not more value than that used as

litter, except that it is more quickly converted into manure, and that it acts as a

corrective with artificial food.

* The nutritive parts of straw in the r/reeti stale are equal, and even superior, to those of grass ; but in the ripening

process they are transferred to the grain, the saccharine being converted into starch. In the grain of wheat, phosphoric

acid, magnesia, and potash are the predominating elements, being respectively 47, 15'9, and 29'5, or, in the aggi'egate,

92 per cent. ; whilst in the straw we find 67'6 per cent, of silica, 8'5 of lime, 5'0 of magnesia, and 9'2 of potash.
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The manure account must be charged with the cartage of lime or raai'l taken into

the yardsj and with what is laid under or over the dunghills in the fields. The dung

itself should be placed to the debit of each field, according to the quantity distributed

upon itj including cartage and labour.

There are different methods of estimating the value of the turnip crops. Some

farmers charge them at prime cost to the debit of the live stock accouut, and thus run

the two accounts together. The reason alleged for this is, that they consider the cattle

profitable only as manufacturing manure for the cereal crops, and therefore we suppose

whatever profit may accrue from the joint account is placed to the turnips. The diffi-

culty in keeping separate accounts is, that part of the turnips are fed otf the ground,

and part given to the cattle in the house or yard. This, however, occasions less trouble

when the turnips are drilled, because a regular proportion of the rows may be left on

the ground, and may therefore be placed to the debit of the sheep or young cattle

that consume them. This crop, however, frequently costs more than the turnips are

worth, either to sell or to feed, owing to the numerous casualties to which they are

liable at different stages of their growth, and it is only a full crop that can he said to be

profitable, and the farmer must look to the barley crop to make good the deficiency of

profit.

We shall now point out the set of books required for farm accounts, and the first of

these, as the foundation of all, is the waste or day book. Tliis may either be kept by

the farmer himself or by his bailiff, if he is competent to it ; and it must contain all

the transactions of the day, entered every night, including receipts and payments of

money, purchases of stock, manure, &c., and sales of grain and live stock. It will

perhaps be the best plan for the bailiff to keep a merborandum book for noting down

the particulars that belong more immediately to his department, rendering an account

thereof to his employer every evening, to be entered by the latter in the day-book, which

supplies the place of a journal, and, in fact, is more simple and direct; but it must be

rigidly kept, and each entry made distinct and clear.

The cash-book is the next, into which must be posted from the day-book all moneys

received and paid. Two columns of reference should be ruled in this book, one for the

page in the day-book from which the entry is taken, the other for that in tlie ledger to

which it is posted. The cash-book should be frequently balanced, in order to avoid

mistakes or omissions, which latter are likely to occur unless a frequent reference is

made to the balance. This may be very properly done in a cursory manner weekly, but

a regular balance should be struck at least at the end of every month, and the cash in

hand carried forward to the next month. Unless the cash accounts are kept straight,

the whole will go wrong.

The ledger is the next book, into which must be posted all purchases and sales from

the day-book, under the names of the respective buyers or sellers, each having a

separate folio to himself. It should also contain the accounts relating to each field, the

manure account, the bank account, and even the live stock accounts, unless a book is

kept for this latter purpose, which may ije the best plan. A corn account should be

kept, in which should be entered all the corn threshed, and the disposal of it, the weight,

the price sold at, party to whom sold, day of delivery, &c. It should also embrace a

" sundries account," in which should be entered all payments made on the general farm

account, such as the bailiff's salary, payments to mole and rat catchers, road making and
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repairing, mai-ket expenses, &c. Also a house account, to which should be charged all

house-keeping expenses, or at least all the money given to the housekeeper for the use

of the family, and all provisions taken from the farm, as wheat for grinding, pigs,

fowls, &c. The housekeeper will keep the general account of money expended, rendering

the same to the master at stated times. A "wear and tear" account should be opened,

to include all payments to blacksmiths, carpenters, wheelwrights, collar-makers, &c.

Although some departments of the farm will absorb a larger portion of these expenses

than others, it would be exceedingly difficult to award to each the due proportion. It

will therefore save much trouble, and probably some errors, to place it in one lump

at the end of the year to the debit side of the profit and loss account, or the general

balance.

A general stock-book will be necessary, in which must be entered, at the beginning

of every year, all the live and dead Airming stock, including cattle, sheep, pigs, horses,

implements and maehiner}', cash in hand, cash in bank, corn in stacks and on granary,

growing crops of turnips, represented by seed and labour, debts due to, and those owing

by, the farmer. Some of these items—such as the corn in stacks or barns—can only be

taken by estimation, and the safest plan is to take them low enough, which will prevent

disappointment. This book should be established by every farmer on taking a farm,

being, in fact, the only document on which he can depend for making up a balance at

the end of the year. The looseness or incorrectness in which accounts are kept

by farmers is the principal cause of the difference of opinion amongst them, and the

uncertainty that prevails as to the comparative advantages of pasture and arable

land. The probability is, that a mixture of the two is more profitable than either

separate.

A farm divided into small fields will be much more difficult to keep accurate

accounts of, than one on which the enclosures are large ; but where the fields are not

enclosed at all, and are intermingled with those of neighbouring farmers, the difficulties

are much increased. This latter condition, however, is now exceptional in this country,

most of the common fields having been enclosed by Act of Parliament, whilst the small

farms have mostly merged into large ones, and the small enclosures have generally

disappeared.

The books we have described ai'c arranged on the simplest and most direct plan, and

of their plainness and efficiency we can speak with confidence, having for many years

practised the system on a large scale, without any difficulty in making any one under-

stand it, and without any incorrectness creeping in. "We are aware that much more

complicated systems of accounts have been recommended, amongst which is that of

keeping them by double entry. In mercantile affairs this is undoubtedly necessary and

proper ; and where a farm is so large as to require a secretary to attend exclusively to

the accounts, it may be advisable to adopt the double-entry system. But on farms of

moderate size, of which the farmer has to keep the accounts himself, the more simple

and the less intricate, the more direct and the less circuitous, the better.* We
shall now give specimens of the manner in which the books mentioned above should

be kept.

The Stock-book will take the precedence, as forming the foundation of the profit

* The writer kept tte acconnts of a large concern on tne system of books he has here recommended ; the books were

all posted up every Saturday afternoon, occupying about three hoars.
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and loss account of each year. It must tlieicfore contain every description of property

iu stock and money, with debts due and owing at the commencement of every year from

the season of taking the farm.

INVENTORY AND VALUATION OF FARMINO STOCK ON
OCTOBEK 1, 186—.

FARJI,

1. Cash in hand
„ in bank

2. Iinplemcnls and machinery
3. Horses, 10 at £30 each

4. Cattle, viz. :

—

1 short-horn hull

8 cows at £10 each
4 calves at £2 10s. each
8 year-olds at £8 each

8 two-year-olds at £13 each

5. Sheep, viz. ;

—

120 Southdown ewes at 35s. each
50 draught ewes at 3.5s. each
120 lambs at 21s. each
120 shearling wethers at 40s. each

2 Southdown tups at £10

6. Pigs, viz. :

—

2 breeding sows at £3
1 Berkshire boar

20 stores at 2.55. each
20 young pigs at 13s. each

7. Corn, viz. :
—

10 stacks wheat, Ifi quarters each—160 quarters at 40s.

10 „ barley, 24 „ „ 240 „ „ 30s.

12 „ oats, 30 „ „ 300 „ „ 20s.

8. Root crops on the ground, viz. :

—

Seed and labour' on 30 acres turnips at 70s

„ „ 30 ,, mangolds at 70s

9. Debts due to rne as per ledger, viz. :

—

Messrs. Grist & Co
John Turner
James Cashman

Debt owing by me—half year's rent

Capital, Oct. 1, 186—

Q . O

13

10

11

12

14

1.5

10

17

18

£ s. (/.

50
500

20

123
10

64

104

210
87 10

120

2J0

20

6

4

2.5

13

320
300
300

105
1C5

45
00

25

£ s. rf.

550
200
300

420

GS3 10

48

1,010

210

1.30

3,587 10

250

£3,337 10

It will be understood that the above and following entries are imaginaiy, and are set

down at random, as suitable for a farm of about 250 or 300 acres, chiefly arable, and

farmed on the four or five course system. It is also drawn up on the presumption that

the occupant has taken, at least, one crop oil' the land; Init in such an account, on

first entering upon a farm, several of the items will not ajjpcar. On the other hand

many others will suggest themselves as requiring an entry, sucli as household furniture,

fowls, &e. &c., if the farmer wishes to know the e.xact value of his property, and how
the profit and loss l)alanee stands at the end of each year.
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LEDGER A.

Dr. Messrs. Gkist & Co. CONTKA. Or. (1)

186—
Oct. 1

2

To balance brought forward
To wheat

Folio. £ 5. d.
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Dr. Sir John Shakt. CONTIU. C: (8)

186—
Oct. 4 To cash

Folio.

C.B.I
£ s. d.

250

186—
Oct. 1 By half year's rent duo

Folio.

S.B.I
.C s. il.

250

J)r. House Account. CONTE^V. C>: (9)

1S6—
Oct. 3 To goods—wheat

Folio.

1

£ .V. (I.

1 1

1
186— £ s. d.

Dr. Cattle Account. Contra. Q: (10)

186-
Oct. 1 1 short-horn bull . .

8 cows at £16 . . .

4 calves, 50». . . .

8 year-old steers, £8
8 two-year „ £13

Folio.

S.B.I
1

1

1

1

£
20

128
10

64
104

a
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LEDGER A.

—

{contimted).

Dr. Wheat Account. CONTIIA. CV. (H)

18G—
Oct. 7 160 quarters, by estimate,

at 40s

Labour

FoUo.

S.B.I

£ 5. d.

320

186—
Oct. 2 20 quarters sold to Grist

& Co., 42s

1 quarter sold to House .

Folio
D. li. £ s. d.

42
1 1

Dr. Bakley Account. CONTIIA. Cr. (15)

186—
Oct. 1 240 quarters, by estimate,

at 30s

Folio.

S.B.I

£
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hands employed upon a farm, but rather as the form in which the account maj- be

arranged. With regard to the produce of each fiekl it is very usual now to stack the

corn in the same field in which it was grown, for the sake of safety in case of fire

;

and to thresh it out on the spot with the portable threshing machine. In this case

there is no room for mistake as to the identity of the produce with the field to which it

belongs. But if the whole of the corn is conveyed to the stack-yard, a register of it

should be kept, every stack being numbered and entered in an account for the purpose,

specifying the field from which it was brought. By such an arrangement, there will

be no difficulty in ascertaining the produce of every field of corn on the farm if required,

whilst a general corn account will show the aggregate of eacli kind of grain, and the

manner in which it is disposed of.

Other books may be found convenient, as a petty cash-book for entering small sums,

such as market expenses or any other little payments. This book should be added

up weekly, aad the amount entered in the cash-book under the name of petty cash.

This will prevent the necessity of having entries of every trifling sum in the cash

account by itself, which must otherwise be done, in order to obtain a correct balance.

Small payments, however, immediately connected with the farm, must be entered in the

cash-book separately, in order to be posted to the proper account in the ledger.

SECTION XXIX.

MARKETS.

A MARKET is either local or general. The former is tlie centre or focus to which, for

convenience, the produce of a country or district immediately surrounding it is

brought for sale. The latter is an emporium to ^^'hich tlie surplus productions of a

country, as well as that of the immediate neighbourhood, is sent for the same purpose

;

bi^t in this case the commodities brought for sale are frequently stored, in consequence

of the excess of supply ; and, on the other hand, the largeness of the supply and of

the choice of quality brings a class of buyers from the surrounding country, because

they find that they can suit themselves better than at the local markets, where the

supply is confined to the produce of the neighbourhood. These latter are found in

every district ; and in many are the only ones to which the producers can have access.

Consequently, the buyers take advantage of this to purchase the goods at a low rate.

On the other hand, it is of no use for the producers to bring to market, or to grow or

manufacture more than the local population can consume; because, if he does, it at

once reduces the price below that at which he can aftbrd to sell it; or, in otlier

words, he must give the excess away, by receiving tlic same price for the increased

quantity that he would have obtained for that required by the actual consumption.

The only eligible plan to pursue in that case is to retain tlic surplus till a dclieicnt

crop or a short supply raises the value. But this requires capital, and, besides, is

subject to such drawbacks, in waste and loss of interest, that in the present day it will

not answer to keep corn on such speculation.
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Formerly, the iulaud rural districts of England haa only the local markets to which

they conld send their agricultural produce for sale ; nor were the manufacturers in a

much better condition. Take Manchester, as a case in point, and let us examine

what was its position before Brindlcy, imder the patronage of the Duke of Bridgcwater,

introduced the canal navigation into England. In the year 1724 Manchester contained

only 2,400 families, and the manufacturers were mostly poor, living in the most frugal

manner, and employing " bagmen" to go round the country on horseback to sell their

goods, which were carried in saddle-bags, or on pack-horses, there being no roads fit

for wheel-carriages. Even coals were brought to the town in panniers by horses, 280 lbs.

being considered a load, the carriage costing 10s. per ton, although the distance was

only a few miles from the pit's mouth to the town. All other necessaries of life were

brought to the town by the same conveyance—pack-horses—the roads being impracti--

cable for waggons or carts. In winter the communication with the country was some-

times wholly stopped by frost and snow, or by floods, in which case the inhabitants were

reduced to great straits. The communication between Manchester and Liverpool was

very tedious and expensive. By water, the expense of carriage was 12s. per ton ; but

it was very slow, and in winter generally stopped by the frost. By land, although

only 30 miles, the expense was 40s. per ton, and it took three days to accomplish the

journey. In 1760, a coach to London (182 miles) was advertised to perform the

journey in three days " if God permit." * The goods traffic between Liverpool and

Manchester, in 1761, consisted of forty tons per week. The first stage coach between

these two towns was started in 1767; and such was the state of the roads that six or

eight horses were employed to accomplish the distance of 30 miles in the day,

returning the following day ; thus making three double journeys in the week. Smiles,

in his interesting life of James Brindlcy, the constructor of the Bridgewater Canal,

gives the following comparative statement of the rates per ton of goods before and

after the canal system was adopted :
—" The cost of carrying a ton of goods from

Liverpool to Etruria, the centre of the Staffordshire Potteries, by land carriage, was

50s. The Trent and INIersey Canal reduced it to 13s. id. The land carriage from

Liverpool to Wolverhampton was £5 per ton ; the canal reduced it to 25s. The

land carriage from Liverpool to Birmingham and to Stockport, was £5 a ton ; the canal

reduced it to 30s. Wheat, which formerly could not be conveyed a hundred miles for

less than 20s. per quarter, could be conveyed for about 5s. per quarter. Thus the cost

of inland transport was reduced, on the average, to about one-fourth of the rate paid

previous to the introduction of canal navigation." t

But great and beneficial as were the results of canal navigation in England, they

were but the first steps in that ladder by which England has risen to become the

manufacturer for the whole world. It is the railway system that has opened up

the resources of the country, by bringing the best markets within an easy distance

of the producer or places of production. These great hives of industry have sprung

up as if by magic, and exhibit scenes of ingenuity, perseverance, and wealth

unparalleled in the world. The same new power—steam—both conveys the produce

to market, and the raw material to the place of production, and at the same time

supplies the aliment—coal—by which itself is fed and sustained. As a necessary

* This coach was called " the flying machine," so great was the speed coasidered at that time,

t Smiles' " Life of Brindley," p. 272.
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consequence, the amazing increase of tlie population of tlie manufacturing districts,

lias created markets for agricultural produce, and tlie same power facilitates the

supply. At the beginning of the present century the population of Great Britain

was only ten millions ; now it is twenty-three millions. The agricultural produce then

was not more than equal to the consumption, or—of wheat —seven and a half million

quarters; now it is upwards of sixteen millions, leaving a deficiency of between

six and seven million quarters to be supplied by foreign importations. Such are the

effects of systems of conveyance that have brought markets within easy reach of the

great centres of pi'oduction.

" These human ant-hills," says De Lavergne, " are as rich as they are numerous.

Many workmen in England receive from 4s. to 8s. per day. The average wages may

be reckoned at 2s. 6d. What becomes of the immense amount of wages paid to this

mass of workmen every year ? It goes, in the first place, to pay for bread, meat, beer,

milk, butter, cheese, which are directly supplied by agriculture, and woollen and linen

clothing, which are indirectly supplied. There exists, consequently, a constant

demand for productions which agriculture can hardly satisfy, and which is for her,

in some measure, a constant and unlimited source of profit. The power of these

outlets is felt over the whole country. If the farmer has not a manufacturing town

beside him to take off his produce, he has a port ; and should he be distant from both,

he brings himself into connection with them by canal, or by one or more lines

of railway.

"These improved modes of transit not only serve to carry off rapidly, and at a

moderate expense, what the farmer has to sell, but they bring him at the same time

what he requires— among other things, manures and improvers, such as guano,

bones, rags, lime, gypsum, soot, oilcake, &e., all heavy and bulky articles, which could

not easily be conveyed otherwise, and the abundance of which infers a very active

and industrious development. Among them also are iron and coal, which are every

day more and more used in agriculture, and which, to a certain extent, represent

industry itself. Something more productive still than coal, iron, and mineral

substances, namely, the spirit of speculation, travels along with them from the

manufacturing centres where it rises, to the fields, where it finds fresh elements to

work upon, and brings with it capital; a fruitful interchange which enriches

manufactures by agriculture, and agriculture by manufactures." *

There still exists a considerable difference in the price of agricultural produce

between those districts favoured by their vicinity to manufacturing centres and others

not so favourably situated. These differences arc chiefly determined by the expense

of conveying the productions to the general depots, which amounts to from five to

fifteen and even twenty per cent. This, however, refers to the heavier and inferior

kinds of produce, as grain, and not to the more valuable, such as butter, cheese, and

meat, which arc never in excess of the demand. Cases too occur in which some of the

rural districts are so denuded of these kinds of produce, in order to supply the

metropolis, that the price at the source of production is higlicr than at the phico of sale.

Thus, in Devonshire, the butter made there, being so much esteemed in London,

is sent away thither in such quantities as not to leave enough for the consumption of

the local buyers. At the present time (18G 1) fresh butter is 2d. or 3c?. per lb. higher in

* Lavergne's "Rural Economy of England," &c., p. 155.
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price at Exeterj and other towns in tliat county, tlinn tlic same is selling at in London.

Still, the tendency of the railway system is to equalise the price of all articles of

common consumption, of which the weight bears no proportion to the value, as in the

case of the articles mentioned, and, consequently, the expense of transit is com-

paratively small.

But, on the other hand, a compensating leverage is found in the value of land

and the price of labour. In those districts having the benefit of manufacturing

towns or large cities for the ready disposal of agricultural produce, rents arc from

50 to 100 per cent, (and in some cases much more) higher than in the purely agri-

cultural ones. Labour, also, is from 30 to 50 per cent, dearer, and this is of even

more importance than rent, because it is a daily outgoing, of which the farmer cannot

limit the amount at certain seasons of the year, and because the vicinity of a

manufacturing town renders the supply of labour precarious, sometimes when most

wanted. We question, therefore, whether the convenience of a ready mai-ket for

produce is not the principal advantage enjoyed by the man who farms near a large

city or a manufacturing town, and that the question of profit on plain farming is

scarcely difterential enough to give his position a decided preference. Certain it is,

however, that if a district purely agricultural, and remote from the great centres of

consumption, will admit of a dairy or grazing husbandry, that system of farming

is more likely to prove profitable than tillage, beyond what those modes of husbandry

require. The animal produce of farming can never be seriously affected by importation,

esj)ecially cattle, the difficulty of sending it by sea being great, and the transit

hazardous. "We have sufficient evidence of the correctness of this view of the case, in

the increased and increasing price of all kinds of animal produce within the last few

years. Beef and mutton are more than doubled in the last forty years, and other

kinds, as butter and cheese, in almost an equal proportion. * Corn, in fact, is the only

produce which, at the present time, is at a low price, and the facility of procuring

it from foreign countries, renders it probable that no material improvement in price

will take place, except in the event of a general failure of crops all over Europe, or a

general war that would exclude us from the continent of Europe, as was the case early

in the present century.

In the centre and south of France the want of markets is the great bane of

agriculture. There the metayer system prevails, which Lavergne declares to be the only

mode of farming possible on that account ; without any means of disposing of the produce

amongst the scanty population, the grower has no motive to extend or improve his culti-

vation. His produce is divided between himself and his landlord, who is j^robably as

poor as himself. This is especially the case with the centre, which is more remote

from markets, and less favoured with roads and canals, than the south, which has the

advantage of seaports. The Loire, it is true, rises in it, but it does not become

navigable until it has passed it by. Destitute of any adequate means of communication

vrith the capital, or any of the great centres of consumption, and without a resident

proprietary, the land is let on lease in masses to middle-men, whose sole object is to

make as much profit out of it as possible. Under such circumstances it is impossible

that the husbandman can accumulate capital so as to farm the land to the best

advantage, having no markets within reach to dispose of his produce.

* The writer has known rounds of beef sold ia 'Whitechapel Market at Z\(l. per lb.

VOL. II. • Y Y
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London is the emporium of tlic com trade of the whole world, as well as of England

and its own territory ; and the market of Mai-k Lane rules the price of grain from

Odessa in the east to Chicago in the west, and from Dantzic in the north, to Italy

in the south. Every corn-producing country watches with feverish anxiety the

fluctuations in prices on that market, and the slightest advance or decline is responded

to, the moment the intelligence reaches them. But, besides the corn trade, there are

other equally important trades in articles of agricultural produce which have their

several nuclei or centres locally established, according to the demand that exists for

them. Thus, the wool trade, which was formerly the most prominent of the staple

commodities of the United Kingdom, and which still is second to none in national

importance, is generally sold at fairs, held in different localities for the convenience

of the growers. This applies, however, to the home-grown wool, whilst, for the sale

of that from the British colonies and foreign countries, London, Liverpool, Leeds,

and Hull are the central markets, on account of the convenience of landing the cargoes.

The markets for live stock are also local, although the enormous consumption of animal

food of all kinds in London, with its population of nearly three millions, gives it, to a

certain extent, a ruling power over the whole kingdom in respect to price ; and this

has been increasingly the case since the system of railways has extended its ramifications

into even the most remote districts. It is^ in fact, one of the most common charges

against that system that it has raised the price of animal food in every part of the

kingdom—certainly without reducing it in the metropolis. Eor lean stock of every

kind, there are also local fairs and markets, to suit the convenience of the buyers,

which are generally held—as markets, weekly; as fairs, at intervals of three, six or

twelve months.

All fairs and markets have local customs or exclusive privileges, generally held

by ancient grant, and transferrable by lease or sale. By virtue of tliese customs, every

sack of corn, on some markets, and every head of live stock, is charged a certain

head-money, payable either by the seller or the buyer, as they agree between them.

These local and prescriptive privileges are a great bone of contention with the dealers,

and it would be well if the greater enlightenment of the age, and the extended

operations of trade, would cause them to be abolished. The abstract right to them

is doubtful, for, we believe, few would be able to trace them back to their source,

whilst the claim on moral grounds would not stand good for one moment. Lord Coke

affirms that any custom that has not reason and justice to support it, is null and void>

and cannot be supported in law. The grant of a tax upon commodities brought to a

fair or market, because of some act of servility to the ruling power, five hundred or more

years ago, by a humble dependant upon a tyrannical lord, is but a poor ground whereon

to establish tlie right in the present day ; and it was for such acts that most of these

local privileges were granted. What is wanted is, a Parliamentary inquiry into the

nature and operation of these claims, and if they are found to be injurious and

incompatible with the real interests of the country, they ought to be at once abolished,

indemnifying the present holders for their loss.*

* This was done recently in the case of a certain duke, who cnjoye'l a princely pension hccauso tiis maternal ancrstrcai

was mistress to a Stuart. A clamour was raised against the continuance of the grant ; and his Grace, thinking, wilh the

ministers of the day, that it was time to still the public voice, consented to receive a something between three and four

hundred thousand pounds in lieu of the pension. We should not be surprised if, npon the death of the late pensioner,

his successor were to reclaim the annuity, on the ground that his father had no right to sell more than his life interest in it.
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All corn markets have a local centre to which they have hcen accustomed to look

up for determining the question of price; but railways and the electric telegraph

system have, in a great measure, changed all this. Most of these markets are held on

the same day as that of Mark Lane, and, during the proceedings at this latter, the

telegraph wires arc constantly in motion, for conveying intelligence of the state of the

trade, so that places at a hundred or two hundred miles' distance, are hourly made
acquainted with the state of things at the fountain head of intelligence. And this

applies as well to the Continental as to the British markets. We have known a

transaction, to the extent of thousands sterling, begun and completed between Mark
Lane in Ijondon and Ancona in Italy, whilst the market at the former place was in

progress. Such, indeed, is the facility of communication offered by this wonderful

medium, that the markets of all Europe arc nearly upon a par, and all have their base

of prices in Loudon.

Whatever preponderance England may possess over other countries, iu regard to

the ruling price of corn and other agricultural produce, is mainly due to her commerce

and manufactures. These are the great stimulating powers that regulate the production

and consumption ; and without which, agriculture is destitute of its main support, and

remains a mean and inert occupation. " If it were possible," says Lavergne, " for a

nation to be largely engaged in manufactures and commerce without possessing either

security or liberty, this of itself would be sufficient to cause great agricultural

prosperity ; and if it M'ere possible for a nation to possess liberty and peace without

becoming, from that sole fact alone, large manufacturers and traders, liberty and peace

would not be sufficient, even with the aid of rural habits, to produce an equal amount

of prospefity. Some minds, judging more from appearances than reality, have looked

upon commerce and manufactures as enemies and rivals to agriculture. This fatal

error is remarkably current in France. It cannot be too much combated, as nothing

is more hui'tful to agricultural interests. In reality, the distinction between agriculture

and manufacture is false. To bring the land into cultivation is also a manufacture,

and the transport, the sale, and the purchase of agricultural produce is also a trade.

Only, this kind of manufacture and commerce, being also of prime necessity, can

dispense a little more with skill and capital than others ; but then they remain in a state

of infanaj ; and when these two powerful aids are supplied they become a hundred times

more fruitful. Even admitting the distinction that usage puts between the terms, there

can be no profitable agriculture without profitable manufactures. This is, in some

respects, a mathematical axiom ; for commerce and manufactures can alone provide

agriculture witli the two most powerful agents of production which exist—namely,

markets and capital." *

The above remarks are to the letter proved true in the case of England, whose agricul-

tural prosperity takes its date from the rise and progressive advancement of her manu-

factures. That of cotton began to flourish towards the close of the last century ; the

woollen cloth trade has for centuries been the staple trade of England ; but it is worthy

of remark that, until the opening of our commerce to all the world, that trade had

remained stationary for almost a century ; but that as soon as that measure was adopted

it began to increase, and the exports of woollen goods has nearly doubled in amount,

whilst the price of wool has also largely increased. The following facts, taken from

* "Rnial Economy of England," &c., p. 151.
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the Board of Trade returns, will fully illustrate the value of commerce to the

agriculture of a country.

In 1849 the imports of wool into the United Kingdom were 76,708,6 J~ lbs. In 18G3

they had risen to 177,877,674 lbs., being an increase of one hundred millions of pounds

weight; and in the same period the price of wool has advanced fully 20 per cent.

In 1849 the exports of woollen goods manufactured amounted to 124,035,515 yards, of

the value of £7,342,723 sterling; and of woollen and worsted yarn, 11,773,020 lbs.,

value .£1,090,223. In 1863 the quantity exported of woollen manufactures amounted

to 217,393,922 yards, of the value of £15,518,842 sterling; and yarns to the amount

of 32,480,145 lbs. weight, and the value of £5,065,432 sterling. Taking the two

articles of yai-ns and maniifactured goods together, the increase in value is nearly

150 per cent., whilst the demand is annually on the increase; and in the mean time

tlie high price of English wool renders the flock the most profitable branch of

husbandry. Such is one of the benefits of manufactures to the agriculturist.

SECTION XXX.

PRICES.

This may appear to most agriculturists an nnnsual and unnecessary subject to introduce

into an agricultural work; and yet it involves many questions not only of interest but

of vital importance to the husbandman, and for the want of a knowledge of, or attention

to, which, he frequently suffers serious reverses. It is true, the subject is difficult to

vmderstand without considerable attention, which but few farmers have paid to it, but

there are certain rules by which the question of prices is regulated, which, if borne

in mind as axioms, will enable an attentive observer to judge, from a prima facie view

of the state of things in regard to prices.

1st. It is a self-evident truth that demand and supply are the natural and

general regulators of prices. We say " general,^' because there arc other causes,

accidental, artificial, and temporary, which may produce an effect on the market, either

one way or another, according to their weight in the public opinion. Thus, the rumour

of a war in the time of peace, or vice versa, will act sometimes powerfully upon

prices. A few Avet days also, at the commencement of harvest, will frequently induce

speculation, and thus cause an unnatural advance in tiic price of grain. We could

mention many such causes, that would naturally affect the price of agricultural produce

without the existence of either an actual scarcity or an actual superabundance

;

notwithstanding which, as a general rule, demand and supply will still be the regulators

of prices.

2nd. It is equally true that a very small (compai'ativcly) deficiency or excess in the

supply of an article of common consumption, will frequently cause an undue deration or

depression of prices, independent of the actual state of the stoclis on hand. Wc sec
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this efl'cct very frequently ou the coru market, in which a short supply with a brisk

deinaud has produecd au advance totally irrespective of the actual quantity of stock

in the hands of growers or dealers. A certainty, therefore, that a crop of any kind

of grain is deficient—say one-fourth or one-third—would raise the price of that article

much more than the actual deficiency would warrant, unless means could be found to

supply the deficiency. We put this qualification because, under the present commercial

system, the ports of this kingdom being open to all the world, it is ouly by the inter-

vention of a deficient harvest in other countries, as well as our own, that the supply of

grain can eventually fall short of the demand ; and, therefore, the advance in price

after a deficieut crop can never, with us, be equal to that deficiency. Nor is it likely

that there will, iu future, be any change in this respect ; for, although the consumption

of the United Kingdom continues to increase with the increase of the population,

the imports of foreign grain keep pace with it,* and thus preventing prices, not only

from reaching the enormous rates they formerly did, but even keeping them below a

remunerating one. AVe have had a proof of this in the state of the wheat trade iu

1861 and 1862, when an actual deficiency was instantly met by increased imports, wliicii

kept down the price much below what would aflbrd a profit to the grower.

3rd. The scarcity or abundance of money or currency will affect prices irrespective

of the stocks in hand. Mr. Tooke has declared his opinion that the variation in the

quantity of the circulating medium has no efiect upon prices. | There may be counter-

acting influences at work to prevent such variations from afiecting the value of

commodities ; but that an abundance or a scarcity of money or circulating medium,

whether it be of gold, silver, or paper, will affect prices, we have abundant evidence in

the effect of Sir R. Peel's Bill in 1819, when the withdrawal of the Bank Restriction

Act was determined on. Other causes might concur to produce the disastrous revulsion

in the country, but the great and true cause was the necessarily prudential measures of

the Bank of England upon the repeal of the Restriction Act, and the consequent return

to cash payments. J Mr. Ricardo, in writing on this subject, says, '-'If a mine were

discovered in any country, the currency in that country would be lowered (in value)

in consequence of the increased quantity of precious metals brought into circulation,

and would, therefore, no longer be of the same value as another country's—gold and

silver, whether in coin or in bullion, obeying the same law which regulates all other

commodities. If instead of a mine being discovered in any country, a bank were

established, such as the Bank of England, with the power of issuing its notes as a

circulating medium, after a large amount had been issued, either by loans to merchants

or by advances to Government, thereby adding considerably to the sum of the currency,

the same effecst would follow as in the case of the mine. The circulating medium woidd

bo lowered in value, aud goods would experience a proportionate rise." " If an

* 'Die average annual imports of foreign wheat for the seven years from 1850 to ISofi, ineliisive, amounted (o

4,779,019 quarters, whilst that of the imports for the seven years from 1S57 to 1SG3, iuclu3ivc,.\vas nearly 7,'000,000

naarters per annum, and the stock of foreign wheat ou hand is not more than usual,

t "Currency Principle," p. 123.

i One case that occurs to the writer's recollection will illustrate this cffeet. A merchant in London inherited from his

father a family estate of the value of £30,000. A contiguous properly being on sale, he purchased it during the war for

£10,000 ; and not having the money at liberty, he mortgaged iol/i propcrlies iu order to raise the sum requii'ed. The

repeal of the Bank Restriction Act caused such a fall iu prices, loth of land and goods, that he found himself compelled to

suspend payment ; and the tieo estates, being brought to the hammer, did not sell for enough to p.iy off the mortgage,

and were taken by the mortgagee, who also proved for the deficit under the bankruptcy.
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addition be made to the currency, partly of gold and partly of paper, by an increase of

paper-currency, the value of the whole currency woifld be diminished, or, in other

words, the prices of commodities would rise, estimated either in gold or paper currency.

The same commodity would purchase, after the increase of paper, a greater number of

ounces of gold coin, because it would exchange for a greater quantity of money.''—(Sec

M'Culloch's edition of " Ricardo on Currency," p. 264.

Mr. Torrens also, in his work "On the Operation of Sir R. Peel's Act of 1846," writes

as follows :

—

" The effect of an increase in the quantity of money in lowering its value?

or, in other words, in raising prices, may be demonstrated in another way. Let us

suppose that, in the first instance, the currency is exclusively metallic ; and that, in the

second instance the bank commences the issuing of promissory notes, payable on

demand in coin. Now, we know from universal experience, that tinder these circum-

stances, a proportion of the gold coin would be displaced. The result is unquestionable
;

and the manner of its production admits of the simplest explanation. Previous to the

issuing of promissory notes by the banks, the amount of coin in circulation would have

been, upon the average, just sufficient to keep the currency equal in value with foreign

currencies, to maintain the exchanges at par, and to render the average trade with

foreign countries a trade of barter. Now, this having been the previous state of things,

the increase in the amount of the cui'rency, occasioned by the issues of the banks, lowers

the value of the whole currency, including coin and notes, in rfclatiou to foreign

currencies, turns the exchanges against us, and causes the gold to be exported. Now,

why should gold be exported ? The answer is, only because its value, in relation to

exportable commodities, is fallen. In other words, because the prices of commodities

have risen. Before the quantity of money was increased by the issue of bank notes,

our imports were paid for by the export of commodities ; because at the then existing

low range of prices, commodities were the cheapest instruments by which foreign

payments could be effected," &c. (p. 193).

4th. The most powerful agent in the regulation of prices is the seasons—the

influence of which on the amount of agricultural productions is constantly before us

;

and yet, in the general consideration of the subject, it is seldom taken into account.

Mr. Tooke comments upon this omission in the following words :
—" Nothaig has struck

me as being more strange in all tlic discussions and reasonings upon tlie subject of

the high and low prices of the period under consideration, than the little importance

which has been attached to the effects which a difference in the character of the seasons

is calculated to occasion. Individuals interested in the markets for agricultural produce

are habitually alive to the prodigious influence of the weather, at particular periods, on

the result of the harvest in point of quantity, and still more in point of exchangeable

value ; and yet the same individuals, when called upon to account for a range of high

or low prices at an antecedent period perfectly within their recollection, seem wholly

to ndglect or overlook the consideration of the possibility of any influence on an

extended scale of that cause, to which in detail, or in accounting for the produce of any

particular year, they cannot help attaching a weight' preponderating over every other.

The farmer naturally, and almost instinctively, watches with painful anxiety the

several critical periods in the growth of the different descriptions of produce, and infers,

according as appearances are decidedly unfavourable or propitious, and as they extend

or arc supposed to extend generally, to the same descriptions of produce in other
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couutries or districts, the probability of a great alteration in price. Thus, severe frost,

or heavy rains at the blooming time, or unfavourable weather at harvest, or general

indications of blight or mildew, or other extensive injuries from some peculiarity in

the atmosphere, lead him irresistibly to the conclusion that, supposing the same cause

to apply to the greater part of the country, there must be a great rise in prices,

whatever may be the state of the currency or the aspect of politics. If, on the

contrary, after a year of bad produce and high prices, appearances arc favourable for

the growing crops; or if, after threatening indicatious of injury in the earlier stages

of vegetation, the weather suddenly becomes propitious, all parties interested in the

price immediately anticipate a fall, without refining upon the supposed agency of other

causes. Yet such being, in the minds of farmers and persons interested in the corn

trade, the paramount importance of particular seasons, on the production of corn,

it is not a little surprising that, among the numerous witnesses examined by the

Parliamentary Committees on agricultural distress, there aj)pears to have been, with

a single exception, none who included in their consideration of the means of

accounting for the prevalence of the high prices from 1793 to 1815, the possibility

of a more than usually frequent recurrence of unfavourable seasons, which, com-

bined with the impediments from the war to a foreign supply, might go far to

explain the phenomena." *

This passage, it will be seen, refers to those who have been called upon by

Parliamentary Committees to give their opinions as to the causes that generally produce

great revulsions in prices of gi'ain, &c., and, of course, it included eminent agricul-

turists as well as political and social economists. The former are, no doubt, well aware

of the effect of an unfavourable season on the price of grain, and that the advance is

usually much greater than the actual deficiency would strictly justify. D'Aveuant, in

his political and comruercial works, &c., gives the following rate of proportion between

the actual deficiency in a crop of corn and the advance in price consequent upon it :

—

"We take it that a defect in the harvest may raise the price of corn in the

following proportions :

—

Defect.
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next turn to tliat of labour, wliich is subject to tlie same law of demaud and supply as

other commodities, and also to the influence of similar extraordinary circumstances that

suspend for the time being, the natural operation of that law. The most important and

influential of these is the price of the necessaries of life, especially bread ; for whatever

may be the excess or deficiency in the supply of labom-, it is plain that its value must

be such as to enable the labourer and his family to exist. And whether the wages are

all paid by the employer, which is the natural and usual course, or whether in part by

the employer and part by the parish, out of the funds arising from the poor's rate,

as was the case at the close of the last century and the beginning of the present, it

amounts to the same thing, and both must be reckoned the price of the labour-. In the

"Annals of Agriculture," by Arthur Young, there is a tabular statement of the

centenary average price of labour (agricultural) from the year 1200 to 1800, which^ with

the average prices of wheat for the same period, we shall now present to the reader :

—

Agricuj.tuuai, Labouk in England—Average peu Day—and Pkice of Wheat.

Years.
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So that, to enable him to purchase tlie same quantities he procured when his week's

wages were 5*., would now (1801) require lis. 5d. more than his wages and the parish

allowance together." If we Lring the comparative statement down to the present time,

we shall still find a wide discrepancy between the condition of the former and the

present agricultural labourer. For altliough the price of wheat is only onc-tliird what

it was in 1801, it would still absorb the whole week's wage of 5s., whilst the malt—
thanks to the war tax (pledged to be repealed in the event of peace, which took place in

1815)—remains nearly the same (say 7s. Gd.), and butter a:id cheese are both from 50 to

100 per cent, dearer than in 1801. Still the labourer is at present in a much better

condition than he -svas in 1801, because, on the average, labour is worth more than [)s. a

week for able-bodied men ; whilst vast niimbers are now employed on railways and

other public works of a far more remunerative character, which has still further

reduced the amount, whilst it has advanced the price of labour in agriculture. A great

advantage also has accrued to the operative classes by the reduction of the taxation

upou a multitude of articles which may be considered the necessaries of life. The

beneficial eftect of this reduction is seen iu the amazing increase of the consumption

shown by that of the importations, which, since the alteration in the tariffs have, iu

many articles, been doubled and quadrupled. Part of the following table, illustrative

of this increase, is taken from " Tooke's History of Prices" (vols. v. and vi., p. 420),

with the addition of 1863 :—

Quantities of Five Leading Commodities Iiii>oiir£i) into the United Kingdom in the yeaks

1831, 1840, 1853, and 1803, with tub Aveiuge Pkices of each in Bond.

Articles.
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cultivation of the soil. In future the farmer must go for quantity, without reference to

pnce, over which it is evident he has no control; but which will be regulated by the

state of the markets abroad rather than at home. And if by largely increasing the

quantity of the produce of the cereal plants—as we believe may be done—by superior

cultivation^ so as to meet the foreigner in price, the object will be gained, of neutralising

the effect and ultimately diminishing the amount of the importations. The United

Kingdom can grow enough to meet the consumption, and she can grow it as cheaply

as the foreigner, when the expense of transit and other drawbacks are added to price.

We have an instance of the effect of low prices here, in the cessation of the imports

from the United States, every cargo of corn and flour from thence, the last twelve

months, having inflicted a loss upon the exporters. Nor is the corn trade of the

continent of Europe, at the present time, in a less remarkable state. None of the

exporting corn countries of Europe can ship to the United Kingdom at the present time

—our prices being too low.

Fortunately for the British farmer, the introduction of steam on the farm, and its

application to the cultivation of the land, gives him the opportunity of increasing the

produce without increasing the expense of cultivation. Deep tillage, in connection

with thorough drainage, are the means by which the capabilities of the soil may be

developed. The first is rendered easy by the steam plough ; and it is to be hoped that

the landlords will see it their interest to carry out the system of drainage wherever it

is required. Any tenant who knows the value of it, would cheerfully give a good

interest for the money so expended, because he knows that it will increase his produce

to a much greater extent ; and, on the other hand, the land itself will be improved

and rendered more valuable. The difference in the condition between a drained and an

undrained estate is so palpable upon the most superficial view, that it is marvellous any

landowner should hesitate in adopting it, now that the legislature has offered such

facilities for its accomplishment, in providing the means and securing the repayment

when the property is entailed, by fixing a rent-charge upon it in case of death.

Certain it is that the price of labour cannot be reduced in any department of

husbandry. On the contrary, as machinery comes more into use, and the application

of science to agriculture more general, it will become necessary to obtain a higher class

of labourers, or rather to raise the present class by education to the scale of intelligence

suited to the change, and this will render a higher rather than a lower rate of wages

inevitable. The agricultural labourer cannot, indeed, under any circumstances, be much

longer left in the state of stolid ignorance in which we find him at present. The whole

population is clamouring for education ; and whatever the rural optimists may allege

against the change, as calculated to raise the labouring class above their station in life,

we can point to Scotland to prove that education renders any man, both moriilly

and intellectually, better fitted to fulfil the duties of the station to which he is destined.

Whilst, therefore, the call for it cannot long or safely be disregarded, we may be assured

that no social change would be more beneficial to the agricultural interest—by which we

designate both the owner and the occupier of land—than to have on every estate an

enlightened and educated body of peasantry.
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SECTION XXXI.

THE GARDEN.

Whatever privations may be endured iu city or town-life, from the absence—in most

cases unavoidable—of the means of cultivating flowers, fruits, and vegetables, there is

no reason why, in the country, every farm and every cottage should not have appended

to it a piece of ground for that purpose, of an adequate size for the family that resides

in it. We have a strong opinion tliat the taste, or the want of taste, for the simple

pleasures arising from the cultivation of plants, marks the character of a man ; and

whatever may be his station or employment in life, if he shows no love to the works of

nature in the growth of flowers and other plants, it is a proof of a mind warped from

the simplicity of rural life which is the pt'imitive condition of humanity. It is related

in the memoirs of George Stephenson, the greatest engineer that ever lived, that at the

time when he was engaged in undertakings that involved the expenditure of scores of

millions sterling, and the employment of tens of thousands of men, the arrangements

of all which depended upon his general superintendence, he still found time occa-

sionally to steal a few minutes to cultivate his garden, and to visit his feathered pets

there, who hailed him as their benefactor and friend.* When his well-known motto of

"persevere" had, in his own experience, led him on to fame and fortune, in spite of

insuperable obstacles, he never lost one atom of that simplicity and tha,t love of rural

life, which the tastes and habits of his early days had sanctified to him.

In writing on the subject of gardening, it is not our design to enter into the details

of any particular system, but rather to describe what we consider to be essential to the

comfort and convenience of a family, whether of a farmer or a cottager, for to both

these classes a gai-den is an appendage to the dwelling that cannot be dispensed with, if

the welfare and enjoyment of the inmates are studied.

The size of a garden attached to a farm-house is generally regulated by that of the

farm itself, and the proportionate number of servants and the family. This, however,

depends on the taste and means of the farmer himself ; but for a farm of any conside-

rable extent—say from 300 acres and upwards—not less than 1 acre should be devoted

to gardening. A portion of this will, of course, be claimed by the female branches of the

family for flowers ; and the rest will be occupied with a mixture of fruits and vegetables,

leaving, however, a portion for a bleach or grass-plot, for drying linen, &c. We are no

advocates for such an utilitarian garden as would exclude taste and fancy. These can

be indulged without trenching much upon either the time or the means of the farmer,

and the cultivation of such tastes serves to humanise and soften the character more
than most people are aware of.

All gardens should be on the south side of the house ; or at least, should have a

southern aspect, defended from the north and east by a wall for fruit-trees, not less

than 10 feet high ; if higher, so much the better. If the house faces the south, the

garden, which will form a parallelogram running from east to west, will reach beyond

the end of the house, and probably will be bounded by its depth, whether at the east or

* See Smiles' " Life of George and Robert Stephenson."
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west end or both. lu front of the house the ground should be hiid out in flower

beds mingled with grass^ and flanked on each side by evergreen shrubs. Frequcntlvj

a pasture ground lies next to the garden^ in whieh case, by having a sunken or

ha-ha feuce between them, it appears as a lawn in continuance of the garden.

The ground should be well drained, in order to get rid at all times of stagnant water,

whether on the surface or the subsoil. And as, in most gardens, fruit trees are inter-

spersed on the beds, the soil for these should be prepared by digging away the subsoil,

if it be a strong clay oi' any other kind not favourable to the cultivation of fruit trees.

All these, and fruit bushes, should be planted in the first instance on taking possession

of a farm, or forming a garden. Gooseberries and currants will, in four or five years,

begin to repay the trouble and expense of their planting ; and fruit trees, such as

apples, pears, plums, &c., will also, if properly managed, begin to make a return in five

or six years. The walls round the garden should be of brick, b~ecause it is easier to

train fruit-trees upon brick than upon stone. Where, however, stone is plentiful and

bricks are dear, the former may answer the purpose ; the greatest fault in stone Avails

being the harbour they aflbrd for snails and other enemies to fruit. In some cases Pise

walls have been erected with trellises on the face, to which the trees may be trained.

Clay walls also, if properly puddled, and raised gradually, will answer the purpose ; but

they, as well as the Pise wall, require great care in the erection, and both should have a

trellis on the face, and be kept lime-whitened to keep off insects.

Before anything is planted or sown, the ground should be trenched 2^ to 3 feet deep

—in fact, the deeper the better ; and if the subsoil be clay, it will be advisable to burn

a large portion of it, and mix the burnt clay with the subsoil. This will not only

produce warmth in the subsoil, but it will assist the percolation of the water towards

the drains, which is an object of the first importance. In trenching, the ground should

be well mixed with good farm-yard manure, and if a portion of ground bones is added,

it will greatly assist the capabilities of the subsoil. The whole should then be made as

level as possible.

When the preparation of the land is thus completed, it should be laid out in walks.

These are generally straight, which are the best, if utility is first consulted. Serpentine

walks, however, in traversing them, give the idea of larger extent to the garden, and

besides, have a more pleasing effect to most persons. At any rate, on a piece of ground

of an acre the principal walks should not be less than 5 feet wide, with a border of 10

or 12 feet between them and the outside walls or fences. Be this as it may, all the

walks should bear upon the centre or front of the house, where, if w'ater can be readily

brought into it, a stone basin may be placed, both for the purpose of watering tiic

garden when required, and of keeping gold fish, water lilies, &c. Having staked out

the walks, the earth should be well trodden down to make them solid, and raked ])cr-

feclly level, to receive the box edgings, the trench for which must be marked out by the

line, and cut by the spade, if straight walks arc intended; or if curved, one edging must

be finished first, according to the fancy of the gardener, or his employer. Then the

other edging must be marked out l^y a rod, or stick, the length of the width of the

intended walk, measuring from the box planted on the other side at every foot of ground.

This will render it easy for the operator to follow the bends and curves of the intended

walk, so as to have the width uniform. It will quicken the growth of the box if a small

portion of wcU-rottcd manure be put in the trench with the mould. The root ends of
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the plants slioulil be laid aslaut under the walk, and not ixuder the bed, as in that ease

it would be liable to be disturbed in digging the border.

As soon as the box edges are planted, the walks shoixld be prepared for the reeeptiou

of the gravel. For this purpose the mould should be shovelled out, shelving from each

side towards the middle, so as to have the greatest quantity of material in the eentre

where the prineipal trafiic will oecur. If gravel is plentiful, it may be laid on without

stint, raking the largest stones into the hollow, and covering them with the fine gravel.

If this material is scarce, and has to be fetched from a distance, the hollow may be

filled up with brick rubbish, or stones, or better still, with a thick coat of burnt clay,

Avhich of itself, in the absence of gravel, makes excellent and durable walks. AVhcn

the formation of the walk is brought to a curve, with the highest part in the centre,

a coating of fine gravel will complete it, after the coarser materials have become settled

by well treading them downi. "When the last coat is laid on, the roller should be passed

over it for many days, and if little hollows appear, fresh gravel thrown into them, so

as to bring the whole to one uniform level, having an easy slope to each side in order

that the water may run off to the borders. The roller should also be used in consoli-

dating the materials first thrown into the hollow, as the more combined these are, the

better and moi"e solid will the finished walk be.

"When the walks are finished, the fruit-trees may be planted. This, however,

should always be done in autumn, which gives them time to settle their roots before

the flowing of the sap in spring. The box may be planted at any season of the year,

and only requires attention in watering in the height of summer when the weather is

very dry. With regard to the kind of trees and their varieties, it would be endless,

as well as useless, to make any selection. Of apples alone there are from 90 to 100

varieties commonly raised in the nursery-grounds near the metropolis; and of most

other common standard fruits there arc proportionate numbers. "We shall therefore

name none, but leave the reader, who may be establishing a garden, to arrange with

his nurseryman as to the kind or variety best adapted to the soil of which the plot

is composed.

But with regard to the space allotted to each tree, whether in the borders or against

the walls, the distance from one to another ought to be at least from IG to 18 feet. On
the borders especially the interval should be ample, otherwise their growth will mate-

rially interfere with that of other fruit and vegetables. The wall-trees, also, require

room, as all their branches will be trained horizontally, and will, in a few years, fill up

the 9 feet on each side allotted to them. These, however, can be kept back by training,

which, if judiciously performed, will render them more productive than if allowed to

range without check. Apples, pears, and plums, all require the same extent of ground.

The small fruit-bushes, such as raspberries, gooseberries, currants, and filberts,

should be planted 3 feet from the edge, and i feet from each other ; and if a bed of

them is planted, the same distance of 4 feet may be observed from plant to plant,

and G feet from row to row. This allows room for the gatherers of the fruit to pass

without injuring the bushes. The plantations of these fruit-bushes should be made the

first year of the formation of the garden, and if properly trained, and the soil kept open

and manured afterwards, they will very soon come to bear abundance of fruit.

In the management of gooseberries, keep the young plants free from suckers and

dead wood. In the first autumn after planting, select four of the strongest shoots, and
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shorten them to about 6 inches from the stem, cutting off the head just above a bud,

pointin"- outward. This is necessary to be observed to prevent tlie bush from growing

inward, which would crowd the branches too much together. The other shoots should

be spurred in to 1 or 2 inches. The second autumn, two shoots from each of those

saved the preceding year should be in like manner selected and shortened as before

;

and all other side-shoots spurred to 3 or 3 inches. This will leave eight branches

to each plant, which, with proper subsequent management, will be found sufficient.

White and red currants should be trained with a single stem like the gooseberry.

Select three shoots the following autumn, and shorten them to about 4 inches. The

second autumn, select two strong shoots from each of those three, and shorten them, as

before, to about 5 inches. This will furnish six branches, and in future training or

pruning, the terminal shoots of each should be shortened to from 4 to 6 inches; and

when they have reached a sufiacient height, the terminals may be cut to within an inch

of their growth. Every autumn or winter afterwards, the side-shoots should be cut off

to within 1 inch of the stem. Prom these spurs the fruit of both gooseberries and

currants will be thrown out in abundance.

Raspberry canes should also be prepared late in the autumn by cutting out tlie old

canes, and selecting the strongest of the young ones, to the number of four or five, and

heading them down to about 5 or 5^ feet, according to their strength and length.

They may be either tied to a stake, or wattled together, and the tops tied with an osier

to prevent them from separating again. They will soon acquire the bend necessary to

keep them from separating. Fork in plenty of manure, taking care to disturb the roots

as little as possible.

Filberts require to be set 10 feet apart, and raised from a single stem. Head this

down to 1 foot, removing all suckers as they appear. Select six shoots for branches,

spurring the side-shoots, as with the currants ; and these sjuirs will also throw out fruit.

Shorten the terminal branches, to prevent them from running up to naked stems. If

over luxuriant, shorten all the shoots towards the end of June. The filbert may be

propagated either by grafting, by layers, or by sowing the nut ; but grafting is the

most approved method of obtaining a given variety, and is usually practised on the stem

of the hazel nut.

Strawberries should be planted in August if rain falls, but otherwise it will be best

to postpone it till the following month, or even October. Select the strongest of the

runners that have taken liold of the ground witli their roots. Dig them up carefully

with the spade, separating them with the knife from the parent plant. Having prepared

the bed, or the border, plant them in rows 18 inches apart, and 15 inches from plant

to plant in the rows. Give them some water, and the roots will strike immediately into

tiie soil. If the plants should throw out runners, which they will do if the weather is

wet, they should be cut off, otherwise they will weaken the plants. These should bear

fruit the following summer, but will not come to full bearing until the third year.

In laying out the flower-beds and borders, care should be taken to suit the soil for

the plants to be placed in it. Thus, roses love a strong loamy soil, well saturated with

rotten stable-dung. If the soil is not of this kind, some loam should be mixed with it

;

and 80 of other plants. The mould should be broken as fine as possible, and all stones

taken from it. Some persons sift the mould of the flower-beds, and this is a good plan

when it can conveniently be done ; but, in general, it is sufficient to get it as line with
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the spade and rake as possibie, formiug tlic borders in a sloping position towards the

walks. Ill the arrangement of the shrnbs and flowers, if the party possesses no know-

ledge or taste for it himself, it will be advisable to employ a regular gardener, cither

one who jobs about professionally, or a man from a neighbouring nursery-ground, who

is accustomed to the employment.

If a grass-plot is to be formed, the soil should be levelled and broken fine, but not

maimred. On the contrary, if it is naturally a rich soil, it will be better to mix sand or

fine gravel with it, than to increase its fertility, one of the lirst objects in making

a grass-plot being to have the grass as fine as possible. For this purpose, the flag also

should be taken from a common, or heath, that has been fed for ages, and the grass

constantly kept short and fine. The flag should be cut about 3 feet long, about 2 inches

thick, and 1 foot wide, and rolled up as it is cut. These arc ready to lay down at once

without further preparation, and if the weather is moist they will take root immediately.

The ground should be allowed to settle before laying down the flag, in order that hollows

may be filled up, if they should appear. The flag should be beaten down with the

spade as it is laid, and be left for some days to settle, when the roller may be passed

over it once or twice to close the joints between the pieces ; but the plot should be

walked on as little as possible the first three or four weeks, until the joints arc closed,

and the roots of the grass have taken good hold of the soil.

If grass seeds are sown, in the absence of fine flag, the following kinds are recom-

mended by Messrs. Lawson and Son, of London and Edinburgh, from whom they can

be obtained pure :

—

Arena flare.icens, Cynosurus cristatiis, Festuca darisucula, Fesluca

ovina ternvfolia, Lolium perenne tenue, Poa nemoralis semjiervirens, Poa irivialis, Trifolium

repens, Trifolium minus. Order these from a respectable seedsman, stating the extent

of ground to be sown, and he will mix them accordingly, in the proper proportions. The

ground should be prepared as for laying down the flag, and raked perfectly fine, and

clear from stones, and levelled. Then sow the seeds, raking them in with a hay-rake,

after which, pass the roller over the ground to smooth it and break any lumps of earth

that may lie on the surface. Care must be taken not to allow the plot to be trodden

on till the grass is up, and the soil well settled and firm ; otherwise the heels of shoes

or boots will make hollows in it that will be difficult afterwards to fill up without leaving

blemishes. When the grass is well up and covers the ground, a man or woman should

go over it with a knife from time to time to cut up any weeds that make their appear-

ance, whether from the seeds in the soil, or those sown with the grasses. The roller

should also then be daily used in order to make the ground firm and hard. The proper

time for forming a grass-plot, bowling-green, or lawn, is from the latter end of March

until the middle of May, but not later.

We have hitherto been laying down rules for forming a garden where one did not

before exist—we shall now give some general directions for the management of one

already formed. If the plan of it is good, it will be best not to make any alteration in

it, unless it has been neglected, or the trees have become old and past bearing. In that

ease, it will be best to root them up and plant young trees ; but if they have only been

neglected, and so have gained too much head, they can be headed down, and will then

throw out fresh young wood the following spring, which will very soon come to bearing.

All moss should be removed from the stem, and any wounds in the bark cauterised and

cleansed. If the edges of the wounds are shaved off', and the air excluded by covering
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thciii willi a cloth tiglitly loound to tliem, the bark Avill wliolly close over tliem in a

season or two, according to the nature and extent of tlie -wounds. It is desirable that

this should be attended to, as such wounds neglected become harbours for earwigs

and other insects injurious to the trees and the fruit.

If fresh kinds are desired, grafts should be inserted on the old stocks ; in -which ease

the tree should be headed down to within a few inches of the old graft, or the main

branches cut off close to the trunk, and the grafts inserted in the bark at the top of the

cut. Buds -will show themselves in abundance on the old wood in the spring, and these

should be rubbed off, or they -will draw the sap from the graft. The choicer kinds of

fruit are the best for grafts, as they will the sooner come to bearing, and the fruit will

be more valuable. The grafts should be selected from the shoots of the previous summer.

The outside Interal shoots are the best, because they are less liable to run to wood than

those from the top or centre of the tree, and they are found to produce the best types

of the fruit of the tree from which they are taken. The grafts should be separated from

the parent tree some time before they are inserted in the ne-w stock, that the latter may

have made some progress in vegetation. They should, therefore, be cut early in the

year, and laid in dry mould excluded from the frost or the air until -wanted. For raising

young trees, it is not worth the -while of a farmer to employ grafting, unless for the

amusement such employment yields, as he can purchase the young trees ready grafted of

the nurserymen at moderate prices, that will come into full bearing in a very few years.

Care should be taken that the graft should have a near affinity to the stock to -which it

is to be attached, and likewise adaptation to the soil in -which the stock is situated. The

general rules for grafting apply to all fruit and other trees.

If the smaller fruit bushes, currants, gooseberries, &e., have become old, it -will be

the best plan to replace them at once with young ones in the autumn. But if they have

only been neglected, and become too -woody, and the moss has grown upon the branches,

it will answer to cut out the superfluous branches, and shorten the spxu's on those left, to

two buds, cutting down the top to a reasonable height. The outside branches are the

most proper to retain. Clear the moss from the stems with the back of the priming-

knife, or a piece of flat deal sharpened at one edge, which v.'i\\ be less likely to wound

the bark. When the pruning is finished, which ought to be performed in autumn or

early -\vinter, dig in some good rotten dung at the roots. The stems will throw out new

shoots in the ensuing summer, which may be made to replace the old ones, cutting them

out by degrees.

The flower-garden, as the ornamental part of the ground, should be in the imme-

diate front of the house, and requires taste in laying it out to advantage. A small pond

or basin, in the centre of a circular grass-plot, with gold-fish in it and rock-work in the

middle of it, will have a pretty cflTect from the parlour-windows, and -nill also be useful

in the summer for supplying water to water the garden. Flower beds may be distributed

in small patches upon the grass plot, and the borders in sight may also be planted with

flowers. Standard roses on the grass have a pleasing cft'ect; and a plcutiful distribution

of this flowering jjlant is always desirable, mixing the varieties so as to have a succes-

sion of flowers. Rose bushes cannot well l)e pruned too much to produce abundance

of flowers. The gravel walks round the grass must l)c kept clean and smooth, no weeds

being permitted to appear upon them. With regard to the flowers to l)c planted, it

depends on the ladies of the house to make the selection ; and as most of these have
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tlicir favourites in tlic realms of ilora, wc shall leave them to choose for themselves,

referring them to the calendar of operations for the time of planting them^ and to this

wc shall next direct our attention.

THE GARDEN CALENDAR.

A calendar of operations is necessary for all persons who have a garden. To those

ivho do not understand, or have had iio practice in, gardening, it is required for in-

struction ; -whilst to the amateur or professed gardener, it acts as a reminder of the

proper time for certain work to be done, as well as of the best way to do it. With regard

to amateurs, even the most skilful amongst them are apt to forget the precise time for

an operation, and thus to let the opportunity pass by when it might be performed with

the greatest chance of success. A very few days in the sowing or planting of certain

kinds of vegetables, will make all tiie difference between success and failure. If, in

fiiet, it is desired to make the most and the best of a garden, it must be managed upon

a system by which a succession of crops can be obtained. The great object must be

never to let the ground remain idle, but to have a s^iitable plant to put in as soon as a

crop is removed. It is by this means that the market gardeners, round the metropolis,

obtain three, and sometimes four crops from the same ground in the year. Of course

manure in that case is supplied, not by the barrowful, but by the cart-load, and in

general the ground is trenched 2 feet deep or moi'c, which of itself is one of the essen-

tials to the greatest success. Many of the large market gardens are cultivated at an

expense of from j£60 to ,€80 per acre per annum; and such is the perfect state of order in

which the land is kept, that not a weed can be seen upon it, and the soil is perfectly level

and comminntcd, so that not a stone or a lump of clay can be found. The produce of a

garden thus conducted will always fetch a lugher price at Covent Garden, than that of

another cultivated with the plough, and managed in other respects on the ordinary

method.

In the common garden the spade is necessarily the implement of tillage, the space

not admitting of the use of the plough ; but we question whether the ground is gene-

rally trenched deep enough, although the small space operated upon renders it easv.

Above all things let it be borne in mind that in gardening especially, there is a timo

for all things, that much depends upon method or system, and that, in sowing, it is

better to be a few days too early than too late. " Drive your business, and let not that

drive thee," is one of Poor Richard's maxims, and it is useful to act upon in all

conditions and occupations of life. But it is especially so on the farm or in the

garden, where times and seasons for certain work cannot be compensated for if suffered

to pass by.

Januakv.

This month is sometimes severely frosty, in which c&se no sowing or planting can be

done. Manure, however, can be brought in and laid upon the cleared ground, ready to

be dug in as soou as the frost is gone. If the weather, on the contrary, is mild and

open and dry, peas and beans may be sown in the open ground, and York cabbage,

caiTot, and parsnip seed in sheltered spots. The cabbage should be sown on a warm
border, hooping the ground over in order to cover it with matting at night and during

frosty weather. Even the peas in that case should be covered with straw while the

VOL. ir. z -i
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frost lastSj wlietlier they are above ground or not ; and screens made of hurdles covered

with straw or reeds should proteet them from the east winds. Celery also should be

protected with loose straw or litter^ laid on each side of tlie rows. Radish seed may be

sown on warm borderSj covering the ground with straw. Lettuce and cauliflower must

be sown under frames^ covered with sacking or matting at night. If rhubarb is required

early, cover the roots with a heap of half-rotted dung. Some place a flour-barrel with

the bottom taken out, over each root, and surround it with the dung, which will cause the

plant to shoot. If slugs and snails appear, which will be the case if the weather is mild,

use quicklime, scattering it along the rows of peas and beans, and near all young plants

that are likely to be attacked by them. In frosty weather the hedges may be clipped,

and the clippings charred, by placing them iu a heap, with straw in the centre, then

covering them with sods and setting fire to the straw. The wood will smoulder away

without being reduced to ashes, and the charcoal thus obtained will be found good

manure when spread on the ground. Rough borders may be cleared, and the refuse

added to the cuttings of the fences. The great advantage of early sowing is, that if

the young plants are taken off by the frost, there will be time to sow again. If they

succeed, you get an early, and probably an excellent crop, at a time when vegetables arc

scarce and dear.

The orchard or fruit garden can have little done to it during this month unless the

weather is very mild. Pruning should never be performed in frosty weather; but if it

has been neglected during the autumn or before Christmas, it may be done when there

is no frost. When young gooseberry and currant bushes are wanted, cuttings may be

put iu this month, if not done before. Old fruit trees should be dressed with a mixture

of quicklime, clay, and soot, to destroy insects and moss. The walls may also be washed

over with tlie same composition. Where the bark has been injured or destroyed, let the

edges of the wound be pared with a sharp knife, and the part covered from the air by a

coating of tempered or puddled clay, Avith straw worked in with it. The edges of the

wound will then shoot out all round and close over the wound. It will be advisable to

sew a piece of matting or sacking over it tightly, to prevent the clay from breaking ofl". Lay

dung at the roots of all fruit bushes. If the Avall-fi'uit trees show symptoms of budding,

unnail them from the wall till February is over, which will prevent them from shooting.

It is presumed that all pruning has been accomplished in the autumn; but should tliis

not be the case, it may still be done if the weather is open, but on no account otherwise.

The same may be said of planting j'oung trees and bushes, aud this applies to all kinds

of fruit-bearing trees, except vines in the open air, which should never be pruned after

the frost has once set in, in the autumn or early winter. The sooner this work is done

after the sap has gone down, the better; but where neglected before, it must still be

attended to in mild weather.

In the flower garden and shrubbery, plant rose and other deciduous trees and shrubs,

where it has been omitted in the autumn. Lay half-rotted dung at the roots of valuable

shrubs, or such foreign ones as have only recently been acclimated. This shoidd also be

done to rose bushes fresh planted. Evergreens must not be disturbed at tlfis season;

but whatever alterations are intended to be made iu the arrangement of the flower beds

or borders, should now be done while the weather is open. ]\Take composts of tiuf, dead

leaves, and other materials, mixing with them some rotten dung. Exjiose tlie compost

to the action of the air and frost, turning it over occasionally. Tulip roots should
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be put in this mouth, if not done before. A stick should be pricked in close to them to

prevent their being disturbed. Those that are up should be protected in a severe frost.

Look to tlic bee-hives, and, if not under shelter of an open shed, which thev on"ht to

be. brush off the snow when it has fallen, to prevent the moisture from soaking through,

which would be injurious. The slides should Ije removed occasionally to give the bees

air, but care must be taken to prevent mice from getting into the hives. Feed the bees

if they require it. Sweet wort made from malt, without the hops, boiled to a mucila"-e,

is recommended as an excellent food for them, and nothing can be cheaper. Some
honey or sugar msiy be added to it. Jamaica foots will be the strongest and best sugar

for the purpose.

Trench in this month the ground that is to be planted or sown in February and March
leaving the surface as rough as possible to catch the frosts. If a live fence requii-es to

be renewed, remove the old stubs and level the bank. It must lie in that state until

April, as the young quick would not grow unless the soil has been thus fallowed.

October is the best time for this operation, as three months is hardly enough time for

the earth to be sufficiently fallowed. All sticks, weeds, and grass, should be carefuUv

raked away from the face of the old bank before it is levelled, that they may not get

mixed with the earth in the new one when it is raised. Flower-beds, too, that have

existed several years without fresh soil being added, should be removed to the deirth

of 2 feet, and fresh earth substituted, a sandy loam being the most proper, with the

addition of some rotten dung.

Tebruaky.

This is the month for preparing the ground of the kitchen garden for the summer
crop. Tlie soil should be dug ovei-, and manure laid in for the reception of peas, beans,

onions, cauliflowers, broccoli, &c. These will all require deep tillage. The onion beds

should not be less than 4 feet wide, and raised from 4 to 6 inches above the general

level, leaving the surface rough. The ground from which cabbages or celery have been

taken may be prepared for early potatoes, the early shaws or the ash-leaved. If the soil 13

dry, the sets, or small tubers, which are better, may be put in at once. The usTial way of

managing these now is, by laying them on a floor, in earth, covering them about 3 inches,

to sprout them. This is done in December, so that by the time they are wanted for

planting they have formed tlieir shoots. They must be taken up and separated care-

fully, and planted in rows 2^ feet apart, and 9 inches between the sets. This is for the

first crop, but the main crop may be planted at greater distances. Some raise the plants

iu a moderate hot-bed j or even in a warm border, with a good bed of half-rotted dung

under them, co\ering them carefully at night and during frosty days. "Wood ashes are

an excellent manure for them. Beans and peas for succession crops may be sown this

mouth, also parsnips and spinach ; and on warm sloping borders a crop of radishes jrad

lettuces may be raised, and onions for salads. A hot-bed should now be prepared for

cucumbers ; the plants of which should be pricked in, if they are ready, as soon as the

first great heat is off. Where many cabbages, savoy, broccoli, &c., still remain, and the

ground is wanted for new crops, take them up and lay them by the heels together, in a

corner of the garden not immediately wanted. When the first sowing of peas and beans

show themselves above ground, draw a ridge of soil on both sides of them to protect

them. The early frame and Charlton peas, and the long-pod bean, are the safest to sow

z z 2
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tliis month. Cauliflowers raised on the hot-bod should be planted out under glass, giving

them air by raising the glass in the middle of the day in mild weather; but in frost

keeping the glasses close, and covering them with matting or stra-ff to the north and east.

The out-door vines, if previously neglected, must be pruned this month at the

latest. Lay in the ripest shoots of the last summer, and cut them down to four buds

on each. Wall trees must be protected with matting or netting from the cold winds.

Nail up at the close of this mouth those which had been unnailed in January. The buds

on all these will begin to swell, and if the weather is bright, some of the earliest of the

peach and nectarine will show flower towards the latter end of this month. Prepare

cuttings of fruit and other trees for grafting, by placing them in bunches in the ground,

where they Avill keep for some weeks until wanted, and take much better than if put in

as soon as cut. The grafts may be put in as soon as the weather is favourable. If

Avall-fruit trees have borne fruit scantily, dig in at their roots plenty of well-rotted stable

dung in this month. We have known this plan increase the fruit of old trees ten-fold

in the first season. If fruit bushes have not been pruned before, do it at once, as after

this month not a shoot should be touched. The vines will sometimes bleed after being

cut in February, if the season is unusually mild. Clean strawberry beds and top-dress

them with well-rotted dung.

In digging or forking over the flower beds, be careful not to disturb the bulbous and

other flower roots. These ought always to have a stick or tally to mark the place where

they stand. But if this is uncertain, it is better to leave this work till they appear

aboveground. Plant ranunculus roots, and attend to the tulips, hyacinths, pinks,

carnations, pansies, auriculas, &c., which must all be protected from disturbance.

Clarkias, godetias, escholtzias, nemophiias, candy tufts, and other annuals, may now be

sown where they are to remain.

Makch.

This month the principal crops must be got in in the kitchen garden. Apply the

manure freely where the ground is to be sown. Where the autumn-sown beans have

been thinned in the rows,whether by frost or vermin, fill up the spaces by transplanting

from one of the outside rows, and lightly stir the soil between those plants that have

stood, earthing them up with the hoe. Sow early broccoli on a warm border : for

autumnal use the purple sprouting kind is the best, and for the spring use the dwarf late

purple. Sow cabbage seed for summer use. All these must be protected from the late

frosts at night, and from the east and north winds while they continue. Cauliflower

plants may be raised either upon a hot bed or upon a warm border, with a good supply

of dung under the soil. The former perhaps is the best plan ; and as soon as the plants

are well developed, transplant them into a warm border, with dung beneath them,

sheltered at night and when the days arc cold; to remain there till they arc finally

transplanted to the beds prepared for them. All kinds of table and culinary vegetables

may be sown freely this month, such as carrots, onions, parsnips, peas, French beans,

and the main crop of winter potatoes ; but these latter will pi'obably take up too much

room in a garden, and can as well be raised in a corner of a home field, if they are not

actually made a principal crop on the farm. The best manure for thcni is anything

that will lighten and at the same time enrich the soil. Keep up a succession of
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"turaips, radishes (the loug red sort), lettuces, and small salads. Keep the ground clear

of weeds.

Where grafting is required it should be done this month. If pruning has been

neglected in previous mouths, it must still be done, but it is a pis uUcr ; and the vine

must never be cut after February, unless you want it to bleed to death. Top-dress

raspberries with half-rotten dung, but do not dig between the stools. Strawberries must

also be well manured, and any runners that were left, taken off. The wall-fruit trees

will now show flower, and must be protected with either matting or netting from the

cold winds. Apple, pear, and plum trees (standards) should be carefully looked over

this month, and the bark cleared from all moss and nests of insects, which latter are

inserted in the crevices of the bark. These should be well brushed with a hard brush.

The disease called the "American blight" is the most injurious to the apple tree. It is

caused by an insect which, eating into the bark of the young wood, produces a frotb, in

which it is found enveloped. As it destroys the bark all round the bough or shoot, the

part above the wound dies. We know of no cure for this except keeping the bark free

by brushing it, and also dressing it with oil or some oleaginous composition. We have

tried lopping off the branches affected, but we found the disease immediately broke out

on other parts of the tree, and even on the trunk. We have found the lUbston pippin

the most liable to this affection, which begins to show itself at the latter end of March

or the beginning of April if the weather is mild.

In the flower garden continue to sow annuals where they are wanted, and plant out

autumnal sown flowers. Sow stocks and the seeds of all biennial and perennial plants.

Raise the asters on a hot bed. Plant anemones. Plant carnations and picotces wliere

they are to stand. Fork ovei- the flower beds lightly without disturbing the roots of

plants. Dahlias for early flowering may be put in the hot-bed under glass. Where

roses have not been mulched before, dress them with a mixture of guano and wood

ashes to the depth of 2 inches. Beds of tulips, pansies, verbenas, and carnations, must

be examined, and all cankered plants or parts of plants taken out. Keep the surface

free from weeds, and in a comminuted state. Eox edgings must be made, or repaired,

this month, and gravel walks altered if required. Sow grass seeds on the lawns

if the grass is thin, and use the roller freely on both these and the walks. Keep the

watering-pot or engine at work when the weather is dry and v.arm.

Ahml.

This is frequently a treacherous month for the gardener, who, after a fine warm day

with a south wind, finds during the night a sudden change, and that the plants which

he had left uncovered have been nipped l)y a frosty east wind. A "peevish April day"

frequently succeeds one of summer brightness and mildness, so that the gardener must

still be on his guard and not trust too implicitly to present appearances. In the kitchen

garden successive crops of the common vegetables must be provided for, as onions,

lettuce, radish (the turnip-radish this month), small salad (every week). Sow also

Brussels sprouts, broccoli, cauliflower, and cabbage, for succession; Windsor beans,

dwarf peas, and kidney beans. Raise vegetable marrows on the hot bed for planting out

at the beginning or middle of May. Sow celery either on a hot bed or on a warm

border, with dung underneath it. This sowing is for the main crop : the seed should be
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put in thickly and just covered over with flue mould. Sow carrots in the middle of the

month, also parsnips, if not sown in March. Plant out cabbages for summer use.

Dress the asparagus beds lightly, as the heads will begin to shoot. Plant herbs, such as

balm, lavender^ camomile, marjorum, &c. Sow cucumbers on the hot bed for planting

out in June.

: . Protect wall trees still from east winds. Thin out apricots, unless wanted for

preserving for tarts, when they may be left till May or June. Examine the newly

grafted trees, and keep the clay in order. Destroy butterflies. It would be cheap

to pay a penny a score for their destruction, as each one represents scores of cater-

pillars, and prevention is better than cure, if the latter in the case were possible. The

progeny of twenty butterflies will destroy an apple tree for the season, or a bed of

cabbages. It is therefore good economy to look after them. Water strawberry beds in

warm dry weather.

In the flower garden sow hardy annuals if not sown before. Choice and tender ones

had better be left till May. Plant out perennials. Separate the stools of chrysan-

themums, lychnis, phlox, &c. Dahlias may be planted in the open ground now, but

they must be sheltered against cold winds and frosty nights. Not more than one eye to

a cutting should be allowed. Turn up the gravel walks, and roll them frequently until

quite solid again. Keep down the weeds, and do not let them get the upper hand.

Mat.

Keep the hoe at work amongst all kinds of vegetables. Mould up the peas and

beans, set out turnips, carrots, parsnij)s, oulnns, &e., eradicating the weeds. Stick the

early peas. Plant out cabbage and cauliflowers. Make trenches for celery, digging in

6 inches of rotten dung. Choose a showery time for setting out the plants, 8 inches

apart. Plant lettuces on the ridges between the trenches : these will come forward

before the celery requires moulding up. Hoe potatoes, and draw the mould to the

stems. Sow peas, beans, and onions, for a succession. Plant out cucumbers in a warm
sheltered situation, with plenty of warm dung under them, covering them with hand-

glasses at night. Sow scarlet runners. "Water everywhere and everything in dry

weather. Too much water cannot be given, especially to the fresh planted. Vegetable

marrows may now be planted in the open aii", giving them abundance of room. Liquid

manure, if available, may be applied with advantage to all crops. It is frequently made

by half filling a water cask with rotten dung, and then filling it up with water, stirring

it about well, and afterwards letting it settle. Then apply it with a watering-pot.

Look to the standard fruit-trees, and keep them as free from insects as possible. If

the show of fruit is veiy large, thin them out freely, as half will be of more value than

the whole, both in size and quality. Cut off all superfluous shoots. Look to the out-

side vines, and nail up the fruit-bearing shoots. Keep all the branches close in to the

wall. Now thin apricots, peaches, and nectarines, where there arc too many. Cut off

the suckers of raspberries, except what will be required to replace those that bear fruit

the present year. Mulch the stools with rotten dung, if not done before. Remove the

runners from strawberries, except what you may want for new beds, which ought to be

formed of the earliest and strongest runners. Lay fresh straw along between the rows

of strawberry plants, and give those plenty of water. Look to the spring grafts.
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In the flower garden sow perennials of all kinds, as well as successional annuals.

Cliina and German asters may be so^tu i\ow in' the open ground. Plant out former

.sowings where required. Give roses plenty of water, especially the late planted ones,

aud mulch the surface rouud them, which will retain the moisture to the roots. Sepa-

rate and replant polyanthuses aud primroses that have done blooming. Stake carnations

and picotees, cutting out the weak and small buds, tying up the rest. Look to the

roses and all plants, and destroy insects which will now be in force ; look after snails

aud caterpillars, giving no quarter. After a shower, towards evening, snails and slugs

will come out, and may be materially thinned and kept down by a few evenings' search

for them. Plant verbenas, geraniums, and myrtles, in the places of those plants that

are off flowering, such as hyacinths, tulips, &e., which should be dried and laid up in

the gardeu-house. Chrysanthemums should be struck in a shady border under hand-

glasses, and when well rooted, planted where they are to remain. Double wall-flowers

are propagated by the j'oung shoots, sepai'ated with a portion of the old bark or wood

attached to them. These should be shortened and planted in the shade, with a

hand-glass over them, as in the preceding case. Keep the lawn and grass plots close

shaven.

June.

This is the first month of general realisation in the kitchen-garden, when almost all

the vegetables are getting ready for culinary purposes. Both the hoe and the hand

must be kept to work to keep down the enemies, whether insectorial or vegetable.

Remember that weeds grow faster than crops of useful plants, and do more damage to

the soil by exhaustion. Water fresh planted vegetables moderately, but you cannot

give too much water to peas, beans, onions, carrots, and all spring-sown crops, if the

weather be dry and hot. The evening is the best time, and pond or river water is far

better thaa pump or spring water. If there is a pond of good water within one or two

hundred yards of the garden, it will answer to condixet it by a drain of tiles to a well

or reservoir in the garden, making both the drain aud the well deep enough to bring

the water from the very bottom of the pond. A reservoir may be made ornamental as

well as useful, by being surrounded with rockwork with a pile in the centre. Plant

out cucumbers, pumpkins, tomatoes, capsicums, in a rich soil and a sunny aspect. Use

liquid manure freely for all crops. Successional crops of all culinary and table vege-

tables should be sown this month. Asparagus beds shoidd be dressed with salt, a pound

to every square yard, and drenched with liquid manure. Peas and beans should be

topped, which will fiU the pods. Earth up celery, and sow fresh beds of it. Cease

cutting asparagus at the latter end of the month, leaving the remaining shoots to go to

seed. Transplant cabbage, savoys, broccoli, lettuce ; sow spinaeh in a rich soil for

autumnal use. Cut herbs for drying and distilling.

Nail in the shoots of the grape vines, aud cut the fruit-bearing shoots at the first bud

above the bunch, and nail them to the wall or keep them to it by a piece of wood, the

ends of which are inserted behind the branches on each side. Train in the spring shoots

of wall-trees, cutting out the superfluous shoots. This should not be done until after

the 24th. Hunt for snails and caterpillars everywhere—especially amongst raspberries,

strawberries, &c., for snails ; and amongst fruit trees for caterpillars, which sometime.";

hang in bags of forty or fifty in a web. We have had them thus on every branch of an
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apijlc tree, Avliicli they will strip of its leaves in a day or two if uot destroyed. Thin

out fruit if too thick. Young trees recently planted should have liquid manure applied

to their roots, and the ground otherwise kept moist in dry weather. This will mate-

rially help to strengthen them, and assist the roots in taking strong hold of the soil.

Do not allow any fruit to remain on newly planted trees.

Carnation and pieotee layers may be laid down this month. Strip off the leaves of

the layers to within two of the head ; then slit, with a sharp penknife, the stem at a

joint, so as to divide the joint laterally without separating it. Carefully fasten tlie part

next the plant to the earth with a hooked piece of stick, or of an osier sharpened at

each end, which force into the ground with the layer between them. Geutly raise the

head, so that the slit may open ; then cover with earth the slit part, and it will strike

out roots at the half-joint attaclied to the head. Sweet Williams and pinks may be

propagated in the same way. Drench roses with liquid manure. Take up bulbs of

anemones and ranimculus as the flowers die off. Dry the roots and lay them up.

Continue planting geraniums, fuschias and other tender plants in the flower beds. Plant

Lardy evergreens this month, which is the best for that work. Water everywiierc

in dry weather. One thorough good drenching a week is better than a sprinkling

every day. The latter soon evaporates, but the former reaches the roots and the subsoil.

Stake dahlias, if not done before. It is better to put the stakes in when planting them,

which prevents injuring the roots. Keep the grass closely mown. Any boy can do

this now with the mowing-machine. Go over the lawns or plots with a knife, and cut

out all extraneous and injurious plants, such as daisies, plantains, coarse grasses, &c.

If the grass generally is of a coarse quality, cover the whole with quicklime which will

destroy it, and a finer kiud will soon come up in its stead, mixed with Dutch white

clover.

July.

The early ci'ops of peas, cabbage, &c., will now be removed ; and as soon as the

produce is reduced to a minimum, the ground should be cleared without waiting for the

last handful, by which you lose, perhaps, a week's growth of the succeeding crop, which

may make a material diflerence in the produce. Give the ground a deep digging,

putting in plenty of good rotten dung, and plant at once with broccoli, Brussels sprouts,

savoys, cabbage, &c., choosing the evening rather than morning or mid-day for this

work, giving a little water to each plant. It is a great advantage to them to have the

night rather than the noon-day sun before them to make the first effort to push out

their roots, which they will do as soon as they feel the moist earth round them. The

last sowing of culinary vegetables, such as broccoli, caulitlower, cabbage, spinach^

turnips, &c., may be made this month. Plant out celery in trenches, allowing plenty of

rich manure and abundance of watering. Take up onions, chalots, garlics, &c., as they

ripen ; let them lie to dry on the ground if the weather is dry. Those onions not ripe

should have their stems broken down, which will cause the bulb to swell more. Celery,

trenched in the previous months, must be earthed up by degrees as it grows. Water

where not forward enough for earthing up. Make the last sowing of scarlet-runners

and French beans. Keep the hoe at work on all crops, but especially the potatoes, which

require the ground to be open to the atmosphere and the sun. Save a row of French

beans for seed, and gather the rest close, leaving none for seed, except as directed. In
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plauting it is iilwavs better to do it in dry tliau iii wet wcatlier. In tlic hitter case

the treading of the ground is injurious, nor is it well to have the soil clinging round

the roots, as is the case, if put out during rain. But if planted in dry weather the

slightest rain will benefit it. The early potatoes will now bo abundant and quite ripe.

They may therefore be taken up and stored, and the ground manured, dug deeply, and

planted again. Keep the lawn and grass plots close cut and rolled.

Look to the standard fruit trees, and destroy caterpillars and other insects. If the

fruit hang too thick, thin them out, which will increase the size of the remainder.

Hunt after snails ou the wall fruit trees, and hang bottles with sugar and water to

catch wasps and fiies. Both peach, nectarine, and apricot trees, also vines, should be

pruned this nioutli, and all superfluous wood cut away, training in that which will

be bearing wood the next season, and cutting away foreright shoots. In pruning

the grape vine some gardeners strip off too many of the leaves, for the purpose, they say,

of giving the fruit the benefit of the sun. This, however, is mischievous, as the fruit

will ripen much better when sheltered by the foliage, and the fiavour of the grapes

will be richer. Lay the useful wood iu between the boughs as directed aljovc,

shortening it to within four buds. Do not nail them yet, as they will have to re-

place the bearing wood of the present season. Gooseberry and exu'rant bushes should

be well pruned out in the centre, and remove from the outer young wood all that will

not be required for bearing the next season. Remove the strongest of the strawberry

runners and plant them iu nursery beds for final planting in September, in beds properly

prepared. Strawberry beds should never remain more than three years, as they tlicn

become unprofitablCj the fruit being small and possessing less flavour.

In the flower garden cuttings of all kinds of flower and evergreens may be struck

in the open ground in a shady spot. Put flower-pots on the top of the dahlia stakes,

to catch the earwigs, which will destroy the flowers, or even the buds, as soon as they get

any size. Examine the pots every now and then, and kill the intruders by a dose of

salt and water. Continue to layer carnations, pinks, picotees, &e. Remove all annuals

that have done flowering, and sow otliers in their stead, to keep up a succession.

Plant out such cuttings as have become well rooted. Put chrysanthemums in their

places where they are to remain. Examine rose-trees, and destroy insects (aphides) by

syringing the leaves. Standard roses may be budded this month, which is considered

by gardeners the best for the purpose. The stems of perennial plants that have

done flowering should be cut down. Plant out Brompton stocks, for spring flowering

;

also wallflowers. Trim geraniums in the open ground, to prevent them from spreading

too much, which they are apt to do. Hunt up snails and slugs, morning and evening,

and put them into salt and water, which will instantly kill them.

August.

Plant broccoli, cauliflowers, and cabbage for late use. Brussels sprouts and savoys,

that have been planted amongst other crops, must now be looked to ; and if their

protectors have done bearing, they must be removed, to give room to the youug plants,

which will now much require it. If these are too close to each other, every second plant

should be taken out and replanted in fresh rows. Cauliflower may be sown to raise

plants to be kept under glass during the ensuing winter. Plant out summer-sown
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endive on raised beds. Earth up the early planted celery^ and give the late, plenty

of water and liquid manure alternately. Earthing up is only useful directly for

blanching, but it also helps to retain the moisture to the roots. Sow cabbage seed,

of any kind, for spring use the second week. Water all recently removed plants. Look

to vegetable marrows and cucumbers, and stop the runners from getting too long.

Lettuces and radishes may be sown for autumnal iise. Small salad, as mustard and

cress and onions, should be sown in small quantities every fortnight. If you have

vegetable marrow seedling-plants ready, they may be put out in a warm border, and will

produce fruit till the frost destroys them.

Net all the fruit bushes and wall trees to keep off birds. This is more humane and

as effectual as setting traps to catch them. A blackbird's song in the spring and summer

is worth all the fruit he can filch from under nets, to say nothing of the multitude of

insects and worms he destroys. Hang small lumps of sugar amongst the grapes,

peaches, nectarines, and apricots, and neither wasps nor flies will touch the fruit till the

sugar is all eaten. Wasps destroy an infinite number of the gardener's worst enemies

—

the aphides and flies—and it would be a misfortune to have the race destroyed. A
thin muslin or gauze covering is the best protection from wasps, and it is a cheap

preservative. Eoreright shoots upon wall trees should be cut off", and the lateral wood

confined back to the wall, either by nailing or with a piece of stick, as recommended

above. The heat of the wall will ripen the wood. Where the young shoots are too

thick they must be thinned. Gather up windfalls for immediate use, but the crop must
' not be taken until September or October.

In the flower garden those oflsets that were struck and have become well rooted

—

such as carnations, picotees, pinks, sweet Williams, &c., may be planted in beds

prepared for them of well manured loam. Others may yet be struck, as verbenas,

fuschias, petunias, calceolarias, &c., taking the poiuts of young shoots. Pansies,

double walls, double Canterbury bells, hollyhocks, &c., may also be struck, but they

must be kept under glass during winter. Attend to the manure heap, and have a

stock ready for use. Sow coreopsis, clarkia, larkspur, lupins, nemophila, nolaua,

schizanthus, with almost any hardy perennials ; but they must be protected during

the winter.

Septembee.

The ripened onions must be taken fi-om the ground this month, and the beds they

occupied dug up to receive the spring cabbages from the seed-bed. These should be

planted in moist weather, if possible, and firmly set. If the weather is dry, water them

every evening until they have taken hold of the soil. Set the lettuce plants single, but

not too thinly, to stand the winter. Thin the winter spinach to the distance of

6 inches from plant to plant. Cauliflowers must be planted under hand-glasses. Earth

up celery, and if the weather is dry give it water with a little salt in it to stimulate its

growth, say I lb. of salt to 4 gallons of water ; or give alternately liquid manure.

Collect and store seeds as they ripen. Also the early apples and pears must be gathered

and stored. Potatoes should be taken up as the tops die off'.

To judge of the ripeness of apples, examine the pips. If these have turned brown, it

is a proof of being ripe if the apple is sound, but not if pierced by an insect. All fruit
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must be gathered by hand, and care taken not to brnisc them in storing. Thin out tlie

young wood from wall-trees, if too crowded, and also the leaves of both trees and vines,

if there are too many, but leave enough to shelter the fruit. Strawberry beds may

be planted this month, watering them daily until struck.

Clean the flower-beds of the annuals that have passed flowering, and of the perennials

that have gone off. Destroy weeds of evei'y kind. Plant out the pinks and carnations,

and the cuttings of herbaceous plants that have formed roots. Look over the seed-beds

and thin the plants where too crowded, planting the thinnings on a ncwly-diig bed

firmly trodden down. Remove auriculas to winter shelter. Bulbs should be put into

the ground, except tulips, which will be better left until next month or November. The

old rule used to be to take them up on the longest, and put them in on the shortest day,

but this rule is obsolete. Calceolarias will strike well this month. Remove the clay

from the grafts and buds that were treated in the spring ; if the grafts are tender, make

them secure by tying them to a stick fastened to the stem, to prevent the wind from

loosening them. Hardy annuals may now be sown, and will stand the winter with a

little protection in severe weather. Transplant evergreens, removing them carefully

and watering liberally.

OCTOBEE.

Preparation for the winter must be made this month, for if neglected, the frost or

rain may prevent it the next. In gardening as well as in farming, time must be taken

by the forelock, not by the tail, which is as slippery as that of a pig, well soaped, at a

rural fete. Seize every opportunity of fine weather for your operations. In the kitchen

garden clear the ground of the remaining crops of autumnal cabbages, cauliflowers, &c.,

laying the residue in by the heels, in some spare corner where they will remain good

until wanted. Trench the ground, and let it lie in ridges until wanted. Bring in

manm-e and keep it, till required, in a waste corner. Raise potatoes, carrots, and

parsnips, and trench the ground 18 inches or 2 feet, according to the soil and subsoil.

The late-sown cabbage is now ready for planting. Draw the strongest plants, and leave

the weakest for future planting. Earth up celery when the weather is dry. Plant

lettuce and endive in warm sheltered borders. Continue to store onions. Fork over the

asparagus beds, cutting the stems with a sharp knife; dress with manure and cover all

with fi-esh mould. Make plantations of rhubarb, for which the ground should be dug

deeply and well manured. Select the groiind you intend for crops of carrots, parsnips,

onions, potatoes, beet, &c., next spring, from those beds that have been well manured

this yeai-, digging deep and leaving the surface as rough as possible. Cabbage and

broccoli, not ripe, may be laid in with their heads to the north.

Transplant gooseberries, currants, and raspberries this month, and deeply trench the

ground for their reception, giving it, for the first and last kinds, plenty of manure.

Black currants require shade, and a marshy soil. Prime the bushes, reducing them to

skeletons, by cutting out the inner wood, and reducing the young shoots to two buds

all the way up the branch. Drain and trench the ground for fresh plantations of fruit-

trees next spring. Draining will prevent the moss growing on the trees. Gather

apples and pears, and store them carefully. When fruit-trees have become too

luxuriant, they seldom bear well. To cure them of this they should be root-pruned, or
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rung iu the stem^ but the former is the Letter plau. Remove the earth from the roots,

aud prune off a sufficient number of them to reduce the growth of the tree

Plant liyacinths, crown imperials, irises, lilies, jonquils, crocuses, snowdrops, daffo-

dils, tulips, &e., this mouth. Prepare a bed for the late tulips, forking it over 2 feet

deep, laying 4 inches of cow-dung at the bottom of the trenches as you proceed.

Spring-flowering, herbaceous plants may be placed in the borders, such as wallflowers,

polyanthuses, pansies, hepaticas, &c. Chrysanthemums should be staked securely.

Prepare beds for verbenas to be put in, in the spring, having been kept under glass

through the winter. Trim and clean the flower-beds from weeds, forking them over,

and when necessary, putting in manure : good rotten farm-yard dung, mixed with

peaty earth, with a portion of sand if the soil is a clayey one. A decidedly clay soil

should be removed and burnt, and a sand loam or some lighter soil substituted. Deci-

duous trees and flowering shrubs for borders should be planted this month, whilst the

ground retains its warmth, whether all tlie leaves have fallen off or not.

November.

Dig and trench where the ground is cleared, and it was not done last month, leaving

the surface as rough as possible. Sow broad (mazagan) beans aud early peas, placing

straw over them in frosty weather. Place a ridge of salt near the rows to keep off the

slugs. Clear the beds of rhubarb, sea-kale, &e., from dead leaves, and fork or dig in

some half-rotten dung, mixed with sand. Look to the cauliflowers and other brassica

plants, and clear them from dead leaves, which harbour slugs and snails. Plant lettuce

and endive on warm borders, well manured, protecting them in severe weather with

matting. All work in the kitchen garden that wijs neglected last month, must be done

without delay. Clear away all bundles of sticks and other rubbish from waste corners,

as they harbour all kinds of vermin and insects that will attack the crops in the spring,

if not routed out or destroyed. Get iu turf to mix with manure, for such plants as will

require it. Prepare hurdles, by tying reeds or straw upon them, for sheltering cauli-

flowers and other tender vegetables from the frost.

Prune and nail wall-fruit, and plant where required. Prune standards where they

have made too much wood. Prune gooseberries and currants, where not done last

month. The fruit-buds of these generally are situated at the union of the new with

the old wood ; not more than three buds, therefore, should be left on each slioot. Keep

the centres of the bushes open. Black currants require less pruning ; only keep the

branches regular, and prune the longest of the branches, leaving plenty of young wood,

as they bear nearly up to the top of the shoots. Cut back raspbeiry canes to L i'ect, if

not cut sooner. Plant all kinds of bush fruit when required. Examine standard apple

and pear trees ; if insects have lodged iu the bark, scrub them with a hard scrubbing-

brush dipped in warm brine, stopping up holes with clay. All kinds of deciduous trees

and shrubs may be planted, this being the best month in the year for that purpose, if

the weather remains open. Burn all prunings and other rubbish, and spread the ashes

over the newly-turned beds.

Get all tender plants under cover in the flower garden or on warm borders, where

they can be screened from frost by matting laid on hoops extended over thcui. A cold

pit, if there is no frame, will answer the purpose, into which may be placed iu pots rare
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pansies, carnations, auriculaSj phloxes, verbenas, and other perennial, half-hardy plants.

Plant bulbs where they are to remain. Take up dahlias, putting labels on each, stowing

them away iu a dry place out of the reach of frost, moisture, heat, or mice. Plant

fresh rose-stocks iu good loamy soil. Examine the stakes to standard roses, for if

rotten they will give "way to a high wind, and the heads of the trees will be endangered.

Iu beds of standard roses, plant clumps of hyacinths between the stems. Roll the

lawns and grass-plots, turn the gravel of the walks, and roll frequently. Keep the

borders verv clean and neat to make some amends for the loss of flowers.

December.

Look to the drains and water-courses, and guard against stagnant water iu any part

of tlie garden. Sow early peas and l)eans on dry slopes, with a southern aspect. Plant

rhubarb, asparagus, sea-kale, and horseradish. Radishes for early use may be sown,

covering the beds with straw or long stable dung. Collect the fallen leaves, lay them

iu a heap with mould, turning them over occasionally to let the frost take them on

every side. They will form a fine mould for plants iu pots. Collect all. stakes not in

use, burning the rotten ones, and tying the sound ones in bundles for future service.

]\Ianurc heaps should be turned over, and, if not under cover, a coating of earth should

be spread over them. Earth up celery for the last time. Make mixtures of peat, loam,

sand, cow and horse dung, to renew the flower borders in the spring. These should be

frequently turned over and well amalgamated. Whatever ground work was left undone

in former mouths should be completed iu this, without further loss of time.

Fruit trees, both wall and standards, may be planted while the weather is open,

but it will be well to plant a stake against the standards and to lay some long dung over

the roots to prevent the frost from reaching them in the loose earth. Dig iu a good

layer of old dung round the old standard fruit trees in a. radius of 3 feet all round

from the stem. Yeung lujiuriant trees do not require this. Continue to root prune

where requisite, as before directed. Protect tender fruit trees. Loosen the young

shoots of wall-trees to prevent their budding too early. Protect out-door vines from frost,

snow, and cold rain, by a temporary roof above and matting in front, removing the

matting when the weather is fine and mild. Plant gooseberries and currants where

wanted. Fork between the old plantations of these. Lay a coating of half-rotted dung,

4 inches thick, on the raspberry beds, but do not fork between the plants. Search for

snails in walls and holes, in trees and wood fences, where they may be found in num-

bers together. Slugs also come out when the weather is mild, and may be found at the

roots of plants a little below the ground. For every one of these pests saved, you will

have hundreds to look after in the spring and summer. Set traps for mice amongst the

rows of peas and beans, or they will do more damage than the frost. The common

brick-trap is the most simple and useful. Look to the lettuce and endive plants, and

clear them of slugs.

But little can be done in the flower garden this month, except to make up for past

neglect or deficiency. If any bulbs remain unplanted, get them in instantly. Cut

down fuschias, and cover their roots w'ith straw or ashes. Sprinkle also litter over the

carnations, pansies, and other tender plants, or place canvas on hoops bent over them,

in very severe frost.
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MARKET GARDENS.

The great number of these ''' garden farms/' as they may justly be called, renders

them objects of special interest and attention, both on account of the beautiful order

in which they are kept, and the extraordinary value of the produce derived from them.

It is one of the marvels of the British metropolis, that with a population of three

millions of inhabitants, the supply of the necessaries as well as of the conveniencies

and luxuries of life is so nicely balanced, that whilst there is no deficiency on the one

hand, there is scarcely ever any excess on the other, so that all is consumed. AYe

apprehend that if the loss by waste and over-supply could be assessed, it would amount

to much less, in proportion, than that in many private families of the upper, and even

middle ranks of life. If, as is generally the case, the supply of the luxuries of life,

such as fruit of all kinds, and the more rare kinds of vegetables, as cauliflowers,

broccoli, &c., are in excess of the demand amongst the more respectable dealers, the

great and important body of costermongers come in aid, and with their barrows and

trucks, take off the second and third-rate articles, which they retail in the streets at

jH'ices suited to the means of even the operative classes, and thus the whole is cleared

off without want or waste ; and the poor mechanic can enjoy at a moderate price the

same luxuries as the sovereign Jierself, or the richest of her subjects, which cannot

be said of any other country in the world.

One of the first principles adopted by the London market gardener is, never to let

the ground lie vacant. This is rendered necessary by the high rent paid for the land,

which is generally £10 per statute acre, besides the usual local and governmental taxation.

Another principle is to keep up the fertility of the soil, by constantly manuring for

almost every crop. A third—at least with the most successful men—is, to use no other

implements of tillage than the spade and the hoe, by which the injury to the soil by

treading of the plough-horses is avoided, and the ground is at the same time more

effectually pulverised. The advantage of this is seen in the superiority of the produce

over that of land cultivated with the plough, which latter always fetches an inferior price

in the markets, especially that of Covent Garden, which is considered the emporium of

the market gardeners' ti-adc.

The rotation of crops of a market gardener's ground implies a very different course

from that of an ordinary farm. This latter is contented with one crop in the year, and

ill some cases, even to have a barren or fallow year intervene. But the former would

be ill satisfied, as well as ill remunerated, with such a meagre result. Let us say, for

instance, that he begins his rotation on a piece of land in October, by planting it with

cabbages. These have sufliciently progressed by November, to furnish the Londoners

with greens, and they are, therefore, speedily removed and sent to market. The ground

is then laid out in trenches for early celery, for which purpose it is heavily manured.

But the space between the trenches must not lie vacant whilst the celery is growing.

It is 5 or 6 feet in width, and being levelled, is planted with rows of lettuce or greens

(or coleworts), for the growth of which there is plenty of time before it is necessary to

earth \\\i the celery. When this is removed another crop of winter greens is planted, if

the plants are ready ; for it is another principle always to keep sowing different kinds

of vegetables, and to plant them as they become ready, and not to wait for a particular

kind. In March, when the greens are removed, the ground is probably sown with
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onion seed, witli lettuces amongst it, as these latter will all be drawn off the ground before

the onions get any size. A erop of young onions is taken as thinnings, and sold in the

spring and early summer, the rest reruainihg until ^licliaelmas j when being gathered,

the ground is again planted M'ith winter greens. Thus we liave—1st, greens ; 2nd,

celery, with a by-crop of lettuce or coleworts; 3rd, winter greens; 4th, onions, with a

by-crop of lettuce, and another of young onions as thinnings—and so on. All this is

accompanied with continual trenching and heavy manuring, Avithout which it could not

be maintained. The manure is generally turned down to the bottom of the tillage with

the surface soil, to be brought up M-ith it for the next crop, when the same process is

pursued, and thus the land is never allowed to lie vacant for one moment longer than

is required to prepare it for a crop. On the other hand no regard is paid to any regular

succession of crops as is practised on the farm. The market gardener has no faith in

the dogma that the land grows sick of a plant that is cultivated oftener than once in

four or five years, and he would scout the idea of a lease that restricted him fi'om

planting whatever vegetable is most profitable.

In Morton's " CyclopEcdia of Agriculture " is an account of the grounds of Messrs.

Fitch, market gardeners, at Fulham. They consist of 150 acres. " If a farmer," it

says, " were to scud his son to be a labourer in a market garden for a year or two, the

value of such a school, to such a man in after-life, would be great to himself, his land-

lord, and to the country at large. The expensive system of a market garden would not

be required in a fai'm—it could not be maintained—but it would show him that one

acre cultivated with the spade, is equal to five acres by the plough. We know that

some market gardeners use the plough ; but how does it pay ? Their things are always

the last sold, and that, for the most part, to the hawker, whose name will tell the price

obtained Some years ago I took the late Mr. Smith, of Deanston, over Messrs.

Fitch's grounds. Till then he had no knowledge of the enormous expenses of keeping

a large garden. ' I have not seen,' said he, ' one weed on the whole 150 acres ; all the

ground exhibits a fine level surface ; every inch is cropped ; all the paths regular ; the

cart roads in good order ; the hedges of the boundaries very dwarf ; no ditches, and all

the plantations of apples, pears, and plums, amounting to fifty acres, with every young

shoot pruned down to a couple or three buds from last year's wood.' Pruned after the

manner of currant bushes, they look well and bear enormous crops. The ground under

the trees is all cropped with rhubarb, currants, and gooseberries, and during the winter

with coleworts and cabbages. I have seen eight acres of cabbages in seed-beds after

the rest are picked out for spring cabbages." * The number of hands employed on this

garden is about seventy in winter, and a hundred and fifty in summer. The frames

for forcing consist of 1,000 lights, and the handlights amount to 4,000, which are

employed in raising early cauliflowers, cucumbers, &e. Manure is used by cartloads

instead of barrowfuls, and twelve horses are constantly employed in conveying the

produce to market, and bringing back loads of manure.

The same writer says, " I am almost certain that the day will arrive when the

wallcd-in gardens will be converted into forcing grounds, and when vegetables will be

gi'own in the open fields, which are their proper places ? " f This opinion is in some

measure confirmed by the practice of some of the farmers at a distance from London,

who now not only grow cabbages and other vegetables for the London market, but also

* Morton'e " Cyclopaedia of Agriculture," vol. i. p. 950. t Ibid.
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currants, gooseberries, and other fruit, wliicli are sent np by railway. Tiiat tliis practice

will become more common, is extremely probable. In the present state of the corn-

trade, which is likely to become chronic, the farmers mnst look forward to new means

of raising the value and the amount of their produce. Immense quantities of potatoes

are now raised at very great distances from London, but for which the facility afforded

by the railways brings that market comparatively near. Such is the extent to which this

cultivation is carried, in the north of England, that the Great Northern Railway

Company has found it necessary to erect a suite of warehouses for the express accom-

modation of the potato growers of that district, to enable them to store their produce

until a favourable state of the market presents itself.

Early potatoes are a principal crop with the market gardeners. We have already

shown how they are raised on a small scale. But in the large gardens they ai'c first

forced in beds dug out to the depth of 2 feet, and 5 feet broad ; the trench is filled with

hot dung, on which 6 inches of mould is laid. The tvhole potatoes are then placed close

together along the bed, and covei'cd with 2 inches of mould. Hoops are then placed

over the bed, and a covering of mats and straw laid on them. In about a month they

will have struck, and are ready for the frames, which cover a hotbed extending some-

times 100 yards in length. Two feet of manure are placed in the frames and covered

with 8 inches of mould. The potatoes are then taken up and all shoots, except the

main one, being taken off, they are planted 4 inches deep, and about 12 or 14 inches

apart. Radish seed is then sown thinly all over the bed, and covered lightly with earth.

The potatoes are never moulded up, a practice which is now going rapidly out of fashion,

it being found to weaken the plants. The early shaws and the ash-leafed kidneys are

mostly employed.

Potatoes are also grown largely in the common ground under hoops (having been

first struck on a forcing-bed), and the ground sown above with radish seed, as in the

case of frames. The hoops and mats are kept on until the radishes are up, when they

are taken off daily and replaced at night. The radishes are drawn as they become large

enough for use, which is generally in April ; and the potatoes are ready for digging up

in May, if not retarded by severe weather.

Cabbage plants are raised upon beds, 5 feet wide, the latter end of August, or the first

week in September; this is for the general crop. The land to receive them is heavily

manured, and dug 2 feet deep. When the plants are ready it is laid out by line in rows

2 feet distant, and the same between the plants. A middle row is sometimes planted,

which is taken off as "greens" in the winter. When the whole ground is planted, the

hoers are set to work to loosen the surface, which is repeated several times during winter

and spring, but the plants are never moulded up, it being considered a Ijad practice.

Cauliflowers for spring use arc sown in September in open Ijcds. In November long

beds are prepared, and the plants are taken up and pricked in about I inches apart. 'J'ho

beds are then hooped over and covered witii mats. Air is admitted in fine weather, but

not rain, as they would be likely to damp off. In February they arc transplanted into

rich soil and protected by hand-glasses, which are lifted to the sun in the day-time, but

closed at night. These will be ready for use early in the summer or towards the cud of

spring. Acres of glass arc employed at this season in the London market gardens, and

no expense is spared to obtain them early.

Cderij.—For the early crop it roust be sown iu February, in a hooped bed witii Iiot
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climg uuder it. lu April or Jlay the plants will be ready for planting. The trcuclics

for this purpose must be 2 feet deep. Dig in 1 foot of manure, over whieh plaec 3 oi

4 inches of mould. Take up the plants carefully and place them in the mould, without

trimming either head or root, 8 inches apart. The rows are usually from 1 to G feet

apart, and the intervals arc planted as before stated. The market gardeners do not

usually mould \ip their celery until.it is IS inches high, but in private gardens they

begin to blanch it much sooner. The reason for not doing it sooner in the former, is

that the air and rain may more freely act upon the roots. Celery requires both to

the roots, but the celery sold by the greengrocers is seldom so well blanched as that in

private gardens. A friend of the writer's, ivhose garden was at the back of his mill,

laid a pipe from the dam into it and frequently flooded the celery trenches, by whicli

means he obtained plants weighing 14 lbs. each, avoirdupois.

Onions are sown in February or early in March, and in the middle of August.

These last are intended to stand over through the winter, and in February to be planted

out in fresh beds, in rows 6 inches apart, and 4 inches asunder in the rows. These

bulbs get a large size, but those sown in February require less time to arrive at

maturity, and upon the whole are found to pay best. The beds for onions are 5 feet

wide, and are well manured with strong stable dung. The seed is sown, and the earth

from the intervals between the beds is thrown over it. The beds are then raked and

a light roller is passed over them. The only further labour required is hoeing with a

2-ineh hoe, imless insects assail them, in which case a dressing of salt and soot will

destroy them. The market gardeners, however, are seldom much troubled with insects,

on account of their ground being so deeply tilled.

Sea-kale.—This plant is propagated by portions of the roots. After the crop has been

all taken off in the spring, the roots are taken up and the " thongs " or fibrous roots

cut off, and laid in heaps ; and when the cut part is cicatrised or healed, they are

planted on beds prepared for them in rows 18 inches apart, and the roots 1 foot,

asunder in the rows. Lettuces are then planted between the rows, and as soon as the

buds of the kale appear, they are all cut off except the first. Here they remain until

November, being kept perfectly free from weeds. In that month the cucumber-beds,

that are now divested of their crops, are cleared from the exhausted dung and mould,

and the trenches, which are 2 feet deep, are filled with hot dung, which is covered with

mould 8 inches deep. The sea-kale being dug up all the small buds are cut off, leaving

only the main shoot. A furrow is then made by the spade across the bed, and the

roots are put in close together, the 5-feet beds admitting twenty-five or tlurty roots.

Eows are thus planted at 4 inches from each other ; and when the whole is finished

a covering of straw is laid over it, 4 or 6 inches thick. The beds are then hooped

over and again covered with straw. The soil best suited to sea-kale is a light sandy one,

enriched with manure previously, as the dung laid hi the trenches suffices for forcing.

Cucumbers.— These are cultivated largely at Sandy, in Bedfordshire, as well as in

the market gardens near London. The plants are raised on hot-beds, under glass, in

the spring, and in May or June are planted out in rows 10 feet asunder, and 6 feet

from plant to plant. They are covered with hand-glasses, and the ground is covered

with straw to retain the moisture, and preserve the produce. We have seen whole fields

of cucumbers at Sandy, from whence the London market is supplied ; but at times they

are sold very cheap. For gherkins the seed is sown in the open air in summer, on well

VOL. II. 3 a
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manured ground. The produce is chiefly sold to the oil and pickle merchants in

London. It is a singular fact that after the appearance of the potato disease the

gardens round Loudon would not produce gherkins.

Rhubarb.—This plant requires a rich soilj and almost any soil will suit \t, provided

plenty of dung is applied. It is so easily cultivated out of doors^ requiring nothing but

plain digging in spring, a good covering of manure every year, and liberal watering in

dry weather, that but little need be said of it. There are three kinds of rhubarb, all of

which we have cultivated. The Turkey, or medicinal rhubarb has a serrated leaf, with

a rather more slender stalk than the common kind. It has a stronger flavour than the

other sorts, between which there is but little difference, except in the width of the leaves.

Rhubarb is propagated by cuttings of the roots, each of which should have an eye or

bud. When it is to be forced it is planted in trenches four feet wide, and two and a

half deep. Hot dung is laid in these to the depth of eighteen inches, a little mould is

placed on this, and the roots are then packed closely together and covered with mould.

Hoops are then placed over them, or a covering of straw. Hurdles or mats are laid on

these, and another covering of straw. The stalks of forced rhubarb are of a bright red,

and the flavour is very delicate compared with that grown in the natural w.ay ; but it is

apt to produce diarrhoea if eaten too freely.

Horseradish.—There is less difficulty in raising this root than in getting rid of it

when that is desirable. In making new paths across beds that have been occupied by it,

and from which we thought we had eradicated every fibre of root, we found to oiu*

mortification, plants shooting up amongst the gravel, and requiring to be dug two or

three feet to reach the bottom of the root. In the market gardens it is planted in early

spring in rows. Small cuttings of the root are employed, being covered with eyes.

These are laid in trenches one foot apart each way, and from 12 to 15 inches deep. As

the shoots appear above ground the weakest are pulled off, and the strongest kept isolated

by the hoe. The roots arc taken up in the autumn, being untrenched and cut off about

a foot long, the rest being left iu the ground. They are then trimmed with the knife and

tied in dozens for the market, and the ground is manured and left to produce another

crop the following year ; but in general a crop of coleworts is obtained on the ground

for winter use. A great quantity of this valuable root is grown at Battersea and in

Rotherhithe and Deptford on the rich peaty soil once covered with deposit from the

Thames, which is fieculiarly suited to it. Horseradish, however, is considered better at

three years old than at one, but this would not pay for cultivation.

Brussels Sprouts.—The seed should be sown in March on seed-beds prepared with

rich dung, and protected in cold weather. When the plants are 6 or 8 inches

high, prepare for them beds, if possible, of stiff loam, well manured, and plant them in

rows 2 feet asunder, and 1^ foot from plant to plant. Keep the ground clean with the

hoe, and when the top begins to show signs of cabbaging, pinch it off, which will throw

the strength of the plant into the buds down to the bottom of the stem.

Broccoli.—There arc several kinds of this delicious vegetable, but all of them arc sown

in May and planted in June or July, after any of the early crops arc cleared off. Tiic

soil must be rich where they arc grown, as well as that into whicli they arc afterwards

transplanted. The young plants arc apt to club ; that is, to form a jircmatnro head, in

which case they are always thrown aside as worthless. The broccoli is a hardy plant,

and succeeds the cauliflower in the winter and spring.
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Market gardeuing may be considered as a higher species of farming, in which tlie

cultivation of the most A'aluable vegetables is carried to the greatest pitch of perfection.

In IMortou's "Cycloptedia of Agriculture" the farmer is advised to send liis sons,

intended for farmers, to a market gardener in the vicinity of London for two or three

years, to take their turn in every kind of labours, by which they would acquire practical

ideas that would be of the utmost benefit to them in after life, as well as to the country at

large. They would there discover the fact that the land will repay the husbandman in

proportion to the expense bestowed upon it ; that it is possible to eradicate weeds and

substitute profitable plants in their room ; that the common plough is but a cheap and

a poor, though necessary, substitute for the spade ; that the earth, if properly treated,

never wears out or gets tired of any plant, however often it is cultivated ; that two, three,

and even, in some instances, four crops a year instead of one may, by good management,

be obtained, &e. We are aware that to carry out the system of market gardening upon

the farm would require a capital that very few farmers, young or old, can raise, and still

fewer could prudently invest in land belonging to another, who would possibly take

advantage of it when an opportunity occurred. The example would, notwithstanding,

be invaluable to a young man, by giving him more enlarged ideas of the powers of the

soil and of manure, and of the truth of the adage of Arthur Young, that econoimj in

agriculture does not imply fniyaUty, but the adoption of the best means in order to

obtain the best ends.

SECTION XXXII.

PARING AND BURNING.

This practice in husbandry was well known to the ancient Romans, and is of essential

service on breaking up rough, new ground, and converting it into arable land. It

is also useful in renewing pasture lands that have been neglected and become encum-

bered with rough unprofitable grasses and pernicious weeds, and that, consequently,

require the herbage to be destroyed, and more valuable kinds of grass to be substituted.

Not only is this benefit obtained by paring and burning, but, if properly performed,

it raises a body of ash manure that enables the farmer to take several crops of oats, or

other produce, without applying manure. Clay soils are particularly benefited by it

both in a chemical and a mechanical action. The salts obtained in the ashes act in the

former capacity, and the chai-red soil burned with the grass roots lightens and ameliorates

the land. Peat soils also, which have always a large mixture of vegetable matter in

them, derive great benefit from the practice ; and it is very commonly resorted to in

the fens of Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire, where it enters into their regular system

of husbandry. It is probable that the practice originated in those counties, where it

is said to have been first known about the middle of the seventeenth century, and

it is supposed to have been introduced by French Protestants, driven from their country

by the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, many of whom settled in the Fens. This

3 A 2
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opinion is strengthened by the fact, that the implement used for paring is called

" a French plough," which has a broad heart-shaped share, and a wheel-coulter going

before it to mark the width to be turned over, and cut the turf to that width, that it

may the more easily be separated and turned over. The usual crop after paring and

burning is coleseed, after which they take two, and sometimes three, white crops, with

the last of which the land is laid down with grass, under which it remains for several

years, when the same process is repeated.

There has Ijeen very little alteration in the mode of reducing the turf to ashes, but

a more convenient and efficient implement is now used for paring the turf. This

consists of two broad angular shares, with wings facing each other, by which two flags

are cut at once of the required thickness, and, by the wings, placed upright back to back

without any manipulation. The breast-plough, however (or denshirinrj, called so from

its having been introduced from Devonshire), is the most common mode of turning the

flag. It consists of a broad share, or blade, flxed like a spade to a crooked handle, by

which it is pushed forward under the flag, which it turns over with a twisting move-

ment of the hand. A man will not be able to turn over more than a quarter of an

acre per day with the breast-plough, but with the two-shared new plough two acres

per day maybe done with ease. It is therefore probable that this method will supersede

all others.

Considerable difference of opinion exists as to the efteets on the soil of paring and

burning. It is considered by some to be a wasteful destruction of the elements of

fertility, by reducing them both in amount and in strength. This is the theoretic

view entertained on the subject, and many landlords have covenants inserted in their

leases, restraining their tenants from practising it. But the experience of those who

have tried it, shows that, far from exhausting, it improves the land, not only by

imparting warmth, but by reducing the soluble salts to a state in which they are,

upon the first rain-fall, rendered assimilable by the plants raised upon the land.

"When applied to pasture lands,'- says Forsyth, "paring and burning is likewise

a valuable improvement. It may either be applied partially or generally. If the

ground is overrun with bushes or rushes, it will be a great advantage to the land to

grub them up towards the latter part of summer, and after they are dried, to burn them,

and spread the ashes over the ground just before the autumnal rains, at which time the

surface of the land should be levelled, and sown with grass seeds, which will come up

in a short time and make good grass the following spring. So, also, when the land is

full of mole or ant hills, these should be pared off, and either burnt for the ashes, or

spread immediately on the ground when they are pared ofij observing to sow the bare

patches with grass seeds just as the autumnal rains begin." * The same writer gives

an instance, in which a poor worn-out lea was wholly pared and burnt, and the ashes

spread over it, and white clover, rye grass, rib-grass, and trefoil, sown and harrowed in

without ploughing, and it was ever after a fine meadow.

t

There are diff'erent ways of burning ; in some eases the turf is simply dried, laid in

heaps, and reduced to white ashes, which are then spread over the surface from wliieli

they have been cut. This is the most wasteful plan, and is gradually giving way before

that of charring the turf, which, after drying, is laid in lieaps, and being set on fire,

the heaps are covered" with a coating of mould, taking care to prevent tlic flame from

* " Practice of Agriculture," vol. ii. p. Go. t IbiJ., p. 66.
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bursting out by filiiug up all cracks in the licap as they occur. l?y this means tlic

fire smoulders within, and whilst all vitality in the turf is destroyed, it is merely reduced

to charcoal, and a much larger body of it is available as manure than if it was reduced

to ashes.

There is no doubt that, to take two or three white crops consecutively after paring

and burning is bad farming. Arthur Young, whilst speaking decidedly in favour of the

practice, condemns those who thus abuse it. " I must, without hesitation, declare," he

says, " that my opinion is in favour of the practice. To trust to reasoning in matters

of agriculture is a most dangerous reliance. I shall leave others to detail these philo-

sophic speculations, and rest what I have to oft'er solely on the practice, various and

extensive, of numerous agriculturists, and on the common husbandry of many spacious

districts. These agree in declaring (and it is most particularly to be had in remem-

brance, for the enemies of the practice admit it), that, by paring and burning, you may

command two or three good corn crops in succession. The fact cannot be denied
;

for whether you examine the peat of the Cambridgeshire fens, or the sallow chalk soils

of the downs and wolds of Hampshire, Gloucestershire, or of the East Hiding of

Yorkshire, it is known that bad farmers do act thus absurdly; they get, indeed, great

crops, but they too often take three in succession, to the injury of the soil, though not

to its ruin, unless that care be esteemed the ruin of land which enables the tenant to

pay double rent for it. Such farmers have been in the habit of burning for wheat,

and then taking two crops of spring corn, all good. Now, it might be asked, how is it

possible that that husbandry can produce all the evils alleged against it, whicJi enables

a soil, naturally poor and weak, to give two or three good crops of corn ? Their argu-

ment evidently proves too much ; the effect shows that there is a jiowerful cause or

agent in burning which they do not understand, which escapes from the retort of the

chemist, and from the rationale of the theorist." *

The same writer was of opinion that the turf lost little besides water in the calcina-

tion. " In the fens of Cambridgeshire this husbandry has been repeated once in eight years

for a eentmy and a half; and the proofs of a loss of depth are extremely vague in every

instance I have met with, and hardly to be distinguished from that undoubted sub-

sidence which takes place in drained bogs of every description. In all other soils the

assertion may be safely and positively denied. I have calcined pared turf, not calca-

reous, after careful separation and weighing, and in a heat far exceeding wliat is ever

given in burning in the field, and, re-weighing, found the loss too minute to attribute

to anything but loss of water intimately combined, but driven off" by heat, and on

exposing the earth to the atmosphere free from rain, found an increase rather than

a diminution of weight." The same fact is asserted by two of the most eminent

ao'riculturists of the last century, J. Bayley and G. CuUey, Esqs. In their report to

the Board of Agriculture of the agriculture of Northamptonshire, after speaking of

the beneficial efl'ectsof the practice, they say, "The popular clamour against it, ' that

it destroys the soil,' we can by no means admit, and are inclined to believe that not a

single atom of soil is abstracted, though the bulk of the sod or turf be diminished. This

arises from the burning of the roots or vegetable substances which, by this process,

afford a considerable portion of alkaline salts, phlogistic or carbonic matter, and,

probably, other principles friendly to vegetation, as we find those ashes produce abun-

* " CommunicalioiiB to the Board of Agriculture," vol. ii.
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daut crops of turnips^ which fatten stock much quicker than those after any other

dressing or manure we have ever seen ; and the succeeding crops of corn are so very

luxuriant as to tempt the injudicious cultivator to pursue it too far."

In a work written by M. Duhamel du Monceau, entitled " Les Elemens d'Agriculture,"

and translated from the French by Philip Miller, formerly conservator of the Botanical

Gardens at Chelsea, there are the details of an excellent plan for reducing the pared

turf to ashes. The turfs, after being cut, are set up in pairs by women, so that the air

passes between them. " In fine weather the air, which aflects the tm-f on all sides,

dries them enough in two days to be raised into kilns and burnt. To make these kilns,

a kind of cylindrical tower, from 18 to 20 inches diameter (inside) is raised in the

work. As the wall of this little tower is made with turfs, its thickness must be

determined by the size of them ; but in raising it the grass-side is laid undermost ; and

on the north side is a door of 9 or 10 inches wide, to let in the air, and kindle the fire.

Over the doorway a piece of wood is laid by way of lintel.

" The inside is then filled with small dry wood, mixed with a little straw, some

leaves and brushwood gathered on the land ; the kiln is then finished by making with

the same turf an arched roof, like an oven in which bread is baked. The size of these

kilns is of some consequence. The chief advantage of large kilns is that they consume

less wood. But 1st, the turf and ashes must be carried a great way. 2nd, when the

kilns are very high, it often happens that by the time the upper part is properly burnt,

the lower part is reduced to a brick, and rendered unfit to fertilise the land j and if the

bottom is in proper order, the top is not burnt enough. 3rd, as the spots on which the

kilns are always most eni-iched, the greater number of kilns there arc, the more must

it be for the good of the land ; so that it is best to make them of a moderate size, as

above specified.

" Before the roof is entirely closed, the wood in the kilns is kindled ; then the door

is hastily closed with turfs, and the oj)ening which was left at the top is closed also, care

being taken to place turfs where the smoke comes out too abundantly, after the same

manner in which the charcoal burners manage their kilns ; for, without this precaution

the wood would consume too fast, and the earth would not be sufficiently burnt. The

kilns must be watched till the earth appears burnt. Turfs must be put where the fire

bursts forth, such kilns new-raised as are thrown down by the force of the fire, and fires

rekindled where they have gone out. When the earth seems to be on fire, the kilns

require no further care ; for even rain, which before this time would have been hurtful,

will not prevent the clods from burning; so that the kilns may be left to go out of

themselves."

The chief difficulty in the way of this practice is the quantity of brushwood required,

which in many districts is a very scarce article. But when it can be obtained upon the

farm, it adds largely to the amount of ashes, and consequently to the benefit of the land.

The ashes are generally left until rain falls, that they may not, when moved, be blown

away by the wind. A shallow ploughing is given as soon as the ashes are spread, to mix

them with the soil. Lands treated by burning are particularly favourable to turijips and

mangolds, which come to the hoe much quicker than under the ordinary culture. The
unburnt turf of the towers, when the ashes are spread, may be collected into heaps, and

reduced to ashes also.

Stephens says that the object in paring and burning is to bring the soil into a
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condition to grow cereal and root crops sooner than can be done by tlic common
ploughing and harrowing process. This is nndonbtedly one of the collateral, if not the

principal advantage derivable from it ; but if this were the only one, and the soil were

actually deteriorated by the process, it certainly would not have been persisted in for so

long a period ; for it can be traced back to the days of Virgil, in the first century, and

has been practised with us iu some parts of the kingdom regularly, as we have shown,

for upwards of one hundred and fifty years. It is, however, generally understood that

the process is not adapted to sandy soils, -whilst clays and clayey loams are invariably

improved by it. Davy ascribes this to " the diminution of the coherence and tenacity

of clays, and to the destruction of inert and useless vegetable matter, and its conversion

into manure." " All soils," he goes on to say, " that contain too much dead vegetable

fibre, and which consequently lose from one-third to one-half of their weight by

incineration, and all such as contain their earthy constituents in an impalpable state of

division, such as the stiff clays and marls, are improved by burning ; but in coarse sands

or rich soils, containing a great mixture of the earths, and iu all cases iu wliich the

texture is already sufficiently loose, or the organisable matter sufficiently soluljle, the

process of torrifieation cannot be useful. All pure siliceous sands must be injured by it

;

and here practice is found to accord with theory. The great objection to this operation

is, that it destroys animal and vegetable matter, or the manure of the soil; but in cases

in which the texture of its earthy constituents is permanently improved, there is more

than a compensation for this temporary disadvantage ; and in some soils, where there is

an excess of inert vegetable matter, the destruction of it must be beneficial, and the

carbonaceous matter remaining iu the ashes may be more useful to the crop than the

vegetable fibre from which it was produced." *

Sir Humphrey Davy examined three specimens of ashes from different lauds that

had undergone paring and burning. The first was from a chalk soil, 200 grains of

which contained 80 carbonate of lime; 11 gypsum; 9 charcoal; 15 oxide of iron

;

3 saline matter, sulphate of potash, muriate of magnesia ; the remainder alumina and

silica. Estimating the quantity of ashes per acre at 2,660 bushels, and their weight at

172,900 lbs., the proportions per acre would be—carbonate of lime, 69,160 lbs.

;

gypsum, 9,509'5 lbs. ; oxide of iron, 12,967'5 lbs. ; saline matter, 2j593"5 lbs. ; charcoal,

7,780'5 lbs. " In this instance," he says, "there was undoubtedly a very considerable

quantity of matter capable of being active as manure produced in the operation of

burning. The charcoal was very finely divided, and, exposed on a large surface on the

field, must have been gradually converted into carbonic acid ; and gypsum and oxide of

iron seem to produce the veiy best effects when applied to lands containing an excess of

carbonate of lime."

The second experiment was of a soil containing only 4 per cent, of carbonate of

lime, and consisting of three-fourths of light siliceous sand, and about one-fourth clay.

100 parts of ashes gave 6 parts charcoal, 3 muriate of soda and sulphate of potash, 9

oxide of iron, and the remainder the earths.

The third instance was a stiff clay, and the land, previous to burning ten years

before, was an uncultivated heath ; and, having been neglected, had again become partly

covered with furze again, and was therefore submitted to a second burning, when 100

parts of ashes yielded 8 parts of charcoal, 2 saline matter (chiefly common salt), 7 oxide

* "Agricultural Chemistry," p. 346.
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of iron 2 carbonate of lime^ and tlie remainder alumina and silica. Tliis land was

greatly improved by the process.

On the other hand, Liebig ascribes all the benefit resulting to the soil from paring

and burning to the increased power imparted to it of absorbing ammonia from the

atmosphere. "Soils," he says, "that contain oxides of iron, and burned clay, must

absorb ammonia, which is favoured by their porous condition ; they further prevent the

escape of ammonia once absorbed by their chemical properties. The ammonia absorbed

by the clay or ferruginous oxides is separated by every shower of rain, and conveyed iu

solution to the soil. Powdered charcoal possesses a similar action, but surpasses all

other substances in the power which it possesses of condensing ammonia within its

pores, particularly when it has been heated to redness. Charcoal absorbs above ninety

times its volume of amraoniacal gas, which may be again separated by simply moistening

it with water." *

It is more than probable that all the causes assigned by these savans combine to

render the practice of paring and burning beneficial to the laud. The fact itself is

undeniable, even by its opponents ; but whether the benefit is permanent is another

matter, which can only be determined by a long series of experiments. Johnson

(" Farmers' Cyclopiedia," p. 939), considers it even when applied to the peat soils of

Lincolnsliire and Cambridgeshire, " the worst of all modes ; for it merely furnishes the

soil by an expensively rapid progress Avith the freed earths of the peat, which its gradual

decomposition would, by other modes, more profitably and steadily effect."

The most practical view of the rationale of paring and burning is given in Rham's

" Dictionary of the Farm," published in 1853. He says, "In burning vegetable matter

in an open fire, the whole of the carbon is converted into carbonic acid, and flics off,

leavino- only some light ashes containing the earthy matter and the salts which the

fire could not dissipate. These are, no doubt, very powerful agents in promoting vege-

tation, when they are added to any soil ; but they are obtained at a very great expe se

of vegetable matter which, by its decomposition in the earth, might also have afforded

food for vegetation. If the earth which is burnt with the sods is of a cold, clayey

nature, the fire will change it into a sort of sand or brick-dust, which is insoluble in

water, and corrects the too great tenacity of days, by converting them more or less into

loams. This is so well known, that clay is often dug out of the subsoil to be partially

burnt. On stiff clay soils there is, therefore, a double advantage of paring and burning,

that of the vegetable ashes, and of the burnt clay. When the fire is so managed that

the vegetable matter is only partially buvut, the oily and intlamniablc portions being

converted into vapour by the fire without being destroyed and absorbed by the earth,

the eflect produced is only to impregnate the earth with minute particles of matter

nearly converted into the constituent parts of vegetables. The earth is the mere

recipient of these particles, which are held in its pores as water in a sponge, ready to be

let loose to any substance which has the power of attracting them. The moisture

which the dry cartli will also absorb from the atmosphere, if no rain should fall, is

retained and increased by the effects of the salts with which it is impregnated. It is

uniformly observed that turnip seed, which iu most soils will not vegetate without

heavy dews or rain, if sown in dry weather, scarcely ever fails to spring up in the ashe.^

* " Organic Cliemisivy," p. CO.
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of a soil tliat lias bccu pared and burnt. :May not this be ascribed to the particles

which have been taken up by the earth, in the operation of slow combustion, absorbing

moisture from the air, and giving it out to the seed which has been sown?* It does

tliis better than a heavy shower would ; a heavy shower soaks the ground for a short

time, and swells the seeds, but if it be succeeded by a hot sun, the water evaporates so

rapidly that the seed loses its moisture, and vegetation stops. The earth which attracts

moisture from the air keeps it, its absorbent nature preventing the evaporation, and it

furnishes it gradually to the vegetating seed as it is required. The wonderful cfl'ect of

peat ashes on young clover may be explained on tlic same principle, and probably also

that of gypsum. There can be no doubt, then, that considerable advantages may result

from the operation of paring and burning the surface of clays. But what is lost and

destroyed in the operation ? All that escapes in the shape of gas or vapour. The gas

will probably be carbonic acid ; for this is formed by the combustion of charcoal. AVe

know that hot lime has a very strong attraction for this substance, which it fixes in a

solid state, becoming a carbonate of lime ; and we have no reason to think tliat it parts

with it to the roots of plants. But other earths may absorb carbonic acid without

having so great an attraction for it, and let it loose to water, with which it is known to

combine in certain proportions, and to be thus carried into the vessels of growing

plants by the attraction of the roots. If this should prove to be the ease, we may

account for the great effect of burnt sods in promoting vegetation On the

whole, the operation of paring and burning, when judiciously applied and properly

performed, is a most excellent and cheap improvement of certain soils—and it will never

diminish their fertility, if they are properly cultivated and manured, and a judicious

succession of crops is adopted; but on the contrary, it will improve their quality and

texture, and make them more productive." f

The collateral advantages of the process are but lightly touched on by any of these

writers. Amongst them we may reckon tlic destruction of the seeds and the roots of

injurious weeds, which usually accumulate in old pastures and rough uncultivated land
;

also the eggs and larvae of insects, which are constantly deposited in the summer and

autumn on such lands. The warmth, too, imparted to the soil, and the disintegration of

the particles of which it is composed, are both favourable to the vegetation of the seeds.

From our own experience and observation in different parts of the country, we feel

convinced of the correctness of Mr. Rham's directions as expressed in the latter part of

the quotation, and should have no hesitation in adopting it again if necessary, having

proved the benefit of it on our own land, and seen it also in numerous instances on that

of others.

The expense of paring and burning is estimated by Mr. Stephens at from £2 to

£2 3s., J namely, 18s. per acre for cutting the turf with the flauchter-spade, as it is

termed in Scotland, and from 10*. to 255. per acre for removing and burning it. Tlie

best crop to which the land can be applied after the operation is undoubtedly turnips,

* Tliis is probably correct; but something must also be due to the warmth imparted to the soil by the process of

paring and burning, and the spreading of the hot aihes over the land, and quickly turning them in with the plough.

Every one knows the effect of even a slight degree of heat in the soil in causing seeds to vegetate ; and when this cause

is added to the one ascribed by the writer of the above passage, it is no wonder vegetation should rapidly take place.

t "Diclionary of the Farm," pp. 25S—263.

j If cut with the plough the eipcase is much less. Morton estimates it at from 23.!. to 39j. C</. per acre for cutting,

burning, aixl spreading the ashes. If, of course, depends much ou the price of labour and the quality of tlie soil.
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in -vvliicli case tlie land should be prepared as soon as possible after the turf has been

burnt. Stephens recommends ploughing the land between the heaps of ashes, and then

spreading these over- the fresh soil. The most common practice, however, we believe, is

to spread the ashes over the land first, taking care not to leave any on the spots on

which they were burnt ; then give the whole a shallow ploughing, and let it lie for a week

or two, until the beginning of June, when the last ploughing should be given, and the

seed sown and harrowed in, or drilled. In the feus rape is usually sown, as turnips will

not bulb properly on the peat soils. A crop of barley should be taken next, witli which

the clover seed should be sown, and wheat after the clover. This latter should be top-

dressed, after which the wheat will require no manure.

Dr. Voelcker instituted a series of experiments to ascertain the chemical effects of

heat on clay. It is unnecessary to go into these, but the following are the inferences

drawn by him from the results :
—''Clays generally proceed from the disintegration and

degradation of granitic and felspathic rocks. Felspar, a mineral compound of silicate of

potash or soda and silicate of alumina, exposed for a long time to the united action

of the atmosphere and water, suffers a gradual decomposition, and falls altogether

to powder. Silicate of potash, a soluble salt, is dissolved by the rain falling on the

decomposed rock, and converted gradually by the carbonic acid of the atmosphere into

carbonate of potash and silica, wliieh remains behind in a gelatinous or soluble state,

with insoluble silicate of alumina, the chief constituent of clays. All agricultural clays

are mixtures of pure clay, consisting of silicate of alumina only, with more or less of

sand, undecomposed fragments of felspar, mica, granite, and other minerals, carbonate

of lime, magnesia, free or uncorabined alumina, oxide of iron, soluble silicate of potash,

soda, traces of phosphoric and sulphuric acid, and of chlorine. The relative proportions

of these constituents, and the state of combination in which they exist, vary exceedingly

in different specimens j hence the great differences that are observed in t'he agricultural

capabilities of different clay soils.

" As alumina, or silicate of alumina (pure clay), is not found in the ashes of

cultivated plants, the chief component part of clay cannot be said to contribute in itself

to the direct nourishment of plants; and we have, therefore, to look amongst the

accessory ingredients of clay for the fertilising agents or substances which are used as

direct articles of food by plants.

" Of these, lime, magnesia, sulphuric acid, and chlorine are, indeed, essential to the

growth of plants ; but as these substances arc found in most soils in abundant quantities

to supply all the wants of the growing plants, and, moreover, can be supplied at a cheap

rate when deficient, the chief fertilising value of agricultural clays cannot depend on

them.

" Pliosphoric acid, which is required largely for the perfection of the seed of all

cultivated cereals, no doubt is a valuable constituent of agricultural clays ; but as it is

not rendered more soluble on burning, the efficacy of burnt clay cannot be due to

phosphoric acid.

" There thus remains but potash and soda among the accessory ingredients of clays

to which a special fertilising value can be ascribed. Potash in particular acts as a most

powerful manure, as it enters largely into the composition of all ashes of plants. The
high price of potash imfortunatcly prevents its more extensive application in agriculture

;

and plants are therefore dependent in a great measure on the natural sources from
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which they derive their potash. The chief source of potash in ordinary soils is the

clay, which enters into the composition of almost all soils. Clay, we have seen, is, in

many cases, derived from felspar, a duple silicate of alumina and silicate of potash, and

frequently contains some undccomposed fragments of felspar, or similar minerals,

from which, under the action of the weather, potash is liberated and rendered mailable

to plants. . The large amount of felspar and similai'ly composed minerals in some clays,

thus furnishes an almost inexhaustible source from which plants may draw the neces-

sary potash. The greater portion of this store of potash, however, is locked up in an

insoluble combination, and only small quantities of available potash arc found in clay

soils. Plants, however, cannot assimilate the potash occurring in an insoluble com-

bination, and ai-e only benefited by the soluble potash which exists in clays. Sooner

or later the supply of soluble potash must become exhausted by the removals of the

crops, and the soil must become gradually more and more sterile, and at last will refuse

to grow any more remunerative crops, as it then does not contain the necessary amount

of soluble potash to supply the wants of the growing plants. The natural fertility,

however, of the exhausted soil is again restored by the process of fallowing. By that

process a fresh portion of the soil, not yet exposed to the action of the atmosphere, is

brought up ; and among other changes, the undccomposed fragments of felspar are forced

by the combined action of air and water to yield their potash and soda, which are the

indispensable requisites of a healthy vegetation.

" Now, in burning clay, similar changes are effected in a few days which in bare

fallowing are produced in so many months. The fragments of felspar occurring in

agricultural clays under the action of fire are decomposed, and a large portion of potash

which existed before in an unsoluble state, is liberated and rendered available for

immediate use by plants. Potash being so valuable a fertiliser, we have no hesitation

in ascribing to this liberated or available potash the chief efficacy of burned clay, in so

far, at least, as this is dependent on chemical causes." *

Such are the opinions of some of the first agriculturists and men of science of the

present day ; and whilst some of either deprecate the practice of paring and burning

as wasteful of the fertilising powers of the soil, all admit the immediate benefit, when

properly and judiciously executed, and that even the supposed exhausting effects may

be counteracted and fertility maintained by the timely application of manure. On the

other hand, we have met with no practical proofs of the deterioration of the land when

the process has been applied to soils adapted to benefit from it ; for it is admitted

by its advocates that light sandy soils, already sufficiently disintegrated and poor in

vegetable matter, cannot spare any portion of it for burning, and, besides, have none

of those stores of insoluble salts that are found in clays and chalks, and which arc

liberated by the fire. Our readers Avill draw their own conclusions from the arguments

adduced, and act accordingly. We repeat, that we have witnessed much benefit

resulting from the system, and should not hesitate to adopt it in cases favourable to

the practice.

* Morton's " CyclopEcdia ot Agiicultare," vol. ii. p. 5C7-8.
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SECTION XXXIII.

THE WOOL TRADE.

The history of the wool trade of the United Kingdom, whilst it possesses a deep

interest with the agriculturist, exhibits in a remarkable manner the blunders of ignorant

aud jealous legislators, in their endeavours to protect trade that wants nothing but

freedom, and to prohibit exports that were carried on in spite of all enactments to tlie

contrary. We shall not enter largely into the earlier history of this trade, which, in

the absence of cotton or any other substitute, was the staple trade of Britain; but it

will be necessary to glance at the early legislation on the subject, both to point out the

errors that were committed, and the high estimation in which the wool trade was held

by the reigning monarchs of those remote periods of the British annals.

As early as the times of the first Henries and Edwards, the export of wool was

IDrohibited under certain severe penalties ; but it was abundantly evident that the

principal object of these enactments was to extort money from those who were desirous

of carrying on the trade, and, above all, were able to pay handsomely for it. Licenses

invariably followed the prohibition. At all the outports were agents recognised by the

authorities, who openly shipped the prohibited article without let or hindrance.

Concern, therefore, for the trade of the kingdom, was a farce. At the same time the

import of Spanish wool was prohibited ; and by an enactment of Henry II., according

to Stow, if any cloth was found to contain a mixture of Spanish wool with the English,

the Mayor of London was enjoined to see it burned.

Notwithstanding this dubious legislation, in the thirteenth century the wool trade

was carried on to a large extent with Italy and the Low Countries, subject, however, to

some sudden demand of black-mail from the custom-house on the eve of shipment.

Thus, in the reign of Henry III., some merchants of Lucca wrote to that monarcli,

complaining that some wool they had purchased iu England was seized at Dover, luitil

the tenths granted for the Holy Laud were paid ; and they seconded their remonstrance

by assuring the king that the loan of money they had promised him could not be made

np unless their wool was released. Another similar seizure was made at Yarmouth of

twelve sacks of wool purchased by a subject of Countess Margaret of Flanders, one

Godfrey of Dixmund; and the countess wrote in bitter terms, threatening that tlie

many cases of the kind that had occurred had compelled h.er to make reprisals on tlie

English merchants in Flanders, but whose goods she promised to release if the wool iu

England was restored. Such misunderstandings with the continental powers were

continually occurring, which at length led to the combinations of the merchants for their

protection. The first of these was the " Merchants of the German Hansa," or "of the

Steelyard," in London. These obtained privileges in 1210 from King John; and tlicy

established their first "hall," which was afterwards exchanged for the " Steelyard " on

the river bank, from which their name is derived. They exported large quantities of

both wool and cloth, and maintained their position till the time of ElizabctJi, but their

influence had then declined, having given way to that of the "Merchants of the Staple."

The history of this body of merchants is a very confused affair, aUhough it was tlic

subject of numerous enactments. It appears to have existed simultaneously witli tlie
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foregoing ; for \vc fiud that certain owners of wool (Henry III.) were prohibited from

trading in it "because they had sold their wools for export to foreigners;" and in

Edward III.'s time it was made a capital offence to sell wool for export to foreigners-

No Englishman, Irishman, or Welshman could carry wool out of the kingdom, save

under penalty of " life and limb." The " Great Ordinance of the Staple," in the 27th

Edward III., declai-es that by holding abroad the staple of " those wools of England

which arc the sovereign merchandise and jewel of our realm, the people of foreign lands

are enriched, to the damage and impoverishment of the commonalty of our realm."

Notwithstanding this fulmination, many subsequent statutes provided for the establish-

ment and confirmation of the staple of wools in foreign towns exclusively. The object

of the various enactments on this subject appears to have been, first, to eneoiu'agc the

largest possible resort of foreigners to the staple towns, whether within or without the

kingdom, for the purpose of purchasing wool ; and, secondly, to confine the trade to

those places where the king's officers could control it, and could take precautious against

" the king being deceived in his customs." Tiie first object, in fact, was to place the

largest amount of money in the hands of the king; and in the scarcity of money, as the

king was frequently compelled to receive his subsidies in kind, his very wars depended

upou his success as a wool-broker. Thus, in 1341, 30,000 sacks of wool were granted

by parliament, of which 2,206 were levied in Norfolk, 1,816 in Kent, 1,265 in Lincoln-

shire, 1,018 in Yorkshire, &c. &c. An embargo was then laid on all other exports of

Avool (except on payment of 40s. per sack for the license), under the penalty of thrice

its value, and to "be at the king's will for life and limb." In 1343 the price of wool

was fixed by statute—that of Norfolk at £5 per sack, Lincoln .€4 13*. 6(1., Leicester £8,

Shropshire £9 6s. 6d., and Cornwall £2 13s. 4d. The next year, however, such was

the hindi'ance to business occasioned by this tariff, that the Commons petitioned for its

repeal, and that " all men be free to make their bargains as they can."

The prohibition of the export of wool continued to occupy the legislature down

to the reign of George III. Under the Stuarts the penalties were very severe against

the smuggling of wool out of the kingdom, notwithstanding which, large shipments

were continually made, especially from Ireland. Holland and Flanders shared exten-

sively in this contraband trade on account of the convenience of their ports. During

the latter years of the Commonwealth the trade was particularly brisk, so that one

of the first measures of Parliament after the Restoration was to increase and intensify

the penalties. By the 12th Charles II., c. 32, it was made a capital offence to export

wool; and this continued to be law until the reign of William III., when the capital

punishment for the ofi'ence was repealed ; but severe pecuniary penalties continued to

be inflicted until even the year 1825, when the prohibition was wholly removed.

It is a fact worth recording, that from the time of the prohibition being enacted,

the price of wool declined, whilst the difficulty in disposing of their wool was such, that

sometimes the growers had four or five years' clips on hand at a time, not being able

to sell it at more than 4d. or 5d. per lb. This was in 1677; in the reign of Queen

Ann it had risen to from 6d. to 8f/., and in that of George I. to 9c/. per lb. Fresh

enactments were passed, and the price again fell to from 4c?. to 6d. in 1738, falling

again in 1752 to 7d. The growers of wool all this time were anxious for a free trade

in English, as there then was in foreign wool ; for it is a fact that the latter was

imported free of duty. But the manufacturers knew their own interest, and their
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Clamour against it prevailed over the modest and humble petitious of the farmers. They

declared the attempt to be bliudj rash, and ruiuouSj " aud called ou the Parliament

to set a mark of censure ou such petitioners, -who, for a locals temporary, perhaps

imaginary relief to themselves, would sacrifice to the many, at tlie hottest crisis of the

\var, the chief of those few remaining resources of the country—nothing less tlian the

whole woollen manufacture—that ancient and fundamental support of Great Britain."

This was in 1781, during the American war; and we can fancy, if such a thing were

possible, a similar petition to the Commons' House in the present day, and the way in

which it would be met both within and without the House.

The main source of the foreign suj)ply of wool was Spam, but the imports were small,

compared with what they have been of late years. The entire foreign supply for nine

years, from 1791 to 1799, inclusive, amounted to only 34,011,369 lbs., or an average of

3,779,041 lbs. per year. Still the increase in those years had been such as to alarm

the growers; for, whereas in 1791 it was only 2,776,054 lbs., in 1799 it had risen to

4,935,839 lbs. On the other hand, a remarkable deterioration in the quality of British

wool had, undoubtedly, taken place, especially in Norfolk, which Avas formerly famous

for the production of fine wool. The breed of Norfolk sheep from which their wool was

produced began then to be exchanged for the new and the half-bred Leicesters, by

which, whilst out of 420 lbs. of wool grown in 1790, tliere were 200 lbs. of "prime,"

the same quantity in 1828 yielded only 14 lbs. of prime. Tlie effect, however, of this

inroad upon the staple of the kingdom by the foreign growers, as the English farmers

considered it, put them upon their mettle to improve the quality of their wool by

paying greater attention to the breeding and crossing of their slieep. The Spanisli

wool, Avhich- constituted nine-tenths aud more of the whole of the above imports (beiug

upwards of 33,000,000 lbs.), was absolutely necessary to the manufacturers for making

their best cloths, and the efforis of tlie English growers were directed to the assimi-

lation of the short wools of England to that of the Merino, and rams of this latter breed

were procured from Spain for that purpose. But it was found that in order to accom-

plish the object they must sacrifice the quality of the mutton, which was of equal, if not

greater, consequence to them than the difference in tlie price of the wool. Tliey

tlierefore so far abandoned the attempt as to repudiate the ]\Ieriuo ; but, on the other

hand, the improvement of the short-wooUed native sheep, both in the quality of the

wool and that of the mutton, was very great, altliough it was impossiI)le to bring the

carcase of the Merino into such a state of improvement as to the quality of the mutton

as to render its adoption desirable. His majesty George III. displayed great anxiety

to effect this, and employed Sir Joseph Banks to attend to the Merino sheep that were

procured from Spain. We have already referred to tliis attempt, Avhich was rendered

abortive by the peremptory refusal of the fanners to even make a trial of them.

The result, though not exactly what the kiug wished, has proved of far more benefit

to the country ; for, through the efibrts of such men as ]\Ir. Coke, the late Duke of

Richmond, Lord Walsinghara, Lord Western, and other noblemen and gentlemen, aided

by spirited wealthy agriculturists, the Southdown and other short-woollcd breeds of

sheep have been brought to the highest state of perfection possible, l)()th in the quality

of the wool and of the mutton. With regard to the Spanish wool, the supply of fine

wool from South Africa and Australia has almost wholly superseded it, being quite equal

in fineness, and having a longer fibre and greater strength. In fact, the Spanish
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wool now constitutes a very inconsiderable proportion of what is imported, and every

year it becomes less.

The eSbrts of the farmers to prevent the importation of wool, wliilst they insisted on

a free export trade in that article, were incessant. Tlicy liad petitioned Parliament in

1781 that British wool miglit be exported, and that Irish wool might be excluded from

England. This was met by the manufacturers of Yorkshire with a petition in which tliey

averred that the export of wool would be ruinous to the trade and manufacturers of

Eugland, wlio would be obliged to leave the kingdom for want of employment, and tliat

the importation of Irish yarn ought to be interdicted, the worsted manufacturers being

the most clamorous on this point. Believing that no long worsted M'ool equal to that

of Lincolnshire was grown anywhere else, they thought that if they could keep that

quality of wool from being exported, they would enjoy a monopoly of tlie worsted trade.

In 1800, when the union with Ireland took place, the fears of the English wool-growers

were excited to the utmost. The equalisation of the commercial with other privileges

of the two countries legalised the free export and import of all kinds of merchandise

between them—wool amongst the rest—and this was considered such a monstrous

infiungemenl on the rights and property of the English, that the manufacturers opposed

it to the utmost. A petition signed by 113 firms in the woollen districts was presented,

and l\Ir. Law (afterwards Lord EUenborough) was employed to support it before the

parliament ; but it was rejected, and the English wool-growers gained their point for

a while. In 1802 a duty of 5s. 3d. per cwt. was imposed upon the imports of foreign

wool in consequence of the increase of the quantit}^ imported. This still further

enhanced the price of wool generally; but the unsuccessful attempt to improve the

staple of the English short wool to the fineness of the Merino, rendered the latter indis-

pensable in the manufacture of the best broadcloths ; and it continued to be imported,

notwithstanding the duty was raised in 1813 to Gs. Sd. per cwt. A curious contest took

place about this time between the landowners aiid occupiers and the manufacturers.

The former insisted on restricted imports and free exports of wool, the latter reversed it,

and as peremptorily demanded unrestricted imports and restricted exports of that

article—in either case relating only to wool in its raw or unmanufactured state. This

absurdly disjointed demand, by both pai'ties, of free trade, just so far as their individual

interests "were supposed to be concerned, puzzled the legislature, whilst it exhibited the

selfish and inconsistent disposition of the would-be monopolists on cither side.

Things Avent on without any advantage being gained by either party until 1819,

when, in contemplation of a return to cash payments, and to quiet the landowners on

the return to peace prices, the government abruptly introduced a clause into a Bill by

which the duty on imported wool was raised from 6s. 8d. to 56s. per cwt., which, in fact,

amounted to a prohibition. The efi'ect of this injudicious and unjust measure was to

rouse the spirit of the manufacturers, who found it impossible to make superfine broad-

cloth Avithout foreign wool, whilst the high duty prevented them from competing with

the foreign woollen maniifacturers. The trade consequently declined rapidly, the

operatives were thrown out of employment, and for two years the disturbances in the

woollen districts kept the country and the government in a state of anxiety. In 1824

the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Robinson, deprecating the selfish monopolising

spirit displayed by both parties, proposed and carried a Bill admitting the export of

British and the import of foreign wool, at a duty of Id. per lb. each, thus placing them
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on a level. This and otlier Acts oa the wool question were modified by Mr. Huskisson

in 18.25j by which the trade was still further opened.

Not satisfied with this last arrangement^ in 1828 the landed interest demanded a

renewal of the duty on the importation, alleging that the increasing quantity brought

from foreign countries reduced the price of the home-grown wool, and consequently

caused great distress with the farmers. The House of Lords, therefore, appointed a

committee of inquiry, and witnesses were examined on behalf of all the parties in-

terested, each of the principals being divided—the manufacturers into the long-wooUed

and the short-woolled interest, and the growers into the Merino interest and the South

down interest. The evidence, conflicting as it was, convinced every important person

that it would be injurious to impose again the import duty for the purpose of protection.

Other views and new light have broken upon the public mind on this subject, to con-

firm the policy of this decision of the committee and of the government. From that

period not only has the woollen manufacture increased rapidly, but whilst importations of

wool have increased beyond all precedent and all expectation, the demand for British

grown wool has steadily improved, and the prices of all kinds of wool have risen higher

than at any period during the days of prohibitive duties, as the following decennary

statement will show :

—

An Account or Wooi.

—

its Price pek Pound at Decennary Periods, undek Peohibition of

Importation, a Fixed Duty, and Entike Freedom of Importation and Exportation.

Under Prohibition.
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From the forogoiug tables it will be seen that in proportion with the freedom of the

trade in woolj not only have the manufacturers flourished; but the agriculturists also

reap the benefit in an increased demand as well as price. ^Vhat is the cause of the

anomaly that whilst the imports amounted to only 8,000,000 or 9,000,000 lbs. weight,

and a heavy duty was imposed iipon both imports and exports, both the farmer aiul

the manufactm-ers were, according to their own accounts, on the verge of ruin ? But

now that the imports have risen to 177,000,000 lbs., there arc no complaints from

cither party, there being a constant demand for the native wool at remunerating prices,

and so great a demand for British woollen manufactures that, although the export of

British wool has onlj'' increased to a very trifling extent, and that of foreign and

colonial does not amount to more than one-sixth part of the imports, the whole of the

remainder is required for the home consumption. The fact is, that by the trade being-

thrown open England has become, as in the grain trade, the emporium of wool, and

that article from all parts of the world passes through her ports. Such is the advantage

our manufactui'crs possess in the employment of steam-power, aided by the abundance

and cheapness of coal, that no country can compete with them, and they have conse-

quently almost the monopoly of the woollen trade of the whole world.

The high price of Australian wool is owing to the inti'oductiou of the Merino sheep,

about the beginning of the present century. The climate of the country, as well as the

unbounded range of pasturage, was found to agree with the constitution of the Merinos

;

they have been cultivated ever since, and have proved a mine of wealth to the colonists.

The South African wool also is fine from the same cause, and fetches a good price in the

English market, but it is seldom sent in a clean state, which reduces its commercial

value in the market. The quantity of wool imported from the Australian colonies

and from South Africa has largely increased, whilst that from Spain has decreased since

181] from 1,266,905 lbs. to 153,874 lbs. in 1859. The average price of the best wool

imported from Australia in 1859 was 2s. 3d. per lb. The highest price was 2s. 3d.

in 1845, but the quantity at that period Avas only one-seventh of what it now is, and the

large demand for fine wool was then much greater than could be met, even with an

import of 24,000,000 lbs. The largest demand for our wool on the Continent is from

France, as will be seen from the following statement :

—

ExroBTED TO France.

Ye.ai-s.
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trade tliere being in that parish alone, in 1857, 220 firms engaged in that manufacture,

employing 18,7G1 power-looms, tui-ning 521,860 spindles, and finding work for 36,000

hands. The goods manufactured there have generally a silk or cotton weft, and a

woollen warp. Halifax also has the worsted manufacture, chiefly of the heavier kind of

oods. Other towns in the North Riding of Yorkshire share more or less in the same

trade ; and all these, like Manchester, have risen into importance in point of -wealth and

population during the present century. Norwich was the cradle of the worsted trade, and

still manufactures light fancy goods of unrivalled beauty and elegance ; but the extent of

its manufactures is as nothing compared with what it was seventy or eighty years ago.

Kidderminster is famous for its carpeting, in which manufacture it employs 2,000 looms.

For want of accurate statistics, which probably even a parliamentary arrangement

would fail to obtain with any kind of correctness, it is impossible to give even an

approximate estimate of the woollen manufactures of the kingdom that can be absolutely

relied on. The following one was made by Mr. Baines, of Leeds, and laid before the

British Association in 1858 :

—

Estimate op the Woollen Cloth Tkade ov the United Kingdom.

1. 75,903,606 lbs. of forcie;u ami colonial carding wool, averaged at 15c?. per \b.\ 0717 Ana
2. 80,000,000 lbs. of British wool J

'•'^'^^^

3. 45,000,000 lbs. of shoddy and JMungo wool—30,000,000 lbs. at 2id.. and 1 „„„ or-r,

15,000,000 lbs. at 4:|rf. per !L J
""•'''""

4. Cotton warps and other like materials 200,537

5. Dye wares, oil, and soap • 1,500,000

6. Wages—150,000 workpeople averaging 12^. 6d. per week 4,875,000

7. Rent, wear and tear of plant, repairs, coal, interest on capital, and profits . 3,381,080

Estimated total f20,2'J0,070

Shoddy is a modern term which implies a degradation of the Avoollcn cloth trade

reflecting no credit on the manufacturers, any more than it does in its application to

those persons who have accumulated wealth out of the distresses of the American war.*

Shoddy is made from old woollen rags, when the beggars and cadgers of the whole

Continent, as well as of England, have done with them. These, as the above account

shows, are purchased in large quantities by the manufacturers, and submitted to the

action of a machine, properly called a devil, by which it is torn to pieces, and the dust

and filth blown out of it, reducing it to the state of woollen tow. It may be conceived

that this substance, after being worn out and undergoing such a process, lias neither

length of staple (if it is not a misnomer to apply the term to such an article), nor the

adhesive properties possessed by fresh wool. Nevertheless a great number of the cloth

manufacturers do not scruple to mix it with wool, more or less, for making all kinds of

woollen goods, especially carpets and druggets, which latter last a time, if the carpet-

brush is not too freely used. It is a disgraceful practice, to which the honest and

respectable manufacturers ought, in justice to themselves, to endea^'our to put a stop, by

soliciting parliamentary interference, if no other method will avail. " No honest man,"

says McCulloeh, " will, of course, substitute old for new wool in the manufacture of any

sort of goods, without apprisitiff his customer of the fact." But this is all he is required

to do. It is right to state, for the information of our readers, that Ucwsbury ia the

empoi'ium of the shoddy trade, but that ShefReld largely shares in the profit and the

infamy accruing from it.

* These arc termed " llie shoddij arhlocranj" and it wonld not be amiss to apply the term (o those woollen maim-

factnrers who disgrace the trade and the country by the use of shoddy.
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The worsted branch of the woollcu manufacture has been thus estimated by-

Mr. James, in 1857 :

—

1. 15,000,000 lbs. colonial aud forcigu combiug wool at 2i. S</. per lb. . . . 2,000,000

3. 80,000,000 lbs. British wool at Is. 9</. per lb 7,137,500

3. Cottou and silk warp, dye wares, soap, oil, &c 1,700,000

'1. AVages 9,001,500

5. Kent, wear and tear of plant, repairs, coals, interest, aud profit 3,800,000

Estimated total 23,999,000

"If," says a writer iu the EiicyclopDedia Britauuica, "we take tlie estimate of

Mr. Buiiics for tlie woollcu branch, aud that of Mr. James for theworsted branch, which

estimates ar every nearly identical iu date, we obtain an aggregate of about j;l 1,000,000.

And it has to be borne iu mind that, during the last twenty yeai's, the quantity of

foreign aud colonial wool remaining for home consumption, after deducting the re-ship-

ments for exportation, has been more than doubled, in addition to the considerable

increase of home-grown wool."

The influence of soil aud climate on wool is very considerable ; and a person who

knows the geological character of diflcrcnt parts of a country can almost tell the district

a sheep comes from hy the colour of its wool. An argillaceous soil is considered to

produce the best wool, the quality being soft aud saponaceous. Next to this is the

siliceous, the wool grown on which is of a bright healthy colour, aud a fine and strong

fibre, but of a short staple. Such are the extensive sheep-walks in the neighbourhood of

Brandon and Tlietford in Norfolk, and Newmarket in Cambridgeshire ; a eonsideraljle

portion of which, however, has been enclosed, and is now under tillage. Next to the

siliceous is the limestone ; hut the chalk soil is the worst of all, producing wool of a

harsh, brittle fibre. The chalk attaches to tlie fleece, dries up the moisture, and lessens

the secretion of the " yolk," which imparts softness to the wool. The efiect of climate

on Avool is very considerable. In tropical countries it is found impossible for the sheep

to produce a tine quality of that material. The finest Southdown, when sent to the

West Indies, very soon has its beautiful wool changed to hair ; aud it is in the temperate

zone that the best qualities of wool are produced. The climate of Australia appears

peculiarly adapted to the production of fine wool, and to sustain the health of tlie

fine-wooUed sheep. By means of a modern machine for measuring the diameter of the

fibre, it has been found that twelve fibres of very fine Australian wool 'only equalled

one single fibre of Leicester wool iu thickness. The 1st quality, therefore, looked for

by the manufacturer is fineness of fibre ; the 2nd, its softness and elasticity j 3rd,

soundness of staple j 4th, colour; 5tli, cleanness; 6th, length of staple. Of late,

however, the demand for long coarse wool—as that of the Lincolnshire sheep—has

been greater than the supply, and the price has, consequently, risen to within a little of

the short English wool.

The late Mr. Youatt instituted a series of experiments to ascertain the construction

of the fibre of wool, and arrived at some curious aud interesting results. By holding

a lock of wool up to the light he fouud that its fibres were twisted into ringlets of

a corkscrew form, the different kinds of wool ditfering in the degree in which these

convolutions existed. When subjected to a powerful microscope, they appear consisting

of central stems, from which spring circlets of tiny leaf-shaped projections. In the finer

sorts of wools these projections present at first the appearance of minute serrations,

3 B 2
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like the teeth of a fiue saw, but on closer inspection, they resolve themselves into leaves,

or scales. In the coarser sorts the scaly or leaf-like form is recognisable at once.

In the long Merino and Saxon wools these projections or imbrications are acutely

pointed. In the Southdown they are also pointed, but less acutely. In the Leicester

they arc rounded off. Mr. Youatt considered that the felting properties of wool will

vary absolutely with the number of these minute imbrications within a given space, but

it is certain that they constitute one important element of those properties ; that wavy

or crumpled form which, from the earliest growth of each fibre, predisposes it to hook

on, as it were, to its neighbour filjre, which is another and essential element. Fine

Saxon wool has 3,720 such imbrications in an inch ; the ordinary merino, 3,400 ;

Australian, from 1,930 to 2,400 (MacArthur's) ,• Southdown, 2,000 ; Leicester, 1,850.

When the relative number of these imbrications is equal, that lock will be the softest

and most elastic in which the imbrications are smallest and most uuiform." *

Soundness of staple consists in the equality both in length, lustre, and elasticity

of the fibres composing it, as well as in its strength. If the staple (a lock of wool that

sheds itself from the rest) be so held in both hands as that the third finger of the right

hand may play firmly upon the fibres, its soundness will be indicated by a firm and

sharp resonance, as well as by resistance to the sudden and repeated strain when the

hands are forcibly jerked asunder.

" 4. The colour of the fleece has, from of old, been a point of prime importance.

Whatever may be the fabric, pure whiteness in the wool is the essential condition of a

rich and brilliant dye. Hence it is that the old Scottish black-faced sheep is gradually

dwindling away.

" 5. Cleanness of the fleece, too, is important, not only for its influence on weight,

and the consequent fair adjustment of price between buyer and seller, but on account

of that fermentation of the yoUc, or grease, which results from imperfect washing, and

hy which the very siibstance that enriches the growing wool is made to deteriorate the

thorn fleece. The clipping off of all dirty locks overlooked by the washers, the neat

rolling of the fleeces, and their assortment in layers of like quautitj'', arc all points

which claim the grower's attention, and are sure to repay his care.

" 6. All the qualities which commend wool to tlie clothier are also recommendations

to the comber, the felting property only excepted. Length of staple is desirable for the

comber only.
" Por many purposes combing wool should be at least four inches long,

but wool of two inches can be combed by modern machinery ; but always, the shorter

the staple, the more important becomes its soundness." f

Such are the distinctive properties required in wool which render it of importance

to the sheep-breeder to attend to the class of animal he selects for liis flock, having refer-

ence, however, to the soil and climate of his laud. The introduction of the Alpaca into

Prance would form an era in the history of the wool trade, if there was a certainty of its

being so acclimatised as that the properties of its wool could be preserved, or even the

health of the animal should be uninjured. At present, however, these objects are not

established, and it is a very doubtful matter wlictlicr they ever can be, so difi"erent is

the physical character of Europe from that of the country from whence the Alpaca

is brought. Australia is more likely to afl"ord a congenial climate for it ; but even

there, difficulties have attended its introduction, which appear to threaten a failure. It

* " Knryclopa-dia Britannica "—arl. Wool anu Wool, Tk/vde. t Ibid.
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was, however, a laudable attempt, ami tlic object was worthy of the expense with which

it was atteuded. The extraordinary length of Alpaca wool, especially when left uiislioru

JFor two or three years, renders it invaluable for making certain fahrics. The length of

the annual wool ranges from G to 12 inches ; hut samples have hecn exhibited in

Loudon of imshorn wool 42 inches in length, without any diminution of its fineness.

The ordinary Aveight of the fleece ranges from 10 to 13 lbs. The quantity imported

from South America (Peru), is annually increasing, hut the exportation of the animal

is prohibited by the Peruvian law.

With respect to the number of sheep kept in the United Kingdom, with the excep-

tion of Ireland, there are no statistics to afford any certain conclusion upon it.

MeCuUoch estimates that of England at 33,000,000 ; Scotland, 3,500,000 ; and Ireland

at only 2,000,000. On the other hand, Mr. Southcy, who had paid great attention to

the suhject, estimated the entire clip at 40,000,000, hcsides 15,000,000 that pass

through the hands of the feltmongers, making an aggregate of 55,000,000 fleeces,

which, taking them at an average weight of 5 Ihs. each, gives 375,000,000 lbs.,

or 1,145,000 packs; whereas Mr. MeCulloch's estimate gives only 066,000 packs.

Mr. Baines estimates the weight of the entire clip of the United Kingdom at only

175,000,000 lbs., being just 100,000,000 less than Mr. Southcy. Here we have

another argument in favour of agricultural statistics, which in Ireland have settled the

point ; for, instead of 3,000,000 sheep, as estimated by McCulloeh, the returns show

that the actual number was, in 1854, 3,733,319.

The constantly increasing demand for wool and woollen manufactured goods, which

cannot cease whilst England maintains her mechanical supremacy, and her production

of coal holds out, points to the flock as the most certainly profitable branch of agricul-

ture ; rendered still more valuable and profitable by the high price of mutton. Nor

is the demand at all likely to be diminished or the supply increased from abroad of the

latter article, the difficulty and danger attending the transit of sheep by sea being an

obstacle to their being sent hither except from the nearest ports of the Continent.

Whatever, therefore,,may be the result of our commercial system as it regards the price

of grain—and we see no prospect of any alle^aation to the farmer, except what must

arise from increased attention to quantity of produce—there is no cause to fear that the

wool-market will be ever so overstocked as to produce a reduction in price injurious to

the British flock-master

SECTION XXXIV.

ROTATION OF CROPS.

Mr. Stephens gives the following explanation of this term, which has been recently

introduced into the agricultural vocabulary :
—" Experience has demonstrated," he says,

" that one crop after another of the same kind greatly reduces the fertility of all classes

of soils. This conclusion might be drawn from reason as well as experience, since it is

reasonable to suppose that crops of the same kind take the same sort of food out of the
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same kind of soil. Experience has also clemoustratcd that one crop after another, of a

different kind, does not materially reduce the condition of soils. This deduction seems

fair, tlien, that the condition of the soil is best maintained by taking different crops

after one another ; and as every crop, though of different kind and deriving support

from the soil, assists in exhausting it, a limit must be put to the number of crops that

should follow one another. Accordingly, in practice, a limit is placed on the number of

crops taken in succession, of whatever kind, and this number and succession is called

' a rotation of crops.' " *

This definition ia clear enough, but the deduction is disputed by persons who, from

experience, have proved the contrary by growing a succession of crops of the same kind

for many consecutive seasons, without any exhaustion of the soil or diminution of

produce ; and that of what is considered the most exhausting as well as the most

valuable plant that is cultivated, and also without manure. There is no doubt what-

ever of the veracity of the parties making these experiments, or of the correctness of

their representations. Such experiments have been made by many persons during the

last hundred and sixty years, since Jethro Tull led the way hj his world-wide description

of his own practice ; and that his jolan has not been more extensively adopted, is, we

believe, more owing to the growing demand for animal food of all kinds, which requires

the extensive and continuous cultivation of root-crops, and the natural and artificial

grasses, to supply the domestic animals of the farm with food, rather than from any

doubt of the fact—that crops of wheat may be grown for many years in succession

without deterioration of the soil or diminution of produce.

The rotation of crops may be dated from the general introduction of the turnip

husbandry, none of the previous writers on husbandry having mentioned, or apparently

even thought of such a thing, unless a fallow followed by two or three grain crops can

be called a rotatory system. But the cultivation of the turnip and the artificial grasses,

whibt it demonstrated the benefit of changing the vegetables produced on the land,

suggested at the same time the idea of so arranging the succession of thera, as that a

certain time should elapse between the recurrence of two crops of the same kind.

Chemistry has since lent its intelligent aid by determining the peculiarities in the com-

position and constitution of each plant, so as to show that they require different kinds

of food ; that this food is supplied partly from the atmosphere, partly from the soil, and

partly from the manure applied to the crops. On the other hand it was soon shown

that turnips and grass crops, by being consumed entirely upon the farm, returned more

to the soil than they derived from it, of those fertilising matters which arc essential to

the proper growth of all plants ; whilst from being consumed in a green state, and not

permitted to produce seed, they left untouched and unassimilated those elements of

production which are essential to the formation of grain and seeds of all kinds. This

will explain why it is when turnips are manured for, that a fresh dressing is not required

for the next— the barley—crop; and that if the clover, after the barley, is top-dressed,

the wheat that follows requires no maliure. Those fertilising matters which go to the for-

mation of the grain, have been left nearly untouched by the turnips and the clover, and arc

in full strength in the soil, in either case for the succeeding crops. But besides this,

there is a positive advantage in thus applying the manure to the turnip and the clover,

rather than to the barley and the wheat that follow them. The former consumes tliose

* " Book of the Farm," vol. ii..p. 455.
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elements tliat go to produce the straw, and if these were applied in the manure to the

gi'ain crops, tiiat part of it—the straw—would have too florid a growth, and would in

all probability become lodged, in a moist season, as wo frequently see it, to the injury

of the crop of grain.

Another reason for the rotatory practice in cropping is alleged by agricultural

chemists, of which the husbandman of the last century could have no notion. It has

been found that each plant deposits certain excretory matters peculiar to itself in the

soil ; and that although these matters in the crude state in which they are left, are

noxious to plants of the same species, and require to be decomposed before they can be

appropriated by them, yet these very matters prove fertilisers to crops of a different

species. It would, however, be wrong to place entire dependence on the correctness

of the assumption of this cause, for experiments in numerous instances have proved

that the same plant—wheat, for instance—may be cultivated successfully on the same

land for any number of consecutive years, without a diminution of produce or exhaus-

tion of the soil. We place far more dependence on the fact that the turnip and the

clover are both raised or cut without being permitted to seed themselves ; for, wlier-

ever this is allowed, it is admitted that both are exhausting crops.

With regard to another fact alleged against the too frequent recurrence of certain

crops, particularly clover, of which, as the farmer expresses it, " the land has grown

sick
; " we believe it, in this ease, to be rather owing to the mixture of old with new seed

in a greater or less proportion, as practised by many seedsmen who happen to have a stock

of the former on hand, and of course are desirous of getting rid of it. Now, although

old clover seed will vegetate and grow to a certain extent, it will not retain its vigour,

but yield to the influence of frost and drought, whilst the plant from new and healthy

seed Tvill stand its 'ground. It is impossible for the farmer to distinguish seed that is

thus mixed, the old being so manipulated as to be perfectly similar in appearance to the

new. The only safe plan is to avoid cheap sellei's, and purchase of the most respectable

dealers, who will give a guarantee that no old seed is mixed with the new.

If, however, the soil if found deficient in those calcareous matters—gypsum for

instance—which are essential to the successful cultivation of clover of every variety^

this will account for the difl[iculty of raising crops of that plant, imtil the material is

supplied. Tliis can be ascertained only by an analysis of the soil, which in all such

cases ought to be resorted to. We still believe, however, that the mixture of old with

new seed is more frequently the cause of the failure of the clover crop, than the defi-

ciency of the soil of the elements necessary to, its production.

Phosphate of lime again is one of the essential ingredients of a grain crop, and a

deficiency of it is fatal to successful culture. Green crops assimilate but a comparatively

small portion of this material. Thus, M. Saussure found that the ashes of the pea-plant,

when only in flower, contained 17'25 per cent, of phosphate of lime ; but when ripe, it

yielded 22 per cent. If the plants in the green state had been cut before flowering,

it is probable the proportion would have been still less—and had M. Saussure analysed

the ashes of the seeds only, instead of the whole plant in the ripened state, he would

probably have found that by far the largest proportion of the 22 per cent, was in the

ashes of the seed. In the case of wheat, the ashes of the straw yielded only G"2 per

cent., whilst those of the grain held 44-5 or nearly half, and those of the bran 46-5

per. cent.
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Sir Huiiiplirey Davy's explanation of the tlicovy of a rotation of crops is as follows :

—

" It is a great advantage in the convertible system of eultivatiou, that the wliolc of the

manure is employed; and that those parts of it that arc not fitted for one crop, remain

as nourishment for another. Tlras, if the turnip is the first in the order of succession,

this crop, manured with recent dung, immediately finds sufficient soluble matters for its

nourishment; and the heat produced in fermentation assists the germination of tlie

seed and the growth of the plant. If after turnips, barley with grass-seeds is sown,

then the land, liaving been a little exhaiistcd by the turnip plants, affords the soluble

parts of the decomposing manure to the grain. The grasses, rye-grass, and clover remain,

which derive a small part only of their organised matter from the soil, and probably

consume the gypsum in the manure which would be useless to other crops. These

plants, likewise, by their large systems of leaves, absorb a considerable quantity of their

nourishment from the atmosphere, or probably retain the nutritive qualities in the soil

;

for a covering of slates, or any other covering, would have nearly tlie same effect, and

when ploughed in at the end of two years, the decay of their roots and leaves affords

manure for the wheat crops ; and at this period of the course, the woody fibre of the

farm-yard manure, which contains the phosphate of lime, and the other differently soluble

parts, is broken down, and as soon as the most exhausting crop is taken, recent manure

is again applied. Peas and beans seem in all instances well adapted to prepare ground

for wheat, and in some rich lands they are raised in alternate crops for years together.

Peas and beans contain a small quantity of matter analogous to albumen, but it seems

that the azote, which forms a constituent part of this matter, is derived from the atmo-

sphere. The dry bean-leaf, wlien burnt, yields a smell approaching to that of decom-

posing animal matter, and in its decay in the soil may furnish principles capable of

becoming a part of the gluten in wheat. Though the general composition of plants

is very analogous, yet the specific differences in the products of many of them prove

that they must derive different materials from the soil ; and thougli the vegetables

having the smallest system of leaves will proportionably most exhaust the soil of common

nutritive matter, yet particular vegetables, when their produce is carried off, will

require peculiar principles to be supplied to the land in which they grew Lands,

in a course of years, often cease to afford good cultivated grasses ; they become (as it is

popularly said), tired of them ; and one of the probable reasons for this is, the exhaustion

of the gypsum contained in the soil." *

Grisenthwaite, as we have already shown in a former part of this work, considers

a rotation of crops quite unnecessary ; and he has given the reasons for his opinion in

language and arrangement so clear as to defy criticism or contradiction. Special

manures, \\\nc\\ he first advocated, arc the foundation of his theory; but it requires

special acquaintance with the chemical composition of all the parts of every plant, as

well as of the soil in which they are destined to grow, to be able to carry out his system

a I'outrance, so as to make it available in all cases. This the plain farmer has neither

the time, the knowledge, nor the opportunity to acquire. Nor is it likely, in the

present and .probable future state of British agriculture, that the principle of a rotation

of crops will be generally abandoned, although occasions may occur in which it may

be departed from safely and successfully. The introduction of artificial and special

manures has placed immense power of production in the hands of the farmer, which

* " Elements of Chcniislry."
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iiothiug- but the jealousy aud iguoraucc of laudowucrsj oi' tlieir agents, preveuts him

from availing himself of. This is of less consequence now that the flock and the herd

constitute so important parts of the arrangements of the farm, and -which render the

rotation of crops, including the turnip aud the grasses, a prime necessity. This is also

the opinion of Stephens, who admits the possibility of cultivating the same plant con-

secutively for many years with success. " Although no doubt exists," he says, " of

the ability to raise the same grain on the same soil in successive years -by means oi

manure, a regular course of cropping is incumbent to be established on all farms which

follow the mixed husbandry of crop aud stock. A giveu number of stock raised every

year requires a given quantity of food every year, and that quantity cannot be securetl

but by prosecuting a regular course of cropping. It is evident that if an inordinate

extent of any one crop be raised in any one year, it must be done at the sacrifice of

another crop to the same extent which would have occupied the usurped ground; and if

the one crop is as requisite for the support of the stock as the other, the stock will

suffer so much for the want of it. For example, if more grain tlian usual and less

green crop is raised in one season, the ordinary number of stock will cither suffer want

by being stinted of the requisite quantity of green food, or part of them must be sold to

suit their numbers to the food raised for them. If they are stinted of food, they will

become of less value ; and if part are sold, the proportion in the breeding of the stock

is destroyed, and will require time to recover the number. In reality, the regular

system of breeding and the regular system of husbandry would botli be destroyed by the

reckless innovation. The mixed husbandry must therefore be maintained by a regular

rotation of cropping. If extraneous food is purchased in lieu of rai.sing a crop, the

profit would be rendered dependent on the state of the markets ; but the profit from the

mixed husbandry is not immediately dependent on the markets, since the farmer breeds,

rears, aud fattens the same animals, aud if any profit is attainable at any period of tiie

animal's life, he receives it. Extraneous food may assist the crop in producing a

greater profit, but it may not necessarily produce a profit iu lieu of a crop." *

Arthur Young considers the rotation of crops the most important improvement

of the age. " There is no circumstance," he says, " which so strongly distinguishes

the knowledge of the present age in the theory and practice of husbandry, in comparison

with that of all preceding periods, as this of the right arrangement of the crops cultivated

on arable land. Compared with this, all other articles are of very little importance.

Unless this part of the farmer's conduct be well understood, the greatest exertion and

improvement in other branches of his business lose their effect, arul the nation finds

the cultivation of its territory producing wealth and prosperity almost exactly in pro-

portion to the intelligence with which its husbandmen observe this leading principle of

the art. As the difference betw-een good and bad farmers depends more on this point

than on any other, so the difference between well aud ill-cultivated countries is almost

wholly resolvable into the effect derived from the rotation of crops." f

Sir John Sinclair, also, in his system of agriculture, lays quite as much stress on

rotation as Mr. Young. " Of all the subjects included in the present inquiry," he says,

" this, perhaps, is the most important and the most difficult to discuss. The returns

transmitted to me regarding this single point exceed eighty in number, and would form

a moderate volume. It is my duty to endeavour to compress that mass of useful

* "Book of the Farm," vol. ii. p. 457. f " Travels," vol. ii.
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information within a moderate compass. With that view, I propose briefly to point

out the various modes of cropping suggested in the course of the inquiry. It must

depend upon the judgment of the farmer to adopt those which are best suited to the

climate where he resides, the nature of the soil he cultivates, the size and situation of

his farm, and a variety of other circumstances, which will necessarily require his

attention in determining which ought to be preferred.

" Every farmer must be aware in fixing on his rotation that it is necessary for him to

ascertain, not only the various articles for the production of which his farm is calculated,

and which are likely to yield him the greatest profit, but also the succession in which

these articles ought to be raised, so as not to diminish the fertility of his soil; or, as

Lord Karnes has well observed, ' so to intermix his crops as to make the greatest possible

profit, consistently with keeping his land in order.' " *

In treating on this subject the same writer lays down the following circumstances

as necessary to be attended to in establishing a rotation of crops. 1st.' The climate,

whether it is wet or dry ; wet climates being favourable to the production of oats and

beans, and dry ones for peas, and for harvesting beans. 2nd. Tlie soil; clay, loam, and

sand having each various crops best calculated for them. 3rd. The siiuatio7i of the farm

in regard to a market for its produce. 4th. The means of improvement by extra manure,

as lime, marl, sea-wreck, town dung, &c. 5th. The state or condition of the soil, whether

it be old cultivated land, or a new improvement. Great changes have been effected

in respect to the foregoing rules to render some of them for the most part obsolete.

Markets are brought now within the reach of the most remote districts of the country

by means of railways ; and by the same medium the means of improvement of laud

are in almost every one's power, if he chooses to avail himself of them.

In intermixing crops for the establishment of a rotation to be generally adhered to,

regard must be had to the nature of the plants to be cultivated, and so to arrange them

that the most exhausting plant may not too frequently be sown. The cultivated plants

are divided generally Ijy naturalists into culmifcrous, or such as produce jointed straw,

and leffuminous, or those that produce pulse. Culmiferous plants that arc cut for

fodder, such as rye-grass, rye, &c., prey but little on the fertility of the soil ; but, on

the contrary, if allowed to produce and ripen their seed, they become as much robbers

as wheat and barley. On the other hand, the leguminous plants, such as peas, beans,

vetches, and their congeners, would, even if allowed to seed, tax the fertility of the soil

to a much less extent than the culmiferous ; and if cut in a green state, bear still more

lightly upon the productive powers of the soil. This difterence accounts for the bean

and the pea being a pi'eparatory crop for wheat, the elements they talce from tlie soil

being only such as go to the production of the inferior portions of tlic wheat plant,

except to a small extent; whilst, on the other hand, being a "smothering crop," they

ameliorate the condition of the soil, keeping it in a moist and friable state, whilst the

roots left in the ground form a valuable manure of themselves.

But it is the bulbous-rooted plants that leave the ground in tlic best state of

preparation for the production of the culmiferous. Drawing the largest portion of their

nutriment from the air and the water, the degree to which they approj)riatc the higher

elements of fertility is very small indeed, whilst they temper the too powerful influence

of those which produce the straw, and thus prevent that part of the plant from becoming

* " Account of the Systems of Husbandry," &c., by Sir John Sinclair, vol. i. p. 311.
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too luxuriant. Tlie effect, therefore, of the bulbous plants on the soil is even more

beneficial than that of the bean and pea. Their broad leaves, during the hot summer
months, protect the soil from the piercing rays of the sun, keeping it in a moist and

friable state ; and in the winter, on the contrary, the leaves being decayed, the soil is

e.vposed to the beneficial influence of the frost, which still further ameliorates and

prepares it for the reception of the culmiferous crops that are to follow.

Wheat is universally considered the most exhausting of the culmiferous plants,

owing to tlie long time that it remains ^in the soil. It is only, however, during the last

eight or ten weeks, when the ear is formed and the seed is ripening, that the soil is

heavily taxed by it. Then, indeed, it robs the soil of a greater portion of the more
valuable elements of fertility by the largeness, heaviness, and number of its grains.

The smallncss of its foliage shows that the greatest proportion of its nourishment in

the later stages of its growth is derived from the soil, and not from the atmosphere.*

Notwithstanding this, there is sufficient proof that wheat may be cultivated year after

year on the same land without exhausting the soil, or a diminution of produce, provided

the common means of renovation are applied. In the case of Tull and the Lois-Wecdon

system, this is provided by alternately fallowing half the land, and in the latter, adding

also a portion of fresh earth yearly from the subsoil. This is, in fact, the only explanation

that can be given of the success of the Lois-Weedon system, as no manure is applied

to the soil at any time, deep and frequent tillage between the ridges of the wheat being

depended on to supply its place.

No absolute rules can be laid down for a rotation of crops for a particular district,

there being generally circumstances that will interfere to render it necessary to deviate

from the one adopted. The four-course rotation, practised first in Norfolk, and copied

from thence into Essex, Hertfordshire, Bedford, Cambridge, Suffolk, and many other

counties, where there is much light land, has been found the most advantageous as a

general rule
;
yet those who practise it [^nA it convenient, if not necessary, to break

into it by " stealing " a crop of grain occasionally. And this is the case with other

systems. Where, indeed, the farm is deficient in pasture land, as are many of the

Norfolk farms, it is the practice to let the clover lie two years instead of one, and thus

convert the rotation into a five instead of a four course one. In that case the " oUand "

or second year's clover is usually fed off until June by sheep and cattle, and what is

called a bastard summer tillage is given to it by breaking it up in June in preparation

for wheat the following autumn. Not finding this plan affording sufficient food for the

cattle in the summer and autumn, many of the farmers hire " grazing grounds " for the

season as near to their farms aa they can procure them. By this means they are enabled

to keep a head of live stock for winter feeding that it would be impossible to maintain

upon their farms.

We have already gone into the scientific part of this subject in a former part of tiiis

workjf which renders it unnecessary to go further into it here. Our reason for again

referring to it is, that we attach gi'cat importance to the principles involved in the

question, as well as to the knowledge of the effects and influence of certain crops upon

the soil, and its productive powers. In other respects the introduction of artificial

* This explains the cause of benefit derived from top-dresaiog wheat in the month of March, when the stem ia

preparing to shoot up, and the ear to assume a tangible form in the stem.

+ VoL u. p. 77.
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condensed manures has made a great alteration in regard to the necessity of a regular

course of cropping, and we place greater stress on the advantage, in a pecuniary point

of view, of keeping up a large head of live stock upon a farm by the cultivation of root

and grass crops, than on the absolute importance of adhering to any rotation whatever.

As to the allegation that the land will tire of any particular plant, independent of

the means employed for keeping up its fertility, the absurdity of the idea needs no

refutation. As we have observed above, if clover fails upon a piece of land, it is either

because the seed is old and bad, or the proper manure has not been applied to the soil

;

and the same holds good with wheat or any other grain. Equally futile is tlic idea tliat

the land will be worn out by repeated cropping. The land never wears out if the proper

means are employed to sustain its fertility. Go to the market gardeners round London,

and ask them how often they give their land a fallow, or even a respite of a month, from

cropping, if they have plants to cover it with. Their land never wears out, but is

continually under crops of one kind or other for any number of consecutive years ; and

equally incapable of being worn out is that of the farm, provided the farmer makes use

of the proper means for its renovation. The ancient writers on husbandry fell into the

same error of thinking that the earth grows old, and is wearied and worn out by frequent

culture. Columella has a whole chapter devoted to the refutation of this opinion. "It

is not, therefore, from wearmess," he says, " as very many have believed, nor from old

age, but indeed from our own slothfulness, that our cultivated lands don't so boun-

tifully answer our expectations as formerly; for we might receive a greater product

if the earth were refreshed and cherished with frequent, seasonable, and moderate

stereoration." *

Arthur Young, whose opinions on all subjects of husbandry are still valuable, made

thirty-six experiments of a six years' rotation, the results of which were publislied in the

twenty-third volume of the "Annals of Agriculture." The land had been for many

years under grass, the soil was a sandy loam, with a clay-marl subsoil, thorough drained,

and the following were the deductions he drew from the results :

—

"1st. That potatoes exhaust more than any other fallow crop tried; much more

even than barley, and more even than wheat, in some courses.

"2nd. That potatoes will not yield a tolerable crop, even on old ley newly broken

up, on such a soil, without the use of dung, and not a profitable crop even with it.

" 3rd. That barley, beans, and oats succeed much better than wheat after potatoes.

" 4th. That beans are the most valuable fallow crop on new land of this quality.

" 5tli. That the preservation of the fertility of old turf depends greatly on the number

of bean-crops introduced ; the oftener they ai-e planted the better the successive crops of

white corn ; and that three successive years of beans arc attended (followed ?) by an

extraordinary produce of wheat.

"6th. That beans and barley alternately, and beans and wheat alternately, arc

both courses of great produce and profit.

' 7tli. That the introduction of beans in bad rotations tends to remedy the evil of

such rotations.

" 8th. That successive crops of white corn are destructive of that fertility which

different rotations will preserve in new ground, and that three such will reduce the land

to a foul and most unprofitable condition.

* Columella's " Hiisljaiidry," p. 48.
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"9tli. Tliiit tlic two most productive courses are beans and barley alternately, and

beans and wheat alternately; the former the most productivCj but the latter most

prohtablc from saving of tillage.

" 10th. That four crops of beans and one of wheat, even with the drawback of one

year's cabbages, is the third course of profit ; and the land left in such order as to make

it perhaps the first.

"lltli. The most unproductive, and in a yet greater degree the most unprofitable

courses, are those on which turnips, cabbages, and potatoes the most often occur.

" 12th. That oats are on such new land the best white crop that can be sown,

yielding a very extraordinary produce and profit."

Such courses as arc recommended iu the above quotation would be little attended

to in the present day, and it is difficult to conceive how any live stock could be kept on

land so treated. We believe that the inferencK! respecting the effect of a potato crop is

correct, and that a dressing of manure is required to restore the fertility of the soil after

it ; and that beans are a good preparation for either wheat, barley, or oats, is, we also

believe, generally understood. The process, however, here recommended refers wholly

to fresh broken up land, for which undoubtedly it is adapted, but now that live stock

forms the most important part of rural economy, and that the maintenance of as large

a head of it as the farm will bear is considered the test of good husbandry, it will not

do to exclude root and green crops from any course, except to bring fresh land into a

condition something similar to the old arable part of the farm.

It would be presuming too much upon our own judgment to lay down arbitrary rules

for a rotation of crops. In the present state of agriculture, when those who practise

it have generally received a suitable education, in which is included a knowledge of

the nature and properties of soils, and of the crops or plants best adapted to them, it is

our task, therefore, to lay down the leading principles by which a farmer should be

guided in establishing a rotation of crops on entering upon his land rather than to

propose a specific course in any ease. Under such circumstances, whilst exercising his

own judgment and knowledge of the subject, let him inquire what is the practice of the

most intelligent and practical men in the neighbourhood, occupying farms of similar

conditions in regard to soil and subsoil, observing at the same time the general effect

of their treatment of the land j having regard also to the local demand that may exist

for certain descriptions of produce not inconsistent with the capabilities of the soil.

After taking these precautions, and having brought his land into regular order, he may
safely trust his own judgment to adopt such a course of cropping as will produce the

largest return without impoverishing the land, but will rather increase its capabilities by

the adaptation of the plants to the nature of the soil, and the judicious alternations to

which their recni-rence in the course will lead.

It must always, however, be borne in mind that green crops are a necessity on all

farms on which the mixed husbandry is practised. Hoed plants are required to eradicate

the weeds, now that the fallowing system is abandoned on almost all soils, as well as

to sustain the live stock during the winter months ; and when there is a deficiency of

pasture land, the artificial grasses must be cultivated to supply its place for summer

feeding. These points must therefore be taken into the account in establishing a course

of cropping. Under all circumstances the main objects of the farmer must be first to

dislodge all stagnant water from the soil and subsoil by drainage ; secondly, to eradicate
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all weeds by lioed crops ; and, thirdly, to maintain the fertility of the farm hy an

abundance of manure, natural or farm-yard, if enough can be made, but artificial or

condensed where there is a deficiency of the former.

It is too true that, on many estates, the persons proposing themselves for tenants

find the occupation of the land hampered with stereotyped conditions regarding the

cultivation, without reference to the difference of soil that may exist, which it is impos-

sible for them to comply with without sacrificing their own interests to such an extent as

to make their labour fruitless. In this respect neither landowners nor their agents, as

classes, are at all qualified to judge of the capabilities of a soil, or of its reqiiirements

;

and their intei'ference in the mode of cultivation, by laying down the same special rules

for all soils and all occasions, and under all circumstances, is frequently as injurious

to themselves as it is to the tenant. In treating for a farm, therefore, under such

conditions, it requires a strict investigation to find how far the enforced course of

cropping, &c., is adapted to the soil, or is consistent with the interests of the occupier;

and if these are found to be compromised by the restrictions, it will be Avise at once

to abandon the concern rather than agree to rules that will in all probability liinder

his prosperity, and at the best will be a continual interference that will hamper him in

all his operations. It is quite enough for a landowner, on granting a lease of a farm,

to stipulate for what the tenant shall do for the benefit of the land, without binding him

down with rules as to what he shall noi do iu the cultivation of the soil. No tenant,

if he understands his business, will farm his land badly, because it is against his own

interest to do so ; and, as a body, the farmers are now too much alive to what the land

requires to farm badly, unless the terms of the lease compel him to it, which, in fact,

is too often the case on some estates.

SECTION XXXV.

THE CIDER DISTRICTS.

Although the cultivation of the apple and pear for the purpose of manufacturing cider

and perry is confined chiefly to three of the counties of England—Gloucestei', Hereford,

and Devon, it is carried to so large an extent by the farmers in those districts as to

demand a notice in a work professing to give an account of the rural economy of the

whole kingdom.

According to the opinion of naturalists there is only one kind of ajjplc or jjcar

produced iu England by nature, namely, the crab-apple and the wild pear, both of which

abound in the woods. The fruit of these is hard and flavourless, except that the crab-

apple is intensely sour, and is used for making verjuice. All other varieties of these wild

fruits are wholly artificial, not produced by seed but by the cultivation of accidcutal

types of a superior kind or flavour, by which these fine qualities are raised to the

highest degree of perfection. This attained, the new variety is sustained^-not by sowing

the seeds, but by engrafting portions of the shoots upon a crab or other stock. These
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varieties, liowevei*, arc liable to wear themselves out in the course of time ; but on the

other haudj fresh ones of equal value for size aud flavour arc coutinually produced.

" A time arrives/' says Marshal, " when they cau no longer be propagated with success.

All the old fruits which raised the same liquors of this country are now lost, or so far

on the decline as to be deemed irrecoverable. The red-streak is given up, the cele-

brated stir-cifj/le is going off, and the squash-pear, which has probably furnished this

country with more champagne than was ever imported into it, can no longer be got to

flourish ; the stocks canker, aud are unproductive. In Yorkshire similar circumstances

have taken place ; several old fruits which were productive within my own recollectiou,

are lost ; the stocks cankered, and the trees would no longer come to bear."

Although the seed of the apple, like that of the potato, and many other of our

ai'tificially produced fruits and vegetablesi cannot be depended on for continuing the

varieties from which it is derived, the nurserymen avail themselves of the seed to

produce new accidental varieties, which are afterwards reproduced by grafting. For

"this purpose they select a fruit of the finest size and flavour, the seeds of which are

sown iu a seed-bed previously prepared aud enriched with manure, and perfectly free

from weeds. A sandy loam is the best soil for the purpose, and it should he drained

and trenched 18 inches or 2 feet deep. The surface being levelled and rendered fine,

the seeds should be sown about an inch asunder, and covered half an inch with fine

sifted earth. The weeds must be kept down, and the following winter they may be

transplanted into the nursery ; or they may remain until the second winter, if not too

thickly sown.

In preparing the young plants for the nursery the tap root should be cut ofl:' and the

lateral ones shortened. The ground having been well trenched, comminuted, and

enriched, they should then be placed in rows .3 feet asunder and 18 inches between the

plants in the rows. The roots should be placed in a trench, aud the mould gently

covered over them so as not to cramp them. They should remain in this planting two

years, at the end of which they are again transplanted into fresh doubly-dug ground

without manure, in a quincunx 4 feet every way, the roots having again been shortened

in such a way as to describe a circle round the stem small enough to be easily removed

with the stem, but sufficiently extended to sustain the tree in firmness and vigour.

In the course of two or three years a selection may be made from this nursery of

those plants whose stems and leaves are the most promising, having tlie most ajiplc-like

appeai'anee. These are to be transplanted into a deep rich soil, in which— still a

nursery—they remain until they begin to bear fruit. The richest and most valuable

types of these are again selected, and their seeds undergo the same process of sowing

and transplanting ; or if the quality of the fruit is perfectly satisfactory, it is at one

propagated by grafting. By this latter means many years are saved in the production

of fruit ; but nursei-ymen usually have the two processes in progress continually, by

means of which new and valuable varieties of these fruits are always to be procured.

In the cider counties, grafting, we believe, is the common method of propagation,

and it is practised even on very old trees, which frequently bear fine heads, and produce

fruit in much less time than by any other method. But if new orchards arc contem-

plated, well-grown crab-stocks are planted and grafted the following year. For this

purpose the tops must be cut ofl' during the previous winter, to prevent the stocks from

bleeding, when gi-afted, so much as to weaken the stock and prevent the graft ft'om
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taking. In tlic cider counties grafting is a regular profession, and a good expert hand

has a profitable business. It is the opinion of scientific^ as well as many practical men,

that the stocks raised from apple-seeds are not so hardy as those from crab-seeds. It is

also recommended to procure the stocks from a distant part of the country, as being

likely to prove healthier than those raised in the neighbourhood.

Whilst the trees or stocks remain in the nursery the ground may be cultivated and

planted with culinary vegetables, avoiding so crowding the stocks as to hinder theii- pro-

gress ; and at the same time keeping down the weeds. If a double shoot occm's, the

weakest should be cut off. If the leader gets broken off, cut the plant down within 3 or 4

inches of the ground, and train a fresh stem. The plants should be gone over with the

pruning-kuife every winter, taking off the undermost boughs gradually, but preserving

tlie head sufficiently extended to prevent the stem from becoming too tall. From G to 8

feet is the general height below the branches. The size they are allowed to attain in

the nursery before transplanting to their final position, is from 4 to 6 inches girth at

3 feet from the ground, Avhieh is when they are about seven or eight years old. No
cattle should be allowed to enter the orchard after the trees begin to bear, and for this

reason orchards should never be under grass ; or if so, should be fed bare before the

fruit are any size. Old orchards are less liable to injury than young ones, because the

branches are higher from the ground and cannot be reached.

The varieties of the apple most esteemed for making cider are very numerous ; but

generally speaking those trees bearing small fruit aie preferred by the cider makers,

because they contain a larger proportion of seeds which yield the albumen upon which

the strength of the cider depends. In mashing the apples particular care is taken to

break the seeds, otherwise the albumen is not extracted. The following list of the most

esteemed varieties for cider making is given in Morton's " Cycloprcdia of Agriculture :"

—

Coccagee, to impart astringency, Romril, Forest styre. Fox whelp, Hagloe crab. Stead's

kernel, New Woodstock, Cowarn red, Bennet, Yellow eyelet, Glasbury Norman, Hog's

head, Skirm's kernel, Eed Norman.

Cider, or cyder—for it is spelt indifferently both ways—is the fermented juice of

the apple, the chief manufacture of which, from whatever cause, is confined to the tlirec

English counties we have named above ; but considerable quantities are also produced

in those of Somerset, Worcester, Monmouth, Dorset, and Cornwall. It is chiefly in

the hands of the common farmers, who make it an essential and constituent part of

their business, appropriating a considerable portion of their land to the production of

the fruit from which the eider is procured. Two kinds of cider are made, one of wliich

is mild and sweet, and this is preferred in the metropolis, where it fetches a much
higher price than the second quality, which is strong and rough. This, however, is

more esteemed by the labouring class in the eider districts, who, in fact, drink hardly

any other liquor ; but it is scarcely saleable out of those districts, and it requires a

stomach inured to it to avoid unpleasant consequences, although, even in tliis case, it is

not considered injurious to health, acting merely as medicine upon the system.

Having been in the hands of the common husbandman time out of mind, it may be

supposed that not much progress lias been made in bringing the manufacture of cider

under scientific laws or rules. System, however, is requisite in the most rude and

unscientific modes of conducting a manufacture, and the operations of cider-making in

any form may be reduced to the following order:—1st, fruit-gathering; 2nd, re-ripen-
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iiig; 3ril, mashing; 1th, pressing; 5th, fermenting; 6th, freezing; 7tli, checking

fermentation; 8th, sulphurising and tunning ; 9th, bottling.

1st. The time for gathering the fruit is when it becomes perfectly ripe. In fact, it

may hang on the tree until symptoms of frost appear, from which it should be instantly

secured, but dry weather must be selected for the purpose. The apples should be

gathered by liand to prevent bruises, or anything that is likely to produce mould, which

would, even in a slight degree, afiect the flavour of the juice.

2nd. AVheu thus gathered, the apples should be placed in heaps in a dry, cool room,

in order to undergo a second or more complete refining process, by which the quantity

of saccharine is increased, and the proportion of water decreased. It is common with

most of the growers to avoid the trouble of removing tlic ajjples by allowing tlicm to

remain in lieaps on the grass under the trees, where they arc left until they are ready

for the mill, or rollers.

3rd. The common machine for the purpose of mashing the fruit, consists of a circular

stone, about 1 foot thick, and 4 feet in circumference. This is made to revolve vertically

round an upright post, and in a circular stone trough, in which the fruit is placed ; and

when this is reduced to a pulp, and the seeds arc sufficiently broken, they are removed,

and a frcsli supply of apples is put into the trough. Of late years more complete and

expeditious methods have been employed by submitting the apples to the action, first

of fluted rollers, whicli break them up in a rough way, and from which they are secondly

delivered to a more complete apparatus, which reduces them to a watery pulp, breaking

up the seeds at the same time. Another machine is employed which reduces the fruit

to the desired state of pulp by one operation.

4th. The pulp is now removed to the press; a quantity of it is placed in a horse-

liair cloth on the pressboard, the edges of the cloth being folded over. Another cloth

is then laid on, and another layer of pulp placed on it ; and so on, until a sufficient

pile is made, when the head of the press, which consists of a heavy piece of timber,

is let down upon it, and still further made to press it by screws. Instead of horsehair

cloth they use in some districts layers of hay, turning the ends over the jmlp, as is done

with the cloths ; and this is found to answer the purpose. Whether the hydraulic press

has been introduced into the cider manufactory we are not aware, but so palpable

an improvement on all other modes of pressing the juice from the pulp has surely

recommended it to the notice of the cider-makers of England, as well as to the sugar-

makers of France, for in many particulars the processes are similar.

5th. The juice having been expressed and collected into the trough Ijy which the

press is surrounded, is from thence transferred to casks, where in three or four days

it will have fermented sufficiently, and the clear liquor maybe drawn" off into other

casks, the sediment being put into bags, or strainers, and the liquid drained from it,

added to the cider in the casks. Sometimes fresh water is put to the mash that remains

in the hair cloth after first pressing, first breaking it up. It is then pressed again,

producing a weak liquoi', which is given to the workmen in lieu of an allowance of the

best cider.

6th. When the density of the fresh pressed juice is not great enough (juice 1,070 to

water 1,000), it is treated in the following manner :—Pour into a wide cooler two

hogsheads of fresh apple juice, and expose it to a succession of hard frosts (six days

and nights), carefully removing each morning the coating of ice that has formed during

V( L. II. 3 c
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the nio-lit ou the surface. This should coutiuue uutil ouly one hogshead remains.

Allow the unfrozen liquor to ferment till half the sweets are lost; then check the

fermentation by throwing into it red hot charcoal, cask it, rack five or six times, submit

to the process of clarification, and bung it securely in a stout cask. At the end of two

Tears bottle it carefully. " This," says Mr. Crosse, " if well conducted, will form a

matchless cider." Only the more aqueous parts are removed by the frost, leaving the

residue above its original strength.*

7th. Fermentation is considered to be the most important and the least understood

of the whole processes of cider-making. Being entirely a chemical operation, the nicety

required can only be fully comprehended by those who have acquired some knowledge

of that science ; and this is possessed by a very small portion of the agricultural class.

Thus a sliyht degree of fermentation leaves the liquor thick and unpalatable, wliilst

rapid fermentation reduces its strength and durability. The influence of weather, also,

has a material effect upon fermentation, either retarding it if too cold, or promoting it

too much if too warm ; and excessive fermentation, which very warm weather will

occasion, makes the cider sour, harsh, and thin. The vinous fermentation only should

be allowed to take place. Those who pride themselves upon the fine quality of their

cider, pay great attention to it when under this process, watching it uight and day,

and if they find the fermentation too rapid or excessive, they instantly rack it off into a

fresh cask. Sometimes it is necessary to repeat this operation two or three times,

which, although it reduces the strength, leaves untouched the sweetness, body, and

flavour of the liquor. " The first object," says Mr. Crosse, "is to ascertain the strength

of the juice J
and the quantity of saccharine and extractive substances being thus

found, as, for example, 1,080, the fermentation should never proceed further than to

decompose one-fourth of the sugar, or, in plainer words, to reduce the gravity from

1,080 to 1,060, thus leaving the cider, when finally transferred to the cask, with three-

fourths of the sugar undecomposed. Some makers never use a fermenting vat at all,

but fill the casks at once, and endeavour to prevent sensible fermentation altogether.

There is great danger in this; for so soon as any material increase of temperature

takes place, eftervescence is excited, which may be so strong as to burst the casks, or to

force out the bungs, and with them a quantity of the liquor."

8th. Sulphurising is a process resorted to, to keep down fermentation when it

continues too long, or becomes excessive. It consists in pouring one or two gallons

of the cider into an empty cask, and introducing a lighted sulphur match by means

of a piece of wire, not so long as to reach the fluid. The match is made of thick linen

dipped into melted brimstone. It is wetted at the part attached to the wire, and when

the brimstone is consumed, or goes out, the wire is withdrawn, the bunghole closed,

and the barrel rolled backwards and forwards for a considerable time, to cause the

absorption of the sulphurous gas by the cider. The barrel is then filled with cider, and

is to remain quiet for some time, to permit the subsidence of that portion of the leaven

which has been affected with the vapour. But as a larger portion of it still remains, the

racking and sulphuring are to be repeated so soon as hissing, or the emission of bubbles

into the water-cup, indicates the re-commencement of fermentation. When the leaven

is supposed to be so abundant that this simple and slight mode is deemed insufficient,

a larger quantity of sulphurous acid may be introduced by pouring the liquor more

* Morton's " Cycloptcdia," art. Cider.
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{gradually into the cask, and repeating the combustion of the match at several intervals

during tlie process of filling it. " These methods," says a writer in Morton's Cyclo-

pedia, " we have repeatedly tried, but the result has been the inevitable communication

of a sulphurous taint." *

No yeast is used in the fermentation of the liquor, but Marshal thinks tliis would

be an improvement of the processes. He considers that it would render the fermen-

tation more certain, both as to time and amount, which would certainly Ije a desirable

object. We do not see why it should not be as necessary and as proper to use yeast

in making cider as in making beer and fruit-wines. In all, the nature of the fermen-

tation is the same, and the process is, undoubtedly, rendered more certain in every

respect by this artificial means, and probably more eflectual.

Marshal speaks of three kinds of cider—namely, rough, sweet, and of middling rich-

ness. The first kind is for the servants, and is made with little ceremony. " If it be

best zeyder," he says, " and has body enough to keep, no matter for the richness or

flavour. The rougher it is, the further it will go, and the more acceptable custom has

rendered it, not only to the workmen but to their masters. A palate accustomed only to

sweet cider would judge the rough cider of the farm-houses to be a mixture of vinegar

and water, M'ith a little alum dissolved in it to give it roughness." It is generally made
by mashing the apples in a crude, under-ripe state, and subjecting the liquor to a full

fermentation. For the sweet cider the sweeter fruits are selected, fully ripened, and the

fermentation is kept in check. The fruits chosen for the cider of middling richness

are those which yield juice capable of affording full proportions of both richness and

strength. For the fermenting process. Marshal considers open vats preferable to casks.

Most ciders require correcting ; or, as it is provincially termed, doctoring. The
defects requiring this process are— (1) want of strength

; (2) want of richness
; (3)

want of flavour ; and (4) want of colour and brightness.

(1.) To remedy the want of strength the makers employ brandy, or any other spirit, in

sufficient quantity to prevent the acetous fermentation. Surely if all the properties of

the juice were economised in the manufactme, this would be unnecessary, as the quan-

tity of spirit (alcohol) found in it is from five to seven per cent., or about the same as is

contained in Allsop's East India ale. Probably a considerable proportion of this is lost

in the long and repeated processes the liquor undergoes in the fermentation, which

appears to be needlessly protracted, when the use of yeast would complete it in less than

one-fourth of the time.

(2.) The want of richness is supplied- by the addition of what are termed technically

sweets; but of the materials of which these sweets are composed we have found no

account, it being a secret the makers keep to themselves.

(3.) Flavour is added to it by using an infusion of hops, which communicate an

agreeable bitter flavour and fragrance, being, in this respect, a substitute for the quali-

ties of the rind and kernels, which are given to the pigs and poultry.

(4.) For want of colour they employ burnt sugar, which not only gives the desired

colour, but adds an agreeable bitterness, which improves still further the flavour. The

sugar is prepared sometimes by burning it on a salamander, and letting it drop as it

melts into water, or by boiling it over the fire until it acquires the bitter flavour ; then

pour in boiling water in tlic proportion of a gallon to two pounds of sugar, and stir until

• Morton's " Cyclopeedia," art. CtriER.
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tlie liquor becomes uniform. A pint of tliis preparation is sufficient for a liogsliead of

cider. To render the liquor bright, bullock's or sheep's blood is emplo3'ed, which is

stirred- well as it is drawn from the animal, both ways, for a quarter of an hour. A
quart is sufficient for a hogshead of cider ; and, after it is put in, the liquor should be

well stirred, or shaken about in the cask, to mix it intimately with the blood. Being

allowed to rest, the blood will subside in about twenty-four hours, and the liquor must

immediately be racked off into another vessel, for if allowed to remain longer it would

receive a taint which could not easily be got rid of. In this refining process, not only

are the foeces of the cider carried down, but the colouring matter also, so that after the

process the liquid is rendered as limpid as water.

In bunging the casks, the farmers usually observe certain rules as to time, without

reference to the condition of the liquor, which Mr. Marshal says ought to be the first

consideration. The most approved plan, he says, is to put the bung in lightly when

the vinous fermentation is supposed to be over ; and when all danger of its continuance

is over, to fill up the cask, drive home the bung with a rag, and rosin it over at the top.

It is a general practice to put into the cask parched beans, egg-shells, &c., for the cider

to feed upon, and prevent the acetous fermentation from supervening.

9th. The time of bottling depends upon the quality and condition of the cider. Good

cider ouglit to remain in the cask at least one, and sometimes two, years before it is

bottled. The proper time for bottling is when the cider has acquired the utmost degree

of richness and flavour in the cask, in which case it will retain its fine qualities for

many years in bottles. If not quite fine, it should be fined artificially with isinglass

and white of eggs.

A small kind of drink, termed indifferently cyderkhi. purre, or perkin, is made from

the gross matters remaining after the cider is pressed out. To make this liquor, the

residue, or nuirk, is put into a large vat, with a proper quantity of boiled water, that

has stood till it be cold again. If half the quantity of water that there was of cider be

used, it will be good, but a greater quantity will spoil it. The whole is left to infuse

forty-eight hours, and then well pressed, and what is extracted by the press is imme-

diately tunned up and stopped; and in a few days it is fit to drink. It clarifies itself;

and is used in families in the cider districts in the place of small beer. If boiled, after

pressure, with a proportion of hops, it will keep well.

Cider-wine is made from the juice of apples taken from the press and boiled, until

half of it is evaporated. What remains is immediately put into a wooden cooler, and

when sufficiently cool it is tunned, with a proper quantity of yeast, where it ferments in

the usual v/ay. When the fermentation is over the cask is bunged down, and the wine

is allowed to remain in the cask according to the taste of the owner, before bottling.
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SECTION XXXVI.

ANIMAL FOOD.

Whatever may have been the practice of mankiud iu the ages before the Flood, there

being no evidence either one way or another, for or against, except the fact that the

business of a shepherd or keeper of sheep was recognised as honourable, there is no

doubt as to the lawfulness or propriety of using animal food after that event. The

Divine grant and sanction given to Noah after he emerged from the Ark to use every

kind of animal for food, partakes almost of the nature of a command ; wliilst the unli-

mited character of the permission leaves the choice of the kind of animal to the taste

and inclination of every one. This general permission was afterward restricted by the

Mosaic law, and the animal world was divided between the clean and unclean. We are

not going to enter upon a dissertation on the nature or the causes of this prohibition

of certain animals, and we only refer to it for the purpose of remarking that it was

purely a ceremonial observance, no longer binding upon the conscience of the Christian,

who is commanded to call "nothing common or rmclean" that God has appointed

for food.

We have no riglit to question the sincerity of the vegetarian who considers it wrong

—if not sinful—to eat animal food, or to call them to account for not using the same

means of subsistence that we employ ourselves. We are, however, at liberty to consider

the abstinence they practise inconsistent with the nature of man, wliich doubtless was

considered when the sanction was given to Noah. We believe that the use of animal

food is necessary to sustain the physical powers in their full efHcieney, although it may

be equally injurious to eat of it to excess. That life and health may be sustained on

vegetable food alone, no one can deny; for there ai-e thousands and millions who never

taste animal food from the beginning to the end of the year. But it has been found

that the endurance of hard labour of such persons is far inferior to that of others who

consume a portion of animal food with their vegetable diet ; and the sustentation of the

animal forces in their greatest efficiency is, and ought to be, the consideration in the

choice of food, when it can be enjoyed. We therefore consider the vegetarians at

fault in their rejectioir of animal food, and that they deny themselves its use to the

injury of their physical powers ; while at the same time they ignore or set at nought a

Divine ordinance, ruidoubtedly given to mankind for their immediate benefit.

Another consideration on this subject appears to us as peculiarly strengthening the

argument for using animal food. If mankind were to adopt the vegetarian principle,

what would become of the animals of all kinds that would multiply upon our hands, ad

infinitum ? For the sake of the woo!, the hide, the tallow, &e., they still must be kept

in herds and flocks ; and when killed for the sake of the latter, the flesh would of course

be thrown away. But the vegetarians, some of them, go so far as to object to killing

them at all ; and how these propose to dispose of the multitudes that must then accu-

mulate, we have never learned. It is alleged that Abel kept sheep for the sole purpose

of their being sacrificed ; but those sacrifices were typical, and the event which they

foreshadowed having occurred, the type itself has been withdrawn, and is no longer

needed. Were the use of animal food to be discontinued, the animals now domesticated
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would multiply to that extent as to require the whole produce of the laud ior their

support. Their cultivation would still be necessary for the sake of the clothing and

other materials they furnish ; hut the increased consumption of vegetable food would

require the whole of the land to raise sufficient, and the increase of this would be in

exact proportion to that required by the cattle^ &c., now grazed for the purpose of

supplying us with animal food. AVe therefore cannot see there is any ground, either

in reason or in Scripture, for abstinence from animal food, but on the contrary an

abundance of argument in both of the most conclusive kind in favour of the contrary

practice.

It is not at all likely that, either now or hereafter, the vegetarian principles will

make any way in England or elsewhere. The tendency is rather to an increase of the

individual consumption of meat with the increasing ability of all classes, but especially

that of operatives, to procure it. It is probable that amongst these the quantity of

animal food individually consumed, is double what it was a century ago ; and certainly

the immense works undertaken could not have been executed, or the endurance of those

who perform them displayed, by the forefathers of the present generation of navvies,

iron-founders, and other operative classes, whose extraordinary performances are the

wonder and admiration of foreigners. We do not believe that those astonishing and

herculean works, to which we have referred, could be performed by vegetarians.

The slaughtering of animals on the farm ought to be performed by the shepherd or

the bailiff, if not by the master himself, who ought at any rate so far to understand that

part of the business as to be able to kill a sheep or bullock, and to cut it up in a work-

manlike manner. These not unfrequently meet with accidents, such as a broken limb

or other casualty, in which case, if the animal is in any sort of condition, it will be better

to kill it at once, the flesh being in nowise injured by the accident except at the part

affected. In such cases the delay in sending two or three miles for a butcher Avould be

probably to allow inflammation, and even death, to supervene, by which the flesh would

be rendered unfit for human food. Now, unless the farmer knows something of the

mode of slaughtering and cutting up an animal, he is entirely at the mercy of the

person who undertakes to do it, and who may spoil the joints for want of knowing the

proper mode of separating them.

Every farmstead should have a slaughter-house attached to it. This should be

under the care of the shepherd or the bailiff, who is bound to keep it clean and in

proper order at all times. Both the parties named ought to be acquainted with this

department of business, that in case of the absence of the one or his employment in

important business, the other may take his place in case his §ervice is required. The

slaughter-house should not be in the immediate neighbourhood of the farm-house or

the homestead, there being always a degree of effluvium from it, disagreeable, if not

injurious to health. The floor should be laid with brick or stone—the latter is the

best—with a rather quick fall to the drain that carries off the water in washing the

floor, &c. The drain should be well flooded after every slaughtering has taken place, in

order as much as possible to prevent its being a nuisance. A beam across the house

from eaves to eaves will be required, furnished with a block-tackle to hoist up the carcass

of a bullock or sheep. If possible the slaughter-house should have the door and windows

on the north side, with free access to it for a cart and the cattle. Plenty of water should

be at hand for all purposes of cleanliness. Much of the purity of the flesh of an
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animal depends on the ficedom of the plaee in which it has been slaughtered, from all

bad smells.

A great deal of cruelty is practised by butchers in slaughtering animals, which arc

too frequently treated as if they were destitute of feeling. This applies as well to their

treatment before, as well as when being taken to the slaughter-house. It is to be

hoped that the kindly feeling of the shepherd or the bailiff towards the animals they have

been in the daily habit of attending and feeding, prevents this barbarity being practised

towards a helpless beast. But not only is this cruelty shown to them in the general

treatment, but in the way in which the coup-de-grace is given in this country. A
strong post is fixed in the floor of the slaughter-house, having a ring fastened into it

near the floor. When the bullock enters the house, a halter is thrown over his head,

the other end being passed through the ring. By this means he is forced to come

down upon his knees, when the slaughterer, with a heavy axe, having a point projecting

from one side of it, stuns him with blows on the forehead. Many such blows are

sometimes necessary through the unskilfulncss or negligence of the butcher, or the

strength of the beast, which falls on his side under the repeated blows j and his throat

is then cut at the carotid artery, or the jugular vein.

In Prance, at the public slaughter-houses, or abattoirs, the bullock is deprived of

sensation and power in a moment, by driving a sharp chisel between the second and

third vertebrae which separates the spinal chord, which instantly paralyses the whole

body, and the animal falls insensible ; the blood is then let out in the usual way. The

English butchers allege against this mode of slaughtering, that the act of paralysing the

animal prevents the blood from flowing freely afterwards, so tliat part of it still remains

in the carcass. Why this should be the case when the animal is stunned by the chisel,

and not when by the butcher's pole-axe, it is difficult to imagine. But objections

will always be urged by such men when humane methods of pursuing their business

are proposed.

As soon as the animal has been deprived of its blood, the skin is opened from the

throat to the anus, from the knee along the anterior part of the fore leg to the cut in

the throat, and from the hock along the posterior part of the buttock to the tail. The

skin is then removed from the legs, which are next separated at the hock and knee joints.

Then the belly is flayed on both sides as far as the position of the animal lying on its

back will admit. The cod of the bullock, or the udder of the cow, is next divided, and

part allotted to each side ; and the pelvis being laid bare, it is sawn asunder, taking care

not to injure the bladder, or the intestines under it. Next the gullet and Avindpipe are

taken out of the neck and separated from the head, the gullet being tied or knotted to

prevent the escape of the contents of the stomach. The bones at the back of the head

are then chopped through, and that part of the skull to which the horns arc attached is

sawn through, so that the horns may remain attached to the hide, which is next stripped

from the head. The ends of a round beam of wood are then passed through loops

formed of the tendons of the hocks. The tackle is next passed round the beam at each

end, and the carcass is hoisted up by means of the block or pulley high enough to clear

the neck from the floor. The belly is then opened and its contents carefully removed,

the mesentery first, it being necessary to divide the breast bone and brisket before

taking away the paunch, and intestines, and the stomachs. Next the diaphragm which

separates the stomach from the chest is opened, and the contents of the thornx, the
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heart, lungs, liver, spleen, pancreas, &c., taken out. Lastly, the stripping of tbc liiJe

is completed, and tlie carcass is trimmed, and all defects, such as bruises, or other in-

juries to the cellular tissue and surface veins pared oil' or cut out, giving the whole

carcass a neat appearance.

The Jews have peculiar notioiis of slaughtering animals, and will not eat of the flesh

of those slain by a Christian butcher. This is owing to their rigid and consistent

adherence to that part of the .Mosaic law which forbids the eating of the blood of any

animal. It is usually performed by a rabbi, who, with a long and sharji knife, cuts the

throat across to the vertebrte at one stroke. The body is then opened and examined, to

see if it be free from disease; and if this is satisfactorily ascertained, the joints are all

ticketed with a label in Hebrew, to the effect that it was killed on such a day or hour.

Many of the Jews, however, do not scruple to dine at the tables of Christian friends,

nor to partake of the animal food there offered to them, asking no questions.

Loudon states that the mode of killing animals has a considerable effect upon the

flesh, and that the practice of pithing, that is, driving a knife or a chisel into the spinal

marrow amongst the phrenetic nerves, as wc have observed above, by stopping suddenly

the action of the heart, prevents the blood from flowing so freely and effectually, by which

a part is left in the body, rendering it more liable to become putrid. He therefore con-

siders the Jewish mode of slaughtering far preferable, for by it the whole of the blood is

discharged by the carotid arteries and jugular veins whilst the heart is in full play.

Du Gard, the surgeon at the Shrewsbury infirmary, is against ];)ithiug, because it

not only prevents the blood from flowing freely, but it actually occasions the animal

more pain than striking it on the head with the polcaxc. " Pain and action," he says,

" ai'c so generally joined, that we measure the degree of pain by the loudness of the cries

and violence of the consequent exertion, and therefore conclude, on seeing two animals

killed, that the one which makes scarcely a struggle, though it may continue to breathe,

suffers less than that which is more violently convulsed, and struggles till life is

exhausted. It appears, however, that there may be acute pain without exertion,

perhaps as certainly as that there is action without pain; even distortions, that at the

first glance would seem to proceed from pain, are not always really accompanied with

sensation. To constitute pain there must be a communication between the injured

organ and the brain. In the old method of slaughtering, a concussion of the brain takes

place, and therefore the power of feeling is destroyed. The animal drops, and although

convulsions take place generally longer and more violently than when the spinal marrow

is divided, yet there is, I think, reason to believe that the animal suffers less pain.

The immediate consequence of the blow is the dilation of the pupil of ihc eye without

any expression of consciousness or fear on the approach of the hand." *

This reasoning appears to u« contrary to anatomical fact. If the brain is the scut

of sensation, the spinal marrow, which is a continuation of the substance of tlie brain,

is the medium by which that sensation is communicated to every part of tlie body

through the action of the nervous system, which has its base iu the spinal. chord. If,

therefore, the m.edium of sensation is separated from its seat, or, in other words, if the

spinal marrow is divided from the brain, which Du Gard admits to be the source oi

sensation, that organ must be the only remaining part of the animal capable of enduring

pain, because every otlier part is divested of the action of those organs—the .s])inal

* See LouJon's " Encyclopiedia of Agricultuie," pp. 310, 311.
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marrow and the ucrvous system— wliich alone can render it susceptible of pain. No
symptoms, however, follow the separation of the spinal chord to justify the assumption

that the animal suffers pain either in the head or any other part of the hody. It drops

inanimate in a moment^ a slight quivering of the muscles being the only indication of

lingering vitality; and, still more conclusive, even the heart ceases its action, which is

the strongest argument against the operation, because it loses the power of expelling

the blood, wliich is less effectually drawn from the body. We admit, however, that in

the hands of a skilful and huniauc butcher the pole-axe is as cfl'cctual, and causes as little

pain to the bullock, as pltliuiy ; and if, as there is reason to think, the blood is more

effectually expelled from the body by the former than by the latter method, it is not

desirable that any change iu the mode of slaughtering should be made.

"With respect to animals that have been killed by accidents, and have died " in their

blood,'" although there is nothing absolutely unwholesome in their flesh, and it may be

eaten with impunity, it is not desirable that it should be used for food. The flesh is

undoubtedly liable to almost immediate putrescence, owing to the fact of its still

retaining the blood; and we question whether, if it remains even one or two days before

it is eaten, it may not induce febrile disease. As to animals that die a natural death,

there is no question of their unfitness for human food. Such deaths arise always from

disease, and will occasion disease iu those who eat of them, although they arc frequently

so disposed of,* being generally given to the labourers.

Before slaughtering an animal it is usual to keep it without food a certain length of

time, according to the species to which it belongs. A full-grown, well-fatted bullock is

fasted for two or three days ; a sheep oa- pig, four and twenty hours. This is done

because it is considered that the flesh keeps longer and better, and is more completely

divested of the blood than when the stomachs are full of food. Calves are not only

fasted, but ai"e frequeutly bled, in order to give whiteness to the flesh; and some

butchers are so inhuman as to hang them alive by the hind legs and open a vein in the

neck, and then allow them to bleed to death slowly. We trust that, whenever this

barbarity is practised, the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals may have

an opportunity of punishing the perpetrators.

Great quantities of unsound meat are frequently sent to the London markets, which

has at length called for the vigorous interference of the City autlioritics ; and an

inspector has been appointed to attend the dead-meat markets and seize such meat,

bringing the salesmen and owners before the magistrates. Several flagrant instances

have recently occurred, and some of the delinquents, who are generally respectable farmers

in the country, have been punished by a fiue of £oO, and six or twelve mouths' imprison-

ment. Scarcely a week elapses without large quantities of meat in an unwholesome

state being detected and destroyed. It is, therefore, of little use for the owners of such

meat to give themselves the trouble, and incur the expense, of sending it, as it is almost

certain to be detected and destroyed, and themselves severely punished.

In killing the smaller animals—sheep and pigs—the knife is thrust through the

* Some vtars ago a fiieud of the writer went oa a tour to the Ilighlaads of Scotland, and, having first-rate intro-

ductions, was entertained hospitably by the lairds whom he visited. One of these showed hina the premises of the castle,

and, amongst other offices, took him into the dairy, where huug the carcasses of four large sheep. On expressing his

surprise that the laird should slaughter so many sheep at once, " Oh !" exclaimed his lairdship, with a grin, " t/tey a' deed

o' thineh!" Our friend had dined the day before off a saddle of mutton, which, of course, he concluded, to his great

disgust, belonged to a sheep that had " deed u' itsel."
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neck, between the windpipe and the bones of the ueck, and close to the lower jaw by
which both the carotid artery and the jugular vein are divided, and the blood is speedily

discharged from the body. It is a practice with the country butchers, as soon as a slieep

is dead, to make a hole in the skin of the legs, near the knees of the fore, and the hocks

of the hinder, legs, and thrusting in the steel between the fiesh and skin as far as it will

go, then applying their mouth to the orifice, to blow up the skin, in order to separate it

more readily. The process then is the same as with the bullock, the legs being partlv

stripped first, then the body as far as can be done, while the animal lies on its back

The carcass is then hung up by a piece of wood, technically termed a " bucket," which

is thrust through each hock as with the bullock, and hung on a hook in a beam above.

The skin is then stripped from the rest of the carcass, which is next opened, and the

paunch and bowels taken out, after which the diaphragm is opened, and the contents of

the chest are removed. Of a fat sheep, the nears, or fat surrounding the kidneys, is

taken out and sold as tallow to the candle-makers. The heart, liver, lights, and head

are disposed of at a low price. If the animal is a pig the entrails are cleared from the

diaphragm, and being washed and scraped, are reserved for being stufi'ed and converted

into sausages. The pig's head makes an excellent dish by cutting the flesh from the

bones, reducing it to small pieces, and boiling them, with the addition of spices, to a

jelly, then jjouring them into a basin or a mould, to be served up cold. Pigs should

never be killed in warm weather, as the flesh will not in that case get firm, and is liable

to become speedily putrid, as it will not take the salting readily. No pigs ought to be

killed for curing after March, or before October, unless the previous months are

unusually cold. Christmas is the best time for the purpose.

The method of cutting up a bullock, or any other animal, dift'ers materially in

different parts of the country from that practised by the butchers of London, and these,

from those in Scotland. By the London butcher the carcass is equally divided by

cutting down the vertebra in the centre, so that an equal portion of it remains to each

side. In Scotland, on the contrary, the whole of the vertebra is left on one side, which

is called the lying side of the carcass. The sides are next divided at the fifth rib, wliicli

makes them consist of two fore and two hind quarters. A considerable difference also

prevails between the English and Scotch mode of subdividing the quarters, the former

cutting the sides into sixteen, and the latter into eighteen pieces. In cutting iip an

animal for the use of the farmer's family no particular system is necessary beyond what

is common to the country; but if the carcass is to be prepared for the market in

London, or any other large town, it must be performed scientifically, and a butcher

employed for the purpose, who will adapt the mode to the custom of the market to

which it is to be sent.

The practice of cutting up a sheep differs much more than that of the bullock,

almost every market having its own method of dividing the joints, which arc also called

by diff'erent names in some instances. Stephens justly remarks that many of the

customs practised are injurious to the flesh, and that simply distending the flaps of the

belly with a stretcher, to prevent them from collapsing and admitting the air, is all that

is necessary. The carcass must be allowed to hang twenty-foui' hours before it is cut

up, in order to cool and become firm. It is then cut in two, either with the cleaver or

the saw, but the former is the best in the hands of a skilful butcher, as the saw makes

a considerable litter, which is not easily removed from the vertebra. The line of scpa-
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ration is distinctly marked out, but it requires a steady hand to keep to it with the

cleaver. The nears, or kidney fat, is taken out, and being separated from the kidneys,

is sold to the tallow-chandler; or it is disposed of as suet to housekeepers for domestic

purposes. The sides are next divided into quarters at the fifth rib, the after divisions

being made according to the different customs of the country. In Scotland only four

pieces are made of each side—namely, the jigot, or hind part (from gigot, the French

word for a leg of mutton), and the loin, in the hind quarter, and the breast and back

ribs in the fore quarter. In England, the side being divided into quarters, the shoulder

is removed whole, and the I'est of the fore quarter is separated longitudinally into the

neck and the breast. The hind quarter is divided into two parts, the leg and the loin.

These joints, however, are subdivided in London, so as to suit every class of customers,

from the lone bachelor, who requires only his mutton chop, to the alderman who looks

for a roast saddle, or the two loins together.

There is quite as much difference in cutting up the pig as the sheep. In Scotland

the mode is precisely the same as with the sheep, except that the leg is cut off at the

hock joint. In England the ham, or hind leg and thigh, are cut off large ; the fore

part is separated across at the point of the shoulder, which is then divided through from

the spare rib. The part between is cut into three parts—namely, the belly piece

and the fore and hind loins. The leg is separated at the hock, as in Scotland.

The different modes of pickling some parts and roasting others are well known to tlL

housekeepers, especially in farm-houses, where they are constantly practised. The hcnd

of the pig is usually divided in two along the seton on the top of the skull, and the

chaps are again separated from the upper jaw, and either salted and smoked, or boiled

into a jelly, as we have stated above. Pork is measled when small knots of the size of

peas appear in the fat. This is unwholesome, and totally unfit to eat ; any butcher or

farmer selling it is liable to a severe penalty.

Lambs when slaughtered are cut only into quarters. These are at all times a

dainty dish; but at Christmas house-lamb fetches a high price, we have known it sell in

London at a guinea a quarter. The head and pluck are sold together, and make au

excellent dish, or rather two, as they are cooked separately. The Dorset ewes are

generally employed for rearing house-lamb in England, and the black-faced ewe in

Scotland, where the Dorset would not be sufficiently hardy.

SECTION XXXVII.

PERMANENT PASTURE.

The question of the desirableness of increasing the quantity of permanent pasture on

arable farms has occupied the attention of the writer for some time ; and it was brought

more directly before him on a late visit to the Royal Agricultural College, at Cirencester.

On looking over the farm then attached to the institution, he found that out of about

650 acres of land there wei'e only about 20 acres of permanent grass land ; and the
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question was moreover asked of him by the principal of the college whether he considered

that a larger breadth of land ought to be devoted to that purpose ? The question has

since been discussed at the meeting of the Central Farmers' Club^ before which a lecture

on the subject was delivered by Professor Coleman, who divided it into two parts—the

first relating to the proportion of land requisite to place under permanent grass, the

second how to improve those pastures at present existing. We propose to offer a few

observations on both these questions, considering them of great importance umler tlic

present condition of agriculture.

The first question divides itself into two parts—the desirableness of increasing tlie

present proportion, and what proportion of a farm consisting of a given extent of land

should be so appropriated ?

The quantity of permanent pasture land was much greater than at present before the

turnip husbandry and the artificial grasses were introduced. The land was divided into

infield and outfield, as we have already shown. The latter unenclosed, and divided into

narrow strips by wide balks of grass, which, when the land was under crop, could only

be fed by horses or cattle led by boys, or mown for hay or soiling. No other system of

husbandry with the land than a three years' course could be followed, nor could any

portion of it be laid down as permanent pasture or with artificial grasses, the whole field

being common to all the stock of the parish for a certain time after the crop was removed.

With the infield land it was very different, it being divided into fields by live fences, a

considerable portion of it being fine old pasture land, which had remained in that state

for many ages, and afibrding an abundant supply of green food for the horses and cattle

during the summer, and of hay for winter. Many of these old pastures are still to be

seen, with their fences of ancient whitethorn around them, in some of the more retired

districts of the country, to which improvement has scarcely reached. But, generally

speaking, the farms to which they belonged have been new modelled, and the greater

portion of those lands brought under the plough, the turnip and the artificial grasses

being substituted for grass. The question therefore is, whether tliis conversion of tlic

permanent pasture into arable land has not been carried too far, and whether the present

circumstances of the country do not render it expedient to revert, to a certain extent, to

the ancieut system of having a much larger portion of land under permanent pasture

than the present system admits of.

The arguments in favour of such an increase are—the comparatively high price of

animal food and low price of grain ; the frequent failure, wholly or partially, of tlic

artificial grasses ; the requirements of a flock of sheep, which is the most profitable part

of farmins ; the increase in the manufacture of manure that would accrue from it.

It is astonishing to what an extent, except on the banks of rivers, the pasture lands

have disappeared throughout the countiy. Go where you will in the improved districts,

you find farms of from three to five hundred acres, and more, with only fiom ten to

twenty, or perhaps thirty acres of permanent pasture, attached to the homestead, princi-

pally for feeding a small dairy of cows, and the riding or carriage horses, during the

summer. If a head of bullocks is kept during that season, they arc either sent to sonic

neighbouring park or other grazing land for the season, by which the manure they would

otherwise supply is lost, and from the probable overcrowding of tlic pasture the cattle

themselves receive but little benefit—not to mention the danger of sickness and disease

from the neglect of the herdsman whose duty it is to attend to them. We have seen
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these evils arising from the system, ami have known eases in which fine oxen have (lied

of red-water or other disease for want of being attended to in the first instance. Taking

these casnalties and losses into account, we question whether any benefit arises from

thus hiring pasture land for eattlc in summer, comparable to that of having them on

one's own pasture and under one's own eye, by which the manure is saved, whether for

the arable land by soiling or dropped in the pasture, which becomes enriched by it.

The present, and probably the future, low price of grain, is one of the first reasons

that renders it desirable to increase the means of rearing and keeping more stock. We
have already shown that under present circumstances a remunerating price cannot be

expected for wheat ; whilst on the other hand, come what will, the price of animal food

of all kinds must increase, whilst the supply cannot be adequately increased by importa-

tion, so that the price is not only likely to be sustained, but to be gradually advanced.

Any agriculturist whose memory will take him back the last forty years will recollect

that at that period (1825) meat, butter, cheese, &c., were not much more than half the

present price, and will also know that the advance lias been gradual to the present time,

notwithstanding the importation of animals of all descriptions from the Continent. Such,

too, is the flourishing state of the country and the prosperity of the operative classes,

that the consumption of animal food is increasing individually, as well as by the increase

of the population ; and the same process will continue to operate upon prices in future,

as it has the last forty years.

The failure of the natural grasses—clover and rye grass—is generally complained of,

especially the former. We have also adverted to this, and assigned as the cause the

mixing old with new seed in such a proportion as to ensure failure. But whatever may

be the cause, it is the fact with which we have now to deal ; and as such, it seriously

interferes with the farmer's ability to keep his cattle both summer and winter. Both

clover and rye-grass too are tender plants, and cannot stand a very severe winter, espe-

cially the weak plants that are produced by the old seed—these will scarcely bear eveu

a slight frost or a continuous rain with cold in the winter. Both they and the rye-grass

die out, and leave those blanks in the field that so much reduce the produce.

For feeding a flock of sheep in the summer, and during lambing-time in the spring,

a pastm-e, if not indispensable, is certainly a great acquisition. In the latter ease folding

them on the turnip land, especially if the weather is wet, occasions frequently the loss

of the lambs as soon as they are cast, rmless the shepherd happens to be on the spot.

If they are turned at once upon the clover leys it will certainly tend to save the lambs,

but the injury the ewes do to the clover ley, eating ofi" the crowns of the plants, greatly

injures the future crop. A piece of permanent pasture is, therefore, the proper place for

the ewes to bring forth their young, as well as to feed on during the summer.

The increase in the quantity of manure raised upon a farm where there is a due

nroportion of natural pasture is considerable. Formerly it was the custom to feed the

sheep on the grass during the day, and fold them on the arable land at night. But with

this they neglected to compensate the pasture land by returning to it any manure or

compost ; consequently they became worn out and unprofitable, and, with the new

husbandly, were ploughed up and converted into arable land. It was, therefore, through

neglect that the old pastures were rendered unproductive, and not from their age. Had

they undergone the renovating process which we shall presently refer to, they might

have borne the exhaustion of the flock of sheep without deterioration^ and would have
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proved invaluable, whilst the arable land would have received all the benefit of the teathc

from the sheep during the night, of the value of which every farmer is aware.

Independent of this, the increase in the proportion of permanent pasture will cause

an increased proportion of manure for the decreased quantity of arable land. JNIore

straw, as well as more corn and roots, will be raised by the folding of the sheep on the

fallows ; and if the grass is cut for soiling or for hay, a still larger quantity will be

raised, and thus there will be a corresponding increase in the amount of every kind of

produce per acre by the higher condition of the laud. The folding system, however,

ought never to be resorted to miless the pasture laud receives a dressing equal to the

manure the sheep have taken from it.

The ne.\t question is, what proportion of land on a farm should be appropriated to

l)ermanent pasture ? This must depend in a'great measure upon the quality of the soil

and its adaptation to the natural grasses—although there are few tracts of land on which

one or other of the grasses will not grow ; they thrive best, however, and yield most, on

a moist loamy soil, provided it is drained, and especially if a stream of water can be con-

ducted on to it. Perhaps, on the majority of farms, from 10 to 20 per cent.* would be

a good proportion, and afford an adequate supply of food for the stock that is intended

to be kept. More, however, will be required on a farm the soil of which is favourable for

root crops than for one on which those crops are poor. It is evident that more stock

can be kept on a farm that will produce thirty or forty tons of roots per acre than on

one that will grow only fifteen or twenty tons. More grass land, therefore, will be

required for summer feeding on the former than on the latter.

On the other hand, there is a great deal of land that never pays by growing corn

that might be profitably laid down in grass, because, although the produce would still be

small, the expense of managing such land is as nothing compared with that under the

plough. On such soils the crops of artificial grass, as well as of corn, are always liglit,

and afford but little produce if allowed to remain a second or third year, as is sometimes

the case. But the natural grasses, if the land is properly managed, will yield an abun-

dance of food, and will be invaluable for pasturing the stock-ewes upon in winter and

spring, as well as in summer. The feed from such pasture is far more fattening than

that from the artificial grasses, and if properly treated will improve every year, yielding

more and richer herbage, so that the longer it lies the better it becomes.

It will be said that the best soils will produce tlie best quality and the largest crops

of grass ; and this is true. Nevertheless, land that will not grow corn profitably will

pay in grass, because the expenses of farming grass land are trifling compared with those

of growing corn. The principal standing argument against permanent pasture is that

the feed is a month later upon it in the spring than that of the artificial grasses. Much,

however, depends upon the season, and if this is favourable there Avill be but little differ-

ence in this respect; at the same time, the reserve of a proportion of land for permanent

pasture docs not imply a rejection of the artificial grasses from the farm—these will

continue to be cultivated as before, though to a smaller extent, and they will still to that

extent be available as auxiliaries before the natural pastures are ready. Neither is this

the ground on which the adverse argument is founded, which is the comparative merits

* Sir John Sinclair allowed 30 or 40 acres on a farm of 500 acres, but the cojulition of agriculture is now widely

different from what it waa when he wrote (1814), when the estimated minimum priee at which wheat could be grown,

was 80s. per quarter.
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of corn-growing and pastiu'C. Let us then examiue the probable profit and loss between
the two practices.

If we estimate the produce of gvaiu at five quarters per acre all round, and the

average price at 31s. (wheat, 40*., barley 30s., and oats 23s.) per quarter, we get

31». X 5 = £7 15s., from which we deduct £4s for seed, labour, Sec, leaving £3 15s.

gross profit. Again, an acre of grass is estimated to produce 13 stone of mutton or

beef, 14 lbs. to the stone, the present price of which averages 9s. per stone,* thus

12s. X 9s. = ^5 8s., from which deduct 8s. for labour, leaving a balance of £1 5s. per

acre in favour of grass. It will perhaps be said that the average price of corn assumed

is low, whilst that of meat is high. We believe, however, that nothing but inferior

crops will raise the price of corn, and that, even with a deficiency, the advance will not

be adequate to it, owing to the importations, which are sure to make up whatever the

consumption requires. On the other hand the price of meat, as we have already said, is

more likely to advance than to decline, and it is therefore the farmer's interest to

increase its production, which, with other means, will be promoted by the increase of

pasture land, and the better management of that which now exists. "It is,^' said

Mr. Owen Wallace, at the meeting of the Farmers' Club, in May, 1861, " by the

extension of our artificial pastures and the improvement of our permanent ones, and by

calling to our aid the use of cake, meal, and other food in conjunction with them, that

we must look for the chief increase in the supply at those periods of the year (spring,

summer, and autumn) to which our subject has chief reference. That the improvement

in the productive powers of our pastures has not kept pace with that of our arable land

is only too apparent. Indeed, the latter has very commonly been manured at the

expense of the former. It is true that the practice which formerly prevailed of folding

sheep nightly on arable land that had been grazed during the day on pasture land is now
much less common. That, however, is mainly owing to the fact that the pastures so

used became so worthless that they would no longer support a sufficient number of sheep

to make folding from them practicable, much less profitable. These exhausted pastures

were therefore ploughed up and converted into permanent arable soils. And where

folding has not been practised, and a less exhausting system adopted, still most of the

hay grown on old pastures, and consumed on farms of a mixed character, has found its

way, when converted into manure, not to the land which produced it, and which was

fully entitled to it, but to the arable portion of the farm."

We now come to the method of improving those old pastures that have been

deteriorated by the exhausting processes described above : and probably some of our

readers would be inclined to apply to such lands the same sarcasm as was flung by a

beggar to the poet Pope,t and would rather break up the ground, and taking two or

three crops of corn, again lay it down with natural grasses. For a tenant farmer to do

this would be an error, because it would require a long time before the new pasture

would yield enough grass to return a profit upon the outlay, whereas by a judicious out-

lay an old worn-out pasture may in one season be so improved as to be profitable. The

* The price of the hest Southdown mutton is much higher than this. The writer was informed this week (May

1865), that a three-shear Southdown wether will fetch, dy the carcass, \i. per lb., or ]4i. per stone in Brighton market.

This is nearly as high as it was at any period during the twenty-si.t years' war with Napoleon I.

+ Pope, who was greatly deformed, was once accosted by an Irish beggar who asked alms of him. " God mend me,"

said the poet, " I've no money to spare." The beggar eyed the crooked figure before him from head to foot, and th-"

repb'ed, " Is it God mend your honour ? Sure and he'd make a dozen new ones before he'd mend one such as you !
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first step is to lii-ain such land—and unless a tenant has a long lease, this is the land-

lord's work ; and if he will not thoroughly execute it, the tenant must be satisfied with

open drains. But, with a twenty-one years' lease, the latter might safely drain if the

landlord refuses to do it, because it will instantly begin to make a return. If the fall

will admit of it, the drains should not be less than 4 feet deep ; but, at any rate, drain

as low to that extent as the fall will admit of. Stagnant water in a soil encourages only

the coarsest and most unprofitable species of grass, the finer and more tender kinds

being destroyed by it. Some persons object to the draining of pasture laud, alleging

that the water encourages the production of herbage. And this is true, so far as the

coarse unprofitable grasses are concerned ; but it is the getting rid of these and the

gradual substitution of a finer and more nutritious herbage that constitutes the value of

drainage.

We had an opportunity of witnessing the good effects of draining pasture land on a

large scale a few months back. In the parish of Beccles, in Sufix)lk, there is a tract of

marsh land belonging to the corporation containing about 900 acres. It was in ancient

times covered by the sea, but which has long receded, and left this marsh a mere bog,

and covered generally with water in the winter. In the summer it was sound enough for

light cattle, but, being covered with sedge, rush, and the coarsest of grass, it only let at

from 12s. to I5s. per acre. Through the influence and representations of one member of

the corporation, after some years of violent opposition from the majority on account of

the expense, Mr. Fenn, the individual referred to, gained his point, and the drainage of

the marsh was determined on. Open drains were constructed at regular distances, and

brought to the lowest point of the marsh, where a powerful steam-engine was stationed,

which raised the water from the drains to a level that discharged it into the "Waveney

river, only about 8 or 10 yards distant. Never was any enterprise more successful-

The rushes, sedges, and coarse grasses have gradually all died out, and a fine quality of

herbage has replaced them. The marsh itself is sound enough to bear heavy cattle all

the year round ; and instead of 15*. per acre, it lets readily at £3 10.<. per acre, and

never lacks tenants. And thus, by the judicious outlay of £4,000 or .€5,000, instead

of an income of £675, the corporation is now in receipt of upwards of £3,000 per

annum.

One of the greatest evils of undrained pastures is the prevalence of red and black

water amongst cattle in a wet season. We have frequently seen this disorder supervene

in such seasons, and have known it prove fatal to the cattle. Sheep also are sure to

contract the foot rot and other disorders, and never ought to be placed upon such

pastures. Blackleg is also a disease that attacks cattle on swampy undrained pastures,

and is occasioned by the great flush of grass in a wet season, accelerated too, in all

probability, by having their feet constantly wet. Such pastures require constant

attention in wet weather, and cattle and sheep should be instantly removed to a drier

soil.

Many old pastures are covered more or less with ant-hills and tussocks, which have

accumulated by the growth of rushes and coarse grass. It is the general practice to cut

the ant-hills off" level with a turf-spade and burn them ; but it is a better plan to yeld

them, as it is called in Norfolk, which consists in cutting them into four parts, then

paring off the grassy turf as it stands, and turning it over without separation at the foot

;

next cut the centre level with the ground or a little below it ; and lastly, loosen the
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mould and return the turf back again over it, beating it down with the spade and cutting

the edges so that they close level with the rest of tlie grass. The tussocks should be

totally eradicated root and branch, and the holes filled up, sprinkling grass-seeds over

the surface; oi', better still, laying pieces of turf on them. There is nothing deforms a

pasture more than these excrescences, which yield no herbage, and therefore occupy the

place of good grass.

The next step is to pass a lieavy harrow over the whole surface several times cross

and cross, raking up and removing the loose grass after the operation, and then sowing

the land with grass seeds, such as are recommended at pages 520 to 524, vol. i.,

according to the nature of the soil. "SMtli this may be applied a compost of bone-dust,

or lime and earth, if the soil is deficient in calcareous matters. Otherwise a mixture of

guano (about 1
'r ewt. per acre) and superphosphate (2 cwt.), diluted with GOO gallons of

watei', and distributed with a water-drill ; or adding to them a sufficient quantity of

good soil to enable a person to deliver it with a distributor, going over it with a bush-

harrow afterwards, so as to mingle the seeds with it. It should then have a light roller

passed over it, to render the surface smooth and level. This is a far better plan than

loosening the soil by the plough or spade, which destroys the finer texture of the soil, so

essential a property of old pasture land.

If the soil is destitute of or deficient in lime, a good dressing of that material will

have a very beneficial efi'ect, destroying the inferior grasses, and bringing np a fine rich

sweet herbage mixed with an abundance of Dutch clover, the growth of which latter it is

a peculiar property of lime to promote.

In a lecture read before the Central Farmers' Club, on the 3rd April, by Professor

Coleman, that gentleman mentioned three experiments that were tried on the Buscot

estate, in Oxfordshire :
—" In the first the turf was carefully pared ofi, the surface dug

over and then relaid, under the impression that aeration was required, and that this

exposure would lead to the decomposition of mineral food. The cost was heavy, no

additional food was abtained, and the humus so congenial to grass was lost, with that

firm condition of surface without which fine grasses cannot grow. This may be at once

dismissed as a failure and mistake. Secondly, the turf was pared and burnt and a course

of crops taken, and the land seeded down. Here many years must elapse before a good

sward can be obtained. Lastly, the turf was laid and improved by manure and sheep-

folding ; and this was the most successful and economical system, and the improvement

in the Buscot herbage has been very marked. These results are interesting as showing

that the most hopeless-looking grass on clay is capable of profitable improvement."

In manuring such lands the same learned professor recommends road-scrapings, the

cleanings of ditches and ponds, mellowed with lime and left mixed for a year, tlien

mingled with stable-dung as an excellent compost. "Where there is a deficiency of lime

in the soil, bone-manure (| inch and dust) will be of essential service. But the cheapest

manuring he proposes is folding shec^^ upon the sward, feeding them with oil-cake and

other artificial food. This, though a slow, is a sure process of renovation, whilst its

cheapness recommends it
—" the sheep's Ijelly being the best dung-cart."

If there is water capable of being brought upon the pasture, it should certainly be

used for irrigation. For promoting this object the lowest land should be selected for

pastui'e, and the water led to the highest part, as directed in the section on irrigation

(vol. i. p. 7C2). One great object in this work is to prevent the water from remaining

vol.. IT. 3 D
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too long or settling in places. To avoid these the subsoil should be porous ; or, if a

strong clay, the surface perfectly smooth, with a gentle fall into the drains that convey

the water to the outfall. Full directions, however, are given for this operation in the

section above referred to, and to that we refer the reader, who must form his own

conclusions respecting the eligibility of the plans proposed ; but of the value of good

pasture land, and especially under irrigation, there is but little difference of opinion.

SECTION XXXVIII.

THE TENANT FARMER'S HOMESTEAD.

The accompanying engravings represent the arrangement of a set of farm buildings for

a tenant farmer, erected on the estate of Sir H. W. Dashwood, Bart., at Duns Tew,

Oxfordshire, by W. Wilkinson, Esq., architect, of O.xford, who has been employed iu

the erection of similar buildings on the estates of the Earl of Macclesfield, the Duke

of ]\Iarlborough, Lord Falmouth, the Marquis of Bath, and many other extensive

landowners in various parts of the kingdom. Similar plans have also been adopted by

Messrs. Glutton & Co., on the crown lands, and by his Royal Highness the late Prince

Albert, on the Flemish farm at Windsor, and others.

An important feature in the plan is the barn, which is placed at right angles, and,

connected with the cattle shed, it is made the general working place of the farm, viz.,

for stacking corn, straw, and hay ; for threshing corn ; for storing aud cutting roots

;

for cutting and storing chaff, the chaff being cut on a floor over the bius; and for

mixing the food for the cattle. Having wide and lofty doors opening into it from the

road, it affords shelter for loads of hay and corn during the hay and corn harvests.

Formerly the barn was solely appropriated to receiving the corn in bulk from the fields,

and for threshing and preparing it for the market ; but the threshing machine and the

portable steam-engine enable the farmer to thresh the corn from the stack without the

trouble of carting it into the barn, and the improved combined machines thresh, screen,

cleanse, and put it into sacks, without the intervention of any other agency either manual

or mechanical.

When the food is mixed for the cattle, it is conveyed through the doorway at the

end of the barn into the feeding passage, from which all the cattle are reached with

ease, within a very short distance of the mixing place.

Another important feature in the plan is the covered yard. This is a place roofed in

between the feeding-houses and piggery, the roof being supported on piers built on the

side walls of these buildings. The floor of the yard is excavated 4 feet below the floors

of the adjacent buildings, aud it constitutes the receptacle of the dung made on tlicm,

which is forked or swept through openings iu the side walls, on a level with the floors.

These openings are provided with sliding doors, the iirine aud liquefied dung being also

conveyed into the yard by open channels in the pavements, and absorbed l)y the long
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dung. By these arrangements no particle of it is allowed to be wasted, whilst all under-

ground drainage, liquid manure tanks, &o., are dispensed with. The covered yard,

besides being a receptacle for the dung, affords a comfortable place for cattle, and by

them the manure is trodden down, and becomes in a fit state for removal at once to

the land where it is required. A considerable saving is effected by this arrangement of

the more valuable qualities of the manure, which, under the ordinary system of open

yards, leaves it exposed to the action of the sun, wind, and rain, which, beyond a doubt,

deteriorates its fertilising properties, which is further aggravated by the necessary

turnings and heaping on duug-hills before it is put upon the laud. Great care is neces-

sary in forming these yards to provide plenty of fresh air, without causing draughts, for

the cattle, and also to provide for the exclusion of the cold north and east winds in

winter and spring. The sheds attached to the open yards face the south, a necessary

arrangement for the comfort of the cattle in most parts of the country.

The placements of the other buildings in the plan, which are all named, speak for

themselves, and are in strict accordance with the above in point of practical utility. A
great deal of controversy has arisen on the question whether farm buildings should be

thus brought together in one block, or whether it would not be better to distribute them

over the farm, as convenience may dictate. In our opinion there is only one valid

reason for the latter practice, namely, the large extent of a farm, which renders the

cartage of the produce, whether grain or roots, a heavy tax upon the time of both men

and horses. Where the outlying fields are a mile or two from the homestead, bullock-

sheds and field-barns will save a large amount of time and labour ; but there ought also,

in that case, to be a provision made for the comfortable accommodation of the stock-

tenders and their families, otherwise the farmer can never be sure of proper and regular

attention being paid to the cattle. But on farms of moderate extent—say 500 acres and

under— it is far better to have the homestead in one block of buildings, as near the

centre of the land as is convenient, so as to be at all times under the eye of the master.

This, however, does not apply to the stacks of corn, which, as we have already stated in

a former part of our work, may be, and often are, with propriety erected ou the field in

which the corn is grown. By this means, not only is the cartage in harvest saved, but

the danger from fire is greatly lessened, whilst the threshing-machiue gives facility for

preparing tlie grain for the market on the spot. Many farmers have been seriously

injured, if not utterly ruined, by incendiaries setting fire to the stackyard, in which the

whole produce of both the hay and the corn harvest has been destroyed. The intro-

duction, however, of railways upon the farm, when carried out to the extent we now

anticipate, will render distance of fields from the homestead of no importance.

This subject of agricultural railways is beginning to engage the attention of the more

enlightened farmers, and must eventually make its way on all the large farms to a greater

or less extent, wherever steam power is employed. The weight of the locomotive steam-

engine will of itself necessitate this; and, as Alderman Mechi justly observed, in his

lecture on " the past, present, and future of agriculture," the future " must be based on

a general use of steam power;" and this, he argued, would render necessary an entire

change in the topography of farms, and improved means of locomotion for the farm

steam-engine, either by making new, straight, and hard common roads, or by laying down

rails in straight and cross lines, so as to reach the extremest points or limits of a farm

in the shortest time. "A farm," says Mr. Mechi, " of 640 acres would fill one square

3d2
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mile ; the buildiugs being central, aud the roads straight, every portion would be readily

accessible ; but if a survey were to be given us of the existing topography of every farm

of that size, it would reveal a barbarous Avaste of means intolerable in this age of prac-

tical economy."*

It will be necessary in future to make arrangement, m erecting farm-steadings, for

the introduction of the railway as the medium of conveying the produce from the fields.

The plan laid down by Mr. Morton, in his " Cyclopsedia of Agriculture/' for that purpose

has already been referred to, and is excellent so far as it goes. But the time, we think,

is drawing near when the rail will be as general and familiar on and around the farm

and farmstead as it now is on the roads. Gradually—very so, it is true—the system is

forcing itself into notice; and the truism uttered by Stephenson, that the steam-engine

(locomotive) was never intended to lead a bachelor's life, but must be united to the rail,

is daily becoming more apparent. When this is accomplished to the full extent of our

anticipations, England will be rendered independent of foreign aid in supplying her

numerous population with bread.

SECTION XXXIX.

FIELD SPORTS.

To the generality of farmers, field sports are rigidly tabooed, by landlord's law, with

the exception of coursing and hunting; the former with greyhounds and the latter with

the pack of harriers or foxhounds belonging to the landlord or one of the neighbouring

gentry. Rare indeed is the privilege granted to a tenant farmer of carrying a gun in

his walks round the farm, for the purpose of treating himself and his family with a

dinner of the game which has cost him double and treble its value. Even the fish that

gambol in the neighbouring rivulet arc held sacred by some landlords, who would not

scruple at dispossessing a tenant of his holding if he were found guilty of taking a trout

or two, worth a few pence. It is impossible to deny that in either case, such restrictions

on a tenant are a gross and imworthy abuse of the power given by the law—made by

themselves—to the possessors of the land. Were the tenant farmers, as a body, aware

of their power, which we trust they soon will be, such abuses would cease. In no

country in Europe ai'e they carried to so injurious a length as in the United Kingdom,

whilst in no other would they be so completely out of place and so contrary to the

general character of the institutions, whether social or political.

The sacred history traces back the practice of himtiug to Nimrod, the third in

descent from Noah, who, b.c. 2218, is represented as "a mighty hunter before the

Lord." By profane historians he is said to have destroyed the wild beasts around

• Fifteen years ago the writer lookeil forward to the time when the railway system would be extended successively to

every city, town, village, hamlet, and /arm iu the United Kingdom. How far this anticipation has been re:pliicd ho

leaves the reader to say ; hut he still maintains the same confidence in its final accomplishment.
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Babylon. Islimael, tlic sou of Abraham, followed tlic same occupation in the forests of

Arabia, and became the progenitor of the Bedouin Arabs, who still pursue a wild un-

settled course of life, dwelling in tents in the boundless desert and forests of their

country. Castor and Pollux, b.c. 1255, were the first to reduce hunting to a science

by training dogs to the pursuit of game, and horses to the hiniting of the stag. Perseus

also, B.C. 1348, is esteemed by the Greeks as having preceded Castor and Pollux in this

art, and certainly he coidd claim a priority in point of time ; but his claim is disputed.

The first Avere the brothers of Helena and the sons of Tyndarc, King of Ijaceda^monia;

the second was tlie grandson of Acrisins, King of Argos.

Under the Roman law the hunting of wild animals—now called "game"—was

deemed a natural right, which all men possessed ; and as they could belong to no man,

they were the property of the first person who took them. Coke, Blackstone, and all

our most eminent writers on jurisprudence, maintain the same doctrine ; and this law

of nature and of reason, which was first outraged by the most brutal and despotic of

the conquerors of Britain, has been still withheld from the people by an oligarchy which

refuses, from the most selfish motives, to make their legislation in this respect harmonise

with the otherwise liberal spirit of the age.

It must not be supposed, from the above remarks, that we are advocates for the

indiscriminate pursuit of game l)y every one who can carry a gun, or over land under

cultivation. Neither the right of private property nor the welfare of society at large

would justify this, which would involve the destruction of all cultivation, and raise up

a class of lawless trespassers who would abandon their regular employment to follow an

idle and desultory course of life. What we contend for—and we challenge the strictest

advocates for the game laws to deny its justice—is, that those who feed the game should

at least share it with the landlord ; and that the excessive preservation of game should

not be allowed, to the injury of the adjoining occupiers. The game laws, it is true, have

been mitigated from their original severity under the Saxon and Norman rule; it being

no longer death or loss of limb to kill a buck, &c. No thanks, however, to the land-

owners for this amelioration. If poachers are not hanged or mutilated by law in one

war, they are in another ; and the man who sends out his keepers armed to the teeth

to shoot a poacher, would, for the same reason, make a law—if he could—to hang him

when taken. We shall now describe the different kinds of hunting, beginning with that

of tlie stag.

STAG nUKTIXC.

Stag hunting in one form or other is certainly as ancient as the Norman conquest;

but whether packs of staghounds were kept at that period is uncertain. The first

authentic account of such an establishment was in the reign of Queen Elizabeth,

who was passionately fond of the sport. Sir Robert Sidney in IGOO received a letter

from Rowland White, stating that " Her Majesty (Queen Elizabeth, who was then in

her seventy-seventh year) is well, and exceedingly disposed to hunting, for every second

day she is on horseback, and enjoys the sport long." To this practice is ascribed the

great age and \ngorous health she enjoyed. She did not, however, confine herself to

hunting the stag, for she had not only packs of buckhounds but also staghounds,

harriers, foxhounds, and other dogs with suitable attendants, the whole establishment

costing only £340 4s. lid. a year. On the accession of George III. to the throne.
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stag hunting was raised to a pitch of honour it had never before enjoyed. A kennel

was built on. Ascot heath, six miles from Windsor Castle, and a handsome mansion

styled Swinley Lodge erected about a mile from it. This is the oiEcial residence of the

" master of the staghounds," an honour always conferred on a person of high rank

with a salary of £2,000 per annum. This is almost a sinecure at the present time, the

absolute duty being, to be in the field when the King or Queen is to hunt. George

III. frequently followed the staghounds, but we do not hear of Queen Victoria appear-

ing in the field. Notwithstanding this, the pack is in the field occasionally during the

season. An account of an excellent run with them was recorded in a daily paper in

1847. About two hundred noblemen and gentlemen met at Brickbridge, and a fine deer

named Rory O'More was uncarted at Weston Mills. " Rory, after making back to

Brickbridge through Shottisbrook, and crossing the park, doubled to the left by the

railway towards Twyford, over the line of the Great Western Railway to Knowl-hill

;

down to Henley-bottom and into the village, where it swam over the Thames into

Oxfordshire ; the hounds being taken round over the ferry about a mile up the river.

The deer, upon the pack being again laid on, made away towards Marlow, leaving the

town to the left, to Chisbridge Cross, where it was headed back to Skirmet, and taken

in the village after a good run of two hours and a half at a racing pace, up to its taking

the water at Henley." It is the general custom in stag hunting to take the animal

alive in the present day, at least in England, owing to the enclosed state of the country,

which deprives the stag of a fair chance of saving its life.

Stag hunting was formerly a royal sport only, and none were allowed to follow the

King's hounds but the favoured nobles. Afterwards the nobility were allowed to keep

packs of staghounds, which led to many quarrels and sometimes much bloodshed ; for

the chiefs of those days were lawless in regard to the taking of life, and tenacious of

their privileges and territorial rights. The feud betweeii the Earls Percy and Douglas

occasioned a hostile meeting in Chevy Chase, or rather at Otterburn on the Cheviot

Hills, the open nature of which obtained it the name of a chase. From the numbers

engaged on each side (about 2,000) this meeting might be called a battle, and it gave

rise to one of the most spirit-stirring ballads in the English language, named—" The

Hunting in Chevy Chase."

"The stout Earl of Norlkumbei'Iand

A vow to God did make,

A hunting in the Scottish woods.

Three summer days to take.

" To drive the deer with hound and horn

Earl Percy took his way

;

The child may rue that is unborn.

The hunting of that day."

In the affray both the Earls and a large number of their noble companions and retainers

were killed. In the present day stag hunting is almost obsolete, and at best is a poor

pastime, owing to the enclosed state of the country. In Scotland, deer-stalking has

superseded it, but is a sorry substitute for it. But the deer forests in that country have

been greatly extended of late years.
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¥0X HUNTING.

This is one of the most exciting and exhilarating of our fiekl sports, and both the

foxhounds and the hunters of England surpass those of every other country. Every-

thing connected with this amusement is calculated to keep the animal spirits in the

highest degree of animation. Imagine, for instance, a field of a hundred gentlemen all

mounted on horses of high breeding and condition, meeting the hounds at the covert at

sunrise,

" Where all nrouuJ is gay, meu, horses, dogs

And in each smiling countenance appears

Fresh blooming health and universal joy."

SOMERVIILE.

Soon the pack is spread over the covert, and presently a musical cry from them

announces that the scent of the fox is found, the huntsman gives the welcome " Hark

forward!" Reluctantly old Reynard leaves the thicket; but when once it is cleared,

away he goes at a gallop, and after him go the hounds. Now the excitement is at its

height. The leader of the pack, or the hound that has taken the scent—for as a rule

the foxhound, unlike the greyhound, does not hunt by sight—gives tongue, and the rest

follow in fall cry. The whipper-in has much to do to keej) them in order, some of the

younger hounds being apt to break away. The whole field of sportsmen are now in

motion, bounding across the country, Reynard having certain strongholds, to one of which

he directs his course. His ruses to mislead the hounds are numerous and ingenious,

but an experienced huntsman is aware of most of them. Unless he has an earth or

burrow, the cover to which he is speeding will afford a poor chance of escape. Wearied

and worn out, he has just strength to reach the densest part of the thicket, and lie

down ; but the terriers are upon him in an instant, and by their shrill tongues announce

to the hounds their discovery. It is now all up with him, and whether he again breaks

cover, or is seized within it, the death halloo, " who-hoop!" announces that the run

is over.

Fox-hunting commences about Michaelmas time, and ends in February. After that

month the females become pregnant, and cannot run; nor do the mastersof the packs desire

to destroy the litters. Forty or fifty couples of hounds constitute a full pack or kennel,

but it is seldom that more than twenty-five couples are taken into the field at a time. A
kennel of forty will enable the huntsman to take the field three days in the week with

twenty-five couples, if properly arranged. A few old hounds are necessary to lead the

chase, and keep the young ones in order, but too many of them will hinder and retard

the sport. Generally speaking, hounds will not hold good more than six seasons. The

chase should not exceed two hours in duration, or be less than one hour. We have,

however, heard of runs of four or five hours' duration, but in such cases both dogs and

horses have been exhausted, and very few of either were in " at the death," which also

resulted from exhaustion, and not from the grip of the hounds.

Where foxes are numerous, there is danger of more than one being started. A
huntsman ought to be well acquainted with not only the topography of the country in

which he hunts, but also with the several covers and the earthworks in each, so as to

prevent, if possible, a double start. The farthest cover down the wind should be drawn

first, and the rest taken in rotation up the wind, till a fox is found. Most old himtsmen
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know almost every fox ou their liunting ground, wlierc they are to be found, and to

what cover they will make when started. Foxes prefer furze covers, on dry sandy soils

where they can form their earths with ease. If the covers are of different extents, the

longest should be drawn first, they in general containing more foxes than the small

ones. It should be the huntsman's object to get the hounds out of the cover with the

first fox that breaks out, otherwise several may be disturbed, and thereby the pack will

be distracted and divided. Never halloo till the fox is quite clear of the cover, otherwise

he will return and be killed without tlie chance of a run.

In drawing a cover, the company sliould disperse themselves round it as separately

as possible, in order that Reynard may not escape unseen. There is much difference in the

lying of the scent at different times. Sometimes it appears to lie in the atmosphere,

and at others on the ground. This, in all probability, depends on the state of the

ground in point of moisture. If the surface is very dry, the scent will be weak. It is,

however, affected by other causes, as temperature and wind. These and other atmo-

spheric phenomena will occur, and either weaken or strengthen the effluvium as the case

may be. Early in the day, if the weather is dry, when the dew is on the ground, is the

time when the scent lies the strongest. None but the huntsman and the whipper-in

should, as a rule, enter the cover while it is being drawn. The fox when killed should

be thrown to the dogs, who will eat him ravenously.

Bagged foxes are sometimes hunted, wliere the animals are scarce, but it is not a

good practice for the hounds. The scent is too strong, and renders the dogs idle, and

leads them to run wild at any kind of game that they happen to come across. Nor are

the foxes themselves in a fit state for the chase, being weak and dispirited by their

confinement ; nor have they any knowledge of the country, or of the haunts to whicli they

can fly. They therefore seldom afford much sport. Many gentlemen are very anxious

to have a multitude of foxes, and therefore encourage the breeding of them, without any

advantage to the hunting, but to the intolerable annoyance of the farmers in the neigh-

bourhood. The destruction of lambs and fowls, where a large number of these vermin

is preserved, is very great, and nothing can justify the practice.

HARE HUNTING.

This is a more ancient and more general amusement than fox-hunting, being men-

tioned by such writers as Xenophon, who wrote b.c. 350 ; and in most of the European

states, packs of harriers or beagles are kept for the purpose. Tiie season begins at the

same time as fox-hunting, and the hounds should be taken out twice a week if the

weather is suitable. In wet weather it is not desirable to take out the dogs, and when

it is windy the scent will not lie. This sport is pursued in the open field, which is the

resort of the hare, and not generally the cover. In entering a field, the company should

keep as quiet as possible, and when the hare is found, the same demeanour should be

preserved. The hare is a very timid animal, but at the same time uses a great deal of

cunning in the chase, which, in fact, constitutes the greatest part of the sport. She

should therefore be allowed to pursue her own course, the company following at such a

distance as not to interfere with her instinctive movements. The hounds, of course,

hunt by scent, and arc very apt to be thrown out by the manoeuvres of poor puss. We
have known a hare run a considerable way on tlie top of a clipped hedge, and thus liaiiie
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the clogs \mtil led to tlic spot where the huntsman saw her take the ground again.

Sometimes a spent hare Avill come across a fresh one on her form, whom she will push

from it, aud squat down herself, thus giving the dogs a fresh subjeet to try their wind

and mettle.

It requires an experieneea eye to find a hare on her seat. Ilcr colour is so near that

of tiie ground that a novice cannot distinguish between them. Tiie hare most frequently

runs in a circle, aud, by doubling, tries to evade the dogs by confusing the scent.

She will sometimes take to the water in a pond, and lie eonecaled amongst reeds or

rushes. If the country is open, and she runs in a straight course, the dogs have

nothing to do but to follow her. Yet, even in that case, she sometimes returns upon

lier steps, and, taking a spring or two sideways, eludes the dogs, at least for the time.

In such cases the huntsman should stand still, and allow them to follow their own

course in finding the scent again. An experienced huntsman is so well aware of the

tricks of this animal, and of the sagacity of the old hounds to resume the scent when

lost, that he will seldom, except in special cases, attempt to render them any assistance.

When, however, they fail to renew the scent, and he finds it necessary to cast his

hounds, lie begins by making a small circle ; and if this does not succeed, he takes a

larger one. If still at fault, as a hare will generally attempt to get back to her old

haunts, if he takes the east to the spot whence she first broke, in all probability she will

be found there.

Although hounds are not allowed to tear a hare, the huntsman usually gives them

one—perhaps the last killed—by way of encouragement. Tlic whippers-in should

never act without direct orders from the huntsman. A pack of either harriei's or

beagles in the field should consist of from twelve to fifteen couples. Some gentlemen

take more into the field, but it is not advisable. So entirely do these dogs run by scent

only, that hares will sometimes retrace their path, and, squatting down, allow the whole

pack to pass or run over her, which they will do, quite unconscious of her presence.

Beagles have a less sense of smelling than the harrier j and they pursue the hare with

more impetuosity, and, if the scent lies strong, will sooner run her down. On such

occasions they will sometimes despatch two brace of hares in a morning. The hound is

much more slow and cautious in keeping or in recovering the scent ; and this slowness,

though a valuable quality with old sportsmen, is tedious to the younger ones, who prefer

a dashing run to a sure one. The fJ7th day of February closes the season of hare-

hunting.

COURSING.

This is a very different sport from hunting, in that it is conducted entirely by sight,

snd by a brace only of greyhounds. It is a very ancient pastime, being mentioned by

Arrian and other writers of the early part of the Christian era. It was much practised

by the Gauls, who employed men to find the hares on their forms, and then return and

state to their masters the number they had found. The latter then proceeded on horse-

back, with the greyhounds in slips, to the field. Never more thau a couple of dogs

were allowed to run at once ; and the hare was given " law," or a start of 150 or 200

yai'ds, on account of the superior swiftness of the greyhounds, which would otherwise

give her no chance of escape. Coursing requires an open country and low fences ; and

England formerly was chiefly open fields, and aflbrded excellent space for this sport.
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The extensive " bracks " of the large farms of Norfolk are the scenes of frequent

coursing during the season, most of the farmers keeping greyhounds for the purpose.

Coursing clubs have been established in that and other counties, for each of which a

code of laws is drawn up and rigidly adhered to. We shall add that of the Newmarket

Coursing Club by way of finishing our account :

—

"1. Every member to pay annually in November one guinea to the treasurer, to

defray the expenses of the society ; and half a guinea in February, as a fund for

purchasing a cup to be run for in November following.

" 3. If any member absents himself for two meetings without sending what shall be

judged a sufficient excuse by a majority of not less than thirteen of the members, he

shall be deemed out of the society, and another chosen in his place.

"3. Every vacancy to be filled up by ballot, and three black balls to exclude.

Thirteen members to make a ballot. The names of the candidates to be hung up in the

dining-room three days preceding.

" 4. No stranger to be admitted into the society's room, unless introduced by a

member, who is to put down the stranger's name on a paper which is every day to be

hung up in the dining-room ; and no member to introduce above one friend.

" 5. Every member who attends a meeting shall produce and match one greyhound,

or forfeit one guinea to the treasurer, to be disposed of as the majority of this society

shall think proper.

" 6. The stewards are to be named each night for the succeeding day by the

stewards of the day.

" 7. The stewards are to appoint each an assistant member in the field, to regulate

the number of beaters, situation of the company and servants, to determine what part

of the field to beat, and to preside at dinner. Each steward and assistant is to wear

a cockade of his own colour.

" 8. The owners of the dogs matched are to nominate one or more judges, who are

to decide all courses, whether long or short
;
provided there be an evident superiority in

favour of one of the dogs.

" 9. Any member may put up to auction the dog of a member, who (notice being

given) must be present, and have the liberty of bidding once.

" 10. All future meetings to be held on the second Monday in November, and on

the first Monday in February, unless prevented by frost and snow, in which case all

matches made at previous meetings are off, and the meetings shall be held on the first

open Monday in or after November, and the first open Monday in February, and not

later."

The speed of the greyhound is very great, and but few horses can keep up with

it. A hare of two or three years old is very fleet, and sometimes proves a match for

the dogs. A case is recorded of a brace of greyhounds that ran a hare in Lincolnshire a

distance of four miles straight out from her seat in twelve minutes. During the course

there were a number of turns, which much increased the ^pace gone over. The hare

ran herself dead before the greyhounds touched her.
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SHOOTING.

In pheasant shooting springers and cockers are the best dogs to employ, as their

small size enables tliem to penetrate where pointers and setters would stick fast if the

cover is very close. In the detestable "battue/' dogs are now frequently dispensed

with, and two-legged beaters are employed to drive the game to the muzzles of the guns.

lu our opinion the manoeuvres of the dogs constitute one of the chief pleasures of the

chase, of whatever kind ; but the " battue " gentry are of a different opinion. " To
iherja. pigeons thrown up from a trap, rabbits started from a basket, or swallows

skimming across a horse-pond, are alike objects of diversion, if a certain number of

shots can be obtained without any fatigue, and a certain quantum of guineas be

dependent upon each discharge. Shooters equipped with only these human mongrels

can neither feel the ardour nor the expectation which gives spirit to the amusement, and

which the mettled hunting of the springer or cocker so exceedingly enlivens."

In beating the turnip fields or the hedge-rows the setter or pointer may be em-
ployed. Pheasants lie very close in the hedges, and sometimes require the bushes to be

well shaken to start them. They seldom run in the turnips, and will lie till the sports-

man walks close up to them. He must then be careful not to fire when the bird is too

close. We have seen a pheasant blown almost to atoms by the too eager firing of a

young sportsman. Hen pheasants are, by sportsman's law, invariably spared, and a

fine of a guinea is inflicted amongst gentlemen for a breach of this law. We knew an

Irish lord—noble by courtesy—who, upon hiring the shooting-box and grounds of a

minor for two seasons, killed every pheasant upon it, cock and hen alike, and sent them

to the London market. As the sale of game was then illegal, and pheasants sold at from

one guinea to a guinea and a half a brace, his lordship made a very good speculation of

it, as the plantations were extensive and the game abundant.

Pheasants prefer woods that have much underwood with long grass and brambles, or

marshy moist grounds covered with reeds, rushes, and osiers. Thick hedge-rows in the

vicinity of covers are also favourite resorts for them. Wood and water are the

desiderata for pheasant covers, and no care will induce them to stay where these are

wanting. In such rough retreats they lie concealed during the day, and sally out at

evening and early morning to feed in the adjoining fields, or possibly on a stack of

wheat or barley, if it lies handy for them. They usually leave the cover on foot and

run to their feeding ground. By this means they get snared by the poachers, as they

always use the same path. Pheasant shooting begins on the 10th October and ends on

the 1st February.

Partridge shooting commences on the 1st September and closes on the 1st February.

It is pm-sued with setters and pointers, and occasionally a well-trained spaniel in

addition ; but this latter is dangerous to the sport unless under strict command, other-

wise it will be yelping after every rabbit or hare, or even lark that is started. In an

open country the pointer is preferable if the game is plentiful ; but where the ground is

rough and game scarce, the setter is the most useful. The morning and afternoon are

the best times for this sport, say from eight to twelve, and from three to sunset. In the

forenoon, if the weather is dry, the birds are found in the turnip fields, but after three

o'clock they retire again to the stubbles for the night. Unless a special call for game
requires an extra quantity, the fair sportsman will always select a single bird, although
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this is not on all occasions successful ; for we have seen four birds fall by one discharge

in a straight line at distances of from two to five yards from each otlier^ the sportsman

aiming only at the nearest. The coveys, which consist of a familj', always keep

together until the spring, when they begin to pair. The red-legged or French

partridges were introduced generally into this country at the peace of 1815, but iu

regard to sporting they have proved a poor acquisition, on account of their fighting with

the native birds, which are not strong enough to contend with them, and have con-

sequently been destroyed in great numbers. They also run before the dogs instead of

rising, so that it is laborious work to follow them. There are vast numbers of them in

Norfolk and Suffolk, and it is believed that they emigrate thither from the French or

Dutch coast, as they have been found on the shore in a state of exhaustion.

Quails and land-rails are birds of passage iu general, but sometimes remain the

whole year. The quail is an indolent bird, and suffers the setter to approach and almost

touch it before it will rise ; and its flight is very short. It is chiefly found in the open

country, in wheat stubbles, but will also, like the partridge, frequent the turnip fields in

September, but in October they take their flight south. In the south of Europe and

the Islands of the Mediterranean they are very numerous after their migration. As

many as one hundred thousand have been taken in one day on the west side of the

kingdom of Naples. The laud-rail or corn-crake is also a bird of passage, and arrives

about the same time as the quail, namely, the month of May. It is a diflicult bird to

hunt on account of its unwillingness to take wing, and its continual windings and

doublings in the fields. The rail is more plentiful in Ireland than in England, and is

believed to spend the winter in the former country.

The woodcock first arrives in this country about Michaelmas and leaves it in March,

resorting to colder and mountainous countries to breed. The greatest number come

over in November and December, their flight being determined by the direction of the

wind, and also by the moon, as they usually arrive after sunset. It is from Norway

and Sweden that the greatest number come. The females are said to arrive first, and

the males at a later period. They fly in considerable numbers, but as they disperse

themselves immediately amongst the woods and plantations throughout the country,

they are seldom found very plentiful after the first few weeks. The flight of the wood-

cock is heavy and seldom long. Spaniels and cockers arc the proper dogs to hunt it

with, and as it lies close, it requires close hunting to flush it. In Ireland it is more

numerous than in England, and affords excellent shooting. As many as fifty couples

have been flushed in a single copse of thirty acres in extent, and the Earl of Claremont

has bagged that number in one day. Near Ballyshannon so plentiful are they that they

have been sold at one penny, and the cost of powder and shot, each. The woodcock

feeds much in the same manner as the snipe, thrusting its long bill into soft splashy

ground to find insects and worms, which it detects by its exquisitely sensitive nerves iu

that instrument. It feeds chiefly in the night, for which its large eyes are well fitted.

Its most favourite haunts are the closest underwood in which stagnant pools of water

abound, selecting the higher parts for repose during the day, and resorting to low moist

spots, which are their feeding grounds, at night. The woodcock sometimes breeds in

this country ; but such instances are rare, and form the exception rather than the rule,

and it is chiefly in the wilds of Scotlaud that the nests arc found.

Snipe shooting is the most difficult field-sport of any, on account of the erratic
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flight of the bird. The ait in this case is to take it at the halt, which it invariably

makes immediately after being flushed. It is a bird of passage, but breeds also, to a

greater extent than the woodcock, in Britain ; but the inimbcr of native-bred birds is

as nothing compared with the flight that arrives from abroad iu September and October,

with the first frosts and an east or north-east wind.

"Wild fowl shooting requires a hardy constitution, warm clothing, a longish gun, a

boat, great caution, &c. A water spaniel, or a retriever, or a Newfoundland dog, arc the

most proper for this sport where there is much cover, such as rccd-bcds, bulrushes,

osier-cars, and other wet places in woods. Those who make a trade of wild fowl killing

choose the night for the purpose, as they generally feed at that time. In the estuaries

round our coast vast numbers of geese, swans, ducks, widgeons, teal, and other wild fowl

resort in the winter, and are pursued by men in a boat with a swivel gun at the stern,

carrying a large charge of shot. Approaching near enough to reach them, they then fire

into the flock just as they rise from the water, sometimes killing a large number. We
have knowa as many as six dozen killed or taken by one discharge. As wild fowl feed on

the stubbles at night, the fowler frequently lies in wait for them, guided by the noise

they make in their flight. Then following them till they alight, which is usually near

the marshy grouiul on which they pass the day, he steals near, and with his two guns fires

first at them sitting, and then when they rise, without being able in either case to take

any aim on account of the darkness. A great deal of wild fowl is bred in this country in

the marshy districts, as well as iu the woods and plantations, in which there are plenty

of pools aud lakes. But a far greater quantity migrates hither on the approach of

winter; and when that season proves very severe iu the north of Europe, we have

an abundance of geese, ducks, and swans in the marshlands and estuaries round the

coast. They generally arrive in good condition, but are somewhat fishy iu flavour.

Those bred in the country are much more palatable, especially just after harvest, as they

feed at night on the corn stubbles and get very fat. Night is the only time to take

them, as they are off to the water by daylight.

SECTION XL.

LAND MEASURING.

Although a perfect and complete knowledge of this art is not absolutely necessary to a

farmer, it is undoubtedly a useful and desirable acquisition, as without some acquaint-

ance with the use of the chain he has no means of ascertaining, with any degree of

exactness, the quantity of work performed by his labourers when paid by the piece.

Hedging aud ditching, draining, reaping, and many other kinds of work which are

usually paid for by the rod or acre, require the chain to obtain an exact measurement.

For although, in some instances, a farmer by practice may be able by stepping the

length of a fence or drain, to find its measure with tolerable accuracy, it is always more

satisfactory to both parties to have work regularly assessed.
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It is not tlie design of the writer to give a treatise on laud siirvcving, whicli would

requirfe more space than could be devoted to it in this work. lie will, therefore, confine

Lis observations to a few of the leading principles on which measuring with the chain is

conducted, with a list of the terms used in the measurement of land and their several

quantities, referring the reader for more full information to works on the subject.

LlNEAK MeASUEE.

1 foot is .

1 yard is .

1 pole is .

1 fuiiong is

1 mile is .
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The Irish plantation acre, as it is called, is generally employed in letting land in that

country, and the average produce is always estimated by it. Thus, if the product of

wheat is 20 barrels per Irish acre, it would be equivalent to 11 barrels 16§- stones per

imperial acre, the barrel of wheat iu Ireland being 20 stones of 14 lbs. per stone. The

Irish chain of plantation measure is 8-1 feet in length, and is divided into 100 links of

lO'OS inches each, and its relative proportion with the English statute acre is as 196 to

121, or one plantation acre is equal to 1'61983 statute acre.

FoKEiQN Laud Measures.

Prussia, Morgen is

Rhineland, Morgen

Eome, Fata . .

Russia, Bmetina .

Spain, Fanegada .

Sweden, Tumeland

Switzerland, Taux

Tuscany, Quadretto

Vienna, Jock . .

Cubic ok Solid Measiirb.

1 cubic foot contains .... 1,728 inches.

1 „ yard 46,656

Amsterdam, Morgen is 9722
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5. A pair oi Hair-compasses, employed where greater accuracy is required.

6. Plotting or Feather-edged Scales.—A straight ruler 12 inches long ; the edges

are bevelled and decimally divided into equal parts on the edges. The divisious repre-

sent chains, and the sub-divisions ten links each. The plotting scales are made of ivory

or box.

7. The Protractor is made of ivory 6 inches long and If inch broad. The edges ai-e

feathered and round, three of them are marks for setting off angles. The fourth edge

is plain, with the exception of a single perpendicular stroke in the centre, and in using

it this edge must be made to coincide with the line from which the angle is to be set off,

and the stroke in the centre must coincide with the angular point of the line at which

the angle is to be set off. A mark is then to be made with black-lead pencil at the

point on the paper which coincides with the stroke on the protractor, marked with the

number of degrees in the required angle. Then removing the protractor, a straight line

is to be drawn from the angular point in the given line to the point thus marked ofl".

8. The Field-book, for setting down the notes and figures, beginning at the bottom.

The pages are divided into three columns, the centre one being for distances measured on

the chain line, where hedges are crossed, or offsets, stations, or other marks are made.

In the columns right and left the offsets, and any observations respecting them, ai'e

entered.

9. Pins of stout iron wire 15 inches long, sharp at one end, and curved to a ring at

the other, to which is attached a piece of red cloth to render them conspicuous. There

are ten of these, and the assistant taking the end of the chain in the right hand and the

arrows orpins in the left, moves forward on the line to be measured, the surveyor having

hold of the other end at the starting point. When the chain is extended to its full

length, the assistant jjricks down an arrow and moves on till the surveyor reaches the

arrow, when he stops, and the leader puts down another arrow, and so on to the end of

the line. If it is more than the ten lengths of the chain, the leader on arriving at

the eleventh length makes a mark with his foot, and calls "change !" The surveyor

leaves the chain on the ground and delivers to the assistant the ten arrows, one of which

he pricks down at the foot-mark. The " change " should be at once entered in the

field-book : thus, suppose four changes, two chains, and forty links have been measured,

the leader should put down 4,240 links.

In using the chain for measuring lines on the ground be careful to stretch it always

to the same tension, as it will extend by much use and may require occasionally to be

shortened. When a survey is made for a finished plan, all remarkable objects should be

noted down; as buildings, roads, rivers, ponds, footpaths, gates, &c. In measuring a

farm, or a field, or an estate, ditches, fences, and private roads, iised only for the

property, must be measured in with the fields to v/hich they belong. But in measuring

growing crops, or for the purpose of ascertaining the net dimensions of a field, only those

portions that are cultivated must be included in the survej'.

In measuring an estate observe the boundaries. If the ditch separating it from

other properties is on the outside, it belongs to the estate, and rice versd. There arc,

however, exceptions to this, and it is necessary to ascertain the real boundary or limits.

The usual allowance for a ditch is five links of the chain, or 3 feet 3 inches from the

level ground to the bank, at the roots of the quick ; but this also varies from five to ten

links, or 6 feet 7 ,'„ inch.
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Poles with red Hags must be set up at the ciuls of the lines to be measured, and at

certain intermediate points where an observation is to be made, or the length of the line

requires it. Wc shall now give one or two examples of tlic method of applying the

rules in the measurement of a field.

1st. If the proposed field is square, A15CD, that is, if it be equal in length and

breadth, say 500 links each way, measure the Icngtli and l)readth into each other, and

the result will be as follows :

—

oOO
.500

Acres 2-50000
1

Eoods 2-00000

C D
Area 2a. 2r.

2nd. If the area of the field is rectangular, ABCD, with a length of 4,520 links, and

a breadth of 3, '212 links, miiltiply the one into the other, thus:

—

4520
3212

9040
4520

9040
13560

145-18240

4 Area 145a. Or. 29ip.

-72960

40

29-18400

3rd. If the field is a triangle, ABC, set np poles at the angles or points, and measure

from A towards B; and when at or near 1), try with tlie cross for the place of the

perpendicular CD. Plant the cross, and turn it till the marks A and B can be seen

through one of the grooves. Then look through the c

other groove ; and if the mark C can be seen

through it, the cross marks the place of the perpen-

dicular. If not, move the cross right or left till

the three marks can be seen through the grooves.

Suppose the distance AD to be 720 links, and the ^ ^' J5

whole AB to be 1,465 links, return to D, and measure the perpendicular DC, which

suppose to be 735 links. This completes the survey of the triangle.

Construction.—From a scale of equal parts lay off the base AB = l,4fi5 links, on

which take AD = 720 links. At D erect the perpendicular DC, which make = 735

links. Join AC, CB. Then ABC is the plan of the triangle, to find the contents of

which multiply the base by the perpendicular, and half the product will be the

area, thus :

—

VOL. II. 3 E
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1465
735

7325
4395

10255

2)1076775

6-38387

4

1-53548

40

21-41920 . Area 5a. Ir. 21p.

4tli. The following is the measurement of a crooked piece of land on a river bank :

—

Double! areas.

74x100= 7400

„ b 74 + 80xlOO= l.>UO

„ c 80 + 139x150= 32850

„ d 139 + 226x150=54750
„ e 226 + 163x100= 38900

„ F 163 + 197x120= 43200
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Insets from B to C.

98 X 458 = 44884

98 + 128 X 250 = 56500

128 + 80 X 364 = 75712

80 X 271 — 21920

199016

Ofisets on AB
„ CA

Triangle ABC

Deduct insets BC

Double areas.

272256

380856

2644224

3297336
199016

Divide 2)3098320

Acres 15-49160

4

Eoods 1-96640

40

Contents of area 15a. Ir. 38Jp. Perches 38-65600

6th, The following gives the plan and area of a field of irregular form :—
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From C to D. Double areas.

84x200= 16800

84+130x200= 42800

130+ G0x220= 41800

60x310= 18600

160 4-258x310 = 129580

5. From D to A.

86x245 =
86+ 48x225 =
48+ 134x258 =
134+ 64x188 =

64x218 =

249580

21070

30150

46956

37224

13952

149352

E to B.
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received its death-blow iu Scotland, by the inability of the teuaiits to pay the euoiinous

rents they have coveuauted for. On some estates the entire tenantry has thus collapsed,

rendering a new admeasurement and vuluatlou of the farms necessary. It would be more
to the credit, and iu the end to the advantage, of both landlord and tenant, to fix the rent

by the acre, as both parties then know how to make their calculations.

It is proper to state iu conclusion that iu measuring a field iu order to ascertain its

extent, the fences are taken in, half belonging to one side and half to the other. But iu

surveying an estate, the ditch determines to whom the hedge belongs, the edge of the

ditch forming the boundary line, except in very rare instances, which are specified in the

title-deeds. In surveying a farm, therefore, or a whole property, all fences are included
;

but in measuring the work of a labourer, such as reaping, mowing, hoeing, &c., only the

extent of ground laboured is included.

SECTION XLI.

CONCLUSION.

In bringing our work to a close, we wish it to be observed that wc have in many parts

of it endeavoured to impress on the mind of the reader that the agriculture of England

is at present in a transition state,— oscillating, as it were, between the traditionary

husbandry of former centuries and an entirely new system, founded upon the accession

of science as the basis on which the cultivation of the soil must in future be conducted.

This change, which has only partially obtained at present, has met with powerful

resistance, as it upsets all the preconceived ideas of the husbandman ; nor is the struggle

yet over. There is no doubt, however, that the traditionary system must ultimately

succumb; for if nothing else necessitated a change, the present condition of agriculture

iu regard to the importation of grain will compel it. Such has been, and, in all pro-

bability, will continue to be, the increase of the importations, and especially wheat, that

unless the farmers of England find means to increase the productiveness and lessen the

expense of cultivating the soil, it will be impossible for them to stand on equal terras

with foreign growers.

Light, however, is continually being thi-own upon this subject; and the results of the

last two seasons, with regard to the production of grain, have opened the eyes of the

more intelligent of the agriculturists to the fact that the productive powers of the soil of

the United Kingdom are far from being fidly developed. Not a doubt can be enter-

tained that the extraordinarily large crops of wheat and barley of the seasons 1803 and

1861 are to be attributed mainly to the improved condition of the land, especially by

drainage and deep tillage; for wherever these important operations have been effected,

there the produce has been the greatest, and plants of all kinds have best withstood the

severe drought of 18G4. The application of steam power facilitates both these opera-

tions ; and whilst it reduces the expenses, prepares the laud much more effectually than

the commoa methods of cultivation.
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Closely connected with this subject is that of an agricultural education, the necessity

of which has also been enforced in the foregoing pages. It is impossible for a young,

uneducated man to understand the principles of science without having learned, at least,

the rudiments, and studied, to a certain extent, their relative importance in the cultiva-

tion of the soil. It is a most favourable sign of the times that a call is made for agri-

cultural colleges, and that the call has been responded to in a way which indicates that

a change has come over the mind of the husbandman^ who, so far from eschewing book

farming, as was formerly the case, is desirous of obtaining all the information that

scientific knowledge can impart relative to his profession. Assui'edly the next genera-

tion of husbandmen will, in respect to enlightenment, be as superior to the present as

these are to those of by-gone centuries. Education, in fact, has become an imperious

necessity, for without it a farmer cannot intelligently throw himself into the movement
that is in progress, nor can he understand the nature and principles of the change that

science has effected upon the farm.

Such a preparation as is implied in these lines we nave recommended in dififerent por-

tions of the work, and we shall now make a few observations on various other points that

we deem of importance to be strictly attended to as being essential to a successful issue.

The man who takes a farm enters upon an undertaking that involves numerous obliga-

tions, some of which, we apprehend, are but little understood by the generality of

farmers, but on the fulfilment of which depends a large share of the comfort and pros-

perity of himself and of those with whom he is closely connected. These obligations

relate to the land, to the tillers of it, and to the occupier himself.

1st. With regard to the land, it may appear strange to enforce any obligations relat-

ing to its treatment. Being an inanimate subject, it can neither suffer by neglect nor rejoice

in being carefully and intelligently cultivated. This would be a very narrow view to

take of the matter; for, whoever engages in a farm, lays himself under a moral obliga-

tion to render it as productive as possible, not only in justice to himself, but also to

society at large, who suffer to a greater or lesser extent by the want of care or skill

which involves him in loss. And he is bound to cast his eyes forward, and, by a careful and

timely execution of the labours of the farm, to provide against those casualties which

are beyond the absolute control of human foresight, but which may be alleviated in

their effects by it, and by a skilful and intelligent application of the means Providence

has put in our power.

One of the first principles in good husbandry is to have the various operations of the

farm in advance, rather than in arrear, of the season. There are some farmers who are

always behind-hand in the work, and their business, therefore, is always in confusion,

the operations of one season being thrown into the next ; and thus, throughout the agri-

cultural year to the very close, at the termination of the harvest they are a montli behind

their more active neighbours. Even in the most favourable seasons this dilatoriness is

attended with great loss and inconvenience ; but in a wet one, or when a protracted frost

interferes with the regular farm work, the consequences are fatal. There are seasons

when it is impossible for the most diligent husbandman to keep up the operations to the

desired standard ; but even in such cases preparation is made for their resumption, and

every opportunity is made available for recovering the lost time. Steam-power will be

an admirable auxiliary in the hands of such men ; and when it assumes its proper form

of application, will effect a perfect revolution on the farm. It is impossible 4o calculate
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what is lost by a want of foreseeing diligence in accomplishing the proper farm work at

the proper season ; but we have heard of cases in which, by a change of tenants, the

produce of a farm, has been doubled, without any extraordinary outlay for manure, but

chiefly by the more timely and efficient execution of the work of each season.

2nd. But in order to carry out the principle thus laid down, it is necessary not only

to have an efficient staff of labourers, but also to have the entire control over them, which

can only be secured by the union of firmness and mildness, and the strictest punctuality in

the weekly or fortnightly (as the case may be) payment of their wages. In some districts

the supply of labour is so deficient that a farmer has scarcely any choice ; in which case, as,

in fact, in every other, he must make himself acquainted with the capabilities and dis-

positions of those whom he employs, and assign to each the kind of work for which he

is adapted. This may occasion grumbling from those to whom is allotted the inferior

work ; but no regard need be paid to this unless an attempt is made to spread dissatis-

faction amongst the rest, which will render it necessary to dismiss the offender. In no

other case, except dishonesty or total inefficiency, is it desirable to dismiss a labourer.

Some employers, of a stern and unbending disposition, are for ever quarrelling with and

turning off their men; but such persons are generally ill-served, and every advantage is

taken where if can be done with impunity. There are few labourers who do not appi'e-

ciate, on the part of their employers, a mild and firm conduct, or who will not yield to

reason when urged in a proper spirit.

An efficient staff of working cattle, whether horses or oxen, is as necessary as of

labourers for the proper management of a farm. It is no economy to employ weak or

half-starved animals that are incapable of getting through a day's work at all .seasons of

the year without great suffering. This is one of the evils of a farmer taking more land

than his capital is adequate to, which compels him to purchase cheap horses and too few

of them, occasioning his land to be only half cultivated, and the work always in arrear.

It must be by good management indeed, in other respects, if a man under such circum-

stances succeeds in business. Under the Law of Hypothec, in Scotland, it has become

very common for persons to take large tracts of land with little, and, in some cases, no,

capital. The majority of these, after getting into debt with cattle-dealers, machinists,

and other tradesmen, have been suddenly stopped by their landlords, who swept off

everything upon the land for hack rent, leaving little or nothing for any of the other

creditors. This system isbi'eaking down ; and it is to be hoped that the Royal Commis-

sion now sitting upon the question will recommend an entire abolition of the custom of

Hypothec, which, in fact, has no statute to confirm it, being entirely a landowner's law

for securing himself to the prejudice of every other creditor.

It may readily be supposed that under such circumstances a farmer must necessarily

be compelled to put up with inferior horses or working oxen, the consequence of which

is, the land is only half tilled, and the produce small ; and even if the landlord is lenient

and considerate, the tenant is always poor, being unable to make the most or the best of

his land, his work being for ever in arrears from the beginning to the end of the season.

The comfort and physical welfare of the labourer should be attended to so far as the

farmer has it in his power. His position in life places him almost at the mercy of his

employer, who n:«ty be considered as his guardian whilst he continues in his service,

and whose obligations are not all fulfilled when the week's wages are paid. Tlie domestic

comfort of the peasantry, their relief in sickness, the education of their childi'cn, and a

hundred other matters, may call for the kindly interference and assistance of the farmer
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who employs them, and who is, morally at least, bound to relieve or to see him relieved.

It is hard and demoralising to send a faithful and honest servant to the parish on every

occasion of wanting relief, when it can be administered without inconvenience or much

expense, and has also the effect of binding the party to his master's interests by the tie

of gratitude, which is no small matter.

3rd. Whatever engagements of a business nature are made with neighbours should

be punctually fulfilled, taking care at the same time that no room is left for unjust

demands. But whilst thus maintaining a character for integrity iu his dealings, the

farmer should be equally cautious in selecting his intimate acquaintance, and in avoiding

any connection with dissipated character.*;, whilst keeping on friendly terms with them.

Nothing is more calculated to hinder a young man's success, or degrade him in the eyes

of respectable men, than frequenting the tavern with what are mis-called "jolly fellows,"

or joining their clubs, which are chiefly formed for the purpose of intemperance.* It

is probable that the refusal to join in these revelries will subject a young man to the

sneers and jeers of such neighbours, in which case the best course is to avoid quarrelling

by taking no notice of them, and they will soon cease to annoy him. Tlie friendship of

such men is worse than worthless.

A farmer should never pay his meu at a public-house, as is the custom with some,

uor frequent one on any account whatever e.xcept on public business. A bad habit is

soon acquired, but not so soon got rid of.

" 111 customs gather by unseeu degrees
;

As brooks make rivers, rivers swell to seas."

We have known farmers drink with their labourers, at the public-house, after the

day's work is over ; which not only sets a pernicious example to them, but degrades him

in their estimation to such an extent, as to destroy all authority over them. Nor should

a farmer ever give his men money for drink at the public-house after working hours. It

entices them to spend their own money and their evenings there to the injury of them-

selves and their families, and eventually of the master himself; for assuredly the labourer

who thus acquires a habit of dissipation can never be so efficient, even when young, as

he would if sober and steady.

The farmer's greatest happiness should be found at home in his own family. There

ought to be the centre of his thoughts and his aspirations, the motives for diligence,

and the seat of his recreations. There, after the toils of the day, he may safely calcu-

late upon receiving a warm and grateful welcome, and of enjoying that luxurious

relaxation which the freedom from all restraint ensures, and renders so refreshing.

First having entered the occurrences and the business of the day and made arrange-

ments for that of the morrow, he can lay aside the cares and anxieties that adverac

circumstances may have occasioned, and indulge in those rational pleasures which the

* A remarkable instance came under tbe writer's notice some years ago, of a club in a town iu ouc of the Midland

Counties. The particulars were related to him by a surgeon who, though not a member of the club, was, as the medical

attendant of most of tbcm, sometimes invited to join the party. It consisted of twelve members, all of them young meu

of substance, and fine healthy constitutions. They met once a week, and seldom separated till a late hour, and iu a state

of intoxication. At length one night, when they were all far gone in inebriety, one of them, more daringly impious tl.au

the rest, proposed to try '• w/iicA could <jo to the devil fust." The proposal was received with ncclaination, and fioui

th:it time they met ;dmost every night ; and the consequence was that their business was neglected, their property wasted,

and their constitutions so completely destroyed that not one of them lived to the !u;e of forty years, the last of them dying

in Dover gaol, where he was coufmed for debt, after having dissipated a handsome miencumbered estate left to him by his

father. Sii-bottle clubs were iu fashion when the writer was a young man, but he is happy to add that he ucver joined one
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perusal of tlic daily journals or books att'oril. By cultivating such liabits lie lays the

foundation for the real eiijoymeut of that occupation he has chosen, which he will pursue

with fresh zest and vigour in tlie day-tiniCj from having spent the evening in the quiet

of the family instead of in the haunts of dissipation and intemperance.

" Whilst we remind the cultivator of the soil, that duty as well as interest, the

claims of society as well as those of sclf-aggraudisemcnt, lays him under an obligation

to render this beautiful world—surpassingly beautiful even in its wildness and desola-

tion—as productive as possible, thereby to increase its wealth, and with it the temporal

happiness of his species, we would at the same time suggest that this must still be done

in subordination to the higher claims arising out of the two-fold nature bestowed upon

him. If the inferior, the bodily portion of that nature owes its origin to the earth, and

is destined in a brief period to repay the debt, by returning its component parts to the

kindred masses from wiiich they were originally taken ; the second and immaterial prin -

ciplc within, which emanated from an infinitely higher and more noble source, exterior

to the material creation, is alike destined to return to that source when the mortal part

decays.

" This principle, which the infidel dares not ignore, while he seeks to deprive it of its

most essential characteristics, is that which super-eminently distinguishes man from the

inferior creation around him, and gives him the entire dominion over it. That dominion

has not been bestowed upon him for the mere purposes of personal aggrandisement and

the accumulation of wealth, nor without involving obligations of a serious nature. We
are, each of us, parts of a system, which embraces a consideration both of the present

world, and of a state of being beyond it, of which vve can at present have but an imper-

fect conception. It is not, however, the less real in fact or certain iu its consequences,

for our defective knowledge of it ; and it behoves us to make this question, so intimately

connected with our final destiny, the first consideration in the arrangements of our

time, thoughts, and conduct in life.

" Neither must the husbandman forget how entirely helpless he is in regard to the

results of his best-arranged plans and most efficient operations. He, above all other

classes, must feel his ultimate dependence upon a power superior to all human efibrts,

and that when he has done everything that the wisest and most enlightened policy can

suggest, a blast of the hurricane, a night of sevei-e temperature, a breath of poisonous

miasmata, may neutralise his best efforts, blight his fairest prospects, and dash his hopes

for the season to the ground.

"Whilst, therefore, every nerve must be kept in motion, and the powers of body

j.nd mind employed as if everything depended upon his own efforts ; let the cultivator of

the ground work in humble and hopeful dependence upon that Being who absolutely

commands those elements, upon whose beneficial agency his success rests. Let him

rejoice with grateful acknowledgment when his plans are crowned with a favourable

result, and bow with humble submission when reverses attend them. Let him, above

all, cultivate that spirit of contemplative and intelligent piety which his occupation is

so eminently calculated to promote, which is always dignified and graceful; which will

secure happiness under any transition of fortune in life, and constitutes the best and

most worthy preparation for the final terraination of his earthly labours."
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Forage plants, i. 503.

Forage plants, cultivated, i. 503.

Forests and plantations, ii. 227 ; of Dean, Sherwood,

ii. 228; of Windsor, the New Forest, ii. 229; the

chase, forest laws, ii. 230.

Forest trees: the oak— different varieties— ancient

oaks—Arthur's round table— used as places of

public assemblies, ii. 232 ; the ash and varietie.?,

ii. 237; the elm, ii. 238; the Wych elm, ii. 239;

the beech, ii. 240; the Spanish chestnut, ii. 241;

the hoi-se chestnut, ii. 242; the walnut, ii. 243 ; the

Lime or Linden tree, ii. 245; the sycamore, the

maple, ii. 246; the hornbeam, the birch, ii. 247;

the Scotch pino, ii. 249; the larch, ii. 252; the Nor-
way spruce and varieties, ii. 256; the silver tir,

ii. 258 ; Weymouth pine, ii. 259 ; the Austrian bladi

pine, ii. 261 ; the Pinaster or Chester pine, ii. 262

;

the cedar of Lebanon and red cedar, ii. 265 ; the

yew tree, ii. 265 ; the Irish yew, ii. 270 ; the box
tree, ii. 271; the holly, ii. 271; the poplar and
varieties, ii. 274 ; the plane tree, ii. 282 ; the willow

and varieties, ii. ' 285 ; the Babylonian willow,

ii. 289 ; the alder, ii. 294 ; the hawthorn, ii. 296 ; the

false acacia, ii. 297 ; the wild cherrj', ii. 299 ; cul-

tivated varieties of the cherrj-, ii. 303.

Forming plantations, ii. 93

Fossil remains, i. 278.

Fox hunting, ii. 775.

Freeholds, origin of, i. 11.

French agriculture, i. 135; writers on, i. 136; the

war spii-it, destructive .of, i. 136; minute subdivi-

sion of land, i. 140 ; conscript law injurious to,

i. 141 ; metayage, 142, i. 142 ; competition for land

in France, i. 144.

Frost, its beneficial effect on land, i. 100.

G.

Game, laws relating tri, i. 71 ; cannot be made private

property, i. 73 ; what animals are game, i. 73 ; de-

etnictive habits of hares, i. 75 ; encouragement of

poaching, i. 7 7 ; difficulties between game preservers,

i. 77 ; Hawker's solution of them, i. 77 ; noble

poachers and egg stealers, i. 78
;
gamekeepers' nui-

sances, i. 78 ; the character of the landlord lowered
by game preserving, i. 81 ; the imitation battue,

i." 82 ; noble poulterers, i. 82 ; the old worn-out
sportsman, i. 83.

Game-laws, almost tho last relic of feudal system,

i. 72; increased .sevcrityof,afterNorm,an Conquest,

i. 72; Hawker on, i. 73; evils of, i. 74.

Garden, the, ii. G99 ; laying out a, ii. 700
;
planting

fruit trees, ii. 701 ;
grass-plots, ii. 703

;
grafting,

ii. 704.

Garden calendai-, ii. 705.

Gardens, market, ii. 718 ; mode of cropping, ii. 719.

Gasti'ic juice of animals, i. 215.

Geology, i. 266 ; of Norfolk, i. 260 ; formation of

soUs, i. 267 ; diftorent periods of deposit, i. 270
;

Silurian, devonian, carboniferous, i. 270; permian,
secondary, triassic, i. 271 ; rock salt, volitie, i. 272;
eocene, i. 273 ; mloceni', i. 274

;
pliocene, pliestocenc,

i. 274 ; drift, alUnial, i. 275 ; humus, i. 276 ; stra-

tification of earth's crust, i. 277 ; trap-rock, Old l!e(1

sand.stone, i. 279 ; New Red sandstone, lias, i. 28(
;

London clay, crag, limestone, i. 282.

George III., "iCing, the friend of agriculture, i. IDS
;

his accession an era in agriculture, i. 108.

Germany, statistics of hu.sbandry in, i. 102; abolition

of tithes, &c., in, i. 164 ; agricultural societies in,

i. 164 ; merino sheep and wool in, i. 166.

Gei-mination of plants, i. 217.

Gleaning, a Divine institution, ii. 169.

Gloucester, statute of, i. 91.

Gluten, a constituent of plants, i. 221.

Gold, effect of an influx of prices on, i. 28.

Grain trade of Russia, i. 194.

Grasses, list of the natural, i. 504 ; list of tho arti-

ficial, i. 512 ; analysis of, i. 617 ; for the fonnation

of pastures, i. 520 ; alternate husbandly, i. 520
;

permanent pastm-e, i. 521 ; land preparing for

in-igation, i. 522; orchards and plantations, i. 522
;

coverts and plantations, i. 523; heaths, moors, &c,

improved, i. 523 ; marshy and flooded grounds,

i. 624 ; warrens and light sands, i. 524.

Grisenthwaite on special manures, &-c., i. 729.

Gj-psmn, its composition, i. 250 ; its use and applica-

tion, i. 700 ; Liebig and Boussingault on, i. 701

;

experiments by Boussingault, i. 702 ; an American
opinion on, i. 703.

H.

Hail, its formation, .and destructive effects, i. 301.

Hair, a powerful generator of electricity, i. 302.

Halley, his tables of mortality, ii. 667.

Hare himting, ii. 776.

Harvest, ii. 193 ; the reaping machine prohibited,

ii. 194 ; advantage of cutting wheat early, ii. 196
;

gleaning a right of the poor, ii. 196 ; stacking

wheat, ii. 196 ; stacking oats and barley, ii. 198

;

carts and waggons, ii. 201.

Harvest home, the crowning act of the year, ii. 209
;

at Thomey, in Leic'cstershrre, ii. 210 ; wide gap
between the modem farmer and thelabourer, ii. 2 1 2

;

education for the latter the remedy, ii. 213.

Harvesting implements, &c.—the scythe, i. 634 ; tho

sickle, reaping-hook, reaping machine, i. 635

;

Bell's the first practical machine, i. 635 ; M'C'or-

mick's, Hussey's, Burgess', Key's, i. 638
;
Cros-

kiU's improvement of liell's, i. 638 ;
comparison of

hand with machine labour, i. 639; the mowing
machine, i. 640 ; the tedding machine, i. 641 ; the

horse-rake, i. 642.

HajTnaking, ii. 178.

Hay, stacking, ii. 180; thatching, ii. 181; nutritive

value of, ii. 182 ; crops, ii. 208.

Heat communicated to water by radiation, i. 293 ; to

land by conduction, i. 294.

Highland and Agricultural Society, i. 121.

Hoe, the, i. 617 ; Garrett's horse, i. 218.

Hoeing Swedes, &c,, ii. 145.
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Holkliam, its agriculture, i. 17; Bheep-sheaiings at,

i. 112.

Hop harvest, ii. 230
;

gi-ouncls, ii. 204.

Horse, .anatomy of the—the skeleton of the horse,

ii. 407 ; external anatomy of the head, ii. 408

;

internal anatomy of the he.id, ii. 409
;
anatomy of

the eye, ii. 411 ; teeth, U. 412; dental indications

of age—tahle, ii. 417; principal muscles of the

limhs, ii. 418 ; muscles of the outside of the shoul-

der, ii. 420 ; of the thigh, ii. 420 ; of the inside of

ditto, ii. 421 ; structm-o of the hook-joint, ii. 421

;

hones of the foot, ii. 422 ; nerve vein and artery of

the pastern and foot, ii. 423
;
pastern and foot with

bones and integuments, ii. 423 ; external parts of

the foot, ii. 42.5 ; internal organisation, ii. 427 ; the

abdomen audits contents, ii. 431.

Horse, diseases of the, ii. 349 ; diseases of the head,

ii. 349 ; of the tongue, ii. 359 ; of the teeth, lips,

eye, ii. 360 ; blindness, remarks on, ii. 362 ; of the

neck, ii. 363 ; of the chest, &c., ii. 365 ; of the ab-

domen, &c., ii. 377 ; of the external parts, ii. 383 ; of

the haunch, &c., ii. 391 ; of the foot, ii. 397 ; of the

skin, ii. 435.

Horse, the, i. 3CS ; history of, i. 309 ; the English, the

Ai-abian, i. 310; first imported, i. 311 ; the racer,

i. 313 ; Youatt's description of, i. 314 ; the Darley
Eclipse, and Godolphin Arabians, i. 315 ; Forester

—

the hunter, i. 316; Youatt' s description of a himter,

i. 318 ; the overworked hunter, i. 320 ; turning out

to grass or straw-yard, i. 320; the hackney, i. 322

;

Loudon's mare, i. 323; stage-coach horses, i. 324;

clipping, 325 ; stinting of w.ater, i. 326 ; thrushes,

i. 327 ; the cart-horse, i. 328 ; the Cleveland, i.328
;

the Clydesdale, Suffolk Punch, i. 328 ; the black,

i. 329 ; London diay-horse, i. 330 ; the L-ish,

i. 331 ; Galloways, cobs, ponies, i. 332 ; the snotie,

i. 334 ; cavalry and other horses purchased in Eng-
land for France and the United States of America,

i. 335; on purchasing a, i. 336; toiling, ii. 186;

starving, i. 187.

Husbandry, deiirution and progress of British, i. 560

;

causes of progress of, i. 662 ; Scottish, ii. 6 ; Nor-
folk, ii. 7.

Implements in husbandry : the plough,!. 671 ; modern
ploughs and ploughing, i. 573 ; the true object of

ploughing, i. 676 ; difterent kinds of ploughs,

i. 677 ; iron ploughs, i. 579; competing plough-

makers, i. 582 ; the cultivator, i. 684 ; the harrow,

i. Oil ; roller, i. 614; the clod-crusher, i. 616; the

hoe, i. 617 ; sowing machines, i. 619 ;
dibbling im-

plements, i. 625 ; manure distributors, i. 629 ; the

threshing machine, i. 631.

Imports of rape seed, ii. 203.

Inclined plane, i. 256.

Increase of trees in bulk and height, ii. 98.

Incumbered Estates' Court, Ireland, i. 22.

Incumbered Estates Act, i. 36, 128, 131, 133.

Indestructibility of matter, i. 229.

Infeudation, i. 10.

Injury done to crops by game, i. 75.

Insects affecting root crops, ii. 648 ; corn crops,

ii. 668 ; leguminous crops, &o., ii. 677 ; clover

crops, &c., ii. 588.

Insects injurious to the farm, i. 234; ii. 646; classi-

iication of, ii. 547.

Insur.ance and life assurance, ii. 658.

Insm-ance, marine, its history, ii. 659
;

price on,

ii. G60 ; the Equitable Office, its origin, ii. 661 ; the

Koyal Farmers' Company, ii. 662; fraudulent com-
jjaiiies, ii. G62; fraudulent insurers, ii. 664.

Ireland, cultivated land of, i. 131 ; industrial re-

sources of, i. 120 , best cultivatfid in the north,

i. 133 ; amount of landed property sold under the

Incumbered Estates Act, i. 134.

Irrigation, i. 762 ; largo produce of, i. 763 ; method
of forming water meadows, i. 763 ; Darwin on
forming water meadows, i. 769 ; Arthur Young
on forming Avater meadows, i. 771.

Jacob, Mr., his report of foreign agriculture, i. 149.

January, ii. 114,

K.

Karnes, Lord, on leaseholds, i. 16 ; on rm-al lilt,

i.-lll.

Kohl Rabi, i. 536.

Labour the basis of national wealth, i. 46 ; Paley on,

i. 47 ; an article of commerce, i. 47 ; effects of the
Reformation on, i. 48.

Laboiu'cr, his rights and duties, i. 45 ; his remunera-
tion, i. 48 ; his physical comfort, i. 48 ; his moral
and intellectual improvement, i. 48 ; his obUga-
tions, i. 60 ; cruel treatment of the, i. 60 ; Statute
of Labourers, i. 53.

Land, definition of, i. 1 ; first record of appropria-
tion of, i. 2 ; the patriarchal system, i. 3 ; the

Roman agrari.an law, i. 6 ; the property of the
State, i. 6 ; under Romanism, i. 9 ; value of, at

difl'erent periods, i. 24 ; value of, at Wyneticld
Manor, &c., i. 26 ; effects of population on, i. 28

;

competition in Scotland for, i. 28 ; system in Ire-

land—tenure, i. 19, 33 ; increased value in Ireland,

i. 32 ; ii. 668 ; re-union of, in France and Gci-many,

i. 38; subdiWsion of, in Scotland, i. 119; imdcr
tillage in Scotland, i. 125; subdivision in Fr.ance,

i. 140 ; Prussia, i. 144 ; under tillage in Prussia,

i. 152 ; distribution of, in Russia, i. 184 ; system in

Switzerland, i. 109; system in America, i. 198;
general produce of, in America, i. 200 ; high rents

of, in Scotland, i. 668 ; agents the cause of high
rents, i. 672 ; never wears out, ii. 743 ; ii. 748.

Landlord and tenant, their relationship, i. 93.

Landlordism, i. 92.

Laud measuring, ii. 781—785; foreign, ii. 783;
measuring instruments, ii. 785.

Lavergne on rural affairs, i. 136, 139, 143 ; ii. 674.

Law of inheritance and entail, i. 91, 121 ; ii. 667.

Law of settlement, i. 65.

Lawes and Gilbert, their experiments, i. 81.

Leaseholds,!. 15; in Norfolk, Holkham, i. 17; not
common in Lincolnshire, i. 17 ; in Scotland, i. IS.

Lex-non-scripta, i. 84.

Liebig, chemistry,!. 242; ii. 81.

Live stock in spring, ii. 148.

Lois-Weedon husbandly, i. 475 ; ii. 83.

Ijucerne, culture of, ii. 132.

M.

Maize, ciUtui-o of, i. 439 ; ii. 171.

Malt for cattle food, ii. 47.

Malting, process of, ii. 646 ; natural, ii. 48.

Mangold-wurzel, its culture, i. 532 ; ii. 139, 171

Manor, what, i. 10; lord of the manor, i. 12.

JIanufactures the fi-icnds of agriculture, ii. 691.

JLanumission of serfs in England, i. 63 ; in Prussia,

i. 144; inRu.ssia, i. 186.

Man>u-es, i. 691; superphosphate, i. 092; guano,

i.'693 ; theii- distinctive characters, i. 094 ; mineral,

i. 695; farm-yard, i. 711 ; animal, i. 717; method
of making superphosphate, i. 720 ; special, i. 728

;

liquid, i. 731; sewage, i. 734; tillage a substitute

for, i. 737.

IMares foaling, ii. 158.

Jlarkets, ii. 686 ; their inliuonce on prices, ii. 690.

Marling and claj-ing, ii. 68.

Mar.shes, ii. 524.

Mechanical powers, i. 253 ; the lover, the wlicel and
•axle, i. 254 ; the pulley, the inclined piano, i. 256

;

tho wedge, i. 256 ; the screw, i. 257.

Merino sheep, i. 139, 191, 411.

jNIetayage, system of, in France, i. 142.
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Metoorclogy : its use in agTiculture, i. 200 ; tho
utmosplicre—its composition, i. 292 ; the sun

—

coinmunicatiou of heat, i. 29a ; -winds, i. 295 ; Imr-
ricanc, i. 297 ; rain, i. 29S ; snow, i. 300 ; hail,

electricity, i. 301 ; lightning, light, heat, moistiuo,

i. 303 ; indications of a change of weather, i. 304.

Mice, a remarkable case of, i. 197.

Migrations of English and Scotch farmers to Ireland,

i. 131.

MUdew, i. 230.

Slilitary hierarchy injurious to agricultuio, i. 143.

Moldavia and Bessarabian agriculture, i. 191.

Moors and heaths, ii. 523.

N.

Napoleonic wais, effects on agricultme, i. 114.

Natui-al grasses, test of the, i. 504.

Xew York State, decrease of agricultural produce,
i. 196.

Norfolk, leases in, i. 17 ; husbandry of, ii. 7 : geology
of, i. 2G6.

Norm.in Conquest, its effects on agriculture, i. 9.

Nurseries of trees, ii. 215.

Nutritive properties of grain, comparative, ii. 57.

0.

Oats, ii. 487 ; experiments with, i. 489 ; vai-ieties of,

i. 490 ; cultivation of, and proper time of sowing,

ii. 124; ease of transmutation, ii. 16; harvesting,

ii. 198.

Oilcake, ii. 115 ; crushers, i. 647.

On the selection of cattle, 3SC.

Oolitic period, i. 272, 280.

Orchai'ds, ii. 522.

Over-fattening pigs, ii. 59.

Over-stocking, e^-ils of, ii. 32.

Ox, history of the, i. 337 ; wQd breed of, 338

;

middle horns, Devons, i. 340 ; the Devon cow,

i. 343 ; working Devons, i. 345 ; Cornish, i. 346
;

Somerset, i. 347 ; Herefords, i. 348 ; Sussex,

i. 351 ; Welsh, i. 353 ; Pembroke, Glamorgan,
i. 354 ; West Highland, i. 357 ; Aberdeen, i. 361

;

Fifeshu-e, i. 362 ; Aj-rshire cow, i. 363
;

polled,

Galloway cattle, i. 365 ; Norfolk, i. 367 ; Suffolk

don, i. 368 ; Devon Natts, i. 370 ; Long Horns,
i. 370 ; BakeweUs, i. 371 ; WUby and Webstcrs,

i. 374 ; Short Horns, i. 377 ; CoUings' bull. Hub-
back, liis history, i. 378 ; cows in the London
dauies, i. 381 ; the Aldemey, i. 384 ; Bretoime,

i. 385.

P.

Paring and b\iming, different modes, ii. 723 ; opinions

of Yoimg, Da-vy, Eham, and others on, ii. 725

;

expense of, ii. 729 ; experiments of Dr. Voelcker

on, ii. 730.

PaiTshes, unions of, i. 65.

Parsnip, its culture, i. 538; ii. 141.

Pastures, formation of, i. 520
;
permanent, i. 521

;

lime-dressing of, i. 67 ; water meadows, orchards,

i. 522 ; woods, &c., i. 523 ; heaths and moors, i.

523 ; marshes, warrens, sands, i. 524.

Paul, his fly-trap, i. 234.

Peas, ii. 15, 199 ; different varieties of, i. 490

;

ii. 128.

Phosphoric acid a constituent of plants, i. 225.

Physical science, i. 112.

Piggery, the, ii. 50.

Pig, the fecundity of, ii. 51 ; stores, ii. 51 ; AVean-
lings, ii. 52 ;

points in the small breed of, ii. 53
;

points in the large breed o^ ii. 54 ; British, i. 416
;

Hampshire, i. 419 ; Berkshire, i. 419 ; Sussex,

i. 421 ; Windsor, White Suffolk, i. 421 ; Black Suf-

folk, Essex, i. 422 ; Lincolnshire, Chinese, i. 423
;

Old Irish, i. 426.

Pigs, a profitable stock, ii. 1.53 ; management of,

ii. 205 ; salting, ii. 154.

Piper, his system of wheat culture, ii. 9.

Plants, LinniBan systcra of, i. 287 ; Jussieu's system
of, i. 289.

Piatt, Sii- Hugh—Plait's Gabriel, i. 100.

Playl'air, Profcssoi'—chemistry, i. 242.

Poacher, the, i. 61 ; encoui-agcd by the game laws,

i. 76.

Polish provinces of liussia, i. 189.

Pollock, his improvements in Ireland, i. 36.

Poor law, the first, i. 64 ; its working, i. 69 ; com-
luissiou of inquiry on the workhouse test, i. 63.

Popul.itioii, elieit on vahui of land, i. 28 ; reduction

of, iu Irelaud, i. 35 ; statistics of, i. 109.

Potato, the history of, i. 546 ; chemical composition

of, i. 551 ; nutritive power of, i. 552 ; culture of,

i. 653 ; commercial value of, i. 555 ; diseases of,

i. 556 ; varieties of, i. 558 ; insects injurious to the,

i. 550; storing of, ii. 10; as cattle food, ii. 46;
spring planting of, ii. 135 ; experiments on ditto,

ii. 138.

Potatoes, raising early, ii. 202.

Poulterers, noble, i. 82.

Poultry, i. 430 ; sold in London, i. 431 ; different

breeds of, i. 433.

Poultry-yard, ii. 106, ii. 206.

Poverty, what is, i. 52.

Preparation for wintering horses, ii. 69.

Prices, causes affecting, li. 692.

Prize ploughs, i. 573.

Prognostics of weather, i. 304.

Q.

Quadrupeds injurious to the farm, ii. 623; the fox,

ii.- 623 ; badger, ii. 624 ; otter, ii. 626 ; wild eat,

ii. 627 ; mole, ii. 628
;

pole cat, ii. 630 ; marten,
ii. 630; stoat, ii. 631 ; weasel, ii. 633 ; brown rat,

ii. 634 ; black rat, ii. 636 ; vole, ii. 637 ; field vole,

ii. 638 ; mouse, ii. 639 ; rabbit, ii. 640 ; hare,

ii. G41 ; hedgehog, ii. 642.

E.

Kabbit, the, i. 428 ; the warren, i. 430.

Rain, i. 280.

Rape, eultui-e of, ii. 29, ii. 202.

Rents, ii. 666 ; in kind, ii. 75.

Representation, change in the, i. 94.

Respiration of plants, i. 215.

Ribbing land for barley, ii. 126.

Robbers in the 16th century, their punishment, i. 56.

Roller, the, i. 614.

Root culture — mangold, ii. 130; carrot, ii. 141;
parsnips, ii. 143 ; Swede, ii. 143.

Root cutting machines, i. 645.

Root-fall, the rationale of the, i. 232.

Ross, earl of, and the engineer, ii. 213.

Rot.ation of crops, ii. 77 ; on clay lands, ii. 79.

Rothampstead experiments, i. 251.

Royal Agricultm-al Society of England, i. 118 ; of
Ireland, i. 132.

Royal DubUn Society^ i. 132.

Rural economy, what is it, i. 45.

Russian roads, i. 139.

Rust in wheat, i. 231.

Rye, its culture, i. 491 ; Hunt's coffee, i. 492.

S.

Salt, a good manure for turnips, &c., ii. 166
; quan-

tity of, applied per acre, ii. 167; indirect action of,

on the elements of fertilitj', ii. 160.

Sands, ii. 524.

Sap, its circulation in plants, i. 214.

Scottish planting, profits and extent, of, ii. 94.

Seed, i. 779 ; choice of, i. 780 ; waste of, i. 782.

Serf, the Russian, i. 186; -anecdote of a, i. 187.

Sheep, the, i. 388 ; distinguishing terms, i. 389

;

Culley's description of the ram, i. 390 ; diffeient

breeds of, i. 391; sheds for, ii. 35; shepheiding,
ii. 38; the flock, ii. 60 ; selection of rariis, ii. 61

;
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comparatiTC merits of mangolds and turnips for

feeding, ii. C2 ; drcssina:, ii. 63 ; folding, ii. 64 ;

fattening, ii. 68; shearing, ii. 173; cruelty of

clipping fat sheep in winter for market, ii. 1 74 ; the

flock of, in summer, ii. 177; gestation of, ii. 486;

partxirition of, ii. 487 ; number of, kept in the

United Kingdom, ii. 741.

Sheep, diseases of, ii. 4()S ; of the head, ii. 469 ; of

the chest, ii. 474 ; of the ahdomen, ii. 476 ; of the

external parts, ii. 478.

Shoddy trade, the, ii. 738.

Shooting—pheasants, partridges, ii. 779 ;
quails, &c.,

ii. 780 ; wildfowl, ii. 781.

Small farms, tend to overpopulatc, i. 36 ; decrease in

number of, in Ireland, i. 35.

Snow, cause of, i. 300-; storm of, ii. 120.

Society, the Koyal Agricultural, of England, i. 118;

of Ireland, i. 132.

Society, the Royal Dublin, i. 132.

Soils, definition of, i. 211 ; formation of, i. 212 ; dif-

ferent descriptions of, i. 775 ; chemical composition

of, i. 776.

Sorgho, the, or Chinese sugar-cane, i. 515 ; con-

sidered injurious to stock, i. 616.

Sows, farrowing, ii. 152.

Sowing-machines, i. 619.

Spring, tlie third season, ii. 119.

Spring-sowing,ii. 122.

Special manures, i. 728; Grisenthwaite on, ii. 729.

Sportsman, an out-an-out, i. 83.

Stag hunting, ii. 773.

Starch, a constituent of plants, i. 221.

Steam cultivation, i. 589 ; history of, i. 592 ; different

modes of, i. 695 ; Halkett's "guideway" system of,

i. 595 ; cost of, i. 599 ; economy of working, 600 ;

Grafton's system of, i. 603 ; Howard's system of,

i. 605 ; Fowler's system of, i. 608; Coleman's sys-

tem of, i. 609.

Ste.am-engme, history of the, i. 650 ; acting principle

of, i. 652; trials of the, at Chester, i. 653; con-

densing, i. 653 ; high-pressure, i. 654.

Steam-power, its inti-oduction in agriculture, i. 117.

Storing roots, ii. 23.

Stripping leaves off storing roots, ii. 21.

Stubble ploughing, ii. 20.

Summer, the fourth season, ii. 101.

Sun, the action of its rays, i. 293.

Sutherland estate, its improvement, i. 120.

Swine, the diseases of, ii. 488; internal, ii. 489; ex-

ternal, ii. 491 ; bleeding, castration, drenching, &c.,

ii. 494
;
pi-egnancy, abortion, parturition, ii. 496.

Tenancy at mil, i. 1 9.

Tenant by succession, i. 80.

Tenant-right, its justice in Ulster, i. 20 ;
ii. 75.

Tenthredo, the, i. 239.
_

1 binning plantations, ii. 9 i.

Threshing, ii. 91.

Threshing machine, i. 116, 631.

Tile machine, i. 648.

Tillage, a substitute for manure, i. 737.

Timber measure, ii. 785.

Tithes, origin of, in England, i. 66 ; Jewish laiv of,

i. 66 ; objection to, i. 68 ; new law of, i. 69.

Transplanting of wheat, i. 475 ; ii. 12.

Tull, i. 105; his system of husbandly, i. 106.

Turkey poults, ii. 156.

Turnip, the, introduction of, i. 107; varieties of,

i. 528 ; analysis of a crop of, i. 526 ; analysis ofa crop

of Swedes, i. 527 ; storing, ii. 24 ; washing, ii. 37 ;

sowing, ii. 161 ; on clay soils, ii. 192.

TI

Underwood, cutting of, ii. 92

V.

Vegetable kingdom, the, i. 464.

Vegetable physiologr, i. 209 ; Worlcdgc's system of,

i. 104.

Vetches, their culture, i. 502.

Veterinary department, the, ii. 247.

A^itality of seeds, i. 218.

W.
Warrens, ii. 524.

Water, its composition, i. 249.

Water meadows, i. 762; ii. 118, 204, 522; formation

of, i. 763
;
periods for flooding, i. 768 ; land most

proper for the purpose i. 770.

Water-miUs injurious to agnculturo, i. 104.

Weeds, ii. 592 ; .aiTanguJ according to soil, &c.,

ii. 594 ; Holdich's arrangement of, ii. 596 ; infesting

com crops, ii. 596 ; fallow, ii. 000 ; encumbering

the soil, &c., ii. 000 ; underlings, ii. 608 ;
pasture,

ii. 611 ; in damp loam or clay pastures, ii. 613.

"WTieat, history and origin of, i. 404 ; its c\iltivation

indicates ci^ilisation, i. 467 ; characteristics of,

i. 409; constitution of, i. 471 ;
powers of produc-

tion of, i. 473; HaUett's system of cultivating,

i. 475 ; diiferent species of, i. 478 ;
profit on culture

of, in the eighteenth century, i. 103 ; sowing, ii. 1,

17 ; carting and stacking, ii. 196.

Wind, its cause, i. 295 ; helm wind, i. 200 ; the hiir-

ricane and cause, i. 297.

AVinter, the second season, ii. 89.

Wirewonn, ii. 134.

Wobum Abbey, sheep shearings at, i. 112.

AVool, the trade in, ii. 175 ; its history, ii. 732
;
price

of, at different periods, ii. 730 ; imports and exports

of, ii. 730; exported to France, ii. 737; influence of

soil and climate on, ii. 739 ; Youatt's experiments

on, ii. 740 ;
quantity gi-own in the United Kingdom,

ii. 741.
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